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`ASHURA *   راُء���� 
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Aashura  

1 �	
����� �	
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1– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Every single believer whose eyes shed tears 
for the martyrdom of al-Husayn (AS) such that they roll onto his cheeks, Allah 
prepares chambers for him in Paradise as a result of them wherein he will dwell 
for ages.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 108, no. 1]    
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2– Imam al-Baqir (AS) in his discourse about the visitation (ziyara) of al-Husayn 
(AS) on the day of Aashura, be it from near or far, said, ‘Then let him mourn for 
al-Husayn (AS) and weep over him, and let him enjoin weeping for him on others 
in his house who are not in a state of dissimulation, and they should condole with 
each other for their bereavement of al-Husayn (AS). … I [i.e. the narrator] asked, 
‘How should they condole with each other’ to which he replied, ‘They should say 
‘May Allah make our reward great for our bereavement of al-Husayn, and place 
us and you among those who avenge his blood with his representative, the Imam 
Mahdi from the family of Muhammad, peace be upon them.’[Misbah al-
Mutahajjid, p. 772]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  !��"#� 9 ���f^/ 	��)�������� ������� (";0(��� �L�:��N �����> <D�?f�� 5=�/N 5=�C> +?��J 	�� %��� . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever recites a single verse of poetry about al-
Husayn (AS), crying as a result and making ten other people cry, becomes 
deserving of Paradise and so do they.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 110, no. 3]    
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4– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘He for whom the day of Aashura’ is a day of grief, 
sorrow and crying, Allah, Mighty and Exalted, will make the Day of Resurrection 
a day of joy and happiness for him.’[`AeIlal al-Share’ i`a , p. 227, no. 2]    
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5– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Let the weepers weep over someone like Husayn, 
for verily weeping over him reduces the burden of great sins. Then he continued, 
saying, ‘As soon as the month of Muharram would set in my father (AS) was 
never seen laughing, and he would be overcome by melancholy until after the 
first ten days had passed. When the tenth day dawned, it was a day of grief and 
sorrow and crying for him, and he used to say, ‘This is the day when al-Husayn 
(AS) was martyred.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 1, p. 394, no. 8]  

 

* `Aashura’ The tenth day of Muharram, marking the date of Imam Husayn (AS)’ 
s martyrdom at the hands of the Umayyads along with his family and companions 
in Karbala in 61 A.H (ed.) 

 

THE ABASED PEOPLE *   	ُ�َ� ا�ُ��َ
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The Virtue of Abased People  
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1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Shall I inform you of the worst of Allah’s servants? 
It is the rude and arrogant person. And shall I inform you of the best of Allah’s 
servants? It is the weak, abased person.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5944]    
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2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Assist me in seeking out the weak people, for 
verily you are given sustenance and succour only because of the presence of the 
weak among you.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 6019]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �?�R(�
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3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah gives succour to this community only 
as a result of [the presence of] the weak among them, their supplication, their 
prayer and their sincerity.’[al-Durr al-Manthur, v. 2, p. 724]    

��$�%&�'��(� �+
���, 

The Return of Power to the Abased People  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :»�̂N�1"����S�%�j� �	
m��� 5�� 0	�-�̂ �X/ ��
?... «� :����� "F��C�
 2G�7-� "V` L�y   ���� L�:0
��:�� 
 L�y0N���� lV�m�
N L�y.������> 2L�y��:�] . 

4– Imam Ali (AS), with regards to the Qur’anic verse: “And we desired to show 
favour to those who were abased…” said, ‘This refers to the progeny of 
Muhammad. Allah will send them their rightly guided Saviour [the Mahdi] after 
their struggle, and he will raise their status and abase their enemy.’[Nur al-
Thaqalayn, v. 4, p. 110]    

-.��/%
(� �0�%&�'1�2� 

Spiritual Weakness  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���C��B y��NN ��{�^"s"� :%���-���> ";0i"#� ��%�w���� 	�� 5�� ���S�%jQ� �Lj� �b�&�
 Q . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The term ‘weak’ cannot be applied to those whom the 
divine proof has reached, whose ears have heard it and whose hearts have 
heeded it.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 189]    

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :» !����S�%�"a� ��\... «� : �X��� �$�C�j T���%:�
 QN �?"�=���> �?�"=�� �b�Z�%��
 Q Tm�� 1�y
�C3R�� N 2�	��,���>�L���&�� �L�:(�� ��1>?�� �X�C3R��  V1&��  $c�� 5�� PI�3(��N  V]3?�� 	�� �X[ 	��N 2"X . 

6– Imam al-Baqir (AS), with regards to the Qur’anic verse: “Except the ones who 
are deemed weak…”, said, ‘This refers to one who is not capable of disbelieving 
that he may be considered a disbeliever, though neither has he been guided the 
path of faith that he may have faith. [It also refers to] children, and those people 
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from among men and women who have intellects of children and who are 
therefore not accountable for their deeds.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 201, no. 4]    

7 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(GU���S� ����> ����%4Q� ���?�� �so> 2����%4Q� �� ?��
 L��N 2�;7i�8 �����\ �b�>?�
 L�� 	�� �U��0S�� . 

7– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘The [spiritually] weak person is one whom the 
divine proof has not reached, and who would not be able to differentiate [even if it 
did reach him]. If he is able to differentiate [between truth and falsehood] 
therefore, then he is not considered weak.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 125, no. 95]  

 

* al-mustaz`aafin: people who are abased, deemed weak, or downtrodden by 
others. People who are spiritually ‘weak’ are those who are unable or exempt 
from carrying out religious obligations due to mental or physical incapacity (ed.) 

 

THE ACCOUNT   ا�ِ���ب 
 

   

�3����� 

The Account  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�$-�� ���> ���� +K��8  �1�
 9 �1^1=�6 �X/ �q�J1�
N 2 ����> �K��8 Q�N +$-�  �1
 9 L=7̂\N Q/ . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Truly right now you live the day of action with no 
accounting therein, and very soon you will live the day of accounting with no 
action therein.’[A`alam al-Din, no. 345]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( K��#� ����� �K�1kc�� 2  K&���� �$C�B �K��#� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Accountability [for one’s actions] will come before the 
punishment, and the reward will come after the account.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
380]    

�4$5/�� �+���1�!�6 	��� 78
�� 
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Enjoinment of Accounting for One’s Self  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ?�C�[��  ��?���� �N�0:�i�6N 2�1^��1�6 �X/ �$C�B y1^ �N 2 �1C�j_�6 �X/ �$C�B L"=��"��̂/ �1C�j8 . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Take account of your selves before you are held to 
account, and evaluate them before you are held for evaluation, and prepare 
yourselves for the Greatest Exposure.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 73, no. 26]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�;�����"a� y1=�����N 2�;�C�j_"a� L"=��"��̂/ �N�3��B . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Restrict your lower selves by holding them accountable 
and control them by opposing them.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6794]    

5 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� : (3-�y 	�� ";�C�j_"a� �)�̂[ �N 2 �qP����̂ 	�� �����N �q� �X[ � +}�~ "V���6 Q �q7̂\ 2 ��*` �	���q . 

5- Imam Zayn al-`Aabidin (AS) said, ‘O son of Adam! You will continue to thrive 
as long as you are the admonisher of your self, and as long as accounting for 
yourself is one of your concerns.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 280]    

6 �L�=�� ����� �) ��������������� : (����� �*���%�j� <�}�4 �$�-�� �Xo> 2 +�1�
 �$"[ 9 �������̂ �v�j_�
 L�� 	�� 7(�� ����  ����� ���-�8N ��(��    �$�-�� �X\N 2 ������ 
����� �?���w�%�j� <�7?�J <���J  �����\ �K6N  . 

6- Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'The one who does not take account of himself 
every single day is not one of us. And when he performs a good deed, he should 
ask Allah to enable him to do more, and when he commits an evil deed, he must 
seek Allah’s forgiveness and repent for it.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 26]    

�1�!�(� �9�:�;
<�+��  

The Fruit of Taking Account of Oneself  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�K1����� �����|/N 2 �K1^lm�� �V&�%�j�N 2 �� �1^"m� ��8/N 2�� �1��� 5�� �U�BN �����^ �v�j8 	�� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who takes account of his soul will understand his 
defects and know his sins. He will repent for the sins and amend the 
defects.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8927]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�	��/ ��4 	��N 2 �?P��4 :(�� �$���@ 	��N 2 �� ��E �������̂ �vj8 	�� . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who takes account of his self profits, he who neglects 
it is at a loss, and he who fears will be safe.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 73, no. 27]    
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9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �����j ������̂ �v�j8 	�� . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who takes account of his self prospers.’[Mustadrak al-
Wasail, v. 12, p. 154, no. 13761]    

�:
(� ��/�� �=>��? �6 �=5�# 

The First Thing That Man Will Be Asked About  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �)�C�� �$y/ (.C�8 ��C���� ��(�� "VO��
 � "V0N/ . 

10- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The first thing that man will be asked about is our 
love, the people of the Household (ahl al-bayt).’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 
2, p. 62, no. 258]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�� ��(� "VO��
 � �V0N/ kX\�����  T��
 �!� �UB�N �s\ ��C��   �D[0���  	�N 2 ��gN?���a� ���1��0R�� ��"��] �$] 
����1�|N ���6��| ��(�� �)�� C"B :���� ��� 0L"M (�%�
Q�1� 0?�B/ �Xo> 2�)�C�� �$y/ (�%�
Q�N 	��N 2 �N?���a� 3��#�  	�N 2 �N?��a�  ��3R��  	�N 2�;�gN?���a� 

 ��.i�8N ���6[��N . 

11- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The first thing that man will be asked about when 
he stands before Allah, Exalted be His Grandeur, is the obligatory prayers, the 
obligatory alms-tax (Zakat), the obligatory fasting, the obligatory pilgrimage 
(Hajj), and our guardianship (wilaya), the people of the household. If he attests to 
our guardianship and dies believing that, his prayer, fasting, alms and pilgrimage 
will all be accepted.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 212, no. 10]    

���
��� �@�1�!�? 2 �6 

That Which One is Not Accountable For  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�����  $�Cj 9 �X[ � ��\ �;����&�� ��1�
 ��(�� �VN,��� +L���̂ l$"[  ��6  . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Every bounty will be asked about on the Day of 
Resurrection except for what was [used] in the way of Allah, most High.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 7, p. 261, no. 10]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �Lj� �?�[�s 	��  <���/  ��kZ�� �q�s  L���̂ 	� �VO��
 L��  ��kZ�� 5��  . 
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13- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever utters the name of Allah on some food that he 
eats will never be asked [to account for] the bounty of that food.’[Amali al-Saduq, 
p. 246, no. 13]    

14�e*7R�� ����� N/ �?BC�� ����� � : ) ��C���� :(�� "VO��
 Q ���M :�E�1��� TE�1�
 �;�B�?�4 	�� ��.("=�
 �)��� N/ 2���%���1�] � .����
 �D�?���[ N/ 2 ���6
�*�?�C��N 3?�#� . 

14- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘There are three things which the servant will not be 
asked about: the cloth he used to cover his private parts, the piece of bread he 
used to sate his hunger with, and the house that used to protect him from the 
heat and the cold.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 5, p. 665, no. 26]    

���
��� �@�1�!�? �6 

That Which One Will be Held Accountable For  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�6 Q +b��E/ 	�� �VO��
 57%8 �;����&�� ��1�
 G�C�� ����B "VN� : N 2 �'(�>/ -�> �' ?-�� 	��)	�� ( -�> �� �C�J
�)��C�� �$y/ (3C�8 	��N 2 ���&���̂/ -�>N ��C���%�[� �	
/ 	�� ����� 	��N 2 �'���/ . 

15- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘On the Day of Resurrection, the feet of the 
servant will not slip until he is asked about four things: his years and how he 
spent them, his youth and how he wasted it, his wealth, whence he earned it and 
how he spent it, and our love, the people of the household (ahl al-bayt).’[al-
Khisal, p. 253, no. 125]    

16����� �  �e*7R��)�������� ������� ( ��6 ����1B 9 � :» L��0(��  	�� Gm���1�
 0	"��O���%� « � :����� �L���̂/ 7-�� ";0�"Q� �'my "VO��6  �����  V1j?� L :����    
)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (���%����  $�yO� 0L"M )������� L :�����(  .  

16- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), with regards to Allah’s verse: “You will surely be asked 
on that day concerning the blessing”, said, ‘This community will be asked about 
the bounty that Allah bestowed on them in the form of the Messenger of Allah 
(SAWA), and then his household (AS).’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 7, p. 272, no. 39]    

�+�6���A�� ����? �3���B �CD��E�? �6 

That Which Will Make the Account Easier on the Day of Resurrection  

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �K��#� �q���� 0U���
 ���%�6N"� - � �b�(�B� . 
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17- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Be content with what you have been given and 
your account will be lighter.’[A`alam al-Din, no. 344]    

18 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �U�����
 �q�&��4 �	3��8   �q����8  . 

18- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Improve your temperament, and Allah will lighten 
your account.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 383, no. 20]    

19����� �  �e*7R��)�������� ������� : ( �/?�B 7L"M 2 �;���&��� ��1�
 �K��#� "X31�:�6  L�80?�� �;���| kX\ : »)�	
m��� (����� �?��/ � �X1��R�
   �$�|1�
 �X/ ��� 
��
N L�:0��E �X1�f���
N K��#� HI1�j �X1"> « . 

19- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Maintaining relations with one’s kin makes the 
account easier on the Day of Resurrection. Then he recited [the verse]: “And 
those who join what Allah has commanded to be joined, and fear their Lord, and 
are afraid of an adverse reckoning.”[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 102, no. 54]    

�3����� F�* �G�H/�� �0�/"# 

The Categories of People during the Account  

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�v�j_�
 	�� L�:(�-> 2�V �(��N G�&�C�� 5�� Gm���1�
 ��7(��N �L�:(��N 2 <�EN?���� �����y/ �\ �v���&�(�
N <�}��
 <���8 
 	�� L�:(��N 2 (�yy � ��7C���6 	�� 5�� ��(�y �K��#� -7̂\N 2 �Iu�f� �^.���  ?��/ 	�� �1�7C���%�
 L�� L�:0̂ � p+K��8  }�w� �;7(��� �X1��4��
 �	
m���

 }-�Z�&��N  }�&0(�� 5�� �v�j_�
 }�0���  K�m�� �\ �}R�
N  . 

20- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The people on that day will be of different classes and 
stations. Some of them will be given an easy account and return to their people 
happy. Some of them will enter Paradise without giving an account, for they had 
nothing to do with matters of the worldly life, for indeed the account there is for 
those who entangle themselves with them [i.e. worldly affairs] here. And some of 
them will be asked to account for every speck and spot and will be made to suffer 
the punishment of the Blaze.’[al-Ihtijaj, v. 1, p. 572, no. 137]    

�3����� ��1 

The Adverse Account  

21 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( ��6 ���1B 9 � :» K��#� HI1�j �X1">��
N « � : 2��(���#� �L�:�� �v���_�
N ���7�7��� �L :���� �v���_�

{IR�&�%�jQ� 1�yN . 
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21- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), with regards to Allah’s verse: “and they are afraid of an 
adverse reckoning”[ Qur’an 13:21], said, ‘Their bad deeds will be counted against 
them and their good deeds will be counted for them, and that is the strict 
reckoning.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 7, p. 266, no. 26]    

�B �@�1�!�? I�6J�K��? J� ��  

Those Whose Account Will Be Easy  

22 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� "V1jE �VB  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �$hB ���� �V&> 2 �Kkm��� +v�j_�� l$"[ :����� �V1jE 
   "V1B �	
O> 2 
�����  �$]N7��  :»�8 �v�j�_�
 ���1���><�}��
 <�� « �VB W :��l��R0%�� ���
 2 ���?���� �q�s . 

22- Imam al-Baqir (AS) narrated, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Every person who 
stands to give account will suffer chastisement.’ Then someone asked him, ‘O 
Messenger of Allah! What about Allah’s verse: “he shall soon receive an easy 
reckoning”?’ He replied, ‘That is the exposition, meaning the display of the pages 
[of one’s book of deeds].’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 262, no. 1]    

L3���B �K�M�  
+H/
N� �)�OP�? I�6 

Those Who Will Enter Paradise Without Accounting  

23Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� "V1&�
   ��6  : 9 �N��y]N 2 u��C�j 9 �NsN"�N �1��%"BN 2 u��C�j 9 �1��6B �	
m��� �T*C�� �T/
+K��8 QN +K�m��  }�w� :�̂1��4���> 2 �;7(��� �1��4�*� 2 u��C�j . 

23- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, most High, will say: “O My servants who 
have fought for My sake, were killed and hurt for My sake, and have struggled for 
My sake! Enter Paradise!” And they will enter it without punishment or 
account.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16635]    

24 � �	
����� �	
� �����)�������� ������� : (����� �b-�] �s\   G*(�� T*(�
 �	
?�4��N �!�0N��  : +K��8  }�w� <��-�] �;7(��� �1��4������ �XN? �7R�� �	
/ ...
 : L�:�� ";�=h��a� �)��B : �1�B W L�%^/ 	�� � : �XN?�7R�� . �1�B : L"[�?�C�| �X[ �NW  
�1�B :����� �;��� 5�� ^�?�C�|  ����� �;���R��� 	�� ^�?�C�|N 2    . 

24- Imam Zayn al-`Aabidin (AS) said, ‘When Allah will bring together the first and 
the last of people a caller will call out: ‘Where are the patient ones that they may 
all enter Paradise without account?’ … The Imam then continued, ‘The angels 
will ask them, ‘Who are you?’ and they will answer, ‘The patient ones.’ Again they 
will ask, ‘And what were you patient with?’ They will say, ‘We were patient with 
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acts of obedience to Allah, and we were patient in keeping away from acts of 
disobedience to Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 82, p. 138, no. 22]    

25 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �b-�] �s\   "V1&�> ��7(�� �b�-��
 t*(> G*(�� ��B 2�	
?�4��N �!�0N�� �$]N7��  : 9 �X17�_�%"a� �	
/
�����   �VB W  : L�:�� "V&��>  �7(�� 	�� ���(�� ��1&��> :��8  }�w� �;7(��� �\ �1C�y�s�+K . 

25- Imam Zayn al-`Aabidin (AS) said, ‘When Allah, Mighty and Exalted, will bring 
together the first and the last of people, a caller will rise and call out so that all 
people will hear. He will say, ‘Where are those who loved each other for Allah’ 
sake?’ and a group of people will rise, and they will be told to enter Paradise 
without accounting.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 126, no. 8]    

26 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ?�S��> �;7(��� �K� �16O�
 57%8  �7(�� 	�� ���(�� ��B �;����&�� ��1�
 �X[ �s\ L�:�� "V&��> 2 �;7(��� �K� �1� : L�%^/ 	��
 �X1�1&�> W : L�:�� "V&�> 2 {I�?�&"��� �	  :W K��#� �$�C�B/ ! �X1�1&�> :������ ^1C�j_�6 <���J ^1-�%���Z��/ � !����� "V1&�>  �$]N7��  : �1��4�*� 2 �1B���|

 �;7(��� . 

26- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘On the Day of Resurrection a group of people will 
rise; they will come to the gate of Paradise and they will knock at the gate of 
Paradise. Then they will be asked, ‘Who are you?’ And they will answer, ‘We are 
the poor.’ They will then be asked, ‘[Have you come] before the Reckoning?!’ 
And they will answer, ‘You did not give us anything to hold us accountable for!’ 
Allah, Mighty and Exalted will then say, ‘They speak the truth. Enter Paradise!’[al-
Kafi, p. 264, no. 19]    

27 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� "V1jE �VB  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( PI��C��  $y� �v�R�(�
 ¢ �	
��1�a� �)�C�R�̂N �	
N�N0��� ���?�f�̂ �s\
 �;
�� '�my �6N 2 �X�1
�* L�:�� �?�f�(�
 L��N 2 �X����� :» ... �7R�� 5�>�1�
 -0̂\ +K���8  ?���w � �L�y�?�]�/ �XN? « . 

27- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When the records 
are spread out and the scales set up, there will be no scales set up for the people 
of affliction, nor record spread for them.’ Then he recited this verse: “Indeed the 
patient will be paid in full their reward without any reckoning…”[ Nur al-
Thaqalayn, v. 4, p. 481, no. 28]    

L3���B �K�M�  ���H/�� �)�OP�? I�6 

Those Who Will Enter the Fire Without Accounting  

28Pz� "V1jE �  ) �� {z� �uk��|����` �N ����� : (����� �X\  ����� ���?�J/ 	�� ��\ +���4 k$"[ �v�j_�
 �$]N7��    �\ ��� �?���,�
N �;����&�� ��1�
 �v�j_�
 Q ��0̂o> 2 
 E7(�� . 
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28- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Truly Allah, Mighty and Exalted, will hold all the 
creatures to account except those who have associated a partner to Allah, for 
they will not be given the chance to account on the Day of Resurrection and will 
be ordered straight to the Fire.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 34, no. 66]    

29����� V1jE 	� � ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  : (G;0%P��  K��#� �$C�B �E7(�� �X1��4��
 �;7%�j . �$�B :�V1jE 
 �����  ����� 5��|    �VB WL�y 	�� 2 �q����  :
:���  e%�j.?�� "$y/N 2 �;�̂��£� �E7i.%��N 2  ?�C�=�� �!By0���N 2 �;0� C�R���� �K�?����N 2 E1��� {I�?��"Q�����#� {I-������N 2 �;�� . 

29- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Six [groups] will enter the Fire before any account 
because of six [reasons].’ He was asked, ‘O Messenger of Allah! May Allah’s 
blessings be upon you! Who are they?’ He replied, ‘The rulers because of their 
tyranny, the Arabs because of their prejudice, the landowners because of their 
arrogance, the merchants because of their treachery, the villagers because of 
their ignorance, and the scholars because of their jealousy.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, 
v. 1, p. 127]    

30 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �L:"��4���
 �;M��M   +K��8  }�w� �E7(��  ...GX�� �¤��JN 2 �KNm�[ �?]6N 2 �?h] ���\ . 

30- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah will make three [groups] enter the Fire 
without any account… an unjust leader, a lying merchant, and an adulterous old 
man.’[al-Khisal, p. 80, no. 1] 

ACTION �ُ�َ�َا� 
 

  

 �)�;�%�� 	��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Action  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;�M��M �)3��a� �b�C%�
 : �X(M� �b ]?��> 2 ��"��-��N ��"��N �"�y/��"��-�� 5&C�
N �"��N ��"�y/ �b ]?�
 p ���8�N 5&C�
N . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Three things follow a person when he dies his 
family, his wealth and his deeds. Two of those retreat and only one remains his 
family and wealth retreat and his deeds remain with him.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
42761] 
  

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( <;�
: ̂ L"=�� kX\ 2 ���E�1�� ���E�1��N 2 �¥0R�� �¥0R�� 0L"M 2 �;��&�%jQ� �;��&�%jQ�N 2 �;�
:3(�� �;�
:3(�� 0L"M 2 �$�-���� �$�-����
L"=�%�
: ̂ �\ �1:�%^�> . 
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2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I enjoin you with action indeed, then to take it to its 
completion, then to maintain it regularly, then to persevere in its performance and 
then to be pious. Verily you have been destined for a great end, so betake 
yourselves to your destined end.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 176] 
  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���C���̂ � � �� ?��
 L�� 2 ��"��-�� �� � O�Z�/ 	��)��C���8 .( 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who lags behind as a result of his deeds will not be 
accorded a front position because of his lineage.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 23] 
  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $�-����  }�w � �D�?�4�� 1]?�
 	0-�� 	"=�6 Q ... L�y���8/ �1�yN �!C ̂m"a� �¦�wC�
N 2 L�:���-�� "$�-��
 QN �!_��7R�� .v�_�

 ...�-�� 	�� �?�c[O � ��P���(�� 1]?�
N 2 �� C^�s 	�� §*O � �' }�@ 5��� ����
 ���� ... �VO�j �s\ "̈ ��C�
N 2 �$�-�� �s\ �?3R�&�
 ...  $�-���� �	��N 2©V����  V1�&� � �1�:>
©$�&�� ! 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not be among those who hope for the Hereafter 
without acting … admiring the righteous people and yet not acting like them, and 
despising the sinners whilst he is one of them … he fears for others worse 
chastisement than what he himself deserves for his sin, and for himself hopes for 
greater than his actions deserve … When he acts he falls short of the action, and 
when he is asked something, he exaggerates … so he is presumptuous in his 
speech though performing little action.’ [Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 150] 
  

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �$ C�B 	��   ª��(���8 ��(�� �$ C�B 	��N 2 �����m���
 L�� <D���8�N <D��| ��(��  ...�����m���
 L�� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He from whom Allah accepts a single prayer, He 
will not punish, nor he from whom He accepts a single good deed.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, 
p. 266, no. 11] 
  

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<�}c�[ �1-0��(�6 <����B �1��-��� . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If you act but a little, you will enjoy many 
bounties.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 183] 
  

7 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� :( V-�� � �D�?�4�� 9N 2  V�1�� � �^7��� u�> ��7(�� . 

7– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘People transact through wealth in this world and 
through deeds in the Hereafter.’[al-Durra al-Bahira, p. 41] 
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�%����Q
N��� �)�; 

Action and Recompense  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( -�:0
O�> 2 �X&
?�� -�yN 2  E�?��� �V �(�� �E7i"��� "V ¬�
 Q �q�m�[ �v�(���� ��10f�� �	�� �%i�
 Q -�[
�����\ L�%[�E*/ L�6m�4/ . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Just as grapes can never be harvested from thorn 
bushes, thus can the wrongdoers never come up to the level of the righteous, for 
they are two distinct paths, whichever one of them you take is where you will 
arrive.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 43676] 
  

���P�(��)�;�%�� 	
��� �+�6 

Maintenance of Continuous Action  

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;���N��"a� �;���N��"a� !����� kXo>  ��1�a� ��\ <;�
@ �!(��,"a�  $�-���� �$��i�
 L��  . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Act continuously, act continuously! For verily Allah has 
not decreed any end to the believer’ s actions except death.’[Mustadrak al-
Wasail, v. 1, p. 130, no. 177] 
  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��(�� +V1�-�� +}c�[ 	�� 5]E/ 2 ������� ��N��6 �$���B . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The little that you perform continuously is weightier than 
the great amount that you perform odiously.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 278] 
  

11 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5��\ 0v�8/ �Iu�J 	�� �  k$�B X\N 2 ������� ���N���
 +$�-�� 	��  . 

11– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘There is nothing more beloved to Allah than the 
performance of an action that is maintained regularly, even if it be little.’[al-Kafi, v. 
2, p. 82, no. 3] 
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12 e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���������> +$�-�� 5��� "$�]0?�� �X[ �s\  E��&�� �;����� kX/ �q�sN p �' }�@ �\ HIJ X\ ��(�� "V01�_�%�
 0L"M 2 <;�(�j ��
����� HIJ � �q�s ����� 9 :�> "X1=�
  �X1=�
 X/  . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If a man performs a certain action, he should 
maintain it regularly for the duration of a year, then he may move on to another 
act if he wishes, and that is so that the grand Night of Ordainment (laylat al-qadr) 
is included in his year of performing that particular act, when whatever Allah wills 
therein happens.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 82, no. 1] 
  

�=�;�R� �)�&*# 

The Best of Actions  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(y���®/  V-��� "$�S>/ . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of deeds is the most difficult of them.’ 
[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 191] 
  

14 Pz� "V1jE �){z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :(k$�B X\N �����N*/  $�-���� "$�S>/ . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of deeds is that which is most regular, 
even if be something small.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 63] 
  

15 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�8/����� 5��\  V-��� .v   �EN?�j )Tm�� ( ��(�� �U�f=�6 N/ ���%��1�] ��(�� �*�?Z�6 2  	��,"a� 5���� ��"��4��6
���%��?"[ . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of deeds in the sight of Allah is the 
happiness that you bring to a fellow believer, either by driving away his hunger or 
by relieving him of his distress.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 191, no. 11] 
  

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �q����̂ ������� �)y�?[/ �  V-��� "$�S>/ . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of deeds is that which you force yourself to 
do.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 69, no. 20] 
  

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��]�N �� � ��
E"� �  $�-���� "$�S>/   .  
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17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of deeds is that whose objective is Allah’ s 
pleasure.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2958] 
  

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 3��#� ��N�"�  V-��� "$�S>/ . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of deeds is adherence to the truth.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 3322] 
  

19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  V-���  $�S>/ 	�� �$��j 7-�� � :�0R�������  $�C�j 9 �*:���N 2  	
�����1�� .? �N 2 :�%B�1�� "D   k$]N0���  . 

19– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when asked about the best of deeds, replied, 
‘Performing the prayer at its prescribed time, being kind to one’ s parents and 
combat in the way of Allah (jihad), Mighty and Exalted.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 158, no. 4] 
  

�����;�� ���%
$/�? 2 I�6 

He Whose Deeds Do Not Benefit Him  

20Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�$�-�� ���� �L"&�
 L�� ���> �	"=�6 L�� 	�� ����M :����� u|��� 	�� �'���i_�
 ���E�N   �� � TE���
 ����4N 2k$]N0��� 
 $�y�� �$:�] �� � .*�?�
 �L��8N 2 ��7(�� . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are three qualities which if a person does 
not possess, his action remains incomplete piety which safeguards him from acts 
of disobedience to Allah, a good nature by means of which he maintains 
amicable relations with people, and clemency by means of which he retorts the 
rashness of the ignorant.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 116, no. 1] 
  

21 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�
 Q �;�M��M�$�-�� 0	�:���� �b��( :���� � ��?3f��  �U80��� �	�� �E�?����N 2  	
�����1�� �e1&��N 2  . 

21– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are three sins to which the company of a 
good deed is to no avail association of anything with Allah, insolence to one’ s 
parents, and fleeing from the midst of a battle.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 43824 and 
43937] 
  

22 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���̂��� ����_�
 L�� 	�� �$�-�� � . 
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22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who does not guard his tongue has not 
performed any good deeds.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 85] 
  

23 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�$�-�� �*1_"��N 3q0f�� �b�� �b��(�
 Q . 

23– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘A good deed accompanied by doubt and denial is 
to no avail.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 400, no. 7] 
  

24� �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :(����� "$�C&�
 Q   <�I1�j  	��,"a� ���4/ 5��� �?�-S�� �1�yN <��-�� +	��,�� 	��  . 

24– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah does not accept a good deed from a believer 
as long as he harbours ill will against a fellow believing brother.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
361, no. 8] 
  

�E/�6 ��
S
�� F�M��/�? TU�� �=�;�R� 

Deeds That One Must Be Cautious of  

25 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �!-���"a� �;0���� ���y�?=�
N 2 ��P���(�� ���C�8| �'g?�
 +$�-�� k$"[ �E�m8�� . 

25– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Be cautious of every deed which the doer is pleased to 
perform himself but hates Muslims at large to perform it.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha 
li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 18, p. 41] 
  

26 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�-��
 +$�-�� k$"[ �E�m8���;�� ̂����� u�> ��(�� 5_�%��
N 2 3?3��� u�> �� � "$ . 

26– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Be cautious of every deed which is performed in secret 
but is embarrassing to perform in public.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 69] 
  

27 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��7
\�'�?�=^/ �� C�8R�� �?�["s �s\ +$�-�� k$"[N . 

27– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of any deed whose performance would be 
denied by its doer if mentioned to him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 369, no. 19] 
  

�)�;�%�� �C�AVW 
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Perfection of a Good Deed  

28Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\   ���(�&%�
 X/ <��-�� L"[���8/ �$�-�� �s\ .v�_�
 ���6  . 

28– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah, most High, loves for you to perfect a 
good deed when you perform it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9128] 
  

29 � �e*7R�� �����)�������� ������� :(�����  V1j�E �	�� �L�y�?�\ ��� 7-��  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( .u C0(�� t/�E)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( <����4 �' ¥�B 9
�VB 0L"M 2P '���� � �'�71��> : �	�&%�����> <��-�� L"[���8/ �$�-�� �s\ . 

29– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘When Ibrahim, the son of the Prophet (SAWA) 
passed away, the Prophet (SAWA) saw a gap in his grave, which he filled with 
his hand, and then said, ‘When any of you performs a good deed, he should 
perfect it.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 2, p. 883, no. 1] 
  

����� 	
��� �=�;�R� �X:��   DF��5/��� )����Y �� ���
��� Z� �FU��" (�+5;�[R�� 

The Exposition of Deeds  

30Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�K%��> +vh6 	��N 2 ���� �?��w��> +?��w�%��� 	�-> 2  ��-�£�N  !�(MQ� ��1�
 "V-��� ���?��6 "$y/ .*�?�
N 2������� 
�1�1%�
 57%�8 L : (hw�S �  	hw0S�� . 

30– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘People’ s deeds are exposed [to me] every 
Monday and Thursday. The deeds of one who seeks forgiveness are forgiven to 
him, and those of the repentant are pardoned, whilst the deeds of those who 
harbour rancour are returned to them because of their rancour until they repent 
for them.’[al-Targhib wa al-Tarhib, v. 3, p. 458, no. 17] 
  

31 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :("[ 0u���� ���?��6 L"=��-�/ kX\����� ��*���%j� +	���8 	�� �X[ -�> 2 +�1�
 k$   ��C�B 	�� �X[ �N 2 L"=�� 
����� ��?��w�%j�  L"=��  . 

31– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily your deeds are exposed to me every day, 
and whatever good I see I ask Allah to increase them for you, and whatever bad I 
see, I seek forgiveness from Allah for you.’[al-Faqih, v. 1, p. 191, no. 582] 
  

32 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5���� ���?��6N ��\ +̄ C�| 	�� � �;0�"Q� �'my �V-�/ kX\  ���6  . 
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32– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘Verily the deeds of this community are exposed 
to Allah, most High, every single morning.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 
44, no. 156] 
  

33 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (���6 ����1�B 	�� �$��j 7-�� � :»����� t�?������> �1����-���  $"B�N  �j�E�N �L�"=���-�� �X1(��,"a��N ���"�1 «� :
�� ^7
\ . 

33– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was asked about Allah’ s verse “And say, ‘Go on 
working, for Allah will see your conduct, and His Apostle and the faithful [as 
well]”, replied, ‘It is us that He means [by the faithful].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 23, p. 
337, no. 22] 
  

34 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� (����� ��C�� �VB ��BN �  ���� �X�/ �	�  :����� �1����6 X/ °1�O�j �q���1�� 	�� �1�B kX\  � L�:��  :������N   �� ?�O�� u7̂\ 
����� 5���� L�:��-�/   +�1�
 �$"[ 9  . 

34– Imam al-Rida (AS), when `Aabdullah b. Aban said to him, ‘Verily a group of 
your adherents have asked me to request you to supplicate Allah on their behalf’ 
, replied, ‘By Allah, verily I am the one who presents their deeds to Allah every 
day.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 11, p. 392, no. 25] 
  

�=�;�R� �3�'�\ 

The Book of Deeds  

35 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��C���� �$�-�� �XC�%=�
  E:0(�� =����N 2 ���3�0��� �v�%=�
  V-3f�� �v�8|N 2 ��(���#� �v�%=�
  !-���� �v�8|
�� u�> ��C���� �$�-�� �XC�%=�
  $�k��� =����N 2  E:0(� � $�k� . 

35– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The angel on man’s right [shoulder] records his good 
deeds, whilst the angel on the left records his evil deeds. The two angels of the 
day record the servant’ s deeds by day, and the two angels of the night record 
the servant’ s deeds by night.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 5, p. 327, no. 22] 
  

�=�;�R� �]-��̂ �V 
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Embodiment of Deeds  

36Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� "V1&��> 2 G;�(���8 GD�E1| 9 ��"��-�� ���� �E31�| �' ¥�B 	�� �±�?�4 �s\ �	��,"a� kX\ :�)^/ �������1�>    ���EO�� u7̂\ 
 W  e�3R�� �/�?�� !���� "V1&��> : ���� "X1=��> 2 �q"��-�� ^/] <��hB N/ <�E1^ [ �;0(��� 5��\ . 2 G;��3��j GD�E1| 9 ��"��-�� ���� �E31�| �' ¥�B 	�� �±�?�4 �s\ �?�>=�� kX\N

"V1&��> G;��3��j GD�Ef �N :������1�> �)^/ 	��   W PI10��� �/�?�� ���EO�� u7̂\  !"V1&��> : �E7(�� �$�4��
 57%�8 �� � �����Z(��> 2 �q"��-�� ^/ . 

36– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily when the believer will come out of his 
grave, his deeds will come to him personified in a good form, and he will address 
it asking ‘Who are you, for by Allah I see you to be a veracious man indeed!’ to 
which it will reply, ‘I am your [good] deed’ , and it will be a source of light for him 
and lead him into Paradise. And verily when the disbeliever comes out of his 
grave, his deeds will come to him personified in an ugly form with an ugly 
countenance, to which he will ask, ‘Who are you for verily I see you to be an ugly 
man indeed!’ and it will reply, ‘I am your [evil] deeds’ , and it will rush off with him 
to plunge into the Fire.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 38963] 
 
 

 
 

ADORNMENT   ��َا���� 
 

   

+�/?DQ�� 

Adornment  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\  �$0-�i�%�
 X/N ���� O0��:�%�
 X/ � ���4/ �\ �	�,a� �'��C�� �±�?�4 �s\ � .v�_�
  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily Allah likes it for a believing servant of His, 
when he goes to visit a fellow brother, to get ready and adorn himself.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 79, p. 307, no. 23]    
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2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�"a� ���4� L"[��8/ �	0
���%�����;����«�  	��8/ 9 �'�?�
 X/ .v�_�
 Tm��  v
?�w�� �	0
���%�
 -[ �'6/ �s\  L� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'You should adorn yourself for your fellow Muslim brother 
when you go to visit him just as you adorn yourself for a stranger for whom you 
want to make a good first impression.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 298, no. 3]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ?�y�1kY�� �;�(
 � 	�� "$�́ /  	���1�C�� ";�(
 � . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The adornment of your inner selves is more beautiful than 
the adornment of the outer.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5503]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ?�y�Y�� 9  $-���� �	��8N  ?h�?0��� "D�E:�� �X��� �	
�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The adornment of faith is purity of one's innermost 
thoughts coupled with good actions manifested outwardly.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
5504]    

�+�/?DQ�� �I��B# 

The Best Adornment  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( GX�\ �b� ";�(��=0���  $�]0?�� �;�(
 � �	��8/ . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The best thing a man can adorn himself with is 
tranquility coupled with faith.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 337, no. 2]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�q(� L�:�%�(P��/ 0U�[N L�:�(�� �q��0-�]N  �(�� �q�Z���4 � 3T3��� �	��8/ �X\ . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The best attire is that which enables you to blend in with 
people, which makes you look presentable in front of them, and which does not 
give tongues an excuse to wag about you.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3470]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���  $c�µ �	3
���%�� �	0
���6 ������ �;   . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'No one can adorn himself with a better adornment than 
the obedience of Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9489] 

AFFLICTION ��َ�� ا�ُ�
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�@�[�_
(� �:`# 

The Reward for (Enduring an) Affliction  

1 �	�#� ����� �)����� ���������� :( ?]�� ���6��� �vhR�a� . 

1– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘Afflictions are the keys to reward.’    

�@�[�_
(� -P��# 

The Worst of Afflictions  

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  vhR�a� 3��J/ 	� �$���j 7-�� � : 	
3�� � ";�C�R"a� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) was once asked what the worst affliction was, to which he 
replied, ‘To be afflicted with a blow to one’s faith.’    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�^.�� � �����1�� PI&0f��N  vhR�a� �L�Y�/ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greatest affliction and source of wretchedness is 
infatuation with this world.’    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("$:���  vhR�a� �L�Y�/ . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greatest affliction is ignorance.’    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�%J� ��B +$�]�?�� �� �'�����N 5�� �������] 0� :t¥"=�� �;�C�R"a�  	� �)����@N 2t?w.R�� �;�C�R�-��� �)� ��] �my 
 !
 �������1� �q �R�� 	�� �L�Y�/ ���� �*����%jQ� �q�[?�%� �q��R�-�> 2�q�����] ����� 0��%�J� -�� <�7����%��� �������N ���\ �E| -�� �)([ 1�N . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said to a man who was experiencing intense grief at the 
loss of his son, ‘You are grieving at the minor affliction and are heedless of the 
major affliction! If only you prepared yourself for the place that your son has 
passed away to, your grief would not be so intense, for your affliction at having 
neglected preparation for it [i.e. the Hereafter] is much greater than the loss of 
your son.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 5, no. 10]    

�+���_�(� �P/�� �a�`:�'12� 
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To Say “Indeed we belong to Allah and to Him do we indeed return” 
when Struck with an Affliction  

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(";0(��� ���� )�C�]�N �;�C�R"a� ��(� ��]?�%jQ� �L�«"� 	�� . 

6– He who is inspired to utter the words, ‘Indeed we belong to Allah, and to Him 
do we indeed return’ during an affliction, his entrance into Paradise is made 
obligatory.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 235, no. 2]    

�3�_�(� �3�,# 

The Etiquette of Dealing with an Affliction  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;0���y�� "$-� ";�8�3(�� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Wailing is an act from the pre-Islamic age of 
ignorance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 82, p. 103, no. 50]    

8 �u�� ����� �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :("[ 	��3? C��  �1�( :�;B��0R��N  ��?���N vhR�a� "X-%�[ . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Among the hidden treasures of goodness are: 
concealing one’s afflictions, one’s illnesses and one’s charity [from others].’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 82, p. 103, no. 50]    

9	� �;fh�  : .¶(�� 5�=�� �L�y�?�\ ��� 7-��)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (���� �$�&> 2���%��_�� 5�� ����1��* ��?�] 57%8 :����� �V1jE 
   PI=�C��  	� 5:(�6 2
W u=C�6 �)^/N !�V&> : �L�8?�
 Q �L�8?�
 Q 	��N 2�;�®�E �'my -7̂\N 2·I=�� �my ���� . 

9– `Aa’isha narrated, ‘When Ibrahim [the Prophet’s son] passed away, the 
Prophet (SAWA) cried such that tears rolled onto his beard, so people said to 
him, ‘O Prophet of Allah, you dissuade people from crying and here you are now 
crying?!’ to which he replied, ‘This is not crying, it is compassion, for he who does 
not have compassion [for others] will not be treated with compassion [by 
Allah].’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 388, no. 227]    

10D?
?y r/ 	� � :�����  V1jE  V` 	�� �)3��� ���  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �V&> 20	�y�*�?Z�
N 0	�y:(�
 �?-� ��&> ������ �!�=C�
 {I�3(�� �b�-�%]>
����� "V1jE  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�&��N �;����* �!���� �Xo> 2�?-� 
 0	�:��* �v
?B ��:����N �KR�� �v� . 

10– Abu Hurayra narrated, ‘A man from the family of the Prophet (SAWA) had 
passed away and the women were gathered around crying for him when `Aumar 
stood up and prohibited them from doing so, and told them to go away from 
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there. The Prophet (SAWA) then said, ‘Leave them O `Aumar, for verily the eye 
feels teary [at the moment], the heart is afflicted and the pain of the incident is 
still fresh.’[Sunan al-Nasai, p. 4, no. 19]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (����  V1jE 	��  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� -�:�S�wC�
 �X^1���� �X61�|   : ��(� ��1�|N 2G;�C�R�� ��(� �V�1�\
 HI(�w��N �̄ 10(�� u (��
 p G;�-� ̂ . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) narrated on the authority of the Prophet (SAWA), ‘Two voices 
are cursed and despised by Allah: howling when struck by an affliction, and 
singing when blessed with a bounty.’[Da`aim al-Islam, v. 1, p. 227]    

�@�[�_
(� �CD��E�? �6 

Factors that Ease Afflictions  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��� )�̂y �^��� 9 ���y�� 	����C�R"a� ��� . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Afflictions are easy for one who is abstemious in 
this world.’[Kanz al-Fawa’id li al-Karajiki, v. 2, p. 163]    

13 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�C�R�� �?"[m����> �;�C�R�� �'��(�� )�-"Y�� 	�������� "X1�:�%�j :7̂o> pr ���% . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who finds an affliction too great to bear 
should think about [the greatness of his affliction resulting from] my passing away 
from this world, and his own affliction will become easier to bear.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 82, p. 84, no. 26]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  T���
 �!�� L"=����BN 2 E1C"&�� 	�� L"= ]N?�4 ��1
N 2��1�a� �?[�s �N�?�c[/  �vhR�a� �L"=���� "X1�:�6 2k$]N0���  . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Increase your remembrance of death, the day that you 
will rise from your graves, and your standing before Allah, Mighty and Exalted, 
and your afflictions will become easier to bear.’[al-Khisal, p. 616, no. 10]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( "V1&
 �X[ ��7̂\ �� �;�C�R"a� ��(� :���� ��-�#�   ���� ��-�#�N 2�
�* 9 ¸�C��R�� �$��i�
 L�� Tm��     HIJ 1� Tm�� 
 )^[ 7-�� �L�Y�/ ¸�C�R�� �X1=6 X/))�̂[(���� ��-�#�N 2   �X[N �X1=
 X/ HIJ Tm��  ?��� 5��  . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) used to say the following when faced with an affliction, 
‘All praise is due to Allah, Who did not afflict me in my faith, and all praise is due 
to Allah Who, if He had willed for my affliction to be greater than it is could have 
made it so, and all praise is due to Allah for the command that He willed to be 
and it is.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 268, no. 183]    
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16 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(����� �F���� ��� �s\ �)3��a� �X\    ?�-��6 L�� �q�s Q1�N 2�X�"#� �;��1�� �'�^O�> �� C��B 5�� �����-�> 2����y/  b�]N/ �\ <=���� 
 �^��� . 

16– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily when someone dies, Allah sends an angel 
to the most grieved member of his family, who strokes his heart and makes him 
forget the agony of grief, and if it were not for this, the world would never again 
thrive.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 227, no. 1]    

�3�_�(��  �+�V�;�b�� 

Gloating at Another’s Affliction  

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �	�%�%��
 57%8 �^��� 	�� �±�?��
 L�� ����4O� )�����̂ G;�C�R�µ �)�-�J 	�� . 

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever gloats over an affliction that has befallen 
his fellow brother does not leave this world until he is tried similarly.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, 
p. 359, no. 1] 

AGGRESSION    �� ا�َ�
 

 uw�C�� 

AGGRESSION  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�uw�C�� <;��1&�� 3?0f�� �$�i�/ kX\ . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The evil deed to be punished the quickest is 
agression.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 327, no. 1] 

   

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��� �$�%"B  u�w�C�� �U��j k$�j 	�� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever draws the sword of agression will be killed by it 
[himself].’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 1, p. 52] 

   

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;-�3(�� �v"����
 �uw�C�� . 
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3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Agression removes [Allah’s] favor.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
382] 

   

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �E�0��� �v ]1�
 �uw�C�� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Agression brings about destruction.’[Ibid. no. 795] 

   

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �?�C���� ���  $���� l$�_�
N 2�;��?0R�� "$3i���
 ��7̂o> �uw�C��N ��7
\ . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Avoid agression, for it expedites death and makes of its 
doer a lesson to others.’[Ibid. no. 2657] 

   

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( E7(�� 5��\ ����_�|/ �*1�&�
 �uw�C�� kX\ . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Agression leads its perpetrators to the Hellfire.’[al-Kafi, v. 
2, p. 327, no. 4] 

   

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)� �������������� :(�q�6�}f��N �q����̂ �q�%C�i�/ �X\N 2<����/ +uw�� �;-���=� 0	�-k��=�6 Q �X/ �?"Y^� . 

7- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Make sure that you never utter one aggressive 
word, even if you admire [the strength of] yourself and your tribe.’[Ibid. no. 3] 

   

u@C�� ";���| 

The Agressor  

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :»G*� QN +¹� �}@ 0?"Z�g�  	�-�> «� : ���� 5��� �±�?��
 Tm��� u@C��. 

8- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), with regards to the verse: “But should someone be 
compelled, without being aggressive or rebellious…”57, said, ‘The agressor is 
whoever rises to fight against the Im?m.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 213, no. 1] 
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�!-���"a� �	��  uw�C��  $y/ "V%�B 

Fighting Against Muslim Agressors  

10º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�B "V%�&�� �XQ% : �V%�B N 2�XN?�@| L�y N G��
 	� �;�
���� �1�6�,�
 N/ �1-�����
 57%8 L�:(� �?���(�
 Q ��?3f��  $y/ "V%�B
 �1��%�&�
 N/ P �����  ?�/ �\ �N,����
 57%8 L�:(� �?���(�
 Q  ̈ 
0���  $y�. 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There are two kinds of fighting: one is the fighting against 
polytheists; they must not be left until they accept Islam or pay the tax with 
humility. The second is the fighting against the people of innovation [from among 
Muslims]; and they should not be left until they comply with the command of Allah 
or else they be killed.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 11, p. 18, no. 3] 

   

11º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( 	�� L :���� ��� �X��%��
 �X/ �	�=�/ 	�µ L :���� "X��%���
 N 2 �X1[ ?f"a� ��� "$�%�&�
 � �$=� �X1��%�&�
 N u�w�C�� "$y/ "$�6&�

 L :���� �E���"B �s\ �X1[ ?f"a� �?��j,�
 �-�[ �XN?��j�,�
 N 2 �;�C�&��  $y/. 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘[Rebellious] Agressors [from among Muslims] are to be 
fought and killed in the same way that one kills polytheists; and Muslims can rally 
all the support they can against them, and when possible, they can be taken 
prisoners just as polytheists are taken captive.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 11, p. 65, 
no. 12437] 

   

�!-��"a� ��� DN������ H�v�R�̂ 	�� $%B ��1�] 

The Permission to Kill One Who Declares Enmity Towards the Im?m 
of the Muslims  

12º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �  v|7(�� 9 � : N � L�:(�� +$�]?� L"=(�� �$�]E �$�%&�
 �X/ L"=���� ����̂ 7̂/ Q1�� 	�� �}�4 L"=(�� �$�]E
  ���� 5��\ �q�s �	=� N 2 L�:��  $%�&�� L"[^?��O�� � L�:(�� +$�]E �U�/ . 

11- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said about one who declares enmity towards the Im?m 
of the Muslims: ‘If it were not for the fact that we were afraid for your sake – that 

one of you may be killed for killing one of them, and one of you is worth a 
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thousand of their men – we would order you to kill them; but this is left to [the 
discretion of] the Imam.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 11, p. 60, no. 2]  

AGRICULTURE   ��َا���را  
 

   

�G:�M���� �a�5Q�� �3��!�'1� 

The Divine Recommendation of Cultivation and Agriculture  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�| � � ���� �X[ ��\ 2 �;�-�:�� N/ �X�^\ N/ �}�� ��(�� "$"[O���> 2<�E�� ���E��
 N/ <j?�@ �� ?w�
 +L���� 	�� ��;B�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Every single Muslim that plants or cultivates 
anything of which humans, animals or birds may eat from is counted as charity 
towards them on his behalf.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 13, p. 460, no. 15892]    

2C�� ����� � �?B)�������� ������� :("V1&
 r/ �X[ : �?��w�%j� �IuJ 	�� �$�[/ -�> .?�C�� 7�/ 2 �? ]���N .?�C�� ��(�� "$"[O���> ����E��6 2 "��?�#�  V-��� �}�4
�}kZ��N �Lh:C�� ��(�� "$"[O�
N 2 ���(���� �Iu�J 	�� ��(�� �$�[/ -> �? ]��� 7�/N 2 �q� . 

2– Imam al-Baqir (AS) narrated that his father used to say, 'The best of 
occupations is tilling the land, the produce of which is eaten by both the good-
doer and the wrongdoer. That which the good-doer eats will seek forgiveness on 
his [i.e. the grower’s] behalf, and that which the wrongdoer eats will curse him 
[i.e. the wrongdoer]. The birds and animals eat thereof too.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 260, 
no. 5]    

3 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �!(�,a� �}�/ �X[)�������� ������� ("V1&
 :����� �'�����O�> �?�&�%>� 7L"M <��?�6N ·I� ���]�N 	��   . 

3– Imam al-Baqir (AS) narrated that Imam Ali (AS) used to say, 'He who, in spite 
of having water and soil at his disposal, is still poor, is dissociated by Allah.’[Qurb 
al-Isnad, p. 115, no. 404]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���]�?4/ <C3��� �X1���E��
 2 �^�� ��1�("[ �X1�� E�7���  B/N 2<�&��  �(�� �	��8/ �;����&�� ��1
 L�yN 2 �$]N7��  L�:���?
�!�[�EC"a� �X�1����
 2 <;�� ¬�� . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The farmers are the treasures of mankind for they 
plant and harvest the good things that Allah has made grow. On the Day of 
Resurrection, they will occupy the best and nearest position [to Allah] and will be 
called the blessed ones.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 261, no. 7]    
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5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( V1B 9 � ����� �$]N7��  :»5����N �����  �X1�(��,"a�  $k[�1�%�����>  «� : �X1�� E�7��� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said that the verse of Allah in the Qur'an: "And on Allah 
do the believers rely" refers to the farmers.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 66, no. 16] 
   

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �!�8������  	� .uZ�j�1�� �XNEy �	� ��
�
 ����O�j 7-�� � :1("[ �X1�� E�7��� �L�y����� ��   9 �N 2 ���gE/ 9 
����� �\ 0v�8/ »Iu�J  V-���  ����� �F���� �N 2 �;���E3��� 	��    ��
E*\ ��\ <��7E�� ��\ <7�C^ )�������� ������� ( <�7��4 �X[ ��7̂o> . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'There is no occupation more beloved to Allah than 
agriculture, and every single prophet that Allah sent down was a farmer except 
Prophet Enoch [Prophet Enoch (AS) is known as Idris in the Arabic tradition 
(ed.)] (AS) who was a tailor.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 13, p. 461, no. 15898] 

ALCOHOL   �� َا� 
 

   

�:;
c� 

Alcohol  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (<���/ +$�]E  v��B N/ ��1�] 9 "X���N �?-�£� �b�-�i�6 Q . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Alcohol and faith will never be together in the 
breast or heart of a man.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 152, no. 64]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ?hC=��N  ¼�8�1���� .�"� �?-�£� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Alcohol is the mother of all indecent acts and 
grave sins.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 13181]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �) {z� �uk��|����` �N ������� : ( ?-�£� �K�?�J ���8%���� �$���]N 2 G)��� 9 ��l�"[ .?0f�� �b�-�] . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘All evil in its entirety has been gathered in one 
house and drinking alcohol is the key to that house.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 
148, no. 63]    

�:;
c� �d:!�V �+U��� 
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The Reason for the Prohibition of Alcohol  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ��?�>   ...  $&���� <(�R�_�6  ?-�£�  K�?�J ���?�6 . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah imposed…the abandonment of drinking alcohol in 
order to safeguard the intellect.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 252]    

5 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ��7?�8  �����  E=�̂\ 5�� L�y7
\ :���-�8N 2 :� � EJ �V1&�� y }��w�6 	��N 2 �*����� 	�� :�> -�� �?-�£�    �$]N7�� 
�N ������ �;�
�?����N 2  $%�&��N �*����� 	�� L�:(�� "X1=
 �  ?hjN 2 �����j�E 5� . 

5– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Allah forbade alcohol due the corruption that 
accompanies it, and due to the way in which it alters the drinkers’ reason, and 
how it encourages them to deny Allah, Mighty and Exalted, and to slander Him 
and His messenger, and for all the other accompaniments of corruption and 
murder.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 98, no. 2]    

�:;
c� �3:�� �+���e�� 

The Consequence of Drinking Alcohol  

6 �u�� ����� �)���������������  : (����� 5&���
  ?-�£� �	������   +	�M�N �� ��[ �'&���
 �!�8 �$]N7��  . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When the alcoholic one meets Allah, Mighty and Exalted, 
he will meet him as an idol worshipper.’[al-Khisal, p. 632, no. 10]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (<;�����N �1�
 �!���E/ ���6��| �$�C�&�6 L�� �?�=��"a� �K ?�J 	�� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who drinks an intoxicant, his prayers will not be 
accepted for forty days and nights.’[al-Khisal, p. 632, no. 10]    

�3���� �+
��6�%�6�:;
c�  

Interacting with an Alcohol Drinker  

8"V1jE � �����   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �'N?�S�_�6 QN 2 �� ?�� �s\ �'N*1��6 QN 2 �v�Z�4 �s\ '1]3N���6QN 2��7��8 �s\ �'1B3��R�6 Q  ?-�£� �K EJ
G;�̂�/ 5�� �'1(�-�6O6 QN 2 ��� �s\ . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When one who drinks alcohol speaks, do not 
believe him, and if he proposes do not marry him, if he falls sick do not visit him, 
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and if he dies do not attend his funeral, and do not entrust him with 
anything.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 127, no. 7]    

9 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�)
?�C�=�� �	�%�(�
 -[ L"=�(�%�(�
 Q �'NE�m�8> 2 �)
?�C�=��  $�c�-[  ?-�£�  K EJ "$�c�� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The alcohol drinker is like sulphur, so keep away 
from him lest he pollute you with his stench for sulphur has a bad stench.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 150, no. 64]    

�:;
c� �3���� �:b�B �+
$�" 

How an Alcohol Drinker Will be Resurrected  

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�� �X161-�
  ?�=��"a� 	�� �^.��� 9 3T0?�� �$y/ �X\<JZ�� E7(�� �X1��4��
N 2 <JZ�� �XN?�f�_�
N 2 <JZ . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The ones who have quenched themselves in this 
world with an intoxicant [alcohol] will die thirsty, will be resurrected thirsty and will 
enter the Hellfire thirsty.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 290, no. 5]    

����� �K�M�� �
�� �:;
c� �f:�V 	��� 78
��   

Enjoinment of Abandoning Alcohol even if it be for Other Than Allah  

11����� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( � :	�� �����  }�w� �?-�£� ���?�6  ����� �'&�j   	��  �u�� �V&> 2  �1%���a�  ��80?�� )�������� �������: (�����  }�w�  W  !
 �VB :�����N L���̂   ����(� <;�̂��| 2  . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever abandons alcohol for other than the 
sake of Allah, Allah will quench his thirst [in Paradise] with the sealed wine’. 
Imam Ali (AS) exclaimed, ‘For other than Allah?’ The Prophet (SAWA) replied, 
‘Yes, by Allah, for his own protection and well-being.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 
412, no. 2]    

�:;
c� 
)%�* 
)�%
* �6 �+�6:�B 

The Prohibition of That Which Produces the Same Effects as Alcohol  

12 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �X\   �?-�4 1�:>  ?-�£� �;�C�B� ���%�C�B� �X[ -> p :�%�C�B�� :��7?�8 ��7(=�N 2:�-�jQ �?-�£�  �3?�_�
 ¢ �$]N7�� 
 . 
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12– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Allah did not prohibit alcohol because of its name, 
rather He prohibited it due to its effects, so whatever produces the same effects 
as alcohol is [treated as] alcohol.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 412, no. 2] 

ALLAH    !#ّا�   
 

   

����� g%6   

The Meaning of Allah  

1º�u�� ����� ) �������� ������� : (�����  ������N 2 ������\ �����,�
�N ��������� �����> �����O�
 T�m��� �*1�C���a� �'(����     	�� �K1�i�_�a� 2  E�R���� ���E�* �	�� �E1�%���a� �1�y 
����?�Z�£��N  ��y�N�� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, Allah means the worshipped one, by Whom people are 
bewildered, and to Whom they are submissive. Allah is the One veiled from the 
grasp of sights, and the One hidden from imagination and contemplation.[al-
Tawhid, p. 89, no. 2] 

   

2º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� ( ��1B }��6 9 � :�����  �  : 	�� PI]0?��  �Z�&^� ��(�� +e1���� l$"[ ���h��0f�� �N  ��h�1�#� ��(�� ����\ ��k�O�%�
 Tm��� �1�y
�'�1�j 	�� �$"[ 	��  KCj��  blZ�&�6N 2 ���̂N* �1�y 	��  b�-�] . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, Allah is the greatest name from among the names of God, 
Mighty and Exalted, and it is the name that cannot be used to name anyone but 
Allah, and no creature has ever been named with it.[Ibid. p. 231, no. 5] 

   

3º �?BC�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�����  �* �	�� �����£� ����/ T�m��� �*1�C���a� �'�(���� ���%0������= � �;���8��N ���%0��y�� ���E . 

3- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, Allah means the One who is worshipped and by 
Whom people are too bewildered to comprehend His essence and to fathom His 
identity.[Ibid. p. 89, no. 2] 

   

4º L�=�� ����� ) ��������������� (����� 5�(��� 9 �  �  :k$�]N 0e�* � 5��� �1�%j�� . 
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4- Imam al-Ridha (AS) said, In the name of Allah, Mighty and Exalted, is the 
attestation to His Lordship and His Oneness.[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, 
p. 93, no. 1] 

   

5º3?�� �����  g)�������� ������� : (����� �;���-��6 9 kX\   �'���81�6N ���%0� �1��? � �E�?BP�� �$]N 7��  . 

5- Imam al-`Askari (AS) said, Allah is the One \to Whom every creature resorts 
when he is in need or in hardship, when there is no hope in anyone but 
Him.[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 3, p. 41, no. 16] 

 

Allah's Pleasure   !ِ#ِّر&َ�اُن ا�  
 

   

����� �C��h�� �i���̀ �6   

Factors that Elicit Allah's Pleasure  

1 5j1� �X/ �TN�E �)�������� ������� (�VB : ��g E ��� �)� ̂ ���%��-�� ^/ �s\ +$�-�� 5�� �k��* 2 3K�E 
 .�8NO�>����� 5  �����\  : �Tg E �X\ 2 �X�?-�� �	�

 �q�s ����Z�6 	��N �q�y?"[ 9 ... 5j1� 0?���>)�������� ������� (�V&> <��[� <�� ]j : L��N 2 u��C�B <�?�f�� �L���=�6 L��N 2  ���=�� u (�%R�R�4 2 3K�E 


 ��g E ��� "V�̂/ +$�-�� 5�� �k����6 !�� 5�8NO�>���  �����\  :uhS�& � ��g E 9 Tg E �X\ . 

1– It has been narrated that Prophet Moses (AS) addressed Allah, saying, 'My 
Lord, guide me to an action the performance of which will earn me Your good 
pleasure.’ So Allah revealed to him, 'O son of Amran, verily My pleasure lies in 
that which you will be averse to and you will not be able to endure it.’ So Moses 
fell prostrate, weeping and cried out, 'My Lord! You have selected me to speak to 
when You have not spoken to any before me, and yet You do not guide me to 
that action by which I may earn Your pleasure!’ So Allah revealed to him, 'Verily 
My pleasure lies in your pleasure with whatever I decree.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 82, 
p. 143, no. 17]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X�1g E ��C���� �	�w��C�
 ���M   :�;�B��0R�� "D�?c�[N 2  v ̂�� �¦���4N 2  E�w�%jQ� "D�?c�[ . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Three things enable a servant to attain Allah's pleasure: 
persistence in seeking forgiveness, affability towards people, and frequent giving 
of charity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 81, no. 74]    
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3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��0��E 5R�� ���̂���� �n����
 L�� 	��N 2 ��0��E 5gE/ ���̂���� �n��j/ 	�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who dissatisfies his body earns Allah's pleasure, and 
he who is not willing to dissatisfy his body defies Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 
312, no. 11]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���&��4 	�� ���%�]8N �'g E 5:�%(�� :�����]N 2 t1&0%�� L"[|N/ . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He [Allah] has advised you to be Godwary in all things, 
and has made it the height of His good pleasure and His sole requirement from 
His creatures.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 183]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� g E   ���%��Z� �XN?&�� ���̂_Cj . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Allah's pleasure is linked to His obedience.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 5410]    

6 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��(�� L"[gE/ kX\  ������� 5�� L"=�w�Cj/  . 

6– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, 'Verily the one who Allah is most pleased with 
from among you is the one who is the most generous towards his own 
dependents.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 136, no. 13]    

jZ� ��h�� �i�6��� 

Signs of Allah's Pleasure  

7 5j1� �X/ �TN�E �)������ ��������� (�VB :����� 5�8NO�> 2 ����C�� 	� ��g E �;�
` 	� °�? C4/ 3K�E 
  �����\ ��6  : u�%��Z� T��C� "½3��y"� ��%
/�E �s\
�Tg E ";�
` �q�m> 2 ¸���R��� 	� ��"> ?|/N . 

7– It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar that Prophet Moses (AS) said, 'O My Lord, 
what is a sign of Your pleasure with a servant of Yours?' So Allah revealed to 
him, saying, 'When you see Me preparing My servant for My obedience and 
averting him from My disobedience, [know that] it is a sign of My pleasure.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 26, no. 29]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� g E ";����   ������N ���� ���̂_Cj ��� 5�S�B µ �'g E 2 ��C���� 	� ���̂_Cj  . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The sign of Allah's pleasure with His servant is the 
satisfaction found in the servant himself with all that Allah decrees, be it in his 
favour or not.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6344]    
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�k���c� �l�m�1� �k�
c� �9�h:�6 

Pleasing People at the Expense of Allah's Displeasure  

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� +?=� r/  	� ��7-� �\ �v�%�[ -�> � :�)��Z�%j� �X\ 9 kXo> p�$��>�> ���&��4 	�� G��8/ g ?� �q0��E �n����6Q X/ 
�����   ��(�� �U���4 �'�1�j �IuJ 9 �����N 2 �' }�@ 	�� ����4 �$]N7��  . 

9– Imam Ali (AS), in a letter that he wrote to Muhammad b. AbU Bakr, said, 'Try 
to the best of your ability not to displease your Lord by pleasing any of His 
creatures, for verily Allah can easily substitute a servant for another, but the 
servant has recourse to no other substitute for Allah.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 29, no. 31] 
   

10 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(	������� g E �v����   ����� �'��[  �(�� �n���� �   ����� �n���� �  �(�� g E �v���� 	��N 2  �(�� �E1��"�   ����� �����[�N 2   
 �7(�� �\ . 

10– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, 'He who seeks to please Allah at the expense of 
displeasing people, Allah suffices him in everything including his affairs with 
people. But the one who seeks to please people at the expense of Allah's 
displeasure, Allah relegates him to those very people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 
208, no. 17] 

ALMS-TAX (zakat)   ا��(آ�ة 
 

   

�9�\5Q�� 

The Obligatory Alms-Tax  

1 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���?�> �  :�> �Q\ L�:�%0�� �q��:�6 �N 2 �D[0��� �	�� L :���� 0��J/ �;7�"Q� �'my 5�� �'�?[�s 7��� . 

1– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Allah – exalted be His remembrance – has not 
obligated anything more difficult for this community than paying the alms-tax, and 
the downfall of the majority of people lies in [their failure to pay] it.’[Amali al-Tusi, 
p. 693, no. 1474]    

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �D[� Q 	�-�� �D�| Q���� ���E�N Q 	�-�� �D[� QN 2 �� . 
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2– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The prayer of one who does not give the alms-tax is 
void, and the alms-tax of the impious is void.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, no. 46]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0��� �)���g�N -7̂\ �L��� �u�&�� � L :���1�/ �D[� �N0*/ ��(�� kX/ 1��N 2 PI�?�&"���� <;�̂1����N PI� (@¾� <�EC�%4�� "D[
����� ���?�> µ w�%�j�QN 2<]%_�� <�}&�>  �  K1^"m � ��\ �N�?�� QN 2 �1��] QN 2 �1�]%8� QN 2 �N�?�&�%>� � ��(�� �X\N 2 ���� �$]N7��  PI�(@� . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The alms-tax has been prescribed as a test for the 
rich and an aid to the poor. If people duly paid the alms-tax on their wealth, there 
would not remain a single poor or needy Muslim, and all would suffice 
themselves through what Allah has prescribed. Verily people are only 
impoverished, needy, hungry and naked as a result of the sins of the wealthy.’[al-
Faqih, v. 2, p. 7, no. 1579]    

�=�(� j��;�n o �9�\5Q�� ����, 

The Role of the Alms-Tax in the Increase of Wealth  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �T ?c�
 X/ ��*�E/ �s\  ���[���> �q���  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If you want Allah to enrich your wealth then give 
the alms-tax from it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 96, p. 23, no. 54]    

5 ����� � �u��)�������� ������� :(�D[0��� L"=���1�/ �1�(3R�8 . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Strengthen your capital by paying the alms-tax.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 78, p. 60, no. 138]    

6 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(ln�B +V� 	�� �D[� �)�R�&�̂ � . 

6– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, 'The giving of the alms-tax never diminishes 
wealth.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 96, p. 23, no. 56]    

7 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( V1jE  K%[ 9 ^��]�N �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ... ( �)���(�� �D[0��� �1���(�� �s\  �E0��� �	�� :�%�[�?�� ��E��
:��"[ �X�*��a�N  E-�c��N . 

7– Imam al-Baqir (AS) narrated, 'We found the following written in the book of the 
Prophet (SAWA): …When the alms-tax is withheld, the earth withholds all its 
yield of plants, fruits and minerals.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 374, no. 2]    

8 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\   L"=���1�O�� �}�>1�6N PI�?�&"��� <61"B �D[0��� �b�g�N �$]N7��  . 
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8– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'Verily Allah has fixed the alms-tax as a provision 
for the poor and a proliferation of your wealth.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 498, no. 6]    

9 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( u�J�1�a� �)�6� "D[0��� �)�� C�8 �s\ . 

9– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'When the alms-tax is not paid, livestock die as a 
result.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 373, no. 8]    

�9�\5Q�� �p�n�6 

The One Who Refuses to Pay the Alms-Tax  

10 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V31�_�
 �D[0��� �b�(-�
 Tm��  ���� "V&
 7L"M �'7
\ ��"B31�Z���> �X%�� E ���� +E^ 	�� <�i�J �;����&�� ��1�
 �����  :�� -[ �������
����� "V1B 1�yN 2 �^��� 9 �q�� ���  » ;��&�� �1�
 �� � �1"����� � �X1"B01�Z���j«. 

10– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'He who refuses to pay the alms-tax, on the Day of 
Resurrection Allah will transform his wealth into a cobra with two venom glands 
that will coil itself around him and be told, 'Tighten your grip on him just as he 
was tight-fisted with you in the world.’ This is in accordance with Allah's verse in 
the Qur'an: "They will be collared with what they grudge…"[ Qur'an 3:180]    

11�� � �e*7R�� ���)�������� ������� :(����� "V1B 1�yN 2��1�a� ��(� �;��]0?�� �VO�j �D[0��� �b�(�� 	��  �$]N7��  :» 3K�E �VB ���1�a� �L�y���8/ HI] �s\ 57%�8
�)�[�?�6 -�> _��| "$�-��/ u������ �X1�� ]�E�«. 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Those who refuse to pay the alms-tax ask to be 
returned to the world at the time of death, as per Allah's verse in the Qur'an: 
"When death comes to one of them, he says, 'My Lord! Take me back, that I may 
act righteously in what I have left behind.”[ Qur'an 23:99]    

12� �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�;M�M �e�7?.��� :�'HIS�B  1(�
 L��N �X���%j�  	�� �q�m[N 2 PI�3(��  E1�:�� l$�_�%���N 2 �D[0��� �b^� . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'There are three types of people that are 
considered thieves: the one who refuses to pay the alms-tax, the one who 
spends his wife's dowry unlawfully, and the one who takes a loan with no 
intention to repay it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 12, no. 15]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�)�-�����> �D[0��� �	�� <��}�B �b�(�� 	��<7�^�?R�̂ HIJ X\N <7
*1�:�
 HIJ X\  . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'He who refuses to pay [as meagre an amount as] 
a sixteen of a dirham in alms-tax may as well die a Jew or a Christian.’[Thawab 
al-A`amal, p. 281, no. 7]    
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�9�\5Q��� 
C�7A�!�'��(� 

Those Who are Entitled to Receive the Alms-Tax  

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :» PI�?�&"��� ��B��0R�� -7̂\... «� : ��(�� ���:]/ �!=��a�N 2 ��(�� "V O��
 Q Tm�� �}&����
L�y���:]/ ��hC��N 2 . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), with regards to Allah's verse in the Qur'an: "Charities 
are only for the poor...", said, 'The poor man is he who does not beg from people 
[despite his poverty], the destitute lives in even harsher conditions than him, and 
the wretched one lives in the most straitened circumstances of all.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, 
p. 501, no. 16]    

q9�\�r s�F�� t)���� 

There is a zakat for Everything  * 

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��R^�� 2 �D�E�"&�� "D[� . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The zakat of power is equity.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
5448]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� "D[� ������� 2  V-�� . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The zakat of beauty is chastity.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
5449]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  �8E�� ";���|N �X�}��� .? � 2  E����� "D[� . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The zakat of prosperity is goodness to one's neighbours 
and maintaining relations with one's kin.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5453]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �;��� 9 �u�0��� 2 �;0_3R�� "D[�   . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The zakat of health is exerting oneself in Allah's 
obedience.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5454]    

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  $�Cj 9 �*:��� 2 �;�i0f�� "D[�   . 
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19– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The zakat of courage is fighting in the way of 
Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5455]    

20����� � �u�� )�������� ������� :(�X���C�� "D[� ��7̂o�> p  �10R�� �q���� . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Fast, for that is the zakat of the body.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
78, p. 99, no. 1]    

21 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( "D[�N 2 <D[� �Iu�J �$"=�� kX\����y/ ���-�����
 X/  L����� . 

21– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Verily upon everything is its zakat, and the zakat 
of knowledge is to teach it to those who are worthy of it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 247, 
no. 77]    

22 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(?��a� �)
7*/ �N 2  ?��kY�� "D[�� �1�����N 2 �X����� "D[� "$������N 2 �'�� "D[� ";��0f��N 2  L��3(�� "D[� ��N
  v��0��� "X1�O�� 1�:> ���6[� . 

22– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Good moral conduct is the zakat of bounties, 
intercession is the zakat of high status, ailments are the zakat of the body, 
amnesty is the zakat of victory, and all that you give out zakat on is protected 
from being snatched away from you.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 268, no. 182]    

�9�:u�$�� �9�\�r 

Obligatory Alms-Tax Payable on `Ahd al-Fitr **  

23 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �L0-�6 �D�?Z���� �D[� t7*/ 	��   ����� �D[� 	�� �¿�&�̂ � � ����  . 

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who pays the obligatory alms-tax at the end of 
Ramazan, Allah uses it to make up for any deficit in the alms-tax paid on his 
wealth.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 6, p. 220, no. 4]    

24 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 7u C(�� 5�� �D�0R�� kX/ -[ � �D�?Z���� ��
 � �D[0��� HIZ�\  �10R��  �-�6 	�� �X\)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (
7R��  �-�6 	��<��3-���%�� :�[�?�6 �s\ ���� ��1�| �> �D[0��� 3*�,�
 L��N ��| 	�� �7̂ � 2 �D� . 

24– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Giving the alms-tax at the end of the month of 
Ramazan constitutes fasting just as sending blessings on the Prophet (SAWA) at 
the end of the prayer completes and constitutes the prayer. Verily the one who 
fasts and yet intentionally does not pay the alms-tax due, his fasting is invalid.’[al-
Faqih, v. 2, p. 183,no. 2085]    
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* zakat: in general Islamic terminology and specifically in Islamic jurisprudence 
and law, this refers to the alms-tax payable on one's wealth or property. 
Semantically, the word itself means 'purity' and comes from the root zaka (to 
purify, increase, augment, make thrive). Therefore zakat is that which is given out 
from something in order to purify it and increase its worth, and the traditions in 
this section indicate that in addition to the zakat payable on wealth, there is also 
a zakat payable on all other bounties of Allah that He has bestowed on man, in 
order to purify them, increase their worth and make them thrive. In this section, 
therefore, the word zakat has been left in the Arabic to differentiate it from the 
juristic term ‘alms-tax’ (ed.) 
** termed zakat al-fitra. `Ahd al-Fitr: festival marking the end of the month of 
Ramazan (ed.) 

 

AMICABLENESS   ا�ُ�*اراة 
 

  

�9���P�(� �)&
* 

Amicableness  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (7(�� �D�E���- � u7��E °�?��/ ¦h�?���� PI�*O � °�?��/ -�[  � . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah has commanded me to treat people 
amicably just as He has commanded me to fulfil the religious obligations.’[al-Kafi, 
v. 2, p. 117, no. 4] 
  

2 Pz� "V1jE �)��` �N ������� {z� �uk��|�� : ( ¼����� �UR ̂ L : � ��>3?��N 2 �X��� �UR ̂  �7(�� "D�E���� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Being amicable towards people is half of faith, and 
being gentle and kind to them is half of life.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 117, no. 5] 
  

3 Pz� "V1jE �)�uk��|����` �N ������� {z�  : ( �$�-�� ���� 0L�%�
 �L�� ���> 	"=�
 L�� 	�� ����M :����� u�|��� 	�� �'���i_�
 ���E�N   2 ��7(�� �� � T E���
 ��"��4N 2 
 $�y�� �$:�] �� � .*�?�
 �L���8N . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are three things that if are not present with 
someone then their actions are incomplete: piety preventing one from disobeying 
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Allah, a character through which one is amicable towards people, and clemency 
with which to deal with the rashness of the ignorant.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 116, no. 1] 
  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �7(�� "D�E����  $&���� "D�?�-�M . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of [strong] intellect is amicableness with 
people.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4629] 
  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�^.����N  	
3��� ";����j  �7(�� �D�E���� 9  . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The security of this world and the Hereafter lies in 
amicableness with people.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5610] 
  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �K E_�a� �	��/ �'�*��g/ tE��* 	�� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever is amicable towards his enemies is secure from 
war.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8539] 
  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�D>="a� {I1�j ���_��|/ �D�E��"a� �	��8 ���_��R�
 L�� 	�� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever is not improved by the goodness of 
amicableness will be improved by the evil consequences [of the absence of 
it].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8202] 
  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( � ����_|/ ����> �¤3��1�
 ���� +���[ 	�� � :�c���N 2 "D���-���� �E= C�� t�E���6 -�[ L"=
E�*"� L�[ -k�"[ 2";�������%"a� �K�
 �?�4` 	�� �)=0%�:�6 +v ̂] 	�� )�R��8 ...u����̂ �*�> o � L"=�8�|\ tE/ Q u7(�=�N 2 L"[�*�N/ �L��&�
N L"=�_��R�
 - � �L����� u7̂\ N . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) when reprimanding his companions said, ‘How long should I 
continue to be amicable with you the way one is amicable with camels with a 
hollow hump, or to worn clothes which when stitched on one side give way on the 
other… and verily I know what can improve you and how to straighten your 
crookedness, but I shall not improve your condition by marring myself.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 69] 
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AMITY   �+َ�,ُا  
 

  

�+
$�R� 	��� 78
�� 

Amity  

1º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�D�?�>�(�%"a�  K1"�"&�� �U����O�6 �	�� "$�:�j/ u�j��N0?�� ";�����\ . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Moving mountains is easier than bringing hostile hearts 
together.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 11, no. 70] 

  

2º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :( PI� �����%�4� �;���?���[ � �L :�%�(P����O� �*.*�10%�� �N�? :Y�
 �L�� �X\�N � �1�&�%��� �s\  E��?����  K1"�"B �����%�h� �;��?�j kX\
  E�:�̂�� PI- � PI�-0��� .�%�h� ������ kX\N �	���  L��h��:�C�� ������C�[ � �L� :�%�(P����O� �*.*�1k�%�� �N�?��:��/ �X\�N � �1�&�%��� ��s\  E0i"���  K1"�"B ����

G��8�N G*�N�m�� 5��� �:">���%��� �V�� �X\�N �U"���0%�� . 

2- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The speed of amity between the hearts of pious people 
when they meet – even if they do not show their mutual love on their tongues – is 
like the speed of the rain water when it mixes with the water of rivers. And the 
distance between the hearts of the wicked when they meet – even if they make a 
show of love on their tongues – is like the distance between beasts that cannot have 
mutual affection no matter how long they eat from the same trough.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, 
no. 373] 

  

�v
�w�? 2� �v
� >? 2 xI�;��* �:x��O 2 

There is no Good in Someone who Does not Like others, Nor Is He 
Liked by Them  

3ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �X1"���,�
�N �X1"���O�
 �	
�m��� 2 B���4/ �L"=�(�j8/ �L"[�E���4 . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best among you are the ones who have the 
best moral traits, those who like others and are well-liked.’[Ibid. no. 45] 
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4ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�4 �Q�N 2 �! (���,�-���� <;�����O�� �X�[ �	�� �! (���,"a� �?���4�U��O�
 �Q�N �U��,�
 �Q �	�-���> �?�� . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of the believers is the one who is loved 
by the believers, and there is no good to be found in someone who does not like 
others nor is he liked by them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 265, no. 9] 

 

ANGER   -ُ�َ� ا�َ
 

   

y:�� t)�\ �z�'$�6 �@�&�M�� 

Anger is the Key to All Evils  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�XZ�f�� 	�� �D�?-�] �v�S�w�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Anger is a smouldering ember [kindled by] 
Satan.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 265, no. 15]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L�=_�%��� ���̂1�(�i�> ����(�
 L�� Xo> 2����(�
 :�C�8| kX� �X1("�� 	�� �K?�g "D0��#� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Rage is a type of madness because the one enraged 
feels regret later on, and if he does not feel regret, then his madness has 
become ingrained.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 255]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(À?�J �$"[ �̄ %��� �v�S�w�� . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Anger is the key to all evils.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 303, no. 
3]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L�=�#�  v��&�� �;�&�_-�� �v�S�w��. 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Anger is such that it destroys the heart of even the 
wise man.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 305, no. 13]    

�{��6 	��� 78
���@�&�M��  
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Enjoinment of Controlling One’s Anger  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  v�S�w�� ��(�� �����^ �q���� 	�� W L"[3��JO � L"[�? C4"� Q/ . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Shall I tell you who is 
the toughest and strongest from among you? The one who controls himself when 
he is angry.’[Nathr al-Durar, v. 1, p. 183]    

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  v�S�w�� 3*�?�[ �D01"B Q . 

6– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘There is no strength like being able to repel one’s 
anger.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 286]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ����&�� �q��-�
 L�� ���C�S�@ �q��-�
 L�� 	�� . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who has no control over his anger has no 
control over his reason.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 305, no. 13]    

�|��M�� �]}
\ 	��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Suppressing One’s Anger  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �;��R��µ ���Y��@ 5��J 	�� ��\ :"��4��
 Q <�� �L0(�:�i�� kX\  ��6  . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily there is a door to Hell, the entrance into 
which will be reserved for one who vented his anger through committing an act of 
disobedience to Allah, most High.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 121]    

9 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�[ ���C�S�@ 0U�[ 	������� 0U  �����m�� ��(��  . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who curbs his anger, Allah will curb His 
punishment from him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 263, no. 7]    

10 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� f�8 ��hS�\ 5�� �E��&�
 1yN Y��@ �L�Y�[ 	���  �;����&�� ��1
 <^�\N <(�/ ���C��B  . 

10– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘He who suppresses his anger despite being able 
to vent it, Allah will fill his heart with peace and security on the Day of 
Resurrection.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 110, no. 7]    

11��� � �e*7R�� ��)�������� ������� :( :���� �?�C�| 	�-�� "���w�� ";��?"�� �L� ̂ . ... 
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11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘What a good dose anger is for he who can 
swallow it …’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 109, no. 3]    

�@�&�M�� ����, 

The Remedy for Anger  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �$�B �s\N 2L�:(�� ���-��8N �*C���� 5��� 3K0?�� �D�E�"B 9 �?k=���6N ����B�> �)C�S�@ �so> 2�v�Sw�6Q 2.u�� 

�q� :�����  �06��   �q�-��8 �b ]�EN 2�q�C�S�@ �m C^�>  . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Ali, do not get angry, and if you do get angry, 
then sit down and reflect upon the power of your Lord over His creation and His 
clemency towards them in spite of it. And whenever anyone tells you 
[condescendingly] to fear Allah, expel your anger and remind yourself of your 
clemency.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 14]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $&���� �D�1:0f��N 2�)-0R�� �v�S�w�� �N�N�* . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Remedy your anger with silence, and your carnal desire 
through your reason.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5155]    

jZ �@�&�M�� �zP6 

The Praiseworthiness of Anger for the Sake of Allah  

14 	
����� 	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(5j1� �VB  �X�?-� �	�)�������� ������� :( k$�� Q ��1
 �q�J?�� �$�� 9 L�:l��Y�6 �	
m�� �q"�y/ 	�� 23KE 

����� 5�8NO�> W �ql��� ��\  �����\  ... : �X1�C�Sw�
 �	
m��N)k��_�%j� �s\ u� E_�-�� �$c��  �̄  ?�]�s\  ?�-3(�� ! 

14– Prophet Moses (AS) [addressed Allah] saying, ‘O Lord, who are your special 
people whom You will shade with the shade of Your Throne on the day when no 
shade will avail except Your Shade?’ So Allah revealed to him, ‘… and those who 
are angered when the things that I have prohibited are deemed lawful [by 
people], the way a leopard is angered when it is wounded!’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , 
v. 11, p. 416, no. 3]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �X[)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( 57%8 »Iu�J �� C�S�w�� �L"&�
 ¢N ���8/ ���> ?��
 L�� .�#� ���C�S@/ �so> 2�^��� �v�Sw�
Q
���� �?�R�%(�
 . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He (SAWA) [i.e. the Prophet] never used to get angry 
over worldly matters, but when he did get angry for the sake of the truth, he was 
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unrecognisable and nothing could restrain his anger until he had triumphed in his 
case [for the truth].’[al-Mahajjat al-Baydha, v. 5, p. 303]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�v�S�@N �!&�j��� ½ (�J 	������    ����� �v�S�@ 2  �;����&�� ��1
 �'gE/N ����  . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who displays his ill-feeling towards the immoral 
people and gets angry for the sake of Allah, Allah will get angry for his sake and 
will render him well-pleased on the Day of Resurrection.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 
31] 

ANIMALS   ا�َ�َ��ان 
 

   

�C����
�� �~�A�B 

The Rights of Animals  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( � y��: ] :����N <;��1&���� <;�B^ �?�R��/ 7-�� � :�@ 0���%������> �'N?�� W :�C�8| �	
/�;��1R���� �� . 

1– When the Prophet (SAWA) saw a she-camel, whose knees were tied up, 
carrying her load, he said, ‘Where is her owner? Tell him that he should prepare 
for the lawsuit tomorrow [the Day of Resurrection].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 7, p. 276, 
no. 50]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �X\   ��E�� �)^[ �Xo> 2 :�� �(�� y1� ��̂O> �U�i���� 0K�N0��� �L�%�C�[�E �so> 2 ������ �!��
N ���>3?�� .v�_�
 
:�� �(�� y1"� ��̂O> <;C�R���� �)^[ �X\N 2 :(�� �1i�̂> <;�����i�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah loves gentleness and He aids in 
implementing it, so when you ride a lean animal, dismount it at the right place for 
if the land is barren and arid then get away from it and if the land is lush and 
fertile then dismount the animal [and allow it to rest].’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 120, no. 12]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (  e�?lZ�� 9 L"=�c
*8� 0u�j�?�[ yNm��0%�6 QN 2 <;�-��j y1����06�N <;�-��j 0K�N0��� �'my �1C�[�E�
���� <�?�[�s �?�c�[/N : C�[�E 	�� �}�4 G;��1[�?�� 0K�?�> 2  e�1�j��N  ��(�� ��6N ��EC6  . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Mount these animals soundly and look after them 
properly and do not treat them as chairs for your conversations in the streets and 
the markets, for many riding animals are better than their rider and are more 
remembering of Allah – Blessed and most High.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 24957]    
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4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( +VR�4 .)�j : C�8| 5�� �;7��7��� : ��\ :�� ?�S�
 QN 2 ��� 0?�� �s\ HIa� :���� �� ?���
N 2 �V��̂ �s\ :"������

QN 2:�%�B� ��\  }0��� 	�� :"���=�
 QN 2���Z�6 Q � :"�7-�_�
 QN 2 À�8 5��<B�1"> :���� �U�&�
  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The animal has six rights over its owner: once the 
owner has dismounted the animal he should allow it to graze, he should give it 
access to water if they pass by it, he should not hit the animal except when it 
truly deserves it, he should not burden it with a load that it cannot bear, he should 
not overtask it with a journey that it cannot endure and he should not sit on it for 
lengthy periods of time.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 8, p. 258, no. 9393]    

5 � Pz� "V1jE)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ���-�Á ��3C���6 :0̂o> p :�y1]�N 5�� 0K�N0��� �1� ?�S�6 Q   .  

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not hit animals on their faces for verily they 
praise and glorify Allah.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 538, no. 4]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ���%�&�M�NO> :k��4 �)�����(> 2 �¼�Z���� ��"��%�&�
 �*[ "F�:���
 Àu�[�E  �/E 5�� +v�=� ��0?� G;����1�� GD/?��Q �?��"@
 �q�m� :�� �?���w> 2 PIa� 	�� ���� �)�����(> y E-�~ . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A prostitute was forgiven when she passed a 
panting dog almost dying of thirst at the foot of a well, whereby she took off her 
shoe and tied it to her headscarf and lowered it into the well to extract water [for 
the dog], and for that action she was forgiven.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 43116]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�;����&�� ��1�
 ���-�|��%j ��\ 3�#�  }�w� "$�%&�
 � �' }�@ QN +?h� � G;0��* 	�� � . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘No animal, including a bird or any other kind, is 
killed unjustly except that it will raise a complaint against him [the killer] on the 
Day of Resurrection.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 39968]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �\ 0��� <c�C�� <�E1��R�� �$%�B 	��   "V1&
 2 ��(�� �;����&�� ��1�
  :<^�"> �X\ 2 3K�E 
 ����%&�
 L��N <c�C�� ���%�B 
G;����(�-�� . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever kills a sparrow in vain, it will cry out to 
Allah against him on the Day of Resurrection saying, ‘O my Lord, so and so killed 
me in vain and did not kill me for any useful purpose.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
39971]    

9 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (<�}c�[ L"=�� �?���w�� L�h:�C�� �\ �X16O�6 � L"=�� �?��"@ 1�� . 
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9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If the oppression that you have committed 
towards animals is forgiven for you, then [realize that] you have been forgiven a 
lot [of your sins].’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 24973]    

10 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� u&0%�6 �Q/  ����� �q�=���� ¸��� �;�-�:�C�� �'my 9   W y7
\ ��6  !7̂/ 7u��\ =�J ��7̂o>���Ch���6N �����i�6 �q . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Are you not God wary with respect to this animal 
that Allah has allowed you to possess?! Because verily it has complained to me 
that you keep it hungry and tire it out.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 24982]    

11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �	���  �X�1��#� �$kc�� 	��  . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘May the curse of Allah be on the one who treats 
an animal harshly.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 24971]    

12����� V1jE 5:�̂ � ) ���� {z� �uk��|����` �N ��� (Ts,�
 �X/ ��\ +̄ N�E Ts �$"[  $%�B 	� . 

12– Ibn `Abbas narrates, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) forbade the killing of any living 
thing unless it causes harm.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 39981]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�)���m�� D/?�� �X\<f�Z�� �)�6� 57%8 :�%Z���E GD7?�y 9  . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily a woman was chastised for the fact that she 
tied up a cat and left it till it died of thirst.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 1, p. 280, no. 
864] 

 

THE ANSWER   ا�َ.�اب 
 

     

1����� � �u�� )�������� ������� : (�K�10R�� �u���4 �K�1��� �L�8�*��� �s\ . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Where there are several answers, the correct one will 
remain hidden.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 243]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (5�� ���6E"� -0��E�K�1���  ��R����  . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sometimes even the eloquent fails to come up with an 
answer.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5378]    
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3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�K�10R�� �� E��
 L��  K�1��� 9 ���?�j/ 	�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who rushes to give answers will not perceive the 
truth.’[Ibid. no. 8640]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�vh|  $�S���� �X�y?�� 	��  K�1����  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One of the proofs of virtue is giving correct answers.’[Ibid. 
no. 9417]    

5�� � �u�� ���)�������� ������� : ( �$��0���  	��O6 2 $�Z�£� 	�� ��k�_�6N �;0i"#� 9 �?k=���6N �D0��#�  ��* . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Leave sharpness and reflect instead on the argument, 
and avoid idle talk in order to be safe from error.’[Ibid. no. 5136]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (<��1�] ���%���j�N/ ��&�>  $�y��  	� �)�-"��8 �s\ . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you remain clement with the ignorant, you give him 
indeed an adequate answer.’[Ibid. no. 4104]    

7 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ : (��1=.��� �����1�] +��[ 0K�E . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Many a speech is answered by silence.’[Ibid. no. 5303]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �X1(i�-�� ��(�� "VO���
� �$[ 9 �K]/ 	�� �X\ . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who answers regarding all that is asked is 
mad.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 238, no. 2] 

[ALLAH’S] ANTIPATHY   /� ا�ُ�
 

����� 5��\ �X1g1w�C�a�   

Those Whom Allah Despises  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  0��w��N 2°�7��� �¤�7f�� �¦�wC�
  uZ�"a� �?]/ "n C_�
N 2�U�_��"a� �$h7���N 2�V%��"a� �}&����N 2��1�kY�� 
�K��m�=�� 0T?��� �¤
m�C�� �)"&-�
N 2�X7(�a� . 
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1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah despises the adulterous old man, the wealthy 
oppressor, the arrogant pauper, and the persistent beggar; He nullifies the 
reward of the bragging doner, and he hates the blatantly insolent liar.’[Tuhaf al-
`Uqoul, no. 42] 

   

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  �D�?�4�� +$y] �^.��� +L��� k$[ �¦�wC�
 ��6N ��EC6  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, the Exalted, despises anyone who is 
knowledgeable about this world, but ignorant about the Hereafter.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, 28982] 

   

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  ?�Y���] k$[ �¦�wC�
 ��6  +¢� 2 E:7(�� +E-�8 2 $����� G;�� ] 2 e�1�j�� 9 +K7��j GÂ�71�] ÀT
�D�?�4�� +$y] 2�^.��� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah despises anyone who is ill-mannered, 
swaggering [in his gait], frequenting the markets, a corpse by night, [sleeping] 
like a donkey during the day, knowledgeable about this world, but ignorant about 
the Hereafter.’[‘Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 28, no. 24] 

   

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  9 ������ "$�4��
 <��]E �¦�wC�
 �$]N 7�� "$�6&�
 QN ���%���  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah despises a man who does not fight intruders 
in his home.’[Ibid. no. 43679] 

   

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\   u|��a� 5��� T7?i�%"a� ���B�1�� �¦�wC���� �^_Cj  . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah, the Exalted, despises the insolent man who is 
audacious [in committing] acts of disobedience.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3437] 

   

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE �X[  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ("V1&
 :����� kX\  C�
  �� ̂�1�4\ ��]�N 9 ��3C��"a� �¦�w . 
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6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) used to say, ‘Allah despises the one 
who frowns at the faces of his brethren.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 8, p. 321, no. 
9552] 

   

7 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� kX\���   �¼3_���%"a� �¼�8��� �¦�wC�
  . 

7- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Allah despises the vile person who displays his vices 
publicly.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 383, no. 17] 

   

����� 5��\  �7(�� �¦�w�/   

The People Allah Despises Most  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u :(����� 5��\  ���£� �¦�w�/ kX\  �;M�M  : �?�c�=�
 "$�]7?��N 2<���J  $����� 	�� �$�R�
 L��N  E:7(�� ��17(�� �?�c=�
 "$�]7?��
����� u7-���
 QN �$�[��  �i��  }@ 	�� �q�_3S�� �?�c�=�
 "$]7?��N 2�'���-�_�
 QN ������� 5�� +v . 

8- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Three people that Allah despises most are: a man 
who sleeps a lot in the day without having woken up to pray at night, a man who 
eats a lot without uttering the name of Allah or praising Him upon starting to eat, 
and a man who laughs a lot without reason.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 21431] 

   

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5��\  �7(�� �¦�w�/  �;M�M  : }w� +Ã?��  ��* �v��Z��N 2�;7���y�� �;7(�j  ��j�� 9 +̈ �%�C��N 2 ��?�#� 9 ���_���
* ��
 ?:���� 7�8���� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Three people that Allah despises most are: an 
atheist in the Sanctuary [of Makkah], a man who seeks the pre-Islamic pagan 
practice in the era Islam, and a man who seeks to shed another’s blood without 
any just cause.’[Ibid. no. 43833] 

   

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5��\ L"=�S�w�/  ���?�c���� PI`?�C�� �X1��-�%��"a� 2�X�1�4�� �!� �X1B3?�"a� 2�;-�-0(�� �XNÄ7f�a�  . 
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10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most despised, by Allah, from among you 
are those who roam about gossiping and separating brothers, and seeking out 
flaws in innocent people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 383, no. 17] 

   

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5��\  ���£� �¦�w�/ kX\  �� �EN��
 �L����� ��6 �V7-�� . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most despised by Allah, the Exalted, from 
among His creatures is the scholar who frequents the rulers.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 28985] 

   

12�����  V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���/N 0u��\ L"=�S�w�/ �X\ �X1& :�����%"a�N 2�X1B3��f�%"a�N 2�XNEM�?kc�� �;��&�� ��1
 u7(�� L"[�� .�1�B : �V1jE 

�����  �VB W �X1& :�����%"a� � 2 : �XN?3C=�%"a� . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the most despicable from among you to 
me and the farthest away from me on the Day of Judgment are the prattlers, the 
pretentious, and the mutafayhiqoun.’ He was asked, ‘O Messenger of Allah! Who 
are the mutafayhiqoun?’ He said, ‘Those who are arrogant.’[Ibid. no. 43833] 

   

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��£� �¦�w�/ �h ����� 5��\   �K%�w"a�  . 

13- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The person most despised by Allah from among all His 
creatures is the backbiter.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3128] 

   

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5��\ �*C��� �)�&��/  0-�y �X[ 	�� �^_Cj  ���%)��.-�y ( ���]�?�>N ���(Z� . 

14- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The person most despised by Allah, the Exalted, from 
among His creatures is the one whose greatest concerns are [sating the appetite 
of] his stomach and his private parts.’[Ibid. no. 3294] 

   

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5��\  �h��£� �¦�w�/   "$y�� ��6  . 
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15- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The person most despised by Allah, the Exalted, is the 
ignorant one.’[Ibid. no. 3359] 

   

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�  ���4 �¦�w�/ kX\����  ����� 5��\    ���yC�J/ �'7-�j 2�;^��"«�  v��@ 9 µ ��-�� 2�;(�%����  ÅC�@/ 9 <�7E@ 2<-���� �¼�-�B �$�]E 
 <-��j <�1�
  L����� 9 �	�w�
 L��N 2-���  �7(�� 	�� . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most despised of creatures in the sight of Allah is a 
man who gathers scattered pieces of knowledge, deceiving [people] in the 
darkness of chaos, and blinded to what lies hidden in tranquility. His peers from 
among the people call him a scholar, but he himself has never benefited one full 
day from his knowledge.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44220] 

   

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5��\ �*C���� �¦�w�/   �?3C�i�%"a� �L����� �^_Cj  . 

17- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The person most despised by Allah, the Exalted, is the 
overbearing scholar.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3164] 

   

18 �?BC�� ����� �)���������� ����� :( 5j1� �VB)�������� ������� :(�VB W �q���\ �¦�w�/ ���*C�� .T/ 23KE 
 : E:7(�� �V�Z��  $����� �;�� ]. 

18- Imam al-Baqir (AS) narrated, ‘Moses (AS) said, ‘O Lord! Who do You despise 
the most from among Your servants?’ He replied, ‘The one who [sleeps like] a 
corpse by night and is idle during the day.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 180, no. 8] 

   

19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ���4 �¦�w�/ kX\  ���̂��� ��7(�� 5�&76� ��C�  . 

19- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The person most despised from among Allah’s 
creatures is a man whose [sharp] tongue people are wary of.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 323, 
no. 4] 

   

����� 5��\ ";g1wC�a� "V-���   
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Acts Despised By Allah  

20Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(5��\ �¦�w�/ »Iu�J ���������   �Xx���� +	Z�� 	��  . 

20- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Nothing is more despised by Allah than a full 
stomach.’[Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 36, no. 89] 

   

21 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5��\ �¦�w�/ »Iu�J �  ��C�� �	�� �$������ �!�Z�� ��P���
 -�[ �$�-���� ��P������ ��0̂\N 2 �"�"£� PI1jN  $ . 

21- The Prophet (SAWA) said to the archangel Gabriel, ‘Which place is most 
despised by Allah?’ He said, ‘The marketplaces, and the most despised from 
among those who frequent them is he who is the first to enter and the last to 
leave.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 84, p. 4, no. 76] 

   

22 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\    ¹�?��� �D�?�c�[N  �10(�� �D�?�c�[ �¦�w�C�
  . 

22- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah despises excessive sleep and excessive 
idleness.’[Ibid. v. 76, p. 180, no. 10] 

   

23 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 	�� �)�&�a� 0	 :�> ���M  �$]N 7��  : b�C3f�� 5��� �$[/N 2+v�i�  }@ 	�� �q_�gN 2+?�:�j  }@ 	�� ��1�̂. 

23- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Three things deserve the antipathy of Allah, the 
Exalted: [excessive] sleeping without night-vigil, laughing without a cause, and 
eating on a full stomach.’[al-Khisal, p. 89, no. 25] 

   

24 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� 5��\ HI] +L���c�4 	�� <��]E kX\ 3¶0(�)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (V&> :����� 5��\ �¦�w�/  V-��� .T/   W �$]N 7�� 
�V&> :����� ��?3f��   . �VB :�VB W�s� 7L"M :  L�80?�� ";��Z�B .�VB :�VB W �s� 7L"M : ��N?��a�  	� �u:0(��N  ?�=("a� �?��� . 

24- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A man from [the tribe of] Khath`am came to the 
Prophet (SAWA), asking, ‘Which deeds are the most despised by Allah, the 
Exalted?’ The Prophet replied, ‘Associating anyone with Allah.’ The man asked, 
‘Then what?’ He said, ‘Cutting off one’s kin.’ The man asked, ‘Then what?’ He 
said, ‘Enjoining evil and forbidding what is good.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 290, no. 4] 
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25 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\    V�,.��� �D�?�c�[N 2 Va� �;��g\N 2�V&��N �$��&�� �¦�wC�
  . 

25- Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Allah, the Exalted, despises gossip, wasting money, 
and persistent begging.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 335, no. 16] 

   

{IS�w�C�� 

Malice  

26Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(L"=��C�B  L��"Q� {I�* L"=���\ 0K�* :����#�N {IS�w�C�� . 

26- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘You have been sneaked upon by the plague of 
previous nations: jealousy and malice.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 367, no. 1] 

   

27 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(PIS�w�C�� �;C���=�� �;M�M :�v�i����N 2�L�lY��N 2�e�3(�� . 

27- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Three things bring about malice: hypocrisy, 
oppression, and self-admiration.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 316]  

 

ANXIETY   a�Q
N� 
 

   

�a�Q
N� �I�6 �:?S!H'�� 

Warning Against Anxiety  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� -:�S�wC�
 �X61�|   :G;�-� ̂ �(� �E�����N 2G;�C�R�� �(� �V�1��\ . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah detests two sounds: [the sound of] wailing at 
a catastrophe, and [the sound of] a flute in the time of prosperity.’[Tuhaf al-
`Uqoul, no. 40]    
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 ��7̂o> p �������N ��7
\. 	
�?�/ 9 �±�?���a� kX/ �L����N  : ���> �)^[ �
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2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of anxiety, for it cuts off hope, weakens action, 
and brings sorrow. And know that the way out [of trouble] lies in two things: 
resourcefulness where a stratagem exists, and perseverance wherever 
stratagems fail.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 82, p. 144, no. 29]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �L�Y���
N �?�]�� "n C_�
 ������� kXo> 2 ¥0R�� ������� �1C���@��;���i�� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Overcome anxiety with patience, for anxiety erases 
[Allah’s] reward and augments the catastrophe.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2527]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �!���| 5��%�B 5�� PI�3(�� HI=�� �b�-�j �a � :/W �b�-�j/ � 5�� L"[Ä� ̂ L"=�C��w�6 ! �my 	� 0	�:�̂1:(�6 Q/
W !^0?�� ! 

4- Imam Ali (AS), upon hearing the weeping of women for the dead killed in the 
battle of Siffin, said, ‘Do your women prevail over you from what I can hear?! Can 
you not prohibit them from making this din?!’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 322]    

5 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ?��0f�� .��]N 2 E�0R��N ��]�1�� �L�Z��N 2 $
1����N  $�
�1�� �Æ�?.R��  ����� .��J/ . �¥7R�� ��?�6 �&> �;�8�17(�� ��B/ 	��N
 . 

5- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The worst expression of grief is screaming and 
wailing with loud cries, beating one’s face and chest, tearing out one’s hair; and a 
man who takes up wailing is a man who has abandoned patience.’[Musakkin al-
Fu’ad, p. 99]    

6 �L�=�� ����� �)������������� �� :(�X%�(�M�  ��i��N 2�D��8�N  ?�7R�� ";�C�R"a� . 

6- Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘The catastrophe is but a single one for the patient 
man, and two for the anxious one.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 414] 

ASCETICISM   *ا��1ه 
 

   

�P�-Q�� �)&
* 
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The Virtue of Asceticism  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� �N��0C���6 �   �^��� 9 ��y.���  $c�� �Iu�f�  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'People cannot worship Allah with anything better than 
asceticism from worldly pleasures.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 322]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�! ��7N�� ";0� i�jN �!�&0%"a� ";�-��J ��y.��� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Asceticism is the distinguishing characteristic of Godwary 
people and the natural disposition of those who turn to Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
1713]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�^��� 9 ��y.���  	
3��� 5��  e�4�� �X�1�/ 	�� kX\ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Verily among the qualities that greatly develop one’s faith is 
abstention from worldly pleasures.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 128, no. 3]    

4 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5�]^ -�> �X[   5j1� �� )�������� ������� ... :(�(� �w�� �L : � 7-�� �^��� 9 ��y.���  $c�µ �X1�(3
���%"a� Ç �	0
���6 � . 

4– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'In one of His conversations with Prophet Moses (AS), Allah 
told him the following, '…those who seek to adorn themselves [for Me] have no better 
apparel than abstention from the worldly pleasures that they find indispensable.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 13, p. 349, no. 37]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �^��� 9 ��y.��� ���8%��� �$���]N 2 G)��� 9 ��l�"[ �}�£� �$���] . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'All goodness has been placed in one house, and its 
key is asceticism and restraint from worldly pleasures.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 
49, no. 20]    

�P�-Q�� �+
A�A�B 

The Real Meaning of Asceticism  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ��0?�8 � �$"[ 	� ���E�1��N 2 G;�-� ̂ �$"[ �?=�JN 2  $�����?R�B �^��� 9 ��y.���   . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Asceticism from worldly pleasures means to cut 
short one’s hopes of this world, to be grateful for every single bounty, to have 
piety and to keep away from all that which Allah has prohibited.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, 
no. 58]    
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7 �u�� ����� �)� �uk��|����` �N ������� {z :(�����  T���
 9 µ �X1=
 X/ �	=�N 2  V��#�  È?_�%� ����� ��y.���  ��
���
 9 µ ��(�� ���MN/  . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Asceticism is not to prohibit oneself that which is 
allowed. Rather it is to find that which is with Allah more secure than that which is 
in one's own possession.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 172, no. 8]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �VB 2  !�%�-���[ �!� �;�-���[ ��y.���  ��6  :»- � �1�8�?���6 Q�N �L"=�6> � 5���� �1�j�O�6 ����=�������N �L"[6`    .v�_�
 �Q 
+E1���> +V%���� k$"[ «����>�?�Z � ��y.��� �m�4/ �&> É�� �̄ �?��
 L��N 2 u�ga� 5�� ��O�
 L�� 	�-�> . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Asceticism is summed up between two phrases in the 
Qur’an, where Allah, most High, says, "So that you may not grieve for what has 
escaped you, nor be exultant at what He has given you.” Therefore, one who 
neither grieves about past losses nor is overjoyed about the possessions he is 
granted has perfected his asceticism from both sides.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 
317, no. 23]    

  

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  	� �q"��wf�
 �IuJ k$"[ �q"[?�6 1�yN 2  E(�� �	�� �DI�?�C��N 2 �D�?�4��  K� �̄ %��� ��y.���   GU.jO�6  }�@ 	�� 2 
��� GD���-_��  v���� QN 2 :(�� +±�?�>  EY�%^� QN 2 :�[?�6 9 +Ki�\ QN 2 :�61�> 5�� 2 <;�>` :�̂1�[N <;�8�E :�61�> t?�6 $� 2 :(�� +��1�� QN 2 :�

�;�8�7?� � -�R�%��� 2 �;�>�� �	�� � Ey ���/ "X1=6N .  

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Asceticism is the key to the door of the Hereafter 
and immunity from the Fire, and it is to abandon all those things that preoccupy 
you from Allah, neither experiencing regret upon their loss, nor self-admiration for 
having abandoned them, nor awaiting deliverance from them, nor seeking praise 
on account of them, and nor anything else in exchange for them. Rather you see 
their loss as a source of comfort and their presence as a source of misfortune, 
such that you consistently run away from misfortune and seek refuge in 
comfort.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 315, no. 20]    

�P���HQ�� �i�$�" 

Qualities of the One Who Practices Asceticism  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �'�?=�J "V��#�  $�wf�
 L��N 2 �'�¥�| ���?�#�  v��w�
 L�� 	�� �^��� 9 ��y���� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The one who practices asceticism from worldly 
pleasures is such that he neither allows the prohibited things to overcome his 
perseverance [in the way of Allah], nor the permissible things to distract him from 
gratefulness to Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 37, no. 3]    
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11– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Those who restrain themselves from worldly pleasures 
are such that their hearts are weeping though outwardly they may laugh, they 
experience great sorrow though they display joy, and they are filled with self-
contempt though they rejoice at all that they have been bestowed.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 113]    

12 ����� � �e*7R��)�������� ������� (� �^��� 9 ���y���� 	� �$��j �a � : �� ��m�� �;�>��� :���?�8 ���?%�
N 2 �� ���8 �;�>Ê :����8 ���?%�
 Tm�� . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when asked to define the ascetic, said, 'The ascetic is 
the one who renounces the permissible things in this world for fear of having to 
account for them, and renounces the forbidden things of this world for fear of 
punishment for them.’[`Auyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 52, no. 199]    

13 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( 7-�� �� ���y���� �;���| 	� �$��j : ���6��Á ��3?�C�%�� 2 ���61��  �1���� �����%��� 2 ���61"B �XN�� � �̈ ���C�%�� . 

13– Imam al-Rida (AS), when asked about the qualities of the ascetic, replied, 
'He manages to still his hunger without pursuit of food, he is well-prepared for his 
death, and weary of his life in this world.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 349, no. 6]    

�P�-Q�� �i���̀ �6 

Factors that Elicit Asceticism  

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�^��� �¿&�̂ ���?�� 	�� �D�*y0���  �(�� .��8/ . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The person best able to practice abstemiousness is he 
who understands the inferiority of this worldly life.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3209]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(W�D�?�4�� �E��B �� ?��
 Q 	�� �^��� 9 ���y��
 �U�[ ! 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'How can one renounce the pleasures of this world when 
he has not yet fathomed the worth of the Hereafter?!’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6987] 
   

16 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L�� ��7̂o> 2 ��1�a� �?[�s �?�c[/ � �?[�s �X�^\ �?�c=�
�^��� 9 ���y�� ��\ ��1�a . 
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16– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Remember death frequently, for no sooner does 
man increase his remembrance of death than he begins to renounce this world's 
life.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 64, no. 31]    

17 �L�=�� ����� �)���������� ����� (� �'�?�S�8 +¥B �(� � : ����
 X/ ����&�_�� ��"�0N/ �my <��J kX\N 2����0N/ 9 ���y��
 X/ ����&�_�� �'�?�4` �my <��J kX\
�'�?�4` . 

17– Imam al-Kazim (AS) once said while standing at a graveside, ‘Indeed 
something that ends with this [i.e. death] is worthy of its beginning being spent in 
abstemiousness. And indeed something that begins with this is worthy of its end 
being feared with apprehension.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 320, no. 9]    

18 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� 1�� �)�� ?�4 �^��� "$y/ �$�& . 

18– Imam al-`Aaskari (AS) said, 'If the inhabitants of this world used their 
intellect, the world would self-destruct [for it would cease to be of any 
importance].’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 377, no. 3]    

�P�-Q�� �i�:�;
< 

The Benefits of Asceticism  

19Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �X���C��N �v��&�� �v��%�6 :�> ";�C@0?��N 2 �X���C��N �v��&�� ��
 ?�
 �^��� 9 ��y.��� . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Abstaining from the vain pleasures of this world 
puts the heart and the body at rest, whereas longing for them exhausts the heart 
and the body.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 6060]    

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �'���y 2 y3��� 9 ���>(�
 L��N 2 :��"s 	�� ����i�
 ¢N 2 �^��� 9 ���y�� 	��   G;�
���y  }�w�  ���-k���N 2 +e1���� 	��
 �� ̂��� 5�� y�?]/N �' E��| 9 �;�-=�#� �)�CM/N 2+L�����6  }�w� . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who renounces this worldly life, neither concerning 
himself with its baseness nor vying for its glory, Allah rewards him with a gift that 
is unobtainable through any of His creatures, grants him knowledge without the 
need for learning, secures wisdom in his heart and makes it flow upon his 
tongue.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 63, no. 155]    

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���y��� ";�®0?�� �q���� �V ¬�6 �^��� 9 . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Abstain from the vain pleasures of this world and divine 
mercy will descend upon you.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2275]    
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22– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Abstaining from the vain pleasures of this world is the 
greatest source of comfort.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1316]    

23 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(:�y�?=�
 ¢N :�ChR�� ������ �)�̂y �^��� 9 ���y�� 	�� . 

23– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, 'He who renounces the world's vain 
pleasures finds its afflictions trivial and is not bothered by them as a result.’[Tuhaf 
al-`Uqoul, no. 281]    

24 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�N��8 �� ?��6 X/ L"= �1�"B 5�� ���?�8�^��� 9 ���y��6 57%8 �X���  . 

24– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'It is forbidden for your hearts that they should 
taste the sweetness of faith until and unless they abstain from the pleasures of 
this world.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 63, no. 155]    

�P��r#�G�H/��  

The Most Abstemious of People  

25Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���?�#� �v�(�%]�  	��  �(�� ���y�/ . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The most abstemious of people is he who 
renounces the prohibited things.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 27, no. 4]    

26 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �^���  $�-�� � �D�?�4�� ��
 ?�
 	0-�� �	"=�6 Q ...�! C�@�?�� �$�-�� :�> "$�-��
N 2 �	
��y���� �V1�B �^��� 9 "V1&
 . 

26– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Do not be of those who try to secure the Hereafter by 
means of the worldly life…they disparage this world using ascetic terms, yet act 
like those who covet it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 68, no. 16]    

27 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��y.��� {I�4\ ��y.��� "$�S>/ . 

27– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The best level of asceticism is to conceal one's 
asceticism.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 28]    

28 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��(�� �K�?�y> ��(�� ��y���� �v���� �s\ 2 ���C"���>  �(�� �	�� ��y���� �K�?�y �s\ . 
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28– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'When an abstemious person flees from people, seek 
after him, and when he seeks after people, flee from him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, nos. 
3078-3079]    

29 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1&
   :  �(�� ���y�/ 	�� 	"=�6 �q�%��6` µ ���E�� 2 ���*` �	�� 
 . 

29– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, 'Allah says, 'O son of Adam, be satisfied with 
what I have given you and you will be among the most abstemious of 
people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 139, no. 22]    

30 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�C�� 5�� L"[�?�C|/ �X\ �^��� 9 L"[���y�O�� PI� . 

30– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'Verily he who is most persevering in the face of 
adversity is the most abstemious from among you.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 308, no. 1] 

ASSURANCE   ا,�2ن 
 

   

�X��� �;�
� E �K1]�N 

Assurance  

1"V1jE �Pz�   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�����%�&�6 �> ����* 5�� "$�]7?�� �q�(��/ �s\ . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If a man trusts you with his blood [i.e. that you will 
spare his life] then do not kill him.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 10909] 

   

2Pz� "V1jE � ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (<�?>[ "V1%&�a� �X[ �X\N 2 $6&�� 	�� »IT?�� ^O> ����%�&> �����* 5�� <��]�E �	0�/ 	��. 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When a man assures another of sparing his life 
and then kills him, [know that] I renounce the killer, even if the victim is an 
unbeliever.’[Ibid. no. 10930] 

   

 L���m� � ��R�%�Q� 
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Adhering To Sureties  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �1-�R�%��)�1-�R��%j� (y�*6�N/ 9  L���m�� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Adhere to sureties [that you are liable for] in all 
firmness.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 155] 

   

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �  ?�%J¾� �'�:�� 9 � :��E��N PI>1�� ����:� �n�_�> <;7��s �q(�� ���%���C��/ N/ <D��&�� ��3N��� �!�N �q�(�� ����&�� �X\N  
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�*1:���� PI>1��  L�Y�6 	�� L :h�E` . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, in his epistle to MÁlik al-Ashtar: ‘And if you make a 
covenant between yourself and your enemy or give him a surety [against life or 
property], then stand by your pact with loyalty and observe your liability with 
trustworthiness. Make yourself the shield for your word, for there is nothing from 
Allah’s mandates that all people agree upon, despite their diverse opinions on 
everything else, as much as they do with regards to respecting the fulfilment of 
covenants.’[Ibid. Letter 53] 

   

 L���m�� ���?�%8� 

Respecting Covenants of Protection  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( L�y^�*/ ¸0�"� 5�� �} i�
 . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘It is up to my community to protect those who are 
under them [i.e. non-Muslims living in Muslim lands][ This refers to the free non-
Muslim subjects living in Muslim lands who, in return for paying the capital tax, 
enjoyed protection and safety therein (ed.)].’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 10932] 

   

6Pz� "V1jE � ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (a�L�y�1�j 	�� 5�� ���
 L�yN 2 L�y^�*/ L :%0��m� 5����
 2 L�yÄ��* "O�>=�%�6 2 �D1�4\ �X1-��� . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The Muslims are brothers, their blood is co-equal, 
those under them strive to secure their protection, and they are like one hand 
against their enemy.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 100, p. 46, no. 6] 
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BACKBITING  �ُ�َ�� ا�ِ
 

   

�+����M�� �I� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of Backbiting  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(> 2 Ly E��O� L�:�y1]�N �X1�f�-��
 +�1�B 5�� r �T ?j"� �;��� ��E�?���)�& :�V&> W PIQ,y 	�� 2"$�h�¥�] 
 :
L :�g�?�/ 9 �X1���&�
N ��(�� �X1��%w�
 �	
m�� PIQ,y . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘On the night that I was taken on my Night-Journey 
[to the heavens], I passed by a group of people scratching their own faces with 
their nails, so I asked, ‘O Gabriel, who are these people?’ so he replied, ‘These 
are people who backbit about other people and disparaged their 
reputations.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 115]    

2v�y?%��N v�@?%�� � :����� "V1jE �VB ) ����� {z� �uk��|����` �N �� :(�$�B 2^3��� 	�� .��J/ ";�C��w�� :�VB W �U�[N :����� �K1�%���> �K1%�
 7L"M °��
 "$]?��   
���C�8| ���� �?��w�
 57%8 ���� �?��w�
Q �;�C��w�� �v�8| �X\N 2������ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Backbiting is worse than adultery’, at which he 
was asked, ‘How so?’ He replied, ‘A man commits adultery, then repents, and 
Allah pardons him for it, whereas the backbiter is not forgiven until his victim 
forgives him.’[al-Targhib wa al-Tarhib, v. 3, p. 511, no. 24]    

3 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :( � ]��� ��:�] ";�C��w�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Backbiting is the attempt of one who is incapable [of 
doing better himself].’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 461]    

4����� �  �!�#�)�������� ������� (� <��]E �'��(�� �K%@� +$�]?�� � :� 0U"[ 2�my 
  E(��  K��[ ���*\ :7̂o> p�;�C��w��  	 . 

4– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said to a man who was backbiting about a man in his 
presence, ‘Stop backbiting, for verily it is the food of the dogs of Hell.’[Tuhaf al-
`Uqoul, no. 245]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)��� ������������ :( "X���6 �	
��6 -[ �q0̂o> p :�> �b�&�%�> <D�?��8 �q��4O�� �?��_�6 QN 2�v�%w�%> �v�%w�6 Q . 
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5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not backbite lest you become a victim of 
backbiting, and do not dig a hole for your brother lest you fall in it yourself, for 
you will be paid back whatever you put in.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 249, no. 16]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  !�#�  	� 3u��� �$�]�E �VB’ : ����%C�� ©Vg �q7̂ / �\ �q�C��(�
 ^�"> kX\ !  !�#� �	� .u�� ���� �V&>’ :
����E� ���-���/ �)��� � u4/ 	� ��%w���/ "F�8 u�&�8 �)
0*/ QN 2���c
��8 (���\ �)��&�̂ "F�8  $�]?�� �;����i�� 0�8 �) ... ! ���*\ :7̂o> �;�C��w��N ��7
\

"�Z�
 -7̂\ ��7̂ / �Ec[�� ������ �� :�J  �(��  K1���  ?[�s 	�� �?�c[/ 	�� �X/ �L�����N 2 E(��  K��[���> �  E��&� :�C . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘A man once came and told Ali b. al-Husayn 
(AS) [i.e. Imam Zayn al-Abidin], ‘Verily x has said that you are astray and that 
you are an innovator!’ So Ali b. al-Husayn (AS) said to him, ‘Neither have you 
observed the right of the man you sat with by transmitting to us what he spoke 
about, nor have you observed my right by informing me of something about my 
brother which I would not have known! … Beware of backbiting for verily it is the 
food of the dogs of Hell, and know that whoever frequently talks about people’s 
faults, the frequency of his backbiting is a witness [to the fact] that he only finds 
faults in others according to the extent present in himself.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, 
p. 246, no. 8]    

�I?DP���� �+���M�� 

Backbiting and Faith  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���>1�] 9 �;���[�� 	��  L��"a�  $�]?��  	
�* 9 ���?j/ ";�C��w�� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Backbiting eats away at a man’s faith faster than a 
gangrenous sore can eat away to the inside.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 357, no. 1]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  $�C&�
 ¢ <;�-���� N/ <-����� �K%@�  	��  ���C�8| ���� �?��w�
 X/ ��\ 2<;����N �1�
 �!���E/ �����|QN ���6��|  . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever backbites a fellow Muslim man or 
woman, Allah neither accepts his prayer nor his fasting for forty days and nights, 
until and unless the victim of his backbiting forgives him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, 
p. 258, no. 53]    

9Pz� "V1jE �) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  T���
 �!� �U�B1�
 �;����&�� ��1�
 G��8O� 56,�
  "V1&�> 2���6(���8 t?�
 �> ����%[ �����\ �b�>��
N  : ���� 2u«\
u �%[ �my !W¸��� :�> tE/ Q u7̂o> !���� "V&�> :�q"��-�� �v�y�s 25�(�
QN l$�S�
Q �q0��E �X\ �(��  K��%@ �  . ����%[ �����\ �b�>��
N �?�4x� 56,�
 7L"M

"V1&�> 2<D�}c[ G��� ���> t?���> :u �%[ �my � 2u«\ !���kZ�� �'my �)��-�� � u7̂o> !"V&�> :�q���\ ���6(���8 )���>���> �q��%@� <^�> kX� . 
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9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘On the Day of Resurrection, a man will be brought 
forth to stand before Allah, and his book of deeds will be presented to him, and 
he will not see any of his good deeds therein, upon which he will exclaim, ‘My 
God, this is not my book! For verily I do not see any of my acts of obedience 
therein?!’ So he will be told, ‘Verily your Lord neither loses nor forgets [deeds], 
but your deeds have gone because of your backbiting people.’ Then another man 
will be brought forth, and will be presented his book of deeds, and he will see 
many acts of obedience recorded therein, and will exclaim, ‘My God, this is not 
my book! For verily I did not perform all these acts of obedience!’ and he will be 
told, ‘It is because so and so backbit you, so his deeds have been transferred to 
you.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 412, no. 1144]    

�+���M�� �K�$�V 

The Meaning of Backbiting  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� 7Es r� � .... : ^3��� 	�� .��J/ �;�C��w�� kXo> p�;�C��w��N ��7
\ 2ÀEs�/ 
 ...�)�B :����� �V1jE
   �N 2
�VB W";�C��w�� :�B 2�'�?=�
 µ ��4/ ���?[�s�) :����� �V1jE
  �VB W ��� �?�[m�
 Tm�� ���s ���> �X[ Xo> 2 : 2���%C�%@� ��&> ���> 1y µ ���6?�[�s �s\ �q0̂ / �L�����

��0%�:�� ��&�> ���> ���� µ ���6?�[�s �s\N . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said to Abu Dharr, ‘O Abu Dharr, beware of backbiting, 
for verily backbiting is worse than adultery…’ [Abu Dharr narrates], I asked, ‘O 
Prophet of Allah, and what is backbiting?’ to which he replied, ‘Your mentioning 
something about your fellow brother that he would not like.’ I asked, ‘O Prophet 
of Allah, and what if the thing mentioned about him was actually true about him?’ 
so he replied, ‘Know that if you say something about him that is true then you 
have indeed backbit about him, and if you what you have said is not true, then 
you have indeed slandered him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 89, no. 3]    

11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�'�?=�
 µ ��4/ ���?[�s ";�C��w�� . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Backbiting is to say something about your 
brother that he would not like.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 8024]    

12� �'3�] 	� ����/ 	� � +v����J 	� N�?-�� 	� v�y?%��N v�@?%�� � :�����  V1jE ��(� �N�?�[�s L:7̂/  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�1�&> <��]E : Q
 .¶(�� �V&> 2���� �$�8?�
 Ì8 "$�8?�
 QN 2�L��Z�
 57%8 "$"[O�
)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�%@��1�&> 2�'1�-�%C :����� �V1jE 
   ���> µ (�M0��8 -7̂\ 2 !VB :

���> µ ��4/ ��?�[�s �s\ �q�C��8 . 

12– `Aamr b. Shu’ayb narrated, on the authority of his father, on the authority of 
his grandfather, that some people spoke about a man in the presence of the 
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Prophet (SAWA), saying, ‘He does not eat unless he is fed, and does not go out 
unless a mount is made ready for him.’ So the Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘You have 
talked about him behind his back’ to which they replied, ‘O Prophet of Allah, we 
have only said what is true!’ so he exclaimed, ‘It is bad enough to talk about your 
brother regarding what is true [let alone what is false]!’[al-Targhib wa al-Tarhib, v. 
3, p. 506, no. 13]    

13 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��"> ?��
Q 7Í ���> 1�y µ ������4 	�� �'�?�[�s 	��N 2���C�%w�
 ¢ ��(�� ���>�?�� 7Í ���> 1�y µ ������4 	�� <��]E �?�[�s 	��
����%@� ��(�� . 

13– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘He who talks about someone behind his back, 
mentioning what is true about him, and what people already know, then he has 
not backbit about him, whereas he who talks about someone behind his back 
about something that is true but that people do not know about, then he has 
backbit about him.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 358, no. 6]    

��� ���'�� �r�^�? I�6 

People whom one is allowed to Backbite  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<;�C��@ L�:�%�C��@ )���� �;���E/ : ��O�j/ X\N �?"=f�
 ¢ �)(��8/ X\ �K��m�=�� �����N 2���&��� � �	���"a� ���j���
�X1:�=���%"a�N 2�?��w�
 ¢�������� :���� �?�yf�� u�%0�"� 5�� �	��Z�� �;��-���  	� �± E£�N 2��:0�"Q�  . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Four types of people are such that talking about 
them behind their backs is not considered backbiting: the immoral person who 
makes a public display of his immorality; the dishonest leader who, even if you 
were to be good to would not appreciate you and if you were to be bad to would 
not forgive you; those who joke about their [and others’] mothers; and one who is 
a dissenter, who defames my community, and draws his sword against it.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 261, no. 64]    

15 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(W ? ]���  ?[�s 	� �XN�1��?�6 Ì�� 57%8 !��(�� �'�E�m_�
 57%8 �'1"=�%y�� . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Until when will you sidestep talking about the 
impudent person?! Disgrace him [through disclosing his insolent acts] so that 
people may be on their guard against him.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 8074]    

�+���M�� �a�;�1 
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Listening to Backbiting  

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( K%w"a[ �;�C��w��� �b����� . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who listens to backbiting is as [bad as] the 
backbiter.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1171]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  	�#� �� (�� ��(� <��]E �K%w�
 +$�]E �\ �?�Y�̂ �BN �)�������� ������� (� : p �my  $c�� 	� �q��-�j �'3��̂ 20u�(��

�F�C4/ �\ �?�Y�̂ ��7̂o>�qh� N 9 ���@�?>O�> ��h� N 9 �  ! 

17– Imam Ali (AS) saw a man backbiting someone in the presence of his son, al-
Hasan (AS), to whom he said, ‘O my son, steer your hearing clear of such a 
person, for verily he took the most repulsive thing from his mind and poured it 
into yours!’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 225]    

18 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����-�j l$�_�
Q �  �-�jN 2�;�C��w��  �-�j 	� ���:
¬�6  b-0��� .�8 . 

18– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘The right of the ears is to keep them pure 
from listening to backbiting, and from that which is unlawful to listen to.’[al-Khisal, 
p. 566, no. 1]    

�+���M�� D,�� �3��
< 

The Reward for Deterring Backbiting  

19Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�-�j G;C��@ 9 ����4/ 5�� �V01�Z�6 	������� 0*�E 2��(�� y0*�?�> +���i�� 9 ���> :��   u�> PI1.��� 	�� +K� �U�/ ��(�� 
�D�?�4��N �^��� . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever does a good service to his fellow 
brother by deterring people from talking behind his back in a gathering where he 
hears them backbiting him, Allah will repel from him a thousand types of evil in 
this world as well as in the Hereafter.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 350]    

20 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �'�?R�̂ ��Z�%j> 2�L��a� �'14/ �'��(�� �v��%@"� 	������� �����m�4 2�'�?�R(�
 L�>  �D�?�4��N �^��� u�>  . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He in whose presence a fellow Muslim brother is 
talked about behind his back, and who does not defend him despite having the 
ability to do so, Allah disgraces him in this world as well as in the Hereafter.’[al-
Faqih, v. 4, p. 372]    
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\ 

The Penance for Backbiting  

21Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�  K��%@Q� �D�E���[ 	� �$��j �BN � :����� �?��w�%��6  ���6?�[�s -k�"[ ���%C�%@�  	�-�� .  

21– The Prophet (SAWA) was asked about the penance for backbiting, to which 
he replied, ‘You must seek Allah’s forgiveness on behalf of the one you have 
talked about every time you remember him.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 357, no. 4]    

22 Pz� "V1jE �) �uk��|����` �N ������� {z� :(�����  ?��w�%�����> �'4/ L"[���8/ �K%@� �s\  ���� �D�E��[ :0̂o> p  . 

22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When one of you backbites about his fellow 
brother, he must seek forgiveness from Allah for that is penance for it.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 8037] 

BANES *   ا�45ت 
 

   

1º ����� "V1jE )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �D*C���� ";>`N 2{I���"£�  V-��� ";>`N 2.	�a� �;8-0��� ";>`N 2�uwC�� �;�i0f�� ";>`N 2�U��0R�� ���?kY�� ";>`
��  L���� ";>`N 2�Km�=�� �F
�#� ";>`N 2"D?�%���� ���?0��� �*1"�� �>`N 2�?������  v���#� ";>`N 2";��0���  L��#� ";>`N 2"X���3( . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The bane of humour is lack of shame; the bane of 
courage is aggression; the bane of generosity is mentioning one’s favors to 
others; the bane of beauty is arrogance; the bane of worship is abeyance; the 
bane of speech is lying; the bane of knowledge is forgetfulness; the bane of 
wisdom is foolishness; the bane of good lineage is pride; and the bane of 
liberality is wastefulness.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44091] 

   

2º ����� "V1jE )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( t1«�  	
3��� ";>` 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The bane of religion is desire.’[Ibid. no. 44121] 

   

3º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :({I
3?�� �D*C���� ";>`N 2"X��3(��  L���� ";>`N 2�;>` �IuJ �$=� ���?kY�� ";>`N 2�?�C�=�� �;�i0(�� ";>`N 2�v�i���� 3v���� ";>`N 2
�¼�_"��� ������� ";>`N 2lV�m��  L��#� ";>`N 2�U��0S�� PI�#� ";>`N 2���?0��� �*1"�� ";>`N 2�U��0R��. 
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3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘For everything there is a bane: the bane of knowledge is 
forgetfulness; the bane of worship is showing-off; the bane of the conscience is 
self-admiration; the bane of lineage is pride; the bane of humor is lack of shame; 
the bane of liberality is wastefulness; the bane of bashfulness is weakness; the 
bane of clemency is submissiveness; and the bane of stamina is 
degeneracy.’[Ibid. no. 44226] 

   

4º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �;>` �	�C"��)LÎ#� E?@ :89( 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Cowardliness is an affliction.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 89] 

   

5º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  KC��� ";>` t1«�)LÎ#� E?@ :314( 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Desire is the bane of the hearts.’[Ibid. no. 314] 

   

6º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( ��?3f�� �X��� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3915( 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of faith is idolatry.’[Ibid. no. 3915] 

   

7º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(0f��  !&��� ";>` .q)LÎ#� E?@ :3916( 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of certainty is doubt.’[Ibid. no. 3916] 

   

8º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( "X�?��"=��  L��3(�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3917( 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of bounty is ingratitude.’[Ibid. no. 3917] 

   

9º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( "X��R���� �;��Z�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3918( 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of obedience is [the ensuing] 
disobedience.’[Ibid. no. 3918] 
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10º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �?�C�=�� ���?0f�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3919( 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of good lineage is pride.’[Ibid. no. 3919] 

   

11º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �?�=�a� PI[km�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3920( 

11- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of cleverness is deception.’[Ibid. no. 3920] 

   

12º�  �u�� ����)�������� ������� :( {I
3?�� �D*C���� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3921( 

12- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of worship is showing-off.’[Ibid. no. 3921] 

   

13º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( .	�a� PI�0��� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3923( 

13- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of generosity is mentioning one’s favors to 
others.’[Ibid. no. 3923] 

   

14º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( 3	�Y�� {I1j  	
3��� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3924( 

14- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of religion is suspicion.’[Ibid. no. 3924] 

   

15º  �u�� �����)�������� ������� :( t1«�  $&��� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3925( 

15- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of the intellect is desire.’[Ibid. no. 3925] 

   

16º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( PIS&�� ��h�1�� ��Ï� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3922( 

16- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The obstacles of fate are the bane of glory.’[Ibid. no. 
3922] 
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17º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �^7��� �����1��  ��7(�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3926( 

17- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of the soul is infatuation with this world.’[Ibid. 
no. 3926] 

   

18º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( PI�E�� ��&�%^� �DE�Nfa� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3927( 

18- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of counsel is the contradiction of 
opinions.’[Ibid. no. 3927] 

   

19º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(}3��� {I1�j ��1�"a� ";>` �D)LÎ#� E?@ :3928( 

19- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The downfall of kings is bad conduct.’[Ibid. no. 3928] 

   

20º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �D?
?0��� "F�C�4 PI�E���1�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3929( 

20- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The downfall of ministers is a corrupt heart.’[Ibid. no. 
3929] 

   

21º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �;jh3?�� .v�8 PI-������ ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3930( 

21- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ruination of scholars is the love of leadership.’[Ibid. 
no. 3930] 

   

22º �u�� ����� )�������� �������( : �;j�7��� �U���g PI-��.��� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3931( 

22- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The downfall of rulers is weak management.’[Ibid. no. 
3931] 
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23º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �D�*&�� ";����� ���("�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3932( 

23- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ruination of soldiers is disobeying their 
commanders.’[Ibid. no. 3932] 

   

24º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �D*��� ";C���@ �;g
3?�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3933( 

24- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of training is the triumph of [one’s] habit.’[Ibid. 
no. 3933] 

   

25º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �;��Z�� ";��Ê �;7���7?�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3934( 

25- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ruination of subjects is abandoning obedience.’[Ibid. 
no. 3934] 

   

26º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(� ";��B  ��E�1�� ";>` �;�(�&�)LÎ#� E?@ :3935( 

26- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of piety is lack of contentment.’[Ibid. no. 3935] 

   

27º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �b-�Z�� �DS"&�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3936( 

27- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The downfall of judges is greed.’[Ibid. no. 3936] 

   

28º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  ��E�1�� ";��B  VN����� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3937( 

28- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The downfall of the upright is lack of piety.’[Ibid. no. 
3937] 

   

29º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�#� ";��g\  �i.f�� ";>` ���)LÎ#� E?@ :3938( 
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29- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ruin of a brave man is the loss of resolve.’[Ibid. no. 
3938] 

   

30º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( L�R�£� ���S%j� 3T1&�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3939( 

30- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The downfall of the strong man is underestimating the 
foe.’[Ibid. no. 3939] 

   

31º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( lV�m��  L��#� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3940( 

31- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of clemency is submissiveness.’[Ibid. no. 
3940] 

   

32º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(>` "$�Z�a� PIZ���� ";)LÎ#� E?@ :3941( 

32- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of giving is procrastination.’[Ibid. no. 3941] 

   

33º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( "$��C�� �*R�%BQ� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3942( 

33- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of economy is parsimony.’[Ibid. no. 3942] 

   

34º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �̄ ���a� �;C��«� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3943( 

34- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of awe is humor.’[Ibid. no. 3943] 

   

35º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  ̄ i0(�� �����  v���Z�� ";>`)Î#� E?@L :3944( 

35- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of the quest is failure.’[Ibid. no. 3944] 
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36º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �;
-�#� �U���g �q��"a� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3945( 

36- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of sovereignty is lack of protection.’[Ibid. no. 
3945] 

   

37º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �;
�3?�� ";��B �*1:���� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3946( 

37- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of pacts is lack of compliance.’[Ibid. no. 3946] 

   

38º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �?������ �;j
3?�� ";>`)� E?@LÎ# :3950( 

38- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of rule is pride.’[Ibid. no. 3950] 

   

39º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �;
�N7?�� �Km[  $�&0(�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3947( 

39- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of narration is lying.’[Ibid. no. 3947] 

   

40º���  �u�� ��)�������� ������� :( ���  $-��� ��?6  L���� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3948( 

40- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of knowledge is not putting it into 
practice.’[Ibid. no. 3948] 

   

41º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  d�4�� ��?6  $-��� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3949( 

41- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of work is abandoning sincerity.’[Ibid. no. 
3949] 

   

42º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �?&���� �*1"�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3951( 

42- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of generosity is poverty.’[Ibid. no. 3951] 
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43º��  �u�� ���)�������� ������� :( �?]��� "¢��� �;7���� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3952( 

43- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ruin of ordinary people is a treacherous 
scholar.’[Ibid. no. 3952] 

   

44º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �E*&�� "¢�Y��  V����� ";>`)#� E?@LÎ :3953( 

44- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of justice is a powerful oppressor.’[Ibid. no. 
3953] 

   

45º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �XZ�7��� �E1�] �X�?-���� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3954( 

45- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of civilization is the tyranny of rulers.’[Ibid. no. 
3954] 

   

46º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �X�8�� �b(� �DE�"&�� ";>`)LÎ#� E?@ :3955( 

46- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of power is blocking kind deeds.’[Ibid. no. 
3955] 

   

47º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(���� 3v���� ";>` �v�i)LÎ#� E?@ :3956( 

47- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of the heart is self-admiration.’[Ibid. no. 3956] 

   

48º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �Km=�� �F
�#� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3957( 

48- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of talking is lying.’[Ibid. no. 3957] 
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49º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  V7-���� ���i��  V-��� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3958( 

49- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of works is the incompetence of workers.’[Ibid. 
no. 3958] 

   

50º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  V]�� �E1S�8  V��� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3959( 

50- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of hope is the arrival of death.’[Ibid. no. 3959] 

   

51º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �E���w�� PI>1�� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3960( 

51- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of loyalty is betrayal.’[Ibid. no. 3960] 

   

52º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  ?��� ��1�>  ����#� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3961( 

52- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of resolve is the passage of opportunity.’[Ibid. 
no. 3961] 

   

53º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( ";^�£� �;^��� ";>`)#� E?@L= :3962( 

53- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of trust is treachery.’[Ibid. no. 3962] 

   

54º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �;^�3R�� ���� PI:&��� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3963( 

54- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ruin of the jurists is lack of piety.’[Ibid. no. 3963] 

   

55º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �?
mC7%�� �*1"�� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3964( 

55- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of liberality is squandering.’[Ibid. no. 3964] 
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56º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  }��7%�� {I1�j  Å��a� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3965( 

56- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ruin of livelihood is lack of prudence [in 
spending].’[Ibid. no. 3965] 

   

57º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( ";����  ��=�� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3966( 

57- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of speech is lengthy elaboration.’[Ibid. no. 
3966] 

   

58º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( "$���C�� �w�� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3969( 

58- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of wealth is miserliness.’[Ibid. no. 3969] 

   

59º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( "$�]��  $���� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3970( 

59- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of hope is death.’[Ibid. no. 3970] 

   

60º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( PI1.��� �	
?�B  }£� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3971( 

60- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of goodness is a corrupt companion.’[Ibid. no. 
3971] 

   

61º�u�� �����  )�������� ������� :( .1�%����N �uwC��  E���%BQ� ";>`)L=#� E?@ :3972( 

61- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of power is aggression and tyranny.’[Ibid. no. 
3972] 

   

62º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( ����m���� �����1�� ��>�� ��/E)L=#� E?@ :5244( 
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62- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fountainhead of all afflictions is infatuation with vain 
pleasures.’[Ibid. no. 5244] 

   

63º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �?�C�=��  $&��� ��>` .?J)L=#� E?@ :5752( 

63- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The worst affliction of the intellect is arrogance.’[Ibid. no. 
5752] 

  

 

* The Arabic word Áfa means ‘bane’ when translated as accurately as possible into English, denoting 
something that is a constant source of misery or annoyance for something else, or something that causes 
the downfall or ruin of something else, though it has been translated differently according to its various 
contexts in this chapter, where it may denote an affliction in itself, or a misfortune or plague (ed.) 

 

THE BATHHOUSE   ا�َ�ّ��م 
 

   

���H;
�� 

The Bathhouse  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�X�E0��� �v�ym�
N 2�E7(�� ���> �?�[m�6 p ��7-�#� �)��C�� �L�� ̂ . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of houses is the bathhouse for in it the Fire [of 
Hell] is remembered and [bodily] dirt is removed.’[al-Faqih, v. 1, p. 115, no. 237]    

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 0	�-���
 ¸��� 7�O> 2 �	�� ��:�
 �;M��MN 0	�-���
 �;M��M :�_h�?�� .L�JN 2  �7-�#� "X��*o> �;�(7�k���  K��c�� ���C"�N 2 �;�C7�kZ�� �;
 �	�� ��:�
 ¸��� 7�/N 2 : b��kZ��N 2�q�-0���N 2 ¦��C��  $�[/ "X��*o> . 

2– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Three things cause weight gain and three others 
cause weight loss. As for those that cause weight gain – excessive use of the 
bathhouse, smelling sweet fragrance and wearing soft clothing. And as for those 
that cause weight loss, they are: eating too many eggs, fish and unripe dates.’[al-
Khisal, p. 155, no. 194]    
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3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�M �	���%�B -7��EN �X��C�� �	�����:�
 ��� : �hi���� �̄ = ̂N 2 �;�(�Z C�� 5��  �7-�#� "V14�*N 2 3Kw�� ��
��&�� "$�[/ . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Three things destroy the body and may even kill it: 
eating [cooked] meat that has been left overnight, entering the bathhouse after 
overeating and having intercourse with the elderly.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 75, 
no. 19]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�C�� t1�B/ 1�yN 2 �D�����a� ���yN �q(� "½��Z�
 »Iu�J �q�>1�] 9N ��\ ��7-�#�  $�4��6 Q �X�� . �)^/N �����4��6 QN
 ��kZ�� 	�� �½��%�-�� . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not enter the bathhouse except after you have 
put something in your belly that will cool the heat of the stomach for that 
strengthens your body. And do not enter the bathhouse with a full 
stomach.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 1, p. 125, no. 298]    

5���� �L�=�� ����� �  ����� :  !�%���"=�� �L�_�J �v
m�
 +�1�
 k$[ ���̂��*\N 2 �L�_���� �?�c�=�
 Q ��1�
N ��1�
 ��7-�#�. 

5– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Going to the bathhouse every alternate day causes 
weight gain, and going every day causes the fat around the kidneys to melt 
away.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 1, p. 126, no. 303] 

BEAUTY   ا�َ.��ل 
 

�����  �V-��� .v�_�
 �$�´  

Allah is Beautiful and He Loves Beauty  

1 �Pz� "V1jE  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\  ��ÄC0%��N ���,�C�� �¦�wC�
N 2�'��C�� 5�� ���%�-� ̂ �?�M/ t?�
 �X/ .v�_�
N 2�V-��� .v�_�
 �$�´ ��6  . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, most High, is beautiful and He loves beauty. 
And He likes to see the evidence of His bounty on His servant. He loathes misery 
and pretending to be miserable.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 17166]    

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  �%�
N L�:�� �O7�:�%�
 �X/ �� ̂�1�4\ �\ �±?�4 �s\ �'��C�� 	�� .v�_�
 �$7-�i . 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah likes for His servant, when he leaves to meet 
his brothers, to dress himself well and to beautify himself.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 
1, p. 85, no. 1]    
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3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(/ �m�4O���������́  9 ��
��
 q�s kXo> 2�������̂ ���y��%����N 2�����̂/ 9 Tm���  ?��0f��N ��� EJ 	�� L"[��8 . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Each one of you should trim his moustache and 
the hairs in his nose and he should groom himself for this enhances his 
beauty.’[Qurb al-Isnad, p. 67, no. 215]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kXo> 2�$7-�i�6N ���C��  �$�´   +V��8 	�� 	"=���N 2�V-��� .v�_�
 . 

4- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Dress up and beautify yourself, for Allah is beautiful 
and He loves beauty; and make sure it is lawful [beautification].’[Wasael al-
Shi`aah , v. 3, p. 340, no. 4]    

";���-��� "D�E1.R�� 

The Beautiful Image  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �u�Z��"� � .?�JN 2�	���8 ����4 �	�,a� "$�]7?�� �u�Z��"� � �}�4G;(���8 GDE1�| 9 �I1j �v�B $�]7?�� . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The bane of beauty is vanity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
77, p. 59, no. 3]    

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �X1=6 X/ t?8/ L�:����> kXo> 2�'1]�1�� �X��8 �(�� �}£� �1C"���<(���8 . 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best thing given to a believer is good 
character, and the worst thing given to a man is a corrupt heart in a beautiful 
figure.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5170]    

7� Pz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(";�>`{I���"£�  V-���  . 

7- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Look for goodness in people with beautiful faces 
for their deeds are more likely to be good.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 
74, no. 344]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(a� ���]�N �	���8����� �;�
(��  	��8 	��  	�,  ���  . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The beauty of a believer’s face is a sign of Allah’s care for 
him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4848]    

 ?�0f�� ���?[\ 
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Honoring One’s Hair  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �?�0f������� �D�1���[ 	�� �	���#�   �'1� ?�[O>  . 

9- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Beautiful hair is part of Allah’s dressing [for you], 
so make sure to honour it.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 1, p. 432, no. 2]    

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  	�� �'0��i���� N/ 2���%�
Q�N �	P��_���> <�?��J �m�06� . 

10- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever keeps his hair long should care for it 
well, otherwise, he must cut it.’[Ibid. no. 1]    

 	��C�� "V-�] 

Inner Beauty  

11Pz� "V1jE �  )  �N ������� {z� �uk��|����` :( �X����� 9 "V-��� . 

11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Beauty is in the tongue.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 37]    

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  $&���� 	�� �	���8/ �V-�] Q . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is no beauty better than the intellect.’[Nahj 
al-Sa`ada, v. 1, p. 51]    

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �;���>��� 	�� "$�-�]/ ��C�� Q . 

13- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is no clothing more beautiful than good 
health.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 381, no. 5]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\   �$]N7�� )�$���] ( ��&�Z(�� 9  $�]7?�� �DE1�|N 2: :]�N 9 �D/?�a� �D�E1�| . 

14- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah, the Exalted, placed the beauty of woman in her 
face and of man in his speech.’[Ibid. v. 71, p. 293, no. 63]    

15 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�	��� �V-�]  $&���� �	��8N 2�?�y� �V-�] �DE1.R�� �	��8 . 

15- Imam al-`Askari (AS) said, ‘Physical beauty is the outer beauty, and the 
beauty of the intellect is inner beauty.’[A`alam al-Din, no. 313] 
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BETRAYAL   �8َ�� ِا� 
 

   

�+�n���c� 

Betrayal  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����c�� �X1=%> �q�̂4 	�� �	���6 Q . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not betray the one who betrays you lest you be 
like him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 175, no. 3]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�;�̂��� �X�4 	�� 7(�� ����� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who betrays his trust is not from 
us.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 172, no. 14]    

3 �u�� ����� �)���������� ����� : ( e�3(�� ��/E ";�̂��£� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Betrayal is the fountainhead of hypocrisy.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 969]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�K�m�=��N �;�̂��£� ��\ G;��C�� �$"[ 5�� �	�,a� "$�Ci�
 . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believer is naturally disposed to all the traits 
except betrayal and lying.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 231]    

5 +E7-�  	� �;
N��� 	� � :������C� r� )�B ) �������� ������� : (�%���
 0L"M ��� ̂���_�i��> .�#� ������ u�� "X1=
 "$�]7?�� u��� �m�4` �X/ �u��/ 2 <Q� ����*1
 VB W �'��(�� : �;�̂��4 �'my 2 Q . 

5– Mu’awiyah b. `Ammar narrated, ‘I asked Imam al-Sadiq (AS), ‘If I entrust 
some money with a man and he denies that I entrusted him with anything, and 
then he [in the future] entrusts me with money, can I keep that money [to make 
up for the money that he took from me]? Imam al-Sadiq (AS) replied, ‘No, that is 
betrayal.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 2, p. 144, no. 68]    

6 �;��-"M r/ 	� � : ?��] r/ 5�� �)���4*)�������� ������� (�� �)�BN � : �-> 2 �;� ]?�-�� �	
�* 0u���N �;�=� �� �Q"� �X/ ��
E"� �$�]E u7̂\ 2 �����> �)����]
 �VB W "V1&6 :����� 5&��6 �X/ �?"Y^�N �q (
�* t7*,�� �\ �b ]E�   "X1��
 Q �	�,a� �Xo> 2 �	
�* �q���� �����N ���6  . 
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6– AbU Thumama narrated: ‘I came to Imam al-Sadiq (AS) and said to him, ‘May 
I be your ransom! I am a man who wishes to go to Makkah but I have an overdue 
debt so can you please advise me?’ The Imam (AS) replied, ‘Pay your debt and 
focus on meeting your Lord without any debt on your shoulders, for verily a 
believer does not betray [his trust].’[`AIlal al-Sharai`a, p. 528, no. 7]    

�I�[�c��� �+�n���c� �K�$�V 

Explanation of Betrayal and the Betrayer  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�q�s �v (�%]> 2 �;�̂��4 �q�4/ 3?�j {If�>\ . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Disclosing the secret of your brother is betrayal, 
so keep away from that.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 89, no. 3]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�;���EO>  	h£� ";���� 7�/ :�X��wlZ�� �\ �K�?"&��N 2 �X�?�B�� �¦�w��N 2 �X�}��� ts/N 2 �X®7?�� "X��R�� . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘As for the signs of the betrayer, there are four: 
disobedience to the All-Beneficent, disturbance to neighbours, loathing his 
associates, and being close to tyranny and oppression.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�w�J 	�� �	h£���P���/ 	�� <�7?�J ����1�
 �X[N 2 ��P����̂  }�w� �����^ �$ . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The betrayer is the one who busies himself with [the 
affairs of] others and his today is worse than his yesterday.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
2013]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �&> 2 '���:�] �$"=� :�> �̈ ��C�
 L��> 2 G;�]8 9 �� ̂�1�4\ 	� �$�]E ��� �X��%�j� ( �_�|/ 	�� +$�]E -l�
/
����� �X4  �!(�,a�N ����1jEN  . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever from among our companions seeks 
assistance from one of his brothers, who does not exercise his full efforts [in 
trying to help him], then he has betrayed Allah and His messenger and the 
believers.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 175, no. 7]    

11 �*�1�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (/ <;�̂��4 PI?�a� 5��[ �;�̂�1���� <(��/ �X1=
 �X . 

11– Imam al-Jawad (AS) said, ‘It is sufficient for someone to be classified as a 
betrayer if he is the trustee of a disloyal person.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 364, 
no. 4]    
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�+�n���c� �+�?�� 

The Peak of Betrayal  

12 ����� � �u��)�������� ������� : ( �*1�:����� �¦�&�̂N 2 �*N*�1�� �$�£� ";�̂��4 �;�̂��£� ";�
@ . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The peak of betrayal is disloyalty to a beloved friend and 
the breaking of vows.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6374]    

13 �u�� ����� �)������������ ��� : (  bh�*�1�� ";�̂��4 �;�̂��£�  ¼�_�>/ 	� . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One of the worst forms of betrayal is being disloyal with 
things entrusted in one’s possession.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 931]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �X\ �;7�"Q� ";�̂�4 �;�̂��£� �L�Y��/)�;(���� ( �;7-h�� .¼�@ 3¼�w�� �b�Y�>/N 2 . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the worst betrayal is the betrayal of the [religious] 
community, and the most repulsive deceit is that of the leaders.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Letter 26] 

THE BLESSING   َآ��ا�َ�َ  
 

   

;�[�?�C�� 5�(��� 

The Blessed  

1 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ���1B 9 � :»�)("[ -�(�
/ [�EC�� ������]N «� :<����̂ . 

1- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), with regards to the verse:“He has made me blessed, 
wherever I may be”, said, ‘[Blessed means] very beneficial [to others].’[al-Kafi, v. 
2, p. 165, no. 11] 

   

:"�
��
 �N �;[�?�C�� �v ]1�
 � 
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That Which Brings Blessing And That Which Removes It  

2Pz� "V1j�E �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 2L"=����� �1���[ $��=�a�  ��kZ�� 9 �;[�?�C�� kXo> . 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Weigh your food, for there is blessing in weighed 
food.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9434] 

   

3 Pz� "V1j�E �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�D�Ei3%�� u�> �;�[�?�C�� kX\ . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Blessing consists of ten parts: nine parts are 
contained in trade [i.e. working to earn one’s living] and the tenth part lies in 
endurance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 5, no. 13] 

   

4 Pz� "V1j�E �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( Q �b���E/�;[�?�C�� �?�-���
 L��N �K ?�4 ��\ 0	�:(�� �D�8�N <%��� "$�4��6 :^3���N 2 ?-£� �K?�JN 2";B ?0���N 2";^��£� . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Four things, of which even if only one enters a 
house, it will destroy it such that it will never again be able to flourish through 
blessing: betrayal, theft, wine-drinking, and adultery.’ [Ibid. v. 79, p. 19, no. 4] 

   

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��[�?�C�� �U��S�%�6  V����� . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Blessings are multiplied with justice.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
4211] 

   

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��[�?�C�� �)����6�E� ��
(��� ��?�:�� �s\ . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When crimes prevail, blessings are lifted away.’[Ibid. no. 
4030] 

 

BRIBERY   (�َ�ة�ا� 
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�9���5:�� 

Bribery  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;0(��� ��
 E �D1J7?�� �v�8| .L�f�
 QN 2  ?�"=�� �¦_�� :7̂o> �D�1J7?��N L"[7
\ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Beware of bribery for verily it is sheer infidelity, 
and the briber will not even smell the fragrance of Paradise.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
104, p. 274, no. 12]  

  

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �	����  -�:�(��� u�f-�
 Tm�� �¼h�?��N �u�f�6?"a�N �uJ�?��  .  

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Allah's curse is on the briber, the bribed, and the 
agent between them.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 1508]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'N���%B>  $��C�� L�yN"m�4/N 2 �'N�?�%J> 0��#� ��(�� �1���(�� L�:0̂/ L"=��C�B �X[ 	�� �q��y/ -7̂\ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The ruin of your predecessors lay in the fact that they 
deprived people of their rights and subsequently resorted to buying them back, 
and they handled people using unethical means, which they followed.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Letter 79]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��0̂ / L�%-���� �BN "$����C�� �!-��a� �;���\N  �=8��N  L ̂w�a�N PI�3���N  ±N�?"��� 5�� u���1�� �X1=
 X/ u�w�C(�
 Q 
 ... b��&�a� �XN�* : � �U�&�
N2 e1&"#� �v�ym���>  L="#� 9 u�f�6?"a� QN . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'You know full well that he who is in charge of honour, 
people's lives, war booty, legal commandments and the leadership of the 
Muslims must not be a miser… nor should he accept bribes whilst governing for 
he would forfeit their rights, and base his rulings upon them [the bribes] rather 
than proper judgment.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 131]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :»�)�_.��� �X1"��[�/«� :���%0
���y "$�C&�
 7L"M �;�]#� ����4� u�S&�
 "$�]0?�� 1�y . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said about Allah's verse in the Qur'an: "eaters of the 
unlawful"385, 'This refers to the man who fulfils a need for a fellow brother and 
then accepts a gift from him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 104, p. 273, no. 5]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �?�"=�� 1�y  L="#� 9 5J.?��   .  
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6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Accepting bribes as a judge or ruler is tantamount 
to disbelief in Allah.’[al-Kafi, v. 7, p. 409, no. 2] 

THE BROTHER   ا,خ 
 

�I�6w�(� ��O# �I�6w�(� 

The Believers Are Brothers  

  

1ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ���
 �L�y�N 2L�yÄ��* Ð=�%�6 2�D�1�4\ �X1(�,a�L�y^*/ L:�%7��m� 5����
 2 L�y�1�j 	�� 5�� . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The believers are brothers, their blood is coequal, 
and they are one hand against others, the most inferior among them is 
empowered by their protection [of him].’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 187, no. 13] 

  

2º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�q.�"� �'�����6 L�� +Æ/ 0K�E . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Many a brother was not given birth by your own 
mother.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5351] 

  

3º �?BC�� ����� )�������� ������� : (	��,a� 14/ �	�,a���3�"�N �����  . 

3- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘A believer is the brother of another believer [as if] 
from his own mother and father.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 166, no. 2 and 7] 

  

4º e*R�� ��Q� )�������� ������� : (Q 2 ��"����*N ���(��� 2  	�,a� 14/ �	�,"a� ����������> <D���� �'�����
 QN 2 ��.f�w�
 QN 2 ���-���Y�
 QN 2 ���̂1��
  . 

4- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A believer is the brother of another believer, his eye 
and his guide; he does not betray him, nor wrong him, nor deceive him, and nor 
does he rescind a promise he made to him.’[Ibid. no. 3] 
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5º e*R�� ��Q� )�������� ������� : ( 	�� -�:�8�NE/N 2 �'���]  ?hj 9 �q�s �¢/ ���]�N ��(�� ��J 5�=%J� �X\ 2��8�1�� ������[  	�,a� 14/ �	�,a�
 GD�8�N +̄ N�E . 

5- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A believer is the brother of another believer, like a 
single body. If any part of him suffers, he will feel its pain in his entire body; and 
their souls are also made of one soul.’[Ibid. no. 4] 

  

�C��O�� �I�6 ������'12� 

True Brothers  

6ºPz� "V1jE   ) �� {z� �uk��|����` �N ����� : (�;��&�� ��1
 <;���J +	�,� �$=� kXo> p �X�14�� 	�� �N?�c�=%j� . 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Seek to increase your brothers [i.e. believeing 
friends], for every believer will make an intercession on the Day of 
Judgment.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 24642] 

  

7º �u�� ���� )�������� ������� : (PI��C�� ��(�� �;7(�]N 2 PI40?�� ��(�� �D7��� L�:0̂o> pL : ���%[�  	�� �?�c�[O>  e��3R�� �X�14o� �q����� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Adopt [the friendship of] true brothers and increase in 
your acquisition of them, for they are an asset in times of prosperity, and a shield 
during afflictions.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 250, no. 8] 

  

�C��O�� �95,���6 

Brothers’ Amity  

8º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (���67*1�� 5�� �q(�� t1B/ ��14/ "X1=
 Q . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not let your brother be stronger than you are in your 
amity for him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 165, no. 29] 

  

9º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (t1�&0%��  E���B 5�� �X�1�4��  v C�8/ . 
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9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Love brothers in proportion to [their] piety.’[al-Ikhtisas, no. 
226] 

  

10º e*R�� ���� )�������� ������� : ( �'�4/ ��.C8 ��(
�*  $]0?�� 3v�8 	�� . 

10- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A man’s love for his brother is part of his love for 
his religion.’[Ibid. no. 31] 

  

A�  �@�̀ �? �6�95,��
(� ��� 

That Which Ensures the Endurance of Amity  

11º e*R�� ���� )�������� ������� : (��0̂0Ef�6QN 2 ��0(���yC�6 QN 2 ��0(�
 E-�6 QN 2��0(�8 �-�6 �> �q�4/ .*�N �q� �1"��R�
 X/ ��*E/ �X\ 2 X-�.(�� �	�
 . 

11- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘O Ibn al-Nu'mani If you want your brother’s amity 
for you to be pure, do not make fun of him, do not dispute with him, do not 
exchange bragging with him, and do not vie with him in evil acts.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 78, p. 291, no. 2] 

  

12º e*R�� ���� )�������� ������� : (uyN 2�1�S�@C�6N �1�(�
C�6 ��\N y1"��-��%j� �Xo> 2 HI�J/ �;M�M �\ L�:�(���� -�> "D1�4�� �±%_�6 : 2 �U�|(0%��
�����#� �u���̂N 2�L�8�?0%��N . 

12- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Brothers need three things among them – they 
either use them, or else dispute and hate one another – fairness, benevolence, 
and evasion of jealousy.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 322] 

  

����� F�* �95��O�2�   

Brotherhood for the Sake of Allah  

13ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( Æ�� �\ �?�Y0(������� 9 �'.*�1�6   �D�*C�� �$]N 7��  . 
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13- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Looking at a brother you love for the sake of 
Allah, the Exalted, is [an act of] worship.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 279, no. 1] 

  

14º Pz� "V1jE )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (������ 9 �'�����%��
 +Æ/ �$c� ��j�� �D�h> ���� <D�h> �L��� �Ä?�� �*��%j�    . 

14- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A Muslim cannot acquire anything as beneficial 
as his embracing Islam than a brother he benefits from for the sake of 
Allah.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 179] 

  

15º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (����� 9 u�4�10%�� 5��  ";7C�_-��� �¿"����6  . 

15- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Love is purified through cultivating friendship for the 
sake of Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6191] 

  

16º �u�� ����� )������������ ��� : (����� 9 "X�1�4��  : C�C�j  ��N���� 2 L�:�67*1�� ��N���6 ��6  . 

16- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Brothers, [whose brotherhood is] for the sake of Allah, 
enjoy an enduring amity, due to the firmness of its foundation.’[Ibid. no. 1795] 

  

17º��  �u�� ���)�������� ������� : (����� 9 u4�10%��   D71�4"Q� �?�-�c�6  . 

17- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Brotherhood for the sake of Allah is fruitful.’[Ibid. no. 
4225] 

  

��n-P��� ��O�� 

Brotherhood For The Sake Of This World  

18º �u�� ����� )����� ���������� : (����� 9 ���67*1�� 	"=�6 L�� 	��  �;�1�f�� ��%C�_�|N 2 �;-���� ���67*1� �Xo> p�'�E�m�8>  . 

18- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man whose friendship is not for the sake of Allah must 
be avoided, for his friendship is vile, and his company is doomed.’[Ibid. no. 8978] 
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19º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (����� 9 5�4` 	��   �� ?�8 �^.��� 9 54` 	�� 2 �L (�@  . 

19- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man whose brotherhood is for the sake of Allah is 
bound to gain, while a man who seeks brothers for the sake of this world is 
bound to lose.’[Ibid. no. 7776-7777] 

  

20º �u�� ����� )�������� �������: ( ���hS�&^� ��(� 5��N +?�� ��0*�N 	�� . 

20- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who draws close to you for a purpose will 
abandon you when it is fulfilled.’[Ibid. no. 8552]  

  

D@����  ��R� ����W 

Informing One’s Brother Of One’s Love [For Him]  

21ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (���-�������> �'4/ N/ ���C�8| L"[��8/ 0v8/ �s\ . 

21- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When one of you likes his companion or brother, 
he should let him know.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 415, no. 953] 

  

22º E�1^�� EÁ  : +?��] 1�/N ��i�a� 9 �$]E 7?��)�������� ������� (��h����] �¦�� �� �V&> 2��������C� 1�/N ���] :�����N   �my .v�8{�Q u7̂\ 2
�$�]7?�� . +?��]1�/ ��� �VB)�������� �������: (�;���"Q� 9 �?���4N 2 D7*�1�-��� 5&�/ ��0̂o> p ���-����O> �Q/  . 

22- A man passed through the mosque, where Abu Ja‘far and Abu ‘Abdullah 
[Imam al-Baqir and Imam al-Sadiq (AS)] were seated, when one of the people 
present said, ‘By Allah, I like this man.’ Abu Ja'far replied, ‘Then let him know, for 
this will maintain the amity and enhance the affection.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 
181, no. 1] 

  

���OjR ���V5,���6 	��� q)���, ��R� �95,���6 
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One’s Amity for Another is a Proof of Reciprocity  

23º�u�� �����  )�������� ������� : (J.?�� "$�C�&�6 Q ���y�1�J :7̂o> p ���7*�1�a�  	� �K1�"&�� �1"��j . 

23- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Ask your hearts about their amities, for they are 
witnesses that take no bribes.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5641] 

  

24º �?BC�� ����� )���������� ����� : (�q C�B 9 ���� µ �q�4/  v�B 9 �q� �D7*1�a� �� ?�� . 

24- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Know the amity that your brother has for you in his 
heart through what you harbour of the same in your own heart.’[Kashf al-
Ghamma, v. 2, p. 331] 

  

25º .T*«� ����� )�������� ������� : ( �q C�&[ �q� �� }@ �v�B -7̂o> 2�����\ �q3(� HI1�j �)�>�?�| 	7Í ���R.(�� QN 2������ ��E7��[ 	7Í �0R�� v�Z�6 Q
 ���� . 

25- Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘Do not seek sincere amity from a man you have 
insincere sentiment for, nor honest advice from someone you direct your distrust 
towards, for another’s feelings [lit. heart] towards you are similar to your feelings 
towards him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, no. 181] 

  

�C��O�� �+�%��u
e 

Cutting Off Relations with Brothers  

26º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (7� <�1
 �q�s ��� ���� X\ :��\ �b ]?�
 <;7�&�� �qP��^ 	�� ����  ��C�%j> �q�4/ �;���Z�B ���*�E/ �X\ . 

26- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you want to cut off relations with your brother make 
sure to leave a place for him in your heart, so he can return to it one day when he 
so wishes.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31] 

  

27º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�D7*1�a� ���� �DN������N 2 PI4�� ���� HI����N 2 �;��3R�� ���� �;���Z�&�� ��CB/ � .! 
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27- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘How awful it is to cut off relations after having 
maintained them, to turn away after brotherhood, and to have animosity after 
amity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 210, no. 1] 

  

28º e*R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (��0?��6 �&> ����g1�  }@ 9 ��0C�8 �b�gN 	���;��Z�&��  . 

28- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A man who places his amity in the wrong place is 
bound to suffer abandonment.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 415, no. 950] 

  

�C��O�� �)"�� 

Maintaining Brotherhood  

29º �u�� ���� )�������� ������� : (14/ 0	�̂1"=�
 Q �DHIj�� 5�� 7	�̂1"=�6 QN 2 ���%���| 5�� �q(� �q�%��Z�B 5�� t1B/ ��  5��� �q(� t1B/
�X�8�� . 

29- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not let your brother be stronger in his avoidance of 
you than you are in your maintaing relations with him, and do not be stronger in 
your harm to him than in your kindness towards him.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31] 

  

30º �!�#� ����� )�������� ������� : (�����Z�B 	�� �$�|�N 	��  �7(�� �$�|�N/ �X\ . 

30- Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘The best person is the one who maintains 
relations with one who cuts him off.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 121, no. 4] 

  

�C��O�� ����e# 

Types of Brothers  

31ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (+V��8 	� �L�y�E�* N/ ��� ���M1�
 �Æ/ �X�7���  ?�4` 9 "X1=
 � l$B/ . 

31- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most scarce things at the end of time will be 
a trustworthy brother and a legitimately earned dirham.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 54] 
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32º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�;M�M "X�14�� :"$B��� 1�:�> G)BN k$[ ����\ �±%_�
 Tm��� PI�m�w�[ ���8�1> 1�yN PI�7��� 5�(�� 9 °�c��N 2
�v� C���� 1�:�> PI�N7��� 5�(�� 9 "F��c��N 2���-�8�� . 

32- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most scarce things at the end of time will be 
a trustworthy brother and a legitimately earned dirham.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 
54]Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Brothers are of three [kinds]: one, like food, is 
needed all the time and he is the wise [friend]. Another is similar to disease, and 
this is the fool. And the third is like medicine, and this is the tactful [friend].’[Ibid. 
no. 323] 

  

33º  �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( �;M�M "X�1�4�� : �q(� "m4O
 �?�4`N 2 PI4�� 9 �XB*7R�� -�yN p ����µ +��1�� �?4`N 2 ��P��(� +��1��
 �;�&�c��  $y/ 	�� '0����6 �> 2 �Dkm����  ¦��C�� ����
?�
N 2 �;�w���C�� . 

33- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Brothers are three [kinds]: one helps with his own 
self, and another helps with his money, and these are true in their brotherhood. A 
third is the one who takes from you what he needs and keeps you for some of his 
pleasure - do not consider him trustworthy.’[Ibid. no. 324] 

  

j��O�� ��%�  I�� �FE5/�� 

Warning Against Some Forms Of Brotherhood  

34º �u�� ���� )�������� ������� : ( ���6�E���� �\ �)�i�%�8�  	�� +ÆO� �q� ���� . 

34- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one you need to safeguard yourself against is not 
your brother.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7503] 

  

35º �u�� ���� )�������� ������� : ( ���6�E���� �\ �)�i�%�8�  	�� +ÆO� �q� ���� . 

35- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not take for brother a man who hides your virtues 
and exposes your lapses.’[Ibid. no. 1042] 
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36º �u�� ���� ) ��������������� : ( �q�C��c�� �?�f�(�
N 2q�C�B(�� �?�%���
 	��  Æ�1�6 Q . 

36- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The worst brother is the one who stays with you in 
your affluence and abandons you in your poverty.’[al-Irshad, v. 2, p. 166] 

  

37º �?BC�� ����� )���������������  : (<�}&�> �q��Z&
�N 7� (�@ ���?�
 �Æ/ �Æ�� ��� � . 

37- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Do not take for brothers or companions: the fool, 
the miserly, the coward, and the liar.’[al-Khisal, p. 244, no. 100] 

  

38º �?BC�� ����� )�������� �������( :  <;��E/  Æ�1��6 QN �X E&��6 Q :�K��m�=��N 2 �XC���N 2 �$����C��N 2 ���-�8�� . 

38- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Be warned against having a brother who wants 
you for greed, avoidance of fear, or getting food and drink. Instead, seek the 

  

39º� �����  �e*7R�)�������� ������� : ( 1�N PI�&6�� �D4�1�� �v���N 2  K�?.f��N  $[¾� N/ +$���� N/ G�1�4 N/ +b-�Z�� ���*�E/ 	�� �u4�1�6 X/ �E�m8�
��-"�"� 9 ���?�-�� �)�(>/ �X\N2  �E��  L : C�� 9  . 

39-  brotherhood of the pious even if they are in the darkness of the earth and 
even if you have to spend your life seeking them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 282, 
no. 3] 

  

�+��P
A�� �95��O�2� 	
��� �+
}
*�!�(� 

Preserving Old Brotherhood  

40ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� kX\  �_�
 ��6 ������ �1�� N���> 2  È�&�� PI4�� 5�� �;���N��"a� .v . 

40- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, the Exalted, likes the maintenance of old 
brotherhood, so maintain it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 24759] 
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41º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (uJ �$[ 	�� �?�%�4� �L�:����B/ �X�1�4�� 	��N 2 �'��
���] �I . 

41- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Choose the new of everything, but the oldest one from 
among brothers.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2461] 

  

�+5�A�A
�� �95��O�2� 

Real Brotherhood  

42º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( kX\ ���&�8N 2 �q��]�N 5��̂N 2 �q�6�E�1�� �?�%�jN 2 ���E�m�� �$ C�BN 2 �q�%���4 0��jN 2 �q�%��� �?���@ 	�� �&�8 ��4/
�q���/ . 

42- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Your true brother is the one who forgives your lapse, 
fulfils your need, accepts your excuse, hides your vices, removes your fear, and 
lives up to your expectation.’[Ibid. no. 3645] 

  

43º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (��"�O���6 �!8 �q�������
 QN 2 �D?
 ?��� ��(� �q(� "$"��w�
 QN 2 �D0�3f�� ��(�� �q"�"m���
 Q Tm��� ��14/ . 

43- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Your brother is the one who does not abandon you in 
difficulty, does not forget you at the time of trouble, and does not cheat you when 
you seek his advice.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 269, no. 1] 

  

��R� ����'O� 

Choosing a Brother  

44º �u�� ����� )���������������  : (�'ÄB��|/ k$�B +v^�s �$"[ 5�� �X�1�4�� �v�̂] 	�� . 

44- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who shuns his brothers for every lapse has few 
friends.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8166] 

  

45º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( Q 	�� ��\  Æ�,�
 L�� 	����"&
��| k$�B ���> �v��� . 
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45- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A man who does not befriend [anyone] unless they 
are flawless will have few friends.’[A`alam al-Din, no. 304] 

  

��R� �+U��r �)-;�!�V 

Tolerating the Lapse of a Brother  

46º �u�� ����� )� �������������� : (��3N���� �;�C�M�N �)B1� �q�3���N �;���� �$��-%8� . 

46- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Tolerate the lapse of your friend for the time of your 
enemy’s attack.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 166, no. 29] 

  

47º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�� "V-�%8Q� e>3?�� �	�
 . 

47- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Tolerance is the splendor of companions.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 752] 

  

48º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (<���8N ���  �
�0R�� �$���� �$�-�%�_�
 ¢ 	�� . 

48- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who does not endure the lapses of a friend will 
die in loneliness.’[Ibid. no. 9079] 

  

�C��O�� �K�O 

The Best of Brothers  

49ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �;�� 5�� �q�̂�/ 	�� �q ̂�1�4\ �}4  �'g ?� ���?��/N 2 ����|��� 	� ��0��|N 2 . 

49- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of your brothers is the one who helps 
you to obey Allah, prevents you from disobeying Him, and orders you to please 
Him.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 123] 
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50º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( <;��̂R�� �L�:l�B/ �X�1�4�� �}4�;�_�R0(�� 9 . 

50- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of brothers is the one with the least hesitance 
in offering [harsh] advice.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4978] 

  

51º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (%8� �X\N 2����[ 	�� �(�� �}4N 2 ��j�N 	�� �q ̂�1�4\ �}4�����/ �q��\ �± . 

51- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of your brothers is the one who stands by you, 
and better than him is he who suffices himself with you, and even when he is in 
need of you, he spares you.’[Ibid. no. 4988] 

  

52º �u�� ����� )� �������������� : (����� 9 �)^[ 	�� �X�1�4�� �}4   ���67*1��  . 

52- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best brother is the one whose amity is for the sake 
of Allah.’[Ibid. no. 5017] 

  

53º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�q���m�]N  }£� �\ ���Ej 	�� �q ̂�1�4\ �}4 ������ �q�̂�/N 3? C�� ���?��/N 2 �����\  . 

53- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of your brothers is the one who rushes to do 
good and draws you alongside him, and orders you to do good and helps you 
with it.’[Ibid. no. 5021] 

  

54º �u�� ����� ) ��������������� : (3�#� 9 �q� ����S�@\ �?"c[ 	�� q ̂�1�4\ �}�4 . 

54- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of your brothers is the one who is roused to 
anger for your sake in [standing up for] what’s right.’[Ibid. no. 5009] 

  

55º �u�� ����� )�������� �������: (�'�1�j �\ ���̂�1�4\ �± 1�_�
 Q 	�� �X�1�4�� �}4  . 

55- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of brothers is the one who does not let his 
fellow brothers need anyone other than himself.’[Ibid. no. 4985] 
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56º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (°�1�4\ .v8/0u��\ r1���� t���y/ 	�� kÇ\  . 

56- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The most beloved of my brothers to me is he who 
confers my faults to me.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 282, no. 4] 

  

�C��O�� -:�� 

The Worst of Brothers  

57º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (���� �U��"=�6 	�� �X�1�4�� .?�J . 

57- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The worst of brothers is he for whom one [is made] to go 
out of one’s way.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 479] 

  

58º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� ( $��j 7-�� � : � W �?J +v8| .T/ : �	Ñ 
��"a������ �;�R��� �q�   . 

58- The Commander of the Faithful (AS) was asked, ‘Which is the worst 
companion?’ He replied, ‘The one who glamorizes acts of disobedience to Allah 
to you.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 198, no. 4] 

  

�C��O�� �����'O� 

Testing Brothers  

59º1jE Pz� "V  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ���]�E> +VR�4 ���M �q�4/ 	�� �)
/E �s\ :�e�3R��N 2 ";^���N 2 {I�#� .���]�?�6 �> y�?�6 ¢ �s\N . 

59- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When you see three traits in your brother, place 
your hope in him: bashfulness, trustworthiness, and truthfulness. If you do not 
see them, do not place your hope in him.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 24755] 

  

60º �u�� ���� )�������� ������� : ( ���67*1�� �����[O6N ���%�C�_�| �)���*  EC�%4Q�  	���8 ���� 4/ �m��76�  	�� .��76�  	�� �'O�i��/ +EC�%4�  }@ 	�� �4/ �m
 E�?J�� �;��&�>�?�� �\ �E�?��Z�gQ� . 
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60- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who takes a brother after careful selection is 
bound to have a lasting companionship and a firm amity, whereas a man who 
takes a brother without careful testing is bound to resort to the friendship of evil 
people.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, nos. 8921 and 8923] 

  

61º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�K���� �Ò �K���� �Ò �K����> ��\N L :�> %�̂[ �Xo> p !�%��R�~ L"=�̂�1�4\ �N�? C%4� :1�7R�� 5��� �;Y>� 9 ���
  ?�����N ?������ 9 �X�1�4�� .? C��N 2 :�%��B�1�� . 

61- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Test your brothers with two things, which they 
must possess; otherwise avoid them, avoid them, avoid them: observing the 
prayers at their prescribed times and helping brothers during hardship as well as 
ease.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 672, no. 7] 

  

�C��O�� �,���W 

Advising Brothers  

62ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( :�J �s\ �'?�=�
 � �(� "n��-�
N 2�(� �K@ �s\ ���_�R�(�
 2  	�,a� ���4� �D`?�� �	�,a��� . 

62- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A believer is a mirror for his believing brother; he 
stays faithful to him in his absence and spares him from what he would hate to 
see.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 233, no. 29] 

  

63º �u�� ���� )�������� ������� : (	�����̂J ��&�> <;�� ̂��� ���Y��N 	��N 2 ���̂�� ��&�> �7?�j �'4/ �����N  . 

63- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who advises his brother in private adorns him, and 
he who advises him publicly makes him look bad.’[Ibid. p. 166, no. 29] 

  

64º �e*7R�� ����� ) ��������������� : (���̂4 �&> ������ �E��&�
 1�y�N ��(�� '0*�?�
 L��> ���y�?=�
 +?�/ 5��� �'4/ t/E 	�� . 

64- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A man who observes bad behavior in his brother 
without forbidding him from it – whilst he is able to – has indeed betrayed 
him.’[Ibid. v. 75, p. 65, no. 2] 
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]�E�6�}�W� �C��O�� ���:\W 

Honoring and Glorifying One’s Brothers  

65ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� 9 �'4/ �U�Z��/ ��C� ¸7�"� 9 �  ����� �������4/ ��\ GU�Z"� 	�� �Iuf�   �;7(��  ����4 	��  . 

65- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Any person in my community who acts kindly 
towards his brother in faith, Allah will grant him the service of the servants of 
Paradise.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 206, no. 4] 

  

66º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�'14/ �'6/ 	������� ���?[/ -7̂o> �����?[O> �L��a�   �$]N 7��  . 

66- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A man who honors his believing brother when he 
comes to [visit] him is, by doing so, honoring Allah, Mighty and Exalted.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 74, p. 298, no. 32] 

  

�+�̀ �B ��&e�C��O��  

Fulfilling Brothers’ Needs  

67º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (���%]8 ���?�� �s\ �v��kZ�� �'4/ L"[��8/ �U��=�
 Q . 

67- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Let none of you compel his brother to ask, if you already 
know about his need.’[Ibid. p. 166, no. 29] 

  

68º �e*7R�� �����)�������� ������� : (�����  ���4/ �X1�� 9 �	�,a� �X[ �  	�,a� �X1�� 9  . 

68- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah helps the believer as long as the believer 
helps his brother.’[Ibid. p. 322, no. 89] 

  

69º �e*7R�� ����� )������������ ��� : (����� 5SB <;]8  	�,a� ���4� 5S�B 	��  G;]8 �U�/ �;h� �;��&�� ��1
 �� �$]N7��  . 
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69- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A man who fulfils one need of his believing 
brother’s Allah will fulfil one hundred thousand needs of his on the Day of 
Resurrection.’[Ibid. p. 89, no. 90] 

  

70º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (���%]8 ��� �V ��(�
 �X/ ���4/ 5�� <�*-�%�� PI�?�a� 5��[ . 

70- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘It suffices for a man to depend on his brother to 
charge him with his need.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 198, no. 8] 

  

j��O�� �3�,# 

The Etiquette of Brotherhood  

71ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( u�>|N 3��#�  v ]�N 	�� ��7̂o�> p ���� ¬��N ���%���C�BN ����/  Lj��N ���Ó�  	�� ����O������> <��]�E L"[���8/ 54` �s\
��\N 2 PI4��{I&�-�8 �D0*�1�� �u :�>  . 

71- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When one of you takes a brother, he must ask 
him his name, his father’s name, his tribe and his address. This is part of true 
brotherhood, otherwise it is a foolish amity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 166, no. 30] 

  

72º Pz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(GnP�C(�� G��]1� ��4/ ������ . 

72- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Meet your brother with a joyful face.’[Ibid. p. 171, 
no. 38] 

  

73º  ��̂/ 	�� :����� "V1j�E �X[  )  �N ������� {z� �uk��|����` ( �X[ �X\N 2���� ��* C�h@ �X[ �Xo> 2 ��(�� �VO�j +�7
/ �;�M��M �� ̂�1�4\ 	�� �$�]0?�� ���&�> �s\
 �'�*� S
?�� �X[ �X\N 2 �'�E�� <���yJ . 

43- It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar: When the Prophet (SAWA) missed the 
company of any of his brothers for three days, he would ask about him. If he was 
absent, he would pray for him; and if he was in town, he would visit him; and if he 
was ill, he would go to see him.’[Ibid. v. 16, p. 233, no. 35] 
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BRUSHING ONE'S TEETH   ا����اك 
 

   

D��� 	
��� 78
���f�� 

Enjoinment of Brushing One's Teeth  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(GD�| �$"[ b�� ���13�� � L�:�6?��H� ¸0�"� 5�� 0��J/ X/ Q1�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If it were not for the fact that it would 
inconvenience my community, I would have commanded them to brush their 
teeth before every prayer.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 22, no. 1]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( Àu��� ���%0�|N 9 �)�������� ������� (� :�I1g�N �$"[ ��(�� ���13��� �q���� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said in his advice to Imam Ali (AS), 'You must brush 
your teeth at every ablution.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 69, no. 8]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� S
/ � :��>> ��(�� k$�&�6 Q X/ �)��Z�%j� X\N 2 ���13��� �q���� 2 .u�� 
 :����R�6 GD�| k$"[ kXo> 2 �$
<�1�
 �!���E/ G��1�j  }�w� :����R�6 ¸�� 5�� "$�S��6 ���13��� . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) also said in his advice to Imam Ali (AS), 'O Ali, you must 
brush your teeth as frequently as possible, for verily a single prayer that you 
perform after having brushed your teeth is better than forty days worth of prayers 
performed without doing so.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 137, no. 48]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�?Z�J ���13���N 2 �X��� �?Z�J {I1g�1��PI1g�1��  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Ablution is a main part of faith, and brushing one's 
teeth is a main part of ablution.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 26200]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(� �e�?"� :7̂o> p���13�� � L"=�y�1>/ �1�C3��� �X`?"&� . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Freshen your mouths by brushing, for verily they 
are the means to the Qur'an.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 2753]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��i���j ��7̂ / �)(�(�� 57%8 ���13��� ���|1�
 "$�h¥�] �V��� <;�S
?�> ��"� . 
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6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Gabriel continuously advises me about brushing 
teeth, that I really thought he would lay it down as an obligation.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 76, p. 126, no. 2]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�$��j 7-�� � :� W  �(�� �	�� ��k�"[ ����£� �my t?�6/ :�V&> : ���13��� �� E%�� �L�:(��  ���/ . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked, 'Do you consider all of these people as 
being real human beings [true to their nature]?' to which he replied, 'Exclude from 
them the one who does not brush his teeth, …'[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 128, no. 11].*  

  

�f��D��� �p�*�/�6  

The Benefits of Brushing One's Teeth  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<;�8R�> �$�]0?�� ��
 ��
 ���13��� . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Brushing one's teeth increases one's 
articulacy.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 135, no. 48]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<;��R�4 �D�?f�� %�(M� ���13��� 9 : 2 �	®?�� u�g?�
N 2  ?�R�C��� �D�i��N 2  L����� �D�?�:Z�� N 2 �;0(.��� �	�� 1�y
�� �¦3��C�
N ��� �̄ �?��6N 2 ��(���#� ��� �U��S�
N 2 ����#�> ��
��
N 2  L�w��C� � �v�ym�
N 2 ���kZ�� u3:�f�
N 2 �;kc���� .��f�
N 2  ?��# � �v�ym�
N 2 �X(j

";=h��a� . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'There are twelve distinctive features to brushing 
one's teeth: it is a recommended prophetic practice, it purifies one's mouth, 
brightens one's eyesight, pleases the Beneficent Lord, whitens the teeth, does 
away with wretchedness, strengthens one's gums, whets one's appetite for food, 
takes away phlegm, improves one's memory, multiplies one's rewards for good 
deeds, and gives pleasure to the angels.’[al-Khisal, p. 481, no. 53]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( E�0R�� �;�j�1j�N �v�ym�
 ��7̂o> p ���13��� L"=���� . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'You must brush your teeth for it removes 
whisperings of the heart.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 139, no. 52]    

113?�� ����� � g)�������� ������� :(�;���0�� � �v�ym�
N 2 �?�0f�� �) C(�
N 2 �?�R�C�� 1"�i�
 ���13��� . 
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11– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'Brushing one's teeth brightens the eyesight, 
increases hair growth, and removes the tendency for frequent weeping.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, p. 137, no. 48]    

�f��D��� �3�,# 

Etiquette of Brushing Teeth  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<Q1"� �1"[%��6 QN <g?�� �1"[%j�� . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Brush your teeth in a horizontal manner and not 
in a vertical manner.’[al-Da`aawat, p. 161, no. 445]    

13 .¶(�� X[ �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (G��7?�� ���M G;����� k$"[ ��%��
 �X[N 2<g?�� ��%j� ��%j� �s\ : ����1�̂ 	�� ��B �s\ <D0?��N 2 ����1�̂ �$C�B <D0?��
�� �D�| �\ �� ]N?�4 �$C�B <D0?��N 2 �'�*E N �\"$�h�¥�] q�m� �'�?��/ ���E�� ��%��
 �X[N 2  �C.R . 

13– It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar that the Prophet (SAWA) used to brush in a 
horizontal manner whenever he brushed his teeth, and that he would brush his 
teeth thrice every night: once before going to bed, once when he would wake up 
for his night worship, and once before going out to perform the dawn prayer. He 
used to brush with twigs of Arak (a thorny kind of tree) which the archangel 
Gabriel had told him to do.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 135, no. 47]    

14 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;0(.��� �	�� PI1�g�1�� �$C�B  ?�_0��� 9 ���13��� �X\ . 

14– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Verily brushing one's teeth at dawn before 
performing the ablution is part of recommended prophetic practice.’[al-Faqih, v. 
1, p. 480, no. 1390]    

 

* This is part of a longer tradition where the Imam cites several other categories 
of people whom he excludes from the banner of humanity for their various faults, 
in accordance with the verse of the Qur'an (25:44): "Do you suppose that most of 
them listen or apply reason? They are just like cattle; rather they are further 
astray from the way.” (ed.) 

 

THE CALL FOR PRAYER (adhan)   ا,ذان 
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�X�s�� "$S�> 

The Call for Prayer  

1ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�D�0R�� (�8 EO> "V� � 
 �L"B . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Stand up, BilÁl, and relieve us with the [call for] 
prayer.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 20954] 

  

2ºjE Pz� "V1  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�K�?�y �D�0R�� HI��3(�� �b�-�j �s\ �XZ�0f�� �X\ . 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Satan flees when he hears the call for prayer.’[Ibid. 
no. 20951] 

  

3ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (/ �X\�X�s�� ��\ ���J  �E��  $y/ 	�� �X1���-���
 Q PI-0��� �$y . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The inhabitants of Heaven hear nothing from the 
inhabitants of the earth except for the call for prayer.’[Ibid. no. 20934] 

  

"X�s�,"a� 

The Caller to Prayer  

4º Pz� "V1jE  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;(���8 � ̂�sO� u��R�
 	�� �$"[ 	�� ��N 2+� �
N +v��E l$[ ��"B3�R�
N 2�' ?�R��N ���61�| .��� �X�s,-�� �?���w�
 . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The caller to prayer is forgiven for raising his voice 
and his eyes; every wet and dry thing testifies to his credibility; and he receives a 
reward for everyone that prays in response to his call.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 84, p. 
104, no. 2] 

  

5º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( �L"=7�,����N 2 �L"=�_R>/ L"=�� �X�s,��� L"=�:&>/ . 
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5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Let the most eloquent from among you call for the prayer, 
and the most knowledgeable from among you lead the prayer.’[Da`aim al-Islam, 
v. 1, p. 147] 

  

X"s"Q� 9 "X�s�� 

Reciting the Call for Prayer in the Ears  

6º "V1jE Pz�  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( "XZ�7f�� �'.?�S�
 Q �7̂o> p t?����� 9 �L�B/N -���� � ̂s"� 9 �X�sO> �;
E] N/ ���"@ �q� �����N �s\ 2 .u�� 

<���/ . 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Ali! When a son or daughter is born to you, 
recite the adhan in his [or her] right ear and the iqÁma in the left ear; then Satan 
will never harm him [or her].’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 13] 

  

7º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�� ̂s"� 9 �1^�s�O> �"&"��4 HIj 	�� . 

7- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He whose manners deviate, recite the adhan in his 
ear.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 104, p. 122, no. 61] 

 

CAPTIVE   ��<,ا 
 

�:1��� �����'12� �r�^�? 2  

Surrendering Oneself to Captivity is Not Allowed  

1º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�&c�� G;8�? ]  }@ 	�� �?j�,�%�j� 	����"�y/ 0v8/ X\ ���� 	�� t����
 �	=�N 2 Va� �)�� 	�� t����
 �> G;� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who allows himself to be imprisoned without 
sustaining severe wounds should not be ransomed by the treasury, rather his 
family may choose to pay his ransom from his own money.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 34, 
no. 3] 
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�K1R� 	
�W �C��B�� 

Treatment Of The Prisoner Of War  

3º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( ��w�� 	�� ��%���%�B �X\N 2 �v]�N ��8 ����\ "X�8��N  }j�� ����\ . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Feeding the prisoner and treating him well is an obligatory 
duty, even if you are to execute him the next day.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 11, p. 
69, no. 3] 

   

4º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� (����(��Q � ) � L�i���� �	�� ���?�g �a :�-���/N 2 �}j�� �my �1�� C8��'�Ej\ �1(P��8/N 2 �'1"&�j�N 2 �'1 . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said to his sons, after Ibn Muljim struck him, ‘Imprison this 
captive and feed him, quench his thirst, and make his captivity 
endurable.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 11, p. 78, no. 12467] 

   

5º7R�� �����  �e*)�������� ������� : ( ���>?�
N �$�Y�
N 5&���
N �L��Z�
 X/ uwC(�
 �7̂o> 2 ��"��%�B ��w�� 	�� �*�?�
 X[ X\N �'�?�j/ 	�� 5�� ��8  }j�� ����\
�'�?���@ N/ X[ �?>[ 2 ��� . 

5- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Feeding the prisoner is the obligatory duty of the 
person who captured him, even if he intends to execute him the next day; he 
must be fed, given water, sheltered, and treated well – whether he is a believer 
or not.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 35, no. 2] 

   

6º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( 7��� �X\)���������� ����� (�!-��a�  V� �)�� 	��  	�i3��� 9 �����4 	�� �L��Z�
 X[ . 

6- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said that Imam Ali (AS) used to feed those who were 
sentenced to life imprisonment using the money of the treasury.’[Wasael al-
Shi`aah , v. 11, p. 69, no. 2] 

 

CHARACTER   =#ُ ُا� 
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�k���c� �I��B 

Good Naturedness (Character)  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ��"£� �	��8 ���j�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Islam is to be good-natured .’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
5225]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( 	
3��� �U�R ̂  ��"£� �	��8 . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Good nature is half of religion.’[al-Khisal, p. 30, 
no. 106]    

3º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (���&��4 �	��8  	�,a� �;���_�| "X�1(��. 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The distinguishing feature of a believer is his good 
nature.[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 392, no. 59]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (À? � �$"[ ��/E  ��"£� �	��8. 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Good naturedness is the fountainhead of every 
goodness.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4857]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  ��"£�  	��8 	�� "O�(�y/ �¼��� Q. 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is no life more wholesome than that lived 
with a good nature.’[`AIlal al-Sharai`a, p. 560, no. 1]    

�? ��6 �k���c� �I��B �F��� �@HV:�' 

The Consequences of Good Naturedness  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�D�*C���� �U���S�� ��0̂\ N 2 V �(�a� ���?�JN �D�?�4�� ��]�E�* �L�Y�� ���&��4  	��Á "̈ "�C���� ��C���� �X\ . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily a servant will definitely reach high ranks 
and honourable stations in the Hereafter, through his good nature, even if he is 
weak in his worship.’[al-Mahajjat al-Baydha, v. 5, p. 93]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�8| �X\ Lh&��  Lh7R��  ?�]/ "$c�� ����  	��#�  ��"£� �v . 
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7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the one with a good nature has the same 
reward as the one who fasts and prays during the night.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 100, no. 
5]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)���� {z� �uk��|����` �N ��� : ( ��"£�  	��8 	�� �X���a� 9 "$�&M/ �IuJ 	�� � . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Nothing will be heavier on the scale of deeds than 
good nature.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 37, no. 98]    

9 Pz� "V1jE �)` �N ������� {z� �uk��|����: (<��g�1�6 L"[.��J/N 2<&��4 L"=�(���8/ <���i�� �;����&�� ��1�
 u7(�� L"=���?B/N 0u��\ L"=7C�8/ �X\ . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most beloved and nearest to me on the Day 
of Resurrection will be the most good-natured, and the one who is most 
humble.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 385, no. 26]    

10 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( <&��4 L�:�(���8/ <^�\ �!(�,a� "$�-[/ . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The believers with the most perfect faith are 
those who are the most good-natured.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 140, no. 227]    

�k���c� �I��B �K�$�V 

Explanation of Good Naturedness  

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( G���M 9  ��"£� �	��8 :  V����� 5�� �b.j�10%��N 2  V��#� �v����N 2  � E_�a� �K(�%�]� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Good naturedness is found in three things: abstaining 
from the forbidden, seeking the lawful and providing peace and comfort for your 
family.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 394, no. 63]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (	�� �;0�_7%�� �V�m�� kX\  e��4��  	�j_��  . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Giving greetings comes from beautiful 
character.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3404]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �  ��"£�  	��8 7��8 	�� �$��j 7-�� � : 5&���6N 2 �q���[ �v3�Z�6N 2 �q�C ̂] �!��6 +	���8 +?�f C� ��4/ 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when he was asked about the meaning and bounds of 
good naturedness, said, ‘Be lenient, make your words pleasant and meet your 
brother joyfully.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 253, no. 1]    
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~�OR� ��%6 

High Moral Virtues  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �X\  :�>����j �'�?�=�
N  e��4�� �u����� .v�_�
  . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah loves high moral virtues and detests 
poor manners.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5180]    

15� ����� � �u�)�������� ������� : (���i�a� �����:�6N �U
?0f�� �b�S�6 :7̂o> �;0� ̂0��� �e��4��N L"[7
\ N 2 �;���> E :7̂o>  e��4��  � E=�µ L"=���� . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I urge you towards the most noble traits for verily they 
are exalted and possess a high rank, and beware of [adopting] vile traits for verily 
they derogate noble people and destroy the famous and celebrated.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 78, p. 53, no. 89]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( � E=�a� PI(�%�B� 5�� �N? �M . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Persevere in acquiring noble moral traits.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4712]    

�~�OR� �������6 �K�$�V 

Explanation of Noble Moral Traits  

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( e��4�� �� E=�� �L3-�6"Q �)�c���� -7̂\ . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily I was deputed to perfect noble moral 
traits.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5217]    

18 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �X\   ����1j�E 0¿�4 ��6N ��EC6 )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �1(�_�%��> 2  e��4��  � E=�µ Xo> p L"=���^/
����� �N��-�8> L"=��> �)^[   :(�� �D�*
7��� 9 �����\ �1C�@E�N �$]N7��  . <D�?f�� y�?�[m> : �	��8N 2 �L���#�N 2 �?=.f��N 2 �¥0R��N 2 ";��(�&��N 2 �!&����

 "DHIN?"a�N 2 ";��i0f��N 2 "D�}�w��N 2 {I�0���N 2  ��"£� . 

18– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah – Blessed and most High – 
distinguished the Prophet (SAWA) with noble moral traits, therefore examine 
yourselves and if you find them within yourselves, then praise Allah and beseech 
Him for an increase in them’, then the Imam listed ten of them, ‘Conviction, 
contentment, patience, thankfulness, clemency, excellent character, liberality, 
self-respect, courage and valour.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 183, no. 8]    
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19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �  e��4��  � E=�� 	� �$��j �BN � : 2 �q��?�8 	�� {IZ��\ N 2 �q��Z�B 	�� ";���|N 2 �q�-���� �	7-�� �1������
 �qP����̂ 5�� 1��N 3�#� "V1�BN . 

19– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was asked about noble moral traits, to which he replied, 
‘Pardoning someone who has oppressed you, repairing broken ties, giving to the 
one who has deprived you, and speaking the truth even if it is against 
yourself.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 191, no. 1]    

�����
(� �K�O 

The Best of the Noble Moral Traits  

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �Ec
��  � E=�a� �}�4 . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best noble moral trait is self-sacrifice*.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4953]    

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�]N  E���%�&"a� �1����  � E=�a� �	��8/  ?�&�%��"a� �*1 . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best noble moral traits are the pardoning by one 
who has the upper hand and the open-handedness of one who is himself in 
need.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3165]    

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�� "$�S>/  L��3(�� ��-�6\  ��?�= . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best moral trait is completing one’s favours.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 2983]    

�k���c� �I��B �i�:�;
< 

The Fruits of Good Naturedness  

23Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (  ��"£� �	��8�D0*1�a� �) C�c�
 . 

23– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Good nature establishes love.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
77, p. 148, no. 71]    

24 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �U�����
 �q�&��4 �	3��8  �q����8  . 
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24– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Adorn yourself with good nature and Allah will ease your 
account.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 395, no. 9]    

25 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( e�3?�� 9 ��
��
  ��"£� �	��8 . 

25– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Being good-natured brings about an increase in 
sustenance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 396, no. 77]    

26 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  E-��O��� 9 �X��
��
N 2 �E
3��� �X�?�-���
  ��"£� �	��8N 0? C�� �X\ . 

26– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily goodness and good nature cause the 
homes to flourish and increase in life spans.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 395, no. 
73]    

27 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (������� ��-0f�� "F�-�6 -[ �;��Z�£� "F�-�
 �	��#� ���"£� . 

27– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Good nature melts away mistakes just as the sun 
melts away ice.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 100, no. 907]    

�k���c� j��1 -�
� 

Ill Nature  

28Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�?���w�
 Q �v^�s  ��"£� {I1�j . 

28– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Being ill-natured is a sin that is not forgiven.’[al-
Mahajjat al-Baydha, v. 5, p. 93]    

29 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ("̈ "�C���� ��C���� �X\ ...�L0(:�] 9 G;�]�E�* �$���j/ ���&��4 PI1�� � . 

29– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the servant with an ill nature will be in the 
lowest reach of Hell.’[al-Mahajjat al-Baydha, v. 5, p. 93]    

30 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( ���� �$�B �BN � : � : ̂���� :�̂�} ] Ts�,�6  ��"£� ";�3��j u�yN 2 �$����� ��1&�6N �E:7(�� ��1R�6 �;�̂�"> �X\ :
  E7(��  $�y/ 	�� u�y 2 :�> �}�4 Q . 

30– It was said to the Prophet (SAWA) that, ‘Such and such a woman fasts 
during the days and stands for prayer during the nights, but she is ill-natured and 
insults her neighbours with her tongue’, the Prophet (SAWA) then said, ‘There is 
no good in her, she is of the people of the Hellfire.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 394, 
no. 63]    
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31 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  ���0(�� �K�m�N  ¼������ ���=�̂  ��"£� {I1�j . 

31– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Ill nature causes life to be miserable and torments the 
soul.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5639]    

32 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( kX\�$����� l$�£� ��P���
 -[ �$-���� ��P������  ��"£� HI1�j . 

32– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily ill nature spoils one’s deeds just as vinegar 
spoils honey.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 309, no. 1]    

��D�5��� �k���c� �+���e�� 

The Final Outcome of the Ill-natured Person  

33 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��"�y/ ��k��� ��"&��4 HIj 	�� . 

33– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever is ill-natured, his family is rendered weary of 
him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8595]    

34 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�8j )�Bg 	�� ���%�8�E �)���B ���% . 

34– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever has low tolerance will see his comfort 
reduce.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9192]    

35 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��"B�� E �eg ��"&��4 HIj 	�� . 

35– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever is ill-natured, his sustenance will be 
straitened.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8023]    

36 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��"&��4 HIj <�1�
 �!���E/ �L�_k��� ���?�6 	��N 2 �L�_k��� �) C�(�
 �L�_k��� . 

36– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Eating meat produces flesh [on the body] and the 
one who avoids meat for forty [consecutive] days will become ill-natured.’[al-Kafi, 
v. 6, p. 309, no. 1]    

�~�OR� �)�&*# 

The Best Virtues  

37 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ("V����� <����̂ :.-��/N 2 {I�0���  e��4�� ���?�[/ . 
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37– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The noblest moral virtue is liberality and the most 
beneficial moral virtue is justice.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3219]    

38 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  v ̂�� �!��N �L���#�N �b�g�17%��  �h��£� ���?�J/ . 

38– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most eminent moral traits are humbleness, 
clemency, and leniency.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3223]    

39 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �  e��4��  $�S>/ 	� �$��j �BN � : ";�8-7���N �¥7R�� . 

39– Imam al-Baqir (AS), when asked about the best virtues, said, ‘Patience and 
magnanimity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 36, p. 358, no. 228]    

L�%���  �E�&%�  �?�^5��� �����V�� 

The Link Between Various Traits  

40 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( :�6�1�4/ �N?�Y�%�̂> �;�&h�E �;���4 +$�]�E 9 �X[ �s\ . 

40– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When a man has a pure and praiseworthy quality then 
expect him to have other such qualities.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 445] 

   

41 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( +¦���C� ��0�&�� :�S����  � E=�a� �VR�4 �X\ . 

41– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily the noble moral traits are all connected and 
linked to each other.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 301, no. 597]  

 

* self-sacrifice: ithar - selflessness, the quality of unselfish concern for the welfare 
of others (ed.) 

 

CHARITY   �>َ*َ)� ا�
 

   

�+
e�P5_�� �)&
* 
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The Virtue of Charity  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��l��Y�6 ���%�B���| kXo>  	��,a� k$�� ��4 � 2�E^ �;����&�� ��E/ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The earth on the Day of Resurrection will be 
scorching, except for the shadow of a believer, for verily his charity will serve him 
as shade.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 4, no. 6]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �(�� �!�� 5S&�
 57%8 ���%�B���| �$�� 9 +Ã ?�� l$"[ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Everyone will only have recourse to the shade 
provided by charity they had given until their affairs are judged [by Allah].’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 16068]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(3K0?�� �v�S�@ "½��Z�%� �;�B��0R�� kX\ . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily charity extinguishes the wrath of the 
Lord.’[Ibid. no. 16114]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  E(�� 	�� �;0(�] ";�B�0R�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Charity acts as a shield against the fire.’[Wasael al-
Shi`aah , v. 6, p. 258, no. 17 ]    

����� FtA
��V  �i�e�P5_���  

Allah’s Firsthand Receipt of Charities  

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  "V1&
 ��6N ���EC6  :k&���6/ u7̂o> p�;B��0R�� ��\ 2T }�@ ���S C&�
 	�� �)�k[�N �BN ��\ �Iu�J 	�� � T���� � :"�
��l&���6 . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and most High, says, ‘In My 
stead, I have entrusted every single thing to the one who grasps it, except for 
charity, for verily I immediately seize that up in My Hand.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 96, 
p. 134, no. 68]    

j������ �p*�,� �+
e�P5_�� 
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Charity and Repelling Adversities  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�d�?�C��N ���m"�� :�̂�1y/ 2PI��C��  ��1^/ 	�� <�1�̂ �!�C�j �b�(-�6 ";�B��0R�� . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Charity prevents seventy different types of 
adversities, the simplest of them being elephantiasis and leprosy.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 15982]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(3?0f�� 	�� <�� �!��C�j .����6 ";B��0R�� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Charity blocks seventy doorways to evil.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 96, p. 132, no. 64]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(PI1.��� �;�%��� �b�(-�6 ";�B�0R�� . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Charity prevents an undignified death.’[al-Kafi, v. 
4, p. 2, no. 1]    

9 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 9 �D�*
� �u�yN 2 ��?���N  ��?���  	� �b�>��6 �;B��0R�� kXo> p�;�B��0R�� L"[g?�� �N�N�*N �1"B0��R�6
 L"=�6(���8N L"[ E-�/ . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Give charity, and cure your sick ones through the 
giving of charity, for verily charity repels accidents and illnesses, and is a source 
of increase in your life spans and your good deeds.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 16113]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ";B��0R�� �� i(�� »I�N�* . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Charity is an effective cure.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 7]    

�~rD:�� �z�'$�6 �+
e�P5_�� 

Charity is the Key to (Increased) Sustenance  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��|: ( �;�B��0R�� �	�� �N�?�c[/ �1"B��?�6 . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Increase your charity and you will be given 
[increased] sustenance.’[A`alam al-Din, p. 333]    

12����� �  �u��)�������� ������� :(�;B��0R� � �e�3?�� �1"� ¬�%j�� . 
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12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Attract sustenance by giving charity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
78, p. 68, no. 13]    

13����� �  �u��)�������� ������� :(����� �N�? ]%�> L�%&���/ �s\   �;B��0R� �  . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you are reduced to poverty, then trade with Allah 
through giving in charity.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 258]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �? ]6"�> 2<^�8/ �����{�Q u7̂\  �;B��0R� �  . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘I am sometimes reduced to poverty, so I trade with 
Allah through charity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 206, no. 54]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�[�?�C� � �U����6N �	
0��� u�S&�6 ";B��0R�� . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Giving in charity helps settle debts and leaves 
behind blessings.’[Ibid. v. 96, p. 134, no. 68]    

�:%�6 7)�\q+
e�P�" �0 

Every Kindly Act is Considered Charity  

16 3u C0(��  	�� �TN�E �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�VB �0̂/ :�$�B 2<;B���| +�1�
 �$[ 9 +L���� �$"[ 5�� kX\ : �VB W�q�s ����Z�
 	��) �N ������� {z� �uk��|
����` :(?kZ��  	� ts�� �q�%���\  	� �q��:�̂N 2�;B���| ��N?��a� ���?�/N 2�;B���| �¦
?�a� �q�6�*���N 2�;B���|  �
?kZ�� �\ �$�]0?�� ���*JE\N 2�;B���|  �


�;�B���| ���0��� ��.*�EN 2�;B���|  ?�=("a� . 

16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily every single Muslim is to give in charity 
every single day.’ When asked who would be capable of such a thing, he replied, 
‘Your removal of an obstacle from the road is a charitable act; your guiding 
someone the way is a charitable act; your visiting the sick is a charitable act; your 
enjoinment of good to others is a charitable act; your forbidding others from 
wrongdoing is a charitable act, and your returning the greeting of peace is a 
charitable act.’[Ibid. v. 75, p. 50, no. 4]    

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;B���| G�N?��� l$"[ . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Every kindly act is considered charity.’[al-Khisal, 
p. 134, no. 145]    

18 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���| :7̂o> p�q�̂��� �qP��/ �qP���̂ 5�� � �e0��R�6 �;B . 
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18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Guard your tongue, for verily this is a charitable 
act that you perform for your own sake.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 114, no. 7]    

19 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���| 3?0f�� ��?�6 �;B . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Abandoning evil [acts] is an act of charity.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 160, no. 168]    

20 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� :.C�_�
 �;B���|   :�6 �s\ L :�(��� �K�E&�6N 2�N���j��6 �s\  �(�� �!� �̄ �|\ �N����C . 

20– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A charitable act that Allah loves indeed is 
reconciling people when they have become estranged to one another, and 
bringing them close together when they have become distanced from each 
other.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 209, no. 1]    

21 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;��� (�y �;B���| +?.i�S�6  }�@ 	�� 3L�|�� ��Ó\ . 

21– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Making a deaf person hear without becoming 
irritated is a wholesome act of charity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 388, no. 1]    

�+
e�P5_�� �)�&*# 

The Best Form of Charity  

22Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� �;B��0R��  $�S>/ 	� �$��j 7-�� � : QN 2�?&���� ����6N HI&�C�� "$��O�6 2���_�J ���_�| �)^/N �e0��R�6 X/
"B ��1&�"#� �)�w���� �s\ 57%8 �$3:�-�6�)� : GX�"��� �X[ ��BN �Q/ 2�m[ GX�"��N �m[ GX�"��� . 

22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best form of charity is to give away when 
one is healthy and covetous, when one has high hopes of one’s livelihood and 
fears poverty. Do not wait until you are breathing your last to bequeath to others, 
saying: ‘this is for x and this is for y, and this belonged to z.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
16251]    

23 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�'��:�] u�Z��
 �$�]�E  �(�� "$�S>/ . 

23– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of people is he who gives away his 
hard-earned money [in charity].’[Ibid. no. 16084]    

24 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(Ô$�&�� 	�� ��:�]N +}&�> �\ �?�j �;B��0R�� "$�S>/ . 
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24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best form of charity is that which is secretly 
given to the poor by one who himself has little to offer.’[Ibid. no. 16250]    

25 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( .?�i�6N 2�;�:
?�=�� ��� �b�>��6N 2HI�3��� ��� �	"&_�6 2�X����� ";B���| �;B��0R�� �$�S>/ kX\ �q�4/ �\ �;���(�a�
 L���"a� . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best form of charity is charity with one’s 
tongue through which lives are spared, adversities repelled, and benefits 
attracted towards one’s Muslim brother.’[Qasas al-Anbiya’, p. 188, no. 235]    

26 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�L���"a� �'4/ ���-�����
 7L"M <-��� �L��"a� {I?�a� �Lk����%�
 X/ �;B��0R�� "$�S>/ . 

26– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best form of charity is for the Muslim to gain 
knowledge and then teach it to his fellow Muslim brother.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
16357]    

27 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� �;B��0R��  $�S>/ 	� �$��j 7-�� � :  ��J=��  L�80?�� T�s 5�� . 

27– The Prophet (SAWA) when asked about the best act of charity, replied, ‘[It is 
the act of charity] towards a kin against whom one harbours secret 
enmity.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 171, no. 18]    

28 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  $�C�j 9 G�Z�"> l$�� �;B��0R�� "$�S>/   k$]N0���  . 

28– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best form of charity is to shade someone 
under one’s tent for the sake of Allah.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16362]    

29 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �XS���E 9 �;B��0R�� "$�S>/ . 

29– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best act of charity is carried out in the month 
of Ramazan.’[Ibid. no. 16249]    

30 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( t7?�#� �� C�=�� �*�?�\ �;B��0R�� "$�S>/ . 

30– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The best form of charity is to cool down 
someone’s internal heat [by quenching their thirst].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 96, p. 172, 
no. 8]    

31 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;B��0R��  $�S>/ 	�� �U��0S��� �q�̂1�� . 
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31– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Your assistance of the weak is one of the best 
forms of charity.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, p. 414]    

�����<Y� D:D��� �+
e�P�" �)&
* 

The Virtue of Giving Charity in Secret and Its Good Effects  

32 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �\ �X1"�3j�1�%"a� ��� �$0j�1�6 � �$�S>/ kX\   ����1j?�N ��� "X��� 2��6N ���̂_Cj  ...";B���|N �?���=�6 :7̂o> 3?3��� 
PI10��� �;%��� �b�>��6 :7̂o> �;��^����� ";B���|N 2�;��Z�£� . 

32– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Among the best means by which those who seek 
nearness to Allah may have recourse to His nearness, Blessed and most High, 
are: faith in Him and in His messenger …, giving charity secretly for verily it 
atones for one’s misdeeds, and giving charity openly for verily it protects against 
an undignified death.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 110]    

33 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  ���� 9 � �	
�� ����  	
)�������� ������� (� : �' ?:�� 5�� �K�?��� "$�-_���> 2PI-�kY�� �;��k��� 9 �±�?��
 �X[ ��7̂\
���> ?��
 ����� <�}&�> �V�N^ �s\ ���:]�N u�Z�w�
 �X[N 2�����\ �±�?��
 �X[ 	�� �V N(�
 �Ò �����?&���> 2<�� <�� �u�6O�
 57%8 . 

33– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, describing his father Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS), ‘He 
used to go out in the dark night carrying a sack on his back and going from door 
to door, knocking on each and giving to whoever came out to answer it. He used 
to cover his face when giving to the poor in order that they may not recognise 
him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 46, p. 89, no. 77]    

34 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �)��Z�/ �s\ �	=�N 2���?]/ �)��>1�%j� ���&�> �q�s �)����> X\ �q7̂o> p��1l[������  �(��  	���/ 5�� �e0��R�%�6 Q
<;�� ̂��� �q
 �i�
 <�7?�j ���� �e0��R�%�6 Tm�� kXo> p�q��-�J :���� �b��Z�6 �> �q (��-�� � . 

34– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not give charity openly for people to see and 
commend you for it, for verily when you do that, you have already received your 
reward for it [in their commendation]. However, if you give with your right hand 
such that your left hand does not come to know it, then the One for whose sake 
you have secretly given charity will surely reward you for it openly.’[Ibid. v. 78, p. 
284, no. 1]    

35 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����N ";B��0R��  �����N �q�m[N 2�;�� ̂����� 9 �;B��0R�� �	�� "$�S>/ 3?3��� 9    9 :(�� "$�S>/ 3?3��� 9 "D�*C���� 
�;�� ̂����� . 
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35– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘By Allah, charity given secretly is better than 
charity given openly, just as, by Allah, worship performed secretly is better than 
worship performed openly.’[al-Kafi, v. 4, p. 8, no. 2]    

36 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(Y���� �v^km�� 1�_-�6N 23K0?�� �v�S�@ "½��Z�6  $���� �;�B���| �X\ 2�Va� �?�-c�6  E:0(�� �;B���|N 2�K��#� "X31�:�6N 2�L�
  ?-���� 9 ��
 ��6N . 

36– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily charity given at night [i.e. secretly in the 
dark of the night] extinguishes the wrath of the Lord, wipes away grave sins and 
facilitates one’s account [on the Day of Resurrection]. Charity given during the 
day [in broad daylight] makes one’s wealth thrive and increases one’s 
lifespan.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 96, p. 125, no. 39]    

�+
e�P5_�� -P�B 

The Amount of Charity to be Given  

37"V1jE �Pz�   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( :�� ̂-�[ �;B�0R�� 9 T��%�"a� . 

37– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who gives excessive charity is as the 
one who withholds it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16246]    

38 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(C�6 QL�:�� ���%����(�� 	�� �?�c[/ �q���� �'.?�g � �qP��^ 	�� �q ̂�14P� �V"m . 

38– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Do not give away of yourself to your brothers so 
much that the loss incurred by you supercedes the benefit to them.’[al-Kafi, v. 4, 
p. 33, no. 2]    

�6�+e�P5_�� �,��� 

The Recipients of Charity  

39Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �!=��a� 0	=�N 2�X%�-&l���N ";�-&l���N 2�X6�?-0%��N "D�?-0%�� �'.*�?�6 Tm� � QN 2���71kZ�� �!=��a� ����
<��J ��(�� "VO��
 Q Tm�� �U�����%"a������� �e0��R�%���> ���� �	�Z��
 QN  . 

39– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who is truly poor does not roam around 
the streets begging, nor can he be turned away with a date or two, or a bite or 
two. Rather the one who is truly poor is he who restrains himself from asking 
people and who does not draw attention to himself – that is the one that should 
be given charity.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16552]    
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40 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (P�-�
 N/ 2 K�1��� 5�� "VO��
 	�� 5�� �;B��0R��  	� �$���j �a �� W ���%���?�B T N�s ����Z��
N L�:(�� �q�s �q :
 ?]¾�� �L�Y�/ �m:> 2�;���?�B ���(��N ���(�� 	�� �\ � "F��C�
 $� 2Q . 

40– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked whether one should give charity to 
those who beg at people’s doors, or whether to withhold it from them and give it 
to one’s poor relatives instead, to which he replied, ‘No, rather one should send it 
to a [poor] relative, for that holds a greater reward.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 171, 
no. 20]    

41 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� S
/ � :��N?_�a�  b��C��N PI�?3f�� 9 �'���
 0��[ �� ?�8 �B Tm�� ���E_"a�  . 

41– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said with regards to Allah’s verse in the Qur’an: “…the 
beggar and the deprived”, ‘The deprived is the disabled one who is deprived of 
the use of his hands for working in trade.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 500, no. 12]    

j��u�%�� �3�,# 

The Etiquette of Giving  

42Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�?]�� "$�ZC�6 �;������a� kXo> pG;�������  }�@ 	�� �1"B0��R�6 . 

42– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Give in charity without conceitedness, for verily 
conceitedness does away with your reward [for it].’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 
120]    

43 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X�8�� <���=�(�� .	�a�N "$Z�a� . 

43– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Delaying [one’s promise of] giving and reproaching 
someone for a gift embitters the goodness of the favor.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
1595] 

CHEERFULNESS   �@ْ�ِا� 
 

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;-���0��� �v�ym�
  ?�f C�� �	���8 . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Cheerfulness removes the grudge [of others].’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 103, no. 6] 
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2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(GnP��C�(�� G��]�1 � ��4/ ������ . 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Meet your brother with a cheerful face.’[Ibid. no. 3] 

   

3 Pz� "V1jE �)k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u :( ?f C��  	���8N ��]�1�� �;B��Z � L�y1"&��> 2L"=���1�O� ��7(�� �1�����6 	�� L"=0̂\ . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘You will not be able to encompass all people with 
your money, so meet them with cheerful faces and joy.’[Ibid. no. 1] 

   

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D7*�1�a� ";��C�8 ";�Jf�C�� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The smile is the trap of amity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 69, p. 
409, no. 120] 

   

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 3?"#� ";-��J �?f C�� . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Cheerfulness is the trait of the free.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
656] 

   

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �?f C�� �;7C_�a� �vC�j . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The cause of love is cheerfulness.’[Ibid. no. 5546] 

   

7 �u�� ����� �)� �������������� :( �� C��B 9 ���̂��8N 2�� (
�* 9 ���671"BN 2�� :]�N 9  	�,a� �?f � �X\ . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The cheerfulness of the believer is on his face, his 
strength is in his religion, and his sorrow lies in his heart.’[Ibid. no. 3454] 

   

8����� � �u�� )�������� ������� :( �qP��^  ��?�[ 5�� lV��
 ���?f � . 
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8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Your cheerfulness shows the generosity of your 
soul.’[Ibid. no. 4453] 

   

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�C�� �L:�� �N? :��/N 2�1_�>R�%�> L"=�̂�1�4\ L�%��&�� �s\�vy�s �B  E���N�� 	�� �L"=���� �N �1B7?���%�6 2�?f C��N �;�Jf . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When you meet your brothers, shake hands with them 
and show them cheerfulness and joy; thus when you part company all your sins 
will have gone.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 20, no. 3] 

   

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(L :h����/  K1�"B 	� �	�w3S�� ��� �1���̂N 2L :h�7* N/ �K1�B ��7(�� ��� �U���O�
 � �	��8/ kX\ : �(�  ?f C�� �	��8
L�y E1S�8 �(� L: � ";Jf�C��N 2L:�%C��@ 9 ��l&��0%��N 2L :h&�� . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best thing with which people can win the hearts of 
their loved ones and remove the animosity from the hearts of their enemies is 
cheerfulness upon meeting, asking about them in their absence, and smiling at 
them in their presence.’[Ibid. v. 78, p. 57, no. 124] 

 

THE CHIEF   *��)ا�� 
 

   

PD�5��� 

The Chief  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(L�:���*4  �1�&�� ��3��j . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The chief of a people should serve them.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 17517]    

2 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �� �*�*,.���  	� �'1�/ ����O�j 7-�� :�D�?
 ?��� "V-�%8�N 2 �D�}�f���� �Åf8\ . 

2– Imam al-Husayn (AS) when asked by his father about what chiefdom involves, 
replied, '[The ability] To make one's tribe flourish, and [the capacity] to bear the 
burden of their crimes.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 194, no. 14]    
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�,�,w-��� �@�̀ �? �6 

Requirements of Chiefdom  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�*�*,.��� �v i�
 �X�,"a�  V-�%8 � . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Chiefdom is achieved through tolerating hardships.’[Nahj 
al-Balagha, Saying 224]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5&06�  	�-�� �*�*,.��� .��8 �*�*,.���N 2 ���-��� ���>0?�J 	�� �U
?0f�� l$"[ �U
?0f��  ��0��E  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The truly noble one is he who has been ennobled by his 
knowledge, and true chiefdom belongs to he who is wary of his duty to Allah, his 
Lord.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 82, no. 82]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �D�*C���� �	��8 �D�*��� ";���S�> . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ' The virtue characteristic of chiefs is the beauty of their 
worship.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6559]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :({I?�a� : � �*1���
 +VR�4 �b��E/ : "$&����N 2 �*1"��N 2 �K�*��N 2 ";k����� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'There are four virtues that qualify a man for chiefdom: 
chastity, courtesy, magnanimity and intelligence.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 1, p. 94, no. 
23]    

7 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �*�*,.���  ?�C[/ 	��  V�,.��� �$C�B {IZ��� . 

7– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, 'The greatest characteristic of chiefdom is giving 
before one is asked.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 113, no. 7]    

�,�,w-��� �p�/;�? �6 

Factors that Repel Chiefdom  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�*7��� �!�f�6  $k�.��� ";����(�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Engaging in disputes with the lower classes is a source of 
disgrace for chiefs.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9813]    
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9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0	���-Z�
 Q ...�jhE 9 �� 
/�? � �v�i�"a� �;�� ?i0%�� "$���&�� QN 2 �*�*,.��� 9  }wR��  v^�m�� 5�� �v�B�"a�G; . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The person guilty of petty sins should not be 
coveting chiefdom, and neither should the inexperienced person who proudly 
holds his own opinion be coveting leadership.’[al-Khisal, p. 434, no. 20]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)���������� ����� :(������j �*1��
 Q . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'A fool can never be chief.’[al-Khisal, p. 271, no. 
10] 

CHILDHOOD   ��َ�� ا�
 

   

�:�MD_�� 

Childhood  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�*
 � �' ?�w�| 9 3¶0R�� ";���?���' ?�C�[ 9 ����&�� 9 �D . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Chiding a boy in his childhood [as discipline] leads 
to an increase in his intellect as an adult.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 30747]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ?�w�| 9 ������̂ �� :i�
 ¢ 	���' ?�C�[ 9 �$�C(�
 L�� �' . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who does not exert himself in his childhood will not be 
high-minded when he grows up.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8272]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�' ?�C�[ 9 �K]/ �' ?�w�| 9 �VO�j 	�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who asks questions as a child is able to answer them 
himself as an adult.’[Ibid. no. 8273]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ?�C�=�� 9 ��0��&�%�
 L��  ?�w3R�� 9 �Lk����%�
 L�� 	�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who does not learn as a child does not progress as an 
adult.’[Ibid. no. 8937]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<M���8 �X[ X\N �}C�[ �L�����N 2<���J �X[ X\N �}w�| "$�y�� . 
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5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ignorant man is a child even though he may be old, 
while the knowledgeable man is an adult even though he be young.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 1, p. 183, no. 85]    

6 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�' ?�C�[ 9 <-���8 �X1"=���� �' ?�w�| 9  ���w�� ";���?�� .v�_�%��6. 

6– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘It is recommended to discipline a boy in his 
childhood in order that he be clement as an adult.’[al-Faqih, v. 3, p. 493, no. 
4748] 

CLEMENCY   A#�ِا� 
 

   

�]���� 

Clemency  

1"V1jE � �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (<7� C�̂ �X1=�
 �X/ �L���#� �*[ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The clement person is almost a prophet.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 43, p. 70, no. 61]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( $&���� ��-�6 �L��#� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Clemency is the completion of the intellect.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, v. 1055]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 	���,�-���  ?��/ ��Y ̂ �L��#� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Clemency arranges the affair of the believer.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 1420]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���-��8  $�]7?�� "V-�] . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The beauty of a man is his clemency.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 4718]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (L�:(�� �X1=
 �X/ �q�J�N/ ��\ +�1�&� ��0Cf�6 	�� k$�B ��0̂o> p �Lk��_�%�> -���8 	"=�6 L�� �X\ . 
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5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you are not of the clement ones then feign clemency for 
verily few people who imitate a group fail to become one of them.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 207]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 	�� �L���#� ���̂�14\ �$�-�%�8� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The clement one is he who tolerates his brother.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 1111]    

7 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (<-���8 �X1=
 57%8 <�� �� "$�]7?�� "X1=�
 Q . 

7– Imam al-Rida (AS), ‘A man cannot be a worshipper until he is clement.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 111, no. 1]    

�]���� �����? �6 

What Brings About Clemency  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �L��#� �?�>1�%�
  $&���  E1>�1 � . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘With the profusion of the intellect, clemency 
flourishes.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4274]    

9 � �u�� �����)�������� ������� : (  L����� "D�?�Õ ��7̂o> p  L��#� �q���� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Incumbent upon you is clemency for verily it is the fruit of 
knowledge.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6084]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (N �L��#��;0-�«� .1"��� -:�i�%�(�
 �X�/�1�6 "D^�� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Clemency and forbearance are two twins that produce 
great resolution.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 460]    

�]���� �i�:�;
< 

The Fruits of Clemency  

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( :�*j �L"��8 	�� . 
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11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One who is clement has the upper hand.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 77, p. 208, no. 1]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��� �?���� �'3N���� 	� �L"��8 	�� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One who is clement with his enemy is victorious.’[Kanz 
al-Fawa’id, v. 1, p. 319]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  $�y�� 5�� ���̂�1��/ ��(�� �X/ 2 ���%���R�4 	��  L���#�  ��1�� �V7N/ �X\ . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the first recompense from the qualities of the 
clement person is that the people will assist him against the ignorant one.’[Jami`a 
al-Akhbar, p. 319, no. 897]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  E7C��� �v�S�@ �	��,�
  v�S�w�� �D0��J ��(�� �L��#� . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Clemency in the midst of severe anger will protect one 
from the anger of the Almighty.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1776]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (<�?�|^  L��#� 5�[ . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Clemency suffices as a helper.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
112, no. 6]    

�]���� �K�$�V 

The Interpretation of Clemency  

16 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �  L���#�  	� �$��j �BN � : ���0(�� �q����N ����w�� �L�Y�[ . 

16– Imam al-Hasan (AS), when asked about clemency, said, ‘[It is] suppressing 
one’s anger and controlling oneself.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 102, no. 7402] 

   

�@�&�M�� �P/�� �]���� 

Clemency During Anger  

17 "X-&� �)�������� ������� : ( v�S�w�� ��(�� ��\ �L���#� ���?���
 Q . 
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17– Luqman (AS) said, ‘The clement person is unknown until he is 
angered.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 178, no. 21]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �  �7(��  L��8/ 	� �$��j �a � :�v�S�w�
 Q Tm��� . 

18– Imam Ali (AS), when asked about the most clement person, said, ‘The one 
who does not become enraged.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 322, no. 4]    

19 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�� C�S�@ ��(�� ���-��8 ���[ E��
 �X/ "$�]7?�� ��C i������ ��7̂\ . 

19– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘The man who finds his clemency in the 
midst of his anger amazes me.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 112, no. 3] 

COMFORT   �Bَا�ا�ّ 
 

   

�+�B�H:�� �i���̀ �6 

Factors that Bring About Comfort  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �E0��B � kXO� ���M�N 	��  ���C��B �̄ �?�%�j� ���61"��
 	�� ����  . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who has confidence in the fact that whatever 
sustenance Allah has apportioned for him will definitely reach him has secured 
comfort for his heart.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8763]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( !�%�8�?�� t��8\ ";�&�>�1"a� ";]N0��� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'A compatible wife is one of the two main 
comforts.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1633]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;��0��� �¦��4 /01�C�6N 2 �;�8�?�� �L�Y�%^� ���&�> ����=�� �;�w��� 5�� �?�R�%B�  	�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who restricts himself to what is just sufficient for 
maintenance has secured comfort and leads a carefree life.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 371]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(5-Y���� ";�8�?�� �^��� 9 ��y.��� . 
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3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The greatest comfort lies in practicing abstemiousness in 
this world.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1316]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �n��0���N 3q�f�� 9 "X���#�N .L�«�N 2  !&����N g3?�� 9 ";�8�7?��N �̄ �N0?�� . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Tranquility and comfort lie in satisfaction and 
certainty, whereas worry and sorrow lie in doubt and dissatisfaction.’[Mishkat al-
Anwar, no. 34]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  �(��  	� ��O����  ̄ �N0?�� �̄ �NE/ . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Absolute tranquility lies in despairing of [any favours 
from] people.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, no. 184]    

��n-P�� F�* �+�B�H:�� �@
�
� 

Seeking Comfort in This World  

7 e*R�� ���� 	� �)�������� ������� (� �� �_|� � :�1�B 2 �$��_�%�"a� �10(�-�%�6 Q :W�$�_�%�"a� 50(�-�%�
 	��N!�V&>  : �;�8�?�� �X10(�-�6 L�%���/ 2L�%^/
W �^��� 9 !�1�B :�V&> 2 5��� :�;���_�%��� �^��� 9  	��,�-�� ";�8�?�� . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, addressing his companions, 'Do not wish for the 
impossible.’ They retorted, 'Who ever wishes for the impossible?' to which he 
replied, 'You do. Do you not wish for comfort in this world?' They replied, 'Yes', 
so he (AS) said, 'Comfort is impossible for the believer to secure in this 
world.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 81, p. 195, no. 52] 

COMMERCE   َرة�.� ا�
 

3%�� "$S�>�D�Ei 

Commerce  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\N 2 �7(�� T��
/ 9 7-� ª�@ :�> L"=�� �Xo> 2���Ei3%�� �1g0?��6  �!��� �� ?�%_"a� .v�_�
 �$]N 7��  . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Practice the various trades, for there is in them 
independence for you from what is in the hands of others, and indeed Allah loves 
the one gainfully engaged in a profession.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 12, p. 4, no. 6]    
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2����� �  �e*7R��)�������� ������� :( $&��� 9 ��
��6 "DEi3%��. 

2 - Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Trading enhances the intellect.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 148, 
no. 2] 

   

�D�Ei3%�� ��?�6 

Abandoning Commerce  

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�$&��� �¿"&�(�
 �DEi7%�� ���?�6 . 

3- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Abandoning trading diminishes the intellect.’[Ibid. 
no. 1]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�;��P��[�� ��7��� +}c[ �	� "s��� ���� �VB �BN � :� »Iu�J T��
 9N �e1.��� ���*/ �X/ �)�-�-�y �B u7̂\ : �X�s\
 �IuJ 5�� �q� �X�%���
 QN �q�
/E �n"&���
 . 

4- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when the clothes merchant, Mu`adh ben Kathir told him, 
‘I intend to leave the market while I have some money in hand’, said, ‘Then 
regard for you will fall and you will not be sought for help with anything.[ Ibid. p. 
149, no. 10]    

�D�Ei3%�� �K�*` 

The Etiquette Of Trading  

5Pz� "V1jE �   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�v (�%�i����> t?�%�J�N ��� 	�� 0	�
 ?�%�f�
 QN 0	���C�
 �> ��\N 2+VR�4 ��-�4 : �X-�%�[N 2�U���#�N 2�3?��
t?�%�J� �s\ 0�km��N 2��� �s\ ��-#�N 2 v����� . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever sells or buys must avoid five habits, or 
he should not sell or buy at all: usury, [false] oaths, hiding the defects [of 
merchandise], praising what he sells, and showing disapproval for what he 
intends to buy.[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 95, no. 18] 

   

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�eN�?�� �E1���� �?]7%��N 2��N?_�� "XC��� �?]7%�� . 
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6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The timid merchant is often deprived and the bold 
merchant is often endowed with profit.[ Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9293] 

   

7 �u�� ����� �)���������� ����� :(�L"M ���&���� 2 E7i.%�� ?�f��� 
 7L"M ���&���� 2�?�i�%�a� 7L"M ���&���� 2�?�i�%�a� �?�i�%�a� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O merchants! Knowledge [of trading laws and ethics] first, 
then the trade itself! Knowledge first, then trade! Knowledge first, then trade!’[al-
Kafi, v. 5, p. 150, no. 1]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	� �1�y(�6N 2 L���#� �1(0
���6N 2�!��%�C"a� 	�� �1� ?�%B�N 2�;�1:.��� �1[0¥�6N 2�DE��%�jQ� �1�3��B 2 E7i.%�� �?f��� 

�� �1C ̂]N 2 !-���� �1>��6N 2�K�m�=)�1�>i�6 ( ��7(�� �1����C�6 QN 2�X����a�N �$���=�� �1">�N/N 2�3?�� �1��?�&�6 QN 2�!��1�Ya� �1��R�̂/N 2 L��lY��  	�

�	
�����  �E�� 9 �1�c���6QN 2L�yI�J/. 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O merchants! Start off by seeking a good outcome from 
Allah, seek the blessing in easy conduct, draw near to customers, beautify 
yourselves with clemency, refrain from oaths, abandon lies, avoid wronging, be 
fair to those being wronged, stay away from usury, and “Observe fully the 
measure and the balance, with justice, and do not cheat the people of their 
goods, and do not act wickedly on the earth, causing corruption” [Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 78, p. 54, no. 100]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �?�i76� 7L"M �� (
�* 9 ���&��%�
 L�� 	��N 2������ ���?�_�
 7-�� ���� l$�_�
 � �q�m� �L������ �� (
�* 9 ��k&��%����> �DEi7%�� �*�E/ 	��
 ��:�C.f�� ��0E1�6 . 

9- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever wants to trade must learn his religion 
thoroughly in order to know what is allowed and what is forbidden for him; and 
whoever does not learn about his religion and then practice trading will certainly 
get entangled into uncertainties.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 12, p. 283, no. 4]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ����B/ G;�����̂ �b��� <-���� �VB/ +L���� -.
/   �;��&�� ��1�
 ���6?�c�� �$]N 7��  . 

10- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Any Muslim who excuses another Muslim for a 
regrettable deal, Allah, the Exalted, will forgive his lapse on the Day of 
Judgment.’[Ibid. p. 287, no. 4]    

T?�%f"a� 3��8 ";�
� E 
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The Prohibition Of Cheating [By Giving Less Than Due] In Trade  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�1_ ]�EO> L�%�̂���N �s\ . 

11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When you weigh, tip the balance [in favor of the 
customer].’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9442]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� �������: (�$�-�
 57%8 {I>1�� "X1=
 Q "X����a� . 

12- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The deal is not fulfilled until the balance is tipped 
[in favor of the customer].’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 159, no. 1]    

 e.��R0%�� 5����  ?]7%�� lF�8 

Enjoinment Upon The Trader To Give Charity  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(N �1w���� �'�?�S_�
 �b���C���my kX\ 2 E7i.%�� �?f��� 
�;B��7R�� �'1��1�f�> 2�U��#� . 

13- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O merchants! Satan and sin are always present 
during the trade, so mix your trades with charity.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9440]    

PI�?3f���N  b��C�� u�> "$�y�0%�� 

Leniency In Selling And Buying  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �L�8�E  5S�%�B� �s\ <_-�j 25SB �s\ _-�j 2t?�%�J� �s\ <_�-�j 2��� �s\ <_�-�j <��C�  . 

14- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘May Allah bestow mercy on someone who is 
liberal when he sells, when he buys, when he judges, and when he is 
judged.’[Ibid. no. 9453]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� :���C�
 �;�����j �����N ���|1�
 +$�]?�� � :����� �V1jE �)���-�j  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ("V1&
 : 	�� ��]�N �̄ -0���
  ̄ �3?�� . 

15- Imam Ali (AS) once admonished a man who was selling something, ‘I heard 
the Prophet (SAWA) saying, ‘Leniency is one way to profit.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , 
v. 12, p. 288, no. 4]    

�;���[-"a� 
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Bargaining  

16Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�6 Q 2.u�� 
HI�J/ �;���E/ 9 ���[- : �;�=�� �\  T�?�=��N 2�;-��0(��N 2 	��=��N 2�;7��_�g"Q� PI�?�J 9 . 

16- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Ali! Do not bargain for four things: when selling 
the sacrificial animal [for the obligatory pilgrimage], the shroud, the servant, and 
transportation to Makkah.’[al-Khisal, p. 245, no. 103]    

17º �?BC�� ����� )�������� ������� :( QN G*1-_�� �}@ ���h�?�JN ������� 9 �X1Cw�a� �Xo> 2 �$
���� 5Z�/ �X\N  ���7(�� �v���/ ��0̂o> 2 T?�%�f"a�  ��[�
+E1]O�� 

17- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Bargain with the buyer, even if he makes a 
generous offer, for the loser in selling or buying is neither praised, nor 
rewarded.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 12, p. 335, no. 2]    

�' }�@N  ��[-"a� �!�� ";�
1�0%�� 

Equality Between One Who Bargains And One Who Does Not  

18 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( 	��N 2 ?��3��� �q�m� ����� ��(�� T?%�f�
 �	7-�� ��(� �)�=�j �	�-> 2<�1���� <�?���j �'�?7����> 2�b���� �'��(�� +$�]E 9 �
� �'�*�� ��(�� ��%�C�
 �X/ Ö/N �����[� :�N  !���]0?�� ��
��
 �X[ 1� L�� 	0-�� �����(�-�
N �����
[N ������ Ö/ 	�µ ��������
 �X/ 0�O> 2��O�� �q�m� �	"=�
 ¢ �;M�kc�

<���8�N <����� �����C�
 �X/ ��\ ��C i���
 �> q�s �$�����
 . 

18- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said regarding a man who has a commodity and marks it 
for sale at a certain price; he would sell it to any silent buyer for the marked price, 
but he would make a better offer for the bargainer: ‘If he were to make a better 
offer for two or three men, it would not be a problem; but if he does that for 
everyone who bargains with him and not for non-bargainers, his deed would not 
appeal to me. He must be singular in his sale.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 152, no. 10]    

 	��,"a� 5����  	��,"a� ��� E 

The Profit Of A Believer From Another  

19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���
 ?�%�f�
 N/ 2�q��1�
 ��1"B ������ ����E> +L�y�E�* �;h� 	�� �?�c�[O� �T?%�f�
 �X/��\ 2� E  	�,a� 5��  	�,a� ���� E
1�_���E> �DEi3%��L�� �1&">�E�N L :���� � . 

19- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The profit of a believer from another is usury, 
unless he buys with more than one hundred dirhams, whereupon you can profit 
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as much as your day’s sustenance; or if he buys it for trading, then you can profit, 
but be moderate with them.’[Ibid. p. 154, no. 22]    

20 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� W 1�y � 2� E  	�,a� 5��  	�,a� ���� E �X/ �TN�E Tm���  ?�C�£�  	� �$��j �BN � : ��BN .�#� �?:�� �s\ ���s
 �> ��1��� 7�O> 2�)�C�� �$y/ (�-hB��O� . 

20- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when he was asked about the statement: ‘The profit of a 
believer from another is usury’, replied, ‘That is when equity prevails, and our 
Qaim [i.e. the Mahdi] appears; but for now, it does not matter.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah 
, v. 12, p. 294, no. 4]    

 E7i.%�� �E1i"> 

The Iniquity Of Merchants  

21����� V1jE � ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�E7i"��� �L�y �E7i.%�� �X\ .�1�B :����� �V1jE 
  ����� k$8/ �B ����/ 2  �VB W�b���C��  : �X1M3��_�
 L�:0(=�N 25��
�_�
N 2�X1��m�=��>�X1-�MO��> �X1��� . 

21- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the merchants are the debauchers.’ They 
asked, ‘O Messenger of Allah! But has Allah not made trading lawful?’ He said, 
‘Yes, but they lie when they speak, and they take [false] oaths and incur 
sins.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9451]    

22 �u�� X[ �)�������� ������� ("V1&�> 2�� �&�� ��1&�>  e1.��� �\ Iui�
 :����� �1&06� 2 e1.��� �$y/ L=��� ���7���   �U��#� �Xo> 2�U���#� 9 
N 0�#� �m4/ 	�� ��\ �?]> �?]7%�� 2�;[�?�C�� ���_�-�
N �;����3���]��
 �'Z��/ . 

22– It is narrated in Kanz al-`Ummal: ‘ Ali used to go to the market and stand in 
his usual place to say, ‘Peace be upon you, O people of the market! Fear Allah in 
your oaths, for the oath degrades the commodity and drives away the blessing. 
The merchant is iniquitous except for he who takes and gives only what is 
right.’[Ibid. no. 10043]    

  Ei.%�� �e��| 

The Merchant’s Veracity  

23Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�eN�0R�� �!��� �?]7%�� �;��&�� ��1�
 PI��:7f�� �b� �L���a� . 

23- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The trustworthy honest Muslim merchant will be 
with the martyrs on the Day of Judgment.’[Ibid. no. 9216]    
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24Pz� "V1jE �   )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;��&�� ��1�
  Å?���� �$�� �)× �eN�7R�� �?]7%�� . 

24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The honest merchant will be in the shade of the 
Throne on the Day of Judgment.’[Ibid. no. 9218]    

25Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �?"Y�(�
 Q �;M�M   L :���\  ... K�m�=�� ���%�����j u�[��"a�N . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA), ‘Three types of men at whom Allah will not look 
[mercifully]: … and the one who promotes his commodity by lying.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 75, p. 211, no. 6]    

X���� ��%����j ���("a� 

The One Who Promotes His Commodity By Oaths  

26�u�� ����� � )�������� ������� :( ���3?�� �;�&�_�-�� 2�;�����3��� �;�&��(�� :7̂o> 2�X-�
�� �1���B/ 2�D�?�j-0��� �?J��� 
 . 

26- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O brokers! Curb your use of oaths, for they promote the 
commodity while obliterating the profit.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 162, no. 2]    

27 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\   �X-�
�� ���%����j ����("a� �¦�w�C���� ��6N ��EC6  . 

27- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah, Blessed and most High, loathes the one who 
promotes his commodity by oaths.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 390, no. 6]  

�D�?�4�� "D�Ei�6 

The Trade Of The Hereafter  

28Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� ������]> �q�C�B �'��_�%�j�N �q (���� ���6�?�R��/ � l$[  ����� kX� 2�D�?�4�� "DEi�6 �q�m> 2  "V1&
  :» �
���(�
 L"[��(������� ��(���N ��  +e� «. 

28- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘All that you see with your own eye and that your 
heart finds pleasing, make it for Allah, for this is the trade of the Hereafter. Allah 
says, “What is with you depletes, while what is with Allah is eternal”.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 77, p. 106, no. 1]    

29Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(tNO�a� ";7(�] 0L"M ������̂ ��_�� E "V0N/N 2�� ��E �L ̂@ �D�?�4�� �? ]6N 2�����N ��P��(� �?����� �^.��� �? ]6 . 
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29– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The merchant of this world risks his money and 
and his soul, while the merchant of the Hereafter is a profiting winner: his first 
profit is his soul and then the eternal Paradise.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 120]    

30 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������:( K�1kc�[ ��� E QN 2 Ø7R��  $-���[ �D�Ei�6 Q  . 

30- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no [goods for] trade like good deeds, and no 
profit like the [divine] reward.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 69, p. 409, no. 122]    

31 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����E/�D�?�4�� �^.��� t?�%�J�  	�  �7(��  . 

31- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most profiting, among people, is the one who buys 
the Hereafter at the expense of this world.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3076]    

32 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������̂ ��� 	�� kX\";(�_�a� ������ �)�-"Y�� �&> �;7(���  }w�  . 

32- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever sells himself for [a price] less than Paradise, 
his ordeal is indeed severe.’[Ibid. no. 3474]    

33 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �;�� �m��06�  	��  <;�S �  �6/ GDEi�6  }@ 	�� �̄ ��E�� ���% . 

33- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever takes the obedience of Allah as a commodity 
will see profits without even trading.’[Ibid. no. 8864]    

 	��,�-��� �D�Ei3%�� PI«\ ������ 

Trading Does Not Divert The Believer  

34�&> 	� � g?�� )�������� ������� :(����� kXo> 2���?�i�%�� :(� �q���wf�
 �> "D�7R�� ���?�S�8N �q�6�Ei�6 9 �)("[ �s\  �V&> L�:�8���N �1�B �U|�N :
»�����  ?�[�s �	�� �b���� �Q�N �D�Ei�6 L:�:��6 Q �V] E  �
 �X1">��
 �D[0��� PI%
 \�N �D��0R��  �B \�N �ER�����N �K1"�"&�� ����> �vk��&�%�6 ��1 « . ��1�&�� PIQ,y �X[N

 u���R��> �? i0%�
 Q 	0-�� �?�]/ �L�Y�/ �1^[N 2L :�6��| �\ �1�BN L�:�6�Ei�6 �1[�?�6 "D�7R�� ���?�S�8 �so> 2�XN? i0%�
 . 

34. It is narrated in Fiqh al-Ridha (AS): ‘When you are engaged in your trade and 
prayer time arrives, let not your trading divert you from it; for Allah described a 
certain people and praised them, saying, “Men whom neither trade nor sale can 
divert…” These people used to trade, but when prayer time arrived they would 
leave their trade and stand for their prayer. They deserved more reward than 
non-traders who prayed.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 69, p. 409, no. 122]    

�	
3����N "D�Ei3%�� 
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Trade And Religion  

35 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��"�"[O�
 � �� (
�* 	�� ��lY�8 �� (
��� "$�[O�%��"a� . 

35- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever seeks to eat by sacrificing his religion will only 
have from his religion as much as he eats.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 223]    

36�  �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�X[ �D�?�4��  $-��� �^.��� �v��� 	�� �v���� 7-�� ���� ������/ . 

36- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever seeks this world through the work of the 
Hereafter will have his goal set at a greater distance.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8901] 

COMMON COURTESY *   وُف��ا�َ� 
 

   

�0�:%
(� 

Common Courtesy  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�*�3��� ";��` 2 ��1�.S�� {I�?B\N 2 ��1:��a� ";�M@\N 2 ��N?��a� "$��> . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Performing common acts of courtesy, bringing solace to a 
grief-stricken person, and being hospitable to guests is the instrument of 
leadership.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6585]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������ "D�}4�s ��N?��a� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Acts of courtesy are treasures for eternity.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 980]    

3 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :( .?���
 <��-�] <(���8 �'1-�%
/�?�� <��]�E ��N?��a� �L�%
/�E 1��> 2 <�?]/ �v�&���N 2 <��-�8 �v��=�� ��N?��a� kX/ �1-����
�	
?��7(���ER��� ���̂N�* .¦�w�6N �K1�"&�� ��(�� �?��(�6 <�1f�� <_�C�B <i�-�j �'1-�%
/�E ��,l��� �L�%
/�E 1��N 2 �!-����� �e1��
N  . 

3– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘Know that acts of courtesy earn praiseworthy 
results, and end in rewardable gains. If you were to see acts of courtesy 
personified as a man, you would perceive him to be good and handsome, 
pleasing for people to behold and transcending all the worlds. And if you were to 
see acts of vileness personified, you would perceive an ugly, revolting, disfigured 
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man, whom the hearts would be averse to and whom the eyes would turn away 
from in disgust.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 12, p. 343, no. 14242]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��N?��a� "$y/ �;0(��� "$�4��
 	�� "V0N/ . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The first people to enter Paradise will be those who 
performed acts of common courtesy to others.’[al-Da`aawat, p. 108, no. 240]    

5��� � �e*7R�� ��)�������� ������� :( �XN*1i��> 2 ��(���#� �L�:�� ���]?�6 �D�?�4�� 9 L�:0̂ P� p �D�?�4�� 9 ��N?��a� "$y/ L�y �^7��� 9 ��N?��a� "$y/
 u|��a�  $y/ 5��� : � . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The people who perform acts of courtesy in this 
world will be the same ones to perform them in the Hereafter, for verily in the 
Hereafter their scales will be so laden with their good deeds that they will be able 
to bestow them generously on the sinners [in order to assist them].’[Amali al-
Tusi, p. 304, no. 610]    

6 �*�1�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �b�(�Z|� -:�-> 2 �'�?[�sN �'�?��>N �'�?]/ L�:�� kXP� p �����\ �;�]#�  $y/ 	�� �±�18/ ���(�Z|� 5��\ ��N?��a� "$y/
 ��P���̂ �\ �b�(�| � �?=�J 0	�C"�Z�
 �> 2 ��P���( � ���> /�C�
 -0̂o> G�N?��� 	�� "$�]0?�� �' }�@ 	�� . 

6– Imam al-Jawad (AS) said, ‘People who perform acts of courtesy towards 
others benefit more from them than the receptors of their kindness, for verily they 
have the reward for them, the [rewarding feeling of] pride for having helped 
someone as well as a mention. So however much good a man may do for others, 
it ultimately always starts by benefiting himself, such that he never seeks thanks 
for the benefit incurred by himself through helping others.’[Kashf al-Ghamma, v. 
3, p. 137]    

�� 78
���:�̀ �$���� D:���� 	
�W �0�:%
(� �=S�  	� 

Enjoinment of Spreading Kindness to Both Good and Bad People  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(+? ]>N À?�� �$"[ �\  }�£� ��(�Z|�N 2  �7(�� 5��\ �*.*�10%��  	
3��� �����  $&���� ��/�E . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The peak of good reason after religious devotion 
is treating people with love, and doing good to both good and bad people.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 401, no. 44]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�£�  b (�Z|���"�y/ �)^O> ��"�y/ �1�y 	�� �v�R�6 L�� Xo> 2 ����y/ �}�@ �1�y 	�� �\N 2 ��"�y/ �1�y 	�� �\ �} . 
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8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Perform acts of courtesy to those who are worthy 
of them as well as those who are not worthy of them, and even if they have no 
effect on those who deserve them, you are at least worthy of [performing] 
them.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 35, no. 76]    

�0�:%
(� F�* .P?R� �=���P�V 

Circulation of Good Acts From Hand to Hand  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ��` �N ������� {z� �uk��|�� :( 7L"M GX�^\ �U�/ �X1���E/ :���N���6 1��N 2 �' ?]/ "$c�� ���� �X[ +!=��� +$�]�E 5��� G;�B���R � �e0��R�6 	��
<���[ <�?]/ L�:�� �X[ +!=��� �\ )���|�N . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who offers charity to a poor man gets the 
reward befitting the action, but if forty thousand people pass the same offering 
from hand to hand until it reaches the poor man, they all receive a complete 
reward for it.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 342, no. 1]    

10 �e*7R�� ���� �)�������� ������� :(��� ��N?��a� t�?�] 1��<���J �' ?]/ 	�� ���C�8| �¿�&(�
 X/  }�@ 	�� 2 ���> L�:l�"[ �N? ]{�Q <���[ �!^-�M 5 . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If an act of charity [or courtesy] goes through 
eighty changes of hands, all of them receive the reward for it, without any 
decrease in the reward of the initiating good-doer.’[al-Kafi, v. 4, p. 18, no. 2]    

�0�:%
(��  �C�/�'62� �I�� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of Making Someone Feel Obliged for an Act of Courtesy  

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���%�6�o � �q�>N?���  u�8/ . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Give life to your act of courtesy by killing it [i.e. by killing 
your expectation of receiving anything in return].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2282]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �)��(�| �s\ 2 �?"[s�> ��N?��� �q���\ �b (�| �s\ �����̂�> <>N?� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If an act of courtesy is done unto you, then be sure to 
remember it, and if you do an act of courtesy unto someone else, then be sure to 
forget it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, nos. 4000-4001]    

13 �u�� ����� �)���������������  :( �� � 3	�a� ��?�6 ��N?��a� ����� . 
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13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The yardstick [used to measure the goodness] of an act 
of courtesy is the absence of expectation accompanying it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
9724]    

�0�:%
(� ����W 

Completion of a Good Act  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��h���%��  	�� "$�S>/ ��N?��a� ��-%�%j� . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Bringing a good act to completion is better than 
[merely] initiating it.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 596, no. 1235]    

15� ���� � �u�)�������� ������� :(����0��g ��&> ���>N?��� 3K�?�
 L�� 	�� . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One who does not sustain his good action loses 
it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9115]    

16 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� ��(�� <;���(�| .L�%�6 Q ";���(0R��HI�J/ �;�M��c � ��\ : C�8R��  	��,"a : �?0w�| 	�-> 2 :���i��6N 2y ?%�jN 2y }wR�6
��N 2 ������> ��0?�[ ��&> �����(�| 	�� �'QN/ � �L�%�[ 	��N 2 �'4/ �?0w�| ��&> �'��(�� �;���(0R�� �LkY�� 	��N 2 �'4/ �LkY�� ��&>  	��,"a� ��(�� �;���(0R�� � �$0i�� 	

�;0��Z���� �½ (�y ��&> �����N . 

16– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘A good turn done to a fellow believer is not 
considered complete until accompanied by three things: underestimation of the 
act, concealing it, and hastening its completion. He who underestimates his good 
turn to a fellow believer has esteemed his brother highly indeed, whereas he who 
esteems his good turn to be great has deemed his brother to be insignificant. He 
who conceals the good turn that he has done has honored his action, and he 
who hastens to fulfill his promise takes pleasure in the gift too.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, 
no. 403]    

�0�:%
(� �KA!�V I�� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of Holding Acts of Common Courtesy in Contempt  

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����\ ��1�C�� �q�:]�NN ��4/ 5&��6 X/ 1��N 2 ��N?��a� �	�� <���J kX�?�&�_�6 Q . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Never hold any act of common courtesy in 
contempt, even simply meeting a fellow brother with a face displaying pleasure at 
seeing him.’[Kanz al-Fawa’id li al-Karajiki, v. 1, p. 212]    
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18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��a� �	�� <���J ?�wR�%��6 Q �;�]#�  V8 9 �}����� kXo> p ��(�� �?�c[/ �1�y -�� <�Ec
\ ���(�Z|� 5���� ��E���B ��N?
 ���J?�6 ���> - � +�1�
 �$"=�� �$�-��N 2 ��(�� PI(�w��  V8 9  }c�=�� �q�s 	�� ����yP� �b��^/ �����\ . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Never deem any act of common courtesy that you are 
able to carry out as insignificant in comparing it to a greater act, for verily the 
simple act performed when the need for it arises is more beneficial to its receptor 
than the great act for which there is no need. Perform for each day good acts that 
befit it and you will grow on the right course.’[al-Ja`afariyyat, p. 233]    

�0�:%
(� �=��
e �+�6��� 

The Mark of Acceptance of a Good Act  

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��N?��a� �}�4  �� � �v�|"� �  �E�?��� . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best act of common courtesy is that which good 
people are able to benefit from.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4983]    

20 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (����� ��(�� ��C����  V1C�B �;����� 	�� �$��j 7-�� �  �  :����� ��(�� ��C����  V1C�B ";�����   2 �����g�1�� ���>N?��- � �v�R�
 X/ 
 �q�m[ �����> �q�m[ 	"=�
 L�� Xo> . 

20– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked what the mark of acceptance of a 
servant with Allah is, to which he replied, ‘The mark of acceptance of a servant 
with Allah is that his good acts reach the objects of their intention. If not, then that 
is not the case.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 419, no. 47]    

�0�:%
(� �3��
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The Reward for Good Acts  

21Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 2 <C�y�s  �E�� ����� �����-�] 	�� GD�?�\  E��& � u��
 Q 2 G;��:�j +�E/ 5��� <D�1Z�4 �!���E/ <�?
?�g �*B 	��
�N :(�� �'��01�] �;�=��:�� �'�*B -�> �X[ Xo>GD0?�� �U�/ �;h�� �^7��� �	�� �b�jN/ �;����&�� ��1�
 ���6(���8 �X���� 9 �q�s ���] . 

21– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who leads a blind man forty steps on level 
ground, even if he was to be rewarded the whole world’s worth of gold, it would 
not be enough to recompense a needle’s worth of what that act deserves. And if 
there is a danger on the path which he averts him from, he will find that act on 
the Day of Resurrection within his balance of good deeds, larger than one 
hundred thousand times the expanse of the earth.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 15, 
no. 8]    
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22 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��(�� �����O> �!-���"a�  �
?�� 5��� �X[ G�1�J 	�� +	R�w � �;0(��� ��C�� �$�4�* . 

22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A servant [of Allah] entered Paradise because of 
a thorn branch that he removed from the path of fellow Muslims.’[al-Khisal, v. 32, 
p. 111]    

23 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ���c���� +$�C�j �? �� TNO�
 �  �
?kZ��  ?:�� 5��� �� 	��   ��:]�NN 2 ÀE�* 	�� +v�i�̂ 5��� �;����&�� ��1�
 
<�E1^ �;0(���  $yP� {IuS�
 . 

23– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who builds a structure on the road affording 
shelter to a traveller, Allٍah will raise him on the Day of Resurrection mounted on 
a fine-bred camel made of pearls, and his face will radiate light for all the 
dwellers of Paradise.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 343, no. 1]    

24 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(";0(��� ���� )�C�]�N +E^ N/ �I� �;
�*� �!-���"a� �	�� +�1�B 	�� 0*�E 	�� . 

24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who averts an impediment of water or fire 
from a group of Muslims becomes deserving of obligatory entrance into 
Paradise.’[al]-Kafi, v. 5, p. 55, no. 3]    

25 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����1�M ��\ ��N?��a� �	�� �$�S>/ »Iu�J �����N 2���Ó�[ ��N?���a� �)
/�E . 

25– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘I have witnessed the act of common courtesy to 
be exactly as its name suggests, and nothing excels the act of common courtesy 
than its own reward.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 1, p. 294, no. 915]    

 

* The Arabic ma`aruf denotes common acts of courtesy, kindly favours towards 
others, good manners and general acts of goodness to people (ed.) 

 

COMPASSION*    AB1�ا� 
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The Enjoinment of Compassion Towards One Another  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(PI-��� 9 	�� L"=�-�8?�
  �E�� 9 	�� �1�-�8E�� 2 ��6N ��EC6 �	®7?�� L�:�-�8?�
 �X1-�8�?�� . 
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1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The All-Merciful, Blessed and most High, has 
mercy on those who are merciful (towards others). Have mercy on the dwellers of 
the earth and the [Lord of the] Heavens will have mercy on you.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 5969]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �){z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :( E(�� 9 G*(�� T�*(�
 :����� �?���O���> 2  E(�� �	�� �3i�̂ "X7(�� 
 "X7(�8 
   2 ��
���
 �!� �U�&�
 57%8 ���] ?����> <=���� 
����� "V1&�>  �$]N7��  :<�E1�R�� �)-�8�E $y . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'One of the inmates of the Fire will call out: O 
Affectionate One, O Liberal Giver, save me from the Fire. So Allah will command 
one of His angels to take him out that he may come and stand before Him, and 
Allah will ask him, 'Were you ever compassionate towards a sparrow?'[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 5992]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �L�8?�6 �L�8E\ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Have mercy and you will be had mercy upon.’[Amali al-
Saduq, p. 174, no. 9]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(	�� �L�8?�
 Q �U�[ ���B1�> 	�� �;�®�E 1�]?�
 	�-�� �)C i��W���̂N�*  ! 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'How I wonder at the one who hopes for the mercy of the 
One above him and yet himself does not have mercy on the one below 
him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6255]    

�]B5:�� -k�!�'��? I�6 

Those That Are Most Deserving of Compassion  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(+V7:�] �X�� 9 ��g <-���N 2 �?�&�%>� 7� (�@N 2 kV�s <��
��� �1�-�8E�� . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Be compassionate towards a mighty person who 
has been dishonoured, a rich man who has become poor, and a scholar who has 
been forgotten amidst a generation of ignorant people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 
405, no. 2]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(�![��a�  L�8E�� . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Be compassionate towards the destitute.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 5983]    
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7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�}C�=�� �L�:(�� �?�B�NN �}w0R�� �q��y/ 	�� �L�8E�� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Show compassion to the young in your family and 
reverence to the old.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 222, no. 1]  

 

* Compassion and mercy have been used interchangeably in this section, as 
they both come from the same Arabic root ra-Ia-ma. The main title 'Compassion', 
however, refers to human compassion and mercy, whereas the title of the 
following section 'Divine Mercy' refers specifically to Allah's mercy (ed.) 

 

CONDEMNATION   �ُ���) ا�
 

   

�K�%5'�� -�
� 

The Censure of Condemnation  

1 �?S£� �)�������� ������� ( 5j1-�� ���%0��|�N 9 �)�������� ������� (� :�q�%���Z�4 5��� �q���N 2G;���Z�� � <���8/ kX�?3����6 Q 2�X�?-�� �	��
 . 

1– al-Khizr (AS), in his advice to Prophet Moses (AS) said, ‘O son of `AImran, do 
not ever condemn somebody for a mistake, and cry over your own mistake 
[instead].’ [Qasas al-Anbiya’ , p. 157, no. 171]    

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�� ��(�� �K6 ��B +v^�m � �'4/ �?0��� 	�������-��
 57%�8 �)�-�
 L . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who condemns a fellow brother for a sin 
that he has already repented for will not die before committing it himself.’ [Tanbih 
al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 113]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)������� {z� �uk��|����` �N  :(���C�[?�
 57%�8 �)�-�
 L�� �Iu�f � <(��,�� �?0��� 	��N 2:h���%C�-[ �X[ <;�f�8> ���s/ 	�� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who exposes someone’ s monstrous 
deed is as the one who initiated it, and the one who condemns a believer for 
something will not die before becoming guilty of it himself.’ [al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 356, 
no. 2]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(y�?3����
 QN 0��#� y����i�����> L"[���8/ ���*4 )�̂�� �s\ . 
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4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If one of your servants commits adultery, lash her 
with the prescribed punishment but do not shame her.’ [Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, 
p. 57]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�> �L����6 - � �'�?3����6 ��> �q�> �L����
 - � �L���"a� ��1�4/ ���?0���� X\<Õ\ �������N <�?]/ �q�� "X1=�
p�� . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If your Muslim brother condemns you for whatever 
he knows about you, then do not condemn him back for whatever you know 
about him. You will have a reward whereas he will carry a sin.’ [Tanbih al-
Khawatir, v. 2, p. 155]    

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+}�4 �\ �b ]?�
 Q X/ (�-�B �X[N 2G;�%�� 3?�f � ��� ��\ +	��,��  !�� 9 �	��Z�
 GX�^\ 	�� � . 

6– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Anybody who discredits a believer’ s self-esteem 
will die an evil death, and he becomes deserving of never again returning to a 
good end.’ [al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 361, no. 9]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���C0̂ / <(��,�� �v0̂ / 	��   �D�?�4��N �^7��� u�>  . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who reviles a believer will be reviled by Allah in 
both this world and the Hereafter.’ [al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 356, no. 1]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���-�8?��> �q�4O�� �;�6-0f�� T�C�6 Q   �q � y�?3��R�
N  .G;�C�R�- � �)�-�J 	�� �^7��� �	�� �±�?��
 L�� ���4O � )�����̂ 
�	�%�%��
 57%�8 . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not express malicious gloating at your brother 
[for a sin or misfortune] for Allah will have mercy on him as a result and make it 
befall you instead.’ He also said, ‘He who gloats over an affliction that has 
befallen his brother will not leave this world until he has been tried similarly.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 359, no. 1] 

CONDOLENCE    �ُ�َ�ِ�  ا�َ
 

   

�3�_�(� �+�?�Q%�V 

Condoling with one who is Grief-Stricken * 

1jE �Pz� "V1  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�' ?]/ "$c�� ���� �X[ <�R�� t7��� 	�� . 
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1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever condoles with a grief-stricken person 
receives the same reward as him [The reward of the grief-stricken is for their 
endurance of their pain (ed.)].’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 82, p. 94, no. 46]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��k���/ 5�=kc�� t0��� 	��  ��l��� ��\ k$�� Q ��1�
 ���J?�� �$�� 9  . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever condoles with a mother bereaved of her child 
will be shaded by Allah by the shade of His Throne on the Day when no other 
shade will avail.’ [al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 227, no. 3]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�C�R"a� �v�8| ���?�
 XO� �;�
 ��0%�� �	�� ����[ . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The minimum condolence required of you is that 
the bereaved one sees you present.’ [al-Faqih, v. 1, p. 174, no. 505]    

�3�_�(� �+�?�Q%�V o �=�A�? �6 

What to Say When Giving Condolences to a Grief-Stricken Person  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������:(����� "V1j�E �X[   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�VB t7��� �s\ :����� �L"[�?�]`  �VB O0(�y �s\N 2 L"=�-�8�EN  :����� ���E�   L"=�� 
L"=����� ���E�N . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) narrated that when the Prophet (SAWA) gave condolences, he 
would say, ‘May Allah recompense you and have mercy on you’ , and that when 
he gave congratulations, he would say, ‘May Allah bless you and send blessings 
on you.’ [Musakkin al-Fu’ ?d, p. 108]    

��'�?�Q%�V I�6 ��# �3�_�(� �+
��/E�V! 

Congratulating the Grief-Stricken is More Appropriate than Condoling 
Him  

5 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� +$:�j  	�  	���_��� ���%�
 ���6 9 � : �;�C�R"a�  $ ]� 5��� �;�
 ��0%�� 	�� �N/  K�1kc��  $ ]x � ";�� (:0%�� . 

5– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, when giving condolences to al-Hasan b. Sahl, 
‘Congratulating someone for the reward that is in store for them is more 
appropriate than condoling them for a transient affliction.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, 
p. 353, no. 9]    
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* This refers mainly to a bereaved person who is grieving the loss of a loved one, 
though it also includes any other type of affliction or misfortune that may befall 
someone and for which one may express sympathy or condolences (ed.) 

 

THE CONGREGATION   ��َ��.َا� 
 

����� ���
  �;��-��� �b��  

Allah’s Hand Is With The Congregation  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;B�?"���N L"[7
\N 2�;�-��� L"=���� 2��7(�� :.
/ . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O people, stay with the congregation and stay 
away from division.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 1028]    

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ��
   	�� �D�s7f�� �D7f�� �vh�m�� �U�Z�%���
 -[ "XZ�7f�� �����Z�%�4� L�:(�� ls7f��km�%�J� �so> 2�;�-��� 5�� 
�(�w�� L . 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah’s Hand [i.e. divine aid] is with the 
congregation. Whenever a straying individual deviates, Satan snatches him up 
like a wolf snatches a sheep starying from the herd.’[Ibid. no. 1032]    

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :(����� ��
  �;�-��� �b�  . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah’s Hand [i.e. divine aid] is with the 
congregation.’[Ibid. no. 20241]    

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�K�m�� ";�B�?"���N �;�®�E ";�-��� . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Congregation [upon the truth] is a mercy and 
division is chastisement.’[Ibid. no. 20242]    

�;�-��� �}���6 

The Interpretation of Congregation  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�$��j �BN � :";�-�] � � W �q�%7�{ � :�� <D�?f�� �1^[ �X\N 3�#� 5�� �X[ 	 . 
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5- The Prophet (SAWA), when asked, ‘Who are the congregation of your 
community?’, replied, ‘Those who are with the truth, even if they are but ten 
people.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 154, no. 2]    

6 �u�� ����� �)������������� �� (� �;B�?"���N �;�-���N �;��� C��N �;7(.���  }��6 	� �$��j �BN � :�����N � ";0(.���   G�7-� ";7(�j � ) �N ������� {z� �uk��|
����`(�����N � ";�-���N 2:�B�E> � ";��� C��N 2  ��i�� ";B�?"���N 2�1l��B �X\N 3�#�  $y/ ";����i�� �  $y/ ";��  �N?"c�[ �X\N  $�C�� . 

6- Imam Ali (AS), when asked to explain the terms: sunna [Prophetic practice], 
innovation, congregation and division, said, ‘By Allah, the sunna is the tradition of 
Muhammad (SAWA); innovation is anything that deviates from it; the 
congregation is the gathering of people who are with the truth, even if they are 
few in number; and division is the dissention of people who are with falsehood, 
even if they be many in number.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 1644] 

CONJECTURE   1EFَا� 
 

   

�)A%���� -I
}�� 

Conjecture and Reason  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����&��  E��B 5��  $�]0?�� .	�� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man’s conjecture is proportionate to the extent of his 
reason.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6038]    

2 �u�� ����� �)������������ ��� :( $�y��  !&�
 	�� .��|/  $�B��� .	� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘An intellectual man’s conjecture is sounder than an 
ignorant man’s certainty.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6040]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( (��,"a� �X1�("� �1"&06������ kXo> p�!  L:�%�(P��/ 5�� 0��#� �$���] ��6  . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Be wary of the opinions given by believers, for verily Allah 
has made the truth flow from their tongues.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 309]    

���/��B# 	�� �{�O# �:6# xp�h 
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Look for the Best in Any Situation Involving a Fellow Brother  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<�Em�� ���� ���-�%��> <�Em�� ���� �� i�6 L�� �Xo�> 2�Em�� �q��4P� �v"��"� . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Make an excuse for your fellow brother, and even 
if you do not have an excuse [for his behaviour], then seek out an excuse for 
him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 197, no. 15]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(G;�-���=� 0	0("Y�6 QN 2�q�C��w�
 � ��(�� �q���6O�
 57%8 �� (��8/ 5�� �q�4/ �?�/ �b�g �)^/N <�I1�j �q�4/ 	�� )�]�?�4 
 <��-_��  }�£� 9 :�� �� i�6 . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘See the best in any situation involving a fellow brother, 
until you experience something from him which proves you wrong, and do not 
assume the worst about something that your brother may say if you can find the 
possibility for good therein.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 250, no. 8]    

DIU}�� �I��B �)&
* 

The Virtue in Entertaining Good Opinions  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3��� ";���jN  v��&�� ";�8�E 3	kY�� �	��8  	
 . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Entertaining good opinions is a comfort to the heart and 
[indicates] soundness of faith.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4816]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( Ò�� ��l��&�6 	� ui(�
N 2 0L:��� �U�����
 3	kY�� �	��8 . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Entertaining good opinions reduces anxiety, and saves 
one from being taken over by sin.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4823]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;0C�_�a� �L�:(�� ��8  �(� � ��.(�� �	���8 	�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who thinks the best of people gains their 
love.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8842]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3	kY�� �	��8  ��E�1�� "$�S>/ . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of piety is to think the best of people.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 3027]    
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DIU}�� j��1 I�6 �:?S!H'�� 

Caution against Entertaining Low or Suspicious Opinions  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  K�m�=�� �K�m[/ 0	kY�� kXo> p0	kY��N L"[7
\ . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Beware of suspicion for verily suspicion is the 
worst of all lies.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 195, no. 8]    

11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �1�S��> L�6?0��Z�6 �s\N 2�1�wC�6 �> L�6����8 �s\N 2�1"&�&�_�6 �> L�%(�(�� �s\ . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If you have assumed the worst [about someone 
or something], then do not seek to make it true. And if you are jealous [of 
someone or something] then do not covet them, and if you draw an evil omen 
from something, ignore it and walk away.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7585]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� � 3	kY�� {I1�j :���-i�
 57%�J ��h�?�@ �d?�#�N �Ù"��N �$��C�� �X\   .  

12– Imam Ali (AS) wrote in his letter to al-Ashtar when he appointed him 
governor of Egypt, ‘Verily miserliness, cowardice and greed are all evil impulses 
brought together by entertaining a low opinion of Allah.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 
53]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 3	kY�� PI1�j b�� �X�\ Q . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no room for faith with suspicion.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 10534]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  EN?.f�� 5�� "F��C�
N �E1�"Q� ��P���
 3	kY�� {I1�j . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Suspicion corrupts matters and gives rise to 
evils.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5575]    

15 �u�� ����� �) ��������������� :( �D�*C���� ��P���
 3	kY�� HI1�j �Xo> p0	kY�� HIuP��6 X/ ��7
\ . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of entertaining suspicious thoughts for verily 
suspicion corrupts worship.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2709]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��P���̂  bC�Z � ��\ �'�?�
 Q ��7̂� p�}�4 G��8O � .	"Y�
 Q �?
3?3f�� . 
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16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The evil person cannot think well of anybody because 
he can only see people as he himself is predisposed.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
1903]    

 �@-/�̂ 5'��DIU}�� ����1 �@�̀ ��? �H;�� 

Avoiding That Which Incites Suspicious Thoughts  

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0	kY�� ��� HIj/ 	�� 0	��1"��
 �> �;�-�:.%�� �U�B1�� �����^ �UkB�N 	�� . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who stands in a suspect place cannot blame anyone 
for thinking suspiciously of him.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 250, no. 8]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0	kY�� ��� HIj/ 	�� 0	��1"��
 �> �;�-�:.%�� ������̂ ��0?�� 	�� 2�L :.6� PI10��� �$�4���� �$�4�* 	�� . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who enters bad places naturally stands to be 
accused, and the one who exposes himself to accusation cannot blame anyone 
for thinking suspiciously of him.’[Kanz al-Fawa’id, v. 2, p. 182]    

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(J�� ";����i�� E�4� � 3	kY�� HI1�j "� E1�6  E�? . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sitting in the company of bad people engenders 
suspicious thoughts about good people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 197, no. 31]    

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( <Q8  �0(�� "/�1j/ ������> PI1���� ���8/ ��� ���c�
 L��N 2��3(�� PI1���� G��8O�� ���c�
 L�� 	�� . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The person in the worst state is the one who does not 
trust anybody because of his suspiciousness, and who is not trusted by anybody 
because of his evil actions.’[Kanz al-Fawa’id, v. 2, p. 182]    

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( G��8/ �$"[ 	�� �¼�81�%j� ��.(�� �	��_�
 L�� 	�� . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who does not think well of people feels 
alienated from everybody.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9084]    

DIU}�� j��1 �r���̀  �,�����6 

Instances When Suspicion is Allowed  

22"V1jE � �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 3	kY�� PI1���  �0(�� �	�� �1�j ?�%8�� . 
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22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Guard yourselves against people with 
suspicion.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 158, no. 142]    

23 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �s\N 2�L���� �&> �;��1�8 ��(�� �?�:Y�6 L�� +$�]�?� 0	kY�� �$�]�E HIj/ 7L"M ����y/N �X�0��� 5�� �̄ �0R�� 5��1�%j� �s\
�]�E �	��8O�> ����y/N �X�0��� 5�� �*����� �1�%j� �E0?�@ ��&�> +$�]?� 0	kY�� �$ . 

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘At a time when good prevails over an era and among its 
people, if a man suspects another person who has never been seen committing 
an offence, then he has indeed wronged him. And when corruption prevails over 
an era and among its people, if a man assumes the best about somebody, then 
he has indeed jeopardised himself.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 114]    

24 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(/ G��8� k$�_�
 L�� 3��#� �	�� �v��@/ �E1��� �X[ �s\ ��(�� �q�s �� ?��
 57%8 �}�4 G��8O� 0	"Y�
 X . 

24– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘At a time when injustice is more prevalent than 
good, it is not permitted for anyone to entertain good opinions about another 
unless he knows him to be such.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 298, no. 2] 

CONSANGUINAL RELATIONS   ABِ)�ا� 
 

   

�]�B5:�� �+
��" �)&
* 

Reconciliation with One's Kin  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( L�80?�� ";��| <��1�M  }�£� �$�i�/ kX\ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily the good deed to be rewarded the fastest is 
reconciliation with one's kin.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 152, no. 15]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�q�-�8�E �$�| <;�(�j �?�j . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If you want to be happy the whole year, reconcile 
with your kin.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 103, no. 61]    

�]�B5:�� �+
��" ���<Y 
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The Benefits of Maintaing Relations With One’s Kin  

3 {I�?y0��� ";-�> �)�������� �:����� :(����� ���?�>  �*������ <D-(��  �8E�� �;���|  . 

3– Fatima al-Zahra’ (AS) said, 'Allah made the maintenance of relations with 
one's kin obligatory in order to maintain growth in population.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 
94, no. 23]    

4 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���-�8�E �$�R�����> 2 ���B� E 9 �*���
N 2 �����]/ 9 O��(�
 X/ �'0?�j 	�� . 

4– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, 'Whoever would like an increase in his lifespan 
and in his sustenance should maintain relations with his kin.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 
91, no. 15]    

5 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( u�-�(�6N �V-��� u�[���6  �8E�� ";���| $�]�� 9 "½P�(�6N �K��#� �?3����6N 2 t1��C�� �b�>��6N 2 �V�1��� . 

5– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Maintaining relations with one's kin purifies one's 
actions, brings about an increase in wealth, repels misfortunes, eases the 
account [on the Day of Resurrection], and delays one's appointed time of death 
.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 150, no. 4]    

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $�]�� 9 "½P�(�6N  e�7?�� 9 ��
 ��6N 2 ����0(�� �v3��Z�6N 0U�=�� ��3-���6N ��"�"£� �	3��_�6  �8E�� ";�| . 

6– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Maintaining relations with one's kin improves one's 
character, brings about open-handedness and cheerfulness, increases in one's 
sustenance, and delays one's appointed time of death.’[al-Kafi, p. 152, no. 12]    

7 .T*«� ����� �)������������� �� :(����� �Lk��[ 7-��   �X�?-�� �	�� 5j1� �$]N7�� )�������� ������� (5j1� �VB : u«\ ... W ���-�8�E �$�|�N 	�� {I���] �
�VB :��1�a� ���?�=�j ������ "X31�y"�N 2�����]/ ���� "O��^/ 25j1� 
 . 

7– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, 'When Allah allowed [Prophet] Moses son of Amran 
(AS) to converse with Him, Moses (AS) asked, 'My God, what is the reward of 
one who maintains relations with his kin?’ He replied, 'O Moses, I delay the 
appointed time of his death, and ease the pangs of death for him.’[Amali al-
Saduq, p. 173, no. 8]    

�p���A�� �+
��" 
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Reconciling With One Who Cuts You Off  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�q%���Z�B X\N �q�-�8�E �b�Z&�6 Q . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Do not cut off your kin even if they cut you off.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 347, no. 6]    

9� �!�#� ����� )�������� ������� :(�����Z�B 	�� �$�|�N 	��  �(�� �$�|N/ �X\ . 

9– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, 'The best reconciler is he who reconciles with one 
who cut him off.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 400, no. 41]    

�]�B5:�� �+�%�u
e I�� �:?S!5'�� 

Caution against Cutting Ties With One's Kin  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( +L�8�E �b��B L :�> +�1�B 5�� "V ¬�6 Q �;=h�a� �X\ . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily divine mercy does not spread over a 
people if among them lives one who has cut ties with his kin.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 6978]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  E�?J�� T��
/ 9 "V�1��� �)�����] ��8E�� �1���Z�B �s\ . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'If they cut off ties with their kin, their wealth will be 
placed at the disposal of evil people.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 348, no. 8]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  L�80?�� ";���Z�B HI(���� "$3i���6 ¸�� �K1^lm�� . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The sin that hastens one's death is cutting off ties 
with one's kin.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 94, no. 23]    

�]�B5:�� ���  �)�"�? �6 7)
e# 

The Least One Can Do To Maintain Relations With One's Kin  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��0�� � 1�N L"=��8E/ �1"��| . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Maintain relations with your kin even if it be with 
a mere greeting (salam).’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, p. 57]    
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14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(:(�� ts�� .U�[ �L�80?�� ��� "$�|1�6 � "$�S>/N 2�I� 	�� G;��?�f � 1�N �q�-�8�E �$�| . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Maintain relations with your kin even if it be by 
offering them a drink of water. The best way to maintain relations is to refrain 
from hurting them in any way.’[al-Kafi, v. 2,p. 151, no. 9] 

CORRUPTION   ا�َ+��ُد 
 

   


+56�%�� �Pj�$�?�6 

That Which Corrupts People in General  

1��+��_%
(�  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �0?�g/ ������ �?0��w�
 ¢N <;�� ̂��� � �$�-�� �s\N 2:����� ��\ 0?�S�6 ¢ <�7?�j ��C���� � �$�-�� �s\ �;��R��a� �X\
�;0���� .  

1. Sin  1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If a servant [of Allah] was to secretly sin, he 
would only harm himself, and if he was to commit it openly and not change, 
people would be harmed by it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 100, p. 74, no. 15]    

2��0��'O2�  

2 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� :(����� �È/N  �����HIJ� ��\ :�&�_Ú�� :"���� �?�:�� ��\ :3� C�̂ ����� �;0�"� )�����%4� � 2   .  

2. Dissention  2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘By Allah, no sooner does a community 
dissent after their prophet than falsehood prevails over the truth, save that which 
Allah wills…’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 235, no. 5]    

3�Dk�� �p/�6  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(+b�%��%�� �}@ 3T 1�&�� 	�� ��l&�8 :�> �U��0S�� "m�4,�
Q �;7�"� ��0��&�6 	� .  

3. Preventing the truth  3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A community who does 
not let the weak uphold his rights from the strong without obstacle will never be 
sanctified.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 258, no. 1]    
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C��Pj�$�(� I�6 

Who are the Corruptors?  

4����� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�$�B 2¸0�"� ������> �����> �s\N 2¸0�"� )�_"��| _"��| �s\ ¸0�"� 	�� �X�(�| :����� �V1jE
   W -�y 	��N 2
�VB : {I�?��"Q�N {I:�&"��� . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are two kinds of people from my community 
who if they are sound [of faith] my community will be sound, and if they are 
corrupt my community will become corrupt.’ The Prophet was asked, ‘And who 
are they O messenger of Allah?’ He replied, ‘The jurists and the leaders.’[al-
Khisal, p. 37, no. 12]    

5 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� :( �*����� 	��)�D������a� ( �*��a� "D�������N 2�*���� ";��g\ . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily, from corruption comes the loss of sustenance.’[al-
Kafi, v. 8, p. 23, no. 4]    

6 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�N  L�yE3��� �bZ�B �*����� 	�� t10(�� �̄ ?��N  E(
3�� . 

6– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Of the things that are corruptive are blocking 
dirhams and dinars [i.e. blocking their circulation in society through hoarding] and 
relinquishing one’s determination.’[al-Faqih, v. 3, p. 167, no. 3625]    

�,��
$�� �p
*P�? �6 

That Which Repels Corruption  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� �*C�� Q1�    7C�| �K�m���� �L"=���� 0v�R�� 2�b06�E �Lh:��N 2�b0g�E �X�C�|N 2�bk[�E  . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Were it not for the praying servants of Allah, the 
young suckling children, and the grazing animals, punishment would pour down 
on you.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 353, no. 1007]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�:(�� "VN��6N 2�L�&3(�� �L : � "V ¬�6 �!8 ��(�� kX/ 1� 2L : �1�"B 	�� G����N�N 2L :�67� ̂ 	�� +e��R � L:3��E �\ �1�� ��> 2�L��3(�� �L
G��j> k$"[ L�:�� ����|/N 2G* EJ k$"[ L :���� 0*�?�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If people were to fear and return to their Lord when 
calamities befall them and blessings are taken away from them, returning with 
truth in their intentions, and reverence in their hearts, He would return to them 
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every runaway, and correct every corrupt person.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 178] 
   

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� kX\�  ) ���( 2�1"=���:�� �D�R�� ��?�6 5�� �1���́ / 1�N (�%����J 	�� u���R�
 Q 	0-�� (�%���J 	�� u���R�
 	�- � �b�>��

����� kX\N   u�[���
Q 	0-�� (�%���J 	�� u�[���
 	�µ �b�>�����  ...����� "V1B 1yN  k$]N0���  :»����� �b>�* Q1��N  �S��� ��(�� ��EH�� ���������� +¦��C � L�:« . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah repels [corruption] from those of our followers 
who do not pray, with those of our followers who do pray, and if they were to all 
agree to not pray, they would be destroyed. And verily Allah repels [corruption] 
from those of our followers who do not pay the alms-tax with those of our 
followers who do pay the alms-tax. And this is the purport of Allah’s verse in the 
Qur’an: “Were it not for Allah's repelling the people by means of one another, the 
earth would surely have been corrupted.” [Qur`an 2:251] [al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 451, no. 
1] 

COUNSEL  ا�َ@�َرى 
 

   

�9���b
(� 	
��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Consultation  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� 
/�? � w�%j�  	�� �?��4 �BN 2 �;�
���«� �!�� "DEf�%jQ� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Seeking to consult someone [in one’s affairs] is guidance 
in itself, and the one who suffices himself with his own opinion endangers 
himself.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 211]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�E�Nf"a[ �} :�� Q . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no better support than good counsel.’[Ibid. no. 
54]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(t1�«� �K1�f��  }�f�%�"a� �T/�EN 2 ���?�|  }f"a� �T/�E �X� �D�E�Nf"a� 5�� 0¦�8 -7̂\ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Seeking counsel has been highly emphasised because 
the opinion of the counselor is unadulterated whereas the opinion of the one 
seeking counsel is polluted with his own whims.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3908]    
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]�E�V�����b�6 FM��/�? 2 I�6 

People Whose Counsel Should Not Be Sought  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( 7u�� ���� �)�������� ������� (� :  E Nf�6 QN 2 �±�?��a� �q���� ��3��S�
 ��7̂o> <^C�] �E Nf�6 Q 2 .u�� 

<y�?�J �q� �	3
���
 ��7̂o> <R
?�8 �E Nf�6 QN 2 �q�%�
@ 	� �q� �?�R�&�
 ��7̂o> �$���C�� . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Ali, do not seek counsel from a coward for verily 
he will confine the way out for you, nor from the miser for verily he will hold you 
back from your goal, and nor from the covetous one for verily he will make 
greediness fair-seeming to you.’[`AIlal al-Shara’i`a , p. 559, no. 1]    

5� �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( K�?0��[ ��7̂o> p �K��m�=��  ?�f�%��6 Q :�q���� ��3��C�
N �����C�� �q���� �K3?�&�
 �v
?�&�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not seek counsel from a liar for verily he is like a 
mirage – he makes that which is far appear near, and he makes that which is 
near appear far.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10351]    

]�E�V�����b�6 FM��/�? I�6 

People Whose Counsel is Worthy of Being Sought  

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;���E�� y�*N���_ � ��\ "X1=6 Q �D�E1f�a� �X\ ...0NO> �X1=�
 X/ ";�^c��N 2 <��B� �'�E Nf�6 Tm�� �X1=
 X/ :"�
���-�%=�
N �q�s 0?P��
 7L"M �q�-����[ ��� ���-��� �X1=��> ��3?�j 5�� �����Z�6 X/ ";���?��N 2<��4�1�� <&
��| �X1=
 X/ ";c�c��N 2<(3
���%�� <�7?�8 . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Counsel should only be sought whilst fulfilling its 
four terms. Firstly that the one whose counsel you seek must be a man of 
intellect. Secondly that he must be a free and religious man. Thirdly, he must be 
brotherly and friendly, and fourthly that when you disclose your secret to him 
whereby he knows as much about it as you do, he would keep your secret and 
guard it well.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 98, no. 2280]    

�Kb�'��(� �,���W 	��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Guiding One Who Seeks Your Counsel  

7 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L����
 	�� �\ ���6��JE/ �L����6 L�� X\N 2 ������ ��?�J/ <
/�E ���� kX/ �)-���� �X\  }f�%�"a� .��8 . 
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7– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘The right of the one who seeks your counsel 
is that you point him in the right direction if you know that he is inclined towards a 
certain opinion, and if you do not know [which way to point out], then you must 
guide him to someone who does.’[al-Khisal, p. 570, no. 1]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���C���j  T/0?�� �¦�_�� ���_�R(�
 L���> �'4/ �Ef�%j�  	��   ���
/�E  . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever seeks counsel from a fellow brother who 
refuses to advise him with even an opinion either way, Allah wrests him of his 
opinion.’[al-Mahasin, v. 2, p. 438, no. 2521]    

�+�6����� �:6
� F�* �����b�� 

The Role of the Counsel in Government  

9º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �;
N�� �\ ���� +K%[ 	�� :�%]� �Xo> 2  ER^��N �	
 ? ]:�-��� tE1.f�� -7̂\ �X[ ��\ �'10-�jN +$�]�E 5�� �1���-
���� �q�s   g E . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said in a letter that he wrote to Muawiya, ‘…rather counsel is 
confined to the muhajirun and the ansar [muhajirun – early Muslims who 
migrated from Mecca to Medina with the Prophet (ed.) ansar – Medinan Muslims 
who helped the Meccan Muslim migrants settle in Medina (ed.) ]. If they agree on 
an individual and take him to be their leader, it will be deemed to mean Allah’s 
pleasure.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 6]    

10º �u�� ����� )������������ ��� :( 	�� �q�s �	��` QN 2 �½�Z4"� X/  e1�� � uP���̂ 9 �)��� u7̂o> p +V��� � GD�E1f�� N/ 2 À��_ � G;��&�� 	�� �1l�"=�6 Q
����� �u��=�
 X/ �Q\ 2 u���>   u7(�� ��� �q���/ 1�y � uP���̂ 	�� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not desist from speaking the truth, nor from offering 
your counsel with fairness, for verily I do not regard myself above erring, nor do I 
consider myself immune from erring in my actions. It is only that Allah makes up 
for my shortcomings and helps me avoid errors in all these matters wherein He is 
more powerful than I.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 216]    

11º �	�#� ����� )�������� ������� ( 	��  �;
N�� �b�� ���6���y��� : �?��� "X1=
 $�� 2 ��:�� �'����� 	�� G��8/ �\ ���:��
 X/ �X���j r/  	� �;
N��-�� ����
 �!-��a� �!�� tE1�J �'����� 	��. 

11– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, with regards to his treaty with Muawiya, ‘Muawiya 
b. Abi Sufyan has no right to delegate anybody after him to power. Rather the 
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matter will be for the Muslims to decide in counsel amongst themselves.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 44, p. 65, no. 13] 

COURAGE   ��َ�.)@ا� 
 

   

�+���^5b�� �)x&
* 

Courage  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�?�g8 ���� ";��i0f�� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Courage is might at hand.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 572]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�?�y� �;���S�>N �D�?�g8 �D�?R�̂ ";�i0f�� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Courage is a ready victory and an obvious virtue.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 1700]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( K�m�=�� b�� �Ù"�� �X[N 2 �;��i0f�� b�� �e�3R�� �X=�� {I�J�� ����0��-�6 1�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'If qualities were to be classified, honesty would be with 
courage, and cowardice with dishonesty.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7597]    

4 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� ( 	� �$��j �BN � � �;�i0f�� :�X��Z�� ��(�� �¥0R��N 2 �X�?B�� ";���B�1�� . 

4– Imam al-Hasan (AS) was once asked about courage, to which he replied, 'It is 
to know when to stand up to one's opponents, and when to be patient in the face 
of criticism.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 226]    


+���^5b�� �����? �6 

That Which Engenders Courage  

5 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :(t?4"��� )����� �;���S�> 0	�:(�� GD���8�N �$"=�� 2 �bhC�� ���M 5�� ";��i0f�� �)�� C�] : �	�� ";���̂��N 2  ��0(� � {I�0���
�� ��1j1�a�N 2 ����� C���� ��&�
 Q Tm�� �$�Z�C�� �X[  �i.f�� 9 )����=�6 �Xo> 2  ?[�m�� �v���N 2 �Vlm�� :�S��� ���> )���g��6 X\N 2 �' ?R�� 9  ���B

 <���B\ 0��J/N �?�c[/ ���> )���g��6 Tm�� �q�s 9 ���%��i�J )�̂[ +¦��� 5�� . 
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5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Courage has been created based on three natural 
characteristics, each of which has an exclusive merit over the rest. They are: 
self-esteem, dignity [in the face of humiliation], and seeking a good reputation. If 
they all attain perfection in the courageous man, he is an invincible hero, 
distinguished for his boldness in his generation. And if some of them are 
perfected in him more than others, then his courage will far supercede in those 
particular qualities over the rest.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 236, no. 66]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���%���̂/  E��B 5�� ���%��i�JN 2 ���60N�?��  E��B 5�� ��"B��|N 2���%0-�y  E��B 5�� $�]0?���E��B . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'A man's worth is in proportion to the extent of his 
ambition, his honesty is in proportion to the extent of his gallantry, and his 
courage is in proportion to the extent of his dignity [in the face of 
humiliation].’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 47]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( E��B 5�� ���6�}�@N 2 ���%0-�y  E��B 5���  $�]0?�� ";��i�J���%0��-�8  . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'A man's courage is in proportion to the extent of his 
ambition, and his zeal in proportion to the extent of his ardour.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 5763]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( "X1=6 �;0��-�#�  E��B 5��";��i0f�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, '[A man's] courage is in proportion to the extent of [his] 
ardour.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6180]    

�G�H/�� �p�̂ �# 

The Most Courageous of People  

9����� "V1jE 0?�� �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�i�8 �X1��>?
 +�1�&��V&> 2<�? :�1�B W�my � : �V&> 2 ^�1B/N ^0��J/ �q�m� �� ?�^) �N ������� {z� �uk��|
����` :(�1�B W L"[�1B/N L"[3��JO� L"[�? C4"� Q/ :����� �V1jE 
 5��   . �VB : 2 +$��� QN +Ò\ 9 �'g E �����4��
 L�� �u�g�E �s\ Tm�� �L"[�1B/N L"[.��J/

�j �s\NÀ��_ � ���� ����� � ����%�
 L�� �E���B �s\N 2 3��#�  V1�B 	�� ��"Z���j ���] ?��
 L�� �n�� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Shall I tell you who is the toughest and strongest 
from among you?’ They replied, ‘Yes, O Prophet of Allah, do tell us’, so the 
Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The strongest and toughest of you is he who, when he is 
happy, his happiness does not lead him to committing a sin or anything wrong, 
and when he gets angry, his anger does not prevent him from speaking the truth, 
and when he is empowered in any way, he does not take hold of that which is not 
lawfully his.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 366, no. 1]    
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10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(L�y�j/  �(�� �b�iJ/ . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The most courageous of people is the most generous of 
them.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2899]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�# � �$:��� �v���@ 	��  �(�� �b�iJ/  L� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The most courageous of people is he who conquers his 
rashness with clemency.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 3357]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( +v� C�� 	�� �b�iJ/ Q . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'There is no one more courageous than a man of 
understanding.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 10591]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��P���̂ 5�� <^Z��j L:�-�Y�/  �(�� t�1B/ . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The strongest of people is the one with the greatest 
authority over his own self.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3188]    

�+���^5b�� �+
*Y 

The Bane of Courage  

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ����#� ";��g\ �;��i0f�� ";�>` . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The bane of courage is losing one's 
judiciousness.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3938]    

15��� � .T?=���� ��)�������� ������� :( kX\ ...�E.1�:�6 1�:> ������ �*�� Xo> 2 <�E��&�� �;��i0f�� . 

15– Imam al-`Aaskari (AS) said, 'Verily… courage has a limit, which when 
overstepped becomes foolhardiness.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 377, no. 3] 

COVENANT  *ُI�َا� 
 

   

�PE�%���  j��*���� 	
��� 78!
�� 
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THE COVENANT * 

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(k$�8"� -�> L :��N?�J ��(�� �X1-���"a� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Muslims [make and] fulfil their promises according 
to what is permissible.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 10909]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ^O�> 2 ��(�� +���̂  v���  }�w � <���J ��(�� �m�4/ N/ 2���%�B� �e1�> ����k��[ N/ 2 ���R�&�%^�  N/ 2 <���y��� �L���� 	�� Q/
�;����&�� ��1�
 ��i�i�8 . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily whoever is not true to an agreement, or 
breaks it, or promises beyond that which he is capable of, or omits something 
from it without good intention therein, then I will hold it against him on the Day of 
Resurrection.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 10924]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �nk��j ��:���� �1S�&�̂ �s\  L�y0N���� L :�����  . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When they break a covenant, Allah allows their 
enemy to gain mastery over them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 100, p. 46, no. 3]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ���� ��:�� Q 	�-�� �	
�* Q . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who does not keep a promise has no 
religion.’[Nawadir al-R`awandi, p. 5]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� 9 ��h��B �*1:���� kX\����� �����|�N :���|�N 	�-> 2 �;����&��  �1�
 �\  e(�  ����� �����m�4 :�S�&�̂ 	��N 2     	��N 2 
 :�Y��_ � ���&��4 �m�4/N y��k[/ Tm��� 5��\ ��%�-�|4 : � 0U���%j� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily promises are chains on people’ s necks until the 
Day of Resurrection. So whoever fulfils them is delivered by Allah, and whoever 
breaks them is forsaken by Allah, and whoever takes them lightly will have to 
contend with the One Who has placed special emphasis on them and Who has 
enjoined upon His creation to fulfil them.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3650]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �?R�� �'�Q�N 7-��  ?�%J¾�� �� �%�[ 	�� � :�����  ¦h�?�> 	�� �����    e.?���6 �b�� � <�-�%]� ������� .��J/ ��7(�� »Iu�J 
�*1:��� � PI>�1��  L�Y��6 	�� � L :h�E` �).%�f�6N 2L :h�1y/ . 

6– Imam Ali (AS), in a letter he wrote to al-Ashtar when he appointed him 
governor of Egypt, said, ‘Among all things made incumbent by Allah, there is 
nothing on which people are more strongly united, in spite of the difference of 
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their opinions and the diversity of their views, than the respect for fulfilling 
promises.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 53]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X��� �	�� ��:���� �	��8 . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily fulfilment of a promise is part of faith.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 3379]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� � �	�&
/ �  �sN �'�*1:�� ���?�
 L�� 	�� ���%0� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who does not observe his promises and his guarantee 
does not have conviction in Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9577]    

9 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  $��i�
 L�� ����M  �R4�E 0	 :�> G��8I�Q k$]N0��� <; ... : ? ]���N 3?�C��� ��:��� � {I>�1�� . 

9– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘There are three things wherein Allah, Mighty and 
Exalted, has not granted anyone a concession … the fulfilment of one’ s promise, 
be it to the good person or the bad.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 162, no. 15]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ���1B 9 � :»D1"B ������ �	�� :�����@ �)�S�&�̂ ¸k��[ �1^1=�6 Q�N «� :  L��6 ��� 	�� �D/�?�� :����@ )�S�&�̂ ¸���
:�� "V&�
 �D0?��  	� : ";�Z ��E)";�Z
E (�6  	� ����j  	�  v��[ �)( � 0L"M ��%�S�&�̂ )�����@ �so> 2 �?��0f�� "V �w�6 HI&-�8 )�̂[ 2 +v��@  	� 0T,"�  	�  v��[  	�  L�

����� �V&> 2 ��%�����w�> ��*�   :»D1"B ������ �	�� :����@ �)�S�&�̂ ¸k��[ �1^1=�6 Q�N«����� kX\   ¦&�̂ 	�� 5:�̂N PI>�1� � �?��/ ���6N ���EC�6  �K�?�S> 2 ��:���� 
 <��c�� L�:�� . 

10– Imam al-Baqir (AS) with regards to Allah’ s verse “Do not be like her who 
would undo her yarn, breaking it up after [spinning it to] strength, by making your 
oaths a means of [mutual] deceit among yourselves …”[ Qur’ an 1692], said, ‘The 
one who undid her yarn was a woman from the tribe of Bani Taym b. Murrah, 
called Rabita (Rayta), daughter of Ka`ab b. Sa`ad b. Taym b. Ka`ab b. Lu`aayya 
b. Ghalib. She was a stupid woman who would spin hair, and after she had spun 
it, she would undo it then start to spin it all over again. So Allah said, “Do not be 
like her who would undo her yarn …” Verily Allah, Blessed and most High, has 
commanded the fulfilment of the oath and has prohibited its breaking, and has 
made this a parable for them.’[Tafsir al-Qummi, v. 1, p. 389]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (���6 ����1�B 	�� �$��j 7-�� � :»�	
mk�� :.
/
 �*1&��� � �1>�N/ �1(��` «� :�*1:���� . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when asked about the verse “O you who have faith! 
Keep your agreements”, replied, ‘[It refers to] promises.’[Tafsir al-Qummi, v. 1, p. 
289, no. 5]  
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* The Arabic word `Aahd, here translated as covenant, includes anything by way 
of a promise, a pledge, a vow, a contract, an oath, a covenant or any such 
agreement between people (ed.) 

 

COVETOUSNESS   ص�ا�ِ� 
 

   

��:��� 

Covetousness  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  d?�#�  	� �$��j �BN � : � W 1�y � : }c�=�� �;��go�  $���&�� �v���� 1�y . 

1- Imam Ali (AS), when asked about covetousness, said, ‘It is the desire for 
something little through the loss of a lot.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 167, no. 31]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��0�,�� »I(�� �d�?�#� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Covetousness is a terminal [source of] distress.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 982]    

3 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� : (�D0N�?"a� TE���
 �d?�#� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Covetousness stains one’s gallantry.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 1107]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( v��0%�� ";0��Z�� �d?�#� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Covetousness is the mount of pains.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 280]    

��?:
�� 

The Covetous  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �$��j �BN � : � lV�s/ ÔV"s .T/ : �^.��� 5�� �d?�#� . 
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5- Imam Ali (AS), when asked, ‘Which is the worst humility?’, said, ‘Coveting the 
world.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 322, no. 4]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �'�?��j/ .q���
 Q G;�̂:�� �}�j/ �¿
?�#� . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The covetous is a captive of a lowliness whose captivity is 
never-ending.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1370]    

7 �u�� ����� �)���������� ����� : (��N?�_�� �¿
?�#� 2 ��1��&�� �e�3?�� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sustenance is allotted, and the covetous is 
denied.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 96]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �¿
?�#� y }>�m�Á �^.��� �q���� 1�N �}&�> . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The covetous one is poor even if he owns the whole 
world.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1753]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (57(���6N u�&�J �d�?�8 	�� . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who covets is wretched and miserable.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 7723]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (u��%�=�
 Q �¿
?�#� . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The covetous one is never satiated.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 365]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �	=�N 2  e�3?�� 9 ��
��
 Q �d?�#� �E���&�� lV�m�
 . 

11- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Covetousness does not increase sustenance, but rather 
it degrades its worth.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1877]    

12 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�S�> +v��Û �d?�#� QN 2 <B�� E G;�� ̂- � ";k����� )���� "V-��%�j�N 2 ��1%_�� �$�]��N ��1��&�� �e�3?�� kX\N 2 <�
  L�M�O�a� �v���  d?�#� . 

12- Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘Self-restraint does not prevent [the descent of] 
sustenance, nor does covetousness attract any surplus [sustenance]; for indeed 
sustenance is allotted, and death is certain, and covetousness is only asking for 
sin.’[A`alam al-Din, no. 428]    
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13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 3��&�� �D�*N�* "$�c�� �^.��� 5��  ¿
?�#� "$�c�� :[ <���� :P����̂ 5�� 3��&�� 	�� ���*�*��� -k�"[ 	�� :�� ������/ �X
<7-�@ ��1-�6 57%8 2  ±N?"£� . 

13- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The similitude of the one who covets this world is 
as the caterpillar: the more silk it spins around itself, the harder it makes its exit 
for itself, until it dies of grief.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 316, no. 7]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ���1�| �!(�,a� �}�/ �X[   "V1&
 ������  : � �?���
/ kXo> �q���=�
 � �^.��� 	�� ��
?�6 �)("[ �X\ 2 ��*` �	��
> �q���=�
 Q � ��
?�6 -0̂\ �)("[ �X\N 2 �q���=�
 :�> �q���=�
 Q :�> � k$"[ kXo . 

14- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The Commander of the Faithful, blessings of Allah 
be upon him, used to say, ‘O son of Adam! If only you sought from the world 
enough to satisfy your needs, indeed the very least from it would be enough to 
satisfy your needs. But if instead you desire more than your needs, then truly 
everything that it contains will not suffice you.’[al-Kafi, p. 138, no. 6]    

��:��� �9H,�6 

The Elements of Covetousness  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) �N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  : ( 3	kY�� {I1�j :���-�i�
 2 �D���8�N �D��
?�@ �d�?�#�N �$���C��N �	�C"�� �X/ 2 .u�� 
 �L����� . 

15- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Know O Ali, that cowardice, miserliness, and 
covetousness are all a single disposition, brought together through entertaining a 
low opinion [of Allah].’[`AIlal al-Shara’ii, p. 559, no. 1]    

16 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �b (�� � 5�� �¿
?�_�� ��*` �	�� �X\ . 

16- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Truly the son of Adam covets what is 
prohibited.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44095]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �;�&�c�� �;k��BN 3q0f�� 5��   3�.f��N  d?�#� �C�� 2  . 

17- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Covetousness and meanness are founded on doubt and 
lack of trust in Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6195]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 	
3��� �U���gN �'�?0f�� �D01"B 	��  d?�#� "D0��J . 

18- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Intense covetousness arises from ardent gluttony and 
weakness of faith.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5772] 
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COWARDICE   E�.ُا� 
 

Ù"�� 

Cowardice  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;R�&�(�� �Ù"�� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Cowardice is a defect.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 3]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 3	kY�� {I1�j :��-i�
 �I1�j ��h�?@ "$��C��N �d?�#�N �Ù"��  ���̂_Cj  . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Cowardice, greed, and miserliness are vile traits that 
come together as a result of distrust in Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1837]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;R�&�(��N �E� ��0̂o> p�Ù"�� �NE�m�8� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of cowardice, for it is a [source of] shame and a 
defect.’[Ibid. no. 2582]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( !&��� �U��gN  ���0(��  ��i�� 	��  Ù"�� "D7��J . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sheer cowardice ensues from the impotence of the soul 
and the weakness of conviction.’[Ibid. no. 5773]    

5 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� (� Ù"�� 	� �$��j �BN � :3N������ 	�� "V1"=.(��N 2 �
�0R�� 5�� "D/?"��. 

5- Imam al-Hasan (AS), when asked about cowardice, replied, ‘[It is] 
aggressiveness with one’s friends, and flight from one’s enemy.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, 
no. 225]   �N��w���N "XC��� The Coward And Conquests   

6Pz� V1jE � ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��w�
 ��> <(C�] ��P���̂ 	�� 0��8/ 	�� . 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The coward has two requitals.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 11298]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���� kXo> p�'�}@ ��� ��3:�i���> ��� �N��w�
 �X/ ��
?�
 �X[ � �?"Y�(���� �	=�N 2<�
?j ����:�(�
 ��7̂� �N��w�
 �X/ �XC�i�� l$�_�
 Q
N �' ?]/ �$c�� »IuJ �' ?]/ 	�� �¿&�(�
 Q . 
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7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A coward is not allowed to participate in a campaign, 
because he would flee fast. However, he must take whatever he was going to 
use for the conquest [i.e. weaponry] and give it to someone else. Thus, he will 
have the same reward, without decrease in the reward of the other thereof.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 100, p. 49, no. 16] 

CREATION   �Kَ# ِا� 
 

   

�+
A��c� �)"# 

The Origin of Creation  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�� �����4 �IuJ l$[�I� 	 . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Everything has been created from water.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 15119]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ����4  ��1��=�a�  ±1�a� 	�� �^.��� HI-0���  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The sky of this world was created from a 
controlled surge.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 15188]    

3 �°�?���� ;7C�8 	� E�1^�� EÁ � : <7��� �)���-�j)�������� ������� ( �U���_�
 +�1�
 ���s :�I�N GX�4�* 	�� HI-7��� ����4 Tm���N . 

3– Habbat al-`AUrani said, ‘One day I heard Ali (AS) take an oath saying, ‘By the 
One who created the sky from smoke and water’.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 58, p. 104, 
no. 35]    

����� �k
��O �6 �=5�#   

The First Thing that Allah – Glory be to Him – Created  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) �N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  : (����� ���&��4 �I�u�J �V0N/ kX\   "X1=�
 �I�u�J k$"[ �v�%�=> �'?��O> 2 �L���&��  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the first thing that Allah created was the 
Pen, and then He commanded it and it wrote everything that is to be.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 15115]    
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5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �����4 � "V0N/   "$�&���  . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The first thing that Allah created was the 
intellect.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 1, p. 97, no. 8]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �){z� �uk��|����` �N �������  : (����� ����4 � "V0N/   TE1�̂  . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The first thing that Allah created was my 
light.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 1, p. 97, no. 7]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ����4 � �V0N/ kX\  ]N7�� �;�=h��a� ����4 0L"M 2 �'���i�-�6N �'���81�%� :�&�Z�̂O> 2 (�8�N�E/ �$ . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the first thing that Allah – Mighty and 
Exalted – created was our spirits and then He spoke to them of His Unity and 
Majesty, then He created the angels.’[`AUyun Akbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 1, p. 262, 
no. 22]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (����� ����4 �  V0N/ 	�� �$�j �BN �   �  :�E1.(�� ����4 . 

8– Imam Ali (AS), when asked about what Allah first created, said, ‘He created 
light.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 57, p. 73, no. 49]    

9 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ({Ia� 1�yN 2 ��(�� PI�J�� �b�-�] Tm��� {Iu7f�� ���&���4 	�� ���&��4 �Iu�J "V0N/ . 

9– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The first thing that He created from His creation was 
the substance that all things come from, and that is water.’[al-Tawhid, p. 68, no. 
20]    

�]
��%�� �k��O 

The Creation of the World  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��BO> ����4 � ����4 $�� 2 G;0
����/ �$h�N/ 	�� QN 2 G;0����/ +V1|"� 	�� HI�J��  �"����
 L�� �E71�| � �E71�|N 2 �'0��8 
 ���6�E1�| �	���8O> . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He did not create things from eternal matter nor after 
ever-existing models, rather He created whatever He created and fixed limits to 
them and He shaped whatever He shaped and gave them the best form.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 163]    
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11 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� kX\   ��6N ��EC6  ...����� kX/ �L���� 	��N 2 �Iu�J 	�� Q HI�J�� ����4   �&�> �Iu�J 	�� HI�J�� ����4 ��6 
 �?��[ . 

11– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and most High…created 
things not from a thing and whoever claims that Allah, most High, created things 
from something has indeed disbelieved.’[`AIlal al-Shara’i`a, p. 207, no. 81]    

 �+
A��c� �I�6 �H/�� �3�� �6 �+�;
}�� 

The Greatness of What is Hidden from Us of Creation  

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �q�&���4 	�� t?�̂ � �L�Y��/ � �q�̂_C�j ! �q�6�E��"B  v�(�] 9 G;-�Y�� k$"[ �?�w�|/ �N ! 	�� t?�̂ � �V�1�y/ �N
 �q�61=���� ! ̂Z��j 	�� 7(�� �K@ -�> �q�s �?�&�8/ �N �q ! �^.��� 9 �q�-�� ̂ �̈ �C�j/ �N !�D�?�4��  L�� ̂ 9 y�?�w�|/ �N ! 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Glory be to you! How great is Your creation that we see! 
But how small is every greatness when compared to Your power! How awe-
striking is what we see from Your kingdom! But how low this is when compared 
to what is hidden from us by Your authority.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 109]    

13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� kX/ t?�6 �q�����  ����� kX/ t?�6N 2 ���8�1�� �L����� �my ����4 -7̂\   �
 L��  L"[�}�@ �?�f�� ��"��� !�����N 5��   �&�� 2 
����� ����4  �!7����*�� �q��N"�N  L���1��� �q��6  ?�4` 9 �)^/ 2 ��*` �U�/ �U��/N 2 +L��� �U�/ �U�/  . 

13– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Perhaps you think that Allah has only created this 
single world, and you think that Allah has not created anyone other than 
yourselves! Nay by Allah, verily Allah has created a million worlds and a million 
Adams and you are in the last of these worlds and of the last Adams.’ 

THE CREATOR   =�ِ� َا� 
 

   

 �p*�, �W �)A�%�� �9����,�)�;�'!�(� ���:5&��  

The Call of the Intellect to Repel Probable Harm  

1º �e*7R�� ����� VB )�������� ������� ( � �*��a�N I����C�-�� �?�=�(�� 1�yN PI]�1���� r/  	�  È?=�� ��C�� : -[ ����N � "V1&�6 -[ ?����  	"=�
 �X\
2���1�i�̂N ^�1�i�̂ � "V1&�6�)�=���yN ^�1�i�̂ � "V1&�̂ -[ 1�yN � "V1&�̂ -[ �?���  	"=�
 �X\ N  .�V&> ����� 	�� 5��  È?=����C� �$�C�BO> : ����]�N

���N �'N.*�?�> 2 °N7*�?�> <D�����8 ¶��&�> . 
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1– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said to `Abd al-Karim b. Abel `Awja who was a denier of 
the origin and the end [resurrection], ‘If the matter is as you say [i.e. denial], 
which of course it is not, then both of us will be saved, however if the matter is as 
we say, which is of course the truth, then we will be saved and you will be 
destroyed.’ Then `Abd al-Karim turned to his disciples and said, ‘I have found 
anguish and anxiety in my heart, take me from here’, so they took him and he 
died thereafter.’[al-Tawhid, p. 298, no. 6]    

�p�n�5_�� �i��<W 

Affirmation of the Existence of the Creator  

1�+?�:u�$�� �+
*�:%
(� �  

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �XO� �;�> ?���a� 5�� ���
 2 �D�?Z���� 5�� ����1�
 G*1��1�� l$"[   ��"�1�B �q�m> 2 ��"&��4 �$]N7��  :»���N �	
����� 0	"�1"&���� ��E��N ���N-7��� �����4 	�� L�:�%��O�j   «  

1. Innate Knowledge  2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Every newborn is born 
upon the origination (fitra) of Allah, meaning [born] with inner knowledge that 
affirms that Allah is his Creator and this is the meaning of His words, “If you ask 
them, ‘Who created the heavens and the earth?’ they will surely say, ‘Allah’.”[ Al-
Tawhid, p. 331, no. 9]    

3 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� ( � �;��-���C��  }��6 9 � :�����  ���\ ��k�O%�
 Tm��� 1�y   �Z�&�̂� ��(�� +e1����� l$"[ ��h��0f��N  �h�1�#� ��(�� ��
�'�1�j 	��  b�-�] 	��  KC�j��  blZ�&�6N 2 ���̂N�* �1�y 	�� �$"[ 	�� PI]0?�� . 

3– Imam al-`Askari (AS) said in his explanation of the basmala4, ‘Allah is the one 
whom all creation deify when they are in need or in difficulty or when all their 
hopes have been severed from all except Him, and when their means of 
attainment have been cut off from all except Him.’[Al-Tawhid, p. 231, no. 5]    

2�+H����%�� �C�n�e �  

4 �?BC�� ����� �)��� ������������ (  �7f��  $y/ PI-���� 	�� �$�]E ����Oj �BN � ... : � W �Iu�J Q 	�� N/ �I�u�J 	�� ���&��4 {I�u0f�> : Q HI�u0f�� ����4
 ����C�B �X[ �I�u�J 	�� .�����  V���
 L��N 2 <���/ ��Z�&�̂� ���� �	"=�
 L�� �s\ 2 �I�u�J 	�� HI�u0f�� ����4 1��N  ���N �s\ ����� �X[ �	=�N 2 »I�u�J ��  ����� HI�u�J QN  .  

2- The Law of Causality  4– Imam al-Baqir (AS) was asked by a scholar from 
Damascus, ‘So, the thing, did He create it from something else or from nothing?’ 
The Imam replied, ‘He created a thing whereby nothing existed before it. Were 
He to have created from something then there would be infinite regress and there 
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would always have been something existing alongside Allah when in actual fact 
Allah existed when nothing else was in existence.’[al-Tawhid, p. 66, no. 20]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( l°R�
0��� +?[J 1�/ ����Oj �a � : � W <� ̂| �q� �X/ 5�� "$��7��� � : t��8\ 	�� 1����6 Q u����̂ ����]�N
  !�%�: ] : ��8/ 	�� 1��4/ �> ^/ :�%��(�| �)([ Xo> p T}�@ :���(�| N/ ^/ :�%���(�| X1[/ �X/ 7�\ <D�*1]1�� �)^[N :�%��(�| �X1[/ �X/ 7�\ 2  !���(����

 �X/ �L���6 �q7̂o> <;��N����� �)^[ X\ N 2 :�%���(�| 	� y�*1]1� �)�(�w�%�j� ���&�> <D*1]1�� �)^[N :�%���(�| �)([ �Xo> 2 <;��N����� �)^[N :�%���(�| N/
�a� �)�C�M �&> 2 <���J "����_�
 Q ��N����a������ 1�yN <� ̂| Ç �X/ "F��c�� �  <��1�] �E8/ �N ��&> 2 �!�-����� .K�E  . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) when asked by Abu Shakir al-Dayssni, ‘What is the proof 
that you have a creator?’ The Imam (AS) answered, ‘I found within myself that 
there can only be one of two possibilities, that either I created everything myself 
or that someone other than me created, so if I created, then that can only mean 
one of two possibilities, either I created and that thing was in existence 
beforehand or I created it from non-existence, so if I created and that thing was 
already in existence beforehand then it is free of any need to be created by the 
fact that it already exists. If the thing was in non-existence then surely you know 
that non-existence cannot bring about anything into existence. Thus, the third 
meaning affirms that I have a creator and He is Allah, the Lord of the Worlds.’ 
Then Abu Shakir had no response to the Imam (AS) so he stood up and left.’[Al-
Tawhid, p. 290, no. 10]    

3i�?�� �  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �  $����� D��| 	�� �¹�?�> �s\ "V1&
 � �}c[ �X[ � : lV���6 ��
` -�:�(��� �N ��E��N ���N-7��� �X/ ���:J/
 ��1���* �����\ µ ��:�f�6 ���y�1�JN 2 �q���� . ̂  EMx� ��1j�1�� �;7��1�.?�� �q� ��:�f�
N �;0i"#� �q(� T3*,�
 � l$[�� }���6  L�����N 2 �q�%�-�� .  

3- Signs in Existence  6– It is narrated in Sharh Nahj al-Balagha that Imam Ali 
(AS) used to frequently say once he had completed his night prayers, ‘I bear 
witness that the heavens and the earth and what is between them are signs that 
indicate to You and they bear witness to what You have called us towards. 
Everything that is a proof for You and demonstrates your Lordship carries the 
effects of Your bounties and the marks of Your administration and 
management.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 20, p. 255]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 	�� G;����j 	�� �)�h���� 2  E%j�� �����S��N  �8�E�� ��-"�"� 9 2 .u���?�a� "O�f�("a�N 2 .T10��� �e1����a� :.
/
 	Z�� 9 �E1�-�6 2 +�1��&�� � $]�/N +�1���� +E���B �\ 2 +!=�� +E�?�B 9 �)��g�NN 2 +!�� �)�] ?�4"/ 7L"M 2·I�� ̂ �b�-��6 QN 2 ·I��* �}_�6 Q 2 (�(�] �q3�"� 

 N �q C���� b�g�1� �;�]#� �(�� �q�>7?��N 2 �q3�"�  T���M 	�� PI�m�w��  E�?�%�]Q �����y 	�-> 2 :���>(�� �$�C�j �� ?��6 L��N 2 y���:�f�6 L�� +E�* �\ ��3?�&�� 	��
 W�q�6�*�E\ 
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7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O creature that has been equitably created and that has 
been nurtured and looked after in the darkness of wombs with multiple veils, you 
were originated from an extract of clay…then you were taken out of your abode 
to another place you had not seen, and you did not know the means of acquiring 
its benefits, so who guided you to attain your sustenance from the breast of your 
mother and who taught you the location of what you required or wanted?’[Nahj 
al-Balagha, Sermon 163]    

8 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( 5���6 ����1B 9 � :»5-��/ �D�?�4�� 9 �1�:> 5-��/ �'my 9 �X[ 	��N « � : ���N-7��� ����4 ��k����
 L�� 	�->
�X/ 5�� ��C�i���� ��
��N 2  ?-�&��N  �-0f�� �q������ "X�E�N�*N 2  E:7(��N  $����� ����%�4�N  �E��N 2 ��(�� �L�Y��/ 1�y �?�/ �q�s HI�E�N » 9 1�:>

5-�/ �D�?�4�� « . �VB :<��Cj l$�g/N 5-��/ �	 
��
 L�� 7-� 1�:> . 

8– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said with regards to the following verse of Allah – most 
High– “But whoever has been blind in this [world], will be blind in the Hereafter”, 
said, ‘Whoever does not see that there is a great creator behind the creation of 
the heavens and the earth, the alternating night and day, the orbits of the sun 
and the moon and all the other wondrous signs “will be blind in the Hereafter.”’ 
He (AS) then said, ‘This means he is blind to what he did not witness and (even) 
more astray from the (right) way.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 3, p. 28, no. 2]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �L���6 �)("[ �$�� W ��� �� �q�m[ �$���] ��0̂ / �L7y1�%�6 �)([/ 2 �K1���[ ��>  	�����?�R�� 	�� <�*�?�> �)
/�E 1��
�a� 	�� �K�?�g - :��-�%�]� 9 �X1=��� �'�� ?�C�%> 2 �?�4` <�*?�> 5&���
 ��1(�R�� ��7̂/ <D�EN?�g +±�N�� 	�� �*?�> ��7̂O[ �X�1��#� 	�� �?�[km�� �� i�6 �m=yN 2 �;�_��R

 �;�&���£� �'my 	� L�:��1�"B �)���-�� �U�[ 2 �;�������� u�_�%�("a <����6N <;�C���4N <7C�%�> 2 ��h&��N  $��0(��  ��N�* 	�� ���> -�� �X�&�%����> 2 5c�̂"� G*?�> 	�� �O7��:��
�i����W :�> ���-����N �}��7%�� �N?=�̂/ 57%8 2 �;�C ! 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If you saw a single door [on its own], from what 
normally comprises a pair [of doors], with a protruding attachment, would you 
ever imagine that this [single door with a protrusion] was created in such a way 
without purpose? Rather you would certainly know that it was made in such a 
way to connect with another part [thus comprising the pair and providing a 
purpose for the protrusion]. So you would expose the other component in order 
to unite it [with the first one] and hence reach a useful purpose. In the same way 
you find a male animal as if he is part of a pair equipped for its female partner, 
and they unite in order to procreate and preserve [the human race]. So 
destroyed, defeated and wretched are the claimants of philosophy [Philosophy 
here denotes the fallacious philosophy of the atheists, not the commonly known 
philosophy that is used to provide demonstrations and proofs for the Existence of 
God (ed.)]. How did their hearts get blinded from this wonderful creation so as to 
deny the organization and purpose in it?’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 3, p. 75]    
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10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( � ?-� 	� $S�-�� � :  �10(��N  L��lZ�� 	�� �X��̂�� 9 �)�����] ¸���  V��>�� 9 "$0S���� 
 �?�=�> ... 1��
��� �X[ �'�1"B  �-�]\ N �X���C�� �;�8�E �\ ���%�]8 9  ?l=��0%�� �10(�� �\ �}R�
 -7̂\ �X[ ���̂���� �q�:�(�
 57%8 ��w������> 2 �q�s 	�� �$�Bc�%�
 �X/ 5 . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Reflect, O Mufazzal, upon the actions that have 
been designated for mankind such as eating and sleeping… if man were to have 
to go to sleep while having to think about relaxing his body and reviving his 
powers, he would probably find it burdensome and turn away [from sleeping], 
and refuse himself [sleep] till his body would wear out and waste away.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 3, p. 78]    

4�];�� ���A�n� �][�Q%�� ��x�
* �  

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �  b^7R�� ��C�M\ 5��  $��0���  	� �$��j �BN � : HI��J/ ";M��M : �¦�&�̂N 2 �X[�E�� �U���gN 2  V#� "$
1�_�6
 �;0-�«� .  

4. Cancellation of Firm Intentions and Failure of Ambitions  11– Imam Ali 
(AS), when asked for a proof to affirm the existence of a creator, said, ‘Three 
things: the changing of states, the weakness of the body’s limbs, and the 
thwarting of ambition.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 3, p. 55, no. 29]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  $��j �BN � : � W �q0�E �)�>?�� - � : �)�-�-�yN 2 u����� �¤����> �)����� p 3L�«�  ¦�&�̂N  �������  ¤�����
u7-�y �¦�&�(> . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when asked through what means he knew his Lord, 
answered, ‘By the cancellation of firm intention and the thwarting of ambition, I 
made a firm intention and it got cancelled, and I had ambition and it was 
thwarted.’[al-Tawhid, p. 289, no. 8]    

��E�
�W �k�
c� �,�/1W� �+�%��Uu�� 

Attributing Creation to Nature  

13����� �  �e*7R��)�������� ������� (��"a�  V1B  K�1] 9 �  $0S : � �;���CkZ��  $��> 	�� �my kX/ �X1-�����
 <�1�B �X\ 2 �TQ1�� 
 : �'my 	�� �L�:���j
 �;���CkZ�� : �L��� ���� »I�u�J �u�y/ �'my  $�c�� 5�� �D�E�"BN C�M\ 	�� L�:���(�-�
 -> �D�E��&"��N �L������ :�� �1C�]�N/ �Xo> W �q�m[ )���� ��/ 2  V��>O��� ��  W ���£�

 �my �X/ �L���� �;�-=�#�N  K�10R�� 	�� �'�?�6 ��B � :����>/ 9 �X[N G��-�� QN +L����  }�w� �V��>�� �'my "$�����6 :7̂ / �1-���� �X\ N 2 ���%���(�| �'my �Xo>
�&���4 9 �;7(�j 1�y <;���C� �'10-�j Tm��� �X/N 2  L�=�#�  ������ �$������������ y�?�]/ � 5�� ";�
 E�� �� . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was asked by Mufazzal, ‘O my master, there is a group 
of people that claim that this [creation] is the doing of nature [itself]’, the Imam 
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(AS) said, ‘Ask them about this nature, does it have knowledge and power to 
carry out such actions [as creation] or not? For if they answer that it has 
knowledge and power, then what is preventing them from acknowledging the 
existence of a creator? – for verily this is His creation. If they claim that nature 
does these actions without knowledge or without purpose while having witnessed 
the exactness and wisdom therein, it is [obviously] known that this is the work of 
a very wise creator, and what they have called ‘nature’ is the very system running 
through creation.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 3, p. 67] 

DEBT   E�*ّا� 
 

   

�I?5P��� ]\�H?W 

Beware of Debt  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( E:(�� ©V"sN  $��� � �L�y �7̂o> 2 �	
0���N L[7
\ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Beware of debt for verily it is a source of anxiety in 
the night and a source of disgrace during the day.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 141, 
no. 4]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<������� �� i("a�N <��s[ �e�*R�� �?3��R�6  	
0��� "D�?c�[ . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Copious debts transform the truthful man into a liar and 
an achiever into one who is unreliable.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7105]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ?�-���� �D�*
�  	
0��� �;k��4 9 �Xo> 2 �	
0��� �1����4 . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Lighten your debts, for verily with little debt comes 
longer life.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 145, no. 21]    

�+�̀ ��� �p�6 �+�n�P�'12� �r��` 

Permission to Incur Debt when in Need  

4 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �����8 	�� �e�3?�� �my �v���� 	�������  $�Cj 9 ���yi"a[ �X[ �������N ��P��^ 5��� ��� �*1���   Xo> 2 �$]N 7�� 
����� 5���� �X���%������> ������ �v���@   ����1jE 5���N )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (������� ��� ��1&�
 � . 
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4– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘One who seeks to gain sustenance for himself and 
his family in a lawful manner is as the one who fights in the way of Allah. But if he 
is unable to do so he may incur debt, trusting in Allah and His Prophet, in order to 
ensure provisions for his family.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 93, no. 3]  

  

�I?5P�� �+� �'�\ 	��� 78
��  

Encouragement to Write a Contract for Any Loan  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ������ �� :f�
 L��N <�%�[ ������ �v�%=�
 L��> +$�]/ �\ <(
�* <��]�E �X�*/ 	�� L�:(�� 2 L�:�� �Ki�%��
 Q ��(|/
<�*1�:�J.  

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are certain types of people whose 
supplications are not answered. From among them is the man who lends money 
to someone for a specified time and neither writes it down nor has anyone 
witness it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 104, p. 301, no. 1]    

�I?5P�� F�* �+
�
��;�(� �I�� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of the Postponement of Repaying Debts  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(+E7f�� ";��Z�4 +�1
 k$"[ ������> ���&�8 PI�*/ 5�� �E��&�
 1�yN ��k&�8 À��8 T�s 5�� �$"Z-�
 	�� . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever postpones repaying someone their right 
while he is capable of doing has the sin of an extortionist written down for him as 
every day passes by.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 146, no. 3]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�L�"� 3u (�w�� "$�Z�� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A wealthy man’s postponement [in repayment of a 
debt] is oppression.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 13, p. 397, no. 15713]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�g?�� � L�y�j/ ���g�?�� �  �(�� "$�~/�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most miserly person with regards to his wealth is the 
most liberal in squandering away his reputation.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3190] 
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DELUSION   وُر�� ا�ُ
 

   

����:M
(� �+
$�"� ���:�M�� �:
u�O 

The Censure of Delusion  

1��� � �u�� ��)�������� ������� :( EN?�w�� ����6B �����%&�6 L�� 	�-�� Ö1"� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Blessed be the one whom the assassins of delusion have 
not killed.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5973]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�w��N �;����w�� �?=�j E1�-"£�  ?=�j 	�� <;�B>\ �����/  EN? . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intoxication of heedlessness and delusion are harder 
to resume consciousness from than the intoxication of wines.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 5651]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���KCj�� ��� )��kZ�&�6 �K�?0��� �'0?�@ 	 . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one whom a mirage deludes is at his wit’ s 
end.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9224]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D0?�w�� 	�� �Ki�8 �;�Y��1�a� �!�N L"=�(��� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Between you and the moral exhortation is a veil of 
inadvertency.’[Nahj al-Balagha, no. 282]    

5 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� ���� )�&�C�j �B ��k���� T E��
 Q 1yN 2�K�?f�
N "$"[O�
 <=�8g <��yQ �� CR�
 GX1%��� +EN?w�� 0K�E����� �	   
 �L0(�:�] �E^ � 5�R�
 �;�Z���j . 

5– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Many a deluded and captivated man [by his 
own desires] awakes in the morning oblivious and joyful, eating and drinking, 
unaware that perhaps Allah’ s wrath has already befallen him for something and 
as a result of which he will enter the Fire of Hell.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 282]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<�EN?w�� �X[ G;�M�c� ���M�N 	�� :Q -�> �b�-��N 2��� ���c�
 Q 	�� �\ �	�[�EN 2"X1=
 Q µ �e0��| 	�� �q��-�
  . 
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6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who places his trust in three things is indeed 
deluded he who believes in the impossible, relies on someone who cannot be 
trusted, and avidly desires that which he does not possess.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
319]    

������  ���:�'��2�   

Deluding Oneself about Allah  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� � kX0?�%w�6 Q 2G*1���� �	�
  �q�6�*C�N ��3? �N �q���-��N �q�-���N �q�8��R� kX0?�%w�6 QN 2 . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Ibn Mas`aud, do not be under any delusion 
about Allah, and do not be under any delusion with respect to your 
righteousness, your knowledge, your deeds, your goodness or your 
worship.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 350, no. 2660]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X\���� � �N.?�%w�6 ��\ �;�-R���� 	��    . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily part of keeping oneself immune from sins is that 
you do not delude yourself about Allah.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, p. 150]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �D0?�w�� �	�� kX\�  ����� 5��� 57(�-�%�
N �;��R��a� 5��� ��C���� 0?�R�
 X/   �D�?��w�a�  . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily being under a delusion about Allah is when the 
servant persists in committing acts of disobedience and expects Allah to forgive 
him.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 72]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���>  V1�&��  	��_ � GX1%���N 2������  ?%0�� � +EN?w��N 2�����\ �X�8�� +±�E��%��� 	�� L[ .! 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Many a person is given respite by Allah simply as a 
result of His good favour towards him, and many a person is deluded as a result 
of Allah’ s concealment of his sins, and many a person is captivated by the good 
things said about him!’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 116]    

��n-P���  ���:�'��2� 

Being Deluded By This World  

11��� � �u�� ��)�������� ������� :( �	��&��N :���\ 0	��-Z"a� ������6N 2 	�j_�a� 	�� ��� )�����4 � <���/ �b ]?�%��6 :7̂o>p�^��� �EN?"@ �1"&06�� . 
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11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Be wary of this world’ s delusion, for verily it always 
reclaims the charms and attractions with which it deceives people, and it troubles 
the one who adopts it as a place of tranquillity and a permanent dwelling.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 2562]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  EN?�w��  L�Y�/ 	�� �^��� 5��\  ��(�� "X1=�j . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The soul’s trust in this world is one of the greatest 
delusions.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5650]    

�4$5/���  ���:�'��2� 

Self-Delusion  

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��> �¼�8> �¼4�> 2�qk�"s �q�s �ER"B �ER�> 2��.��� ��0?�@ t�:�6 �m� �qk����> 2�q�� . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Your own sense of honour has deluded you, such that 
your resulting slackness has become a source of disgrace for you. So fear the 
indecent acts that you commit, for perhaps through that you will be guided.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 83, no. 86]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��P��/ 	�� <�7?�J ����1�
 �X[N 2��P��(� 0?�%@� �$ :�] 	�� . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who is ignorant deludes himself, and his present is 
consequently worse than his past.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8744] 

DIFFERENCES   فLِMNا 
 

   

J9�P�B�� J+H6�� �G�H/�� 
C�\ 

Mankind Were a Single (Religious) Community  

1 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �D�?�Z�> 5�� <D���8�N <;7�"� +̄ 1�̂ �$C�B �1^[  <Q���g QN �	
��%�:�� Q ����� �F��C�> 2   �!7� C0(��  . 

1– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Before Prophet Noah (AS), they [mankind] were a 
single community upon the fitra [The special origination or innate nature 
deposited in man by Allah which calls him to his Creator (ed.)] of Allah, neither 
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guided nor in error, thereafter Allah sent the prophets.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 
209, no. 784]    

�0��'O2� �S��n 	
��� 78
�� 

Encouragement to Discard Differences  

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�;0�"� �)�����%�4� �:�&8  $�y/ 5�� :����� "$�y/ �?:�� ��\ :7� C�̂ �����  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘No sooner does a community differ [between 
themselves] after their own prophet, than the people of falsehood from amongst 
them become victorious over the people of truth.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 929]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ���
 kXo> 2 �L�Y���� �*�10��� �1������N   -[ 2�XZ�0f��  �7(�� 	�� ks7f�� kXo> 2 �;�B�?"���N L"[7
\ N 2 �;�-��� b�� 
 vh�m��  L�(�w�� 	�� ks7f�� �X/ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Stay with the greater majority, for verily Allah’s hand is 
with the [larger] group. Beware of separation for verily the deviant amongst you is 
the victim of Satan just as the deviant amongst the cattle is the victim of a 
wolf.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 127]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����N  L"=�&8 	� L"=�B.?���6N L:����� 5�� L :��-�%�]� L"=(�� �X1������j ��1�&�� PIQ,y kX/ .	"�O�� 2  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘By Allah, verily I believe that this community of yours will 
turn around and change, by congregating upon their falsehood and you having to 
separate through your truth.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 25]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (<;���g -�y���8\ �)^[ ��\ X6�1���* �)����%�4� � . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘No sooner do two differing claims arise than one of them 
is erroneous.[ Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 183]    

 �K�$�V»q+���� T56�� �0��'O�« 

Explanation of ‘The Separation of My Community is a Mercy’  

6 7TER^�� 	��,"a� �C� 	� � :  e*7R��  ��Ü� )�B)�������� ������� : (�X\����� �V1jE kX/ �N�N�E <�1�B   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �VB : ����%�4� �X\
 �V&> W�;�®�E ¸0�"� : �1B���| . �)�B : �VB W �K�m�� L�:��-�%�]> <;�®�E L�:">��%�4� �X[ �X\ :����� �V1B �*�E/ -0̂\ 2 �1C�y�sN �)�C�y�s "F�8 ����   
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�$]N7�� :» 	
3��� u�> �1�:k&���%���� �;���h� �L�:�(�� G;�B�?�> �$"[ 	�� �?���̂ Q1��>«185�����  V1jE �\ �N?���(�
 �X/ L�y�?��O> 2   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �1����%���
N
��%�4� �*�E/ -7̂\ 2 L�y1-������> L :��1�B �\ �1� ]�?�
 0L"M �1-����%��> �����\�����  	
�* 9 <>��%�4� Q 2 �X�����C�� 	�� L�:�>   ���8�N �	
3��� -7̂\ 2  . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was asked by `Abd al-Mu’min al-Ansari, ‘Verily some 
people narrated from the Prophet (SAWA) that he said, “The separation of my 
community is a mercy” and they were truthful, so I ask that if their separation is a 
mercy then is their congregation a chastisement?’, to which the Imam replied, ‘It 
is not as you understand it nor as they understood it, actually he meant the 
saying of Allah, “But why should not there go forth a group from each of their 
sections…” so He commanded them to go forth to the Prophet (SAWA) and to 
frequent him and learn from him then to return to their people and teach them, so 
what is meant is [physical] separation from their cities, not separation or 
difference with regards to the religion of Allah, for verily the religion of Allah is 
one.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 157, no. 1]    

�+
e:�$���� �+��;
N� �K�$�V 

Explanation of Congregation and Separation  

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� "V1jE �$��j  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �V&> 2 ��%0�"� �;��´ 	�� : �1l��B �X\ N 3�#� "$y/ ¸0�"� ";��-�] . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) was asked about the 
congregation of his [religious] community, and he said, ‘The congregation of my 
community are those who are the people of truth even if they are few in 
number.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 154, no. 1]    

�+e:�$�� �+U�� 

The Cause of Separation  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��  	
�* 5�� �X�1�4\ L�%^/ -0̂\���   �XNE����1�6 �> 2  ?h-0S�� {I1�jN 2  ?h�?0��� "F�C�4 ��\ L"=�(��� �e7?�> � 2 )XNE �O6 (
�XN7*��1�6 QN �X1��s�C�6 QN 2 �X1_�|�(�6 QN . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily you are brothers in the religion of Allah, nothing 
has separated you except ill natures and bad consciences, consequently you do 
not bear the burdens of each other, nor do you advise each other, nor spend on 
each other, nor love each other.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 113]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ("$�y�� �)�=�j 1����7(�� �U���%�4� �  . 
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9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If the ignorant ones had kept silent, men would not have 
differed.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 81, no. 75] 

DISGRACE   �)��Oا� 
 

   

�+U�tS�� 

Disgrace  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� QN "$l��&0%��"$l��m0%� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Make do with little rather than disgracing yourself [by 
begging].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 362]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("$.j�1�%�� QN "$l��&0%��N 2 ";0� ̂0��� QN ";0� (�a� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Death is preferable over a life of disgrace. Frugal living is 
preferable over begging from others.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 396]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ?y0��� 3��� � u���6 Q ÔV"s ";��j . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'A lifetime of honour can never compensate for an hour of 
disgrace.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5580]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ���6](�� 9 � :  bh�*�N 	�� :�� i�6?�6 G;��
*�N �V0N/N 2 u�-h�?[ 	�� :�� ��%(�6 G;��?[ �V0N/ uP���̂ $��]� 0L�:����
T�(�� �q�-�� ̂.  

4– Imam Ali (AS) said in one of his intimate supplications, 'O Allah! Let my soul 
be the first of those precious objects that you will wrest from me, and the first 
thing to be reclaimed out of all Your bounties held in trust with me.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 215]    

5 �!�#� ����� �VB �)�������� ������� :( ÔV"s 9 GD�8 	�� �}�4 À��� 9 ��1�� . O�f^/N)�������� ������� (����%�B  �1�
 9 :  
  E���  K1"[�E 	� �}4 ��1a�  
  E(��  V1�4�* 	� �N/ �E���N  

�����N   TE] �myN �my �  . 
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5– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, 'Death with dignity is better than living with 
disgrace', and articulated the following couplet on the day he was martyred: 
‘Death is better than embarking on (a life of) indignity [lit. 'embarking on a bare 
backed horse' (ed.)] 
And indignity is preferable over plunging into the Fire.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 44, p. 
192, no. 4]    

����$n U=�S�? C# �I�6w�;��� FM��/�? 2 

A Believer Must Never Disgrace Himself  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �)�C�� �$y/ 7(�� ������> <�h� �Vlm�� 0?�B/ 	�� . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever succumbs to degrading himself is not 
considered from among us, the ahl al-bayt.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 58]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  ��P���̂ �VQs\ ��\ �IuJ k$"[  	�,a� �\ ��01�> ��6N ���EC�6  . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Verily Allah, Blessed and most High, has placed 
everything at the disposal of the believer except that which brings disgrace upon 
him.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 63, no. 3]    

8u�B0?�� *NN�* 	� � :�������C� �/ �)�Ó  ) �������� ������� ("V1&
 : �$�B 2 �����^ kV�m�
 X/  	�,-�� uw�C(�
 Q���� :�VB W ������̂ lV�m�
 �U�[N : ��0?���%�

:l��m���> ���Z�
Q -�� . 

8- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'A believer must never disgrace himself.’ When 
asked by someone how this disgrace comes about, he replied, 'By going out of 
his way to obtain that which is beyond his control, he ends up disgracing 
himself.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, no. 245]    

U=7S�� �����? �6 

That Which Brings About Disgrace  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�6N �;�(����� �1���
C�6N  L�yE3���N  E(
3��� ��(�� 0	�g �s\�����  $�Cj 9 �*:��� �1"[�?�6N  ?�&�C�� �K^s/ �1�� C   2 
����� �$�4*/  L�:�(
�* �1�� ]�?�
 57%8 L�:(�� �����>?�
 Q ÝQ"s L :����  . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When people are miserly with their dinars and 
their dirhams [i.e. their wealth] and conclude bargains only upon sampling, and 
are too busy running after their livestock, and abandon fighting in the way of 
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Allah (jihad), Allah brings down such disgrace upon them that can never be 
revoked until they turn back to their religion.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 10504]    

10 �u�� ����� �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��(�� �Xy/ 	��  �(�� lV�s/ . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The most disgraceful of people is he who 
humiliates others.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 44, p. 142, no. 2]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �Vlm�� 1"�3i���%�� �Vlm�� ��1�4 	�� ��(�� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'People, in their effort to avoid disgrace, rush headlong 
into it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2172]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �'3?�g 	� �U�f�[ 	�� �Vlm� � �u�g�E . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who discloses his shortcomings to others resigns 
himself to disgrace.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 201]    

13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  b�-kZ�� �V"m�[ kV"s Q . 

13– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'There is no disgrace worse than that of 
greed.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 286]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( kV�s �D�#� 0v�8/ 	�� . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'He who loves life is bound to face disgrace.’[al-
Khisal, p. 110, no. 120]    

15+$&�̂ 9N � :�� r/ �\ =�J����� ��C  ) �������� ������� (�V&�> �'�E] �$�]E :�V&> 2������ �? C|�� :�V&> 2�Vlm�� �\ ��(�� u (�C��(�
 : 	�� "$��m�� -7̂\
�L���� . 

15– Someone once came to one of the Imams (AS) complaining about a man 
who was wronging him. The Imam (AS) replied, 'Be patient with him.’ The man 
retorted, 'But people are taking me for a disgraced fool.’ The Imam replied, 'The 
disgraced one is actually the one who wrongs others.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 46, p. 
205, no. 78] 

THE DISPUTE   ا�ِ.*ال 
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 ��1�m�a� "V����� 

Blameworthy Dispute  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�V������1&�M�N/ ��\ ��1�B k$�g � . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘No sooner do a people go astray than they 
exaggerate in dispute.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 138, no. 52]    

2 ����� � �u��)�������� ������� :("� E1�
 �7̂o> p�V�����N L"[7
\  0q0f�� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Avoid dispute, for it brings about doubt.’[al-Khisal, p. 615, 
no. 10]    

�	���#� "V����� 

Positive Debating  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( L�=�#� u�> �� �����\ �;��1�(a�  :�)-0R� � �Æ1�.f���N 2 ?=��� � �V1:"=�� �N 2 V������N PI�?�a � ����8H�� �N�?�� . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘We are the ones who debate about the religion of 
Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 125, no. 1]    

4.T?=���� ����� �) �������� ������� :(  e*7R�� �(� �?["s)�������� ������� (����� �V1jE �X/N 2 	
3��� 9 "V�����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �;7-h��N
 �!�1R�a�) �������� �L :����� ) �e*7R�� �V&> 2�(� �1�:�̂ �B)�������� ������� :(=� 2&��Z� ��(� ���(�
 L���	��8/ u�y ¸���  }w�  V�����  	� 5Þ ��0( . 

4- Imam al-`Askari (AS) narrated, ‘The subject of disputing about religion was 
mentioned in the presence of al-Sadiq (AS), and that the Prophet (SAWA) and 
the infallible Imams (AS) prohibited it. So al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He never prohibited 
it absolutely, but only prohibited dispute in ways that are not the best.’[Ibid. no. 2] 

DIVINE MERCY   ��َB)�ا� 
 

   

����� �+����   
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Allah's Divine Mercy  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\   ��6  PI-��� �!� � �eC�� :(�� G;®E l$"[ 2��E��N ���N-��� �����4 ��1�
 G;�®�E �;h�� �����4
 �N 2 PIa� 	�� �Å18�1��N �}Z�� �K�?f�6 �N 2 y�����N 5�� "D�����1�� �U�Z��6 �N 2 ����£� �L�8�?�6 : C�>  �E�� �\ :(�� <;�®�E �n�CyO�> 2  �E��N

���6��h�£� �¼� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily Allah, most High, created one hundred units 
of mercy on the day He created the heavens and the earth, each unit of which 
corresponds to all that is between the sky and the earth. Of these He descended 
one unit of mercy to the earth, and by virtue of that one unit, everything in 
creation shows understanding for one another, the mother is affectionate towards 
her child, and by virtue of the same unit, the birds and the beasts are able to 
drink water, and all creatures are able to subsist.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 10464]    

2�����  V1jE 	� �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �;�®? � ��\ ���8/ �;0(��� �$�4��
 	��   . �1�B :�VB W�)^/ QN :����� �u ̂��0-�w�%�
 X/ ��\ ^/ QN   . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'No one shall enter Paradise except by intervention 
of Allah's divine mercy.’ His companions asked, 'Not even you?' to which he 
replied, 'Not even me, unless Allah encompasses me with His mercy.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 10407]    

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �;�®E �E���B �X1�-����6 1��  :���� �L�%��=06�Q ��6  . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If you knew the worth of Allah's mercy, you would 
rely solely on that.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 10387]    

4 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (���� �$�B �a � :�VB 0T?RC�� �	�#� �X\ :����� i�̂ 	7-�� �v�i���� -7̂\N �q���y �U�[ �q���y 	0-�� �v�i���� 
 i�̂ �U�[ !� :"V1"B/ ^/ :����� �;®E �;���j b�� �q���y �U��[ �q���y �	0-�� �v�i���� 7�/N 2 i�̂ �U�[ i�̂ 	0-�� �v�i���� �����  W  ! 

4– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, 'It is no small wonder if man is given salvation 
[on the Day of Resurrection], rather what is a wonder is how he manages to end 
up in eternal damnation in spite of Allah's all-encompassing mercy.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 78, p. 153, no. 17]    

�+��5:�� �i���̀ �6 

Factors that Elicit Allah's Mercy  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �;�®�?�� �1�g0?���6  ���%��� 	�� ��� L"[�?��/ µ  . 
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5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Elicit Allah's mercy through the performance of the 
acts of obedience that He has commanded you.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 120] 
   

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ?[�m �  ";�®?�� "V�¬�%��6  . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Allah's remembrance elicits the descent of His 
mercy.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4209]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(";�®?�� "V�¬�%��6 �;�®?��  Vm�C � . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Spreading mercy [to others] elicits the descent of Allah's 
mercy.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4343] 

DIVORCE   ِقL)Qا� 
 

   

�~�Uu�� -�
� 

The Censure of Divorce  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :(����� k$�8/ �   e�kZ�� 	�� �����\ �¦�w�/ <��J  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah has not made permissible anything more 
abominable to Him than divorce.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 27871]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  PI�3(�� 	�� G;�B�7N�s k$"[N 2 V]3?�� �	�� +e�7N�s k$"[ �	����
 N/ �¦�wC�
 k$]N0���  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, despises or 
excludes from His mercy every man who is quick to contract new marriages, and 
every woman who does so.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 54, no. 1]    

3 �?BC�� ���� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  +e�7N�s +e�Z�� k$"[ �¦�wC�
 k$]N0���  . 

3– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, despises every 
man who is quick to contract new divorces and marriages.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 55, no. 
4]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��k��8/ 7-�� �Iu�J 	�� �  ����� kX\N 2 e�Z�� 	�� �����\ �¦�w�/ k$]N0���   �e�7Nkm�� �e�Z�a� �¦�wC�
  . 
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4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Nothing is more abominable to Allah from all that 
He has made permissible than divorce, and verily Allah despises one who is 
quick to contract new divorces and marriages.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 54, no. 2]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� kX\���   �\ �¦�w�/ �Iu�J 	�� �N 2�e�Z�� ���> Tm�� �)�C�� �¦�wC�
N 2��?���� ���> Tm�� �)�C�� .v�_�
 k$]N0��� 
�����    e�kZ�� 	�� k$]N0���  . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, loves the house 
wherein a wedding is taking place, and despises the house wherein a divorce is 
in process, and nothing is more abominable to Allah than divorce.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, 
no. 3]    

J�<�
< �~�Uu�� �+�;��B 

The Wisdom in Restricting the Divorce to Three Times  

6 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �'�}@ <]N�� ���=(�6 57%8 : ]N���� �D0������ ";�&k��Z"a� l$�_�6 Q :��]/ 	� ¸�� �;����� 	� �$��j �a � :����� kX\   ��EC6 
k$]N0��� �V&> 2 !�60?��  e�Z�� 9 �X�s/ -7̂\ ��6 N :» ��
?���6 �N�/ G�N?���- � ����� o�> �X60?�� �e�kZ��GX��8 o � «) D?&C�� /229( 9 u (��
 p

����� �' ?�[ -�> ����1�4����N 2�;c�c�� �;�&��Z0%��  ����� :��0?�8 �F�c��  e�Z�� 	�� ���� k$]N0���    �b�B1�
 ���� p�'�}�@ <]N�� ���=(�6 57%8 ���� 	�� ���� l$�_�6 �> 2������ 
QN  e�Z� � �����%jQ� ��(��{I�3(�� 0ES�6  . 

6– Imam al-Rida (AS) was once asked the reason why a man is not allowed to 
remarry his divorcée numerous times unless she has married another husband 
first, to which he replied, ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and most High, has permitted 
revocable divorce twice, and said: “[Revocable] divorce may be only twice; then 
[let there be] either an honourable retention, or a kindly release” [Qur’an 2:229], 
meaning the third time around. Because of his contracting this divorce that Allah 
despises so, three times over, Allah prohibits him from doing it again, so she [his 
divorcée] is not lawful for him until she marries another husband [and he divorces 
her], in order that people do not plunge into divorce, taking it as a light matter, 
and in order that women may not be caused to suffer in the process.’[`Uyoun 
Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 85, no. 27]    

7 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� <M�M  e�Z�� �;k��� 9 GX(�j  	� ��7-� �\ �v�%�[ 7-�� � : �;��:"a� 	�� ���> -�� <M�M  e�Z�� ";k���N �!� -�>
 0	 : ]�N�/ �;��R��� 	� 0	"« �? ]��N PI�3(�� <C
*O�6N <�
1��6 �q�s �X1"=����N 2�X[ X\ +v�S�@ �X1=�j N/ "���_�6 G;�C@�?� p���c�� �\ �D���8�1��

 2: ]N�� �;��R��� 	�� uw�C(�
 Q -�> :��1�4��� �;�(�
C"a�N �;�B?"��� "D/?a� �)k&�_�%j�> ���� p<;��1&�� ���/ ���� l$�_�6 �> G�&��Z�6  b��6 ���� �D/?a�  È?_�6 ";k���N
G�&���Z�6  b��6 ����  �-�%]Q� 	�� :�� <�h
 �X1=����N 2<�? C�%��� Y�&���%�� �' E1�"� 9 <�?��^ �X1"=����N 2"D/?a� �U��S�%��6 QN 2 e�Z� � �v����%�
 . 
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7– Imam al-Rida (AS) said in a letter that he wrote to Muhammad Ibn Sinan 
outlining the reason for restricting the divorce to three times, ‘The reasoning 
behind the divorce being permissible three times is to do with the respite it gives 
[each party to think] between the first to the third time – for in that time, a desire 
[for one’s spouse] may arise or one’s rage may subside. Also, [it has been 
restricted to three] in order to discipline and deter women from disobeying their 
husbands [time after time] whereby she may have become deserving of 
separation and distancing for doing something to disobey her husband. The 
reason why a woman becomes unlawful for a man after nine counts of divorce, 
where he is absolutely not allowed a woman and is punishable for it, is in order 
that people do not make a jest of divorce and so that women are not abased, and 
so that man may consider his situation carefully and vigilantly [before plunging 
into marriage and divorce], and that he may feel despair at ever coming back 
together with a woman after having divorced nine times.’[`AeIlal al-Shara’i`a , p. 
507, no. 1] 

DOUBT   R)@ا� 
 

   

H{5b�� 

Doubt  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0f�� �;�C���@ 	�� �� (
���� �q���y/ »Iu�J PI?�-�� �����> 2 3q0f��  v.(�i�6N  !&���� �N��"� � �q������ (�&�
 5�� 3q . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘You must adhere to conviction and keep away from 
doubt, for there is nothing more detrimental to a man’s faith than for doubt to 
overpower his conviction.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6146]    

2 �u�� ����� �)� �������������� :(���%
 E"� m�� 3��#� 9 �)=�=�J � . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I have never doubted the truth since I have been shown 
it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9482]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�
�* 	�� G;�:C�J  }�@N 2 u3��E 	�� +!&�
 5����� u7̂\ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily I am absolutely convinced about my Lord, and do 
not entertain any obscurity in my religion.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 22]    
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4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :»���]3?�� �L"=�(�� �v�y�m���� «� :3?�������N 2 .q0f�� 1�y ��]  <���/ (3��E 9 .q�f�̂ Q  . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) with regards to Allah’s verse in the Qur’an: “Indeed Allah 
desires to repel all impurity from you…”[ Qur’an 33:33], said, ‘Impurity is doubt, 
and by Allah, we never doubt in our Lord.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 288, no. 1]    

D{5b�� �3��1# 

Causes and Effects of Doubt  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $:��� "D�?�-�M .q0f�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Doubt is the product of ignorance.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
725]    

6� ����� � �u�)�������� ������� :(�����  ?�/ 	� %�� 	��  ����� 5���6 0q�J 	��N 2 0q�J     È?�=�� ��3��? � 0?�%@� -[ ������Û �'�?0w�|N 2 �� ̂Z���� ��k��sO�> ������ 
 �' ?�/ 9 ��0?�>�N . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever is insolent with regards to Allah’s command 
becomes prone to doubting, and whoever doubts, Allah, Most Sublime over him, 
disgraces him with His authority, and belittles him with His Might just as he had 
shown contempt for His command.’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 1, no. 373]    

7 �u�� ����� �)���������� ����� :(�1(�y��%�> L"=P�"�^O�� �1�R34�?�6 QN 2 �N�?�=�%�> �1l=�f�6 QN 2 �1l=�f�%�> �1��6?�6 Q . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not give in to misgivings lest you start to doubt, and 
do not doubt lest you disbelieve, and do not allow yourselves to become 
emboldened [against Allah] lest you fall into self-deception.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, 
p. 54, no. 24]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X��� "n C_�
 .q0f�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Doubt thwarts faith.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 723]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( v��&�� �E1^ "½��Z�
 .q0f�� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Doubt extinguishes the light of the heart.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 1242]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("D�}�#� 3q0f�� "D�?-�M . 
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10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The consequence of doubt is confusion.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4619]    

5{5b�� �p
*:�? �6 

Factors That Dispel Doubt  

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( .q0f�� �Ki(�
  ?=����  E.?�=�%� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Doubts are dispelled through repetition of one’s thought 
processes.[ Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4271]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 9 0q�J 	�-�� �)C i��  Pz� ����4 t?�
 1yN  ! 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘How I wonder at the one who entertains doubts about 
Allah whilst beholding the very creation of Allah.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 126]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �	�B1�� 0q�J QN �¿����� �K6E�� . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A sincere person does not entertain misgivings and a 
person convinced [of his faith] does not doubt.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9532]    

D{5b�� �@�%�� 

The Aspects of Doubt  

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+v���J  b��E/ 5�� .q0f�� : �� CR�
 L�� ^��
�* HI�?�a� �$���] 	�-�> 2  ����%jQ�N 2 �*.*�?0%��N 2  V1�«�N 2 T E-0%�� 5��
 ��"���� �q���y �D�?�4��N �^.��� �;�=���:�� �L����%j�  	��N 2  !��0f�� �q �(�j ��%�����N  v
0?�� 9 �*0*�?�6 	��N 2 ����C�&�� 5�� �¿�=�̂ ��
���
 �!�� � ����y 	��N 2

- :�> . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There are four aspects to doubt: unreasonable debating 
[born out of a desire to doubt everything], fear, wavering and undue submission. 
The one who always resorts to unreasonable debating never again sees the light 
after darkness. The one who is afraid of what befalls him [doubting as a result] is 
always turning back on his heels. The one who wavers between his misgivings is 
trampled by Satan underfoot, and the one who succumbs to the perils of this 
world and the next is destroyed in them both.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 31] 
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DREAMS   1ؤ���ا� 
 

   

�?�-:�� �:�b�  

Glad Tidings in Dreams  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (��6 ����1B 9 � :» �1�y �q�� �s ��k��� �)��-���=�� �$
���C�6 �Q �D�?�4HI�Q� 5�> �N ���̂.��� �D1���_��� 5�> t�?�f�C��� �L�:��
�L��Y����� ���1�����«� :�'�^�* 9 � �?0fC���> �	�,"a� t�?�
 ";�(���#� 
Ä.?�� uy . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA), with regard to Allah's verse in the Qur'an "for them are 
glad tidings" [Qur'an 10:64], said, 'This is in reference to the good dream which a 
believer has and which gives him good news in this world.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 90, no. 
60]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�1�B 2���?3f�C"a� ��\ �D01C(�� �	�� ��C�
 ¢ :VB W���?3f�C"a� �N :";�_��R�� 
Ä?�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'No remnants of prophecy remain today [in 
people's lives] except glad tidings.’ When asked what glad tidings were, he 
replied, 'True dreams.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 61, p. 177, no. 39]    

3 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �V1jE �X\  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�� �_|� �VB ���C|/ �s\ �X[ :
Ä.?�� ��� u (��
 WG��?3f�C�� 	�� $y . 

3– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'When the Prophet (SAWA) used to wake up in the 
morning, he used to first ask his companions, 'Are there any good news?' 
meaning any good dreams.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 90, no. 58]    

�?�-:�� ����e# 

Categories of Dreams  

4 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 9 �/�E �N .�#�1�:> PI-��� 9 �̄ N.?�� ��/�E -> 2 PI-��� �\ L�:�8�NE/ )�]�?�4 �1���^ �s\ �*�C���� �X\
 "�wg�� 1�:> PI�1«� . 

4– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'When people sleep, their spirits go out into the sky. 
Whatever the spirit sees while in the sky is true, and whatever it sees on the way 
in the wind are just muddled dreams.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 125, no. 16]    
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5 �e*7R�� ����� �)��� ������������ :(G'1]�N �;M�M 5�� 
Ä?�� :����� �	�� �D�Ef �   +��8/ "�wg/N 2 �XZ�f�� �	�� �?
m_�6N 2  	�,�-��  . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'There are three types of dreams: glad tidings from 
Allah for the believer, ominous dreams from Satan, and muddled dreams.’[al-
Kafi, v. 8, p. 90, no. 61]    

�?�-:�� �K�$�V 

Interpretation of Dreams  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( QN y�?3����
 �> �;�_�C�&�� 
Ä?�� t/�E �s\N 2 � �? C�����N y�?3��������> �;�(���#� �
Ä?�� L�"[���8/ t/�E �s\
 C��
� �? . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When any of you sees a good dream, then go 
ahead and interpret it and inform others of it, and if you see a bad dream, then 
neither interpret it, nor inform others of it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 41392]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( uw�C��N �����#� 	�� �4 +	�,� 5�� ��\ .¿�&�6 Q 
Ä?�� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'A dream should only ever be related to a believer 
who does not harbour jealousy or wrongdoing.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 336, no. 530] 

ELOQUENCE   �TَL�َا� 
 

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�(�Z���� 5�� 0U�4N  ��Z(�a� 5�� �$�:�j � ";@��C�� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Eloquence is that which is easy [for the speaker] to 
pronounce and light on the [listener’s] intellect.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1881] 

   

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�½Z���6 �> �v��R�6N 2�½Z�C�6 �> �v� i�6 �X/ ";@��C�� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Eloquence is to answer without delay, and to be correct 
without mistakes.’[Ibid. no. 2150] 

   

3 �u�� ����� �)������������� �� :( �à�� �;@��C�� 	�� 5��%�=�
 �B . 
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3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Brevity may suffice in accomplishing eloquence.’[Ibid. no. 
6666] 

   

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0(=�N 2�X
�m�«� �D?�c�= � QN �X����� �D0��Á ";�@��C�� �)������;7i"#� ���R�BN ��a� ";�|\ : . 

4- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Eloquence is not exemplified by the sharpness of 
the tongue, nor through excess babbling; rather it is through capturing the 
intended meaning and aiming at the proof.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 312] 

   

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(";@��C�� 0	 :�> �;M�M :	�� �K.?�&7%��  }c=�� 5��  $��&�� ";�Q0���N 2 ��=��  1�f�8 	�� ��.��C0%��N 2�;��w�C�� ��. 

5- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Eloquence lies in three things: coming close to the 
intended meaning, avoiding waffling, and communicating more meaning in fewer 
words.’[Ibid. no. 317] 

   

 ���=�� "̈ ���/ 

The Most Eloquent Speech  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �'��à\ �	���8N �'��i��  K�10R�� 9 �$�:�j � �;@��C�� "̈ ���/ . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most expressive eloquence lies in that which is 
metaphorically correct and easy to grasp, and that which is pleasantly 
brief.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3307] 

   

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�	���8 ���̂�� �  ��=�� �	��8/ Y3(��.����N .d£� ���- :�>N 2 � . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best speech is that which is decorated by a pleasant 
structure and is understood by the elite as well as the laymen.’[Ibid. no. 3304] 

   

 ���=�� u�> �e.��f0%�� 
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Manipulation Through Speech  

8E �Pz� "V1j  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<B�4/ L�:�(�j8/ Ì0�"� �E��4N 2�X1& :����%"a� �X1B3��f�%"a��N 2�XN�EM?kc�� ¸0�"� �E�?�J . 

8- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah despises the eloquent man who plays with 
his tongue like a drill.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7919] 

 

EMPLOYMENT   َرة�UNا 
 

�+�b�%
(� �� �9���`�� 

Employment  

1º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� ( �U�4 s\ 2  ����£�  ¼
��� ��8/ �DE]�� kX/ ��̂_Cj ^�¥4/ � L:%�f��� L:(�� (-���B �	  ��6 ����1B 9 �
�E\N L:�-�-�y �!� ���%-=Á �$�]7?�� �? ]O%��
 "$�]7?�� 1�yN 2  ����£�  ¼ 
��-�� ��1�B �q�s �$�]N 2 L:�6Q8  ?hjN L�á* ... 7(� "$�]7?�� �X[ 1�N

 ��1^/  b�´ 	�� �IuJ 9 �^| N/ �E7i�̂ N/ ����(� ·I7(�� �X1=
 X/ �\ .?�Z�S�
  ��P��(�  bh(0R�� ...����� "V�18/ �)��&%j� � �1���76� QN 2 �q�%�  L
 ��w�%�����N 2 +¦�C� L�:�S�� ��� ��1&�
 7Í ���%�â ����\ �� ?�R(�6 7-�� �v��Z�
 � l$[N 2 L :�-�-�y �!� ���%����-�� �'�}��6 �	�&�6/ ��7(=�N 2 ��(�� �N� i����N 2 ���

 :���18/ �̄ ��| � ¸���  ¼ 
��a�  K�1�/ 9 +¦�C� L�:�S��L . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said about the verse: “It is We who have dispensed among 
them their livelihood”, ‘Allah, the Exalted, told us that employment is one of the 
means of people’s livelihood. He, in His wisdom, diversified their energies, will, 
and conditions. Thus, He made man’s employment of one another one of the 
means of people’s livelihood … If every one of us was forced to build for himself, 
make his own furniture, and produce everything himself … the world’s conditions 
would not be bearable and people would not be able to endure them, and would 
find them impossible. But He ensured its management by diversifying their 
energies so that everyone performs for others that which is compatible with his 
own capacity, in order for some of them to be served by others and for their 
conditions to be sound.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah, v. 13, p. 244, no. 3]  

  

 �4�$5/�� �9���`W �+���:
\  
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Divine Disapproval Of Offering Oneself for Hiring  

2º�������C� r� �)�B  u��7���  E7-�   ) �������� ������� :(�Xo> 2 �? i7%�
 "$�]7?�� 2�����^ �? ]�,�
 Q �V&> 2 ���6Eã 9 �v��R�
 � �u�Z�"� ������̂ �?�]` 1�y 
�e �?%��
 �	=�N �����  �e��3?�� ��P��^ 5�� �?�Y�8 �����^ �?�]` �s\ ��7̂o> 2�? i0%�
N �$]N 7��  

2- Ammar al-Sabati narrated, ‘I asked AbÙ AbdillÁh (AS) about a man who 
trades but he can make the same money by working for someone else. He said, 
‘He should not work for someone else. Rather, he must seek Allah’s bounty by 
trading, for by working for someone else, he restricts Allah’s bounty for him.’[al-
Kafi, v. 5, p. 90, no. 3] 

  

 �9���`�� F�* �=���5P�� 

Employment Agents  

3º -�y��8/ 	� +L���  	� ��7-� )�������� �-:����� :( ��\ 2 Q �VB 2 ���> ����}> �?4` �\ �����>��
N ���> "$-��
 �>  $�-���� "$7C&�%�
  $�]0?��  	� �$��j ��0̂ /
 ���> �$�-�� �B �X1=�
 X/ <���J . 

3- Muhammad b. Muslim narrated from one of the ImÁms (AS), that he was 
asked about a man who accepts a job and before doing any work, he passes it 
on to another and profits from it himself; to which he replied, ‘No, [it is not 
allowed] unless he does some work on it.’[Ibid. p. 273, no. 1] 

  

�K`R� �]��   

Wronging The Worker  

4ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �n�C8/ �'�?]/ �} ]/ �L���� 	��   �;h-P�-�4 �D�}��� 	�� ���]1�%�� :�ä E �X\N 2 �;7(��� ��
 E ������ ��7?�8N ����-�� 
+�� . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A man who wrongs a worker in his wage, will have 
Allah annul his worship and prevent him from smelling the breeze of Paradise, 
which can be smelled from a distance of five hundred years.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 
347, no. 1] 
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5ºPz� "V1jE  )  �N ������� {z� �uk��|����` :( ?hC=�� 	�� �'�?]/  } ]�� �L�"� . 

5- The Prophet (AS) said, ‘Wronging the worker in his wage is a grave sin.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 170, no. 27] 

  

�E�[�u�W �3�,#� �9�:`�2� ����W 

Informing [The Worker] Of Wages And The Etiquette Of Payment  

6ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����-� 9 1�yN �'�?]/ �����-��/N 2 ��"B�?�� 0U i�
 �X/ �$C�B �'�?]/ �}]�� �1"Z�/. 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Give the worker his wage before his sweat dries 
up, and inform him of his wage while he is still working.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
9126] 

  

7º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( 5:�̂]����� "V1jE  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| [( ���6?]"� � �L���
 57%8 �}]/ �$�-��%���
 X/ . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) forbade using the services of a 
worker before he is informed of his wages.’[al-Faqih, v. 4, p. 10, no. 4968] 

 

THE END   ��َVِ� ا� 
 

   

�+�;�V�c� 

The End  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�X�1�g E �\ �V1|�1�� �	�&��%�
Q 2�;�C�B��� PI1�j 	� �h4 �	�,a� "V���
 Q�����    ���8N�E  ����̂ �)B�N �X1=
 57%8 
���� ��1�a� �q����  E1:"�N . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The believer is continuously fearful of a bad end 
[to his life] and remains uncertain of attaining the pleasure of Allah until the angel 
of death appears and takes his soul.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 366, no. 13]    
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2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( E7(��  $�y/  $�-��� ���� �L�%���
 7L"M 2 �;7(���  $�y/  $�-��� �$
1�Z�� �	��0��� "$�-����� �${�]7?�� kX\ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily a man may carry out the actions of the 
people of Paradise for a long period of time, but end his life with the actions of 
the people of the Hellfire.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 545]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�1C�i���6 �X/ L"=���� Q 	�� <;�y�?�� N/ �' ?-�� 	�� ^��� "$�-���
 �$����� kXo> 2 ���� �L�%���
 µ �N?"Y�(�6 57%8 G��8O� 
�7��j <��-�� "$�-����> "V71�_�%�
 0L"M 2�;7(��� �$�4�* ������ ��� 1� +Ø| +$�-��� �' ?�y�* . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not be amazed by [the good actions of] 
anyone until you see his end, for verily one may perform good actions for a 
period of his life that if he were to die during that time he would enter Paradise, 
but he subsequently changes and then commits evil actions.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 589]    

�+���e�%�� �I��B �i���̀ �6 

What Brings About a Good Final Outcome  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �q�(���,�
 �X/ ���*�E/ �X\  �����  $�S��C> +}�4 	�� ���6�O�6 � kX/ �L����> �;�C�B��� HI1�j    �I1�j 	�� ���6�O�6 �N 2 ���&�>1�6N 
  V:��o C>�����  �q(�� �'�1����N ���-���8N ��7
\ 2 �' EY�̂\ N  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you want Allah to protect you from an evil final outcome 
[to your life], then know that whatever good that comes is from Allah’s grace and 
divine succour, and whatever bad that comes, know that Allah has delayed it for 
you and you have already been given respite for it, so be aware of Allah’s 
clemency and pardon for you.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 392, no. 60]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �  �7(��  ¦�C� � :�X\���� �L�Y��>  V-����  $�S�>/ 9 �)^/N �¦�C�&�6 57%8 �q"��-�� +}�~ �L�%���
 �X/ ���*�E/    ��k&�8 
(�67*�1�� "$�_�%�(�
 N/ 7(�� �?�[�m�
 ���6���]�N 	�� k$"[ �� ?�[/N 2 �q(�� ���-���Á 0?�%�w�6 �X/N 2 ���|��� 9 �'HI-���̂ �V"m�C�6 X/ . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said to some people, ‘If you want a good final outcome to 
your actions and for your soul to be taken while you are in the best of actions 
then observe the rights of Allah, do not use His bounties to disobey Him, do not 
allow the fact that Allah is clement with you to delude you [into negligence], and 
respect and honour everyone whom we praise or those who embrace our 
love.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 4, no. 8] 
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ENJOINING GOOD AND PROHIBITING WRONG 

�ِWَ��ُا� Eِ�َ �ُI)وِف َوا�����َ��Xِ �ُ2,ا 
 

   

�:
�/�(� �I�� �FE5/���� �0�:%
(��  �:6R� 

Enjoining Good and Prohibiting Wrong  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ";�����4 �1�:>  ?�=("a�  	�� 5:�̂N ��N?��a � �?��/ 	��  E�� 9 ����1j�E ";�����4N 2  � . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever enjoins good and prohibits wrong is the 
deputy of Allah and the deputy of His Prophet on the earth.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, 
v. 12, p. 179, no. 13817]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)` �N ������� {z� �uk��|���� :(����� kX\  �VBN 2 ���� �?���� Q Tm��� �U��0S�� �	��,"a� �¦�wC���� ���6N ���EC�6  : ?�=("a�  	�� 5:(�
 Q Tm��� �1�y . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah, Mighty 
and Exalted, despises the weak believer who has no religion [i.e. has no devotion 
to his religion].’ When asked who a believer with no religion is, he replied, ‘He 
who does not prohibit wrong.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 59, no. 15]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(2��N?��a � �?��� �;��
?0f�� ���1�B �*N�"#� ";��B\N 2  ?�=("a�  	�� �u:0(��N  . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The basis of Islamic law is the enjoinment of good and 
the prohibition of wrong.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6817]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(:���N :l�"[ 3? C�� "V-�/ �N�����  $�C�j 9 �*  Àu3i"� +?_�� 9 G;�c��(�[ ��\ 2  ?�=("a�  	��  u:0(��N ��N?��a �  ?��� ��(��  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘All acts of righteousness and striving in the way of Allah 
are as mere spittle in the deep sea compared to enjoining good and prohibiting 
wrong.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 374]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���£�  V-�/ "$�S>/ ��N?��a � �?��� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Enjoinment of good is the best of all acts performed by 
creation.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1977]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  	�� �u:0(��N ��N?��a � �?��� kX/ �1-���� B� E ��Z&�
 L��N 2 <��]/ �3?�&�
 L��  ?�=("a� . 
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6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Know that enjoinment of good and prohibition of wrong 
never reach an end, and never cut off sustenance.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 57, no. 6]    

7 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :("V&�
 �X[ :����� t�?�6 G;�(��,�� +!���� l$�_�6 Q  �'�?3��w�
 57%8 �� ?Z�%> 5R��
  . 

7– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘It is not permissible for a believing eye to watch 
Allah being disobeyed and close without first changing the situation.’[Tanbih al-
Khawatir, v. 2, p. 179]    

8 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( � �;�-�Y�� �;�S
?> 2 PI_��.R�� �±:(��N 2 PI�C^�� "$�C�j  ?�=("a�  	�� �u:0(��N ��N?��a � �?��� kX\ 2 �¦h�?���� ��&�6 :
 �?��� �L�&�%��
N 2 PI����� �	�� �U�R�%(�
N 2 ��E�� �?�-��6N 2 �L��Y�a� .*�?�6N 2 �v�j=�a� l$�_�6N 2 �v�y�m�a� �	��O�6N . 

8– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Verily the enjoinment of good and the prohibition of 
wrong is the path of the prophets, the way of the righteous, a great obligation on 
which all other obligations are founded and on which ideologies are secured, by 
which earnings are made lawful, by which iniquities are redressed, through which 
the earth flourishes, justice is sought from enemies and [Allah’s] command is 
kept upright.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 56, no. 1]    

�:
�/�(� �I�� �FE5/���� �0�:%
(��  �:6R� �f:�V �:
u�O 

The Danger in Abandoning the Enjoinment of Good and the 
Prohibition of Wrong  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :("=0(0-������ N/ 2  ?�=("a�  	�� 0	�:(�%��N ��N?��a � kX�?��O�%������� �K�m�� L   .  

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘You must enjoin good indeed and you shall 
prohibit wrong otherwise the chastisement of Allah will surely overtake 
you.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 11, p. 407, no. 12]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �  !�(���_��� ���%0��|�N 	�� ’� +L�i��� �	�� �����?�g X/ ���� : 5���1���>  ?�=("a�  	�� �u:0(��N ��N?��a � �?��� �1[�?%�6 Q
 L"=�� �Ki�%��
 �> �X1���6 0L"M L"[�E�?�J L"=����� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said in his last will to Imam Hasan and Imam Husayn (AS) 
after he had been struck by Ibn Muljim, ‘Never abandon the enjoinment of good 
and the prohibition of wrong lest the evil ones amongst you gain mastery over 
you whereafter you will supplicate [Allah] but you will not be answered.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Letter 47]    

L��
e �)%�$�  �F�h�� I�6 
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He Who Contents Himself with a People’s (Wrong) Action  

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�XÕ\ +$��� 9 +$�4�* �$"[ 5���N 2 L�:���� ���>  $�4�7��[ +�1B  $��� � ug�7?�� : �� � g3?�� "Ò\N 2 �� �  $�-���� "Ò\ . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who contents himself with the wrong action of a 
group of people is as one who plunges into it with them, and every person who 
plunges into wrongdoing is guilty of two sins: the sin of having committed the 
wrong and the sin of being content with it.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 254]    

12 �*�1�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���> <=
?�J �X[ <_�C�B �	��_�%j�  	�� . 

12– Imam al-Jawad (AS) said, ‘He who approves of a wicked deed partakes in 
it.’[Kashf al-Ghamma, v. 3, p. 139]    

13 �*�1�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( <�?�/ �� :�J 	���'�� :�J 	�-[ �X[ �����g�?> +?�/ 	�� �K@ 	��N 2 ��(�� �K@ 	�-[ �X[ ���y ?�=> . 

13– Imam al-Jawad (AS) said, ‘He who witnesses a misdeed and abhors it is as 
one who was absent thereat, whereas he who is absent from a misdeed and yet 
contents himself with it is as one who witnessed it.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 456]    

�0�:%
(��  �:�6�� �l�[�:�� 

The Conditions to Be Observed by One Who Enjoins Good  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(G�N?��- � �q�s �'�?�/ �	"=���> G�N?��- � �?��/ 	�� . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘One who enjoins good should do so using good 
means.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5523]    

15 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (���� �$�B 7-�� � :� ����"[ ��(�� (��:�%^� N/ �� � (��-�� - � ��\ 5:(�̂ QN �?��O�̂ Q :�� 2 Q X\N ��N?��a � �N?�� $
����"[ ��(�� �1:�%(�6 L�� X\N  ?�=("a�  	�� �1�Þ�N 2����"[ �� � �1��-��6 L�� . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) was once told, ‘We only enjoin that which we ourselves 
practice absolutely and we only prohibit that which we refrain from absolutely’, to 
which he replied, ‘No, rather enjoin good even if you yourself do not practice it 
absolutely and prohibit wrong even if you yourself do not refrain from it 
absolutely.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 213]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������( :u��-��� �����\ L�:"& Cj/ Q - � L�y�?��` N/ 2 ��(�� u:�%^/ �)��� 7-�� ��7(�� 5Þ/ X/ u���̂ �b�>EH� u7̂\ . 
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16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily I bring myself to prohibit people from that which I 
myself do not refrain from, or to enjoin them that which I myself have not 
performed before them.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3780]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �	����   �� � �!������  ?�=("a�  	�� �!y7(��N 2 ���� �![ E7%�� ��N?��a � �	
?����  . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah curses those who enjoin good but abandon its 
practice, and those who prohibit wrong but commit it themselves.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 129]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(uy(7%�� �����  u:0(� � L�6?��"� -0̂o> p��(�� �1�y(�6N  ?�=("a�  	�� �1�Þ�N . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘And prohibit wrong and abstain from it yourselves, for 
verily you have been commanded to prohibit wrong after abstention from it.’[Nahj 
al-Balagha, Sermon 105]    

19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :((�
N ��N?��a � �?��O�
 -0̂\+VR�4 "���M ���> )�̂[ 	��  ?�=("a�  	�� 5: : 5:(�
 -�� �� E6N �� � �?��O�
 - � �$���
 5:(�
 -�> ���>�EN �?��O�
 -�> ���>�E 2 5:(�
 -�> �V�*� �?��O�
 -�> �V�*� 2 ��(�� . 

19– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily the one who enjoins good and prohibits 
wrong should possess three qualities: he should act upon that which he enjoins 
and abstain from that which he prohibits; he must be just with regards to what he 
enjoins and just with regards to what he prohibits; and he must be gentle in what 
he enjoins and gentle in what he prohibits.’[al-Khisal, p. 109, no. 79]    

�:
�/�(� �I�� �FE5/�� �@�V�:�6 ¡,# 

The Lowest Level of Prohibition of Wrong  

20Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�U��g/ �q�sN �� C��& C> �b�Z�%��
 L�� Xo> 2 �� ̂��� C> �b�Z�%��
 L�� Xo> 2 �'���� � �'�?3��w�����> <�?�=(�� L"=(�� t/�E 	�� 
�X��� . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who sees wrong being done should redress 
the situation with his own hand, and if he cannot do so then with his tongue, and 
if he cannot do so then with his heart [disapproving the act], and that is the 
weakest level of faith.’[al-Targhib wa al-Tarhib, v. 3, p. 223, no. 1]    

21 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  L�Y�� � �?k[km�
 X/ �'`�E �s\ 0��#� �V1&�
 X/  �7(�� ";�C��y L"[���8/ 0	���(-�
 Q Q/   QN +$�]/ 	�� �K3?�&�
 Q 2 
�� ����C�
+e� E 	 . 
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21– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Indeed fear of people must not prevent any of 
you from speaking the truth when he sees it fit to remind others of the grandeur 
of Allah, for neither will it [i.e. speaking the truth] hasten your destined end, nor 
will it ward off your decreed sustenance.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5570]    

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(PI�8�� �!�� �)3��� �1�:> �� ̂���N �'���
N �� C��&�  ?�=("a� �E=^\ ���?�6 	�� . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who abandons the prohibition of wrong with his 
heart, his hand and his tongue is a dead man walking amongst the living.’[al-
Tahdhib, v. 6, p. 181, no. 374]    

23 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1j�E ^�?��/  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (��=�� G'1]�1 � u|��a� �$y/ 5&��̂ X/GD0? : . 

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) commanded us to meet the 
sinners with stern faces.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 59, no. 10]    

24 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �L����
 X/ <�?�=(�� t/�E �s\ <�7���  	��,"a� �v��8  	�� k$]N0���  �'�E=^\ � C��B  . 

24– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘It is honour indeed for a believer that when he 
sees wrong being done, Allah, Mighty and Exalted, knows his heart to have 
rejected it.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 60, no. 1] 

ENMITY   *اَوُة�ا�َ 
 

   

�(� �I�� �FE5/���9�,�% 

Prohibition of Showing Enmity towards Anyone  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( "$�h�¥�] 0u��\ �� :�� �)�������� ������� ( V]3?�� �D�*��� 9 0u��\ �� :�� � �Iu�J 9 . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Gabriel has not exhorted me against anything like 
he has exhorted me against showing enmity towards people.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 202, 
no. 11]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( V]3?�� �D8��� 	�� �)� :�̂ � �XMN�� �D�*C�� ����� �Iu�J 	� �)� :�̂ � . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘After idol-worship, I have not been prohibited with 
anything as significantly as I have been prohibited hostility towards 
people.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 42]    
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3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( )�Z�&�j �V]3?�� 5�8Q 	�����%���?�[ )�C�y�sN ���6HIN?�� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever shows hostility towards others, his 
gallantry wanes and his kindness vanishes.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 512, no. 1119]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �7(�� "D�*���  $:��� ��/�E . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The peak of ignorance is showing enmity towards 
people.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5237]    

5 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �e�3(�� "� E1�6N �v��&�� ��P���6 :0̂o> p �;��1R"£�N L"[7
\ . 

5– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Beware of antagonistic dispute for verily it corrupts 
the heart and engenders hypocrisy.’[Hilyat al-Awliya’, v. 3, p. 184, no. 235]    

�9���P�%�� ��S�  

The Seed of Enmity  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �DQC"a� ";k��B �D�*�"a� ";k��� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The cause of enmity is lack of consideration [for 
others].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6302]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �̄ ���a� �D�N������ �Em��N �Em�� �Iu�J �$"=�� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Everything has a seed, and the seed of enmity is 
mockery.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 7316]    

J�H��P�� 	H;��? C# FM��/�? I�6 

One Who Must Be Considered an Enemy  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'.N��� PI?�a� �	Z�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Man’s stomach is his enemy.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4424] 
   

9 �*�1�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'�1:�6 -�� <�C36� ��J.?�� �q(�� �?�%�j 	�� ���*� ��B . 
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9– Imam al-Jawad (AS) said, ‘He who conceals [the path] of proper conduct from 
you in making you follow that which you desire is indeed your enemy.’[A`alam al-
Din, no. 309]    

�fD��P�� �P�# 

Your Archenemy  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�q��C(�] �!�� ¸k�� �q����̂ ��3N��� t��/ . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Your archenemy is your lower self that resides 
between your two sides.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, no. 259]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���%�
@ �̈ ����N ���%�]�E�* )���� -�:�=���� 	�-�> 2���6�1:�JN ���C�S�@ PI?�-��� ÀN���� t��/ . 

11– Imam al-`Aaskari (AS) said, ‘The enemy with the weakest stratagem is he 
who openly displays his enmity.’[A`alam al-Din, no. 313]    

D��P�%�� �C�;�'[� I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Caution Against Feeling Secure from One’s Enemy  

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �� 
=�a� ��%�:�C^/ �'3N���� 	�� ��^ 	�� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever falls into a sleep of neglect of his enemy is 
jolted awake by his crafty schemes.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8672]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��(�� �L�(�
 L�� ��^ 	�� . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who overlooks [his enemy] is himself surely not 
overlooked.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 62]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X�?�wR�%��6Q X\N <�7N����  �U���g . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Never underestimate an enemy even if he be 
weak.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10216]    

j��P�R� �z�_�'1� 
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Reconciling With One’s Enemies  

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'0N���� ����R�%j�  	�� �'�*���� 9 �*���  . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who reconciles with his enemy increases the 
numbers on his own side.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8230]    

16 �u�� ����� �)� �������������� :( 	��  ����R�%j� �̈ ���� �*��g�� �*�?"a�  . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who reconciles with the opposition achieves his 
aim.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8043]    

j��P�R� 	
��� ���  �¢7���5'�� FM��/�? �6 

How to Arm Oneself Against Enemies  

17"X-&� �) �������� ������� (� �� (��Q ���%0��|�N 9 � : QN 2 ��(�� g3?�� "X��\N ";�_�j-"a� �����?R�%�> ��3N���� 5��� �� � ��k����%�6 7-�� 	"=���� 2 0u�(�� 

�q�� �v0yO�%��> �qP���̂ 9 � ���� �N��C��> �;�C�̂i"a � ���� N���6 . 

17– Luqman (AS) said in his advice to his son, ‘O my son, let your weapons 
against your enemy with which you bring him to the ground be crafty persuasion 
and a [false] display of pleasure with him, and do not pursue him by running after 
him in case what you harbour within may become manifest to him leading him to 
prepare himself for you.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 532, no. 5]    

����E�̀  �;�� �G�H/�� �9���P�� 

People’s Hostility Towards That Which They are Ignorant of  

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�1� :�] � {I���/ ��7(�� . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘People are hostile towards that which they are ignorant 
of.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sayings 172 and 438] 

EVIL   �)@ا� 
 

   

D:5b���� �K
c� ����%�6 
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The Yardstick of Good and Evil  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 2 �E1&_�� 1�:> �;0(��� �XN�* +L���̂ l$"[N 2 ";0(��� �'����� À?�f � �?�J �N 2 �E(�� �'����� +}�� � �}�4 �  E(�� �XN�* �I��� l$"[N
�;���>� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'That good whose end consequence is the Fire is not 
good, and that hardship whose end consequence is Paradise is not bad. Every 
bliss other than Paradise is inferior, and every calamity other than the Fire itself 
is a comfort.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 387]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\   3?0f�� �)�-�j 	�� �1">��|�N 2 �N���%:�6  }�£� ��:�̂ �N"m���> 2 0?0f��N �}�£� ��> �	0��� <�
�*y <�%�[ �V��^/ ���̂_Cj 
�N���R&�6 . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Allah, Glorified be He, has sent down a guiding Book 
wherein He has explained good and evil, so adopt the course of good so that you 
be rightly guided, and turn away from the direction of evil so that you remain 
focused on the right way.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 167]    

D:5b�� �I�6 £:�� 

Worse than Evil  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ���� �X%��R�4 »Iu�J 3? C�� �	�� -�:�B1�> :���� � "X��� ����� �*C��� �b�0(��N    3?0f�� �	�� -�:�B1�> ����� �X%��R�4N 2 
»Iu�J :���� � ��?3f��   .?.S��N ����� �*C����   . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There are two virtues unexcelled by anything 
better: faith in Allah, and being of benefit to Allah's servants. And there are two 
iniquities unsurpassed by anything worse: associating something with Allah, and 
causing harm to Allah's servants.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 137, no. 2]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����1�M ��\  }�£� �	�� +}�� � »Iu�J �����N 2 ����&�� ��\ 3?0f�� �	�� À?f � »Iu�J ���� ��7̂\ . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'There is nothing worse than an evil deed except for its 
own punishment, and there is nothing better than a good deed except for its own 
reward.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 114]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��(�� �?�J 3?0f�� "$��> . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The doer of evil is worse than the evil itself.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 32]    
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���:-b�� �¢�V�$�6 

The Keys to All Evils  

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  N 2 �K�?0f��  V�B�� �q��6 ����6��� �$���]N <Q�B/ 3?0f��� �$���] k$]N0���  K�?0f�� �	�� �?�J �K�m�=�� . 

6– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, created locks for all 
evils, and he made the keys to those locks to be alcohol; and lying is worse than 
alcohol.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 236, no. 3]    

7�� � �e*7R�� ���)�������� ������� :( À?�J �$"[ �̄ %��� �v�S�w�� . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Anger is the key to all evils.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, 
p. 263, no. 4]    

���:-b�� �a�;�̀ 

The Merging of Evils  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��|( :"V1&
N ���(����J �v"Z��
 �����\ kX\ : ��\ 3?0f�� ��- ] �� ]/ Q u7̂o�> 2PI�3(��N  ?�=�"a�N  L_k��� L"=����
:�> . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily Satan addresses his devils saying, 'Avail 
yourselves to meat, intoxicants and women, for verily I do not see the merging 
together of more evils except through these.’[Bihar al-Anwar,v. 62, p. 293]    

D:5b�� 	
��� �C��n�� �a���un� 

Man's Natural Tendency for Evil  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�$��> �1"�k��=�6 N���y]N  }�£�"X�^�� ������ ��1CZ�� 0?0f�� kXo> p������ L"=�j1�^ � . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Force yourselves to do good, and exert 
yourselves therein, for verily evil is something man naturally tends 
towards.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 120]    

10 ����� � �u��)�������� ������� :(:���� ��1CZ�� �)^/ �$h�s?�� kXo> 2  $hS���� 5�� �q���^ �' ?[/ . 
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10– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Compel yourself to good virtues, for verily vices are 
something you have a natural tendency for.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2477] 

EXPECTATION   �2َ,ا 
 

   

q+���� �)�6R� 

Expectation is a Mercy  

1ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (<�?�i�J �� E@ ���?�@ QN 2y�����N �D�����N �)���g�E/ � "$��� Q�1��N 2 ¸7�{�Q �;®�E "$��� . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Expectation is a mercy for my community; without 
expectation no mother would nurse her child, nor would anyone plant a 
tree.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 173, no. 8] 

   

2º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�� ̂�,�� ���>�E "$��� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Expectation is an amiable companion.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 1042] 

   

3º È?� 	� 5���� -(�� )�������� ������� ( 5��� �V&> 2 ��E�� ��� �}c�
N GD_���- � "$-��
 �¤��JN ����])�������� ������� :( �$��� �(� ����̂� 0L�:���� .
�j �F C���> 2�b�i�Z�g�N �D_���a� �¤�0f�� �b�g�1�> 5��� �V&> <;)�������� ������� :("$-��
 �$���i�> ��&> 2�$��� ����\ �*�*�E� 0L�:���� . 

3- It is narrated in TanbÐh al-KhawÁÔir: ‘While Jesus son of Mary (AS) was 
sitting, he saw a man working the land with a shovel. Jesus (AS) said, ‘O Allah, 
take his expectation away from him!’ The man put his shovel down and rested on 
the ground for an hour. Then Jesus (AS) said, ‘O Allah, give him back his 
expectation!’ The man stood up and returned to work.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, 
p. 272] 

   

FE�'/�V 2 �=�6�� 
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Expectations Never Cease  

4ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (<����/ �¼���
 X/ "$��O�
 ��7̂o> <���@ �¼���
 X/ "$��O�
 �X[ 	�� . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A man who expects to be alive tomorrow is a man 
who expects to be alive forever.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 167, no. 31] 

   

5º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( ���� �;
@ Q "$��� . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no end to expectation.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
1010] 

   

6º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( u:�%�(�6 Q "V��� . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Expectations never cease.’[Ibid. no. 639] 

   

�+
������� �=�6�� �I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Warning Against False Expectations  

7º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (1�C�w��N 2 �' ? ����%���- � ���� +�1
  $ C�&�%���� 0K�?�> 2  $��� �$��� �1"&06��' ?�4` 9 ����[�1�� �)��B �������  V0N/ 9 G� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Guard yourselves against false expectation, for many a 
person who begins the day does not live to see its end, and many a one is 
envied at the beginning of the night while his mourners have assembled by the 
end of it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2572]  

   

8º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (  K�?0��[ "$��� :�']�E 	�� �U�����
N 2 �'`�E �	�� .?�w�
 . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Expectation is like the mirage - it deceives those who view 
it and leaves behind those who place their hope on it.’[Ibid. no. 1896] 
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9º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (  ?hRC�� �X1���� u-���6 .u ̂��� . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Wishes blind the eyes of insight.’[Ibid. no. 1375] 

   

10º �u�� ����� )���������������  : ( �!���>w��  K1"�"B 5��  !���0f�� "XZ��j "$��� . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Expectation is the sultan of the Satans over the hearts of 
the oblivious.’[Ibid. no. 1828] 

   

11º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�-���� �*��>  $��� "D�?�-�M  $ . 

11- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of expectation is the spoilage of deeds.’[Ibid. 
no. 4641] 

   

12º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( �D�?���#� "� E1�
N 2 �;�����w�� �?�c�=�
N 2 �����1�� �K�m�=�
N 2 �v�&�� u:���
 �$��� �X\ . 

12- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Expectation causes the heart to forget, breaks promises, 
increases oblivion, and brings about grief.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 35, no. 117] 

   

13º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�� 5��� lF�_�
N 2 ����1�� �K�m�=�
N 2 �$&��� �v�y�m�
 �$��� kX\ �D�?���#� "� E1�
N 2 �;�����w . �7̂o> p �$��� �1��m�[O>
 �EN��O�� ���C�8| kX\N 2�EN�?�@ . 

13- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Expectation drives reason away, breaks promises, 
encourages oblivion, and brings about grief. So distrust expectation, for it is 
deceitful and its addict is a sinner.’[Ibid. v. 77, p. 293, no. 2] 

   

14º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (���� G;-� ̂ �	�� �L�[   �' }�@ 9 �E��£� <��/ +$3��,�� �	�� �L�[N 2 �����/  ?���@ 9 �'��C� 5��  . 

14- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘How many a favor Allah grants His servant without 
his having expected them, and how many a hopeful one entertains high hopes 
when [Allah’s] choice favours others.’[Ibid. v. 71, p. 152, no. 55] 
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�)�̀ R��� �)�6R� 

Expectation and Death  

15º ��7̂/ �TN�E ]����� V1jE ) [�uk��|����` �N ������� {z�  ( �VBN �'������O> "F��c�� 7�/N 2 �� C�(�] �\ �?�4��N ���
���
 !� �*1�� ���?�w�> G*�1��/ �;M�M �m�4/ : $�y
 �1�B W �my � �XN�E���6 :�����   �L����/ ��"�1jEN  . �VB :*` �	�� �'���%�
 "$��� �myN 2 "$]�� �myN 2"X�^�� �my $��� �XN�* "$]�� ���i���%���
N �� . 

15- It has been narrated that the Prophet (SAWA) took three sticks and set one 
of them in front of him, another one next to it, and the third far away from the two. 
He then asked, ‘Do you know what this is?’ to which they replied, ‘Allah and His 
Messenger know better.’ He said, ‘This one is man, and this is death [next to it], 
while that one is expectation, which man entertains [about his long life], but death 
falls upon him prior to his expectation.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 272] 

   

16º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�$��� �¦�w��/ �����\ ���%���?�jN ����]/ ��C��� t�/E 1� . 

16- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If man were to see his death [approaching] and the 
speed at which it draws near to him, he would despise expectation.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 73, p. 95, no. 79] 

   

17º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�$�]�� u��(�
 "$��� . 

17- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Expectation makes one forget death.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 874] 

   

18º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�u�J ������/ 2"$]�� �I�u�J �K�?�B/"$��� �I . 

18- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The closest thing is death, and the remotest thing is 
expectation.’[Ibid. no. 2920-2921] 

   

19º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( $]�� 9 �$�4���6 57%8  $��� �	�� ����0(�� 1����6 Q . 
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19- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A soul does not depart from his expectation until it enters 
the realm of death.’[Ibid. no. 10844] 

   

20º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�� �������̂ ���&�> ����]/  E1�S�8 �$�C�B �����/  �7
/ 9 �$�-�� �	�-�> 2 �$]/ ��h�E�N 	�� +$�/  �7
/ 9 �L"=7̂\N �Q/ L��N ��"��-
 ��"�]/ �'�E�?�S�
 . 

20- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Indeed you are in the days of expectation that is followed 
by death. So he who works in the days of his expectation before death arrives 
will benefit from his work and will not be hurt by death.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 
333, no. 21] 

   

21º �L�=�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( "V��� �)�_�S�%>� "V]�� ��?�:�� 1�� . 

21- Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘If times of death were revealed, expectations 
would be debunked.’[A`alam al-Din, p. 305] 

   

 �i�:�;
<�)6R� �=��  

The Results of High Expectations  

22º����� 5�]^ -�>    5j1� ��� �$]N 7�� )�������� ������� : ( ������� u7(�  v�&�� u�j&��N 2 �q�C���B �1���&���> �q���/ ��̂.��� 9 �V31�Z�6 Q 2 5j1� 
 . 

22- Part of what Allah, the Exalted, told Prophet Moses (AS): ‘O Moses! Do not 
extend your expectation in this world’s life lest your heart become hard, for the 
hard-hearted is far from Me.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 329, no. 1] 

   

23º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (��"��-�� �?�R�B ��"��/ �b��06�  	�� . 

23- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who has high expectations is deficient in his 
action.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 421, no. 40] 

   

24º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�D�?�4�� u��(���>  $��� "V1"� 7�/ . 
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24- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘As for high expectation, it causes you to forget the 
Hereafter.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 336, no. 3] 

   

�)�6R� �:�_�e 

Low Expectation  

25ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( � G*1���  	�Q � : �$"&�> �)�_�C�|/ �so> 2 �q����/ �?3R�B : �$"&�> �)������/ �s\N 2 uP���"� Q u7̂\ :\ Q u7̂
����� HI&�� 0v�8/N 2 ��̂.��� �;�B�E��� 5�� �� ����N 2 �� C�|"�   . 

25- The Prophet (SAWA) told Ibn MasÝÙd, ‘Lower your expectation such that 
when you wake up in the morning, you say, ‘I will not see the night’ and when 
you go to sleep at night, you say, ‘I will not see the morning.’ And be prepared to 
depart from this life and yearn to meet Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 101, no. 1] 

   

26º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( �� ]�1�
N 2�K�?.%�� �	"=��
N 2�KC8�� �e E��
 ��7̂/ �	�&�
/ �	�� ��0��B � �\ �?�&�%���
N 2�Uk��4 7-�� u (�w�%���
N 2�K��#�
 $-����  V1"�N  $���  ?�R�& � 7
 ?�8 �X[ 2 . 

26- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who is sure about leaving his loved ones, 
dwelling under the earth, facing the final Account, and that he will be needless of 
what he leaves behind, and needy of what he has sent forth [for the Hereafter] 
deserves to shorten his expectation and lengthen his action.’[Ibid. v. 73, p. 167, 
no. 31] 

   

27º �?BC�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( � ��̂.��� �	�� �*0N���6  $���  ?�R�& . 

27- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Equip yourself with low expectation for this world’s 
life.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 286] 

   

����� �K�M�  �)��6>H'�� �I�� �FE5/��   

Prohibition of Placing One’s Expectation in Other than Allah  

28ºPz� "V1jE    )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� "V1&�
   �$]N 7��  :  �
�� °N�* �$0�/ +	�,�� �$"[ �$�/ 0	���Z�B� . 
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28- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, Mighty and Exalted says, ‘I will cut off the 
expectation of every believer who places it in someone other than Me [and 
replace it] with despair.’[Sahifat al-Imam al-Ridha(AS), p. 276, no. 20] 

   

29º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( ����y ���&�> <^�^\ �$0�/ �	�� . 

29- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who places his expectation in a human is indeed 
fearful of him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 79, no. 61] 

 

EXPERIENCE   �Xَ�ِ.) ا�
   

�;�� ?i0%�� ��[�?�� 

Experience  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�*�%��� �L�� �K Ei7%�� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Experiences are a beneficial knowledge.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 1036]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( ��(�Q �)�������� ������� (� :$�C�B  K�*H� � q�6�E�*C�>  �  ?��� 	� �q 
/E 3��Û �$ C�&�%��%� �q.C"� �$�w%f�
�N �q�C�B �1��&�
 �X�/
�)���"[ �B �X1=%> 2���%�� ?i�6N ���%��w��  K Ei0%�� "$y/ ����[ ��B�;�� ?i0%��  ±��� 	�� �)��>1��N  v��kZ�� �;�̂N,��  . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said to his son (AS), ‘I started teaching you manners before 
your heart hardened and your mind became preoccupied in order for you to 
comprehend with your mind what experienced people have spared you from 
searching and experiencing. Thus you were spared the hardship of search and 
the pain of experience.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 70]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����4 �E1�"Q�  K3?�i�
 L�� 	�� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who does not test things out is bound to be 
deceived.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 420, no. 40]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( v�B�1����  	� �u�-��  K Ei0%��  	�� �u (�@ 	�� 2 v����a� 	�� �L���j �K Ei0%�� �L�=�8/ 	�� . 
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4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who masters his experiences will be safe from 
harm, while a man who is devoid of experiences will be blind to consequences [of 
actions].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8040, 8680]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�3*,��  K Ei0%�� 5�[ . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Experience suffices as a trainer.’[Ibid. no. 7016]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���%�� ?i�6  E���B 5��  $�]7?�� �T/E . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The worth of a man’s opinion is measured by his 
experience.’[Ibid. no. 5426]    

7�� � �e*7R�� ���)�������� ������� :( 0	��-�Z�
 Q ...G;jh E 9 �� 
/?� �v�i��"a� �;� ?i0%�� "$��&�� . 

7- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A man with little experience and admiration of his 
own opinion must not aspire for power.’[al-Khisal, p. 434, no. 20]    

���;�� ?i0%��  ����� .ES 

Experience And Reason  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  K Ei0%��N  L������ ��
��6 �D�
?�@ "$&���� . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Reason is an instinct that is enhanced by knowledge and 
experience.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1717]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  K Ei0%�� "����8 "$&���� . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Reason is to retain [and learn from] one’s 
experiences.’[Ibid. no. 673] 

EXTREMISM (IN RELIGION) *   1�#� ا�ُ
 

   

I?DP�� F�* D���M�� I�6 �:?S!5'�� 
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Caution against Extremism (in Religion)  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �Xo> p u�&�8 �e1�> u ̂1���>?�6 Q  <7� C�̂ °�m��0%�
 X/ �$CB <��C�� °�m��06� ��6  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not elevate me above my rightful position, for 
verily Allah has made me a servant before He made me a prophet.’[Nawadir al-
Rawandi, p. 16]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(¸����J -�:"�(�6 Q �X�(�| :+��^QN +vh6 �}@ ��(�� �e E�  	
3��� u�> +V@N 2��1���� ��1f�@ �XZ��j . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Two types of people will not be included in my 
intercession: the tyrannical and iniquitous ruler, and the heretical extremist in 
matters of religion, who has digressed from it and who is neither repentant nor 
willing to give up [his heresy].’[Qurb al-Isnad, p. 64, no. 204]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( 7u��� �)�������� ������� ( � : �1��?>O�> ��1�B ��0C�8/ p �È?��  	� 5����  $�c�-�[ �;0�"Q� �'my 9 �q"��c�� 2.u��

�VB 2���> �1��?>O�> ��1�B ���S�w�/N 2���> :�u8�1�� �V���(�> :»�È?�� �	�� �K ?�g 7-��N�XN.��R�
 ��(�� �q��1�B �s\ <��c�� « . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Ali, your example in this community is as the 
example of Jesus son of Mary – one group of people loved him and exceeded 
the bounds in their love for him, and one group of people hated him and 
exceeded the bounds in their hatred. The following verse was therefore revealed: 
“When the son of Mary was cited as an example, behold, your people raise an 
outcry”[ Qur’an 43:57].[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 25, p. 284, no. 34]    

4 �u�� ����� �)������������� �� :(�X��]�E 0u�> �q���y : +VB �¦�wC��N 2+V@ �v�_�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Two types of people will perish in my name: the one who 
is an extremist in his love for me, and the one who loathes me with a 
vengeance.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 469]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<���8/ L�:(�� �?�R(�6QN 2<����/ L�:��"m4� 7L�:���� 2tER0(�� �	�� �È?��  	� 5���� �DHI�?�C�[ �D��w�� �	�� »IT ?�� u7̂\ 7L�:���� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O Allah, verily I disclaim association with the extremists 
as Jesus son of Mary’s disassociation with the Christians. O Allah degrade them 
forever, and do not ever help any of them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 25, p. 284, no. 32]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��� C�� 7̂\ �1"�1"B 2(��> 01"��w��N L"[7
\L�%��J � (��S�> 9 �1�1"BN 2�X1��1��?��  . 
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6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of going to extremes with respect to us. Instead 
take us as servants that have been endeared [by Allah], and say whatever you 
wish about our virtues.’[al-Khisal, p. 614, no. 10]    

7uj1Z�� Ç��� � : �e*7R�� �VB)�������� ������� :(�����  ���4 .?�J �D��w�� kXo> p L�:�̂N��P���
Q �D��w�� �L"= �C�J 5�� �N�E�m8��  ����� �;�-�Y�� �XN�?3w�R�
 2   2
����� �*C���� �;0� �1�.?�� �X1��0��
N  �����N 2  ���� 	�� �?�J �D��w�� kX\ �VB 7L"M 2�1"[�?J/ �	
m��N  �1i�a�N tER0(��N �*1: : (�N 2��"��C&�̂ �> Çw�� �b ]?�
 (���\

���� �$�&> 2��"��C&�(�> �?3R�&"a� ���_��
 :�����  V1jE �	� 
 �q�s �U�[  �VB W  :�
 �> 3��#�N  ��R��N �D[���N �D�0R�� ��?�6 �*%�� ��B �u��w�� kX� 5�� �E��&
����� �;��� �\  �1].?�� 5���N ���6�*� ��?�6  ���/N �$�-�� ���?�� �s\ �?3R�&"a� �X\N 2<����/ k$]N0���  . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Be on your guard that the extremists do not corrupt 
your youth, for verily the extremists are the most evil of Allah’s creation for they 
belittle the Greatness of Allah, and falsely attribute divinity to the servants of 
Allah. By Allah, verily the extremists are worse than the Jews, the Christians, the 
Magians, and the polytheists. The extremist may return to us but we do not 
accept him again, whereas we do accept the negligent one when he tries to 
adhere to us. At this, he was asked, ‘How can that be O son of the Prophet 
(SAWA)?’ to which he replied, ‘Because the extremist has become accustomed 
to abandoning the prayer, the alms-tax, fasting, the pilgrimage, and cannot give 
up his habit and return to Allah’s obedience ever again, whereas the negligent 
one, when he attains inner knowledge, begins to act and carry out acts of 
obedience.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 650, no. 1349]    

8º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(���� �!(�,a� �}�/ ��1�B 56/ �1�&> ����� : (0��E 
 �q���� ������ ! ���BN/N <D�}��8 L�:�� �?���_�> 2�1��1�%�
 L�> L�:��%�%j>
��1�%�
 ¢ 7-��> 2-�:�(��� � 5S>/N : C ̂] �\ t?4"� <D�}��8 �?���8N 2�E^ :�> t?4"Q� �D�}��#�> ���BN/N 2�D�}��#� 9 L�y&�/ �1)�E^ ( �1�6� 57%8. 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘A group of people once came to the 
Commander of the Faithful Ali (AS) saying, ‘Peace be upon you O our Lord!’ so 
he asked them to repent to Allah for what they had said, but they refused to 
repent, so he dug a hole and lit a fire therein, and dug a second hole around it, 
leaving a space between them. So when they refused to repent, he flung them in 
the hole, and ignited a fire in the second hole, so that they would die.’[al-Kafi, v. 
7, p. 259, no. 18]    

9+}R� 1�/ � :�������C� r� �)�B  ������N "D�0R�� ������  : �X1�1&
 L:7̂\ !�VB :�)�B W �X1�1&�
 �N :�X1�1&
 :  �1i.(�� �*����N 2 ?�Z�a� �?�Z�B �L����

�VBN PI-��� 5��\ �'���
 �b�>�?�> 2 K�?.%�� �*���N 2 ?_�C�� 9 � �X��NN 2 ?�i0f�� �e�E�NN :_Cj����� �X  ����� �X_Cj   �����N Q 2  ����� ��\ �my �L���
 �    .  

9– Abu Basir narrated, ‘I told Abu `Aabdillah [i.e. Imam al-Sadiq (AS)]: ‘Verily 
they are saying things [about you]!’ He asked, ‘What are they saying?’ to which I 
replied, ‘[They are saying], ‘He knows the number of drops of rain, the number of 
stars and the leaves on the trees, and the weight of all that is in the sea, and the 
number of grains of sand.’ So he raised his hands to the sky, saying, ‘Glory be to 
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Allah, Glory be to Allah. No, by Allah, no one knows this except Allah.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 25, p. 294, no. 52]    

10 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �X1[ ?f�� ";�g31��"a�N 2�E��"[ "D��w�� . ... 

10– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘The extremists are disbelievers and the mufawwiza 
94 are polytheists …’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 25, p. 273, no. 19]    

11 g3?�� ����� �)���������� ����� :( �!(�,a�  }�O� ���Ni�6 	��)�������� ������� ( �!��S�� �	��N L :����  K1Sw�a� 	�� 1�:> �;0
*1C���� . 

11– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Whoever exceeds the bounds [of their love] for the 
Commander of the Faithful Ali (AS) into worship [of him] is indeed among those 
who incur Allah’s wrath and are astray.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 25, p. 274, no. 20]  

 

* al-ghuluww: extremism in religion is a term used specifically to denote people 
who raise the Imams or the Prophet (AS) above their statuses designated by 
Allah, raising them to the level of lordship or divinity. Such people were severely 
rebuked and condemned by the Prophet and the Imams themselves (ed.) 

 

FAITH    ن���Nا 
 

   

���j���N "X��� 

Faith (Iman) and Islam  

1 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (+$-� �� �E�?B\ ���j��N 2 �$-�N �E�?B\ "X�o��� . 

1- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Faith is to attest and to act, whereas Islam is to 
attest without action.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 297] 

   

2  e*7R��  ���� �)�������� ������� : (PI�3��� �	�&�8N "F
 E�1�a�N ���[(�a� ������ � ���j��N 2  K1�&�� 9 �?�B�N � �X��� �X\ . 
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2– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily faith is that which is embedded in the hearts, 
whereas Islam is the means by which marriages, inheritances and safeguarding 
blood take place.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 26, no. 3] 

   

�X��� ";&�&8 

The Reality of Faith  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (QN u���_0%�� "X�o��� ����"V-��� ���B7��|N  v�&�� 9 �¿���4 � �X�o��� 0	=�N 2 u7(�-0%��  . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Faith is not [acquired] through embellishment or 
wishing. Rather faith is that which is pure in the heart and is certified by 
actions.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 69, p. 72, no. 26]  

   

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �X[�E�� �$-��N 2 �X����� �V1�BN 2  v�&�� �;> ?��� "X�o��� . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Faith is inner knowledge by means of the heart, 
attestation with the tongue and action with the limbs.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 2] 

   

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (";8-0���N �¥0R�� 2 "X�o��� . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Faith is patience and liberality.’[Ibid. no. 57]  

   

6 Pz� "V1jE �) �N ������� {z� �uk��|����` : ( �N �����Z������ �	"=
 L�� ����|/ � �X/ �L����
 57%8 �X�o��� �;&�&8 ��C� �̈ ��� �N 2 <;&�&8 �IuJ �$=� �X\
���C�R���� 	"=�
 ¢ �'OZ�4/ . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Every thing has a reality, and a servant will never 
reach the reality of faith until he acknowledges that whatever afflicts him would 
never have missed him and whatever has missed him would never have afflicted 
him.’[Ibid. no. 12]  

   

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (� �v�S�w�
 57%8 �X��� �;&�&8 ��C��� .��_�
 Q���  ���� 5g?�
N   �X�o��� �;&�&8 0��_�%�j� ���&�> �q�s �$��> �so> 2  . 
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7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A servant will never attain the reality of faith until 
he is angered only for the sake of Allah and is pleased only for Allah. When he 
does that, he truly becomes deserving of the reality of faith.’[Ibid. no. 99]  

   

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( }�£� 	�� ����(�� .v_�
 �  �7(�� 0v�_�
 57%8 ��C� �	��,�
 Q . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A servant will not have faith until he loves for 
others the good that he loves for himself.’[Ibid. no. 95] 

   

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  $-��� �d�4\ "X�o��� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Faith is sincerity of action.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 873] 

   

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������: ( PI40?�� 9 �?�=�JN 2 PI��C�� 9 �¥�| "X�o���  . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Faith is patience during calamity, and 
thanksgiving during ease.’[Ibid. no. 1350] 

   

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �e�3R�� �X�o��� ��/E . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The fountainhead of faith is honesty.’[Ibid. no. 
5222] 

   

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ���
 9 µ �X1=�
 57%8 G�C� "X�\ �e���R�
 Q   �'���
 9 µ �(�� ���M�N/ �^_Cj  . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A servant’s faith is not true until his confidence in 
that which rests in Allah’s Hand is more than that which rests in his own 
hands.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 37, no. 79]  

   

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��0?�g �X\N 0�#� �?�M�,�6 �X/ �X�o��� �;&�&8 	�� �X\ �q�����̂ �X\N  $�C�� 5��� . 
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13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily the reality of faith is for you to prefer right, 
even if it is to your detriment, over wrong, even if it is to your benefit.’[Ibid. v. 70, 
p. 106, no. 2] 

   

 $�-�����N �X��� �?�|x�6 

Faith and Action  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� "$C�&�
 Q 2 GX�?�B 9 �X=
?�J �X�1�4/ "$-���N "X�o���  �� C8R� ��\ -�y��8/ . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Faith and action are two brothers, bound 
together with a single rope. Allah will not accept either one without the 
other.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 59]  

   

15 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �X1�1&
 �	
m��� 2 <7�C�̂ �!�C�j �X��� 5�� ";� ]�?"a� �)�(��"� :+$-� �� �V1�B "X�o��� . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The murji’a have been cursed by seventy 
prophets. They are those who say that faith is attestation without action.’[Ibid. no. 
637]  

   

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���?8 QN �V�8 QN �D�| QN ��1�| ���> �V ��(�
 ¢ ��[ "X�o��� �X[ 1� . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If faith was a mere statement, then fasting, prayers, the 
lawful and the unlawful things would not have been prescribed for it.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 69, p. 19, no. 2]  

   

17 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (l�[ �$-� "X�o�������� 	�� +�?�� �  $-��� �q�s �¦�� "V1�&��N 2 ��  ���%�[ 9 ���(0���  . 

17– One of the infallibles (AS) said, ‘Faith is all action, and the statement is but 
part of the action that Allah has made mandatory, which He has explained in His 
Book.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 38, no. 7] 
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��M���N "X��� 

Faith and Sins  

18Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�X�8\ �' ?�"[ 	�� �?�>=�� �± ?��
 Q -�[ 2 �v^�s �� ̂�\ 	� �	�,a� �± ?��
 Q. 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A sin cannot expel the faithful person from his 
faith, just as an act of goodness cannot expel an infidel from his 
faithlessness.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 1333]  

   

19�����  V1jE 	� V7-��� ¬[ �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�VB 	�� :»����� ��\ ��\ Q   « �;7(�� �$4�* R������ .��B�$ : �VB W:�|�4\ �N : �X/
�����  � E_�� 	�� �'�� i�_�6   .  

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever sincerely says: ‘There is no god but 
Allah’ (La ilaha illallah) will enter Paradise.’ He was asked, ‘And where does the 
sincerity of it [i.e. the statement] lie?’ He said, ‘In guarding it from what Allah has 
prohibited.’[Ibid. no. 205]  

   

20 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ��\ ��\ Q "V���6 Q   "$-��� �?�:�Y�
 �X/ :�&�_ � ������%�jQ�N 2 � 0U���%���
 57%8 :��B 	�� �b���(�6 
� �'N?3��w�
 QN �'N?�=�(�
 �> u|��a . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘[The statement] ‘There is no god but Allah’ will 
benefit whoever recites it until he depreciates it. And depreciating its right is 
when sins are openly committed, and they neither prohibit them, nor do they 
change them.’[Ibid. no. 223] 

   

21 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  ?hC=��  	� �$��j �BN � : � W �X��� 	�� �± ?��6 �$y :����� "V1jE �VB 2  ?hC=�� �XN�* �N 2 L���̂  )  �uk��|
����` �N ������� {z� : (» °�7��� °���
 Q�	�,� 1�yN �eE7��� �e ?���
 QN �	�,� 1�yN«. 

21– Imam al-Kazim (AS), when asked about the grave sins and whether they 
expel one from faith?’, replied, ‘Yes.’ [And when asked about other than grave 
sins], said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘An adulterer would never commit adultery 
whilst still a believer and a thief would never steal whilst still a believer.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 69, p. 63, no. 7] 
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"X��� �� � "$�-=�
 � 

That Which Completes Faith  

22Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�� �;M�M ���̂�\ "$�-=�%���
 ���> 0	"[ 	 :����� 9 ����
 Q �$�]E   2 �����-�� 	�� �Iu�f� uh�?�
 QN 2 +LhQ �;��1�� 
�^.��� 5��� �D�?�4�� �?�/ �E%�4� 2 �D�?�4å� �?�4��N �^.��� -�y��8/ �X�?��/ ������ ���?�� �s\N . 

22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Three qualities, when present in an individual, 
will complete his faith: a man who does not fear the reproach of an admonisher 
for the sake of Allah, who never shows off in any of his actions, and who when 
faced with two matters, one for this world and the other for the Hereafter, he 
chooses the matter of the Hereafter over the world.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 43247] 

   

23 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ����
 57%8N 2 ��P����(�� .v�_�
 � ���4� 0v�_�
 57%8 �X��� ��C� "$�-=�%���
 Q  �'3� ]N ���8���� 9  . 

23- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A servant’s faith is incomplete until he loves for 
his brother what he loves for himself, and until he fears Allah both in times of 
jesting as well as seriousness.’[Ibid. no. 106]  

   

24 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �X��� ��C� "$�-�=�
 Q   +VR�4 ���-�4 ��> �X1=
 57%8  :��� "$�[17%������� 5  ����� 5��\ �¦
1��7%��N 2    
�����  ?�� �L����0%��N 2  ����� PIS�& � g3?��N 2   ����� PI��� 5�� �¥7R��N 2    . ����� 9 0v�8/ 	�� �7̂\  ����� 9 �¦�w��/N 2   ���� 5Z�/N 2   ���� �b(��N 2    ��&�> 2 

�X��� �$�-�=�%�j� . 

24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A servant’s faith in Allah is not complete until he 
has five attributes in him: complete reliance upon Allah, entrusting [his affairs] to 
Allah, submission to Allah’s will, contentment with Allah’s decree, and patience in 
Allah’s tribulations. Certainly one who loves for the sake of Allah, hates for the 
sake of Allah, gives for the sake of Allah, and withholds for the sake of Allah has 
in fact completed faith.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 10, p. 177, no. 77] 

   

25 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (<&��4 L"=�(���8/ ^�\ L"="��-�[/ . 
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25– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most perfect in faith from among you is the one with 
the best character.’[Ibid. v. 71, p. 387, no. 34] 

   

26 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�M ���̂�\ �$�-�[ ���> 0	"[ 	�� �� : �L�����N 2 �L���#�N 2 "$&��� . 

26– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Three attributes, when present in an individual, 
complete his faith: intellect, clemency and knowledge.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
4658] 

   

27 �u�� ����� �) ��������������� : (����� ��0C�8/ 	�� 0v�_�
 57%8 G�C� "X�\ "$�-�=�
 Q  ����� ���S�w��/ 	�� �¦wC�
N 2 �^_Cj    ���̂_Cj  . 

27– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A servant’s faith is not complete until he loves one 
whom Allah, the Glorious, loves and hates one whom Allah, the Glorious, 
hates.’[Ibid. no. 10849]  

   

28 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���M �VR�4 ��> �X1=6 57%8 �X��� �;&�&8 ��C� "$�-=�%���
 Q : 9  ?
�&0%�� �	���8N 2  	
3��� 9 ��&����
 
��0?�� 5��� �¥0R��N 2 �;f���a� . 

28– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A servant cannot attain the reality of faith until 
there exist in him three attributes: learning the religion, good [i.e. economical] 
assessment of his living expenses, and patience in sufferings.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
78, p. 239, no. 78] 

   

�*���X��� �*
  

Increase of Faith  

29 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( "X�o��� �$�-�=�%�j� �so> 2 ����C�� �*�*��� -�Y�� "X��� �*�*��� -k�=> 2  v�&�� 9 HI�S���� <;�Y�-"� N��C�
 �X�o��� �X\
��l�"[ �v�&�� 0¦����� . 

29– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Faith appears as a white spot in the heart. So whenever 
faith increases in magnitude, the whiteness increases. When faith is completed, 
the entire heart becomes white.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 1734] 
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�X��� ��]�E�* 

The Levels of Faith  

30Pz� "V1jE �  ) k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u : (����� �X/ �L���6 �X/ �X�o��� "$S>/  �)("[ � "F��8 �q��  . 

30– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of faith is to know that Allah is with you 
wherever you are.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 66]  

   

31 Pz� "V1jE �)���� {z� �uk��|����` �N ��� : (";�8-0���N �¥7R�� �X�o��� "$S>/ . 

31– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of faith is patience and liberality.’[Ibid. 
no. 74] 

   

32 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (Q "V1�B :"��S�>O> 2 <;�C���J �X1�C�jN �b�S � "X�o�������� ��\ ��\    2  �
?kZ��  	�� ts�� ";���\ y^�*/N 2 
�X��� 	�� �;�C���J {I��#�N . 

32– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Faith has about seventy branches, the best of 
them is the statement: “There is no god but Allah”, and the lowest of them is to 
remove obstacles from the path. And chastity is a branch of faith.’[Ibid. no. 52] 

   

33 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �X&
�� �	��8 �X�o��� "$S>/ . 

33– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of faith is excellent conviction.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 2992]  

   

34 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  v�8R��  !�(MQ� �v8| 0	��1"&�
 �> 2GDB�?�� ����� <DB�?�� ��(�� �����R�
 2 Lk����� �;�� ¬�- � G�]�E�* �?�f�� �X�o��� �X\
 ��8�1�� :  ?�J��� 5��\ �u:%�(�
 57%8 2 �Iu�J 5�� �)��� .N�* 1�y 	�� �n�&���6 �> �q(�� "$���j/ 1�y 	�� �)
/E �s\N 2 �q�B1�> 1�y 	�� �q�Z�&����> �q�̂

 �'�?�C�] ������> (�,� �?���[ 	�� �Xo> 2 �'�?P��=�%�> ���Z�
 Q � ������ 0	���-�_�6 QN 2 +��> ?� �q��\ �����>�E> G;]E�� . 
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34– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Certainly faith is ten levels, like the rungs of a 
ladder, where each rung is climbed one after the other. The one on the second 
rung cannot say to the one on the first: ‘You are nothing’ until he completes the 
ten. Therefore do not knock the one below you down, lest the one above you 
knocks you down. And when you see one below you in rank, lift him up to your 
level with gentleness. And do not burden him with that which he cannot bear lest 
you break him, for verily one who breaks a believer must put him back together 
again.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 45, no. 2] 

   

35 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  +L�:�j/ �;��C�j 5�� �X�o��� �bg�N �$]N 7��  :  L�����N PI>�1��N g3?��N  !&���N  e�3R��N 3? C�� 5��
 L��#�N . 

35– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Certainly Allah has divided faith into seven parts: 
goodness, honesty, conviction, contentedness, loyalty, knowledge and 
clemency.’[Ibid. p. 42, no. 1] 

   

�X��� "X[E/ 

The Pillars of Faith  

36Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( GD�?f�� 9 "X��� :�N 2 ";��Z��N 2 ";>?�a� �!&���N 2 �¥0R��N 2 �*:�%]Q�N 2 ���E�1��N 2 "$-����N 2 �L����
����Y ̂ �$�Z�� ���C�8| ��&�> :0
O> 2 �L����0%��N 2 g3?��N 2 . 

36– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Faith is in ten things: inner knowledge, 
obedience, knowledge, action, piety, striving, patience, conviction, contentedness 
and submission. And if the individual lacks any one of them, it nullifies the whole 
structure of his faith.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 69, p. 175, no. 28] 

   

37 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( GX[�E/ �;���E/ 5�� "X��� :����� 5��� "$l[10%��  ����� 5��\ �¦
1��0%��N 2  �����  ?�� �L����0%��N 2    PIS�& � g3?��N 2 
�����   . 

37– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Faith rests on four pillars: reliance upon Allah, entrusting 
one’s affairs to Allah, submission to the will of Allah, and contentment with Allah’s 
decree.’[Ibid. v. 78, p. 63, no. 154] 
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38 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�X���  Lh�* 	�� ����=�� g3?��N ������� �	���8 . 

38– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Excellent chastity, and satisfaction with the bare 
necessities are among the pillars of faith.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4838] 

   

�X��� t�?�� ���MN/ 

The Strongest Bonds of Faith  

39Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �X�o��� t�?�� ���M�N/ :����� 9 ";
Q�1��  ����� 9 .v�"#�N 2   ����� 9 �¦�w�C��N 2    . 

39– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The strongest bonds of faith are: accepting 
Allah’s guardianship, to love for the sake of Allah and to hate for the sake of 
Allah.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 43525] 

   

40 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (���� ���MN/ t1&0%�� ";�-���[ t? . 

40– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The strongest of bonds is the stance of 
Godwariness’.[ Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 33] 

   

���*1�%�"a��N .?�&�%�"a� "X��� 

Steadfast and Temporary Faith  

41 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�-> +$]/ �\ 2 E N�.R��N  K1�&�� �!�� �T E�1�� "X1=
 � ��(��N 2  K1�&�� 9 <�7?�&�%���� <%�M "X1=
 � �X��� �	
 +�1��� . 

41– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A part of faith is that which is firm and steadfast in the 
hearts, and another part is that which remains temporarily in the hearts and the 
breasts up until a certain time.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 189]  
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�X��� �)3C�c�
 � 

That Which Consolidates Faith  

42 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( � ��C��� 9 �X��� �)3C�c�
 7-� �$��j �BN � :7C�c�
 Tm����b�-kZ�� ��(�� ���] ?���
 Tm���N 2 ���E�1�� ���> ���% . 

42- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when asked what consolidates a servant’s faith, replied, 
‘The thing that consolidates it in him is piety, and that which takes him out of it 
[i.e. faith] is greed.’[al-Khisal, p. 9, no. 29] 

   

43 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��(�� "$�-����N 2  $�-���� ��\ "X�o��� ��� �)�C�c�
 Q . 

43- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Faith is only consolidated in him through action, 
and action is a part of it.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 38, no. 6] 

   

�X���  L��� �e.N�m�6 

The Taste of Faith  

44Pz� "V1jE �   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (	�� ���M ��> 0	"[  �X��� �L���� �e�s  :	�� �����\ .v8/ HIuJ Q �X[ 	�� �����   �Xo�� X[ 	�N 2 ����1jEN 
�?�
 �X/ 	�� ����\ 0v8/ E7(�� �e?_�
���� .v_�
 �X[ 	�N 2 �� (
�* 	� 0��6  ���� �¦wC�
N    . 

44– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Three qualities which, when present in a person, 
enable him to savour the taste of faith: that nothing is more beloved to him than 
Allah and His Messenger, that to be burned in the Fire is more beloved to him 
than to denounce his religion, and that he loves for the sake of Allah and hates 
for the sake of Allah.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 72] 

   

45 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�� ���?%
 57%8 �X��� �L�� ��C� �� à Q �'0� ]N �������y �Km= . 

45- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A servant will never savour the taste of faith until he 
abandons lying, both in jest and earnestness.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 249, no. 
14] 
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46 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (� �L�� ��C�� ��i�
Q kX/�N 2���C�R��� 	"=
 ¢ �'OZ4/ � kX/�N 2 �����Z����� 	"=
 ¢ ����|/ � kX/ �L���
 57%8 �X��
����� �1y �b�>7(�� 0E7S��   �$]N 7��  . 

46- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A servant will never savour the taste of faith until he 
knows that that which afflicts him would never have missed him, and that that 
which has missed him would never have touched him, and that the only One to 
induce harm and benefit is Allah, Mighty and Exalted.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 58, no. 7] 

   

47 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (Nm
 Q+VR4 "��M ���> �X1=
 57%8 �X��� �;&�&�8 	� {I?�a� �e: 2  vhR�a� 5�� �¥7R��N 2 	
3��� 9 ��&���
  Å��a� 9  ?
�&7%�� �	���8N . 

47- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Man will never taste the reality of faith until he 
possesses three qualities: understanding of religion, perseverance in calamities, 
and a good assessment of his income.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 85, no. 29] 

   

�X��� �D�N��8  e.N�m�6 ������ 

Inability to Taste the Sweetness of Faith  

48Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( X[ 	�� �X��� "DN�8 ��C�B 	�� �� ��̂ ���1�:7f�� �$�^ ���â �?c[/ . 

48– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He whose greatest concern is fulfilling his own 
desires has the sweetness of faith wrested from his heart.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 
6, p. 116] 

   

497R�� ����� � �e*)�������� ������� : ( �^7��� 9 ���y��6 57%8 �X��� �DN��8 �� ?�6 �X/ L"= �1�B 5�� ���?8 . 

49- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘It is prohibited for your hearts to experience the 
sweetness of faith until they abstain from this world [i.e. its pleasures].’[al-Kafi, v. 
2, p. 128, no. 2] 

   

�X��� �	�� �X�^�� �± ?��
 � 
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That Which Removes One from Faith  

50Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (2 � ���_�S���
 �X/ ��
?�
 ������ :�Y���_��> �;�-���=�� ���4/ 	�� "$�]7?�� �b-��
 �X/  ?�=�� 5�̂*/ Q �q��N"� 
L�:�� �e��4 . 

50– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most basic level of infidelity is for a man to 
hear a fellow brother say something and memorize it for future use against him in 
order to shame him with it. Those are worthless people indeed.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 77, p. 193, no. 11] 

   

51 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �±�?���
 ��B]��C��� [ ��>N?��� ��: �f�%�� :l�"[  $���� 	�� G�: ]  ��-�~ �X��� 	�� : 2 ��?3f��N 2 �?�=��
 ?hC=�� �K1[�EN 2 �������N 2 "V�7S��N . 

51- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The servant can come out of faith through five 
means, all resembling each other: infidelity, polytheism [i.e. associating anything 
with Allah], straying from the truth, immorality, and embarking on committing 
grave sins.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 330]  

   

�X��� �v ̂i�
 � 

That Which Repels Faith  

52Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( +	�,� 9 �X��-�%i�6 Q �X%��R�4 : e�3?�� 3	kY�� {I1�jN 2 "$��C�� . 

52– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Two traits can never be found at the same time 
in a believer: miserliness and pessimism about one’s sustenance.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 77, p. 172, no. 8] 

   

53 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( +	�,� 9 �X��-�%i�
 Q X&"��4 : ��"£� {I1�jN 2 .�.f�� . 

53– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Two traits can never be found at the same time 
in a believer: avarice and ill-naturedness.’[Ibid. p. 173, no. 8] 
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54 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �;^��£� 5�� QN  Km=�� 5�� �b�CZ�
 QN G;�R�4 �$[ 5�� �	�,a� �b�CZ�
 . 

54– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The believer can be predisposed to any trait, but 
he cannot be predisposed to lying or treachery.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 55] 

   

55 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( +	�,� 9 "X1=6 Q �;7%j :�K�m�=��N 2 ";]ik���N 2����#�N 2 ���=0(��N 2 �?����� �u�w�C��N 2  . 

55– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Six things cannot be found in a believer: [a feeling 
of] hardship, anxiety, jealousy, disputatiousness, dishonesty, and 
aggression.’[Ibid. p. 377] 

   

 	��,"a� ";�-�Y�� 

The Great Status of the Believer  

561jE � Pz� "V  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� kX\   "V1&
 �'Ä(�M �$]  : �T�C�� 	�� 0u��\ 0v�8/ &���4 u&���4 	�� �)&���4 � 2 Ç��]N É0���N
 	�,a� . 

56– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah, exalted be His praise, says: ‘By My 
Might and Exaltedness, I have not created any creature more beloved to Me than 
My believing servant.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 158, no. 75] 

   

57 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� 5��� ���?�[/ �	�,a�  �!�0?�&"a� ���%=h�� 	��  . 

57– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The believer is dearer to Allah than His closest 
angels.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 821] 

   

58 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�;C�=�� 	�� <;��?�8 �LY�/ �	�,a� . 

58- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believer is more sanctified than the Ka`ba.’[al-
Khisal, p. 27, no. 90] 
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���8�1�� �������[ �X1(��,"a� 

The Believers Are As One Body  

59Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( 5����6 �1S�� ��(�� 5=%J� �s\ p ������ "$�c�� �L :�-�8�?�6�N �L :��"���6�N �L�y3*�1�6 9 �!(��,"a� "$�c�� �?hj
57-"#�N  ?�:0��� ������� . 

59– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The similitude of the believers in their mutual 
love, affection and compassion for one another is as one body – if a single limb 
ails then the rest of the body suffers in insomnia and fever.’[Musnad Ibn ?anbal, 
v. 6, p. 379, no. 18408]  

   

60 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (L�y^�*/ L:�%0��m� 5���
N 2 L�y�1�j 	�� 5�� ���
 L�yN 2 L�yÄ��* "O�>=�%�6 �X1(�,a� . 

60– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The believers’ blood is coequal, and they are 
one hand against others, the most inferior among them is empowered by their 
protection [of him].’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 402] 

   

W�	��,"a� 1y 	�� 

Who is the Believer?  

61Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (8 2 �	3��� �	3��y �	�,a� ��®/  !���� 	�� ������6 57% . 

61– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The believer is nice and simple, such that he 
could be mistaken to be stupid because of his simplicity.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
690] 

   

62 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�	�,a�L:���1�/N L :h��* 5�� ��7(�� ���(��` 	��  . 

62– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The believer is he whom people trust with their 
blood and their property.’[Ibid. no. 739] 
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63 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�I(�� 9 ��(�� �����^ Tm��� �	�,a�G;8�E 9 ��7(��N 2  . 

63– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The believer is he whose soul is inconvenienced 
because of him so people can be at ease.’[Ibid. no. 752] 

   

64 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( "V1&
 ��>(a�N 2  ��0��� /�C�
 	�,a� :r �/��C�
 57%8 ! 

64– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The believer initiates the greeting of peace 
(sal?m) whereas the hypocrite says, ‘Not until it is said to me first!’[Ibid. no. 778] 

   

65 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�U��,�
N �U��O
 �	�,a� �7(�� �L�:���^/  �7(�� �}4N 2 �U��,�
 QN �U��O
 Q 	�-�> �}4 QN 2  . 

65– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The believer likes others and is well-liked by 
them, and there is no good to be found in one who does not get along with others 
and whom people do not get along with. The best of people is the most useful 
from among them.’[Ibid. no. 679] 

   

66 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �	�,� 1�:> ���%�7��j ���6HIjN ���%(���8 ���60?�j 	�� . 

66– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He whose good deed pleases him and whose sin 
upsets him is indeed a believer.’[Ibid. no. 700]  

   

67 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( � �	�,a� �U�R�
 � : �D��yf"a� �1���8 2 ��[�?�#� �U�Z� ... 	��N 2 y��/  E1�"Q� 	�� �v"�Z�

 y(�j/  e�4�� ...�� 5�� �U�_�
 Q .v�_�
 	�-�> �L�MO
 QN 2 �¦�wC�
 	 ... �;^1��a� }c[ 2 �;^N,a� "$��B ... 2 �����\ �?�^ ��7̂O[ ����-� 9 �	P�_�


 <�hj .*�?�
 Q 2 3U�=�� .u���j 2 ���?kZ�� .¦�@ ... ���̂�� �� ?���
N 2 �����[ "X ��
 ...�?�
 QN 2 ���&
�| 	�� �$�C�� "$�C&�
 Q 2 �'3N�� 5�� 0�#� .*
 �$-������ ��\ �L���
 QN 2 �L������� ��\ �L���%�
 QN ... L�:���EN/ �X[ �D?4��  $y/ b�� �q��j �X\N 2 L�:����[/ �X[ �^.���  $y/ b�� �q��j X\ . 

67– The Prophet (SAWA) said, describing the believer, ‘[He is] subtle in his 
movements, sweet to look at… he seeks out the loftiest of matters, and has the 
most outstanding moral ethics… he is not prejudiced against he whom he does 
not like, nor biased in favour of one he loves… he is hardly a burden, and instead 
is very helpful… he perfects his actions as if he is being watched, lowers his 
gaze, is liberal in his giving, and never turns away a beggar… he considers his 
words carefully and guards his tongue… he neither accepts falsehood from a 
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friend, nor rejects the truth from an enemy… he only learns in order that he might 
know, and he only seeks to know in order that he may act… When he travels 
with worldly people, he is the smartest of them, and when he travels with the 
people of the Hereafter, he is the most pious from among them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 67, p. 310, no. 45] 

   

68 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( "O�(�f�
N 2 �;��>3?�� �'�?�=�
 2 ����̂ �Iu�J lV�s/N 2 �E���| �Iu�J �b�jN/ 2 �� C�B 9 ���̂��8N 2 �� :]N 9 �'�?�f � �	�,a�
�| 2 �E1=�J 2 ���%BN �V1wf�� 2 ���%-�| �}c[ 2 ��.-�y ������ 2 ��.-@ �$
1� 2 �;��-.��� �;=
 ?���� �	3��� 2 �;&���£� "$:�j 2 ���%���~ �!(�g 2 ���6�?=��� �E1-w�� 2 �E1C

 ��C��� 	�� lV�s/ 1�yN 2 ����0R�� 	�� �v���|/ ������̂ 2 . 

68- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The believer is such that his joy is evident on his face 
whereas his sorrow is in his heart. His breast is at its widest [i.e. biggest heart] 
but his ego is at its lowest. He despises high rank and shuns reputation. His grief 
is long-lasting and his ambition is lofty. His silence is much and his time 
occupied. He is grateful, extremely patient, and immersed in deep thought. He is 
thrifty with his needs. He is good-natured and mild-tempered. His soul is firmer 
than steel whilst he [i.e. his ego] remains lower than a slave.’[Ibid. v. 69, p. 410, 
no. 127] 

   

69 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( PI40?�� 9 �Uh4 2 PI�C�� 9 �?�| 2 PI�7?0��� 9 �?[J �	�,a� . 

69- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The believer is grateful in times of prosperity, patient 
during tribulation, and fearful in times of ease.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1743] 

   

70 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�XN�_�� �E�m�8 2 ��P��^ 5�� �X1�O� 2 �È?[ �?�@ �	�,a� . 

70- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The believer is gullible and kind, secure from his own 
lower self, yet wary and distressed [on account of it].’[Ibid. no. 1901] 

   

71 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (	�� ���C�B �?7:�� 	�� 	�,a� �;0� ̂0��� . 

71- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The believer is he who has purified his heart of all that is 
base.’[Ibid. no. 1956] 
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72 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (a��� (
��� �'�^�* 5BN 	�� �?]���N 2 �'�^��� ���(
�* 5B�N 	�� �	�, . 

72- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The believer is he who protects his religion by putting his 
world at stake, whereas the impudent one is he who protects his worldly affairs 
by putting his religion at stake.’[Ibid. no. 2160] 

   

73 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�L�(�w���� ���Z�(�
N 2�L�������� �)�-R�
 �	�,a� . 

73- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘The believer is silent in order that he 
remains safe, and speaks [only] in order to benefit.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 231, no. 3] 

   

74 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  !67?� +?�_�] 	�� �b�����
 Q 2 ���%f���-��  }��7%�� ��7��] 2�;^N,�a� �U��4 2 �;^1��a� �	���8 �	�,a� . 

74- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believer is a great helper, and a very light 
burden. He is good at economising for his livelihood, and is never stung twice 
[i.e. never makes the same mistake again].’[Ibid. p. 241, no. 38] 

   

75 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�\N 2 +!�� 9 �����8N 2 +	
�* 9 �D71B ��� �	�,a� ªt��y 9 ��f�̂N 2 G�&�> 9 �d�?�8N 2 +!&
 9 �X ...
+$w�J 9 �D��|N . 

75- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believer possesses strength in his religion, 
prudence in his leniency, faith in conviction, an avid desire for religious 
understanding, activity in [matters pertaining to] guidance… and prayer during 
times of preoccupation.’[Ibid. p. 231, no. 4] 

   

76 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �q���/N 2 ����� 	�� �$S���� ����̂/N 2 ���6�?
?�j �)0_�|N 2 ��%�&���4 �)(���8N 2 ���C��=�� �K� 	�� �	�,a�
�� �����[ 	�� �$S�� . 

76- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believer is he whose earnings are pure, whose 
character is beautiful, whose conscience is clean, who gives away whatever is 
surplus from his wealth, and guards whatever is surplus from his speech.’[Ibid. p. 
235, no. 18] 
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77 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( +VR�4 "��M ��> �X1=6 57%8 (�,� �	�,a� "X1=
 Q : ��3�C^ 	�� �;7(�jN 2 ��3�E 	�� �;7(�j) �N ������� {z� �uk��|
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�������� ( PI�7?0S��N PIj�O�C�� 9 �¥0R�> . 

77- Imam al-Ridha (AS) said, ‘The believer is not a believer until he possesses 
three qualities: a practice [characteristic] of his Lord, a practice of his Prophet 
(SAWA), and a practice of his guardian (AS). As for the practice of his Lord, it is 
to conceal secrets; the practice of his Prophet (SAWA) is amicableness towards 
people; and the practice of his guardian (AS) is patience in both times of ease 
and difficulty.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 442] 

   

 	��,"a� ";����| 

The Firmness of the Believer  

78 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (»Iu�J � (
�* 	�� l$�&�%���
 Q �	�,a�N 2 �(�� l$�&�%���
 "$C��� 2  $C��� 	�� �v���|/ �	�,a�. 

78- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The believer is harder than a mountain, for the 
mountain is dispensable whereas nothing can separate the believer from his 
religion.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 241, no. 37] 

   

79 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �?7�w�6 E7(�� �$4�* �s\ ��
�#� �?��� �X\ 2 ��
�#�  ?���� 	�� .�J/ �	�,a� �X\ �$�%"B 7L"M �?�f�̂ 7L"M �$�%"B 1� �	�,a� �X\N 2
���C�B �?7�w%�
 ¢ . 

79- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily the believer is stronger than pieces of iron, 
for when a piece of iron enters the fire it changes, whereas the believer, were he 
to be killed then resurrected and then killed again, his heart would never 
change.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 67, p. 303, no. 34] 

   

 	��,"a� �E1^ 
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Everything is in Awe of the Believer  

80Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �;����&�� ��1�
  	��,�-��� �L0(�:�] "V1&�6 :¶�:�� ���E1^ �O���/ ��&�> �	��,�� 
 ��] . 

80- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believer is he whom all things fear, and that is 
because he is empowered by the religion of Allah, and does not fear anything. 
This is the sign of every believer.’[Ibid. p. 305, no. 36] 

   

81 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �EH��  $yHI�Q PI-0��� ��1i�̂ �?�y��6 -�[ PI-0���  $yHI�Q �'�E1^ �?�y����� �	��,"a� kX\. 

81- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Everything is in awe of the believer including the 
reptiles and predators of the earth and the birds in the sky.’[Ibid. p. 71, no. 33] 

   

 	��,"a� "D�E��̂ 

The Scarcity of the [True] Believer  

82 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�N"� 2 GDi0(��  $�Cj 5�� +L����%��N 2";&���£� ���\ �±%_�
 µ +¢� 	�� ���gE/  $���
 L��N 2 �*���� �X1l�B�� �L�y �q�
����� �	7��� �BN   +̄ 1^  �1B 9 ���1B "$c� 2 �?74O6 	�-�� <��c� L�:����]N 2 PI�C^��  L��"� 9 �q�s  :» �$����B ��\ ������ �	��` ��N « . 

82- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He has not kept His earth free of a knowledgeable man 
whom all of creation need, who is well-versed with the means of salvation. Such 
[people] are very few in number, and Allah has expounded this among the 
communities of the prophets, and made them the example for those to come 
after them, when He said concerning the people of Noah: “And none believed 
with him except a few”[ Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 2, p. 358, no. 90] 

   

83 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (W�?®�� �)
¥=�� �L"=(� t/E 	�-> 2  ?®�� �)
¥=�� 	�� .���/ �	�,a�N 2  	�,a� 	�� .���/ ";(�,a� ! 

83- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believing woman is scarcer than the believing 
man, and the believing man is scarcer than red sulphur, and who from among 
you has ever seen red sulphur?!’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 242, no. 1] 
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 	��,"a� ������ 

The Signs of the Believer  

   

84 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��-�4  	�,a� ������ :2 �D1��£� 9 ��E�1�� �L���#�N 2 �;C�Ra� �(� �¥0R��N 2 �;���&�� 9 ";B�0R��N 
��1£� �(� �e�3R��N 2  v�Sw�� ��(� . 

84- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘The signs of a believer are five: piety [even] 
when in seclusion, giving charity in spite of lack, patience in the face of calamity, 
clemency when angered, and truthfulness in spite of fear.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 67, 
p. 293, no. 15] 

   

85 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �$��j �BN � : � W �	�,� ��7̂O� �	�,a� �L����
 �IuJ 3TO� :����  L����0%��   �*E�N -�> g3?��N 2  +EN?�j 	�� ������
Gn���j N/ . 

85- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when he was asked, ‘How does a believer know that he 
is indeed a believer?’, replied, ‘Through submission to Allah and satisfaction with 
whatever joy or [source of] annoyance comes his way.’[Ibid. v. 72, p. 336, no. 24] 

   

�!(�,"a� "$�S>/ 

The Best of Believers  

86 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����N ����y/N ��P��^ 	�� <;�����&�6 L�:"�S>/ �!(�,a� "$S>/ . 

86- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of believers is the one who is best at dedicating 
himself, his family and his wealth [for Allah].’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-
Hadid, v. 18, p. 41] 

   

87 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���� �X[ 	�� ^�\ �!(�,a� "$S>/  �'g EN ��"Z��jN �'Z��N �'"m�4/  . 
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87- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of believers in terms of faith is he whose giving 
and withholding, and whose displeasure and pleasure are solely for 
Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3278] 

   

�'�?�
 L��N  V1j0?� � �	��,�
 	�� "$S�> 

The Merit of One Who Believes in the Prophet without Having Seen 
Him  

88Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ����7N/ ��� �1(��x> �*�1�j :�> B�E�N/ �N�/E +�1&��  vi���� k$[ �vi���� 7	=�N +v�i��� °`E 	�� "X�\ ����
 �'?�4`N . 

88– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The faith of one who has seen me is no great 
wonder, but what is truly amazing is for the people who have only seen pages 
with black [ink] on it [i.e. the Qur’an] and have believed in it from beginning to 
end.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 34582]  

   

89 �(� V7-��� ¬[ �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (��/ Ì�W °�1�4\ 5& ! �1�B : �VB W�q�̂�1�4\ (����/ : u � �1(��` �	
m��� °�1�4\N 2 r_�|/ L�%^/ �$�
 e�1�J�� L :���\ ^/ 2 °N�?�
 L��N . 

89– The Prophet (SAWA) said, exclaiming, ‘When will I see my brothers?!’ to 
which they replied, ‘Are we not your brothers?’ He said, ‘No, you are my 
companions. My brothers are those who believe in me without having seen me, 
and I am filled with longing for them.’[Ibid. no. 34583] 

 

FALSEHOOD    �Yِا��� 
 

 $��C��  �C76�  	�� �?
�m_0%�� 

Falsehood  

   

1 �u�� ����� �)������������ ��� :(���*4 �EN?�@ "$��C�� . 
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1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Falsehood is a deceiving deluder.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
549] 

   

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� C�(�] 	�� .�#� �±�?��
 57%8 �$��C�� 7	�C"&^H¾�> . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I will rip falsehood open, until the truth emerges from its 
belly.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 2, p. 185] 

   

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( +��* +�
?� �$"[ 5��N 2 E7(�� ��
?� "$�C��N 2�;7(�� ��
?� .�#� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Truth is the road to Paradise, and falsehood is the road to 
Hell; and on each road there is a caller [calling to it].’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 3, p. 291] 

   

4º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�$�C�� �?R�̂ �	�� 0�#� �L���� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who supports falsehood oppresses the truth.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 6041] 

   

 $��C���N 3��#� �!�� ����-0%�� 

Discerning The Truth From Falsehood  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �b �|/ �b��E/ ��\  $�C��N 3�#� �!� ���� �7̂\ ��/ ...�V1&6 �X/ "$�C�� :�V1&6 �X/ .�#�N 2�)��-�j :�)�
/�E . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily, there is nothing between truth and falsehood but a 
span of four fingers … Falsehood is to say, ‘I heard,’ while the truth is to say, ‘I 
saw.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 3, p. 240] 

   

 $��C� � 3��#� ��C�%�� 
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The Truth Disguised As Falsehood  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �)��Z�&�̂�  $�C��  ��C�� 	�� �¿���4 0�#� kX/ 1��N 2�	
�*6?"a� 5��� �U���
 L�� 3�#�  ±���� 	�� �¿���4 �$�C�� kX/ 1��>
�	����/ �(��F�w�g �my 	��N �F�w�g �my 	�� "m�4,�
 �	=�N 2�	
� ̂�"a�  . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Even if falsehood was isolated from being mixed with the 
truth, it would not be indefinable by those who aspire it; and even if the truth was 
free from being disguised as falsehood, the tongues of its opponents would still 
be silenced; but it is often made by taking a little from one and a little from the 
other.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 3, p. 240] 

   

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��g 	�� L�[�����  K%[ 	�� G;
x� �)�> ?�4�� G;�  �;�y01�-"a� �;0S���� ��_.(�� �L�y�E3��� ���?�4���
 -[  ! 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Many an innovation was glossed with verses from the 
Book of Allah, just as the copper dirham is plated with silver coating.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 6969] 

   

�&�8  $�C�� �X&�%j� ���� 

Falsehood Cannot be Ascertained as the Truth  

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5��/  ����� 5��/ 2<�&8 <��� ��3?���
 �X/    5��/N 2���> 0qJ Q <���  	�,a�  v�B 9 0�#� �$���à �X/ �����   �X/ 
 +$�� 	�� ��8 �� ?�� � �m=y �my �$���i�
 L�� 1��N 2���> 0q�J Q <�&8 �U���"a�  ?>=��  v�B 9 �$�C�� �$��i�
 . 

8- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah has refused to present falsehood as a certain 
truth, and He has refused to present the truth to the heart of a believer as a 
certain falsehood; He has also refused to present falsehood to the heart of a 
disbeliever as a certain truth. And had he not done thus, the truth would never be 
distinguished from falsehood.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 5, p. 303, no. 12] 

   

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( <���/ ��8 �$�C�� kX/ �	�&��%��
 QN 2<���/ �$�� 0�#� kX/ �v�&�� �	�&��%��
 Q . 

9- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The heart can never ascertain that the truth is 
falsehood, nor can it ever ascertain that falsehood is the truth.’[Tafsir al-‘Ayyashi, 
v. 2, p. 53, no. 39] 
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FAME  ة�َI1@ا� 
 

   

 �9�,�;!
(� �9�:E-b�� 

Praiseworthy Fame  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (������ ��(�� �'���-_�
N 2 }�£� �	�� �$�-���� "$�-��
 Tm��  $�]?��  	� �$��j �a ��  : t�?f�� "$ ]� �q�6
 	��,a� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) was once asked regarding someone who performs a 
good deed, and is consequently praised by people on account of it, to which he 
replied, ‘That [praise] is advance glad tidings for the believer.’[Sahihe Muslim, no. 
2642]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 0v�8/ �s\   2 �'1.C�_���� ���%0C�_�� ���J?�� �X�=�jN ���%�=h��  ̄ �NE/N ��h���|/  K1�"B 9 ���m�B u�%0�"� 	�� <��C�� 
<�&8 .v�_"a� �q�m> . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When Allah loves a servant of His from among my 
community, He radiates love for him into the hearts of His elite servants, the 
spirits of the angels and the retinue of His throne, in order that they too may love 
him, and that is one who is truly loved.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 24, no. 23]    

�+�6�6S
(� �9�:E-b�� 

Blameworthy Fame  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ���-�R�� 	�� ��\ � 3?0f�� 	�� PI?�a�  v���_ �   �� (
�* 9  b �|�� �����\ ��(�� �}�f�
 X/ � PI1.��� 	�� 
�'�^�*N . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘It is bad enough for a man - except for one whom 
Allah protects from evil - that people should point the finger at him with regard to 
either his faith or his worldly affairs.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, 
v. 2, p. 181]    
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4 �u�� ����� �)���������������  :(����� �����g�N ��\ 2 <;]�E�* �^.��� u�> �b���6E�> 2 <;]�E�* �^.��� u�> �b���6?�
 X/ ��
 ?�
 G�C�� 	�� �   �?�C[/ <;�]�E�* �D�?�4�� u�> 
�V�1�/N :(�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Every single servant who desires to raise his own status 
in this world, Allah abases his status in the Hereafter by a greater and longer 
extent.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 6144]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  	�,a� �;�| 9 � :1"��CB/ �B �L�y  �(��� 2 :��"s 	�� ����i�
 QN �^.��� 3��� 9 �v�@?�
 Q �B �L�y ����N 2������ �
�����w�J . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), in his description of a believer, said, ‘He neither desires 
repute in this world, nor does he grieve at its disgrace. People have their own 
matters of significance that they tend to, whilst he occupies himself with his own 
concerns.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 67, p. 271, no. 3]    

�9�,���%�� �9�:E��� �G��t��� �9�:E�� -�
� 

The Censure of Clothing or Acts of Worship That Draw Attention  

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�C��
 X/ <
��4 PI?�a � 5��[<D�E1:f�� <;0��* �v�[?�
 N/ 2 �'�?�:f�
 <�1�M �� . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘It is enough of a disgrace for a man that he should 
wear such clothes or ride such a beast as draws attention to himself.’[Ibid. v. 78, 
p. 252, no. 105]    

7�e*7R�� ����� �) �������� ������� :(����� kX\   !�6�?:.f�� �¦�wC�
  : �D�0R�� �D�?:�JN  �C���� �D�?:�J . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah despises the two forms of attention-
seeking: attention-seeking clothes and attention-seeking prayer.’[Mishkat al-
Anwar, no. 320]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;�C
 E �D�*C��� � �E:�%JQ�. 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Renown for one’s prayer is a form of 
deception.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 297, no. 27]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(.f��  E(�� 9 y.?�JN y�}�4 "D�?: . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The best and worst of [seeking] fame lands one in the 
Fire.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 445, no. 3] 
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FASTING  م�)� ا�
 

   

��5_�� 

Fasting  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( � L"=���� ?�J¾� �;�C�ym��N  eN�?���� �;�-��_�� ��7̂o> p �10R� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Fasting is incumbent upon you, for verily it severs 
the roots [of desires] and removes wildness.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 23610]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)�N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  :(���3R�� �X����� "D[�N �D[� �Iu�J �$"=�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Everything has a zakat, and the zakat of the 
bodies is to fast.’[Faza’il al-Ashhur al-Thalatha, p. 75, no. 57]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�1��1�|�1._�R�6  . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Fast and you will be healthy.’[al-Da`aawat, p. 76, 
no. 179]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �D�*C�� 9 �LhR��  <-����� �v�%w�
 L�� � 2���J�?�> 5�� <-h^ �X[ X\N  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The fasting person is in constant worship of Allah, 
even when he is sleeping in his bed, as long as he does not backbite a fellow 
Muslim.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 75, no. 1]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�B �?�S_�
 +Lh| 	�� � )�̂[N 2������ �;=h�a� "D��| )�̂[N 2�'ÄS�/ )�_0C�j ��\ �X1�-��Z�
 <�1
<�E�w�%j� L�:�6��| . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘No sooner does a fasting person come upon a 
group of people eating than his limbs glorify Allah on his behalf, the angels 
invoke blessings on him, and this invocation of theirs is counted as seeking 
forgiveness on his behalf.’[Ibid. p. 77, no. 1]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  E(�� 	�� �;0(�] ��10R�� . 
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6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Fasting acts as a shield from the Fire.’[al-Kafi, v. 
4, p. 62, no. 1]    

7 {I�?y0��� ";-�> �)�������� �:����� :(����� ���?�>   d�4Ü�� <%� Cc�6 ���3R��  . 

7– Fatima al-Zahra’ (AS) said, ‘Allah made fasting obligatory in order to reinforce 
sincere devotion [to Him].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 96, p. 368, no. 4]    

8 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( K1�"&�� �!�=��6 .��#�N ���3R�� . 

8– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The fast and the obligatory pilgrimage (Hajj) pacify 
the heart.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 296, no. 582]    

9����� � �e*7R�� )�������� ������� :(����� kX\  "V1&
 ��6N ���EC6  :������ T �]/ ^/N u�� ��10R�� . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and most High, says, ‘The fast 
is solely for Me and I am its reward.’[al-Kafi, v. 4, p. 63, no. 6]    

10 � �e*7R�� �����)�������� ������� :(�Ki�%��� �'Ä��*N 2�$0C�&�%�� ��"��-��N 2���C��6 ���%-�|N 2�D�*C��  LhR�� ��1�̂ . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A fasting person’s sleep is worship, his silence is 
glorification of Allah, his good deeds are accepted, and his supplication is 
answered.’[al-Faqih, v. 2, p. 76, no. 1783]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X%�8?�>  LhR��� : ��3��E PI&�� ��(� �;�8?�>N 2�' EZ>\ ��(� �;�8?�> . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A fasting person has two sources of joy: his joy 
when he opens his fast and his joy at meeting his Lord.’[al-Kafi, v. 4, p. 65, no. 
15]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �' ?]/ "$c�� ����> <-h| �?kZ�> 	�� . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever offers a fasting person something with 
which to open his fast obtains the same reward as him.’[Ibid. p. 68, no. 1]    

13 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  �10R��  K1]�N �;k��� 	� �$��j �a � :  }&���� 5�� 0	�-���> p �1"�� 0��� .u (�w�� �� i���� . 

13– Imam al-`Aaskari (AS) was once asked the reasoning behind the obligation 
of fasting, to which he replied, ‘That the rich may experience the pain of hunger 
and bestow his generosity thereby upon the poor.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 96, p. 369, 
no. 50]    
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Enjoinment of Fasting of One’s Own Accord  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :($�� �u�Z�"� 1�> <�.1�Z�6 <�1�
 ��| 	��   K��#�  �1�
 �XN�* �'�?]/ 5�>�N� <C�y�s  �E�� HI . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who fasts a single day of his own accord is 
rewarded to such an extent that even if he was to be given the whole world’s 
worth of gold for it, the reward he deserves would not be fulfilled until the Day of 
Resurrection.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 409, no. 91]    

15 Pz� "V1jE �)k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u :(�����  K�1�M HIw�%�� <�.1�Z�6 <�1�
 ��| 	��   "D�?��w�a� ���� )�C�]�N  . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who fasts a single day of his own accord, 
wishing to procure the reward of Allah, [Allah makes] his forgiveness 
mandatory.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 443, no. 2]    

16 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX� p���[ �?y0��� ��| 	�-�[ �X[ +?:�J �$"[ 	�� +�7
/ �;M�M ��| 	��  "V1&
 k$]N0���  :» HI] �	��
:��c��/ �?�f�� ����> �;�(���#�«. 

16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever [voluntarily] fasts three days every 
month is considered as having fasted his whole life, for verily Allah, Mighty and 
Exalted, says, “Whoever brings virtue shall receive ten times its like” [Qur’an 
6:160].[ Da`aim al-Islam, v. 1, p. 283]    

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��(�� � ��� ��
 ?�
 <�.1�Z�6 <�1�
 ��1�R���� �$�]0?�� kX\  ����� ��"��4����> k$]N0���   �;0(��� ���  . 

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily when a man fasts a single day of his own 
accord, desiring thereby what is with Allah, Mighty and Exalted, Allah gives him 
entrance into Paradise because of it.’[al-Kafi, v. 4, p. 63, no. 5]    

 ���5_�� �3�,# 

The Etiquette of Fasting  

18Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� "V1&
  	�� k$]N0���  	�� �����?�JN ������� �����
 X/ 9 Ç �;�]8 �> u�� E_�� 	� ���8 E�1�] �L�R�6 L�� 
u��]/ . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, Mighty and Exalted, says, ‘He whose limbs 
do not fast by refraining from what I have prohibited, then there is no need for 
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him to refrain from food and drink for My sake.’[al-Firdaws, v. 5, p. 242, no. 8075] 
   

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( K�?0f��N  ��kZ�� 	�� "$�]?�� �b (�%-�
 -[  � E_�a� �K(�%]� ���3R�� . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Fasting is just as much keeping away from prohibited 
things as it is keeping away from food and drink.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 96, p. 294, 
no. 21]    

20 {I�?y0��� ";-�> �)�������� �:����� :(W���8 E�1]N �'�?�R��N ����-�jN ���̂��� �	�R�
 L�� �s\ ������R � �LhR�� �b�(R�
 � ! 

20– Fatima al-Zahra’ (AS) said, ‘What is the fasting person doing with his fast if 
he is not guarding his tongue, his hearing, his sight and his limbs [from sins]?! 
[Da`aim al-Islam, v. 1, p. 268]    

21L��� 	� �7-� � :����� ��C� 1�/ �VB  ) �������� ������� :(�VBN 2�my �}�@ HI�J/ �*0���N ����� ]N ���?��JN ���?�R��N �q��-�j �L�R�����> �)-�| �s\ : Q
 �� ?Z�>  �1���[ �q��1�| ��1
 "X1=
 . 

21– Muhammad b. Muslim narrated, ‘Abu `Aabdillah (AS) [i.e. Imam al-Sadiq] 
said, ‘When you fast, your hearing must fast, along with your sight, your hair, 
your skin…’ and he listed a number of other things, and said, ‘The day that you 
fast must not be like a day that you do not fast.’[al-Kafi, v. 4, p. 87, no. 1]    

j��'Db��� D:
�� F�* ���5_�� �)&
* 

The Virtue of Fasting in Hot and Cold Weather  

22Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :("D�* EC�� ";�-�(�w�� PI%3f�� 9 ��10R�� . 

22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Fasting in cold weather is an easy thing to 
do.’[al-Faqih, v. 4, p. 356, no. 5762]    

23�e*7R�� ����� �) �������� ������� :(3?�#� 9 ��10R�� �*:��� "$�S>/ . 

23– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The best jihad is fasting in hot weather.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 96, p. 256, no. 38]    

24 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�> "V1"Z�
 2 	��,"a� �b� ��E {I%3f��������| 5�� ��� �!���%����> �'�E:�̂ ���> �?�R&�
N 2������B 5�� ��� �!���%����> ��"���� �� . 
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24– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Winter is the springtime of a believer – its nights 
are long, so he can make use of them to stand in prayer, whereas its days are 
short and he can make use of them to fast.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 228, no. 1] 

THE FAULT  -ُ��َا� 
 

   

�G�H/�� �3���� I�� ������� ��
��M�� I�6 �zP�6 

Praise for One Whose Own Fault Preoccupies Him from Finding Fault 
in Others  

1 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :( �7(��  K1��� 	�� ���C��� �����w�J 	�-�� Ö1� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Blessed be the one whose own fault preoccupies him 
from finding faults in others.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 176]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �X[ 	��  �7(�� "$�&�/<�?
?�g �' }�@  v��� 	��N 2<�}R�� �� C��� � . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most intelligent of people is he who is well aware of 
his own faults and blind to others’ faults.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3233]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �?�R�/ 	��' }�@  v��� 	�� �$�w�J ��P���̂ �v� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who observes his own faults is preoccupied from 
others’ faults.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 88]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��P���̂  v��� �\ ��7(�� ��"&C�j PI?�-��� PI�J�� �b��^/ . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The most beneficial thing for a man is his 
precedence over others at knowing his own fault.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 243, no. 337]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  K1^"m�� <���&���%�� ��C���� �L�%
/�E �s\) �7(�� (^ �� � �?�=�� ��B ��0̂/ �1-����> 2�� �1^"m�� <��j . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When you see a man inspecting other people’ s 
sins and forgetting his own sins, then know that he is deluding 
himself.’[Mustatrafat al-Sara’ ir, p. 48, no. 7]    

�2� -�
��4$5/�� �+�/���P�6� �G�H/�� �3���%�  �=�M�' 
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The Censure of Preoccupying Oneself with Others’ Faults Whilst 
Flattering Oneself  

6 5��� �)�������� ������� :(W !&���� 5���� L"=��"�^/ �X1�1��6 QN 23	kY�� 5���� ��7(�� �X1�1��6 2PI17��� ���C�� 
 ! 

6– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘O iniquitous servants, you blame others based on 
what you conjecture about them and do not blame yourselves in that which you 
know for certain!’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 501]    

7V7-��� ¬[ � :����� "V1jE �VB  ) �N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  :(�VB N/ � ��m��� 5�(�
N 2���4/  !�� 9 tm�&�� �L"[���8/ �?�RC�
 : � (��� 9 � �V�m��� ! 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘How can you notice a speck in your brother’ s eye 
but overlook the tree stump in your own!’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44141]    

8jE �Pz� "V1  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 2���[?�6 �b�Z�%��
 Q - � ��7(�� �?3����
N 2��P���̂ 	�� ��(�� 5-��
 � �\  �7(�� �	�� �?"Y(�
 X/ C��� PI?�a � 5��[
���(��
 Q - � �������] Ts,�
N . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The fault that lies within a man’ s own self is more 
than enough to prevent him from prying into other people’ s faults, which he 
himself possesses but to which he is blind; or from blaming others for that which 
he himself is unable to abandon; or from bothering the one he is sitting next to by 
prying into matters that are none of his business.’[al-Khisal, p. 110, no. 81]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� (��� � ���®�� �q�m> 2��P���(�� :���g�E 0L"M y�?�=^O>  �7(��  K1��� 9 �?�Y�̂ 	�� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who pries into others’ faults, disapproves of 
them, and then adopts them for himself, is truly a fool.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 
349]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �?�C[/)�?c[/ (�"�c�� �q�> � �v���6 X/  v����� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greatest fault is when one criticises others for the 
same faults present in oneself.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 353]    

�3���%�� �:'�1 �)&
* 

Concealing Faults  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(y ¥�B 	�� <D�*NÄ1�� �8/ -0̂O=> <;�
��4 +	��,�� 5��� �?�%�j 	�� . 
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11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who conceals a fellow believer’ s shameful 
act is as if he has revived a newborn girl buried-alive551 from her grave.’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 6387]    

12 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �?�%�j 2y�?�%��> <;��3��j ���4/ 	�� �L���� 	��   �;����&�� ��1�
 �������  . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who knows a fellow brother’ s evil deed and 
conceals it [from others], Allah will conceal his faults on the Day of 
Resurrection.’[al-Targhib wa al-Tarhib, v. 3, p. 239, no. 7]    

13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	��,�-��� �v i�
 <D�}C�[ �!�C�j ������� �?�%��
 X/  	��,"a� 5����  ! 

13– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘It is the duty of a believer towards a fellow believer 
to conceal seventy of his grave sins!’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 207, no. 8]    

14?��1£� ��C(6 � : 5��� �X/ �T N�E)���������������  (�X17
 E�1�#� �V&> 2+v��[ �;���] 5��� �X17
 E�1�#�N 0?�� :�v��=�� �my ��
E �	�%^/ � ! 5��� �V&>
)�������� ������� :(�� ̂(j/ ����� 0��J/ � ! 

14– It is narrated in Tanbih al-Khawatir that Prophet Jesus (AS) was passing with 
his disciples by the corpse of a dog, when the disciples exclaimed, ‘What an 
awful stench this dog has!’ to which Prophet Jesus (AS) retorted, ‘How white are 
his teeth!’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 117]    

�3���%�� j��P�W 	��� 78
�� 

Conferring Someone’ s Faults to Them  

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �q C��@ 9 �q��� �q C��� 9 �q�(�y�* 	�� 2�q C��@ 9 �q�Y���8 �q C��� 9 �q���J[ 	�� . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who informs you of your faults will guard you in your 
absence, whereas he who flatters you with respect to your faults will point the 
finger at you in your absence.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8260, 8261]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�6 ��B 2����c�- � ���� C&�%��
 X/ ;�>��� ��\ �� C��� 	�� ����
 - � �'4/ �$ C&�%��
 X/ L"[���8/ �b�(-�
 �  ¦>�E 5��� L�%��>R
 $ ]��� 3v�8N  $ ]�� ! 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Nothing prevents anyone from among you from 
disclosing to a fellow brother a fault that he fears in him, except for the very fear 
that he too will disclose the same fault to him. You are all accomplices in your 
rejection of the next world and loving this world.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 113]    
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17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(r1��� 0u��\ t�y/ 	�� 0u��\ °�14\ .v�8/ . 

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The most beloved of my brothers to me is he who 
confers my faults to me.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 366]    

�3���%�� �p-��'�V -�
� 

Pursuit of People’ s Faults  

18Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�!(��,"a� ���E1�� �b0C�%�6 	�� ��0̂o> p�!(��,"a� ���E1�� �1� C0%�6 Q����� �b0C�%�6   ����� �b0C�%�6 	��N 2���6�E1��    ���6�E1�� 
���%��� ��1�] 9 1��N ���_�S�> . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not seek to pursue believers’ shameful acts, 
for verily whoever pursues believers’ shameful acts, Allah will pursue his 
shameful acts, and whoever’ s shameful acts Allah pursues, He will expose, even 
if it be in the confines of his own home.’[Thawab al-A`amal, v. 2, p. 288, no. 1]    

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �v���  v����� "$.�O�6 . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Anticipating attentively for a fault [in someone] is a fault 
in itself.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4489]    

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �?R�� �'�Q�N 7-��  ?�%J¾�� �� �%�[ 	�� � : 
��-�� L�:�C���/ 2����(�� L�yO�(J/N 2�q(�� �q�%0����E �����/ �	"=�����N  v
:(�� �q(�� �K@7-�� 0	���f=�6 �> 2y�?�%�j 	�� .��8/ Ç�1�� 2<�1���  �7(�� u�> kXo>p �7(�� . 

20– Imam Ali (AS), in a letter he wrote to al-Ashtar when he appointed him 
governor of Egypt, said, ‘The furthest of your subjects from you, and the worst of 
them in your view should be the one who is the most eager to pursue people’ s 
shortcomings, because people do have faults and the ruler is the most 
appropriate person to conceal them, so do not ever seek to discover those faults 
which are hidden from you.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 53]    

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<����/ �;��|�� �q��-�6 	�� �q0̂o>p�� }�@ PIZ�� � 0	�i :�%C�6 Q . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not ever rejoice at someone else’ s mistake, for 
verily you yourself will never be immune to committing mistakes.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 10294]    

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�v�]"� �L�%�J 	��N 2�v��� �K� 	�� . 
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22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who finds faults will be accused of them himself, and 
he who insults will be retorted to [with worse].’[Kanz al-Fawa’ id li al-Karajiki, v. 1, 
p. 279]    

23 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �	�� ��C���� "X1=�
 � �����/   "���_�
 �1�yN �$�]0?�� u4�1�
 "$�]0?�� �X1=�
 X/ )������� ( � <�1�
 : � �'�?3������� ���6�Q��
 . 

23– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The furthest a servant can be from Allah is when 
he associates in a brotherly manner with someone while at the same time 
making note of all his faults in order to one day shame him.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 355, 
no. 7]    

�3���%�� Ftu�M�? �6 

Covering Up Faults  

24Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(+v��� k$"[ �X��f=�
 �?&����N "$:���N 2+v��� k$"[ �X�?�%��
 "Va�N �L����� . 

24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Knowledge and wealth cover up every fault, 
whereas ignorance and poverty disclose every fault.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28669] 
   

25 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( K1����� �¥�B "V-�%8Q� . 

25– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Tolerance is the grave of faults.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 6]    

26 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("$&����  K1����� {IZ�@ . 

26– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellect is the coverer of faults.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 6434]    

27 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���C��� ��7(�� �?�
 L�� 2����1�M {I��#� �'��[ 	�� . 

27– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who covers himself with the cloak of modesty, 
people cannot see his flaws.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 223]    

28 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���C���  �7(��  	�� 5��%4� 2����1�M �L����� �'�[ 	�� . 

28– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who covers himself with the cloak of knowledge, his 
faults remain hidden from people.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 215]    
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29 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��.��] ������j/ � �E1%��� �q�C��� . 

29– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Your faults will remain concealed as long as your good 
fortune assists you.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 51]    

�6��� �� ����� 
)�E�̀  I 

He Who is Ignorant of Something Finds Fault With It  

30 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �Iu�J �;�> ?��� 	�� �?�R�B 	�� . 

30– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who is incapable of getting to know something will 
find fault with it.’ [al-Irshad, v. 1, p. 301]    

31 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ����� <���J �$ :�] 	�� . 

31– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who is ignorant of something finds fault with 
it.’[Kashf al-Ghamma, v. 3, p. 137] 

FEAR   ا�َ �ف 
 

   

�0�
c� 

Fear 

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u : (��/E ";�>��� �;�-=�#� �����    . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The fountainhead of wisdom is the fear of 
Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 133, no. 43]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ¬��  �7(�� 5���/����� ��(�� <;��  ��(�� L�:">�14/  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The person with the highest station in the sight of 
Allah is the one who fears Him the most.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 180, no. 10]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (��M ��� i�(�� �� ...����� ��1�4  ����?
 ��7̂o> �'�?�6 	"=�6 L�� �Xo> 2 �'�?�6 �q7̂ O[ 3?3��� 9  . 
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3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Three things provide salvation…fear of Allah in 
private, as if you see Him, for verily even though you do not see Him, He surely 
sees you.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 7, no. 5]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �X[ 	��  ����� 	�� �X[ ���?��/   ���1�4/  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who knows Allah the most is the one who 
fears Allah the most.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 393, no. 64]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �!> E��� �KC�� ] ��1�£� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Fear is the garment of the gnostics.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
664]    

6 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�*` �	�� +}�~ "V���6 Q 2 �� ... <�EM�* "X�"#�N <�E��J �q� ��1�£� �X[ � . 

6– Imam Zayn al-Abidin, (AS) said, ‘O son of Adam, you will always be with the 
good…as long as fear [of Allah] is your motto and grief your cloak.’[Amali al-Tusi, 
p. 115, no. 176]    

���'
*�m�6 ���  �I�6w�(� 

The Believer Lies between Two Fears  

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( !�%�>��� �!�� �	�,a� :����� �b(�| � TE���
 Q 5S�� ��B �v^�s   ���> �vP��%�=�
 � TE���
 Q �u&�� ��B �?-��N 2 ���> 
�
 Q 1�:> 2 �q��:�a� 	�� ��1�£� ��\ ���_���R�
 QN <�h4 ��\ �� C�R . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believer lies between two fears, fear of a sin 
that he has committed in the past and does not know what action Allah has taken 
[with regards to it], and fear for the remainder of his life in which he does not 
know what destructive sins he may commit, therefore he always wakes up in the 
morning fearful and it is only fear that reforms him.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 71, no. 12]    

j��`5:���� �0�
c� ���  �I�6w�(� 

   

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �;�®�E �E���B �X1-�����6 1��  �����  v�S�@ �E���B �X1-�����6 1��N 2 <���B ��\ L�%���-�� �N :���� L�%���=06Q    L�%�(�(�Y�� 
�1i�(�6 Q �XO� . 
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8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If you knew the extent of Allah’s mercy, you would 
have depended on it and performed only a few deeds, and if you knew the extent 
of Allah’s anger, you would believe that you will not be saved.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 5894]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �±�E�  �
 Q ·I]�E ����� �U�4N 2 ���|��� 5�� �q"h7?�i  ���%�®�E 	�� �q�� 
�,�
 Q <>1�4  . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Hope in Allah with such hope that it will not 
embolden you to disobey Him, and fear Allah with such fear that it will not cause 
you to despair of His mercy.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 384, no. 39]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( r/ �X[)�������� ������� ( "V1&
 : �X�E1�̂ ��C���B 9 N ��\ +	�,� G�C�� 	�� ���� ��7̂\ : 2 �I]�E �E1^N G;����4 �E1^
 ��N 1��N 2 �my 5�� �* ��
 L�� �my �X ��N 1���my 5�� �* ��
 L�� �my �X . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘My father (AS) used to say, ‘There is no believing 
servant except that in his heart are two lights, a light of fear and a light of hope, if 
they were each to be measured neither would exceed the other.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
67, no. 1]    

�v�[�c� �i�6��� 

The Marks of the Fearful One  

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���-��"� 7U�[ ��0��E ��4 	�� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who fears his Lord refrains from 
wrongdoing.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 309, no. 3] 

   

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ����
 -�� <���� �X1=
 57%8 <� ]�E <�h4 "X1=
 QN 2 <� ]�E <�h4 �X1=
 57%8 <(�,� ��C���� "X1=
 Q
1]�?�
N . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A servant is not a believer until he is both fearful 
and hopeful, and he is not fearful and hopeful until he acts in accordance with 
what he fears and what he hopes for.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 392, no. 61]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��� ";C�y0?�� ���� �����6 L�� 	�� �Uh£� ��� ���Z�(�
 <^ . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The fearful one is he whose dread has not left him 
with a tongue with which to speak.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 244, no. 54]    
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�0�
c� �K�$�V 

Explanation of Fear  

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (Q L"=P�"��̂/ �L��"� �1>4 �	=�N 2 L"=3��E �L��"� �1>��6  . 

14–Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not fear oppression from your Lord, rather fear 
oppression from your own selves.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10234]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��\ �U���6 Q�q0��E ��\ �±�?�6 Q 2 �q�C�̂�s . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not fear anything except your sin, and do not place 
your hope in anyone except your Lord.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10161-10162]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�?�> ����£� �)���4 �s\��(�� ���E�?�> �e1����a� �)���4 �s\ 2 �����\ ���E . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When you fear the Creator you will escape to Him, and 
when you fear a creature, you will escape from it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4928-
2029]    

�0�
c� �i�:�;
< 

The Fruits of Fear  

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�V ¬�a� �̈ ��� �����*/ 	��N 2 �����*/ ��4 	�� .����� �;�����j kX\ �Q/  ����� �;�����j �X\ �Q/ 2 �;����@   ";7(���  . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever fears is active during the night, and 
whoever is active during the night reaches the [desired] station. Verily Allah’s 
commodity is valuable, verily Allah’s commodity is Paradise.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 5885]    

18 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �VB   ��6N ���EC6  :É0���N �so> 2  !�(��/ ��� �b�-�]/ QN 2  !�>1�4 T��C�� 5�� �b�-�]/ Q 2 Ç��]N 
�;����&�� ��1�
 ���%�(��/ �^.��� 9 ��>4 �s\ N 2 �;����&�� ��1�
 ���%���4/ �^.��� 9 ��(��/ . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, Blessed and most High, says, ‘By My 
Honour and Majesty, I do not combine two types of fear for My servant, neither 
do I combine two types of security for him. If he feels secure from Me [and My 
punishment] in this world, I will frighten him on the Day of Resurrection, and if he 
fears Me in this world, I will provide security for him on the Day of 
Resurrection.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 379, no. 28]    
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19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( u|��a�  	� :���*�EN 2  K1^lm�� 	��  ���7(�� �	�i�j ��1�£� . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Fear is the soul’s prison [preventing it] from sinning and 
is its deterrent from disobedience.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1987]    

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���%�>` �)���B ���%�>��� ���?"c�[ 	�� . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He whose fear increases, his affliction reduces.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 8036]    

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �	��� ��1�£� "D�?-�M . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of fear is security.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4591]    

22 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ��C�� 	��  ����� ��7C��    �Iu�J k$"[ ����  . 

22– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘The one who is subservient to Allah, Allah will 
make everything else subservient to him.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 108]    

23 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ��4 	��  ����� ��4/   ����� �U���
 L�� 	��N 2 �Iu�J k$"[ ��(��   ����� ���>4/    �Iu�J �$"[ 	��  . 

23– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who fears Allah, Allah will make 
everything fear him, and the one who does not fear Allah, Allah will make him 
fear everything else.’[al-Kafi, v. 2. p. 28, no. 3]    

24 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� 5&76�  	��   5&7%�
  . 

24– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘The one who is wary of Allah, Allah will make 
everyone wary of him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 366, no. 32]    

����� �K
� �+
*�m�6 I�6 �:?S!5'��   

Caution Against Fearing Other than Allah  

25Pz� "V1jE �  ) ������� {z� �uk��|����` �N  : (����� �n��j �  ����� ��\ �U���
 L�� ���*` �	�� �X/ 1��N 2 ���*` �	�� ���>4 	�� ��\ ���*`  	�� 5��   ����� �n���j �    
����� ��\ �±�?�
 L�� ���*` �	�� �X/ 1��N 2 �']�E 	�� �\ ��\ ���*` �	�� �$�[�N QN �'�}�@ ������   }�@ �\ �$�[�N � �' . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah does not empower anyone over man 
except one whom he fears. If man was to fear none but Allah, Allah would not 
allow anyone else to dominate him other than Himself. Man is not assigned to 
anyone except him in whom he places his hope and if he hopes in none but 
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Allah, he will not be assigned to anyone other than Him.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
5909] 

   

26 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ��1�4 �����w�J 	�-�� Ö1"�   �7(�� ��1�4 	��  . 

26– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Blessed is the one whose fear of Allah 
preoccupies him from fearing people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 126, no. 32]    

27 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� 9 �U���6 Q  +LhQ �;���1��  . 

27– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not fear the reproach of blame on the path of 
Allah.’[al-Khisal, p. 526, no. 13]    

�3�E�? �H;�6 �0�
c� �P/�� FM��/�? �6 

How One Should React When in Fear of Something Awesome  

28 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (0��J �Xo> 2 ���> �b�&> <�?��/ �)�C�y �s\��(�� ����6 7-�� �L�Y��/ ����B1�6 �D . 

28– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When you fear a matter, dive straight into it for verily the 
intensity of your wariness of it is greater than what you actually fear.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 175]    

29 �u�� ����� �)������������ ��� : ( �q���� �	�:�6 ���M���8/ 	�� �X�0���  ��*4N 2�q� kV�m�
 ���� �v���|> +?��/ �;��1��| �)���4 �s\ . 

29– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you fear the difficulty of a situation, be hard and firm in 
front of it and it will lower [in difficulty] for you, and wittingly deceive the problems 
of the age and they will become easy for you.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4108]    

���,��5/�� 

Miscellaneous  

30 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( <���/ �U���
 L�� <���8/ �U���
 L�� 	�� . 

30– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who does not fear anyone will never ever 
fear.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8955]    
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31 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�'my /�?�B> ��">��6 <��4���� �)��4�* �s\ �;
�� :» �$���]�N +e���| �±�?���� ��] ?�4/N +e���| �$�4���� ����4�*/ 3K�E
���� 	�� Ç<�}R�̂ <^Z���j �q�̂« 3u�j�?"=�� �;
` /�?�B> ��">��6 Tm��� �)�(�
� �so> 2 . 

31– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If you enter a place which you fear, then recite this 
verse, “My Lord! Admit me with a worthy entrance, and bring me out with a 
worthy departure, and render me a favourable authority from yourself” [Qur’an 
17:80], and if you see someone whom you fear, then recite Ayat al-Kursi [The 
verse of the Throne in the Holy Qur’an, 2:255-257].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 237, 
no. 37]    

32 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �U���
 L�� 	��   }c�=�� 9 �������
 L��  $���&�� 9  . 

32– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Whoever does not fear Allah with regards to small 
matters will not fear Allah with regards to large matters.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 
174, no. 10] 

FEEDING OTHERS   ُم��َYZِا 
 

   

�p�[�N� ���%�W �)&
* 

The Virtue of Feeding a Hungry Person  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������  ̄ �NE�� ��1BN 2 ���kZ�� �*�]�� ��1B . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The nourishment of the body is food whilst the 
nourishment of the soul is feeding others.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, no. 325]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�̄ > ���%-���/ �N 2�̄ �E ���%��[/ � . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘That which you yourself eat gets consumed whereas that 
which you feed others diffuses [i.e. the benediction in that sustenance].’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 9634]    

3 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\   PI�3��� �;�B�?�yN  ��kZ�� ����\ .v�_�
  . 

3– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah loves the feeding of food to others, and 
the spilling of blood [for His sake].’[al-Mahasin, v. 2, p. 143, no. 1370]    
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4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �V1B ��6 0L"M 2�XC�w0���  ��kZ�� ����\ �D�?��w�a�N �;0(��� ��C ]1�� 	��  k$]N0���  :»�s +�1�
 9 ����� \ �N�/ T
 G;C�w����...« . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘One of the things which gives one obligatory 
entrance into Paradise and forgiveness is feeding a starving person’, then he 
went on to recite the verse of Allah in the Qur’an: “or feeding [the needy] on a 
day of starvation.”[ al-Mahasin, v. 2, p. 145, no. 1381]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �!(�,a� �}�/ kX\)�������� ������� (�����  V1j?� <;�-�"�  �(�� ���CJ/  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( ��C"£� "$"[O�
 �X[ 2
Z�
N 2�)
0���N k$�£�N�L_k���N ��C"£� ��(�� �L�� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘Verily the Commander of the Faithful 
resembled the Prophet (SAWA) the most in the way that he ate. He used to eat 
bread, vinegar and (olive) oil, and feed others bread and meat.’[al-Mahasin, v. 2, 
p. 279, no. 1901] 

`AID – THE FESTIVAL   *ُ��ا� 
 

   

 �P�%�� 

`Aid – The Festival  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �*����  ¦��� 9 �VB � :����� �$ C�B 	�-�� ���� �1�y -0̂\  ����� 5R��
 Q +�1�
 l$"[N 2������B �?�=�JN ������|   �1�:> ���>  
���� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said regarding one of the festivals, ‘Verily it is only a festival for 
he whose fasts Allah has accepted and whose prayers He has acknowledged, 
and every day in which we do not disobey Allah is a day of celebration.’[Sharhe 
Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 20, p. 73]    

2;����@  	� ��
�1�j 	� � : ������� �)��4�* ] �!(��,"a� �}�/ ���
)�������� �������] ( �;���Z�4 :�> �;�_��|N PI�?-0��� ��C�4 ������� �E1M> �'��(�� �so> 2G��� ��1�

�)�"&> 2 �;�(�C���N :�!(��,"a� �}�/ 
W�;���Z�4N G��� ��1�
 2 !�V&> :���� �?��"@ 	�� ���� �my -0̂\ . 

2– Suwayd b. Ghafla narrated, ‘I went to visit him [i.e. Imam Ali (AS)] on one of 
the festivals, and he had a small table in front of him on which was wheat bread, 
and a plate of khatifa[khatifa a food made of flour and milk (ed.)] and 
milbana[milbana a food made of bran, milk and honey (ed.)], so I asked, ‘O 
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Commander of the Faithful, it is a day of celebration and you are eating khatifa! 
to which he replied, ‘It is only a day of celebration for whoever has been 
forgiven.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 40, p. 326, no. 7]    

�r�K5/�� �P�� 

Nayruz * 

3��&��� '?Sä Q 	� K%[ � : �u�� �É"�)�������� ������� (�V&> 2 �N}0(�� �;0
���: � :�1�B W �my � : �V&> 2��N}0(�� ��1���� 2�!(��,"a� �}�/ 
) �������
�������� :(<��N}�̂ +�1�
 k$"[ (�� �1��(|�� ! 

3– Imam Ali (AS), when he was brought a gift for Nayruz, exclaimed, ‘What is 
this’ to which they replied, ‘O Commander of the Faithful, today is Nayruz.’ He 
replied, ‘Make everyday Nayruz for us [i.e. through your good actions].’[al-Faqih, 
v. 3, p. 300, no. 4073]    

4��� � �u�� ��)�������� ������� :(+�1�
 l$"[ ^��N?���̂. 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Our Nayruz is everyday.’[al-Faqih, v. 3, p. 300, no. 4074]    

5��(�4 	� 5����� 	� E�1^�� EÁ � :  e*7R�� 5�� �)��4*)�������� ������� (V&>  �N}0(�� ��1
 :���� �my �� ?��6/�)�"B W��1 : ��1�
 �my 2�����> �)����]
�������C��1�/ �V&> 2���> t*:�%�6N �L�i���� ���-�Y���6   �e�*7R�� )�������� ������� :( �;k=�- � Tm���  ��%���� �)��C��N ! ���-�:��6 57%�8 �q�� �'�?3��>"� +È��B +?�O�� ��\ �my �

 ...}0(�� ��1�
 kX\ 25������ 
����� �m�4/ Tm��� ��1���� �1�y  �N   X/N 2�� i�i�8N �����j�? � �1(��,�
 X/N 2<���J � � �1[ ?f�
 QN �'N��C��
 X/ �*C���� ���M�1�� ���> 
 �;0-h� � �1(��,�
^��-0f�� ���> )������ +�1�
 "V0N/ �1�yN 2 ...���> �bkB�1�%�̂ �	_�̂N ��\ +�N}�̂  �1�
 	�� �N ��%�Y���8 2(�%���J  �7
/N (��7
/ 	�� ��0̂ �O�� �±�?���� 

 L�%^/ �'1-�%�0��gN �L�i���� ...  �?"��� �;�(�j 	�� +�1�
 "V0N/ �1�yN .... 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said to Mu`aalli b. Khunays when he came to visit him for 
Nayruz, ‘Do you know what this day is’ to which he replied, ‘May I be your 
ransom, this is a day to which the Persians attach great importance and in which 
they give each other gifts.’ So Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘By the Ancient House in 
Makkah! That is only because of a much older reason which I will explain to you 
so that you may understand … O Mu`aalli, verily the day of Nayruz is the day 
when Allah took the servants’ covenants from them that they would worship Him 
and that they would not associate anything with Him, and that they would believe 
in His prophets and His divine proofs, and that they would believe in the Imams 
(AS). This is also the day when the sun rose for the first time … Every day of 
Nayruz is a day when we await joy for verily it is one of our special days and one 
of the days of our shi`aa. The Persians have kept its significance whereas you 
have lost it … This is the first day of the Persians’ new year, and they have 
managed to stay alive since having been only thirty thousand in number. The 
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pouring of water on the day of Nayruz has become a practice…’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 59, p. 92, no. 1]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<-h| ��1���� �q�s "X1=�6N 2�q C���  v���O � �v0��Z�6N 2�q ���M �U�Y^/ ���C���N �$P��%@�>  �N}0(�� ��1�
 �X[ �s\ . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘On the day of Nayruz, take a bath and wear your 
cleanest clothes, and perfume yourself with the best of fragrances, and fast on 
that day.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 7, p. 346, no. 1]    

7E�1^�� EÁ � :����]  	� 5�j1� �\ ��0��&�6 �E1R(�a� kX/ �u�=�8�V&> 2�����\ "$�-_�
 �  ¦C�BN  �N}0(��  �1�
 9 �;�� (:0%���  �1�"� � �����-:��� +? : u7̂\
�����  V1j�E T7��] 	�� �EC4�� �)f0%�> ��B  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (N 2���j�� y_��N  �?"��� ";0(�j ��0̂\N 2<�?�C�4 ������ �m:�� �� ]/ L��>����� �s���   X/ 

�E1R(�a� �V&�> 2���j�� y_�� � �u �_�̂ :���� � �q�%�O��> 2��(�i��� <;�j��j �my "$����̂ -0̂\   �����i> 2�)����] ��\  L�Y����  ... 

7– It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar ‘It has been related that Mansur [Dawaniqi][ 
One of the Abbasid Caliphs (ed.)] ordered Imam Musa al-Kazim (AS) to sit with 
him to receive gifts and greetings for the day of Nayruz, so that he may take the 
gifts presented to him, so Imam replied, ‘Verily I have examined the traditions 
from my grandfather the Prophet (SAWA) and have not found a single tradition 
about this festival. Rather it is a practice of the Persians which Islam eradicated, 
and God forbid that we should revive what Islam has eradicated.’ So Mansur 
said, ‘We only celebrate it as a matter of policy for our army[It is possible that his 
army consisted of Persians whose favour and allegiance he wished to secure by 
his observance of their festival (ed.)], so I request you by Allah the Great to sit 
down’ , so he sat down …’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 59, p. 100, no. 2 and v. 48, p. 108, 
no. 9]    

�,���R� �+�/?r 

The Adornment of the Festivals  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( }C=0%� � L"[�*��/ �1(3
�� . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Adorn your festivals with frequent chants of Allahu 
Akbar (Allah is the Greatest).’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 24094]    

9 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �
�&0%��N ���-_0%��N  }C=0%��N  $��:0%� �  	
������ �1(3
�� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Adorn the two festivals (‘id al-fitr and ‘id al-adhha) 
with frequent chants of la ilaha illallah (There is no god but Allah), Allahu Akbar 
(Allah is the Greatest), al-Hamdu lillah (All praise is due to Allah), and with 
glorification of Allah.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 24095]    
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10V7-��� ¬[ � : �X[)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (���� u�> �±�?��
 }C=0%��N  $��:0%� � ���61�| ��>�E  	
�� . 

10– It is narrated in Kanz al-`Aummal The Prophet (SAWA) used to go out in the 
streets on the two festivals chanting la ilaha illallah (There is no god but Allah) 
and Allahu Akbar (Allah is the Greatest) in a loud voice.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
18101]  

 

* Nayruz The first day of spring, marking the Persian New Year (ed.) 

 

FOOD    ا,آ� 
 

   

�)\R� �+U��e 	��� 78
�� 

Little [Consumption of] Food  

1ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (���C���B ���BN ���(�Z�� �L"&�j ���-��"� �?"c�[ �	���N 2���C���B ���|�N ���(�Z�� 0��| ���-��"� k$�B �	�� . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A man whose [consumption of] food is little has a 
healthy stomach and a pure heart, and a man whose food is plenty has a sickly 
stomach and a hard heart.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 46] 

   

2º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (����?�j�� �	�� ���6�?�c�[�N 2 �������� �	��  $�[H�� ";k��B . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Eating little is a sign of self-restraint, and eating a lot is a 
sign of wastefulness.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 16, p. 213, no. 19634] 

   

�)\R� �9�:�
\ I�� �:?S!5'�� 

Eating Excessively  

3ºPz� "V1jE   ) ` �N ������� {z� �uk��|���� : (�� (�Z�� �	�� <�0?�J ·I�� N �u���*` ¾�� �� . 
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3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Man cannot fill a container worse than his 
stomach.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 100] 

   

4ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (0��� ��1"=���� "$�4���
 Q���(�Z�� O���� �	��  ��E��N ���N�- . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A man who fills his stomach will not enter the 
dominion of the heavens and the earth.’[Ibid.] 

   

5ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (��0̂o> p  L���Z�a� �V1�S">�N �L"[0
\ �	�� �L�-�«� .L�R�
�N 2�;���Z��  	��  ̄  E�1�� � "½�Z�C�
�N 2 �D1��&� � �v���&�� �LP��
 
 �;�Y���1�a�  ��-�j . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Be warned against excessive food, for it poisons 
the heart with hardness, slows the limbs in performing acts of obedience, and 
blocks the souls from hearing counsel.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 182, no. 10] 

   

6º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( ���%�̂�,�� ��P����̂ 5��� �)��"&�M�N 2 ���%0_�| �)k��B ��"��[�/ �?"c�[ �	�� . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who eats excessively, his health declines and his 
burden becomes heavier than he can endure.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8903] 

   

7º  e*7R��  ���� �\ v�^ -�> )�������� ������� ( � :�;�M E1�� �u�y�N 2  $�[�� �D�?�c�[ �	��  	���,"a� v�B 5�� 0?�g/ »I�u�J ������ 	�������f��  :  v���&�� �D�1���B
 �D�1�:0f�� �X�i���y�N 2 . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Hunger and disease cannot coexist.’ [Mustadrak al-
Wasail, v. 16, p. 222, no. 19652] 

   

�+�/u���� �¤�����6 I�6 

Among The Vices Of Gluttony  

8º �u�� ����� )����� ���������� : (";�(�Z C���N ";�(�Z���� �b�-�%�i�6 �Q . 
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8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Astuteness and gluttony cannot coexist.’ [Ibid. v. 12, p. 
94, no. 13615] 

   

9º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( ̄ ��0R��  	�� �v���&�� �u�-��  ̄ �C"a� �	�� �	�Z�C�� �½���� ��s\.  

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When the stomach is filled with [even] permissible food, 
the heart becomes blind to goodness.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4139] 

   

10º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (���E�1�� ��P���
 �b�C3f�� . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Overeating spoils piety.’ [Ibid. no. 659] 

   

11º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�b�C3f�� u�|��a� "X�1�� �L�� ̂ . 

11- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Overeating is the greatest aid to acts of disobedience.’ 
[Ibid. no. 9922] 

   

�a��N� ���K6 

Hunger  

12ºPz� "V1jE   ) �|����` �N ������� {z� �uk� : ( �;�����&�� ���1�
 �X1���C�f�
 �	
�m��� �q��N"� 2�?�C�|�N ���]�N t�1�� �	�-�� 5��1"� . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Applaud a man who abstains from food, sleeps 
hungry, and has patience. These are the ones who will be satiated on the Day of 
Judgment.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 462, no. 17] 

   

13º ±�?�a� �F
�8 9  : VB]����� "V1jE ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :[ ( VB W  �1"�� "��}�� �� 23K�E 
 : �K.?�&0%��N 2  v���&�� "����8�N 2 ";�-�=�#�
�� "X��"#�N 2 7u��\+?���� � �N/ +?���� � �Å�� u��C�
 Q�N 2 3��#� "V�1�B�N 2  �0(�� �	���� �;�̂N,�a� ";k��4�N 2 �Lh�7� . 

15- In the ÍadÐth of MiÝrÁj (The Prophet’s Ascension to the heavens), the 
Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Allah! What is the outcome of hunger?’ He said, 
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‘Wisdom, protection of the heart, drawing closer to Me, lasting sorrow, less 
burden on the people, telling the truth, and lack of concern whether one lives in 
wealth or poverty.’ [Ibid. v. 77, p. 22, no. 6] 

   

14º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�L�� ̂ ��.1�i0%�� :�6�*��  ?���[�N  ���0(��  ?�j/ 5��� "X�1����  . 

14- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘How good a helper hunger is at taming the self and 
breaking its habit.’ [Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 16, p. 214, no. 19634] 

   

15º .T*«� ����� )�������� �������: (  ���kZ��  v��� u�> ��
 ��
 ��1"��N 2  ��(�-��� lm�/ �?�:0���  . 

15- Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘Lack of sleep sweetens sleeping and hunger 
increases the tastiness of food.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 369, no. 4] 

   

�)\R� F�* �C�Q�(� 

Balance of Eating  

16ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (u :�%�f�6 �)^/�N �qP���/�N 2 u :�%�f�6 �)^/�N �$"[ . 

16- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Eat when you desire and stop while you still 
desire.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 62, p. 290] 

   

17º g3?�� ����� )��� ������������ : (  L����� �U����4 _���| �X1"=�
 �X/ �*�E/ �	��) L�_�����N ( $��k�� � ��hf�� �	�� �$Ñ���&�����> . 

17- Imam al-Ridha (AS) said, ‘A man who wants to be healthy and have a light 
body must decrease his dinner.’[Ibid. p. 324] 

   

�)\R� �3��,Y 
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Table Manners  

18ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (���� HI��N�* �Q �I��� � u���%��� 2���j�1�
 �L���N ������\ �?"Y�(�
  	���(���� N"s�N �$�[/ �	�� . 

18- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A man who is eating and is being watched by 
another, to whom he does not offer to share his food will be afflicted with an 
incurable disease.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 47] 

   

19ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (���6�1�:�f � ��"��y/ "$"[�O�
 ���>�("a�N 2 �����y/ �D�1�:�f� "$"[�O�
 �	���,"a� . 

19- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The believer eats according to the desire of his 
family, while the hypocrite makes his family eat according to his own 
desires.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 62, p. 291] 

   

20º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (����� �L�j� �?�[�s �	��  �� ����� ���-�8�N 2 ����7N/ u�> +K��?�J �N/ +����� ���(    ���kZ�� �q��s  L����̂ �	�� �VO���
 �L�� �' ?�4` u�> 
<����/ . 

20- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever mentions the name of Allah at the beginning of 
[eating his] food or drink and thanks Allah at the end will never be asked about 
the favor of this food.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 16, p. 484, no. 5] 

   

21º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (  e�
�E3��� 5���� �'�N�E�%�4Q  ����a� u�> �� ��0(�� �L�����
 �1���> 2 �L"=������  V0N/ u�>  ����a � �NÄ�����  K0?�i"a� . 

21- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Start with salt before you eat. If people knew what 
[benefits] salt has, they would prefer it to tested medicine.’[Ibid. p. 520, no. 3] 

   

22º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (o> 2 �*�?�C�
 57%�8 0E�#� �N.?�B/����� �V1�j�E kX  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �V�&�> �E�8 ������ ������\ �K3?"B : �*�?�C�
 50%�8 �'N.?�B/
����� �X�[ �� 2   �* E�C�� u�> ";�[�?�C���N 2 �E�0(�� ��(�-���Z���� �$]N 7�� . 

22- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Set hot food aside until it cools off, for when the Prophet 
(SAWA) was given hot food, he said, ‘Set it aside until it cools down, for Allah, 
Mighty and Exalted, would not feed us fire when blessings lie with that which is 
cool.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 321, no. 1] 
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23º �	�#� ����� )�������� ������� : ( �:�> ?���
 �X/ +L������ �$"[ 5��� �v i�
 <;���R�4 �D�?f�� �%�(�M� �D�h�a� u�> : �b���E/N 2�;0(�j �b���E/ �N 2���?�> :�(�� �b���E/
�v
�*O6.  

 ���?���� 0�O�> : �?�=.f���N 2";���-��0%���N 2 �g3?���N 2 ";�> ?���a�>.  
 0�/�N ";0(.��� : b ��|�� �������N 2�b ��|/ ����c � "$�[��N 2  ?���
��  v ̂��� 5���� ��1"�"��N 2  ���kZ�� �$�C�B {I1�g�1��>.  

 �v
�*O0%�� 7�/�N :�]�N u�>  ?�Y7(�� ";���B�N 2  ̈ �S�a� ��
 1�i�6�N 2 �;�-�&l��� �}�w�R�6�N 2 �q����
 0-�� "$�[��> �7(�� �'1 . 

23- Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘There are twelve things that every Muslim should 
know about the table [manners]; four are mandatory, four are recommended, and 
four are general manners. The mandatory are: knowledge [of the food], to be 
content with it, mentioning the name of Allah [before it], and offering thanks to 
Him [afterwards]. The recommended acts are: ablution before eating, sitting on 
one’s left side, eating with three fingers, and licking the fingers [after the meal]. 
And the general manners are: eating from the closest spot to you, taking small 
bites, chewing well, and rarely looking at people’s faces [while eating].’[Wasael 
al-Shi`aah , v. 16, p. 539, no. 1] 

   

24º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( ªt1���� �	�� �u�>1���N 2G;���j 9 �Å���� �Å���N 2 �' ?�4`�N ����0N/ u�> ���� �� E1�� �'�������N  ���kZ�� �$�C�B �'���
 �$���@ �	��
�'�����] u�> . 

24- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who washes his hands before and after eating 
will be blessed at the beginning and at the end of his food. As long as he lives, 
he will be in comfort, and he will be cured of the ills of his body.’[al-Mahajjat al-
Baydha, v. 3, p. 6] 

   

25º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� (�` 	� � 3¶7(�� uy(�� �F
�8 9 ��h)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( � :+K��?�J N/ +����� u�> �¤���(�
 �X/ 5�:�̂N . 

25- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, on the authority of his fathers about the 
tradition entailing certain prohibitions of the Prophet (SAWA), ‘He prohibited 
blowing on food or drink.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 16, p. 518, no. 1] 

   

26º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�J �� �:��> 0-�� �m�4/�N 2:��> �e���� ";�� ̂�� kn�w�6 �L�� ��s\ �X�Z��0f�� kXo> p �I�Z�@  ?���w � �L"=�%�� ̂` �1�����6 �QHI . 
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26- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not leave your plates uncovered for Satan spits 
on uncovered plates and takes from them what he wants.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, 
v. 8, p. 295, no. 9485] 

   

27º �L�=�� ����� )�������� ������� (��0���  	� �$��j 7-�� � � �;�� :  e��1�j�� u�> "$"[�O�
 T�m��� . 

27- Imam al-Kazim (AS), when he was asked who the contemptible person was, 
replied, ‘The one who eats in the marketplaces.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 16, p. 
510, no. 1] 

   

28º�TN�E  :�h�1�a� 5��� ��1"�"�� �1"����/ �L"[ E-��/ �	�� �v���_�6 �Q ���B�N/ :0̂o�> p�� . 

28- Prolong your seating at the dinnertable, for these are times that will not [need 
to] be accounted for as part of your lives.[al-Ikhtisas, p. 253] 

 

FOOLISHNESS   =��ُا� 
 

   

�k;��� 

Foolishness  

1� � �u�� ����)�������� ������� : (PI�7��� "/�N�*/ ���-"#� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Foolishness is the worst disease.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
687]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���-"#�  ?�&���� �?�&�>/ . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greatest poverty is foolishness.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
2849]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��P����̂ �\  ��®�� 	�� <�� ��S�6 �/1�j/ �'3N���� �\ .N������ � . 
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3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A person does not ruin his enemy worse than a fool ruins 
himself.’[Nahj al-Sa’ada, v. 3, p. 225]    

�k��R� �i�$�" 

The Characteristics of a Fool  

4 5��� �)�������� ������� ( �  ��®��  	� �$�j 7-�� � : ��P����(� ��k�"[ 0�#� �v ]1�
N 2 ������ Q ��� ��k�"[ �$S���� t?�
 Tm��� 2 ��P����̂N ��
/?� �v�i�"a�
� �v ]1�
 QN��6�N���� 9 �;���8 Q Tm��� ���®�� ���m> 2 <�&8 :��� . 

4– Prophet Jesus (AS) when asked about the traits of the fool said, ‘He is one 
who is proud of himself and his own opinion, who sees all good traits as coming 
from himself and sees no one better than himself, who has decided that all rights 
are his and others have no right over him, so this is the fool for whom there is no 
cure for his disease.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 221]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (7L"M y?�=�̂O>  �7(��  K1��� 9 �?Y�̂ 	�� �� (���� ���®�� �q�m> ��P����(�� :���g�E  . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who pries into the faults of people, rebukes them 
and then adopts those faults himself is truly a fool.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 349] 
   

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������: ( �;�(�_�a� 9 �Vlm�� �D�?�c�[N 2 �;�-�3(�� 9  ?�J��  $�]7?�� ";�B-�8 ��?��6  . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The foolishness of a man is recognised by three things: 
idle talk, answering something he was not asked, and being careless in 
matters.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4542]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �� ̂.1���6 "D�?�c�[  ��®�� ���E�/ 	�� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Among the signs of the fool is his profusely whimsical 
nature.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9445]    

8 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� : (<&�-�8 �q�m� 5�=> p ��1M7��8 � k$[  �7(�� 5�� 0*�?�6 Q . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not refute everything that people say to you for that is 
enough to classify you as foolish.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10251]    

�k��R� �+���B�_�6 
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Taking the Fool as a Companion  

9����� � �	
�  �	
�����)�������� ������� (  ?BC�� ��(�Q ��%7�|N 9 �)�������� ������� ( � : QN �'�?�i�y�N 2 ���Z����6 N/ ���®�� �v�8R�6 �X/ 0��� 
 ��7
\
k��=�6 �X\ 2 <�?�g8 N/ �X[ <Ch@ �;�(�i�y ���®�� �Xo> p ���M�*_�6 ��g/ �u��?�%�j� �X\N 2 ����>/ �$�-�� �X\N 2 ��.��� ��� �?�R�B �)�=�j �X\N 2 ��"&-�8 ���_�S> L

 .���6/�?���N 2 ���%���=�M :7̂/ ��.�"� .*�1�6 2 ���̂ E&� ��
?%��
 QN 2 ���_�|^ �b�Z�
 QN 2 �������(�
 �'}�@ �L��� QN 2 ���(�w�
 ��P����̂ 	�� ���-��� Q �'�E]N 2 ���6��&�> :7̂/ 
 ���%����i�� 	�� �D��8�1�� �������]N 2 �' E�* ����� .���̂N�* 	�� �����>/ L�y�?�C�[/ �X[ �X\N 2 ���B1�> 	�� ��/  ���i�a� 9 	�� �?�w�|/ �X[ �X\ . 

9– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) in his counsel to his son al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘My 
son, beware of taking a fool as a companion or mingling with him; keep away 
from him and do not converse with him for verily the fool is a lowly person 
whether he is absent or present. When he talks he exposes his foolishness and 
when he is silent he displays his inability to express himself. If he acts he spoils 
and when he is given responsibility he fails it. His own knowledge does not 
suffice him and others’ knowledge is of no benefit to him, he does not follow the 
one who advises him, his associates do not find rest [from him], his mother 
wishes to be bereaved of him, his wife wishes to lose him, his neighbour wishes 
to live far from him and the one who sits with him would rather be absent from his 
company. If he is the lowest [in status] in the gathering he abases those above 
him and if he is the highest of them he denigrates the others.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 
613, no. 1278]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���B��4O� ������%�
 �X/ �q�J�N/  ��®�� �;�B*R�� �v (�%�i�
 L�� 	�� . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who does not refrain from the friendship 
of a fool will soon adopt his character.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 222, no. 1]    

�G�H/�� �k��# 

The Most Foolish of People  

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �7(�� "$�&��/ ��7̂/ 0	�� 	��  �7(�� ���®/ . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most foolish of people is the one who thinks that he 
is the most intelligent.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3089]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( }�£� �K�1�M �b�B1�%�
N 0?0f�� "$����
N 2 �?�=.f�� �v"��Z�
N 0? C�� �b�(�-�
 	��  �7(�� ���®/ . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most foolish of people is the one who prevents 
goodness but expects thanks, and he commits evil and expects the reward of 
good.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3283]    
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13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( :���� �L�&�� 1�yN <;��
s�E �' }�@ 5�� ?�=�̂/ 	��  �7(�� ���®/ . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most foolish of people is he who rebukes others for 
their vices while he possesses the same.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3343]    

�k��R� �3���̀ 

Answering the Fool  

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( "$�S>/  ��®�� 5�� ��1=.���)	�� (�� ��1�] . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Maintaining silence with the fool is the best 
response.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1160] 

FORNICATION   �8ا��� 
 

   

�nDQ�� �I�� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of Fornication  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �v�S�@ 0��%J��  � 5���� �$]N7��  2 :(�� +��?_�� T�s  }�@ N/ : ]N��  }�@ 	�� :�(��� ��O���� +$��� ���s GD/?�
����� �n�C8/ �q�s �)�����> X\ :7̂o>  5���� <�&�8 �X[ �'�}�@ ���J�?�> ��O��N/ Xo> 2 ��%���-�� +$�-�� k$"[  �����  X/  y ¥�B 9 :���m���
 X/ ����  E(� � :�B ?_�
 . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Allah's wrath is indeed severe on the married 
woman who fulfils her desires through any other man apart from her husband or 
looks lustfully at anyone other than her unmarriageable kin [i.e. husband], upon 
which Allah thwarts every single good deed she has ever committed. And if she 
welcomes anyone other than her husband in his bed, Allah will rightfully burn her 
in the Fire after He has chastised her in her grave.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 366, 
no. 30]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(ln�B �E1���@ §�� � . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'A man who is possessive [over his own wife] will never 
commit adultery.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 305]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��m��  �(�� 0��J/ kX\������ ���?�_�6 +L�8�E 9 ���%��Z�̂ 0?�B/ �$�]�E �;����&�� ��1�
 < . 
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3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The one to face the severest punishment on the 
Day of Resurrection will be the man who deposited his sperm in a womb that was 
forbidden to him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 26, no. 28]    

4 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �F
 E�1�a� �*��>N 2  V��¾� �;���?0%�� ��?�6N 2  K�^��  Ky�sN 2  �"�^��  $%�B 	�� �*����� �	�� ���> -�� ^3��� ��3?�8
 �*����� �'1�]�N 	�� �q�s ���CJ/ �N 2 . 

4– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'Fornication has been prohibited due to the corruption 
it engenders, from murder to illegitimacy to ill-breeding of children to broken 
lineages and all sorts of other social ills.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 24, no. 19]    

�nDQ�� ���<Y 

Consequences of Fornication  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(+VR�4 .)�j ^3��� 9 .u�� 
 : �v�ym���> �^��� 9 ¸�� 7�O> 2 �D�?�4�� 9 ���MN �^���> :(�� ���M
���> �D�?�4�� 9 ¸�� 7�/N 2 �e�3?�� �b�Z&�
N 2 HI(���� "$3i���
N 2 PI:�C�� E(�� 9 �*1"�"£�N 2  	®?�� "n���jN 2  K��#� {I1 . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'O Ali, there are six consequences that result from 
fornication, three of which are in this world and three in the Hereafter. In this 
world, it takes away one's beauty, hastens one's death and cuts off one's 
sustenance. In the Hereafter, it results in an evil reckoning, solicits the 
indignation of the Merciful Himself and makes one deserving of eternity in the 
Fire.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 22, no. 15]    

6 �u�� ����� �)���������������  :(�?&���� "� E1�
 ^3��� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Fornication brings about poverty.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 23, 
no. 18]    

7 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  V1jE  K%[ 9 ^���]�N  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(^3��� �?�:�� �s\�DO�i���� ��1�� �?"c�[ T����� 	��  . 

7– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'We found written in the book of the Prophet 
(SAWA), 'If fornication prevails after my death, incidences of sudden death will 
increase.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 374, no. 2]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("V �Q0��� ���?�:�� ^3��� f�> �s\ . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'When fornication becomes widespread earthquakes 
occur as an upshot.’[al-Tahdhib, v. 3, p. 148, no. 318]    
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�nDQ�� �I�6 ¥|�B L�&�� t)���� 

Every Limb Has Its Own Share of Fornication  

9 ����a� �)�������� ������� :(���?�Z��%j� GD/?�� -.
/  �;�� ̂�� +!�� l$"[N 2 �;�� ̂�� u :> :�ä E ���]1���� �)�]�?�4N . 

9– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, 'Every woman that perfumes herself and leaves her 
house intending for her perfume to be sensed by others is an adulteress, and 
every eye [that looks lustfully] is fornicating.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 28]    

10 ����a� �)�������� ������� :( �q�(��� �)Y���8 � �q�]?�> u ̂��
 	�� ��7̂o> �q� ����� � �\  ?�Y0(�� ��
��8 0	�̂1"=�6 Q �\ �?"Y(�6 Q X/ ��E���B Xo> 2
$��>> �q� l$�_�6 Q ¸�� �D/?a�  K1�M . 

10– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, 'Do not look intently at one who does not belong to 
you, for verily your genitals will not commit fornication as long as you guard your 
gaze [from fornicating]. So if you are able to keep yourself from looking at the 
apparel of a woman who is not permitted to you, then do so.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, 
p. 62]    

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�� ©��8 �v�%"[ ���*` ��� 	�� +����̂ �$"[ 5��� "$]3?��N 2 �?�Y0(�� y^ � �!���> 2 �;��� Q �q�s ���E*/ ^3��� �	
 ��-�%jQ� y^ � "X"s"Q�N 2 �uf�a� y^ � . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Every breath of man has its share in fornication 
which he is inevitably aware of at the time. The fornication of the eye is to look [at 
that which is forbidden to it], and the fornication of the foot is to walk [to where it 
is forbidden for it], and for the ear to listen [to that which is forbidden].[ Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 13026] 

FREEDOM   �)����ُا� 
 

   

����+5?D: 

Freedom  

1 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( :"�0N/ 2 +b�%�-�%���� �}c�[ ���> ����> :(�� �;���R�4 ���> �	"=�6 ¢ 	�� +VR�4 ��-�4 : ";�^�c��N 2 {I>�1�� : 2 �}���0%��
 ";c��c��N : ";���7?��N 2 {I��#� :�yN � ";���£�N 2 ��"£� �	��8 � �VR�£� �'my �b�-�i�6 u :";7
3?"#� . 
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1- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There are five attributes such that whoever does not 
even possess one of them does not have much to admire: loyalty, organisation, 
modesty, good temper, and the last which brings together all these attribute is 
freedom.’[al-Khisal, p. 284, no. 33]    

¦��:B# ]�E7��\ �G�H/�� 

All People Are Free  

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�E�?�8/ L�:k�[ ��7(�� �X\N 2 <;��/ QN <��C�� �����
 L�� ��*` �X\ 2 ��(�� :.
/ . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O people! Indeed Adam did not beget a bondsman or 
bondswoman, so all people are free.’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 1, p. 198]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �q����] ��BN �� }�@ ��C�� 0	�̂1"=�6 Q  �7?�8 ��̂_�C�j . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not ever be a slave to others when Allah, glory be to 
Him, has made you free.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �����1�8/  b�´ 5�� �?�8 0?"#� kX\ :R�a� ������ �)k[���6 �X\N 2 :�� �¥�| �;�Ch^ ���%��^ �X\ �?�j"� �X\N �'�?P��=�6 L�� �vh
����� ���1�| �!��� ��
3�3R�� �U�j1�
 �X[ -[ 2�?���  ?����� �V���C�%�j�N �? :"BN   ������  :�?�j"�N �? :"BN �� C��%�j� �X/ ���%0
3?�8 �E�?�S�
 L�� . 

4- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The free is free in all his states: when he is inflicted 
by a calamity, he shows patience; when afflictions bear down on him, they do not 
break him, even though he be taken in captivity or defeated and his prosperity 
turns into poverty, just like the truthful trustworthy Prophet Joseph - blessings of 
Allah upon him - whose freedom was not affected even when he was enslaved, 
defeated and captivated.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 89, no. 6]    

D:��� �+�;�� 

The Distinguishing Trait of the Free  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (3?"#� ";�-��J ";�B�kZ�� . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Cheerfulness is the distinguishing trait of the free.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 467]    

6 �u�� ����� �)� �������������� : (  E�?���� ";�-��JN  E�?�8�� ";7� i���� -�:7̂\N 2 �X���  ��h��4 	�� �;�k�����N HI���#� kX\ . 
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6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Truly modesty and chastity are of the traits of faith, and 
they are the attributes of the free and the distinguishing marks of the 
righteous.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3605]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�b�-�� � ��C�� .?"#� 2 �b (�B � �?�8 ��C���� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The servant of Allah is free so far as he remains content. 
The free man is a slave as long as he is greedy.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 413] 

FRIDAY   ��َ�ُ.ُا� 
 

�;���-"�� ��1�
 

Friday  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �(�� �L�Y�/N 2 �7
�� ��7��j �;��-"�� ��1�
   ?�Z����  �1�
N 5_�g��  �1�
 	�� �$]N 7��  . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Friday is the chief of all days and deemed greater 
by Allah, the Exalted, than the day of al-Adhha and the day of al-Fitr.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 89, p. 267, no. 5]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( $"[ 9 L"=����y/ �1> ?��/ G;��-�]�;��-"�� �18�?���
 u�[ 2�;�:�[��� 	�� �Iu�f�  . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Treat your families to some fruits every Friday, so that 
they rejoice on Fridays.’[Ibid. v. 104, p. 73, no. 24]    

3 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �U��S�
 .?�f��N �}�£��;��-"�� ��1�
 . 

3- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Good and evil are given double the requital on 
Friday.’[Ibid. v. 89, p. 283, no. 28]    

4 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(7
�� 	� �'}�@ 5�� �;��-"��  �1�
  $�S���2 �U��S�6 �;��-"�� ��1�
 ";B��0R�� � . 

4- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The charity given on Friday is considered double, 
because of the superiority of Friday over other days.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 220, 
no. 1]    

5Pz� V1jE � ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( GD�*C�� ��1�
 �;���-"�� ��1�
����� �N��0C���%�>   ����>  . 
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5- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, interpreting the above verse, ‘The witness is the day 
of Friday, and the witnessed is the day of `Arafa.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 299, no. 2] 
   

�;���-"�� "$�"@ 

Bathing On Friday  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) �|����` �N ������� {z� �uk� :(�$"[  �7(�� 5�� 2.u�� 
  �q��1�
 ��1"& � HIa� T?%�f�6 �q7̂/ 1��N G;��-�] �$"[ 9 �$P��%�@> 2"$��w�� +�7
/ �;�C�j
 ��(�� �L�Y��/  �.1�Z0%�� 	�� »Iu�J ���� ��0̂o> 2��
1�Z�6N . 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Ali! People must bathe [at least] once every 
seven days, so bathe every Friday, even if you have to buy the water with [the 
money set aside for] your provision of that day and go without food, for there is 
no recommended act of worship greater than it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 81, p. 129, 
no. 18] 

THE FRIDAY PRAYER   ��َ�ُ.ُُة ا�L[َ 
 

   

�+�%�;�N� �9��" �+5�D;��# 

The Friday Prayer  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �b�C�� � <^�N:�6 +b�-�] ���M ���?�6 	��  �� C��B 5��  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever misses three Friday prayers, being 
indifferent to them, Allah seals his heart.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 5, p. 6, no. 25]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( !�[��a� .��8 ";���-"�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The Friday prayer is the pilgrimage (Hajj) of the 
poor.’[al-Da`aawat, p. 37, no. 91]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�$�-���� �U�̂O�%j� <���%8�N <^�\ �;���-"�� 5�6/ 	�� . 
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3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever attends the Friday prayer faithfully and 
contentedly is able to resume his work [immediately thereafter].’ [al-Faqih, v. 1, p. 
427, no. 1260]    

4 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���?�6 ��&�> +b�-�] ���M G;k���  }�@ 	�� �$�]�E ���?�6 Xo> 2 ���� b� �;�S
?�> :���\ ��-�%]Q�N 2�;�S
?�> �;���-"�� "D�|
 QN 2�¦h�?�> ���M ���>(�� ��\ G;k���  }�@ 	�� �¦h�?�> ���M �����
 . 

4– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The Friday prayer is an obligation, and congregating 
for it in the presence of an Imam [Imam as in one of the twelve divinely appointed 
Imams (AS) (ed.)] is an obligation, so if someone misses three Friday prayers 
without an excuse, it is as if he has abandoned the performance of three 
obligations, and none but a hypocrite abandons three obligations without an 
excuse.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 89, p. 184, no. 21]    

 �a�;�1 �3�,#�+��u�c� 

Etiquette of Listening to the Sermon  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("$�_�
 -[ ��\ ����%�� QN �v"Z��
 �����N ���[ Q �D�0R�� 9. 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There must be no talking while the leader of the prayer is 
giving the sermon, nor looking around except to the extent permissible in the 
prayer.’[al-Faqih, v. 1, p. 416, no. 1230] 

THE FRIEND   =�*ِ)� ا�
 

   

k?�P5_�� 

The Friend  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�
 	�� L"[���8/ ?"Y(����> 2 ��������4  	
�* 5�� {I?�a�"$��� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Man follows the same creed as his friend, so 
consider carefully who it is you befriend.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 518, no. 1135]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( K EB�� �K�?B/ ��
�0R�� . 
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2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One’s friend is the closest of one’s relations.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 674]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �?4"s Q ���� ��
���| Q 	�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who lacks friends lacks a bare necessity.’[Ibid. no. 
8760]    

4�u�� ����� �) �������� ������� :(G;�B3?���%�� +�1���] 9 �D���8�N ����̂ {IB��|�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Friends are a single soul divided between different 
bodies.’[Ibid. no. 2059]    

�G�$-/�� �)�\�b�V 

Resemblance of Souls  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������:( "$���/ L :���=J/ �\ ��(��N 2 ����06� :(�� �$�[f�6 -> 2 �V=J/ ��1"�.(��  . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Souls resemble other souls, and those that resemble 
each other are in harmony, that is why people are attracted towards those they 
resemble.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 92, no. 100]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ����c�� �\ "$��-�
 +Ã ?�� l$"[ . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Every person is inclined towards one who is like 
him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6865]    

���'
e�,�_�6 FM��/�? I�6 

People Whom One Should Befriend  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �(�� ���?�[ �n��4 	��  �(�� ����j/ . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most prosperous of people is he who mingles 
with honourable people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 185, no. 2]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( KC���N 5:�(�� u��N"� �;�C_�| 9  K�10R��N  ̄ �0R�� �?�c[/ . 
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8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most goodness and righteousness is to be found in 
the company of people of reason and understanding.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3129] 
   

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����0f�� ��
�0R�� 1�:> 2 :��  $�-���� 5�� �q�̂�/N �;��BC��  E���� �\ ����* 	�� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who invites you to the everlasting abode and 
helps you work towards it is a compassionate friend indeed.’[Ibid. no. 8775]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(G��c� �'�? C�%��6 57%8 G;�> ?��� �;�-�j <&
���| �$�]0?�� 3L���6Q :  $��C�� �\ 3��#� 	�� ���] ?��
 ���C�S�@ �?"Y(�%�> ���C�Sw�6
�?�>��6 57%8N 2  L�yE3���N  E(
3��� ��(�N 2�����  . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not call a man your friend with the true stamp 
of friendship until you have tested him in three matters: anger him so that you 
may see whether his anger takes him away from right into wrong; test him with 
the dinar and the dirham [in money matters]; and travel with him.’[Amali al-Tusi, 
p. 646, no. 1339]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�q� �	0
���%�
 	�� v�_R�6 QN 2 ��� �	0
���%�6 	�� �v�_|��. 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Befriend one who gives you a good image, and do 
not befriend one who uses you to boost his own image.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 
267, no. 9]    

���'
e�,�_�6 FM��/�? 2 I�6 

People Whom One Must Not Befriend  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�� �;�C_�| 9 �q� �}�4 Q ��P���(�� t?�
 Tm�� �$c�� �q� t?�
 Q 	 . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘It is not good for you to befriend someone who 
does not have your best interests at heart as he does his own.’[al-Durra al-
B?hira, p. 19]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �)-���� X\ �q���� �V��N ���%�C_�R�> �qP��^ 5�� (����� �q�C�_R�
 L�� 	 . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who, in his friendship with you, is of no aid to you 
against your base self, his friendship is a curse on you, if only you knew.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 9041]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� u�|��- � �	
 ?�yi"a�N  E7i"���N  e7�"��� �;�C�8R�� �E�m8��   .  
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14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of befriending corrupt people, immoral people, 
and those who openly commit acts of disobedience to Allah.’[Ibid. no. 2601]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�K1"=(�� �K1��%��  $�y�� ��
���| . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The friend of an ignorant man is always wearied and 
miserable.’[Ibid. no. 5829]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��N ��7
\���_��� 3?0f�� 0?0f�� kXo> p  e7�"��� �;�C�8R . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of befriending immoral people, for verily only 
evil accompanies evil.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 199, no. 36]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (Q ���%0�|N 9 �  	��#� �� (�)�������� ������� (� :��.?�S���> �q����(�
 X/ ��
 ?�
 ��7̂o> p  ��®�� �;�B�*R��N ��7
\ 2 0u�(�� 
 . 

17– Imam Ali (AS), in his will to his son al-Hasan (AS), said, ‘O my son, beware 
of befriending a stupid person, for although he will surely want to be of benefit to 
you, he will only bring you trouble.’[Ibid. p. 198, no. 35]    

18 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (  ?�BC�� �� (�Q ���%0�|N 9 �)�������� ������� (� :��� ���6��]�N u7̂o> p���-�8�?��  b��&�� �;�C�8R�N ��7
\ 9 <^1�
�����  K%[  �b�g�1�� ���M 9 k$]N0���  . 

18– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS), in his advice to his son al-Baqir (AS), said, 
‘Beware of befriending one who has cut off relations with his kin, for verily I have 
seen him cursed in the Book of Allah, Mighty and Exalted, on three different 
occasions.’[Ibid. v. 2, p. 377, no. 7]    

19 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( +v���6 9  $�y�� ��
��| . 

19– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘The ignorant man’s friend is always wearied.’[Ibid. 
v. 78, p. 352, no. 9]    

�6
+
e�P5_�� �Pj�$�?  

That Which Corrupts a Friendship  

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���B�E> �&> �'4/ "$�]?�� �L�f�%8� �s\ . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When a man puts his friend to shame, he has indeed 
parted from him.’[Ibid. v. 74, p. 165, no. 28]    
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21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �D0*1�a� L&�j 	��  �
�0R�� �����8 . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Jealousy of one’s friend stems from weakness in one’s 
love [for him].’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 218]    

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( Q<_���| +�
���| �!�N �q�(�� �����
 Q ��7̂o> p 3	kY�� {I1j �q���� 0	�C���w�
 . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not let bad opinion of people overcome you, for 
verily it will not leave any pardon between you and your friend.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
77, p. 207, no. 1]    

23 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���60*�1�� )���Z�&^� ���&
���| 5�� 5R&�%j�  	�� . 

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who penetrates deeply into his friend’s affairs, his 
love for him comes to an end.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8582]    

24� ����� � �u�)�������� ������� :( ��"&
���| k$�B �X�14�� �¼�B^ 	�� . 

24– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who argues with his brothers has few friends.’[Ibid. 
no. 8772]    

25 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��0(�8 �-�6 �> �q��4/ .*�N �q� �1"�R�
 X/ ��*�E/ X\��0̂0Ef�6 QN 2 ��0(���yC�6 QN 2 ��0(�
 E-�6 QN 2  . 

25– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If you want the exclusive love of your brother, then 
do not ever make fun of him, nor quarrel with him, nor compete against him, nor 
be malicious to him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 291, no. 2]    

26 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� :( .�"� ";�C��w"a�N 2 ";�C��w"a� ���> �X1=�6 X/ ���> � l$�B/N 2 �;�&��M�1�� �D��&���� "$���_�
N 2 �;����&�� �;�B��0R�� ��P���
 {I�?�a�
�;���Z�&��  KCj/ . 

26– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘The quarrel corrupts a long friendship and 
dissolves strong ties, because it only really consists of strife, and strife is the 
main cause of a break in friendship.’[A`alam al-Din, no. 311]    

�+
e�P5_�� �,�P�B 

The Extent of One’s Friendship  

27 � �u�� �����)�������� ������� :(�eN�0R�� ��
�0R�� :��P���̂ 5�� ���?�M`N 2 �q C��@ 9 �q�Y���8N 2�q C��� 9 �q�_�R�̂ 	�� . 
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27– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A sincere friend is he who advises you with regard to 
your shortcomings, protects you in your absence, and prefers you over 
himself.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1904]    

28 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�(� ̂O-"Z�� k$"[ ���� V"mC�6 QN 2 �D0*�1�a� k$"[ �q�&
���R�� �V"m�"� . 

28– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘'Shower all your love on your friend but do not shower 
all your trust on him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 165, no. 29]    

29 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	�� �Iu�J �\ ���CP�(�6 �> ��\N 2 ��(�� »Iu�J N/ �*N�"#� �'my ���> )�̂[ 	�-�> 2y�*N���_ � ��\ ";�B��0R�� "X1=�6 Q
:"�0NO�> 2 �;�B��0R��:";�^c��N 2 <D���8�N �q� ���%�� ̂���N ���6�?
 ?�j �X1=6 X/  :";c�c��N 2 ���(��J �q�(��JN 2 ���(
�� �q�(
�� t?�
 X/ : �;�
Q N �q���� �'�?3��w�6 Q X/

";���?��N 2 �V� QN :� �VR�£� �'my �b�-i�6 uyN � ";��£�N 2 ���6�E��&�� ��"�(�6 ���J �q���(-�
 Q: ��C�=0(�� ��(�� �q�-����
 Q X/  . 

29– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Friendship can only succeed when its conditions 
are fulfilled, and he who fulfils all or some of these conditions may be befriended, 
and if not, then do not attribute any of your friendship to him. The first of these 
conditions is that he should treat you in public the same as he treats you in 
private. Secondly, that your source of pride is a source of pride for him, and your 
source of shame is a source of shame for him too. Thirdly, that neither friendship 
[with others] nor wealth should render him envious of you. Fourthly, that he must 
not prevent you from obtaining that which you have the capacity for, and fifthly – 
and this sums up all the other qualities – that he must not give up on you in times 
of misfortune.’[Ibid. v. 78, p. 249, no. 90]    

�3�!"R� �)&*# 

The Best of Companions  

30Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��"B> N �?"c�[N ��"B&�J k$�B 	��  K_|�� �}�4 . 

30– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of companions is he who has little 
discord about him and much harmony.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 123]    

31 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  K_|�� �}�4 �;��Z�� 5�� �!��"a� . 

31– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One who aids you in your obedience [to Allah] is the 
best of companions.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1142]    

�@�B�H_�� -k�B 
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The Right of One’s Companion  

32 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�?���[ X\N <&
��| �b�Z&�6 Q . 

32– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not cut off a friend, even if he disbelieves.’[Ibid. no. 
10196]    

33 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :( v�8R�� .��8 7�/ : �\ �� C��
 �������6 QN 2 �q�� ?=�
 -[ ���� ?=�6N 2 ��R^��N  $.S���%� � ���C�_R�6 XO�>
�� ��� .L�:�
 7-� �'�?�]��6N 2 ��.*�1�
 -[ �'.*�1�6N 2 ���6O�>[ ���C�j Xo> 2 G;��?=��<��m�� ������ 	"=�6 QN 2 <;�®�E ������ 	"[N 2 G;��R��� 	 . 

33– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘The right of your companion is that you 
share his company with bounty and fairness. You should honour him as he 
honours you, and should not let him be the first to extend his generosity. And if 
he is the first to do so, then repay him. Wish for him as he wishes for you, and 
restrain him from any act of disobedience that he might contemplate. Be a mercy 
for him, and not a chastisement.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 7, no. 1] 

GENEROSITY   ا��( �ِء 
 

   

j��m5��� �)&
* 

Generosity  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ��"��4 {I�0���  �L�Y���  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Allah has made generosity the greatest moral 
virtue.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 15926]    

2Pz� "V1jE �) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �$�C�] �  PI�0��� 5��� ��\ ���� <7���N  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Allah has created every single vicegerent of His 
with generosity as their natural disposition.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16204]    

3�� ����� � �u)�������� ������� :(�;��?"B {I�0��� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Generosity is a means of nearness [to Allah].’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 72, p. 193, no. 9]    
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4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(PI�0��� ��\ 3vl��� 5���� "X��%��
 Q . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The heart can only be made use of [to the best of its 
capacity] with generosity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 7, no. 59]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $C.(�� "Xy?�� ";��(�&��N 2 $&���� "D�?�-�M {I�0��� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Generosity is the fruit of the intellect, and contentment is 
the proof of magnanimity.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2145]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;0C�_�a� ���E��
 {I�0��� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Generosity cultivates love.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 306]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �e�4�� �	3
���
N �;0C�_�a� �vP�=�
 {I�0��� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Generosity imparts love and adorns one's 
character.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1600]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0��� +!&�
 Ns ��\ <7���j "X1=
 QN 2<7���j ��\ �	�,� "X1=
 QN 2 �X��� �*-�� 1�yN 2PI�C^��  e�4/ 	�� {I�
�V�m�� � ������ �Xy 2 ���R�B � ���?�� 	��N 2  !&����  E1^ ����J HI�0��� kX� p G;����� G;0-�yN . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Generosity is one of the noble traits possessed by 
prophets. It is the pillar of belief, such that only a true believer will be generous, 
as well as one who possesses great certainty and high aspiration, for generosity 
is a gleam from the light of certainty, and the one who knows what he wants finds 
it easy to give away.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 355, no. 17]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(L"[Ä����� L"[�E�?�JN L"[Ä_�-�j L"[�E��4 . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The best ones from among you are those who are 
liberal and the worst ones from among you are the miserly.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 
350, no. 3]    

-F�m5��� 

The Generous Person  

10����� 58N/ �   5j1� �\ �$]N7�� )�������� ������� :(�u���j ��7̂o> 20T ?��7���  $�%&�6 Q X/ . 
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10– Allah, Mighty and Exalted, revealed to Prophet Moses (AS), 'That you kill not 
the Samiri*, for verily he is a generous man.’[al-Kafi, v. 4, p. 41, no. 13]    

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �	�� �v
?�B .u��0���  �;0(��� 	�� �v
?�B 2  �(�� 	�� �v
?B 2 . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The generous person is close to Allah, close to 
people and close to Paradise.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 308, no. 37]    

12 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kXo> 3u��0���  v^�s 	� �1�>i�6   �?�c�� -k�"[ �'���� �m�4`  . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Relinquish the generous person's sin for verily 
Allah takes him by the hand every time he slips.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16212]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �\ .v�8/  K1^lm�� 9 ��0y�?�� �u���j �KJ   +$���� G� �� +¤��J 	�� �$]N7��  . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'A generous youth burdened by sins is more 
beloved to Allah than a worshipping but miserly old man.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, 
p. 307, no. 34]    

14 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("[O�
 Q "$���C��N 2 ������� 	�� �1"�"[O����  �(��  ���� 	�� "$"[O�
 .u��0��� 	�� �1"�"[O�
 ������  �(��  ���� 	�� "$
 ������� . 

14– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'The generous person partakes of other people's 
food in order that they may [feel comfortable to] partake of his food, whereas the 
miser does not partake of others' food so that they may not eat from his.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 352, no. 8]    

j��m5��� -P�B 

The Extent of Generosity Recommended  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �D[�� t7*/ 	��  �(�� 5��j/ . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The most generous of people is he who fulfils 
payment of the alms-tax due upon him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 112, no. 2]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<�3E�1�%�� �� }�@  V� 	�N <�3?�C�%�� �q��µ �X1=�6 X/ {I�0��� . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Generosity is that you contribute willingly from your own 
wealth, and restrain yourself from other people's wealth.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
1928]    
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17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(À��8 9 ����� ����(�
 Tm�� �È?=�� .u��0��� . 

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The kind and generous person is he who spends 
his wealth for a right cause.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 353, no. 11]    

18 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L.��m�6N »I��_�> G;��O��� 	�� �X[ � 7�O�> 2 ·I���%�� �X[ � {I�0��� . 

18– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Generosity is when the act of giving is initiated. 
When it is prompted by a request however, it is merely out of a sense of 
embarrassment or obligation.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 357, no. 21]    

19 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� �������:(���?�j 1�:> ������ �*�� �Xo> �E��&�� PI�0��� �X\  . 

19– Imam al-`Askari (AS) said, 'Generosity has a set limit, and if taken to 
extremes becomes squandering.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 69, p. 407, no. 115]    

 

* Samiri: one of the Israelites accompanying Prophet Moses after he had 
delivered them from Pharaoh. He led the Israelites to take a golden calf for an 
idol during Moses’s absence (ed.) 

 

GOOD   �� َا� 
 

   

�K
c� 

Good  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (<�}�4 ���R�_�
 �X/ �q�J1�
 <�}�4 ���E��
 �	�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who sows good is bound to reap 
good.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 76, no. 3]    

2 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� : (�;���[�� �D?�-�MN 2 �;���B� �D�}4�s  }�£� "$��> . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A good action is an ever-remaining store and a pure 
yield.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6545]    
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3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�-�M 5��8/ :�(�%�i�
  }�£� �D?�i�J �� E@GD? . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who plants the tree of goodness will reap the 
sweetest fruit.’[Ghurar al-Hikam,. no. 6442]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (/���� �P����( C> �}�£� �$��> 	�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who does good will be the first to reap its 
result.’[Ghurar al-Hikam,. no. 8177]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ("$�:j/ �}�£� 	��  $��>  3?0f�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A good action is easier [to do] than a bad one.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam,. no. 1199]    

�p�6���̀�K
c�  

Actions encompassed by Goodness  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ";��f�4  }�£� ��- ]   .  

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘All of goodness lies in the awe of Allah.’[Tanbih al-
Khawatir, v. 2, p. 122]    

7 �u�� ����� �)���������� ����� : (  }�£� ��- ] 0	�y ����M :  L�80?�� ";���|N 2  L���m�� ";�
� EN 2  L��3(�� {I���j\ . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Three things sum up all of goodness: bestowing of 
favours, maintaining covenants and pacts, and strengthening blood-
kinship.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4675]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��
 µ �;�̂:�%�jQ�N 2 5&C�
 µ  $-���� 9  }�£� ��- ] . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘All of goodness is contained in those actions which 
remain, and in contempt for all that is transient.’[Ghurar al-Hikam,. no. 4735]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� 9 �DQ�1"a� 9  }�£� ��- ]  ����� 9 �D�*�"a�N 2   ����� 9 �;0C_�a�N 2   ����� 9  ¦�w�C��N 2    . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘All of goodness is in friendship for the sake of Allah, 
enmity for the sake of Allah, love for the sake of Allah and hate for the sake of 
Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam,. no. 4781]    
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10 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� : (9 7-��  b�-kZ��  b�Z�B 9 �b�-�%�]� ��B ��k�"[ �}�£� �)
/E �7(�� T��
/  . 

10- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘I saw goodness in its entirety was summed 
up in cutting off one’s greed for other people’s possessions.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
73, p. 171, no. 10]    

11 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�}�£��������̂ �X��̂�� ";�̂��| ��l�"[  . 

11– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Goodness in its entirety is man’s guarding 
over himself.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 278]    

�9�:�O���� ��n-P�� �K�O ���  �=�/�? �6 

How the Good of this World and the Hereafter is Obtained  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �D�?�4��N �^.��� �}�4 �u�Z��"� ��&�> 0	�:���Z��"� 	�� �b��E/ : 2 <�?�[J <C���BN 2 <�?�[�s <^���N 2 <�? �| <^���
 <;�_��| <;�]�N��N . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are four things which when given to 
someone, they have indeed been given the good of this world and the Hereafter: 
a persevering body, a remembering tongue, a thankful heart and a righteous 
wife.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 2, p. 414, no. 2338]    

13 �u�� ����� �)� �������������� : (  E��4�� �;�B�*R��N 3?3��� �X-�%�[ 9 �D�?�4��N �^.��� �}�4 �b�-�] . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The good of this world and the Hereafter has been 
brought together in the concealing of secrets and the befriending of good 
people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 178, no. 17]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 0	�y 2 �D�?�4��N �^.��� �}�4 �e ��E ��&�> ���> 0	"[ 	�� ���M : �?�=.f��N 2 PI��C�� 5�� �¥7R��N 2 PIS�&�� g3?��
 PI40?�� 9 . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There are three things which if one possesses, they 
have been endowed with the good of this world and the Hereafter. They are: 
contentment with [Allah’s] decree, patience in the face of tribulation, and 
thankfulness in times of ease.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4670]    

15�� � �u�� ���)�������� ������� : (����� 5Z�/ �   ���%0� ̂  	��8N ���&��4  	���Á ��\ �D�?�4��N �^.���  }�4 	�� ��J ��C���� ���̂_C�j  . 
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15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah – glory be to Him - does not give His servant any 
good of this world or the Hereafter except as a result of his good nature and good 
intention.’[Ghurar al-Hikam,. no. 9670]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( D�?�4��N �^.��� �}�4 �u�Z��"� ��&�> 0	�:���Z��"� 	�� �b��E/ :��8N 2 +	�Z�� ";k���N 2 G;�̂�/ {I�*/N 2 GF
��8 �e��| �	
+���4 . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There are four things which when given to someone, 
they have indeed been given the good of this world and the Hereafter: truthful 
speech, fulfilment of trust, restraint in [filling] one’s stomach, and a good 
nature.’[Ghurar al-Hikam,. no. 2142]    

�K
c� �K�$�V 

Explanation of Good  

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( X/N 2 �q�-��8 �L"Y���
 �X/N 2 �q�-��� �?"c�=�
 �X/ �}�£� 0	�=�N 2 ������NN �q"�� �?"c�=�
 �X/ �}��£� ������
o> 2 �q3�E �D�*C� � ��7(�� �u�yC�6����� �����-�8 �)�(��8/ �X  ����� ��?���w�%�j� ��O�j/ X\ N 2    . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Goodness does not lie in the increase of your wealth 
and of your progeny, rather goodness lies in the increase of your knowledge, and 
the heightening of your clemency, and in your vying with other people in the 
worship of Allah. If you do good then you should praise Allah, but if you commit 
evil then seek forgiveness from Allah.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 94]    

18 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( Q Tm��� �}�£����> 0?�J :�;�� �7(�� 5�� �¥0R��N 2 �;�-�3(�� b�� �?=.f�� . 

18– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘Absolute goodness that is untainted with evil is 
being thankful for bounties and having patience in calamity.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 
234]    

����� �,��# ��W  �  J�K�O �P��% 

When Allah Wants Good for a Servant  

19Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �*�E/ �s\  ��P����̂  K1���� �'�?0R��N 2�^.��� 9 �'��0y��N 2 	
3��� 9 ���:k&�> <�}�4 G�C��� �$]N7��  . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When Allah wants good for a servant, He makes 
him proficient in the knowledge of religion, induces him to abstain from the world 
and gives him insight into his own faults.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 80, no. 3]    
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20 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��|: (����� �*�E/ �s\   ����(�� 9 ����C�6� <�?���4 G��C���  . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When Allah wants good for a servant, He 
censures him in his dreams.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 30765]    

21����� V1jE � ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( � :����� �*�E/ �s\    �������� <�}�4 G�C��� . �$�B : �VB W�������� �N : 0L"M ���61�� �$C�B <_��| <��-� ���� ���%��

 ������ ���S C�&�
 . 

21– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When Allah wants good for a servant, He 
sweetens his affairs’, at which he was asked, ‘How does He sweeten affairs?’ 
The Prophet (SAWA) replied, ‘He opens the way for him to do righteous deeds 
before his death and causes him to die in the state of doing good.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 30763]    

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �*�E/ �s\  �4 G�C���  ���]N�� ��� �����|/N 2 �;��(�&��� ���-�:��/ <�} . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When Allah wants good for a servant, He inspires him 
with contentment and gives him a righteous spouse.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4115] 
   

23 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� �������: (����� kX\    �\ 1�y 0L"M 2 3�#�  v���Z� �v��&�� �Vi�> 2 HIS���� <;�%�=�̂ �� C��B 9 �)�=�̂ <�}�4 G�C��� �*�E/ �s\ �$]N7�� 
 �' ?�[�N �\  }�Z�� 	�� ���?�j/ L"[ ?��/ . 

23– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily when Allah wants good for a servant, He 
marks his heart with a white spot so that his heart is occupied with seeking the 
truth, then He is faster at fulfilling your needs than a bird flying to its nest.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 292, no. 2]    

����� �,��# ��W  J�K�O L��
A�   

If Allah Wants Good for a Community  

24Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �*�E/ �s\   �Lk�=�6 �s\ N 2<�^�1��/ ��]�N ���&��� �L���=6 �so> 2 L�:��7:�] k$�B/N L�yHI:�&"> �?�c[/ <�}�4 +�1�&� 
 �?� :"B "$�y��� . 

24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When Allah wants good for a community, He 
increases their scholars and decreases their ignorant ones, so when the scholar 
speaks, he finds supporters, but when the ignorant one speaks, he is 
defeated.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28692]    
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25 Pz� "V1jE �)������� {z� �uk��|����` �N  : (����� kX\  �������N ����R�&�� �L��:�B��E ·I�-�̂ N/ ·I&�� +�1�&� �*�E/ �s\ ��6N ��EC6  . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily when Allah – Blessed and most High – 
wants a community to remain and thrive, He endows them with aspiration and 
chastity.’[al-Durr al-Manthur, v. 3, p. 270]    

26 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �*�E/ �s\   9 ��>3?�� �L�:�B��EN 2 L�y�}C[ L�y�}w�| �?kBNN 2  	
3��� 9 L�:�:�&�> <�}�4 G)����  $yO� 
 2 L :�6&���̂ 9 ���R�&��N 2 L :�%�f����<��-�y L�:[�?�6 �q�s �}@ L: � �*�E/ �s\ N 2 :(�� �1�1�%��> L�:��1��� L�y�?7R��N . 

26– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When Allah wants good for a household, He 
makes them proficient in the knowledge of religion, He causes the younger ones 
from among them to revere the elders, He bestows them with moderation in their 
livelihood and with economy in their spending, He gives them insight into their 
faults, thus causing them to repent, and when He wants other than that [i.e. good 
for them] then He leaves them unattended.’    

�i�K
c� 	
�W �9���,���(� 	
��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Hastening to Undertake Good Deeds  

27Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (��(�� �����w�
 Ì�� TE���
 Q ��0̂o> 2 �'�� :�%�(�����> +}�4 �K� ���� ���%"> 	�� . 

27– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He for whom a door of goodness is opened must 
seize the opportunity for verily he does not know when it will close.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 77, p. 165, no. 2]    

28 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� kX\  "$0i��
 �  }�£� 	�� .v�_�
  . 

28– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah loves those good actions which are 
hastened towards.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 142, no. 4]    

29 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �' }�w� �(�� �1��w�f�6 �X/ �$C�B  }�£�  $-��� �NE�*� . 

29– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Rush to undertake good actions before you are 
preoccupied with other things.’[al-Khisal, p. 620, no. 10]    

30 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( "V1&�
 r/ �X[ : "����_�
 � TE���6 Q �q0̂o> 2 �E�*C> +}�~ �)�-�-�y �s\ . 

30– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘My father used to say, ‘When you intend to do a 
good thing, then hasten to undertake it for you do not know what will happen.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 142, no. 3]    
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The Best of Matters  

31Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( :�6M���_��  E1�"Q� .?�JN 2 :�-h����  E1�"Q� �}�4 . 

31– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of matters are the religious obligations 
and the worst of them are the innovations.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 342]    

32 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( : <;�C�B� y�}�4  E1�"Q��}�4 . 

32– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of matters are those with the best 
outcomes.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 395, no. 1]    

33 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���-�6�1�4 �)�(���8N 2 ��"h�*C�� �)���:�j �  E1�"Q� �}�4 ���C�B�1� �����-�8N 2 . 

33– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of matters are those that are easy to start, 
pleasant to finish and whose outcome is praiseworthy.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
5032]    

34 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( :"Z�j�N/ E1�"Q� �}�4.  

34– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘The best matters are those of the middle 
way.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 292, no. 16]    

�K
c� �I�6 �)��
A�� �KA!�V I�� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of Contempt for Little Good  

35 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�£� �1����>��}c�[ �������BN 2 �}C�[ �'�}w�| kXo> p ��J ��(�� �N�?�&�_�6 QN �} . 

35– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do good and do not underestimate it at all, for verily a 
little good is actually a lot and a small amount of it is much.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 422]    

36 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��.?���
 "F��8 <��@ �'�?�6 �q7̂o> 2  }�£� 	�� ��J �?3w�R�6 Q . 

36– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not belittle anything that is good, for verily you 
will see it tomorrow and it will make you happy.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 182, no. 
37]    
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The Criteria for Good and Evil  

37 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��*�E/ �s\ N 2 ����y/ �� ?��6 �}�£�  $�-���> �}�£� �� ?��6 �X/ ��*�E/ �so> 2 �7(�� ��\ �X>�?���
 Q 0?7f��N �}�£� �X\ �X/ 
����y/ �� ?��6 0?0f��  $�-��> 0?0f�� �� ?��6 . 

37– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily good and evil can only be known through people, 
so if you want to know good then do good and you will know its people, and if 
you want to know evil then commit evil and you will know its people.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 78, p. 41, no. 26]    

�K
c� �)�# �i�$�" 

The Characteristics of Good People  

38  ±�?��a� �F
�8 9 � :�̂ �}c[ 2 L�:"&�-�8 �$��B 2L�yÄ��8�}c[ 2L:�y1]�N �;�&�B�E �D�?�4�� �$y/N  }�£� �$y/ kX\ 2 ��®/ 
 2 L�y�?�=�� �$��B 2 L�:����
 L�:�(��/ 2 L�:��1�B ��(�6 QN L:�(���/ ��(�6 2 :�� �!C���%�� L :P�"�^� �!C�j_�� 2 �XN��1�� L�:���[ 2 +v���6 9 L:�(�� L�:���^/N 2G;�8�E 9 L:�(�� ��7(��

 �D�?�[�s L�:��1�"BN 2�;���[� . �!��>w�� 	�� ��7(�� �v�%"[ �s\ �	
?�[��m�� 	�� �1C�%"[ ...�����  	�� L�:"��w�f�
 Q   2  ��kZ�� �D�?�c�[ �XN�
?�
 QN 2+!�� �;�>�?�� »Iu�J 
  �C���� �D?c�[ QN 2  ��=�� �D?c�[ QN .�����N 256�1�� L�y��(�� ��7(��  ��17��B �u8 L�y��(��  . 

38– It is narrated in the tradition recounting the Prophet’s Ascension to the 
Heavens (al-mi`araj) that Allah addresses the Prophet (SAWA) saying, ‘O 
Ahmad, Verily the good people and the people worthy of a good Hereafter have 
gentle countenances and much modesty, they possess little foolishness, they are 
of much benefit and they are seldom deceptive. People are at ease when with 
them whereas their souls are exhausted on account of them. Their words are 
balanced, they take account of their souls and exhaust them [through making 
them perform good]. Their eyes sleep but their hearts do not, their eyes weep 
and their hearts are remembering. When people are recorded as being 
neglectful, they are recorded amongst the remembering ones… Nothing 
preoccupies them from Allah for a split second. They do not desire much food, 
neither wish to speak much nor have many clothes. According to them, people 
are dead and Allah is the Living One, the All-Sustainer.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 
24, no. 6]    

�K
c� �I�6 �)�&*# ���� �6 
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What is Better Than Goodness  

39 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����1�M ��\  }�£� �	�� +}�~ ����� . 

39– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is nothing better than goodness except its own 
reward.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7487]    

40 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��"���>  }�£� 	�� �}�4N 2 ��"�hB  e�3R�� 	�� �	��8/ . 

40– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Better than truthfulness is the one who practices it, 
and better than good is its doer.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 223, no. 385]    

41 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��"���8  L����� 	�� ���]E/N 2��"�hB  $�-��� 	�� "$�́ /N 2 ��"���>  }�£� 	�� �}�4 . 

41– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘Better than good is its doer, more beautiful than 
beautiful words is the one who says them and weightier than knowledge is the 
one who carries it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 370, no. 4]    

�K
c� 	
��� �+�25P�� �+�;�e 

The Worth of One Who Guides Towards Good  

42Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�������[  }�£� 5�� lV�7��� . 

42– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who guides towards good is just as its 
doer.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16052]    

43 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ������>  ?�]/ "$�c�� ����> +}�4 5�� kV�* 	�� . 

43– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who guides towards good has the same 
reward as the one who does it.’[Sahihe Muslim, no. 1893] 

THE GOOD DEED   ��َ�َ�َا� 
 

   

�+�/��
�� �i�\�:�  
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The Good Deed  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�� 9 <(�
��N 2  v��&�� 9 <�E1�̂ �;(���#� �����]�N  v��&�� 9 <�*�1�j �;��Z�£� ����]�NN 2 $-���� 9 <D71"BN 2 ���]�1
���]�1�� 9 <(���JN 2  $-���� 9 <(�y�NN 2 . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘I have found the good deed to be a light in the 
heart, an adornment on the face, and strength in action, but I have found the sin 
to be blackness in the heart, weakness in action, and a blemish on the 
face.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44084]    

�i�/��
�� �v���&�V 

Multiple Requital of Good Deeds  

2 V1&��� U× � : �	
����� �	
� ����� VB)�������� ������� : ( �'6�/�1�j 
 �;(���#�N GD���8�1� �;�7�0��� kX/ ��
?�
 � ���6�?�f�� ���6���8\ �)C���@ 	�-��
GD�?f��� � . 

2- Imam Zayn al- `Aabidin (AS) said, ‘Woe unto him whose ones exceed his tens’ 
- by this he meant that the bad deed is counted one, but the good deeds are 
counted as ten.[ Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 281]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �U��g 2 �����-� �	�,"a� �	���8/ �s\  ����� "V1B �q�sN 2 G;h-��C�j G;(���8 �$"=� �����-��    ��6N ��EC6  :
»�����N  {If�
 �	�-�� �U��S�
 « . 

3- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When the believer excels in his good deed, Allah 
will enhance each one of his good deeds to equal seven hundred, for Allah, 
Blessed and most High, says: “Allah enhances severalfold whomever He 
wishes.”[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 247, no. 7] 

Good-Doing    C���B�� 

 
   

�C��B�� 
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Good-Doing  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (:���\ HIj/ 	��  ¦�w��N 2 :���\ �	��8/ 	�� 3v�8 5�� �K1�"&�� �)�� C�] . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The hearts have been predisposed to love those 
who do good to them, and to dislike those who do bad to them.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, 
no. 37] 

   

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (G;��S � �����E/N 2 G;���E � "$�S�>/ ��0̂o> 2 �X��8�� �q���� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Good-doing is incumbent upon you, for it is the best 
cultivation and the most profitable commodity.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6112]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�*C���� �\ "X��8�� �*��a� �*�� �L�� ̂ . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘What a good provision for the Resurrection good-doing 
towards people is.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9912]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( "X��8��  ?��kY�� "D[�� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Good-doing is the tithe (Zakat) of victory.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 5450]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��8\ �?"c�[ 	�� ���̂�1�4\ ��0C�8/ ���̂ . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He whose good-doing is much his brethren will love 
him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8473]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �K1�"&�� �q���-�6 �X��8�� . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Hearts are won over through good-doing.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4339]    

���1# I�6 �W �C��B�� 

Good-Doing to the Wrongdoer  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �q���\ HIj/ 	�� �\ �	P��8/ . 
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7- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do good unto the one who has wronged 
you.’[Kanz al-Fawa’id li al-Karajiki, v. 2, p. 31]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �\ +��* 1�yN 2L�:(�� �q�6Ij\  b�B�1�� 	�� L :���� "����@� 2 �*7�"#�N �*���g�� 	�� ���*[ 	�� �\ �q�̂��8\ �X\
 L :�8��| . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Indeed your good-doing to the enemies and the jealous 
ones who scheme against you is more irritating to them than your taking an 
offensive stance against them, and it is also a motivation for their reform.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 3637]    

�C��B�� �K�$�V 

The Meaning of Good-Doing  

9 !�&c�� E1^ }��6 � : ��6 ���1B 9 :»���� ���:�]�N �L���j/ 	7-�� <(
* 	�8/ 	�N  �	P��_�� 1yN  « : 0¶0(�� kX/ �TN�E)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( $��j
 �V&> 2 �X��8��  	� :����� ���C��6 �X/  0̂o> �'�?�6 	"=�6 L�� �Xo> 2 �'�?�6 �q0̂O[ ���?�
 �� . 

9- It is narrated in Nur al-Thaqalayn with regard to Allah’s verse: “Certainly 
whoever submits his will to Allah and is a good-doer…”[ Qur’an 2:112]: It is 
reported that the Prophet (SAWA) was asked about good-doing, to which he 
replied, ‘It is to worship Allah as if you see Him; for verily even if you do not see 
Him, indeed He sees you.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 553, no. 579]    

��j�$�/�� �I��B# �I��B# I�6 

He Who Does Good Benefits His Own Soul  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �q7̂\�	 C�w�6 y7
\N 2 �	 :�%�-�6 �q����(> ��Oj/ �X\ �q7̂\ 2 �	P��_�6 :���\N 2 �� ?�=�6 �q���(> �)�(��8/ �X\ . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Truly if you do good, then it is your own soul that you 
honour and do good to, but if you do wrong, it is your own soul that you degrade 
and wrong.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3808]    

��\�:b�(� �C��BW 	��� �@5V�:�'�? �6 
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The Consequence of the Polytheists’ Acts of Good  

11º 7u3C0S�� +?��  	� �X-�j 	�  : �)�B : �V1jE 
 �����   �E�� �� ?�=�
N 2 �U�0S�� T?�&�
 �X[ r/ kX\ 2 -> 2 �;�C�h7(�� 9 uZ���
N 2 �;0��m�� u��
N 2
 �VB W �q�s �������(�
 : �)�B W<[ ?�f�� ��� : L���̂ . �VB : 	��N 2 <����/ �1���m�
 	��N 2 <����/ �N�����
 	�� L�:0̂/ ��C�&�� 9 "X1=�6 :0(=�N 2 �������(�6 Q :0̂\ ��/

<����/ �N?�&�%���
 . 

11- Salman b. `Amir al-Zabbi narrated: I asked, ‘O Messenger of Allah! My father 
was hospitable to guests, honoured the neighbours, fulfilled his promises, and 
donated in misfortunes. Of what use will that be to him?’ He asked, ‘Did your 
father die a polytheist?’ I said, ‘Yes!’ He said, ‘Truly they will be of no use to him, 
but they will remain for his children, in that they will never be disgraced or 
humiliated, nor suffer poverty.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16489] 

GOOD MANNERS   ا,َدب 
 

  �3�,R� �)&
*  

Good Manners  

1º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( $�]0?�� "V-[ �K*�� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Good manners are the perfection of man.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 998] 

  

2º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(������ �my �X\ 2�	�,� 
 �q (�-�M 9 ��
��
 �q �*/N �q�-��� 	�� ��
��
 -> 2- :�-l���6 9 �� :�%]> 2�qP��^ �	�-�M �K*��N �L
�� E���BN . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O Believer! This knowledge and good manners are the 
value of your soul so strive to learn them, for however much your knowledge and 
good manners increase, so will your value and worth accordingly.’[Mishkat al-
Anwar, p. 135] 

  

3º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(G;7� i�j �	���8/ �K*�� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Good manners are the best disposition.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 967] 
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4º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�K*�� HI(��� {I��� ��7E�N � �}4 . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best inheritance parents bequeath their progeny are 
good manners.’[Ibid. no. 5036] 

  

5º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �\ ��7(�� �X\  v�ykm��N �;7S���� �\ L�:(�� �±�1�8/  K*��  Ø| . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘People need good manners more than gold and 
silver.’[Ibid. no. 3590] 

  

6º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( +v�C�j ��?J/N +v���̂ "$S>/  K*�� �	��8 . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Good manners are the best lineage and the noblest 
means.’[Ibid. no. 4853] 

  

7º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  v���#� �	�
�� ��0̂o>  K*�� �q��� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Acquire good manners, for they are the best personal 
merit.’[Ibid. no. 6096] 

  

8º �u�� ����� )�������� �������: (  v��#�  	� �K1�(�
  K*�� �	��8 . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Good manners may substitute for [noble] lineage.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 68, no. 8] 

  

9º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( K*�� 	�� �b�^/ �v��8 Q . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no personal merit more useful than good 
manners.’[Ibid. v. 71, p. 428, no. 78] 
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10º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�K*/ ��� ���� 	�� �v��8 �����> . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Spoiled is the noble descent of a man who has no good 
manners.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 96] 

  

11º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�K*�� L"=�%(
 � . 

11- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Good manners are your beauty.’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 2, 
no. 50] 

  

12º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( K�*�[ �;(
� Q . 

12- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no adornment like good manners.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 10466] 

  

�)A�%���� �3�,R� 

Good Manners and the Mind  

13ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  $&��� ";(
 �  K*�� �	��8 . 

13- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Good manners are the beauty of the mind.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 131, no. 41] 

  

14º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  K*�� 5��\ �±%_�
 "$&���N 2 $&��� �\ �±%_�
 �IuJ l$[ . 

14- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Everything needs the mind, and the mind needs good 
manners.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6911] 

  

15º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( "$&��� :"�|/ GD?�i�f[ �X�^�� 9 �K*�� . 
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15- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Good manners in man resemble a tree whose root is the 
mind.’[Ibid. no. 2004] 

  

16º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( GD}c[ +L�(�@ �!� u��7?�[ �X[ ����&� 5�� ����*/ �*�� 	�� . 

16- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He whose good manners surpass his reason is like a 
shepherd among numerous sheep.’[Ibid. no. 8886] 

  

17º �	�#� ����� )�������� ������� :( �$�&�� Q 	�-�� �K*/ Q ���� . 

17- Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘A man devoid of reason cannot have good 
manners.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 111, no. 6] 

  

�4$5/�� �@?,>�V 

Disciplining The Self  

18º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(	�� � �1"�����N 2:�C
*O6 L"=P��^/ 	�� ��1k�1�6 :�6�*� �DN�?�g  . 

18- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Take charge of the discipline of your selves and shift 
them away from their rough habits.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4522] 

  

19º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�� 	��  V��]�� .��8/ :�� 7*,��N ��P��^ �L�����L : �7*,��N  �7(��  L�� . 

19- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who teaches his own self and disciplines it 
deserves more reverence than a man who teaches others and disciplines 
them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 56, no. 33] 

  

�3�,R� �¤�,���6 
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That Which Brings About Good Manners  

20ºV1&��� U×  :����� �VB   5���� ��6 )�������� ������� :(�;��f�£� �q�C�B �K3*/ . 

20- It is narrated in Tuhaf al-Uqul: Allah, most High, told Jesus [Prophet Jesus 
(AS) is known in the Arabic tradition as ÝÏsÁ] (AS), ‘Refine your heart with 
piety’.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 500] 

  

21º 5����� �$�B 7-�� )�������� ������� :(� W�q��7*/ 	�� :���%�C�̂i>  $:�� ���C"B �)
/E 2���8/ ���7*/ � . 

21- Jesus son of Mary (AS) was asked, ‘Who gave you good manners?’ He 
replied, ‘No one disciplined me; when I saw the ugliness of ignorance I avoided 
it.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 196] 

  

22º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�q�����̂ ����6�N �q��*/ �	���_�
N �q�-�� �*�*���
 HI-����  ���] . 

22- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sit with scholars to increase your knowledge, to improve 
your manners and to purify your soul.’[Ibid. no. 4786] 

  

23º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( ��3�?� ��%�f�4 �)����S6N 2����*/ �*��  $�]7?�� �L��� �*�� �s\ . 

23- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When man’s knowledge increases his manners improve 
and his fear of his Lord increases.’[Ibid. no. 5932] 

  

�3�,R� ���<Y 

The Effects of Good Manner  

24º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  K*�� �	��8  e�4�� �;�[�6 �v�Cj . 

24- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The means to purify one’s moral virtues is good 
etiquette.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5520] 
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25º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( ��
 N��� �)k��B  K*�� �U���[ 	�� . 

25- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who is preoccupied with good manners has fewer 
vices.’[Ibid. no. 8271] 

  

26º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �	�Z���� "m�_�f�6  K*�� . 

26- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellect is sharpened by good manners.’[Ibid. no. 
4333] 

  

�3�,R� �K�$�V 

Explaining Good Manners  

27º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �� }@ 	�� ���y?�=�6 � �K(�%]� �qP��(� �*/ ����[ . 

27- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It suffices you in disciplining yourself to avoid all that you 
hold in contempt from others.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 73, no. 27] 

  

28º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �}@ ����E/N ��-�� ̂ 9 �� ?f�
 Q X/ ��*/ ��C����� 5��[��Ñ �E . 

28- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It suffices man in disciplining himself to not associate 
anyone with his Lord in his bounties and desires.’[Ibid. v. 94, p. 94, no. 12] 

  

29º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :( r/ ���0*/)�������� ������� ( G��c�.. .Ç �VB : ��3�&�
 Q 	��N 2�L����
 Q PI�10��� �v8| �v�_�R�
 	�� 0��� 

�L:0%�
 PI1.��� �$�4���� �$�4�
 	��N 2�����(�
 ������/ . 

29- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘My father (AS) refined my manners by three 
[statements]. He said to me: ‘O son! A man who befriends a vile person cannot 
escape blame, and a man who does not restrain his words will live in regret, and 
a man who enters suspicious places will become subject to accusations.’[Tuhaf 
al-`Uqoul, no. 376] 
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�3�,R� �)�&*# 

The Best Manners  

30º���  �u�� ��)�������� ������� :(�'�E���B t7���%�
 QN 'Ñ���8 �(� "X�^�� �U�&�
 X/  K*�� "$S>/ . 

30- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of manners is for man to stop at his limits and 
to not exceed his status.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3241] 

  

31º �u�� ����� )���������� ����� :( � E_�a�  	� �qk��[ �  K�*�� �	��8/ . 

31- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of manners is that which prevents you from 
committing sins.’[Ibid. no. 3298] 

  

32º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(��  v�y0?��N  v�@0?�� ��(�  ���7(�� "n�C�g  K*��  $S>/ 	 . 

32- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-restraint in times of desire and fear is one of the 
best manners.’[Ibid. no. 5932] 

  

�)�R�� �P
����� �@?,>�V 	��� 78
�� 

Encouraging The Teaching Of Good Manners To Children  

33ºPz� "V1jE   ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :( L"=�� �?���w�
 L�:���*` �1(P��8/N L"[�*QN/ �1�� ?[/ . 

33- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Honour your children and refine their manners, 
and your sins will be forgiven.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 104, p. 95, no. 44] 

  

34º �u�� ����� )� �������������� (  	�_�� �)�������� ������� (� : �q�6�E�*C> 2���%�� C�B �IuJ �	�� :�> �u�&�"� � �;���£�  �E�[ �����#� �v���B -7̂\
�q7C"� �$�w%f�
N �q�C�B �1���&�
 X/ �$CB  K*�� . 

34- Imam Ali (AS) said to Imam al-Hasan (AS), ‘The heart of a youth resembles 
an empty land - it receives all that is thrown into it. This is why I have started to 
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teach you good manners before your heart is hardened and your soul is 
preoccupied.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 16, p. 66] 

  

35º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :(;
�� 'my �)����̂ �a :»<�E^ L"=��y/N L"=���^/ �1"B �1(��` �	
m��� :.
/ 
 «��7(�� �VB :����� V1jE 
  ! �U�[
�VB W(���y/�N (���^/ u�&�̂ :����� �;�� 5�� L�y1��3*O> L"=����y/ ��� �N?�[�sN �}£� �1"��-��   .  

35- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When the verse: “O you who have faith! Protect 
yourselves and your kin from the Fire…” was revealed, people asked, ‘O 
Messenger of Allah! How do we protect ourselves and our kin?’ He replied, ‘Do 
good deeds and remind your kin about them, and discipline them to obey 
Allah.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 12, p. 201, no. 13882] 

  

36º g3?�� ����� )�������� ������� :(����� ��� �*�?�
 �IuJ k$[ kXo> 2k$�B �X\N PIu0f��N �;S�C�&��N �D?���=�� �'���� �e0�R�%����> 0¶0R��  ?��   ���� � k$�B �X\N � 
�L�Y� ���> ";7�3(�� �e��R�6 �X/ . 

36- Imam al-Ridha (AS) said, ‘Instruct the child to give charity with his own hand, 
be it a piece of bread or a handful of [food] or any other small thing, for 
everything – no matter how little it is – if done for the sake of Allah and with an 
honest intention is very great.’[al-Kafi, v. 4, p. 4, no. 10] 

  

�@?,>5'�� �+5�$�
\ 

How To Teach Good Manners  

37ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( b ]S�a� 9 L�:�(�� �1B3?�>N 2�?�f�� �1w���� �s\ :���� �L�y1�� ?g�N 2��C�j �1w���� �s\ �D�0R�� �L"[�*QN/ �1-��� . 

37- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Teach your children to pray when they reach the 
age of seven, and coerce them to perform it when they reach the age of ten. And 
make them sleep in separate beds.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 4533] 

  

38ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(Cj ��7��j ����1�� 2�	
?f�N t�8� ���B�4/ �)��g�E �Xo> 2�!(j �bCj �?
�NN 2�!(j �bCj ��C�N 2�!(j �b
����� 5��\ ��E�m��/ �&> 2�� C(�] 5�� �K ?�g�> ��\N  ��6  . 
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38- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A child is a master for seven years, a slave for 
the next seven years, and a minister for another seven years. By the age of 
twenty one, you must either approve of his manners or cut him loose, for [by 
then] you would have fulfilled your obligation toward Allah, most High.’[Makarim 
al-Akhlaq, v. 1, p. 478, no. 1649] 

  

39º7R�� �����  �e*)�������� ������� :(<;(j �D?f�� 0)�j �\ <;(�j �D?�f�� ���-�4 �!� �  �10R�� 5��� .¶0R�� �K0*,�
 . 

39- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A child should be trained to fast between the ages 
of fifteen and sixteen.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 162, no. 6] 

  

�@?�,>5'�� �3�,Y 

What Must Be Observed When Teaching Good Manners  

40º����� "V1jE 5�:�̂   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (  v�S�w�� ��(�  K*��  	� . 

40- Ali b. Asbat said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) prohibited disciplining in times of 
anger.’[Ibid. v. 79, p. 102, no. 2] 

  

41º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  	P�_"a�  K�1c � HIu�"a�  ?�]��� . 

41- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Punish the wrongdoer by rewarding the good-
doer.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 18, p. 410] 

  

42º �u�� ����� )���������������  :( �L : C
*O%�  E�?J��N 2�L :���?�[o�  E�4�� �̄ ��R�%j� . 

42- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘You may improve the doers of good by honoring them, 
and rehabilitate the wrongdoers by disciplining them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 
82, no. 81] 

  

43º �����  �u��)�������� ������� :(������  ��^�� �'0?J �*�*�E�N 2����\ �X�8�� ��4/ �v�6� . 
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43- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Reprimand your brother by being kind to him, and react 
to his wrongdoing by being generous to him.’[Ibid. v. 71, p. 427, no. 76] 

  

44º���  �u�� ��)�������� ������� :(�q��&��  $�-i �  }£� 5��� kV�*N 2�q����>  	���Á HIu�"a� �����|/ . 

44- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Rehabilitate the wrongdoer by your good deed [towards 
him], and indicate towards good through your good words.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
2304] 

  

45º �L�=�� ����� )�������� ������� (� ���� �(�\ L�:�S��� ���� 5=�J � ��(�� � :�$�Z�6 QN �'�?�i�y�N 2���� ?S�6 Q . 

45- A man said, ‘I complained to AbÙ al-Íasan MÙsÁ [al-KÁÛim] (AS) about a 
son of mine. He said, ‘Do not beat him, but rather ignore him [i.e.depriving him of 
your company], but not for too long.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 104, p. 99, no. 74] 

  

����� �3�,§  �3-,>5'��   

Disciplining Oneself By The Discipline Of Allah  

46º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�����  K�*x� �K7*O6 �	��   Lh����  ̄ ���� 5��\ �'�7*/ �$]N 7��  . 

46- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who disciplines himself by following the etiquette 
of Allah, the Exalted, will have lasting prosperity.’[Ibid. v. 92, p. 214, no. 13] 

  

47º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( ¢ �	�������  K*/ 5�� ��"��R�
   ��P��^  K*/ 5�� ��"��R�
 ¢  . 

47- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who is not reformed through the etiquette of Allah 
will not be rehabilitated through his self-discipline.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9001] 

  

����� �@?,>�V   
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Allah’s Discipline  

48º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�K*/  ¢�Y�� HI�C�� �X\ . 

48- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Misfortune is a form of discipline for the 
wrongdoer.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 81, p. 198, no. 55] 

  

49º �	
����� �	
� ����� )�������� ������� :(��3*,�6 Q 2u«\ �q�%����8 9 u � �?"=-�6 QN 2�q�%��1&�� � � . 

49- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘O Lord! Discipline me not through Your 
punishment, and plot against me not by Your artfulness.’[Iqbal al-A`amal, v. 1, p. 
157] 

 

GOOD REPUTE   ُض��ا�ِ 
 

   

��" 	��� 78
���X:�%�� �+�n� 

Enjoinment of Keeping Up One’s Reputation  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���g?�� � L�y�j/ 2 ���g?�� �  �7(�� "$�~/ . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most miserly of people with his wares is the most 
liberal of them with his own reputation [in that he gives it up readily].’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 3190]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��?���� �� � �!�| � �w�� "$�S>/ . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best form of wealth is that which is used to safeguard 
one’s reputation.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3038]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(HI�?�a�  �������> ���g?�� � 0	�g 	�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who cares for his reputation must desist from 
disputation.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 362]    
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4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����-�] �v��R�%�j� ��?���� 0e�E �s\ . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When reputation wanes, it becomes very difficult to 
restore.’[A`alam al-Din, p. 303]    

��;����(� �X�:�# I�� Dv
��� �3��
< 

The Reward for Refraining from Tarnishing Fellow Muslims’ 
Reputations  

5 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ����B/ �!-���"a�  ��?�/ 	�� 0U�[ 	��  �;����&�� ��1�
 ���6�?c�� k$]N0���  . 

5– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘He who refrains from tarnishing fellow 
Muslims’ reputations, Allah, Mighty and Exalted, regards his offence as undone 
on the Day of Resurrection.’[Sahifat al-Imam al-Riza (AS), p. 85, no. 195]    

�]����(� �X:�� I�� �a�*DP�� �3��
< 

The Reward for Defending the Reputation of a Fellow Muslim  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ������� {z� �uk��|����` �N  :( E7(�� �	�� �i�8 ���� �X[ ���4/  �?�� 	�� 0*�E 	�� . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who guards the reputation of his fellow brother 
is veiled from the Fire.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 338, no. 1]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �;�0%�C�� ";�0(��� ���� )�C�]�N  L���"a� ���4/  �?�� 	�� 0*�E 	�� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who guards the reputation of his fellow Muslim 
brother definitely becomes deserving of obligatory entrance into 
Paradise.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 8, p. 606, no. 3] 

GOVERNMENT   �2َرةNا 
 

�9���6�� �9���:�h 
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The Necessity Of Government  

1º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� ( � L��=�_0%�� �;7�S�B 9 � : �X1"�1"&�
 PIQ,y kX\ : �D�?��\ �Q !�
�N 2 �	���,"a� ���6�?��\ u�> "$�-���
 +}��/ �	�� 0����Q�N �b�%�-�%��
�? ]���� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said regarding the arbitration, ‘These [people] say, ‘There is no 
need for government!’ Indeed there has to be a ruler under whose rule the 
believer toils and the wicked seeks to make merry.’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 2, p. 333] 

  

2º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�? ]�> �N/ �?�� p �}��/ ��\ ��0(�� �����R�
�Q . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘No one can straighten people other than a ruler – be he 
pious or wicked.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 14286] 

  

3º �u�� ����� ) ��������������� : ( �1"��B 2 �L"=������ �?�:�Y���j �;�
 N��� kX\ : �V�B W <�s\ "$�6�&�̂ �L���> :+? ]�> �N/ À?�� +}��/ �	��  �7(��� 0����Q . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Muawiya will prevail over you.’ They asked, ‘Why do you 
fight [him] then?’ He replied, ‘People must have a ruler – be he pious or 
wicked.’[Ibid. no. 14366] 

  

4º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� ( X1�1&
 �L�y�N �;0
 EN�?�#� u�> � :���� ��\ �L�=�8 Q    �  :���� �L�="#�    �X1"�1"&�
 �L�:0(�=��N 2 ��k=�8  ��E�� u�>�N 2  : �Q
 2 �DE��\����� "̈ ���C�
�N 2�?�>�=���N �? ]���� :���> �b�%�-�%���
N 2 �	���,"a� :���> "$�-���
 pGD�E��\ �	��  �7(��� 0����Q�N  �$�]�� �:��>  . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said regarding the Haruriyya who say that there is no rule other 
than Allah’s, ‘The rule is Allah’s, and there are rulers on earth, but they [retort 
and] say, ‘There is no government’ – ‘There must be a government for the people 
under which the believer toils and the wicked and the unbeliever seek to make 
merry, and in which Allah decrees the final outcome.’[Ibid. no. 31567] 

  

5º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (����� "̈ ���C�
�N 2 �?�>�=�� �:��> �b�%�-�%���
�N �	���,"a� ���6�?��\ u�> "$�-���
 2 +? ]�> �N/ À?�� +}��/ �	��  �0(��� 7����Q   2 �$�]�� �:��> 
�	��O�6�N 2 .N������ ��� "$�6�&�
�N 2 {I�u���� �� � �b�-�i�
N+? ]�> �	�� �̄ �?�%���
�N �?�� ��
 ?�%���
 57%�8 23T 1�&�� �	�� �U���7S��� �� � "m�4�,�
�N 2 "$�C.��� �� �  . 
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5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The people have to have a ruler over them, be he pious or 
wicked, under whose rule the believer toils and the wicked seeks to make merry, 
and in which Allah decrees the final outcome, and under which the booty is 
collected, the enemy is fought, the roads are made safe, and the weak is 
protected from the powerful, until the pious rests and the wicked is cast 
aside.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 358, no. 72] 

  

6º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( ��N���6 +	�%�> �	�� �}�4 ��1"��� �XZ���j�N 2 +�1"��� GX�Z���j �	�� �?���4 ��1"Z�8 ���j/ . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A wild lion is better than an oppressive ruler, while an 
oppressive ruler is better than lasting schisms.’[Ibid. p. 359, no. 74] 

  

7º 7T?%�C�� r/ 	� V7-��� ¬[  : �V�&�> �� i���a� �$�]�E $�4�* :���� ��\ �L�=�8 �Q    �?�4` �V�B 0L"M 2 :���� ��\ �L�=�8 �Q    �u���� �V�&�>2)�������� ������� : ( �Q
���� ��\ �L�=�8   » ����� �����N kX\  ���8 �X1�(�B1�
 Q �	
�m��� �q0(�����%���
 �Q�N  « �X1"�1"&�
 2 PI�Q,y "V1"&�
 �� �XN�E���6 �-�> 2 : �D�E��\ �Q .��0(�� �:.
/ ! �Q ��0̂\

 �? ]�> �N/ �?�� p�}��/ ��\ �L"=�_���R�
. 

7- Abu al-Bakhtari said, ‘A man entered the mosque and said, ‘There is no rule 
save Allah’s.’ Then another man said, ‘There is no rule save Allah’s.’ So [Imam] 
Ali said, ‘There is no rule save Allah’s. “Allah’s promise is indeed true. And do not 
let yourself be upset 

  

8º �1"��B  :�-�> 2 �'�(�>�?�� ���&�> .?�C�� ��myW  ? ]���� "V��   
 �V�&�> :����� "̈ ���C�
N 2  ? ]������ {I���-�
�N 2 �	���,"a� "$�-���
   "m�4,�
N 2 �L"[.N���� ���y�i�
�N 2 �L"="����> ç�i�
�N 2�L"="B�1�j/ ��1"&�6�N 2�L"="��C�j �	��O�6�N 2�$�]�� 

�L"=�(�� ��
��0f�� �	�� �U���0S��� . 

8- By those who have no conviction.”[ Qur’an 30:60] For you do not know what 
these [men] are saying; they are saying, ‘There [should] be no government’. O 
People! You are not set straight without a ruler, be he pious or wicked.’ They 
replied, ‘We understand about the pious, but what about the wicked?’ He said, 
‘[Under whom] the believer toils and the wicked thrives, and Allah decrees the 
final outcome, your roads become safe, your markets operate, your booty is 
collected, your enemy is fought, and your weak is protected from the powerful 
from among you.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 31618] 
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���:�R� �9����6W 

The Rule Of Wicked People  

9ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ("=�(���� tE1�J �L"[�?��/N 2�L"[HI�_�-�j �L"[Ä�� (�@/�N 2�L"[�E���4 �L"[Ä��?��"� �X�[ ��s\ �L"=�� �?���4  ��E�� �?�:�Y�> p�L
 �: (�Z�� �	�� .�y ?�:�� �	�� �L"=�� �?���4  ��E�� �	�Z�C�> p�L"=h�� ̂ �\ �L"[�E1��"��N 2�L"[Ü���� �L"[Ä�� (�@/N 2�L"[�E��?�J �L"[Ä�?��"� �X�[ ��s\N . 

9- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When your rulers are the best ones from among 
you, and the richest people from among you are the most generous, and your 
affairs are settled by counsel (shura) between yourselves, then being above the 
ground [i.e. life in this world] will be better for you than being under it [i.e. death]. 
But when your rulers are the wicked ones from among you, and the richest the 
most miserly, and your affairs are left for your women [to settle], then being under 
the ground will be better for you than being above it.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, p. 36] 

  

�9���6�� �+�;�e 

The Value of Government  

10º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� (�V�B�N �������� �$��4�* �s\ +�7C��  	�Q � : � <����̂ �U�R���
 �1�y�N 2 �q�(�� �1���-����� �1���-�%�]� ���B 0±�#� kX\ : ��/
������N   �L"[ ?��/ �	�� 0u��\ .v�8/ -�:�� <����� �b�>�*/ �N/ <�7��8 �L��B"� �X/ ��\ 2 ��my . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said to [‘Abdullah] Ibn ‘Abbas, who entered his tent while he 
was mending his sandal, and told him, ‘The pilgrims have gathered to listen to 
you’ – ‘I swear by Allah, these [sandals] have more value to me than ruling over 
you, except for being able to do right and prevent injustice.’[al-Manaqib li Ibn 
Shahr ashub, v. 2, p. 101] 

  

11º +�7C�  	�� 	� ;@�C�� �Þ  : �!(��,a�  }�/ 5�� �)�4�*)�������� ������� (����̂ �U�R��
 �1yN EB Tm �u�� �V&> 2� : �)��"&�> W $��0(�� ��my ";�-��B ��
 :�:�� �;�-��B �Q ! �V�&�>)�������� ������� : (������N  <����� �b�>�*/ �N/ 2<�&�8 �L��B"� �X/ ��\ 2�L"=�6�?��\ �	�� 0u��\ .v�8/ �u :��  . 

11- Imam Ali (AS) asked Ibn ‘Abbas [according to another account], ‘What is the 
value of this sandal?’ Ibn ‘Abbas said, ‘It is worthless.’ He (AS) said, ‘I swear by 
Allah, it has more value to me than ruling over you, except for being able to do 
right and prevent injustice.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 33] 
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12º��  �u�� ���)�������� ������� ( � +�7C�  	�� 5��\ � �%�[ u�> � : 2 ������%�f�6 <Y���@ �Q�N 2 �'������%���6 <Q�� �q�%
�Q N 9 �qlY�8 �	"=�
 ���> 2 ������ 7�/
À��8 {I���8\N +$���� ";�6��\ �	=��N . 

12- Imam Ali (AS) wrote to Ibn ‘Abbas: ‘Do not let your share as a result of your 
rule be wealth that you derive [personal] gain from, nor rage that you satisfy [by 
revenge], but [let it be] the killing of injustice and the revival of equity.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 40, p. 328, no. 10] 

 

THE GREATER JIHAD   ��َُد ا,آ�I.ِا� 
 

   

�*:��� ���1^/ 

Forms of Jihad  

1 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� (�*:�i���  	�� �$�����j � : �V&> W�;S
 ?��> N/ �;0(��j)�������� ������� ( � : G��]�N/ �;�����E/ 5�� �*:��� :
�b�� ��\ ��&�
 Q G;0(�j �*: ]N ���?�> �X�*: i>����� u�|��� 	� �������̂  $�]0?�� �*: i>  	���g�?���� ���8/ 7�O> 2 G;0(�j �*: ]N +��?�>    �*: ]�  L�Y��/ �	�� 1yN 
 ���?�>  E��"=�� �	�� �L"=�̂1"��
 	
m��� "D���yi���N .���� �D���yè kX o�> ��?�> �b�� ��\ ��&�
 Q ;7(�j 1y Tm��� �*:��� 7�/N �1[?6 1� ;7�"Q� b�´ 5�� ��?> 3N��

 Ly���yi�> �;0�"Q� �b�� 0N������ �u�6O�
 �X/ �'.��8N  ���� 5���� �;0(�j �1�yN �;0�"Q�  K�m� �	�� 1y �myN �K�m���� Ly6O�� *:��.  
��B\ 9 ��y]N "$�]0?�� :��B/ G;7(�j l$"=> �;7(�j �1�y Tm�� �*:��� 7�/N {I�8\ :0̂O�� V-��H��  $S>/ �	�� :�> �u��0���N "$�-����> :�h�8\N :�@1"���N :�%

����� "V1jE �VB ���BN G;0(�j ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (» <;�(���8 <;0(�j 0	�j �	�� �@ �	�� �;����&��  ��1�
 �\ : � �$�-�� �	�� �?�]/N y�?�]/ �����> �	�� �¿"&�(�
 X/  ?��
����J L�y E1�]/« . 

1– Imam al-Husayn (AS) was asked about jihad, as to whether it was a 
recommended act or an obligatory one, to which he replied, ‘Jihad comes in four 
forms, two of which are obligatory, one of which is recommended but can only be 
undertaken with an obligation, and one which is recommended. The first 
obligatory jihad is that which a man wages against his own self in keeping away 
from acts of disobedience to Allah. This is one of the greatest forms of jihad. 
Waging jihad against those disbelievers who persecute you is also an obligation. 
As for the jihad which is recommended but can only be undertaken with an 
obligation is to fight the enemy, which is an obligation upon the whole 
community, and which if they abandon, they are all punishable for it. It is a 
recommendation upon an Imam, the limit of which is to come and face the enemy 
and fight them with his community. As for the jihad which is recommended, it is 
[embodied in] every recommended practice which a person performs and strives 
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in its performance, its completion and its revival. Such an act, and the striving to 
perform it is one of the best deeds because it is a revival of the Prophetic 
practice, and the Prophet (SAWA) has said, ‘Whoever establishes a good 
habitual practice, he will get his own reward for it as well as the reward of 
whoever performs it after him until the Day of Resurrection, without any decrease 
in their reward thereof.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 243]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (� �*: ]�	���8 �D/?�a  $.��C0%�� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The jihad of a woman is being a good wife to her 
husband.’[al-Khisal, p. 620, no. 10]    

 ��0(�� �*: ] 5��� lF�#� 

Enjoinment of Combatting the Self  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( :����� 9 �������̂ ���y�] 	�� ���yi"a�   . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who truly wages jihad is the one who 
combats his self for the sake of Allah.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 11261]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (� �?�:��  ���0(�� �*: ]�;7(�� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Jihad of the self is the dowry for Paradise.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4755]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����  K%�[ 5�� :�-�B/N 2 ���1�:0f�� �(�� �qP����̂ 	�� 0*�E  ��:�C.f�� �(��  . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Prevent your self from fulfilling its desires, and make it 
hold fast to the Book of Allah during misgivings.’[Ibid. no. 5406]    

6 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��3N���� �*: i[ �q���� �v ]�N ��0̂o> 2 y�1�y 	�� y0*�?�%�� �q�����̂ ���y] . 

6– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Combat your self to avert it against its desires, for 
this as incumbent upon you as fighting your enemy.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 399]    

�?�C[�� �*:��� 
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The Greater Jihad  

7 Àu��  ���� �)�������� ������� : (����� �V1jE kX\  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�VB �1��]�E 7-��> 2 <;7
 ?�j �F��� : �u�&��N �?�w�|�� �*:��� ��1�S�B +�1�&� C�8�?��
 �?�C�[�� �*:��� �L :���� .�$�B :����� �V1jE 
  �VB W�?�C�[�� �*:��� �N 2  : ���0(�� �*: ] . �VBN)�������� ������� : (�>/ ¸��� �������̂ ���y�] 	�� �*:��� "$�S

����C�(�] �!� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) relates, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) dispatched troops [to a mission]. 
On seeing the returning armies from the battlefront, he said, ‘Blessed are those 
who have performed the lesser jihad, and have yet to perform the greater one.’ 
When asked, ‘O Messenger of Allah, what is the greater jihad?’ the Prophet 
replied, ‘The jihad of the self’, and added, ‘The best jihad is that of one who 
combats his own self that is between his two sides.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 160, no. 
1]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�^.��� ����m�� 	�� :��Z�>N 2 t1�«�  	�  ���0(�� �*: ] �*:��� "$�S�>/ . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best jihad is combatting one’s self against its desires, 
and weaning it from the pleasures of this world.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3232]    

9 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( t1«� �D��yi�-[ �*: ]QN 2 �*:��[ �;��S�> Q . 

9– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘There is no greater distinction than jihad, and no 
jihad like combatting one’s self.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 286]    

 ��0(�� �D���yi�� 9 uw�C(�
 � 

What is Necessary for Combatting the Self  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�;�� 5��� �q�����̂ ���y] �����  �B 	��  �7(�� t1�B/ �Xo> p �'0��g 3�3S�� �;C�w�� :�C��@N 2 �'0N���� 3N������ �D��yi��  �T 1
��P����̂ 5�� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Struggle against your self in Allah’s worship just as one 
fights one’s enemy, and overcome it just as one overcomes one’s opponent, for 
the strongest of people is he who has triumphed over his self.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 4761]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( y�*: ]  ��N�� L"=���^/ �1"=����� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Gain control of your souls through constant self-
struggle.’[Ibid. no. 2489]    
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�D���yi"a� "D�?�-�M 

The Fruit of Struggle  

12� "V1jE �Pz  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�D�*��� {I1�j �v��w�
 �D���yi"a� . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Through constant self-struggle are bad habits 
overcome.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 119]    

13 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (L"=�6�1�:�J 5�� L"=���^/ �N��y] ";�-=�#� L"=��1�B k$�_�6 . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Struggle against the desires of your self and 
wisdom will enter your hearts.’[Ibid. v. 2, p. 122]    

14 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (���^/ �N��y]"XZ�0f�� �L"=(�� 0?���
N ";=h��a� �L"=k��Y�6 2  K�?0f��N  ��kZ�� �;k��&� L"= . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Struggle against your selves through reducing 
food and drink, and the angels will protect you and Satan will flee from you.’[Ibid.] 
   

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �qC�S�@ �v��@N �q�6�1�:�J ���y]  �K�1�M �$�-=�%���6N 2 �q"�&�� �$�-�=�
N 2 �q�����̂ �����6 2 �q�6�*� HI1�j �U��4N
�q3�E . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Struggle against your lower desires, overcome your 
anger, oppose your bad habits, purify your self, perfect your intellect, and bring to 
completion the reward that is with your Lord.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4760]    

16 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� : (�U��S�
N ��]�E0��� �b�>?�
 :�%�
 1�y/ 	� y�*:]N  ���0(�� ���*�E ��(���#�  . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Controlling the self and combatting with it against its 
lower desires raises one’s stations and multiplies one’s rewards.’[Ibid. no. 5407]    

17 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� : (  ���0(�� �̄ ��| �D���yi"a� . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Salvation for the soul is [attained] through self-
struggle.’[Ibid. no. 4319] 

GREED   ]ُ�َ)Qا� 
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�p�;Uu�� -�
� 

Reprehension of Greed  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����  K1�"B 	�� �;�-=�#� �v�ym�
 �b�-kZ��PI-�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Greed takes away wisdom from the hearts of the 
knowledgeable men.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7576]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�b�-kZ�� PI-������ ����B/ ������ �)�Cc�6 Q Tm�� �VQ.��� �D�0R�� �X\ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily greed is a slippery fluid on which the feet of 
knowledgeable men never become firmly rooted.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 49] 
   

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�?�g8 �?&�> ��7̂o> p�b�-kZ��N ��7
\ . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Beware of greed for it is ready poverty.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 8852]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��0��,�� �e E �b�-kZ�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Greed is an eternal slavery.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 
180]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���C��B �b�-kZ��  	�=��
 �> ���6�8 ��7
/ <�7?�8 �¼����
 X/ �*�E/ 	�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever wishes to spend the days of his life as a free 
man must not allow greed to abide in his heart.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 49]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �Vlm��  eM�N 9 �b��Z�� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greedy person is shackled in disgrace.’[Sharhe Nahj 
al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 19, p. 50]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������( : �b-kZ�� �?��f�%j�  	�� ��P���( � tE�/ . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The person most neglectful of his own soul is the one 
who is full of greed.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 18, p. 84]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� kV�s/ Q +b��� 	 . 
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8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘No one is more despicable than a greedy person.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 10593]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  b��Z�a�  eN�?�� �)×  V1&����  � ER�� �?�c[/ . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellects are most often destroyed as a result of their 
subservience to bursts of avid desires.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-
Hadid, v. 19, p. 41]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�b�-kZ��N ���E�1�� �b�-�%i�
 Q . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Piety and greed can never come together.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 10578]    

12 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'�*1&�
 �b�-�� ���� ��C�� ��C���� ��� � . 

11– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘How wretched the servant who is a slave of his 
own greed, which controls him.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 320, no. 2]    

13 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ��"Y���
 1�yN +�f« � : p�!�B1���a� 	�� �b�-kZ�� �)��/N 2 �(�� T��
/ 9 7-��  �O���� �q����N 2�b�-kZ��N ��7
\
7N�?"a� �e��%4�N 2 $&���� ����%4�N 2�Vlm��� �̄ %��� �b�-kZ�� kXo> L���� � �Kykm��N 2 �?���� ��� ̂��6N 2��� . 

12– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said to Hashim, exhorting him, ‘You must beware of 
greed, and despair of acquiring anything in the possession of others. Suppress 
the greed in others for verily greed is the key to disgrace, it exploits the intellect, 
fabricates valorous qualities for itself, tarnishes one’s reputation, and does away 
with one’s knowledge.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 315, no. 1]    

14 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;��3��j �;0� i�j �b�-kZ�� . 

13– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘Greed is an evil characteristic.’[al-Durra al-Bahira, 
p. 42]    

15 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��l��m�6 �;�C@�E ���� �X1=6 X/  	��,"a� ���CB/ � . 

14– Imam al-`Aaskari (AS) said, ‘How revolting it is for the believer to have an 
avid desire that disgraces him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 374, no. 35]    

�z�P;
(� �p�;Uu�� 

Praiseworthy Avidity * 
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16 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (� PI���� 9 � :�-�� ���1��� �)
/�E �s\N 2�)� ��> r1�̂"s �TQ1�� �)
/�E �s\ �)� . 

15– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in one of his supplications, ‘When I consider 
my sins my Lord, I am horrified [at them], and when I consider Your pardon, I am 
avidly eager [for it].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 98, p. 83, no. 2]    

17
����� �	
� ����� � �	)�������� ������� (� S
/ � : 	�� �qP��^ 5�� ���%C�]N/ Tm�� p�q(�  b�-kZ��  L�Y��N 2�q�> PI]0?��  È��&�� �q"�Oj/ -7̂o>
�;�®0?��N �;�>/0?�� . 

16– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in another one of his supplications, ‘For 
indeed I ask You because of my eternal hope in You and because of the great 
desire that I entertain about You; which is the graciousness and mercy that You 
have made obligatory upon Yourself.’[Iqbal al-A`amal, v. 1, p. 168]    

 

* Translator’s Note: Since ‘greed’ is a word that has intrinsically negative 
implications, in this sub-section outlining its positive and praiseworthy aspects, 
we will proceed to refer to it as ‘avidity.’ 

 

THE HABIT   َدُة��ا� 
 

   

�9�,�%�� 

The Habit  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(GXM �bC�� "D�*��� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Habit is second nature.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 702]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�XZ��j GX�^\ �$"[ 5��� �D�*���� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A habit holds every man under its authority.’ [Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 7327]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���*��� ���/ 	�� ��]�E0��� �� E��� �}�@ . 
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3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who obeys habits does not attain high levels.’ [Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 6409]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���%���/ � �q�S�%&�6 �q����̂N 2���6*01�� � �q����%��
 �q�̂��� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Your tongue will urge you to whatever you have 
accustomed it [to say], and your inner self will require you to do whatever you 
have made it fond of.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7634]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �D�*�� � �q����� �nk����%��>  v�S�w�� 5��\ 0	�� ?��6 Q . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not hasten to resort to anger lest it prevail over you by 
becoming a habit.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10288]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  	���#� � (��Q ��%0��|�N 9 �)�������� ������� (� : 2��%�� C�B �Iu�J 	�� :�> �u�&�"� � �;����£�  �E�[ �����#� �v��B -0̂\
�B  K�*� � �q�6E�*C>�q.C"� �$�w�%f�
N 2�q�C��B �1��&�
 X/ �$C . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said in his will to his son, al-Hasan (AS), ‘Verily the heart of a 
young person is like the untilled earth, which accepts whatever is placed therein. 
I, therefore, urge you to hasten to self-discipline before your heart hardens, and 
your mind becomes preoccupied.’ [Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �����7�"B �b�g�1> +±�s1�� � �u�6"� 7-�� � :�'�?[/ 	=�N 2 L�kZ�� �v3��� �X1k��� �	���8  �
7?�� �v3��� �q0̂\ u���̂ �*31��"� X/ 
 ���%��6 L�� � . 

7– Imam Ali (AS), was once offered a sweetmeat called faludhaj, so he placed it 
in front of him, saying, ‘Verily you have a fragrant smell, are of a beautiful colour, 
and taste delicious, but I hate to habituate my soul [to anything] since it has not 
yet formed any habits.’ [Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 36549]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��N���8 �?"c=�
N 2�q�6�?�4` �?�-��6N 2�q����̂ ���?f�6 2 � Ew�a� HIC�/ �$0-�_�6N 2 � E=�a� �$��> �q����̂ �*31�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Habituate yourself to performing noble actions and to 
bear the burdensome consequences [of your actions], and your soul will be 
elevated as a result, your Hereafter will flourish, and your admirers will increase.’ 
[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6232]    

9 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(PI���a� ��(��N ���%�� ̂��� 9 ���_�S�> 2���6�1���4N �'3?�j 9 ���J �*%��  	�-�> 2���?�yB ���*��� . 
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9– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘Habits are overpowering, for he who forms a habit 
to something in secret and during his free times is plagued by them in public and 
when occupied.’ [Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 113]    

�9�,�%�� �+��
�
� 

Overcoming the Habit  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�*��� ";�C���@ ";���S���� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Virtue is overcoming one’s habit.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
357]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�*��� ";�C���@ �D�*C���� "$�S>/ . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of worship is to overcome one’s habit.’ [Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 2873]    

12 �u�� ����� �)���������������  :( ���&�a� ���?J/ �\ "V1|�1�� ���*��� �;�C���w � . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘[Only] Through overcoming one’s habits are the highest 
of stations attained.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4300]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���*��� �N?3��@ ����Z�� �L"=����� �$�:��6  . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Change your habits and your acts of obedience will 
become easier for you.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6405]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��> �\ yN*1B�N 2���*��� ��?�% � L"=��"�^/ �1����s 2 � E=�a�  $��� � y1l��8N 2 � Ew�a� HIC�/ y1�3-�8N 2����Z��  $
  L�Mx�a�  ��̂�* 	�� y1^1�|N . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Subjugate your souls to abandon their habits, drive 
them to perform acts of obedience, make them bear the burdensome 
consequences of their actions, adorn them with the performance of noble acts, 
and protect them against the pollution of sins.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5199]    

�i�,�%�� �)A�n �+� �%�" 
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The Difficulty of Removing a Habit  

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� �v��|/ ���*��� "$&�̂ ��j�3�� . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most difficult of things to manage is the removal of 
habits.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2969]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �C�Z�� �$&�̂ ��\ 2��Z�%��
 �Iu�J l$"[ . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Everything is achievable, except the removal of an 
ingrained habit.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6906]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(:�6�*� �D�N��?�g 	�� : � �1������N 2:�C
*O�6 L"=P�"�^/ 	�� �1k��1�6 2��7(�� :.
/ . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O people, take upon yourselves your own training, and 
turn away from the voracious dictates of your habits.’ [Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 
359] 

HABITUAL PRACTICE   �)��ُا� 
 

   

 �+5/���� ���Q�� 	��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Adopting (Good) Habitual Practices  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� �?��"@ �n���4 X\N 2 ��(�� �$ C"B <�}�4 �$�-�� X\ �;0(.��� �v�8| . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When someone with good habits does something 
good it is accepted from him, and even if he makes a mistake, he is forgiven for 
it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 911]    

2 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��(�  V-��� �$�S>/ kX\  k$�B X\N �;0(.�� � �$�-�� �  . 

2– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, 'The best of deeds in the sight of Allah are 
those that are performed habitually, even if they be few in number.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, 
p. 70, no. 7]    

J+5/�1 5I�1 I�6 ��Q�̀ 
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The Recompense of One Who Establishes a Habitual Practice  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :((���8 <;0(�j 0	�j 	�� Ly E1�]"� 	�� �¿"&(�
 X/  }�@ 	�� L�y E1�]"� "$c��N �'�?]/ ���� �X[ �'����� 	�� � �$�-�� <;
<��J L�y E��N/ 	�� �¿"&(�
 X/  }�@ 	�� L�y E��N/ "$c��N �'�E� N ������ �X[ �'����� � �$�-���> <;��3��j <;0(�j 0	�j 	��N 2 ��J . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever establishes a good habitual practice that 
people follow even after him, he will get his own reward for it as well as the like of 
their reward for performing it, without any decrease in their reward thereof. And 
whoever establishes an evil habitual practice that is followed by people after him, 
he will be responsible for the burden of his own sin as well as the burden of their 
sins, without any decrease in their burdens thereof.’[Kanz al-`Ummal,no. 43079]    

�+�!���H_�� �+5/-��� ��A�n I�� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of Discontinuing a Good Practice  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �?R�� �'�Q�N 7-��  ?�%J�� �\ ���� +K%[ 9 � : )���-�%]�N 2 �;0�"Q� �'my �EN��| � �$�-�� <;�_��| <;0(�j �¦"&(�6 Q
"Q� � �)S�&�̂ µ �q���� �E� 1��N 2 :0(�j 	�-�� �?]�� �X1=�> 2 	�(.��� �q��6 u�g� 	�� �Iu�f � .?�S�6 <;0(�j 0	�M��_�6 QN 2 ";0���0?�� :���� )�_���|N 2 ";���

:(�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) wrote in one of his letters to al-Ashtar, when he appointed him 
governor of Egypt, 'Do not discontinue a good practice that the pioneers of this 
community acted upon, by virtue of which there was general unity and through 
which the subjects prospered. Do not innovate a practice that will infringe on 
these earlier practices in any way, for the reward of those who had laid them 
down will continue, whereas you will be the one to bear the burden for 
discontinuing them.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 53] 

THE PILGRIMAGE (HAJJ)   ّ̂  ا�َ�
 

   

����&
* �� D̈ 
�� �p?�:b�V 

The [Obligatory] Pilgrimage (Hajj)  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( � ��6>N �(�� 5|N/ -�> �:�����  �����   �N?��(�6 L�� �� ?�6 �X\ ��0̂o> 2 L�%��&�� � �'1����6 Q 2 �L=3�E �)��� 9  . 
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1- Imam Ali (AS) said, in his will at the time of his demise, ‘I exhort you, by Allah, 
by Allah, to take care of the House of your Lord! Do not leave it empty for as long 
as you live, for if it is deserted you will be given no respite.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Letter 47]    

2����� � �u�� )�������� ������� : (GU���g �$[ �*: ] .��#� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The pilgrimage is the jihad of every weak person.’[al-
Khisal, p. 620, no. 10]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( +L�y�E�* �U�/ "V�����6 3�#� 9 +L�y�E�* ";&���̂ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Spending one dirham in charity during the pilgrimage 
equals one thousand dirhams.’[al-Khisal, p. 628, no. 10]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ���>N �?�-�%��"a�N .±#�   �D�?��w�a� �'1C�_�
N 2  . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Those who go to Makkah for obligatory and voluntary 
pilgrimage (Hajj and `umra) are the envoys of Allah, and His gift to them is 
forgiveness.’[al-Khisal, p. 630, no. 10]    

D̈ 
�� �3�`�� �+
$���
* 

The Philosophy of the Pilgrimage  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���%��� 0��8 �L=���� ���?�>N  �'1��N �����\ �X1:��O�
N 2  ���̂�� �*NE�N ����̂N�* ?�
 2  ��^¾� <;���C�B ������] Tm����  ��?�#�
���67���� L : ̂��s\N ���%�-�Y��� L :���g�1�%�� <;���� ���̂_Cj ������]N 2  �-�#� . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘And He made obligatory for you the pilgrimage to His 
Sacred House which he made the ‘qibla’ for all people. They come to it like the 
cattle coming to water, and eagerly turn to it like the birds eagerly returning to 
their nest; He, glory be to Him, made it a sign of their humility before His 
greatness and their yielding to His Might.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 1]    

6 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  �7(�� �;�̂N,� �1���=�6N 2L"=�̂�\ ��"��R�
N 2 L"="B���E/ �bP�7%�6N 2 L"=����]/ 0��R�6 2 �N?�-�%���N �17i�8
L"=�6Q��� �;�̂N,�N . 

6- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Perform the Hajj [obligatory pilgrimage] and 
the `umra [voluntary pilgrimage] so that your bodies become healthy, your 
sustenance expanded, and your faith improved; and suffice yourselves with the 
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expenses of people and the expenses of your families.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 70, 
no. 3]    

7��� � �?BC�� ��)�������� ������� : ( K1�"&�� �!=���6 .��#� . 

7– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Pilgrimage calms the hearts.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 296, 
no. 582]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ���C��%�j� �)��� �myN  ��� �? C�%����� ���&��4 ���  �H�BN 2 ��P�6�E
�N ����-�Y���6 5�� L��:kc�_> 2 �� ̂��6\ 9 L�:�%
 PI�1��%�j� 5�� �K1R�(�� 2 �� ̂�?���"@ �\ T7*�,{�
 ���
?�N 2 ��� ̂�1�g E 	�� �;��C���J 1��yN 2 ���� �!���R�-�� <;���C�BN PI�C^�� k$�_�� ������]

�;�-�Y����  b�-�%�i��N 2  V�-�=�� . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘And this is the house by which Allah has demanded 
the devotion of His creatures to test their obedience in their coming to it, so He 
prompted them to glorify it and visit it. He made it the station of the prophets and 
the focal point (qibla) for those who pray to Him. It is a branch of His good 
pleasure and a way that leads to His forgiveness, founded on absolute perfection 
and ultimate grandeur.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 493, no. 4]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �\ 0v�8/ G;���&�� 	�� �   +E7C�] l$"[ ���> lV�m�
 �7̂ � p5����a� 	�� ��6  . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is no place dearer to Allah, most High, than 
the mas`aa [place of running between the mounts of al-Safa and al-Marwa in 
Makkah], for every overbearing person is lowered and debased before Him 
there.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 99. p. 45, no. 34]    

10 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �VB �Xo> : �$�B W3��#� �?�/ �L���>: �D�*> 1�� �;k��������� �\ �D�*
3���  v����N �$]N7��  ...  $�&�̂N ��l&��0%�� 	�� ���> � b��
 �;7-h��  EC�4/)�������  L:����� ( G;���8^N +b�&�| �$"[ �\ . 

10– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘If someone asks why He commanded the 
pilgrimage, it is answered: in order for people to perform the journey to [i.e. for] 
Allah, Mighty and Exalted, and ask for increase… in addition to the benefits it has 
of understanding religion and relating the reports of the Imams (AS) to every side 
and region.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 119, no. 1]    

�:A
$��� D̈ 
�� �F$�n 

Pilgrimage Repels Poverty  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �?&���� u��(�
 7��#� . 
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11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Pilgrimage repels poverty.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 
7]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�� <����/ �?&�> ���C�R�
 L�� +��i�8 ����M 0��8 	 . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who goes to perform the obligatory pilgrimage 
(Hajj) three times will never be afflicted with poverty.’[al-Khisal, p. 117, no. 101]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)������ ��������� : (�)��C�� �my 3��8 �X��*\ 	��  ?&���� 5��̂/ QN ª�@ ���?�j/ ���J �)
/E � . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘I have never seen anything faster at attracting 
wealth and at repelling poverty than habitual pilgrimage (Hajj) to this 
house.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 694, no. 1478]    

14 +E7-�  	� �e_j\ 	� � :�)�"B   e*R��  ��Ü� )�������� ������� : (  $y/ 	�� +$�]�?� N/ u����(� +�� k$[ 3�#�  �N�"� 5�� u����̂ �)�(���N �B u7̂\
Çµ ¸���� . �V&> : �)�B W�q�s 5�� �)������ ��BN : �VB 2 L���̂ :�)����> �Xo>) q�s ( Va� �D�?�c�=� �?�f��/ N 2  Va� �D�?�c�=� �	�&
O> . 

14- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when Ishaq b. `Ammar said to him: ‘I have made up my 
mind to go for pilgrimage every year either personally or by sending one man of 
my household at my cost’ – asked, ‘Are you determined to do that?’ He said, 
‘Yes’. The Imam said, ‘If you do that, then be certain of abundance in your 
wealth, and take glad tidings of abundance in your wealth.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 
70, no. 4]    

D̈ 
�� ���;�V ���  �6 

That Which Completes the Pilgrimage  

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����  V1j?� �1.-�6/  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (����� �)��� �\ L�%�]�?�4 �s\ L"=0i�8   �q�m�N 2 »I��] ���[�?�6 kXo> 2 
 2 L�6�?��"�)�1.-�6/N (����� �L"=������/ ¸���  E1C"&��  k&�8 �$]N7�� y��(�� �e�3?�� �1C"���N 2 :�6�E
 �N : . 

15- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Complete your pilgrimage by visiting the Messenger of 
Allah (SAWA) when you leave to visit the House of Allah, for deserting it is 
unkind, and that is what you have been commanded to do [i.e. in the Qur’an: and 
complete …] by observing the rights of the graves that Allah has made 
incumbent upon you to visit, and ask for [increase in] your sustenance 
thereat.’[al-Khisal, p. 616, no. 10]    

16 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��-�6 ���� {I&�� 3��#�  . 
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16– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The pilgrimage is completed by meeting the 
Imam.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 262, no. 29]    

17 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��7(�� �?��"� -0̂\ :%��> �Ei�8�� �'my �16O�
 �X/ (���� �1g ?���
N 2 L :�%�
Q�1� ^N? C����> (�̂1�6O�
 0L"M 2 � �1>71Z
 L�:�6�?�R�̂ . 

17- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Indeed people have been ordered to come to these 
stones [i.e. the edifice of the Ka`aba] to circumambulate them, and then to come 
to us to inform us of their friendship, and to declare their support for us.’[`Uyoun 
Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), no. 30]    

Ḧ 
�� �f:�V �+���e�� 

The Consequence of Abandoning the Obligatory Pilgrimage  

18Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�#� ��71�j 	������� ���c��� ��1-�
 57%8 0�   <7�^�?�R�̂ N/ <7
*1:�
 �;����&�� ��1�
  . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who postpones the obligatory pilgrimage until 
he dies, Allah will resurrect him as a Jew or a Christian on the Day of 
Resurrection.’[Bihar al-Anwar,v. 77, p. 58, no. 3]    

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �!&���_"a� �\ �?"Y�(�
 57%8 �¦�&�
 L�� �^.���  �h�1�8 	�� G;�]_�� 0��#� ���?�6 	�� . 

19- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who abandons the pilgrimage for one of his worldly 
needs will not be able to satisfy that need until he sees the shaven heads [i.e. 
after the return of the pilgrims from Makkah].’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 281, no. 1]    

�©����� �)�u%�V 

Deferring [Pilgrimage] to the House  

20 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�VB 7-�� �  	®7?����C� ����  : �X1�1&�
  d7R"&�� PIQ,y 	�� <j^ kX\ : �$�|�NN �e0�R�6 0L"M <;7i8 �$�]E 0��8 �s\
 � ���� <�}�4 �X[ :����� kX\ 2 �)��C�� �my �$�Z��� ��7(�� �my �$��> 1�� 2 �1��m�[   �7(�� <���B �)��C�� �my �$��] ��6  . 

20- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when `Abd al-Rahman told him: ‘Some of these 
narrators are saying that it is better for a man to go for pilgrimage once and then 
to gives alms and maintain his kinship with his relatives [with that money than to 
go for pilgrimage again]’ – said, ‘They are wrong. If people were to do that the 
House would become deserted. Allah has made this House a [means of] 
sustentation for mankind.’[`EIlal al-Shara’ie, v. 1, p. 452]    
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e#� �̈ �^5&�� �:
�\# �6 

The Scarcity of [Sincere] Pilgrims  

21+}c[  	� �X®7?�� ��C� 	� � :����� ��C� r/ b�� �)�i�i�8   �V&> 2 �7(�� �\ �?�Y�(> ���?�JO> +$�C�] 5�� �����|  �
?kZ��  ¦��� 9 ^�?�| 7-��> 2 : �
�#� k$�B/N ���i0S�� �?�c�[/���i ! 

21- `Abd al-Rahman b. Kathir narrated: ‘I went for pilgrimage with Abu `Abdillah 
[al-Sadiq] (AS). When we had gone a certain way, he climbed a hill and looked 
down at the people and said, ‘What a lot of clamour and what few pilgrims!’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 27, p. 181, no. 30]    

Dª��� �3�,# 

The Etiquette of the Pilgrim  

22 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( +VR�4 "���M ���> 	"=�
 L�� �s\ �)��C�� �my .��,�
 	�- � "O�C���
 � :����� u|��� 	� �'�� i�_�
 ���E�N   �L���8N 2 ��6 
�S�@ ��� �q���-�
 ���C�_�| 	�-�� �;�_0R�� �	���8N 2 ���C . 

22- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The pilgrim to this House is of no worth unless he 
has three attributes: piety that restrains him from acts of disobedience to Allah, 
most High; clemency with which he controls his anger; and good companionship 
with whoever accompanies him.’[al-Khisal, p. 148, no. 180]    

���:B�� �3�,# 

The Respect due to Ihram
*
  

23Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �V&> +��?�8 +Vµ 0��8 	�� :� �VB 2 �q��0C�� 0L�:���� �q��0C������   ����  : �*N*?�� �q.i�8 2�q�
�����j QN �q��0C�� Q
�q���� . 

23- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When he who makes pilgrimage by means of 
unlawful money says: “Here I am O Allah! Here I am (labbayk All?humma 
labbayk)”, Allah will say to him, ‘No labbayka and no welcome for you. Your 
pilgrimage is returned to you.’[al-Durr al-Manthur, v. 2, p. 63]    

24 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �X7i�8 .�#� :���� ���8  ���� 0��8 �	�-> 2 �7(�� ���8N  ����� 5�� �����1�M �X[   7(�� 0��8 	��N 2�;7(���  �X[  �
�;����&�� ��1�
  �7(�� 5�� �����1�M . 
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24– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Pilgrimage is of two kinds: the pilgrimage 
[performed] for Allah and the pilgrimage for the people. So he who goes on 
pilgrimage for Allah, his reward is upon Allah and will be Paradise, and he who 
makes pilgrimage for the people, his reward on the Day of Resurrection will be 
with the people.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 74, no. 16]    

25 ��̂/  	� �q�� 	� � : e*7R�� b� �)�i�i�8)�������� ������� ( ���%���8�E ��� ���1�%�j� 7-�> 2 <;(�j �bZ�&�̂� �;�� C��0%�� 0L�y -k�"[ �X[  ��?�8�� �(��
 �)�&> 2 ���%���8�E 	�� 0?���
 �*[N 2 ���&���8 9 ��10R�� :�����  V1jE �	�
 �$"B   �V&> 2 �V1&�6 �X/ 	�� �q� 0��QN 2 )�������� ������� : ( 2 ?�� r/ �	�


 �V1B/ �X/ �?���]/ �U�[ : �q��0C��Ç �$]N7�� �V1&�
 �X/ 5f�4/N 2 �q��0C�� 0L�:k��� :�q�
�����j QN �q��0C�� Q ! 

25- Malik b. Anas narrated: ‘One year I went on pilgrimage with al-Sadiq (AS). 
When his mount came to the place of ihram, whenever he intended to say 
labbayka [here I am …] his voice would cut off in his throat, and he nearly fell off 
his mount. So I said to him, ‘O son of the Prophet, say it, for you must say it’, to 
which he replied, ‘O Ibn Abi `Amir, how can I dare say: ‘I am here O Allah! I am 
here’ whilst I fear lest He say, ‘No labbayka and no welcome for you!’[al-Khisal, 
p. 167, no. 219, `Ilal al-Sharay`e, p. 235, no. 4]    

26 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��?�8�� �N?��"� -0̂\ ����� ���?�8 L :��14�* �$C�B �1��f�����     E1��"� 	�� �Iu�f� �1��w�%�f�
N �1:���
 �����N 2���(��/N 
�� 2�'�1�_�̂ �	
��|B 2���> L�y -�> �	�
3*] �1�^1=
N 2:�6��m��N �:�%(
 �N ��^.��� L :�%0���"= � ������ �!� C�& . 

26- Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Indeed they have been ordered to be in the state of 
ihram in order that they humble themselves before entering the sanctuary and 
the safe place of Allah, and so that they do not divert and preoccupy themselves 
with anything of the affairs of this world and its adornments and pleasures; and 
so that they be serious in what they are engaged in, journeying to Him and 
approaching Him with all their being.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 9, p. 3, no. 4]    

Ḧ �� �k?:
� o �i�6 I�6 �3��< 

The Reward of One Who Dies on the Way to Hajj  

27 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �
?� 9 ��� 	��  �;����&�� ��1�
  ?�C�[��  ������� 	�� �	��/ 2<�h] N/ <C�y�s �;�=�� . 

27– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever dies on the road to Makkah, on the way 
there or back, will be safe from the Great Terror on the Day of Resurrection.’[al-
Kafi, v. 4, p. 263, no. 45]  

  

28 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ���c��� <� ?�_�� ��� 	��  <�3C����  .  
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28– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever dies in the state of ihram, Allah will raise 
him [obedient to Him] saying, ‘Here I am, O Allah’ (labbayka).[ Bihar al-Anwar,v. 
7, p. 302, no. 56]    

�]�1�
(� F�* �@�[�M�� ���6�� ���&�B 

The Presence of the Hidden Imam [al-Mahdi] during Hajj  

29 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���̂�N�?�
 QN L�y�?��> �L�j�1�a� ���:�f��> L�:���\ ��7(�� ���&���
 . 

29- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The people miss their Imam, but he witnesses the 
season [of Hajj] and sees them, though they do not see him.’[Kamal al-Din, p. 
346, no. 33]  

 

* ihram: the state of ritual consecration of the pilgrim in Makkah (ed.) 

 

HAPPINESS   وُر�ا��1 
 

   

  ���:-��� F�M��/�? �6�� 

What To Be Happy About  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (����� ��C���� �  ����� ";®E +�7C�  	�   "V1&
 �X[N ������  :�����  V1jE  ��[ ����� +��=� �)����%^� �   5�|   z�  ����  N
 �  ��=�� �m� u����%^[ ��` :���
 �B HI?�a� kXo> 2����� 7�/ µ ���EN�?�j 	"=����> 2 ���[ E����� 	"=�
 L�� � ��1�> �'Ä1���
N 2 ���61"����� 	"=�
 L�� � ���E�* �'.?

:(�� �q�6> � 5�� �q"��j/ �	"=���N 2 �q�6�?�4` 	�� �)� ̂ . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said to `Aabdallah b. `Aabbas, 'I have not benefited from any 
saying after the sayings of the Prophet, apart from this one, 'Verily man feels 
happy when he manages to grasp something that he was about to miss, and he 
is saddened when he misses something that was within his grasp. So let your 
happiness lie in all that you can seize of the Hereafter, and let your regret lie in 
all that which passes you by of it.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 
15, p. 140]  
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���:-��� �)�6����  

The Basics of Happiness  

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�EN?.��� :�6�?�-�MN 2 "D�E�"&��  $&���� "$|/ . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Happiness is useless without tenderness.’[Matalib al-
Sa’ul, no. 50]    

3 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� :( !���� ��\  EN?.��� 5�� "X��%��
 Q . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The root of the intellect is power, and its fruit is 
happiness.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 7, no. 59]    

J���:�1 J���
e �a�,�# I�6 

One Who Fills Others' Hearts With Happiness  

41jE �Pz� "V  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�!(�,a� 5��%�
 �̄ 0?�> 	�� ��\ :"��4��
 Q  ̄ �?���� �E�* :�� "V&�
 <�E�* �;0(��� 9 �X\ . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There is a place in Paradise called the House of 
Happiness which none shall enter except those who cheered up the orphans 
from amongst the believers.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 6008]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�X�C3R�� �̄ 0?�> 	�� ��\ :"��4��
 Q 2 ̄ �?���� �E�* :�� "V&
 <�E�* �;0(��� 9 �X\ . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There is a place in Paradise called the House of 
Happiness which none shall enter except those who cheered up children.’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 6009]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��B ���*N/ G��8/ 	�� � 2���1|�� ����-�j �b�j�N Tm���1�>����� �����4N ��\ <�EN?�j <C   �so> 2 <�Z"�  EN?.��� �q�s 	�� ���� 
 $��� ";�C
 ?�@ �*�?Z�6 -�[ 2 ��(�� y�*�?Z�
 57%8 �' E��� � 9 PIa[ :���\ t?�] �;�Ch^ ��� �)�����̂ . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'By the One whose Hearing encompasses all voices, no 
sooner does one fill somebody else's heart with happiness than Allah creates a 
special grace for him from that very happiness, such that when he is faced with a 
calamity, he is able to pass over it like water flows over a slope, until he chases it 
away as wild camels are chased away.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 257]    
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7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������N $�� �n�&�> �����4*/ ������ �0̂ / <�EN?�j +	��,�� 5�� �$�4*/ �s\ L"[���8/ t?�
 Q  ������N $� 2 (����     V1jE 5��� 
�����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| .( 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'When one of you brings joy to another believer, let 
him not see it as having only made him happy. Rather, by Allah, he makes us 
happy, and by Allah, he makes the Prophet (SAWA) happy too.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
189, no. 6]    

����� 5:�1 P
A
* J�/�6w�6 5:�1 I�6   

Whoever Makes Another Believer Happy Makes Allah Happy  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 0?�j ��&�> °0?�j 	��N 2 °0?�j ��&�> <(�,�� 0?�j 	��   . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever makes another believer happy makes 
me happy, and whoever makes me happy makes Allah happy.’[al-Kafi, p. 188, 
no. 1]    

�I�6w�(� �I�� �̈ ?:$5'�� �3��
< 

The Reward for Alleviating a Fellow Believer of His Sorrows  

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��k��̂ <;��?"[ +	�,� 	�� ��k��̂ 	��  � �K�?"[ ��(�� �*�,"��� �����M 1�yN �' ¥�B 	�� �±�?�4N 2 �D�?�4� . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Whoever alleviates a fellow believer's anguish, 
Allah will alleviate him of the anguish of the Hereafter, and will bring him out of 
his grave with a light heart.’[al-Kafi, p. 199, no. 3]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �F���� �s\   �;����&��  �1�
  V�1y/ 	�� <Q�1�y �	�,a� t/�E -k�"[ 2 �����/ ����&�
 �Vc�� ����� �±�?�4 �' ¥�B 	�� �	�,a� 
"Vc�a� ���� �VB :�X��_�6 QN ������6 Q ...�,a� ���� "V1&�> �	 ...:"V1&�> W �)^/ 	�� : 	��,a� �q�4/ 5�� �)��4*/ �)("[ Tm�� �EN?.��� ^/ . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'When Allah will raise the believer out of his grave, 
another presence will also come out with him and walk ahead of him, and 
whenever the believer will come across one of the terrors of the Day of 
Resurrection, the presence will console him saying, 'Do not worry or be 
saddened…' and the believer will ask, 'Who are you?, at which it will reply, 'I am 
the happiness that you used to bring upon your fellow believer.’[al-Kafi, p. 190, 
no. 8]    

11 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �±0?�> +	��,�� 	� �±0?�> 	��  �;����&�� ��1�
 �� C��B 	�  . 
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11– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'Whoever alleviates a believer's worries, Allah will 
alleviate his heart on the Day of Resurrection.’[al-Kafi, p. 200, no. 4] 

HARM   اءO�Nا 
 

�G�H/�� �I�� �.�R� Dv
\ �)&
* 

Abstaining from Harm  

1ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�qP����̂ 5��� � �e0�7R�6 �;B���| ��7̂o> p  �7(��  	� ���s/ 0U"[ . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Abstain from harming others for this is your charity 
towards yourself.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 54, no. 19] 

   

2º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (<D}c[ �T*
/ �(� �X1��"=�
N <D�8�N <���
 L�:(�� .U"=
 -7̂o>  �7(��  	� �'��
 7U�[ 	�� . 

2- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A man who keeps his hand from harming people is 
keeping one hand from [harming] them, whilst they would keep many hands from 
[harming] him [as a result].’[al-Khisal, p. 17, no. 60]  

   

D�US�� �I�� 	H'�B �.�R� Dv
\ �)&
* 

Harm  

3º �e*7R�� ����� )����� ���������� : (�����N �>  0Ekm�� �XN"s,�
 Q �	
m��� �L�y WL�y 	�� TE�6/ 2 �E�?���  . 

3- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘By Allah, the righteous have won indeed! Do you 
know who they are? They are the ones who do not even harm the dust.’[Tafsir al-
Qummi, v. 2, p. 146] 

   

�I�6w�(� j��S?W �:
u�O 
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Harming a Believer  

4º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (����� �VB   �$]N 7��  : �	�,a� �T�C�� ts` 	�� u7(� +K?�_ � �X�sO��� . 

4- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah, Mighty and Exalted, said, ‘Let a man who 
harms a believing servant of Mine expect a war waged by Me’.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
350, no. 1] 

   

5ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (°�s` ���&�> (�,�� ts` 	�� . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who harms a believer is as if he has harmed 
me.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 68, p. 72, no. 40] 

   

6º Pz� "V1jE )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ���>4/ � ��"����
 <D?Y^ +	�,� �\ �?�Y�̂ 	��  ������ ��\ k$�� Q ��1
 ��6  . 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who looks at a believer with a look that scares 
him, Allah, most High, will scare him on the Day when no shade will avail except 
His Shade.’[Ibid. v. 75, p. 150, no. 13] 

   

7º Pz� "V1jE )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (������� �?�]�,�
 ¢N 2 ��6E���[ �q�s �	"=�
 ¢ �^.��� �'Z�/ �Ò (�,�� X���8/ 	�� . 

7- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who saddens a believer then bestows him the 
whole world will not have done enough to discharge his sin, and nor will he be 
rewarded for the gift.’[Ibid.] 

 

HASTE   �ُ#َ.َ�َا� 
 

   

�+
��̂ �%�� 
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Haste  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :(���8/ �q��:�
 L�� �1%0C�c�6 ��7(�� kX/ 1��N 2";���i���� ��7(�� �q��y/ -0̂\ . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily haste has ruined people, and if instead 
people proceeded with caution no one would be ruined.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 340, 
no. 697]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �	�� "D^��  �XZ�0f�� �	�� ";���i����N 2 . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Deliberateness is from Allah whereas haste is 
from Satan.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 340, no. 698]    

3����� � �u�� )�������� ������� :( �Ec���� �v ]1
 "$�i���� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Haste causes stumbling.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 432]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( "$��0��� �?"c=�
  $�i���� �b�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Mistakes happen frequently [when work is done] with 
haste.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 974]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ";����0(�� "X1=�6 �;���i���� �b��N 2";���0��� "X1�=�6 �).C�c0%�� �b��� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Wholesome results follow cautious procedure 
whereas regret follows haste.’[al-Khisal, p. 100, no. 52]    

�i�K
c� 	
�W �9���,���(� 

Rushing to Do Good Deeds  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  "$0i���
 �  }�£� �	�� .v�_�
  . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah loves the good that is embarked upon 
immediately.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 142, no. 4]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( }�£�  d�?"> 9 ��\ �Iu�J �$"[ 9 �;�8N�-�� "D�*�,.%�� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Deliberateness is recommended in everything except 
when embarking on opportunities for good-doing.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1937]    
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8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("V1&�
 r/ �X[ :"���_�
 � TE��6 Q �q0̂o> p�E�*C> +}�� � �)-�-�y �s\ . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘My father used to say, ‘When you think of doing 
something good, rush to do it immediately for verily you do not know what could 
happen later [to prevent you from doing it].’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 142, no. 3] 

Hell   A)�IَUَ 
 

   

�L0(�:�] 

Hell  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������: (���
��] <���/ :���m��N 2 ��
��J :�C�:��N 2 ���%�� :�C�i�� <�E^ �NE�m8 . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of the Fire whose din is ready, whose flames are 
fierce, and whose pain is ever fresh.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2620]    

2 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :( 2y�*1B�N G��s 2y�*1-�4 ������ 2y�}>�� ��7�w�%�� 2y�}��j ��3]O%�� 2:�C�:�� �b��j 2:�C�i�� +V� 2:�C���[ ��
�J �E^
y�����N ��01��%�� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The Fire whose rage is fierce, its din is high, its flame is 
glowing, its blaze is stirring up, its exhalation is furious, its extinction is remote, its 
fuel is blazing, and its threat is fearful.’[Ibid. 9995]    

:"��@/N �L0(�:�] "$�j��j 

The Chains and Shackles of Hell  

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �$�h¥]  V1�B 	�� �)�������� ������� (�����  V1j?��  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( � : 	� 2 <D��8�N <;&���8 kX/ 1�
y3?�8 	�� �^.��� �)���m� �^.��� 5�� �)��g�N 2 <��E�s �X1�C�j :"�1� ¸��� �;�P��3��� . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, relating what Gabriel (AS) once said to the Prophet 
(SAWA), ‘If only one link of the chain whose length is seventy cubits was to be 
tied down on this world, the world would melt by its heat.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 8, p. 
280, no. 1]    

 E7(��  $y/ "$���?�j 
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The Garments of the People of the Fire  

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �$�h¥]  V1�B 	�� �)�������� ������� (�����  V1j?��  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( � :  $y/  $���?�j 	�� <Q��?�j �X/ 1��
���ä E 	�� �^.��� "$y/ ��-��  �E��N PI-0��� �!� ������  E7(�� . 

4- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, relating what Gabriel (AS) said to the Prophet 
(SAWA), ‘If only one garment from among the garments of the people of the Fire 
was to be hung between the sky and the earth, the people of this world would die 
of its smell.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 533, no. 1162]    

 E7(��  $y/ ����� 

The Food of the People of the Fire  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (+!����@ 	� 0v�| <�1���* kX/ 1��  : � ?�w�� 9 	�� �L ]-�] ��(�� �)���w��  �-7f��  b��Z�� 9  . 

5- Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If a bucket of the pus [of Hell] was to be poured where 
the sun rises, the skulls of the people living where it sets would boil.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 8, p. 280, no. 1]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �$�h¥]  V1�B 	�� �)�������� ������� (�����  V1j?��  ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  ( � : ��?�Z�B  b
?0S�� 	� <D�?�Z�B kX/ 1��
: (�%�̂ 	� :"�y/ ���a �^.���  $y/  K�?�J 9 . 

6- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, relating what Gabriel said to the Prophet (SAWA), ‘If 
one drop of the cactus [of Hell] was to drop in the drink of the people of this 
world, they would die of its stench.’[zaqqUm: bitter fruit from a certain tree in Hell 
(ed.)]    

 E7(��  $y/ �K�?�J 

The Drink of the People of the Fire  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (0S��N ��1lB0��� 5�@ 7-��  E7(�� �$y/ kX\ +e7��@ +K�?f� �16"> 2 �K�?0f�� �1�O�j L �-�#�  u���w[ L : ̂1Z�� 9 �b
?
G)7��µ 1�y �N GX=� �$[ 	�� ��1�a� ���6O
N 2 ���w���
 �*=�
 QN ����7?i�%�
 2 G�
��|N . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When the ZaqqUm158 and the cactus will boil in the 
stomachs of the people of the Fire, like boiling water, they will ask for a drink, and 
will be given a drink made of pus and festering matter. One will swallow it 
painfully but will not enjoy it, and death will come to him from all sides though he 
will not die.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 8, p. 302, no. 58]    
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�E7(�� "$�4��
 	�� "V0N/ 

The First to Enter the Fire  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�E1��> �}&�>N 2 ��k&8 �Va� �n���
 L��  Va� 	� GD�N�?�M NsN 2�V�����
 ¢ �n����%�� �}�/ �E7(�� "$�4��
 	�� "V0N/ . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The first to enter the Fire will be a domineering 
ruler who did not maintain justice, a rich man possessing wealth who does not 
give his due from his wealth, and a poor man who is arrogant.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-
Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 28, no. 20]    

�� "X�1y/<��m��  �7( 

The People with the Least Pain  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ("$���%�(�
 <��m�  E7(��  $y/ §�*/  ��������̂ �D�E�?�8 	�� ��"@��* u��w�
 2 +E^ 	��  !�����(� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The people of the Fire to experience the least pain 
will be wearing slippers of fire, whilst their brains will be boiling due to the 
[intensity of the] heat of their slippers.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 39507]    

<��m��  �7(�� .��J/ 

The People with the Greatest Pain  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) �|����` �N ������� {z� �uk� : ( ���-��� ������(�
 ¢ �L��� �;��&�� ��1�
 <��m��  �7(�� .�J/ . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The person to experience the greatest pain on 
the Day of Resurrection will be the scholar who did not benefit from his own 
knowledge.’[Ibid. no. 28977]    

11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (G;���g ���\N 2 �¶�̂ ����%�B N/ 2 7�C�̂ �$%�B �$�]E �;��&�� ��1�
 <��m��  �7(�� .�J/ . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The [categories of] people to experience the 
greatest pain on the Day of Resurrection will be: the man who killed a prophet or 
was killed by a prophet, the leader of deception, and the sculptor.’[al-Durr al-
Manthur, v. 1, p. 178]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�O�>[ �$�]E <;�1&��  �7(�� .��J/�DHIj�� �X��8��  . 
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12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The person to experience the greatest punishment will 
be the man who recompenses good done unto him with evil.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 3217]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�
 <��m��  �7(�� .��J/�;��&�� ��1 ����� PIS�&�� "n3���%"a�    . 

13- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The person to experience the greatest pain on the Day 
of Resurrection will be the one who was dissatisfied with the decree of 
Allah.’[Ibid. no. 3225]    

�	
?3C�=�%"a� T�*�N 

The Valley of the Arrogant  

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��� "V&�
 �	
?3C=�%�-�� <
�*�1�� �L7(:�] 9 �X\ :����� �\ =�J 2 �?�&�j   �X/ ��� �X�sO
 �X/ ����O�jN 2 �'7?�8 �D7��J �$]N 7��
 �L7(:�] �e�?�8O> �����(�%> 2 ����(�%�
 ! 

14- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily there is a valley in Hell reserved for the 
arrogant, called Saqar, which complained to Allah, Mighty and Exalted, about its 
severe heat and asked His permission to breathe. So it breathed, and thus 
ignited Hell!’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 310, no. 10]    

�L0(�:�] 9 ��k����
 	�� 

Those Who Will Be Made to Remain in Hell Permanently  

15 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ������
 Q   �!(�,a� 	�� �?hC=�� �v(�%�]�  	��N 2 ��?3f��N  V�0S�� �$y/N �*1_"��N  ?�"=�� �$y/��\  E7(�� 9 
�VO��
 L��  ?hw0R��  	�  . 

15– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Allah will not retain anybody in the Fire 
permanently except the people of disbelief, denial, error and polytheism. And 
whoever shuns the grave sins from among the believers will not be asked about 
the minor ones.’[al-Tawhid, p. 407, no. 6]    

 E7(�� 	�� �±�?��
 	�� 

Those Who Will Leave the Fire  

16Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (��C��B 9 �X[ 	��  E7(�� 	�� �±�?���
  GX�\ 	�� GD7E�s "V&�c��  . 
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16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who has even an atom’s weight of faith in his 
heart will leave the Fire.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 284]    

17 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 9 �X1B�?�_�
 <�1�B �X\)��( <-�-�8 �NE| �s\ 57%8  E7(��)<-�-�8 (";��0f�� �L�:�%�[�E�*/ . 

17– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Some people will burn in the Fire, until they are 
burned to ashes [and become pure] – then they will be taken out through 
intercession.’[al-Zuhd li al-Husayn b. Sa`id, p. 96, no. 260]    

�*1�"£� ";k��� 

The Reason for Perpetuity in Hell  

18����� � �e*7R�� )�������� ������� : (����� �1R���
 �X/ :�> �N����4 1�� �X/ �^.��� 9 )�̂[ L :�67� ̂ �X�  E7(�� 9  E7(�� "$y/ �����4 -7̂\   -7̂\N 2 <����/ 
�Z�
 �X/ :�> �1&�� 1� �X/ �^.��� 9 �)^[ L :�67� ̂ kX� �;7(�� 9 �;7(��� "$y/ �����4����� �1�   � ��6 ����1B �6 0L"M � PIQ,yN PIQ,y �����4 ��7�3(� C> 2 <���/ 

 :»���%���[�J 5�� "$�-���
 ©$"[ �$"B « VB :��%0� ̂ 5�� . 

18– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The people of the Fire will be kept permanently in 
the Fire because their intentions in the world were such that if they were to live 
forever therein, they would disobey Allah forever. And verily the people of 
Paradise will also be made to remain in Paradise permanently because their 
intentions in this world were to obey Allah if only they were to live there forever. 
So, it is due to their intentions that these and those have their permanent 
residence.’ Then Imam recited the word of Allah, the Exalted: “Say, ‘Everyone 
acts according to his character” 170 and said that it means according to his 
intention.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 85, no. 5] 

HOARDING   ر�WِBZا 
 

�����'B2� 

Hoarding  

  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�X1^�71�£� ��\ �?�=�%�_�
 Q . 
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1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Only the perfidious ones hoard.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 9738] 
  

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�½�4 ��\ �?�=�%�_�
 Q . 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Only an offender hoards.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
9723] 
  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�X��?�#� ";�����* �E=�%�8Q� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Hoarding is the cause of deprivation.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 256] 
  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( E7i"��� ";�-��J �E=�%�8Q� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Hoarding is the habit of the dissolute.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 607] 
  

5 ����� � �u��)�������� ������� : ( �;��
s�E �E=�%�8Q� . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Hoarding is a vice.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 112] 
  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  v�R0(�� ";0��Z�� �E=�%�8Q� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Hoarding is the mount of hardship.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 19, no. 
4] 
  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  E=�%�8Q� 9  �1�.(�� �K��6\  E-�@��  bhC�� 	�� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One of the characteristics of the idiots is exhausting 
themselves by hoarding.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9349] 
  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( � �?R�� �'�Q�N �!8  ?�%J¾� ���C�%�[ -�> � ... : <7_�JN 2 <f�8> <&��g L�:(�� +}c[ 9 �X/ � �q�s b�� � �L�����N
�;0���� GD0?�S�� �K� �q�sN 2 ���� C�� 9 <-l=�_�6N 2  b�>(�-�� <�E=�%�8�N 2 <_�C�B����� �V1jE kXo> p  E=�%�8Q� 	�� �b�(��> 2 �DQ�1�� 5�� �v����N 2    

)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( ��(�� �b(�� . 
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8- Imam Ali (AS) said in a letter he wrote to al-Ashtar when he appointed him 
governor of Egypt, ‘Know - along with this - that most of the merchants and 
traders are very narrow-minded, and awfully avaricious. They hoard goods for 
profiteering and fix high prices for goods. This is a source of harm to the people, 
and a source of shame for the governors in charge. So stop people from 
hoarding, because verily the Messenger of Allah (SAWA) has prohibited it.’[Nahj 
al-Balagha, Letter 53]  
  

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (:�> �}�4 �> L :���� �?��3��� u��w�6N  �7(�� .?�S�6 GD�?�=�8 l$"[ . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no good in any act of hoarding that brings loss to 
the people and inflates the prices for them.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 13, p. 274, 
no. 15337] 
  

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� kX\   �X1^�����
 -[ ��1�"a� :�%�̂���£ �q�s Q1�N 2 �;��0-"&�� :���� �n����> �;0C�#� �'�*C�� 5�� �V71�Z�6 �$]N7�� 
�;0S����N �v�ykm�� . 

10- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Truly Allah, Mighty and Exalted, showed His 
bounty to His servants in the seed, but He also plagued them with lice; otherwise 
the kings would have hoarded it as they hoard gold and silver.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
103, p. 87, no. 3] 
  

�:���'!�(�   

The Hoarder  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�X1����� �?�=�%�_"a� . 

11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The hoarder is damned.’[Ibid. v. 62, p. 292, Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 9716] 
  

12 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (1�j 9 �?�=�%_"a������  K%�[ 9 ���_��"a[ (�B   . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The hoarder in our market is like the apostate in 
the Book of Allah.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9717] 
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13 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �¿�4�E/ �X\ 2 �?�=�%_"a� ��C���� ��� ������  ����� y��@/ �X\N 2 �X ��8 �E��j�� ��6    �̄  ?�>  . 

13- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘What a wretched servant the hoarder is, for if 
Allah, most High, lowers the prices he is saddened but if He raises them he 
rejoices.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9715] 
  

14 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( G;]�E�* 9 �L7(�:�] �\  ��"��̂�� ";���%�BN �XNE��=�#� �?��f�_�
 . 

14- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The hoarders and the murderers will be 
resurrected to occupy the same position in Hell.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9739] 
  

15 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� 	� �Ã ?�� �&> �1�
 �!���E/ HI��w�� ��� �¿7�?�%�
 <���� �b-�] 	��  ����� �Ã ?��N    ��(��  . 

15- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who hoards food for forty days waiting for the 
rise of its price, he indeed disassociates himself from Allah and Allah 
disassociates Himself from him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 62, p. 292] 
  

16 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ("a� HI��@ ��� ��
?�
 <8C�| �!���E/ ����C�=> <���� t?�%�J� +$�]E -.
/ L�� �� (-�c� �e7�R�%> ����� 0L"M 2 �!-���
�b�(�| -�� <D�E���[ �	"=�
 . 

16- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Any man who buys food and hoards it for forty 
days waiting for its demand to rise among the Muslims and then sells it, even if 
he were to donate its value in charity, it would not atone for what he did.’[Amali 
al-Tusi, p. 676, no. 1427] 
  

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���%-�� ̂ ��N?_�� �?�=�%�_"a� . 

17- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The hoarder is deprived of his bounty.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 465] 
  

18 �(� �)�������� ������� : ( �'�E�m���
 Q �	�� 5�� ���*BN 2 �'�?"=�f�
 Q 	�a �b�] "$���C�� �?�=�%_"a� . 

18- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The miserly hoarder gathers for those who will not thank 
him, and will come to Him who will not excuse him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1842] 
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HONOR   (ُة��اْ�ِ 
 

   

DQ�%�� �K�$�V 

The Explanation of Honor  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  }�w � ��
�����  �$���s  . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Anyone honored by other than Allah is actually 
disgraced.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 10, no. 67]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� "$k��m�%�
 Q 	�-�� 0��� Q ��0̂ / �L�����   ���� �b�g�1�%�
 Q 	�-�� �;��> E QN 2     . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Know that the one who does not abase himself in front of 
Allah has no honor, and that the one who does not humble himself before Allah 
has no elevation.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 366]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L��#�[ 0��� QN . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no honor like clemency.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 113]    

4 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 3����� ��-�6  ?��� �DQ�N ";��� . 

4– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Obedience to the [divinely appointed] 
authorities of command is a completion of one’s Honor.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 283] 
   

5��� � �e*7R�� ��)�������� ������� :( �q�� ��� �s\ 3��_��� kV�m�6 X/ .����� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Honor is to submit oneself to the truth when it 
comes to you.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 228, no. 105]    

DQ�%�� �i���̀ �6 
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Factors that Elicit Honor  

6����� 5�8N/ �   �*NN�* �\ ���6 )�������� ������� :( u7̂\ 2 �*NN�* 
 ...���̂N� i�
 �> �XZ�.��� �;����4 9 ���̂1C"�Z�
 L�yN 2 ¸��� 9 0����� �)��g�N . 

6– It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar: Allah, most High, revealed to Prophet David 
(AS) said, ‘O David, verily … I have placed Honor in My obedience whilst they 
seek it in servitude to the ruler and do not find it therefore.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, 
p. 453, no. 21]    

7 "X-&� �)�������� ������� (� ��"Y���
 �1�yN � (��Q � :� 0��� �b�-i�6 X/ ��*E/ X\ {I� C^�� �̈ ���� -0̂o> p �7(�� T�
/ 9 7-�� �q���-�� �b�ZB�> �^7��
L :���-��  bZ�& � �1w���� � �X1&
3�3R��N . 

7– Luqman (AS) said to his son, exhorting him, ‘If you want to attract Honor in 
this world, then cut off your greed of drawing advantage from what other people 
have in their possession; for verily the prophets and the veracious ones achieved 
what they did by cutting off their greed.’[Qasas al-Anbiya’, p. 195, p. 244]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(t1&0%�� �	�� .���/ 0��� Q . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no Honor higher than piety.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 371]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �D]("a� 9 � :<7��E Ç �X1=�6 X/ <�?��> r 5��[N 2<��C�� �q�� �X1[/ X/ <�7��� Ç 5��[ u«\ . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said in his intimate supplication, ‘My God, it is Honor enough 
for me that I am Your servant, and it is a source of pride for me that You are my 
Lord.’[al-Khisal, p. 420, no. 14]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L�� ��P���̂ 	�� ��7(�� �U�R(�
 	�� ��0̂\ Q/����� �'�* ��
  <�7��� ��\  . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Know that verily the one who treats people fairly in spite 
of himself is only increased by Allah in Honor.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 144, no. 4]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 0����6 �b�(B�� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Be content and you will attain Honor.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
78, p. 53, no. 90]    

12 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� (
�* 9  	��,�-�� .���  �7(�� T�
/ 9 7-�� ��O���� . 
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12– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Giving up all hope of benefit from what people 
possess is an Honor for a believer in his religion.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 149, no. 6]    

13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��
��
 Q ����M  <�7��� ��\ �L���"a� HI?�a� 0	 : �  :�8 	�� {IZ�\N 2 ���-���� 	0-�� ���0R�� �����Z�B 	�-�� ";��3R��N 2 �����? . 

13– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘There are three things through which Allah only 
increases the Muslim in Honor: his pardon of one who has wronged him, his 
giving one who has deprived him, and his reconciliation with one who has cut him 
off.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 109, no. 10]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �;���R��� �V"s 	�� �$�&(�����> 2 GXZ��j � � <;�C��yN 2 +V� � � ª�@N 2 GD�}f�� � � <�7��� �*�E/ 	��   ���%��� 3��� �\ 
 . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who wishes for Honor without noble lineage, 
wealth without riches and dignity without rulership should remove himself from 
the disgrace of Allah’s disobedience to the Honor of His obedience.’[al-Khisal, p. 
169, no. 222]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �'�*�� ��\ <Y��@ �L�Y�[ G�C�� 	�� �   �D�?�4��N �^7��� 9 <�7��� k$]N0���  . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Every single servant who swallows his anger is 
increased in Honor by Allah, Mighty and Exalted, in this world and in the 
Hereafter.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 110, no. 5]    

16 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 0��� ��\ �$���s �� � �m�4/ QN 2kV�s ��\ ��
��� 0��#� ���?�6 � . 

16– Imam al-`Aaskari (AS) said, ‘No sooner does an Honorable man abandon 
the truth than he is abased, and no sooner does a disgraced man adopt it than 
he is Honored.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 374, no. 24]    

DQ�%�� ���A�  �@�̀ �? �6 

That Which Causes Honor To Last  

17 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�-kZ�� �;�6�o� 3����� HI&�� v"��"� b . 

17– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Seek for everlasting Honor through killing 
greed.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 286]    

18 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(uB�0%��  �^"� 	� 3������ 5&�/  �C�&^Q� ";�-f�8 . 
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18– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The modesty in one’s reservation preserves one’s 
Honor longer than the intimacy of encounter [when interacting with 
people].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 180, p. 28] 

HOPE   ء�U)�ا� 
 

   

�~�,�H_�� j��`5:�� 	
��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of True Hope  

1 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :( �v��� +±�E l$[ �K Ey GUh4 l$"[N . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Every hopeful person continues seeking, and every 
fearful one runs away.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 207, no. 38]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ���Y���
 X/ ����O�j +$�]�?�� � :Q 9 "V1&�
 2  $����  V1"Z� �;��10%�� u3]�?�
N  $�-����  }�w� �D�?�4�� 1�]?�
 	0-�� 	"=�6 
�!C�@�?��  $�-��� :�> "$�-��
N �	
���y����  V1�&� �^��� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said to a man soliciting advice from him, 'Do not be of those 
who hope for [bliss in] the life of the Hereafter without action, and delay 
repentance by having high expectations [of being forgiven], and who utter words 
like the ascetics with regard to this world, though in practice they behave like 
those who covet it.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 150]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�X1�1&�
N u�|��a� �X1"��-��
 +�1�B 	� �$��j 7-�� � :� W ��1a� �L�:���6O�
 57%8 �q�m[ �X1"����
 �> 2 1�]?�̂ :
��N ���C���� <���J ]�E 	�� �X\ 2 �! ]�? � �1����� �1��m�[ 3u ̂��� 9 �X1�_0]�?�%�
 ��1�B PIQ,y��(�� �K?�y �IuJ 	�� ��4 	 . 

3– Someone came to Imam al-Sadiq (AS) and told him that there was a group of 
people who were disobeying Allah, but at the same time they were saying that 
they hoped [in His mercy], and remained thus until death overtook them. Imam 
(AS) said, ‘These are people who swing back and forth between their desires. 
They are lying and are not really hopeful, for the one who hopes for something 
seeks it, and the one who fears something flees from it.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 68, no. 5] 
   

5'��jZ� �K
� j��`�� I�6 �:?S! 
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Caution Against Placing One's Hopes in Anyone Other Than Allah  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� L"=h]E k$"[ �1"���]��   ����� �}�@ ���8/ ]�E � ��7̂o> 2 �'�1�j ���8/ �1�]?�6 QN ���̂_Cj   �K4 ��\ ��6  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Place all your hope in Allah, glory be to Him, and do not 
hope from anyone else apart from Him, for no sooner does anyone place his 
hope in anyone other than Allah than he fails.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2511] 

 HOSPITALITY   �4َ����ا� 
 

   

�+
*��D&�� 

Hospitality  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� � �	��,�
 �X[ 	��  ������g �� ?=�����>  ?�4��  �1����N  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who has faith in Allah and the Last Day must 
honour his guest.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 377, no. 1053]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�)�C��  $y/  K1^"m� "$�_�6?�
N 2���B� ?� "V ¬�
 �U�0S�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The guest arrives bringing his own sustenance 
and leaves taking away the sins of his hosts.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 461, no. 
14]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �(0��� 9  !�=3��� 	�� ���kZ�� �L��Z�
 	�� �\ ���?j/ �e�3?�� . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Sustenance comes to those who feed others faster 
than a knife can cut though flesh.’[al-Mahasin, v. 2, p. 147, no. 1388]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(";=h��a� ��"��4��6 Q �U�0S�� ���> "$�4��
 Q G)�� l$"[ . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Any house which is not visited by guests is not 
visited by angels either.’    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �'6` 	��   �;�>�3S�� ��(�� �	P�_����N 2�;���?�&�� ��� �$�R�����> <Q�  . 
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5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who has been granted wealth by Allah must use it to 
maintain relations with his kin and to entertain guests.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 
142]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ���%k��� 	� �$���> (
��8 �uh�E 7-�� � : �U��g (���\ �U�S�
 L�� �)�6/ +bC���� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) was once seen sad and asked the reason for it, so he replied, 
‘Because it has been seven days since we have had no guests.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 41, p. 28, no. 1]    

���'
*���h FM��/�? I�6 

People Who One Should Invite as Guests  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 9 .v�_�6 	�� �q����Z � �U�g/   . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Invite one whom you love in the way of Allah to 
partake of your food as a guest.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 25881]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( PI�?�&"��� �XN�* {I�(@�� ���%�-����N ���:f�
 	�� ";��]\ �'�?=�
 . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘It is an abominable act to accept the invitation of 
someone whose banquet is only attended by the rich and not the poor.’[al-
Da`aawat, p. 141, no. 358]    

�I�6w�(� �9����, �+� �`W 	��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Accepting the Invitation of a Fellow Believer  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 	�� �q�s �Xo> p � +V��/ �;��-�4 5�� 1��N �  L���"a� �D�1��* �v� i�
 X/ �vhw��N ¸0�"� 	�� ���yf�� u�|N"/
 	
3��� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘I advise both the present and the absent ones 
from my community to accept the invitation of a fellow Muslim, even if it be five 
miles away, for verily that is a part of religion.’[al-Mahasin, v. 2, p. 180, no. 1510] 
   

10 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(PI���� 	�� ... �$"[O�
 �> �v� i�
 N/ �v� i�
 �> +���� �\ "$�]0?�� 5����
 X/ . 
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10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘It is loathsome that a man be invited to a meal 
and does not accept, or accepts but does not eat.’[Qurb al-Isnad, p. 160, no. 583] 
   

11 Pz� "V1jE �)�|����` �N ������� {z� �uk� (� ��"Y���
 1�yN ÀE�s r� � :�!�&�j��� ����� $"[O�6 Q . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said to Abu Dharr, exhorting him, ‘Do not partake of 
the food of corrupt people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 84, no. 3]    

�v�5&��� �v7��5'�� 

Making a Special Effort for One’s Guest  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( L :���\ ����3?�&�
 � �1l��&�%��
 X/ Õ\  �1�&� � 5��[N 2�� ̂�14\ �\ �K3?�&�
 � k$�&�%��
 X/ <Õ\ PI?�a � 5��[
L�y1�4/ . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘It is enough of a sin for a man to deem that 
which brings him close to his fellow brothers as burdensome, and it is enough of 
a sin for a people to deem burdensome that which draws a fellow brother close to 
them.’[al-Mahasin, v. 2, p. 186, no. 1533]    

13� Pz� "V1jE )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �E��&�
 Q � ������S�� ���8/ 0	��k��=�%�
 Q . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘No one should go to troubles that they cannot 
afford for a guest.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 25876]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)� �������������� :( ���� �Uk��=�%�> ���61���* �s\N 2���(�� µ ���6x�> �1�4/ ��6/ �s\ . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If your brother comes to your house [uninvited] 
then offer him whatever you have in the house, and if you invite him, then make a 
special effort for him.’[al-Mahasin, v. 2, p. 179, no. 1506]    

15 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �!(�,a� �}�/ �$�]E ��*)�������� ������� (���� �V&> : +VR�4 ���M Ç �	�-S�6 X/ 5�� �q�%C�]/ �B .VB : �N
VB W �!(�,a� �}�/ 
 �u�y :�J 0u���� �$�4��6 Q  V����� �U�_i�6 QN 2�)�C�� 9 <��J u7(�� �?�40��6 QN 2+± E4 	�� <� .�VB : �}�/ 
 �q� ���s

 +v�� r/ �	� .u�� ����]O> 2�!(�,a�)�������� ������� .( 

15– Imam al-Rida (AS) narrated, ‘A man once invited the Commander of the 
Faithful, Ali (AS) for a meal, so Imam said to him, ‘I will accept your invitation 
provided you fulfil three conditions.’ The man asked, ‘And what are they, O 
Commander of the Faithful?’ to which he replied, ‘Do not bring any special food 
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from outside for me, do not preserve anything in the house especially for me, and 
do not impose any difficulty on your family.’ The man replied, ‘You shall have that 
O Commander of the Faithful’ and Ali b. Abi Talib accepted his invitation.’[`Uyoun 
Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 42, no. 138]    

�+
*��D&�� �3�,# 

The Etiquette of Hospitality  

16Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ��0C�_�
 X/ 0v�8/ 	��  ������g �b�� �$"[O����> ��"�1jEN  . 

16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever wants to be loved by Allah and His 
Prophet should eat with his guest.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 116]    

17 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�$���> X\ ��7̂o> p�'�����N 0	�� C%�%��
 �> +���� �\ L"[���8/ �u���* �s\ <�|� �$�4�*N <��?�8 �X[ �q�s . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When one of you is invited for a meal, he must 
not bring along his son with him too, for verily it is prohibited for him to do so and 
he enters the house unlawfully.’[al-Mahasin, v. 2, p. 181, no. 1515]    

18 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�0S�����E*/ � "$"[O�
 �)�C��  $y/ 	�� 1�:> ";c�c�� ";��k��� �)^[ �so> 2 !�%����� �U�Z��
 �U . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A guest may expect to be honoured for two 
nights, then from the third night onwards he is considered to be one of the family 
and must eat whatever he gets.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 183, no. 6]    

19 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(������ � e7��R�6 �;B���| :7̂o> �q�s ���� �N 2"F�c��N °c��N +�1�
 "V0N/ ";�>�3S�� . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Hospitality towards a guest is incumbent for the 
first day, the second day and the third day. After that, anything you give him is 
considered as charity towards him on your behalf.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 183, no. 2]    

20 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :("V0N/ ";�-���1���;��-�jN »I
E �*�� �N 2��N?��� °c��N 2���8 +�1
  . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Hosting a banquet the first day is reasonable, the 
second day is an act of courtesy, and any more than that is showing-off and 
seeking repute.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 368, no. 4]    

21 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����8�E 9 ���4/ 5�� L"[���8/ �$�4�* �s\ "F�8 ����&�����>  �v�8| �?��O�
   $80?�� �v�8| �Xo>p $80?��   �D�E1�� � ���?�/
 ���%��� 	�� ������  $�4���� . 
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21– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘When someone enters the house of his fellow 
brother, he must sit wherever the host tells him to sit for the owner of the house 
knows the flaws of his own house better than the guest.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 
451, no. 2]    

22+E1���
 r/  	�� � :����� ��C� r/ �(�� �)
/E  ) ������������ ��� ( 2�;�]#� q�6 �\ ��P��(� ��BN 2�q�s 	� �':�(> 2�h�1�#�  ¦�� 9 <�1�
 ��&> 2<���g
 �VBN)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE 5:�̂  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�U�0S�� ������%��
 X/ 	�� . 

22– Ibn Abi Ya`afur narrated, ‘I saw a guest once at Abi `Aabdillah’s [i.e. Imam 
al-Sadiq (AS)] house, who stood up to get something he needed, so Imam 
refused for him to do so, and stood up to get it himself, saying, ‘The Prophet of 
Allah (AS) prohibited that a guest be allowed to do work.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 283, no. 
1] 

HOUSING   EWَ��َا� 
 

   

���A��h�� �I
��
(� �+�%�1 

Spacious Housing  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�b�j�1�� �	�=��a�  L��"a� PI?�a� �D�*��j 	�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Part of a Muslim's prosperity is living in spacious 
housing.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 526, no. 7]    

2 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( V ¬�a� ����g  ¼����� PI&�J 	�� . 

2– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'A misfortunate way of life entails living in a cramped 
house.’[al-Kafi, no. 6]    

�0�$
��� �~�
* j��/���� �I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Caution Against Building More Housing Than Necessary for One's 
Living  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �\ �±�?��
 7L"M 2 �	"=��
 Q � u (C�
N "$"[O�
 Q � �b�-i�
 HI?�a� kX/ PI(���� �	��   ·I( � QN 2 �$�-�8 <Q� Q ��6 
�$�&�̂ . 
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3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'It is a distressful situation that man amasses what he 
does not eat and builds wherein he does not live, then he goes to Allah, most 
High, neither carrying the wealth with him, nor shifting the building!’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 114]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;����&�� ��1�
 �� C�8| 5�� �V�N 1�:> G���= � ���� �I( � l$"[ . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Every building exceeding the bounds of sufficiency 
will be a dire curse on its owner on the Day of Resurrection.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 531, 
no. 7]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;����&�� ��1�
 ����-�8 �U��"[ �� (�=��� �e1�> �� 	�� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'He who builds in addition to his own house 
[unnecessarily] will be made to bear its burden on the Day of Resurrection.’[al-
Mahasin, v. 2, p. 446, no. 2531]    

���HP�� �p��  

Selling a House  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( :�> ���� ���EC�
 L�� :��c�� 9 :�(�-�M �$��i�
 ¢ 7L"M <�E�* ��� 	�� . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever sells a house and does not invest the 
money in something of similar value will not be blessed in it [his money].’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 5440]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�B �V� ��0̂ / �L��������> 2 <�E&�� N/ <�E�* L=(�� ��� 	������c�� 9 ������i�
 X/ ��\ ���> ���� ���EC�
 Q X/ �	�- . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever from among you sells a house or some 
real estate, then let him bear in mind that the money acquired is not worthy of 
being blessed unless he invests it in something of similar value.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 5441] 

HUMILITY   ا�ُ @�ع 
 

   

 a�b�c� 
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Humility  

1 K1�&�� *JE\ � :  ±�?��a� �F
�8 9 :�IuJ l$"[ ���� �b�f�4 ��\ Ç �b�f�4N ��C�� ��>�?�� � . 

1– In the tradition recounting the Prophet’s Ascension, Allah says, ‘No sooner 
does a servant come to know Me and humble himself before Me than everything 
is humbled before him.’[Irshad al-Qulub, p. 203]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��1�f"£� PI�.��� "X1�� �L��� ̂ . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best aid for supplication is humility.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 9945]    

3 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� ( � PI�.��� 9 � : �b�f���
 Q +v��BN 2 �b�C�f�
 Q +	�Z��N �b�(�&�6 Q +����̂ 	�� �q� "s1��/N . 

3– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in his supplication, ‘I seek refuge in you from a 
soul which is never content, a stomach which is not satisfied and a heart which 
has no humility.’[Iqbal al-A`amal, p. 20]    

��%���c� �i�$�" 

The Characteristics of the Humble  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �;���EO>  b�J£� ";����� 7�/ :����� ";�C�B�?��   2 �;����&��  �1��� �?l=��0%��N 2  $�-��� �K1[�EN 2 �;�� ̂�����N 3?3��� 9 
���� "D]("a�N   .  

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are four distinguishing marks of the humble 
ones: they pay constant attention to Allah in private and in public, they carry out 
good works, they contemplate about the Day of Resurrection, and they engage in 
intimate supplication with Allah.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 20]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�f�4 	�����8 E�1�] �)���f�4 ���C��B �b. 

5–Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One whose heart is humble, his limbs also humble 
themselves.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8172] 

IDLENESS   اُغ�ا�َ+ 
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�«�:
$�� 

Idleness  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��8  �(�� .��J/�D������� "¹�?���> <D���:i�� "$w�f�� �X[ X\ 2"¹ E��� .u��=�a� �;����&�� ��1�
 <� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one to be the most harshly judged on the Day 
of Resurrection will be the capable yet idle [people]. If work is endeavor, idleness 
is corruptive.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 60]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  �D�?�4��  $w�J 9 QN �^���  $w�J 9 Q 2�¹ E��� ���_0R�� �¦�wC�
  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah hates the healthy-bodied idle person, 
who is neither concerned with his worldly life, nor the Hereafter.’[Sharh Nahj al-
Balagha li B. Abi al-Hadid, v. 17, p. 146]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�X1%��� - :�>  �(�� 	�� �}c[ �X%k��4 :"¹�?����N ";0_3R�� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are two things most people are tested with: 
health and idleness.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 152, no. 136]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( "D�1C0R�� "X1=6  ¹�?���� 	�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘From idleness comes desire.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9251] 
   

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;����&�� ��1�
 <D�?��8 ������ ���%�@?�> )�̂[ ��\ <;��j ln�B :�> :�C�8| �¹�?��
 ¢ G;0����� �E�* �^��� kX/ �L����� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Know that the world is a place of trial wherein there is no 
time a person can afford to be idle, for that time will be a source of regret for him 
on the Day of Resurrection.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 59]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�wf�
 Q �;��j ���� �X1=6 X/ �X�^�� 0��8/ ��$�@J :(�� ��"� ! 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘How deserving man is of having an hour where no one 
disturbs him!’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9684]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�������  ¹�?���� "VR36> <D���:i�� "$w.f��  	"=�
 �X\ . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If work is endeavor, then continuous idleness is 
corruptive.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 419, no. 40]    
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8 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ��h�* 9 � :�]N 2+?=�J �$"[ 	� �� ?=�f� (�%�(P��/N 2+?[�s �$"[ 	� �� ?[�m � (��1�"B �$�wJ��N (�8 E�1
 �K7%"[ 7(� �� ?�R(�
 57%8 2�;��O�j ���> ("&�_��6QN 2�;�� C�6 ���> ("[ E��6Q 2G;���j �¹�?�> ������]> +$w�J 	�� <@�?�> (� ��E0��B Xo> 2G;��� �$"[ 	� �q�%��Z�

�#� �K7%"[ 5���1�%�
N 2(�6�3��j  ?[�s 	�� G;����4 G;���_�R� ���7�0����	
 EN?��� 7(� ��(�� . 

8- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in his supplication, '…and divert our hearts 
from every other act of remembrance through Your remembrance, our tongues 
from every other act of thanksgiving through [being preoccupied with] thanking 
You, our limbs from every other act of obedience through [being preoccupied 
with] obedience to You! If You have ordained for us idleness in an occupation, 
make it an idleness of safety, wherein no ill consequence visits us nor weariness 
overtakes us as a result! Then the writers of evil deeds may depart from us with a 
page empty of the mention of our evil deeds, and the writers of good deeds may 
leave us happy with the good deeds of ours which they have written.'[al-Sahifa 
al-Sajjadiyya, Supplication 11]    

9 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  e�4��  �E=� 9 ��h�* 	�� � : 2��� ��-�%yQ� u ("��wf�
 � ���[�N 2����`N G�7-� 5�� �$�| 0L�:����
���� u (�%&���4 -�> u��7
/ �¹ ?��%j�N 2��(�� ���@ u ("�O��6 µ ����-��%j�N . 

9- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in his supplication, 'O Allah, bless Muhammad 
and his Household, and spare me the concerns which distract me, employ me in 
that which You will ask me about tomorrow, and let me pass my days [engaged] 
in that for which You have created me!'[al-Sahifa al-Sajjadiyya, supplication 20]    

10 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (� S
/ � :GD�*y�� 9 <@�?�>N 2GD�*C�� 9 <;0_�| u (�B��E�N . 

10- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS), in his supplication said, '…and grant me health for 
the sake of worshipping [You], and idleness for the sake of reclusion.'[al-Sahifa 
al-Sajjadiyya, supplication 20]    

11 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �;�>�?��  �1
 9 ��h�* 	�� � : -�> �*:�%]Q�N 2�q�%���j 	�� G;���� � .v�_�6 -��  ¹�?���� �L��� ��B�s/N
 G;��_�%� ����×/N 2���(��N �q
���� �U����
��HI&�� ��B31�JN 2�q��&�� u (��4/N 2GD�?�j4 �}@ É0?�[N 2<;�_ ��E u�6�Ei�6 �$��]�N 2�q�6��_�6 	� . 

11- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in his supplication on the day of `Aarafa, 'Let 
me taste, through some of Your boundless plenty, the flavour of being free for 
what You love, and striving in what brings about proximity with You and to You, 
and give me a gift from among Your gifts! Make my commerce profitable and my 
return without loss, fill me with fear of Your station, and make me yearn for the 
meeting with You.'[al-Sahifa al-Sajjadiyya, supplication 47]    

12 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  ����� �X\ 2���010(�� ��C���� �¦�wC���� ��6    �¹ E��� ��C���� �¦�wC���� ��6  . 
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12- Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'Verily Allah, most High, hates the servant who 
sleeps much; verily Allah, most High, hates the idle servant.' [al-Faqih, v. 3, p. 
169, no. 3635] 

IGNORANCE   �I.َا� 
 

   

 $:��� 

Ignorance  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (PI�7��� "/�N�*/ "$:��� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Ignorance is the worst affliction.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
820]    

2 � �u�� �����)�������� ������� : (PI&0f�� ��������N PI��8�� �)��-�� "$:��� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Ignorance is death for the living and perpetuates 
wretchedness.’[Ibid. no. 1464]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��/ �$"[ �*��> "$:���+? . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Ignorance is the ruination of every affair.’[Ibid. no. 930]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (À?�J �$"[ "$�|/ "$:��� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Ignorance is the root of every evil.’[Ibid. no. 819]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  $:��� ";�i�%�̂ "$���C��N �'�?0f��N �d�?�#� . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Greed, voracity, and stinginess are a result of 
ignorance.’[Ibid. no. 1694]    

6 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �L�R�4 "$:��� . 

6– Imam al-`Askari (AS) said, ‘Ignorance is an enemy.’[al-Durra al-B?hira, no. 44] 
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 $�y�� 

The Ignorant  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� 5R�� 	�� �$�y�� kX\   ?�Z�£� �L�Y��  ?�Y(�a� �$�-�] �X[ �X\N  . 

7- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The ignorant is one who disobeys Allah, even if he 
is beautiful to look at and of great importance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 1, p. 160, no. 
39]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (  $�y�� ";��| :2 ���̂N�* 1�y �	� 5�� t7���%�
N 2 ���Z��4 	�� �L��Y�
 �X/ 2 ���B1�> 1�y 	�� 5�� �V�NZ%�
N 
+?.����6  }�w� �����[ .... 

8- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The characteristic of an ignorant person is that he 
oppresses whoever he associates with, acts unjustly towards his subordinates, 
flatters his superiors, and his speech is without deliberation.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 
29]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�'�}R�&�6 �� ?���
 Q "$�y�� ����  ��R0(�� 	�� "$C&�
 QN  . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘An ignorant person does not see his own shortcomings 
and is not willing to accept any advice concerning them.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
1809]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (<7��8 �X[ �X\N �)3��� "$�y�� . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘An ignorant person is dead, even though he is 
living.’[Ibid. no. 1125]    

11��� � �u�� ��)�������� ������� : (�' EN?"@N �'�1�:�� �������̂�  	�� "$�y�� . 

11- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ignorant is one who has allowed himself to be 
deceived by his desires and whims.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1285]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( : <�3?���� N/ <� ?���� ��\ �$�y�� t?�6 Q . 

12- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘You will not see an ignorant person except that he is 
either committing excess in what he does or falling short of what he ought to 
do.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 70]    

13 ����� � �u��)�������� ������� : ( �v��Z�a� ���6��C���%�j�  	�� "$�y�� -0̂\ . 
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13- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ignorant is one whose desires have enslaved 
him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3864]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��61�:�J ��C�� "$�y�� . 

14- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ignorant is a slave of his desires.’[Ibid. no. 449]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���-���N 2 �V��N  $�y�� "$-��  �V�g . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The deeds of the ignorant are doomed and his 
knowledge is error.’[Ibid. no. 6327]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (������̂ 7��� 	�� �$�y�� kX\  <����C�� PI-����� "V���
 �-> 2 <���%�=�� ��
/�? �N 2 <-��� �  L����� �;�>?��� 	�� �$ :�] µ �
 ?���
 L�� �-��N 2 <��Z���� ������4 	�-��N 2 <
 E�� L :�����N��  �VBN ��� �K�m�[N �'�?�=�̂/ ���> ?���
 L�� �  E1�"Q� 	�� ������ �*E�N �so> 2 <����S��  E1�"Q� 	�� 

 ���%��:�Û :�my �� ?��/ � !�X[ �'�E/ �N !�X1=�
 �X/ .	"�/ �N !W�X[ 57̂/N !���%��:�Û ���%�> ?���� �;k��BN � 
�/�? � ���%�&�c�� �q�sN !�-> �� C�%���
 7-�� t?�
 µ .q���(�
 
<�? C=�%����  L�����  v���� 	�N 2<�?3�_�%�� �;��:��� 9N 2<�?�=(�� 3�_��N 2<�����%����  $:�i�� �� ?���
 Q 7-�� ���
/E ������. 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ignorant is one who considers himself 
knowledgeable about what he is [in actual fact] ignorant of, and he is content with 
his own opinion. His attachment to scholars only increases his estrangement 
[from knowledge] since he is constantly finding fault with them. He deems invalid 
the views of those who oppose him, and that which he does not understand he 
sees as fallacious. If he comes across something that he does not know, he 
denies it and falsifies it saying, ‘I have never heard of this!’ or ‘I do not see it as 
possible! or ‘How can it be!’ or ‘Where is this from?’ This is due to his confidence 
in his own opinion and the paucity of his awareness of his own ignorance.  
For this reason he is attached to what he sees as beneficial from his own 
mistaken opinion, and as a consequence, denies the truth, remains confused in 
his own ignorance and too proud to seek knowledge.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 73]    

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L�����
 Q µ �L�="#�N 2�L�:���
 �X/ �$C�B ";�g�E�"a�N 2�b�-��
 �X/ �$C�B ";��]��  $�y��  e�4/ 	�� . 

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The attributes of the ignorant are that: he answers 
before listening, objects before understanding, and passes judgment on that 
which he does not know.’[A`alam al-Din, no. 303]    

18 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�� ̂��� �}�j/ "$�y�� . 

18– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘The ignorant is a prisoner of his tongue.’[al-Durra 
al-Bahira, no. 41]    
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 �7(�� "$�:]/ 

The Most Ignorant of People  

   

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���R0(�� �����\ �¦3wC�
N ���C�&�� ���� �	3�_�
 2 +���-�%�� +̄ �*�  V1�&� .?%�w"a�  �7(�� "$:�]/ . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most ignorant of people is one who is deluded by 
the praise of a flatterer who beautifies evil to him and renders a sincere advice 
detestable.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3262]    

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����:�i � PI?�a� ��.i�C�6  $:��� ";
@ . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The utter extremity of ignorance is for one to glorify his 
own ignorance.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6371]    

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��P����̂ �?�/ �X�^�� "$:�]  $:��� �L�Y�/ . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greatest form of ignorance is for a person to be 
ignorant of the condition of his own self.’[Ibid. no. 2936]    

<�:�] �q��m � 5��[ 

What is Sufficient to be Considered Ignorant  

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��(�� 5:�̂ � �v�=�6?�
 �X/ <�:�] PI?a� 5��[ . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It suffices for one to be considered ignorant if he 
commits that which is forbidden.’[MaO?lib al-Sa’Ul, no. 55]    

23 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �q�-����� �v�i��6 �X/  $:��� 	�� �qC���8 . 

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-admiration in one’s knowledge is sufficient to be 
considered ignorance.’ [Amali al-Tusi, p. 56, no. 78]    

24 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �X/ <�:�] PI?a� 5�[  �'�E���B �$�:�i�
 . 

24– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It suffices as ignorance to be unaware of one’s 
status.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7050]    
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25 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( <�:�] �q�m� 5��=> �L����6 � �$"=� �L��=�%�6 Q . 

25– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not utter all that you know since that is enough to be 
considered ignorance.’[Ibid. no. 10187]    

26 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �;��f�~ 5�[  �����  E�?�%�@Q� 5�[N 2 -����    <��:�]  . 

26– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘[Possessing] fear of Allah suffices as knowledge, 
and being conceited towards Him suffices as ignorance.’[Bih?r al-Anw?r, v. 70, p. 
379, no. 26]    

 $:��� �}���6 

The Interpretation of Ignorance  

27Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�)�-����� k$[ �? :Y�6 �X/ $:��� 	�� . 

27– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Ignorance is to display all that you know.’[Tanbih 
al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 122]    

28 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�$:�] :(�� �	 
��6 � b�� �^.��� �\ "X1[.?�� . 

28- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Relying on this world in spite of all that you face therein 
is ignorance.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 384]    

29 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�$:�]  $�_�%�"a� 9 �q�%C�@�E . 

29- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Your desire for the impossible is ignorance.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 5384]    

30 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �  $:���  }��6 	� '1�/ ����Oj �a � :�j  	� ��(�%��Q�N 2 :(�� �X=�-�%�jQ� �$CB �;|�?"��� 5���  K1M�1�� ";�?
 K�1��� . 

30- Imam al-Hasan (AS), when his father asked him the meaning of ignorance, 
said, ‘It is hastening to snatch up an opportunity before having made oneself 
capable [of fulfilling it], and it is to refuse to answer.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 401, 
no. 62]    

31 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( G��M 9 "$:��� :���
 Q 7-�  �.��i0%��N 2 GX���  }�w� �D�m��("a�N 2 �X�1�4��  V.�C�6 9 . 
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31- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Ignorance lies in three things: in compromising 
one’s brothers, declaring war without the command to do so, and spying into 
affairs that do not concern one.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 317]    

32 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �q_7S��  $:��� 	�� @ 	� +v�i��  } . 

32– Imam al-`Askari (AS) said, ‘Ignorance is to laugh without any reason.’[Ibid. 
no. 487]    

"$�:i�
 -�� �N���� "X�^�� 

Man is Averse To What He is Ignorant of  

33 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �'1� :�] � {I����/ ��7(�� . 

33- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘People are antagonists of what they are ignorant 
of.’[MaO?lib al-Sa’Ul, no. 57]    

34 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ����� ��J �$ :�] 	�� . 

34- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who is ignorant of something finds fault with it.’[Kashf 
al-Ghamma, v. 3, p. 137]    

35 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �V�^/ <����E/ �)�B  �� �%�[ 9 � u&
�R�6 ��6 ... �)�"B :����� �V��̂O> 2 �'��*� ��J �$ :�] 	��   :» �1�km�[ �$��
���-��� � �1Z�_�
 L�� - �«. 

35- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I have said four things which Allah has verified with 
verses He has revealed in His Book … I said: ‘He who is ignorant of something 
will oppose it’, and He revealed: “Rather, they deny that whose knowledge they 
do not comprehend”.[ Qur’an 10:39]    

36 �u�� ����� �)���������� ����� : ( �X1> ?���6 Q -�>  L����� �?c[/ kXo> p �X1��:i�6 � �N*��6 Q . 

36- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not oppose that which you are ignorant of; for most 
knowledge lies in that which you cannot fathom.’[Bihar al-Anwar, no. 10246] 

IMPRISONMENT   a�ْ�َا� 
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������B �r�^�? I�6 

Those Who May Be Imprisoned  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (PI
 ?�[�� 	�� �������a�N 2 PI7C���� 	�� �V7:"��N 2 PI-������ 	�� �e7�"��� �� C�_�
 �X/  ���� 5�� �v i�
 . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It is incumbent upon the Imam to imprison the reckless 
from among the scholars, the ignorant from among the physicians, and the 
bankrupt from among the lease-holders.’[al-Faqih, v. 3, p. 31, no. 3266]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (� "D/?�a� ��0��6�E� �s\ L��  ��j��  	 <���/ ���C�_�6 �	=�N 2 �$�%�&�6 . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If a Muslim woman becomes an apostate, abandoning 
Islam, she is not killed but is imprisoned for life.’[Tahdhib al-Ahkam, v. 10, p. 142, 
no. 569]    

3 9=�� � : �!(�,a� �}�/ �X\)�������� ������� ( G��M 9 ��\ ���C�#� t?�
 Q �X[ : G;�̂�/ 5�� �	�-�6Ä� �$�]E N/ 2 ��C�R�@ N/ 2 L�%���� �V� �$[/ �$�]E
: � �vy�m�> . 

3- It is narrated in al-Kafi: Verily the Commander of the Faithful (AS) restricted 
imprisonment to only three cases: a man consuming the property of an orphan 
unlawfully, or usurping it, or a man who takes off with what he has been 
entrusted with.[ al-Kafi, v. 7, p. 263, no. 21]    

�=�$�
(� ���&�B ��B �W �)�$
��� �4��B 

Jailing the Warrantor until the Return of the Warranted  

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �!(�,a� �}�/ �É"�)�������� ������� (�VBN ����C�_> 2+$�]E  ����(� �$k�=�6 �B +$�]?� :�q�C�8| �v"��� . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A man was brought to the Commander of the 
Faithful (AS), who had bailed the life of another man. He imprisoned him, saying, 
‘Ask for your companion now.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 13, p. 156, no. 1]    

�I^D��� F�* �PU��m�? I�6 
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The One Imprisoned for Life  

5 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (%�&� <��]E �?��/ +$�]E 9 � � ����%�&> +$�]E  $ : 57%8  	�i3��� 9 �����%�&� �?���� ���C�_�
N 2 �����%�B Tm��� ��� "$�%�&�

��1-�
 . 

5– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, about a man who had ordered another man to kill 
someone, which he had done – ‘He who killed him must be killed, and he who 
ordered the killing must be imprisoned until he dies.’[al-Kafi, v. 7, p. 285, no. 1]    

6 e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �u���� 5S�B)�������� ������� ( �V&�> �?�4�� �$�%�BN -�y���8/ �q���/  !���]�E 9 :���C_�
N "$�6&�� "$�%&�
 7%�8 �?�4�� 5
<7-�@ ��� 57%�8 ������� �����C�8 -�[ <7-�@ ��1-�
 . 

6- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Only three types of people are imprisoned for life: 
he who holds another hostage to prevent himself from being killed, the woman 
who becomes an apostate, and the one who steals even after having had his 
hand and foot cut [as corporal punishment for previous thefts].’[al-Faqih, v. 3, p. 
31, no. 3264]    

Dk
�� �+
*�:%�6� DP
�� �+�6�eW �P%�  �4�
�� 

Imprisonment after Punishment and Acknowledgment of the Truth  

7����� � �u�� )�������� ������� : (�L��"� 3��#� ����  ���� ���C�8 . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It is unjust for the Imam to imprison the culprit after 
punishment.’[Tahdhib al-Ahkam, v. 6, p. 314, no. 870]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ��C�#��L��"� 3�#� �;�> ?�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Imprisonment after acknowledgment of the truth is 
injustice.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 17, p. 403, no. 21672]    

�G��!
(� �~�A�B 

The Rights of the Prisoner  

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��0̂/]����7� [ 5��4 ���8 ������ 	"=�
 L�� 	��N 2����B/ ���8 ������ �X[ 	�-> pG;��-�]  �1�
 �$"[ 9 �X1i7��� �� ?���
 �X[
�����C�j . 
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9– Imam Ali (AS) used to inspect the prisons every Friday; he punished the 
convicts and released those who had no charge against them.’[Mustadrak al-
Wasail, v. 18, p. 36, no. 21943]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( L�:��� �$�j?��> 2 ������� �\ ������� ��1�
N 2 �;��-"�� �\ �;��-"�� ��1�
  	
0��� 9 �!j1C�_�a� �± ?��
 �X/  ���� 5��
����N �D�0R�� ��1�S�B �so> 2  	i3��� �\ L�y7*�E ��� . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘It is the duty of the Imam to release the prisoners 
on financial charges on Fridays and `Ayd [religious festivals] to observe the 
congregational prayer. He may send them guarded, and when they complete the 
prayers and the feast, he should return them to the prison.’[al-Faqih, v. 3, p. 31, 
no. 3265] 

INFALLIBILITY   �ُ�َ�ا�ِ�  
 

   

����_%
(� �Kj�$�V 

Infallibility  

1º���� �u�� �����   ����� : �$��0��� �	��/ �;�-R���� �L�«"� 	�. 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who is divinely granted infallibility is safe from 
error.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8469]    

2�	
�����  	
�  ���� 	� �h�` 	� L�=��  ���� 	� EC4�� °�� � : �;�&��£�  ?�y� 9 ";�-R���� �)�����N 2<�1R��� ��\ "X1=�
 Q 7(�� �����
 � ���?���><|1R(�� ��\ "X1=�
 Q �q�m��N 2 : .���� �$�&> :�����  V1j�E �	��
  �V&> W �1R��a� 5�(��� -�> 2  :�����  $C�_ � �L�R�%�"a� �1�y  ����� "$C�8N 2    �1�y 

��\ T�:�
 "X`?"&��N 2�X`?"&�� 5��\ T�:�
 �����N 2�;����&��  �1�
 �\ �XB ?�%��
 Q 2"X`?"&������� "V1�B �q�sN 2  ���� 5  k$]N0��  :» T��:�
 �X`?"&�� �my kX\
���1�B/ �u�y ¸k���« . 

2– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘An Imam from among us can only be 
infallible. Infallibility is not an outward physical feature that can be noticed which 
is why it must be documented [in the Qur’an or traditions].’ He was then asked, 
‘O son of the Prophet, and what does infallible mean’ to which he replied, ‘It 
refers to one who clings fast to the rope of Allah, and the rope of Allah is the 
Qur’an. They do not separate from each other until the Day of Resurrection, and 
the Imam guides to the Qur’an and the Qur’an guides to the Imam, which is the 
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purport of Allah’ s saying [in the Qur’an] “Verily this Qur’an guides to what is most 
upright”[ Qur’an 179].’ [Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 132, no. 1]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  �1R��a� 5�(��� 	�� ��f�y ����O�j 7-�� � :���� � �b (�%-"a� �1�y ��1R��a�  �����  � E_��  b�-�] 	��   ����� �VBN 2    ���EC�6 
���6N :»���� � �L�R�%��
 	��N  �| �\ �T���y ��&> +L�&�%��� G��? « 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), in reply to Hisham’ s question about the meaning of 
infallible, said, ‘The infallible [Imam] is prevented by Allah from all acts which 
Allah has prohibited, and Allah, Blessed and most High, says “And whoever 
takes recourse in Allah is certainly guided to a straight path”[ Qur’an 3101].[ 
Qur’an. no. 2]    

�+�;_�%�� �i���̀ �6 

Factors that Bring About Sinlessness  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  �R�%��
 QN 2�����/ 	�� �L�R��
 �'�?[�s 0�� �'R�� 	�� �� � �L . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah, Exalted be His remembrance, 
protects [from sin] whoever obeys Him, and whoever disobeys Him does not 
benefit from His protection.’ [al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 82, no. 39]    

5 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :( �;�-R���� �?�-c�
 �EC%��Q� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Drawing lessons [from past experiences] gives rise to 
sinlessness.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 879]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��� �q�� 5����N 2 �q�6��8 9 �q�� �;�-R�� t1&0%�� kX\�q�6-�� �� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily Godwariness is a protection [against sin] for you in 
your life, and a great profit for you after your death.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3466]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(";�-R���� �)�̂ ?"B t1&0%� � . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sinlessness is fastened with Godwariness.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4316]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�-� ̂ ";�-R���� 2 �;�-R�� ";�-=�#� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Wisdom is sinlessness, and sinlessness is a 
bounty.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 12]    
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9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ���6](�� 9 � : ��\ ���}�£�  $�-�� �\ �V1|�N QN 2 �q�%�-R�� � ��\  v^km�� �	��  ��?�%8Q� �\ �$�C�j Q 2 u«\
W �q�%���f�� ���> ��%���j/ � �D�*>o � Ç �U��=> 2 �q�%����f�- � ! Ç �U��[NW�q�%�-R�� ���> ��[ E��6 L�� X\ �  v^km�� �	��  ��?�%8Q �! 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said in his intimate supplication, ‘My God, I have no way to 
guard myself from sin except through Your protection, and no way to attain good 
deeds except by Your will. So how can I ever benefit from that which You have 
preceded with Your will! And how can I ever guard myself from sins as long as 
Your protection does not cover me therein!’[al-Balad al-Amin, p. 315]    

10 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �L���� �s\  �6  �;�-R��� � �����(�%[� G��8/ 	�� G;0� ̂ �	��8 �� . 

10– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘When Allah, most High, knows the good intention 
of a person, He encompasses him with His protection from all sides.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 78, p. 188, no. 41]    

�� �+�;_�����6 

The Infallibility of the Imam * 

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  ���� �;���| 9 � : :��"[  ¼�8�1����  	�� <^1R�� 2 ���Q0��� �	�� <�1R��� . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, describing the Imam, ‘He is immune from 
committing all errors, well-protected from all acts of indecency.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 
204, no. 2]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ?�/ ";�- ]�?�6 �	_�̂  �X1�1�R��� ��1�B �	_�̂ 2  . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘We are the interpreters of Allah’ s command, we 
are the infallible people.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 269, no. 6]    

13 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� : K1�����  	�� "/0?�C"a�N 2  K1^lm�� �	�� �?0:�Z"a� . 

13– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘An Imam is purified from sins, immune from all 
flaws.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 200, no. 1]    

14 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� . . . :(����� ��.R���
 2  Ec����N  $��0���N 
Z�£� �	�� �	��/ ��B 2 �*0����� ��k>�1�� ��0
�,�� ��1R��� �1�:>   �X1=���� �q�m � 
 ���&��4 5��� �'���yJN �'�*C�� 5��� ���%0i�8 . 

14– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘He [i.e. the Imam] is therefore infallible, divinely 
supported, aided, and shielded; being immune from all mistakes, errors and 
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lapses. Allah has endowed him that in order to make Him His proof on the 
servants and His witness over creation.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 203, no. 1]  

 

* The word ‘Imam’ in this sub-section refers specifically to the Im?ms from the 
Prophet’ s household, from the progeny of Imam ALI (AS) (ed.) 

 

INFATUATION   =ُ@�ِا� 
 

   

�kb�%�� -�
� 

The Reprehensibility of Infatuation  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �f���� ";��1&�� "X�?i�«� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Separation from one’ s beloved is the penalty for 
infatuation.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 11, no. 70]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 5f�/ <���J ���f�� 	��N)5-�/ ( G;���-�j  }�@ GX"s" � �b�-��
N 2 G;�_�_�|  }�@ +!�� � �?"Y(�
 �1�:�> 2 ���C��B ���?�/N �'�?�R��
� �)�6�/N 2 ����&�� ���1�:0f�� �)�B�?�4 ��B 2���C��B �^7�� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who is infatuated with something, his eyes 
become blind and his heart becomes sick, such that he sees with unsound eyes 
and hears with deaf ears, his base desires having torn apart his reason and [love 
of] the world having killed his heart.’ [Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 109]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  �f����  	�� �$��j 7-�� � :����� ?[�s 	� )���4 �K1�"B  ����� :�B�sO>   �' }�@ 0v�8  . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when asked about infatuation, replied, ‘Hearts that are 
empty of the remembrance of Allah are given to taste by Allah the love of other 
than Him.’ [Amali al-Saduq, p. 531, no. 3]    

5v��� �k�b�� I�6 �3��
< 
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The Reward for One Who Despite His Infatuation Restrains Himself  

4Pz� "V1jE �   )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���:�J �1�:�> ��-> 0U��N �L�%�=> ���f�� 	�� . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever loves someone passionately, then 
suppresses his love in order to remain chaste and dies in the process, is a 
martyr.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7000]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  $�C�j 9 ���:0f�� ���yi"a� �  0U��> �E���B 	0-�� <�?]/ �L�Y�O �  . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fighter who is martyred in the way of Allah has no 
greater reward than the one who is able to sate his lust but restrains 
himself.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 474]    

����� �kb��   

Infatuation with Allah  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� "V1&�
  k$]N0��  : 9 ���6km��N ���%��w�� �)����] r �Vw�%JQ� ��C���� 5���� �v��w�� �X[ �s\ �so> 2 T?[�s
 1:��
 Q 2 ������� C"�w�6 �q�s ��?0��|N 2 ���(���N ���� -�> �Ki�#� �)��>�E ���%&�f��N ��&�f�� �so> 2 ���%&�f��N ��&�f�� T?[�s 9 ���6km��N ���%��w�� �)����]

��7(�� :�j �s\ . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, Mighty and Exalted, says, ‘When a servant’ 
s predominant state is preoccupation with Me then I make the object of his desire 
My remembrance and place his pleasure therein. And when I make My 
remembrance the object of his desire and place his pleasure therein, he 
becomes infatuated with Me and I with him. And when he becomes infatuated 
with Me and I with him, I remove all veils between Me and him, and make this 
state predominate over him where he is never again negligent even when other 
people are.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 1872] 

INNER KNOWLEDGE *  �َ4َ�ِ��َا� 
 

   

�+
*�:%
(� �+�;�e 
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The Importance of Inner Knowledge  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<;�> ?��� L"="��S>/ <^�\ L"="��S>/ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The ones from among you with the best faith are 
the ones with the best inner knowledge.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 36, no. 18]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(G;�
: ̂ �?�4` ";�> ?��a�N 2+$���* "V0N/ �L����� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Knowledge is the first proof whereas inner knowledge is 
the last step in the conclusion.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2061]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( v��&�� �E1^ ";�> ?��a� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Inner knowledge is the light of the heart.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 538]    

4 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;> ?��a� �̄ &��  L����� ";�j�E�* . 

4– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘The acquisition of knowledge is the seed for [the 
growth of] inner knowledge.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 128, no. 11]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "$�C&�
 Q   <��-��  �$�-��
 L�� 	��N 2  $�-���� 5���� ";�> ?��a� ��%k��* ���?�� 	�-> 2 +$�-�� � ��\ <;�> ?��� QN 2G;�> ?��- � ��\
 ���� �;�> ?��� �> . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah does not accept any act without inner 
knowledge [i.e. awareness of what one is doing], and inner knowledge only 
comes through prior action. So whoever knows intrinsically, his knowledge will 
lead him to action, and whoever does not act does not have any inner 
knowledge.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 44, no. 2]    

�+
*�:%
(� �p�n���6 

Impediments to Inner Knowledge  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �	�� ����C0%��N 2��1"�� �;�-=�#� �E1^  ����� 5��\ ";��?"&��N 2 �b�C3f��    Q 2 L�:(�� .1�̂.���N  ![��a� .v�8 
L"= �1�"B 	�� �;> ?��a� �E1^ �O��Z���> �1��Cf�6 . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The light of inner knowledge is brought about by 
hunger whereas distance from Allah is caused by satiety. Proximity to Allah is 
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brought about by loving the poor and drawing near to them, so do not eat to your 
fill lest the light of inner knowledge be extinguished from your hearts.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 70, p. 71, no. 20]    

�4$5/�� �+
*�:%�6 

The Inner Knowledge of the Self  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� E��a� �b��^/  ��0(�� ";�> ?��� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The inner knowledge of the self is the most beneficial of 
all such knowledge.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9865]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��0(�� �;�> ?��- � �?���� 	�� �?�C[�� ��1���� �V^ . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who attains knowledge of his own self has 
obtained the greatest victory indeed.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9965]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(W������̂ "$�:i�
 	�� �'�}�@ �� ?��
 �U��[ ! 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘How can one who is ignorant of his own self expect to 
know others?!’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6998]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(2 y���y] ������̂ ���?�� 	�� :���â/ ������̂ �$ :�] 	��  . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who gains inner knowledge of his self combats it, 
and he who remains ignorant of his self, neglects it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, nos. 7855-
7856]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���?�� 	��   �*0?���6 ��7(�� ���?�� 	�� 2 ��0y���6 �^7��� ���?�� 	�� 2 �*0?�i�6 ������̂ ���?�� 	�� 2 ��08�1�6  . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who attains inner knowledge of Allah leads a life of 
unity [reflecting Allah’s Divine Unity]; he who attains inner knowledge of his self 
strips himself [of all that hinders its progress]; he who attains inner knowledge 
about this world abstains from it; and he who attains inner knowledge about 
people prefers solitude.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, nos. 7829-7832]    

12 �u�� ����� �)���������� ����� :( ��3��?�� L�:">�14/ ��P���(�� <;�> ?���  �7(�� �?�c[/ . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The person who knows his self the best is he who fears 
his Lord the most.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3126]    
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13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���?�� 	�� ��0��E ���?�� ������̂ . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who attains inner knowledge of his self attains inner 
knowledge of his Lord.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7946]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�* 	�� :�y3��(�
 X/ ��P���̂ ���?�J �L���� 	�-�� uw�C(�
 �^7��� �DHI^ . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It befits one who knows the dignity of his own self to 
deem it too great for the vileness of this world.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1093]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������
 X/ ������̂ ���?�� 	�-�� uw�C(�
�;k�����N �;��(�&��  . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It befits one who knows the dignity of his own self to 
adhere to temperance and self-restraint.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10927]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��
 Q X/ ������̂ ���?�� 	�-�� uw�C(�
�E�m�#�N "X�"#� ���B E . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It befits one who knows the dignity of his own self to 
never allow a sorrowful and self-cautious state to leave him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 10937]    

17 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (.��� 9 �� PI� : 9 L�y�E-�/ )�̂=> 2 L�y3?�&�%��- � �1(�&
/N 2 L�:��"�^/ �1>�?�� 	
m��� �	�� (���]�N
��6 �q�%��� . 

17– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in one of his supplications, ‘Make us from 
among those who have attained inner knowledge of their selves and are 
convinced of their true abode, such that they spend their whole lives in Your 
obedience.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 94, p. 128, no. 19]    

18 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� 3u��"�� +? �i�� ���%0��|�N 9 � :�qP���( � �q�%�> ?��-�[ �;> ?��� Q . 

18– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said in his advice to Jabir al-Ju`afi, ‘There is no inner 
knowledge like your inner knowledge of your own self.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 286]    

 

* The Arabic ‘ma`arifa’ denotes inner knowledge discerned and understood by 
the heart, often referring to intrinsic knowledge of higher truths, of the soul, and 
of Allah, which fuels one to perform good deeds and leads one closer to Allah. 
This is in contrast to the Arabic `Ailm which denotes acquired and learned 
knowledge in any field, which may or may not lead to action or proximity to Allah 
(ed.) 
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INNER KNOWLEDGE OF ALLAH   !#ّ4َُ� ا��ِ�2َ   
 

   

����� �+
*�:%�6 �)&
*   

The Virtue of Attaining Inner Knowledge of Allah  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���?�� 	��  ���%> ?��� )���-�[  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who attains inner knowledge of Allah has 
achieved perfection in his knowledge indeed.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7999]    

2 ����� � �u��)�������� ������� :(����� ";> ?���  �� E��a� 5��/ ���̂_C�j  . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The inner knowledge of Allah, Glory be to Him, is the 
highest of knowable truths.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9864]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(.?���
 �k$]N0��� u7��E �� ?�O> �?�C[/ ¢N �;0(��� �)��4*"�N <���� .)�� 1�� ° . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I would not be pleased to die as a child and be made to 
enter Paradise without being able to grow up and get to know my Lord, Mighty 
and Exalted.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 36472]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ";�> ?���  L����� "D�?�-�M   . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of knowledge is attaining inner knowledge of 
Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4586]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������ � �L����� ���C��B �	�=�j 	  �����  ���4 	�� �w�� ���(�=�j    .  

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He whose heart finds peace in knowing Allah, finds 
peace in being needless of Allah’s creatures.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8896]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)��� ������������ :(����� �;> ?���  $S�> 9 � ��7(�� �L����
 1��  ����� �b0%�� � �\ L�:�(���/ �N.��� � k$]N0���    �D��#� �D�?y�� 	�� HI����� �� � 
���� �;> ?��- � �1-���(��N 2L :���]EO � ���̂N,�Z�
 7-�� L�y��(�� k$�B/ L�y�^�* )�̂[N 2 :�-���̂N �^7����   ��gN�E 9 �V���
 L�� 	�� �slm���6 : � �Nskm���6N 2 0��N k$�] 

����� PI���N/ �b�� �X(���   . ����� �;> ?��� kX\   2 GU��g �$"[ 	�� �D01"BN 2 G;�-�"� �$"[ 	�� �E1�̂N 2 GD��8�N �$"[ 	�� �v�8|N 2 G;�f8�N �$"[ 	�� ��^"� k$]N0��� 
	�� »I��JN +L&�j �$"[  . 
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6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If people knew the virtue of knowing Allah, Mighty 
and Exalted, they would never extend their gaze to the splendour and bounties of 
the life of this world that Allah has granted to the enemies. They would then 
regard such people’s worldly goods to be more insignificant that the dust under 
their feet, and they would take great pleasure at attaining knowledge of Allah, 
Mighty and Exalted, and would savour it as if they were tasting the experience of 
being in the gardens of Paradise with the friends of Allah. Verily the inner 
knowledge of Allah is an intimate companion in every type of desolation, a friend 
in every type of loneliness, a light in every darkness, a source of strength from all 
weakness, and a cure for all ailments.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 247, no. 347]    

 �+
*�:%
(� �i�:�;
<   

The Fruits of Inner Knowledge of Allah  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ���?�� 	��  ����̂ 57(��N 2  ��kZ�� �	�� ���(Z��N  ���=�� �	�� �'> �b�(�� ���-kY��N  ���&��N  ��3R� � �� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who attains inner knowledge of Allah and 
aggrandizes Him forbids his mouth from speaking [vain] and his stomach from 
eating, and satisfies himself through fasting and praying.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 444, 
no. 6]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �L�%>�?�� 1��  "VC��� �L"=h��� � )������N 2  E1_�C�� 5���� L�%��f�-�� ���%> ?��� 0��8  . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If you truly knew Allah as He is worthy of being 
known, you would be able to walk on the seas and the mountains would fall by 
your command.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5893]    

9 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� � �X[ 	��  ����� �	�� �X[ ���?�/   ���14/  . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who is most knowledgeable of Allah is most 
fearful of Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 393, no. 64]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�^7��� 9 ��y.��� �v ]1�
 �;�> ?��a� �}��
 . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The least knowledge of Allah leads one to abstain from 
the vanities of this world.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10984]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �;�-�Y�� ���?�� 	�-�� uw�C(�
 Q ��0̂ \  ���� �1��g�1�%�
 X/ ���%�-�Y�� � �X1-����
 �	
m��� �;��> E kXo> p �LkY���%�
 X/  . 
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11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily it does not befit one who has attained inner 
knowledge of the grandeur of Allah to behave proudly, for verily the elevation of 
those who acknowledge His grandeur comes from their abasing themselves in 
front of Him.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 147]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ";��f�£� �;�> ?��a� ";�
@ . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The peak of inner knowledge of Allah is fear [of 
Him].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6359]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �  �7(�� �L���/   L�y�?�c[/  <;��O��� ���� . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The person who best knows Allah asks of Him the 
most.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3260]    

14 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ���4 .��8/  ����� 5�S�B -�� �L�����
 X/   k$]N0���  :����� ���?�� 	��  0��� k$]N . 

14– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The creature of Allah most eligible for submission 
to the decree of Allah, Mighty and Exalted, is he who knows Allah, Mighty and 
Exalted.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 62, no. 9]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	������� ���?��  ����� ��4   ����� ��4 	��N 2    �^7���  	�� ������̂ )���j  . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who attains inner knowledge of Allah fears 
Allah, and he who fears Allah restrains himself from this world.’[Tanbih al-
Khawatir, v. 2, p. 185]    

16 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �  �7(�� �L���/ kX\  ����� PIS�& � L�ygE/    k$]N0���  . 

16– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily the person who best knows Allah is the 
most content with the decree of Allah, Mighty and Exalted.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 
2, p. 184]    

�0���%�� �+
$�" 

The Description of the One who Knows Allah [or the Gnostic]  

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�XN�_�� �$ ]�N ���C��BN 2 �L3��C�%�� �?�fC�%��� ���:]�N �� E��� . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The gnostic’s face is cheerful and smily, whereas his 
heart is apprehensive and sorrowful.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1985]    
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18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�!> E��� "XR��4 �e10f�� . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Longing [for Allah] is the sincerest friend of the 
gnostics.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 855]    

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�!> E��� �KC� ] ��1�£� . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Fear is the cloak of the gnostics.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
664]    

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �;����4 	�� {I=�C��  �����  	�� ����C���   �!> E��� "D�*C��  . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Crying much due to fear of Allah for any possible 
distance between oneself and Allah is the regular worshipful state of the 
gnostics.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1791]    

21�e*7R�� ����� �) �������� ������� :(���� � ���M  <> E� 	"=�6  . 

21– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Trust in Allah and you will attain inner knowledge 
[of Him].’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 376]    

 �+
*�:%
(� �@�V�:�6 	�n,# 

The Lowest Degree of Inner Knowledge  

22�=�� ����� � �L)�������� ������� (� �;> ?��a� 5�̂*/ 	�� �$��j 7-�� � : 2 �)�Cc�� 2 �È��B ��0̂ /N �}Y�̂ QN ���� ��C�J QN 2 �'�}�@ ���\ Q ��0̂ O� �E�?B��
 »Iu�J ���c�-�[ ����� ��0̂ /N 2 G��&�> �}�@ 2 �*1]1�� . 

22– Imam al-Kazim (AS), when he was asked about the lowest degree of inner 
knowledge, replied, ‘It is to affirm that there is no god but He, and that He has no 
likeness or match, and that He is eternal, positively proven to exist, present and 
not absent, and that there is nothing like Him.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 86, no. 1]    

����� �+
*�:%�6  ������     

Attaining Inner Knowledge of Allah Through Allah Himself  

23 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �1> ?���  ���� �    �X�8��N  V�����N ��N?��a �  ?�� �  ?��� ÇN"�N 2 �;��j3?� � �V1j0?��N 2  . 
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23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Get to know Allah through Allah, and the Prophet 
through the message he brought, and those vested with authority through their 
command to do good, their justice and righteousness.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 85, no. 1]    

24 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� (� PI�.��� 9 � : �U��[ 2 �q���\ �"��|1�6 G;����� � �q����� ����́ > 2  E���a� ����� �v ]1�
  EM�� 9 T*.*�?�6 u«\
W�q���\ �?�&�%��� �'�*1]�N 9 �1�y - � �q����� lV���%��
 !�? :Y"a��1�y �X1=�
 57%8 �q�� ����� �  E1:lY�� �	�� �� }�w�� "X1=�
/W �q��  ! �\ �±%_�6 57%8 �)C�@ Ì�

W�q����� lV���
 +$���* ... !�q���\ �� E1( � °���y�> �q����� lV���%j/ �q � . 

24– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said in one of his supplications, ‘My God! My own 
obscure doubts about the signs [in nature] has caused my distance from my goal, 
so draw me near to You through Your service that may allow me to reach You. 
How can something that needs You for its very existence be used to prove Your 
existence?! Are other things more manifest than You that they be used to point to 
You?! When were You ever absent that You should need anything to prove Your 
existence?! Through You alone do I arrive at You, so guide me with Your light to 
Yourself.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 98, p. 225]    

25 �	
�����  	
�  ���� �)�������� ������� (� PI�7��� 9 � :�)^/ �  E*/ L�� �)^/ Q1�� N 2 �q���\ ��61���* N �q����� ��%����* �)^/ N �q�%>�?�� �q � . 

25– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in one of his supplications, ‘I have attained 
knowledge of You through You, and You are the One Who indicated me to 
Yourself and called me to Yourself, and were it not for You, I would not know who 
You are.’[Iqbal al-A`amal, v. 1, p. 157]    

����� �i�� o �:7�
$5'�� �I�� �FE5/��   

Prohibition of Pondering About Allah’s Essence  

26Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  ���4 9 �N?k=���6  ����� 9 �N?k=���6 QN 2   �1=��:�%>  . 

26– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Ponder about the creation of Allah, but do not 
ponder about Allah Himself lest you be ruined.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5705]    

27 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 9 �?l=��0%��N L"[7
\  ����� 9 �?l=��0%�� kXo> p  ����� kX\ 2 <:��6 ��\ ��
��
 Q    QN �ER��� ��"[ E��6 Q k$]N0��� 
+E��&�- � �U�|1�
 . 

27– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Beware of pondering about Allah, for verily 
pondering about Allah only increases one’s bewilderment. Verily Allah, Mighty 
and Exalted, cannot be perceived by the sights or described by any type of 
criteria.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 340, no. 3]    
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28����� � �e*7R�� )�������� ������� :(����� 9 �?�Y�̂ 	��  �q���y �1�y �U��[  . 

28– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘How ruined is the one who examines Allah!’[al-
Mahasin, v. 1, p. 371, no. 808]    

���E/�\ �+
*�:%�6 I�� �=�A�%�� �Q^�� 

The Intellects’ Incapacity to Fathom His Essence  

29 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L��N 2 �?�Y�̂ �q���\ ���%(�
 L�� 2 ��1�̂ QN �;�(�j ��"m�4O�6 Q 2 ��17��B �u�8 �q0̂/ �L����̂ 7̂/ ��\ 2�q�%�-�Y�� ��("[ �L����̂ (���>
 �?�R�� �q�[ E��
 . 

29– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘We do not know the essence of Your greatness. All that 
we do know is that You are Ever-Living and Self-Subsisting through Whom all 
things subsist. Drowsiness and sleep do not overtake You, vision does not reach 
You and sight cannot perceive You.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 160]    

30 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �;�=h��a� �;���| 9 � : �D�?c�[N 2 �q�> L :h�1y/  �-i�%j�N 2����(�� L :�%�� ¬��N 2 �q(�� L : ̂=�� 5��� L�:0̂\N
�_�� �q(�� L :����� �u���4 � ��("[ �1(�
� 1�� 2 �� ?�/ 	�� L :�%����@ �;k��BN 2 �q�� L :�%��� L�� L�:0̂ / �1>�?����N 2 L :P�"�^/ 5��� �N�E����N 2 L�:��-�/ �N?k&

 �q�%��� 0��8 ��1��Z�
 L��N 2 �q�6�*C�� 0��8 ��N��C��
 . 

30– Imam Ali (AS) said in his description of the angels, ‘They are in their own 
places [distinct] from You, [and yet] their positions are near You. Their desires 
are all concentrated on You, their worship for You is abundant, and their neglect 
of Your command is little. If they were to witness the essence of what is hidden 
about You from them, they would regard their deeds insignificant, they would 
reproach themselves and would realize that they have not worshipped You as 
You deserve to be worshipped, and have not obeyed You as You deserve to be 
obeyed.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 109]    

31 �	
����� �	
� ���� �)�������� ������� (� PI�7��� 9 � :�XN* �ER��� ���?��� �N 2 �q��-�] ��("[ ���E*\ 	�� "V1&���� �����i��  �\  ?�Y0(��
 �q�%�> ?��� 	��  �i��� � ��\ �q�%�> ?��� �\ &
?��  ������� �$��i�6 L��N 2�q :]�N ��_�C�j . 

31– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in one of his supplications, ‘The intellects are 
incapable of fathoming the essence of Your Beauty, the sights are restricted to 
looking at other than the splendour of Your Countenance, and You have not set 
aside any means for Your creation to get to know You except through their 
complete incapacity of knowing You.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 94, p. 150, no. 21]    

32 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���&��4 �!��N ���(��� ��
?��6 ���:("[ . 
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32– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘His essence is a partition between Himself and His 
creation.’[al-Tawhid, p. 36, no. 2]    

33 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� (���� �;���| 9 ��  � ���̂_C�j  :�$&�� ���Z CS�
 N/ 2 �Ly�N � � �n�_�
 N/ 2 �?�R�� ���[ E��
 X/ 	�� l$�]/ �1�y . 

33– Imam al-Rida (AS) said in his description of Allah, Glory be to Him, ‘He is too 
exalted for sight to be able to perceive Him, for imagination to be able to fathom 
Him, and for the intellect to be able to grasp Him.’[al-Tawhid, p. 252, no. 3]    

����� �v��"��V �r��̂ �? ��6  ���   

The Extent to Which One is Allowed to Describe Allah  

34 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0��8 	��N 2 �'0��8 ��&�> �����|�N 	���VB 	��N 2 ������/ �$�Z�/ ��&�> �'0��� 	��N 2 �'0��� ��&�> �' :»W �U��[ « ���&>
�VB 	��N 2 �����|1�%j� :»W �	
/ «�'��0��8 ��&> . 

34– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who [undertakes to] describe Him has defined Him, 
and he who defines Him has numbered Him, and he who numbers Him has 
nullified His eternity. He who asks ‘How?’ [about Allah] has indeed sought to 
describe Him, and he who asks ‘Where?’ has indeed confined Him.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 152]    

35 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���EC�%>  ���  	�Z���� ����8 ��"�(�
 QN 2  L�-�«� ����� ���w"�C�
 Q Tm . 

35– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘So blessed be the One Whom the highest ambitions 
cannot reach and Whom the conjecture of intelligent minds cannot grasp.’[Nahj 
al-Balagha, Sermon 94]    

36�� ����� � �u)�������� ������� :( G��-�� � Q �LhBN 2G���O � Q �Lh�*N 2 G*���� � Q ���8�N . 

36– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘[He is] One, but not by enumeration. He is everlasting 
without extremity. He exists without any support.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 185]    

37�� �  e*7R��  ��)�������� ������� :(�'�(� �$]E �VB :�����  �V&> 2�?�C[/  :�����  �V&> W �Iu�J 3T/ 	�� �?�C[/  :����� ��C�� 1�/ �V&> 2 �Iu�J �$"[ 	��   
)�������� ������� :("$�]0?�� �V&> 2���6*0��8 :�VB W "V1B/ �U��[ :$"B :�����  1�
 X/ 	�� �?�C[/  �U�| . 

37– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) asked a man who said ‘Allah is Greater’ (Allahu Akbar), 
‘Greater than what?’ So the man replied, ‘Greater than everything’, to which 
Imam (AS) retorted, ‘Then you have defined Him.’ The man then asked him, ‘So 
what should I say?’ Imam replied, ‘Say: Allah is too great for description.’[al-Kafi, 
v. 1, p. 117, no. 8]    
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38 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  1�j 7-�� �1��"[N 2 ������̂ �� � �U�|�N - � �'1"��R�> 2 ���%���| ��("[ �̈ ��C�
 X/ 	�� �L�Y�/N l$�]/N 5��/  t
 �q�s . 

38– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah is too High and too Exalted and too 
Great for the reality of His description to ever be possible, so describe Him as He 
Himself has described Himself, and desist from anything other than that.’[al-Kafi, 
v. 1, p. 102, no. 6]    

39 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 2���[ E��6 X/ .��1�#� ���i��6 Tm��� ����£� �U�|1�
 57̂/N 2 ������̂ �� � �U�|�N - � ��\ �U�|1�
 Q ����£� �X\
��8��  	�� �ER���N 2 �'0��_�6 X/ ���?�Z�£�N 2 ����(�6 X/ ��yN��NW�� � �; !�X1%��(�� ���%��(�
 7-�� ���6N 2 �X1��|�1�� ��"��R�
 7-�� k$] . 

39– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘Verily the Creator can only be described by that 
which He Himself has described Himself, and how can the Creator ever be 
described anyway, Whom the senses are incapable of perceiving and the 
imaginations unable to grasp and the ideas unable to confine and the sights 
unable to contain?! He is too exalted for the description of those who undertake 
to describe, and too high to be attributed by those who seek to attach attributes 
to Him.’[Kashf al-Ghamma, v. 3, p. 176]    

�P�B�5'�� 

[Faith and Inner Knowledge of] The Divine Unity of Allah (tawhid)  

40Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 	
3��� �UR ̂ ���810%�� . 

40– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah’s divine Unity is half of religion.’[`Uyoun 
Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 35, no. 75]    

41 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��0(�� "D��8 ���810%�� . 

41– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah’s divine Unity is the life of the soul.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 540]    

42 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�1�%�6 ��\ ���810%�����-0y . 

42– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘[Faith in] Allah’s divine Unity is that you do not subject 
Him to the limitations of your imagination.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 470]    

43 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� +$�]�?�� � :31i�6 Q XO> ���810%�� 0�/ �\ �vP�(�6 Q XO> "V����� 0�/N 2 �q����� ��] � �q3��E 5��� ��
������� �q��Q � �q�&��4 . 
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43– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘[Faith in] Allah’s divine Unity is that you do not 
deem applicable to your Lord that which applies to you, and [faith in] His divine 
Justice is that you do not blame Him for that which you are blameworthy.’[Ma`ani 
al-Akhbar, p. 11, no. 2]    

44 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �D�*C�� "V0N/  ����� �;> ?��� "$|/N 2���%> ?���   �̂ �'���81�6 ��Y ̂N 2 �'���81�6 ���Ó� k$]  �D�*:�f�� p ��(�� ��
�_0%�� �u�
 �e1���� G*N�_�� k$[ kX/  V1&���� . 

44– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘The very first step to Allah’s worship is to attain 
inner knowledge of Him, and the origin of attaining inner knowledge of Allah, 
Exalted be His Praise, is through His divine Unity. The very basis of His divine 
Unity is to negate any kind of limitation from Him, since the intellects are able to 
witness that every limited being is created.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 22, no. 28]    

�P�B�5'�� �)���, 

The Proof of Allah’s Divine Unity  

45����� �  �u��)�������� ������� (� (��Q ��%0��|�1�> �   	���#�)�������� ������� (� : �)
/�?��N 2 ��"��j�E �q%�6O�� �q
?�J �q3��?�� �X[ 1�� ��0̂ / 0u�(�� 
 �L����N
�)>�?����N 2 �� ̂Z��jN ���=��� �EM` 0(�=�N 2���6��|N �����>/<����/ "VN��
 QN 2 ���8/ ���=��� 9 �'.*S�
 Q 2 ������̂ �U�|�N -�[ ���8�N ���\ �� . 

45– Imam Ali (AS) said in his will to his son, al-Hasan (AS), ‘And know my son 
that if your Lord were to have a partner, his messengers would surely have come 
to you, and you would have seen the signs of his dominion and his power, and 
you would know his acts and his attributes. He, however, is One God, just as He 
as described Himself. He is neither opposed by anyone in His kingdom, nor will 
He ever cease to be.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31]    

46 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� &
��^ � ���6�?��(�� 	�� � :�)�"B X\ : N/ 2 G;�: ] �$"[ 	��  !�&��0%�� ^1=�
 X/ 	�� "$���
 L�� �X(M� -�:0̂\
k��� ���%4�N 2<
 E] �q������N 2<-�Y�%(�� ����£� (
/�E 7-��> 2 G;�: ] �$"[ 	��  !�B ?�%��� $�  ����%h�N  }��0%��N  ?��� ";0_�| kV�* 2  ?�-�&��N  �-0f��N 2 E:0(��N

���8�N �?3���"a� kX/ 5���  ?��� .���� <���B -�:�(��� <c��M ";�]?"��� ���ER> 2  !�(M� ^1=�
 57%8 -�:�(��� G;�]?"> 	�� 0����>  !�(M� �)���0*� �X\ �q������
 7L"M -�:
 9 �;�
: ̂ Q � �\ �*������ 9 5y(�%�
 7L"M 2<�-�4 �X1=��> �X%�]?"> L�:�(��� �X1=�
 57%8  !�(MQ� 9 (�"B � �q�� ��� <;�M��M �)��0*� �Xo> 2�;�M��M �q�������>

�D�?c�=�� . 

46– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when he was debating with an atheist, said, ‘If you say 
that there are two gods, then they are either in complete agreement on 
everything or completely separate in their spheres of influence. But when we look 
at this orderly creation, the continuous orbits, the alternation of night and day, 
and the sun and the moon, the soundness of the situation and the organisation 
and sound management of it indicates that the Director [of all creation] is One.’ 
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Then if you still claim that there are two gods, then there must necessarily be 
some kind of difference between them for them to be two [and therefore distinct 
from each other], and this distinguishing characteristic between them is itself 
eternal like them, so you are forced to accept three such beings. And if you hold 
that there are indeed three, then you have to admit the same thing that we said 
for two such that they [the three] necessarily have two distinguishing 
characteristics between them [to differentiate them from each other] so then 
there are five [such eternal beings] altogether, and thus does the multiplication 
continue until infinity.’[al-Tawhid, p. 243, no. 1]    

47 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (����� kX/ 5���  $��0���  	�� �$��j 7-�� �  � ���8�N  :����� �VB -�[ 2  b(.R�� ��-�6N 2 }��0%�� "VR36�  k$]N0���  :
» - :�> �X[ 1������� ��\ �;�:��`  6��������  « 

47– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when asked to give proof that Allah is One, said, ‘The 
continuous unity of management [in the cosmos] and the perfection of creation, 
as Allah, Mighty and Exalted, has said, “Had there been gods in them (i.e. the 
heavens and the earth) other than Allah, they would surely have fallen apart”[ 
Qur’an 21:22].’[al-Tawhid, p. 250, no. 2]    
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48– Imam al-Rida (AS) was asked the following by a man believing in dualism, ‘I 
believe that the creator of the world are two, so what is the proof that He is One?’ 
Im?m replied, ‘Your belief that there are two is proof in itself that He is One, for 
verily you have only claimed the second after having affirmed the existence of 
the One. So the One is already a unanimous fact – it is more than one that is 
controversial [and remains to be proven].’[al-Tawhid, p. 270, no. 6]    
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49– It is written in Tafsir al-Qummi: ‘Then Allah, Mighty and Exalted, answered 
dualism and those who professed that there were two gods, saying: “Allah has 
not taken any offspring, neither is there any god besides Him, for then each god 
would take away what he created, and some of them would surely rise up against 
others. Clear is Allah of what they allege!” [Qur’an 23:91] If there were two gods, 
as you claim, each one of them would seek superiority, and if one of them 
desired to create a man, the other would desire to oppose him and create an 
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animal, so their joint creation would have to be the product of both their desires, 
in spite of their differing wills, man and beast at the same time. And this is the 
most impossible thing that does not even exist. And if this argument is invalid and 
there is no difference between them, then the whole duality is invalid [with no 
distinction left between the two] and there is only one. Therefore, this order, unity 
of arrangement, subsistence of some things through other things, all indicate to 
One Maker, and this is the purport of Allah’s verse in the Qur’an: “Allah has not 
taken any offspring neither is there any god besides Him…” and “Had there been 
gods in them (i.e. the heavens and the earth) other than Allah, they would surely 
have fallen apart.”[ Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 3, p. 550, no. 107]    

 R� ���\��P�V 2�3����A�� �¬�:�V�� ����_ 

The Sights Cannot Apprehend Him but The Hearts Behold Him  
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50– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When I was taken on my Night Journey to the 
heavens, Gabriel took me up until a place wherein he himself had never set foot. 
The veils were pulled away for me and Allah, Mighty and Exalted, showed me 
whatever He liked from the light of His Greatness.’[al-Tawhid, p. 108, no. 4]    
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51– Imam Ali (AS) said in reply to Dha`alab’s question about his being able to 
see his Lord, ‘Woe to you O Dha`alab! I do not worship a Lord Whom I cannot 
see!’ So Dha`alab asked, ‘But how do you see Him? Describe Him to us.’ Imam 
(AS) replied, ‘Woe betide you! Eyes do not see Him by looking with the sights; it 
is the hearts that behold Him with the realities of faith.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 281, 
no. 1]    

52 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :» �ER��� ��"[ E��6 Q... «� :W�X1����� �ER�/ ��"[ E��6 �U��=> 2  K1�"&�� ��yN/ ��"[ E��6 Q ! 

52– Imam al-Rida (AS), with regards to Allah’s verse in the Qur’an: “The sights 
do not apprehend Him…” said, ‘The hearts’ fancies cannot apprehend Him so 
how can the eyesights apprehend Him?!’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 334, no. 2]    
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53 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  0v�8/ � ���%�-�Y��  E1^ 	�� �� C��& � ����1j�E tE/ ���6N ���EC�6  . 

53– Imam al-`Aaskari (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and most High, displayed 
to His Prophet in his heart, whatever He liked from the light of His Greatness.’[al-
Kafi, v. 1, p. 95, no. 1]    

£.�P� #� £F���r# 

Eternal and Everlasting  
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54– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Praise be to Allah, the First before every first, and the 
Last after every last, and His Firstness necessitates that there is no beginning to 
Him, and His Lastness necessitates that there is no end to Him.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 101]    
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55– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He never ceases to exist and will always be, the First 
before all things without a beginning, and the Last after all things without an 
end.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31]    
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56– Imam Ali (AS) was once asked by a Jew, ‘When did our Lord, Mighty and 
Exalted, come to be?’, to which he replied, ‘O Jew, It is not that our Lord was not 
and then came to be, for the question ‘When did x come to be?’ is posed 
regarding something that is not there and then comes to be. He exists without 
coming into being; He is ever existing having nothing before Him. He is before 
‘before’ itself, before any limit. Limits do not apply to Him for He is the ultimate 
limit of all limits.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 331, no. 18]    
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57– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and most High, existed when 
nothing else did, He is light not darkness, truthful with no falsehood about Him, 
all-knowing with no ignorance about Him, ever-living with no death about Him, 
and He is such today, and thus will He remain forever.’[al-Tawhid, p. 141, no. 5]    

£F�B 

Living (Omnipresent)  
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58– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah is all knowledge with no ignorance 
about Him, He is all Life without any death around Him, and all Light with no 
darkness about Him.’[al-Tawhid, p. 137, no. 11]    

59 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X[   G;�M�*8 GD��8 � � <7��8  ...��P���(�� �u�8 $�� . 

59– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Allah is Omnipresent without any external source 
of life … rather He lives through Himself.’[al-Tawhid, p. 142, no. 6]    

¦]���� 

All-Knowing (Omniscient)  
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60– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The number of droplets of water, or of stars in the sky, 
or of gusts of wind in the air are not unknown to Him, and neither is the crawling 
of ants on rocks, nor the settling place of tiny particles in the darkness of the 
night. He knows the spots where leaves fall and the subtle movement of the 
pupils of the eyes.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 178]    
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61– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He knows the howls of beasts in the forests, the sins of 
the people committed in secret, the fish’s frequenting the deep seas and the 
rising of the waters by tempestuous winds.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 198]    
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62– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘His knowledge pierces through the inside of unknown 
secrets and encompasses the innermost beliefs of the hearts.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Sermon 108]    
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63– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘He always knows what is to be, such that His 
knowledge of it before its coming into being is the same as His knowledge after 
its coming into being.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 107, no. 2]    
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64– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked about Allah’s knowledge of space [i.e. 
the concept] and whether He knows it before its coming into existence or during it 
or after it, to which he replied, ‘Most High is Allah! He always knows space before 
its conception just as He knows it after He has created it, and such is His 
knowledge of all things like His knowledge of space.’[al-Tawhid, p. 137, no. 9]    
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65– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Knowledge is His very essence and not the object 
of knowing [or a known], such that when He created things, knowledge projected 
from Him onto the known things.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 5, p. 237, no. 41]    
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66– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘The knowledge of Allah cannot be defined by 
where, nor can Allah’s knowledge be described by how. Allah’s knowledge 
cannot be separated from Him, nor can Allah be distinguished from it, and there 
is no barrier between Allah and His knowledge.’[al-Tawhid, p. 138, no. 16]    
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Just  
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67– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘And I bear witness that He is just and acts justly, and is 
an arbitrator who decides fairly.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 214]    

68 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  V�����  	� �$��j 7-�� � :���- :0%�6 ��\ "V����� . 

68– Imam Ali (AS) when asked about faith in Allah’s divine justice, replied, ‘[Faith 
in] divine justice is that you do not accuse Him of anything.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 470]    
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69– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in his supplication for Friday and for the 
`Aayd al-Azha, ‘But I know that there is no wrong in Your decree and no hurry in 
Your vengeance. He alone hurries who fears to miss, and only the weak needs to 
wrong. But You are exalted, my God, high indeed above all that!’[al-Sahifat al-
Sajjadiyya, p. 297, Supplication 48]    
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70– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was asked about the foundation of religion, to which he 
replied, ‘[It is faith in] Allah’s divine Unity and divine Justice … [Faith in] Allah’s 
divine Unity is that you do not deem applicable to your Lord that which applies to 
you, and [faith in] His divine Justice is that you do not attribute to Him that of 
which you are blameworthy.’[al-Tawhid, p. 96, no. 1]    
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The Creator  
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71– Marwan b. Muslim narrated: ‘Ibn Abi al-`Aawja’ once came to Abu `Aabdillah 
(AS) [i.e. Imam al-Sadiq], and asked, ‘Is it not true that you claim that Allah is the 
Creator of all things?’ to which Abu `Aabdillah (AS) replied, ‘Yes.’ So he retorted, 
‘I create!’ So Imam asked him, ‘How do you create?!’ He replied, ‘I defecate in a 
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place, then wait for it, and it becomes a creature, which I have created!’ So Abu 
`Aabdillah (AS) said, ‘Is it not true that the creator of something should know 
what he has created?’ to which he replied yes. Imam continued, ‘Well do you 
know the female from the male [of what you have supposedly created], and do 
you know its lifespan?’ to which he had no answer.’[al-Tawhid, p. 295, no. 5]    
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72– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘The Originator of all things from their conception, 
and their Inventor from the very beginning with His Power and Wisdom, [He 
creates] not from anything otherwise the very concept of invention would be 
nullified, nor for any cause otherwise the very concept of origination would be 
inapplicable. He creates whatever He pleases however He pleases.’[al-Tawhid, 
p. 98, no. 5]    
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All-Powerful (Omnipotent)  
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73– Prophet Jesus (AS) was once asked, ‘Can your Lord fit the world into an 
egg?’ to which he replied, ‘Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, cannot be attributed 
with incapacity, but that which you are asking cannot ever be.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, 
p. 259]    
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74– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘Iblis [Satan] asked Jesus son of Mary (AS), ‘Is 
your Lord capable of fitting the earth inside an egg, without shrinking the earth or 
enlarging the egg?’ So Jesus (AS) replied, ‘Woe betide you! Verily Allah can 
never be ascribed with incapacity, and who is there more powerful than the One 
who can shrink the earth and enlarge the egg [if He so wills]?![ al-Tawhid, p. 127, 
no. 5]    

¦]t�
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The Speaker  

75 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( C��
 "�k��_�%�
 QN "���_�
N 2 "�����
 QN "V1&�
 2 G��N�*/N +eN?�� � Q �b�-��
N 2G��1�:��N GX��� � Q �? ... "V1&�

���̂1�[ �*�E/ 	�-�� :»�	"[ « ����kc��N �'O�f^/ 2 ��(�� �$��> ���̂_C�j �����[ -0̂\N 2 �b�-��
 �I�� ( � QN 2 ���?&�
 G�1�R � Q 2 "X1=��> �q�s  $C�B 	�� �	"=�
 L�� 2

 <� ̂M <«\ �X=�� <���B �X[ 1��N 2<(h[ . 

75– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He expresses information but not through a tongue or 
voice. He listens but not with the holes and organs of hearing. He speaks but 
does not utter words; He remembers but does not learn… When He wishes to 
create something, He says to it ‘Be’ and it is, but not through a voice that can 
strike the ears, nor a calling that can be heard. Rather, His speech, Glory be to 
Him, is an act of His that He creates and incorporates, which did not exist before, 
for were it an ever-existing thing it would be a second god.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Sermon 186]    

¦P?:�6 

The One Who Wills  

76 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(GX��� � +�Z�̂ QN 2+����̂ 9 G*.*�?�6 QN 2+��[  }�@ 	�� p ���%���f��N ���6�*�Eo� {I�J�� "X1=�6 -0̂\ . 

76– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Verily things come into being solely by His will 
and His wish; without the need for speech, alternation of breath or utterance with 
the tongue.’[al-Tawhid, p. 100, no. 8]    

¦I��� � ¦:���  

The Manifest and the Hidden  

77 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(C��N 2 �	
?��7(��� �' }���6  vhi�� � �?�y�Y���!�-3y�1�%"a�  ?�=�> 	�� ���60���  V��i � �	�� . 

77– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He manifests the wonders of His management for the 
onlookers, but by virtue of the exaltedness of His Might He is Hidden from the 
imagination of the thinkers.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 213]    

78 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( G;���
���- � Q �	��� 2 G;�
Ä�E  V�:�%j � Q Ô$�i�%�� 2 �D�?�JC"a�  $
NO% � Q �?�y� . 

78– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘He is manifest though indiscernible through direct 
contact; He is evident though unapprehended by vision; He is hidden though not 
through withdrawal.’[al-Tawhid, p. 37, no. 2]    
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The Master  

79 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��1�-�� �'�}�@ Gq��� l$"[ . 

79– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Every master other than Him is a slave.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 65]    

80 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (���� � ��\ �D01"B QN �V1�8 Q  }���6 9 �  �  :����� �b�� �q��-�̂ Q 7̂\   (�=k��� Ì�-> 2 (�=k��� � ��\ �q��-�̂ QN 2 <���J 
�4/ Ì��N 2 (��k��[ 7(�� �� � �q���/ �1�y �7(�� ������=�6 �b�g�N 7(�� �'�m . 

80– Imam Ali (AS), in his explanation of the phrase ‘There is no power or 
strength save in Allah’, said, ‘Verily we are not masters over anything with Allah, 
nor are we masters over anything except what He has given us mastery over. So 
by making us masters over that which He is a superior Master, He has given us 
responsibility, and by taking away mastership from us He absolves us of our 
responsibilities.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 404]    

¦K_  ¦p�;�1 

The All-Hearing and The All-Seeing  

81 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(GD�*O � Q �b�-0���N . 

81– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He is the All-hearing but not by means of any 
organ.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 152]    

82 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�b�-��
 2 �}R�� �b�-�j ��0̂\�b�-��
 - � �?�RC�
N 2 �?�RC�
 - �  . 

82– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Verily He is all-hearing and all-seeing, such that 
He hears with that by means of which He sees and He sees with that by means 
of which He hears.’[al-Tawhid, p. 144, no. 9]    

83��� � g7?�� ��)�������� ������� :( t?kc�� �)_�6 2 PI-�kY�� �;���k��� 9 2 PI7-0R�� �D�?�0R�� 5���� 2 PI�*10��� �D0Ekm��  ?�M/ 	�� �;���>4 ������� �U��
 L�� 7-��
(�"B 2 E�1^�� EÁN : �}R�� . 

83– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Because of the fact that the secret trace of a black 
mustard seed on a massive rock in the darkness of the night, be it in the ground 
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or in the seas, cannot remain hidden from Him, is what compels us to say that He 
is all-seeing.’[al-Tawhid, p. 65, no. 18]    

¦K��O ¦v�u
� 

The Subtle and The All-Aware  

84 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 2 ���E��
 X/ 	��  �(�%�Q�N 2PI�J�� 9 �s�0(�� 5���� �q��s 0	�=�N 2 +?�w�|N G;�>S�BN G;k��B 5��� �����> �U�Zk��� 7�/
�� ����� 2 ���61��
 QN »Iu�J ��(�� �K����
 Q Tm��> �}C�£� 7�/ kX� p �L���� � -�yQ1��N 2�X-���  EC�%�Q�N �;�� ?i0%�� ��(��> 2 PI�J� �  EC�%���� QN �;�� ?i0%�

<��y] �X[ �q��m[ �X[ 	�� . 

84– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘He is subtle not in terms of lack or delicateness or 
smallness, rather [He is subtle] in His penetration into everything without being 
perceived. He is all-aware through the fact that nothing escapes His attention or 
evades Him, independent of experience or consideration of things, for experience 
and consideration in turn result in two types of knowledge, without which He 
would not know [if he were to be dependent on them], and would therefore be 
ignorant.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 122, no. 2]    

¦Q?Q� £.��
e 

The All-Strong and The Almighty  

85 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�U���g �'�}�@ ÀT 1�B l$"[N . 

85– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘And every strong person besides Allah is weak.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 65]    

86 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( GU���g �$[ "D01"BN 2 +$���s �$"[ .���N 2 +}&�> �$"[ �@ 2 �� � �LhB �Iu�J l$"[N 2 ���� �b�J4 �Iu�J l$"[ . 

86– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Everything humbles before Him, and everything subsists 
through Him. He is the contentment of every poor, the honour of every disgraced 
one, and the strength of every weak one.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 109]    

87 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �$���s �'�}�@ +�
��� l$"[ . 

87– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Every mighty one besides Him is abased.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 65]    

88 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� ��-�#�   �XN�* ��P���(�� -�y�E%4�N 2HI
 ¥�=��N 0����� �� C�� Tm���  ���&��4 . 
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88– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Praise be to Allah who wears the cloak of might and 
majesty, and has chosen them for Himself over the rest of His creation.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 192]    

¦]���B 

The All-Wise  

89 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�$��j 7-�� � :� W"$����
 7-�� "VO��
 Q �U��[N :<��1�|N <;�-=�8 �X[ � ��\ "$����
 Q ��0̂O�� . 

89– Imam al-Baqir (AS) was once asked why it is that Allah cannot be 
questioned about what He does, to which he replied, ‘Because He only does 
what is wise and good.’[al-Tawhid, p. 397, no. 13]    

¦P�;�" 

The All-Embracing  

90 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���-0R�� :�] Q Tm������-0R��N 2 ���� ��1 : 2 �K�?f�
 QN "$"[O�
 Q Tm��� ���-0R��N 2 �'�*�*,�j 5:�%^� ���B Tm���
���-0R��N :���-0R��N 2 ��(�
 Q Tm��� :"V���
 QN �V���
 L�� Tm��� �Lh�7��� . 

90– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘The All-embracing is the One Who has no lack 
within Him; the All-embracing is the One Whose mastership is complete; the All-
embracing is the One Who neither eats nor drinks; the All-embracing is the One 
Who does not sleep; the All-embracing is the Eternal One who is and will always 
be.’[al-Tawhid, p. 90, no. 3]    

�C���6 t)�\ o ���� 

He is Everywhere  

91 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (����� �;���| 9 �  � ���̂_C�j  :ÔX]N +�^\ �$"[ �b��N 2 GX�N/N +!�8 �$"[ 9N 2 GX=�� �$"= C�� ��0̂\N . 

91– Imam Ali (AS) said, describing Allah, Glory be to Him, ‘And verily He is 
everywhere, each and every moment and time, and with every human and 
Jinn.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 195]    
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<=���N <^Z��jN <;��8\N <D�E�"BN <-��� �����4 - � �n�_�� . 

92– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was asked by Abu Jau`afar regarding Allah’s verse in 
the Qur’an: “And He is Allah in the heavens and in the earth”, to which he replied, 
‘Yes, similarly He is in every place.’ I [Abu Ja`afar] asked, ‘In His essence?’ 
Imam replied, ‘Woe betide you! Verily places are the objects of divine decree, so 
by your saying that He is in a place in essence, you are in fact compelled to say 
that He is both in the objects of His divine decree and separate thereof. He is, 
however, distinct from His creation, entirely encompassing what He creates in 
knowledge, power, control, authority and dominion.’[al-Tawhid, p. 133, no. 15]    

�)%�$�� �i�$�"� �i��S�� �i�$�" 

Attributes of His Essence and Attributes of His Action  

   

93 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�E����m�� .T���-�| 2����m�� �L��� 2����m�� .u�8 2 ����m�� .T E1^ (.� . 

93– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Our Lord is luminant in His very essence, Living in 
His very essence, All-knowing in His very essence, All-embracing in His very 
essence.’[al-Tawhid, p. 140, no. 4]    

94 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX/ �L���� 	�-> 2 V�>�� ����| 	�� "D�*�E��N ";���f�a�  G�38�1�- � �����> <�hJ <��
?�� �V���
 L�� ���6  . 

94– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Wish and will are among the attributes of Allah’s 
action, so whoever claims that Allah, most High, is eternally willing and wishing 
has not understood His divine unity.’[al-Tawhid, p. 338, no. 5]    

 �i�$�_�� �p�6���̀ 

Comprehensive Attributes  

95 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ?���  	
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95– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The very first step in religion is acknowledging Him, and 
the perfect way to acknowledge Him is to testify to Him, and the perfect way to 
testify to Him is to believe in His divine unity, and the perfect way to believe in 
His divine unity is to regard Him as absolutely pure, and the perfect way to 
regard Him as absolutely pure is to negate all attributes from Him, for every 
attribute is a proof of its own distinction from the thing to which it is attributed, 
and everything that is attached and attributed is distinct from the attribute. Thus, 
whoever attaches attributes to Allah, Glory be to Him, associates Him with 
something else, and whoever associates Him regards Him as two, and whoever 
regards Him as two identifies parts to Him, and whoever identifies parts to Him 
has indeed misunderstood Him, and whoever misunderstands Him singles Him 
out, and whoever singles Him out has confined Him, and whoever confines Him 
has enumerated Him. Whoever asks ‘In what [is He]?’ holds that He is contained, 
and whoever asks ‘On what [is He]?’ has excluded Him. He is [a Being] but not 
through any phenomenon of coming into being, He exists but not from non-
existence. He is with everything but not in physical proximity, and is separate 
from everything but not through physical separation. He acts but without need for 
movements and instruments. He sees without need for an object of sight from 
among His creation. He is One such that He has no need for a source of comfort 
that may keep Him company nor any whom He may miss in his absence.’[Nahj 
al-Balagha, Sermon 1] 

 

INNOVATION (al-bid`a)    ��*�ِا�  
 

   

 �;�� C�� �	�� �?
m_0%�� 

Innovation  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( E7(�� u�> G;���g l$[N �Q/ 2�;��g G;�� � l$"[N �Q/ 2 :�6M���_��  E1�"Q� .?�J . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The worst of matters are the innovations. 
Certainly, every innovation is a [source of] error and every error is destined for 
Hell.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 188, no. 14] 
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2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�� <;�7�j <;7(�j 0	�j �s\ ��C��� kXo> p G;��� �;7(�j 0	���6 �X/ ��7
\� �$�-�� 	�� �E�� NN y�E�� N ���&�_ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Never start a practice based on an innovation; for 
a man who initiates a bad practice will incur its sin and the sins of the people who 
imitate him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 104, no. 1] 

   

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( :�6M���_�� kX\N 2 :"��S>/  E1�"Q� �� ��1�� �X\ 2 �b���:�a� �1������N ��� C�� �1&76> 2 �;7(�j � �� ?�6 ��\ �;�� � �)�M���8"� �
y�E�?�J . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘No sooner is an innovation initiated than it leaves behind 
a common practice. So eschew innovations and adhere to the clear path. Verily 
the established traditions are the best, while innovated ones are the 
worst.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 9, p. 93] 

   

4 �u�� ����� �)������������ ��� : (  �� C�� "$c� �	
3��� ����y � . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Nothing destroys religion like innovations.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 78, p. 92, no. 98] 

   

 ��� C�� "$y/ 

The Innovators  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ��� C�� "$y/ �;&��£�N  ���£� .?�J  . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The innovators are the worst of all of [God’s] 
creation.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, nos. 1095 and 1126] 

   

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (  E7(��  $y/ �K��[  ��C�� "$y/ . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The innovators are the dogs of the inmates of 
Hell.’[Ibid. no. 1125] 
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The Meaning Of Innovation  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����  ?�� �X1����"a> �;�� C�� "$y/ 7�/  1y/N L: 
/? � �X1����� 2 ���1jEN ���%=��N �N?"c�[ �X\N L :h� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The innovators are those who contradict the command of 
Allah, His Book and His Messenger; they are those who follow their own opinion 
and desires, even if they are the majority.’[Ibid. no. 44216] 

   

8� ����� � �e*7R�)�������� ������� : (©Vg �����%�C�� 1�:> �(�� �L��/ 1�y 	�� L :�>N �P��^ �\ ��Ñ�(�� ��* 	�� . 

8- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Anyone who calls people to give him their 
allegiance, knowing that among them is someone superior to him, is an 
erroneous innovator.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 375] 

   

�;��� C��  v8| 	�� ���?��� 

Rejecting Innovators  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ¾�� 2 ���� <S�w�� 2 G;�� �  v�8| 	� ���?�/ 	��  <^�\N <(��/ ���C�B  . 

9- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When a man rejects an innovator, out of dislike for 
him, Allah will fill his heart with peace and belief.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5599] 

   

10 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�� (
�*  ���y 5�� �X�/ �&> +����%C�� ��]N 9 �L7��C�6 	�� . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A man who smiles at an innovator has aided the 
destruction of his own religion.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 47, p. 217, no. 4] 

   

"D�*C�����N �����%C"a� 
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The Innovator And Worship  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�-� 	��HI=�C��N ��1f"£� ����� 5&��/N 2�D*C����N "XZ�7f�� �'���4 G;�� � 9 �$. 

11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When a man acts in accordance with an 
innovation, Satan will leave him to worship and incite tears and emotion in him 
[i.e. that he may continue in its performance].’[Ibid. v. 72, p. 216, no. 8] 

   

 ����%C"a�  $-� "X�Z�� 

Invalidity Of The Worship Of An Innovator  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( G;�� � 9 +}c[ +$-� 	�� �}4 G;7(�j 9 �$��B �$-�� . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Little worship following a correct [Prophetic] 
practice is better than a lot of worship following an innovation.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 
385, no. 838] 

   

13 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� 5��/   �;�17%�� �;��C��  v�8R�  . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah denies the innovator a chance to 
repent.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 216, no. 8] 

   

 ��� C��  E1:"� ��(��  L����� 5���� �v i�
 � 

A Scholar’s Duties When Faced With The Appearance of Innovations  

   

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����� {z� �uk��|����` �N �� : (����� ";(��� �������> �$���
 L�� 	�-> 2 ���-�� �L�����  ? :Y����> ¸7�"� 9 ��� C�� ��?�:�� �s\  . 

14- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When innovations arise in my community, the 
scholar must display his knowledge; and those who do not do this deserve the 
curse of Allah.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 54, no. 2] 
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INSIGHT   ة�َ�� ا�َ�
 

   

"D�}R�C�� 

Insight  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���6}R�� 5-���6 	�� 5-��� -0̂\ 2�'�?R�� 5-���
 	�� 5-��� ���� . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The blind is not someone who has lost his 
eyesight, but the one who has lost his insight.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 1220] 

   

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("D}R�C�� �)���-�� �s\ T��i�
 Q  ?�R�C�� �?�Y�̂ . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Eyesight is useless if the insight goes blind.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 9972] 

   

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 9 �;���?0R�� ���> �v7(i�%�
 <_�g�N <�*���] �q���j 7L"M 2 ?�C���� �b��%�̂�N 2�?R��O> �?Y�̂N 2�?�=���%> �b�Ó 	�� �}R�C�� -7̂o>
T N:�a� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Indeed, the insightful one is he who listens and 
contemplates, looks and sees, derives benefit from lessons, then he takes a 
clear path on which he avoids the falls into abysses.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li 
Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 9. p. 158] 

   

4º�u�� ����� ) �������� ������� :( ���_R�(�%�j�  	�� "$&��� .¼�w�
 QN 2:��y/ "X1����� �K�m=�6 �&> p  ER���� b�� �;�(�
�"a�[ ";0
 N0?�� �)���� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Vision is not dependent on the eyes, for the eyes may 
often belie their owners, yet the mind never deceives a man seeking its 
counsel.’[Ibid. v. 19, p. 173] 

   

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �D}R�C�� �X���&�> 	�� "X�1�y/  ?R�C�� ���&�> . 
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5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Losing one’s eyesight is easier than losing one’s 
insight.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6536] 

   

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �1^"s 	� �b���B/N ����1��� �?�R��/ 	��  �7(�� �?�R��/ . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most insightful person is he who sees his own flaws 
and refrains from sins as a result.’[Ibid. no. 3061] 

 

INSULTING   1-�َا� 
 

   

�I6w�(� �3���1 

Insulting the Believer  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;�=���«� 5�� �� ?f"a[  	��,"a� .Kj . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The one who insults a believer is as one who is on 
the verge of ruin.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 8093]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �;��R��� 	�� ���-_�� "$[/N 2 �?�"[ ��"�%�BN 2 �e1�">  	��,a� �KC�j   . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'To insult a believer is a gross iniquity, to kill him is 
infidelity, and to backbite him is an act of disobedience of Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 75, p. 148, no. 6]    

�3��D��� I� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of Insulting  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �VC��� �1.C���6 QN 2 �D�E1��O�� :7̂o> �̄ 
3?�� �1.C���6 Q �b ]?�6N �1�-�MO�%�> �u���k��� QN ��7
�� QN ���7��� QN
 L"=���� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Do not insult the winds for verily they are 
commanded [to blow], nor insult the mountains, nor time, nor the days, nor the 
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nights, lest you transgress thereby and it comes back to you.’[`AeIlal al-Shara’i`a 
, p. 577, no. 1]    

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( L�:�(��� �DN������ �1�CP��%=�%�> ��(�� �1.C���6 Q . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Do not insult people lest you procure animosity 
from them.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 360, no. 3]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ���-�6J �L�%f�
 X/ ���E �BN +¥�(�&�� � : �¥(�B 
 <��:�� ! �XZ�0f�� "n����6N �	®0?��  ��?�6 <^:�� �q�-�6J ���*
 �;0C�#� �����> Tm���1�> 2 ��0N���� �v�B��6N ���®�� �v�B1�� QN 2 �)-0R��  $c�- � �XZ�0f�� �n��j/ QN 2  L���#�  $c�- � ��0��E �	�,a� 5�gE/ � �;�-��0(�� /�?��N

��(�� ��1=.���  $c�µ . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said to Qanbar when he wished to insult a man who had 
insulted him, 'Careful Qanbar! Leave your insulter to his disdain and you will 
please the Beneficent Lord, displease Satan and punish thereby your enemy, for 
by the One who split the grain and created the breeze, there is no stance better 
than clemency with which a believer can please his Lord, and nothing like silence 
to offend Satan, and an idiot is best punished by ignoring him.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 
118, no. 2]    

6 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �X7���%�
  !���]�E t/�E 7-�� � :��1�Y�a� ���%��
 L�� � ������ �� C�8| �E� NN �'�E� NN 2 �L���/ T�*C�� . 

6– Imam al-Kazim (AS) when he saw two people insulting each other, said, 'The 
initiator is the more unjust and bears his own sin as well as the sin of his 
opponent as long as the latter does not retort.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 412]    

7 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( $��j�� �;C�6?�� �\ 5���� kn� � ��\ �X(M� 0K��6 � . 

7– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'Whenever two people insult each other, the more 
superior of the two sinks to the level of the more inferior one.’[A`alam al-Din, p. 
305]    

 ����"�R�� �����nR� 5@�1 I�6 ��Q` 

The Punishment of One Who Insults the Prophets and the Vicegerents  

8º1jE 5�| ����� "V z� ���� N  ��` : 7�C^ 0v�j �&> 7��|�N 0v�j 	��N 2 �'1"��%B> PI�C^�� �	�� 7�C�̂ 0v�j 	�� . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever insults any of the prophets, kill him; and 
he who insults a vicegerent is as one who has insulted a prophet.’[Amali al-Tusi, 
p. 365, no. 769]    
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9º���� �e*7R�� �����  5�| ����� �V1jE �L�%�J 	0-�� �$��j 7-�� ����� z� ���� N ��` : ���� �\ �����>?�
 X/ �$�C�B §*��> §*�� ��"��%&�
. 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) when he was asked about someone who insulted the 
Prophet (SAWA), replied, 'The most inferior person [in society] must kill him, and 
if not him, then the second most inferior, and so on until at the last resort he must 
be killed by the im?m [leader of the congregational prayer].’[al-Kafi, v. 7, p. 259, 
no. 21]    

 ���* ��5O�:�(� -@5��� 

Permissible Insult  

10º5�| ����� "V1jE  z� ���� N  ��` : q�s �L����
 �X[ X\ �$"&���� �	=�N 2 ��0�"� QN 2 �'�/ QN 2 ���6�}�f�� �L�%f�
 �> �'4/ L"[���8/ �L�%�J �s\ : �q7̂\
X\ 2 �KN"m�=�� �q7̂\N 2 �XC�i�� �q7̂\N 2 �$����C����(�� �q�s �L����
 �X[ . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If any of you ever insults his fellow brother, he 
must not insult his family or his father or mother. He can only say - if he knows 
these flaws for certain - 'You are indeed a miser, or you are indeed a coward, or 
you are indeed a liar' only if he is certain of the existence of these traits.[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 8134] 

THE INTELLECT *   �ُK�َا� 
 

   

�)A�%�� �+�;��e 

The Intellect  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 2 ��"�&�� PI?�a� ���1�B���� �$&�� Q 	�-�� �	
�* QN . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The very basis of man is his intellect, and the man 
devoid of intellect has no religion.’ [Rawdhat al-Wa`aizin, p. 9]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���*1�%j� �  ��\ <�&�� </�?�� � <�1�
 �� � �'�m�&(�%j�  . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah has only assigned man with an intellect so that it 
may one day deliver him.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 407]    
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3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( +�j/ t1B/ "$&���� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellect is the strongest foundation.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 475]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��N?��a � �?��`  ?�=("a�  	�� �'3��(�� "$&���� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellect is immune from wrong and commands good-
doing.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1250]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( +?�/ �$"[ ����R�� "$&���� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellect sets right all matters.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
404]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �!3����� �\ �u�B�E "$&���� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellect is a ladder upwards towards the `AeIlliyyin 
[the loftiest heavens].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1325]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3��#� "V1j�E "$&���� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellect is the messenger of the truth.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 272]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("$&���� 5�(�w�� 5�(@/ kX\ . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the most sufficient of riches is the intellect.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 38]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(&����PI?�a� "$���4 "$ . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellect is the friend of the believer.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, 
no. 203]    

10 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( $&����  ������[ �;�C�R�� Q . 

10– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘There is no affliction worse than a lack of 
intellect.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 286]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  �' E1^ 	��  Å?����  !-�
 	�� �!7�^8N.?�� �	�� ���&���4 +���4 "V0N/ �1�yN 2�$&���� �����4 �'Ä(�M k$]  . 
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11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, exalted be His praise, created the 
intellect, and it is the very first thing He created amongst all the spiritual beings 
from the right hand side of His Throne out of His Light.’[al-Khisal, p. 589, no. 13]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���4����� ��  HI�J/ �;����E/ 	�� �$&���� ���6  : <-hB �������i> 2  ?�� � �;���f�a�N 2  E17(��N 2 �D�E�"&��N 2  L����� �	��
 ��1=���a� 9 <-h�* 2  L���� � . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah created the intellect out of four things from 
knowledge, power, light and volition. Then He caused it to subsist through 
knowledge and be eternal in the divine Dominion.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 244]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  �-"#� �	�� ln�8/ �?&�> QN 2  $&���� �	�� �v�R4/ �@ Q . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is no wealth more productive than the 
intellect and no poverty lower than stupidity.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 29, no. 34]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $&���� �	�� �*�1�/ �V� Q . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is no wealth more profiting than the 
intellect.’[al-Ikhtisas, no. 244]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  	��,"a� "$���* "$&���� . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The intellect is the authoritative proof of the 
believer.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 25, no. 24]    

16 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  L�=�#�  	��  �f :�� ���%0��|�N 9 � : 	�� "$�S>/  $�B��� ��1�̂ p  $&���� �	�� "$�S>/ �*C���� �!�� �L3�"B � 2 ��f�y 

����� �F���� �N 2  $�y��  ?�:�j  >/ ��"�&�� �X1=�
 57%�8 <��B� ��\ <7� C�̂ �����  ¦h�?�> 	�� <;�S
?�> ��C���� t0*/ �N 2 �	
� :�%i"a� ��:�]  b�-�] 	�� �$�S   57%�8 

 ��(�� �$�&�� . 

16– Imam al-Kazim (AS), in his advice to Hisham b. al-?akam, said, ‘O Hisham, 
nothing has been bestowed upon the servants better than the intellect. The sleep 
of a man of intellect is better than the night vigil of an ignorant man. Every single 
prophet that Allah has sent down has been a man of intellect, whose intellect 
supercedes the labour of all diligent workers. The servant is not considered as 
having fulfilled an obligatory act from among the acts made incumbent by Allah 
until he understands it.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 397]    

17 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��"�:�] �'.N����N ��"�&�� +Ã ?�� �$"[ ��
��| . 
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17– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘The friend of every man is his intellect and his 
enemy is his ignorance.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 11, no. 4]    

��� �3�A�%�� F�* �)A�%�� ����,�3��U�� 

The Role of the Intellect in Chastisement and Reward  

18X�C�� b-è � :�����  V1j�E ��(� +$�]E 5�� ��1B M/ ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (����� "V1jE �V&>  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( W  $�]0?�� "$&�� �U��[
�1�B :�V1j�E 
 �����  �̂ 2 W ����&�� 	�� ("�O��6N 2  }�£� ��(|/N �D�*C���� 9 �'�*:�%]�  	�� ���? C� !�V&> :  E1i"> 	�� �L�Y�/ ���&-�_ � �v�R�
 ���®�� kX\

L :��1&��  E��B 5��� L :3��E 	�� 5��.��� �X1�(�
N ��]�E0��� 9 <���@ �*C���� �b���6?�
 -0̂\N 2 ? ]��� . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) asked a group of people who were praising a man, 
‘How is the man’ s intellect’ to which they replied, ‘O Prophet of Allah, we are 
telling you about his endeavours at worship and other good acts, and you are 
asking us about his intellect!’ So he replied, ‘Verily the stupid person suffers as a 
result of his stupidity worse than the licentiousness of an immoral person. The 
servants will rise up in rank in the Hereafter and will receive great rewards from 
their Lord in proportion to their intellects.’[Majma`a al-Bayan, v. 1, p. 487]    

19Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� �$&�� Q 	�-�� �	
�* QN 2  $&��� � ��l�"[ �}�£� ���E��
 -0̂\ . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily all good is grasped through the intellect, 
and the man devoid of intellect has no religion.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 54]    

20 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<��-�] -�:�� ?�8  $&���� �	�� �� ?�8 	��N 2<��-�] �X�E�7��� ���E��6  $&��� � . 

20– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘Both the abodes [of the world and the Hereafter] 
are grasped by the intellect, and whoever is deprived of the intellect is deprived 
of them both.’[Kashf al-Ghamma, v. 3, p. 197]    

21 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �����4 7-��  ���� �VB �$&����  :0L"M 2 �$�CBO�> �$ CB/���� �VB  :�V&> 2 �?��*O�> �? �*/ : &��4 �)&���4 � Ç��]N É0���N
 �v�B�"� ��7
\N �v�M"� ��7
\N 2 5Þ/ ��7
\N �?��` ��7
\ 2�q(�� �	��8/ . 

21– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘When Allah created the intellect He said to it, 
‘Come forward’ so it came forward, then commanded it, ‘Go back’ and it went 
back. Then He said to it, ‘By my Honour and Exaltedness, I have not created 
anything better than you. It is you that I command, and you that I prohibit from 
things, and you that I punish and you that I reward.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 26, no. 26]    

22 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( 5j1� �\ �u�8N"� 7-�� �)�������� ������� (� :  $&���� �	�� L�:�%��Z�/ �  E��B 5��� T*C�� "m�4�Ä"� ^/ . 
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22– Imam al-Baqir (AS) narrated, ‘Among what was revealed to Moses (AS) was, 
‘I take My servants to account according to the level of intellect that I have given 
them.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 308, no. 608]    

23 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  K%�=�� 9 ����]�N ] Àu������ <�%�[ ���
)�������� ������� [ (2 ���%�> ?��� �'�E��BN +Ã ?�� �$"[ �;�-�B kX/����� kX\    ���EC�6 
 �^7���  E�* 9  V1&���� �	�� L�y6` �  E��B 5��� ��7(�� �v�j_�
 ���6N . 

23– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘I found written in the Book [i.e. the Book ascribed 
to Imam Ali (AS)] that the worth and value of every man is his knowledge. Verily 
Allah, Blessed and most High, will take people to account according to the 
intellects that He has given them in this world’ s life.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 1, no. 
2]    

24 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �;�8�EN 2 +V� � � �w�� �*�E/ 	������� 5��\ ��0?�S�%�����> 2  	
3��� 9 �;���0���N 2 �����#� �	��  v��&   9 k$]N0��� 
 ����&�� �$�-=�
 XO � ���%��O��� . 

24– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘He who wants wealth without the need for riches, 
and comfort of the heart free from jealousy, and security in his faith should 
implore Allah, Mighty and Exalted, in his plea for Him to perfect his intellect.’[al-
Kafi, v. 1, p. 18, no. 12]    

�)A�%�� �+5�D̂ �B 

The Authoritativeness of the Intellect  

25 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� kX\   ��  !�%0i�8  �7(�� 5�� : ";0-h��N {I� C^��N "$�j.?��> "D�?�y�Y�� 7�O> 2 <;�(��� <;0i�8N 2 <D�?�y� <;0i�8 ^ 2
"V1&����> ";�(��C�� 7�/N . 

25– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah has two authoritative proofs over 
people a manifest proof and an inward proof. The manifest proof is represented 
by the prophets and messengers and Imams (AS), and the inward proof is 
represented by the intellects.’ [al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 16, no. 12]    

26 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( 	�  �f :�� ���%0��|�N 9 ��  L�=�#�  :����� �F���� �  �����  	�� �1��&����� ��\ �'�*C�� �\ �����j�EN �'HI� C^/    �L�:�(��8O> 2 
�����  ?�O � L�:�-���/N 2 <;�> ?��� L�:�(��8/ <;��i�%j�  �D�?�4��N �^7��� 9 <;�]�E�* L�:���>E/ <�&�� L�:"��-[/N 2 <�&�� L�:�(��8/  . 

26– Imam al-Kazim (AS) in his advice to Hisham b. al-Hakam, said, ‘Allah has 
only sent His prophets and messengers to His servants in order that they may 
come to an understanding of Allah, so the ones who best heed their call are 
those who have the best inner knowledge, and the ones who know Allah’ s 
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command the best are those that have the best intellects, and those that have 
the most perfect intellects will be the ones with the highest status in this world 
and in the Hereafter.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 16, no. 12]    

�)A�%�� �K�$�V 

The Explanation of Intellect  

27Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�	�� �V&�� �$&���� kX\ ��E8 �$�&��6 L�� Xo> 2 3K�N0��� �F�C4/ "$c�� ���0(��N 2 $:��� . 

27– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the intellect is a lasso used to restrain 
ignorance, and the carnal soul is like the vilest of beasts which if left unrestrained 
will go wild.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 15]    

28 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ���&���4 �E1^ "$&����  ���� {IuS�
 �������]N 2 �X�^Ü��  �	�� �����yf"a� �!�� �e?���� �� � �� ?����� p  v��&�� 5
��C0��w"a� . 

28– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The intellect is a light that Allah has created for 
mankind and which He has ordained to illuminate the heart, in order that with it, 
he may know the difference between the visually manifest things and the unseen 
things.’[`Aawali al-La’ ali, v. 1, p. 248, no. 4]    

29 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �� � ���Z(�6 - � �$�-��6N 2 �� ?���6 � �V1&�6 X/ "$&���� . 

29– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘[To be a man of] intellect is that you say only that which 
you know and act upon what you say.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2141]    

30 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �q�Y���N � �)�0?�] � �}�4N 2  K Ei0%�� "���8 "$&���� . 

30– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘[To be a man of] intellect is to preserve your 
experiences, and the best of all that you have experienced is that which has 
taught you a lesson.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31]    

31 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X�&�� "$&���� :��[N 2 �;�� ?i0%�� "$&��N  bCkZ�� "$&�� �;����(�a� T7*�,�
 -�y . 

31– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There are two divisions of intellect the natural intellect 
and the intellect of experience, and both of them produce benefit.’[Masalib al-Sa’ 
ul, p. 49]    

32 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� (7-�� ��  $&����  	�� �$��j  : �;�|?"��� �V(�6 57%�8 �;0R�w��� ��.?�i0%�� . 
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32– Imam al-Hasan (AS) when asked about the intellect, said, ‘To suppress one’ 
s annoyance until the opportunity arises.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 240, no. 1]    

33 �	�#� ����� �)������������� �� ( �'1�/ ����O�j 7-�� �)�������� ������� (�  $&����  	�� : ���%��*1�%j� � �q C��B "���8 . 

33– Imam al-Hasan (AS), when his father asked him regarding the intellect, said, 
‘It is for the heart to safeguard what you have deposited therein.’[Ma`ani al-
Akhbar, p. 401, no. 62]    

�)�e�%�� �i�$�" 

The Attributes of a Man of Intellect  

34Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�
N 2 ���̂N* �1�y 	�-�� �b�g�1�%�
N 2 ���-���� 	0-�� ���Ni�%�
N 2 ������� �$ :�] 	0-�� �L"�_�
 X/  $�B��� ";���| �� ��
 �L�R��%j� �;�(%�> ���� )�g�?�� �s\N 2 �L����> �)�=�j <�7?�J �X[ X\N 2 �L (�w> �Lk��=�6 <�}�4 �X[ �Xo> p �?0����6 �Lk��=�%�
 X/ �*�E/ �s\N 2 3? C��  v���� 9 ���B1�> 	��

���� �  Q 2 : � ���:�%^� <;���S�> t/�E �s\N 2 ���̂���N �'���
 �q���/N "$�B��� : � ���?��
 +VR�4 �?f�� �q��%> 2 �d?�#� ��(�� N�C�
 QN 2 {I��#� �"B E��
  . 

34– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The attribute of a man of intellect is that he is 
clement towards one who behaves rashly with him, overlooks the fault of one 
who wrongs him, is humble even towards one who is lower than him in rank, tries 
to get ahead of those above him in his quest for good. Whenever he wishes to 
speak, he contemplates if what he wants to say is good, he says it and benefits 
as a result, and if it is bad, then he keeps quiet and remains safe as a result. 
When a temptation arises before him, he holds fast to Allah and guards his hand 
and his tongue if he sees virtue in it, he seizes it, neither losing his modesty 
thereat nor displaying any greed. These are ten qualities by which a man of 
intellect may be known.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 28]    

35 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �7(��� <D�E���� L�y.��J/  �7(�� "$�&�/ . 

35– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most intelligent of people is he who is best 
at dealing with people.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 28, no. 4]    

36 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'3?�j �eN�(�|  $�B��� �E��| . 

36– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The chest of a man of intellect is the strongbox of his 
secret.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 6]    

37;@�C�� �Þ � : �� $�B ] �u�� �����)�������� ������� :[ (V&> 2 $B��� (� U�| : �����g�1�� HIu0f�� �b�S�
 Tm��� �1�y .�$�&> : �$�y�� (�� �U�R�>
�V&> 2 :�)����> ��B . 
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37– Imam Ali (AS) was asked to describe a man of intellect, to which he replied, 
‘He is the one who puts things in their place.’ The he was asked, ‘So describe to 
us the ignorant man’, to which he replied, ‘I have already done so.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 245]    

38 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+?_�] 	�� "$�B��� �b����
 Q  !�60?��  . 

38– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The man of intellect is never stung twice from the 
same hive.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 245]    

39  e*7R��  ���� 5��\ �����>�E ( �_|/  ¦��� 	� 9=�� �)�������� ������� :(��� �)�B :�VB W"$&��� �� : �� � �� C�� � "X(��� �� � �vP��%[��N �	®0?�� .
�VB :�)�"B :�V&> W �;�
 N��� 9 �X[ Tm���> :  $&��� � )�����N  $&��� � �;�:�C�J �u�yN 2 ";�(�Z�0f�� �q��6 2 {I�?=0(�� �q��6 . 

39– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was asked what the intellect was, to which he replied, ‘It 
is that with which The Beneficent God is worshipped and with which Paradise is 
attained.’ So the man asked, ‘So what about that which even Muawiya 
possessed’ He replied, ‘That is a vicious thing, that is devilry, and resembles 
intellect, though it is not intellect.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 11, no. 3]    

40 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� ̂����� Y�>8 2 �� ̂O�J 5��� <� C&�� 2 �� ̂��� � > E� �X1=�
 X/  $�B��� 5���� . 

40– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The man of intellect must be well aware of the 
times he lives in, attentive of his affairs and guarding of his tongue.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, 
p. 116, no. 20]    

41 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( QN 2 ������� �E��&�
 Q � �����
 QN 2 ����(�� ����
 	�� "VO��
 QN 2 ���C
m=�6 ����
 	�� "�3��_�
 Q �$�B��� kX\
 QN 2 ��h]�? � �U0(���
 � 1]?�
 ��(�� ��i���� ����
 � 5��� ��0��&�%�
 . 

41– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Verily the man of intellect never talks to one 
whom he fears will belie him, nor asks of one whom he fears will deny him, nor 
promises that which he is not able to fulfil, nor hopes for that which will dash his 
hopes, nor attempts to advance towards that which he fears he will be incapable 
of reaching.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 390]    

42 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 2 �;�-=�#� �b�� �^7��� �	�� �XN.�� � �u��g�E �$�B��� kX\ �q�m���> p �^7��� �b�� �;�-=�#� �	�� �XN.�� � ��?�
 L��N
L�:�6�Ei�6 )�_ ��E . 

42– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Verily the man of intellect contents himself with 
less worldly things when accompanied with wisdom, and does not content 
himself with less wisdom and more worldly things, and this is why their trade [of 
the transient for the permanent] profits them.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 17, no. 12]    
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)A�%�� �P?Q�? �6 

That Which Increases the Intellect  

43 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��
��6 �D��
?�@ "$&���� K Ei0%��N  L���� �  . 

43– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellect is an intrinsic thing that increases with 
knowledge and experiences.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1717]    

44 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("$&���� �q�� .L�%�
 �q�(��
 Q � ��?�% � . 

44– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘By abandoning that which does not concern you, your 
intellect will be completed.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4291]    

45 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �;�
 N��� ��(�� �$&���� �N?�[�m�6 7-�� � :3��#�  �C36 � ��\ "$&���� "$�-=�
 Q";�
 N��� �V&> 2  : L"[ EN��| 9 �
���8�N »Iu�J ��\ . 

45– Imam al-Husayn (AS), when he reminded Muawiya of [the use of] his 
intellect, said, ‘The intellect is only perfected through following the truth’ , to 
which Muawiya replied, ‘There is only one thing in your chests [i.e. you attribute 
everything to the truth].’[A`alam al-Din, p. 298]    

46 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �$&���� ���%��
  L����� 9  ?�Y0(�� "D�?c�[ . 

46– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Frequent study of matters of knowledge opens the 
intellect.’[al-Da`aawat, p. 221, no. 603]    

47 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �$&���� ���&��6 �;�-=�#� 9  ?�Y0(�� "D�?c�[ . 

47– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Frequent study of matters of wisdom fertilizes the 
intellect.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 364]    

48 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(G;�M��M 9  $&���� "V-�[ :����  b�g�10%��   +}�4 	�� ��\ �)-0R��N 2 !&����  	��8N 2 . 

48– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The perfection of the intellect lies in three things 
humility before Allah, strong conviction, and silence except when speaking 
good.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 244]    

�)A�%�� ���  �:���'%�? �6 
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What is regarded as Intellect  

49Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(";��^��N 2  EN?�w��  E�* 	�� 9i0%��  $&���� ������ 	�� kX\N Q/ 5�(=���� �*.N��0%��N 2 �*1�"£�  E�* �\ 
  E1f.(��  �1���� �v.yO0%��N 2  E1C"&�� . 

49– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Indeed among the signs of intellect are 
withdrawal from the Abode of Delusion [i.e. this worldly life] and frequenting 
instead the Abode of Eternity, making provisions for the sojourn in the graves 
and preparation for the Day of Resurrection.’[A`alam al-Din, p. 333]    

50 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �� ̂��� 5��� T?i�
 - � +Ã ?�� �$"[  $&�� 5��� lV���%��
 . 

50– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellect of every man can be determined by the 
words that flow on his tongue.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10957]    

51 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�q(�� ���Z(�
 � "̈ ���/ �q��%�[N 2 �q��&�� "X-�]?�6 �q"�1j�E . 

51– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Your messenger is the interpreter of your intellect, and 
your letter is more eloquent at expressing your true self.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 
301]    

52 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �0(�� "V1&�� : � �?�C�%��6 �;0%�j :��(�� �¥0R��N 2  v�S�w�� ��(�� �L��#������ t1&�6N 2  v�@0?�� ��(�� ��R�&��N 2  v�y0?��    
�D�E-"a� ";k��BN 2 �D�E��"a� �	��8N 2 +V8 �$"[ 9 . 

52– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There are six things by which people’ s intellects may be 
tested clemency at the time of anger, patience at the time of fear, calculation 
when faced with a desire, Godwariness at all times, amicableness, and minimal 
engagement in disputation.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5608]    

53 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( V]3?�� "V1&�� : � �?�C�%��6 �;�0%�j :"a�N 2 ";�C�8R"a��?&����N 2 �w��N 2 "V�����N 2 ";�
Q 1��N 2 ";����� . 

53– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There are six things by which men’ s intellects may be 
tested the company they keep, their dealings, where their allegiance lies, their 
disassociation from people, their wealth and their poverty.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
5600]    

54 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�:
��� ��(��  V]3?�� "V1&�� �?�C�%��6  V&�a� . 

54– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘People’ s intellects can be tested when they speak 
impulsively.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6221]    
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55 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ����&�� "X����  $�]0?�� �T/�E . 

55– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man’ s opinion is the measure of his intellect.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 5422]    

56 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�N 	�� "½ C(�6  K�10R�� "D�?c�[ $&����  E1> . 

56– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The abundance of reason is an indication of flourishing 
intellect.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7091]    

57 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ����=�� �¿�&�̂ "$&���� 0L�6 �s\ . 

57– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When intellect is complete speech decreases.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 71]    

58 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���1�:�0f� � �X:�%j� ��"�&�� �$�-�[ 	�� . 

58– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He whose intellect is perfected regards carnal desires 
with disdain.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8226]    


)A�%�� �v�%&�? �6 

That Which Weakens the Intellect  

59 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �D�1:0f��N t1�«� �!��  $&���� �Ky�s . 

59– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellect disappears between the whims and the 
carnal desires.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5180]    

60 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  V1S"���  v���� 9  V1&���� ����g . 

60– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The loss of the intellect occurs in the quest for all that is 
superfluous.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5901]    

61 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����&�� �U��g 5��� �$���* ��P���( � PI?�a� �Ki�\ . 

61– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Man’ s admiration and satisfaction with himself is a 
proof of his weak intellect.’[Kanz al-Fawa’ id li al-Karajiki, v. 1, p. 200]    

62 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	������&�� 	�� �¿�&�̂ <��y] �v�_�| . 
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62– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever keeps the company of an ignorant man incurs 
a loss in his intellect.’[Kanz al-Fawa’ id li al-Karajiki, v. 1, p. 199]    

63 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��\ <;�8��� �Ä�?�� �̄ ���� �<;0i�� ���&�� �	�� 0���  . 

63– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whenever a man cracks a joke, a part of his intellect 
trickles away.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 450]    

64 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��"�&�� ���  V1&���� TN�s 	�� ��-�%jQ� ���?�6 	�� . 

64– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who abandons listening to intellectual people, his 
own intellect dies.’[Kanz al-Fawa’ id li al-Karajiki, v. 1, p. 199]    

65 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ����&�� 	�� �¿�&�̂ ��\  ¥�=�� �	�� »Iu�J +Ã ?�� �v��B �$�4�* � . 

65– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘No sooner does an iota of pride enter a man’ s 
heart than he incurs a loss in his intellect.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 768, p. 186, no. 16] 
   

�)A�%�� �v%�h 	��� 7=�P�? �6 

Evidence of Weak Intellect  

66 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( "V1�S"��� �?"c�[ "V1&���� �)k��B �s\ . 

66– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When intellect is little, superfluity thrives.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4043]    

67 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ����Z�4 HIj ��"�&�� k$�B 	�� . 

67– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He whose intellect is weak has bad oratory.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 7985]    

68 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $:��� TN�s ";�C�8R��  $&����  ����� 	�� . 

68– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Evidence of lack of intellect is keeping company with 
ignorant people.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9299]    

69 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $&���� �*��> 	�� °��� "D�?c�[ . 
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69– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Overly high aspirations are a result of a corrupt 
intellect.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7093]    

�)A�%�� �9�:�;
< 

The Fruit of the Intellect  

70 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ";��&�%jQ�  $&���� "D�?�-�M . 

70– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of the intellect is steadfastness.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4589]    

71 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3��#� ��N�"�  $&���� "D�?�-�M . 

71– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of the intellect is adherence to the 
truth.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4602]    

72 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(t1�«� �b-�BN 2 �^7��� �)&��  $&���� "D�?�-�M . 

72– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of the intellect is contempt for this worldly life 
and repression of one’ s whims.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4654]    

73 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :({I��#�N {I�0��� y�?�-�M 2 �D�?�i�J "$&���� . 

73– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intellect is a tree the fruit of which is generosity and 
modesty.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1254]    

�)A�%�� -��P�� 

The Intellect’ s Adversary  

74 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( $&���� .N���� t1�«� . 

74– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The caprice is the intellect’ s adversary.’[Masalib al-Sa’ 
ul, p. 56]    

75� ����� � �u�)�������� ������� :(+}�/ t1�y �)_�6 +}j/ +$&�� 	�� L�[ ! 

75– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Many a slavish mind is subservient to an overpowering 
caprice!’[Nahj al-Balagha, no. 211]    
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76 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���?�>   ... ?-�£�  K?�J ��?�6  $&����� <(�R_�6  . 

76– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah has imposed … the abandonment of drinking 
alcohol in order to safeguard the intellect.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 252]    

77 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(u�(�
N 2 �$&���� u:��
 �$���� kX/ �1-����� �?[�m��  . 

77– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Know that entertaining high hopes distracts the intellect 
and causes one to forget their remembrance [of Allah].’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 
86]    

78 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�Lh^ "$&����N �XY&�
 t1�«� . 

78– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The caprice is awake while the intellect is 
asleep.’[al-Durra al-Bahira, p. 31]  

 

* In this chapter the Arabic word ‘aql has been translated as ‘intellect’ to denote 
one’ s mental ability to think, reason and understand (ed.)  

 

INTERCESSION   ��َ�+)@ا� 
 

   

��n-P�� F�* �+���$5b�� 

Intercession in the Life of this World  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�N�?�],�6 �1����J�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Intercede for someone and you will be 
rewarded.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 6489]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �)0C�M 2<-�(w�� � u �_�
 N/ <��?w�� � �b�>��
 <;����J �b���J 	��  ����B�� �¦�8��6 �!�8 ��������B ��6  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever intercedes for someone settling thereby 
a financial liability or procuring someone's due profit, Allah will give him a firm 
footing on the day that feet will stumble.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 6496]    
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3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'�� "D[�� ";���0f�� . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Intercession is the zakat of high rank.’[Tuhaf al-
`Uqoul, no. 381]    

�9�:�O�� F�* �+���$5b�� 

Intercession in the Hereafter  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(¸��� �$y/ 0v�8/ 	�� ¸0�{�Q ¸����J . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'My intercession will avail those people from my 
community who love my household.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 39057]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �X�\ G;�g1��� �̄ (�] �� C��B 9 �X[ 	�-�� �;����&�� ��1�
 0	����JO�� . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'On the Day of Resurrection, I will surely intercede 
for anyone who harbours even a fly's wing's worth of faith in his heart.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 39043]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��  K_|/ 9 �)�k��f�6 �*1-_�a� ��&�a� �)-"B �s\����� ������f���> 2¸0�"� 	��  ?hC=  �����N 2 L :��>    �)�k��f�6 Q 
 ¸0
3E"s ts` 	�-��> . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When I stand at the Glorious Station, I will 
intercede on behalf of those of my community who have perpetrated grave sins, 
and Allah will accept my intercession for them. By Allah, I will not intercede for 
anyone who hurts my progeny.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 242, no. 3]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��O�C�4 �BN 2<Q,�j �VO�j �BN : � ��* �B �D�1��* Àu C�̂ �$"=�� �;����&�� ��1�
 ¸0�{�Q u�%����f�� É�1��*  . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Every prophet was given the right to a special 
request which they asked [from Allah], but I suppressed my request in return for 
the permission to intercede for my community on the Day of Resurrection.’[al-
Khisal, p. 29, no. 103]    

8 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :»5g�?�%�> �q.��E �q��Z���
 ���1����N «� :�����N 2 ";���0f��  �����N 2 ";��0f��   ";���0f��  . 

8– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said with regards to Allah’s verse in the Qur’an 
[addressing the Prophet (SAWA)]: “Soon your Lord will give you [that with which] 
you will be pleased”[ Qur’an 93:5], ‘(This is) intercession, by Allah it is 
intercession, by Allah it is intercession.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 8, p. 57, no. 72]    
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9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ���1B 9 � : »���:��  	®0?�� ��(�� �m��06�  	�� ��\ �;���0f�� �X1"=���-�
 Q «� :  }�/ �;�
Q�1 � ���� �X�s"� 	�� ��\
����� ��(� ��:���� 1�:> �'����� 	�� �;0-h��N �!(�,a�   . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said with regards to Allah’s verse in the Qur’an: "No one 
will have the power to intercede [with Allah], except for him who has taken a 
covenant with the All-beneficent", ‘[This means] except for him who has been 
allowed intercession through his acceptance of the guardianship of the 
Commander of the Faithful, Ali (AS) and the Imams after him, as this is the 
covenant with Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 36, no. 9]    

�+���$5b�� �I�6 
C��6�:!
(� 

Those Who Will Be Deprived of Intercession  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(¸����J -�:"�(�6 Q �X��]�E :�e E�  	
3��� 9 +V@N 2 ��1�f�@ ��1���� GXZ��j �v�8| . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Two types of people will not be included in my 
intercession: the tyrannical and iniquitous ruler and the heretical extremist in 
matters of religion.’[al-Khisal, p. 63, no. 93]    

11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  ?hC=��  K_|/ u�> u�%����J 7�/ L�lY��N ��?3f�� �$y/ ��4 � . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘My intercession is intended for those who have 
committed grave sins [from among the Muslims], except for those guilty of 
polytheism and injustice to others.’[al-Khisal, p. 355, no. 36]    

12 � Pz� "V1jE)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����N Q ��1�#� 0u���� �* ?�
 QN 2 ���6�R � 0U���%j�  	�� ¸����J "V(�
 Q   . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who does not take his daily prayers seriously 
will neither benefit from my intercession nor meet me at the Heavenly Pool [of 
Kawthar], no by Allah.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 159, no. 323]    

13 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ����^/ �> u�%����f � �	��,�
 ¢ 	��   u�%����J  . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘My intercession on behalf of one who does not 
believe in my intercession will not be accepted by Allah.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha 
(AS), v. 1, p. 136, no. 35]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� "D>�1�� ��6�?�S�8 �BN ����1�8 ���%���?�B  �-�%] � �?��/ 7-�� � : kX\�D�0R� � <�����%��� �V(�6 	�� (�%����J . 
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14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when he asked for his relatives to be gathered around 
him as his death approached, said to them, ‘Verily our intercession will not avail 
one who takes his prayer lightly.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 159, no. 225]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �1�����J � +v�|^ 9 �1�����J �!���j?"a� HI�C^��N �! �0?�&"a� �;�=h��a� kX/ 1�� . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Even if the most favoured angels and all the 
prophets were to intercede for a Nasibi*, their intercession would not be 
accepted.’[al-Mahasin, p. 294, no. 587]    

�+���$5b�� 	
�W �I?�:�O���� ���5�R� �+�̀ �B 

People’s Need for Intercession From the First to the Last  

16  ?BC�� ���� �)�������� ������� (�� �VB �BN ��	�/ 1�/ �� :�X1�1&�6N ��(�� �XN.?�w�6 2+?��]�/
 :G�7-� ";����J 2G�7-� ";����J ! �v�S�w�>) �������
�������� (� ���:]�N ��0��?�6 57%8 : �	��/ �/ 
 �q�ä�N !W �q�]?�>N �q�(�Z�� 0U�� X\ ��0?�@/ !�)i�%8� ��&� �;����&�� ����>/ �)
/�E �B 1�� �/ �;����J �\ 
 G�7-�)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (W �E(�� ���� )�C�]�N 	�-�� ��\ �b��f�
 $:�> �q��
�N 2 !�VB 0L"M : �\ �±%_�� 1�yN ��\ �	
 ?�4��N �!��0N�� �	�� G��8/ 	�� �

 G�7-� �;����J)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �;����&�� ��1�
 . 

16– A man called Abu Ayman once came to Imam al-Baqir (AS) saying, ‘O Abu 
Ja`afar, you delude people by saying, ‘Muhammad’s intercession [will help you], 
Muhammad’s intercession!’ At this, the Imam (AS) got so angry that his face was 
glowering, and said, ‘Woe betide you Abu Ayman! If your belly and your private 
parts keep you away from sin, does that mean they delude you? You would only 
have to see the atrocities of the Day of Resurrection to need Muhammad 
(SAWA)’s intercession. Woe unto you! In any case, do you think that he will only 
intercede for those whose punishment in the Fire is obligatory?!’ Then he 
continued, saying, ‘Every single person, from the first to the last, will need the 
intercession of Muhammad (SAWA) on the Day of Resurrection.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 8, p. 38, no. 16]    

j��%
$-b�� 

The Intercessors  

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �\ �X1����f�
 �;M�M  �X1��k��f���> k$]N0���  :{I���:.f�� 7L"M 2 {I-������ 7L"M 2 {I�C^�� . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Three types of people have the right to intercede 
with Allah, and their intercession will be accepted: the prophets, then the 
scholars, and then the martyrs.’[al-Khisal, p. 156, no. 197]    
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18 �e*7R�� ����� �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�! (��,"a�N PI��|N��N PI� C�̂¾�� ";���0f���;=h��a�N  . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘[The right of] Intercession belongs to the 
prophets, their vicegerents, the believers and the angels.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 8, p. 
58, no. 75]    

19 �e*7R�� ����� �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�4 {I���.f���;��- :L"=3� C�̂ �)��� "$y/N 2 L"=.� C�̂N 2 ";�̂���N 2 �L�80?��N 2 "X`?"&�� . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are five intercessors: the Qur’an, 
consanguinity, immunity, your Prophet, and your Prophet’s household.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, p. 43, no. 39]    

20 �e*7R�� ����� �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;��10%�� �	�� ���é/ �b���J Q . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is no intercessor more effective than 
repentance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 58, no. 75]    

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�>J  e�3R�� ��N�"�N 3��# � "$�-����  ���£� �b . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The intercessor for all of creation is action according to 
what is right and adherence to the truth.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5789]    

 �+��1���� 

Mediation  

22º ����� "V1jE ){z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :(����� �1"��j   �;����j�1�� Ç  ... ";���0f�� ���� �)k��8 �����j�1�� Ç �VO�j 	�-�> . 

22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Ask Allah through my mediation … for whoever 
asks through my mediation is then allowed my intercession.’[Sahihe Muslim, no. 
384] 

   

23º ����� "V1jE )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����  !�"#� �����N 	�� ";7-h�� ����� ���/ ��&�> L�:���/ 	�� 2 �����  ����� 5�R�� �&> L�yR�� 	��N 2   N �� 
 $] N �� ����� �\ �����j�1�� �L�yN 2 5&M�1�� "D�N?���� L�y 2 $]. 

23– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The Imams from the progeny of al-Husayn (AS) 
are such that whoever obeys them has obeyed Allah, and whoever disobeys 
them has disobeyed Allah. They are the Firm Rope [to Allah], and they are the 
means of recourse to Allah.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 58, no. 217]    
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�+���$5b���  �G�H/�� -k�B# 

The People Most Deserving of Intercession  

24Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<;����J 0u���� L"=�C�]N/N <���@ u7(�� L"=���?B/ �X\ : 2 <&"��4 L"=�(��8/N 2 �;�̂�¾�� L"[�7*/N 2 <^��� L"="B��|/
�	�� L"=���?B/N  �(��  . 

24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the closest from among you to me 
tomorrow [in the Hereafter], and the most eligible of you for my intercession are 
those who are the most truthful from amongst you, the most conscientious at 
returning a trust placed in their care, the most good-natured, and the ones who 
have close ties with people.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 411, no. 5]    

�����;�� ��P
e 	��� �I�6w�(� �+���$�� 

A Believer’s Right to Intercession Depends on the Extent of His Deeds  

25Pz� "V1jE �  ) �|����` �N ������� {z� �uk� :( <^�^\ �!�M��c�� �b��f�
 	�� <;����J �!(�,"a� l$�B/N 2 �?�S��N �;��� ��E �$c�� �b��f�
 	�� �!(�,a� 9 . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are people from among the believers who 
have the right to intercession like Rabi`aa and Musar. A believer has the right to 
intercede on behalf of at least thirty people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 8, p. 58, no. 75]    

26 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�b��f�
N 2 �)��C��  $yI�Q "$�]0?�� �b��f�
N 2 �;���C�&�� 9 "$�]0?�� �b��f�
 �q�m> 2 �����-��  E��B 5��  !���]0?��� "$�]?�� 
�*1-_�a� ��&�a� . 

26– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘A man may intercede on behalf of his tribe, or for 
his family, or even just for two other people, depending on the extent of his 
deeds, for that is the Glorious Station.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 43, no. 41] 

INTIMACY   a8Zُا 
   

�4n�2� 

Intimacy  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ("$�C�� ��\ �q7(�f�81�
 QN 2 .�#� ��\ �q7(�� ̂,�
 Q . 
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1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Only the truth will ever afford you company [as an intimate 
friend], and only falsehood will desert you.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10303] 

   

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( G��M 9 ��^"Q� :9R"a�  �
�0R��N 2 3EC�� ����1��N 2�;�&�>�1"a� �;]N0��� 9 . 

2- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Intimacy is found in three: a compatible wife, a kind 
child, and a loyal friend.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 231, no. 25] 

   

3 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �;�:�a� �v�ym�
  �^"Q� "Vj?�%�jQ� . 

3- Imam al-Ridha (AS) said, ‘Being overindulgent in one’s intimacy [with people] 
drives one’s dignity away.’[A`alam al-Din, p. 307] 

   

������  �4n�2�   

Intimacy With Allah  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ����^` �;��Z�� 3��� �\ �;�R�a� �V"s 	�� �±?�4 	��   2 +��^/  }�w� �$]N 7�� +V�  }w� ���̂�/N . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When a man comes out of the humiliation of 
disobedience to the dignity of obedience, Allah will grant him intimacy without 
need for a close friend and elevate him without wealth.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 
359, no. 74] 

   

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �� ̂/  �7(��  	� �*?���̂�  	��  ���̂_Cj  . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who isolates himself away from people will find 
intimacy with Allah, glory be to Him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8644] 

   

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �$��] �BN ��\ +	�,� 	�� �  �¼�81�%���
 L�� +$C�] �;��"B 5�� �X[ 1� 57%8 2 ����\ �	"=��
 <��̂"� �� ̂�\ 	�� ����  . 
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6- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah makes the faith of every single believer his 
own [source of] intimacy, so that he will never feel lonely even if he were to be on 
the top of a mountain.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 111, no. 14] 

   

7 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �� ̂/ 	��    �7(�� 	�� �¼�81�%�j�  . 

7- Imam al-`Askari (AS) said, ‘A man who finds intimacy with Allah feels lonely 
among people.’[al-Durrah al-Bahirah, p. 43] 

 

INTOXICATION   �W�ُ�ّا 
 

   

¦��:�B L:����6 7)�\ 

Every Intoxicant is Prohibited  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(> 2 +?�=��� k$"[ �N�E�m8����?�8 +?�=��� k$"[ kXo . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Every intoxicant is prohibited.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 409, 
no. 9]    

2 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���?�8 ��"�����&�> �'�}c�[ �?�=j/ � . 

2– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Whatever substance intoxicates when consumed in 
large amounts is prohibited even in small amounts.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 131, 
no. 20]    

�i�:����(� �a��n# 

Types of Intoxication  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (����� �C�� � 	�  � *1��� : E�m8�� 2G*1��� �	�
 2  K�?0f��  ?=���[ <�?=�j �;��Z����� kXo> p �;��Z�£� �?=�j
����� "V1&
 2 ��(�� <�?=�j .��J/ u�y $�  ��6  :»�X1�� ]�?�
Q L�:> �u�-�� �L�=�� �L�|«. 
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3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'O Ibn Mas`aud, be wary of the intoxication 
brought about by sin, for verily the sin intoxicates just as much as alcohol if not 
more. Allah, most High, says, "Deaf, dumb and blind, they do not apply reason"[ 
Qur'an 2:171].[ Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 352, no. 266]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(G��?=�j �b��E/ �?=.��� : �q�"a� �?=�jN 2  �10(�� �?=�jN 2  Va� �?=�jN 2  K�?0f�� �?=�j . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'There are four types of intoxication: the intoxication 
induced by drink, the intoxication induced by wealth, the intoxication of sleep, 
and the intoxication induced by power.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 10, p. 114, no. 1]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 2  KC0f��  ?=�jN 2  ̄ ��a�  ?=�jN 2  L�����  ?=�jN 2 �D�E�"&��  ?=�jN 2  Va�  ?=�j 	�� �� ?�%_�
 X/  $�B��� u�w�C(�

"���6 <;c�C�4 <8
 E �q�s �$"=�� kXo> �EB�1�� .U���%��6N �$&���� �v . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The man of reason must be on his guard against the 
intoxication of wealth, of power, of knowledge, of praise and of youth, for all of 
these have offensive vapours about them that strip away one's reason and carry 
away one's dignity.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10948]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  E1�-"£�  ?=�j 	�� <;�B>\ �����/  EN?�w��N �;����w�� �?=�j . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The intoxication of heedlessness and arrogance take 
longer to regain consciousness from than the intoxication of wines.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 5651] 

 INVOKING BLESSINGS ON THE PROPHET (SAWA)   b#َ�َ ِةL)�ا�
!�cو �� ا��(ِ�

 
   

�)&
* ��Y� DF��5/�� 	
��� �9�5_�� 

Invoking Blessings on the Prophet (SAWA)  

1� "V1jE �Pz  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��w"�C�6 L"=�6�| kXo> 20u���� �1l��R�> L�%("[ -"c��8 . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Wherever you may be, invoke blessings on me for 
verily your blessing reaches me.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 2147]    

2Pz� "V1jE �) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���?3R�� 5�� �E1^ 0u���� "D�0R�� . 
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3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever invokes blessings on me, writing it on 
paper, the angels continue to seek forgiveness on his behalf as long as my name 
remains written on the paper.’[Ibid. no. 2243]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( K%=�� �q�s 9 u�Ó� ����*� ���� �?��w�%��6 ";�=h�a�  V���6 L�� +K%[ 9 0u���� 5���| 	�� . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the most miserly of people is he who hears 
my name mentioned and does not invoke blessings on me.’[Ibid. no. 2144]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 3¶(�� 5�� 5k��R�
 57%8 �K1�i_�� �I��* l$"[)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| . ( 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Every supplication remains veiled until blessings are 
invoked on the Prophet (SAWA).’[Ibid. no. 2153]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� N/ �?BC�� ����� �)�������� L :����� :( ���%���  $y/ 5���N G�7-� 5�� "D�0R�� �;����&�� ��1�
 �X����a� 9 �b�g1�
 � "$�&M/ . 

6– Imam al-Baqir and Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The heaviest thing to be placed 
on the scales on the Day of Resurrection is the invocation of blessings on 
Muhammad and his household (AS).’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 94, p. 49, no. 9]    

��Y� DF��5/�� 	
��� �9�5_�� �+5��$�
\ 

The Method of Invoking Blessings on the Prophet (SAWA)  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� ������ �D�0R�� �;0�����[ 	� �$��j 7-�� � :�1"�1"B : �)�k��| -[ 2G�0-�  V` 5��N G�7-� 5�� �$�| 0L�:k���
 �� E�N 2��� i�� ���-�8 �q7̂\ �L�y�?�\  V` 5��N �L�y�?�\ 5�� ���-�8 �q7̂\ �L�y�?�\  V` 5��N �L�y�?�\ 5�� �)[�E� -�[ 2G�7-�  V` 5��N G�-� 5��

���i�� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) when he was asked how to send blessings on him, 
replied, ‘Say: O Allah, bless Muhammad and the family of Muhammad, just as 
you blessed Abraham and the family of Abraham, verily you are Praiseworthy 
and Glorious. And send Your benediction on Muhammad and on the family of 
Muhammad, just as you sent Your benediction on Abraham and on the family of 
Abraham, verily you are Praiseworthy and Glorious.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 3993] 

ISLAM   مL<Nا 
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Islam  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(������ 5���
 QN 1"���
 ���j�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Islam excels and cannot be surpassed by 
anything else.’[al-Faqih, v. 4, p. 334, no. 5719]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u :( ?�4��N  V0N� � �m�4"�  ��j�� 9 HIj/ 	��N 2 �;0��y�� 9 �$�-�� µ �m�4�,�
 L��  ��j�� 9 �	��8/ 	�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'He who performs good acts after having 
embraced Islam will not be punished for anything that he did in his pre-Islamic 
state, whilst he who continues to commit bad after having embraced Islam will be 
taken to account for everything from beginning to end.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 461, no. 2] 
   

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�/ ���?�J Q  ��j�� �	�� 5� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'There is no distinction higher than Islam.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 371]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �	
�* ���j�� �my �X\  �D�?���4 �'�|/N 2 �� (��� 5�� �����(�Z|�N 2 ��P��(�� �'��Z|� Tm��  ���-h��* ��B/N 2 ���&��4 
 ����>�? � �$���a� �b�g�NN 2 ���60��� � �X
*�� kV�s/ 2 ���%0C�_�� 5�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Verily this Islam is the religion of Allah, which He has 
chosen for Himself, which He has developed before His eyes, which He has 
preferred for the best of all His creatures, and whose pillars he has founded upon 
His love. He has abased other religions by honouring it and humiliated other 
creeds before its sublimity.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 198]    

5 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� (�  ��j�� �U|�N 9 � : ���gN/N 2  ��y(�a� �����/ 1�:>)���g�N ( 2 3*�1��� �e ?f�� 2  E(�a� �� ?f�� 2 �hQ�1��
 �� �R�a� {Iu�S�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS), in his description of Islam, said, 'It is the brightest of all paths, 
the clearest of all passages, with towering minarets, brightly lit highways and 
illuminating lamps.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 106]    

�]����(� ���� I�6 
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Who is a Muslim?  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ���-�%f�
 QN ���-��Y�
 Q 2 L���"a� 1�4/ �L��"a� . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'A Muslim is the brother of a fellow Muslim - he 
neither wrongs him nor insults him.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 745]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��"�"m��
 QN �����m=�
 QN ���̂1���
 Q 2  L��"a� 1�4/ �L��"a� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'A Muslim is the brother of a fellow Muslim - he 
neither betrays him nor lies to him nor deceives him.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 747]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  L��"a� "D`?�� �L��"a� . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The Muslim is the mirror of a fellow Muslim.’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 742]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(L :P�"�^/N L :���1�/ 5�� ��(�� ���(�-�%h�  	�� �	��,"a�N 2 �� ̂���N �'���
 	�� ��(�� �L���j 	�� �L��"a� . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'A Muslim is he whose hand and tongue people feel 
safe from, whilst a believer (mu'min) is he whom people trust with their 
belongings and their lives.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 239, no. 1]    

���1�� �P����
e 

Fundamentals of Islam  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) �|����` �N ������� {z� �uk� :( �$"=��N 2 ���E�1�� �'�*-��N 2 ����R�� "$�-���� ���6HIN�?��N 2 {I>�1�� ���%�(
 �N 2 {I��#� ���jC���> p �X
?�� ���j��
�)��C�� �$y/ (.C�8  ��j�� ��j/N ��j/ �Iu�J . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Islam is naked, and its clothing is modesty, its 
adornment loyalty, its valour good deeds, and its pillars piety. Everything has a 
foundation, and the foundation of Islam is the love for us, the ahl al-bayt (the 
household of the Prophet).’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 445, no. 1031]    

11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( u�%���  $y/ .v�8N u7C�8  ��j�� ��j/ . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The foundation of Islam is love for me and love 
for my household.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 37631]    
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12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;��C�j  ��j�� �����1�B :°c��N 2 �¥0R�� �u (�� ������N "$&���� :"�0NO�> :";�c��c��N 2 �;�i:k��� �e��|N  �?���� "X1�| :
";�� ��?��N 2 ���%�: ] 5�� �X`?"&�� "D�N��6 :����� 9 .v"#�  ����� 9 �¦w�C��N   ";���£�N 2  : G�7-�  V` .��8) �uk��|����` �N ������� {z� ( 2 L :�%�
Q�N ";�> ?���N

";�j�*���N :";�� �7���N 2 L :���� "D�_"a�N �X�14�� .��8 : �"#�  �(�� "D�E�Ni�� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Islam has seven fundamentals: the first is reason, on 
which perseverance is founded. The second is maintenance of one's honour and 
honest speech. The third is proper recitation of the Qur'an. The fourth is to love 
for the sake of Allah and to hate for the sake of Allah. The fifth is the right due to 
the household of the Prophet (SAWA) and their guardianship. The sixth is the 
right of one's fellow brothers and their protection. The seventh is close contact 
with people through fair means.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 196]    

13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�Lh��* �;��-�4 5�� ���j�� �u (�� : 2  ��?�#� �)��C�� 3��8N 2 �XS���E  ?:�J  �1�|N 2 �D[0��� PI%
\N 2 �D�0R��  �B\
 �)��C�� �$y/ (�� �;�
Q�1��N . 

13– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Islam has been founded on five pillars: the 
establishment of prayer, the giving of the alms-tax, the fast of the month of 
Ramazan, the pilgrimage to the Sanctified House, and [the acknowledgment of] 
our guardianship, the ahl al-bayt.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 353, no. 4]    

14�� ����� � g3?)�������� ������� :(��"� �;����� kX\  u���� ����?�>N 2u�(��  ��j�� . 

14– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'Verily Imama (divinely appointed leadership of the 
twelve Imams) is the ever-growing root of Islam as well as its lofty branch.’[al-
Kafi, v. 1, p. 200,no. 1]    

���1�� 	�/%�6 

The Meaning of Islam  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����
N �q ̂��� 	�� �X1-��"a� �L����
N �q�C��B �L����6 X/ ���j�� . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Islam is that you submit your heart [to Allah], and 
that all Muslims feels safe from your tongue and your hand.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
17]    

16 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( +L���µ �����> �!-��"a�  E1�" � .L�%:�
 Q ���C|/ 	�� . 
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16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'He who wakes up in the morning unconcerned 
about the situations of fellow Muslims is not a Muslim.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 163, no. 1] 
   

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �E�?B��N 2�E�?B�� 1�y ��
�R%��N 2 ��
�R%�� 1�y �!&����N 2 �!&���� 1�y �L���%��N 2 �L���%�� 1�y ���j�� 1�y
 "$-���� 1�y {I�*��N 2 {I�*��. 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Verily Islam is submission, and submission is conviction, 
and conviction is certification of something, and certification is attestation, and 
attestation of something is fulfilment of it, and fulfilment is the performance of 
required acts.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 125]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��j�� ";�C�̂i�� :7̂o> 2 �;^��£� �1�C ̂] . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Repel treachery, for verily it repels Islam.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4742]    

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��j�� �	�� �Ã ?�� �&> +L���� 5�� �X�/ 	�� . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Whoever aids and abets wrongdoing towards a fellow 
Muslim is not a Muslim.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 922]    

20 �e*7R�� ����� �)������������ ��� ( �VB ����]/ 7-��> 2 �$h��� 	� ����O�j Àu�J +$�]?� :���� �)-��j/   �;�����  : kX\ 2 �;����� ���� � �)(��` $��
 �X1��c�
 ������ "X���N 2 �X1�_�[(�%�
N �X1"M�E�1%�
 ������N �X��� �$CB ���j�� . 

20– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) answered some questions that a Syrian man had come 
to ask him, after which the latter said, 'I am a Muslim right now.’ Imam said, 'No, 
rather you have faith right now, for Islam comes before faith [i.e. you were 
already a Muslim], and is the means by which people inherit each other and 
marry each other, whereas faith is the means by which they are rewarded.’[al-
Kafi, v. 1, p. 173, no. 4]    

21º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �X��� 5�� �K�1kc��N 2 �±N?"��� �� l$�_�%��6N 2 ";�̂��� ��� t7*�,�6N ��0��� ��� �	�&_�
 ���j��. 

21– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Islam is that through which life is spared, goods 
are entrusted, and women become lawful [through marriage], whereas faith is 
that which incurs reward.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 25, no. 6] 

JEALOUSY   *�َ�َا� 
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�� -��&�6 

Jealousy  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �VB   �X�?-��  	� 5j1a �$]N7��  :���j#� kX\ �!� �)�-���B Tm��� u-���&� �*| 2 u-�� (� �n�4j 
T*C�� . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, Mighty and Exalted, said to Moses son of 
Amran (AS) [known in the Arabic tradition as `Aimran], ‘Verily the jealous is 
discontented with My bounties, and wards off the shares I have apportioned to 
My servants.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 307, no. 6]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ̄ N.?�� ���C�8 ����#� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Jealousy is the spirit’s imprisonment.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 372]    

3� ����� � �u�)�������� ������� : ( ��?���� .?�J ����#� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Jealousy is the worst disease.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 332]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ����#�  $h�s0?�� ��/E . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The chief of vices is jealousy.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5242] 
   

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����   ��������/ � �����#� .E�*  ! ����%�&> �� C�8R� �/���� . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘How capable jealousy is! And how just it is, that it starts 
off with its perpetrator and ends up killing him!’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi 
al-Hadid, v. 1, p. 316]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �D�?�4��N �^.��� {I&�J ����#� "D�?-�M . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of jealousy is the misery of this world and the 
Hereafter.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4632]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (������ �;�-�� ̂ �'����_�
 	0-�� �;�-�3(�� �V�N�� kX/ t?�
 ���j#� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The jealous one sees a loss for the one he is jealous of as 
a gain for himself.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1832]    
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8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���j#� 	�� +�1�Y�µ ���C�J/ -��� �)
/�E � :���Q �X��8N 2 �Lhy �v��BN 2 �Lh�* �����̂ . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I have not seen a wrong-doer resemble a wronged person 
more than the jealous one: he has an exhausted spirit, a wandering heart, and an 
inherent sorrow.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 256, no. 29]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (5&���
 � ���j#� �v���8 . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘That which he suffers is [torment] enough for the jealous 
one.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 12, p. 17, no. 13388]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����7�0��� �U���S%�� 2 ���?���#� �}c[ �*1��#� . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The jealous one has many regrets, and his vices are 
manifold.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1520]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �*1��
 Q �*1��#� . 

11- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The jealous one can never rule.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
1017]    

¦,��!�6 �+�;%�n .� 7)�\ 

Every Prosperous Person is Envied  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u : ( �*1�_�� G;�-� ̂ Ts k$"[ kXo> 2 �X-�%�=�� L"= ih�1�8 PIS�B 5�� �1(���%�j� . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Seek the assistance of secrecy in fulfilling your 
needs, for every prosperous person is envied.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi 
al-Hadid, v. 1, p. 316]    

�C����� �P��� 

Jealousy and Faith  

13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �v�Z�#� �E7(�� "$"[O�6 -[ �X��� "$"[O���� ����#� kX\ . 

13- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Jealousy consumes faith like fire consumes dry 
wood.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 306, no. 1]    
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14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ����#� ��"�|/ �?��"=�� kXo> p S���� L"=�S��� �����_�
 �X/ L"[7
\ . 

14- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Beware of being jealous of one another, for the 
origin of disbelief is jealousy.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 8, no. 1]    

�P�1��� �+�6��� 

The Signs of the Jealous Person  

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �� (�Q "X-&"� �VB : G����� "���M ���j_�� :�;�C�R"a� �)�-�f�
N 2 �� :�J �s\ ����-�%�
N 2 �K@ �s\ �K%�w�
 . 

15- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Luqman told his son, ‘There are three signs of the 
jealous person: he backbites someone in his absence, flatters him in his 
presence, and rejoices at the misery of others.’[al-Khisal, p. 121, no. 113] 

JIHAD  د�I.ِا� 
 

   

Q������ �;��� 9 �*:�%]   

Striving To Obey Allah  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�*����%�jQ�N  v.yO7%��N2 �*:�%�]Q�N 3���� L"=���� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘You must adopt earnestsness, diligence, preparedness 
and willingness.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 230]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ";���  ���:"�� �¹�?���%�j�N 2 0���� �V�m�� 	����\ y��1�_�
 Q ���̂_Cj  . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Obedience to Allah cannot be attained except by one 
who possesses earnestness and exerts himself to the utmost.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 6009]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �!� ���� ��0̂/ �1-�����   ���&���4 	�� �q�s �XN* 	�� QN �$�j�?�� �u C�̂ QN �K0?�&�� �q���� ���&���4 	�� G��8/ �!�N 
> 2���� L�:�%��� ��\ L :��"[����� �;�� 9 �N� :�%�]   . 
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3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said ‘Know that between Allah and His creation there is 
no proximal angel, nor prophet, nor anything else [to intervene], except for their 
obedience to Him. So strive to obey Allah!’[al-Kafi, v. 8 p. 7, no. 11]    

<�*:�%]�  �7(�� .��J/ 

The Most Diligent of People  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (	�� <�*:�%�]�  �7(�� .��J/ �K1^lm�� ���?�6 . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most diligent of people is he who abandons 
sins.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 28, no. 4]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (G�8/  L��"Y� .L�:�
 Q ���C�|/ 	�� �*:��� "$�S�>/ . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best jihad is performed by one who awakes in 
the morning with no intention to wrong anyone.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 456, no. 
1053]    

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �$�]E ���� �VB �a � : QN 2<Q��8 ��\ �$"[` Q �X/ 1]�E/ �	=�N 2  �10R�� "$��B �D�7R�� "$���B  $-���� �U���g u7̂\
 � <Q��8 ��\ ���=�̂/ : �;k��� 	�� "$�S�>/ G*: ] .T/NW +±�?�>N +	�Z�� ! 

6– When someone addressed Imam al-Baqir (AS), saying, ‘I am weak in my 
worship, praying and fasting but a little, though I strive to eat only that which is 
permissible, and be sexually intimate with only those whom it is permissible’, the 
Imam replied, ‘What jihad is there better than restraint of the stomach and the 
private parts?!’[Ibid. v. 1, p. 455, no. 1052] 

JURISPRUDENCE  !ُK+ِا� 
 

   

�I?DP�� F�* ��7A
$5'�� 

Learnedness in Religion  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��|( :����� �*�E/ �s\  �'��J�E ���-�«/N 2 	
3��� 9 ���:k&�> <�}�4 G�C���  . 
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1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When Allah wants good for a servant, He 
educates him in religion and inspires him to its complete path.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 28690]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��&���� �D�*C���� "$�S>/ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of worship is the study of religion.’[al-
Targhib wa al-Tarhib, v. 1, p. 93, no. 3]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��* �IuJ �$"=�� �X\��&����  	
3��� �my ";����*N 2<;�� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is a support for everything, and the support 
for this religion is education.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28768]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� �	��8/ ��7̂o> p �X`?&�� �1-k����6  K1�"&�� �b���E ��0̂o> ���> �1�:k&���6N 2�F
��# . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Learn the Quran for it is the best of speeches, and study 
it for it is the spring of the hearts.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 110]    

5 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�:k&��6�����  	
�* 9 �1   �;�������  v�6.?��N �;���>0?��  V �(�a� 5��\ �vC0���N 2�D�*C���� ��-�6N 2�D�}R�C�� �̄ %��� ��&���� kXo> 2
?�
 ¢ �� (
�* 9 ��k&���%�
 ¢ 	��N 2 v�[�1=�� 5���  �-0f��  $S���[ �� ���� 5��� ���&���� "$S�>N 2�^���N  	
3��� 9����� ��   <��-�� ����  

5– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘The superiority of a learned person over a 
worshipper is as the superiority of the sun over the planets, and whoever does 
not educate themselves in their religion, Allah will not accept a single deed from 
them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 321, no. 19]    

���A
$�� ���� I�6 

Who is the Scholar (faqih *)? 

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (ÀEs r� ���%0�|N 9 : �$��_�
 �> 2 ?����� �Vc�/ ��(�� t�?�
 50%8 ��&���� k$"[ "$�]?�� ���&��
 Q QN 2L�y�*1]�1 �
« +?�B8 �L�Y�/ �X1=��> ��P��^ �\ 1�y �b ]?�
 7L"M 2�'��(� +}��� �*1]�N �'�?3��w�
 Q -[ �q�s �'�?3��w�
. 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said in his will to Abu Dharr, ‘A person will not be totally 
educated until he sees people like camels, so he should not be amused by their 
presence and it should not change him, just as the presence of a [real] camel 
does not change him. Then he must return to his self and become the greatest 
humiliator of his self.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 304, p. 51]    
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7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� u�|��� 9 ��(��  ¿34�?�
 ¢ 	�� W���&���� 3��8 ���&���� L"[�? C4"� Q/  ����� �;�®�E 	�� L�:�Z3(�&�
 ¢N 2   L�:�(��,�
 ¢N 2
�����  ?=�� 	��  �'�1�j � �\ ��(�� <;�C@�E �X`?&��  ����
 ¢N 2 . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Shall I inform you of a true learned person? He who does 
not allow people to commit acts of disobedience to Allah, does not let them lose 
hope in the mercy of Allah, does not assure them against the devices of Allah, 
and does not leave the Quran in his desire for something other than it.’[Tuhaf al-
`Uqoul, p. 204]    

8 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� ("$�]?�� �V&> 2����]O> �$�]E ����O�j �BN � : �my �X1�1&�
 Q HI:�&"��� �X\ !� : �q�ä�N 
 ! W ln�B <:�&�> �)
/�E $�yN
 !���&���� 0��8 ���&���� kX\ :�;0(��� �q3�-�%"a� 2�D�?�4�� 9 �v�@�?�� 2�^��� 9 ���y���� 3¶(�� )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( 

8– Imam al-Baqir (AS) was once asked a question by a man, to which he duly 
replied, and to which the man then retorted, ‘The jurists do not say this!’ The 
Imam said, ‘Woe unto you! Have you ever seen a jurist?! A real jurist is a person 
who is ascetic from this world, who craves for the Hereafter, and strongly holds 
onto the tradition of the Prophet (SAWA).’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 70, no. 8]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(7%8 :�&�> L"=(�� "$�]?�� "X1=
 Q(���[ �¦
E��� �� ?��
 5 . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is no man from among you who will become 
a jurist until they understand the intents of our speech.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, v. 2, p. 
3]    

10 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��&���� ����� 	�� �)-0R��N �L�����N �L��#�  . 

10– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Among the signs of a jurist are clemency, 
knowledge, and silence.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 232]    

�4�� W 	��� ���A
$�� �95P�� 

The Power of the Jurist over Satan  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ������� {z� �uk��|����` �N  :( G� �� �U�/ 	�� �����\ 5�� .��J/ ���8�N ���&�> . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘One jurist is more powerful over Satan than one 
thousand worshippers.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 1, p. 177, no. 48]    

12 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(� G;���C�B 9 �±�?��
 +L��� 	�� �����\  ?:�Y�� �b�ZB/ �IuJ 	��  . 
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12 – The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is nothing more difficult [lit. backbreaking] 
for Satan than a scholar emerging from a tribe.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28755]    

13 �	
����� �	
� ����� � �?BC�� ����� N/’ : G� �� �U�/ �D�*C�� 	�� �XZ�f�� 5�� .��J/  	
3��� 9 ���&���%�� . 

13 – Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) or Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘A person educated in 
religion is more difficult for Satan to bear than the worship of one thousand 
worshippers.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 1, p. 213, no. 10]    

���A
$�� �i��6 

The Death of a Jurist  

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(»IuJ y.����
 Q �;�-�"M  ��j�� 9 �L��"M ���&���� �	�,a� ��� �s\ . 

14 – Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When a jurist believer dies a void is left in Islam 
that nothing can ever again fill.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 38, no. 2]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(G��&�> ��1�� 	�� �����\ �\ 0v�8/ �!(�,a� 	�� ��1-�
 G��8/ 	��� . 

15 – Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘No believer’s death makes Satan happier more 
than the death of a jurist.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 38, no. 1]  

 

* The original meaning of faqih is ‘learned man’ or ‘scholar’, but it has acquired a 
more specific meaning in Islamic terminology, which is a ‘jurist’ or ‘a religious 
scholar well-versed in Islamic law and jurisprudence (fiqh)’ (ed.) 

 

JUSTICE  �=P�%�� 

 
   

�=P�%�� �+�;�e 

The Importance of Justice  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L����� ���1�B � � ��j/ "V����� . 
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1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Justice is the base that supports the whole world.’[Matalib 
al-Sa’ul, p. 61]    

2 �u�� ����� �)���������������  :(����� �$���]   ��jÜ�� <;�� (��6N 2 �M��N  L��Y�a� �	�� <:
¬�6N 2 �^¾�� <��1�B �V����� ���̂_C�j  . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah, Glory be to Him, made justice a support for 
mankind, an eliminator of wrongs and sins, and an elevator of Islam.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4789]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�DQ�1�� "V-�]N �;0���0?�� ���1�B "V����� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Justice is the support of the masses and the beauty 
[adorning] the governors.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1954]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( V�N.��� ";0(�] "V����� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Justice is the shield of the nations.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
1873]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ";0���0?�� ��"�R�6  V���� � . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The masses behave righteously through justice.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 4215]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��[�?�C�� �U��S�%�6  V���� � . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Blessings are multiplied through justice.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4211]    

7� � �u�� ����)�������� ������� :( �D�?��� ��Y ̂ "V����� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Justice is the regulatory system of authority.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 774]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  V�����  $c�- � "X����C�� ���?3-�� � . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Nothing can cause nations to flourish like justice.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 9534]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �*1"�� N/  V����� �;7����S>/ 	�� �$��j 7-�� � : 2:�%�: ] 	�� :�] ?��
 �*1"��N 2:���g�1�� �E1�"Q� �b�S�
 "V�����
�����N-�:"��S>/N -�:">�?J/ "V����> 2�d4 �� E� �*1"��N 2��� ��hj "V . 
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9– Imam Ali (AS) was once asked which was better, justice or generosity, to 
which he replied, ‘Justice puts things in their rightful place, whereas generosity 
takes them away from their course. Justice is a general predominant state, 
whereas generosity is a transient characteristic. Justice is therefore the nobler 
and better of the two.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 437]    

10 {I�?y0��� ";-�> �)�������� �:����� :( ���?�> ...=��6 �V����� K1�"&��� <(� . 

10– Fatima al-Zahra’ (AS) said, ‘Allah has made justice incumbent as a source of 
tranquility for the hearts.’[`AeIlal al-Shara’i`a , p. 247, no. 2]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("Xx-kY�� ���C�R�
 PIa� �	�� 5�8/ "V����� . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Justice is sweeter than water to a thirsty man.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 146, no. 11]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�q��a� �	�� <äE �v���/N 2���.��� �	�� �	���/N 2��:0f�� �	�� 5�8/ "V����� . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Justice is sweeter than honey, softer than butter 
and smells more fragrant than musk.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, p. 147, no. 15]    

�=�,�%�� �i�$�" 

Qualities of a Just Person  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��Y�
 L��> ��7(�� �$��� 	�� )���-�[ 	0-�� 1�:�> 2L�:������
 L��> L�y�����NN 2L�:���m=�
 L��> L�:�M0��8�N 2L�:�-
 ���%�C��@ )���?�8N 2���601�4"� )�C�]�NN 2���%������ ��?�:��N 2���6HIN?�� . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who treats people in such a way that he 
never wrongs them, and speaks to them and never lies to them, and when he 
makes a promise to them he never breaks it, such a person is perfect in his 
valorous qualities, his justice is manifest, and it becomes obligatory to consider 
him as one’s brother and prohibited to backbite him.’[al-Khisal, p. 208, no. 28]    

14 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( <Q��� �X[ �'1C�8R�
 X/ .v�_�
 Tmk� � ��7(�� �v�8| 	�� . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who associates with people as he himself 
would like others to associate with him is indeed just.’[Kanz al-Fawa’id, v. 2, p. 
162]    
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�@�&�M�� F�* �� D��P�%�� 	
��� �=P�%���  �+5��"���� 

Advice to Be Just and Fair with One’s Enemy and When Struck with 
Anger  

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  !��"#� �� (��Q ���%0��|�N 9 �)�������� ������� (� : � �q�|N"������ t�1&�%    ?&����N �w�� 9  ...  �
�0R�� 5����  V���� �N
3N������N . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said in his will to his son al-Husayn (AS), ‘I advise you to be 
wary of your duty to Allah in wealth and poverty … and [I advise you] of being 
just towards both friend and foe.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 88]    

�G�H/�� �=�P�# 

The Most Just of People  

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(GD01"B 	�� �U�R^/ 	��  �7(�� "V���/ . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most just person is he who uses his strength even-
handedly.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3242]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3��#� L�ySB/  ���£� "V���/ . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most just from all creation is he who fulfils rights 
most indiscriminately.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3014]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��P���̂ 9 {I?�a� �V����
 X/  V����� ";�
@ . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The peak of justice is that a man be just towards his 
own self.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6368] 

KNOWLEDGE   �]��%�� 

 
  

�]��%�� �)&
* 
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The Virtue of Knowledge  

1� "V1jE �Pz  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�XC^�s  $�y�� �v^�sN 2 ���8�N  L����� �v^�s. 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When committing a sin, the knowledgeable man is 
guilty of the one sin whereas the ignorant man is guilty of two [i.e. the sin itself 
and the sin of ignorance].’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28784] 
  

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����"[ 3?0f�� ��/�E "$:���N 2 ����"[  }�£� ��/�E �L����� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Knowledge is the root of all good whereas 
ignorance is the root of all evil.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 175, no. 9] 
  

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(+L����� �$"[ 5��� �;�S
?�>  L����� �v���� ... "V��#� ���?��
N 2 ��8E�� "$�|1�6 �� �N 2 ���C��
N .K0?�� ��Z�
 �� �
�\ �L����� 2  ��?�#� �	�� {I��&J�� �����?_�
N 2 {I�������� �� � �L�:��
 2 ���� �6 "$�-����N  $�-���� �� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The quest for knowledge is incumbent upon every 
Muslim… by virtue of it the Lord is obeyed and worshipped, consanguinal 
relations are maintained, and the lawful is distinguished from the prohibited. 
Knowledge leads to action and action follows it. The fortunate ones are inspired 
by it whereas the wretched ones are deprived of it.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 488, no. 
1069] 
  

4 Pz� "V1jE �)�� {z� �uk��|����` �N ����� :( -��� L�:l��B/ <;�-�B  �7(�� l$�B/N 2 -��� L�y�?�c[/ <;�-�B  �7(�� �?�c[/ . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The worthiest of people are those who have the 
most knowledge, and the least of them in worth are those with the least 
knowledge.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 27, no. 4] 
  

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  L����� "$y/N �*:��� "$y/ �D01�C.(�� �;�]�E�* 	��  �7(�� �K�?B/ . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The people who are closest to the rank of 
prophethood are the people of knowledge and striving.’[al-Mahajjat al-Baydha, v. 
1, p. 14] 
  

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(PI���:.f�� PI��* 5��� PI-������ �*���� ���]?��> PI���:.f�� {I��*N PI-������ �*���� �;����&�� ��1�
 "X��1�
 . 
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6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘On the Day of Resurrection, the ink of the 
scholars will be weighed up against the blood of the martyrs, and the ink of the 
scholars will preponderate over the blood of the martyrs.’[Tafsir al-Durr al-
Manthur, v. 3, no. 423] 
  

7 �u�� ����� �) ��������������� :(�L�����  $hS���� ";�
@ 2 �L�����  $hS���� ��/�E . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fountainhead of all virtues is knowledge and the peak 
of all virtues is knowledge.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5234] 
  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��hB �L������XN?�8 ���0(��N 2 ��hj "$�-����N 2 . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Knowledge commands, action drives, and the carnal soul 
is the obstinate mount.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 208] 
  

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $&���� �̄ CR�� �L����� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Knowledge is the lamp of the intellect.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 536] 
  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( "$������ �L�� ̂ �L�P���� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Knowledge is indeed a good guide.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 837] 
  

11 �u�� ����� �) ��������������� :(  K�8�� ���?J/ �L����� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Knowledge is the noblest source of repute.’[Kanz al-
Fawa’ id li al-Karajiki, v. 1, p. 319] 
  

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  	��,"a� ";k�g �L����� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Knowledge is the lost property of the believer.’[`Uyoun 
Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 66, no. 295] 
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13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("/�¥�
 <7��s  $:�� � 5��[N 2 �����\ �vP��̂ �s\ �� � �̄ �?��
N 2 ���(P�_�
 Q 	�� ������0��
 X/ <>�?�J  L���� � 5��[ �1�y 	�� ��(�� 
 ���> . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Knowledge is such a dignified thing that he who is not 
proficient at it claims to be so, and one is pleased for it to be attributed to him. 
And ignorance is such a rebuked thing that even the one who possesses it 
claims to be free of it.’[Munyat al-Murid, p. 110] 
  

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  L����� �	�� �b��^/ �¬�[ Q . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no treasure more profitable than 
knowledge.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 19, no. 4] 
  

15�u�� ����� �) �������� ������� :(  L�����[ ���?�J Q . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no source of dignity like knowledge.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 113] 
  

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�
 ��0̂o> p  L����� HI� N ��\ ���> �$���] - � ���S�
 �I� N l$"[ �� � �bP�0% . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Every container becomes cramped by what is placed 
therein, except the container that holds knowledge, for verily it expands because 
of it.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 205] 
  

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �s\����� �V�sE/   �L����� ������� �?�Y�8 <��C��  . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When Allah wishes to repudiate someone, he deprives 
him of knowledge.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 288] 
  

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D��8 �L����� . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Knowledge is life.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 185] 
  

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�U�0S�� �	�� �X����� "D01"BN 2 5-���� �	��  ER��� �E1^N 2  K1�"&�� "D��8 �L����� kX\ . 
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19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily knowledge is the life of the hearts, the light of the 
eyes from blindness and the strength of the bodies against weakness.’[Amali al-
Saduq, p. 493, no. 1] 
  

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �VBN HI����.R�� ��k��(�6 �?�_|/ 7-��> �X7C��� 5��\ ���]�?4/N �'���� � �m�4/ 7-�� +$��-"=�� � :
 �	�� �}�4 �L����� 2 "$��-"[ 
�����N�� � "VN��
  Va� �b�(�|N 2  e�^�� 5���� 1[��
 �L�����N 2 ";�&��0(�� ���R"&(�6 "Va�N 2 �Va� ���?_�6 �)^/N �q�j�?_�
 �L����� 2  Va� . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) once took Kumayl out to the desert, and when they reached 
the desert, he let out a deep sigh and said, ‘O Kumayl, knowledge is better than 
wealth for wealth is reduced by spending whereas knowledge causes your 
spendings to flourish, and any good product of wealth ceases when it ceases to 
exist.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 147] 
  

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  K1�"&�� u�> L�:"�c�/N 2 �D�*1&��� L�:�̂��/ 2 �?y0��� �u�&�� � �X1B� {I-������N 2 »I�8/ L�yN  V�1��� "X�7��4 �q���y
 �D�*1]1�� . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The treasurers of wealth perish during their own 
lifetimes, whereas the knowledgeable ones remain alive for all time, their 
individual selves may pass away, but the likes of them continue to remain in the 
hearts.’[Nahj al-Balagha,] 
  

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� 2 <%3��� �X[ X\N �u�8 �L�����<7��8 �X[ X\N �)3��� "$�y . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The scholar is alive even when he is dead, whereas the 
ignorant man is dead even though he may be alive.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1124-
1125] 
  

24 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�N HI-������ kX\ PI� C^�� ";�M�E . 

23– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily the scholars are the heirs of the 
prophets.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 32, no. 2] 
  

�9�,���%�� 	
��� �]��%�� �)&
* 
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The Superiority of Knowledge to Acts of Worship  

24Pz� "V1jE �  ) �N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  :( �D�*C����  }c�[ 	�� �}�4  L����� "$���B . 

24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A little knowledge is better than a lot of 
worship.’[al-Mahajjat al-Baydha, v. 1, p. 22] 
  

25 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�| 	�� �}�4 +L��� �b�� ��1�̂ +$:�] 5��� GD� . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘To sleep having knowledge is better than to pray 
in ignorance.’[Munyat al-Murid, p. 104] 
  

26 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  v�[�1�=�� 5���  �-0f��  $S��[ �� ���� 5���  L����� �$S�> kX\  $S��[ �� ����  }�@ 5��� �� ���� "$S�>N 2
 v�[�1�=�� 5���  ?�-�&�� . 

26– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the knowledgeable man is superior to the 
[mere] worshipper as the sun is to the stars, and the worshipper is superior to the 
one who does not worship as the superiority of the moon to the stars.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 2, p. 19, no. 49] 
  

27 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<�� �!�C�j �� ���� �D�*C�� 	�� �}�4 2 �����-�� 9 �?"Y(�
 ���J�?�> 5��� "½�=0%�
 +L��� 	�� �;��j . 

27– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘An hour spent by a knowledgeable man lying on 
his bed thinking about his deeds is better than seventy years spent by the 
worshipper performing acts of worship.’[Rawdhat al-Wa`aizin, no. 16] 
  

28 Pz� "V1jE �)��` �N ������� {z� �uk��|�� :( kX/ �q�sN p <�� �!�C�j  ��?���� �?�S�8  !�%�]�E�* �$"[ �!�� 2 <;�]�E�* �!�C�� � �� ���� 5���  L����� "$S�>
��
 QN :�� ��0]�1�%�
 Q ���6�*C�� 5��� �$ C&�� �� ����N 2 :(�� 5:(��> �L����� y�?�RC��>  �7(��� �;��� C�� �b�S�
 �XZ�0f��:"> ? . 

28– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The knowledgeable man is superior to the [mere] 
worshipper by seventy degrees, the distance between two degrees spanning the 
gallop of a horse for seventy years; and this is because Satan plants an 
innovation amongst people which the knowledgeable man notices and prohibits, 
whilst the worshipper attends to his worship neither taking any notice of it nor 
recognising it.’[Rawdhat al-Wa`aizin, no. 17] 
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29 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(0-�_�� ����̂ Tm����N �'��� � G� ! �L�����N ��P���(�� �� ���� kXP� p G� �� �U�/ 	�� �����\ 5��� .��J/ ���8�N �L�����
�' }�w�� . 

29– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘By the One Who holds Muhammad’ s soul in His 
Grasp! Verily one knowledgeable man is more difficult for Satan to bear than 
seventy worshippers, for the worshipper serves himself whilst the knowledgeable 
man serves others.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28908] 
  

30 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( G;�����  ���B 	�� �}�4 <;��j  L����� �?"[�m�6 . 

30– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Revising knowledge for an hour is better than 
staying up the whole night in worship.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 245] 
  

31 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(G� �� �U�/ �!�C�j 	�� "$�S>/ 2 ��-��� � �b���%(�
 �L��� . 

31– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The knowledgeable man who is beneficial [to 
others] as a result of his knowledge is better than seventy thousand 
worshippers.’[al-Da`aawat, p. 62, no. 153] 
  

�]���%�� �i��6 

The Death of a Scholar  

32Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  L����� ��1�� +L��� ��1�� 	�� �?��
/ G;���C�B ��1��N 2 ���-{�� �Li�̂ �1�yN 2.����6 Q �;�-�"MN �?�Ci�6 Q �;�C�R��
 . 

32– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The death of a scholar is an affliction that cannot 
be compensated and a void that cannot be filled, for he is a star that has been 
obliterated. The death of a whole tribe is easier to bear than the death of a 
scholar.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28858] 
  

q9�,���� �]���%�� ��`�� �W �:
}5/�� 

Looking at the Face of a Scholar is an Act of Worship  

33Pz� "V1jE �  ) �� {z� �uk��|����` �N ����� :( �D�*C�� ���� <7C�8  L����� ��]�N 9 �?�Y0(�� . 
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33– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Looking at the face of a scholar out of love for 
him is an act of worship.’[Nawadir al-Rawandi, p. 11] 
  

34 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��j 7-�� �	�� �$  3u C0(��  V1�B)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(� �D�*C�� PI-������ �'1]�N 9 �?�Y0(�� : �s\ Tm��� �L����� �1�y
�;�(%�> �����\ �?�Y0(��> �q�s ����4 �X[ 	��N 2 �D�?�4�� ���?k[�s �����\ ��?�Y�̂ . 

34– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked regarding the Prophet (SAWA)’ s 
saying, ‘Looking at the faces of scholars is an act of worship’ , to which he 
replied, ‘It refers to the scholar whom looking at reminds you of the Hereafter, 
and whoever is not thus, then looking at him is a trial.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 
84] 
  

�]��%�� �@
�
� 	��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Seeking Knowledge  

35Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(+L����� �$"[ 5��� �;�S
?�>  L����� �v���� kXo> p !3R� � 1��N �L����� �1C"��"� . 

35– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Seek knowledge even in China, for verily to seek 
knowledge is an obligation on every Muslim.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28697] 
  

36 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\ Q/ 2 +L����� �$"[ 5��� �;�S
?�>  L����� �v����   L����� �Dw�� .v�_�
  . 

36– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Seeking knowledge is an obligation on every 
Muslim. Indeed how Allah loves those who strive in their quest for knowledge.’[al-
Kafi, v. 1, p. 30, no. 1] 
  

37 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�� <;��j  Ll���0%�� �V"s 5��� ? CR�
 L�� 	��<����/  $:��� �V"s 9 �u�& . 

37– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who cannot endure the submissiveness 
entailed in learning for an hour will remain submissive to ignorance 
forever.’[`Aawali al-La’ `ali, v. 1, p. 285, no. 135] 
  

38 Pz� "V1jE �){z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :(-�:�C��� �b�Cf�
Q �X�1:(�� : �^7��� �v���N  L����� �v��� . 
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38– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are two insatiable types of people who are 
never satisfied by their quest the seeker of knowledge and the seeker after this 
world.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28726] 
  

39 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��il���  �1�4N  ��:"a� �q��� � 1��N �'1C���Z��  L�����  v���� 9 � ��7(�� �L���� 1�� . 

39– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If people knew [the benefits] of seeking 
knowledge, they would seek it in spite of having to shed blood or dive into the 
deepest seas.’[al-Targhib wa al-Tarhib, v. 1, p. 97, no. 16] 
  

�]��%�� �@���� 

The Seeker of Knowledge  

40Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�!�� 3u�#�[  V7:"�� �!��  L����� �v������1���  . 

40– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The seeker of knowledge among ignorant people 
is as the living one among the dead.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28726] 
  

41 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �'my 5��� �1�yN  L�����  v��Z�� ��1�a� HI] �s\ ���:�J �1�yN ��� �;��#� . 

41– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When death comes to the seeker of knowledge 
whilst he is in that state [of seeking knowledge], he dies as a martyr.’[al-Targhib 
wa al-Tarhib, v. 1, p. 97, no. 16] 
  

42 Pz� "V1jE �) {z� �uk��|����` �N ������� :(�����  $�C�j 9 �1�:> �L����� �v���� 	��   �b ]?�
 57%�8  . 

42– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who goes out to seek knowledge is indeed on 
the path of Allah until he returns.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28702] 
  

43 Pz� "V1jE �)���� {z� �uk��|����` �N ��� :( X/ 	�� ���� �}�4 "$�]0?�� ���-k����%�
  L����� �	�� <�� kX\N 2 �������  Lh&�� 2 �'�E:�̂  Lh7R�[ �1�:> �L����� �v���� 	��
�����  $�C�j 9 ���&��^O> <C�y�s +���C"B 1�/ �X1=�
   .  

43– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who seeks knowledge is as one who spends 
his day fasting and his night praying. Verily a chapter of knowledge that a man 
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learns is better for him than for him to have as much gold as a mountain and give 
it all away in the way of Allah.’[Munyat al-Murid, p. 100]  
  

44"V1jE � Pz� )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �$k��=�6 �L����� �v���� 	��  ���B� ? � ����  . 

44– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who goes out to seek knowledge, Allah 
guarantees his sustenance for him.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28701] 
  

45 Pz� "V1jE �) �uk��|����` �N ������� {z� :(�!7� C0(�� �b�� �'�?]/ 5Z��
N 2  ��j�� �	[�E  L����� �v��� 2 �;�®0?�� �v���  L����� �v��� . 

45– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The seeker of knowledge is the seeker of mercy; 
the seeker of knowledge is the pillar of Islam and is given his recompense with 
the prophets.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28729] 
  

46 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� �?��w�%��6N :�%�_ (]/ ";�=h��a� ���� "n��C�6  L����� �v��� kX\ . 

46– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the angels spread their wings over the 
seeker of knowledge and seek forgiveness on his behalf.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
28745] 
  

47 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �q���j 2<-��� ���> �v"�Z�
 <&
?�� �q���j 	��  �;0(��� 5��\ <&
?�� ���  . 

47– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who traverses a path in order to gain 
knowledge thereupon, Allah makes him traverse the path to Paradise.’[Amali al-
Saduq, p. 58, no. 9] 
  

48 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( C���� 9 ";0(��� �)�̂[  L�����  v���� 9 �X[ 	�� �� . 

48– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who goes out to seek knowledge is himself 
sought after by Paradise.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28842] 
  

49 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�C�� "X%��8 57%�8 p �Iu�J l$"[ ���� �?��w�%�����  L����� �v��� kX\�����^/N 3?�C�� ��C�jN 2  �E�� .��1�yN 2  ?_ . 

49– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily everything seeks forgiveness for the 
seeker of knowledge, including the fishes in the sea, the reptiles on the land, and 
the predators and livestock of the earth.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 29, no. 1] 
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50 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�]�E�* PI�C^�� �!��N ���(��C> �L����� �v"�Z�
 �1�yN ���%0� (�� ��6HI] 	�� . 

50– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who is overtaken by death whilst he is seeking 
knowledge, there remains but a difference of one level between him and the 
Prophets.’[Majma`a al-Bayan, v. 9, p. 380] 
  

�]��%5'�� 

Teaching  

51 5��� �)�������� ������� :(<-�Y��  LY��� ��1=���a� u�> 0��� 2 �Lk���N 2 �$�-��N 2 �L���� 	�� . 

51– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘He who has knowledge, acts upon what he knows 
and teaches it to others is regarded as great in the greatest Kingdom [of the 
heavens].’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 82] 
  

52Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :("M <-��� {I?�a� �L����
 X/ �;�B��0R�� "$�S>/ �'4/ ���-�����
 0L . 

52– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best form of charity is for a man to gain 
knowledge and then teach it to his fellow brother.’[Munyat al-Murid, p. 105] 
  

53 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �'6` +$�]�E -.
/  ����� �u�&�� 2 ���-����
 �1�yN ���-�%�=> -���   +E^ 	�� +�i�� � <-�i��� �;����&�� ��1�
 k$]N0���  . 

53– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Any man who has been granted knowledge by 
Allah but who suppresses it, in spite of knowing it, will meet Allah, Mighty and 
Exalted, on the Day of Resurrection bridled with a rein of fire.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 
377, no. 808] 
  

54 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �m�4/ �  �1-�����
 X/  L�����  $y/ 5��� �m�4/ 57%�8 �1-k����%�
 X/  $:���  $y/ 5���  . 

54– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah does not obligate the ignorant to learn until He has 
obligated the knowledgeable to teach.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 478] 
  

55 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L����� ��\  e�^�� 5���� �¿"&(�
 �Iu�J l$[ . 
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55– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Everything decreases with giving away except 
knowledge.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6888] 
  

56 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<���J L�y E1]"� 	�� �q��N"� �¿�&(�
 QN 2 �� � �$�-�� 	��  ?]/ "$c�� ����> ªt��y �K� �Lk��� 	�� . 

56– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘He who teaches someone a matter of guidance 
receives the same reward as he who practices it, without any decrease in the 
latter’ s reward thereof.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 297] 
  

57 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� "D[��N 2 <D[�� �Iu�J �$"=�� kX\ ����y/ ���-�����
 X/  L� . 

57– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily upon everything is its zakat, and the zakat 
of knowledge is to teach it to those who are worthy of it.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 
364] 
  

�]t��%�(� �)&
* 

The Virtue of the Teacher  

58���� 5�8N/ ��  5j1� �\ ���6  : �1f�81�%��
 Q 57%�8 p L�y�E1C"B ���-�����%��N  }�£� u-�����-�� �E31�(�� u7̂o> p ��7(�� ���-����N �}�£�  Lk����6 2 5j1� 

L : ̂=�- � . 

58– It is narrated in Tanbih al-Khawatir Allah, most High, revealed to Prophet 
Moses (AS) saying, ‘O Moses, learn good and teach it to people, for verily I 
enlighten the graves of the teachers and the learners of good, so that they never 
feel afraid in their resting place.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 212] 
  

59Pz� "V1jE �  ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :(����� W �*�1]�� �*�1]��  	�� L"[�? C4"� Q/   T���� 	�� L"[�*�1]/N 2 ���*` ����N �*�1]/ ^/N 2 �*�1]�� �*�1]�� 
���� ��P���( � �*] �$�]�EN 2 �'��8�N <;0�"� �;����&�� ��1�
 "F��C�
 2 ���-��� �?�f�(> -��� �L���� �$�]�E   k$]N0���  �$�%&�
 57%�8  . 

59– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Shall I inform you who the absolutely most 
generous one is Allah is the Absolutely Most Generous One, and I am the most 
generous of Adam’ s offspring, and the most generous from amongst you all after 
me is the man who has been taught knowledge and subsequently spreads his 
knowledge to others. He will be raised on the Day of Resurrection as a 
community in himself, and after him is the man who is generous in giving up his 
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life for Allah, Mighty and Exalted, and is killed for Him.’[al-Targhib wa al-Tarhiib, 
v. 1, p. 119, no. 5] 
  

60 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  �E/ 9 GD�}C�[N GD�}w�| l$"[N 2  E1_�C�� "X%��8N 2  �E�� .K�N�* ���� �?��w�%��
  }�£� �L������  ��h-�jN  . 

60– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘For the teacher of good, all the animals on the land 
and the fish in the sea seek forgiveness on his behalf, as do all creatures great 
and small in Allah’ s earth and sky.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 159, no. 1] 
  

������ �K�M��� ����� �]7��%�'�� 

Gaining Knowledge for Allah and for Other than Allah  

61Pz� "V1jE �  ) k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u :(���� �L����� �v���� 	��   ����N 2<��g�1�6  �7(�� u�>N 2 ÝQ"s ��P���̂ 9 �� � �*�*�� ��\ <�� ��(�� �v�R�
 L��     2 <>1�4 
�� �L����� �v���� 	��N 2���-k����%����>  L���� � �b���%(�
 Tm��� �q�sN 2<�*:�%]�  	
3��� u�>N ��\ <�� ��(�� �v�R�
 L�� �XZ�.��� ��(�� �D�1Y�#�N  �7(�� ��(�� �;�� ¬�a�N �^7��

���� �N 2 <;��Z�%j�  �7(�� 5���N 2 <;�-�Y�� ��P���̂ 9 �*�*��   	�� �qP�-����N 0U"=�����> 2  L���� � �b���%(�
 Q Tm��� �q�m> 2 ·I��]  	
3��� �	��N 2<�E�?�%@�  �;0i"#� 
�;����&�� ��1�
  T��£�N �;����0(��N 2 ��P���̂ 5��� . 

61– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who seeks knowledge for Allah, no sooner 
does he learn even a chapter of it than it increases him in humility within himself, 
in humbleness in front of people, it increases his fear of Allah and his striving in 
religion, and that is the one who benefits from the knowledge that he gains. And 
he who seeks knowledge for this world and for status amongst people and for a 
favoured position with the ruler, no sooner does he learn even a chapter of it than 
it only increases his arrogance within himself, his presumptuousness with people, 
his self-delusion about Allah and his estrangement from religion. That is the one 
who does not benefit from his knowledge, and must subsequently refrain from it 
and stop furnishing proof for the case against himself in order not to feel regret 
and shame on the Day of Resurrection.’[Rawzat al-Wa`aiuin, p. 16] 
  

62Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� �L����� 5w�%��  	���;0(��� ��
 E �� i�
 L�� ��7(�� �� � ����� . 

62– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who desires knowledge in order that he may 
beguile people will never even smell the fragrance of Paradise.’[Makarim al-
Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 364, no. 2661] 
  

63Pz� "V1jE �  ) k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u :(�����  }�w�� �L����� �Lk����6 	��  +E^ 	�� �'����&�� �/01�C�%�����> ���6  . 
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63– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever gains knowledge for the sake of 
anything other than Allah, most High, should take himself a seat in the 
Fire.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 29035] 
  

64 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+b��E/ +VR���� �'1C"�Z�6 X/ L"[7
\N 2 L"=�� ���� �  L����� �	�� �Nm�4 : 2 HI:��.��� �� � �NE-�6 N/ 2 HI-������ �� � �1yC�%��
 �'1]�N �1> ?R�6N/ 2  ���i�a� u�> �� � �NÄ�?�6 N/ �7Ä�?0%��� L"=���\  �7(�� . 

64– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Take of knowledge whatever seems good to you, but 
beware of seeking knowledge for four reasons in order that you may contend 
with the scholars, or in order to wrangle with foolish people, or that you may 
show off with it in gatherings, or in order that people may look up to you to lead 
them.’[al-Irshad, v. 1, p. 230] 
  

65 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �Lk����6 	��   ���� �$�-��N    ���� �Lk���N    <-�Y�� ���N-0��� ��1=���� 9 �u���* �$�&> 2  :���� �Lk����6   ���� �$�-��N 2     2 
Pz �Lk���N ! 

65– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who gains knowledge for the sake of Allah, 
acts upon it for the sake of Allah and teaches it for the sake of Allah is called 
great in the kingdom of the heavens, and it is exclaimed about him ‘Indeed he 
gains knowledge for Allah, acts for Allah and teaches for Allah!’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 
167, no. 280] 
  

�]t��%�(� �����'O� 

Choosing a Teacher  

66 5��� �)�������� ������� :(�4O6 QN 2  $��C��  $y/ 	�� 0��#� �Nm�4  ���=�� �*�&�̂ �1^1[ 2 3��#�  $y/ 	�� �$��C�� �Nm . 

66– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘Take the truth even if it be from wrongdoers, but 
do not take falsehood even if it be from the righteous – be critics of speech.’[al-
Mahasin, v. 1, p. 359, no. 769] 
  

67Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �L����� �my �XNm�4O�6 	0-�� �N?"Y^�> 2 �	
�* "D�0R�� 2 �	
�* �L����� . 

67– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Knowledge is a part of religion [just as] prayer is 
a part of religion, so be careful who you take this knowledge from.’[Kan z al-
`Ummal, no. 28666] 
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68 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�VB 	�� �\ �?"Y(�6 QN 2 �VB � �\ �?"Y^��N 2 : � ��6/ 	0-�� �;�-=�#� �m�4 . 

68– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Take wisdom from whoever brings it to you, and look at 
that which is being said and do not look at who is saying it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
5048] 
  

69 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $&��� �  L����� ";�> ?���N 2 Àu ̂7��E +L��� 	�� ��\ �L��� Q . 

69– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Knowledge can only be gained from a divine 
scholar, and recognition of that scholar is through the intellect.’[Mustadrak al-
Wasail, v. 11, p. 258, no. 12926] 
  

�]t��%�(� 	
��� �]t��%�'�(� �~�A�B 

The Rights of the Student to be Observed by the Teacher  

70Pz� "V1jE �  ) k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u :(��(�� �X1-k����%�6 	�-��N 2 �X1-����6 	�-�� �1�(��� . 

70– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Be gentle towards those whom you teach as well 
to those whom you learn from.’[Munyat al-Murid, p. 193] 
  

71 �	
����� �	
� ����� �) ��������������� :( L���� � �q�%0����E .��8 7�/ :����� kX/ �L����6 XO>   ���%�>N 2  L����� �	�� ��6` -�> L�:�� <-3��B �q�����] -0̂\ k$]N0��� 
����� ���*�� L :����� �?�iS�6 L��N L : � �e�?��6 L��N  �7(��  L����6 9 �)(��8/ �so> 2 �� (h���4 	�� �q��    N/ �q�-��� ��7(�� �)��(�� �)^/ X\N 2 ����S�> 	��

����� 5���� �&�8 �X[ �L�����  L : C���� ��(�� L : � �)B�?�4  �qk��_��  K1�"&�� �	�� �n�&��
N 2 �'HI:��N �L����� �q�C"���
 X/ k$]N0���  . 

71– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘The right of your subjects through the 
knowledge you possess is to know that Allah has made you a custodian over 
them on account of the knowledge He has bestowed on you and the storehouses 
[of wisdom] which He has opened up for you. If you teach people well, and do not 
mistreat them, nor treat them harshly, then Allah will increase His grace upon 
you. But if you withhold your knowledge from people or treat them harshly when 
they seek knowledge from you, then it will be Allah’ s right to deprive you of 
knowledge and its magnificence, and to make you fall from your place in the 
people’ s hearts.’[`Aawali al-La’ `Ali, v. 4, p. 74, no. 54] 
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72 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ���1B 9 � :» �7(��� ��0��4 �?3��R�6 Q�N «� : ·I�1�j  L����� u�> ����(�� ��7(��  	"=���� . 

72– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) with regards to Allah’s verse in the Qur’an “Do not turn 
your cheek disdainfully from the people” 302, said, ‘That people should be equal 
in your eyes when it comes to [sharing] knowledge.’[Munyat al-Murid, p. 185] 
  
  

�� �]t��%�(� �~�A�B�]t��%�'�(� 	
� 

The Rights of the Teacher to be observed by the Student  

73Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���>(�� ��\ L :�&�_ � .U���%��
 Q �;�M��M :  }�£� �L������N 2 �nP�&�� ���\N 2  ��j�� u�> G;�C��J Ns . 

73– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are three types of people whose right 
none will deem lightly apart from the hypocrite who manifests his hypocrisy the 
old person in Islam, the just leader, and the teacher of good.’ [Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 43811] 
  

74 �u�� ����� �)������������ ��� :( kX�}f�6 QN 2 �����/ ����i�6 X/N 2 �;0��_0%� � L�:�̂N* ��0R���6N <;0��  �1�&�� 5���� �L�����6 X/ �q�����  L����� 3��8 	��
0	��1&�6 QN 2 �q��(��� � kX���-w�6 QN 2 ������ � �'��(�� :»�X�"> �VB «��%w�6 QN 2 ����1�&�� >��4 2 �� �1�c � �m�4O�6 QN 2 ��P���i�� 9 0E��6 QN 2<���8/ �'��(�� 0	

 »Iu�J :(�� �q����� "n"&��
 Ì�� �?�Y�%(�6 �;���0(�� �;�� ¬�- � �u�y -0̂o> 2 ���%�C_�|  V1"� 	�� �� ?��6 QN 2 k$�� �s\ ������� 0����6 QN . 

74– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It is a scholar’ s right upon you that you greet people in 
general as a whole but single him out with your greeting, that you sit in front of 
him, that you do not point to him with your hand, nor make hints against him with 
your eyes, nor say, ‘but x said’ in opposition to his statements, nor backbite 
anyone in his presence, nor whisper secrets to others in his gathering, nor pull on 
his robe, nor insist for him to continue if he is tired, nor show disinclination at the 
length of his speech, for verily it [i.e. his speech] is as a palm tree from which you 
[should] anxiously wait for something to fall from it for you.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
29363] 
  

75 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L�����  v���� 9 ��\ �����#� Q�N ��l��-0%��  	��,"a�  e�4/ 	�� ����� . 

75– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It is not part of the moral virtues of a believer that he 
should flatter or be jealous except in the quest for knowledge.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 29364] 
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76– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘The right of the one who trains you in 
knowledge is to magnify him, to frequent his sessions, to listen to him attentively, 
and to attend to him with devotion. You should not raise your voice to him, nor 
answer a question that someone has asked him about something, so that he may 
be the one to answer. You should not address anyone else in his session, nor 
backbite anyone in his presence. You must defend him if anyone ever speaks ill 
of him in your presence, conceal his faults and publicise his virtues. You should 
not sit in the company of his enemy, nor be hostile towards his friend. If you fulfil 
this right, Allah’ s angels bear witness that you frequented him and learned from 
his knowledge for the sake of Allah, exalted be His Name, and not for the sake of 
people.’[al-Khisal, p. 567, no. 1] 
  

�]���%�� �d:��V 

Honouring the Scholar  

77Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(] 	��N 2 °�E�� ��&> HI-������ �E�� 	��N 2 ����C&�%j� ���&> HI-������ �$�C&�%j�  	�� 2 �����] ��&> HI-������ ����
u7��E ����] -0̂O=�> �����] 	��N . 

77– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who goes forth to meet the scholars has 
indeed come forth to meet me, and he who visits the scholars has indeed visited 
me, and he who sits in the company of the scholars has indeed sat in my 
company, and whoever sits in my company is as if he has sat in the company of 
my Lord.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28883] 
  

78 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<��*4 ���� 	"=�> -��� �)
/�E �s\ . 

78– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When you see a scholar, be a servant to him.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 4044] 
  

79 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��0��E �?kB�N ��&> <-��� �?kB�N 	�� . 
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79– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who shows reverence to a scholar has revered his 
Lord.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8704] 
  

�]t��%�'�(� 	
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Duties Incumbent on the Student  

80 �?S�£� �)�������� ������� ( 5j1-�� �)�������� ������� (� : �¹0?���6 	�-�� �L����� kXo> 2�'��
?�6 �)("[ X\  L������ �¹0?���6 2 5j1� 
 . 

80– al-Khizr (AS) said to Prophet Moses (AS), ‘O Moses, devote yourself 
exclusively to knowledge if you want it, for verily knowledge is for the one who 
devotes himself exclusively to it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44176] 
  

81Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�� .L�%�
 Q +V��4 �?f�� ���> 0L�%�
 57%�8 PI?�a� "$& ...�' ?-�� �V1"�  L�����  v���� 	�� ��O��
 Q . 

81– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Man’ s intellect is incomplete until ten qualities 
come together in him … that he must never tire of seeking knowledge his whole 
life.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 112] 
  

82 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L���� � �?�c=�%��
 QN 2 ���-l����6 	�� k$�-�
 QN 2  L�����  v���� 9 ������̂ �vh��
 X/  L�����%"a� 5��� . 

82– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The student must discipline himself in his quest for 
knowledge, and not become bored of learning, nor overestimate what he already 
knows.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6197] 
  

83 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���jE�* "$�Z�
 	�� ��\ �L����� �� ?_�
 Q . 

83– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Only he who lengthens his study attains 
knowledge.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 758] 
  

84 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L�:��
 	"=�
 L�� � �L :�>N 2 ���-��� �	�&6/ �Lk����6 -�> �?=���� �?�c[/ 	�� . 

84– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who gives a great deal of thought to what he learns 
masters his knowledge, and comes to understand that which he could not 
understand before.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8917] 
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The Virtue of the Scholars  

85Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� {I(��"� {I-������   5��� ���&��4 . 

85– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The scholars are Allah’s trustees over His 
creation.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28675] 
  

86 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ���%0�"� 5��� 3u C0(��  $S���[ �' }�@ 5���  L����� "$S�> . 

86– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The superiority of the scholar over others is as 
the superiority of the prophet over his community.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28798] 
  

87Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�VB 	�� : �$�y] �1�:�> �L��� ^/ . 

87– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever says ‘I am a knowledgeable man’ is 
indeed ignorant.’[Munyat al-Murid, no. 137] 
  

88 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  �7(�� 5���� ���=�8 {I-������ . 

88– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The scholars are the governors over people.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 507] 
  

89 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �� � �b0Cf�%�
 QN 2  L����� �	�� �b�Cf�
 Q 	�� �L����� . 

89– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The scholar is the one who is never satiated with 
knowledge, and never becomes full of it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1740] 
  

90 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  L�����  Ll����6 	�� l$�-�
Q Tm��� �L����� . 

90– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The scholar is the one who never gets bored of gaining 
knowledge.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1303] 
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91– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The scholars from among our shi`aa are stationed 
at the opening next to where Satan and his demons are, preventing them from 
coming out to the weak shi`aa and from letting Satan and his followers gain 
mastery over them.’[al-Ihtijaj, v. 1, p. 13, no. 7] 
  

�]��%�� �9�:�;
< 

The Fruit of Knowledge  

92�� ����� � �u)�������� ������� :(�� � "$�-����  L����� "D�?�-�M . 

92– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of knowledge is action in accordance with it.’ 
[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4624] 
  

93 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("D�*C����  L����� "D�?�-�M . 

93– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of knowledge is worship.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
4600] 
  

94 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( $�-���� �d�4\  L����� "D�?�-�M . 

94– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of knowledge is sincerity of action.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4642] 
  

95CR� �  e*7R��  ���� �\ �C�^ -�> � ;�
?f�� ¯)�������� ������� (� : 	��N 2 �X��� �v��BN �;�> ?��a� ����J �L�����N 2  L����� "��}�� ";��f�£�
����� �VB 2  L����� ��: �f�%�- � �?�0f�� 0��J X\N <-��� "X1=�
 Q �;��f�£� �� ?�8  ���6  :»�
 -0̂\����� 5�f��  {I-������ �'�*C�� 	��  « 

95– It is narrated in Misbah al-Shari`aa (The Lantern of the Path) that Imam al-
Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Fear [of Allah] is the legacy of knowledge, and knowledge is the 
ray of inner understanding and the heart of faith. So he who is devoid of fear 
cannot be knowledgeable, even if he is able to split hairs with obscure sciences.’ 
Allah, most High, has said, “Only those of Allah’ s servants having knowledge 
fear Him.”[ Misbah al-Shari`aa, p. 365] 
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The Duties Incumbent upon a Knowledgeable Man  

96Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ����R�
 7-�� �?�c[/ ��P���
 � �X[ +L���  }�@ 5��� �$�-�� 	�� . 

96– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who acts contrary to what he knows, his 
immoral acts supercede his righteous acts.’ [al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 314, no. 621] 
  

97 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �X18�Z�� 9  E-�#[ G�&�>  }�w � ��3C��%"a�. 

97– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who worships without any knowledge 
[of his actions] is as a donkey in a windmill.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28709] 
  

98 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �� C
*O�6 �$C�B ���6�}� � ���C
*O�6 	"=����N 2 �' }�@  L����6 �$C�B ��P���̂  L����% � /��C�
 X/ �������> <��\  �7(��� ������̂ �v�R�̂ 	��
��N 2 �� ̂��� � L : �3*�,��N  �7(��  L������ 	��  V�]� � .��8/ :��3*�,��N ��P���̂ �L���� . 

98– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who appoints himself a leader of people must begin 
by teaching himself before teaching others. And his discipline of them must be 
through his own example rather than through his words. The one who teaches 
and disciplines himself is more worthy of esteem than the one who teaches and 
disciplines people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 56, no. 33] 
  

99 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  L����� 5�����L����
 L�� � �Ll����6 �v"�Z�
 0L"M 2 �L���� - � �$�-��
 X/ . 

99– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It is incumbent upon the knowledgeable man to act 
upon what he knows, and then to seek to learn that which he does not 
know.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6196] 
  

100��� � �u�� ��)�������� ������� :(��(�� �$�_�6E� ��\N ����]/ Xo> 2 $�-��� � �U�%:�
 �L�����N 2�$�-�� �L���� 	�-> 2  $�-��� � �XN?&�� �L����� . 

100– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Knowledge is linked to action, so he who knows acts. 
And knowledge calls for action, so if one answers [the call] it remains, and if not it 
departs from him.’ [Nahj a-Balagha, Saying 366] 
  

101 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�U�̂O�
 Q X/ �L���� �s\N 2 �U�(��
 Q X/ �Lk��� �s\  L����� 5���� . 
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101– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The knowledgeable man must not be harsh when 
he teaches, and must not be disdainful when he learns.’ [Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 
1, p. 85] 
  

102 �e*R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ";��?�j �'��
��
 QN 2  �
?kZ��  }�@ 5���  ?h7���[ GD�}R��  }�@ 5��� "$�����<����� ��\  �
?kZ�� �	��  }0��� . 

102– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The man who acts without any insight is as the 
one who travels off the path, whom walking faster only avails to take him further 
away from the path.’ [Amali al-Saduq, p. 343, no. 18] 
  


���]��%��  �)�;�%�� F
��� �8 

Enjoinment of Acting upon One’s Knowledge  

103Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\N 2 ����� 9 ���%�̂��4 	�� .��J/ ���-��� 9 L"[���8/ �;�̂��4 kXo> p  L����� u�> �1_�|(�6   ��1�
 L"="�hj 
�;����&�� . 

103– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Advise each other with knowledge, for verily 
your betrayal of someone in their knowledge is worse than your betraying him in 
their wealth, and very Allah will question you on the Day of Resurrection.’ [Amali 
al-Tusi, p. 126, no. 198] 
  

104 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(";�
�N3?�� PI:��.��� ";0-�yN 2 ";�
� 1�� PI-������ ";0-�y . 

104– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The ambition of knowledgeable people is 
greater awareness, whereas the ambition of fools is telling stories.’ [Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 29337] 
  

105 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�X1�1&��>  E7(��  $y/ 	�� +�1�B 5��� �;0(���  $y/ 	�� ��1�B �b��kZ�
 :  $S���� �;0(��� (��4�* ��BN �E0(�� �L"=���4*/ �
WL"=�-����6N L"= C
*O�6 !�X1�1&��> :7("[ 7̂\��"�����̂ QN  }�£ � �?��O�̂  . 

105– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A group from among the dwellers of Paradise 
will look down upon a group from among the inmates of Hell, saying, ‘What 
brought you into the Fire when we ourselves entered Paradise by virtue of your 
education and instruction!’ upon which they will reply, ‘Verily we used to enjoin 
good but did not act upon it.’ [Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 364, no. 2661] 
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106 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( "D�?c�[  L�����  v���� 9 ��7(�� �0y�� -0̂\ �L���� - � �$�-�� 	�� �;k��B 	�� �XN�?�
 � . 

106– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily people abstain from gaining knowledge because 
of the numerous instances they witness of the people’ s lack of action in 
accordance with what they know.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3895] 
  

107 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �� � �$�-�� � ��\ �;0i�8 �l�"[ �L������N 2  L����� �b�g�1�� ��\ �$:�] :l�"[ �^7��� . 

107– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The whole world is ignorance apart from the areas of 
knowledge, and all of knowledge will be held punishable apart from that which is 
acted upon.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 29, no. 9] 
  

108 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �V��g +L��� � � "$�-���� 2 �V��N +$�-�� � � �L����� . 

108– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Knowledge without action is a curse, and action 
without knowledge is straying in error.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1587] 
  

109 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(.%�:�% � L�y�?���(�
 �L�����N 2 ���=.��(�% � ��7(�� .¼�w�
 "$�y�> 2 �q3��(�%�� �$�y]N 2�q3%�:�%�� �L��� T?:�� �L�R�B ���= . 

109– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘[To see] An impudent yet knowledgeable man and a 
religious but ignorant man is a mortal blow to me, for the ignorant man dupes 
people with his religiosity whilst the knowledgeable man drives them away 
through his impudence.’ [Munyat al-Murid, p. 181] 
  

110 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �$���B ���6��EN �}c�[  L����� �D�N�E kXo> p G;�
�N E �$&�� Q G;�
� E �$&�� �'1-�%��-�j �s\ �?�C�£� �1��&�� . 

110– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When you hear a report, scrutinize it with the 
reasoning of careful attention and not the reasoning of the report itself, for verily 
the reporters of knowledge are many but those who attend to it are few.’ [Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 98] 
  

 �]���%�� 	
��� �+� �A�%�� �P?Pb�V 

The Severity of the Chastisement of the Knowledgeable Man  

111Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���-����� �� E7%��  L�����  �
E 	�� �XNksO�%����  E7(�� �$y/ kX\ . 
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111– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the inmates of the Fire will be tormented 
by the stench of the knowledgeable man who had abandoned his knowledge.’ 
[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 34, no. 30] 
  

112 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��(�� T1�%��
 Q  ����� (�����̂ 2 �X1-����
 Q �	
m���N �X1-����
 �	
m��� �;��1&���� 9   N 2 (-���� - � L"[7
\N  �������]
�v�i�� �b�-�j ��0̂\ 2<R��4 �� :]�1�� . 

112– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Those who know and those who do not know are not 
equal in the sight of Allah with regards to their chastisement. Allah has caused us 
and you to benefit from the knowledge we have and has made it to be reserved 
solely for His pleasure; verily He is all-hearing, responsive.’[al-Irshad, v. 1, p. 
230] 
  

113 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �e ?w�6N 2�e�?w�6 �;�(��0���  E��=^[  L����� ";k��� . 

113– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A knowledgeable man’s blunder is as the destruction 
of a boat which itself sinks and drowns [those aboard it].’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 
58, no. 39] 
  

114 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�s  L������ �?��w�
 X/ �$C�B <C^�s �X1�C�j  $�yi��� �?��w�
 ��0̂\ ����8�N �v^ . 

114– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily the ignorant man is forgiven seventy sins 
before the knowledgeable man is forgiven a single one.’ [Tafsir al-Qummi, v. 2, p. 
146] 
  

115 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L��� <��m��  �7(�� .��J/ �Iu�f � ���-��� 	�� �b���%(�
 Q  . 

115– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one amongst people to be the most severely 
punished will be the knowledgeable man who has not benefited from his 
knowledge one bit.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 37, no. 53] 
  

116 58N/ ������   �*N�N�* �\ ��6N �EC6 )�������� ������� :( �± ?4"� X/ p <;��1&�� �!�C�j 	�� .��J/ ��-��� � +$���  }�@ +L��� � �b ̂| ^/ � �X�1y/ kX\
 T?[�s �D�N��8 ��C��B 	�� . 

116– It is narrated in Misbah al-Shari`aa (The Lantern of the Path) Allah revealed 
to Prophet David (AS) saying, ‘Verily the least of what I will do to a 
knowledgeable man who does not act upon his knowledge, which is worse than 
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seventy internal punishments, is that I remove the sweetness of My 
remembrance from his heart.’ [Misbah al-Shari`aa, p. 345] 
  

j��-��� ��;
��� 

The Scholars of Evil  

117 5��� �)�������� ������� :( 7-�� �����\ .v�8/ �'.?�S�
 �N 2 �'�^�* 5��� �$ C&�� �1�yN ���6�?�4` 	�� �?�M` �'��(�� �'�^�* 	��  L�����  $y/ 	�� "X1=�
 �U��[
W������(�
 ! 

117– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘How can one whose worldly life is dearer to him 
than his Hereafter be considered among the people of knowledge, whilst he 
pursues his worldly life and considers that which harms him more beloved than 
that which benefits him!’ [Munyat al-Murid, p. 141] 
  

118 5��� �)�������� ������� :( �}�@ ��0̂ / �1-�����N 2�'1- :06�> ��P���̂ �\ HI�7��� .?�i�
 �v�CkZ�� �L�%
/�E �so> 2  	
3��� �v�C�� �L�����N 2  	
3��� {I�* �E(
3���
�' }�w�� +��|^ . 

118– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘The dinar [i.e. wealth] is religion’s affliction, and 
the knowledgeable man is religion’s doctor. So when you see the doctor drawing 
the affliction upon himself, be suspicious of him and know that he does not 
advise others well.’ [al-Khisal, p. 113, no. 91] 
  

119Pz� "V1jE �  ) ���� {z� �uk��|����` �N ��� :(PI-������ �E��4  }�£� �}�4 kX\N 2 PI-������ �E�?�J 3?7f�� 0?�J kX\ Q/ . 

119– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the worst of all evil are the evil scholars, 
and verily the best of all good are the good scholars.’ [Munyat al-Murid, p. 137] 
  

120 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �	�� �*�*��
 L�� 2 ªt��y �*�*��
 L��N -��� �*�*��  	��  ����� ��\  . 

120– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who does not increase in guidance in spite 
of an increase in his knowledge only gets further away from Allah.’ [Tanbih al-
Khawatir, v. 2, p. 21] 
  

121 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�' E1�] 5��� ���� <(���� 2 <�?h] <^Z��j .�,�
 �L��� �X1���� �X1���� . 
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121– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Cursed, cursed indeed is the knowledgeable 
man who frequents an unjust ruler, aiding him in his injustice.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
75, p. 381, no. 45] 
  

122 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� (� PI1.��� PI-���� �;���| 9 � :��  	�  !��"#� 5��� ��
��
  ¼��] 	�� (�%���J PI����g 5��� .?�g/ L�yN Àu�� ’
 PI1.��� {I-���� PIQ,yN 2 �V�1���N �̄ �NE�� �L�:�̂1C"���
 L�:0̂o> 2 �� �_|/N ... L�:�̂1���S��> (�%���J PI����g 5��� �;�:C.f��N 0q0f�� �X1��4��
 . 

122– Imam al-`Aaskari (AS), in his description of evil scholars, said, ‘They cause 
more harm to the weak ones from among our shi`aa than the army of Yazid did 
to Husayn b. Ali (AS) and his companions, for they snatched away their lives and 
their property, whereas these evil scholars … enter doubt and obscurity into the 
weak ones from among our shi`aa and lead them astray.’ [al-Ihtijaj, v. 2, p. 512, 
no. 337] 
  

�]��%�� �K�$�V 

The True Meaning of Knowledge  

123Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;�M��M �L����� -7̂\ :�$S�> �1�:> 0	�y��4 �N 2 �;�-hB �;0(�j N/ 2�;���*� �;�S
?�> N/ �;�-�=_�� �;�
` . 

123– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily knowledge is but three things a decisive 
verse [of the Qur’ an], an upright obligatory act, or an established recommended 
act, and anything else apart from these is a virtue.’ [al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 32, no. 1] 
  

124 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L����� ���������� ��
?�
 	��  v��B 9 �b�&�
 �E1^ �1�y -0̂\ 2  Ll���0%� �    �L����� ��*�E/ Xo> 2 ���
��:�
 X/ ���6N ���EC�6 
�����  L :��%j��N 2 ����-��%j � �L�����  v"����N 2 �;0
�*1C���� �;�&�&�8 �qP���̂ 9 <Q0N/ v"���>  �q�- :��
  . 

124– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Knowledge is not acquired through learning. 
Rather it is a light that illuminates in the heart of one who wants Allah, Blessed 
and most High, to guide him. So if you want knowledge, first seek out within 
yourself true servitude [to Allah], and seek knowledge according to its use, and 
ask Allah to make you understand, and He will make you understand.’ [Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 1, p. 225, no. 17] 
  

125 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  V1j�E �\ �$�]�E HI]  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�V&> :����� �V1jE 
  �VB W �L����� � 2  : 2 ��R^��
�VB :�VB W ��� 0L"M :�VB 2 ��-�%jQ� :�VB W ��� 0L"M :�VB 2 "���#� :�VB W ��� 0L"M :�VB 2 �� � "$�-���� :����� �V1j�E
 ��� 0L"M  �VB W  : �'�?f�̂ . 
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125– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘A man once came to the Prophet (SAWA) 
asking, ‘O Prophet of Allah, what is knowledge’ to which he replied, ‘Paying 
attention.’ The man asked, ‘Then what’ He replied, ‘Listening.’ He asked, ‘Then 
what’ The Prophet replied, ‘Learning.’ The man asked, ‘Then what’ He replied, 
‘Acting upon it.’ He asked, ‘Then what O Prophet of Allah’ , to which he replied, 
‘Spreading it.’ [al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 48, no. 4] 
  

L®j�p
$/�? 2  

The Reprehensibility of Knowledge That is of No Use  

126Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� "V1&�
 �X[ � : Q +���̂ 	��N 2 �b�f��
 Q +v��B 	��N 2 �b��(�
 Q +L��� 	�� �q � "s1�/ u7̂\ 0L�:����
 �Ki�%��
 Q GD�1��* 	��N 2 �b�Cf�6 :�� . 

126– The Prophet (SAWA) used to say, ‘O Allah, I seek refuge in You from 
knowledge that does not benefit, from a heart that is not fearful, from a 
supplication that is unheard, and from a soul that is never sated.’ [Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 3609] 
  

127� �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(���-l����6 .��_�
 Q +L��� � �b���%(�
 QN 2 �b��(�
 Q +L��� 9 �}�4 Q ��0̂ / L�����N . 

127– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘And know that there is no good in knowledge that is of 
no use, and that one cannot benefit from knowledge that is not worthy of being 
learnt.’ [Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31] 
  

128 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1j�E �$�4�*  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�V&> 2 +$�]�? � �1>�/ ��B �;��-�] �so> �� i��a� :�$�&> W �my � :
�VB 2 �;������ :�1�B W ";�������� �N : .u C0(�� �V&> 2 �;0� ��?����N  E�J� �N 2 �;0����y��  �7
/N 2 :��hB�NN  K�?����  K�^O �  �7(�� �L���/) �N ������� {z� �uk��|

����` :(���-���� 	�� �b��(�
 QN 2 ���� :�] 	�� .?�S�
 Q �L��� ���s . 

128– Imam al-Kazim (AS) narrated, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) once entered the 
mosque to find a large group of people gathered around a man, so he asked, 
‘Who is this’ to which they replied, ‘A most learned scholar (‘allama).’ He then 
asked, ‘And what is a most learned scholar’ to which they replied, ‘[He is] the 
most knowledgeable of all people about Arab ancestry and events, and pre-
Islamic history, and Arab poetry.’ So the Prophet said, ‘That is knowledge which 
neither harms one who remains ignorant of it nor avails one who knows it.’ [Amali 
al-Saduq, p. 220, no. 13] 
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The Various Types of Knowledge  

129 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�X-��� �L����� : �X����� �L���N 2�X
*�� �L��� . 

129– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are two types of knowledge the 
knowledge of ideologies, and the knowledge of physical bodies.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 1, p. 220, no. 52] 

  

130 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ���(��8/ �Iu�J �$"[ 	�� �m���> 2 5R_�
 X/ 	�� �?�c[/ �L����� . 

130– The Prophet (SAWA) saying, ‘Knowledge is too great to be encompassed, 
so take the best from each thing.’ [Kanz al-Fawa’ id, v. 2, p. 31] 
  

131 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �b���̂ �  L����� �}�4 . 

131– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best type of knowledge is that which 
benefits.’ [Amali al-Saduq, p. 394, no. 1] 
  

132 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;����E/ ��1����� : �X���� �;�> ?��-�� ��1i.(��N 2 �X����� �1_0(��N 2 �X���¾�� .v�Z��N 2 �X
*¾�� ��&���� . 

132– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There are four categories of sciences juristic science 
for religions, medicine for physical bodies, grammar for language, and astronomy 
for knowledge of the ages.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 1, p. 218, no. 42] 
  

133 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �q�_��|/ �  �1����� �}�4 . 

133– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best type of knowledge is that which improves 
you.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4962] 
  

134 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  v��&�� �;�����[ �;����j QN 2 �;���0���  v���Z[ �L��� Q ��0̂ / �L����� . 
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134– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Know that there is no knowledge like the quest for 
integrity, and there is no integrity better than the integrity of the heart [i.e. the 
soul].’ [Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 286] 
  

135 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(/  �NÄ�E 5��� ���3��� �)��� ��?�#�N  V��#� u�> �1:k&���%�
 57%�8 r_| . 

135– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If only there were whips over my companions’ 
heads that they may gain an understanding of the difference between the lawful 
and the unlawful.’ [al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 358, no. 765] 
  

-FDn�P���� �]��%�� 

Mystic Knowledge  

136Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  E�?j/ 	�� �?�j  	��C�� �L���  �����  L=�8 	�� �L=�8N 2 k$]N0���    	�� HIJ 	��  K1�"B 9 �">�m&�
 2 
�'�*C�� . 

136– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The knowledge of the hidden is one of the 
secrets of Allah, Mighty and Exalted, and one of Allah’ s commands which He 
divulges into the hearts of whom He wills from among His servants.’ [Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 28820] 
  

137 Pz� "V1jE �)��` �N ������� {z� �uk��|�� :(����� �L�%��4 1��  ������ �$:�] Q Tm��� �L����� �L�%-������ ���%����4 0��8  . 

137– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If you feared Allah with the fear that He is 
worthy of, you would be taught the knowledge after which no ignorance ever 
remains.’ [Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5881] 
  

138 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���-k��� �L����
 - � �$�-�� 	��   �L����
 Q �  . 

138– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘He who acts upon what he knows is taught by 
Allah that which he does not know.’ [A`alam al-Din, p. 301] 
  

�G�H/�� �]
��# 
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The Most Knowledgeable of People 

139Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ���-��� �\  �7(�� �L��� �b�-�] 	��  �7(�� �L���/ . 

139– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most knowledgeable of people is he who 
adds other people’ s knowledge to his own.’ [Amali al-Saduq, p. 27, no. 4] 
  

140 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (���� �$�B 7-�� � :�  �7(�� �L���/ �X1[/ X/ .v�8"� :�����  �06��    �7(�� �L���/ 	"=�6  . 

140– The Prophet (SAWA) was once asked, ‘I would love to be the most 
knowledgeable of all people’ , to which he replied, ‘Be wary of your duty to Allah 
and you will be the most knowledgeable of people.’ [Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44154] 
  

141 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L���� � �?�%:�%�"a�  �7(�� �L���/ . 

141– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most knowledgeable of people is he who is 
infatuated with knowledge.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3079] 
  

 �©����� �)�>�  �¢�!5_�� �]��%�� ���_�̄ �)������� �]�E����( 

Exclusive Confinement of True Knowledge to the Household of the 
Prophet (ahl al-bayt) 

142 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	�� ��
?kZ�� �L�6m�4/N 2 �����g1�� 	�� �}�£� �L�6?�40*��N 2 ���%��Nm�� � HIa� �L�%� ?�JN 2 �� ̂����� 	�� �L����� �L�%��C�%B�  1��
�L"= � )�i�:�(�� 2 ���i:�̂ 3��#� �	�� L�%=���jN 2 ���_�g�N������ �L"=�� �����N 2 "$�C.���  . 

142– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you were to acquire knowledge from its source, and 
drink water at its freshest, and amass good at its origin, and adopt a path at its 
clearest point, and adopt the path of truth at its most proper, the paths would 
open themselves to you indeed and the signs would become manifest to you.’ 
[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 32, no. 5] 
  

143 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �;�C��%��  	��  L�=�#�N +$��:"[  	� �;�-����� � :�� �� i�6 	�� �3?�@N B3?�J ^��(�� 	�� �±�?��
 <���J ��\ _�_�| <-�
�)��C�� �$y/ . 
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143– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said to Salama b. Kuhayl and al-Hakam b. `Autayba, 
‘Go to the east and go to the west but you will never find true knowledge except 
for what comes from us, the household of the Prophet.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 
92, no. 20] 
 
 

 LAUGHTER   R��ِا� 
 

   

 �]-��5'�� �� �{!�&�� 

Laughing and Smiling  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 5�| 3¶(�� �q_�g �X[  z�  ���� N  L.�C%�� ��` . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA)’s laughter was a smile.’[Amali al-
Tusi, p. 522, no. 1156]    

2º �?BC�� ����� )�������� ������� :("¹�?��6 �!8 �$"&> �):�&�:�B �s\ : ��%"&-�6 Q 7L�:���� . 

2– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘When you laugh boisterously, say, ‘O Allah do not 
despise me’ when you have finished.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 664, no. 13]    

3º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�XZ�0f�� 	�� ";�:�&:�&�� 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Loud boisterous laughter is from Satan.’[al-Kafi, v. 
2, p. 664, no. 10]    

4º �e*7R�� ����� )���������������  :( L.��C�6  	��,a� �q_�g . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The laughter of a believer is a smile.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
664, no. 5]    

5º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :(��]�N 9 L0��C�6 	��  �;(���8 ���� )�̂[ ���4/. 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who smiles at his brother gets the reward of a 
good deed.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 206, no. 1]    
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 �{!D&�� �9�:�
\ -�
� 

The Censure of Laughing Too Much  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�v��&�� �)��-�
 ��7̂o> p�q_3S�� �D�?c�[N ��7
\ .  

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Beware of laughing too much for verily it kills the 
heart.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 335, no. 1]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �}c[ L�%��=�C���N <���B L�%=�_�S�� �L���/ � �X1�-����6 1� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If you knew what I know, you would laugh but a 
little and you would cry much.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 2, p. 249, no. 261]    

8 ±�?��a� F
�8 9 � :q�_S�
 1�yN ������ �n�4j N/ ��(�� +��E u7̂/ TE��
Q G�C�� 	�� �)C i�� ! 

8– It is narrated within the tradition about the Prophet (SAWA)’s ascension that 
Allah said, ‘How I wonder at the servant who laughs while he does not know 
whether I am pleased or displeased with him!’[Irshad al-Qulub, p. 200]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �?"c�[ 	�� ���%�C��y )�C�y�s �"=_�g . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The earnestness of one who laughs too much 
deteriorates.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, p. 96]    

10 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+v�i��  }�@ 	�� �q_0S��  $:��� �	��. 

10– Imam al-`Aaskari (AS) said, ‘Laughing without cause stems from 
ignorance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 59, no. 10] 

THE LAWFUL (HALAL)   لL�َا� 
 

  

�=�
�� 

The Lawful 

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����  ?[�sN 2  V����� 3? C��  	��8N 2  V��#�  �N�"�� �q����  +V8 �$"[ 9  . 
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1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It is incumbent upon you to be bound to the lawful, and 
excel in goodness to your family, and be in remembrance of Allah at all 
times.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6131] 
  

�=�
�� �@
�
� �+� �%�" 

The Difficulty in Seeking the Lawful 

2� � �e*7R�� ����)�������� ������� : (";���*i��4  V��#�  v���� 	� "X�1�y/ ��1�.���  . 

2– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Sword-combat is easier than seeking the lawful.’[al-
Kafi, v. 5, p. 161, no. 1] 
  

��j�$�n �@�u�  ���W �I�6w�(� �=�6 7)�!�? 2 

The Property of the Believer is Unlawful (Haram) to Use Except with 
his Consent 

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (��(�� +����̂  v��Z� ��\ »IuJ ���4/  V� 	�� +Ã?�Q l$�_�
 Q. 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘It is unlawful for anyone to use the property of his 
brother except by his consent.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 30345] 

  

 

LEADERSHIP (IMAMA)    �2َ�2Nا 
 

   

�;����� ";0�3-�y/ 

Divinely Appointed Leadership 

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;7�"Q� ��Y ̂ ";���� . 
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1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Imama is the [structural] system of the [Muslim] 
community.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1095]  

   

2 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+��-�4 5�� ���j�� �u (�� : �T�*1�̂ -�[ �I�u�f � �*(�
 �L��N 2�;
Q�1��N 23��#� N 2 �10R��N 2�D[0���N 2�D�0R�� 5���
���;
Q�1 . 

2– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Islam is based on five: prayer, alms, fasting, the 
obligatory pilgrimage (Hajj), and the divine guardianship [of the Imams from the 
household of the Prophet]. And no other issue has been called for as much as 
divine guardianship.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 18, no. 2] 

   

3º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :(����� "$�C�&�
 Q   ��6 ����� �	�� ���� Tm��� �?h�� ����� �1k��1�6 �s\ :�̂1��-���
 ¸��� �;#7R�� �V-��� �*C���� �	�� . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah will not accept the good deeds performed by 
the servants if they accept the custodianship of a tyrant leader who has not been 
appointed by Allah, most High.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 4, p. 104, no. 130]  

   

4 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� �u�y ";������"�1B �q�sN 2�E1.(� �$]N7�� :»����� �1�(��`  (�����̂/ Tm���  E1.(��N ����1�j�E�N «4�VB 2 : ����� �1�y �E1.(��
 . 

4- Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Imama is the light, and that is the purport of His 
saying [in the Qur’an]: “So have faith in Allah and His Apostle and the light which 
We have sent down”. He (AS) said, ‘The light is the Imam.’[Ibid. v. 5, p. 341, no. 
16] 

   

4 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �' ?�-�� �?�4` �u�y�N  ��*�1�� �;0i�8 9 �V���̂/N)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (»�-�[/ ��1�����L"=�(
�* �L"=�� �)��« �	�� �;���� �?�/N
 	
3���  �-�6 . 

5– Imam al-Ridha (AS) said, ‘And it was revealed in the Prophet’s farewell 
pilgrimage, during the end of his life: “Today I have perfected your religion for 
you…” and the issue of Imama is the completion of the religion.’[Ibid. v. 1, p. 589, 
no. 33] 
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5 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( u�7��� �����?�>N 2u�7(��  ��j�� .�"� �;���� kX\ . 

6– Imam al-Ridha (AS) said, ‘Verily Imama is the growing basis of Islam, as well 
as its lofty branches.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 200, no. 1] 

   

6 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�!(��,"a�.���N 2�^.��� �̄ ��|N 2�!-���"a� ��Y ̂N 2 	
3��� ��� � �;���� �X\ . 

7– Imam al-Ridha (AS) said, ‘Verily Imama is the reins of religion, the ruling 
system of the Muslims, the prosperity for the world and an honour for the 
believers.’[Ibid.]  

   

�D71�C.(�� 5��� �;����� "$S�> 

The Superiority of Imama over Prophethood 

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  <���C�� �L�y�?�\ �m��06� ��6N ���EC6 ����� kX\N 2<7� C�̂ �'�m��0%�
 �X/ �$�C�B    2<Q1�j�E �'�m��0%�
 �X/ �$�C�B <7� C�̂ �'�m��06� 
����� kX\N  ����� kX\N 2<����4 �'�m��0%�
 �X/ �$�C�B <Q1�j�E �'�m��06�   J�� ���� �b�-�] 7-���> 2<��\ �������i�
 �X/ �$�C�B <����4 �'�mH��06� �VB HI� :  �7(��� �q"���] u7̂\

<��\ . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and most High, took Abraham 
[Prophet Abraham (AS) is known in the Arabic tradition as Abraham (ed.)] as a 
slave before He took him as a prophet, and verily Allah took him as a prophet 
before He took him as an apostle, And verily Allah took him as an apostle before 
He took him as a friend. And verily Allah took him as a friend before He made 
him an Imam. And when all these ranks came together in him, He said, “I am 
making you the Imam of mankind.”[ al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 175, no. 2] 

   

 ���� 5��\ �E�?�ZgQ� 

The Essential Need for an Authority 

9 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����yO� �?�_�C�� �±1�-�
 -�[ :���yO� �)�]-�� <;�j  �E�� �	�� �b�>�E ����� �X/ 1�� . 
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9– Imam al-Baqir (AS) or Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Certainly Allah has not left 
the earth without a knowledgeable authority, for if it were not such, the truth 
would never be distinguished from falsehood.’[Ibid. p. 178, no. 5]  

   

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(-���[ 2���\ :��>�N ��\ 1"����6 Q ��E�� kX\L�:�� ��0-�6/ ����J �1�R�&�̂ �X\N 2�L�y0*�E ����J �X1(�,"a� �*�� �X\  . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The earth – ever since its existence – has never 
been without a knowledgeable authority, who revives all that people destroy of 
the truth.’ Then he recited this verse: “They desire to put out the light of Allah with 
their mouths, but Allah shall perfect His light, though the faithless be averse.”[ 
Bihar al-Anwar, v. 23, p. 37, no. 65]  

   

���?��
 ���\ ";0i"#� 

The Authority is a Known Imam  
   

11� � �e*7R�� ����)�������� ������� :(���� ��1"&�6 Q �;0i"#� kX\  ���?���
 57%8 +��o� ��\ ���&���4 5�� �$]N 7��  . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah’s proof [authority] over His creation will 
not be established except by an Imam in order that He [Allah] be known.’[al-Kafi, 
v. 1, p. 177, no. 2]  

   

<�E1-w�� <��h4 ����� "X1=�
 ��B 

The Authority May be Fearful [of His Life] and Hence, 
Undistinguishable  

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� +L�hB �	�� ��E�� 1����6 Q 25��� 0L�:����   ���i�8 �$"Z�C�6 ���� <�E1-�w�� <�h4 N/ 2<�E1�:�f�� <�?�y� 7�\ 2�� i�i�_ � 
�����  ���6(3���N  . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O Allah, indeed the earth will not be devoid of one who 
upholds the proofs for the sake of Allah - either a manifest and well-known 
authority, or one who fears [for his life] and is hence, undistinguishable - so that 
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His proofs and arguments may never be invalid.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 23, p. 46, no. 
91]  

   

13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( +?y� +��\  }w� ��E�� 5�&�C�6 Q+	�� N/ . 

13– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The earth will never remain without an Imam, be 
he apparent or hidden.’[Ibid. v. 23, p. 23, no. 26] 

   

��E�� �)�4��� ����� �Q1�� 

Were It Not For The Imam, The Earth Would Have Perished 

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)������������ ��� :(�)4���� +��\  ?���w � ��E�� �)���&�� 1�� . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If the earth were to remain without an Imam, it 
would perish.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 179, no. 10] 

   

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��\ "X1=6 Q ��E�� �X\ ���s ��\ ��E�� �����R�
 QN 2�q�s ��\ ��7(�� �����R�
 Q ��0̂\ 2�;0i�8 :�>N  . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Certainly the earth cannot exist without an 
authority [of Allah’s] therein. In fact, mankind can only prosper through him, and 
the earth can only prosper through that.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 23, p. 51, no. 101]  

   

:���o � G;0�"� �$"[ "D�1��* 

The Summoning of Every Nation With Their Imam  

16 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;���&�� ��1
 �X[ �s\ ...����� ���(�� �	�� {I��3(�� ÉO�
  ��"��] k$]  : �\ ���� C0%�����> �^.���  E�* 9 +��o� 0L�%�h�  	�� �Q/
 Gm��(��_�> 2��� �v�y�m�
 "F���8»�	�� �1�� C.6� �	
mk�� /0?�C�6 �1���C06� �	
m���... « 

16– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When the Day of Judgment comes… an address 
will come from Allah, the Exalted, saying, ‘Lo! whosoever accepts the leadership 
of an Imam in the worldly abode should follow him wherever he takes him, hence 
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‘those who were followed will disown the followers...’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 8, p. 10, 
no. 3]  

   

�� ";0�3-�y/ ���� �;�> ?�  

Knowing the Imam  

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<;7��y] <;%��� ��� �����\ ��?��
 Q �1�y�N ��� 	�� . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever dies without knowing his Imam has 
died a pagan [pre-Islamic] death.’[Ibid. v. 23, p. 76, no. 1] 

   

18 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<;7��y] <;%��� ��� +��\  }w� ��� 	�� . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever dies without having an Imam has died 
a pagan [pre-Islamic] death.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 464] 

   

19� � �!�#� ����)�������� ������� (����� �;>?��� 	�� $��j 7-�� �  �  :���%��� �L :����� �v i�
 Tm��� �L�:���\ GX�� �$"[  $y/ ";>?��� . 

19– Imam Husayn (AS), when asked how to attain knowledge of Allah, replied, ‘It 
is for the people of every time to know their Imam, obedience to whom is 
mandatory.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 23, p. 83, no. 22]  

   

20 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :»�ª}�c�[ �ª?���4 �5�6N"/ ���&�> �;�-�=�#� ���,��
 �	� �N«� :����� ";��    ���� ";>?��N  . 

20– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), regarding Allah’s verse: “and he who is given 
wisdom…”, said, ‘[It is] obedience to Allah and knowing one’s Imam.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, 
p. 185, no. 11] 

   

21 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �	���� �L���� �����  ���4 �	����N �$]N 7��  <�?>[ �X[ �'�?�=�̂/ �	��N 2(�,�� �X[ ���>�?�� �	�-�> 2���& . 
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21– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The Imam is a guide between Allah and His 
creation, therefore whoever acknowledges him is a believer, and whoever rejects 
him is a disbeliever.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 23, p. 88, no. 32]  

   

22 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���?�%�>� Tm��� t��"«� 5��\ �b ]�?�
 57%8 ��og �X[ ^�?�=�(�
 L��N (�> ?���
 L�� 	��   2�;C ]�1�� (�%��� �	�� �������� 
�����  $�����
 ���%����g 5�� �)�-�
 Xo>  {If�
 � ���  .  

22– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who neither knows us nor rejects us is astray, 
until he returns to the guidance that Allah has made incumbent upon him - that is 
the obligatory obedience to us. And if he dies in this deviation of his, Allah will do 
with him as He pleases.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 187, no. 11] 

   

 ���� �¿�hR�4N �;����� "n�h�?�J 

Conditions of Imama and Qualities of the Imam  

23 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ?���  b�B�1�- �  L������N  ?�R�C��N  ?�C0R�� "$y/ ��\ �?���� �my "$�-_�
 Q . 

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘None can bear this responsibility [Imama] except those 
who are patient, and have insight and knowledge of the circumstances of this 
issue.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 7, p. 36] 

   

24 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�B GX��N 2+V1"&�� +v�B �\ ����� �±%_�
+VN,�| 3��#� �;�B\ 5�� GX(�]N 2+VN, . 

24– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The Imam needs a wise heart, an expressive tongue 
and a staunch soul [i.e. authority] in establishing the truth.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
11010]  

   

25 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(	���� ̂��� � �� C
*O6 �$CB 2���6�}P�� ���C
*O6 �	"=����N 2�' }@  L���6 �$�C�B ��P����̂  L���%� /�C�����> <��\  �7(�� �������̂ �v�R�̂  . 

25– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One who appoints himself as a leader of the people 
must first begin by educating himself before educating others; he must discipline 
through his own behaviour, before disciplining with his tongue.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 110] 
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26 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �?��/ �L�&�
 Q   C0%�
 QN �� ES�
 QN �b ̂R�
 Q �	�� ��\ ���̂_C�j  �b��Z�a� �b . 

26– Imam Ali said, ‘None can uphold the command of Allah, Glory be to Him, 
save one who is neither neglectful [in carrying out his duties], nor runs after his 
personal gains, nor follows coveted desires.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi 
al-Hadid, v. 18, p. 22 and p. 274]  

   

27 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( :��"[  K1^lm�� �	��N 2���-����N  $��0���N �OZ£� �	�� ��1R���� ��0̂/ �L�����
 �X/ �;��Z��  �N?���a�  ���� �;
Q�N �*N��8 �EC�[
"½Z���
 QN 2lV ��
 Q 2y }C[N y }w|�����  V��_ �  �7(�� �L����/ ��0̂/N 2uy��a� �	�� �I�u�f � QN 2 	
3��� �;�& �1"a�  E1�"Q� �	�� �I�u�f � 1:���
 QN 2   

N  �7(�� 5���j/ ��0̂/N 2������\ �±%_�� �'�?���@N 2 L�����  b�-�] �	�� +	�w�%���� 2����=�8/N �� (�(�jN ���Sh�?�>N 2�����?�8N  �7(�� �b�i�J/ . 

27– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Among the definitions of the custodianship of an Imam 
whose obedience is obligatory is to know that he is immune from committing 
mistakes, errors, intentional wrongs, and from all sins, petty and grave. He never 
makes mistakes or sin, and neither is he ever diverted from the issues that 
endanger the religion by any sort of diversion. He is the most knowledgeable of 
all people about what Allah has made lawful and unlawful, His obligations, 
recommendations and rulings. He stands needless of the entire world whilst they 
all need him. And he is the most generous and courageous of men.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 68, p. 389, no. 39] 

   

28 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�!-���"a� �;��\N  �=�8��N  L ̂w�a�N PI�3���N  ±N?"��� 5��� �X1=�
 �X/ uwC(�
Q ��0̂/ �L�%�-���� ���BN : �X1"=�%�> "$���C��
�:���Z�&���> 9�� QN 2�����:�i � �L�:k��S���> "$y�� QN 2���%�-�:�̂ �L�«�1�/ 9 �Uh#� QN 2��h��i � �L)Uh�� ( uf�6�?"a� QN 2+�1B �XN�* <�1B �m��0%���>  VN.���

 �;0�"Q� �q���:���> �;7(.��� "$�Z��"a� QN 2 b��&�a� �XN�* � �U�&�
N  e1&"#� �v�y�m���>  L�="#� 9 . 

28– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘You certainly know that he who is in charge of the 
honor, the lives, the booty [enforcement of], the commandments and the 
leadership of the Muslims must not be: a miser, as he would avidly crave their 
wealth, nor an ignorant man as he would then mislead them with his ignorance, 
nor crude in his manner for he would estrange them with his crudeness, nor one 
who deals unjustly with different places thus preferring one group over another, 
nor one to accept bribes in his ruling lest he forfeit people’s rights and pass 
judgments without them, nor one to abolish recommended practices whereby he 
would ruin the community.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 131] 
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29 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �;>1=��  $y/ �\ ���%[ 9 � :7��� 2�n���&�� �Lh&�� 2 K%�=�� �L[#� ��\ ����� � 2T?�-�����>  	
�� � �	h�
����� ���s 5�� �������̂ �� �#� 23��#�   . 

29– Imam al-?asan (AS), in his letter to the inhabitants of Kufa said, ‘By my life, 
an Imam is only one who rules by the Book, a maintainer of justice, bound to the 
right religion, who controls himself for the sake of Allah.’[al-Irshad, v. 2, p. 39] 

   

30 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  ���� �;�����  !��C�6 9 � :�v����
 QN 1:���
 QN 2Of�(�a� �	���8N �D�*Q 1�� "D�E:�� . 

30– Imam al-Baqir (AS), explaining the characteristics of an Imam, said, ‘[He 
must be] of legitimate birth and well-bred, he neither gets distracted and nor does 
he play.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 375, no. 4] 

   

31 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  ���� �;���| 9 � :�;�j�3��� �L��� 2�;���� �b���Z�S�� . 

31– Imam al-Ridha (AS), describing an Imam, said, ‘Thoroughly proficient with 
leadership and well-versed in politics.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 202, no. 1]  

   

 V����� �;0-�h/ 5��� �� ?"> � 

That Which is Mandatory on Just Leaders 
   

32 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\   2 �7(�� PI����S�[ u��C����N r�?�f��N u-���Z��N u����̂ 9 �?
��&0%�� 0u���� ���?���> 2���&������ ��\ ������] 
�'(�@ 0u (�w�� �u�w�Z�
 QN 2T?�&�� � �}&��� �T��%�&�����[ . 

32– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Certainly Allah has made me an Imam for His creation, 
so He has made it mandatory upon me to take into consideration myself, my 
food, my drink, and my clothing like that of the weak people [of the community], 
so that the poor may follow me in my poverty and the wealth of the rich does not 
embolden them to intimidation.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 40, p. 336, no. 17]  
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33 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��3��E  ?�/ �	�� �$3-�8 � ��\  ���� 5��� ����� ��0̂\ : 2�;7(.��� {I��8��N 2�;_�R0(�� 9 �*:%]Q�N 2�;Y��1�a� 9 "¹����
 :���y/ 5�� �X-�:.��� �E��|\N 2:��&�_�%���� 5�� �*N�"#� ";�B\N . 

33– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily there is no obligation on the Imam except that 
which has been devolved on him by Allah, namely to convey exhortations, to 
strive to give good counsel, to keep the prophetic practice alive, to enforce 
penalties on those liable to them and to issue shares [of taxes and charity] to 
those who deserve them.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 7, p. 
167]  

   

�;0�"Q��N  ���� �!�� ";���*C�%"a� �e1&"#� 

The Reciprocal Duties and Rights Between the Imam and the 
Community 

34 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �V���̂/ µ �L"=�_�
 �X/  ���� 5�� ���8   5��� ���_�> �$���> �so> 2�;^��� �T7*,�
 �X/N  �X/N ���� �1��-���
 �X/  �7(��
 �1��* �s\ �1C�i�
 �X/N �1��Z�
 . 

34– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It is the duty of an Imam to rule in accordance with what 
Allah has revealed, and that he delivers what he has been entrusted with. If he 
does that, then it is the duty of the people to listen to him and to obey him and to 
hearken [to his call] when they are called.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 14313] 

   

35 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����^ �$�S�> ���%0����E 5�� �'�?3��w�
 ��\ Ç�1�� 5���� �&�8 kXo> 2������ 7�/����� �L���B � �'��
��
 �X/N 2�� � 0¿�4 �V�1�� QN 2   ���� 
�� ̂�1�4\ 5�� <��Z��N 2�'�*C�� �	�� <�71�̂�* ���-�� ̂ �	��.  

"=�� �?34Ä"� QN 2+L�=�8 9 ��\ <�?��/ �L"=�̂N�* �T1��/ QN 2+K�?�8 9 ��\ �7?�j �L"=�̂N�* �� i�%�8/ ��/ T�(�� �L"=�� kX\N �Q/ �� � �U�B/ QN 2�����_�� �	�� <�&�8 �L
���� �)�C�]�N �q�s �)�����> �so> 2·I�1�j 3��#� 9 T�(�� �1^1=�6 �X/N 2�����Z�&�� �XN�*  ";��Z�� �L"=������ ÇN ";�-��3(�� �L"=������  . 

35- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Now it is obligatory upon a ruler that the distinction he 
achieves, or the wealth with which he has been exclusively endowed, should not 
make him change his behavior towards those under him. Rather the bounties 
that Allah has bestowed on him should increase him in nearness to his people 
and in kindness towards his brethren. 
Beware then that it is my duty towards you that I should not keep anything secret 
from you except during war, nor should I decide any matter without consulting 
you except with regards to the commands of religion, nor should I postpone the 
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fulfillment of any of your rights nor desist until I discharge it fully. And that all of 
you are equal to me in your rights. When I have done all this, it becomes 
obligatory upon you to thank Allah for this bounty and to obey me.’[Sharhe Nahj 
al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 17, p. 16] 

   

L"[��>�N �L"=�%0-�h/ 

Your Imams Are Your Representatives 

36Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5��\ �L"[���>�N �L"=�%7-h/ �X\  �L"=�6��|N �L"= (
�* 9 �XN��>1�6 �	�� �N?"Y�̂> 2 . 

36– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily your Imams are your representatives 
before Allah, therefore be careful whom you follow in your religion and your 
prayers.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 23, p. 30, p. 46] 

   

37Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5��\ �L=�6�*B �L"=�%7-h/ �X\  �6 �	�- � �N?"Y�̂> 2�L"=�6��|N �L"= (
�* 9 �XN��%�& . 

37– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ’Your Imams are your leaders before Allah, 
therefore be careful whom you follow in your religion and your prayers.’[Ibid.]  

   

3��#�  ��\  }�w � 0L�%h�  	�� 

One Who Accepts The Leadership Of An Unrightful Leader  

38 �?BC�� ����� � )�������� ������� :(����� �VB  ��6N ���EC6  :����� �	�� ���� +?h] +��\ �$"[ �;
Q1 � �)�̂��*  ��j�� 9 G;0����E k$"[ 0	���m��"Q   . 

38– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Allah, Blessed and most High said, ‘I will certainly 
punish every Muslim community who accepted the leadership of a tyrant leader 
who is not chosen by Allah.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 376, no. 4]  

   

39 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���(�� �	�� ���%��\ +��\ �b�� ���?�J/ �	��  ����� �	�� ���%���\ �)����� �	��   ����� <[ ?�f�� �X[    . 
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39– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever associates with an Imam chosen by 
Allah a leader whose leadership is not endorsed by Allah, [is tantamount to 
having] ascribed a partner to Allah.’[Ibid. p. 373, no. 6] 

   

 E7(�� ";0-�h/ 

Leaders to the Fire 

40 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���(��  �7(�� 0?�J �X\   �)���-�j u7̂\N 2<;�[N?�%�� <;��� � �8/N <D�s1�4O� <;0(�j ���O> 2�� � k$�gN k$�g �?h] ���\ 
����� "V1jE  ) ���� {z� �uk��|����` �N ��� ("V1&
 : -[ :�> �EN�����> 2�L0(�:�]  E^ 9 5&���> 2�E�s� QN �}R�̂ ������ �����N  ?h��  ���� �;����&�� ��1
 56,�


y ?���B 9 "n�C�6�?�
 0L"M 2580?�� �EN��6 . 

40– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Certainly the worst of people before Allah is the 
oppressive leader who himself has gone astray and misleads others. He destroys 
the prophetic practice and revives abandoned innovations. I have heard the 
Messenger of Allah (SAWA) saying, ‘On the Day of Resurrection the oppressive 
leader will be brought without any helper or anyone to advance excuses on his 
behalf, and then he will be thrown into the Fire of Hell, where he will turn as the 
hand-mill turns, then he will be confined to its depth.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li 
Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 9, p. 261]  

   

<��s[ �;����� u��0��� 

The Claimants of Imama For Themselves 

41 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :»����� 5���� �1���m�[ �	
�m��� t�?�6 �;����&�� ���1�
�N  �D0*�1���� �L�:�y1�]�N  «� :�VB �	�� : 2���\ u7̂\
+��o� ����N . 

41– Imam al-Baqir (AS), regarding Allah’s verse in the Qur’an: “On the Day of 
Resurrection you will see those who attributed lies to Allah with their faces 
blackened”, said, ‘[It refers to] whoever says: I am an Imam, whereas he is not an 
Imam.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 372, no. 1]  

   

42 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�?�>[ �1�:�> :��y/ �	�� �����N �;���� 5�7*�  	�� . 
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42– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘One who claims the Imama unrightfully is an 
infidel.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 25, p. 112, no. 7]  

   

�����  b�Z�
 L�� 	�-�� �;��� Q   

No Obedience Is Due To One Who Disobeys Allah 

43Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  b�Z�
 �L�� �	�-�� �;�� Q   .  

43– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is no obedience due to one who disobeys 
Allah.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 14872] 

   

44�Pz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ?�:kY��  L�|�1�B �	�� �;��E/ 2.u�� 
 :����� uR��
 ���\   �'�?��/ ��Z�
N  . ... 

44– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Ali, four things are truly back-breaking: a 
leader who disobeys Allah whilst his command is obeyed…’[al-Khisal, p. 206, no. 
24] 

   

45 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( .¶0(�� �F����)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �E^ ��0]O> 2�1��Z�
N ���� �1��-�%���
 �X/ �L�y�?��/N <��]�E �L :������ �?0�/N f���]
ÖO> 2:�> �1-�_�%�&�
 �X/ �L�y�?��/N�1�BN y1��4���
 �X/ ��1B  :E7(�� �	�� ^�E�?�> 7̂\ . 0¶7(�� �q�s �̈ ���C�> 2y1��4���
 �X/ ��1B �*�E/N)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (

�V&> :�VBN 2:�> �1����
 L�� y1��4�* 1� :����� �;�R���� 9 �;�� Q  ��N?���a� 9 ";��Z�� -7̂\ 2 . 

45– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) dispatched an army, over whom 
he appointed a commander and ordered them to listen to him and to obey him. 
He [the commander] set ablaze a fire and ordered them to jump in it. Some 
people refused to enter it, saying, ‘Verily we flee from the fire’, whilst others 
intended to enter it. The Prophet (SAWA) was informed of this, about which he 
(SAWA) said, ‘Had they entered it, they would have remained therein forever [i.e. 
the Hellfire].’ And he said, ‘There is no obedience due to [one who calls to] 
Allah’s disobedience. Rather obedience is due [when calling] for the 
good.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 5] 

   

 E1��� �;0-�h/ 5���  ±N?"£� �K1]�N 
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Obligation of Revolting Against Tyrant Leaders 

46����� "V1jE �  ) ������� {z� �uk��|����` �N  (� : ��%�%�&�
 �X/ "X`?&��N "XZ�.��� �q�J1�
 2�� � �NEN�> "X`?&�� �E�* � "F���_> 2�EN��%�j  ��j�� 5�8�E �X\
�X\N 2�L"[1l��g/ �L�y1-�%����/ �Xo> 2�' ?���w � �L�:��N 2+L�=�_ � �L"=�� �X1-"=�_�
 ��1��� �L"=������ "X1=���j ��0̂\ 2B0?���%�
N�L"[1��%�B �L�y1-�%���R��  .�1�B : �V1jE 


�����  �VB W�q�s (�[�E�*/ X\ (� �U���=> 2 :5���  K_�|O[ X1^1=�6 :  v�f�£� 5��� �1��>�EN  }�J(�a� �N?�f�̂ . 9 GD�8 �	�� �?���4 G;�� 9 ��1��
G;�R���� . 

46– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the grinding stone of Islam will turn, so 
turn alongside the Qur’an wherever it turns. Soon the ruler and the Qur’an will 
combat each other and separate from each other. In fact there will be kings who 
will rule over you with one ruling and adhere to a different ruling for themselves. If 
you obey them, they will lead you astray. And if you disobey them, they will kill 
you.’ They asked, ‘O Messenger of Allah, what should we do if we witness such 
times?’ He said, ‘You must be like the companions of Jesus, who were cut into 
pieces with saws and were raised up on crosses. Dying in obedience [of Allah] is 
better than a life in disobedience.’[al-Durr al-Manthur, v. 3, p. 125]  

   

�*1�"&�� ��31�i�
 � 

Circumstances Where Desisting [From Revolting Against Tyrant 
Leaders] Is Allowed 

47 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( +E����  $y/ "D0���  ��Ü� �b�-%�]� �s\»�?�f�� �;�M��MN G;h-"M��M «�} ��w0%��N ����&�� �������� �v�]�N . 

47- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘If three hundred and thirteen people, the number of 
fighters at Badr get together in support of an Imam, it is obligatory upon him to 
rise up [against the unrightful leader] and bring about a change.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 100, p. 49, no. 18] 

   

48 �e*7R�� ����� �VB �)�������� ������� (� ?
��� :�����N  [ 1�� 2�?
��j 
 �*1�"&�� ����j�N � PI����� �'my �*���� � �;���J Ç �X ] .?
�j VB [: (�����̂
�	��(�@�?�> 7-��> 2(��k��|N �?�f�� �;���C�j �u�y �so> :�6�*����> 2PI����� 5��� �)���Z�� �D�0R�� . 

48– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘O Sadir! By Allah, were I to have followers as 
many as these goats, it would not be permissible for me to desist [from revolt].’ 
Sadar narrated, ‘We disembarked and prayed, and when we finished the prayer, 
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I looked at the goats and counted them, and there were only seventeen!’[al-Kafi, 
v. 2, p. 243, no. 4]  

   

 ���� �E��%4� 

Electing An Imam  

49����� ��C�  	� �����j 	�� �   ����O�j �a � 7u7-"&�� ) t�:a� ����)�������� ������� ( (VB � L :P��^� +��\  E�%4� 	� ��1&�� �b�(�-�6 ¸��� ;������  	�� :
�)�B 2W��P����� N/ �����R�� :�VB 2����R�� :/ ��1i�
 �$�:�> G*�> N/ +̄ ��| 	�� �' }@  VC � �?�Z���
 � ��8/ �L���
 Q �X/ ������ ��P���"a� 5��� �L�:�6�?���4 �b�&�6 �X

�)�B W :�VB 25�� :";k����� �u :�> . 

49- Imam Mahdi (AS), when Sa’d b. ‘Abdillah al-Qummi asked him the reason 
why people cannot elect an Imam for themselves, replied, ‘Would he be a 
righteous man or a corrupt man?’ I said, ‘Righteous.’ He said, ‘Is it possible that 
the selected individual be actually corrupt, for no one really knows what passes 
through another’s mind, in terms of their righteousness or corruption?’ I said, 
‘Yes’. He said, ‘That is the reason why.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 2, p. 76, no. 283] 

   

 !���&�c�� "F
��8 

The Tradition Of The Two Weighty Things (al-thaqalayn) 

50Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ?�4�� �	�� �?�C�[/ -�y���8/N 2T����� �1���S�6 	�� -: � �L�%�=0��-�6 �X\ � 2 	����&�c�� �L"=��> �)�[�?�6 ��B u7̂\ :
���� �K%�[�  ��1�#� 0u��� �* ?�
 57%8 B ?�%���
 	�� -�:0̂\N �Q/ 2¸���� "$y/ É�?�%��N 2 �E�� 5��\ PI-0��� �	�� �*N��-�� �$�C�8  . 

50– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily I leave behind among you the two weighty 
things, which as long as you continue to adhere to, you will never go astray after 
me, and one of which is greater than the other. The Book of Allah is the rope 
stretched from the heavens to the earth, and my progeny, my household. Behold, 
verily they will never separate from each other until they meet me at the 
Heavenly Waters.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 23, p. 106, no. 7]  

   

 �)��C��  $y/ �;������ �K1]�N)�������� �L:�����( 
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The Obligation Of Clinging On To The Household of the Prophet  

51Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�Uk����6 �	��N 2i�̂ :�C�[�E �	�� p +̄ 1�̂ �;(���j  $�c�-�[ �L"=��> ¸��  $y/ "$�c�� -7̂\�e ?�@ :(��  . 

51- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Indeed the example of my household among you 
is like that of Noah’s Arc; whosoever embarked it was saved and whosoever 
chose to remain behind it was drowned.’[Ibid. p. 105, no. 3]  

   

52 �u�� ����� �)���������������  :( 9 �L"[N����
 �	��N 2ªt��y 	�� �L"[1�] ?���
 �	��> 2�L�y�?�M/ �1� C06�N 2�L�:�%�-�j �1�����> 2�L"=3�C^ �)�� �$y/ �N?"Y�̂�
�1S�:�̂> �1S�:�̂ X\N 2�N��C��> �N��C�� Xo> 2ªt*�E . 

52– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Look at the people of the Prophet’s household. Adhere 
to their direction, follow their footsteps, because they will never remove you from 
guidance, and will never throw you into destruction. If they sit down [i.e. desist 
from revolting], you sit down, and if they rise up, you rise up.’[Sharhe Nahj al-
Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 7, p. 76] 

   

53 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( G�7-_��  V` �$�c�� �X\ �Q/)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( ��B �L"=0̂O�=> 2�L�i�̂ �b���� �L�i�̂ t1�4 �s\ p PI-0���  �1i�̂  $�c�-�[
����� �	�� �)����=�6   �X1��O�6 �L�%�("[ � �L"[�E/N 2�bh(0R�� �L"=�>  . 

53– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Lo! Verily the example of the family of Muhammad 
(SAWA) is like that of the stars in the sky. When one star sets, another one rises. 
So you are in a position that Allah’s blessings on you have been perfected and 
he has shown you what you have wished for.’[Ibid. p. 84] 

   

54 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L�="#� �b��(�
N 2 L������ "X�*���N 2�;=h��a� �U���%����N 2�;�j3?�� ln�_��N 2�D71�C.(�� "D�?�i�J �	�_�̂. 

54– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘We are the tree of prophethood, the settling place of the 
divine message, the place frequented by angels, the mines of knowledge and the 
springs of wisdom.’[Ibid. p. 218]  

   

55 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���71"B ";7-h�� -7̂\  1">�?��N �L�:�>�?�� �	�� ��\ �;7(�� "$�4���
 QN 2�'�*C�� 5�� �'Ä>�?��N 2���&���4 5��  "$�4���
 QN 2�'
�'N?�=�̂/N �L�y�?�=�̂/ �	�� ��\ �E7(��. 
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55– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the Imams are the vicegerents of Allah over His 
creation, and they make the creatures know Allah. None will enter Paradise 
except he who acknowledges them and who himself is acknowledged by them, 
and none will enter Hell except he who denies them and is himself denied by 
them.’[Ibid. v. 9, p. 152] 

   

56 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(Çw�� �b ]�?�
 :����\N Ç7%�� ���_���
 � 25Z�j�1�� ";�B�?�-.(�� �	�_�̂ . 

56- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘We [the Prophet’s household] are like the saddle-
cushion in the middle. He who slides behind has to come forward to it, while he 
who has slid too far forward has to return back to it.’[Ibid. v. 18, p. 273] 

   

57 �e*7R�� ����� �)���������� ����� (�  L:�6��|N �;7-h��  V8  ?�[�s 9 � :����� �L�:�����]   2 ��=�� ���6���N 2 ��kY�� ����R��N 2 �^¾� <D�8 
 ��jÜ� �Lh��*N . 

57- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), mentioning the status and qualities of the Imams said, 
‘Allah has made them the [source of] life for mankind, the lamps in the darkness, 
the keys to expression and the pillars of Islam.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 204, no. 2]  

   

 �)��C��  $y/ 5��� �*��C�%jQ� ";k���)�������� �L:�����( 

The Reason For The Oppression Against The Household (AS)  

58º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( V1j?� �XN.��J��N C���̂ �X1������ �	 N �  �&�a� �m� (���� �*��C�%�jQ� 7�/ ����� ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( � ��1�̂
�#�N 2�	
 ?�4` ��1�^ :(� �)���jN +�1B ��1�^ :���� �)0_�J 2<D?�M/ �)^[ :7̂o>����� �L�=   . 

58– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘As regards the oppression against us in this matter – in 
spite of being the foremost in descent and bearing the strongest relationship to 
the Messenger of Allah (SAWA) - it was [a result of] selfishness. The hearts of 
some people coveted it [the leadership] whereas the hearts of others did not care 
for it. And the Arbiter is Allah.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 162] 

   

 �)��C��  $y/ ��(��  L="#� ";������>)�������� �L:�����( 
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The Philosophy Of Leadership In The Viewpoint Of The Household 
(AS) 
   

59 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	=�N 2 �Z"#�  V1S"> 	�� �Iu�J ��-�%��� QN 2GXZ��j 9 <;��>(�� 7(�� �X[ Tm���  	"=�
 ¢ ��0̂/ �L����6 �q7̂\ 0L�:����
�> 2���*�� 9 �̄ ��|�� �? :Y�̂N 2�q (
�* 	�� �L����a� 0*�?�(�����*N��8 	�� ";�kZ��"a� ��&�6N 2���*C� 	�� �X1�1�Ya� �	��O . 

59– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O Allah! You know that what we did was neither to 
compete for power nor to acquire anything from the vanities of the world. Rather 
we only wanted to restore the original characteristics of Your religion and to 
usher prosperity into Your lands, so that the oppressed from among Your 
servants may be safe and that Your abolished commands may be re-
established.’[Ibid. Sermon 131]  

   

�;�B?"��� ";�>��� Q1�� 

Were It Not For Fear Of Dissention 

60 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �È�N   � �q�s ^�?7��@ �B 7("=�� 2�	
3��� 0E�1���
N  ?�=�� 5��\ �N*1��
 X/N 2�!-��a� �	���� �;�B?"��� ";>��� Q1� 2
 (���Z�%j� . 

60– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘By Allah, were it not for fear of dissention among the 
Muslims, that they would return to disbelief and that the religion would be 
damaged, we would indeed have changed the situation [of leadership] as much 
as possible.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 155, no. 6] 

   

�?�f�� (M�� ";0-�h�� 

The Twelve Imams 

61Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( <��]E �?f�� (M� L�:�����N � �g�  �7(�� �?�/ "V���
 Q ...+¼
?B 	�� L�:��[. 

61- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The affairs of the people will continue to progress 
as long as the twelve men govern them … all of them will be from [the tribe of] 
Quraysh.’[Sahih Muslim, no. 1821] 
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62Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(5j1� PIC�&�̂ "D0��� T���� PI���"£� �D7��� �X\ . 

62– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the number of successors after me is as 
the number of chiefs of Moses.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 14971] 

   

 ���� �L��� 

The Knowledge Of The Imam  

63 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����
 	�� �'����� 	�� �u�&�� ��\ �L��� �q���:�
 	��N 2"��E�1%�
 �L����N -��� �X[ 7���� �X\����� HIJ � N/ ���-��� �L   . 

63– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Ali was knowledgeable and knowledge is 
something that is inherited. In fact, no sooner does a knowledgeable man die 
than there remains after him one who knows his knowledge or whatever Allah 
wishes.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 221, no. 1] 

   

64 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����N  ����� �K%[ �L���� u7̂\ 2   � �¥�4N 2 �E�� �¥�4N PI-7��� �?�C�4 ���> 2u���[ 9 ��7̂O[ �'?�4` �\ ����7N/ 	�� 
����� �VB 2�	h[ 1y � �¥�4N �X[  ]N 7�� �$ : �IuJ �$[ "X�C�6 ���> . 

64– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘By Allah, certainly I know the Book of Allah from 
its beginning to its end, as if it is in my palm. In it is contained the information 
about the heavens and the earth, about all that existed and all that is to be. Allah, 
Mighty and Exalted, has said: “In it is clarification of all things”[ al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 
229, no. 4] 

   

65 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �'�E%4� �s\ ��C��� �X\  B ���*N/N 2�q�m� �'�E��| �̄ ?�J �'�*C�  E1�"Q �$]N 7��  ��-�:��/N 2�;-=�#� �b� �(�
 ���C�
  K�17R��  	� ���> �}_�
 QN +K�1Û �'���� �u���
 L��> 2�«\ �L����� . 

65– Imam al-Ridha (AS) said, ‘Whenever Allah selects a person to manage the 
affairs of His creation, He opens his breast for that purpose, and he makes 
springs of wisdom flow in his heart, and bestows knowledge to him by way of 
inspiration, after which he never again lacks the capacity to answer, nor is 
confused from finding the right way out.’[Ibid. p. 202, no. 1] 
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LEGAL PUNISHMENTS*   ا�ُ�*ود 
 

   

£P�B s�F�� t)���� 

Everything Has a Bound  

1 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �X\   ��6N ��EC6  ... t7���6 	�� 5�� �$��]N 2 ������ lV���
 <����* ������ �$��] N 2 �7��8 �IuJ �$"=� �$��]
<�7��8 0��#� q�s . 

1– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Truly Allah, Blessed and most High … has set a 
bound for everything, and has made for each one a sign indicating to it, and He 
has designated a punishment for whoever transgresses that bound.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, 
p. 59, no. 2]    

�,�P��� ���, 

Averting the Punishments  

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ����� kXo> p �����Cj �1�����> <]�?����  L���-�� L�6��]�N �Xo> 2 L�%���Z�%�j� � �!-���a�  	� �*N�"#� �NÄ�E�*�
�;��1&���� 9 �½Z���
 �X/ 	�� �}�4  1����� 9 �½�Z���
 �XO�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Avert the punishments from the Muslims as much 
as you can, and if you can find a way out for a Muslim, then make way for him, 
for it is better for the Imam to err in reprieving than in punishment.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 12971]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (��:�C.f�� �*N�"#� �NÄ�E�*� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Avert the punishments through uncertainties.’[al-
Faqih, v. 4, p. 74, no. 5146, Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 12972]    

�,�P��� �+�6�eW 
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Upholding the Penal Laws  

4 "V1jE �Pz�  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �*N��8 	�� À��8 ";��B\ ����� �*� � 9 <;���� �!���E/  ?�Z�� 	�� �}�4P    . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Upholding one of the penal laws of Allah is 
superior to forty nights of rain on Allah’s land.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 14599, al-
Kafi, v. 7, p. 174, no. 1]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( <;(�j �!7%�j �D�*C�� 	�� 5[��/  �E�� 9 ��&�
 ���8 . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A penal law that is exercised on earth is purer than 
sixty years of worship.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 18, p. 9, no. 21843]    

6 �h�` 	� �e*7R�� ����� �^ :�V1jE �X\ �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �\ �b-�%�]> 2 :���Z�&� �?��O> 2 �)�B�?�j ��B :��1�B 9 ���?�J :�� GD/?��� �É"�
�����  V1jE  ) �uk��|����` �N ������� {z�  ( �1�BN +¼
�?"B 	�� ��^ :����� �V1jE 
  W+}��
 +?�Z�4 9 �;�̂�"> "$c� �;�
?�J �D/?��� �b�Z�&�6 2!  

 �VB :�>�?�J/N L�yI
 1�B/ �X1[�?�%�
N L :h����g 5�� �*N�"#� �X1-�&�
 �1^[ 2�my  $�c�µ L"=���C�B �X[ 	�� �q��y -7̂\ 2 L���̂�1=���:> L�: . 

6- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A woman who was honoured amongst her people 
was once brought to the Prophet (SAWA) charged with theft. He ordered her 
[hand] to be cut. A group from the tribe of Quraysh came to the Prophet (SAWA) 
and said, ‘O Messenger of Allah! Must [the hand of] a noble lady such as her be 
cut like that of so and so for such a small mistake?!’ He replied, ‘Yes! Indeed 
those before you perished because of such a deed. People used to uphold the 
punishments for the weak ones among them and exempt the strong and the 
noble ones of them, and therefore they perished.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, p. 7, no. 
21834]    

yP�B o ���;�? 2 �� 
+
��$
\ 2 �� 
+���$�� 2 

No Intercession, Bail or Oath in a Legal Punishment  

7Pz� "V1jE �  )  �uk��|����` �N ������� {z� : (����� �*N��8 	�� À��8 �XN�* ���%����J �)��8 +$�]E -.
/  ����� �n���j 9 �V���
 L�� 2   �� ��(�
 57%8  . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Every man who stops the exercise of one of 
Allah’s punishments on himself by intercession [of someone influential], will 
continue to be exposed to Allah’s anger until he ceases.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
43837]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (À��8 9 �!-�
QN �;���[ QN �;����J Q . 
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8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is no intercession, bail, or oath in a legal 
punishment.’[al-Faqih, v. 4, p. 74, no. 5146]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�*N�"#� 	�� À��8 9 �;����[ Q . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no bail for any of Allah’s 
punishments.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 13, p. 439, no. 15846]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( ��h�` 	� ����/ 	�)������� L :����� (�����  V1jE 	�  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( 9 �;���0f��  	� 5:�̂ ��0̂ /
 �VBN 2�*N�"#� :����� �*N��8 	�� À��8 9 �b���J 	��  �Z�C���� ����� �����m�� �'*N��8  VZ��\ 9 5��jN ����   �;����&�� ��1�
 ���6  . 

10- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, narrating on the authority of his father, from his 
forefathers, from the Prophet (SAWA) - ‘He prohibited the use of intercession 
against the punishments and that he (SAWA) said, ‘He who intercedes against 
one of Allah’s punishments in order to annul it, and tries to abolish His 
punishments will be chastised by Allah, most High, on the Day of 
Resurrection.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 18, p. 24, no. 21901]    

�,�P��� F�* �9�:�}5/�� �I�� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of Postponement of Legal Punishments  

11 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �!(�,a� �}�/ �V&> 2§3��� +$�]E 5�� �N� :�J G;M�M 9)�������� ������� : ( �1�&> W �b ��7?�� �	
/ : 2 {Iui�
 �X��
&> �!(�,a��}�/ �V)�������� ������� : ( G;��j "D�?�Y�̂ �*N�"#� 9 ����> 2 L�yN.��8 . 

11– Imam al-Baqir (AS) narrated, saying, ‘Three people gave witness against a 
man for committing adultery. Then the Commander of the Faithful (AS) asked, 
‘Where is the fourth [witness]?’ They said, ‘He is arriving just now.’ The 
Commander of the Faithful said, ‘Punish them, for there is not even one hour of 
respite to be given in punishments.’[al-Kafi, v. 7, p. 210, no. 4]    

�,�P��� .DP�%�V I�� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of Transgressing the Bounds  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( "V1&�> <�1�j 3��#� 	�� �¿�&�̂ +V�1� 56,�
 : ���� "V&�> 2 ���*C��� <;�®�E 3KE :Wu7(�� L�� �L�8E/ �)^/ !
 "V1&�> <�1�j �*�� 	�µ 56,�
N 2  E7(�� �\ ��� �?��,��> :�(����q�|��� 	�� �1:�% ! E7(�� �\ ��� �?��,��> . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘On the Day of Resurrection a ruler will be brought 
forth who had inflicted one lash less than the punishment prescribed. He will 
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plead, ‘O my Lord! I did it out of mercy for Your servants.’ He will be told, ‘Are 
you [trying to be] more merciful to them than Me?’ Then he will be ordered into 
the Fire. Another man who had added one lash [to the punishment] will be 
brought forth, and he will plead, ‘[O Allah! I did it] to make them stop committing 
acts of disobedience to You.’ Then he too will be ordered into the 
Fire.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 18, p. 37, no. 21948]    

13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �!(�,a� �}�/ �X\)�������� ������� (7��8 <��]E �K ?S�
 �X/ <�¥�(�B �?�/ �u�� �'�*BO> 2���1�j/ �;M�M �'�*���> �¥(�B ��"��w> 2<�
)�������� ������� (G��1�j/ �;M�M +¥(�B 	�� . 

13– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The Commander of the Faithful (AS) had ordered 
Qanbar to execute a man’s punishment. Qanbar was rough and beat him three 
more lashes. So Ali (AS) forfeited on his behalf by beating Qanbar three 
lashes.’[al-Kafi, v. 7, p. 260, no. 1]    

�@nUS�� �K$��V o DP
�� �+�6�eW ����, 

The Role of Implementing the Penal Law in Atonement for the Sin  

14Pz� "V1jE �  )  {z� �uk��|����` �N ������� : ( ���6�E���[ 1�:>  v^km�� �q�s .��8 ������ �L�B"> <C^�s �v�̂�s/ 	�� . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever commits a sin and then bears the 
punishment meted out for that particular sin, then that shall be his 
atonement.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, nos. 12964, 12966, 13366, 13367]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �v�B� �   �;����&�� ��1�
 �� �&�� 9 �*1��
 �X/ 	�� ���i��/N �*�1�]/ �X[ ��\ �^.��� 'my 9 <(�,� <��C��  . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When Allah punishes a faithful servant in this world, He 
is too Bountiful and too Glorious to re-punish him [for the same sin] on the Day of 
Resurrection.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 12966]    

�,�P!
(� �+�n��W I�� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of Insulting the One Being Punished  

16jE �L]�E �a ������ "V1  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( ��C�8R� �$�]E �VB ^3��� 9 �$�]7?�� : .¶7(�� 0?�-> 2 �v��=�� �¿��&�
 -�[ �¿���B �my) {z� �uk��|
����` �N ������� ( �V&> G;����Û -�:��� :QB 2 :(�� f�:�̂� :����� �V1jE 
  ����� 5��|   �(�̂ �q��� W<;��� ] �¼�: ! �VB :�'my 	�� �	�%�̂/ -"=�4/ 	�� -�%�C�|/ � . 

16- When the Prophet (SAWA) stoned a man for adultery, a man said to his 
friend, ‘He died on the spot like a dog.’ So when the Prophet (SAWA) was 
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passing with them by the carcass of a dead animal he told them to take a bite out 
of it. They said, ‘O Messenger of Allah! May Allah bless you. How can we bite a 
carcass?!’ He replied, ‘What you have bitten from your brother is fouler than 
that.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 116]    

17®?�� �C� 	� � 5��� r/ 	� 	 : �u�� �V&> 2 ���̂1(�����
N ���̂17C���
 ��7(�� �$��i> <�7��8 +$�]E 5�� ��B/ <7��� �X\ :"VO���
 �> �my �� C^�s 	�� 7�/ . 

17– `Abd al-Rahman b. Abi Layla narrated: ‘Once Ali punished a man who 
people then began abusing and cursing. So Ali said, ‘Now this man will not even 
be questioned with regard to his sin [i.e. your abuse has expiated him of it].’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 14002]    

 

* The Arabic word ‘Hadd (pl. Hudud) is a word referring specifically to the 
punishments prescribed in Islamic law for various crimes. Lexically the word 
means ‘limit, boundary, border’, and refers to any such boundary. In Islamic law 
therefore, the same word applies to both the cause and the effect, where the 
transgression of Allah’s boundaries and overstepping of His limits (Hudud) 
necessitates the meting out of due legal punishments (Hudud) set out in the 
Islamic penal law. In this chapter therefore, both legal punishment and boundary 
or limit have been used to translate the same word depending on the individual 
context (ed.) 

 

LENIENCY   =4��ا� 
 

   

�k*D:�� �)&
* 

The Virtue of Leniency 

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(uJ 5�� �b�g1�
 L�� ��>3?�� �X\���̂J ��\ �Iu�J 	�� �� ��̂ QN 2 ���̂�� ��\ �I . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'No sooner is leniency added to something than it 
adorns it, and no sooner is it taken away from something than it spoils it.’[al-Kafi, 
v. 2, p. 119, no. 6]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �\ -�:.C�8/N <�?]/ -�:�-�Y�/ �X[ ��\ �X(M� �v�_�Z|� �  �� C�8R� -�:�&�>E/ �$]N7��  . 
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2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When two people become friends or accompany 
each other, the one with the greater reward and the most beloved in Allah’s eyes 
is the one who is the most gentle towards his companion.’[al-Kafi, p. 120, no. 15] 
   

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �*�E/ �s\  +�> E �K� L :���� �$�4*/ �}�4 G)��  $yO�  . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When Allah wishes to bestow good on a 
household, he introduces leniency into it.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-
Hadid, v. 6, p. 339]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �(�� <D�E���� L�y.��J/  �(�� "$�&�/ . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The most intelligent person is he who is the most 
obliging towards people.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 28, no. 4]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\   ����"[  ?��� 9 ��>3?�� .v�_�
 ���>�E �$]N7��  . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, is lenient and 
loves leniency in all matters.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 537]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ̄ i0(�� �̄ %��� ��>3?�� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Moderation is the key to success.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
294]    

7 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��>3?�� �X��� "$�"BN <���"B �Iu�J �$"=�� kX\ . 

7– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Everything has a lock, and the lock of faith is 
moderation.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 118, no. 1]    

8 �L�=�� ����� �)������������ ��� :(  ¼����� �UR ̂ ��>3?�� . 

8– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'Moderation is worth half of one’s livelihood.’[al-Kafi, 
p. 120, no. 11]    

�9�,���%�� F�* �k*D:�� 
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Moderation in Worship 

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(3��� �my �X\����� �D�*C�� �1�y ?=�6 QN 2 +�> ?� ���> �1"��@NO�> �!�%�� �	
  ����� �*C�� �\    3)�C�("a�  v�[�?�[ �1^1=%> 
5&�/ <�?�:�� QN �b�Z�B <�?���j Q Tm�� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily this religion is firm so penetrate into it 
gently, and do not arouse aversion for Allah's worship in His servants that they 
may become like shattered riders who have neither gotten further in their travel 
nor have any drive left to continue.’[al-Kafi, p. 86, no. 1]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(^ ���*4 	�� �q���� <�1%=�� �X[ � ��\ 2 :��f�̂N y�1��� �m�4N 2 y�?�:&�6 QN � ��">E�N 2 �D�*C���� 9 �q���
:���_�� ��(� y���y��6N :hSB 	�� 0���Q ��7̂o> 2 �;�S
?���� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Cajole your soul tactfully to worship, and be gentle with 
it and do not force it. Make allowances for both its weariness and its activity, 
except for the daily obligations that are incumbent upon it, for it must fulfil them 
and undertake them at their prescribed times.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 69]    

�i�:�;
<�k*D:��  

The Benefits of Leniency 

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�}�£�  ��?_�
 ��>3?��  ��?_�
 	��N 2 �;�[�?�C��N �D�*
3���  �>3?�� 9 �X\ . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily in leniency is to be found abundance and 
benediction, so whoever is divested of leniency is deprived of good.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, 
p. 119, no. 7]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( KCj�� ��
��J "$3:���
N 2 �K�3R�� �?3����
 ��>3?�� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Leniency eases hardships and facilitates difficult 
situations.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1778]    

13 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���8%��� ��>3?�� �X[ 2 "$���#� �� � �)�� ���N  T/0?�� 	� �L i�8"� 	�� . 

13– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, 'For him who is rendered helpless in making a 
decision and who is at a loss of what to do, moderation is the key.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 78, p. 128, no. 11]    
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14 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X�?-�� �	� 5j1� �?S£� ��� 5|N/ � �?�4` �X[ . . . :)�� ���>�E ��\ �^��� 9 G��8O� ���8/ ���>�E ����   
 �;����&�� ��1�
 ��� �$]N7�� . 

14– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, 'The last piece of advice that al-Khiar* gave 
to Prophet Moses (AS) was: ‘When a person is lenient towards someone in this 
world, Allah will be lenient with him on the Day of Resurrection.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 73, p. 386, no. 6]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�	�f4> �X:�6 X/ �)��J X\N 2 �	���> ���?=�6 X/ �)��J X\ . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'One who is lenient and moderate in his affairs will 
obtain whatever he wants from people.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 120, no. 16]    

16 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �(�� �	�� ��
?�
 � �V^ �' ?�/ 9 <&�>E �X[ 	�� . 

16– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'If you wish to be honoured [by people] be lenient 
[towards them], and if you wish to be humiliated then be rough.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 78, p. 269, no. 109]   Translator's Note: The word rifq in Arabic has no exact 
English equivalent, and can be translated with two or three English words 
depending on the context it is used in. It denotes 'leniency', 'gentleness' or 
'friendliness’ when used to depict a trait or virtue, when used to describe one's 
attitude towards people or when used to describe Allah's leniency towards His 
creatures, or it can mean 'moderation' when used in an economic or practical 
context. In the text it has been translated differently in its different contexts in 
order to best convey the meaning of the traditions, though the title has been kept 
as 'leniency' because of its most general implication.    

 

* Khiar: Qur’anic prophet whose equivalent in the biblical tradition in not known 
(ed.) 

 

 LESSER JIHAD *   �� ا�ِ.�Iُد ا,]
 

   

*:��� 
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Jihad  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ������� {z� �uk��|����` �N  : ( ��� ��3�_�
 L��N 2 ���w�
 L��N ��� 	�� +e� ̂ 	�� G;�C���J 5�� ��� 2 ������̂ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever dies, having neither waged a campaign 
nor having intended to do so, dies on a branch of hypocrisy [in his heart].’[Sahihe 
Muslim, v. 3, p. 1517, no. 1910]    

2����� ���C������ <��C�] 56/ <��]E kX/ �  �����  V1j�E �\ ��"�y/ ��� HIi> 2 ���>   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �� �VBN 2 �q�s 	�� �':�(> : 9  L��a� �¥�| kX\
 ���� �}�4 ��8�N �1�
 �*:���  	���1��  ¦��<;(j �!��E/ �D�*C�� 	�� . 

2– A man went to a mountain to worship Allah, so his family came to the Prophet 
(SAWA) concerning it. The Prophet forbade him from it, saying, ‘It is better for a 
Muslim to bear patiently certain instances of jihad even for a single day than to 
worship for forty years.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 11, p. 21, no. 12324]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( K�1��/ 	�� �K� �*:��� �X\ ����� ���_�%�> �;7(���  ����� ���E�*N 2t1&0%�� ��C�� 1�yN 2 ��h���N/ �;0|���   ";�(�R�#�  ���%0(�]N 2
";�&�M�1�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Indeed jihad is one of the gates of Paradise that Allah will 
open for his exceptional friends. It is the garment of piety, Allah’s fortified defense 
and a solid shield.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 27]    

4� � �u�� ����)�������� ������� : (�±:�(��N 2  	
3��� �*-�� �*:���  PI����.��� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Jihad is the pillar of religion and the path of the 
felicitous.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1346]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �X\   ���-kY��N �*:��� ��?�>  �'�?�|^N �'�?�R�̂ ������]N .�����N  ��� ��\ �	
�* QN �^�* �)_"��| � 2  . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah has made jihad obligatory and has magnified 
it and made it a [source of] triumph and a helper. By Allah, neither one’s worldly 
affairs nor one’s religion are set aright except through it.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 
11, p. 9, no. 15]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�� b�� �L�Y�� ���> �?�]��N 2  	
3��� ���1�B 1�yN 2  ��j�� ����  V-��� ���?�J/ �*:��� kX\ 2�'7?�=�� 1�yN 2 �;��(�a�N �D7���
 �;7(�� t?�f�C��N ��(���#� ���> �D�*:0f�� ���� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Certainly jihad is the noblest of deeds after [acceptance 
of] Islam, and it is the pillar of religion. The reward for it is great, while at the 
same time, consistently maintaining one’s honour and strength. There are 
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rewards and good tidings of Paradise after martyrdom.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 
408, no. 429]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ¦h�?���� ����� PI�J�� "$�S>/ �*:���. 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Jihad is the greatest deed after fulfilling the 
obligatory ones.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, no. 154]    

����yi"a� 

The One Who Wages Jihad  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�yi"a��(�� L :��"[ �*C���� "V-��/ ������  $�Cj 9 �	
�    ?_�C�� PI� 	�� �' E&�(�µ �m�4/ G��Z�4  $�c�-�[ ��\  . 

8- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The deeds of all the worshippers when compared 
to those who wage jihad in the way of Allah is as a gulp of sea-water that a 
swallow takes into his beak.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 1068]    

9 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �;7(��� ����6��� ��1�.��� . 

9- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Swords are the keys to Paradise.’[Mustadrak al-
Wasail, v. 11, p. 13, no. 12293]    

10 �u�� ����� �)������������� �� : (L�:�� ���%���6 �XN��yi"a�  PI-0��� �K�1��/ . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The doors of the heavens are opened for those who 
wage jihad.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1347]    

L :�h�m
\ .��sN �	
��yi"a� ";�̂�\ 

Aiding Those Who Wage Jihad and Censure of Those Who Harm 
Them  
   

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �?���@ GD�?��\ N/ Gq��P�� 
�@ ��7:�] 	��  �?74O�6 �N ��C^�s 	� ��0�&�6 � ����  . 

11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever equips a warrior, even with a needle 
and thread, Allah forgives his past and future sins.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 11, p. 
24, no. 12333]    
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12 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (��%��/ �	�-�[ �X[ +�@ �;�jE �̈ ���� 	��   K� 9 ��"=
?�J 1�yN 2<;C�B�E» K�1M «���6�N���@ . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever carries a message on behalf of a fighter 
during war is like one who frees a slave, and he partakes in the reward of the one 
who actually fought.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 11. p. 14, no. 2]    

13 Pz� "V1jE �)�N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  : ( $�Cj 9 �	
��yi"a� t�s/ �1&06� �����  ����� kXo> 2    L�:�� �v�i�%���
N 2  $�j.?�� �v�S�w�
 -�[ L�:�� �v�S�w�
 
L�:�� �v�i�%���
 -�[ . 

13- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Be wary of harming those who fight in the way of 
Allah, for Allah is angered for their sake just as He is for the sake of the Prophet 
(SAWA), and He answers their prayers just as He answers the prayers of the 
Prophet (SAWA).’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 10664]    

 K1�"&���N  	������N T�
� � �*:�� � �?��� 

The Command To Wage Jihad With One’s Hands, Tongue, and Heart  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ���6��| �5�� "$�S���6 �������� <�����&�%��  $�]7?�� "D��| �;h-��C��� G����&�%�� �}�@ GU���g  . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The prayer of one carrying his sword is seven 
hundred times better than praying without it.’[Ibid. no. 10791]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����  $�Cj 9 �N��y]   L"= �1�"&� �N��yi> �NE���&�6 L�� �Xo> 2 L"=�%�(P��O� �N��yi> �NE���&�6 L�� �Xo> 2L"=
��
O�  . 

15- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Fight in the way of Allah with your hands; and if you are 
not able to do so then fight with your tongues; and if you are still not able to then 
fight with your hearts.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 100, p. 49, no. 23]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����  �����   L"=���1��O� �*:��� 9  �����  $�Cj 9 L"=�%�(P���/N L"=P�"��̂/N    .  

16- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘By Allah! By Allah! Wage jihad with your wealth, your 
selves and your tongues for the sake of Allah.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 47]    

� ��?�6�*:�� 

Abandoning Jihad  

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ����C��/ �*:��� ��?�6 	�->  ��(
�* 9 &�_��N 2���%�f���� 9 �?�&�>N 2��P��^ 9 ÝQ"s  .����� kX\   ��6N ��EC6 
 :�8� E  ��[�?��N :�����4 �q �(��� ¸7�"� 0���/ . 
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17- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah covers with disgrace the one who abandons 
jihad, and subjects him to poverty, and deprivation in his religion. Verily Allah, 
blessed and most High, has honoured my community by the solid hooves of its 
cavalry, and the tips of its lances.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 462, no. 8]    

�*:��� �v���J 

Branches of Jihad  

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( +v���J  b���E/ 5�� �*:��� :�!�&j��� �Xx�(�JN  	���1�a� 9  e��3R��N  ?�=("a�  	�  u:0(��N ��N?��a�  ?��� 5�� . 

18- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Jihad has four branches: enjoining the good, forbidding 
the wrong, fortitude in the battlefield, and detesting the wicked.’[al-Khisal, p. 232, 
no. 74]    

";�Z��?"a� 

Keeping Posts  

19Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (� E�����  $�Cj 9 +�1�
 "�  :����� �N �^.��� 	�� �}�4  . 

19- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Keeping your posts for a single day is better than 
the whole world and all that it contains.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 10508]    

20 Pz� "V1jE �) �N ������� {z� �uk��|����` : (�����  $�Cj 9 �n ��?"a� ��\ ��� �s\ �� C8| 	�� �b�Z�&�(�� +$-�� l$"[   ������ t?�i�
N ��"�-�� ���� 5-�(�
 ��0̂o> 2 
 �;����&��  �1�
 �\ ��"B�� E . 

20- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Every action will be separated from its owner 
upon death, except the one who maintained his post for the sake of Allah, since it 
will be increased and rewarded to him until the Day of Resurrection.’[Ibid. no. 
10611]    

�;�j�?�#� "$S�> 

The Merit of Standing Guard  

21Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�8 $�Cj 9 G;���� ���? �����   y�E:�̂ ��R�
N :"���� ��&�
 G;���� �U�/ 	�� "$�S�>/ �$]N7��  . 
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21- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Standing guard for a single night for the sake of 
Allah is better than a thousand nights spent in worship followed by fasting during 
the day.’[Ibid. no. 10730]    

22 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �E7(�� -�:.��-�6 Q �X(���� :�!�� ����� �;���f�4 	�� �)�=��   �����  $�Cj 9 ���?�_�6 �)�6� �!��N 2    .  

22- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The eyes of two categories of people will never 
touch the fire: the one who cried out of fear of Allah, and the one who spent the 
night awake standing guard for the sake of Allah.’[Sunan al-Tirmidhi, no. 1639]    

 

* The Arabic word jihad lexically means struggle, fight, or combat, but has adopted a very specific 
meaning in Islamic terminology. When used in its general sense or as ‘the lesser jihad’, it refers to 
physical combat or ‘holy war’ against infidels, disbelievers or hypocrites who wage war against Islam and 
Muslims. When used in the sense of ‘the greater jihad’- (jihad al-nafs) - coined by the Prophet (SAWA) in 
his famous tradition (see Ch.78: JIHAD (2): The Greater Jihad), it refers to one’s combat against one’s 
own base self. In this chapter, due to want of an exact English equivalent, the word jihad will be left as it 
is (ed.) 

 

LIFE   ا�َ���ة 
 

   

�9��
�� 

Life  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��\ �IuJ 	�� ���� ��7̂/ �1-����<;8�E ��1�a� 9 �� i�
 Q ��7̂o> p �D�#� ��\ �l��-�
N ��(�� �b�Cf�
 ���C�8| �*=�
N  . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Know that man gets satiated and wearied with everything 
except life, because he does not find any comfort in death.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Sermon 133]    

�9��
���� ��(� 

Water and Life  

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ("D�#� PIa� �L���� . 
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2– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The flavour of water is life.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 
370]    

�9��
�� �I�6 ¦K�O ���� �6 

What is Better than Life  

3�� � .T?=���� ���)�������� ������� : (��1�a� �)C�C�8/ �q � �V���̂ �s\ � ��1�a� 	�� �?�JN 2 �D�#� �)�S�w��/ ���6���&�> �s\ � �D�#� 	�� �}�4 . 

3– Imam al-`Askari (AS) said, ‘Better than life is that thing which if you lose it you 
become disgusted with life, and worse than death is that thing which if it comes 
to you makes you love death.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 489]    

�+5��A�A
�� �9��
�� 

The Real Life  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( !&���� �*1_�Û ��\ ��1�� QN 2  	
3��� ��\ �D�8 Q.  

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no life except through religion, and there is no 
death except through denial of the certain truth.’[al-Irshad, v. 1, p. 297]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���7(�� "D�8 ���817%�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Monotheism is the life of the soul.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
540] 

LIFESPAN   �ُ�ُ�ُا� 
 

   

�:�;�%�� 

Lifespan  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(:�R_�
 �v�B�E :�����N 2 �q�j�^/ �*���� ���?-�� kX\ . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily your lifespan is the total number of your breaths, 
and there is a watcher over them counting them.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3434]    
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2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����]/ 	�� �?�4`  e�?�� � ��\ �' ?-�� 	�� �1�
 L"[���8/ �$ C&�%��
 	�� ��0̂\ . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily nobody will receive a single extra day to his 
lifespan except that another day will be taken from him from his end.’[Tanbih al-
Khawatir, v. 2, p. 218]    

�:�;�%�� ���/�'�� 	��� 78
�� 

Making the Most of One’s Life  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) �N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  :(�� E(
*N �q�-�yE�* 5��� �q(�� 0��J/ �� ?-�� 5��� �	"[ . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Be even more niggardly with your life than with 
your dirham and your dinar [i.e. your money].’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 364, 
no. 2661]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�|����` �N ������� {z� �uk� :(  $�]�� �s��̂ �$C�B �NE�*C> 2���� �E3�"B� ���8/ ���Ni�%�
 	�� �*N�_�� �?-���� kX\ . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily lifespan is fixed and no one will surpass that 
which has been allotted to him, so rush to make the most of it before time runs 
out.’[A`alam al-Din, p. 336, no. 12]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �L�(�%w�� �q�%B�NN 2 �L�:0%�� ���6`N 2 �)h> �q��1�
 ug� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Your yesterday has passed on, your tomorrow is 
uncertain, and your today is to be taken advantage of.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
9840]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �!(7��� ���?j/N 2 �;�(0��� u�> �E1:.f�� ���?j/N 2  ?:0f�� u�> ��7
�� ���?j/N 2  �1���� u�> ���7��� ���?j/ �)�;�(0��� (
 ?-���� u�> ! 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘How fast the hours in a day go by, and how fast the days 
in a month, and how fast the months in a year, and how fast the years in a 
lifetime!’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 188]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��7(�� :.
/ !� �X��  $C�B 	��N 2  ���0(��  $C�B 	�� �X�»�����  v(�] 9 �)�0?�> � 5��� 56�?��8 
 ����̂ �V1&�6 X/  «. 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O people! [take advantage of] Now! Now before regret 
sets in, and before “anyone should say, ‘Alas for my negligence in the vicinage of 
Allah!”[ Qur’ an 3956].[ Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 89]    
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8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �L�8�E  ������/ �?0R�BN �����-�� �E�*C> 2 �����]/ �\ �'Z�4 �������̂ kX/ �L���� </�?��  . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah has mercy on the man who knows that his breaths 
are but his steps towards his end, so he hastens to perform good deeds and cuts 
short his high hopes.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5214]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(Q :�%h��> 2 L"=�� 5&C�
 Q -�>  E-��� ����g �NE�m8�� �*1��
  . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Be cautious of wasting away your lives in that which will 
not last for you, for whatever has passed of them never returns.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 2618]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�6�*��j �?:�� ���?-�� kX\ �q3��E �;��� 9 ���6���^/ X\ �q . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily your lifetime is the ransom for your eternal 
prosperity if you spend it in the obedience of your Lord.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
3429]    

���
��� J+5̂ �B �¬�:�;�� �C���? I�6 

He Whose Life Will Be a Proof Against Him  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�T�*1^ �;����&�� ��1�
 �X[ ��s\ :����� �VB Tm��� �?-�����1�yN W �!7%3��� {I(�/ �	
/  ���6  :» � L"[�?3-���̂ �L�� �N/
�?k[�m�6 	�� ���> �?k[�m�%�
«. 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘On the Day of Resurrection, it will be announced, 
‘Where are the sixty year olds’ for this is the age referring to which Allah, most 
High, has said, “Did we not give you a life long enough that one who is heedful 
might take admonition”[ Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 2924]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �E�m�/ Tm��� �?-����   <;�(�j �X17%�j ���*`  	�� 5��\ ���>  . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The age up to which Allah accepts the excuse of His 
servants for certain things is sixty years.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 326]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �D�1&3f�� 5��\ ����7
/ ���
3*�,�6 X/N 2 <;0i�8 ������� �'�?�-�� �X1=�
 X/ G;����@ Ts �$"[ 5��� <D�?��8 :���> ! 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘So alas for every negligent one that his age be a proof 
against him, and that the days of his life should lead him to perdition!’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, Sermon 64]    
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14 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �$�B <;�(�j �X1���E/ ��C���� 5���� )�6/ �s\ :/ �	�� �����N 2 +ENm��� �}�@ �q0̂o> p ���Em�8 �m�4 0��8/ <;�(�j �!���E
<;�(�j �	
?f��  	��  	��  Em��� � . 

14– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘When a man reaches forty years of age, it is said 
to him, ‘Be on your guard, for now you have no excuse’ , and the forty-year old 
man is no longer as worthy of being excused as the twenty-year old man.’[al-
Khisal, p. 545, no. 24]    

�:�;�%�� F�* �P?Q�? �6 

That Which Leads to an Increase in Lifespan  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �* ��
  E1:kZ�� �	�� �?�c[/  �� ?-�� 9  . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Remain mostly in the state of purity and Allah will 
increase your lifespan.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 60, no. 5]    

16 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���-�8�E �$�R�����> �����]/ 9 ���� �O��(�
N ���B� E 9 ���� �n��C�
 X/ �'0?�j 	�� . 

16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever would like his sustenance to be 
amplified and his destined end to be postponed should maintain relations with his 
kin.’[al-Khisal, p. 32, no. 112]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(HI&�� QN � HI&�C�� �*�E/ 	��PI�3(�� �X��f"@ k$�&�����N 2 HI�*3?�� �U��������N 2 HI�m�#� �*31�i����N 2 HI���w��  ?�[C�����> �  . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who wishes to remain alive – though there is no 
remaining forever – should eat his lunch early, wear good shoes, dress in light 
clothing, and lessen his sexual intercourse with women.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha 
(AS), v. 2, p. 38, no. 112]    

18 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( Àu����  	�  !��"#�  ¥�B �D�E
 � � (�%���J �N?��)�������� ������� (��
 ���̂�6\ kXo> p 2  ?-���� u�> .��-�
N 2  e�3?�� u�> ��

PI1.��� �b�>���� �b�>��
N . 

18– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Command our shi`aa to visit the grave of al-
Husayn b. Ali (AS), for verily going there increases sustenance, extends one’s 
life, and repels evil forces.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 101, p. 4, no. 12]    

19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�' ?-�� 9 ��
 � ���%0� ̂ )�(���8 	�� . 
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19– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who has good intentions is given an increase 
in lifespan.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 69, p. 408, no. 117]    

20 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �' ?-�� 9 ��
 � ���%���  $yO � �'.? � �	���8 	�� . 

20– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who excels in his good treatment of his family 
is given an increase in his lifespan.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 245, no. 425]    

21 � �e*7R�� �����)�������� ������� :(����� ��
��
 X/ �)C�C8/ X\   �q
�1��/ 0?��> �� ?-�� 9  . 

21– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If you would like Allah to increase your lifespan 
then please your parents.’[al-Zuhd li al-Husayn b. Sa`aid, p. 33, no. 87]    

�(��:�;�%�� �=�� �@
�
�� �I�6w 

The Believer and Asking for a Long Life  

22 {I�?y0��� ";-�> �)�������� �:����� (� �D]("a� u�> � : 2Ç <�}�4 �D��#� �)-���� � � �8/ 2  ���£� 5���� �q�6�E�"BN 2 �v��w�� �q�-��� � 0L�:����
>�1�� �)�̂[ �s\ �k>�1�6NÇ <�}�4 "D . 

22– Fatima al-Zahra’ (AS) said in her intimate supplication, ‘O Allah, by Your 
knowledge of the unseen, and Your power over creation, keep me alive so long 
as You know that life is good for me, and cause me to die when death is good for 
me.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 94, p. 225, no. 1]    

23 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  e�4��  � E=�� 9 ��h��* 	�� � : T?-�� �X[ �so> 2 �q�%��� 9 <;���m � T?-�� �X[ � °�?3-��N
�q���\ ��S CB�> �XZ�0f��� <��6?�� . 

23– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in his supplication for noble moral traits, ‘And 
let me live so long as my life is spent in Your obedience, but when my life 
becomes a breeding ground for Satan, then take me to You.’[al-Sahifat al-
Sajjadiyya, p. 82, Supplication 20]    

�̀  �+�;��B�¬�:�;�� ���PA�;�  �C��n�� �)E 

The Wisdom Behind Man’s Ignorance of the Span of His Life  

24 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X[N �' ?-�� �E��&�� ���?�� 1�� ��0̂o> p ���6��8 �D0��� 	�� ���-��� �X�^��  	�� �?�%�j � "$0S���� 
 �X��  $0�O�6 �}R�B 
 �?&���� �?��f�%j� ���&> 2 HI(���� �K�EB N/ ��"�� �> ��B 	�� �;�� ¬�- � "X1=�
 �X[ $�� 2 ���>�?�� ��B G)B�1�� ����lB�1�6N ��1�a�  vlB�?�6 �b��  ¼���� � �O0(:�%�
 L��  ?-����
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�
 Tm��� kX/ 5��� 2  ?&���� ��1�4N ����� PI(�> 	�� �$�]�1��N l$�&�
 	�� kXP� 2  Va� PI(�> 	�� ������� "$�4��
 7-�� �L�Y�/  ?-���� PI(�> 	�� �X�^�� 5���� "$�4�
 ���?�� 0L"M  ?-���� �$
1�� �X[ X\N 2 ��O���� ������� �L�=_�%j�  ?-���� PI(�� � �	�&
/ 	��N 2 �q�s �\ �	"=���> ��(�� �U����%��
 X/ "$��O�
 �"�� PI&�C� � ���M�N �q�s

 �' ?-��  ?�4` 9 �K1%�
 0L"M ���6�1:�J �q�s 	�� "̈ "�C�
 ��0̂ / 5��� �$�-��N 2 u|��a�N ����mk��� u�> �q�-�Þ��N 2 ...�)�"B Xo> : ��(�� �?�%�j ��B �X�� �1�y yN
�� E&�
 G;��j �$"[ 9 2 ��1�a� �vkB�?�%�
 �E|N ��6��8 �E��&�� �� E_�a� �q :�%(�
N �¼�8�1����  !(�"B : ������� t?�] Tm��� �1�y  KC�� �my 9  }��0%�� ��]�N kX\

0%�� u�> GO�Z�4 	�� Q 2 �� C��B �D�N��B 	��N ���8�?�� 	�� �q�s -0̂o>  ÃN��a�  	�� �� ?�R(�
 QN T1��?�
 Q �q�s �b�� "X�^�� �X[ Xo> 2 ���> �?��� }�� . 

24– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Contemplate now O Mufadhal about the fact that 
man’ s lifespan has been kept concealed from his knowledge; for verily if he was 
to know the span of his life, and if it were short, he would never take pleasure in 
living, knowing his approaching death and always in anticipation of the time that 
he knows. In fact, he would be like someone whose wealth has perished or is 
close to perishing, so he feels a sense of poverty and terror at the thought of 
losing his wealth and a fear of poverty, even though that feeling which the man 
who knows that he is going to lose his life is much more intense, for the one 
whose wealth is diminishing still continues to hope that some of it will remain 
enabling him to live off that, whereas he who is certain of the loss of his life is 
taken over by despair. And if instead his lifespan was to be long, and he knew 
this, he would be certain of staying alive and would therefore become absorbed 
in vain pleasures and sins, and would act to gratify his desires intending to repent 
at the end of his life… And if you retort by saying that right now, even though his 
lifespan is concealed from him and he is approaching death, he still yields to vile 
sins and commits forbidden acts, we would reply that the way this matter has 
been decreed is exactly how it is at the moment, and if man, in spite of that [i.e. 
his ignorance of his death] does not desist from and shun sins then that is 
because of his own heedless merriment and the hardness of his heart, and not 
because of a mistake in divine planning!’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 3, p. 83] 

LIFESTYLE   dُ��َا� 
 

   

�°��%�� �>�/�# 

The Most Wholesome Lifestyle  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�U��"=�� �̄ �?���  ¼����� 5�(y/ . 
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1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most wholesome lifestyle is achieved through 
throwing out unnecessary expenses.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2964]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(";��(�&��  ¼����� �v���/ . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most pleasant [type] of life is [a life of] 
contentment.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2918]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���_�(�� 	�� f���  �7(�� �L��^/  ���]N�� ���� ����|/N 2�;��(�&�� ���̂_C�j  . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The man with the most comfortable lifestyle is he whom 
Allah, Glory be to Him, has granted contentment and to whom he has given a 
virtuous wife.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3295]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��"£�  	��8 	�� "O�(y/ �¼��� Q . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is no lifestyle more wholesome than [living] 
good-naturedly.’ [`AIlal al-Shara’ i`a , p. 560, no. 1]    

�°��%�� ��DP
��? �6 

Factors Which Spoil One’s Lifestyle  

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�¼����� �E3��=�6 �;�M��M :";0
�m�C�� "D/?�a�N 2{I10��� �E��N 2�?h�� "XZ�.��� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Three things spoil one’s lifestyle an oppressive 
ruler, a bad neighbour, and a loathsome wife.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 320]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� VR£� �)�������� ������� :(h��  ¼����� �¿�B^ �V���
 L�� 0	�:(�� <D���8�N ���&�> 	�� +VR�4 ��-�4:"�0NO> 2 v��&�� �V1wf��  $&���� �$ :
";�� ̂�c��N 2�X���C�� ";0_�| :";�c���c��N 2�	��� :";�� ��7?��N 2 e�3?�� 9 ";��0��� : � ���>�1"a� ���^�� ] TN�?�� VB [:�)�"B :�VB W ���>�1"a� ���^�� �N : ";�]N0���

��£�N 2����7R�� �����1��N 2";�_��7R��";����£�N � ����7R�� "n� :�VR�£� '�my �b�-i�6 �u�yN : ";��0��� . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There are five things which if one where to lose just 
one of them it would render his life incomplete, his intellect short-lived, and his 
heart preoccupied. The first of these is health of the body; the second is security; 
the third is ample sustenance; the fourth is a compatible companion. [The 
narrator says], ‘I asked, ‘What is a compatible companion’ to which he replied, 
‘The virtuous wife, the virtuous son and the virtuous friend. And the fifth one, 
which sums up these four things, is mild-temperedness.’[al-Khisal, p. 284, no. 34] 
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LISTENING   ع��ِ<Nا 
 

   

�+�������� �a�±R� �)&
* 

The Virtue of Attentive Ears  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(L�� �s\<�����N <��-�%��� 	"=�> <&��^ <-��� 	"=�6  . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Even if you are not an articulate scholar, at least be an 
attentive listener.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4090]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� 5��N �  �Ó�� �b�Ó/ kX\ Q/���� C�BN �}[m0%� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Indeed the most heedful of all ears is that which is 
attentive to and accepting of a reminder.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 105]    

���%;�1 �@�̂ �B I�6 

Those Whose Ears Have Been Sealed  

3 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :(+}R�C � +?��^ l$"[ QN 2 +b��-�� � +b-�j T�s l$"[ QN 2 +v� C�� � +v��B T�s l$"[ � . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Not every man with a heart is understanding, nor every 
man with an ear a listener, and nor every man with eyes able to see.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 88]    

�a�;�'12� �I��B 

Effective Listening  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ����-�%j� �q�8��| 9 ��
 ��
 Q � �\  ̈ R�6 QN 2 �-�%jQ� �	��8 �q�̂"s"� �*31�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Accustom your ear to listen effectively, and do not listen 
to anything that will not benefit your progress.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6234]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ?[�s �b��j  �?�[�s  . 
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5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The one who listens to the remembrance of Allah in turn 
remembers [Him].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5579]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����%^Q� �$0i���6 ��-�%jQ� �	��8/ 	�� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Whoever listens effectively reaps its benefits 
immediately.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9243]    

�p;5��� 	
��� �X�:�* �6 

The Obligation Incumbent On the Hearing  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(k$]N0��� �V&> 2 u�|��a� �\ ��� �u�wR�6 Q X/  b-0��� 5�� ���?���> :» �s\ �X/  K%�=�� u�> L"=������ �V0��̂ ���B�N
����� ��
` L�%���-�j  : � "/�:�%���
�N : � �?���=�
 ����� kX\ L�:"��c�� �s\ L"=0̂\ �' }�@ GF
���8 u�> �1�g1���
 50%�8 L�:���� �N�����&�6 ��>    �	
 ?�>=��N �!�&�>("a� �b��] 
<���-�] �L0(�:�] u�>« . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The obligation incumbent upon the hearing is that it not 
be used for acts of disobedience, for Allah, Mighty and Exalted, has said, 
"Certainly He has sent down to you in the Book that when you hear Allah's signs 
being disbelieved and derided, do not sit with them until they engage in some 
other discourse, or else you [too] will be like them" [Qur'an 4:140].[ Nur al-
Thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 564, no. 628] 

LOSS   ان�ا�ُ �َ 
 

   


C��:�1�c� 

The Losers  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�*���a�  ̄ ��|\ 	�� �$���@ 	�� �?�j£� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The loser is the one who is negligent of reforming 
his Hereafter.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 118]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ��>10%�� ���*� 2 �;�&��0R�� �?�j4 �^.���  v���� 9 �'�?-�� �����("a� . 
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2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who spends his life seeking out this world 
has attained a poor deal and has lost divine succour.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 
119]    


9�:�O���� ��n-P�� �:j��O 

To Become a Loser in the World and the Hereafter  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�j �BN � �$� : � W PI&0f�� �L�Y����  	�� : ��7C���6 �$�]�EN 2 �D�?�4�� �?P��4N �^.��� ���%�6��> �^.��� �^.��� ���?�6 �$�]E
���1M 0��_�%�jQ R������ ��� �X[ 1�� Tm��� �v��0%�� ���&�_��N �^.��� ����m� �� ?�8 Tm��� �q�m>  �7(�� HIh E ��|N ���:�%�]�N�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) when asked about who has the greatest misfortune, said, ‘A 
man who abandons the world for the sake of the world, and therefore he misses 
out on the world and loses the Hereafter, and a man who worships, struggles and 
fasts as a display for others, and thus forbids [himself] the pleasures of this world 
and also tires himself. And were he to do all that sincerely [for the sake of Allah], 
he would be deserving of its reward.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 95]    

�G�H/�� �:��O# 

The Greatest Losers  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (<����j L�:�C���4/N <;�&���|  �7(�� �?���4/ �X\ :�'������6 L��N �����  v��� 9 ���̂��� �����4/ �$�]E  2 ���6�*�E\ 5�� �?
*&�a�
���%�� C�%� �D�?�4�� 5�� �����BN 2 ���6�?���Á �^.��� 	�� �±?��> . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the biggest loser with the worst end of the deal and 
the most unsuccessful in his striving is the man who exerts himself in the quest 
for his wealth even though fate does not help him in his aims, and he 
consequently leaves this world with regret while heading towards the Hereafter, 
where he will face its ill consequences.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 430] 

LOVE   �)���َا� 
 

q+� �:
e �95,��
(� 
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Love is Kinship  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�*��%���� �;���?�B "D0*1�a� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Love is acquired kinship.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 97]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(	�� �±�1�8/ �D0*1�a� �\ ";���?�&�� �;���?�&�� �\ �D0*1�a� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Love does not need kinship so much as kinship needs 
love.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 308]    


+5��!
(� �����? �6 

That Which Brings About Love  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;0C_�a� �	�C ]1�
 ���M :�b�g�10%��N 2  �>3?�� �	��8N 2  ��"£� �	��8 . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Three things bring about love: good temperament, 
kindness, and humbleness.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4684]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;0C_�a� "� E1�6 �;M�M :"V�m�C��N 2�b�g�10%��N 2 �	
3��� . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Three things bring about love: piety, humbleness, 
and generosity.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 316]    

���V5,���6 FM��/�? 2 I�6 

Those Who Must Not Be Endeared  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� HI>�N Q 	�� ��0*�N 0	�_�(�-�6 Q . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Love for the commoners [in society] breaks up like the 
breaking up of clouds, and dissolves like the dissolving of the mirage.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 9872]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( E�?�J�� ���7*�1�� <�Z�&�̂� ���7*�1�a� ���?�j/ . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The friendships that are the quickest to break are the 
friendships made with evildoers.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3124]    
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7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� HI����/ 0v�_�6 �X/ ��7
\  ����� PI��N/  }�w� ��0*�N �u���R�6N/ 2  L�:��� �?�f�8 <�1�B 0v�8/ 	�� �Xo> 2  . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of loving the enemies of Allah, or of harbouring 
affection for other than the friends of Allah, for verily man will be resurrected with 
those whom he loves.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2703]    


+
*�:%
(� �I�� ²�@��� �+
������B 

The Blindness of Love [from Perceiving the Truth]  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(.L�R�
 N u-���
 I�u0f�� �q.C�8 . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Your love for a particular thing makes you blind 
and deaf.’[`Awali al-La’ali, v. 1, p. 290, no. 149]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(	� �;���-�� 7v�_"a� �!��  ��
 N���  ��C"B 	�� {I7-�| ��̂"s"�N 2 K1C_�a�  v 
��� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The lover’s eye is blind to the defects of the beloved, and 
his ear is deaf to the ugliness of his misdeeds.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9872]    

D@��� �+�6
��� 

The Sign of Love  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��:�̂ �q0C�8/ 	�� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who loves you forbids you [from committing 
sin].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7718]    

11��� � �u�� ��)�������� ������� :( �' ?�[�m� �� :�� <��J 0v�8/ 	�� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who loves something constantly mentions it.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 7851]    

jZ ��/�6w�(� D@�B �95P�� 
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The Believers’ Intense Love for Allah  

12�#� ����� � �!)�������� ������� (� ���\ K1�(a� I���� 9 � :���1�j �17C�_�
 L�� 57%8 �qh7C�8/  K1�"B 	� �E��@�� �)����/ Tm��� �)^/ ... �s�
W�����&�> 	�� ���]�N !W����]�N 	�� ��&�> Tm��� �N !	�� �K4 �&�� <Q���� �q�̂N�* �u�g�E . 

12- Imam al-Husayn (AS) said in one of his supplications, ‘It is You Who 
removed the strangers from the hearts of Your lovers so that they never love 
other than You… What does the one who loses You find [besides You]?! And 
what does the one who finds You lose [out on]?! He indeed fails who is satisfied 
with a substitute for You.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 98, p. 226, no. 3]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X��� �$�]E �¦_�-�
 Q  ����� �X1=
 57%8   	��N �����N �����y/N �'�����NN ��3�"�N ����/N ��P����̂ 	�� �����\ 0v�8/  
L :��"[  �7(�� . 

13- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Man’s faith in Allah will not be pure until Allah 
becomes more beloved to him than his own self, his father, his mother, his 
children, his wife, his wealth, and all people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 25, no. 25] 
   

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���?�8 �v�&��  ����� ���?�8 �	�=���6 �> 2   ����� �}�@    .  

14- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The heart is the sanctuary of Allah, so do not lodge 
other than Allah in Allah’s sanctuary.’[Jami al-Akhbar, p. 518, no. 1468]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��1�£� 	�� "$�S�>/ .v"#� . 

15- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Love [of Allah] is better than fear [of Him].’[al-Kafi, 
v. 8, p. 129, no. 98]    

����� 5@�B �����? �6   

That which Brings About the Love of Allah  

16 ±�?��a� �F
�8 9 � : 20u�> �!��|�1�%�-�� ¸0C�_�� �)C�]�NN 2 0u�> �!�����%�-�� ¸0C�_�� �)C�]�NN 2 0u�> �!3�_�%�-�� ¸0C�_�� �)C�]�N 2 ��7-�

 �;�
@ QN �L���� ¸0C�_�a ����N 2 0u���� �!��[1�%�-�� ¸0C�_�� �)C�]�NN <-���� L�:�� �)���g�N <-���� L�:�� �)���>�E -k�"[N 2 �;�
: ̂ QN . 

16- It is related in the tradition of the Prophet (SAWA)’s Ascension, ‘O 
Muhammad, My love is due to those who love each other for My sake, and My 
love is due to those who are kind to each other for My sake, and My love is due 
to those who maintain communication with each other for My sake, and My love 
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is due to those who trust Me, and there is no ensign, end or culmination to My 
love, and whenever I raise an ensign for them I lower another ensign for 
them.’[Irshad al-QulUb, no. 199]    

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �VB  ��6N ��EC6  :������ �)g�?�%�>� 7-�� 0v�8O� T�C� kÇ\ �v0C_�6 � . 

17- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah, Mighty and Exalted, says, ‘The servant 
endears himself to Me by no better means than what I have made obligatory 
upon him.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 82, no. 5]    

18 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 3v�8 �D�N��8 ���]�NN -�j �^.��� 	�� �	�,a� 5�����6 �s\  [ �^.���  $y/ ��(� �X[N 2  2 �n��1�4 �B ��0̂O
����� 3v�8 "D�N��8 ��1�&�� �n��4 -0̂\N  �' }�w� �1�w�%�f�
 L��>  . 

18- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When the believer abandons this world, he is 
elevated and finds the sweet taste of Allah’s love; he appears to the people of 
this world as if he is confounded in his mind, whereas truly it is they who have 
confounded the sweetness of Allah’s love such that they do not occupy 
themselves with other than Him.’[al-Kafi, p. 130, no. 1]    

����� �]�E-��!�? �I?SU��   

Those Whom Allah Loves  

19Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  �U����%"a� �U������ �L���#� 0u ��#� .v�_�
  . 

19- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Indeed Allah loves the bashful, clement, chaste 
and virtuous servant.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 112, no. 8]    

20�� � �	
����� �	
� ���)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  +E1=�J G�C� k$"[ .v�_�
N 2 +	
��8 +v��B k$"[ .v�_�
  . 

20- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Indeed Allah loves every sorrowful heart and 
loves every grateful servant.’[al-Kafi, p. 99, no. 30]    

21� � �?BC�� ����)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  �D�0R�� �uyC�%"a� 2  ¥7R�� �u���_�%"a� 2 �D�?�=���� ��381%a� 2 GF�>�E �� �;�-��� 9 �v����"a� .v�_�
  . 

21- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Allah loves the one who is jolly among people 
without being obscene, is monotheistic in his thought, adorned by patience, and 
priding himself with the prayer.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 456, no. 1056]    

����� 	
�W �G�H/�� -@�B#   
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The People Loved Most by Allah  

22Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(.v�8/����� �*C��   ����� �\    ��"���>N ��N?��a� �L :���\ �v0C�_�
 �	
m��� 2���&Á L�:���1�B/N 2�'�*C��� L�:�����̂/  . 

22- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most beloved of Allah’s servants to Him are 
those that are the most useful to His servants, and the most persistent of them in 
establishing His right, those who endear virtue and its practices.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, 
no. 49] 

   

23 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �\ �*C���� .v�8/   �N ��6�1���| 5�� ���>_�� 2 ���c
��8 9 �eN��| �$�]E �$]N 7�� ����� ���?�%�>�   b�� 2 ������ 
 �;�̂��� PI�*/ . 

23- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The most beloved of people to Allah, Mighty and 
Exalted, is a man who is truthful in his speech, careful about his prayer and all 
that Allah has made obligatory for him, along with returning whatever he is 
entrusted with.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 243, no. 8]    

����� �+5��!�6 F
��� �@HV:�'�?��6   

The Corollaries of the Love of Allah  

24 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 0v�8/ �s\  �D�*C���� �	��8 ���-�:��/ <��C��  . 

24- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When Allah loves a servant He inspires him with good 
acts of devotion.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4066]    

25 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX/ �L���
 X/ �'0?�j 	��  ����� �;�Z� �$�-������> ��.C�_�
   �L��/ 2 (�� C0%����N ����� �V1�B �b�-���
   ��7�C�(� �$]N7�� ) {z� �uk��|
����` �N ������� :(» �L��80E �E1"��@ ��k����N �L"=��1�̂"s �L"=�� �?���w�
�N ��k��� �L"=�C C�_�
 5 ̂1�� C06�> ��k��� �X1.C�_�6 �L�%("[ X \ �$"B«W ! 

25- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever would like to know that Allah loves him 
must work in the obedience of Allah and follow us. Has he heard not the speech 
of Allah, Mighty and Exalted, to His Prophet (SAWA): “Say, ‘If you love Allah…”?[ 
al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 14, no. 1]    

����� �P/�� �+
��³
(� �C�Q�6   
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The Status of Man’s Position with Allah  

26 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��(�� ���%�� ¬�� �U�[ �� ?��
 �X/ �*�E/ 	��  ����� ";��� ¬�� �U�[ �� ?������>   ����� kXo> 2 �'��(��    � �$c�� ��C���� "V ¬�
 
�������C���� "V ¬�
  ��P����̂ 	��  . 

26- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever wants to know the status of his position 
with Allah must first find out what status of position Allah holds with him, for Allah 
places the servant in the same position whereat the servant places Allah with 
respect to himself.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 156, no. 74]    

������ �C��n�� D@�B �+�6
��� 

The Sign of Man’s Love for Allah  

27Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 3v{�8 ";�����  �����  ?[�s .v��8 ��6   �����  ¦�w�� ";�����N 2   �� ��6 �����  ?[�s �¦�w  �$]N 7��P  . 

27- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The sign of [man’s] love of Allah is the love of the 
remembrance of Allah, and the sign of [man’s] hatred towards Allah is his hatred 
towards the remembrance of Allah, Mighty and Exalted.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
1776] 

   

28 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (����� 58�N/ -�> �   5j1� �\ ��6 )�������� ������� (� : ��^ "$����� ��0(�] �so> �.C�_�
 ��0̂/ �L���� 	�� �Km�[
W�� C�C�8 �D1���4 .v�_�
 Àv�_�� l$"[ ����/ 2u7(�� ! 

28- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, regarding what Allah, most High, revealed to 
Prophet Moses (AS), said, ‘He lies who claims that he loves Me, yet when the 
night covers him up he sleeps away from Me [forgetting Me]. Is it not that every 
lover loves to be alone with his beloved?!’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 292, no. 1]    

�´���� �+
��³
(� 

The Highest Position  

29Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �VB   :7%8 �;���>7(�� 0u��\ �v0C_%���� ��7̂\N2 ������ ���%�g�?�%�>� 7Í 0u��\ 0v�8/ �Iuf� T�C�� 7u��\ �v0C_�6 � 5
 2� uf-�
 ¸��� �����] EN 2 � �¼�Z�C�
 ¸��� �'���
N 2 ��� ���Z�(�
 Tm��� ���̂���N 2 ��� �?�RC�
 Tm��� �'�?R��N 2��� �b�-��
 Tm��� �����-�j �)([ ���%�C�C�8/ �so> 2 ��0C�8"�

���%��Z��/ ���O�j �s\N 2���%�C�]/ °��* �s\ . 
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29- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, Mighty and Exalted, says, “My servant 
endears himself to Me with nothing more beloved to Me than what I have made 
obligatory upon him, and he endears himself to Me through performance of the 
supererogatory prayers until I love him. Once I love him, I become his hearing 
with which he hears, his sight with which he sees, his tongue with which he 
speaks, his hands with which he acts, and his foot with which he walks. When he 
calls Me I answer him, and when he asks Me I grant him.”[ al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 
454, no. 1047]    

����� D@�B �a�;�'`� ���P��  ��n-P�� D@�B�  

The Incongruity of the Love of Allah Combined with the Love of the 
World  

30Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� .v�8N �^.��� .v�8  <���/ +v��B 9 �X��-�%�i�
 Q  . 

30- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The love for Allah and the love for the world 
cannot ever coexist in one heart.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 122]    

31 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����N  ����� 0v�8/ � 2   ^�}�@ 5���NN �^.��� 0v�8/ 	��  . 

31- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘By Allah, Allah does not love him who loves this 
world and befriends other than us.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 129, no. 9]    

����� �@��!�V 	��� 78
��   

Enjoining the Love of Allah  

32Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �VB   �*NN��� �$]N 7�� )�������� ������� :( u&���4 �\ ��C3C�8N ��C C�8/ .�VB : �q.C�8"� ^/ L���̂ 2 3K�E 

�VB W �q�&���4 �\ �q�C3C�8"� �U�=> 2 :°17C�8/ �q�s L�:�� ���?�[�s �s\ �q0̂o> 2 L�y��(�� 0T�*
/ �?"[�s� . 

32- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, Mighty and Exalted, said to Prophet David 
(AS), “Love Me and encourage My creatures to love Me.” He said, ‘My Lord, I do 
love You, but how can I encourage Your creatures to love You?’ Allah said, 
“Remind them of My blessing and kindness, for if you remind them of that they 
will love Me.”[ Qasas al-Anbiya’, p. 205, no. 266]    

����� F�* -@���   
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To Love for the Sake of Allah  

33Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 9 .v"#�  V-���� "$�S�>/  ����� 9 �¦�w�C��N    ��6  . 

33- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of practices is to love for the sake of 
Allah and to hate for the sake of Allah, most High.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 24638]    

34 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� ���_|/  ¦�C� � :����� ��C� 
  9 v C�8/ 2�����   ����� 9 �¦�w�/N 2   ����� 9  V�NN 2  ����� 9 �*�N 2   ��0̂o> 2
����� ";
Q�N "V(�6 Q    �7(�� "D4�,�� ���E| �BN 2�q�m[ �X1=
 57%8 � ������|N ���6��| ���?"c�[ �X\N � �X��� �L���� �$�]�E �� i�
 QN 2�q�m� ��\ 

 9 y�?�c�[/ �my L"=��1�
�X1�S�@C�%�
 :����N 2 �XN7*�1�%�
 :���� 2 �^.��� . 

34- The Prophet (SAWA) said to one of his companions, ‘O servant of Allah! 
Love for the sake of Allah and hate for the sake of Allah, and befriend for the 
sake of Allah and contest for the sake of Allah, for Allah’s guardianship is 
attained only by that, and man will not find the taste of faith — though his prayers 
and fasting be much — unless he behaves thus. In this present day, the 
brotherhood and friendship of the people are mainly for the sake of this world; 
they love each other for its sake and hate each other for its sake.’[`Ilal al-Shara’i`, 
p. 140, no. 1]    

35 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���4� <7C�8 -�y0��J/ -�:"��S�>/ �X[ ��\ ln�B �X(��,�� 5&�%��� � . 

35- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘No sooner do two believers meet than the better of 
them is he who loves his brother more.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 411, no. 937]    

36 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(L��N  	
3��� 5�� 0v�_�
 L�� 	�� l$"[ �� �	
�* �> 2 	
3��� 5�� �¦�wC�
 �� . 

36- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Every single person who does not love for religion 
or hate for religion has no religion.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 127, no. 16]    

37 �*�1�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 58�N/   ¦�� �\  PI�C^�� :^.��� 9 ����y�� 7�/ 2 u � ����7�����> 0u��\ �q��Z�&�̂� 7�/N 2 �;�8�7?�� �q"�3i���%�> �
 W7���N Ç �)�����NN �7N���� Ç �)�
�*� $�y �	=�N 

37- Imam al-Jawad (AS) said, ‘Allah revealed to one of the prophets, “Your 
asceticism in this world hastens your comfort, and your devotion to Me endears 
you to Me. But did you oppose an enemy [of Mine] for My sake or did you 
befriend a friend for Me?” [Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 455]    

 Hµ/�� -@�B)����Y �� ���
��� Z� �FU��" ( ��'�  �)�#�)�������� �]�E�
���( 
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The Love of the Prophet (SAWA) and His Household (AS)  

38Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( u��y/ �X1=
N 2 ���6�?�%�� 	�� 0���/ �����\ É�?�%�� �X1=�6N 2 ��P����̂ 	�� �����\ 0v�8/ �X1[/ 57%8 ��C�� �	�,�
 Q
s 	�� �����\ 0v�8/ É�s �X1=6N 2�����y/ 	�� �����\ 0v�8/���6� . 

38- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Man is not considered a believer until I am dearer 
to him than his own self, my household dearer to him than his own household, 
my family dearer to him than his own family, and my being dearer to him than his 
own being.’[`Ilal al-Shara’i`, p. 140, no. 3]    

39 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �17C�8/  ����� 3v�_�� °17C�8/N 2���-�� ̂ 	�� ��� L"[N��w�
 -��   u7C�_�� ¸���� �$�y/ �17C�8/N 2  . 

39- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Love Allah for the blessings that He bestows on 
you every morning; love me because of the love of Allah; and love my household 
because of love for me.’[`Ilal al-Shara’i`,]    

40����� "V1jE �VB �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ���-�_����> �)�C�� �$y/ (0C�8/ 	��  0N/ 5��  L��3(��  V .)�B :�VB W L��3(�� �N/ �N : 2�D�*Q 1�� �v���
 ���6�*Q N �)��� 	�� ��\ (.C�_�
 QN . 

40- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who loves us, the holy household, let him 
praise Allah for the first blessing.’ He was asked, ‘What is the first blessing?’ to 
which he replied, ‘Legitimate birth, for only he loves us whose birth [i.e. 
conception] is legitimate.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, no. 81]    

41 °���-�«� �� E#� 	� � :�)�6/  �!(��,a��}�/)�������� ������� (�V&> 2 E:0(�� �UR^ +�1�
 ���s :] �W�q� HI  
�)�B :�����N �q.C�8   .  �VB)�������� ������� :(�	���1�� �;M��M 9 °�?%�� <B�*| �)([ �X\ : �(��N � ���6�?�i�(�8 �\ �'���� O���N/N � �'my �q�����̂ "̈ "��C�6 "F��8

 �1�#� �(��N 2���?3R�� . 

41- It is narrated in al-Da`awat on the authority of al-Harith al-Hamdani, ‘One day 
I went to visit the Commander of the Faithful (AS) at noon. He asked, ‘What has 
brought you here?’ I answered, ‘By Allah, it is love for you.’ He said, ‘If you are 
truthful, you will see me at three positions: when your soul comes to this - and 
then he pointed to his throat –, on the Bridge [outstretched over Hell], and at the 
Heavenly Waters.’[al-Daaawat, p. 249, no. 699]    

42 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ���1B 9 � :»5�&�M�1�� �D�N�?��� � �q���-�%�j����&�>«�:�)��C�� �$y/ (�60*1��  . 

42– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, regarding the verse of Allah, most High:“He has 
held fast to the firmest handle” [Qur’an 2:256], said, ‘It is love for us, the 
Prophet’s household (ahl al-bayt).’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 263, no. 1054]    
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The Conditions for Loving the Household  

43 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����N  ����� 	�� (��� � 2   ����� �!��N (�(����QN 2 �DI�?��   ����� 5�� (�� QN 2�;���?�B    2 �;0i�8 ����� �\ �K0?&�%�̂QN   ��\ 
���� <��Z�� L"=(�� �X[ 	�-> 2�;���Z��  ���� <�|� L"=(�� �X[ 	��N 2 (�%�
QN �������(�6    (�%�
Q�N �������(�6 L��  .�N7?�%�w�6 Q L"=�_�
N !�N7?��%�w�6Q L"=�_�
N ! 

43- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘By Allah, we have no acquittance from Allah, nor is 
there kinship between Allah and us, nor do we possess a [special] argument 
against Allah, nor do we attain proximity to Allah except through His obedience. 
So whosoever from among you is obedient to Allah, our friendship will benefit 
him, and whosoever from among you is disobedient to Allah, our friendship will 
be of no use to him. Woe unto you, do not be deceived! Woe unto you, do not be 
deceived!’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 11, p. 185, no. 4]    

j�2����� ������ 

Ordeals to Secure Love  

44 �u�� ���� �)�������� ������� :(���� �u�� ����� ����� : �)�>:�%�� �$C�] �0C�8/ 1�� . 

44- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If a mountain were to love me, it would crumble.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 111]    

45º���� �?BC�� �����   �'I] s\ ������V&> �$�]E : �)��C�� �$y/ L"=.C�8{�Q u7̂\ 2 �����N : (�%����J �\N (���\ ���?�jO�� ��0̂\ �����1> p �C�� ] I��C�� �m��06>
 L"= � 0L"M {I40?�� /��C�
 ( �N 2 L"= � 0L"M {I��C�� /��C�
 ( �N 2 T*�1�� 9  $�0��� 	��. 

45- Imam al-Baqir (AS), when a man came to him saying, ‘By Allah, I love you O 
Household of the Prophet’, replied, ‘Then wear the garment of tribulation, for by 
Allah it overcomes us and our followers faster than the flood in the valley. 
Tribulation begins with us and then you, and prosperity too starts with us and 
then you.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 154, no. 255]    

5@�B# I�6 �p�6 �:
(� 

Man is with Whom He Loves  

46Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(0v�8/ 	�� �b�� {I?�a� . 
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46– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Man is with him whom he loves.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, nos. 24684-24685]    

47����� �V1jE �$�]E �VOj �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( 	� �V&> 2�;�7��� :�VB W:�� ���*����/ � :����� .v�8"� u7̂ / ��\ 2<�}C[ :�� ���*����/ �   
����1jEN .�VB : �)�C�C�8/ 	�� b�� �)^O> . 

47- A man asked the Prophet (SAWA) about the Final Hour, to whom he asked in 
turn, ‘What have you done to prepare for it?’ The man replied, ‘I have not 
prepared much for it, but I do love Allah and His Messenger.’ The Prophet said, 
‘Then you will be with whom you love.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 25553] 

MADNESS   ا�ُ.��ن 
 

   

�X1("�� ���1^/ 

Types of Madness  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�X1("�� 	�� �;�C���J �KC0f�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Youth is a branch of madness.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 343] 
   

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�L�=_�%���� ���̂1(�i> �����(�
 L�� �Xo> 2 �����(�
 :�C�8| kX� p �X1("�� 	�� �K�?�g "D0��#� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Irascibility is a type of madness, since its perpetrator 
always regrets. If however, he does not regret, his madness is confirmed.’[Nahj 
al-Balagha, Saying 255] 

   

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�X1(�i�-�� ��(�� "VO���
 � �$[ 9 �K]/ 	�� kX\ . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever answers to everything that is asked of him 
has gone mad.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 238, no. 2] 

   

.u&�&�#� "X1(i�a� 
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One Who is Truly Mad  

4"V1jE 0?�� � �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�V&> 2 GX1(�i�µ : �$�&> W ���� � : �V&> 2 �X1(�i�� ��7̂\ :�?�M` 	�� "X1(�i�a� -0̂\ 2�KR�� 1�y �$�� �^.��� 
�D�?�4�� 5�� . 

4–The Prophet (SAWA) passed by an insane person and asked, ‘What is wrong 
with him?’ He was told that he had gone mad. The Prophet (SAWA) then 
remarked, ‘Rather, he is afflicted. The one who has gone mad is the one who 
prefers this world to the next.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, no. 270] 

   

5�����  V1j?� 0?�� �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �1�&�� �¦�� �V&> 2 �� �_�|/ 9 1yN �$�]E :�X1(�i�� ! �¶7(�� �V&>)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �my �$��
�� "X1(�i�a� -7̂\ 2�KR�� �$�]E����� �;��  }�@ 9 -�:��C�J �����/ �;��/ N/ ��C   .  

5–A man passed by the Prophet (SAWA) while he was sitting with his 
companions. One of them mentioned that he had gone mad. The Prophet 
(SAWA) replied, ‘This man is, in fact, afflicted, since truly one who is mad, be he 
male or female, is one who has squandered his youth in other than Allah’s 
obedience.’[Ibid. no. 169] 

   

6����� "V1jE 0?�� �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( +�N?�R�� +$�]�? � ... �V&> :�X1(�i�a� L"[�? C4"� �Q/ 2 GX1(�i�µ �my � W �X1(�i�a� 0�8 ....�VB : kX\
 5�%�C"a� �myN "X1(�i�a� ����m> 2 �����C�=�(�µ ����C�(�] ��3?�_"a� 2 �������Z�� 9 �?��7(�� 2 ���%��f�� 9 �?�%���C�%"a� �X1(�i�a� 0�8 �X1(�i�a�. 

6–The Prophet (SAWA) passed by one who was affected by madness, and said, 
‘Shall I inform you of one who is truly mad?’ Then he said, ‘Indeed one who is 
mad is one who is haughty in his gait, looking over his shoulders, and swinging 
his sides from side to side. That is one who is mad and this is one 
afflicted.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 237, no. 1] 

 

MAKING EXCUSES  اُرOِ�Nا 
 

   

��/�6 ��
S�'%�? �H;�6 �:?S!5'�� 
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Caution against Doing Something That One Would Later Have to 
Excuse Oneself For  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(kXo> p ��(�� �E�m�%��6 �N ��7
\0u���£� ��?3f�� ���>  . 

1– It is narrated in Misbah al-Shari`aa (Lantern of the Path) that the Prophet 
(SAWA) said, ‘Keep away from doing that which you must excuse yourself for, for 
verily that involves hidden polytheism.’[Misbah al-Shari`aa, p. 403]    

2 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�E�m�%��
N {Iu��
 +�1�
 k$"[ ���>("a�N 2 �E�m�%��
 QN {Iu��
 Q �	��,"a� kXo> p ��(�� �E�m�%��6 �N ��7
\ . 

2– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘Keep away from doing that which you must 
excuse yourself for, for verily the believer neither commits a wrong nor makes 
excuses for himself, whereas the hypocrite commits wrongs and makes excuses 
for them everyday.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 248]    

3�?-��  	�  $7S���� � :����� ��C�� 1�/ �VB  ) �������� ������� :(�� uw�C(�
 Q�)�"B 2 ������̂ kV�m�
 X/  	��,�-� :�VB W ������̂ lV�m�
 - � :��(�� �E�m�%��
 -�> "$�4��
 . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A believer must never humiliate himself.’ When 
asked how he would humiliate himself, he replied, ‘By embarking upon 
something which he later has to make excuses for.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, no. 50]    

��
S�'�� �I�6 ��S�� �=��
e 	��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Accepting the Excuse of One Who Excuses Himself  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(À��_�� 	�� �D�E�m��a�  $�C&�
 L�� 	����1�#� 0u���� �* ?�
 L�� 2+$�ZC�� N/  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who does not accept an apology, be it from an 
honest man or a liar, will not be with me at the Heavenly Pool [in Paradise].’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 7032]    

5 �u�� ����� �) ��������������� :(�Em�� ���� ���-�%��> �Em�� ���� 	"=�
 L�� X\N 2�q�4/ �Em�� �$�CB�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Accept your fellow brother’s excuse, and if he has no 
excuse then find an excuse for him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 165, no. 29]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �7(��� L�y�E�m�/  �7(�� "$�&�/ . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most understanding person is he who accepts 
people’s excuses most readily.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2988]    
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7 	
����� 	
� ���� �)�������� ������� :(�� �$�]�E �q�-�%�J X\�'�Em�� �$�CB�> �q���\ �E�m�%��N �� E��
 �\ �V01�_�6 7L"M �q (�-�
 	 . 

7– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘If someone insults you on your right hand 
side, then moves over to your left and apologises to you, accept his 
apology.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 141, no. 34] 

MAN   ��8نNا 
 

   

���*` ��� ";��?�[ 

The Dignity of Man 

1�����  V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� 5��� ��?[/ »Iu�J �   ��*`  	�� 	��  . �$�B :����� �V1jE 
  W";=h�a� QN 2  !�VB : �XNE1C�i�� ";=h�a�
�N  �-7f�� �;�¬µ 2 ?-&� . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Nothing is more honored by Allah than the son of 
Adam.’ He was asked, ‘Not even the angels, O Messenger of Allah?’ He said, 
‘The angels are compelled [by predestination] like the sun and the moon.’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 34621] 

   

2 �����  V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�X�^�� ��\ ����c�� GU��/ 	�� <�}�4 »Iu�J ���� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Nothing is better than a thousand of its like, 
except for man.’[Ibid. no. 34615] 

   

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)��� ������������ (����� ��C� ����Oj �BN �   GX(�j �	�  : � W ��*` 1(�� ��/ "$S>/ ";=h�a� : +v�� r/ �	� .u�� �!(�,a� �}�/ �VB
)�������� ������� : (����� �X\  ` �� 9 �v�[EN 2+$&� �� <D1:�J  Lh:C�� 9 �v�[EN 2 GD1:�J �� <�&� �;=h�a� 9 �v�[E �$]N 7��  �	�-> 2 -:���%���[ ��*

 Lh:C�� 	�� �?�J 1�:> ����&� ���61:�J �)C��@ 	��N 2 �;=h�a� 	�� �}4 1�:�> ���61:J ��"�&� �v��@ . 

3- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when 'Abdullah b. Sinan asked him, ‘Is man better or the 
angels?’, replied, ‘The Commander of the Faithful (AS) said, ‘Allah, the Exalted, 
gave the angels intellect without desire, He gave the beasts desire without 
intellect, and He gave both to the sons of Adam. So a man whose intellect 
prevails over his desire is better than the angels whilst a man whose desire 
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prevails over his intellect is worse that the beasts.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 60, p. 299, 
no. 5] 

   

�X�^��  ���4 ";k��� 

The Reason For Man’s Creation 

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� t�1&%�  L�%�&���4 �;��Z��N �X�8Ü�N 2 L�6�?��"�  . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘You were ordered to fear Allah and you were created for 
obedience and good deeds.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 3, no. 
108] 

   

5 e*7R�� ���� �)�������� ������� : ( �V&�> �� �_|/ 5�� +u��� �	� �!�#� �±?�4 :� :7
/����� �X\ 2 ��7(�   ��\ �*C���� ����4 � � �'�?�[�s �$]N 7�� � 
 �'�1�j � �D*C� 	� ���6*C��� �1�(w�%�j� �'N��C�� �so> 2 �'N��C�� �'1">?�� �so> 2 �'1> ?����� . �$]E ��� �V&> :�����  V1jE �	�
   ";>?�� -> u7�"�N �)^/ rO� 2 

�����   �VB W : $y/ ";>?�����%�� L :���� �vi�
 Tm��� �L�:���\ GX�� �$[  . 

5- Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘O People! Allah, exalted be His remembrance, 
has only created people so that they might know Him; and when they know Him 
they worship Him; and when they worship Him they become needless of 
worshipping others by His worship.’ A man asked him, ‘O son of the Prophet! 
May my parents be your ransom, what is meant by knowing Allah?’ He replied, ‘It 
is that the people of each era must know their ImÁm, to whom obedience is 
mandatory.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 23, p. 83, no. 22] 

   

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( ����Oj +�
�^ �  K�1�] 9 � : QN 2 L :�&���4 �\ À?Z�S�� QN L :��\ +±%_�� �}@ 1�yN ����£� ����4 G;���� 3TO���>
 � W ( � "F.C��0%�� ��� �����
 :-=�8  E:�� L�:�&��4�' }���6 PIS��\N 2 ���-�� �s��̂\N 2 ���%. 

6- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when an atheist asked him, ‘For what purpose did He 
create humanity if He had no need for them and neither was he compelled to 
create them, and nor would it be proper for Him to create us in vain?’, replied, 
‘He created them to reveal [to them] His wisdom, to execute His knowledge, and 
to carry out His plan.’[Ibid. v. 10, p. 167, no. 2] 
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7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( ��6 ���1B 9 � :» �!��%��� �X1����
 QN *E �L�8�E 	�� ��\L:&���4 �q�m�N �q.� «� : � �1�������� L�:�&��4
L�:�-�8�?��> ��%®�E ��� �X1C ]1�%���
. 

7- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, regarding the verse, but they continue to differ, 
except those on whom your Lord has mercy —and that is why He created them”, 
‘He created them so that they may perform that which will render them deserving 
of the mercy of Allah, so that He may confer his mercy upon them.’[Nur al-
Thaqalayn, v. 2, p. 404, no. 250] 

   

�X�^�� �U��g 

Man’s Weakness  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (� �!=��� ��*` �	� ! ���(�%�(�6N 2 ";�B�?0f�� ��"��%&�6N 2 ";k&�C�� ���-���,�6 2  $-���� "Â1��_�� 2  $������ "X1(�=�� 2  $�]�� ��1%�=��
";�B�?����. 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Pitiable is the son of Adam! His death is hidden [from 
him], his illnesses are invisible, and his actions are recorded. A mosquito causes 
him pain, a gasp can kill him, and a little sweat makes him stink.’[Sharhe Nahj al-
Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 20, p. 62] 

   

�X�^�� ";�-�B 

Measuring Man’s Value 

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (a� ���
�?�w|O� {I? :GX��C� ��Z�̂ ��Z�̂ X\N 2 GX(�Û �$�6B �$�6B �X\ 2 �� ̂��N �� C�&� . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Man [‘s worth] is measured according to his two little 
organs – his heart and his tongue – so that when he fights, he should do so with 
a firm heart, and when he speaks, he should do so with eloquence.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 2089] 

 

MANAGEMENT   �<َا�����  
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p�;�'^�(� �+�1���1 

Management  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�j��j �q�"a� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Sovereignty is [efficient] management.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 17] 

   

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�j�3��� �U��g PI-��.��� ";�>` . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The downfall of leading politicians is [due to] their poor 
management.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3931]    

3 ����� � �u��)�������� ������� :(�;j
3?�� �È���%��
 �;�j�3��� �	��8 . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Good management prolongs one's [term of] 
leadership.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 482]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;0���0?�� ���1�B �;�j�3��� �	��8 . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Good management acts as a support for one's 
subjects.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4818]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�j�3���  	��8 	�  ?
mC0%�� �v0(�i�6N  }��0%�� �	��8 . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Efficient organisation and avoidance of squandering is 
part of good management.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4821]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( }��0%�� �v�C�j  }��0%�� {I1�j . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Disorganisation is the cause of destruction.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 5571]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( "V����� �;�j�3��� ����� . 
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7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The yardstick of good management is justice.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 9714]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  �>3?�� "V-��%j� �;�j�3��� ��/�E . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The peak of good management is the employment of 
moderation.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5266]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�j�3��� �	
�� "V-�%8Q� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Tolerance is the adornment of management.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 772]    

�4$5/�� �+�1���1 

Management of One's Self  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�j�3��� ���E*/ ������̂ ��j 	�� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who is able to manage his own self truly understands 
management.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8013]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�B��0R�� L"[g?�� �N�N�*N 2  ��E�1�� L"=��"��^/ �1�j1��j . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Manage your selves with piety, and cure the sick ones 
from among you with charity.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5588]    

12�� � �u�� ���)�������� ������� :(�'��(�] �$C�B ������̂ ��1���
 X/ �q���a� 3��8 	�� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'It is the duty of a king to manage his own self before his 
army.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9333] 

THE MARKETPLACE*   ا���1ق 
 

   

�~�H��� ��
� 
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Condemnation of the Marketplace  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �v�%�[ <;�_� C��6 :�> ��0C�j 	�-�> 2 G;����@N +1�:�j �E�* �e1.���  G;(���8 �U�/ �U�/ � ����  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The market is a place of distraction and 
negligence, so whoever occupies himself therein with the glorification of Allah, 
Allah records for him the worth of a million good deeds.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
9330]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (7u ̂���-�«� ��E#� �\ ���� +K%[ 	�� :��&��N ��7
\  	�%���� �¦
 E���N �XZ�f�� �?�g_�� :7̂o> p  e�1j�� ��. 

2– Imam Ali (AS) in one of his letters to al-Harith al-Hamdani, said, 'Beware of 
sitting in the marketplaces for they are the meeting places of Satan and the 
targets of mischief.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 69]    

3 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( GU���Z�� �!�C�> 2 ���%0
3E"s lF�C�
N 2 ��0��j?"[ �b�S�
N 2 ���%�
�? � N��w�
 2 �����\ "X����� 1�yN 2 �e�1j��  �E��  �& � .?�J
+K�s[ N/ 2 +��E�s 9 +e Ej N/ 2 GX���� 9 +¼h� N/ 2 +����B 9"V1&�> 2 ���%����j 9  :  V0N/ b� "V���
 �> 2 �u�8 L"[1��/N �'1�/ ��� +$�]�? � L"=����

�b ]?�
 	��  ?�4`N "$�4��
 	�� . 

3– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'The most evil of places on earth are the 
marketplaces, for it is Satan's domain where he unfurls his flag first in the 
morning, takes up his seat and gives free rein to his offspring, from a vendor 
niggardly with his measure, to one who is reckless with his scale, to one who 
thieves off metres [from cloth], or to one who lies about his wares – to all he 
says, 'Take advantage of this man whose father has probably died [and has left 
him with an inheritance and no responsibility] whilst your own father is still alive.’ 
And he continues to do this from the first one to enter therein to the last one to 
leave.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 84, p. 11, no. 87]    

 yF���� ���6�� �+
}����6)�������� ���
��� (�~�-��� �)�>�� 

Imam Ali (AS)'s Exhortation to Market Traders  

4���j r/ 	� E�1^�� EÁ � : �u���� �X[)�������� ������� ("V1&�> �e1.��� u�6O�
 :"&06��  e1.��� �$y/ 
����� �1   2 �;���3��� �����(�
 ��7̂o> �U��#�N L"[7
\N 2 
 L"=���� ���0��� 2 �'Z�/N 0��#� �m�4/ 	�� ��\ �? ]> �? ]%�� kX\N 2 �;�[�?�C�� ���_-�
N .���%��&�� �$c�� "V1&��> ÉO�
 7L"M ��7
�� "F"=-�
 0L"M . 

4– Abu Sa`aid narrated that Imam Ali (AS) used to come to the market and 
exhort, 'O market traders, fear Allah and beware of making false oaths, for 
though it may sell your goods, it eradicates all benediction thereof. The trader [by 
nature] is corrupt, except those who take only their right, and give back the right 
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due, and upon you be peace.’ Then a few days would pass, and he would come 
there again and exhort them as he did before. And when he would arrive, people 
would say, 'Here comes the big-bellied man', to which he would reply, 'The 
bottom of it may be food, but the top is knowledge.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 
102, no. 44]    

 

* al-suq: market, marketplace – refers to any such public centre for commerce 
and trade 

 

MARRIAGE   ا��(واج 
 

   

�ª��5Q�� 	
��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Marriage  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5�&��
 X/ 0v�8/ 	��  G;�]N��� ���&�������> <�?0:�Z�� <�?�y�  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever wants to meet Allah pure and 
immaculate should meet him accompanied by a wife.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 
220, no. 18]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �\ 0v�8/ »I( �  ��j�� 9 �u (�� �   �
N�0%�� �	�� 0���/N 2 �$]N7��  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There is no institution in Islam more beloved and 
dearer to Allah than marriage.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 222, no. 40]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( u7(�� ������> ¸0(�j 	�� �v�@�E 	�-�> 2 u�%0(�j �̄ =3(��.  

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Marriage is my practice, so whoever rejects my 
practice is not from me.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 220, no. 23]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���̂Z��J 0��� ��\ ��3(�j �;�M���8 9 �±0N���6 ÀKJ 	�� � : 
 �����
�N 
 2 �����
�N !  �0%�����> 2 �� (
�* u�c"�"M u7(�� �L�R��
�����  u�BC�� �F"�lc�� 9 ��C����  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When any young person gets married at the prime 
of his youth, his inner Satan cries out in rage, 'Woe unto him! Woe unto him! Two 
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thirds of his faith have now been secured against me, and he has only to be 
careful of his duty to Allah in the remaining third.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 221, no. 34]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(=�%j� ��&> ��C���� �±0N���6 �s\�����  �0%�����> 2  	
��� �UR ̂ �$�-  uBC�� �UR3(�� 9  . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When the servant gets married, he has completed 
half of his faith, so let him be careful of his duty to Allah in the remaining 
half.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44403]    

6� Pz� "V1jE )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ��(�� "$�S>/ �Lh(�� �±3N���%"a�   K������  Lh&��  LhR�� �	��  . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'A married person sleeping is better in the sight of 
Allah than an unmarried person spending his night in fast and prayer.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 103, p. 221, no. 25]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(L"=�� �e���E/ �7̂o> p�$y�� �N"m��06�� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Take up a wife for verily that will bring about an 
increase in your sustenance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 217, no. 1]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kXo�> 2 L"[�
/ �1�]3N��   L :�6�7N�?�� 9 L�y��
 ��
N 2 L :�B��E/ 9 L�:�� �b3j�1�
N 2 L :�B�4/ 9 L�:�� �	P�_�
 
 . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Marry those who are single among you for verily 
Allah will develop their moral traits [through marriage], He will increase their 
sustenance for them, and will enhance their integrity and gallantry.’[Bihar al-
Anwar,p. 222, no. 38]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)����� ���������� :( +±3N���%�� �}@ :����R�
 <;��[�E �!�C�j 	�� "$�S>/ �±3N���%�� - :����R�
 �X%��[�E . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'A two-unit prayer performed by a married person is 
better than seventy units performed by an unmarried person.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 
219, no. 15]    

�3�HQ�%�� 

Unmarried People  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �K�7����� �L"[61�� �E�?�J . 
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10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The worst ones from among your dead are the 
single people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 221, no. 34]    

11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( +$3yO�%��  }�@ 	�� <;�[E �!��C�j 	�� �}�4 +$3yO�%�� 	�� �X%��[�E 2 L"=���7��� L"[�E�?�J . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The worst ones from among you are the single 
ones – two units of prayer performed by a married person is better than seventy 
units performed by an unmarried person.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44448]    

�C��O�� �̈ ?�Q�V �3��
< 

The Reward for Getting Fellow Muslims Married  

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0-�� �X[ ����/ �±0N�� 	������� �?"Y(�
 	   �;����&�� ��1�
 �����\ �$]N7��  . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'He who arranges for a single person to get 
married will be amongst those whom Allah will regard [with mercy] on the Day of 
Resurrection.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 331, no. 2]    

13 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  Å?�� �$�Y � �X1l��Y�%��
 �;M�M  ��l��� ��\ k$�� Q ��1�
  : ���� �L�%�[ N/ 2 ������4/ N/ 2 �L��a� �'4/ �±0N�� �$�]�E
<�7?�j . 

13– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'There are three types of people who will be 
shaded by Allah's Throne on the Day when no shade will avail apart from it: the 
one who arranged the marriage of a fellow Muslim brother, or served him in 
some way, or concealed his Muslim brother's faults [from others].’[al-Khisal, p. 
141, no. 162]    

�8�� )�^%'�� 	��  

Enjoinment of Urgency in Marriage  

14 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 7u C(�� 5�� "$�h¥�] �V���̂)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�V&> :"V1&
N 2 ������ �q"h ?&�
 �q0��E �X\ 2 ��7-� 
 : �X\
  ?�-kc�� �;�� ¬�µ PI�(�� �	�� �E=��� �s\ �E=��� �X\N 2 ��
3?�� ���6�?0��@N 2 ��-0f�� ���6����>/ ��\N �'Ä(�%]� ��\ ���� HI�N�* �> �?-kc�� �b�(
/ �so> 2 ?�i0f�� 5��

�	�:�� HI�N�* �> {I�(�� �� E��6 � �	[�E*/ ���� "V1jE �����R�> 2";�(%���� 0	 :���� �	��,�
 L�� ��\N 2"V1���C�� ��\�  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( 7L"M ��(�� �b�-�i�> �?�C(�a�
����� �?��/ � L�:�-���/  �� � �$]N7��  . 

14– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'The archangel Gabriel descended to the Prophet 
(SAWA) and told him, 'O Muhammad, verily your Lord extends salutations on you 
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and says, 'Verily the virgins from among your women are as fruits on a tree, 
which when they ripen must be plucked otherwise the sun rots them and the wind 
alters them. So when young women reach marriageable age, they have no other 
recourse apart from husbands, otherwise they will not be safe from corruption.’ 
The Prophet (SAWA) then climbed the pulpit, gathered the people and informed 
them of what Allah had commanded him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 16, p. 223, no. 22]    

�ª��5Q�� o �I?�P��  ���;'��� 

The Importance of Faith When Selecting a Spouse  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��\ :�]0N���%�
 Q :��-�� :�]0N���6 	��N 2 .v�_�
 � :�> �?�
 L�� :��-�i�� ��\ :�]0N���%�
 Q <D/�?�� �±0N���6 	��
����� �����[�N  �> 2 �����\  	
3��� ���m� L"=��� . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'He who marries a woman solely for her beauty 
will not find anything he likes in her, he who marries her for her wealth will be 
deprived of it as soon as he marries her, so look to marry women of faith.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 235, no. 19]    

16 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(: (
�*  	��8 5�� �D/?�a� ��]�N �	��8 �E%��
 Q . 

16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The beauty of a woman's faith must be given 
priority over the beauty of her face.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44590]    

17 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �v"Z��
 ���%�̂�/N ���(
�* �X1�g?�6 	�� L"[HI] �s\)L"=���\ (  �E�� 9 �;�(%�> 	"=�6 �'1"�����6 Q X\ 2 �'1�]3N���>
�}C[ �*��>N . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When someone comes to you with a proposal 
and you are well-pleased with his faith and his integrity then accept him in 
marriage, for if you do not, discord and corruption will prevail in the land.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 372, no. 3]    

18 �	�#� ����� �)������������� �� (� ���%�(��  �
N��6 9 �'�}�f�%��
 �����\ HI] $]?� � : X\N :���?[/ :0C�8/ X\ ��7̂o> 2 Àu�&�6 +$�]�E 	�� :�]3N��
 :�-��Y�
 L�� :�S�w�/ . 

18– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said to man who came to ask his advice about getting 
his daughter married, 'Marry her to a pious man, for if he loves her he will honour 
her, and if he comes to dislike her, at least he will not be unjust towards 
her.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 1, p. 446, no. 1534]    
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The Censure of Demanding an Excessive Dowry*  

19Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<�?:�� 0	�:l��B/N <:]�N 0	�:�_�C|/ u�%0�"� PI� ̂ "$�S>/ . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The best women of my community are those that 
have the prettiest faces and the smallest dowries.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 237, 
no. 25]    

20 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�'�?��
/  e��0R�� �}�4 . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The best dowry is the simplest one.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 44707]    

21 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��,�J 7�/: ]N�� �e1&��N y ?:�� "D�?c�=> �D/?�a�  . 

21– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The bane of a woman is her excessive dowry and 
her disrespect of her husband.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 152, no. 1]    

 �����'O�� F�* ���;�'�2� 

The Importance of Careful Spouse Selection  

22Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��7j�* �e�?���� �Xo> 2 ���R��  ��i�#� 9 �1�]0N���6 . 

22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Marry into a good tribe for verily what is bred-in-
the-bone will come out in the flesh.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44559]    

23 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 0	 :�6�1�4/N 0	 : ̂�14\ �'CJ/ �X�����
 HI�(�� kXo> 2 L"=���Z�(�� �N�?0����6 . 

23– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Choose carefully for your seed, for verily women 
give birth to children who resemble their own brothers and sisters.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 44557]    

24����� �V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�$�B 2  	��3��� HI�?�S�4N L"[7
\ :����� �V1jE 
  �VB W  	��3��� {I�?S�4 �N 2 : �) C(�� 9 {I(��#� "D/?�a�
PI1.��� . 

24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, addressing the people, 'Beware of the verdure 
growing in manure.’ When asked what verdure growing in manure was, he 
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replied, 'It is the beautiful woman that comes from an evil environment.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 103, p. 232, no. 10]    

25"V1jE �Pz�   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��C�g y�����NN ����g :�%�C_�| kXo> 2PI&�-�#� �±.N���6N L"[7
\ . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Beware of marrying a stupid girl for her company 
is a waste and her offspring are [like] hyenas.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 237, no. 35]    

�ª�5Q�� �~�A�B 

The Rights of the Husband  

26Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��.�"�  $�]0?�� 5���� <�&8  �(�� �L�Y�/N 2 :�]N�� �D/?a� 5�� <�&�8  �(�� �L�Y�/ . 

26– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The person with the greatest right over a woman 
is her husband, and the person with the greatest right over a man is his 
mother.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44771]    

27 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(:(� �u�g�E GD/�?��Q Ö1"�N 2 :�]N�� �)�C�S@/ GD/�?��Q �$
N :�]N��  . 

27– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Woe unto the woman who angers her husband, 
and blessed is the woman whose husband is pleased with her.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 103,p. 246, no. 24]    

28 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(/ ���8/ ��?��/ 1��: ]N���� ���i��6 X/ �D/?a� ��?���O�� G��8�O�� ���i��
 X. 

28– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If I was in a position to command anyone to 
prostrate in front of anyone else, I would command the woman to prostrate in 
front of her husband.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 508, no. 6]    

�+�̀ �5Q�� �~�A�B 

The Rights of the Wife  

29Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�V�� � G;�(3��C�� G;�f�8> 	�� ��\ :"B��� u�w�C(�
 Q ��0̂ / �)(�(�� 57%8 �D/?a� u (��|1�
 "$�h�¥�]  . 

29– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The archangel Gabriel continues to bring down 
so much advice with regard to the [treatment of the] woman that I think she must 
never be divorced unless she has committed adultery.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 
253, no. 58]    
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30 Pz� "V1jE �)` �N ������� {z� �uk��|���� :(:]�N :�� ��3C�&�
 QN 2 :�6�E1�� �?�%��
 X/N 2:�%��1�] 0����
 X/ : ]N�� 5�� �D/?a� .��8 . 

30– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The right of a woman on her husband is that he 
feeds her, clothes her, and does not cause her to lose face [by insulting her or 
chiding her].’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 254, no. 60]    

31 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�D/?-��  $�]0?�� "V1�B :»�q.C�8"� u7̂\ «<���/ : C��B 	�� �v�ym�
 Q . 

31– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'A man's telling his wife 'I love you' never leaves 
her heart.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 569, no. 59]    

�ª�5Q�� �+�6P�O 

Serving One's Husband  

32����� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ��k��@ 2 +�7
/ �;��C�j :�]N�� �)�����4 GD/�?�� -.
/  �;�� ̂Õ :�� ���%�>N  E(��  K�1�/ �;�C�j :(��  �;0(���  K�1�/ 
��HIJ -�(
/ 	�� "$�4��6.  

 �VBN)�������� ������� :(:�����  ���BN y E:�̂  ���| G;(�j 	�� :�� <�}�4 �X[ ��\ �I� �;��?�J :�]N�� u�&��6 GD/�?��  	�� � . 

32– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whichever woman serves her husband for seven 
days, Allah locks seven doors of Hell to her and opens eight doors of Paradise 
instead whereof she may enter as she pleases.’ 
He also said, 'A woman's quenching of her husband's thirst with a glass of water 
is better for her than a whole year spent fasting during the day and praying at 
night.’[Irshad al-Qulub, p. 175]    

33 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �V1jE �;�-���j .�"� �)��O�j ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (V&> 2 0	 : ]�N�/ �;����4 9 PI�(��  $S�> 	� : -.
/
 	�� �)���>�E GD/�?������� �?�Y�̂ ��\ <8��| ��� ��
 ?�6 +b�g1�� �\ +b�g1�� 	�� ��J : ]N�� �)���  ����� �?�Y�̂ 	��N 2 :���\   �����m���
 L�� �����\  . 

33– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated that Umm Salama [the Prophet's wife] asked 
the Prophet (SAWA) about the status of women when being of service to their 
husbands, so he (SAWA) replied, 'Any woman who so much as moves 
something from one place to another in her husband's house with the intention of 
improving it is regarded with mercy by Allah, and whoever Allah regards [with 
mercy] He does not punish.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 251, no. 49]    

34 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $.��C0%�� �	��8 �D/?�a� �*: ] . 

34– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'The sacred war (jihad) of a woman is to be of 
excellent service to her husband.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 507, no. 4]    
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�+�̀ �5Q�� �+�6P�O 

Serving One's Wife  

35"V1jE � �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�? ]"� ���6/�?�� "$]?�� 5�&�j �s\ . 

35– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If a man quenches his wife's thirst he is 
rewarded for it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44435]    

36 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �\ .v�8/ ������� ��(� PI?�a� ��1��]  �my T�� i��� 9 G�=�%��  	�� ��6  . 

36– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'A man's sitting beside his family is more beloved 
in the sight of Allah than his spending the night in worship in this mosque of 
mine.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 122]    

37 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���6/�?�� u�> �\ �;�-&l���  b>�E 9 �?�],���� �$�]0?�� kX\ . 

37– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily the man who lifts a morsel of food to his 
wife's mouth is well rewarded.’[al-Mahajjat al-Baydha, v. 3, p. 70]    

�ª�5Q�� ��S?W 

Mistreating One's Spouse  

38Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�  $�C&�
 L�� ��
�s,�6 �D/�?�� ���� �X[ 	������   �)��| X\N �����g?�6N ���(����6 57%8 :���-�� 	�� <;�(���8 QN :�6�| 
 �?y0��� ...<-��� <
�s,�� :�� �X[ �s\  K�m����N  E�� 1�� �q�s "$c��  $�]0?�� 5��N. 

38– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If a man has a wife who mistreats him, Allah 
does not accept her daily prayer, nor any other good deed she performs, even if 
she was to fast all her life, until and unless she relieves him and pleases 
him…and the husband will bear the same burden and punishment if he mistreats 
or oppresses his wife.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 14, p. 116, no. 1]    

39Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(:(�� �N/  K?0S� � 1�yN ���6/�?�� �K ?S�
 	0-�� �v0i���6I�Q u7̂\ ! 

39– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'I am truly astonished at the man who beats his 
wife when he is more deserving of the beating than her!’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 
447, no. 1259]    
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40 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 9 ������Z�6N ��
�s,�6 QN :�]N�� �� ?=�6 �D/?�� �D�����j �D����jN 2 ��.-�w�6N :�]N�� T�s,�6 �D/?�� �;^1���� �;^1����
 �����18/  b�-�] . 

40– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Cursed! Cursed indeed is the woman who troubles 
and distresses her husband; and blessed! Blessed indeed is the woman who 
honours her husband, does not trouble him and obeys him in all matters.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 253, no. 55]    

 �k���c� j���1 	��� �́ 5_�� 

Tolerating Bad Character  

41Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �'Z�/ 2 ���C���%8�N ���6/�?��  �"��4 PI1�j 5��� �?�C�| 	��    K�1kc�� �	�� :���� �? CR�
 G;����N +�1�
 �$"=� ��6 
.
/ 5Z�/ � �K1)�������� ������� (+���� +$���E "$c�� G;����N +�1�
 �$"[ 9  E�� 1�� �	�� :���� �X[N 2 ��h��� 5��� . 

41– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever patiently tolerates and puts up with his 
wife's bad character [for the sake of Allah], for every day and night of his 
endurance Allah will grant him the same reward as that granted to Prophet Job 
(AS) for enduring his afflictions, and for every day and night of her evildoing she 
will bear a burden as heavy as the sandhills of Arabia.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 
339, no. 1]    

42 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �$c�� yZ�/ : ]N��  �"��4 PI1�j 5��� ���?�C�| 	��) K�1�M (+L�8���� �)(� �;���j` . 

42– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'She who patiently tolerates her husband's bad 
character will be rewarded equivalent to the reward granted to Asiya bint 
MuzaIim [Pharaoh's wife].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 247, no. 30]    

�+�!���H_�� �+�̀ �5Q�� 

The Virtuous Wife  

43Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� t�1&�6 ���� �	�,a� �*��%j� �   �}�4 �$]N7�� G;�_��| G;�]N�� 	�� ���� . 

43– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There is nothing more beneficial to a believer 
after his piety and devotion to Allah than a virtuous wife.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
444410]    

44 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(%�� �}�4 � ";�_��R�� "D/?a� �^��� . 
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44– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The best source of enjoyment in this world is a 
virtuous wife.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44451]    

45 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(";�_��R�� ";�]N��� PI?�a� �D�*��j 	�� . 

45– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'A virtuous wife is part of a man's prosperity.’[al-
Kafi, v. 5, p. 327, no. 4]    

�+
�D�5��� �+�̀ �5Q�� 

The Evil Wife  

46Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(PI10��� "D/?�a� PI�J�� .?�J . 

46– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The most evil of all things is the evil wife.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 240, no. 52]    

47 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( PI1.��� ";�]N��  	��,-�� PI����� �v��@/ . 

47– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The believer's worst enemy is an evil wife.’[al-
Faqih, v. 3, p. 390, no. 4370]    

48 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  V1jE PI�* 	�� �X[  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(u C��f�� �$C�B ��C3��f�6 GD/�?��  	�� �q � "s1��/ . 

48– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'One of the Prophet's supplications was as follows: 
I seek refuge in You from a wife who causes me to age before my time.’[al-Kafi, 
v. 5, p. 326, no. 3]    

 ����� �+�_%�6 o �+�̀ �5Q�� �+��� 

Obeying One's Wife in Acts of Disobedience to Allah  

49º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :("&06�� L"=(�� �	���-Z�
 Q u�[ 0	�y1"�����> ��N?��a� L"=�̂?��/ X\ 2 +E�m�8 5��� 0	�y E��4 	�� �1�̂1"[N PI�(�� �E�?J �1
  ?�=("a� 9. 

49– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Be on your guard against evil women and be wary of 
even the best of them – if they enjoin you to do good, go against them and do the 
opposite so that they abandon all hope of your obeying them in doing evil.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 224, no. 4]    
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50º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �X1���� 1�:> �D/�?�� �'�?3����6 +Ã ?�� l$"[. 

50– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Every man who is controlled by his wife is indeed 
cursed.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 518, no. 10]    

�=���%�� �+
A
$�n o ���'�?���� FM��/�? �6 

Things to Be Considered When Spending on One's Family  

51Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(	�� �/��C����N 2 ��
 N_�� +�1�B �\ G;�B���|  $��_�[ �X[ ������� �\ :���-�_�> <;��_�6 t?�%J> �e1.��� �$�4�* 
  E1"[lm�� �$C�B ��^o�� � . 

51– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'He who goes to the market and buys a gift to 
take back to his family is as one who is taking charity to a group of needy people. 
He should begin [giving gifts] to the female members of his family before the 
males.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 104, p. 69, no. 2]    

52 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��(�� L"[gE/ kX\  "=�w�Cj/ ������� 5��� L . 

52– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, 'Verily the one whom Allah is most pleased 
with from among you is the one who is the most generous towards his 
dependents.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 136, no. 13]    

�%�� 	
�W �9��5P�� �+� �^�'1� �3�,#�G: 

The Etiquette of Accepting Wedding Invitations  

53Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �?�[�m�6 :7̂o> �1�� ?jO�>  �h(��� �\ L�%����* �s\N 2 �^��� �?�[�m�6 :7̂o> �1"��Z�O�> ��j�?���� �\ L�%����* �s\
�D�?�4�� . 

53– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When you are invited to weddings, take your 
time [in attending] for they incite remembrance of this world's pleasures, and 
when you are invited to funerals, hasten to attend for they incite remembrance of 
the Hereafter.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 279, no. 2] 54– The Prophet (SAWA) 
said, 'When you are invited to a wedding banquet, do accept.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 44617]    

54 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�v i�����> +�?�� �;�-����N �\ L"[���8/ �u���* �s\ . 
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54– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When you are invited to a wedding banquet, do 
accept.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44617]    

�z��D/�� �C��W 	��� 78
�� 

Recommendation to Announce One's Marriage  

55Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�a� 9 �'1"���]�N �̄ =3(�� �my �1�(���/�� ]� . 

55– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Announce this marriage and let it take place in 
the mosque.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44536]    

56 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �;�CZ�£� �1"�4/N �̄ =3(�� �N�? :�/ . 

56– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Publicize the marriage, but conceal the 
engagement.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44532]    

 

* mahr: an amount of money or property transferred by a man to his bride when 
they marry as his gift to her (ed.) 

 

MARTYRDOM IN THE WAY OF ALLAH   fِا �ِ��<َ � ا�@(�Iَدة 4ِ
 

   

�9�,�E5b�� �)&
* 

The Virtue of Martyrdom  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  $�Cj 9 "$�]?�� �$�%&�
 57%8 �? � À? � T�s �$"[ �e1�>  2�����  $�Cj 9 �$�%"B �so>   �? � ���B1�> ����>  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Above every act of piety is yet a greater act of 
piety until a man is killed in the way of Allah, and when he is killed in the way of 
Allah, there is no act of piety greater.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 348, no. 4] 

   

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�D�*:f�� "$%�B ��1�a� ���?J/ . 
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2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most dignified way to die is to be 
martyred.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 100, p. 8, no. 4]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u :(�����  $�C�j 9 N��@/ u7̂ / ��*�*�1��  "$�%B"O�> N��@/ 7L"M 2 "$�%B"O�> N��@/ 7L"M 2 "$�%B"O�>  . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘I wish that I may fight in the way of Allah and be 
killed in the way of Allah, then fight again and be killed again many times 
over.’[Sahihe Muslim, no. 1876]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �	
0��� ��\ +v^�s l$"[ ���:0f�� �?��w�
 . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The martyred one is forgiven every sin except his 
debt [to others].’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 11110]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �' ¥�B 9 �	�%��
 L�� �v��w�
 N/ �$�%&�
 57%8 �?�C�R�> 0N������ �u�&�� 	�� . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who faces his enemy and resists until either he 
is killed or he vanquishes him will not be tormented in the grave.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 10662]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ��(� « ��1-�6 +��^ 	�� �   ��\ 2 :�> �N �^��� �:�� kX/ QN 2 �^��� 5��\ �b ]?�6 :7̂ / y.?���
 �}�4 
 ���:f�� �D�*:f��  $S�> 	�� t?�
 -�� p �^��� u�> �$�%&���> �b ]?�
 X/ 57(�-�%�
 ��7̂o> p . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Nobody who dies and who has a good position 
with Allah that pleases him ever wishes to return back to this world, not even to 
be given the world and all that is in it, except the martyr, for he wishes to return to 
it in order that he may be martyred again because of the virtue that he has seen 
in martyrdom.’[Sahihe Muslim, no. 1877]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(1"��%&�6 Q X\ L"=7̂\ 5�� G�1�� 	�� �?��
/  �/0?�� 5���� �U�0��� G;��?�g �U�� 2 �'���� Àu���� ����̂ Tm��N 2 �1�61�-�6 �
+Å�?�> . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily if you are not killed then you are going to die 
anyway, and I swear by the One Who holds Ali’s soul in His Hand, a thousand 
strikes of the sword on one’s head is easier to bear than to die in one’s bed.’[al-
Irshad, v. 1, p. 238]    

�9�,�E5b�� �@
�
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The Reward Of Seeking Martyrdom  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �VO�j 	��   �D�*:f�� ����� ���wk��� +e��R�  ���J�?�> 5�� ��� X\N PI���:.f�� �V �(��  . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever sincerely asks Allah to grant him 
martyrdom, Allah makes him attain the station of the martyrs, even if he dies in 
his own bed.’[Sahihe Muslim, no. 1909]    

�+5��;���� �9�,�E5b�� 

Honorary Martyrdom  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���:�J 1�:> ���%�-��Y�� �XN�* �$�%"B 	�� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever is unjustly killed is a martyr.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, 11205]    

10Pz� "V1jE �) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���:�J 1�:> ��-�> 0U��N �L�%�=�> ���f�� 	�� . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever loves someone passionately, then 
suppresses his love in order to remain chaste and dies in the process, is a 
martyr.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 11203]    

11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( <���:�J ��� G�7-�  V` 3v�8 5�� ��� 	�� . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever dies loving the household of 
Muhammad dies a martyr.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 68, p. 137, no. 76]    

12 ����� ��	
�  �	
�����)�������� ������� :(����� �'Z�/ (�-hB �;C��@ 9 (�6Q�1�� 5�� ��� 	��   G��8"�N +E��� PI���:�J  $c�� G��:�J �U�/ �?]/  . 

12– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Whoever dies accepting our guardianship 
during the occultation of the one who will rise up [the awaited twelfth Imam, al-
Mahdi], Allah will grant him the reward of a thousand such martyrs as died in the 
battles of Badr and Uhud.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 82, p. 173, no. 6]    

����� �)���1 o �¢?:
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The Reward of One Who is Wounded in the Way of Allah  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  $�C�j 9 �̄  ?�] 	��   �b��� ������ 2 �X�?���0��� "X1�� ���̂1��N �q��a�  �
 ?�[ ���ä E �;����&�� ��1�
 HI] 
����� �VO�j 	��N 2 PI���:.f��  �� �'Z�/ <R����� �D�*:f�� ���   ���J�?�> 5�� ��� X\N G��:�J �?]/  . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever is wounded in the way of Allah will rise 
up on the Day of Resurrection, his fragrance as sweet as musk and his colour as 
vibrant as saffron, and he will have the stamp of a martyr on him. And whoever 
sincerely asks Allah to grant him martyrdom, Allah grants him the reward of a 
martyr, even if he dies in his own bed.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 11144 ] 

MERIT   �ُ�+َا� 
 

   

�)�[�&
$�� 

Merits  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���S���� V-��� �;����]N  Va� �D�?c�=� Q 2 V�>��  � E=��N  V-�=��  	��Á "; . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Merits come through good perfection [of character] and 
noble actions, and not through excess money and eminent feats.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 1925]    

2 � �u�� �����)�������� ������� :(�D�*C���� �	��8 �D�*��� ";���S�> . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The merit of chiefs lies in the goodness of their 
worship.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6559]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� "$y/ L�y :�> �X1"&0%"a> $hS :�*R�%BQ� �L�:���C���N 2�K�10R�� �L�:"&�Z(�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘So the pious among them are the people of merits; their 
speech is truth and their dress [attitude] is moderate.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 
193]    

4 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� :(�D��i"a� PI1�j 	� �����^ �b�>�E 	��  $S����  b���1�Û �m�4/ ��&�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who lifts his head [i.e. holds himself] from misjudging 
has acquired the sum of all the merits.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5139]    
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5 �u�� ����� �)���������������  :(  $S����  b���1�Û �m�4/ �&> �����\ HIj/ 	�� �\ �	��8/ 	�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who is good to one who does bad to him has attained 
all merits.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8905]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�E�"B 9 <�71"��� 	"["$S���� �q� �$�-=�
 p �q�%�B> �b�� <�?�M�,�� 2�q�6�?��� 9 <�*�1�] 2�q�6 . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Be forgiving with your power, generous in spite of your 
own hardship and effective in spite of your own neediness, and your virtue will be 
perfected.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7179]    

7 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �b�-�] �;����&�� ��1�
 �X[ �s\  G*(�� T�*(�
 7L"M 2G��8�N G����| 9 �	
?�4��N �!�0N�� 5���6N ���EC6  : �	
/
�VB W $S���� "$y/ : L�y�&��%�> 2 �(�� 	�� ���(�� ��1&���>�X1�1&��> ";=h��a� :�X1�1&��> W L"="�S�> �X[ �N : 2(���?�8 	�� u�Z��̂N 2(���Z�B 	�� "$�R�̂ 7([

L�:�� "V&�> 2(�-���� 	0-�� 1"���̂N : �;0(��� �1"��4*� 2L�%B���| . 

7– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘When the Day of Judgment comes Allah, 
Blessed and most High, will gather the first and the last of creation in one place. 
A caller will cry out, ‘Where are the people of merit?’ The Imam then said, ‘Then 
a handful of people will rise, and the angels will receive them asking them, ‘What 
were your merits?’ They will say, ‘We used to visit those who cut us off, give to 
those who deprived us, and forgive those who oppressed us.’ It will then be said 
to them, ‘You have spoken the truth. Enter Paradise.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 107, no. 4]    

8 �*�1�� ����� �)������������ ��� :(+�(]/ ";���E/ "$hS���� :y���8/ :°c��N 2�D�?=���� 9 :���1�BN 2";�-=�#� :"F�c��N 2�D�1:0f�� 9 :���1�BN 2";k����� :
�b ��?��N 2 v�S�w�� 9 :���1�BN 2"D01"&�� : ��(�� t�1"B  V���%�� 9 �����1�BN 2"V����� . 

8– Imam al-Jawad (AS) said, ‘There are four types of merits: the first is wisdom, 
and its basis is thinking. The second is chastity, and its basis is desire. The third 
is power, and its basis is anger. The fourth is justice, and its basis is moderation 
in the faculties of the self.’[Kashf al-Ghamma, v. 3, p. 138]    

�)�[�&
$�� �)�&*# 

The Best of Merits  

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( $hS���� "$�S>/ ��R^�� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Fairness is the best of merits.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 805]    

10 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :(�X�^��  $hS�>  $�S>/ 	�� �X�8�� "Vm��N �X����� "���8 . 
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10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Safeguarding the tongue and spreading goodness [to 
others] are among the best merits of the human.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4899]    

11 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :(�X�8�� 	�� l$�]/ �;���S�> Q . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is not merit greater than goodness [to 
others].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10625]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �D�1:0f�� ";�6�\N 2 v�S�w�� �q���  $hS���� ��/�E . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fountainhead of merits is the overpowering of 
anger, and the eradication of desire.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5237]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �L�����  $hS���� ";�
@ . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The peak of merits is knowledge.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
6379]    

�G�H/�� �)�&*# 

The Most Virtuous of People  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ��(� <;�� ¬�� L"="��S>/  ����� 5��\ L"=�S�w�/N 2<�?l=���6N <�1�] L"="��1�/ ��6    +V1"[/N +�N,�̂ l$"[ ��6 
?�JN +KN . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Those among you who have the best status with 
Allah, most High, are those who prolong their hunger and contemplation. Those 
of you who are most hated by Allah, most High, are those who sleep, eat and 
drink excessively.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 100]    

15 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 	� �L"��8N 2GD01"B 	� �U�R^/N 2G;��("@ 	� ���y��N 2G;��> E 	�� �b�g�1�6 	��  �(�� �$�S>/ �X\ 2��(�� :.
/
� �^��� 	�� �m�4/ ��C��  �(�� �$�S>/ kX\N �Q/ 2GD�E�"B }��-�� �v0yO�6N 2 $�80?�� �*0N���6N 2������� :�> �v�8|N 2����=� . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O people! The most virtuous of people is he who 
is humble from loftiness, abstains from [accumulating] wealth, is fair in spite of 
his strength and forgiving in spite of his power. Verily, the most virtuous of people 
is a servant who takes what suffices him from this world, takes self-restraint as 
his companion therein, prepares his provisions to leave [this world], and is ready 
for the journey [to the Hereafter].’[A`alam al-Din, p. 337, no. 15]    
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16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �*C�� "$�S>/  ����� ��(��   <;��1:i�� <;��� � ���/N 2<;��1���� <;0(�j ��BO�> 2t���yN �T���y 2�V�*� ���\  . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most virtuous of Allah's servants according to Allah 
is a just leader, who is guided and guides [others], and who has established the 
known tradition, and abolished the unknown innovations.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Sermon 164]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �(�� �$�S>/ �X\����� ��(�    �����\ 0?�] X\N  $��C�� 	�� � ���M�?�[N ���R�&�̂ X\N � �����\ 0v�8/ 3��#� "$�-���� �X[ 	�� 
�'�*��N <D��h> . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most virtuous of people according to Allah is he to 
whom action in accordance with what is right is most beloved - even if it 
damages and worries him – rather than what is false, even if it gives him benefit 
and increases him.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 12] 

MISERLINESS   � �ُا� 
 

   

 $��C��  	�� �?
�m_7%�� 

Miserliness 

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�I1�j �$[ �\ ��� �*&�
 ��� � 1�yN 2 K1�����  ÃN��-�� �b�] "$���C�� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Miserliness encompasses all vices, and it is a rein with 
which one is led to every defect.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 307, no. 36] 

   

2 �u�� ����� �)���������� ����� : (�E� "$��C�� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Miserliness is [a source of] shame.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 3] 

   

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �;�(�=���a� �KC�� ] "$��C�� . 
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3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Miserliness is the garment of wretchedness.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 77, p. 238, no. 1] 

   

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �*1C��a� 3	kY�� {I1�j �*1]1a� "$��C�� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Miserliness in giving [to others] what is at hand is a 
mistrust in God.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1258] 

   

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( k$�] �� (
� � �$���� 	�� 2kV�s ����µ �$���� 	�� . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who is miserly with his money will face humiliation, 
but a man who is miserly with his faith [i.e. he does not readily give it up] will be 
dignified.’[Ibid. nos. 7921-7922] 

   

6º �	�#� ����� )�������� ������� ( 3�.f��  	� �'1�/ ����O�j 7-�� : ����6 �)&��^/ �N >�?�J �q
���
 9 � t?�6 X/. 

6- Imam al-Hasan (AS), when his father asked him about greed, said, ‘[It is] when 
you count what is in your hands as a source of honour, while you count what you 
have given away as a waste.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 305, no. 23] 

   

7º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�8  }�@ 9 ����^/N 2 ����� 0��8 �b�(�� 	�� ����_0f�� -7̂\$] N �� ����� 3�. 

7- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The miser is he who denies what is Allah’s right, 
and spends instead for a purpose other than Allah’s sake.’[Ibid. no. 25] 

   

8º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�C�� kX\ 2  $��C�� �	�� .��J/ .�.f�� 9 � 5��N  �(�� T��
/ 9 � 5��� .��f�
 ����_0f��N 2 �'���
 9 µ "$��C�
 �$���
����� ���B���E µ �b���%(�
 QN �b�Cf�
 Q 2  ��?�#�N �$�#� ���� �X1=
 X/ 57(�-�6 �Q\ ���J  �(�� T��
/ 9 t�?�
 Q 57%8 2 �'���
. 

8- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Greed is worse than miserliness because a miser is 
parsimonious in spending what he has, whilst a greedy man covets that which 
others possess in addition to what he himself possesses, such that whatever he 
sees in the hands of others he wishes to be his – lawfully or unlawfully. He 
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cannot be satiated, and nor does he derive any benefit from what Allah has 
granted him.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 371, 372] 

   

9º g3?�� ����� )�������� ������� : (���?���� �e3��-�
 "$��C��. 

9- Imam al-Ridha (AS) said, ‘Miserliness rips one’s honour apart.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 78, p. 357, no. 12] 

   

10º T*«� ����� )�������� ������� : ( e�4�� .��s/ "$��C��. 

10- Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘Miserliness is the most blameworthy vice.’[Ibid. v. 
72, p. 199, no. 27] 

   

 "$��C�� 

The Miser 

11º����� "V1jE   5�|   z�  ���� N  ��` :"$��C�� <;8�E  �7(�� l$B/. 

11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The least comfortable one among people is the 
miser.’[Ibid. v. 73, p. 300, no. 2] 

   

12º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (���%M�E�1�� �X �4 "$���C��. 

12- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The miser stores [wealth] for his inheritors.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 464] 

   

13º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (���C ̂i�� .����
N 2 ����C��8�R�� lV�m��
 "$���C��. 

13- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Miserliness humiliates its companion and honours the 
one who abandons it.’[Ibid. no. 1409] 
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14º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�v�C8 +$��C�� ����. 

14- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A miser can have no friend.’[Ibid. no. 7473] 

   

15º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ("$ i�%��
  $��C�� �)C i�� �¼���� �^.��� 9 �¼���> 2 �v��� �'7
\ Tm��� �w�� ���61"��
N 2 �K�?�y �(�� Tm��� �?&���� 
PI�(@�� �K�8 �D?�4�� 9 �v�j_�
N 2 PI�?&"���.. 

15- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I wonder at the miser – he expedites the same poverty 
from which he escapes, and misses the same richness for which he yearns! So 
he leads a life of deprivation in this world like the poor, yet he will be judged with 
the rich in the Hereafter.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 199, no. 28] 

   

16º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( �\ �q�%�]8 ?
?�:��0��� 	��� �*�?���/  $���C��. 

16- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Your need to a miser is colder than the cold wind.’[Ibid. 
v. 78, p. 31, no. 99] 

   

17º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : (7(�� kX� p {I����C�� �w��  �7(�� 57(-%�
 XO�  �7(�� 0�8/ �X\L :���1�/ 	� �1l��[ �1�(�w�%j� �s\ ��. 

17- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘No one should love for others to be rich as much 
as the misers; for when others become rich, they would subsequently keep away 
from their wealth.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 316, no. 8] 

   

18º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( �;7�Z���� �*] �U���£� �	�&
/ 	�� 2 ��3�?� 3	kY�� {I1�j ������� 	��  $��C�� �v���8. 

18- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The miser’s parsimony suffices as mistrust of his 
Lord, for a man who is certain of [God’s] compensation would give 
generously.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 306, no. 28] 

   

  $���C�� 0�8 "$��C�� 
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The Real Miser 

19º 5�| ����� "V1jE   z�  ���� N  ��` :��1B 9 �;�(�hC�� �b(-�
N 2 ����� 9 �;gN?��a� �D[0��� �b(-�
 Tm���  $���C�� .��8 "$���C�� -7̂\ t1�j -�> 1�yN 2 ��
�E�m�C�
 �q�s. 

19- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The real miser is the one who refuses to pay the 
mandatory alms-tax from his wealth, and refuses to spend on the necessities of 
his people, yet he squanders it on other things.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 245, no. 4] 

   

20º 5�| ����� "V1jE   z� ���� N   ��` :0u��� �$�R�
 L���> �'��(�� ���?�["s 	�� �&8 "$��C��. 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The real miser is he before whom my name is 
mentioned and he does not say ‘peace be upon him’.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 
306, no. 28] 

   

  �7(�� "$~/ 

The Most Miserly Of People 

21º 5�| ����� ����� "V1jE   z� ���� N   ��` :����� ���?%>� �µ �$����� 	��  �7(�� "$����/  ������ . 

21- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most miserly person is he who refuses to 
give what Allah has made obligatory [i.e. the alms-tax].’[Ibid. p. 300, no. 2] 

   

22º 5�| ����� ����� "V1jE   z� ���� N   ��` :��0��� �$���� 	��  �7(�� �$�~/ �X\. 

22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most miserly person is he who is miserly 
with his greeting [i.e. he does not greet others].’[Ibid. v. 76, p. 4, no. 11] 

   

23º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (���M�7E�1�� ������4N ����µ ��P��^ 5�� �$���� 	��  �7(�� "$�~/. 
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23- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most miserly person is he who does not spend his 
money on himself and stores it away for his inheritors.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
3253] 

   

24º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( Vm�C�� PI��j 	�� "$�S>O��  �7(�� T�
/ 9 7-�  ���7(�� HI��j �X\. 

24- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A person’s freedom from [coveting] what others possess 
is better than the liberality in giving.’[Ibid. no. 3537] 

   

25º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( �!(�,-��� �?����/ �X\)�������� ������� ( +?-�6 	�� +ej�N/ �;�-�~ +$�]E �\ �F��� ...  }�� �$�]E �V&>
 �!(�,a�)����� ���������� : (	�� ��
��i�
 �X[ �&��N 2 �X�"> �q��Oj � �����N  ��8�N ���j�N +ej�N/ �;�-�£� ! �!(�,a��}�/ ��� �V&>)�������� ������� : ( Q
����� �?�c�[   �q���?�g �!(�,a� 9  !W �)^/ "$��C�6N ^/ uZ�"�. 

25- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The Commander of the Faithful (AS) sent 
someone five camel-loads of dates … at which a man said to him, ‘By Allah, he 
did not even ask you for anything. Indeed, one camel-load would have been 
enough to recompense him!’ The Commander of the Faithful (AS) replied, ‘May 
Allah increase not the people of your type! I am giving and you are the one being 
miserly?!’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 6, p. 318, no. 1] 

   

  $��C�� ";
` 

The Sign of Miserliness 

26º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( $��C�� ";
`  $������ "D�?c�[. 

26- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Abundance of excuses [for not giving] is a sign of 
miserliness.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 209, no. 1] 

   

27º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( $����0%��N  ?
�s��a� ��3i�_�%�� "$��C��. 

27- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The miser justifies himself by presenting [many] excuses 
and justifications.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1275] 
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MODESTY   ا�َ���ء 
 

   

j���
�� 

Modesty  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (+$�-�] �$"[ �\ �v�C�j {I�#� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Modesty is the means to all beauty.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
77, p. 211, no. 1]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( }�£� �$"[ �̄ %���� {I�#� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Modesty is the key to all goodness.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
340]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��8/  �7(�� "$�&�/L�y . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most intelligent person is the most modest 
one.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2900]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��C�&��  $���> �	� .��R�
 {I�#� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Modesty prevents ugly actions.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
1393]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( {I�#� �;k����� �v�C�j . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The means to chastity is modesty.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
5527]    

�C������ ���
�� 

Modesty and Faith  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) �N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  : ( {I�#�  ��j�� ��"��4 �X\N 2 &"��4 +	
�* �$"=�� �X\ . 
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6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily every religion has a natural disposition and 
the natural disposition of Islam is modesty.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5757]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)��� ������������ : ( ���� HI�8 Q 	�-�� �X�\ Q . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is no faith for the one who has no 
modesty.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 106, no. 5]    

���6S
(� ���
�� 

Reprehensible Modesty [Shame]  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( : �X�I�8 {I�#� :"$�:���  ��-"#� {I��8N 2 �L������  $&���� {I��_> 2 +��-�8 {I�8N +$�&�� {I�8 . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are two types of modesty, modesty 
springing from the intellect, and a sense of shame arising from foolishness. As 
for the modesty of the intellect, it is knowledge, and as for the shame from 
foolishness, it is ignorance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 149, no. 75]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�X��?�#� {I�#� �X ?"B . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Shame has been associated with deprivation.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 6714]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�e��3?�� �b�(�-�
 {I�#� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Shame prevents sustenance.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 274] 
   

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�  	�����®/ 1�:> 3��#�  V1�B 	�� ë_�%�j . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One who is ashamed of speaking the truth is a 
fool.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8650]    

j���
�� ���P�� 	��� �@5V�:�'�? �6 

The Consequences of Lack of Modesty  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ���� {z� �uk��|����` �N ��� : (¢  PI�C�̂��  Vc��/ 	�� ���C�
)�������� L :����� (  �7(�� "V1�B ��\ : �)���J � �b�(�|>  u_�%���6 L�� �s\ . 
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12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘From the proverbs of the prophets (AS) only the 
following saying of the people has remained, “If you do not have modesty then do 
as you wish”.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 56, no. 207]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� 	��  u_�%���
 L��  �7(�� 	��  u_�%���
 L�� 	��   ���̂_Cj  . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One who is not ashamed in front of people is not 
ashamed in front of Allah, Glory be to Him.[ Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9081]    

����� �I�6 ���!�'12�   

Having Modesty with Allah  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� 	��  u�_�%�j�   ] u_��| 	�� ��HI�_�%�j�   !&���� �D�*
 � :�> �Xo> p �q ̂�} . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Be modest in front of Allah just like your modesty 
with your righteous neighbours, for verily modesty with Allah increases one’s 
conviction.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 200, no. 28]    

16 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ����� -�yN 2�� ̂�} ] 	��  !�_��|  !���]E 	�� u ��_�%���
 -[ 2 �����  	
�mk��� ����=���� 	�� L"[���8/  u_�%������
  E:7(��N  $����� . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Every one of you should be modest in front of his 
two angels that are with him, just as you would be modest with two righteous 
neighbours that are with you day and night.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5751]    

17 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� 	�� �1��_�%�j�  �%���6 -[ L"[ ?h�?�j 9 L"=�%�� ̂��� 9  �7(�� 	�� �X1��_ . 

16– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Be modest with Allah when in private just as you 
are modest with people in public.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 394]    

j���
�� �+�?�� 

The Peak of Modesty  

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( :��P����̂ 	�� {I?�a� �u�_�%���
 �X/ PI�#� ";�
@ . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The peak of modesty is for a man to be modest in the 
presence of his own self.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6369] 
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THE MORAL LESSON   َُِة���ا�ِ 
 

   

�:���%���  �¶�%DV2� 

Taking Warning from Moral Lessons  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(L"=��C�B �X[ 	�� 9 ���"c�a� �)���4 ��&�> p�N? C�%��� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Take lesson, for indeed the moral examples 
merely passed by your predecessors.’[Kanz al-Fawa’id, v. 2, p. 31]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( E�?�ZgQ�  	Z�C � :(�� ��%&�
N 2 EC�%�Q�  !�� � �^7��� 5��\ �	��,"a� �?"Y(�
 . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The believer looks at the world with contemplative 
consideration, and only consumes thereof within the bounds of necessity.’[Nahj 
al-Balagha, Saying 267]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'�EC�%�� k$�B �$ :�] 	�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ignorant one rarely takes lesson [from 
experiences].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7837]    

4��� � �u�� ��)�������� ������� :( �L���j �V���%��  	��N 2�V���%�� �?�C�%��  	��N 2�?�C�%�� �?k=���6 	�� 2���|^ �E�m(�� �EC�%�Q� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The moral lesson is a sincere warner. Whoever 
contemplates takes lesson, and whoever takes the lesson on board keeps away 
from making the same mistake twice, and whoever keeps away remains 
safe.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 92, no. 101]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �*J0?�� 5��\ �*1&�
 �EC�%�Q� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Drawing a lesson [from an experience] leads one to 
integrity of conduct.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 92, no. 101]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �L���� �L :�> 	��N 2L :�> �?�R�/ 	�N 2�?�R�/ �?�C�%��  	�� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever draws a lesson [from something] gains insight 
into it, and whoever gains insight into it comprehends it, and whoever 
comprehends it comes to know it for certain.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 207]    
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���  �����'�2� F�M��/�? �6 

Things that Must be Contemplated Upon and Drawn Lessons From  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�EC�%�� �^7��� �U
ER�6 9 . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is a lesson to be taken from the vicissitudes of this 
world.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6453]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �)��g/ - � ��?�C�%��  1���u�&�� � �)Y���_�� �� ?-�� ug� 	 . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If only you drew lessons from all that you have lost in 
what has passed of your life you would look after what is left of it.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 7589]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������:(�����  $��> 	�� �X[ - � �N? C�%�>    ���:��� �'��:�]�N 2�$
1kZ�� �����-�� �n�C8/ s\ p�����o � )�$�-��� . ( 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘So take lesson from how Allah dealt with Satan when he 
thwarted his long years of good deeds, and all his hard work [because of his 
outright defiance of Allah].’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 192]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  �O� 	�� pL"=��C�B 	�� �	
? C=�%�"a� �L��"Q� �K|/ - � �N? C�%�>  ��6�"c��N ����hB�NN ��6Q�1�|N  . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘So take lesson from Allah’s intense force, His attacks, 
His blows and His exemplary punishmentsish that befell the arrogant nations 
before you.’[Nahj al-Balagha,]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�EC�%�Q� k$�B/N 2�?�C���� �?�c[/ � ! 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘How many the lessons, and how little the contemplation 
[upon them]!’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 297]    

12 �	
�����  	
�  ���� �)�������� ������� :( ���*` �	�� �!=��� !�  1��N 20	�:(�� GD���8�1 � �? C�%��
 Q �vhR�� "���M +�1�
 �$"[ 9 ���� ������� )�̂:�� �?�C�%�
�^.��� �?�/N �vhR�a� :  

�N"Q� ";�C�R"a� 7�O�> :IuJ �'.*�?�
 Q �?-�����N ��(�� �U"���
 �L�yE3���N 2�� � 0L�%@� ����� 9 �XR&�̂ ����^ �X\N 2�' ?-�� 	�� �¿"&(�
 Tmk�� ��1���>.  
";� ̂c��N :[ Xo> 2���B� E 91�%��
 ��0̂/������� �v�B1�� <��?�8 �X[ X\N 2������� �v�j1�8 <Q��8 �X.  

�$�B � �q��s 	�� �L�Y�/ ";�c���c��N :� �VB W�u�y �N :W E7(�� 5���� �/ �;0(��� 5���� TE��
 Q 2<;���8?�� �D�?�4�� �	�� ^�* ��BN ��\ u�-�
 +�1�
 	�� � ! 

12– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Poor man! Every day he is given three trials 
whereof he does not even take lesson from a single one. If he contemplated and 
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drew a lesson thereof, these trials and this world would cease to be of 
importance to him. The first trial is the very day which is deducted from his life – if 
it was a loss in his wealth that befell him, he would fall into great distress, even 
though the dirham [i.e. money] can always be substituted but the days of his life 
will never again return to him. The second trial is the way in which he goes to 
great lengths to procure the most sustenance, when he will have to account for it 
all if acquired by lawful means, and he will be punished for it all if acquired by 
unlawful means. The third trial is the greatest: every day that draws to an end 
has brought him a step closer to the Hereafter – whether to Paradise or Hellfire, 
he does not know!’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 160, no. 20]    

�����'�2� �9�:�;
< 

The Benefits of Taking Lesson  

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�
 �EC�%�Q��;�-R���� �?�-c . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Taking lesson [from past faults] results in immunity [from 
further faults].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 879]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�E]�*�Q� �?�-c�
N 2 ERC�%jQ� 5��\ T7*�,�
  EC�%�Q� ���N�* . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Continuously taking lessons gives rise to the faculty of 
insight, and brings about self-restraint.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5150]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'�Ec�� k$�B �'�EC�%�� �?"c�[ 	�� . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who abundantly and frequently takes lessons [from 
his experiences] rarely stumbles.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8056] 

THE MOSQUE   *.ِ��َا� 
 

   

����� �©��  �P�̂ �
(�   

The Mosque is the House of Allah  

1 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X�6o � L"=��������� ��1��� :7̂o> p�� ]��a�   ����� �'�?0:�� <�?3:�Z�%�� y6/ 	��N 2  �E�� 9    	�� �v�%"[N �� �1^"s 	�� 
PI�.���N �D�0R�� 	�� :�> �N�?�c[O�> �' E�7N�� . 
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1– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'It is incumbent upon you to attend the mosques, for 
verily they are the houses of Allah on earth. And whoever enters them having 
purified himself, Allah will purify him of his sins and will record him down as one 
of its frequenters, so perform many prayers and supplications therein.’[Amali al-
Saduq, p. 293, no. 8]    

�P�̀ ��
(� �9���;�� 

Maintaining the Mosques  

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� �� ]��a� �D�E-�� �;7����[ 	� ÀE�s 1�/ ����O�j �BN � :  $��C�� :�> ����
 QN 2 ���1|�� :�> �b�>?�6 Q
�1wk��� ���?6�N 2 ��C�
 QN :�> t?�%f�
 QN 2�q����̂ ��\ �;����&�� ��1�
 0	��1"��6 �> $�����6 L�� Xo> 2 :�> �)��* �  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) was asked by Abu Dharr how to maintain the mosques, 
to which he replied, 'Voices should not be raised therein, nor engrossment in 
wrongdoing. There should be no buying or selling, and all vain talk must be 
shunned as long as you are inside. If you do not do this, then you will have no 
one to blame but yourself on the Day of Resurrection.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, 
p. 374, no. 2661]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)���������� ����� :(����� 5�(�� <�� i��� �� 	��  �;0(��� 9 %��� ����  . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'He who builds a mosque, Allah will order a house to 
be built for him in Paradise.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 378, no. 1]    

�P�̀ ��
(� 	
�W �Fb
(� 

Walking to the Mosques  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 	�� ���� �b�>?�
N 2 G;(���8 �U�/ �X1�C�j GD�1Z�4 �$"=� ���� �X[ �;��-��� ���> �v"�Z�
 G� i��� �\ 5f�� 	��
����� �$k[N �q�s 5�� 1�yN ��� X\N 2 �q�s "$c�� ��]�E0���  �� �U�/ �!�C�j ���  57%8 ���� �XN�?��w�%��
N 2 ���6��8�N 9 ���̂1�� ̂,�
N 2 �' ¥�B 9 ���̂N�*1���
 Gq��

�F��C�
 . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'He who walks to a mosque asking people to join 
him along the way gets the equivalent of seventy thousand good deeds for every 
step he takes, and he is raised as many levels, and if he dies on the way, Allah 
assigns seventy thousand angels to visit him in his grave to keep him company in 
his loneliness and to seek forgiveness for him until the day he is raised 
again.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 336, no. 1]    
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�P�̂ �
(� F�* �G���N� 

Sitting in the Mosque  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\ 2 ÀE�s �/ 
   2 �;0(��� 9 <;]�E�* �)�k��(�6 +����̂ �$"= � �� i��a� 9 <���] �)��*� �q��Z��
 ��6 
�q���� u���R�6NG��7��j �?f�� �q(� 5_-�6N 2 G�(���8 �?f�� ���> �)�k��(�6 +����̂ �$"= � �q�� �v�%=�6N 2 ";=h�a�  . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'O AbU Dharr, verily for as long as you remain 
seated in the mosque Allah, most High, will grant you an extra level in Paradise 
for every breath you take, the angels send salutations on you, and ten good 
deeds are recorded and ten evil deeds wiped away for every breath you take 
therein.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 85, no. 3]    

���* �9�5_���� �P�̂ �
(� �����̀ 

Neighbouring the Mosque and Praying Therein  

6 Àu��  ���� �)�������� ������� :(X/ ��\ 2��i��a� 9 ��\ �� i��a�  Ei�� �D��| Q �$�&> 2�;k��� ��� N/ �Em�� ���� �X1=
 :	��N  �}�/ 
 ��i��a� �E] 
�VB W �!(�,a� : HI��3(�� �b�-�j 	�� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The prayer of one who lives neighbouring the mosque 
[yet prays at home] is null and void unless he prays inside the mosque, except if 
he has an excuse or if he is sick.’ When asked who was considered as 
neighbouring the mosque, he replied, 'Anyone who hears the call to 
prayer.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 83, p. 379, no. 47]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(: C ̂�1�] �;���E/ 	�� <�E�* �X1���E/ �E�1���N 2<��E�s �X1���E/ �� i��a� �È?�8 . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The sanctuary of the mosque extends to forty cubits*, and 
its neighbouring precinct extends to forty houses on all four sides.’[al-Khisal, p. 
544, no. 20]    

�P�̀ ��
(� �3�,Y 

Etiquettes of the Mosque  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �;�(�%("a� �;��&�C�� �'my �$�[/ 	�� ]��1lc�� ���
]  �> �� i��a� ��O
 L��N �����[/ 	�� 7�O> 2 ^�� i��� �K�?&�
 �>
��O�� . 
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8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever has eaten this pungent herb [i.e. garlic] 
should not approach our mosque. As for one who has eaten it and does not 
come to the mosque [as a result], there is no blame on him for it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 84, p. 9, no. 83] 

   

9 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( !�%�[�E :�> �1l��R�6 57%8 <B�?"� �� ]��a� �1"���i�6 Q . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Do not use the mosques as mere passageways 
until you have prayed two units of prayer therein.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 344, no. 1]    

 

* dhira`a: cubit – unit of measurement between 0.6 and 0.8 metres (ed.) 

 

MUSIC * ُء��� ا�ِ
 

   

��/�M�� 

Music  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  �;7���y�� �E1�"�N �}����a�N �� ���a� ����P�N 2�!-����� <;�®�E u�(�c����  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, sent me as a 
mercy to the worlds, and in order to eradicate string instruments, the flute and 
others pre-Islamic pagan practices.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 250, no. 2]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��N �^��� u�> �X^1���� �X61�|�D�?�4 :G;�C�R�� ��(� �;0̂�EN 2G;�-� ̂ ��(� �E���� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Two sounds are cursed in this world as well as in 
the Hereafter: the sound of the flute played [in celebration] for a bounty, and the 
twang [of string instruments played] during a calamity.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
40661]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ����N/ 7-�� {I(�w��  k$]N0��� ��"�1�B 1�yN 2�E(�� ������ k$]N0���  :» k$�S���� �F
��#� �1�:�� T?�%�f�
 	��  �(�� �	��N
�����  $�C�j 	�  +L����  ?���w � �!:�� �K�m�� L�:�� �q��N"� <�N���y y�m��0%�
N  « 
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3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Singing (or music) is one of the things that Allah, 
Mighty and Exalted, has threatened to requite with the Fire, and this is the 
purport of Allah’s verse: “Among the people is he who buys diversionary words 
that he may lead [people] astray from Allah’s way without any knowledge, and he 
takes it in derision.”[ Qur’an 31:6]    

j��/�M�� ���K6 

The Effects Engendered by Music  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�w��^3��� ";���B�E {I( . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Music is a charm of adultery.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
79, p. 247, no. 26]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�v��&�� �!P�&�
 ���M :�XZ�.���  K� "X�6\N 2���0R�� �v����N 2 1:��� ��-�%j� .  

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Three things harden the heart: listening to 
diversionary words (lahw)**, seeking [game] to hunt, and frequenting the 
sultan.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 252, no. 6]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�e�3(�� "� E1�
 {I(�w�� . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Music engenders hypocrisy.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, 
p. 241, no. 7]  

 

* The Arabic word ghina’ lexically means ‘singing’ but has been translated in 
juristic books to denote music in general because of the connotations suggested 
in the prophetic traditions (ed.) 
** lahw: translated as ‘diversionary talk’ in the translation of the Qur’an, and often 
interpreted as music in exegeses of the Qur’an (ed.) 

 

THE MUSLIM COMMUNITY   �)2Zُا 
 

�+5��6�1�� �+56�2� �+
��³�6 
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The Status of the Muslim Community 

1ºPz� "V1jE   ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :(�?���4 y�?�4` N/ �?���4 :"�0N/ tE���
 Q 2�;�[�EC�� �;7�"� ¸7�"� . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Mine is a blessed community - whether its first is 
the better or its last is unknown.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 34451] 

   

2ºPz� "V1jE    )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;�18�?�� �;7�"� �'my ¸0�"� . 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘This community of mine is had mercy upon by 
Allah.’[Ibid. no. 34452] 

   

3ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(/2 <;7�"� �!��C�j �X1.-�%�6 �L"=0̂\����� 5��� :���?�[/N y�?���4 �L�%^   . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Surely you complete seventy communities, of 
which you are the best and the most honoured before Allah.’[Ibid. no. 34462] 

   

4ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�my �?3f�� �E�� 9  !=�-0%��N 2  ?�R0(��N 2 �;���>3?��N 2  	
3���N 2 PI(0��� �;0�"Q� �' . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Give good news to this community of exaltedness, 
religion, superiority, victory and power in the land.’[Ibid. no. 34465] 

   

56�2� ����O#�+  

The Best of the Muslim Community 

5ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �D�?�4�� u�> �L�:�C�@�E/N 2��̂.��� u�> �L�y���y��/ ¸7�"� �?���4 . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of my community are the most 
abstemious in the world and the most desirous of the Hereafter.’[Tanbih al-
Khawatir, v. 2, p. 123] 
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6ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �;�� 9 ����C�J �����y �	�� ¸7�"� �?���4  ��� �'I���] �X\ 2 �D�?�4�� ��k��1�6N ��̂.��� ����m�� �	�� �������̂ �L�Z�>N 2  5
�����  �;7(��  v�6�?�� 5��/  . 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of my community are those who spend 
away their youth in Allah’s obedience, wean themselves away from the worldly 
pleasures and are infatuated with the Hereafter. Surely their reward upon Allah is 
the highest levels of Paradise.’[Ibid. v. 2, p. 123] 

   

7ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�N?�C�| �N"sN"� �s\N 2�N?���@ �L :������ �u (�] �s\N 2 �1��-�%�8� �L :������ �����j �s\ 	�� ¸7�"� �?���4 . 

7- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of my community are those who when 
treated foolishly are tolerant, and when attacked they forgive, and when they are 
hurt are patient.’[Ibid. v. 2, p. 123] 

 

NAILS   ُر�+g,ا 
 

   

���$ R� �]��A�V 	��� 78
�� 

Clipping One’s Nails  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�e�3?�� .E���
 N 2�L�Y��� HI���� �b�(-�
  E���� �L��&�6 . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Clipping one’s nails prevents the worst disease, 
and yields abundant sustenance.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 490, no. 1]    

2C�� ����� � �?B)�������� ������� :("X��3(�� "X1=�
 ��(��N 2�XZ�0f�� "$��&�� :7̂�  E���� .¿�B -7̂\ . 

2– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Do cut your nails indeed for verily they are Satan’s 
resting place, and from him ensues forgetfulness.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 490, no. 6]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( }�>��� �)_�6 �	"=��
 X/ �E| X/ ���*`  	��  	�� "XZ�0f�� "nk����
 � 5�4/N �?�%j/ �X\ . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily the most hidden and subtle way that Satan 
has managed to gain control over man is that he has made himself an abode 
under his nails.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 490, no. 7]    
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 j���D/��� �K*� R� �f:�V 	��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment on Women of Leaving Their Nails (Long)  

4����� "V1jE VB �  �  V]3?�� �  :PI�3(��N 2L"[�}�>�/ �1.R"B :"� 0	"=�� �	�
�/ ��7̂o> �	�[�?6 . 

4– It is narrated in al-Kafi on the authority of al-Sakuni that the Prophet of Allah 
(AS) said to men, ‘Cut your nails’, and to women, ‘Leave them for verily that is 
more beautiful for you.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 490, p. 491, no. 15] 

THE NEED   �Uَا��� 
 

   

�+�̀ ��� �@
�
� -�
� 

The Need  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�'�}Y�̂ �	"=�6 �)��J 	7-��  	�w�%�j�N 2 �'�}j/ �	"=�6 �)���J 	�� �\ ���%�8�N 2 �'�}�/ �	"=�6 �)���J 	�� 5�� �	�(��� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Grant to whomsoever you please and you will be his 
emir; ask your need from whomsoever you please and you will be his prisoner; 
be free of need from whomsoever you please and you will be his equal.’[al-
Khisal, p. 420, no. 14]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������( : ������ �)�(�y �����\ �)�i�%�8�  	�� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever you have sought your need from, you have 
lowered yourself in his eyes.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8610]    

�̈ �[��
�� ��&
e 

Granting Needs  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�����  $�Cj 9 �	
��yi"a� �K�1�M ����> ���%���(��N ���4/ �X1�� 9 5f�� 	��   . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who endeavours to help his brother and 
benefit him has the reward of the warriors in the way of Allah.’[Thawab al-A`amal, 
p. 340, no. 1]    
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4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ��C�� �	�-[ �X[ <;�]8  	�,a� ���4� 5SB 	��   �'�?y�*  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who grants the need of a fellow believing 
brother is as one who has worshipped Allah his entire life.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 481, 
no. 1051]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ���]�N �v���� �  L��a� ���4/ �;�]8 9 5��j 	��  ����� �v%�[ �   G;(���8 �U�/ �U�/ ���� �$]N7��  . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who strives for the sake of Allah to fulfil the 
need of his Muslim brother, Allah has written for him a million good deeds.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 197, no. 6]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �X[  L��a�  	�,a� ���4/ �;�]8 9 �X[ 	��  / �;�]8 9 �X[ � ���%�]8 9 ���4 . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who engages himself in fulfilling the need 
of his Muslim brother, Allah fulfils his need as long as he remains engaged in 
fulfilling the need of his brother.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 97, no. 147]    

7�e*7R�� ����� �) �������� ������� : (����� �VB   �$]N7��  :L : ih�1�8 9 L�y��j/N 2L�� L�:"��Z��/ 0u��\ L�:.C�8O> 2Ç��� ����£� . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah said, ‘[My] Creatures are my dependants, the 
most beloved ones to Me are those who are the kindest to each other and strive 
to fulfil others’ needs.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 199, no. 10]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�D�N�?�a�N �0R�� �!� u�7��[ ���4/ �;�]8 9 uJa� . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who strives to fulfil the need of his brother 
is like the one who runs between al-Safa and al-Marwa [al-Safa and al-Marwa: 
hills in Makkah. Running between them seven times is among the obligatory acts 
performed during the obligatory pilgrimage (Hajj) (ed.) 
].’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 303]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� 5SB <;�]8  	�,a� ���4� 5S�B 	��  ";7(��� :"�0N/ 2 �q�s 	�� G;�]8 �U�/ �;h�� �;����&�� ��1�
 ���� �$]N7��  . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who grants the need of his believing 
brother, Allah will grant him one hundred thousand of his needs on the Day of 
Resurrection, the first of them being Paradise.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 193, no. 1]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �\ .v�8/ +	�,� +Ã?��� �;�]8 {IS�&��)�����   (<;7i�8 �	
?f�� 	�� GU�/ �;h� :�C�8| :�> �����(�
 G;7i8 l$"[ 2 
 . 
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10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily granting the need of a fellow believer is 
more beloved to Allah than twenty obligatory pilgrimages (Hajj) wherein each Hajj 
the pilgrim donates one hundred thousand (dinars or dirhams).’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
193, no. 4]    

���O# �+�̀ �B j��&
e I�� �p�/�'6� �I�6 

The One Who Refrains from Granting the Need of His Brother  

11 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �v��� N/ <�?h�� � <-��� 56/ +L��� -.
/  G;�]8  ¬�� 9 1�yN �X�sO�%�j> � ���� ���  9 �V���
 L�� 2 �����\ �±�?���
 L��N 
����� �;�(����  ��&�%���
 57%8 �$]N7��  . 

11– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Whichever Muslim comes to another Muslim’s 
home to visit or to seek a need, and asks permission to enter but he does not 
come out [to meet him], the curse of Allah will continuously be upon that Muslim 
[host] until they both meet again.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 365, no. 4]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( G;��j 	�� ����(�-> À?�g 	�� <;�]8 �	�,a� �'14/ ����Oj 	�� � �' }�@ ��(� 	�� N/ �'��(�� 	�� � :���� �E���&�
 1�yN
����� �'?�f�8  ����� �¹�?���
 57%8 ���&�(�� �\ �'��
 <;��1��w�� �;����&�� ��1�
    ���£�  K��8 	��  . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘One who asks his believing brother a need in time 
of difficulty and he refuses him while being capable of fulfilling that need, either 
himself or through someone else, Allah will raise him on the Day of Resurrection 
in chains from his hands to his neck until Allah completes the account of all of 
creation.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 287, no. 13]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �'��%��� 2 �E���&�
 1�yN ���(���
 L��> G;�]8 9 ��� �X��%�j> ( ̂�1�4\ 	�� �$�]E �'6/ (�%����J 	�� +$�]E -.
/   
���m��
 (h����/ 	�� ÀN���� ��h�18 �uS�&�
 �XO� �$]N7������� ��  �;����&�� ��1�
 ������  . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whichever one of our brothers comes to one of 
our followers (shi`aa) and seeks help from him regarding a need and he does not 
help him, Allah will afflict him by fulfilling the need of one of our enemies, and for 
that Allah will punish him on the Day of Resurrection.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 297, 
no. 1]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����N �e"m�
 L�� �����\ �±%_�� 1�yN ����� 	� (�,� ���C�8 +	�,� -.
/   2�;7(���  ���� 	��   ��80?�� 	�� �K�?�f�
 QN
 �1%���a� . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whichever believer withholds his wealth from 
another believer who is in need, by Allah he will not taste the food of Paradise 
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and he will not drink from the sealed wine [of Paradise].’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 
287, no. 2]    

�̈ �[��
�� j��&
e �W �9���,���(� 

Undertaking the Granting of Needs  

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�B1�� :�� �� i�
 �> 2 :(� ���w�%���
 �X/ �;�>��� p :hS�&� �E�*�"> �;�]#� �"�O������ �$�]7?�� kX\���6HI] �s\ � . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily if a man requests from me a need that he 
has, I will undertake to grant it fearing that his need gets fulfilled and he will no 
longer find any use for me [in helping him].’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 
179, no. 2]    

�+�̀ ��� �@
�
� �3�,# 

The Etiquette of Seeking a Need  

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( L : (���8/ �\ :�����]> G;�]8 	� r �)�����] �N 2 �q�&���4  E�?�J 	�� G�8/ �\ <;�]8 r �$��i�6 Q 0L�:����
� L�y��j/N 2 <:�]�N<7(�� � 0u��� L :��B/N 2 <^��� � L :�&����/N 2 <����̂  . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O Allah please do not make me require a need from bad 
people from among Your creation, and whatever You make me need, let it be 
from those with the most beautiful [happiest] faces, who are the most open-
handed, have the most eloquent tongues and the least likely to remind me of 
their favour.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 56, no. 111]    

17 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (���6�?�S�Á �VB 	�-�� � :/ 0L�:���� � �q�&���4 	�� � (�@ :$"B �	�=�N 2 �7(�� ��7(�� -7̂\ 2 �m=y ����: 0L�:����
	� � (�@/ �q�&���4  E�?�J . 

17– Someone once said in the presence of Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS), ‘O Allah, 
free me of need from Your creation’. The Im?m immediately responded, ‘Not like 
that! People are in need of each other, rather say, ‘O Allah, free me of need from 
the bad people from among Your creation.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 278]    

18 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( c
��8 ����� �K|/ 	�� �\ �;�]#� "$�c�� -7̂\ 5��>��  L�> 9  L�y�E3���  $�c�-[ : :(�� �)^/N �± 1�_�� �����\ �)^/
 +?Z�4 5�� . 

18– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Verily the example of one who is in need from 
someone who has recently attained wealth is that of a dirham [coin] in the mouth 
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of a viper. You are in need of it but at the same time you are in danger of the 
viper.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 294] 

NEGLIGENCE   �ُ#َ+� ا�َ
 

   

�+
�$�M�� �I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Caution against Negligence  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;����g ";����w�� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Negligence is deviation [from the straight path].’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 196]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�1&3f�� 5��\ ����7
/ ���
3*�,�6 X/N 2<;7i�8 ������ �'�?�-�� �X1=
 X/ G;����@ T�s �$"[ 5�� <D�?��8 :����> ! 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Pitiable indeed is every negligent person that his whole 
life can be used as evidence against him and that his days lead him to 
wretchedness!’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 64]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�q�6�?=�j 	�� �b����� :.
/ ���>O�>�q�%���i�� 	�� ?�R�%4�N 2�q�%����@ 	�� ���&��%j�N 2 . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘So come to your senses, O listener, from your 
intoxication, wake up from your neglect, and reduce your hasty activity.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 153]    

4 �u�� ����� �)���������������  :(�����  	� L"[�E/ Ç� 2L�:(�� �s14O�a� �X1[ E%��N 2L�:(��  V1�w�a� �}@ ��(�� :.
/  W �!C�@�E �' }@ �\N 2�!C�y�s  ! 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O people who are not neglected [by Allah] and yet who 
neglect that which will be taken to account from them - how is it that I see you 
moving away from Allah and longing for others?!’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 175]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���(���[ 1�y -7̂\N �����C����� <�1�M ��P�(�
 +$�>@ 	�� L�[ !-7̂\N ���("=����� %��� u (C�
N�' ¥�B �b�g1�� 1y  ! 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘How many a negligent person weaves himself a garment 
in order that he might wear it whilst in reality it is his burial shroud, and who 
builds himself a house in which he may live but which is in fact his grave.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 401, no. 26]    
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6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(W �s-�� ";����w�> <�7N���� "XZ�f�� �X[ X\ ! 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If Satan is indeed an enemy, then why the 
negligence?!’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 190, no. 1]    


+
�$�M�� �p�/;�? �6 

That Which Prevents Negligence  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�!��>w�� 	�� �v�%=�6 ��=�� p :���-��6 ¢ X\N �;�(���#� 0L�y 2ÀEs�/ 
 . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Abu Dharr, intend to perform good actions even 
if you do not actually manage to perform them, so that you are not included 
amongst the negligent.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 378, no. 2661]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ?[�s  ��N�� �  ";����w�� �Ki(�6  . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Through constant remembrance of Allah is negligence 
dispelled.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4269]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�*����%jQ�  	� �$"�w�
 ¢ ��7
�� ���?�� 	�� kX\ . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the one who knows the vicissitudes of time will not 
neglect preparation.’[al-Tawhid, p. 74, no. 27]    

10 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�!��>w�� 	�� �my ������> :�%B�1�� y���R�> �;�gN?��a� ���1�0R�� 5��� ���>8 +	��,�� -7
/ . 

10– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Verily any believer who is mindful of the obligatory 
prayers and prays them on time is not of the negligent ones.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 270, 
no. 14]    

�)�*�M�� �i�6��� 

The Distinguishing Characteristics of a Negligent Person  

11 "X-&"� �)�������� ������� ("Y���
 1yN �� (�Q �� �� : :���� ���:f�
N � ���?��
 �;��� �Iu�J �$"=�� 20u�(��
 ...G���� "��M  $�>w��N : 2�1:0���
"X��3(��N 2�1:k���N . 

11– Luqman (AS) said to his son, exhorting him: ‘O my son, everything has a 
distinguishing characteristic by which it is recognised and witnessed … the 
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negligent person has three distinguishing characteristics: absent-mindedness, 
amusement, and forgetfulness.’[al-Khisal, p. 121, no. 113]    

12 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��P��"a� �q�%���N 2�� i��a� �q"[?�6 ";����w�� . 

12– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘Negligence is [manifest] in your abandonment of 
the mosque and in your obedience of the corrupt.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 115, 
no. 10]    

�+
�$�M�� ���<Y 

The Effects of Negligence  

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� ���%�=���y )��0i���6 ���%����@ )��� 	 . 

13- Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who prolongs his negligence hastens his own 
destruction.'[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8318]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���C��B ��� ";����w�� ������ )�C���@ 	�� . 

14- Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The one who is overcome by negligence, his heart is 
dead.'[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8430]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�}R�C�� u�-��
 �;����w�� ���N�* . 

15- Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Continued negligence blinds insight.'[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 5146]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�V-��� ��P���6 �;����w�� �Xo> p �;��:"a� �E�?�%@Q�N �;����w��N ��7
\ . 

16- Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Beware of negligence and delusion about the respite 
[that you have been given], for indeed negligence ruins deeds.'[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 2717]    

�)�*�M5'�� �zP�6 

The Praise of Feigning Negligence (or Ignorance)  

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�$">w�6 ��"�R ̂N 2�V-�%8� ��"�R ̂ �$�B��� �X\ . 
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17- Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Verily the man of intellect tolerates [others' ignorance] 
half of the time and feigns ignorance himself the other half.'[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
2378]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  V-�/ ���?J/ 	��) V�18/ (�L����
 7-� ���%����@  È?�=�� . 

18- Imam Ali (AS) said, 'One of the noblest deeds of a kind person is feigning 
ignorance of that which he knows already.'[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 222]    

19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�$��  ?�J�0%��N  ¼�
�0%��  V8 �̄ ��| +V�=�� {I : �$">w�6 ��"c�"MN �;�(Z�> �'c�"M . 

19- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The proper way to maintain a state of coexistence 
and mutual intimacy with people is according to a set measure, two thirds of 
which are to know each other very well and a third of which is to feign ignorance 
of each other's faults.'[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 359] 

THE NEIGHBOUR   ا�َ.�ر 
 

   

�����N� �I��B 

Neighbourliness  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �X�^�� 5��  E�� ";��?�8 ��7�"� �;��?�_[ . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘One should revere his neighbour as he reveres his 
mother.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 1, p. 274, no. 834]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( � ��6>N ��(� � :�����  �����   L�:"M3E�1���j ��0̂/ 7(�(�� 57%8 �L : � u|1�
 �V�� � 2 L"=3�C�̂ ";0�|�N L�:0̂o> L"= ̂�} ] 9  . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said while on his deathbed, ‘[Fear] Allah and [keep] Allah in 
view in the matter of your neighbours, because they were the subject of your 
Prophet’s advice. He continuously advised in their favour such that we thought 
he would allow them a share in inheritance.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 47]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( E-���� 9 ��
��
N 2 �E
3��� �?3-��
  E�1��� �	��8 . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Neighbourliness causes the lands to thrive and increases 
life spans.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 667, no. 8]    
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4 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (ts�� 5�� �¥7R��  E�1��� �	��8 �	=�N 2 ts�� 0U�[  E�1��� �	��8 ���� . 

4– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Neighbourliness is not only to desist from annoying 
[one’s neighbour], but also to forbear annoyance [from him].’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 
409]    

���N� ��S?W 

Annoying One’s Neighbour  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �	�,�
 �X[ 	��   �'�E] Ts�,�
 �>  ?�4��  �1����N  . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever believes in Allah and the Day of 
Resurrection must not annoy his neighbour.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 667, no. 6]    

6 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���&h�1�� �'�E] 	�O
 �L�� 	�� 7(�� ���� . 

6– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘He is not of us whose neighbour is not safe from his 
troubles.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 24, no. 2] 

 THE NIGHT PRAYER   ��)#ُة ا�L[َ 
 

   

�)�U��� �9��" �)&
* 

The Virtue of the Night Prayer  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�)(�(�� 57%�8  $�k���  ��&� ���|1�
 "$�h�¥�] �V�� �<���B ��\  $�k��� 	�� �1��(�
 	�� ¸0�"/ �E��4 kX/  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The archangel Gabriel continuously advises me 
about standing for prayer in the night such that I really thought the good people in 
my community will never sleep.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 349, no. 1]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �L�8�E   HIa� : :]�N 9 ���S�̂ )��/ Xo> 2)k��R�> ���6/�?�� ���&
/N 5��R�>  $���� �	�� ��B <�]�E  .����� �L�8�E   
:�]N�� )�Y�&
/N )k��R�>  $�k��� �	�� )��B <D/?��HIa� �� :]�N 9 )�_�S�̂ Ö/ Xo> 2 . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah has mercy on the man who wakes up in the 
night to pray, and wakes his wife so she too prays, and sprinkles water on her 
face if she refuses to get up. And Allah has mercy on the woman who wakes up 
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in the night to pray, and wakes her husband to pray too, and sprinkles water on 
his face if he refuses to get up.’[Sunan Abi DawUd, p. 145]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(k��� ��1�] 9 �'��3��� � 5�����6 �s\ ��C���� kX\����� �)�CM/ 2�']^N  L��Y"a�  $�   �� C��B 9 �E1(��  ... k$�] "V1&
 7L"M
���%�=h�-�� ��"��] : �B u7̂/ �N���:J� 2��� ̂ �X1��>w��N 2�X1�yQ �X1��ZC��N  L��Y"a�  $�k��� ��1�] 9 r 5�����6 �&> 2T��C�� �\ �N�?"Y^"� 2¸�=h�� 


 ���� ��?���@ . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily when a servant withdraws to be alone with 
his Master in the middle of the dark night and intimately converses with Him, 
Allah places divine light into his heart…then He, Exalted be His Splendour, says 
to His angels, ‘O My angels, look at My servant how he seeks solitude to be with 
Me in the middle of the dark night while the worthless ones remain heedless and 
the negligent ones sleep. Witness that verily I have forgiven him.’[Amali al-
Saduq, p. 230, no. 9]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �\ �;��?"B  $�k��� ���B kX\N 2L"=��C�B �!�_��R�� �K�/�* ��7̂o> p  $�k���  ��&� L"=����   Ò��  	� �D:(��N 2 . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘You must get up for the night prayer, for verily it 
was the devoted practice of all righteous people before you, and verily the night 
vigil is a means of proximity to Allah and a prevention from sin.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 21428]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0?���� �D�g?���N 2�X���C��� �;0_�R��  $�k��� ���B�!3� C0(��  e�4O� �q.��-�6N 2�;�®0?�� ��.?����6N 2k$]N 0��� 3K . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Standing to pray in the night is conducive to the health of 
the body, is a source of pleasure for the Lord, exposes one to [the descent of] 
divine mercy, and is adherence to the moral virtues of the prophets.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 87, p. 143, no. 17]    

6 7u�� ���� 	� �)�������� ������� :( 3¶(�� �V1B �)��-�j "m(�  $�k��� �D�| �)[�?�6 �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �E1�̂  $�k��� "D�| .� �	�� �V&>PI�71�=� :
�VB W  ?
?�«� �;��� QN : ?
 ?�«� �;��� QN . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I have never left the night prayer since I heard the 
Prophet (SAWA) say that the night prayer is a light.’ Ibn al-Kawwa’ asked, ‘Not 
even on the night of al-Harir?’ [al-Harir: a celebrated battle between two tribes 
(ed.)] to which he replied, ‘Not even on the night of al-Harir.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
41, p. 17, no. 10]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��?�/ 	� ��l��[  	��,a� .���N 2 $���� ���6�|  	��,"a� ���?�J �(��  . 
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7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A believer’s dignity lies in his standing for the night 
prayer, and his honour lies in abstaining from [tarnishing] other people’s good 
reputations.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 488, no. 9]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)����� ���������� :( $�k��� ����B �	 C"@ 	�� �X1Cw�a� kXo> 2 $�k��� ����B �����6 Q . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not leave the night prayer, for verily the one who 
is truly duped is the one who has lost out on the night prayer.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, 
p. 342, no. 1]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kXo> p $�k��� �D�| ��\ �X`?&�� 9 �K�1�M ����N ��\ ��C���� ��"��-��
 +	���8 +$�-�� 	�� �    L�Y���� :���1�M �	3��C�
 L�� 
�V&> 2�'��(� y ?�Z�4 :»0��E �X1�����
  b ]S�a� 	�� L:��1�(�] Ði�%�6 �X1"&��(�
 �L�:��(�B���E 0-�� �N <��-�� �N <>�1�4 �L�:º 	�� L�:�� �u���4"/ � ����̂ �L�����6 �> 

�X1��-��
 �1^[ - � ·I���] +	����/ �D0?"B«. 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Every single good deed that the servant carries out 
has a reward mentioned for it in the Qur’an except for the night prayer, for verily 
Allah has not expressed its reward because of the great significance it holds with 
Him. Thus, He says, “Their sides vacate their beds to supplicate their Lord in fear 
and hope …No one knows what has been kept hidden for them of comfort as a 
reward for what they used to do”[ Qur’an 32:16].[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 8, p. 126, no. 
27]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(k��� "D�|N 2��
3?�� �v3��Z�6  $�k��� "D�|N 2��]�1�� �¦3��C�6  $�k��� "D�| �e�3?�� �v��i�6  $� . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The night prayer brightens one’s face, the night 
prayer fragrances one’s breath, and the night prayer attracts sustenance.’[`AIlal 
al-Shara’i`a , p. 363, no. 1]    

�)���� �9�" I6 
C�6:��� �@�̀ ��? �6 

That Which Causes One to be Deprived of the Opportunity to Perform 
the Night Prayer  

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (���� �VB +$�]�?�� � :�  $���� �D�0R�� �)� ?�8 u7̂\ : �q��1^"s �q6��0��B �B �$�]�E �)^/ . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) was asked by a man, ‘I have been deprived of [the opportunity 
to] pray in the night’, to which Im?m replied, ‘You are one whose sins have 
imprisoned you.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 450, no. 34]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�| � ���?_��> �;��m�=�� �K�m=���� �$�]?�� �X\  $�k���  . 
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12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily a man tells a lie and he is deprived of the 
nigh prayer as a result.’[`AIlal al-Shara’i`a, p. 362, no. 2]    

���n �� �)�U��� 
9��" ���n I�6 �:`# 

The Recompense of One Who Intends to Perform the Night Prayer, 
but Stays Asleep  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �e0��R�6 <;�B���| ����1�̂ �X[ ��\ :(� ��(���>  $�k��� �	�� G;��j  ��&� �����^ "�3��_�
 G�C�� 	�� �   ������ � 
t1�̂� �?]/ ���� �v�%"[N . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Every single servant who makes up his mind to 
wake up at a particular time in the night [to pray] but stays asleep, his sleep is 
considered charity that Allah accepts on his behalf, and the same reward for that 
which he intended is written down for him.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 21475] 

OATH-TAKING   	#�َا�  
 

   

������  �v�
�� �I�� �FE5/��  ���n�!��1  

Prohibition against Taking Oath By Allah Glory Be to Him  

1 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �1����_�6 Q  �$]N7�� ��7̂o> p �!��s[ QN �!B�*|  "V1&
  :»����� �1����i�6 QN  L"= ̂-�
� <;�g�?�� « . 

1– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not take oath by Allah whether you are truthful 
or lying, for verily He says “Do not make Allah an obstacle, through your oaths.”[ 
al-Kafi, v. 7, p. 434, no. 1]    

5'���3������ �v�
�� �I�6 �:?S! 

Warning against False Oaths  

2 V-��� K�1M �:����� �VB   �$]N7��  :�;���s=�� �X�¾� ��0?��6 	�� ¸�-�8�E "$�^"� Q . 

2– It is narrated in Thawab al-A`amal that Allah says, ‘I do not allow one who 
takes false oaths to obtain My mercy.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 261, no. 2]    
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3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (:��y/ 	�� �b�B��� �E
3��� �����6 :0̂o> p �D�? ]��� �!-����N L"[7
\ . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Beware of taking immoral oaths for verily they 
leave the houses empty of their tenants.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 270, no. 3]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ���E� ��&> �K�s[ ��7̂ / �L���
 1�yN +!-�
 5�� �U��8 	��   �$]N7��  . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever takes an oath knowing that he is lying, 
has surely waged war with Allah.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 269, no. 1]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �?�&���� �v�&���� "� E1�6 ";���s=�� �¥0R�� �!-���� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Lying under oath subsequently brings about 
poverty.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 104, p. 209, no. 19]    

�]����}�� �v��!�V �+5�$�
\ 

How to Commit a Tyrant to Oath  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����  V1�8 	�� »IT?�� ��7̂O� ���(�-�
 L�6�*�E/ �s\ �L���Y�� �1����8/  ��8 �s\ ��0̂o> 2 ���601"BN  2 �;�1&���� �$ ]1�� ��s[ � �U
����� �U��8 �s\N  ����� ��78�N �B ��7̂ � p �$�]��
 L�� 1�y ��\ ���\ Q Tm���   ��6  . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Commit a tyrant to oath whenever you want his 
oath in a way that it is devoid of [the mention of] the power and strength of Allah, 
for verily if he falsely takes oath by it, his chastisement will be hastened, and if he 
takes oath by Allah whom there is no god but He, it will not be hastened because 
he has professed the unity of Allah, the all-High.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 253] 

OBEDIENCE  ��َ�Qّا� 
 

   

����� �+����  �����<Y�  

Obedience to Allah and Its Effects  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ��(�� � ���E��
 Q ��7̂\  ���%��Z� ��\  . 
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1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily what is with Allah can only ever be attained 
through His obedience.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 11, p. 184, no. 2]  

  

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ";���  G*��> �$"[ �̄ ��|N 2G*���j �$"[ �̄ %���  .  

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Obedience to Allah is the key to every efficient matter 
and the redressing of every immoral act.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6012]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �;�®�?�  �(�� �E��]/  �;���Z�� L�:���1B/  . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The person most worthy of Allah’s mercy is the one most 
diligent in Allah’s obedience.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3192]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���%��:�Û �XN�E�m��6 Q 	�� �;��Z� L"=���� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It is incumbent upon you to obey the One whom you hold 
no excuse to remain ignorant of.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 95, no. 1]    

5 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  e1���a� �n�����  VC�
 L�� ����£� ���/ 	�� . 

5– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘He who obeys the Creator is not bothered by the 
displeasure of the creation [i.e. other people].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 366, no. 
2]    

]�E�'���� FM��/�? I�6 

People Who are Entitled to be Obeyed  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L����6 �$�y��  ¿���� 2�L�(w�6 �$�B���  b��/ . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Obey the intelligent man and you will gain, and disobey 
the ignorant man and you will remain safe.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2263-2264]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������6 �$:���  ¿���N �L�����  b��/ . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Obey knowledge and disobey ignorance and you will 
prosper.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2309]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���£� �;��R���N  e1���a� �;��Z� �X�* 	�a �	
�* Q . 
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8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The religion of one who adheres to obeying creatures 
and disobeying the Creator does not count.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, 
p. 69, no. 318]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�q�̂N�* 	�� �q���Z�
 �q�B1�> 	�� �b��/ . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Obey one who is above you [in authority] and the one 
below you will obey you.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2475]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� ���C��B �b�g�1�6 	��   ����� �;��� 	�� ���̂���� ��O��
 L��    .  

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He whose heart submits to Allah, his body never tires of 
Allah’s obedience.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 90, no. 95]    

11 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �q�%��� ���� �b�́ �> ���
/�EN �'0*�N �q�� �b�-�] 	�� . 

11– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘He who gives you both his affection and his good 
opinion is entitled to your giving him your obedience.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 365, no. 
4]    

]�E�'���� FM��/�? 2 I�6 

People Who Must Not Be Obeyed  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� "n����
 µ <^Z��j 5gE/ 	��  �����  	
�* 	� �±�?�4   k$]N0���  . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who pleases a ruler with regard to something 
that displeases Allah excludes himself from the religion of Allah, Mighty and 
Exalted.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 69, no. 318]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(=�6�*j �;��� 	�� �E�m�#� �E�m�#�> Q/ L : C���̂ �e1�> �1��k>�?�6N 2L : C���8 	� �N�?0C�=�6 �	
mk�� �L"=h�?�C"[N L ... QN
  e1�"��� ��j/ L�yN 2L�:����� L"=�&�8 9 L�%��4*/N 2L�:�g�?�� L"=�%0_�R � L�%Z���4N 2L�y�E���[ L"[ 1��R � L�%� ?�J �	
m�� HI���*�� �1����Z�6 . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware O beware of obeying your leaders and your 
elders who felt proud of their achievements and boasted about their lineage … 
and do not obey those who claim to be Muslims [but are hypocrites] whose filth 
you imbibe alongside your propriety, whose ailments you mix with your 
healthiness, and whose wrongs you have allowed to infiltrate your rightful 
matters, while they are the very foundation of vice.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 
192]    
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14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� �b0��g �u ̂�10%�� ���/ 	����
��0R�� �b0��g �u�J�1�� ���/ 	��N 2�e1&"# . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who obeys an indifferent person ends up losing his 
rights and he who obeys a traitor ends up losing his friends.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 239] 

OBLIGATIONS   /ُhِا�ا�َ+ 
 

   

78
�����[�:
$�� j��,# 	���  

Enjoinment of Fulfilling Religious Obligations  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  ¦h�?��� �$�-���   �(�� 5�&6/ 	"=�6  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Perform the obligations [laid down by] Allah and 
you will become the most pious of people.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 82, no. 4]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �¦h�?���� �¦h�?���� !����� 5��\ yN.*/  �;0(��� 5��\ L"[3*�,�6  . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Obligations! Obligations! Fulfil them for Allah and it will 
lead you to Heaven.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 167]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���?�%>� � �1"���]��  L"=��O�j � ���&�8 PI�*/ 	�� �'1�Oj��N 2L"= C���� 	�� L"=����  . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Make your quest that which Allah has made obligatory 
upon you, and ask Him to [enable you to] fulfil the right of what He has asked of 
you.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 113]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� ��\ 2:��f�̂N y�1��� �m�4N 2y�?�:&�6 QN � ��">E�N 2�D�*C���� 9 �q���^ ���*4 	�� �q���� <�1%=�� �X[ 
:���_�� ��(�� y���y��6N :hS�B 	�� 0��� Q ��7̂o> p �;�S
?���� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Lure your soul to worship, and be lenient towards it, and 
do not force it. Accept its excuse and take advantage of its vitality, except what 
has been prescribed for you as an obligation; for they must be performed, and 
carried out at their right time.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 69]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ¦h�?���� PI�*O�[ �D�*C�� Q . 
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5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no worship like the performance of obligatory 
acts.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 113]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����3��S�6 +�?�� � ���CP�=�6 �$S�> ��1&
 	��> 2 ¦h�?���� PI�*/ 	��  $�>�10(��  $hS��� �)��w�%J� �X\ q7̂\ . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you were to preoccupy yourself with supererogatory 
acts instead of the obligatory, you will not gain a single merit by losing an 
obligation.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3793]    

7 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  ���%�®�EN ��3(�- � k$]N0���  ��(�� <;�®�E $�� 2�����\ ��(�� G;�]_�� L"=���� �� ?��
 ¢ �¦h�?���� �L"=���� ���?�> 7-�� 
 L"=���\)L"=���� ( L"= �1�"B 9 � �¿3_�-����N 2L"[ EN��| 9 � �u���%C����N 2 v3�kZ�� 	�� �F�C�£� ���-���� 21�y ��\ ���\ Q . 

7– Imam Husayn (AS) said, ‘When Allah with His Generosity and Benevolence 
made the obligations a duty upon you, He did not do so for a need He has for 
them. Rather, it is as a result of the Benevolence He has over you - there is no 
god but He – and in order to distinguish between the bad and the good, and to 
test what is in your chests, and to purify what is in your hearts.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
23, p. 99, no. 3]    

8 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���?�%>� µ �$�-�� 	��   �(��  }�4 	�� 1�:> ������  . 

8– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Those who act according to what Allah has 
made obligatory are the best of people.[ al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 81, no. 1]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �VB  ��6N ���EC6  :� �)g�?�%>� 7Í 0v�8O � T��C� 0u��\ �v0C�_�6 ������ . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah, Blessed and most High, said, ‘There is 
nothing more beloved to Me, through which My servant may endear himself to 
Me than through the duties I ask him to fulfil.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 82, no. 5]    

����� �X�:
* �6  �G�H/�� 	
��� ���n�!��1  

That Which Allah Has Made Obligatory for People  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\    V����� �;7-h/ 5�� ���?�> ��6 )3�#� (�'�?&�>  }&���� �̈ 0�C�%�
 ��[ 2 �(�� �;�����S � L�:��"�^/ �N�E3��&�
 X/ . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah, most High, has made obligatory upon the leaders 
of justice [truth] to equate themselves with the weak ones from among of people, 
so that the poor cannot be intimidated as a result of his poverty.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 209]    
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11�� � �u�� ���)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  ���@ ��� �b3%�� µ ��\ �}&�> ��] -> 2PI�?�&"��� ���1B/ PI�(@��  V�1�/ 9 ���?�> ���̂_Cj  . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah, Glory be to Him, made the provisions of the poor 
incumbent upon the wealth of the rich; so no poor person goes hungry except as 
a result of what the rich person enjoys.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 328]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���?�>  C�C��6 �D[���N 2 ¥�=��  	� <:
¬�6 �D�R��N 2��?3f�� 	�� <�}:Z�6 �X���   e�3?�� < . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah made faith incumbent in order to purify [people] 
from polytheism, and prayer to eliminate arrogance, and the alms-tax as a 
mediator for [the descent of] sustenance.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 252]    

13 ����� � �u��)�������� ������� :(����� �X\   �;����&�� ��1�
 �q���� � .��%_�
 �¦h�?�> :��"[ �q�8 E�1�] 5�� ���?�>  . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah has ordained a duty for all of your body parts, and 
they will be used as proofs and witnesses over you on the Day of 
Resurrection.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 382]    

���[�:
$�� �p�6���̀ 

The Sum of All Obligations  

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���g�?�> � 7�/   �Lh��* ��-�4 u�yN 2 ��j�� �Lh���> �� �%[ 9 ���̂_Cj  .��  �-�£�  ¦h�?���� �'my 5��N �u (
:"�0N/ 2:"�:�] <���8/ �b���
Q G*N��8 �;���E/  ¦h�?���� �'my 	�� G;�S
?�> �$"=�� ���̂_Cj �$���i�> 2���j�� : 7L"M 2.��#� 7L"M 2���R�� 7L"M 2"D[��� 7L"M 2"D�R��

  	�(.���N  ¦h�?����  b�-�i�� ";������N :�%�-�64 u�yN 2";�
Q�1�� . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The limits of the greatest obligations that Allah has 
ordained upon His creation are five: prayer, the alms-tax (zakat), the obligatory 
pilgrimage (Hajj), fasting, and the guardianship [of those divinely appointed by 
Allah] (wilaya), which is the protector for the former four.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 68, p. 
388, no. 39] 

OBSCENE LANGUAGE    dُ�+ُا� 
 

   

�°!�$�� �I�6 �:?S!5'�� 
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Caution against the Use of Obscene Language  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �IuJ 9 �¼_"��� �X[ ����̂�� ��\ ln�B �IuJ 9 {I��#� �X[ QN 2���̂J ��\ ln�B . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘No sooner does obscene language accompany 
something than it disgraces it, and no sooner does modesty accompany 
something than it adorns it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 111, no. 6]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\   �VB � u��C�
 Q 2PI��#�  $���B 2�IT�m�� +Å7_�> �$"[ 5�� �;0(��� ��0?�8  ���� �$�B � QN . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah has prohibited Heaven to those who use 
obscenity, vulgarity, lack shame, and are not concerned about what is said or not 
said to them.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 323, no. 3]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �*C�� 3?�J 	�� �X\  ���f_"��� ���%����i�� �'�?=�6 	��  . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most evil of the servants of Allah are those 
whose company is abhorred [by people] because of their obscenity.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, 
p. 325, p. 8]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(ln�B �È?[ �¼�_>/ � . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A person of dignity would never use obscene 
language.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9478]    

5 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  �¼3_���%"a� �¼�8��� �¦�wC�
  . 

5– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Allah hates the user of obscene language and the 
one who is shameless with it.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, no. 324, no. 4]    

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kXo> p L"=�� �V&�
 X/ �X1.C�_�6 � �	��8/  �(�� �1�1"B   �¼�8��� 2�!(�,a� 5��� �X7�kZ�� �K7C0��� �X7�k��� �¦�wC�
 
�_�"a� �$h��� 2�¼3_���%"a��U . 

6– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Say unto people the best of what you would like 
them to say to you, for Allah hates the curser, swearer, and slanderer of 
believers, the user of obscene language and to do it shamelessly, and the 
importunate beggar.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 181, no. 67]    

7 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��=�� ���C�B  ������ �̄ ��j . 
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7– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The weapon of the wicked is foul language.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 185, no. 14]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �) ��������������� :( e�3(�� 	�� ";���0���N {I�m�C��N �¼_"��� . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Obscene language, foulness, and impudence are 
all from hypocrisy.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 113, no. 14]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� ��(�� ��4 	�� E(�� 9 1�:> ���̂� . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A person whose [foul] tongue people dread is in the 
Fire [i.e. his place is the Fire].’ [al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 328, no. 3] 

THE OBSCURE MATTER   �Iَ�1@ا� 
 

   

�+�E�-b�� 

The Obscure Matter  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� {I��N/ 7�O> 2 0��#� �� Cf�6 :7̂ � <;�:C�J ";�:C.f�� �)��3-�j -7̂\   2 t�"«� �)-�j L�:"�����*N �!&���� :�> L�yÄ��S�> 
����� {I���/ 7�/N  5-���� �L�:"����*N "V�0S�� :�> L�yÄ����>  . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The obscure matter has been termed obscure for the very 
fact that it resembles [and therefore obscures] the truth. The friends of Allah take 
recourse in conviction as their light therein and the direction of the right path itself 
as their guide, whereas the enemies of Allah use it to call [others] to deviation 
and blind following is their guide therein.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 38]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�(%����� )���g�N :7̂o> p �;�:C.f�� �N�E�m8�� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Be on your guard against the obscure matter, for verily it 
has been set down in order to test [people].’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 2, p. 320]    

3 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( E 	�� �}4 ' N?�6 ¢ <c
�8 �q"[?�6N �;�=���«� 9  �_�%B�Q� 	�� �}�4 �;�:C.f�� ��(�� ��1B�1�����R_�6 L�� <c
�8 �q�%�
�N . 

3– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Stopping in the face of an obscure matter is better 
than plunging headlong into disaster.’[A`alam al-Din, p. 301]    
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4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�:C.f�� ��(�� �U�B�N 	��  �(�� ���EN/�; . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The most pious of people is he who stops in the 
face of an obscure matter.’[al-Khisal, p. 16, no. 56]    

�i�E��-b�� �f:�V �3�`�� 

Obligation to Abandon Obscure Matters  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�*���> �b�&�
 X/ �q�J1�
 5-�#� �V1�8 5��E 	�-�> 2 �q�C
 ?�
 Q � �\ �q�C
 ?�
 � �� . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Leave that which fills you with doubts for that 
which does not, for the one who grazes around the fire risks falling into it.’[Tanbih 
al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 52]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �m�4/ 	��N 2 ���0?�_"a� �	�� i�̂ ��:�C.f�� ���?�6 	�-�> 2 �q�s �!�� ��:�C�JN 2 �	3��� ���?�8N 2 �	3��� �V��8
�L����
 Q "F�8 	�� �q���yN ���0?�_"a� �v�=�6E� ��:�C.f� � . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The lawful is evidently clear, and the unlawful is 
evidently clear, and obscurities fall between these two. He who abandons these 
obscurities is saved from the prohibited things, whereas one who delves into 
obscurities also ends up committing prohibited acts and falls into disaster 
whence he knows not.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 68, no. 10] 

 OLD AGE   -�)@ا� 
 

   

�@�5b�� 

Old Age  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�?c�[N 2 GD��8  V1"�N 2+��^/ 3v�8 5�� �KJ �¤�0f��+V� �D . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The old man is a youth when it comes to his love 
for his intimate one, his long life and his Abundant wealth.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, 
p. 174, no. 9]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������: (��1�a� "V1jE �v��f�a� . 
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2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Gray hair is the herald of death.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
1202]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<�?
�m�̂  v�0f�� 5��[ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Old age suffices as a warning.’[Ibid. no. 7019]    

4 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :(  KC0f�� �D�ES�̂ 	�� 0u��\ .v�8/  v�0f�� �EB�N . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The dignified bearing that comes with old age is more 
beloved to me than the vigour of youth.’[Ibid. no. 10099]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��� �KJ �s\ ��"�:�] 0v�J "$�y�� �KJ �s\ 2 ��"�&�� 0v�J "$�B . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When an intelligent man grows old, his intellect remains 
young [and sharp], and when the ignorant man grows old, his ignorance too 
remains young [and more reckless].’[Ibid. nos. 4169-4170]    

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �L�y�?�\ ���C|/)�������� ������� (�V&> 2 HIS��� <D�?��J C��J ���%��_�� 9 t/�?�> :���� ��-�#�    ��wk��� Tm�� �!-����� 3K�E 
�����  ¿�/ L��N �̈ ��C�a� ��my  +!�� �;�>?��  . 

6– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Prophet Abraham (AS) woke up one morning to find 
old age in the form of a white hair in his beard, and said, ‘Praise be to Allah, the 
Lord of the worlds, Who has brought me to this ripe age in which I have never yet 
disobeyed Him for even the blink of an eye.’[`AIlal al-Shara’i`a, p. 104, no. 2]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��1�
 �b��j �E1^N 2 �^��� 9  	��,-�� �EB�N ��7̂\N 2  	�,a� 5��\  v�0f�� 	�� �IuJ �\ ���?j/ <���J �)
/�E �
����� �?kB�N ��� 2 �;����&��  ���4 ��6  �L�y�?�\ ����)�������� ������� (�V&> 2 :���� �VB W 3K�E 
 �my � :�V&> 2 �EB�N �my :<�EB�N °* � 3K�E 
 . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘I have never seen anything catch up with 
something faster than old age catches up with a believer, for verily it is a source 
of dignity for the believer in this world and a brilliant light for him on the Day of 
Resurrection. Allah, most High, honoured Abraham (AS) with it [old age], who 
said, ‘What is this, my Lord?’ to which Allah replied, ‘This is dignity’, so Abraham 
said, ‘O my Lord, increase me in dignity then.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 699, no. 1492]    

�K�
��� �=�`W 	��� 78
�� 
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Enjoinment of Venerating the Old  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  V�]\ 	��   L��"a� �;�C�0f�� Ts "V�]\  . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Venerating Allah includes venerating the old from 
among the Muslims.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 165, no. 1]    

9 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(¸0�"� 	��  ¤�0f�� �}�B1�6 u���]\ 	�� kX\ . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily venerating me includes honouring the old 
men of my community.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 6013]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L"=��8E/ �1"��|N L"[�EC�[ �1�-�Y�� . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Exalt the old ones from amongst you and maintain 
relations between your kin.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 165, no. 3]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ^�}�w�| �L�8?�
N ^�}C[ �?�B�1�
 L�� 	�� 7(�� ���� . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘One who neither honours our old nor has mercy 
on our young is not one of us.’[Ibid. no. 2] 

OPEN HANDEDNESS   ا�ُ.�د 
 

   

�*1"� � �v�@?0%�� 

Generosity  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���-�_�6 �� i�6 - � ���] . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Be openhanded with whatever you find, and you will be 
commended.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4716]    

2 �u�� ���� �)�������� ������� : (�'�*QN/ �\ ���S3w�C�
 ��"�����N 2 �'�*���g/ �\ ���C7C�_�
  $�]7?�� �*1�] . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Man’s open-handedness endears him to his opponents, 
and his stinginess makes him hated even by his children.’[Ibid. no. 4729]    
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3 �u�� ���� �)�������� ������� : (�;��CkZ��  ��?�[ 	�� �*1"�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Open-handedness is of the nobility of [man’s] nature.’[al-
Irshad, v. 1, p. 303]    

4 �u�� ���� �)�������� �������: (�*1]1�� ���� �*1"��  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Open-handedness is a present honour.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 330]    

5 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �*j �*] 	�� . 

5– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘He who is open-handed rules.’[Kashf al-Ghamma, 
v. 2, p. 242]    

�*1�� "$S>/ 

The Best Open-Handedness  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�����  $�Cj 9 �����N ��P���(� �*] 	��  �7(�� �*�1�]/   .  

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most open-handed of people is he who gives 
freely of himself and his wealth in the way of Allah.’[Nawadir al-Rawandi, p. 20]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( GD�?���� 	� �X[ � �*1"�� "$�S>/ . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best form of open-handedness is that expressed in 
spite of hardship.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3185]    

8 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 1]?�
 Q 	�� 5Z�/ 	��  �7(�� �*�1�]/ �X\ . 

8– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘The most open-handed of people is he who gives 
without expectation.’[Kashf al-Ghamma, v. 2, p. 242]    

�*�1��� ";���| 

The Attributes of the Open-Handed Person  

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( G;M��c� ��\ <�*�1�] �*�1��� "X1=�
 Q : 2 3��_�%��-�� ����m�C�
 �X/N 2  ?������N  ?������  V8 5�� ����µ <7����j "X1=�

\ t��j/ Tm���  ?�=�J 	�� �'�m�4/ Tm��� kX/ t?�
N�'Z��/ 7-�� �?�c�[/ �����. 
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9- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The open-handed cannot be considered open-
handed unless he has three [attributes]: he is generous with his wealth both in 
times of ease as well as hardship, bestows it on the deserving, and finds the 
gratitude of the one he gave to greater than what he gave him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 78, p. 231, no. 27] 

 

OPINION   (أي�ا� 
 

   

�.#5:�� 
+� �"W �@�̀ �? �6 

That Which Renders an Opinion Valid  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� �N 2 �D^�� b� �T/0?���}Z���� �T/?�� �}:kY�� ��. 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The [valid] opinion comes from balanced judgment, whilst 
the impetuous and rash opinion is a vile foundation indeed.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
78, p. 81, no. 76]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ?g���K�10R�� ��(�� ��k��1�%�
 +¦�C�  T/?�� �¦�� �1�� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Use some opinions to attack other opinions and the valid 
one will emerge thereof.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2567]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(PI�E�� �'1]�N �$�C&�%j�  	���O�Z�£� �b�B�1�� ���?��  . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who tackles all sides of an opinion will know where 
the pitfalls lie.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 173]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( +}�f��  T/�E 	� u (w�%��
 Q 	�� <
�/�E  �(�� "$�S>/ . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The man with the best opinion is he who does not write 
off the need for a second opinion from someone else.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
3152]    

�.#5:���  �,�P��'12� ���<Y 
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The Consequences of Obstinately Holding One's Own Opinion  

5�� � �u�� ���)�������� ������� :( :��1"&�� 9 :�[�EJ �V]3?�� �E�NJ 	��N 2 �q���y �� 
/?� 0��C�%j�  	�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who obstinately holds his own opinion is ruined, and 
he who consults other people shares in their collective understanding.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 161]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �$�y] ��\ �� 
/?� �v i�"� � . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Only an ignorant person is proud of his own 
opinion.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9471]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $��0���  ¦�8���� 5�� ��1B1�� �� 
/?� .� C�%�"a� . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The one who adamantly holds his own opinion has 
based it on a shaky and erroneous argument.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 105, no. 
41] 

OPPORTUNITY  �ُ[َ�+ُا� 
 

   

�� ]/'�W
+�":�$ 

Seize the Opportunity  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��(�� ����w�
 Ì�� T E��
Q ��7̂o> p �'�� :�%(�����>  }�£� 	�� �K� ���� ���%"> 	�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If a door of benevolence is open for someone, 
they should utilize it, for they do not know when it will close.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
43134]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�¿�R"@  d�?"��� ��?�6 . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Leaving opportunities brings regret.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 77, p. 165, no. 2]    

3 �u�� ���� �)�������� ������� :( }�£� �d�?"> �N�� :�%^> 2 K_0��� 0?�� .?�-�6 ";�|?"��� . 
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3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Opportunity passes away quickly the way clouds 
pass.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 21]    

4 �u�� ���� �)�������� ������� :(�*1���� ";����Z��N 2��1���� ";��
?�j ";�|?"��� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Opportunity is quick to pass on, and slow to come 
back.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2019]    

5 �u�� ���� �)�������� ������� :( �L("@ ";�|?"��� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Opportunity is a treasure.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 194]    

6 �u�� ���� �)�������� ������� :( �;0R"@ �;�|?"��� ";��g\ . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Losing an opportunity is distressful.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 118]    

7 �u�� ���� �)�������� ������� :(�;�̂1y?�� �E1�"Q� :�6BNO�  . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Matters are secured [depending] on their own time.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 165, no. 2]    

8 �u�� ���� �)�������� ������� :( �;�|?"��� ���� "D^��N 2�X=��� �$CB ";���]�"a�  e?"£� 	�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Hastening before the possibility [of a matter] is 
clumsiness, as is delaying after an opportunity [arises].’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 
363]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� ��%�C���j PIR&�%jQ� �;��]�,�� �;�|?"��� �;���]��µ �?�Y�%^�  	�� "$�C�jN 2�v�0���  �7
�� �XO�J 	�� �X� p ���%�|?"> ��7

��1����  	��0��� . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever tarries despite the fleeting opportunity, 
[lengthening] his investigation into the matter, the [passing] days will snatch away 
the opportunity, because it is the nature of days to snatch away [opportunities], 
just as it is the path of time to pass away.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 268, no. 181] 

THE ORDEAL   ءL�َا� 
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 }�£�N 3?0f� � {I��%�Q� 

Testing with Ordeals 

1 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����N ��\ Gn��� QN +¦C�B 	�� �  {I��%��Q�N .	�a� ���>  . 

1- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is no tension or ease, unless it involves 
Allah’s favor and test.’[al-Tawhid, p. 354, no. 1] 

   

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �?�/ 7-�� �n��� N/ �¦C�B ���> »IuJ ����  ����� 	�� ���>N ��\ ��(� 5Þ N/ ���   »IS�BN »I��%��� �$]N 7��  . 

2- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is nothing that has tension or ease from all 
that Allah has commanded or prohibited except that it involves a test and a 
judgment from Allah, the Exalted.’[Ibid. no. 3] 

   

PI��%�Q� ";�-=�8 

The Reason for Testing 

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\ �Q/  �X1(�=��N L�y E�?�j/ �X1�R�� 	�� �'1���4/ � �$ :�] �7̂/ Q 2<;��f�[ ����£� �Uf�[ �B ��6  2L�y ?h-�g 
·I�1�� �K&����N ·I���] �K�1�c�� �X1=�> 2<�-�� �	���8/ L�:.
/ L�y�1"�C���� �	=�N . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Know that Allah, most Highig, uncovered the people, not 
because He was ignorant of their well-kept secrets and inner thoughts, but in 
order to test them [to see] which of them is best in conduct, so that reward 
becomes the prize and punishment becomes the penalty.’[Sharhe Nahj al-
Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 9, p. 84] 

   

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(4Q�N t1��C�� �)^[ -��"[����� kX/ �XN�?�6 �Q/ 2�V���]/ {I�����N ";�1"c�a� �)^[ �LY�/ �EC%  	�� �!��0N�� �¥�%�4� �^_Cj 
����� ���1�| ��*` �X����  m��� ���?�#� ���%��� :�����i> 2�b�-��6 QN �?�RC�6 QN 2�b��(�6 QN .?�S�6 Q +Ei8O�  L������my 	�� �	
?�4�� �\ ����� ����� �������] T   

 <���B  �7(��...W!  
����� 7	=�N  9  $l��m0%�� <^=�j\N 2�L��1�B 	��  ?.C�=0%�� <]�?�4\ p �' E=�a�  KN?�S� L :���%�C�
N 2���yi�a�  ��1^O� L�y��7C��%�
N 2��h��0f��  ��1^O� �'�*C�� �? C%���
 

<��1�/ �q�s �$��i����N 2L :�j1��̂�' 1����� <�"�"s <�Cj/N 2����S> �\ <_�%">  . 
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4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greater the ordeal and test, the greater the reward 
and recompense. Do you not see that Allah, the Praiseworthy, tested our 
precursors from the time of Adam, peace be upon him, to the last generations in 
this world, with [the creation of] stones that neither harm nor benefit, nor do they 
see or hear, and He made from them His sacred House, which He made a 
standing place for people?! But Allah tries His servants with various ordeals, and 
obligates them with various forms of struggle, and tests them with various 
dreads, in order to eradicate vanity from their hearts and instill humility in their 
souls and that this may open the doors to His favor and the feasible means to His 
forgiveness.’[Ibid. v. 13, p. 156] 

   

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �1^[ �X1B7C�j 7	&C����N 2L"=���j/ L[��/N 2L[��/ L"="��j/ �*1�
 57%82 <;����?�@ 7	"���?w�%��N 2<;��C���� 7	"��C���C�%��
�1&�C�j �1^[ �X1B7Cj kX�?3R�&���N 2�N?0R�B. 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily you will be put in tense perplexity and be finely 
filtered, until you are turned upside down; then certain people will surpass 
[others] after having lagged behind, while those who were ahead fall back.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 5, p. 218, no. 12] 

   

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( PI�C�� �K0?�i�
 �	�,a�N 2 E7(�� �K0?�i�
 �vykm�� �Xo> pPI�C��N  ?&��� 0L%w�6 QN 2PI40?��N PI(�w�� �̄ �?��6 Q . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not rejoice at wealth and luxury, nor dread poverty and 
ordeal; for verily gold is tested by the fire and the believer is tested by an 
ordeal.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10394] 

   

  	��,"a� {I��%�� D7��J 

The Severity Of A Believer’s Ordeal 

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3u&7%��  	�,a� �\ ���?�j/ HI�C�� kX\ �E��  E�?�B �\  ?Z�a� 	��  . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the ordeal is faster in descending upon a pious 
believer than rain to the bottom of the earth.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 67, p. 222, no. 
29] 
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8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� 0�J/ �X\"$c��> "$�c���� 7L"M 2L�:�̂1"��
 	
m��� 7L"M 2{I�C^�� ·I��  �7(� . 

8- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The prophets have the hardest ordeals from among 
people, then they scale down according to their piety.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 252, no. 1] 

   

97R�� ����� � �e*)�������� ������� :( �my �'C�J/N  d�?�C��N  ��m"��  	�,a� PI�%��  	� �$��j �BN :W  	�,a� 5�� �Q\ {I�C�� �v�%"[ �$yN 

9- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when he was asked about the believer’s trial with leprosy 
and similar diseases, said, ‘Were ordeals reserved for other than the 
believers?!’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 67, p. 221, no. 27] 

   

PI��C��  �1BN 9 �;��3�0���  V-��� �EN�* 

The Role Of Evil Actions In The Onset Of Ordeals 

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 58�N/  1.
/ �\ ��6 �K :�VB W{I�C�� �q��|/ �!8 kÇ\ �q�C^�s � TE��6 $�y : Q .�VB : �q7̂\
  !�%-���[ 9 �)�(�y���> �X1���?�> 5�� �)��4�* . 

10- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, most High, revealed to Prophet Job 
[Prophet Job (AS) is known as AyyÙb in the Arabic tradition (ed.)], ‘Do you know 
what your sin against Me was that brought ordeals down upon you?’ He said, 
‘No.’ He said, ‘You entered the court of the pharaoh and uttered two flattering 
words.’[al-Da`awat, p. 123, no. 304] 

   

� ��(�� ��1wC�� �1�:�> �$�%C�
 L�� 	������   

Whoever Is Not Tried With Ordeals Is Despised By Allah 

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\   ����� QN ���-� ] 9 �/���?�
 L�� Tm��� �;�
 ?��3(�� �;�
 ?������ �¦�wC�
  . 

11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah loathes the withdrawn wicked man, who 
never sustains any harm to his body or wealth.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 81, p. 174, no. 
11] 
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12 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �X/ �'�?[� u7̂\   vhR�a� 	�� »Iu�J ���C�R�
 QN �^.��� 9 "$�]0?�� Ð��
 . 

12- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘I hate for a man to be immune [to ordeals] in 
this world’s life and not suffer any affliction.’[Ibid. p. 176, no. 14] 

   

PI��C�� ";�-� ̂ 

The Ordeal As A Bounty 

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  w����  	�Ck��� y����N "D�����1�� T�mw�6 -[ PI�C�� �	�,a� �'��C�� T�m . 

13- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah feeds His believing servant with ordeals like 
a mother feeds her child milk.’[Ibid. p. 195, no. 52] 

   

14 Pz� "V1jE �)��` �N ������� {z� �uk��|�� :(����� �*�E/ �s\  L�y��%��� <�}�4 +�1�&�  . 

14- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When Allah wants good for a people, he tries 
them.’[Jami al-Akhbar, p. 310, no. 855] 

   

15 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  C�� �	�,a� ���y�%���� �$]N 7��  -[ �^.��� ���-�_�
N 2�;C��w�� 	�� �;7
���«� ����y/ "$�]0?�� ���y�%�
 -[ PI�
�¦
?a� �v�C�Z�� u-�_�
 . 

15- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Allah, the Exalted, brings trial to the believer like a 
man brings his family a gift upon his return from a trip; and He denies him this 
world like a doctor puts a patient on diet.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 255, no. 17] 

   

16 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	�� �L�Y�/ PI�C�� �(���¥0R�� kX/ �q�sN 2<;�C�R�� HI40?��N <;�-� ̂ HI�C�� �N7����6 57%8 �!(�,� �1^1=�6 	�� �;���w��
PI40?�� ��(� . 

16- Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘You will not be believers until you consider the 
ordeal as a bounty and ease as an affliction, for patience during an ordeal is 
greater than oblivion during ease.’[Jami al-Akhbar, p. 313, no. 870] 
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17 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����N ��\ G;7����� 	�� �   : � "n�_�6 �;�-� ̂ :�>  . 

17- Imam al-‘Askari (AS) said, ‘Every single ordeal contains a favor from Allah 
that encompasses it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 373, no. 34] 

   

��N {I��C���}[m0%�  

Ordeals And Admonition 

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� PI&���%�j�� �±?�4 �BN � :����� �X\   ��[�?�C��  ��C�8N ���?�-kc��  ¿�&�(� �;�3�0���  V-��� ��(� �'�*C�� u��%C�

N �b���&�� �b���&�
N �vh6 �K1%���� 2���}�£�  	h���4  e��@\N�? ]�*���� �?]�*���
N �?�[m�%�� �?k[m�%�
 . 

18- Imam Ali (AS) said, when he set out to pray for rain, ‘Allah tries His servants 
when they commit evil deeds, with shortage of crops, disallowance of blessings 
and closing the treasury of bounties, so that a repenting man may repent, a man 
likely to quit may quit, a man likely to remember may remember, and a man likely 
to be deterred may be deterred.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 123] 

   

19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �X1���E/ ������ uS�-�
 Q �	�,a���� �?k[�m�
 ���̂ �_�
 �?�/ ��� ���?�� ��\ <;�� . 

19- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘No more than forty nights can pass on a believer 
without something that saddens him and causes him to remember [Allah’s 
admonition].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 67, p. 211, no. 14] 

   

20 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �*�E/ �s\  ����� �*�E/ �s\N 2�E�w�%�jQ� �'�?�[m�
N G;�-& (� ���� C�6 C^�s �v^�sO> <�}4 G�C�� �$]N 7��    G�C�� �$]N 7�� 
2��� t*-�%�
N �E�w�%�jQ� ����P��(���� G;�-� (� ���� C�6 <C^�s �v^�sO> <�7?�J����� "V1B 1�yN   �$]N 7��  :»�X1-��
 Q "F�8 	� L�:�] E�%���(j« . �(�  L��3(��

u|��a� . 

20- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When Allah wants good for a servant who commits 
a sin, He follows it with a punishment and reminds him to ask for forgiveness. But 
if Allah, wants bad for a servant who commits a sin, He follows it with a favor that 
makes him forget to ask for forgiveness and continue sinning. This is the 
meaning of Allah’s verse, “We will draw them imperceptibly [into ruin], whence 
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they do not know”81: with favors whenever they sin.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 229, no. 
41] 

     

 K1^lm��� PI��C�� �¿�_-�6 

Sins Are Offset By Ordeals 
   

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� ��-�#�  �$��] Tm���   � �L�����%�� 2L :�%(�_�µ �^.��� 9 (�%���J  K1^"s �¿�_�-�6:���1�M :���� �1�&�_�%���
N L�:�6�� : . 

21- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Praise be to Allah, Who offset the sins of our followers 
(shi`aa) through their hardships, so that their obedience remains immune through 
it and they become deserving of reward as a result of it.’[Ibid. p. 232, no. 48,] 

   

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �v�B� �  ����� �X[ ��\ �^.��� �'my 9 <(�,� <��C��   �X/ 	�� ���?�[/N �*�1�]/N ���i��/N �L���8/   ��1
 �� �&�� 9 �*1��

�;��&�� . 

22- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whenever Allah punishes a believing servant in this 
world, [it is only because] He is too Clement, too Glorious, too Generous, and too 
Kind to requite him with punishment on the Day of Resurrection.’[Ibid. p. 243, no. 
82] 

   

23 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  '��(�� ��N <��C�� �� ?=�
 X/ �' ?��/ 	�� �X[ �s\ ��6N ��EC6   2�;]# C> �$����
 L�� �Xo> 2 L�&.��� �'��%��� �v^�s 
��1�a� ��(� ����� �*0��J �$����
 L�� �Xo> .> 2���̂��� 0��|/ �;(���8 �'��(� ���N <��C�� �!:�
 �X/ �' ?�/ 	�� �X[ �s\N L�� �Xo> 2���%f���� 9 ������ �b0jN �$��
 ¢ �Xo

 ��1�a� ������ �X71�y �$���
 . 

23- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘When Allah, Blessed and most High, wants to 
honour a servant who has previously committed a sin, He tries him with illness, 
and if not with that then with need. And if not with that, then He makes his death 
difficult. But when He wants to humiliate a servant who has done some good 
previously, He makes his body healthy, or makes his sustenance abundant, or 
makes his death easy.’[A`alam al-Din, no. 433] 
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����� �;0C�_�� ";����� {I��C��  ���̂_C�j  

The Ordeal Is The Sign Of Allah’s Love, Glory Be To Him 

24 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �?
�j '��(�N � : ����� kX\  �� CR�(�� �?
�j 
 L"[7
\N 7̂\N 2<7%�@ PI�C�� ��0%�@ <��C� 0v�8/ �s\u��-�̂N ���  . 

24- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, in the presence of Sadir, ‘When Allah loves a 
servant, He immerses him completely in ordeal. O SadÐr! We and you are in it 
day and night.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 253, no. 6] 

   

25 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 0v�8/ �s\  ÀL�@ 9 �b�BN ��\ ÀL�@ 	�� �±�?��
 �> 27C�| HI�C�� ������ 0v�| <��C� 0v8/ N/ <�1�B  . 

25- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When Allah loves a people, or a certain servant, 
He pours ordeals down heavily on him, so that whenever he exits from a [source 
of] anguish he falls into another.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 82, p. 148, no. 32] 

   

�X���  E��B 5���� {I��C�� 

Ordeals Correspond To The Level Of One’s Faith 

26 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��g �*�*��� <^�\ ��C��� �*�*��� -k�"[���%�f���� 9 <& . 

26- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The more faith a servant attains, the harder his life 
becomes.’[Jami al-Akhbar, p. 314, no. 874] 

   

27 ?BC��  ���� �)�������� ������� :(�� (
�*  E��B 5��� �^.��� u�> �	��,"a� 5���%C�
 -7̂\ . 

27- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘A man is tested according to the level of his love 
[for Allah].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 67, p. 236, no. 54] 

   

28 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( Àu��  K%[ 9 �)�������� ������� (� :�#� ����-�/  E���B 5�� �	�,a� 5�%C�
 -7̂\ �	���8N ���(
* 0��| 	�-> 2�;(��
����� kX/ �q�sN 2�'Ä�� 0�%�J� ��"�-�   �'Ä�� k$B ��"�-� �U���gN ���(
�* �U���j 	��N 2+?>=� <;�1&�� QN 2+	�,a <��1M �^.���  $�i�
 L�� �$]N 7��  . 
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28- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘It is written in the Book of Ali, ‘The believer is 
tested according to the level of his good deeds, so whoever is sound of faith and 
good deeds, his ordeals are more intense. And that is because Allah, the 
Exalted, did not make this life a [source of] reward for a believer, nor a [source of] 
punishment for a disbeliever. However, he whose faith and deeds are weak, his 
ordeal is also little.’[Ibid. p. 222, no. 29] 

   

29 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X����a�  u�%k��[ "$�c�  	�,a� "$�c� :������ 2���h�� 9 ��
 � �� ̂�\ 9 ��
 � -��[����� 5&   ��� �;��Z�4 QN �$]N 7��  . 

29- Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘A believer is like the two sides of a balance: the 
more faith he has the more ordeal he sustains, so that he meets Allah, the 
Exalted, without any sins.’[Ibid. p. 243, no. 82] 

   

�E0���PI��C� � ��C���� �:�w"�C�
 ¸k�� ��]  

The Levels That A Servant Attains As A Result Of Ordeals 

30 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �'����] 9 PI��%��Q� ��\ ��C� :�w"�C�
 Q <;� ¬�� �;7(��� 9 �X\ . 

30- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is a rank in Paradise which no servant can 
reach except through suffering harm in his body.’[Ibid. p. 212, no. 16] 

   

31 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ����� �(� �;� ¬�� ��C���� "X1=��� �7̂\   !�%��R�4 t��8o� ��\ :"�(�
 -> :/ �����  Ky�m� 7�\�'����] 9 G;7����C� N . 

31- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is a rank that Allah reserves for the servant 
which he can only attain through one of two things: either the loss of his wealth or 
through affliction in his body.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 257, no. 23] 

   

���� �}�4  	��,"a� {I��%�� 
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A Believer’s Trial Is For His Own Good  

32 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (����� 58N/ -�> �   5j1� �\ ��6 )�������� ������� (� : 2 	�,a� �T�C�� 	�� 0u��\ 0v�8/ <&���4 �)&���4 �
1�y �-�� ������%��/ -7̂\ u7̂o> 2uh�� 5�� �? C�R����> 2T�C� ������ ��"�R�
 µ �L���/ ^/N 2���� �}�4 1�y -�� ��(�� T N��/N 2���� �}4 1�y -�� ����>�"�N 2���� �}�4 

T�(�� �!&
3�3R�� 9 ���C�%[/ 2uhS�&� ���?����N 2uh-���̂ �?"=f����N . 

32- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Among what Allah, the Exalted, revealed to 
Prophet Moses: ‘I have not created anything as dear to Me as My believing 
servant, so when I try him, I do so for his own good, and I make him prosper for 
his own good, and I shield him for his own good. And I know best what improves 
My servant, so let him endure My trial and be thankful for My favors, and be 
content with My decree, and I will record him among the righteous.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 72, p. 331, no. 14] 

   

�*C���� �� � �u���%�� � .��J/ 

The Most Severe Trial Of Servants 

33 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5��%��� ��  ���� PI�����  $c�µ <����8/  . 

33- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah does not try anyone with anything as [severe as] 
respite [i.e. a false sense of security].’[Ibid. v. 73, p. 383, no. 8] 

   

34� � �u�� ����)�������� ������� :( v�&�� ��?�� �q�s 	�� .�J/N 2�X��C�� ��?�� �q�s 	��.�J/N 2�;B��� PI�C�� 	�� �X\ . 

34- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Poverty is part of the trial, and worse than that is the 
sickness of the body, and worse than that is the sickness of the heart.’[Amali al-
Tusi, p. 146, no. 240] 

   

35 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��� �    L�y�E3���  ±�?�4\ 	�� L :���� 0��J/ �Iu�f� �*C����  . 

35- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah has not tested the servants with anything 
more severe than having to spend money.’[al-Khisal, p. 8, no. 27] 
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36 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��1a� 50(-�6 0	�:(�� GD�8�1� �u��%��  	�� ���M :�v��@ �N���N 2�;�_�g> �;���?�8N 2�b �%�%�� �?&�>. 

36- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever is plagued by one of three things wishes 
to die: continuous poverty, a disgraceful wife, and an overpowering 
enemy.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 318] 

   

PI��C�� u�y(�6 ��(�� �±�?���� 

Salvation At The Peak Of The Ordeal 

37 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(u�y(�6 ��(��±�?��� "X1=
 PI�C��  . 

37- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Salvation comes at the peak of the ordeal.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 78, p. 12, no. 70] 

   

38 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<;�>� PI�C�� �	�� �X[ PI�C�� �\ {I�C�� �U��g"� �s\ . 

38- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When an ordeal is added to another, relief will 
result from the ordeal.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 357] 

  

PI��C�� ��(�� {I����� 

Supplication At The Time Of An Ordeal 

39 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(GD7��J �$[ ��(� �$"B :»�V1�8 Q  �D71"B QN����� ��\   L�Y��� 3u����  «:���=�6 . 

39- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘During every hardship, say, ‘There is no power or 
strength save in Allah, the High and the Great’ (La Hawla wa La quwwata illa 
billah al- `Aliy al-`Adhim) and you will surmount it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 77, p. 270, no. 
1] 

   

40 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( r/ �)
/E)�������� ������� ( �(�a� 9 �V&>  :�V1&6 �X/ �?�c�[O> GD7��J 9 �)("[ �s\ 20u�(�� 
 :»�L�8E 
 ��NÄE 
« 2
 �;Y�&���� 9 �'�?�6 -[  �(�a� 9 �'�?�6 Tm���N . 
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40- Imam al-Ridha (AS) said, ‘I saw my father in a dream, saying, ‘Son, 
whenever you are in hardship, say abundantly, ‘O Kind! O Merciful!’ (Ya ra’ufu Ya 
rahim) Indeed, what you see in a dream is the same as what you see when you 
are awake.’[Muhj al-Da`awat, p. 333] 

   

5��%C"a� �;�
Ä�E ��(�� ����-_0%�� 

Supplication When Seeing A Man Being Tried With An Ordeal 

41Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �N��®> PI�C�� �$y/ �L�%
/E �s\   L�:�̂���_�
 �q�s kXo> 2L�y1��-���6 QN  . 

41- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When you see people in ordeal, praise Allah 
without letting them hear you, lest it saddens them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 34, 
no. 18] 

   

42 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���-��6 �X/  }@ 	�� 5�%C"a� �\ ��?�Y�̂ �s\ 2G��7?� ���M "V1&6�� :���� ��-#�   1�N ��� ���%�� 7-�� °>� Tm��� 
�$�> HIJ .<���/ {I�C�� �q�s ���C�R�
 L�� �q�s �VB 	�� . 

42- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘When you see a man in ordeal, say three times, 
without letting him hear you: ‘Praise to Allah Who spared me what He tried you 
with, though He could have if He willed it so’. He said, ‘Whoever says this will 
never be afflicted with that ordeal.’[Ibid. no. 15] 

 

PARADISE   �)�.َا� 
 

�;0(��� 5��\ �v�@?0%�� 

Paradise  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L�� u7̂\N �Q/:�� Ey ��^  E7(�[ QN 2 :�C��� ��^ �;0(��[ �E/ ! 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Indeed I have not seen anything like Paradise, the seeker 
whereof is sleeping, nor have I seen anything like the Fire, whose escapee is 
sleeping.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 28] 
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2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(G;�
@ "$�S>/ ";0(��� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Paradise is the best goal.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1024]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X��� �E�* ";7(��� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Paradise is the abode of security.’[Ibid. no. 397]    

";0(��� ��\ �	�-�M L"=P�"�^� ����� 

There is No Price for Your Souls Except for Paradise  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(: � ��\ y1��C�6 �> 2 ";7(��� ��\ �	�-�M L"=P�"��̂� ���� ��0̂\ . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily there is no price for your soul except for Paradise, 
so do not sell it for anything else.[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 13, no. 71] 

   

�;0(��� �	�-�M 

The Price for Paradise  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("Ø7R�� "$-���� �;7(��� �	�-�M.  

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The price for Paradise is righteous deeds.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4698]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�^.��� 9 ��y.��� �;7(��� �	-�M . 

  6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The price for Paradise is abstention from the world.’[Ibid. 
no. 4700]  

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( "V1�B »����� ��\ ���\ Q   «�;�7(��� �	�-�M . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Saying ‘There is no god but Allah’ is the price for 
Paradise.’[al-Tawhid, p. 21, no. 13]    
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�;0(���  V14�* ��C ]1� 

Requirements for Entering Paradise  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �;7(��� ¸0�"� ��� �����6 � �?�c�[/ :����� t1�&�6    ��"£� �	���8N  . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most effective way my community will enter 
Paradise is through God wariness and good character.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 100, no. 
6] 

   

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �u�&�� 	�� ���M   Ñ�	�� �$]N 7��   HIJ +K� 3T/ 	�� �;7(��� �$4�* :����� �u�f�4N 2 ��"&��4 �	�8 	��   9 
 2  ?�S�_�a�N  v�w�a��X\N HI�?�a� ���?�6N <�&�_�� �X[ . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever meets Allah with three things will enter 
Paradise from any door he likes: good character, fear of Allah in public as well as 
in solitude, and desisting from disputation even when in the right.’[Ibid. p. 300, 
no. 2] 

   

10����� V1jE � ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �1�B W �;7(��� �$�4��
 �X/ .v�_�
 L"=l�"[/ :����� �V1jE 
 L���̂   �VB 2  : �1%�3CH�MN 2  $��� 	�� �N?3R�B
����� 	�� �1��_�%�j�N 2 L"[ ER��/ �!� L"=��]`  0�8 PI��#�  . 

10- The Prophet (SAWA) asked, ‘Would you all love to enter Paradise?’ They 
replied, ‘Yes, O Prophet of Allah.’ He said, ‘Shorten your expectations, fix your 
eyes on death, and feel ashamed in front of Allah to the extent one ought 
to.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 272] 

   

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  $�C�j 9 G*:�Û ���� �L�%�4 	��  �;7(��� �$4�* G;�B^  e�1�> �E���B 1�N  . 

11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever meets his end in jihād for the sake of 
Allah, even for a moment equal to the gasping of a camel, will enter 
Paradise.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 2, p. 122, no. 1604] 
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12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 56/ 	�� ���M  ����� �v�]�N/ 0	:�(�� GD���8�1�   �;7(��� ����  :��N 2 +E%�B\ 	�� �e��̂�� 2 L�����  b�-�i�� �?�f C
��P����̂ 	�� ��R�̂��N . 

12- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There are three things which if a person performs 
even one, Allah will make Paradise incumbent upon him: to give charity when 
one is needy oneself, cheerfulness with the whole world, and being just in spite 
of one’s self.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 103, no. 2] 

   

�' E=�a � �;�>1�_�� ";0(��� 

Paradise Surrounded by Trials  

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ";7(��� "V(�6 �' E=�a� . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Through trials one attains Paradise.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 4204]    

14 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;7(��� �$4�* �^.��� 9 �' E=�a� 5�� �¥�| 	�-> 2  ¥0R��N �' E=�a� �;>1�_�� ";7(��� . ����mk��� �;>1�_�� �L7(:�]N
km�� �������̂ 5Z�/ 	�-> 2 ���1�:0f��N �E7(�� �$4�* :�6�1�:�JN :�6 . 

14– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Paradise is surrounded by trials and patience. So 
whoever endures trials in the world will enter Paradise. Hell is surrounded by 
pleasures and desires. Thus, whoever allows himself its pleasures and desires 
[of the world] will enter the Fire.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 89, no. 7]  

   

15 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �VOj 	��   ��P����(� /��:�%�j� ��&�> ��h��0f�� 5�� �? C�R�
 L��N �;7(���  . 

15- Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Whoever asks Allah for Paradise but does not 
endure tribulations has in fact ridiculed himself.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 356, no. 
11] 

   

";0(��� ���� )�(�-�g 	�� 
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Those for Whom Paradise is Guaranteed  

16Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(� Ç �	�-�g 	�� �;7(��� �� �)(�-�g �������] E �!� �N �������_�� �!�  . 

16–The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever safeguards, for my sake, what is 
between his beard [i.e. his tongue] and what is between his legs [i.e. his private 
parts], I will safeguard Paradise for him.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 411, no. 99] 

   

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �;7(��� L"=�� �$7C�&�6/ À)P�� Ç �1�7C�&�6 : L�%�(�-�%h� �s\N 2 �1������6 �> L�6����N �s\N 2 �1��m�=�6 �> L�%�M0��8 �s\
�8�N 2 L"[�ER��/ �17S"@N 2 �1^1��6 �>L"=�%�(P��/N L"=�
�
/ �1l�"[N 2 L"=�]N?"> �1Y�� . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Present me with six things and I will present you 
with Paradise. When you speak, do not lie; when you promise, do not break it; 
when you are entrusted with something, do not betray; lower your gazes, guard 
your private parts, restrain your hands and your tongues.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 82, 
no. 2] 

   

";0(��� ������� ��0?�_�6 	�� 

Those for Whom Paradise is Forbidden  

18Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�� ���?�_�6 G;M�M 5�� ";7( : ?-�£�  	����� 5��N 2  K%�w"a� 5��N 2 �X7(�a� 5�� . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Paradise is forbidden to three types of people: 
one who is reproachful for his gifts, one who backbites, and one who imbibes 
alcohol.’[al-Zuhd li al-Husayn b. Sa`id, p. 9, no. 17] 

   

19Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�	�h4 QN �v�4 �;7(��� "$�4��
Q . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A traitor and a deceiver will not enter 
Paradise.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 43777]    

20Pz� "V1jE �  ) k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u :(��7?�8 :0f�w> <;0����E 5��?�%�j�  	�� �����   �;7(��� ������  . 
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20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever assumes responsibility of taking care of 
a people, then deceives them, Allah forbids him entry into Paradise.’[Tanbih al-
Khawatir, v. 2, p. 227] 

   

�;0(��� �K�1�/ 

The Gates of Paradise  

21Pz� V1jE � ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(+K�1�/ ";�� ̂-�M :�� ";0(��� ... +VR�4  b��E�O � q0��-�%����> �;�� ̂-kc��  K�1�H�� �'�my 	�� �V14.��� �*�E/ 	�� :
0����N �;�B��0R������� �*C�� 	�� ts�� 3U�[N  �"�"£�  	��8N PI�  ���6  . 

21– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Indeed the doors of Paradise are under the 
shade of the swords.’[al-Durr al ManthÙr, v. 1, p. 597] 

   

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ̂-�M �;7(�i��� kX\+K�1�/ �;�� : 2 �X1_��7R��N {I���:.f�� ��(�� "$�4��
 �K�N 2 �X1&
3�3R��N �X17� C0(�� ��(�� "$�4��
 �K�
 ^17C�_��N (�%����J :(�� "$�4��
 +K�1��/ ";��-�4N...����� ��\ ���\ Q �X/ �� :�J �	0-�� �!-���"a� �?�hj ��(�� "$�4��
 �K�N 2  "=�
 L��N 2  �E���&�� �� C��B 9 �	

�)��C�� �$y/ (�S�w�� 	�� GD0E�s . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Paradise has eight doors: a door through which the 
prophets and the truthful ones will enter, a door through which the martyrs and 
the righteous will enter, five doors through which our shi`a and our lovers will 
enter …, a door through which the rest of the Muslims will enter, that is, those 
that bear witness to ‘There is no god but Allah’ and who do not bear an atom’s 
weight of enmity towards us, the ahl al-bayt.’[al-Khisal, p. 408, no. 6] 

   

�;0(��� ��]�E�* 

The Ranks in Paradise  

23Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�E1C�| +V��� Ns N/ 2 �V1�|�N +L�8�E Ns N/ 2 �V�*� ���\ ��\ :"�(�
 Q <;]�E�* �;7(��� 9 kX\ . 

23– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is a station in Paradise that none can 
attain except a just leader, or one who has maintained relations with his kin, or 
who is forbearing with his family.’[Ibid. p. 93, no. 39] 
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24 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( � �;7(�� �;�| 9 � :����g��%�� ��]�E�*��6 N��%�� "V �(��N 2  . 

24– Imam Ali (AS) said, describing Paradise, ‘There are degrees differing in 
excellence, and various stations.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 85] 

   

25 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��J �V �(�� �XNÄ�?�%���� �;7(��� �$�y/ kX\ PI-0���  �">"� 9 �v�[�1�=�� �L"=(�� "$�]7?�� tI�?�%�
 -[ (�%�� . 

25– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The people of Paradise will gaze upon the stations of 
our shi`a just as one of you gazes at the stars on the horizons of the sky.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 3514] 

   

26 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kXo> 2�X`?"&�� �q����   �;�7(��� �����4  ... �/?�B 	�-> 2�X`?"&�� ��
`  E���B 5�� :�6]�E�* �$��]N
 ���� �VB �X`?"&�� :�E�* 5��/ �;7(��� 9 �	"=�
 L�� �;7(��� �L�:(�� �$�4�* 	��N 2 �e�E�N �/�?�B\ �!&
3�3R��N �!7� C0(�� �4 � ��(�� <;�] . 

26– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Adhere to the Qur’an …for Allah has 
created Paradise, and has made its stations in accordance with the verses of the 
Qur'an. So whoever reads the Qur'an, it will say to him, ‘Read and ascend!’ So 
whoever from among them enters Paradise, there will not be a station higher 
than theirs except for the prophets and the truthful ones.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 8, p. 
133, no. 39] 

   

27 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(/ §*/ kX\��� �V��̂ 1�� <Q ¬�� �;7(���  $�y  7-�� �¿"&�(�
 QN 2 <��?�JN <���� L�:���j�1�� � ��^��N .	��� � �X��&�c��
 »Iu�J �'��(�� . 

27– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘For the one who occupies the lowest station in 
Paradise, were the humans and the jinn to appear as guests for him, nothing 
would diminish from him if he were to provide them all with food and drink.’[Ibid. 
v. 8, p. 120, no. 11] 

   

�;0(��� "$�4��
 	�� "V0N/ 
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The First to Enter Paradise  

28Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (Àu��� �) �������� ������� ( � :�;7(��� �X1��4���
 G;���E/ �V0N/ kX\ :�!�"#�N �	��#�N �)^/N ^/ . 

28– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The first of people to enter Paradise will be the 
poor.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16636]    

29Pz� "V1jE �  ) �N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  :(	�� �;7(��� "$�4��
 	�� "V0N/ �����  ���4  {I�?�&"���  . 

29– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The first to enter Paradise will be the martyr and 
the servant who worshipped his Lord well.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, p. 1, no. 57] 

   

30Pz� "V1jE �  ) �uk��|����` �N ������� {z�  :(��3�E �D*C�� �	�8/ ��C��N ���:�J �;7(��� "$�4��
 	�� "V0N/ . 

30– The Prophet (SAWA) said to Imam Ali (AS), ‘The first four people to enter 
Paradise will be you, me, Hasan and Husayn.’[al-Mu`jam al-Kabir, v. 1, p. 319, 
no. 950] 

   

31 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��N?��a� "$�y/ �;7(��� �\ <Q14�* �;7(���  $�y/ "V0N/ . 

31– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Among the people of Paradise, the first to enter 
therein will be the one who does good to others.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 210, no. 5] 

   

�;0(��� { $y/ 

The People of Paradise  

32ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �X1�1��w�a� {I���.S�� W �;7(��  $yO� �q"�3C�̂"� �Q/. 

32– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Shall I inform you of the people of Paradise? 
They will be the weak and the defeated.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 39338] 

   

33ºPz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( L�:����M 5�C�6 QN 2 L�:��C�J ��
 Q 2 �$�_"[ �*�?�� �*�?�] �;7(�� "$y/ . 
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33– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The people of Paradise will be without hair upon 
their bodies, beardless, and whose eyes are adorned with antimony [kohl], their 
youth will never cease, nor will their garments wear out.’[Ibid. no. 39301] 

   

34º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�$y/ kX\  +	7��� +	3��y +	�,� l$[ �;7(��. 

34– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The people of Paradise will be the believers who are 
lenient and of soft temperament.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3400] 

   

�+5/
N� �=�;�� 

Inclusiveness of Paradise  

35Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�� �X1��4��
 L"=l�"[����� 5�� �*�?�J 	����\ 2�;7(   ����y/ 5��  }��C�� �*�?�J  . 

35– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘All of you shall enter Paradise except for the one 
who fled from Allah like the fleeing of a camel from its owner.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 10221] 

   

36�	
� ����� � �	
����� )�������� ������� :( ��]�E0��� 9 �1���>(�6 �	=�N 2<��Z�� N/ �X[ <�
?�j L"=�61��6 	��> ";7(�� 7�/2 (�%��J �?�J�� . 

36– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘O our shi`a! As for Paradise, it will not 
escape you sooner or later, but do compete with each other to attain stations 
therein.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 308, no. 61]  

 

PARDON   �ُ+�َا� 
 

   

��$�%�� �+
��&
* 
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The Virtue of Pardon  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�
 ��0̂\ p  1���� � yNÄ�E*�> �;�CS�@ L"=�� )0(�� �s\�;����&�� ��1�
 G*(�� T*( :����� 5���� ���� �X[ 	��   2 �L"&�����> �?]/ 
���6 ����1�B �1��-��6 L��/ 2 �X1">��� ��\ ��1&�
 ��> :»	�-�> �'�?]O�> ����|/N ��� ����� 5����   «W ! 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If you are faced by anger, avert it through pardon, 
for verily a caller will call out on the Day of Resurrection ‘Whoever has a claim for 
a reward from Allah should stand up’ , and none will stand except the pardoners. 
Have you not heard the verse of Allah, most High, “So whoever pardons and 
conciliates, his reward lies with Allah”! [A`alam al-Din, no. 337]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  �1����� .v�_�
 �1"���  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah is all-pardoning and loves 
pardon.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7005]  

  

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �L"[0����
 �1�>��%�> 2 <�7��� ��\ ��C���� ��
��
 Q �1����� kXo�> p  1���� � L"=�����   .  

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Pardoning is incumbent upon you, for verily 
pardoning [others] only increases the servant’ s honour, so pardon each other’ s 
faults and Allah will grant you honour.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 108, no. 5]  

  

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�' ?-�� 9 0��� �'�1��� �?"c�[ 	�� .  

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who pardons much is given an increase in his 
lifespan.’[A`alam al-Din, no. 315]  

  

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �L"=�&�
 �!���£� ���?�c�� 	�� �N��Ni�6    E��B�� HI1�j �q�m �  .  

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Excuse the lapses of those who make mistakes 
frequently and Allah will protect you against misfortunes.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 
2, p. 120]  

  

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;��1&���� 5���� �;����0(�� �	�� �?��
/N "$�S>/  1����� 5���� ";����0(�� .  
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6– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Regret for having pardoned someone is better and 
easier to bear than regret for having punished them.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 108, no. 6]  

  

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�?�4��N �^7���  � E=�� 	�� ����M :�B 	�� "$�R�6N 2 �q�-���� 	0-�� 1���6�q����� �$ :�] �s\ �L��_�6N 2 �q���Z .  

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Three of the noble characteristics in this world and 
in the Hereafter are to pardon one who has wronged you, to reconcile with one 
who has cut you off, and to be clement with one who has been rash towards 
you.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 107, no. 3] 

   

�)�;
N� �¢$5_�� 	
��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Graceful Consonance  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� � ��0?�B 	��  v^km��  	�� ��� � . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who rebukes [someone for] a sin cannot pardon 
it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9567]    

9 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� (���6 ���1�B 9 � :»�$��-�i��� ����0R��  ����|�> «� :+v%�� QN 2 GU�(��6 QN 2G;��1&��  }�@ 	�� �1��� . 

9– Imam al-Rida (AS), with regards to Allah’s verse in the Qur’ an “So condone 
with a graceful condonance”, said, ‘It is to pardon without punishing, censuring or 
scolding.’ [A`alam al-Din, p. 307]    

�9��P�A�� �P/�� ��$�%�� 	
��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Pardon In Spite of One’s Power (to Punish)  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ��� �D�E�"&�� ��(�� ��� 	��   �D�?����� ��1�
 ��(��  . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who pardons when having the power to 
punish, Allah will pardon him on the Day of great difficulty [i.e. the Day of 
Resurrection].’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7007]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ������� �D�E�"&��� <�?=�J ��(�� �1�����  $��]�> ��3N���� 5��� ��E���B �s\ . 
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11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When you are empowered to vanquish your enemy, let 
your pardon of him act as thanks for having been given power over him.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 11]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ?��kY�� "D[�� �1����� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Pardon is the zakat of triumph.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 
211]    

13 �!�#� ����� �)���������� ����� :( ���6�E�"B ��(�� ��� 	��  �7(�� 5���/ kX\ . 

13– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘Verily the most forgiving of people is he who 
pardons when having the power to punish.’[al-Durra al-Bahira, p. 29]    

�3���A�� �z�_�'1W� ��$�%�� 

Pardon and Improvement  

14$hj1�� ��E�%�� � :�����  V1j�E �\ �$]�E =�J ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�� V&> 2�������4 :�V&�> 2 L�:��1�"B �� � ����R�%��6 L�:(�� �U�"� : 

����� �V1j�E  �V&�> 2 K�*�� PI1�j 9 �X16�N��%�
 L�:0̂\ 2  :�$����> 2L�:(�� �U�"� . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said to a man who came to him complaining about his 
servants, ‘Pardon their faults and through it their hearts will improve.’ So he 
replied, ‘O Prophet of Allah, verily they vary in their bad behaviour’ , so he 
replied, ‘Pardon them’ , so he did.[ Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 9, p. 7, no. 10041]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  	���#� �� (��Q ���%0��|�N 9 �)�������� ������� (� : �b�� �Vm���� kXo> p �Vm����  	P�8O> <C^�s L�:(�� ���8/ 0��_�%j� �s\
��  K?0S�� �	�� .��J/  1������$&�� ���� �X[ 	�- . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) in his will to his son al-Hasan (AS), said, ‘If any of them 
deserves punishment for a sin, then censure gracefully, for verily censure 
accompanied by pardon is more severe [i.e. more effective] than striking when 
carried out by a reasonable person.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 87]    

��$�%�� �I�6 FM��/�? 2 �6 

That Which Must Not Be Pardoned  

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( È?�=�� �	�� ���8�|\  E��& �  L��k��� �	�� ��P���
 �1����� . 
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16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Pardon spoils a sinful man just as much as it can reform 
a decent man.’[Kanz al-Fawa’id li al-Karajaki, v. 2, p. 182]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(j�� �XZ��j 9 <(y�N N/  	
3��� 9 <-��M 	"=�
 L�� � �;��3�0���  	�� ���Ni�6N �;�(���# �  �] �� . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Reward the good deed and condone the misdeed as 
long as it is not a breach of religion or does not weaken the authority of Islam.’ 
[Ghurar al-Hikam, p. 4788]    

����� ��$��   

Allah’ s Pardon  

18Pz� "V1jE �  )  {z� �uk��|����` �N ������� (�  E��&�� �;����� 9 PI�.���  	�� ";�fh� ��%��O�j 7-�� � :�!�1&�6 : u7(�� �U��> 2 �1����� .v�_�6 �1"��� �q0̂\ 0L�:����
 . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA), when `Aa’ isha asked him about what to supplicate on 
the grand Night of Ordainment (laylat al-qadr), replied, ‘You should say O Allah 
verily you are all-pardoning and You love to pardon, so pardon me.’ [Sunan Ibn 
Maaja, no. 3850]    

19?��1£� ��C(6 � :�r�?�/ �VB :����� �V1j�E 
  �VB W �;����&�� ��1�
 ����£� �v�j_�
 	�� 2  :�����  �VB 2 k$]N0��  : �;�C��=�� 3K�EN ^1�i�̂ !�VB :
W.u ��?�/ 
 ���s �U��[N !�VB :��� �E���B �s\ �È?�=�� kXP� . 

19– It is narrated in Tanbih al-Khawatir that a bedouin once asked the Prophet, 
‘O Prophet of Allah, who will hold creation to account on the Day of Resurrection’ 
to which he replied, ‘Allah, Mighty and Exalted.’ He said, ‘By the Lord of the Ka’ 
ba, we will be saved indeed!’ The Prophet asked, ‘And how is that O bedouin 
friend’ He replied, ‘Because the Generous One will pardon since He has the 
power to do so.’ [Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 9]    

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\   �K�m���
 Xo> 2 �D�E1%��a�N �D�?�y�Y��N 2 �D�}C�=���N L"=��-�/ 	�� �D�}w0R��  	�� �'�*C�� �?�f��� L"="�h��
 ���6 
��
 X\N 2 �L���/ L�%^O>���?[/ �1�:> �U . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, most High, will certainly interrogate you, O 
community of His servants, about your actions, be they small or big, and be they 
open or secret. If He punishes you, then it because you have wronged 
yourselves, and if He pardons, then it is because He is too generous.’ [Nahj al-
Balagha, Letter 27]    
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21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �D]("a� 9 � :7u���� �L"Y��%> ���m4/ 	�� �L�Y���� �?"[s/ 0L"M 2 ¸���Z�4 0u���� "X1:�%> �� 1��� 9 �?�=�>"� u«\¸0�����  . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said in his intimate supplication, ‘My Lord I think about Your 
pardon and my mistakes seem insignificant to me, then I remember the 
awesomeness of Your chastisement and my tribulation seems great 
indeed.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 73, no. 9]    

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�q����� 5��� ����-_�6 QN �� 1��� 5��� ���-�8� 0L�:����� . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O Allah expose me to Your pardon but do not expose 
me to Your justice.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 227]    

23 ����� � �u��)�������� ������� :(����� ����?�8 	�� �'0��(�6 	��  ����� �1��� �����\ ���Ej    .  

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who keeps himself aloof from Allah’ s prohibitions is 
quickly embraced by Allah’ s pardon.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 90, no. 95]    

24 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 0	�=�N   <]�?4\ p �' E=�a�  KN?�S � L :���%C�
N 2 ���yi�a�  ��1^O � L�y��0C���%�
N 2 ��h��0f��  ��1^O � �'�*C�� �? C�%��
 
�q�s �$��i����N 2 L :�j1��̂ 9  $l��m0%��� ^=j\N 2 L : �1�"B 	��  ?.C�=0%��� �' 1����� <�"�"s <�Cj/N 2 ����S�> �\ _�%"> <��1�/  . 

24– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘But Allah tries His servants with various tribulations, 
renders them to worship Him through struggles, tests them with various types of 
distresses, all in order to extract pride out from their hearts, and to settle 
humbleness in their souls, and in order to make all these open doors to His grace 
an easy means to His pardon.’ [Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 192]    

25 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� "V1&�
 �X[ � :0L�:���� �;��1&���� �	�� �$y/ ���� ^/ - � u7(�� �N/ 2  1����� �	�� �$y/ ���� �)^/ - � �q0̂\  . 

25– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) used to say, ‘O Allah verily the fact that You are worthy 
of pardoning [sins] gives You the upper hand over me because of my being 
worthy of punishment.’[Kashf al-Ghamma, v. 2, p. 418] 

PARTISANSHIP   -ُ1��َ)ا�  
 

   

�@-_�%5'�� -�
� 
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Partisanship 

19=�� � :����� "V1jE  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���&�(�� 	�� �X��� ���� E �b���4 ��&> ���� �v3R���6 N/ �v0R���6 	�� .  
+$&�̂ 9N :�&>���&�(�� 	��  ��j�� �;�&� E �b���4 � . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever is bigoted or partial [to a false cause], or 
incites partisanship around himself and his own causes [unlawfully], the knot 
binding him to faith is untied from around his neck.’ [al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 308, no. 2]  

  

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ���c���� G;0� C�R�� 	�� +V�*?�4 	�� �;0C�8 �� C��B 9 �X[ �	�  �;0����y��  K�?�/ �b�� �;����&�� ��1�
  .  

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever contains even a mustard seed’ s weight 
of partisanship in his heart, Allah will raise him on the Day of Resurrection among 
the tribes of pagan and clannish Arabia.’ [al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 308, no. 3]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�\ ��* 	�� 7(�� ����� �$�6B 	�� 7(�� �����N 2 G;0� C�R�� )5��� ( G;0� C�R�� 5��� ��� 	�� 7(�� �����N 2 G;0� C�R�� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘One who calls to partisanship is not one of us, nor 
one who fights for a bigoted cause, nor one who dies a partisan.’ [Sunan Abi 
Dawud, no. 5121]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �����\ 3��s 9 � :����� .N����> 2 ����|P� ������� �v0R���6N 2 ���&��� � ���*` 5��� �?���%>>   �U���jN 2 �!C3R���%"a� ���\ 
�� ����^N 2 �;0� C�R���� ��j/ �b�g�N Tm��� 2 �	
? C=�%�"a����   $l��m0%�� ��(�B �b���4N 2  �.���0%�� ��C�� ���E0*�N 2 �;�0
¥���� HI�* E  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS), condemning Iblis [Satan], said, ‘So he felt proud of his own 
creation over Adam’ s, and was racist against him because of his origin. The 
enemy of Allah, therefore, is the leader of all racist bigots, and the forefather of 
all those who consider themselves superior, who laid the very foundation of 
bigotry, and tried to wrest the cloak of might from Allah, and assumed the garb of 
exultation having shed the veil of self-abasement.’ [Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 
192]    

5 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �;0� C�R����  	�� �$��j 7-�� � : 	�� <�}�4 ����1�B �E�?�J "$�]0?�� t�?�
 X/ :�C�8| :����� �L�MO�
 ¸��� ";0� C�R����
�	
?�4` +�1�B  E��4 L�lY�� 5���� ����1�B �!��
 X/ �;0� C�R���� �	�� 	�=�N 2����1�B "$�]0?�� 0v�_�
 X/ �;0� C�R���� �	�� �����N 2  . 

5– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Blameworthy and punishable partisanship is 
when a person considers the evil people of his own community to be better and 
prefers them over the good people of another community. It is not considered 
partisanship or bigotry to love one’ s own community, rather it is when a person 
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loves them in spite of their wrongdoing and aids them therein.’ [al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
308, no. 7]    

�z�P;
(� �@-_�%5'�� 

Praiseworthy Partisanship  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ¸��� 2  E1�"Q�  	�j_��N 2  V�>�� ����_��N 2  VR�£�  � E=�-�� L"=�C.R���6 	"=����> �;0� C�R���� �	�� 0���Q �X[ Xo>
��i"a� :�> )���g��6  EM��N 2 �;�������  EZ4��N 2 �;�-�Y����  ��8��N 2 �;�C�@0?��  e�4� � 2  $hC�&�� �v�j��
N 2  K�?���� ��61��� 	�� {I���i�(��N {I�

 �D�*1-_�a� .2 3? C��� �;��kZ��N 2  ���m� � PI>�1��N 2  E�1 i��� ����#� �	�� ��-�#�  V����� �1C0R���%>  	�� 3U�=��N 2  $S��� � �m4��N 2  ¥�=��� �;���R��a�N 
 �E�� 9 �*�����  K(�%]�N 2 ����w���  LY�=��N 2  ������� ��R^��N 2  $%�&���  �Y���N 2  uw�C�� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) in his disparaging sermon [against Satan] said, ‘And if you 
cannot avoid partisanship, then let your partisanship be for virtuous qualities, 
praiseworthy acts, and admirable matters with which the dignified and noble 
chiefs of the Arab households and the notables of the tribes distinguished 
themselves, such as attractive manners, great ambitions, momentous positions, 
and praiseworthy feats. So be partisans of praiseworthy characteristics like 
protection of one’ s neighbour, fulfilment of rights, obedience of good people, 
opposition to the haughty, adoption of virtue, abstention from intimidating others, 
shunning bloodshed, doing justice to people, suppressing anger, and avoiding 
corruption in the land.’ [Nahj al-Balagha, no. 192]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3��#� �D�?R�(�� �1C0R���%> �!C3R���%�� �;��_�� Q L�%("[ X\��1:��a� �;�M@\N  . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you absolutely must be partisans to a cause, then does 
so to support the truth and to bring solace to the troubled.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
3738] 

THE PARTY   ا�ِ�ْ�ب 
 

   

jZ� �3Q�B 

The Party of Allah  

1�� � �u�� ���)�������� ������� : (�����  K��8 	�� �X1=�6 �X/ ��.?���
/  �����  �06� W �!C��w��   ����� kXo> p �� E1�"� �$"[ 9 �	P��8/N ���̂_C�j    �1�&06� �	
m��� b�� 
�X1(P��_�� L�y �	
m���N . 
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1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Would you like to be of the victorious party of Allah? Then 
be Godwary and excel in all your affairs, for Allah is with those who are wary of 
their duty to Him and those who excel in virtue.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2828]    

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �K��8 (�%���JN �	_�̂�����  ����� �K��8N 2  �X1C��w�� �L�y . 

2- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘We and our followers (shi`aa) are the party of Allah, 
and the party of Allah is the victorious.’[al-Tawhid, p. 166, no. 3]    

�C�u�5b�� �3Q�B 

The Party of Satan  

3 �u�� ����� �)���������������  : ( �b�C0%�6 »I�1�y/  	�%����  �1B�N {I���� -7̂\ 2 ��7(�� :.
/ ... 	�� "m�4,�
 �	=�N 2 ����%�4�  	"=�
 L�� �¿���4 0��#� kX/ 1��N
�̂N 2 ��h���N/ 5�� "XZ�7f�� �s�1�_�%�j� �q��(�:> 2 ��� �X��i��> �X]���-��> �F�w�g �my 	��N �F�w�g �my����� 	�� L�:�� �)�&�C�j �	
m��� i  ��"#�  . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O people! Truly the onset of problems is brought about by 
following the desires… If the truth were pure there would be no disparity. 
However, a handful is taken from this [the truth] and a handful from that 
[falsehood] and then the two are mixed and appear altogether. And this is where 
Satan prevails over his followers, and only those who are favoured by Allah are 
saved.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 54, no. 1]    

4 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� ( � �!&�>("a� :�> �U�R�
 ���� G;CZ�4 	�� � : kX\ �Q/ 2 �XZ�0f�� �K��8 �q��N"� 2 �X�}3(�� ";�-�8N 2 �XZ�0f�� ";�-"� L�:�>
�XN?�j£� �L�y �XZ�0f�� �K��8 . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said in one of his sermons where he describes the hypocrites, 
‘They are the companions of Satan, and the incinerating sting of the Fire. They 
are the party of Satan; indeed it is Satan’s parties who are the losers.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 194] 

THE PATH   اط��� ا�
 

   

�]�A�'��(� ���:D_�� 
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The Straight Path  

1�u�� ����� � )�������� ������� :(�����1y/ ���E6�N Pz��  $
 Ny/N ���S8�*  �������N ���?3R�� 5�� L"[��i�� kX/ �1�-�����N . 

1– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily people have betaken to their lefts and rights, 
whilst we and our Shi`aa have been guided to the straight path.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
246, no. 5]    

�]�A�'��(� ���:D_�� �K�$�V 

The True Meaning of the Straight Path  

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ���?3R�� �� 9 � :����� �;�> ?��� �\ ��
?kZ�� 1�y  �X��?�| -�yN 2k$]N0���  :�^.��� 9 ���?�| 9 ���?�|N 
 9 �L0(�:�] �?� ] 1y Tm�� ���?3R�� 5�� 0?�� �'���: � t��%B�N �^.��� 9 ���>�?�� 	�� 2�;��Z�� ��N?��a� ����� 1�:> �^.��� 9 Tm�� "��?3R�� 7�O> 2�D�?�4��

 �D?4�� . 

2– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said regarding the meaning of ‘the path’, ‘It is the way to 
the inner knowledge of Allah, Mighty and Exalted, and there are actually two 
paths – one in this world and one in the Hereafter. As for the path in this world’s 
life, it is the Imam whom one is obliged to obey. He who acknowledges him in 
this world and follows his guidance will be able to [successfully] cross the path of 
the Hereafter, which is a bridge outstretched over the Fire.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 24, 
p. 11, no. 3]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(a��}�/ �L�&�%�"a� "��?3R�� �u���� �!(�,)�������� ������� .( 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The straight path is the Commander of the Faithful, 
Ali (AS).’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 32, no. 2]    

�E�
��� ���:�(��� �9�:�O�� ���:�" 

Crossing the Path of the Hereafter (The Bridge over Hell)  

4 5j1� �)�������� ������� (� �D]("a� 9 � :�VB W <�?:�]N <�7?�j �q�%�-=�8 �6 	�� {I���] � 2u«\ : e?�C�[ ���?3R�� 5�� .?�-�
 25j1� 
 . 

4– Prophet Moses (AS) asked Allah, supplicating, ‘My God, what is the reward of 
one who recites Your wisdom [i.e. divine Book] loudly and quietly?’ He replied, ‘O 
Moses, he will cross the Bridge like lightning.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 92, p. 197, no. 
3]    
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5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(¸���  $yP� <7C�8 L"[.��J/ ���?3R�� 5�� <����B L"=�%�CM/ . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Those of you who will have the firmest footing on 
the Bridge are those who have the strongest love for my household.’[Faza’il al-
Shi`aa, p. 48, no. 3]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�6 2HI1�g�1��  ̈  Cj/ K_0��� 0?�� ���?3R�� 5�� 0?�- . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Perform the ritual ablution diligently and you will 
cross the Bridge like the passing of clouds.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 4, no. 8]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(3R�� �U�0��� �	�� .��8/N �D�?�0f�� 	�� .e�*/ "��? . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The Bridge is thinner than a hair and sharper than 
a sword.’[Ibid. v. 8, p. 65, no. 2]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�����  V1B 9 �  k$]N0���  :»�q0��E kX\�*|?�-�� C��  «� : G;�-��Y�- � ��C� y��1�i�
 Q ���?3R�� 5�� �D�?�Z(�B . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said with regard to Allah’s verse in the Qur’an: “Indeed 
your Lord is in ambush” 209, ‘There is an arch on the Bridge that no servant 
having committed an act of injustice can traverse.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 321, no. 
2]    

9 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(G�&�C�� ���?3R�� 5�� �XN.?�-�
 ��(�� ... : L�:(��N 2 ��?����  N���� �$c�� .?�-�
 	�� L�:(��N 2 e?�C�� �$c�� .?�-�
 	�� L�:(�-�>
N 2<�1�C�8 .?�-�
 	��<��J ���?%�6N <���J ��(�� �E(�� "m�4O�6 �B <&�����%�� .?�-�
 	�� L�:(��N 2<��f�� .?�-�
 	�� L�:(�� . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘People will cross the Bridge in classes: some will 
cross it like lightning, some like a racehorse, some will crawl across it, and some 
will cross it barely hanging onto it, with the Fire burning a part of them and 
leaving a part.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 149, no. 4] 

PATIENCE*   ´5_�� 

 
  

�́ 5_�� �)&
* 
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The Virtue of Patience 

1 5��� �)�������� ������� :( �X1"[ E��6 Q L"=7̂\�X1�y�?=�6 � 5�� L"[ ¥�R � ��\ �X1.C�_�6 � . 

1– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘Verily you will never be able to attain that which you 
love until you are able to endure that which you despise.’[Musakkin al-Fu’?d, no. 
48] 
  

2����� V1jE 	� �$��j 7-�� � ) k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u (� "X���� :�¥0R�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) was once asked what faith was, to which he replied, 
‘Patience.’[Ibid. no. 47] 
  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;��� i���� "X31�:�
 �¥0R�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Patience makes light work of calamities.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 533] 
  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;��>��� 	�� "$�S>/ PI��C�� 5�� �¥0R��  PI40?�� 9  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Patience in the face of tribulation is better than well-being 
in times of comfort.’[Ibid. no. 1821] 
  

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  vh�10(�� 5����  ¥0R�� 5���� �b�CZ�
 �	�,a� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The [true] believer is inherently patient against 
adversities.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, no. 23] 
  

6����� � �*�1�� )�������� ������� :(� �)��f�� 5���� �;�C�R�� 2 �;�C�R"a� 5���� �¥0R�� . 

6– Imam al-Jawad (AS) said, ‘Patience in the face of a misfortune is itself a 
misfortune for the one who gloats over your bad luck.’[Kashf al-Ghamma, v. 3, p. 
139] 
  

����6�2� F���%�6� �́ 5_� 
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Patience and Great Things 

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  E1��"Q� u����� ���E��6  ¥0R�� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Through patience are great things accomplished.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 4276] 
  

8 �u�� ����� �)���������������  :(����� 5���� �?�C�| 	��   �����\ �$�|�N  . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever patiently endures the path to Allah reaches 
Him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 95, no. 60] 
  

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X��� ��/�E �¥0R�� . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Patience is the peak of faith.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 87, no. 
1] 
  

�:_5/���� �́ 5_�� 

Perseverance and Victory 

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<�?��
  ?����� �b�� �X\N 2  K?�=�� b� �±�?����N 2  ¥0R�� �b�� �?R0(�� �X\ . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily victory comes with perseverance, and 
deliverance with hardship, and verily with difficulty comes ease.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 77, p. 88, no. 2] 
  

11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� �bkB�1�%�
  ¥0R� ������
  KC�� ��?�B �	����
 	��N 2 �±�? . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘With perseverance, deliverance becomes 
possible, and whoever knocks at the door persistently will enter it.’[Ibid. v. 71, p. 
96, no. 61] 
  

�:� �H_�� �3��
< 
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The Reward of the Patient One 

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �!&7%a� �;�| 9 � :�;��
1�� �;�8�E L�:%�C�&�/ 2 <D�}�R�B <�7
/ �N�?�C�| . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said in his description of the Godwary ones, ‘They endured 
hardship for a short while, and in consequence they secured comfort for a long 
time.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 193] 
  

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( G��:�J �U�/ �?]/ ���� �X[ ������ �?�C�R�> (�%����J 	�� �u���%��  	�� . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever from amongst our Shi`aa is tried with an 
affliction and endures it will be granted the reward of a thousand martyrs.’[al-
Tamhis, p. 59, no. 125] 
  

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �v�%�[ 2 �v���%8�N �?�C�R�> 5=�%J� +$�]�E -.
/   G��:�J �U�/ �?]/  ?]�� �	�� ����  . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever, when suffering from an ailment, 
patiently endures it and considers it a means of proximity to Allah, Allah writes 
down for him the same reward as that of a thousand martyrs.’[Tibb al-A'imma 
(AS), p. 17] 
  

�́ 5_�� �K�$�V 

The True Meaning of Patience 

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( g E �¥0R�� . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Patience is satisfaction [with Allah’s 
decree].’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 6499] 
  

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �$�-�%_�
 X/ �¥0R�� ���C�Sw�
 � �L�Y=�
N 2 ����1�(�
 � "$�]?�� . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Patience is that a man bears whatever afflicts him and 
swallows his anger.’[Ibid. no,6518] 
  

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X�¥�| �¥0R�� :7-� �¥�|N 2 �'�?=�6 � 5�� �¥�|.v�_�6  . 
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17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Patience is of two types: perseverance in the face of 
that which you despise, and enduring restraint against that which you 
love.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1874] 
  

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�¥0R�� :�¥�| 7�\ �	�� <;�]E�* 5��/ "F�c�� �L��&�� �myN 2 �;��R��a�  	� N/ 2 �;��Z�� 5�� N/ 2 �;�C�R"a� 5�� 
 !��0N��  !�-��&�� . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Patience comes in the form of either persevering in the 
face of an affliction, or enduring an act of obedience, or restraining oneself 
against an act of disobedience. And this third type is of a higher calibre than the 
first two.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 1, p. 319] 
  

19 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  $�-��  ¥0R�� 	� �$��j 7-�� �: �(�� �\ t1=�J ���> ���� �¥�| �q�s  . 

19– Imam al-Baqir (AS) was once asked about graceful patience [graceful 
patience (al-Sabr al-jamil) – mentioned in the Qur’an 12:18, 12:83 (ed.)], to which 
he replied, ‘That is the patience that is devoid of complaint to other people.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 93, no. 23] 
  

 �©����� �)�# �+�%�� �́ �")������� ]�E�
���( 

The Patience Possessed by the Shi`aa of the Ahl al-Bayt (AS) 

20  e*7R��  ���� 	� �� �_|/  ¦�� 	� I7J�1�� 	� �)�������� ������� :((�%����JN �?0C�| 7̂\�)�B 2 7(�� �?�C|/  : �E| �U�[ 2�����> �)����]
�VB W L"=(�� �?�C|/ L"=�%����J :�X1�-����
 Q � 5�� �XN�? CR�
 (�%����JN 2 �L����̂ � 5�� �? CR�̂ 7̂ � . 

20– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said to one of his companions, ‘Verily we are very 
patient and our Shi`aa are even more patient than us.’ His companion asked, 
‘May I be your ransom, how can your Shi`aa be more patient than yourselves?’ 
He replied, ‘Because we are patient alongside our knowledge [of everything], 
whereas our Shi`aa are patient in spite of not knowing.’[Ibid. no. 25] 
  

�a�Q
N� ���<Y 
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The Effects of Anxiety 

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�EN��O�� �)^/N �?
�*&�a� �q���� ��?�] �)� ��] X\N 2 �E1�]O�� �)^/N �?
�*&�a� �q���� ��?�] ��?�C�| X\ �q7̂\ . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily if you are patient, the trials of destiny will befall 
you and you will be rewarded for them, whilst if you are anxious, not only will the 
trials of destiny still befall you but they will cover you over.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 
316, no. 882] 
  

22 �u�� ����� �)���������������  :(  Lh:�C�� 01"��j ��1���j ��\N 2  � E[�� �¥�| ��?�C�| X\ . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘You can either have the perseverance of noblemen or 
be lost in the oblivion of beasts.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 414] 
  

23 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :(  ��>�� 5�� �?�C�| �'3��[ 5�� �? CR�
 L�� 	�� . 

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever does not endure his troubles ends up having 
to endure his own ruin.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8987] 
  

24 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��y/ �¥0R�� �� i�(�
 L�� 	�����= �������  . 

24– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He whose patience gives him no deliverance is 
destroyed by anxiety.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 189] 
  

�́ 5_�� �����? �6 

Factors That Bring About Patience 

25Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�R�%�
 	������� �'�?3C�R�
 �?0C  ����� ��k����
 �U����%��
 	��N 2   ����� �� (w�
  	w�%��
 	��N 2    1�y ·IZ�� ��C�� �u�Z�"� �N 2 
 ¥0R�� 	�� �b�jN/N �}�4 . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever tries to be patient, Allah makes him 
patient, and whoever tries to remain chaste, Allah keeps him chaste, and 
whoever suffices himself with what he has, Allah enriches him. No servant can 
ever be granted something better and more sufficient than patience.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 6522] 
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26 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :(���� �  !&���� �	��8  ¥0R�� "$|/   . 

26– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The origin of patience is to have strong conviction in 
Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3084] 
  

27 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �?.C�R0%�� �q����̂ �*31��)�¥0R�� ( �'N?=�a� 5��3��#� 9 �?.C�R0%�� ���"£� �L� ̂N 2 . 

27– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Accustom yourself to persevering in the face of 
adversity, and [you will see] how well persevering with the truth will become part 
of your natural disposition.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31] 
  

28 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�v��&�� �L�R��
 �'N?=�a� 5�� �?.C�R0%��. 

28– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Perseverance in the face of adversity protects the 
heart.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, no. 207, no. 1] 
  

 

*Translator’s Note: The Arabic word sabr denotes ‘patience’ as the ability to 
tolerate and endure, as well as ‘perseverance’ and ‘endurance’ in the face of 
adversity and trial. In the text, translation has not been restricted to just one of 
these terms, in order to best express the purport of each tradition within its 
context.  

 

 

PEACEMAKING   l#1�ا�  
 

   

�3:
�� o �¢�-_�� 

Peacemaking in War  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� � �;�-���"a� ����]�N V%�&�� 	�� �b�é/ �  ��j�� 9 �	y�N 	"=�
 L��  . 
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1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I have found conciliation – so long as it is does not 
enfeeble Islam – to be more beneficial than combat.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
10138]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�� �� �?R�� �'�Q�N 7-��  ?�%J¾� �� �%[ 	 :����N ��.N���� �����\ ����* <_��| 0	���>��6 QN     ��.R�� 9 �Xo> pª5g E ���> 
0N������ kXo> p���_��| ����� ��3N���� 	��  E�m�#� k$"[ �E�m#�  	�=�N 2���*�C� <(�/N 2q��1�-�y 	�� <;�8�EN 2���*1(�i�� <;���* 2 ���# � �m���> 2�$k��w�%���� �K�EB -7�E 

3	kY�� �	��8 �q�s 9 �L :06�N . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) wrote in his letter to al-Ashtar when he appointed him governor 
of Egypt, ‘Do not reject the peace to which your enemy may call you, and 
wherein the pleasure of Allah lies, for verily peace affords composure to your 
army, relief to you from your worries, and safety for the country. After the peace 
entreaty however, be extremely wary of your enemy, because often the enemy 
draws near in order to take advantage of your negligence. Therefore, act 
prudently and entertain good opinion about them, though always being on your 
guard.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 53]    

 �I��
�� ���6�� �¢��")�������� ���
���( 

Imam al-Hasan (AS)’s Peace Treaty  

3 �u�� ����� �)� �������������� (  	��#� �� (�Q ���%0�|N 9 �)�������� ������� (� +L�i��� �	�� �����?�g �a : 2u (����4 -[ �q"�������j �;
N�� �X/ �L����N
 ��3��i � <
���%&�� �)("[ ���%_��|N ���%��*�N Xo>)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (��N �D�?-�g u (�� ���%���*�1�� 9�b�iJ/ u ( ... 	���> ��3N���� �D���yi�� ��*�E/ Xo>

�q��� ��"�R�
 	�� �q�%����J 	�� �q� ��"�R�
 . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said in his will to his son after he had been struck by Ibn 
Muljim, ‘Know that Muawiya will oppose you just as he opposed me, and in 
conciliating and making peace with him, you will be following in the footsteps of 
your grandfather (AS) when he conciliated with the Bani Aamra and the Bani 
Ashja`a tribes … and if instead you wish to fight your enemy, know that you will 
not find any from among your followers willing to make peace alongside you, as 
your father’s followers did alongside him.’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 2, p. 742]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(Àu�� �	� �	��#� �X\ )�;
N�-�� �?��� �Lk��j ������ ��(�� �U���%4�N �	��"� 7-�� ";���3f�� ������ )�-k����> 2» �q����
 �!(�,a� kV�m�� 
 ���0���! « �V&>)�������� ������� :( �)-k��j �D01"B L :���� L"= � ���� L"=�%
/�E 7-�� u7̂\ 2�!(�,a� .����� u7(�=�N 2�!(�,"a� �V�m�- � ^/ �

[ 2L�y ?�:�/ �!� L�%^/N ^/ 5&�P� �?���L�:�(��� 5&C�(�� L�%^/N uP���̂ �q�m[N 2: �_|� 5&C�%�� �;�(���0��� �L����� �K� - . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Hasan b. Ali (AS), when he was reproached 
and opposed by the people for having made peace with Muawiya, people would 
greet him in the street saying, ‘Peace be upon you O degrader of the believers’, 
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and he (AS) would reply, ‘I am not a degrader of the believers, rather I am 
elevating the believers. Verily when I saw you having no strength to overpower 
them [Muawiya’s army], I made peace in order that you and I may remain alive in 
their midst, just like the wise one [al-Khizr] damaged the boat in order that it may 
be spared for its owners. Thus did I act for yours and my benefit in order that we 
remain alive among them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 287, no. 2]    

�G�H/�� ���  �z�"�� �+5�D;��# 

The Importance of Making Peace Between People  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�> �Xo> p !�C�� ���s �̄ �|\ W �;B��0R��N �D�0R��N  ��3R�� �;�]�E�* 	�� �$S>O � L[�? C4"� Q/  !�C�� ���s �*
";&��#� u�y . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Shall I inform you of something that holds a higher 
status than fasting, praying and giving charity? Making peace between people, 
for verily sowing dissention between people is indeed calamitous.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 5480]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� :.C�_�
 �;B���|   : �N����C�6 �s\ L :� (��� �K�E&�6N 2�N���j��6 �s\  �(�� �!�� �̄ �|\ . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A charitable act most loved by Allah is reconciling 
between people if they have fallen out, and bringing them together when they 
have become distanced from one another.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 209, no. 1]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  $0S�-��� � :> <;����(�� (�%����J 	��  !�(M� �!� �)
/�E �s\ Ç� 	�� y���%> . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said to his companion, Mufazal, ‘If you see two people 
from amongst our followers (Shi`aa) fighting [over property or the like], use my 
money to settle the dispute.’[Ibid. p. 3]    

�z�"�� F�* �3�S
��� �r���̀ 

The Permissibility of Lying for the sake of Reconciliation  

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( +K�s= � ���� ����R"a� . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The reconciler is not a liar.’[Ibid. p. 210, no. 5]    
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9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���=���;M�M :  �(�� �!� �̄ �|\N �Km�[N �e��| ... �'&��%�> 2������̂ "F�C��%�> ���w"�C�
 ��[  $�]0?�� �	�� �b�-��6
"V1"&�%�> :��(�� �)��-�j � ����4 2�m[N �m[  }�£� �	�� �q��> �VB GX�"> 	�� �)��-�j . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Utterances fall under three categories: the truth, the 
lie, and reconciliation between people … you may hear a man saying something 
about someone, which when they come to hear will lead them to feel malice 
towards the former. [In such a situation] you may instead tell them, ‘I heard x 
speaking such good things about you’, contrary to what you had heard.’[Ibid. p. 
341, no. 16] 

PERFUME -ُ��Qا� 
 

   

�@�tu�� �)x&
* 

Perfume  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �-��� 9 ��
 ��6N �v��&�� .��f�6 �;�C3�kZ�� ��
 ?�� �X\ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the pleasant fragrance strengthens the 
heart and acts as an aphrodisiac.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 510, no. 3]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� �v0��Z�6 	��    �v���/ ���ä EN �;����&�� ��1�
 HI] �����  }�w�� �v0��Z�6 	��N 2�q��a� �	��   ���ä EN �;����&�� ��1�
 HI] 
�;������ 	�� �	�%^/ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who perfumes himself for Allah, most High, will 
be raised on the Day of Resurrection, smelling more fragrant than sweet musk, 
whereas he who perfumes himself for other than Allah will be raised on the Day 
of Resurrection smelling more putrid than a corpse.’[al-Mahajjat al-Baydha, v. 8, 
p. 105]    

3q�� 	� �^/ � : .¶(�� �X[)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�� +v��Z � �u�6"� �s\�'0*�?�
 L . 

3– Anas b. Malik narrated, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) never used to refuse perfume 
when he was gifted it.’[Sunan al-Nasa’i, v. 8, p. 189]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�?�f�̂ �v��Z�� . 
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4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Perfume is an amulet [on one’s person].’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 400]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �!���j?"a�  	�(�j 	�� �?Z���� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Putting perfume is a practice of the 
messengers.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 510, no. 2]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE �X[  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (  ��kZ�� 9 ����(�
 7-�� �?�c[/  v��Z�� 9 ����(�
 . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) used to spend more on 
perfume than he did on food.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 512, no. 18]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $�k��� �\ ����� ��"�&�� �V���
 L��  E:(�� �V0N/ �v0��Z�6 	�� . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever perfumes himself first thing in the morning 
has his intellect [working] with him till nightfall.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 510, no. 7]    

8 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �$"[ u�> �E��&�
 L�� Xo> 2Q ��1�
N ��1���> ������ �E��&�
 L�� Xo> 2+�1�
 �$"[ 9 �v��Z�� �����
 X/  $�]0?�� u�w�C(�
 Q
 �����
 Q N G;���-�] . 

8– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Man should not leave one day without perfuming 
himself, and if he is not able to do that, then he should perfume himself every 
other day, and if he cannot do that, then he should do so every Friday without 
fail.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, no. 4]    

9 g3?�� ����� �)���������� ����� :(PI�C^��  e�4/ 	�� �v��Z�� . 

9– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Putting perfume is a noble characteristic of the 
prophets.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, no. 1]    

j���D/�� �@��� 

The Perfume of Women  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�v������̂1�� �u���4N ���ä E �?�:�� �  V]3?�� �v���N 2���ä E �u���4N ���̂1�� �?�:�� � PI�3(��  . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Perfumes suitable for women are those that 
have a visible colour and a subtle fragrance and perfumes suitable for men have 
a distinct fragrance and a transparent colour.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 512, no. 17]    
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11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;�� ̂�� u:> :�ä E 	�� �N�� i���� +�1�B 5�� �0?�-�> ���?�Z��%j� GD/?�� -.
/ . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Any woman who perfumes herself and goes out 
among people intending for them to smell her fragrance is an adulteress.’[Sunan 
al-Nasa’i, v. 8, p. 153] 

THE PERSIANS   ُس�ا�ُ+ 
 

   

�C������ �G:�$�� 

The Persians and Faith  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�� E> "$y/  ��j�� 9 <C�R�̂  �(�� �L�Y�/ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The people who have the greatest portion of Islam 
are the people of Persia.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 34126]    

2����� "V1jE �6 �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (<�1
 ;
�� 'my :»�L"=��c��/ �1^1"=�
Q 0L"M �L"[�?���@ ��1�B �V���C�%���
 �1k��1�%�6 �X\N«�1�B : W ( � V��C%�
 	�� N
VB :����� "V1jE �K?S>  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�VB �Ò �X-�j  v=(�� 5�� :����1BN �my . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA), when he recited the verse “and if you turn away He will 
replace you with another people, and they will not be like you”[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
77 p. 165 no. 2], some people asked him (SAWA), ‘Who are those who will 
replace us?’ He replied, putting his hand on the shoulder of Salman, ‘This man 
and his people. By He who holds my soul in His Hand, if faith was hung from the 
stars, the men of Persia would take it.’[Tafsir al-Mizan, v. 18, p. 250]    

3 7¶(�� �X/ �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�;
�� �'my 	� �$��j :»1(��` �	
m��� :.
/ 
����� u�6O�
 ��1��> �� (
�* 	�� L"=(�� 0��6�?�
 �	�� �   L�:.C�_�
 +�1�&� 
���̂1.C�_�
N...«� �V&> �X-�j  ��6� 5�� '���� �K?�S�> : �'N�N�sN �my ...�� E> PI(�/ 	�� �V] E �����N(�%�� 7
?lc�� <&������ �	
3��� �X[ 1� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA), when asked about the verse, “O you who have faith! 
Should any of you desert his religion, Allah will soon bring a people whom He 
loves and who love Him”, said, patting the shoulder of Salman, ‘He and his 
people.’ He then said, ‘If religion was suspended from the stars, the men of 
Persia would take it.’[Majma`a al-Bayan, v. 3 p. 321]    

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�� E> 	�� �V] E �����N(�%�� 7
?lc�� �L����� �X[ 1� . 
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4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If knowledge was suspended from the skies, the 
men of Persia would reach it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 34131]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�� E> PI(�/ 	�� �V] E �����N(�%�� 7
�?lc� � ��k����� �	
7��� kX/ 1�� . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Persia is of our league of ahl al-bayt; for Ishmael 
225 is the uncle of the children of Isaac 226, and Isaac is the uncle of the 
children of Ishmael.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 35124]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� �'��(�� �L ]��� ���?�["s �a � :�C� N/ L : � ^O��L"=�S��C � N/ L"=� u7(�� ���MN/ L :�S� . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA), when non-Arabs were mentioned in front of him, said, 
‘Verily I have more trust in them, or in some of them, than I have in you, or in 
some of you.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 34128] 

PLIABILITY *   اَهَ��ا�*�ُ  
 

   

+�/���P�(� 

Pliability  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�q�C��� ���?�6jN �qP��^ 9 �q�(�y�* 	�� �q ̂�14\ .?�J . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The worst of your brothers is he who flatters you and 
conceals [from you] your faults.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5725]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;��0?�_"a� u�|�a� 5�� ��� )�-�i�y �����^ �	�y�* 	�� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever flatters himself trespasses into the forbidden 
transgressions.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9022]    

3�� ����� � �?BC)�������� ������� :(����� 5�8N/  3¶(�� +v����J �\ ��6  :GU�/ �;�h� �q��1B 	�� �K�m���� u7̂\ : 	�� <��/ �!7%�jN L�y E�?�J 	�� <��/ �!��E/
�V&> 2 Ly E��4 :W  E�4�� "V� -> �E�?J�� PIQ,y 2 3KE 
 !����� 5�8NO�>  �����\ �$]N7��  :(�y�*u C�S�w�� �1�C�Sw�
 L��> u�|�a� �$y/ �1 . 

3– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Allah revealed to Prophet Shuaayb [Known as 
Jethro – Prophet Moses’s father-in-law - in the biblical tradition (ed.)], ‘Verily I am 
punishing one hundred thousand members of your community: forty thousand 
from among the evil doers and sixty thousand from among the good doers.’ He 
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said, ‘My Lord, evil doers fine, but what about the good doers?’ Then Allah, 
Mighty and Exalted, revealed to him, ‘They were pliable with the transgressors 
and did not express any anger at what angers Me’.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, no. 51]    

Dk
�� F�* �+�/���P�(� ��P� 

Not Compromising the Truth  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� C�� <^�?��4 �N�?����%�> �'1�-�%>�?��N L"=���� �*�E�N �s\ 3�#� 9 �1�(�y���6 Q <( . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not compromise the truth when you come across it 
and you recognize that it is the truth, lest you suffer clear loss.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
77, p. 291, no. 2]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(	�� 0u���� � T ?�-����NGX:
\ QN GXy*\ 	�� 2 0u�w�� �n��4N 2 0��#� �U��4 	��  V%�B  . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘By my life, never will I compromise with or be slack when 
fighting anyone who opposes the truth or one who has fallen into 
transgression.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 24]  

 

* Translator’s Note: The word mudahana in Arabic has no exact English 
equivalent, and can be translated with two or three English words depending on 
the context it is used in. It denotes 'pliability', 'flattery' or 'sycophancy’. In the text 
it has been translated differently in its different contexts in order to best convey 
the meaning of the traditions, though the title has been kept as 'pliability' because 
of its most general implication. 

 

POLYTHEISM    ك�ا�@� 
 

   

�f:Db�� �I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Caution Against Polytheism  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (����� �C�� � � *1��� 	�  :���� � �� ?f�6 X/ ��7
\ 2 G*1���� �	�
  �f�̂ X\N +!�� �;�>?��  N/ 2  Ef(�a � ��?
 E(� � �)B ?8"� N/ 2 �)C���| N/ 2 �)��Z"B . 
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1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'O Ibn Mas`aud, beware of ever associating 
anything with Allah for even the twinkling of an eye, even if you are to be cut up 
with a saw, amputated, crucified or burnt with fire.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 
357, no. 2660]    

�f:Db�� �]��%�V 

Instruction of Polytheism  

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("��-�8 �s\ u�=�� p ��?3f�� �L����6 �1"&��Z�
 L��N �X��� �L����6  �7(��� �1"&���/ �;0���"� ��� kX\�'1"> ?��
 L�� ������ L�y1 . 

2- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, 'Verily the Umayyads used to freely point out 
people's faith to them [condescendingly], but did not freely point out polytheism, 
so that when it came to their converting them [the people] to it, they would not be 
able to recognise it.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 415, no. 1]    

�f:Db�� 	�n,# 

The Absolute Minimum of Polytheism  

3 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ��?3f�� 5�̂*/ 	� �$��j 7-�� � :�D�10(��� �VB 	�� :�DR�_���N 2 �DR�8 :0̂\ :1�̂ :7̂\��� �X�* 7L"M 2 �D� . 

3– Imam al-Baqir (AS) was once asked what the absolute minimum of polytheism 
was, to which he replied, 'It is to call fruit kernels stones and vice versa, and to 
believe them as such.’[al-Kafi, p. 397, no. 1] 

   

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)���������� ����� (� �?f�� 5�̂*/ 	�� $��j �a � :������ �¦�w�/ N/ ������ 0v�8O�> <
/�E �����%��  	�� . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked what the absolute minimum of 
polytheism was, to which he replied, 'It is to contrive a ruling and falsely cause 
people to take sides for and against it.’[al-Kafi, no. 2]    

-F�$
c� �f:Db�� 

Hidden Polytheism  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(0u���£� ��?3f�� ���> kXo> 2 ��(�� �E�m�%��
 �N ��7
\ . 
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5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Beware of committing anything that warrants 
justification, for verily that is hidden polytheism.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 200, no. 
28]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :»�L�y�?�c�[�/ �	���,�
 ��N... «� :"V1&
 "$�]0?�� 1�y :=���:�� �X�"> Q1�� �)C�|O�� �X�"> Q1��N 2 �)
���� �$���] �B ��7̂ / t?�6 Q/ 2 Ç��� ��S�� �X�"> Q1��N 2�m[N �m[   W��(�� �b�>��
N ��"B��?�
 ���=��� 9 <=
?�J ! �VB ] TN�?�� [�)�B :"V1&�> : kX/ Q1��

�����  VB W �)=���:�� GX�� � 0u��� 0	��  : �m� ��O�� Q 2 L���̂ . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said when interpreting the Qur’anic verse: “And most of 
them do not believe in Allah without ascribing partners to Him”, ‘This is in 
reference to man’s statement: “Were it not for ‘x’ I would surely have perished”, 
or “Were it not for ‘x’ I would indeed have been afflicted” or “Were it not for ‘x’ my 
family would be at a loss.” Do you not see that he has associated a partner to 
Allah in His Kingdom giving him sustenance and repelling misfortune from him?’ 
He was subsequently asked, ‘What if one were to say, “Were it not for Allah 
granting me x’s help, I would have perished…?” Imam replied, 'There is nothing 
wrong with saying things like this.’[Tafsir al-`Aayyashi, v. 2, p. 200, no. 96]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (S
/ ��  :GD�*C�� ��?�J �����N G;��� ��?�J . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said when interpreting the Qur’anic verse: “And most of 
them do not believe in Allah without ascribing partners to Him”, ‘This refers to 
ascribing partners in Allah's obedience, not [just] in His worship.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
397, no. 4]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $-0(��  v� ��* 	�� 5�4/ ��?3f�� kX\ .�VBN : �my ��C�JN �;�]#� �?"[m����  L�6£� "$
1_�6 ��(�� . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Polytheism is more discreet than the crawling of an 
ant, and includes things like turning one's ring to make a wish, and other such 
[superstitions].’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 379, no. 1]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :»���� � �L�y�?�c�[�/ �	���,�
 �N  �y�N ��\ �X1"[ ?�f�� �L «� :�X1�1&�
 �1�̂[ : 2 �m[ PI1�( � �?�Z-�̂
 �X1�1&�
 µ L�:�̂1"B3��R���> �X7:"=�� �X1�6O�
 �1^[ L�:7̂ / :(��N 2 �m[ PI1�( �N . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said when interpreting the Qur’anic verse: “And most of 
them do not believe in Allah without ascribing partners to Him”, ‘This refers to 
when people used to say, 'We are being rained on from the storm of x, or the 
storm of y [referring to various false gods]. And they used to consult soothsayers 
and believe whatever they told them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 58, p. 317, no. 8]    
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Translator's Note: The word shirk in Arabic implies a much wider meani ng that 
the English 'polytheism' which has been defined as: worshipping or believing in 
more than one deity, idolatry. In Islam, its purport, in addition to ascribing 
partners to Allah, includes any form of association of anything or anyone with 
Allah's authority, His worship, His Names, His attributes, and His Greatness. This 
includes, therefore, vices such as self-worth, pride, showing-off, etc… Shirk has 
been translated in the text as polytheism for ease of translation. 

 

POSSESSIVENESS *  ُة��� ا�َ
 

   

�9K�M�� �zP6 

The Praise of Possessiveness  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�X��� 	�� �D�}�w�� �X\ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily possessiveness is part of faith.’[al-Faqih, v. 
3, p. 444, no. 4541]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �L�@E/N 2��(�� �?��@/ ^/N <�E1��@ r/ �L�y�?�\ �X[  �!(�,a� 	�� �Ew�
 Q 	�� �U^/  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘My father Abraham [i.e. the prophet] was very 
possessive [i.e. guarding of his own self-worth] and I am even more possessive 
than him. Allah abases the one who has no sense of self-worth from among the 
believers.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 248, no. 33]    

3� Pz� "V1jE )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\  ����� "D�}�@N 2�Ew�
 �	�,a� �X\N �Ew�
 ��6   ����� ��0?�8 � �	�,a� �u�6O�
 X/   ������  . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah, most High, is possessive, and verily 
the believer is possessive. Allah is possessive over a believer when he 
approaches that which Allah has prohibited him from.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7072] 
   

4����� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( i�
QN 2+�� �;h-P�-�4 �D�}��� 	�� :�äE ���]1�%�� �;0(��� kX\ ��1.
�* QN �e� y�� .�$�B :����� �V1jE 
   2
�VB W "�1.
0��� �N :� �L����
 1�yN ���6/?�� u ̂��6 Tm�� . 
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4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the fragrance of Paradise can be smelt from 
a distance of five hundred years, but neither the one who is insolent towards his 
parents not the cuckold will ever smell it.’ When asked, ‘O Prophet of Allah, what 
is a cuckold?’ he replied, ‘It is one whose wife commits adultery with his 
knowledge of it.’[al-Faqih, v. 3, p. 444, no. 4542]    

5 �u�� ����� �)������������� �� :( ���%0-�y  E��B 5��  $�]?�� �E��B ... ���6�}�@  E��B 5�� ���%k���N 2���%���̂/  E��B 5�� ���%��i�JN . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The worth of a man is in proportion to his ambition … his 
courage is in proportion to his self-esteem, and his chastity is in proportion to his 
possessiveness [i.e. over his own wife].’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 47]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(lnB �E1��@ §�� � . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, 'A man who is possessive [over his own wife] will never 
commit adultery.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 305]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\    v��&�� ��1=(�� ��7̂o> p �Ew�
Q 	�� �?�w�����> 2 	��,-�� �Ew�
  . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah is possessive over the believer, so let him 
who is not possessive become possessive [through a sense of self-worth], for 
verily he has a degenerative heart.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 204, 455]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  �¼�8�1��� ��0?�8 ���6�}�w��N 2+E1��@ k$"[ .v�_�
 �E1��@ ��6N ��EC6 :�(���N y�?�y�  . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and most High, is very 
possessive and loves every possessive one, and as a result of His 
possessiveness [over His servants], he has prohibited indecent acts, both those 
done in public as well as those done in secret.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 535, no. 1]    

�9K�M�� �p�h��6 �K� o �:�?�M5'�� -�� 

Censure of Being Jealous or Overpossessive Over One Another in the 
Wrong Situation  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�}�w�� 	������� .v�_�
� �D  ����� �'�?=�
 � :(��N 2   9 "D�}�w�> �'�?=�
 � 7�/N 2�;C
3?�� u�> "D�}�w�> .v�_�
� 7�O> 2
�;C
3?��  }@ . 

9– The Messenger of Allah (AS) said, ‘There is possessiveness that Allah likes, 
and possessiveness that Allah dislikes. That which He likes is the 
possessiveness during doubt or misgiving [about one’s wife], and the 
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[over]possessiveness He dislikes is in a situation where there is no [reason to] 
doubt.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7067]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  	�#� �� (�Q ���%0�|N 9 )�������� ������� (� : �;�_�_0R�� 1����
 �q�s kXo> 2�D�}�w��  b�g1��  }@ 9 �?�
w0%��N ��7
\
5��� �}=0(��  $3i���> <C��� �)
/�E Xo> 0	�y�?�/ �L�=8/ 	=�N 2 L�&0��� 5��\ 0	�:(��  }wR��N }C=��. 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said in his will to his son, al-Hasan (AS), ‘Beware of being 
overpossessive [of your wife] in a situation that does not necessitate it, for verily 
that will lead a wife of sound character from among them to become weak. 
Rather judge them carefully so that when you see a fault, you hasten your 
reproach of it, both major and minor [faults].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 214, no. 1]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X�\  $�]?�� "D�}�@N 2�?�"[ �D/?a� "D�}�@ . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A woman’s overpossessiveness is [tantamount to] 
infidelity, whereas a man’s overpossessiveness is [part of his] faith.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 124]    

12 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�@ �X�?�@ �s\ HI�3(�� �X\ 2 ?�"=�� "$|/ 1y �����#�N 2�����#� PI�3(�� "D�}�@ ��-���"a� �Q\ �X?���[ �Ù�S�@ �s\N 2�Ù�S
 0	�:(��. 

12– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Women’s overpossessiveness is jealousy, and 
jealousy is the root of infidelity. Verily when women are overpossessive, they 
become enraged, and when they are enraged, they disbelieve, except the 
Muslim women from among them.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 505, no. 4]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  V��#� 9 �D�}�@ Q . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is no jealous possessiveness [warranted] in 
what is lawful …’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 537, no. 1]  

 

* ghira: This word, that has been translated as possessiveness, denotes a 
possessiveness stemming from a sense of self-honour and self-worth, where a 
man who has the quality of ghira would be a possessive or jealous husband, 
seen as a positive trait because of its stemming from self-honour. When ghira is 
ascribed to Allah, it denotes His being deserving of and demanding exclusive 
worship, loyalty and adherence. In other texts, ghira has been translated equally 
as jealousy, zeal, and fervour. In this text therefore, it will be translated according 
to its connotations in individual traditions (ed.) 
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POVERTY   �:A
$�� 

 
  

�:A
$�� -�� 

The Censure of Poverty 

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<�?�"[ �X1=�
 X/ �?&���� �*[ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Poverty is almost infidelity.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 307, 
no. 4] 
  

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(7̂\ 7L�:�����$�]E �V&> 2 ?&����N  ?�"=�� 	�� �q� "s1�/ u :�VB W �XQ����
/ :L���̂ . 

2–The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Allah I seek refuge in You from infidelity and 
poverty.’ A person asked, ‘Are these two equivalent?’ He said, ‘Yes.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 16687] 
  

3jE � Pz� "V1)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<�?�"[ "X1=�
 �?&���� �*[ 2¸0�"� PI�?�&"> 5��� u7��E ";�®�E Q1�� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If it was not for my Lord's mercy on the poor of my 
community, poverty would just about be infidelity.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 300 no. 
817] 
  

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  	
�E�7��� 9 ��]�1�� �*�1�j �?&����. 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Poverty is blackness of the face in the two 
worlds.’[`Aaw`ali al-La’ali, v. 1, p. 40, no. 41] 
  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( $%�&�� �	�� .��J/ �?&���� . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Poverty is worse than killing.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 
299, no. 816] 
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6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�?�C[H�� ��1�a� �?&���� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Poverty is the greater death.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 
319] 
  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���6����� 9 �v
?�@ l$�&"a�N 2���%0i�8 	� �	�Z���� �� ?��
 �?&���� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Poverty silences the sagacious from his proof, and a poor 
person is a foreigner in his own country.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 3] 
  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  	�#� �� (�Q �)�������� ������� (� : �'
Z�4 ��?"c�[ ���61"B ������ 	�-�> 2���61"B �v"�Z�
 <^�^\ �L"��6 Q . �}&��� 20u�(�� 

�-��
 Q �}&�8<��y] ���̂1.-���
 <���y�� �X[ 1�N 2<��s[ ���̂1.-���
 <B�*| �}&���� �X[ 1� 2����&�� ���?��
 QN 2�����[ �b . ��&>  ?&���� �u���%�� 	�� 20u�(��


+VR�4  b��EO� �u���%�� :�BN 2�� (
�* 9 �;kB3?��N 2����&�� 9 �XR&.(��N 2�� (�&�
 9 �U�0S������� "s1���(�> 2�� :]�N 9 PI��#� �;k�   ?&���� 	��  . 

8– Imam Ali (AS), speaking to his son Imam Hasan (AS), said, ‘Do not blame a 
person who tries to seek his ration, for he who does not have a ration, his 
mistakes increase. O son, a poor person is humiliated, his words are not heard, 
and his status is not recognized. If a poor person speaks the truth, they call him a 
liar, and if he is an ascetic, they call him ignorant. O son, those who are tried with 
poverty are tested in four things: weakness in their certainty, deficiency in their 
intellect, fragility in their devotion, and lack of shame on their face. So, we seek 
refuge in Allah from poverty.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 300, no. 818] 
  

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (���(�#�  	���7-� �� (�Q �� �;0� :���� � �m���%j�> 2�?&���� �q���� ��4/ u7̂\ 20u�(�� 
   2 	
3��� �;�R�&(�� �?&���� kXo> p ��(�� 
�)&�-��� �;����* 2 $&���� �;�f�y��� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS), speaking to his son Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya, said, ‘O son, I 
fear for you because of poverty, so seek refuge in Allah from it, for poverty brings 
diminishment in one’s faith, confusion to the intellect and a motive for 
hatred.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 319]  
  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;��?"@  	���1�� 9 �?&���� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Poverty in one’s homeland is like being foreign in 
it.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 56]  
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�:A
$�� �zP�6 

Praising Poverty 

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�?���%>/ �� �N 2T?��> �?&���� . 

11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Poverty is my honour, and I am proud of it.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 55, no. 85] 
  

12 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� {IB��|/ {I�?�&"���   .  

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The poor are the friends of Allah.’[al-Firdaws, v. 
3, p. 157, no. 4423] 
  

13 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ![��a� �D�?��� 9 u ̂�?�f8�N 2<(�=��� u (k>�1�6N 2<(�=��� � �8/ 0L�:���� . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Allah, revive me as a destitute, and make me 
meet death as a destitute, and resurrect me among the destitute.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 16669]  
  

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��?���� 3��4 5���  	���#�  E�m���� �	��  	��,"a� 5���� �	�
�/ �?&���� . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Poverty is more decorative for a believer than a beauty 
spot on the cheek of a horse.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 265, no. 22] 
  

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �	�� ���(�� �v�hR�a�  ����� ��(�� �XN���� �?&�����N 2   . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Calamities are endowments from Allah, and 
poverty is stored with Allah.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 260, no. 2] 
  

g�M�� 	
�� �:A
$�� �)�&$V o �.���� �6 

Traditions Narrating about the Virtue of Poverty over Wealth 

16Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;��1&�� �w���N 2�;�8�E �?&���� . 
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16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Poverty is convenience, and wealth is 
punishment.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44144] 
  

17 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(G;�Ch^ 9 5Z�/N +��?w�� 9 �$�-�8 	�� ��\ 2�w�� 	�� �}�4 �?&���� . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Poverty is better than wealth, save those who 
relieve others’ debts [with their own wealth] and give during tragedies.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 72, p. 56, no. 86] 
  

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�w��  ?�J/ 	�� ���®/  ?&���� �E�?�g . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The harm of poverty is more praiseworthy than the 
exuberance of wealth.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5904] 
  

19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 5j1� �D](�� 9)�������� �������: ($"&�> <� C&�� �?&���� �)
/�E �s\ 25j1� 
 : �s\N 2�!_��R��  E��f� C�8?��
� �)
/E$"&�> <� C&�� �w� :���%��1&�� )��3i�� �v^�s . 

19– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘Allah said in an intimate conversation with 
Moses (AS), ‘O Moses, when you see poverty coming, then say to it, ‘Welcome 
O mark of the righteous’, and when you see wealth coming, say, ‘A sin whose 
punishment has been hastened*.’[al-Kafi,v. 2, p. 263, no. 12] 
  

�:A
$�� �K�$V 

The Interpretation of Poverty 

20��
E*\ �U_�| 9 � :0u��\ �?�&�%>�  	�µ �?&�> QN2 u7(�� w�%j�  	�-�� ª�@ Q . 

20– Bihar al-Anwar: ‘It is narrated in the scriptures of Prophet Enoch (AS) 
[Prophet Enoch (AS) is known as Idris in the Arabic tradition (ed.)]: There is no 
wealth with those who are not in need of Me, and there is no poverty for those 
who are in want of Me.[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 95, p. 462] 
  

21Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��(�� :.
/ ...�1�B W L"=�> ��1��.R�� � :�V&> 2���� �V�Q Tm�� "$�]?�� : ��1��.R�� 0��8 ��1��.R��  $�
�������(�� ���CP��%_�
 ��J ����� 	�� ��3��&�
 ¢ 	��  �'����� 	�� <�}c[ �X[ X\N  . 
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21– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O people! … Who are the utterly destitute?’ They 
said, ‘A person who does not have any money.’He said, ‘No, rather the real 
destitute is he who has not offered any of his money regarding it to be for Allah, 
even though he has a lot more after that.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 150, no. 86] 
  

22 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( v��&�� �?&�> �?&���� . 

22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘[True] Poverty is the poverty of the heart. [ Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 56, no. 86] 
  

23 � �u�� �����)�������� ������� :( $:��[ �?&�> Q . 

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no poverty like ignorance.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 54] 
  

24 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��-"#�  ?&���� �?�C[/ . 

24– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greatest of poverty is stupidity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
Saying 38]  
  

25 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�$��j �BN � :� W .��J/+?&�> .T/ :�X��� ���� �?�"=�� . 

25– Imam Ali (AS), when asked what was the severest of poverty, said, ‘Disbelief 
after faith.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 377, no. 1] 
  

26 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ?&���� .?�J  ��0(�� �?&�> . 

26– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Poverty of the soul is the most evil poverty.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 6547] 
  

27 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �?&����N �w������� 5���  �?����    . 

27– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Wealth and poverty come after submission to 
Allah.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 452]  
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28 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( E(�� ���� �@ QN 2�;7(��� ���� �?&�> Q . 

28– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There will remain no poverty after Heaven, and no 
wealth after the Hellfire.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 216] 
  

29 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  ?&����  	� �$��j �a � :�IuJ �$"[ �\  ��(�� �'�?�J . 

29– Imam Hasan (AS), when asked about poverty, said, ‘It is the greed of the self 
for everything.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 225] 
  

30 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��1("&�� "D0��JN  ��(�� �'�?�J �?&���� . 

30– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘Poverty is the greed of the self and the extremity of 
despair.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 368, no. 3] 
  

���6S
(�� �z�P;
(� �:A
$�� 

Praiseworthy and Disparaged Poverty 

31 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (ÀE�s r/ 	� tN?�
 7-� �$��j �a � :��(�� :�S�wC�
 �;M�M :.C�8"� ^/N : .v�8"�N �?&���� .v�8"�N ��1�a� .v�8"�
��C��� HI :�� -7̂\ p �XN�?�
 � 5�� ��� �my �X\ :����� �;��� 9 ��1�a�  ����� �;��R��� 9 �D��#� 	�� 0u��\ .v�8/   ����� �;�� 9 �?&����N2    kÇ\ .v�8/ 
	�� ����� �;��R��� 9 �w��   �;��� 9 {I��C��N 2 �����  �v�8/  R��� 9 �;0_3R�� 	�� 0u��\����� �;��   . 

31– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when asked about the [meaning of the] saying of Abu 
Dharr: “There are three things that people hate but I love: I love death and I love 
poverty and I love tribulation”, said, ‘This is not as they have understood it. What 
he meant is that death in the obedience of Allah is more beloved to me than a life 
of disobedience to Allah; poverty in the obedience of Allah is more beloved to me 
than wealth [accompanied] with disobedience to Allah, and tribulation 
[accompanied] with obedience to Allah is more beloved to me than good health 
with disobedience to Allah.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 165, no. 1] 
  

32 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(	� �}�4 (���� �?&���� ^ }�@ b�� �D��#� 	� �}�4 (���� "$%�&��N 2^ }�@ b� �w�� . 

32– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Poverty with us [i.e. our guardianship] is better 
than wealth with other than us, and death with us is better than life with other 
than us.’[al-Khara`ij wa al-Jara`ih, v. 2, p. 739, no. 54]  
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33 �e*7R�� ����� �)��� ������������ :( Ò�� 5��� �q"��-_�
 +?&�> 	�� �}�4  L�lY��  	� �����i_�
 ª�@ . 

33– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Wealth that prevents you from oppression is better 
than poverty that drives you to sin.’[al-Faqih, v. 3, p. 166, no. 3614]  
  

34 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 2�?�-�8�� ��1�a� �?&����]TN�?�� �VB] :�������C� r� �)��&�>  ) �������� ������� :(  E(
3��� 	�� �?&����
�V&> W L�yE3���N :  	
3��� 	�� 	=�N 2Q . 

34– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Poverty is red death.’ The narrator said, ‘I asked 
Abu `Aabdullah [al-Sadiq] (AS), ‘Poverty of dinars and dirhams?’ He said, ‘No, 
rather poverty in one’s faith.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 266, no. 2]  
  

�KA
$�� �KA· 

Humiliating the Poor 

35Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<(��,� kV�m�%j�  	������� �'�?�:�J 2�'���
 ���s �;k��B N/ �' ?&���� �'�?k&�8 N/ <;�(��,� N/   ���_�S��
 7L"M �;����&�� ��1
 ��6  . 

35– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever degrades a believer, male or female, or 
humiliates him because of his poverty or lack of ability, Allah, most High, will 
promulgate him on the Day of Resurrection and then disgrace him.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 72, p. 44, no. 52] 
  

36 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  b�-i�
 ¢ <(��,�� �?�&�%8�  	�� ��7̂o> p L"= ̂�14\ HI���g �N?�&�_�6Q  k$]N0���  �K1%
 X/ ��\ �;7(�� 9 -:(��  . 

36– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not humiliate the weak ones from among your 
brethren; for whoever humiliates a believer, Allah Almighty will not bring them 
together in Heaven until he repents.’[al-Khisal, p. 614, no. 10]  
  

37 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �u�&�� 23��w�� 5��� ������j ����4 ������ �Lk����> <-����� <�}&> �u�&�� 	��   ������ 1�yN �;����&�� ��1�
 k$]N0��� 
"XCS�@ . 

37– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Whoever meets a poor Muslim and greets him 
differently to the way he would greet a rich person, will meet Allah, Mighty and 
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Exalted, on the Day of Judgment, and He will be angry with him.’[Amali al-Saduq, 
p. 359, no. 5] 
  

�:A
$�� F�$/�? �6 

That Which Banishes Poverty 

38Pz� "V1jE �  )  {z� �uk��|����` �N ������� :(�?&���� u�(�6N 2 ?-���� 9 ��
��6  L�80?�� ";���| . 

38– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Keeping relationships with one’s kin prolongs 
one’s life and repels poverty.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 103, no. 61]  
  

39 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :( Vm�C��N �;�B�0R�� �?&���� �N�N�* . 

39– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Cure poverty with charity and giving generously.’[al-
Khisal, p. 9, no. 22] 
  

40 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�?&���� �X���(�
 3?3��� ";�B��|N .? C�� . 

40– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Righteousness and almsgiving in secret banishes 
poverty.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 81, no. 83] 
  

41 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �?�&�%��
 Q X/ ���R�%B�  	�-�� �)(�-�g . 

41– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘I guarantee that those who economize will never 
fall poor.’[al-Khisal, p. 9, no. 32] 
  

�:A
$�� �@�̀ �? �6 

That Which Brings Poverty  

42Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �?�&�%>� �?�B��6 	�� . 

42– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who acts poor will become poor.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 76, p. 316, no. 6] 
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43 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �?&���� �v��i�6 ";�̂��£�N 2HI(�w�� �v��i�6 ";�̂��� . 

43– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Trustworthiness attracts wealth, and treachery 
attracts poverty.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 114, no. 6] 
  

44 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( :(� �v�@�E 	�� �;�8�?�� �!��"�N � �^��� ���
 � y ?�c=�� 5�� �;�B��� �L�=�8 . 

44– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Poverty is decreed on those who indulge in it - meaning 
the world (duny?) - and those who turn away from it will be helped with 
ease.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, p. 221] 
  

45 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���%�> �;��O��a� 	�� �� ��P��^ 5�� ���%�> 	��    ?&���� 	�� <�� ������  . 

45– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever opens the door of begging to themselves Allah 
will open for them a door of poverty.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 20, no. 4]  
  

46 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �X-�.(�� r� � :����� ����
��
 �> 2��(�� ( � �$�[O�%��6 Q  <�?&�> ��\ �q�m�  . 

46– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said to Abu Nu`aman, ‘Do not earn a living from people 
through us [i.e. in our name], for by that Allah will increase you in nothing but 
poverty.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 184, no. 11] 
  

47 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( ��h�` 	� � ^� :�����  VO��
 ¢ 	��  �?�&�%>� ����S�> 	��  . 

47– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated from his forefathers (AS), saying, ‘Whoever 
does not ask for Allah’s grace will be empoverished.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 
316, no. 6] 
  

48 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��* +$�]�E -.
/�?&���� ���M�EN/ �'����N 5�� . 

48– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Any man who invokes Allah against his son will be 
empoverished.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 104, p. 99, no. 77] 
  

����� ���S�'��  j��:
A�$�� �I�6 ��n�!��1 ! 
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Allah’s Excuse to the Poor 

49�e*7R�� ����� �) �������� ������� :(����� �X\  "V1&��> 2���4/ �\ �Æ�� �E�m�%��
 -[ �^��� 9  ± 1�_"a�  	�,a� �'��C�� �\ �E�m�%����� �'Ä(M k$]  : É0���N
�%g01�� � �\ �?"Y^> �U�i0��� �my �b�>E> 20u���� �q � �X[ GX�1�y 	�� �^��� 9 �q�%]�18/ � 2Ç��]N�^��� 	�� �q .�VB :"V1&��> �b�>?���> : °0?�g �

W��%g01�� � b� ��%��(�� � ! 

49– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah, Exalted be His praise, apologizes to His 
believing servant who is needy in this world the same way that a brother would 
apologize to his fellow brother, saying, ‘By my Honour and Majesty, I did not 
make you needy in this world because you were low in My view, so raise this veil 
and look at what I have compensated you with for this world.’ He (AS) then said, 
‘And he will then raise his head and exclaim, ‘That which You deprived me of 
does not harm me when offset against that which you have compensated me 
with.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 264, no. 18] 

  

�:A
$�� �+�/?r 

The Adornment of Poverty 

50Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(� kX\����  ����� �'Z�/ �'�?�%�j 	�-�> 2���&��4 ��(� <;�̂�/ �?&���� �$���]    Lh&��  LhR��  ?]/ �$c��  . 

50– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah has made poverty a trust with His creation. 
So, those who conceal it, Allah will give them the equivalent of the reward of a 
fasting and praying person.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 260, no. 3] 
  

51 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ?&���� ";�(
� ������� . 

51– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-restraint is the adornment of poverty.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 68] 
  

52 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;�B��� {I�4\ <;^N,�� �IuJ .��J/ . 

52– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The hardest thing to store is hiding one’s 
neediness.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 249, no. 87] 
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Blessed are the Poor! 

53Pz� "V1jE �  ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :( �E��N ���N-0��� ��1=���� �XN�?�
 �	
m�� �L�yN 2 ¥0R��  ![��-�� Ö1"� . 

53– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Blessed are the needy for their patience, and 
they are the ones who will see the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 263, no. 13] 
  

54 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(PI�?�&"��� 5��\ �;�B%f�� ";0(���N �;7(��� 5��\ �X1"B%f�� L�:l�"[ ��(��N 2�;7(���  $y/ ��1��� {I�?�&"��� . 

54– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The poor will be the kings of the people of 
Heaven. All people long for Heaven, whereas Heaven itself longs for the 
poor.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 49, no. 58] 
  

55 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(HI�?�&"��� :��y/ �?�c[/ �)
/�?�> �;0(��� 9 �)���k��� . 

55– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘I gazed into Heaven, and I saw that most of its 
people were the poor.’[Musnad Ibn Hanbal, v. 1, p. 504, no. 2086] 
  

56 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��(�� @/ �;7(���  $�4��
 ¢ <�E(
�* QN <-�yE�* ���?%�
 ¢N ��� 	�� . 

56– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever dies and does not leave behind him a 
dirham or dinar, there is no person that will enter Heaven richer than him.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 267, no. 17] 
  

57 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�* PI�C^�� �?�4` kX\ �^��� 	�� �u�Z�"� -�� �q�sN 2"X-���j �;7(��� 5��\ <Q14 . 

57– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The last of the Prophets to enter Heaven will be 
Solomon, because of what he was given in this world.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 
52, no. 76] 
  

58#� �C� 	� ��7-� �  e*7R��  ����  	�� ���7�£� }c[ 	�  !�)�������� ������� :(Ç �VB : HIuf��N ��C�6 �;�:�[��� t?�6 �/ W �e1.��� "$�4��6 �/
�)�&> W ��� :�%f�6 7-�� :�V&> 25��� : <;(���8 �'�?�J 5�� �E��&�6 �> �'�?�6 � �$"=� �q� kX\ ��/ . 
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58– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), speaking to Muhammad al-Khazzaz, said, ‘Do you not 
go to the market? Do you not see the fruit that is sold, and the things that you 
desire?’ al-Khazzaz said, ‘Yes.’ He (AS) said, ‘For everything you see but you 
cannot [afford to] buy, you receive the reward of a good deed.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
72, p. 25, no. 19] 

 

* Al-Majlisi said, ‘The need to combine both types of traditions [praising and 
disparaging poverty] arose in order to portray that poverty and wealth are both 
bounties of Allah, most High. He gives each of them to whomsoever He wishes 
according to the complete benefit He knows for each. So the servant should 
endure his poverty, and furthermore be grateful for it, and be grateful for wealth 
when he is given it, and use it as necessary. So with both acting in accordance 
with what their individual situation requires of them, it is generally agreed that the 
persevering poor man is rewarded more than the grateful rich man. However the 
levels of their respective situations are completely different, and there can never 
be an absolute judgment about either side. It seems, therefore, that [a state of] 
sufficiency is safer and less dangerous than either of the two sides. Hence, the 
request for it [i.e. sufficiency] features in many supplications, and the Prophet 
(SAWA) would ask for it for himself and his household (AS). 

Some have said that if this is so, then the best is what the Prophet (SAWA) and 
most of his companions have chosen in possessing less of the world and 
distancing oneself from its pleasures.[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 31, no. 26]  
Al-Raghib has said in his al-Mufradat: the word poverty is used with four 
meanings. 
The first: the need for bare necessities, which generally applies to the human 
being, as long as he dwells in the realm of this world, or rather, it is general for all 
existing beings, and this is what is meant in His verse in the Qur’an: “O mankind! 
You are the ones who stand in need of Allah, and Allah - He is the All-sufficient, 
the All- laudable.”[ Qur`an 35:15] 
The second: lack of acquisitions, which is mentioned in His verse in the Qur’an: 
“[The charities are] for the poor who are straitened in the way of Allah – until His 
verse: “…Charities are only for the poor and the needy.”[Qur`an 9:60] 
The third: poverty of the self, which is voracious greed, denoted by the Prophet 
(SAWA)’s saying, ‘Poverty is almost infidelity’, and is opposite to his saying, 
‘[True] Wealth is the wealth of the soul.’ 
The fourth: needlessness of Allah, referred to in his (SAWA) saying, 'O Allah, 
enrich me through making me needy of You, and do not empoverish me through 
needlessness of You.' This is what is meant in Allah’s verse in the Qur’an: “My 
Lord! Indeed I am in need of any good You may send down to me.”[ Qur`an 
28:24] [Mufradat Alfau al-Quran, p. 641] 
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The Prayer  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :("D�0R�� �L"= (
�* ��]�NN 2��]�N �Iu�J �$"=�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Everything has a face, and the face of your 
religion is the prayer.’[Da`aim al-Islam, v. 1, p. 133]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �$���]  ��0R�� 0u��\ �v0C�8N 2�D�0R�� 9 u (��� �D0?"B �'Ä(M k$�]  �\N 2���kZ��  bh�� �\ �v0C�8 -[ �D
 �D�0R�� 	�� �b�CJ/ Q ^/N 2�T N�E �K ?�J �s\ �Xx-�Y�� kX\N 2�b C�J �$�[/ �s\ �bh�� kX\N 2HIa� �Xx-kY�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, Exalted be His praise, has made prayer the 
light of my eyes, and has made prayer as beloved to me as food is to a hungry 
man, and water to a thirsty man. The hungry man, however, is satiated when he 
eats, and the thirsty man is quenched when he drinks, but I can never be sated 
by my prayer.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 366]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;�®0?�� "V ¬�%��6 "D�0R�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Prayer elicits the descent of divine mercy.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 2214]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE �X[  ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  ( Q ��7̂O[ :�%B�N �$�4�* �s\ �X[N 2�'�}�@ QN ·If�� �D�0R�� 5�� �?�M,�
 Q
<-��-�8 QN <�y/ �� ?��
 . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) narrated, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) never put anything before his 
prayer, neither his dinner nor anything else. When the time for prayer would set 
in, it was as if he knew neither family nor close friend.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, 
p. 87]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(Àu�&�6 �$"[ "X�?"B "D�0R�� . 
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5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Prayer is the sacrificial offering of every pious one.’[al-
Khisal, p. 620, no. 10]    

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �V� �s\N 2�K(���N �*6N�� �)�Cc�
 �*1-���� �)�C�M �s\ p��Z�"��� �*1-��  $�c�-�[ :"��c�� 2 	
3��� �*1-�� "D�0R��
"� QN ���6�N �)�Cc�
 L�� �?���=^�N �*1-�����v�( . 

6– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Prayer is the pillar of religion and its likeness is as 
the likeness of the pillar of a tent. If the pillar is stably fixed, the pegs and the 
ropes remain stable, but if the pillar inclines and breaks, neither peg nor rope 
remains fixed.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 116, no. 117]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �\  V-��� .v�8/  PI�C^�� 
|�N �?�4` uyN 2"D�0R�� k$]N0���  . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The most beloved of all acts to Allah, Mighty and 
Exalted, is the prayer, and it is the legacy of the prophets.’[al-Faqih, v. 1, p. 210, 
no. 638]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (����� �\ :3C�8/N  V-���  $�S>/ 	� �$��j 7-�� �  �  :�D�0R�� �'�my 	�� �$�S>/ �;�> ?��a� ���� <���J �L���/ � Q/ 2
�VB �È?� �	� 5���� ����R�� ��C���� �X/ t?�6 :»�D�0R� � u ̂|�N/�N«W ! 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) when asked about the best and most beloved deed to 
Allah, replied, ‘I do not know anything after true knowledge [of Allah] to be better 
than this prayer. Do you not see that the righteous servant Jesus son of Mary 
even said, “…and he has enjoined me to [establish] the prayer…”[ al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 
264, no. 1]    

�9�5_�� ���<Y 

The Effects of the Prayer  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(������� �	�� �*�*��
 L��  ?�=("a�N PIf_����  	� ���6�| ���:(�6 ¢ 	  <����� ��\  . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He whose prayer does not prevent him from 
indecencies and wrong only gets further and further away from Allah.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 20083]    

10�����  V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� �¼�8�1���� �v�=�6?�
N ����� u���R�
 +$�]E 9 � :�K6 X/ F�C��
 L��> 2� <�1�
 �':(�6 ���6�| �X\ . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said with regards to a man who prays in spite of 
committing sins, ‘Verily his prayer will prevent him [from them] some day or other, 
and then he will soon repent.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 82, p. 198]    
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11 �����  V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(Xo> 2���*`  	��  $�-�� 	�� ���> �?�Y(�
 � "V0N/ u�yN 2"D�0R��  	
3��� �*1-�� �X\ X\N 2�����-�� 9 �?�Y�̂ )0_�| 
�����-�� �;0��&�� 9 �?�Y(�
 L�� 0��R�6 L�� . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the pillar of religion is the prayer. It is the 
first thing to be considered from amongst the deeds of man, so if his prayer is 
valid, the rest of his deeds will be considered, and if his prayer is void, then the 
rest of his deeds will not be taken into consideration.’[Ibid. p. 227, no. 54]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �?��"@ :�&�_ � <> E� �D�0R�� 5�6/ 	�� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever performs his prayer with full knowledge of the 
right due to it is forgiven.’[al-Khisal, p. 628, no. 10]    

13 {I�?y0��� ";-�> �)�������� �:����� :(����� ���?�>   ¥�=�� 	�� :
 ¬�6 �D�0R��  . 

13– Fatima al-Zahra’ (AS) said, ‘Allah made the prayer incumbent in order to 
eliminate one’s pride.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 82, p. 209, no. 19]    

14 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(y�1�j � �$ C"B )�� C"B Xo> 2"D�0R�� ��C���� ��� �v�j_�
 � �V0N/ �X\ . 

14– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The first thing that the servant will have to account 
for is his prayer – if accepted, all else will be accepted.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 268, no. 
4]    

15 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ¥�=��  	� ��
 ¬�6N  d�4Ü�� �)� Cc�6 "D�0R�� . 

15– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Prayer reinforces sincerity and eliminates 
pride.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 296, no. 582]    

16 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	�� �'�����] 5�� 5&C�
 �X[ $�y G��7?� ��-�4 +�1�
 k$"[ ��(�� �$���%@> �?:�̂ L[���8/  K� 5�� �X[ 1��
0��� ������ �L�&�� �X��� 	�� ���]�?4/ �v^�s ��\ �� �1^"m�� <D�Ek��[ X[ <D�| 5���| -k�"[ 2u�&(�
 Tm��  ?:0(�� "$�c�� �D�0R�� "$�c�� -7̂\ W »Iu�J �X�E . 

16– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If there was to be a river outside one’s house into 
which he bathed five times a day, would there remain any dirt on his body? 
Similarly the prayer is the river which purifies [one’s soul] – every time one 
performs a prayer it acts as atonement for one’s sins, except for that sin which 
takes him and keeps away from his faith.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 82, p. 236, no. 66]    

Ft��_�(� �)&
* 
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The Virtue of One Who Prays  

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ���� ���%��
 �q���a�  K� ��?�B �?�c=�
 	��N 2 E7C��� �q���a� �K� ���?&�6 �q0̂o> �D�0R�� 9 �)��* � . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘As long as you are praying, [know that] verily you 
are knocking at the door of the Almighty King, and the King’s door opens for 
whoever knocks persistently thereat.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 366, no. 2661]    

18����� � �u�� )�������� ������� :(�����  V��] 	�� �'fw�
 � u���R"a� �L����
 1��   �'�*1i�j 	�� ���j/�E �b�>?�
 X/ �'0?�j �  . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If the praying one knew about the Sublimity of Allah 
covering him, he would never wish to raise his head up from prostration.’[al-
Khisal, no. 632]    

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �;�®�E 	�� t?�
 -�� 2����8 �����\ �?"Y(�
 �����\ �$�CB/ �D�0R�� �\ "$�]?�� ��B �s\   �'fw�6 ¸��  . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When a man stands to pray, Iblis [Satan] approaches 
and looks at him jealously because of the mercy of Allah that he can see 
covering him.’[Ibid. no. 10]    

�9�5_�� F�* �a�b�c� 

Humbleness in Prayer  

20Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�| 9 �b0f���%�
 Q 	�-�� �D��| Q���6 . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The prayer of one who does not humble himself 
in his prayer does not count.’[al-Firdaws, v. 5, p. 195, no. 7935]    

21 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�  �1f"£�  	� �$��j 7-�� � :�D�0R�� 9 �b�g�10%��X/N 2 ��3��E 5�� ����"[ �� C��&� ��C���� �$ C&�
  . 

21– The Prophet (SAWA), when he was asked about humbleness in prayer, said, 
‘It is to abase oneself in the prayer, and for the servant to come to his Lord 
wholeheartedly.’[Da`aim al-Islam, v. 1, p. 158]    

22 .¶(�� �X[ �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (����� �	�� <>1�4 ���:]�N ��0��?�6 �D�0R�� �\ ��B �s\  ��6  . 

22– Ja`afar b. Ali al-Qummi narrated, ‘When the Prophet (SAWA) used to stand 
for prayer, his face would become sullen from fear of Allah, the most High.’[Falah 
al-Sa’il, no. 161]    
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23 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� ���C��B �b�f�4 	�� �7̂o> p���6�| 9 "$�]0?��  b�f�����    �Iu�f � "F�C��
 �> ���8 E�1�] )���f�4 k$]N0���  . 

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Man should be humble in his prayer, for verily he whose 
heart is humble before Allah, Mighty and Exalted, his limbs will humble 
themselves too and will not fidget around.’[al-Khisal, no. 628]    

24����� ���1�| Àu�� 	� �  ( � ��0̂O�[ �X[ �D�0R�� �$�4�* �s\ �X[ ��7̂/ ������  �b�&���> ���i�j N/ �b�[�E -7�E �X[N 2��0?�_�%�
 Q �LhB �*1-�� N/ �) �M »I
 V1jE �D�| �u�=_�
 X/ ���8/ ���Z�
 L��N 2������ �}kZ�� �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( !�#� �	� .u��N +v�� r/ �	� .u�� ��\’ . 

24– It is narrated in Da`aa’im al-Islam that when Imam Ali (AS) used to stand for 
prayer, he would be like a fixed structure or a straight pillar, not moving at all, and 
sometimes when he would bow or prostrate, [he would be so still that] a bird 
would perch itself on him. Nobody was ever able to match the prayer of the 
Prophet (SAWA) apart from Ali b. Abi Talib and Ali b. al-Husayn [i.e. Imam Zayn 
al-Abidin] (AS).’[Da`aim al-Islam, v. 1, p. 159]    

25 �!(�,a� �}�/ �X[ �)�������� ������� ( ���:]�N �?0��w�%�
 PI1�g�1�� 9 �m�4/ �s\����� �;����4 	��   ��6  . 

25– It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar that when the Commander of the Faithful, Ali 
(AS) used to start performing his ablution, the colour of his face would change 
due to the fear of Allah, most High.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 400, no. 72]    

26 ";-��> )�̂[ �)�������� �:����� (����� �;����4 	�� �D�0R�� 9 ���:(�6   ��6  . 

26– It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar that Fatima al-Zahra’ (AS) used to pant in her 
prayer due to fear of Allah, most High.’[Ibid.]    

27 �	��#� �X[ �)�������� ������� (�V&> 2�q�s 9 ���� �$�&> 2��"��|��� ������6E�N 2���̂1�� �?0��w�6 O0g�1�6 �s\ :X/  Å?���
�s T���
 �!� �U�B�N 	�-�� ���8  0?��R�

��"��|��� �����6?�6N ���̂1�� . 

27– It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar that when Imam al-Hasan (AS) used to 
perform his ablution the colour of his face would change and his joints would 
tremble. When he was asked about this once, he replied, ‘It is only fitting for one 
who stands before the Lord of the Throne that his face should change colour and 
his joints should tremble.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 80, p. 346, no. 30]    

28 !�#� 	� 7u�� �X[ �)�������� ������� (�V&> 2�q�s 9 <D7?� ���� �$�&> 2���̂1�� �?0��w�6N ���:]�N 0?��|� :�>  V14.��� 9 �m�4/N �D�0R�� O0g�1�6 �s\ : u7̂\
 T���
 �!� ��1"B�1�� ��
 E"�+L��Y�� Gq���� . 

28– It is narrated in Da`aa’im al-Islam that when Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) used 
to perform his ablution and prepare to begin his prayer, his face would become 
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pale and change colour. When asked about this, he replied, ‘Verily I am going to 
stand before the Great King.’[Da`aim al-Islam, v. 1, p. 158]    

29 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���1�|  !�#� �	� .u�� �X[   ��\ »Iu�J ��(�� ��0?�_�%�
Q GD�?i�J �ej ��7̂O[ �D�0R�� 9 ��B �s\ - :��� 
��(�� ��
3?�� ���[0?�8� . 

29– Imam al-Baqir (AS) narrated, ‘When Ali b. al-Husayn (AS) used to stand in 
his prayer, he was as straight as a tree trunk, and no part of him moved except 
for that which the wind caused to move.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 300, no. 4]    

30��C�1�/N +?��] 1�/ �X[ ������   )�� ̂
�?�
 ���J �X� ](�
 -7̂O[N 2<D�?��| <D0?��N <D�?-�8 -�:�̂�1�/ ��?0��w�6 �D�0R�� �\ �B �s\ . 

30– Abu `Aayyub narrated, ‘When Abu Ja`afar and Abu `Aabdillah [i.e. Imam al-
Baqir and Imam al-Sadiq (AS)] used to stand to pray, their faces would change 
colour, sometimes reddening and sometimes paling, and it was as if they were 
intimately conversing with someone they could see.’[Falah al-Sa’il, p. 161]    

�9�5_�� �=��
e �pn��6� �l[�:�� 

Conditions and Impediments to the Acceptance of the Prayer  

31Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  $�C&�
 L�� 2
(�#[ �1�̂1"=�6 57%8 L�%-�|N 2 E6N�[ �1�̂1=�6 57%8 L�%�k��| 1��   +��E�1 � ��\ L"=(��  . 

31– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If you were to pray so much that you became [as 
thin as strings], and fasted so much that you [bent over] as arches, Allah would 
not accept any of it unless it was accompanied by piety.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 84, p. 
258, no. 56]    

32 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5�8N/   X/ 0u��\  G��8P�N u�61���� 	�� <%��� �1��4��
 Q �q��1�B �E�m^/ 2�	
 E�m("a� 4/ 
 2�!���j?"a� 4/ 

 �;�-��Y�a� �q�6 0*�?�
 57%8 0T���
 �!� u���R�
 <-hB ���* � ���(���/ u7̂o> p�;�-��Y�� L�y���8/ ��(� T�*C�� 	�� . 

32– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, most High, revealed to me saying, ‘O 
brother of the prophets and the warners, warn your people not to enter any of My 
places of worship while having committed a wrong to another servant who holds 
it against him, for verily I curse him as long as he stands to pray before Me, until 
he makes amends for that wrong.’[Ibid. p. 257, no. 55]    

33 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  $�C&�
 L�� <;�-������ N/ <-���� �K%@�  	��   �?��w�
 X/ ��\ 2<;����N <�1�
 �!���E/ ������| QN ���6�| ��6 
���C�8| ���� . 
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33– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever backbites a Muslim man or woman, 
Allah, most High, neither accepts his prayer nor his fasting for forty days until its 
victim has forgiven him.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 412, no. 1141]    

34 Pz� "V1jE �)�|����` �N ������� {z� �uk� :(<8C�| �!���E/ ���6�| �v��_�6 L�� �?-�£� �K ?�J 	�� �X\ . 

34– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the prayer of one who drinks alcohol is not 
counted for forty days.’[`AIlal al-Shara’i`a , p. 345, no. 1]    

35�u�� ����� �) �������� ������� :(�V1C�B �> �����8N �� :]�N 	�� 	"=�
 L�� X\ 2u���R�6 �L��> �?"Y^"� . 

35– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Look carefully at what [attire] you pray in. If it is not 
among that which is fitting or permissible for it, then it is not accepted.’[Basharat 
al-Mustafa, p. 28]    

36 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �D�0R��  V1C�B  v�C�j 	� �$��j �BN � :(h���/ 	�� "DI�?�C��N (�%�
Q�N . 

36– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS), when he was asked about the condition for the 
acceptance of the prayer, replied, ‘Our guardianship and disassociation from our 
enemies.’[al-Manaqib li Ibn Shahr ashUb, v. 4, p. 131]    

37 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �$ C�B 	��  �����m���
 L�� <;(���8 ��(�� �$ C�B 	��N 2�����m���
 ¢ <D���8�N <D�| ��(��  . 

37– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever Allah accepts even one prayer from, He 
will not chastise, and whoever He accepts even one good deed from He will not 
chastise.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 266, no. 11]    

38 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �\ �?�Y�̂ 	�������  $�C&�
 ¢ 2���� �X-��� -�yN G)�B� �?�Y�̂ ��
�1��/  <D�| ����  . 

38– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah does not accept a single prayer from one 
who looks at his parents loathingly, even if they oppress him.’[Ibid. v. 2, p. 349, 
no. 5]    

�V 2 I�6���V��" �)��A 

He Whose Prayer is not Accepted  

39Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�L�:(�� "$�C&�6 Q �;�^-�M  "D�0R�� : 2�n�4j :���� :�]N��N ���J(��N 2�'Q1�� �\ �b ]?�
 57%8 �� ��� ��C����
��N 2PI1g�1�� �� E6N 2�D[0��� �b ̂�N Tm�� 1�yN p �! �0���N 2"X�?=0���N 2�X1�y E[ ���� L�yN L�� u���R�
 +�1�B ���\N 2+E-�4  }�w� u���R�6 ";�[ E�"a� ";�
E

�nhw��N �V1�C�� �b�>���
. 
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39– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are eight categories of people whose 
prayer is not accepted: the slave who has escaped from his master, until he 
returns to him; the defiant wife whose husband is displeased with her; the one 
who withholds payment of the alms-tax; the one who neglects to perform the 
ablution; the discerning woman who prays without covering her head; the leader 
of a community who leads them in prayer while they detest him; the intoxicated 
one; and the one who resists the urge to urinate or defecate [before commencing 
the prayer].’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 324, no. 2656]    

���&�B ����,�9�5_�� �=��
e o �@�
A��  

The Role of Presence of the Heart in the Acceptance of the Prayer  

40Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� "$�C&�
 Q   �� ̂���� b�� ���C��B �?�S_�
 Q G�C�� �D�|  . 

40– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah does not accept the prayer of the servant 
whose heart is not present alongside his body.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 406, no. 921] 
   

41 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �v�%=�
 -7̂\N 2y�?f��QN :�j���j ���� �v�%=�
 Q �D�0R�� u���R���� ��C���� �X\ �$�&�� � ���6��| 	�� ��C�����
 :(�� . 

41– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the servant performs a prayer where 
neither a sixth nor a tenth of it may be accepted. Verily only that part of his prayer 
is accepted from him wherein he was fully conscious.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 84, p. 
249, no. 41]    

42 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 9 �X%�����4 �X%��[�E ) V�( G;����  ���B 	�� �}�4  ?l=���%� . 

42– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Two simple units of prayer performed with 
contemplation are better than standing the whole night in prayer.’[Thawab al-
A`amal, p. 68, no. 1]    

43 �e*7R�� �����N �?BC�� ����� �)�������� L :����� :( )k�"� :h�*/ 	� �$���@ N/ :k�"[ :�-�yN/ Xo> 2:�> ������ �)��CB/ � ��\ �q�6�| 	�� �q�� �
�8| ��]�N � �K ?�S�>: C . 

43– Imam al-Baqir and Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Only that part of your prayer in 
which you engaged with your full attention is accepted. So if one is inattentive in 
all of it or careless in his performance of it, that same prayer is crumpled up and 
thrown back at his face.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 84, p. 260, no. 59]    
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44 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �!�N ���(�� �����N ���?�R^� 2- :�> "V1&
 � �L����
 !�%�[�E 5���| 	��  �v^�s  . 

44– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever performs a two unit prayer fully knowing 
what he is saying in it, gets up from it with not a single sin left [unforgiven] 
between him and Allah.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 266, no. 12]    

q9��" ��
� �4�
� I�6 

He Whose Prayer is Not Counted  

45Pz� "V1jE �  )  ������� {z� �uk��|����` �N :(y�*1i�jN :��1[�E .L�%�
 Q 	�-�� �D�| Q . 

45– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The prayer of one who does not complete the 
bowing and prostration is not counted.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 198, no. 26]    

46 Pz� "V1jE �) �N ������� {z� �uk��|����` :(���� �D�| �> �D�0R�� 9 <��3-��%�� ����-�JN �� (�-�
 5�� 	�� ���?�� 	�� . 

46– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who is deliberately aware of who is on 
his left and who is on his right is not counted as having prayed.’[Ibid. v. 84, p. 
249, no. 41]    

47 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���� �D[�� Q 	�-�� �D�| Q . 

47– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who does not pay the alms-tax is not 
considered as having prayed.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, p. 46]    

48 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :( Q Tm�� �e�#�N 2"nhw�� ��� Tm�� �v�B#�N 2"V1�C�� ��� Tm�� �	�B#> 2+e �# QN +v�B_�� QN +	�B_�� �D�|
 .U"£� ���Z�w�g ��B . 

48– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The prayer of a Haqin, a Haqib and a HAziq does 
not count – a Haqin is one who suppresses the urge to urinate, a Haqib is one 
who suppresses the urge to defecate [before commencing the prayer], and a 
Haziq is one whose feet are pinched by wearing narrow shoes.’[Amali al-Saduq, 
p. 337, no. 12]    

�9�5_�� F�* �)�1��5'�� �I�� �FE5/�� 
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Prohibition of Laziness in Prayer  

49 ±�?��a� �F
�8 9 � :G��C�� �;�M��M 	� �)C i�� 2��®/ 
 : ����(�
 1�yN 21�y 	�� ���0�"BN ��
���
 �b�>?�
 	�� �\ �L����
 1�yN �D�0R�� 9 �$��4�* G�C��
 ... 

49– It is narrated within the tradition about the Prophet’s ascension that [Allah 
addressed the Prophet (SAWA) saying], ‘O Ahmad, how I wonder at three types 
of servant: one who starts his prayer knowing full well Who he raises his hands to 
and in front of Whom he stands, and yet remains drowsy …’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
77, p. 22, no. 6]    

50 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�qP��^ 5�� N/ q� 1����6 T E��6 Q �q0̂o> pL�̂N �D�0R��  b�ZB> �D�0R�� 9 �)^/N �q�(��� �q%�C���@ �s\ ! 

50– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When sleep overcomes you while you are in your 
prayer, then break your prayer and go to sleep, for verily [in that state] you do not 
know if you are praying for or against yourself!’[Ibid., v. 84, p. 283, no. 5]    

51 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(p <��Bc�%�� QN <���(�%�� QN <��j=�%�� �D�0R�� �\ �L"&�6 Q����� kX\N 2 e�3(��  $���4 	�� :7̂o>    X/ �!(�,a� 5�:�̂ 
 �10(�� �	�� u (��
 tE=�j L�yN �D�0R�� �\ �1��1"&�
 . 

51– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Do not stand for prayer lazily, drowsily or 
sluggishly for verily these are from among the disturbances brought about by 
hypocrisy, and verily Allah has prohibited the believers from standing for prayer 
while they are intoxicated, which means when intoxicated by sleep.’[Tafsir al-
`Aayyashi, v. 1, p. 242, no. 134]    

�9�5_�� �i�e�# 	��� �+
}
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Observance of the Prescribed Timings of the Prayer  

52Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ���1��0R�� �;��B\ 5�� ���%�Y�>_�� "D�?c�[ 2�� (
�* 	��  $�]0?�� �v��8 . 

52– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The worth of a man with respect to his religion is 
measured by his diligence to keeping up his daily prayers [at their specific 
times].’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 122]    

53 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� +?=� r/  	� ��7-ì �� �%[ 	�� � :�$0i���6 QN 2:�%B�1�� :���R�> �D�0R�� �)B�N �v�&�6E�� QN 2+¹��?���� ����C�B � 
+$w�f�� ��(�� y�?34,�6 . 
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53– Imam Ali (AS) wrote in a letter to Muhammad b. Abu Bakr, ‘Observe the 
timing of the prayer and perform it at its prescribed time, neither hastening to 
pray it earlier in order to be free of it, nor delaying it because of some 
work.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 83, p. 14, no. 25]    

�E�'e�� �=5�# o �9�5_�� 	
��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Performing the Prayer at the Earliest Moment of the 
Time Prescribed for it  

54 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L���������� �\  V-��� .v�8/N 2�)��Z�%j� �  }�£ � �$3i���> 2"$�S>/ <����/ �)B�1�� �V0N/ kX/    ���N�* � k$]N0��� 
k$�B X\N ������ ��C���� . 

54– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Know that the earliest time is always the best, so 
hasten to perform good whenever you can. The most beloved acts in the eyes of 
Allah, Mighty and Exalted, are those that the servant performs regularly, even 
though they be few in number.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 274, no. 8]    

55 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0N�� �)B�1�� "$S�>�^.��� 5�� �D�?�4��  $S���[  ?�4�� 5��  V . 

55– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The virtue of the earliest opportunity over the 
latest is as the virtue of the Hereafter over this world’s life.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 
58, no. 2]    

56 ��7�&�� 	� � :3?�� �±�?�4 g)�������� ������� (�V&> GD�?��| �)× �V���(�> ��(y +?R�B �\ �V-�> 2�D��0R�� �)BN HI]N �!3� C��Z�� �¦�� "$ C&�%��
 :
�)�&> 2�X�s/ :�V&> 2(��_|/ (� ���_��
 �?�Y�%(�̂ :����� �?���@  �N  ?�4` �\ :�%B�N  V0N/ 	� <D��| kX�?34�,�6 Q 2�q�   V0NO� <����/ �q���� 2G;k���  }�@ 	�� :�%B

(�k��|N �)^ksO�> 2�)B�1�� . 

56– al-Qazzaz narrated, ‘Al-Riza (AS) went out to await the arrival of some 
people who were coming to visit him when the time for prayer set in. He went 
towards a nearby fort and took shade under a rock, saying, ‘Announce the call for 
prayer.’ I replied, ‘Why don’t we wait for our companions to catch up with us?’ He 
replied, ‘May Allah forgive you. Do not ever delay the prayer from the earliest 
moment of its onset to the latest without a good excuse. You must always pray at 
the earliest time’, so I announced the call for prayer and we prayed.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 83, p. 21, no. 38]    

�:$������ �9�5_�� �f���V 
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Abandonment of the Prayer and Disbelief  

57Pz� "V1jE �  ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :(:�����R�
 �> � �X�N:%�
 N/ 2<��3-���%�� �;�S
?���� �D�0R�� ���?%�
 X/ ��\  ?�>=�� �!�N  L��a� �!�� . 

57– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘It only takes for a Muslim to deliberately abandon 
the performance of the daily obligatory prayer or to not perform it out of 
carelessness, for him to become an infidel (kafir).’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 275, no. 
1]    

58 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� °�7��� �XN* �?�>[ �D�0R�� �� E6 �;���-��6 �;k��� 	� �$��j 7-�� � : �°���� kXP� �q�s "$�-��
 -0̂\ ���:�CJ/ �N
 � <>���%j� ��\ :"[�?%�
 Q �D�0R�� �� E6N 2���C��w�6 :7̂ � �D�1:0f�� �X=�-�� . 

58– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked why the one who abandons the prayer 
is considered an infidel and not the fornicator, to which he replied, ‘Because the 
fornicator and other [such sinners] commits the sin out of a desire that 
overcomes him, whereas the one who abandons the prayer only does so 
because he does not take it seriously, deeming it insignificant.’[`AIlal al-Shara’i`a 
, p. 339, no. 1]    

�9�5_���  �0�$m�'12� �I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Caution Against Taking the Prayer Lightly  

59 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 0¶(�� �Xo> p�q�6�R� �X�N:�%�6 Q)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (���61�� ��(� �VB :0U���%j�  	�� u7(�� ��������6�R �  . 

59– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Do not neglect your prayer, for verily the Prophet 
(SAWA) said while he was on his death bed, ‘The one who takes his prayer 
lightly is not of me.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 269, no. 7]    

60+}R� r/ 	� � :�-�8 5�� �)��4�*����� ��C� rO� :
3���"� �D���  ) �������� ������� ()��B �Ò )�=�C�> : �BN ��1a� �'�?�S�8 �!8 ���6� :�J 1� 2G�7-� �/ 

�VB 7L"M ����(��� t�8\ �¦�C�B :�VB ����1�8 �1���-�%]� 7-�> 2r �U"Z�
 	��N ¸���?�B Ç �1��*"� :�� �V(�6 	�� (�%����J kX\�D�0R� � <�����%� . 

60– Abu Ba??r narrated, ‘I went to Humayda, to condole her for the death of Abu 
`Aabdillah (AS) [i.e. Imam al- Sadiq], so she cried and said, ‘O Abu Muhammad, 
if you saw him as death came upon him, he placed his hand over one eye and 
said, ‘Call my relatives and my friends to come to me.’ When everyone had 
gathered around him, he said, ‘Verily our intercession will not avail one who 
takes his prayer lightly.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 3, p. 25, no. 2923]    

�+���;
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The Congregational Prayer  

61 "X-&� �)�������� ������� (� ��"Y���
 1�yN �� (�Q � :À±��  �/�E 5���� 1�N G;��-�] 9 �$�| ! 

61– Luqman (AS) said to his son, exhorting him, ‘Pray in congregation, even if 
you have to stand on an arrowhead [to do so].’[al-Mahasin, v. 2, p. 126, no. 1348] 
   

62Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� �� i��a� 9 �D�0R�� 	� �N,�Z�/ +�^"� 9 � : �?��O�̂ X/ �� i��a� 9 �D�0R�� �X1�����
 ��1�B �q�J1����
 :���� �e�?_�%�> �E^ L :���� ���B1�%�> 2L : ��1�/ 5�� �b�g1���> +v�Z�Á L�:�61��� L . 

62– The Prophet (SAWA) said regarding a group of people who used to delay 
from praying [in congregation] in the mosque [praying instead in their own 
houses], ‘A people who neglect to pray in the mosque almost become deserving 
of having firewood piled at their doors and set alight so that their houses burn 
down on them.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 3, p. 478, no. 2]    

63Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<�}�4 ��� �1.("Y�> G;��-�] 9 ��-�£� 5k��| 	�� . 

63– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who prays all five prayers in congregation, 
you must only believe to be good.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 371, no. 3]    

���6¹�� ���V���:�6 ���Q��? �6 

Duties that the Leader of the Congregation Must Observe  

64 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�%7�|N 9 �� �?R�� �'�Q�N �!8 +?=C��/  	� ��7-_-�� �� : �q��1�&�� ���\ �q7̂o> u�y �U�[ �q�6�| �\ �?"Y^��N) u�w�C(�

�q� (N 2»Iu�J L :�6�| 	�� �¿"&(�
Q 2������ �X[ ��\ �XR&�̂ L :�6�| 9 "X1=�
 +�1�& � u���R�
 +��\ 	�� ������> 2:�������6 QN :0-�%�6 X/ ��k��_�6N :�-3-�6

<���J L�y ?]/ 	�� �q�s �¿"&(�
 QN L�y E1�]"� �$c�� �q� 	"=�
 :�> . 

64– Imam Ali (AS) said in his advice to Muhammad b. Abi Bakr when he 
appointed him governor of Egypt, ‘Look carefully at what your prayer is like, for 
verily as the leader of the community, you must pray it perfectly and not be 
careless in its performance. Every leader who leads the prayer for a people is 
responsible for any defect in their prayer, so perfect it and be mindful with 
regards to it and you will have the same reward as them without there being any 
reduction in their reward thereof.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 29, no. 31]    

65 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �*� C�� PI�?��"� �\ �� �%[ 	�� � : �! ̂7%�> �1�̂1"=�6 QN 2L :����g/ �D�| L : � �1l��| . 
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65– Imam Ali (AS) wrote in a letter to the governors of the cities, saying, ‘Lead 
them in prayer, praying as the weak ones among them do [in consideration 
towards them], and do not torment them [by performing lengthy prayers].’[Nahj 
al-Balagha, Letter 52]    

66 � �e*7R�� �����)�������� ������� (� 0�,�
 X/ .��8/ 	0-�� �$��j 7-�� � :����� �V1jE kX\  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�VB : L�yÄ�?B/ ��1�&�� ��0��&�%�

�1�j �D�?i�«� 9 �1�̂[ Xo> 2<D�?i�y L�:����BO�> ·I�1�j �DHI�?�&�� 9 �1�̂[ Xo> 2�X`?&��� L�:�-���/ L�:0�,����> ·I�1�j 3	3��� u�> �1^[ Xo> 2<7(�j L�y�?�C[O�> ·I

 �v�8| QN 2���� ¬�� 9 �$�]0?�� �L"[���8/ 0	��0��&�%�
 QN 2 	
3��� u�> L�:�:�&>/N �;0(.�� � ) ��� (�� ̂Z��j 9 �XZ��j . 

66– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was asked how to determine the most rightful person to 
lead the congregation, to which he replied, ‘Verily the Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The 
person who recites the Qur’an the best [i.e. with correct pronunciation] should 
lead them, and if they all recite similarly, then the one who migrated [from 
Makkah to Medina] the earliest, and if they all migrated around the same time, 
then the oldest from among them, and if they are all the same age, then the most 
knowledgeable from among them with regards to the prophetic practice and the 
laws of jurisprudence. No one from among you should lead a man in prayer in his 
own home, nor a man of authority within the sphere of his authority.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, 
p. 376, no. 5] 

PRECAUTION   ط��BْNا 
 

   

�{�/?�P�� l�'B� 

Take Precaution with your Religion  

1� �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�)��J í �q (
��� �n�%�8> 2�q�(
�* ��14/ . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Your religion is your brother so take precaution with your 
religion however much you can.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 110, no. 1680]    

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)������������ ��� : (�q (
��� �;�Zh#� �m�4O6N �����#� �?"Y�(�6 �X/ �q�� . 

2– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘It is upon you to be resolute and precautious with 
your religion.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 259, no. 9]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�m�4<��Cj �����\ �� i�6 �  b�-�i�> ���%�8Q�  . 
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3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Be precautious with all things that you have the 
ability to carry out.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 260, no. 11] 

PREDESTINATION   ��.َا� 
 

   

 ¥��� "X�Z�� 

The Fallacy Of Predestination  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �  ¥��� �X��Z�� �X�� 9 �: �� �n�&���N 2�?�]0���N �u�:0(��N �?���N 2�K&����N �K�1kc�� �$Z�C�� �q�m[ �X[ 1��
�N/ �	�_"a� �X=�N 2�D��-�_�� +	�_"a QN 2�;�-hQ �Iu��� 5�� �	"=�6 L��N 2�����1��N �����1�� 	�� �X�8�� �N/ �v ̂m"a�N 2 v ̂m"a� 	�� �;-h���� �

 	®0?�� PI-�R�4N �XMN�� �D���C�� ";�&�� �q�6 2 	P�_"a� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS), exposing the fallacy of predestination, said, ‘If it were like this, 
the concepts of reward, punishment, command, and prohibition would be 
erroneous. The meaning of promise [of Paradise] and threat [of the Hellfire] 
would be futile, and there would be no blame for a wrongdoer, nor praise for the 
good-doer. Furthermore, the good-doer would be more blameworthy than the 
wrongdoer, and the latter would deserve more praise than the former. This [i.e. 
predestination] is the claim of the idolators and the foes of the Merciful.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 5, p. 13, no. 19]    

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�6 �X/ �)�Z�%�j� ���1�  �X/ �b�Z�%���6 L�� �N 2��(�� 1�:> ������ ��C���  �����  $��> 	�� 1�:> ������ ��C���� ��1��6  ����� "V1&
 2   
��C��� ��6 : �L�� W�)���R�� �L�� ��� "V1&
 QN 2��C��� "$�> �m:>W�)���̂�� �L�� W�?-�£� �)�� ?�J �L�� W �)�&���> :�R�B �L�� W�)�g ?�� �L�� �L�� W �)�S�S����� �L�� W ���?

�����  $��> 	�� ��0̂� W���*�*�1�j�  ��6  . 

2- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Anything that you can blame a servant [of Allah] for 
is his own doing, and whatever you cannot blame him for is Allah’s doing. Allah, 
the Exalted, will ask the servant, ‘Why did you disobey [Me]? Why did you 
commit sins? Why did you drink wine? Why did you commit adultery?’ All of this 
is the the servant’s doing. But He will not ask him, ‘Why were you sick? Why 
were you short? Why were you white? Why were you black?’ because all of this 
is Allah’s doing.’[Ibid. p. 59, no. 109]    

3 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(G��M t�8\ 	�� 1����6 Q ���7�0��� �X\ :����� 	�� �X1=6 �X/ 7�\   �X/ 3K0?�� uwC(�
 �> � ��(�� �)����N � 
Q � 5�� ��C��� �K�m��
�q
?0f�� �L��Y
 �X/ 3T 1�&�� �q
?0f�� uwC(�
 �> � �q�m[ �)����N � ��C��� 	��N ��(�� �X1=6 �X/ 0�\N 2�v�=�6�?�
   2�U��0S�� 

���6�?
?�]N ��C���  v^�m C> �v�B� �X\N 2�'�*1�]N �����?�= C> ��� �Xo> � ��(�� u�yN � ��C��� 	�� �X1=6 �X/ 7�\N . 
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3- Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Sins cannot be other than one of three cases: either 
they originate from Allah – which they do not – and in this case it would not be 
proper for the Lord to punish His servant for what he has not committed; or that 
they originate from Him and the servant together – which they do not – and in 
this case it would not be proper for the strong partner to wrong the weak partner; 
or that they originate from the servant – which they do – and in this case, if Allah 
forgives, it is due to His kindness and liberality, or if He punishes, it is as a result 
of the sin and crime of the servant.’[Ibid. v. 78, p. 323, no. 23]    

�¦
1��6 QN �¥�] Q 

Neither Free Will Nor Predestination  

4  ����N  ?BC��  ���� 	� ��81%�� �  e*7R�� :)����� �X\  �$]N 7�� �����N 2:���� L�:���m��
 7L"M  K1^lm�� 5�� ���&��4 �? C�i�
 �X/ 	�� ���&��~ �L�8E/    .��/ 
 �X1=
 �> <�?�/ ��
?�
 �X/ 	�� .�VB :����> :)QB W�;c�M �;�¬��  E��&��N  ¥��� �!� �$y : �E��N PI-7��� �!� 7-�� �b�jN/ 2�L���̂ . 

4- Imam al-Baqir and Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah, the Exalted, is too merciful 
to coerce His servants to sin and then punish them for it. He is also too mighty to 
want something and it not be accomplished.’ Then they were asked whether 
there is a stance between free will and predestination, to which they replied, 
‘Yes, [a stance] wider than the space between the earth and the sky.’[al-Tawhid, 
p. 360, no. 3]    

5 ���� 	�  $0S��"a� 	� E�1^�� EÁ �   e*7R��)�������� ������� :(�?�/ �!� �?�/ �	=�N 2�¦
1��6 QN �¥�] Q  	
 .�VB :�)�B : W  	
�?�/ �!� �?�/ �
�VB : Tm��� �)^/ �)("[ ���%�[?�%�> �q(�� �$C�&�
 L�� "F��8 ����> 2�;�R�a� �q�6 �$��> ���%[�?�%> 2���%�(�
 L��> ���%���:�(> G;�R�� 5�� ���%
/E +$�]E "$�c�� q�s "$�c��

�;�R�a� ���6?��/ . 

5- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, according to what Mufadhal b. `Umar narrated on his 
authority, ‘There is neither predestination nor free will, but a stance in between 
them.’ [Mufadhal] asked, ‘What is the stance in between?’ He replied, ‘It is like 
when you observe a man in sin and you advise him against it but he does not 
desist from it, so you leave him to his sin. Leaving him to sin after he has rejected 
your advice does not mean that you commanded him to sin.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 5, 
p. 17, no. 27]    

�����  ��(���# � �N/  
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Allah Deserves All Credit For Good Deeds  

6 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �VB  ��6  : 5�� �)
 1�B É�E�"& �N 2uSh�?�> 0u��\ �)�
0*/ ¸�-�� ( �N 2{If�6 Tm��� �)^/ �)("[ ¸0��f�- � 2��*` �	�

���Á ��N/ ^/ 2<�}R�� <��-�j �q�%&���4 2¸��R����u7(�� �q�6�7���� ��N/ �)^/N 2�q(�� �q�6( . 

6- Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Allah, most High, said, ‘O son of Adam! By My will 
you attained free will, and with the help of My favor, you perform your obligations 
towards Me, and with My power you feel empowered to disobey Me. I created 
you with sight and hearing, so I deserve more credit for your good deeds than 
you, while you are to blame for your own misdeeds.’[Ibid. p. 4, no. 3]    

�;7
�E���&���N �;0
 ¥��� 

Proponents Of Predestination And Proponents Of Free Will  

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X/ �L��� 	��   �1��C�&�6 QN 2���%�_���s �1�"[O6 �> �X1&�Z�
 Q � L�:"���=�
 N/ u|�a� 5�� '�*C�� �?�Ci�
 
��J �D[7��� 	�� �'1"Z��6 QN 2�'I�E�N �1l��R�6 QN 2���6�*:�J . 

7- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who claims that Allah coerces His servants to 
disobey Him or burdens them with that which they cannot endure [i.e. acts of 
obedience], you must not eat from an animal that he has slaughtered, nor should 
you believe his testimony, nor pray behind him, nor give him any part of your 
alms.’[Ibid. p. 11, no. 17] 

THE PREORDAINED TERM [OF DEATH]   �Uَ,ا 
 

s�F�� �~�P"# �)�̀ R� 

The Preordained Term [Of Death] 

1º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( y�?04/N :��0�BN 2 y�?0R�BN :���O> �V]�� �����4:��Cj/ ��1a� �$�|NN 2. 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He [i.e. Allah] created the duration [of every life] and 
made them short or long; He expedited some and postponed others, and 
connected their causes with the death.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-
Hadid, v. 7, p. 21] 
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2º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( $]�� 	�� �e�|/ HIuJ Q . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Nothing is truer than death.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10648] 

   

3º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : ("$]�� {I�N0��� �L�� ̂. 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘What a good remedy death is!’[Ibid. no. 9905] 

   

4º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�����]/ �\ �'Z�4 PI?�a� ����̂. 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man’s soul is his steps towards his death.’[Sharhe Nahj 
al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 18, no. 221] 

   

¦�_�B ¦Ix_�B �)�̀ R� 

Death Is A Fortified Castle  

5º �u�� ���� )�������� ������� : ( <j E8  $]�� 5�[. 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Death suffices as a guard.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 5, p. 142, 
no. 14] 

   

6º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (�R�8 "$�]�� �!�R�8 �	 . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Death is a fortified castle.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 494] 

   

q)�̀ # s�F�� t)���� 

Everything Has An End  

7º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (<��]/N <D7��� �IuJ �$=� �X\ . 
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7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Everything has a fixed duration and an end.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 190] 

   

8º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (����� �$��]  <��]/ +E���B �$=�N 2�E���B �IuJ �$=�  . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah has made a measure for everything and for every 
measure an end.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4778] 

   

���'!
(� �)�̀ R��� �kU��%�(� �)�̀ R� 

Suspended And Sealed Ends  

9º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� ( � �;
��  }��6 9 � : 7�/N 2 HIJ � �(�� �?34,
N 2 HIJ � �(�� ��3�&�
 2 ��1B1�� 57-��� �}�@ Tm��� "$]��
 57-�"a� "$�]������� "V1B q�m> 2 +$ �B 	�� :��c�� �\  E���&�� �;��� 	�� �X1=
 �X/ ��
?�
 7-�� "V ¬�
 Tm��� �1�:>   :» <;�j �XN?�4O%�
 Q L:"�]/ I�] �s\
X1���&%�
 QN « 

9- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, interpreting the above verse: ‘The first – 
undetermined – term is suspended; He can expedite and postpone it as He 
wishes. As for the specified term, that is what He wills to occur as a result of the 
Night of Ordainment (laylat al-qadr) to the next year’s Night of Ordainment; and 
that is Allah’s statement: “when their time comes, they shall not defer it by a 
single hour nor shall they advance it”.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 5, p. 139, no. 3] 

   

�kU��%�(� 
)�̀ R� �p
*P�? �6 

What Safeguards Against The Suspended End  

10º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (]�� �������6 �;B��0R��"V. 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘People’s terms are extended by charity.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4239] 

   

11º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� : ( :��]x� �X1�61-�
 7-�� �?c[/ L : �1^"m� �X1�61-�
N 2 L�y E-�O� �X1�f���
 7-�� �?c[/ L : ̂�8o� ��7(�� �¼���
L . 
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11- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘People live by their goodness towards others more 
than they do according to their [predestined] life terms; they also die due to their 
sins more than they die due to the end of their terms.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 5, p. 
140, no. 7] 

 

PRIDE   �ُ +َا� 
 

   

�:m
$�� 

Pride  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\  G��8/ 5�� ���8/ uwC�
 QN 2G��8/ 5�� ���8/ �?����
Q 57%8 2�1��g�16 X/ 0u��\ 5�8N/  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah revealed unto me that we should be humble, 
so that nobody shows pride over anybody else, and no one intimidates 
another.’[al-Targhib wa al-Tarhib, v. 3, p. 558, no. 1]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X(M� ��(�� �q��y/ : ?����� �v����N 2 ?&���� ��1�4 . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There are two things that have ruined people: fear of 
poverty and going after pride.’[al-Khisal, p. 69, no. 102]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���¥�B �?"[s�N 2���¥�[ �n"Z8�N 2���?��> �b�g . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Let go of your pride, put down your arrogance, and 
remember your grave.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 398]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �'�?�f�8 �D�?�4��-�� ��J �b�(�| 	��   �*�1j/ �;����&�� ��1�
  

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever does something out of vainglory, Allah will 
resurrect him black on the Day of Judgment.’[ 
211 Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 292, no. 20]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ¥�=�� 5��� L�y�?�/ �b�g1�
N 2 ?����� .v�8 L : � 0	�Y�
 X/ 2 �(��  ���| ��(� �DQ�1�� ��Q8 �U��j/ 	�� kX\ . 
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5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The worst state of the rulers among righteous people is 
for them to be assumed to love pride and be regarded as haughty.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 216]    

�:m
$�� �I�6 �p�/;�? �6 

That Which Prevents Pride  

6 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� :(W ?�����N ��*`  	�Q � !����%�8 �b�>��
 QN 2�����^ �e��?�
 QN 2�;��� ] �'�?�4`N 2�;��Z�̂ ��"�0N/ . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘What is it with the son of Adam [human being] and 
pride?! His beginning is a sperm and his end is a carcass. He cannot sustain 
himself, nor can he repel death.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 454.]    

7 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;��� ] <���@ 1�y 7L"M <;��Z�̂  ���� �X[ Tm��  E1�����  ?3C=�%�-�� <C�i�� ! 

7– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘It is surprising to see an arrogant and proud 
person who yesterday was but a sperm and tomorrow will be but a carcass.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 328, no. 1]    

�:�O�$�'�� ²��
� 

Censure of Pride  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�vi����N �E��%>Q�  v���#� ";�>` . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The bane of [noble] lineage is pride of it.’[al-Kafi, 
v. 2, p. 329, no. 6]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE �X[ �&�  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�VB <;��S> ��P��(� �?�[�s �s\ :�?��> QN . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When the Prophet (SAWA) would mention a merit of 
himself, he would say, ‘And with no pride’.[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 16, p. 341, no. 33]    

10 g?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �!(�,a� �}�/ kX\)�������� ������� ( 9 �X81�| �	� �;��R��| �*��VB �'��(� 	�� ��B 7-�> 2���g�?�� : 2";��R��| 

�����  �06�N ��7
\ É�*���� �q ̂�14\ 5�� kX�?���%��6 Q   . 

10– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘The Commander of the Faithful [ Imam Ali (AS)] 
visited Sa`asa`aa b. Suhan when he was sick, so when he wanted to leave he 
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stood up and said, ‘O Sa`asa`aa, do not display pride in front of your brothers 
that I visited you, and fear Allah.’[Mustadrak al-Wasa`il, v. 12, p. 90, no. 13599]    

���  �:m
$�� FM��/�? �6 

That Which One Should be Proud Of  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) �|����` �N ������� {z� �uk� :(T ?��> �?&���� . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Poverty is my pride.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 30, 
no. 26]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�?�4��N �^��� 9 ���(
��N  	�,a� �?��> 0	�y ���M : ?�4` 9 "D�R�� 2 �(�� T�
/ 9 7-�� ���jO
�N 2 $����� 
 G�7-�  V` 	�� ����� ���%�
Q�NN)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| .( 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There are three things that are the pride of a 
believer and his ornament in this world and the Hereafter: prayer at the end of 
the night [night vigil], his despair of [possessing] that which others own, and his 
allegiance to the Imam from the progeny of Muhammad (SAWA).’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 
234, no. 311] 

PROCRASTINATION   	���) ا�
 

   

�v?��5'�� �I�� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of Procrastination  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ���w�� 9 	"=�> �q� ���@ 	"=�
 Xo> 2 �'����� µ �)���N �q��1�� � �q0̂o> 2 �q����O � �U
1�0%��N ��7
\ 2 ÀE�s �/ 

 � 5�� ����(�6 L�� �q� ���@ 	"=�
 ¢ X�N 2 �1���� 9 �)("[ -[ �1���� 9 �)�0?�> . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'O Abu Dharr, beware of procrastinating with your 
[high] hopes, for verily you have today [at your disposal] and have not yet 
reached tomorrow. When tomorrow comes to you, then be in it as you are in the 
present; [that way] even if you do not have tomorrow, you will not have regret for 
all that you neglected today.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 75, no. 3]    
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2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �� �_|/  ¦�� �\ ���C�%�[ -�> � : ?�-�� 	�� �u�&�� � ���E���%�>�$"&�6 QN 2 �� : 	�� �q���y -7̂o> 2 G��@ �����N <���@
����� �?�/ L�y6/ 57%8 2 �U
 1�0%��N 3u ̂��� 5�� L :�%��Bo � �q��C�B �X[  �X1��>@ L�yN <;%w��  . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said in a letter he wrote to one of his companions, 'Seize what 
you have left of your life, and do not keep [deferring] saying, 'Tomorrow, and the 
day after tomorrow', for verily those before you were ruined because of their 
persistent wishful thinking and their procrastination, until suddenly the command 
of Allah [i.e. death] overtook them while they were heedless.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
73, p. 75, no. 39]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�U
 1�0%� � "$k����%�
 +$0]�,�� l$"[N 2 �EY^�� "VO��
 +$�]��� l$"[ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He whom death overtakes early calls for more time, and 
he whose death is deferred continues to put forth excuses with further 
procrastination.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 285]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��  V1"Z � �;��10%�� u3]�?�
N 2  $�-����  }�w� �D�?�4�� 1�]?�
 	0-�� 	"=�6 Q  $�� ... �;���R��a� �U��j/ �D�1:�J ���� )�g�?�� X\
�;��10%�� ��01�jN . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Do not be like one who hopes for [bliss in] the Hereafter 
without performance of good deeds, and delays repentance by holding high 
hopes [of being forgiven] … when faced with a desire, he is quick to commit a sin 
but delays the repentance.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 150]    

5 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ���6](�� 9 � : 2 T ?-��  V���N �U
1�0%� � �)��(>/ �&> 2 u���̂ 5��� PI=�C� � u7(��/N �)����̂ ��BN
 T }�4 	�� �!P� 
�� �;�� ¬�� . 

5– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in his intimate supplication, 'And help me [by 
allowing me to] weep on account of my self, for indeed I have wasted my life 
away with procrastination and high hopes, and I have now stooped to the level of 
those who despair of any good to come.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 98, p. 88, no. 2]    

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 5=���«� ���> �e�?w�
 �?_�� ��7̂o> p �U
1�0%��N ��7
\ . 

6– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Beware of procrastination for verily it is the sea in 
which losers drown.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 164, no. 1]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�}�8 �U
1�0%�� "V1"�N 2 �E�?�%@� �;��10%�� �}�4O�6 . 
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7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Delaying repentance is an act of self-delusion, and 
lengthy procrastination is an act of bewilderment.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 365, 
no. 97] 

THE PROFESSION   �4َ��ِا� 
 

   

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� kX\  �� ?�%�_"a� �	�,a� ��C���� .v�_�
 ��6  . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Truly Allah loves the servant who is faithful and 
engaged in a profession.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9199]    

2 �7C� 	�� 	� EC4�� b�] � :����� "V1jE �X[  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�VB 2 ���C�i��O>  $�]7?�� �\ �?�Y�̂ �s\ :  �1�B �Xo> W�;�>�?�8 ���� $�y : 2 Q
 �VB : ����� 	�� �n�&�j . �$�B :����� �V1jE 
 �q�s �U�[N  W  ! �VB :��(
��� �¼���
 �;�>�?�8 ���� 	"=�
 L�� �s\ �	�,a� kX� . 

2- It is narrated in al-Khisal that whenever the Prophet (SAWA) looked at a man 
who pleased him, he used to ask, ‘Does he have a profession?’ If they said, ‘No’, 
he would say, ‘He has lost his worth in my eye.’ They would then ask, ‘O 
Messenger of Allah! Why is that?!’ He would reply, ‘Because when the believer 
has no profession, he subsists off his religion.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 390, no. 
1084]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� kX\N 2  �7(�� T��
/ 9 7-�� L"=�� ª�@ :�> kXo> p �D�Ei3%�� �1g7?���6  �!��� �� ?�%�_"a� ��C���� .v�_�
 �$]N7��  . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Undertake yourselves to trading, for there lies therein your 
independence from what others possess, and verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, 
loves the trustworthy servant who is engaged in a profession.’[al-Khisal, p. 621, 
no. 10]    

4G�7-�  	�  ?���] 	� �) �������� ������� ( V&> 2 ���> ��0?�R�%
 7-�� �� �_�|/ �¦�� �VOj �7̂/ : �D�Ei3%��  	� T��
 �)�����[ u7̂\ 2 �����> �)����] .
�VB :W�q�s �L�� !�VB : �?��� �my TEY�%�̂� .�VB : L"="��1��/ �vy�m�6 2 L"=�� �v�i��/ �q�s !�N �D�Ei3%��  	� �U"��=�6 Q�����  $�S�> 	�� ���-%��   ���%�>��N 2 

�q0��E �e ��?�%�j�N �q��� � �n�����N �q��� . 

4- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) once asked one of his companions about his means of 
income. He said, ‘May I be your ransom. I have given up trading.’ Imam asked 
why, and he answered, ‘I am waiting for this rule [i.e. the reign of your 
government].’ Imam said, ‘That is strange from you. Your wealth will perish. Do 
not abandon trading, and seek out the bounty of Allah. Open your door and 
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exhibit your goods, and seek out the sustenance of your Lord.’[Mustadrak al-
Wasail, v. 13, p. 10, no. 14578] 

THE PROHIBITED (HARAM)   ام�ا�َ� 
 

  

�����!
(� �3�/�'`� 

Avoiding the Prohibited 

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�� E_�a�  v (�%�]>  � E=�a� 9 �)�C�@�E �s\ . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you wish for noble traits, then avoid the prohibited 
things.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4069] 
  

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( � E_�a� �v.(�i�6  � E=�a�  	���8/ 	�� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One of the best noble traits is the avoidance of prohibited 
things.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9382] 
  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ���(�
 L�� 1��  "$�B��� :�C (�%�i�
 �X/ �v�]1�� ���� E_�� 	�� ���̂_C�j  . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Even if Allah, glory be to Him, had not forbidden that 
which He has prohibited, it would have been mandatory for the one possessing 
intellect to avoid them [at least].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7595] 
  

���:
�� �)\# 

Consuming the Prohibited 

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ��?�#�  $�[/ b�� "D�*C���� �$�BN �  $��0?�� 5�� PI( C�[  : � PIa� 5�� . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Worship alongside consumption of the prohibited 
is like erecting a building on sand—or on water [according to other 
narrations].’[`Uddat al-Da`ai, p. 141] 
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5 Pz� "V1jE �)k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u : (����� �\ .v�8/ +��?�8 �;�-�&"� ���?�6   <�.1�Z�6 G;���[�E u���/ �D�| 	�  . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Abstaining from eating even one morsel of 
prohibited food is dearer to Allah than a voluntary prayer of one thousand 
units.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 120] 
  

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �±�?���� ���> �������
 �7̂/ 57%8 +L�8�E ";���| QN �D�?�-�� QN .��8 ��(�� �$�C�&�
 L�� +��?�8 	�� <Q� �K|/ �s\ �$�]7?�� kX\ . 

6- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘When a man accumulates wealth from prohibited 
sources, neither his obligatory pilgrimage (Hajj) nor his voluntary pilgrimage 
(`umra) nor his maintaining kinship will be accepted from him, and it even spoils 
marriage.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 680, no. 1447] 
  

7 ����� � �e*7R��)�������� ������� ( �$]N7�� ���1B 9 � :»�ªE1"c(0� ·I�C�y �'(�����i�> +$�-�� �	�� �1"��-�� �� � \ �(�����B �N« � :�����N ��/   )^[ �X\ 
�'1����
 ¢ ���?#� �L"« ���?�� �s\ �1^[ �	=�N 2 3u�C"&�� 	�� <g��� 0�J/ L�:"�-�/ . 

7- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), with regards to Allah’s verse, “Then We shall attend to 
the works they have done and then turn them into scattered dust”, said, ‘By Allah, 
even though their deeds were whiter than Egyptian cotton, when the prohibited 
presented itself before them they did not leave it.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 81, no. 5] 
  

��
\�:�'
* L��:�B 	��� ���P
e I�6 �3��
< 

The Reward of One Who Has Access to the Prohibited But Abandons 
It 

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (<��?�8 G;�
E] N/ GD/?�� 5�� �E��B 	������� �;�>��� :�[?�%�>   ����� ��0?�8   ����� ���(��`N 2 �E7(�� ������ �$]N7��    ���6 
����� �����4�*/N 2  ?�C�[��  ������� 	��  �;7(���  . 

8- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who has unlawful access to enjoy a woman or 
a maid but leaves her for fear of Allah, He - Mighty and Exalted - will keep him 
safe from the Fire, preserve him from the Great Terror, and make him enter 
Paradise.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 334, no. 1] 
  

9 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( 0L"M +��?�8 5�� �$�]�E �E���&�
 Q����� ";�>��� ��\ ��� ���� 2 �������
  ����� ��������/ ��\ 2    �D�?�4�� �$�C�B �^.���  $ ]� 9 
�q�s 	�� ���� �}�4 1�y � . 
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9- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘No sooner does a man who is able to commit a 
prohibited act abandon it, only for fear of Allah, than Allah gives him in lieu of it 
something that is better for him in this present world before the Hereafter.’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 43113] 
  

10 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �V1jE kX\  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (.R�� �$y/ ÉO
 �X[�����  V1jE �X���g �1^[N �;k�  )  �N ������� {z� �uk��|
����` (����� "V1jE L�:�(�=�jO> �;�(
��a� �\ L :���1�/N L :��y/ 	�� �N?�]y �1^[ 2  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( +$�]E �;h�-����E/ L�yN 2�� i��a� �;k��| ]X[[ 2

w�� L :���� �L�����
����� "V1jE �X[N 2 5����%�
 	�� L�:(��N 2 ����1�M �b�B?�
 	�� L�:(��N 2 ������̂ �U�R��
 	�� L�:(�-> +�1
 ���s L�y6O> 23u�f����N �DN�  )  �uk��|
����` �N ������� {z� ( +�1�
 �$"[ 9 +?î 	�� <�7��� <�7��� L�:"B��?�
.  

 �V&> L�:(�� �$�]E ��&> :�V1jE 
�����    (�̂1"Z� �e�?�8/ ��B ("B���?�6 Tm��� �?-0%�� 2 !  
����� "V1jE �V&>  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ������ t�w����> T���� 	� L"=(�� �Å� 	�� �	=�N 2 L"=�%�-���O�� �^.��� �L"=�-����"� �X/ �)���Z�%�j�  1�� u7̂\ ��/

������ �̄ �?�
N �X���� ";�C��=�� ��0i�(�6 -[ L"=�61��� �XN�3i�(�6N 2 t?4"� 9 �̄ N?�
N G;R�-�B 9 L"[���8/ N�w�
N 2 �X���� .  
 �V&> �$�]E ��&> :����� �V1jE 
    e�1�J�� �X�0��� �q�s 5�� 7̂\ 2  !W 1�y Ì�->!  

 �VB)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�}�4 �my L"=�̂��� ��?�#� 	�� yN,�-�6 �X/ �X1=�J1�6  V��#� 	�� L"=�̂1"Z� L�6¾�� �X\ L"=0̂\ 2 �X�7��� �q�s 	��  . 

10- Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) used to visit the people of 
the ledge [of the mosque], who were his guests and had migrated to Medina 
without their families and belongings. The Prophet (SAWA) had lodged them on 
the ledges of the Mosque. They were four hundred men, and he greeted them 
every morning and every night. One day he came to them while some of them 
were mending their sandals, some were patching their garments, and some were 
cleaning their heads from lice. The Prophet (SAWA) used to provide them with 
half a bushel of dates every day. 
One of the men stood up and said, ‘O Messenger of Allah! The dates you provide 
us with have burned our stomachs!’ The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If I could feed 
you the whole world surely I would have done it, but [know that] those among you 
who will live after me will be brought bowls [of food] in the morning and bowls in 
the evening, and each of you will have a shirt in the morning and another in the 
evening, and each of you will adorn your houses with curtains and carpets as the 
Ka`aba is adorned.’ 
A man then rose and exclaimed, ‘O Messenger of Allah! We are waiting eagerly 
for that time. When will it be?!’ He (SAWA) said, ‘Your time now is better than 
that time. When you fill your stomachs with the lawful, you might also fill it with 
the unlawful.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 12, p. 56, no. 13499] 
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 PROPAGATION [OF ISLAM]   n�#�) ا�
 

   

 ̈ ��C0%�� ";0�3-�y/ 

The Importance of the Propagation of Islam 

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�V1�&�� �*3��]"� u7̂\�N Q/ :  ?�=("a�  	�� �1�Þ��N 2��N?��a � �N?��/�N 2�D[0��� �16`�N 2�D�0R�� �1-�BO�> Q/ . Q/
���N ��N?��a �  ?��� ��/�E kX\�N �	�� �?�/ ��0̂o�> p ���%������� 	�� �'1�:(�6�N 2����1C�& � �'N?��O�6�N 2?�S_�
 L�� 	�� �'1w���C�6�N 2Ç1�B �\ �1:�%(�6 X/  ?�=("a�  	��  u:0(

�����  u7(���N  . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘I hereby reiterate what I have said: establish the 
performance of the prayer, pay the alms-tax, enjoin what is good, and forbid evil. 
Verily the peak of enjoining what is good and forbidding evil is to heed to my 
words and propagate them to those who are absent; you must command them to 
accept [my words] and prohibit them from going against them, for they are the 
commands from Allah, the Exalted, and from me.’[al-Ihtijaj, v. 1, p. 157, no. 32] 

   

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� T�:�
 X� 2.u��� 
  ������ 7-�� �q�� �}�4 <��]�E �q�
��
 5��� ��-0f�� ������ ) . 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Ali! When Allah guides a man through you, it is 
better for you than all that the sun shines on.’[al-Mustadrak `ala al-Sahihayn, v. 3, 
p. 691, no. 6537] 

   

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�8����� �1C3C  ����� L"=.C�_�
 �'�*C�� �\    . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Render Allah beloved to His servants, and He will 
love you.’[al-Mu`jam al-Kabir, v. 8, p. 91, no. 7461] 

   

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(
���
 5��� �L��j/ 	�� ";0(��� ���� )�C�]�N �$�]�E �� . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever becomes a cause for a man’s converting 
to Islam is guaranteed entry into Paradise.’[Ibid. v. 17, p. 285, no. 786] 
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5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(1���
 +��* 	�� �<���J L�y E1]"� 	�� �q��s �¿"&(�
 Q 2�����C06� 	��  ?]/ "$c�� ���� �X[ ��\ ªt��y �\  . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Anyone who calls to what is right will have the 
same reward as he who follows him, without any decrease in each of their 
rewards thereof.’[al-Muwatta’, v. 1, p. 218, no. 41] 

   

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �\ ��* 	�� ¸0�"� �E�4   �����\ '�*C�� �v0C�8�N 2���6  . 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The elect of my community are those who call to 
[the path] of Allah, the most High, and render Him beloved to His servants.’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 28779] 

   

7  ��j 	� �U
?J � TE�-��� *7-�8 	� u����%�� :�������C�� r� �)�"B  G�0-�_��  	�  ?����]  :"V1&�
 ^��(�� 	�� kX\�N 2��?3f�� �*� � "$�4*/ u7̂\ : X\
 0L�M 0)��W L�:���� ��?�f�8  

�VB :Ç �V&�> :�VB W �����\ 1���6�N ^�?�/ �?"[m�6 20L�M �)("[ �s\ 2�*0-�8 
 :�)�"B : L���̂ .�VB : �?"[m�6 �  ��j�� �X���� � �X��"a� �'�my 9 �)("[ �so�>
�VB W�����\ 1���6�N ^�?�/ :�)�"B : Q .Ç �V&�> : 0L�M 0)�� X\ �q0̂\�q
���
 �!�� ���E1^ 5���j�N 2����8�N <;0�"� ��?�f�8 . 

7- Sharif b. Sabiq al-Taflisi narrated on the authority of Hammad al-Samdari: ‘I 
said to Abu `Abdillah, J`afar b. Muhammad [al-Sadiq] (AS), ‘I often go to the 
lands of the idolaters, and people say that if I die there, I will be resurrected with 
them.’ He said to me, ‘O Hammad! When you are there, do you mention our 
cause and call people to it?’ I said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘And when you are in these 
cities – the cities of Islam – do you mention our cause and call people to it?’ I 
said, ‘No.’ He said, ‘If you die over there, you will be resurrected as a whole 
community in yourself, and your light will run before you.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 46, no. 
54] 

   

 ̈ ���C"a� 5��� �v i�
 � 

What Is Incumbent Upon The Propagator Of Islam 

U��º 	
7��� 9 ��&���  
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8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �	
* kX\  �� C ̂�1�]  b�-�] 	�� ����8 	�� ��\ �'�?�R(�
 	��  .  

A: Knowledge of the Religion  

8- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘No one can support [the cause of] the religion of 
Allah, the Exalted, except for one who is well-versed in all its aspects.’[al-
Firdaws, v. 1, p. 234, no. 897] 

   

Kº�)��C��  $y/  ���[ �\ �*(%jQ�  

9TN�?�«� Ø| 	�  ����� ��C� � : g3?��  	�#� �/ �)�-�j)�������� ������� ("V1&�
 :�8�E����� �L   ^�?�/ �8/ <��C��  .���� �)�"&�> : L"[�?�/ u�_�
 �U��=�>
W !�VB :^1��C06Q (����[ �	�j_�� �1-���� 1�� �7(�� kXo�> p ��7(�� :�-�����
�N (��1��� �Lk����%�
 .  

B: Reliance on the Words of the ahl al-bayt (AS)  

9- `Abd al-Salam b. Salim al-Harawi said, ‘I heard Abu al-Hasan al-Ridha (AS) 
saying, ‘May Allah have mercy on anyone who revives our cause.’ I asked, ‘How 
does he revive your cause?’ He replied, ‘He learns our sciences and teaches 
them to the people, for verily if people were to know the goodness in our speech, 
they would follow us.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 180, no. 1] 

±ºd�4��  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ��\ <;�CZ�4 �v�Z��
 G�C�� 	�� �   : � �*�E/ � :(�� ��"��hj  .  

C: Sincerity  

10- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Every single servant who delivers a sermon, 
Allah, the Exalted, will ask him about it and what he meant by it.’[al-Zuhd li Ibn 
Hanbal] 

   

*º;��i.f��  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 9 ��m�4O�6 Q�N 20��#� $"B  1�� +L�hQ ";�� .  

D: Courage  
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11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Speak the truth, and let no one’s blame for 
obeying Allah affect you.’[Hilyat al-Awliya, v. 1, p. 241] 

   

12 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(&�
 X/  �7(�� ";�Cy�E L"[���8/ 0	���(-�
 Q ����C�
 Q�N 2+$�]/ 	�� �K3?�&�
 Q ��0̂o�> p �'�� :�J N/ �'`�E �s\ À�_ � �V1
+L�Y�� � �?�[�m�
 N/ 2À�_ � �V1&�
 X/ +e� E 	�� . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Let not the fear of people prevent any of you from 
speaking the truth, when he sees or witnesses it, for telling the truth or reminding 
[others] of a great consequence will neither hasten death nor delay 
sustenance.’[Musnad Ibn ?anbal, v. 4, p. 102, no. 11474] 

   

 �yº�e�3R��  

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (CR�� 9 �����\ �v��(�
 -�> �� �;��
?0f��  ̄  : 0��8 "$������N 2 e�3R�� 0��8 "V1�&�� �� Ni�
 Q � �����1�a� �	��8/
 d�4�� .  

E: Honesty  

13- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, in what is attributed to him in The Lantern of the 
Path: ‘The best advice is that which does not carry the statement beyond the 
limits of honesty, nor the act the limits of sincerity.’[Misbah al-Shari`a, p. 395] 

   

14 ���&�a� r/  	� N?-�� � : +?����] 1�/ Ç VB)�������� ������� (� ������� �)��4�* G;��4�*  V0N/ 9 � :�F
��#� �$C�B �e�3R�� �1-k����6 . 

14- `Amr b. Abi Miqdam said, ‘Abu J`afar (AS) said, when I first went to visit him, 
‘Learn honesty before speech.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 334, no. 522] 

   

Nº�>3?��  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �N?���(�6 Q�N �1(�=�j�N 2�N?3����6 Q�N �N?3��
 .  

F: Kindness  
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15- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Ease and do not cause hardship [when 
propagating], and comfort and do not nauseate.’[Sahih al-Bukhari, v. 5, p. 2269, 
no. 5774] 

   

16 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(-�[  �7(�� �D�E���- � ��?��"� �;��j3?��  ̈ ��C�% � ��?��"�  . 

16- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘I have been commanded to be amicable towards 
people as much as I have been commanded to deliver the Message.’[Tuhaf al-
`Uqoul, no. 48] 

   

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( 	� ?-���� �� ;��Y(�8  : � �X1��-�%_�
 Q ��7(�� kXo�> p L : � �1&">E��N 2(�%���J 5��� �1�3-�_�6 Q 2�?�-�� 

 �X1��-_�6 . 

17- Imam al-Sadiq said to `Umar b. Hanzala, ‘O `Umar! Do not overburden our 
followers (shi`a), and be kind to them, for people cannot endure what you 
can.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 334, no. 522] 

   

�º�R.(��  

18 �u��� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  È?�=��  V1j0?�� �;���S�>  ?[�s 9 � : G;�(%�> 9 �X1C��8�N 2GD�}�8 9 �V���g ��7(���N ���c���� ... �̈ ��C�>) {z� �uk��|
����` �N ������� (0(�� 9�;�(���#� �;�Y��1�a��N �;�-=�#� �\ ��*�N 2�;�&
?kZ�� 5��� 5S���N 2�;�_�R .  

G: Good Advice  

18- Imam Ali (AS) said, mentioning the virtue of the honourable Prophet (SAWA), 
‘He [Allah] sent him while the people were straying in perplexity, and engaged in 
corruption… He (SAWA) advised extensively and kept on the [right] path, and 
called for wisdom and gentle exhortation.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 95] 

   

¯ºX������N  v��&�� ����Z�6  

19 7u�� ���� �)�������� ������� (� �����\ �;��1�(�a�  L�=�#� 9 � : L�� �X����� �	�� )�]�?�4 �s\�N 2 v��&�� 9 )���B�N  v��&�� �	�� )�]�?�4 �s\ ";�-���=��
�X�s��  � Ni�6 .  
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H: Coherence of the Heart and the Tongue  

19- Imam Ali (AS) said in the sayings attributed to him, ‘When a word comes 
from the heart, it falls onto the heart; but when it merely comes from the tongue, 
it will not go farther than the ears.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 
20, p. 287, no. 279] 

   

�º$�-��� � "̈ ��C%��  

20 e*R�� ���� �)�������� ������� :(�w �  }�£ �  �(��� <D��* �1^1[���E�1���N �e�3R���N �*:�%]Q� L"=(�� �N�?���� p L"=�%�(P��/  } .  

I: Preaching Through Action  

20- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Invite people to what is good with other than your 
tongues, so that they see tenacity, veracity, and piety in you.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 105, 
no. 10] 

   

21 e*R�� ���� �)�������� ������� :(����� �L�8�E  L :�%�B� �*1:i���N L :��-�O � (���\ <D��* �1^[ p <�E(���N <]�?�j �1^[ <�1�B  . 

21- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘May Allah have mercy on the people who are a 
lamp and a beacon. They call to our cause with their actions and the best of their 
efforts.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 301] 

 

PROSPERITY   َدة��ا��( 
 

   

�P�%5��� �+�6��� 

The Prosperous One  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �!(�,"a�  }�� �)�������� ������� (� :�q���/N �q0C�8/ 	�� ����0��� 0��8 �����0��� kX\ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said to the Commander of the Faithful, Ali (AS), 'Verily 
the truly prosperous person is the one who loves you and obeys you.’[Amali al-
Tusi, p. 426, no. 953]    
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2 ����� � �u��)�������� ������� :(�;���Z�� �¿��4/ 	�� ����0��� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Prosperous is he who is sincere in his acts of 
obedience.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1293]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0����
 X/ -��� 	"=�
 ¢ 	�-�� uw�C(�
 Q<�����j  . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'One who is not knowledgeable must not be deemed 
prosperous.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 364]    


9�,�%5��� �@�̀ �? �6 

That Which Brings About Prosperity  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�N������6  L���� � �1"��-���.  

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Act in accordance with knowledge and you will 
prosper.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2479]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ������6 HI-�����  ���] . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Sit in the company of scholars and you will 
prosper.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4717]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( "D�*�0��� "X1=�6 3��#�  �N�"� 9 . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Prosperity lies in adhering to the truth.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 6489]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�̂ �v�j8 	�� �����j ����� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Whoever takes account of himself prospers.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 7887]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������N �u�&�J :�6��m�� 9 �����^ �$�â/ 	�� 2�����j :�8�|\ 9 ������̂ ���:]/ 	�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Whoever exerts his soul in a bid to improve himself 
prospers, and whoever neglects and abandons his soul to its pleasures attracts 
misfortune and becomes distant [from Allah].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 8246-8247]    
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�9�,�%5��� �I�6 -P�%�? �6 

Things That Constitute Prosperity  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(PI?�a� �D�*��j 	�� �;���E/ :�'������ 9 ���%�f����� �X1=�6 X/N 2";���6�,"a� "D/?�a�N 2.EC�� �����1��N 2�X1�_��7R��{IZ��"£� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Four things make up a man's prosperity: virtuous 
friends, a dutiful child, a compatible wife, and having the source of his livelihood 
in his own town.’[Nawadir al-Rawandi, no. 11]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �D�*��j 	�� �����#�N �$�w�� �	��  E�0R�� .1"��4��C�� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Having a heart free from rancour and jealousy is part of 
a man's prosperity.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5803]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( V-���  ���R�� ���>10%�� 2 �D�*�0��� �	�� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Accomplishment of good deeds constitutes 
prosperity.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9296]    

�9�,�%5��� �+
A�A�B 

The Reality of Prosperity  

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0f�� �;�&�&�8 �X\N 2 �D�*�0�� � ��"��-�� PI?�-��� �L�%��
 X/ �D*�0��� �;�&�&�8 �X\PI&0f� � ��"��-�� PI?�-�� �L�%��
 X/ PI& . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The reality of prosperity is that a man's tasks conclude 
with success, and the reality of misfortune is that a man's tasks conclude with 
failure.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 345, no. 1]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5����  �?���� ��(��   PI&0f�� �	�� "D�*�0��� ��k&�_�%�6 ���̂_Cj  . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'At the time of the Great Exposure [of our deeds] in front 
of Allah [on the Day of Resurrection], prosperity and misfortune will materialize in 
their distinct realities.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6223]    

�G�H/�� �P�%1# 
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The Most Properous of People  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  �(�� ���?�[ �n��4 	��  �(�� ����j/ . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The most prosperous of people is the one who 
mingles with honourable people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 185, no. 2]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( G;���B� GDkm���� <;�� ̂> <Dkm�� ���?�6 	��  �(�� ����j/ . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The most prosperous of people is the one who has 
abandoned an ephemeral pleasure in exchange for a lasting one.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 3218]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�  	�� L�y&J/ kX\N 2 �'0?�g �� ?��
 7-�� �V���� 	�� �^��� 9  �(�� ����j/ kX\ �'�1�y �b�C06 . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Verily the most prosperous of people in this world is the 
one who turns away from all that which he knows is detrimental to him, and verily 
the most unfortunate person is he who follows his whims.’[Waq`aat Siffin, p. 108] 
   

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �\ �K0?�&�6N 2 (��S�> ���?�� 	��  �(�� ����j/   ��(�� 7-�� 5:�%^�N 2 (����̂ �����\ µ �$�-��N 2 (0C�8 �¿��4/N 2 ( � 
(���� �;��&"a�  E�* 9 1�yN 7(�� ���m> 2 (��:�̂ . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The most prosperous person is he who acknowledges 
our virtue, draws near to Allah through us, is sincere in his love for us, acts upon 
whatever we have recommended, and refrains from all that we have prohibited. 
He is indeed of us and will be with us in the place of everlasting abode.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 3297]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<D�*y�� L�y�?�c[/ <D�*��j  �(�� �L�Y�/ . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The person with the greatest prosperity is the one with 
the greatest level of abstemiousness.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3100] 

PROSTRATION   ا��1.�د 
 

   

�,�^-��� 
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Prostration  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �	�� �K3?�&�
 Q   �1[.?��N �*1i.��� "D�?c�[ ��\ ���̂_Cj  . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Nothing can bring about proximity to Allah, Glory be to 
Him, except an abundance of prostration (sujud) and bowing (ruku`a).’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 10888]    

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���*` ��� 	�� �D�*C���� 5:�%(�� �*1i.��� . 

2– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Prostration is the highest degree of worship that 
man can perform.’[al-Da`aawat, p. 33, no. 70]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (+E�
 �	� ����j ���� �VB 7-�� � :� W �� ]j N/ �b�[�E ^/N 1��*/ : � �K�?B/ kXo> 2 �� ]j �)^/N ���*"� L���̂
 �\ ��C���� "X1=�
�����  ����� ���*"� 2 �� ]j 1�yN   �q�6�?�4`N ���^���� �$]N7��  . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked by Sa`aid b. Yasar whether he should 
supplicate in the state of prostration or in the state of bowing, to which he replied, 
'Supplicate while prostrating for verily the nearest the servant can ever be to 
Allah is in the state of prostration, so supplicate Allah for your worldly needs as 
well as for your life in the Hereafter.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 85, p. 131, no. 6]    

�,�^-��� �+
���W 

Prolonging One's Prostration  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ���?�f_�
 X/ ��*�E/ �s\  ����� T���
 �!� �*1i.���  $��O�> u���    E7:�&�� ���8�1��  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If you want Allah to raise you [on the Day of 
Resurrection] with me, then prolong your prostration to Allah the One, the all-
Conqueror.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 164, no. 12]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���> �*1i.��� �?��"� ��7̂ � 2 <�� ]j ���*` �	�� t�?�
 X/ 	�� �����\ 5�� 0��J/ +$�-�� 	�� -> 2 �*1i.��� �1"����/5R . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Prolong your prostration, for there is no act more 
agonizing for Iblis [Satan] than to see man in the state of prostration, for he 
himself was once commanded to prostrate but refused to do so.’[al-Khisal, p. 
616, no. 10]    
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6� �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :(����� �V1jE �1�6/ <�1�B �X\  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�1�&> :����� �V1jE 
  �V&> 2 �;0(��� �q3��E 5�� (�� 	�-g� 2 :
 �*1i.���  V1"Z � u ̂1�(����6 X/ 5�� . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'A group of people once came to the Prophet 
(SAWA) saying, 'O Prophet of Allah, ask your Lord to secure us a place in 
Paradise', to which he replied, 'As long as you assist me with lengthy 
prostrations.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 664, no. 1389]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)����� ���������� :(  !�#� �	� .u�� �X[)�������� ������� ... (<B�?�� 0¦�>�?�
 57%8 ���j/�E �b�>?�
 L�� ���i�j �s\ . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, 'When Ali b. al-Husayn [i.e. Imam Zayn al-
Abidin] (AS) used to go down in prostration, he would not raise his head up again 
until he was dripping with sweat.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 85, p. 137, no. 17]    

�,�^-��� �:<# 

The Effect of Prostration  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�*1i.���  ?�M/ 	�� »IuJ :�> ����� HI_��] ���%�:C�] t?�6 X/  $�]0?�� �'�?[� u7̂\ . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'I hate it for a man to have a smooth forehead not having 
any trace of prostration on it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 344, no. 4]    

9 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( u �� �X[)�������� ������� (�;��6^ �EM` �'�*1i�j  b�g1�� 9 ��-�4 GD7?�� �$"[ 9 2  !�60?�� �;�(0��� 9 :���Z&�
 �X[N 2 
�q�m� ��(��kc�� �s �u3-���> G�(���M . 

9– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'My father (AS) used to have protruding marks from 
prostration on his forehead, which he used to cut twice a year, and every time he 
would do so, he would scrape off five calluses, and came to be nicknamed 'the 
one with calluses.’[`AeIlal al-Shara’i`a , p. 233, no. 1]    

 ������� �+� :�V 	��� �,�^-���)�������� ���
���( 

Prostrating on the Earth from Imam Husayn (AS)'s Grave  

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  !�"#� �;��?�6 5�� �*1i.���)�������� ������� ( �bC0��� �v�i"#� �e�?��
 . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Prostrating on the earth from al-Husayn (AS)'s 
grave pierces the seven veils.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 85, p. 153, no. 14] 
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PRUDENCE   ا�َ��م 
 

   

��Q
�� 

Prudence  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�;�j��[ ����#� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Prudence is sagacity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 339, no. 8] 
   

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (� �m�4/ 	���E01:�6 ����#� ��g/ 	�� 2 �?�:�Y�%�j�  ���# . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who adopts prudence is cautious, and he who lacks 
prudence is reckless.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, nos. 7913, 7914]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 3	kY�� "D=�f�� ����#� . 

3- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Prudence is the lamp-niche of suspicion.’[Tuhaf al-
`Uqoul, no. 356]    

���6�2� �@�e���� o �:
}5/�� 

Looking into the Consequences of Matters  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 9 +?�Y�̂  }�w�  E1�"Q� 9 ��0E1�6 	��  vh�10(�� ��0?��6 �&�>  v�B�1���� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who involves himself in matters without considering 
the consequences exposes himself to troubles.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 90]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( $-���� �$C�B �}���0%�� ���0(�� 	�� �q�(���,�
  . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Planning before action will preserve you from 
regret.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 54, no. 204]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( v�B�1���� 9 L�y�?�Y�̂/  �7(�� "$�&��/. 
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6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most intelligent of people is he who looks further into 
the consequences.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3367]    

��Q�%���� ��Q
�� 

Firm Resolution and Determination  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  ������N  ����#� �?��kY�� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Victory comes through firm resolution and 
determination.’[`Awali al-La’ali, v. 1, p. 292, no. 164]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (+���8 �� +���� 9 �}�4 Q . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no good in determination without a firm 
resolution.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10682]    

��Q
�� �K�$�V 

The Interpretation of Prudence  

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( V1&���� TN�s "D�E�Nf��N 2  v�B�1���� 9 �?�Y0(�� ����#� . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Prudence is careful consideration of the consequences 
and consultation of people of reason.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1915]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�;�:�C.f�� ��(�� ��1B�1��  ���#� "$�|/ . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The essence of prudence is stopping in the face of the 
dubious.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 214]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���#� ����4 �D�?�C"£� �$C�B ";�(�^O�-lZ�� . 

11- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Feeling certainty and quietude before experience is 
against prudence.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1514]    

���r��� 
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The Prudent  

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �'�?�4"Q  $�-����  	� �'��̂�* �EN?"@ �����w�f�
 L�� 	�� �� �#� . 

12- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The prudent one is he who is not preoccupied by the 
delusion of this world from working for his Hereafter.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1984] 
   

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�������~ "X��1�
 HI�?�a� kXo> p ���%k�"£ �?0���6 	�� �� �#� . 

13- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The prudent one is he who is selective in his friendships, 
for man is judged according to his friend.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2026]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �;�C�B���  $-����  	� ";�-��3(�� ��"��w�f�
 Q 	�� �� �#� . 

14- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The prudent one is he whose prosperity does not stop 
him from working towards the end goal.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1878]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �X=���� �;�|�?"�� <�(�%�@� �X��8�� �DO�>=�� "$3i���
N 2 v�S�w�� �XZ��j 9 �;��1&���� �?34�,�
 	�� �� �#� . 

15- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The prudent one is he who puts off punishment when 
anger prevails, and hastens to reward the good, taking the first possible 
opportunity to do so.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2179]    

�G�H/�� ���QB# 

The Most Prudent of People  

16Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�[/  �7(�� �����8/�����w�� �L�:�-�Y . 

16- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most prudent of people is he who is best at 
controlling his rage.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 28, no. 4]    

17 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( kX\N 2 ��1�-�� <�?�[�s L"[�?�c�[/ L"=�����[/ kX\���� <�*�����%�j� �L"=�(���8/ L"=�����8/ . 

17- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most sagacious one from among you is he 
who remembers death the most, and the most prudent one from among you is he 
who is the most prepared for it.’[`alam al-Din, no. 333]    

18� �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (L"[���y��/ L"=�����8/ . 
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18- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most prudent one from among you is the one who is 
most abstemious.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2832] 

THE PURGATORY (al-barzakh)   َزِخ�ا�َ�ْ 
 

 Æ���?�C�� 5�(��� 

The Purgatory 

1�
�
 	� N?-� � : �e*7R�� VB)�������� ������� :(�����N   Æ��?�C�� 9 L"=���� ��01���6/ 2 !�)�B :�VB W �Æ��?�C�� �N :  �1
 �\ ���61��  !8 "m(�� 2�¥�&��
�;��&�� . 

1- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘By Allah! I fear for you the barzakh!’ He was asked, 
‘What is the barzakh?’ He replied, ‘The grave, from the day one dies until the Day 
of Judgment.’ [Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 3, p. 554, no. 124] 

   

 Æ�?�C�� 9 �!(�,a� �̄ �NE/ 

The Souls of the Believers in the Purgatory 

2 �e*R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(E/ 2:�> �XNE�N���%�
N 2: ��?�J 	�� �X1��?�f�
N 2:����� 	�� �X1�"[O
 2�;7(�� 9 G��?�i�8 9 �!(�,a� �̄ �N
�X1�1&
N :(�6�����N � (� �� i�(�%�� �;�7��� (� �L�B/ 2(0�E . 

2- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The souls of the believers will be in chambers in 
Paradise, eating of its food and drinking its drinks, and visiting one another, 
saying, ‘Our Lord! Bring the Final Hour, so that You may fulfil what You promised 
us.’ [al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 258, no. 562] 

   

 Æ�?�C�� 9  E��"=�� �̄ �NE/ 

The Souls of Disbelievers in the Purgatory 
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3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X1�1&
 :���� �X1g�?���
 �L7(:�]  E^ 9  E��"=�� �̄ �NE/ �X\ : 2(�6�����N � (� �� i�(�6 QN 2�;�0��� (� �L�&�6 Q 2(0�E
 (��0NO� ^�?�4` ���_���6 QN ! 

3- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The souls of disbelievers are in the Fire of Hell, 
exposed to it, saying, ‘Our Lord! Delay the Final Hour, and do not fulfil what You 
warned us against, nor make the last of us catch up with the first.’ [Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 6, p. 270, no. 127] 

 

PURITY   َرُةا��I)Q  
 

   

���EUu�� 

Ritual Purification *  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�X��� �?Z�J �E1�:kZ�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Purification is a portion of faith.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 25998]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)���� {z� �uk��|����` �N ��� :(�'�E1�:�� ��C���� ��� �v�j_�
� "V0N/ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The first thing that the servant will have to account 
for is his ritual purification.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 26010]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�6 Q+E1:��  }�w� �D��| "$�C& . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A prayer without ablution is not accepted.’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 26006]    

�i�:DE
u�(� 

Purifying Agents  

  ـ ا
	�ُء1

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �����4  ����3i�(�
 Q �E1:�� HIa�  ���ä E N/ ���-��� N/ ���̂1�� �?0��@ � ��\ 2»Iu�J  .  
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1. Water 4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah has created water to be a purifier where 
nothing can make it impure, except for that water whose colour, taste or smell 
has changed.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 1, p. 101, no. 9]    

2ُ	�ّ
  ـ ا

5 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�?�y� 1�:> ��-0f�� ������ )�B�?J/ � l$"[ .  

2. The Sun 5– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Everything that the sun shines on becomes 
purified.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 2, p. 1043, no. 6]    

  ـ ا
���اُب3

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  <�E1:�� HIa� �$���] -[ <�E1:�� �K�?.%�� �$���] k$]N0���  .  

3. Earth 6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, made the 
earth a purifier just as he made water a purifier.’[al-Faqih, v. 1, p. 109, no. 224]    

  ـ ا
��ُر4

7 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� W ������� ���i��
/ 2 �� i��a� �� � �¿0R�i�
 0L"M 561�a�  �Y��N �D�E�m�� � ������� ���B1�
 3¿���  	� �$��j �a � : kX\
�'�?0:�� ��B �E7(���N HIa� .  

4. Fire 7– Imam al-Kazim (AS) was once asked about gypsum that is burnt along 
with dried excrement and bone ash, and then used to plaster a mosque, and 
whether prostration on such plaster is allowed. He replied, ‘Verily water and fire 
[from the kilning process] have purified it.’[al-Kafi, v. 3, p. 330, no. 3]    

�+5?���/%
(� �9���EUu�� 

Spiritual Purity  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���?��>   ��?3f�� 	��� <�?��:Z�6 �X����  . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah has obligated faith in order to purify one from 
polytheism.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 252]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� t�1&�6 kX\   L"= �1�"B PI�* {I�N�*  ... L"=P�"�^/  ��̂�* �E1�:��N . 
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9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily being wary of one’s duty to Allah is the remedy for 
the disease of your hearts … and the purifier of the pollution in your souls.’[Nahj 
al-Balagha, no. 198]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  K1^lm��N  K1�����  ��̂�* 	�� �N�?0:�Z�%�> �	
 ?3:�Z�%�� �;��_�� Q L�%("[ X\ . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Since you have no choice but to purify your bodies, then 
make a point of purifying yourselves of your faults and your sins.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 3743]    

 

* Ritual purification (Tahur): ablution (wuzu’), major ablution (ghusl), dry ablution 
(tayammum), as well as cleaning and purifying one’s body from all things 
considered impure in Islam (ed.) 

 

QUENCHING SOMEONE'S THIRST   �ِK)ا�� 
 

  

�FA5��� �)&
* 

The Virtue of Quenching Someone's Thirst 

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�? ]"� HIa� ���6/�?�� 5�&�j �s\ �$�]?�� �X\ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If a man quenches his wife's thirst he is rewarded 
for it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16380] 
  

2 "V1jE � Pz�)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(PIa� 5���� HIa�  ��j> �q��1^"s ��?"c�[ �s\ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If you have committed many sins, then quench 
people’s thirst time after time.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16377] 
  

3 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)���������� ����� :(����� �'&�j GO�-�� 	�� <(�,�� 5&�j 	��   �1%��a�  ��80?�� �	��  . 
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3– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, 'Whoever quenches a believer of his thirst, 
Allah will quench him from the pure sealed wine [of Paradise].’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
201, no. 5] 
  

4 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �'&�j ·I� ^x-�� 5&�j 	��   �1%��a�  ��80?�� �	��  . 

4– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ''Whoever gives a drink of water to a thirsty person, 
Allah will quench him from the pure sealed wine [of Paradise].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
96, p. 172, no. 8] 
  

5 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( PIa� ";B���| �;����&�� ��1�
 ��� "/��C�
 � �V0N/ �X\ . 

5– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Verily the first thing to be rewarded on the Day of 
Resurrection will be the giving of water.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 173, no. 13] 
  

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��k���/ y }�@ N/ G;�-�:�� 	�� t7?�8 �� C�[ 5&�j 	��N 2 t7?�#� �� C�=�� �*�?�\ �;�B�0R�� "$�S>/   Q ��1�
 �$]N7�� 
 ��l��� ��\ k$�� . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The best form of charity is to cool down someone's 
internal heat [by quenching them], and whoever quenches an animal's or any 
other being's internal heat, Allah will shade him on the Day when no shade will 
avail except His shade.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 172, no. 8]  
  

Fe�H���� FM��/�? �6 

The Duty of One Who Quenches Others 

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( L�y�?�4`  �1�&�� u�Bj �K�?f���� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The one who gives people to drink should himself 
drink last of all.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 455, no. 24] 
 
 

RAMAZAN   َر2َ��ن 
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C�&�6�� �:E�� 

The Month of Ramazan  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�K1^lm�� �¦��?�
 ��7̂ � "XS��0?�� �u3-�j -7̂\ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily Ramazan has been thus named because it 
scorches454 away sins.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 23688]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��(�� G;���  ?�4` �\ ����w�6 QN 2�XS���E ?:�J 	�� G;���  V0N/ 9 ���%��6 PI-��� �K�1�/ �X\ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily the gates of the heavens are opened on the 
first night of the month of Ramazan, and are not closed again until the very last 
night.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 96, p. 34, no. 8]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�XS���E 9 � ��C���� �L����
 1���;�(0��� "XS���E �X1=
 X/ 0*�1��  . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If the servant was to fathom the worth of 
Ramazan, he would wish that Ramazan lasted the whole year.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
p. 346, no. 12]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(\ �!��0f�� �������|N 2 �X(��� �K�1�/ �)�_�%">N 2  E(�� �K�1�/ �)�&��"@ "XS���E k$�:�%j� �s . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'As soon as the month of Ramazan sets in, the 
gates of Hell are locked up, the gates of Paradise are opened, and the devils are 
bound up.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 348, no. 14]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �V1jE kX\  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�V&> 2+�1�
 ���s (�C�Z�4 :����� �?:�J L"=���\ �$�CB/ �B ��7̂\ 2 ��(�� :.
/   
2 �D?��w�a�N �;�®7?��N �;�[�?�C������� ��(�� 1�y �?:�J    1�y 2 ������ "$�S>/ ���6�jN 2 u���k��� "$�S>/ ��������N 2  �7
�� "$�S>/ ����7
/N 2  E1:.f�� "$�S>/ 

����� �;�>��g �\ ���> �L�%����* �?:�J  ����� �;���?�[  $y/ 	�� ���> L�%����]N   > L"=��1�̂N 2 ���C��6 ���> L"=�j�^/ 2  L"[Ä��*N 2 �V1C&�� ���> L"="��-��N 2 �D�*C�� ���
 �Ki�%��� ���> ...�)�&> �)-"&�> :����� �V1jE 
  �V&> W ?:0f�� �my 9  V-��� "$�S>/ � 2  : ���E�1�� 2 ?:0f�� �my 9  V-��� "$�S>/ 2 	�#��/ 


  � E_�� 	� �����  �$]N7�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Verily the Prophet of Allah (AS) addressed us one day, 
saying, "O people, verily the month of Allah has come to you with benediction, 
mercy and forgiveness - a month that is the best of months in the sight of Allah, 
whose days are the best of days, whose nights are the best of nights, and whose 
hours are the best of hours. It is a month wherein you have been invited to the 
banquet of Allah and have been made worthy of Allah's magnanimity. Your 
breaths during this month are considered glorification [of Allah], and your sleep 
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worship. Your actions in it are accepted and your supplication answered…" Upon 
hearing this, I stood up and asked, 'O Prophet of Allah, what is the best of deeds 
to be performed in this month?' He replied, 'O Abu al-Hasan, the best of deeds in 
this month is to restrain oneself from all that Allah, Mighty and Exalted, has 
prohibited.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 84, no. 4]    

6 ?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("V1jE �VB �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�q�sN �XS���E �?:�J �?�S�8 7-��+V� C� �VB 2�XC��J 	�� �!�&�� G���c�  : �*^
����� ���-�_�> 2�?�C(�a� �����| 7L"M ��(�� �b-�i�> 2  �(�� 9  �VB 7L"M 2������ M/N  : �;��� ���> 2  E1�:.f�� ��3��j 1�yN L"[�?�S�8 �B �?:0f�� �my kX\ 2 ��(�� :.
/

 ����w�6 2 +?:�J �U�/ 	�� �}�4����� �'�����O�> ��� �?��w�
 L��> ���[�E*/ 	�-�> 2 �X(��� �K�1�/ ���> ���%��6N 2�X�}3(�� �K�1�/ ���>   . 

6– Imam al-Baqir (AS) narrated, 'At the end of Sha`aban, when there were only 
three days left till the month of Ramazan, the Prophet (SAWA) told Bilal, 'Call all 
the people', so the people gathered together. The Prophet (SAWA) mounted the 
pulpit, praised Allah and glorified Him, then continued, 'O people, this month that 
is coming upon you is the chief of all months. One particular night in it is better 
than a thousand months. During this month, the gates of Hell are locked up, and 
the gates of Paradise are opened. So whoever, in spite of experiencing this 
month is not forgiven, has indeed been distanced by Allah.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 
56, no. 2]    

7 � �e*7R�� �����)�������� ������� (� �XS���E  ?:�J  V1�4�* ��(�� �'����1�� ���%0��|�N 	�� � : �v�%=�6N 2 �e��E�� �L��&�6 ���> �Xo> L"=��"�^/ �N���:]>
����� ��>�N �v�%=�
 ���>N 2 "V]��  �� 	�� �}�4 :�> "$�-���� �;��� ���>N 2 �����\ �XN�����
 	
m�� +?:�J �U�/ 9  $�-�� . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), in his advice to his children heralding the advent of the 
month of Ramazan, said, 'Exert yourselves [in doing good deeds] for verily in this 
month sustenance is apportioned, life spans are destined, the names of Allah's 
select servants who wish to strive towards Him are recorded down, and in this 
month is a night wherein the good deeds performed equal the deeds of a 
thousand months.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 96, p. 375, no. 63]    

����� �C�:$��  
C�&�6�� �:E�� o  

Allah's Forgiveness in the Month of Ramazan  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �'�����O�> ���� �?��w�
 L��> �XS���E �?:�J ���E*/ 	��   .  

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'He who experiences the month of Ramazan and 
remains unforgiven has indeed been distanced by Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, 
p. 74, no. 62]    
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9 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (����� �X�?�"@ �� ?�8 	�� 0u�&0f�� �X\ � �XS�E  ?:J  VCB\ ��(� ���%CZ�4 9 �    L�Y����  ?:0f�� �my 9  . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA), in his sermon heralding the advent of the month of 
Ramazan, said, 'Verily the most unfortunate is he who is deprived of Allah's 
forgiveness in this great month.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 1, p. 295, no. 
53]    

10 Pz� "V1jE �)` �N ������� {z� �uk��|���� :(W ���� �?��w�
 +?:J 3T/ u��> �XS�E  ?:�J 9 ���� �?��w�
 ¢ �	�� ! 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If a person remains unforgiven in the month of 
Ramazan, then what other month is there left for him to be forgiven in?!'[Amali al-
Saduq, p. 52, no. 2]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�>�?�� ���:f�
 X/ ��\ +$ �B 	�� ����c�� �\ ���� �?��w�
 L�� �XS�E  ?:J 9 ���� �?��w�
 L�� 	�� . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'If a person remains unforgiven in the month of 
Ramazan, he will not be forgiven in any other month after it unless he is able to 
attend the plains of `AArafa [during the obligatory pilgrimage].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
96, p. 342, no. 6] 

RANCOUR   1�� ا�ِ
 

   

t)�M�� �I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Rancour  

1 5��� �)�������� ������� :(�^��� ���C�� 
WL"= �1�"B 	�� k$�w�� �X1� ¬�6 QN L"=�jNÄ�E �X1��=�(�6N L"=�R�-"B �XN�?3R�&�6N L"=�jNÄ�E �X1"&��_�6 2 ! 

1– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘O slaves of this world, you shave your heads 
[claiming to be ascetics], you shorten your shirts, you bow your heads but do not 
remove the rancour from your hearts?!’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 14, p. 305, no. 17]    

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<����/ �N���� :�� �L"&�
 ¢ ¸0�"� k$�w�6 ¢ �s\ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If it was not for the rancour that my community 
harbours, no enemy would ever challenge it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 11044]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3?0f�� �E�m�� l$�w�� . 
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3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Rancour is the seed of evil.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 547]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��(���#� "n C_�
 l$�w�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Rancour thwarts good deeds.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 642]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�*1"&�#� �v��B Ý��@  K1�"&�� .��J/ . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The heart that harbours the most rancour is the heart of 
the malicious person.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2932]    

 �@�
A�� ���
��� 7)�M�? 2�6 

That Which the Heart Cannot Harbour Rancour Towards  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��|: (?�� �v�B 0	 :���� l$�w�
Q ���M+L��� +Ã :����  $�-���� �d�4\   �;��-�] ��N��N 2 ?��� �DQ�N ";�_�|(��N 2
L�yPI�E�N 	�� "n�_�6 L�:�6�1��* kXo> p �!-��"a�. 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are three things towards which the heart of 
a Muslim will not harbour rancour: the sincere act performed for Allah, the 
sincere advice of leaders, and adherence to the community of Muslims; for verily 
their attraction towards these things encompasses them from all sides.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 44272]    

�=���M�� 

The One Who Breaches His Trust (out of Rancour)  

7+�7C�  	�� 	� E1c(a� 7E��� � :";
�� �'my )�����̂ :»k$�w�
 �X/ À¶(�� �X[ �N« �(�� �¦�� �V&> 2+E��� ��1�
 �����&�%>� HI�?-�8 G;���Z�B 9 : �V1jE k$����
�����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (y�m�4/ !Pz� �V��^O�> :»À¶(�� �X[ �Nk$�w�
 X/ « . 

7– Ibn `Aabbas narrated, ‘The verse: “A prophet may not breach his trust, and 
whoever breaches his trust will bring his breaches on the Day of Resurrection” 
was revealed with regards to a red velvet shawl that got lost on the day of the 
battle of Badr, so some people started saying that maybe the Prophet (SAWA) 
had taken it! So Allah revealed the verse: “A prophet may not breach his trust 
…”[ al-Durr al-Manthur, v. 2, p. 361]    
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8v�y?%��N v�@?%�� � :/ 	�� �?���̂ �$�CB/ �?�C��4 ��1
 �X[ 7-�� 3¶(��  K_|)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�1�&> : �X�>N 2���:�J �X�>N 2���:�J �X�>
�1�&> +$�]�E 5�� �N.?�� 57%8 2���:J :����� "V1jE �V&> 2���:�J �X�>  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(C�� N/ 2:k��@ GD�*?�� 9  E(�� u�> ���%
/�E u7̂\ 2���[ GDHI

:k��@ . 

8– `Aumar narrated, ‘On the day of the battle of Khaybar, some of the Prophet 
(SAWA)’s companions came to him, [listing who had been martyred], ‘x is a 
martyr, y is a martyr, etc…’ until they mentioned a particular man as having been 
martyred, upon which the Prophet (SAWA) exclaimed, ‘No way, verily I have 
seen him burning in the Fire, clad in a shawl or a cloak that he had taken [as a 
breach of trust of the war booty].’[al-Targhib wa al-Tarhib, v. 2, p. 307, no. 4]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)���������� ����� :(<;�:C�J �)�_.���N 2<;�:C�J  L�%����  V� "$[/N 2 ���� 	� k$"@ �IuJ l$"[ "V1��w�� . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Breach of trust includes anything that is taken 
unlawfully from one’s Imam [in the form of war booty before it has been justly 
divided], or usurping the property of an orphan, or consuming illicit gains.’[Tafsir 
al-`Aayyashi, v. 1, p. 205, no. 148] 

REGRET   ة�ا�َ�ْ�َ 
 

   

J9�:��B �G�H/�� �]
}�# 

The Person with the Greatest Regret  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ` �N ������� {z� �uk��|���� : (�' }�@ �^��� ���6�?�4` ��� �$�]E 2 �;����&�� ��1�
 <;�����̂  �7(�� 0��J/ kX\ . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The person with the most intense remorse on the 
Day of Resurrection will be the man who sold his Hereafter for the world of 
others.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 14936]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �;���  }�@ 9 <Q� �v���[ +$�]E "D�?���8 2 �;����&�� ��1�
 ���?���#� �L�Y��/ kX\   �;�� 9 ���&���̂O> �$�]E ���M E�1> 2 
�����  �� �$�4�*N 2 �;7(��� ��� �$�4��> 2 ���̂_C�j  �E7(�� ��� "V0N . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greatest of regrets on the Day of Resurrection will be 
the regret of a man who gained wealth through means of disobedience Allah, 
which was then inherited by a man who spent it in the obedience of Allah, glory 
be to Him; thus because of it [i.e. the same wealth] the latter entered Paradise 
whereas the former entered the Fire.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 429]    
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3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �;����&�� ��1�
  �7(�� �L�Y�/ �X\)<D�?���8 (���� �U|�N 	�� �' }�@ �\ ������4 0L"M <Q . 

3- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The most regretful person on the Day of 
Resurrection will be the man who speaks of justice yet acts in opposition to it with 
others.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 663, no. 1386] 

RELIGION   E��*ا� 
 

   

��I?DP� 

Religion  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'�?�Z�4 �;����&�� ��1
 k$�] �'�?�Y�̂  	
3��� 9 0e�* 	�� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever gives acute attention to their religion will have a 
lofty station on the Day of Resurrection.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8807]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�E1^ �	
3��� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Religion is light.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 213]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( !&��� �*1�_�Û ��\ ��1�� QN 2  	
3��� ��\ �D�8 Q . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the best of religion is love for the sake of Allah and 
hate for the sake of Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3540]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L�R��
 �	
3��� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Religion immunizes.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( G*-�� t�1B/ �	
3��� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Religion is the strongest support.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
489]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �!(�,a��}�/ �X[)�������� ������� ("V1&
 7� <�}c[���%CZ�4 9  : L=�(
�* L"=�(
�* 2 ��(�� :7
/ 
 !! ���> �;�7���� �Xo>
 "$�C&�6 Q �' }@ 9 �;(���#�N 2 �?��w�6 ���> �;�7����N 2 �' }�@ 9 �;(���#� 	�� �}4 . 
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6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The Commander of the Faithful (AS) would 
frequently say in his sermons, ‘O people! Preserve your religion, for the bad deed 
of a religious person is better than the good deed of a religion-less person, 
because the bad deed of a religious person can be forgiven but the good deed of 
a religion-less person is not even accepted.’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 3, no. 368]    

�I?DP�� �i�*Y 

The Bane of Religion  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 3	Y�� {I1�j  	
3��� ";�>` . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bane of religion is suspiciousness.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 3924]    

8�u�� ����� � )�������� ������� :(�^���  	
3��� �*�> . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The corruption of religion lies in [the vanities of] this 
world.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6554]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	
3��� ";�>` :�?�����N �vi����N �����#� . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The bane of religion is in jealousy, self-conceit and 
pride.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 307, no. 5]    

�I?DP�� 	
��� �¶�$��� 	
��� 78
�� 

Encouragement to Preserve Religion  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;0����� ��?�S�8 �s\ �1�-����N 2 L"= (
�* �XN* L"=���^/ �1"���]> �;��^ )�����̂ �s\N 2 L"=P��^/ �XN* L"=���1�/ �1"���]>
���(
�* �K ?�8 	�� �v
?�#�N 2 ���(
�* �q���y 	�� �q��«� kX/ . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you are faced with a tribulation, shield your life with 
your wealth. If you are faced with a calamity, then shield your religion with your 
life, and know that the ruined man is he who destroys his religion himself and that 
the corrupted one is he who spoils his religion himself.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 216, no. 2] 
   

11� �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� (� �;C�R"a� ��(� "V1&
 �X[ � :���� ��-#�   u (
�* 9 u�%�C��R�� �$��i�
 ¢ Tm��  . 
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11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) would say when struck with an affliction, ‘All praise be to 
Allah who did not allow my religion to be afflicted.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 268, 
no. 183]    

�2wE�� I?, 2 

Those Who Have No Religion  

12 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5�R�� 	�� �;�Z� �X�* 	�-�� �	
�* Q  ����� 5�� +$�� �;�
?�� � �X�* 	�-�� �	
�* QN 2   �*1�_�Û �X�* 	�-�� �	
�* QN 2  
����� ��
` 	�� �Iu�J   .  

12– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘One who subjects himself to the obedience of 
someone who disobeys Allah has no religion, and the one who subjects himself 
to attributing a lie or falsity to Allah has no religion, and the one who subjects 
himself to denying any of Allah’s signs has no religion.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 373, no. 4] 
   

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �	�� ����� +?h] +��\ �;
Q1� �X�* 	�-�� �	
�* Q   .  

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who subjects himself to following an 
oppressive leader unendorsed by Allah has no religi0n.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 
135, no. 19]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��� ��:��Q 	�-�� �	
�*Q . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who has no covenant has no 
religion.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 84, p. 252, no. 48]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���� �	
* �>  	
3��� 5�� �¦�wC�
 ¢N  	
3��� 5�� 0v�_�
 ¢ 	�� l$"[ . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Anyone whose love and hate is not based on 
religion, has no religion.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 127, no. 16]    

16 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(	�-�� �	
�* Q  ���� �D0N�?��Q . 

16– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘He who has no valorous qualities has no 
religion.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 389]    

17 g3?�� ����� �)������������ ��� :(	�-�� �	
�*Q ���� ���E�NQ . 
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17– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘He who has no piety has no religion.’[Kamal al-Din, 
p. 371, no. 5]    

�I?DP�� �����? 

The Simplicity of Religion  

18Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��(�� :7
/ 
����� �	
�* kX\ 2  �?��
  . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O people, verily the religion of Allah is 
easy.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5418]    

19 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�� �����> u�%0(�j �U��4 	��N 2 �;�_�-0��� �;0���� (�# � �)c����u7( . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘I have been sent [to you] with the upright and 
liberal religion and whoever defies my prophetic practice is not from me.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 900]    

20 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\  ��C�
 ¢ ����� ��(�  	
���� �}4 �X\N 2 �;0� ̂Cy0?�� u (�c  ";�_�-0��� ";7���(#�  . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah has not sent me with monasticism, 
rather the best religion with Allah is the upright and liberal one.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 5422]    

 ���  ���W �=�;�R� �)��A�V 2 .SU�� �I?DP�� 

The Only Religion Through Which Deeds are Accepted  

21VB 2+}R� r/ 	� �D��® r/  	� 3u�� 	� � :�������C� �/ "VO�
 ���%�Ó  ) �������� ������� (�� �V&> : ���?�%>� Tm��  	
3���  	� °�? C4/ �����> �)����]
�����  �V&> W 1y� �'�}@ L�:(�� "$�C&�
 QN 2 ��"�:�] L�:�����
 Q � �*C��� 5��� �$]N7��  :����� ��\ ���\ Q X/ "D*:J  "V1jE <��7-� �X/N 2  �����  )  {z� �uk��|

����` �N ������� (���\ ��Z�%j�  	�� �)�C�� .�8N 2 �D[��� {I%
\N 2 �D�R�� ��B\N 2 �XS�E  ?:�J ��1|N 2 <��Cj �� .�VB 7L"M <���B �)�=�j 7L"M : ";
Q�1��N
 �  !�67?�� � . 

21– Abu Basir asked Imam al-Sadiq (AS), ‘May I be your ransom! Please inform 
me about the religion that Allah has obligated upon his servants, [the religion] 
that they cannot afford to be ignorant of and the only religion that will be 
accepted from them. What is it?’ The Imam (AS) replied, ‘Bearing witness that 
there is no god except Allah and that Muhammad (SAWA) is the messenger of 
Allah, establishing the prayer, paying the alms-tax, pilgrimage to the House for 
those who are able to do so, fasting the month of Ramadhan.’ Then the Imam 
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momentarily paused and then repeated twice, ‘and divine guardianship [of the 
divinely appointed Imams] (al-walaya).’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 22, no. 11]    

�I?DP�� �+
*�:%�6 o �̈ �E/
(� 

The Correct Way to Understanding Religion  

22 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  K%[ 	�� ���(
* ���?�� 	��  	��N 2 �VN���
 X/ �$CB "VC��� �)���� �$]N7��  +$:�i � +?�O�> �$�4�*  ��(� �±�?�4
+$:�i � . 

22– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who understands his religion from the 
Book of Allah, mountains will move before he does [in his faith], and the one who 
enters a matter with ignorance [i.e. accepts religion ignorantly] will leave it in 
ignorance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 23, p. 103, no. 11]    

23 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;0(.���N  K%�=� � ���> �$�4�* 	��N 2 ���> �'1"��4*/ -[ "V]3?�� ��(�� ���]�?4/  V]3?��  	
3��� �my 9 �$�4�* 	��
�VN��
 X/ �$C�B "VC�� �)���� . 

23– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who enters this religion through men will 
exit it through men just as they caused him to enter it. And whoever enters this 
religion through the Book and the prophetic practice, mountains will move before 
he does [in his faith].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 105, no. 67]    

��n-P���  I?DP�� �+�n���" 

Protecting the Religion By Means of the World  

24 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(-�y�?����%�> �q (
�� � ���^* �	�R�6 QN 2 -�:�_��?�6 ���^��� �q�(
�* 	�| . 

24– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Protect your religion by means of your worldly affairs 
and you will profit in both, but do not use your religion to protect your worldly 
affairs as you will lose them both.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5861]    

25 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :((�� ���?%�
 Q����� ���%�> ��\ L�y�^�*  ̄ �|o�� L : (
�* 	�� <��J ��  ��(�� .?�g/ �1�y � L :����  . 

25– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘No sooner do people omit any aspect of their religion for 
the sake of improving their worldly affairs than Allah will open for them something 
that will be more detrimental to them [than the improvement of their worldly 
affairs].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10831]    
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A�� �©����'�� ���-P�� 

Supplication for Affirming the Heart towards Religion  

26����� �C� 	� � X(j 	�  :�C� 1�/ VB�����  ) �������� ������� :( 	�� ��\ :(�� 1�i(�
 QN 2 t�y +��\ QN t?�
 +L���� � � �X1"&C�%�> �;�:C�J L"=�C�R�%�j
 �
?�w�� PI���� ��* .�)�B :�VB W  �
?�w�� {I�* �U�[ :"V1&
 :»����� 
  �* 5�� u C��B �)3C�M  K1�"&�� �v���&�� 
 �L�8E 
 �	®E 
 �q (
 « . 

26– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘You will be afflicted with an obscure matter that 
will leave you with no sign to indicate to the solution, nor a leader to guide the 
way. None shall be saved from it except the one who recites the ‘Supplication of 
the Drowning Person’. [The narrator says] I asked the Imam, ‘What is the 
Supplication of the Drowning Person?’ The Imam replied, ‘O Allah, O the 
Beneficent, O the Merciful, O He who causes the hearts to fluctuate, affirm my 
heart upon Your religion.’[Kamal al-Din, p. 352, no. 49]    

����� �I?�P�� ��}�$!�'��(� �+
$�"   

Characteristics of the Preservers of Allah’s Religion  

27 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  	
���� �X1"Y��_�%�"a� -7̂\    b�´ 	�� �'1"�8N 2 �'N�?�R�̂N �	
3��� �1��B/ �	
m�� �L�y  5�� �'1"Y���8N 2 �� C ̂�1�]
����� �*C��   �'1���EN  . 

27– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the preservers of Allah’s religion are the same 
people who established the religion and helped it, they guarded it from all sides, 
they preserved it for the servants of Allah and carefully watched over it.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 3912]    

]�E
� �~��O 2 L���e>�  �I?DP�� �P�?>�V 

The Strengthening of Religion through a Disgraceful People  

28Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  3��� �my ��3
�,����  ? ]���  $�]0?�� �	
 . 

28– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah strengthens this religion through an 
oppressive man.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 115]    

29 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\   � �	
3��� �my ��3
�,�
 ���6�N ���EC�6 L�:�� �e���4 Q +��1BO . 
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29– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and most High, strengthens 
this religion through a disgraceful people.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28956] 

REMEDY   ا�*(واء 
 

   

.��P5'�� 

To Treat Oneself  

1 �e*7R�� ����� �) ��������������� :(�V&> 2�� ?�� PI�C^�� �	�� <7�C^ kX\ :����� 5�8NO> 2 u (��f�
 Tm�� 1�y u (�g�?�/ Tm�� �X1=
 57%8 tN���6/ Q   
�����\ ��6 :u7(�� HI�3f�� kXo> 2tN���%�6 57%8 �q���J/ Q . 

1– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A prophet from among the prophets fell sick and 
said, ‘I will not treat myself [with medicine] until the One who made me sick heals 
me’. Then Allah revealed to him saying, ‘I will not heal you until you treat yourself 
[with medicine] for verily the healing is from Me.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 62, p. 66, no. 
15]    

º����, �+U��� t)���� 

There is a Cure for Every Ailment  

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kXo> �N�N���6  ����� �V��^/ �BN ��\ ·I�* �V ¬�
 L�� ��6   ���?�«�N ��7��� ��\ 2 ·I��J ����  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Treat yourselves with medicine, for verily Allah 
has not sent down any ailment except that he has sent down a cure for it with the 
exception of death and old age.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 28088]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�* G;���� �$"=��»I�N . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘For every ailment, there is a cure.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
7275]    

j���5P�� �=���/�V o �a-:��5'��� f�H?W 
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Beware of Hastening towards Resorting to Medicine  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(0���  v0(�i�6{I�N��> HI����  $�-�%_�
 ¢ �so> 2 HI���� �q�̂��� �$�-�%8� � HI�N . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Avoid medicine as long as your body can bear the 
ailment, but if it cannot bear the ailment, then resort to medicine.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 81, p. 211, no. 30]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���%0_�| ���g�?�� �v��w�
 57%8 �L��"a� t�N���%�
 Q . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A Muslim does not seek to treat himself [with medicine] 
until the ailment overcomes his health.’[al-Khisal, p. 620, no. 10]    

6�� � �L�=�� ���)�������� ������� :( �����\ �±%_�
 7-� ��\ ����� ����\ 	�� �b��^/ �X��C�� 9 »IuJ ����N 2·I�* ��3��:�
 1yN ��\ �I�N* 	�� ����� . 

6– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘There is no medicine except that it exacerbates 
another ailment, and there is nothing more beneficial to the body than self-
restraint from all except that which the body needs.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 273, no. 409] 
   

j���5P�� �G#�� �+�;��� 

Diet Control is the Fountainhead of Remedies  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(/ ��.1i0%��PI�N��� �b��^ . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Starving out is the best of remedies.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 903]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���kZ�� ��(� �)��-�8 � �¦
?�a� .?��S�
 Q . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Dieting from food causes no harm to the sick 
person.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 62, p. 140, no. 2]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+�7
/ �;��Cj ���� +¦
?a ";��-�#� �b��(�6 Q . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘[Starting to] Diet from food is of no benefit to the 
sick person after seven days.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 291, no. 442]    

10 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�*71���6 � <^���� �*31�� 2 PI���� �)�� "D����a�N 2 PI�N��� ��/E ";�-�#� . 
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10– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Diet control is the fountainhead of remedies and 
the stomach is the house of all ailments, so condition your body while it can be 
conditioned.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 180, no. 2468]    

11 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(X/ ";�-�#� ����� �	�� �$"[O�6 X/ �;��-�#� 0	=�N 2����"[O�6Q <�|/ HIuf�� �����6 �U�����6N PIuf��  . 

11– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Diet control is not to avoid eating absolutely 
anything, rather diet control is to eat lightly.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 291, no. 443]    

�:��\R� ���5P�� 

The Greatest  

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  !�#�  ¥B  !�� 9)�������� ������� ( �?�C[�� {I�N��� �1�yN �I�* �$[ 	�� {I�3f�� . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘In the soil of the grave of ?usayn (AS) is a healing 
for every disease, for it is the greatest remedy.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 101, p. 123, 
no. 18]    

���,��5/�� 

Miscellaneous  

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ·I�N* {I�7���N ·I�* {I�N0��� �X[ -7�E . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It is possible for a medicine to be an ailment and an 
ailment to be a medicine.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���-��/ ���* PI�N��� �D�E�?�� �$�-�%_�
 ¢ 	�� . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The pain of one who cannot bear the bitterness of a 
remedy will continue.’    

15 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�-�� 0	���R�6 Q �q�-�:06� �'0?�g X\N 2 �����-_�
 L�� �������̂ Xo> 2 ·I�N* Gq�� . 

15– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘Do not prescribe any remedy for a king, for if it 
benefits him, he will fail to show gratitude to you, and if it harms him he will 
accuse you.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 382, no. 47] 
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REMEMBRANCE   �آ�Oا� 
 

   

����� �:\�� �)&
*   

The Virtue of the Remembrance of Allah  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  ?[�s 5��� kX�E%��6 Q  "V1&
 ��7̂o> <���J  :»����� �?�[�m���N  �?�C�[/ « . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Never prefer anything above the remembrance of 
Allah for verily He says, “and the remembrance of Allah is surely greater.”’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 107, no. 1]    

2 �(� s�� 	� �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(\ 0v�8/ �$�-�� ���������� �  �����  ?[�s 	�� �D�?�4��N �^��� 9 G;�7�j �$"[ 	�� G�C���� 5é/ QN ��6    . �$�B :
�����  $�Cj 9 "V%&�� QN  �VB W  :����� �?[�s Q1�   V%�&�� �?��,�
 ¢  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is no action more beloved to Allah Almighty, 
or more successful as a means of salvation for a servant of Allah from all the evil 
of this world and the next than the remembrance of Allah.’ Someone then asked, 
‘Not even fighting in the way of Allah?’ The Prophet (SAWA) replied, ‘If it was not 
for the remembrance of Allah, there would be no command to fight in the way of 
Allah.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 3931]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�!3C�_"a� "Dkm�� �?[�m�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Remembrance is a source of great pleasure for the lovers 
[of Allah].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 670]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  K1C_�a� ";����i�� �?[�m�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Remembrance is sitting in the company of the Beloved 
One.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 322]    

5 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :(����� �?[�s  +	�,�� �$"[ ";�-��JN +	P�_�� �$"[ ";0� i�j  . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Remembrance of Allah is the natural disposition of every 
good-doer and the distinguishing mark of every believer.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
5173]    
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���:\tS�� �9�:� 

Enjoinment of Frequent Remembrance [of Allah]  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  ?[�sN �X`?&�� �D�N��%� �q����   �E�� 9 �q� �E1^N PI-��� 9 �q� �?[�s ��7̂o> 2 <�}c[  . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘I urge you to recite the Qur’an and remember 
Allah frequently, for verily it [will result in] a remembrance for you in the heavens 
and a light for you in the earth.’ [al-Khisal, p. 525, no. 13]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �?�[�s 	��  �[�s �&> 3?P��� 9 ����� �?  <�}c[  . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever remembers Allah in private, has surely 
remembered Allah much.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 342, no. 11]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �?[�s �N�?�c[/  j 	�� G;�j �$"[ 9 L�%��Z�%j� � ����� kXo> 2  E:(��N  $���� ���  ����  ?[�m�� �D�?c�=� �?��/  . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Remember Allah frequently as much as you can 
every hour of the day and night, for verily Allah has commanded [us] to 
remember Him abundantly.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 7, no. 1]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( PI�?y��� �;-�> ���C��6)�������� �:����� (����� �VB Tm��  }c=��  ?[�m�� �	��  �$]N7��  :»����� �N�?"[�s"�  <�}c[ <�?�[�s  «
 . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The glorification of Fatima al-Zahra’ [The 
glorification of Fatima al-Zahra’ (AS), otherwise known as Tasbih al-Zahra’ is 
composed of reciting Allahu Akbar (Allah is Greater) 34 times, Alhamdulillah 
(Praise be to Allah) 33 times and Subhanallah (Glory be to Allah) 33 times. 
Usually it is recommended to recite it after every obligatory prayer (ed.)] (AS) is 
from the frequent remembrance which Allah mentions, “Remember Allah with a 
frequent remembrance.”[ al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 500, no. 4]    

�:\tS�� �����, 	��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Engaging in Continuous Remembrance  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  ?"[m�
 L�� ���*`  	�� .?�-�6 G;�j 	�� �   �;���&�� ��1�
 :���� �?P��8 ��\ :�>  . 
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10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Every single hour that passes by the son of 
Adam, that was devoid of the remembrance of Allah will be grieved for on the 
Day of Resurrection.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 1819]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �;7�^C�0f�� �D]("a� 9 � :Ó/  ̄ i�̂  ̄ NE �\ ¸0-�yN �� ?[�s �\ �� ?[�m � <:���N �- :��/N 2u«\ �$�_��N �qh
�q�j�"B . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said in the intimate supplication of the month of Sha’ban [al-
Munajat al-Sha`abaniyya: the intimate supplication of the month of Sha`aban 
recited by Imam `Ali (AS) and the Im?ms from his progeny (AS) during the 
sacred month of Sha`aban.], ‘My God! Inspire me with fervour for Your 
remembrance until I have become inspired with Your remembrance, and a 
spiritual zeal for the refreshing salvation of Your Names and the place of Your 
sanctity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 94, p. 98, no. 13]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����:�� �¦"&(�
 QN 2 ���?[�s �È���
 	0-�� u (����i�6 X/N 2 G�7-�  V`N G�7-� 5�� �u���R�6 X/ �q"� �Oj/ . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I ask You to send blessings on Muhammad and the 
family of Muhammad, and to make me of those who are continuous in Your 
remembrance and who do not breach Your covenant.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 94, p. 
99, no. 13]    

����� �:\��  L=�B t)�\ 	��� ¦I���B  

The Remembrance of Allah is Good at All Times  

13 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� (  	�#� �� (��Q �'
|�N 	�� �)�������� ������� (� �D>�1�� ��(�� :���� 	"[N   +V8 �$[ 5�� <�?�[�s  . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said in counsel to his son ?asan at the time of his death (AS), 
‘and be one to remember Allah at all times.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 8, no. 8]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 5�j1� �VB)�������� ������� :( :�> ���?"[s/ X/ �ql� ]"� +V8 9 "X1[/ u7̂\ 2 3KE 
 .�VB : 2 5j1� 

 +V8 �$"[ 5�� °�?"[s"� . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘Prophet Moses (AS) said, ‘My Lord, I am in a 
[base] state wherin I esteem You too highly to remember You therein’, He said, 
‘O Moses, remember Me at all times.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 80, p. 176, no. 21]    


C�:�\��S�� 
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The Ones Who Remember  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��|( : �	
3E��� 9  $�6&"a[ �!��>w�� 9 �?�[�m�� . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who remembers [Allah] in the midst of 
the neglectful ones is as one who fights [in the way of Allah] in the midst of others 
who flee [from the battle].’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 373, no. 2661]    

16 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �?�[�s ��\ �Xf�Z�� ��1-�
 G��8/ l$"[   .  

16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Everyone will die thirsty except the one who 
remembers Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 81, p. 240, no. 26]    

17 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �X�?-�� �	� 5j1� �X\)�������� ������� (�VB �$]N7�� ��0��E 5]^ 7-�� : �q�
�*^"�> u7(�� �)^/ ������/ 2 3KE 

����� 5�8N�O> W �q�� ]^"�> �v
?�B ��/  �$]  ��"��] :�[�s 	�� ������] ^/°�? . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) narrated, ‘Verily when Moses, son of Amran (AS) 
would engage in intimate supplication with his Lord, he said, ‘My Lord, are you so 
far from me that I should call You, or are You so near to me that I should 
whisper?’ so Allah then revealed to Moses, ‘I sit in close proximity with the one 
who remembers Me.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 153, no. 11]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ?[�m� �$�w�%J�  	��  ����� �v0���   �'�?[�s  . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who occupies himself with the remembrance of 
Allah, Allah beautifies his remembrance [among people].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
5235]    

19 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(����� �?�[�s  ������i�� ���̂_Cj  . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who remembers Allah, glory be to Him, is 
sitting closely with Him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5159]    

20 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ?[�s 9 �X[ � GD�| 9 �	�,"a� "V���
 Q  ����� �X\ 2 <� i�ZS�� N/ <���] N/ �X[ <-hB 2    "V1&
 ��6 
»�XN�?"[�m�
 �	
�mk��������    L : �1(�] 5����N <�*1��"BN <���B ... «. 

20– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The believer remains in a state of prayer as long 
as he is remembering Allah, whether he is standing, sitting or lying down, for 
verily Allah says, “Those who remember Allah standing, sitting and lying on their 
sides”.[ Amali al-Tusi, p. 79, no. 116]    
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21 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� <�?�[�s �v��R�6 Q �;�&��R�� �X\    �$]N7��  . 

21– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily the one who remembers Allah will never be 
struck by lightning.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 375, no. 3]    

]�\:�\�
� »��:�\��� 

Remember Me and I Will Remember You  

22 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �VB  ��6  : u���̂ 9 ��?"[s/ �qP���̂ 9 °�?"[s"� 2 ��*` �	�� . PI��£� 9 °?"[s"� ��*` �	�� 9 ��?"[s/
 �I��4 . �q������ 	�� +}�4 �I���� 9 ���?"[s/ �I���� 9 °?"[s"� ��*` �	�� . 

22– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah Almighty said, ‘O son of Adam, remember 
Me within yourself and I will remember you within Myself. O son of Adam, 
remember Me in secret and I will remember you when [you are] in secret. O son 
of Adam, remember Me when in an assembly and I will remember you in an 
assembly which is better than your assembly.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 158, no. 
31]    

�:\tS�� �i�:�;
< 

The Fruits of Remembrance  

23Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �?[�s   K1�"&�� {I��J  . 

23– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The remembrance of Allah is a healing for the 
hearts.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 1751]    

24 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��|( :�����  ?[�s 	�� �?�c[/ 	��   e�3(�� �	�� �Ã ?�� �&>  . 

24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who remembers Allah abundantly has 
freed himself from hypocrisy.’[al-Firdaws, v. 3, p. 564, no. 5768]    

25 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 	������� �?[�s �?�c[/  ��0C�8/  . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The one who remembers Allah abundantly loves 
Him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 160, no. 39]    

26 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3?3��� 9 ��"��>/ )�(���8  ?[�m��  ��N��� ���C��B �?�-�� 	��  ?:���N  . 
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26– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one whose heart thrives with the continuous 
remembrance of Allah, his actions will always be good whether done in secret or 
openly.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8872]    

27 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(��  ̄ �| "$|/�����  ?[�m� ��"�w�%J�  v�&   .  

27– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The root of reforming the heart is in occupying it with the 
remembrance of Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3083]    

28 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(����� �?�[�s 	��  ����� �8/ ���̂_Cj   ���C��B  ��0C"�N ����&�� �E01�̂N  . 

28– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever remembers Allah, glory be to Him, Allah 
enlivens his heart and illuminates his intellect and the innermost core of his 
heart.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8876]    

29 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� �������( :����� �?[�s    K1C_�a� ";����i��N  �1�.(�� ��1"B  . 

29– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The remembrance of Allah is a provision for the souls 
and a close sitting in the company of the Beloved.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5166]    

30 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(�������  ?[�m � �q��    K1�&�� �E1^ ��7̂o> 2  . 

30– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I urge you to keep up the remembrance of Allah for 
verily it is the light of the hearts.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6103]    

31 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(�v�&�� �}(�
  ?[�m�� ���N�* �?=����N  . 

31– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Continuous remembrance [of Allah] enlightens the heart 
and the mind.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5144]    

32 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  �B�1�� ����� ��� �b�-��6 2  K1�"&�� ·I��] ?�[�m�� �$���] ���̂_Cj  ����� �� � �*&(�6N 2 �D�1�f���� ����� ��� �?�RC�6 N 2 �D�?
 �D���̂�"a� . 

32– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Glory be to Him, has made [His] 
remembrance a polish for the hearts through which they hear after deafness, see 
after blindness and yield after resistance.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 222]    

33 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� (� PI�.��� 9 � : »I��J �'�?[�sN »I�N* ���Ó�  	�� 
 . 

33– Imam Ali (AS) said in supplication, ‘O He whose name is a remedy and 
whose remembrance is a healing.’[Iqbal al-A`amal, v. 3, p. 337]    
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34 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :( ��̂"Q� �̄ %��� �?[�m�� . 

34– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Remembrance [of Allah] is the key to intimacy (with 
Him).’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 541]    

35 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(���� �)
/�E �s\�  ����� �)
/�E �s\ 2 �q0C�8/ �&> �' ?[�m � �q�� ̂,�
 ���̂_C�j    �&> �' ?[�s 	�� �q�f�81
N ���&��� � �q�� ̂,�
 
�q�S�w�/ . 

35– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you see that Allah, Glory be to Him, has made you 
intimate with His remembrance, then He loves you. If you see that Allah has 
made you intimate with His creation and banished you from His remembrance, 
then He has despised you.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4040-4041]    

36 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(����� �?[�s  �XZ�f�� "D�*�?Z��  . 

36– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The remembrance of Allah is a repellent of 
Satan.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5162]    

37 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(����� �?[�s   K1�"&�� ";�(� ̂O-"�N  EN�.R�� {I��]  . 

37– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The remembrance of Allah is a polish for the breasts 
and a soothing for the hearts.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5165]    

38 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :( �E�0R�� �̄ �?f�
 �?[�m�� . 

38– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Remembrance [of Allah] expands the breasts.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 835]    

����� �:\�� 	��� 78
��  ��6 o �v�e� 

Enjoinment of Remembrance of Allah in Certain Situations  

D��P�%�� j��A�� �P/�� � # 

39 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �?[�s �N�?�c[/N ���=�� �1l��B�O�>  K?�#� 9 L"[0N���� L�%��&�� �s\   �$]N7��  .  

1. When Facing an Enemy  39– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When you face your enemy 
in battle, then lessen your speech and increase in the remembrance of Allah.’[al-
Khisal, p. 617, no. 10]    
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�~��1�R� �=�O�, P/�� � 3 

40 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �?[�s �N�?�c[/  � �L�%��4�* �s\ �$]N7��  2 ��(���#� 9 �D�*
 �N  K1^lm��� �DE���[ ��7̂o> 2 �(��  Vw�%J� ��(�� �e�1j�
 �!��>w�� 9 �1�C�%=�6QN .  

2. When Entering the Market Place  40– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Increase in the 
remembrance of Allah when you enter the market while people are busy, for 
verily it will be an expiation of your sins and an increase in good deeds, and you 
will not be recorded down as being amongst the neglectful ones.’[al-Khisal, p. 
614, no. 10]    

�+�;��A��� �]����� D]
�� P/� � ª 

41Pz� "V1jE �  ) �� {z� �uk��|����` �N ����� :(�����  ?"[s"�  �)-���B �s\ �����
 ��(��N 2 �)-�=�8 �s\ �q ̂��� ��(��N 2�)-�-�y �s\ �q3-�y ��(��  .  

3. During Distress, When Giving Judgment and When Distributing  41– The 
Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Remember Allah during your distress when you are 
distressed, with your tongue when you give judgment and with your hand when 
distributing anything.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 171, no. 7]    

�@�&�M�� P/� � , 

42Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5�8N/  ��h�C^/ 	�� À¶^ �\  :�	�� 	�-�> �q"&��/ �> 2 u C�S�@ ��(�� ���?"[s/ �q C�S�@ ��(�� u ̂?"[s� 2 ���*` 
����/ .  

4. When in Anger  42– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah revealed to a prophet 
from among His prophets, ‘O son of Adam, remember Me during your anger and 
I will remember you during My anger, and I will not destroy you as a result with 
those whom I destroy.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 321, no. 50]    

�i��S
��� P/�� �i��
�
c� o � ¬ 

43 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�K1%=�� �D�E10%�� 9 ... : 5j1� 
 ...���4 9 °�?"[s"��q�6����@ ��(�� ���?"[s/ �q�6km��  EN?�j ��(��N �q�6�1 .  

5. When Alone and During Pleasures  43– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘It is written 
in the Torah: ‘…O Moses… remember Me in times of loneliness and when 
enjoying your pleasures and I will remember you in your times of 
negligence.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 210, no. 6]    

�:\tS�� �+
A�A�B 
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The Reality of the Remembrance [of Allah]  

44Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ���/ 	��  ����� �?�[�s ��&�> �$]N7��   �6N ������|N ���6�| �)k��B X\N �X`?&��� ���6�N . 

44– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever obeys Allah has remembered Him, 
even if his prayers, his fasts and his recitation of the Qur’an are few.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 77, p. 86, no. 3]    

45 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (6 ����1B 9 ��� :»����� �?�[�m��N  �?�C[�/ «� :����� �?[�s   ��0?�8N k$�8/ � ��(�� ���6  . 

45– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, with regard to the verse of Allah: “and the 
remembrance of Allah is greater”, ‘[It means] Remembering Allah with regards to 
what He has made lawful and unlawful.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 4, p. 162, no. 61]    

46 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X�?[�s �?[�m�� : �' }�@ �?[�s u��(�
 �� E| �?[�sN 2 �v��&�� ��"&�>�1�
 �¿��4 �?[�s . 

46– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There are two types of remembrance, a sincere 
remembrance which is harmonious with the heart, and a mere remembrance 
which negates the remembrance of anyone other than Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
93, p. 159, no. 33]    

47 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �?[�s �$��]��   	��  	�� .L�6/N 5:J/N l$�]/ �q� �'�?[�m�> �q(� �u (�@ 1�yN ���?�[�s ��7̂o> 2 �q� �' ?[�s  $]/
 ���Cj/N ���� �� ?[�s ...����� �?[m�
 X/ �*�E/ 	�-�>  �����  ?"[m�
 L�� � ��0̂ / �L��������> ��6    �' ?[�s 5��� ��C���� �E��&�
 Q �' ?[�m��  ��>1%�� ��C����  . 

47– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Make your remembrance of Allah for the sake of 
the fact that He remembers you, for verily He remembers you even though He is 
needless of you, so His remembrance of you is loftier, more desirable and more 
complete than your remembrance of Him and it supersedes it…so whoever 
wishes to remember Allah, most High, should know that as long as Allah does 
not remember His servant in the context of granting him divine succour to 
remember Him [in the first place], the servant will not be capable of remembering 
Him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 158, no. 33]    

48 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �?�[�s 	��  ��P���(� /��:�%j� ��&�> ��h&�� �\ �� C�%��
 ¢N  . 

48– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Whoever remembers Allah but does not vie to meet 
Him has mocked himself.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 357, no. 11]    

�:\tS�� �����, �@�̀ �? �6 
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That Which Brings About Continuous Remembrance [of Allah]  

49 ±�?�a� �F
�8 9 � : ���®/ 
 ...�V&> 2 T ?[�s 5�� ���* :�� ?[�s 5�� ��N�*/ �U�[N 2 3KE 
�V&> W  : �q�Sw��N 2  �(��  	� �D�1��£�
�^��� �	�� �q�%���N �q (Z��  ¹�?�>N 2 �¦��#�N �1�"#� . 

49– In the tradition recounting the Prophet (SAWA)’s Ascension to the Heavens 
(al-mi`araj): ‘O Ahmad… be continuous in My remembrance.’ The Prophet 
(SAWA) asked, ‘O My Lord, how can I be continuous in Your remembrance?’ He 
replied, ‘Through seclusion from people, despising the sweet and the sour [of the 
world], and clearing your stomach and your house of the world.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 77, p. 22, no. 6]    

50 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�' ?[�m � �� :�� <��J 0v�8/ 	�� . 

50– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever loves something is engaged in remembrance 
of it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7851]    

�:\tS�� �p�n���6 

Factors that Prevent the Remembrance [of Allah]  

51� �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(�����  	�� L"=���wf�%�> y1����Z�6 �> 2 �D�1:0f��  �C36�  	�� .��J/ u�|�a� 9 �����   .  

51– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is nothing worse from amongst the transgressions 
than submitting to one’s base desires, so do not obey them as they will 
preoccupy you from [remembering] Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7520]    

52 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ?[�s 	� 5«/ � l$"[    ?P���a� 	�� 1:>  . 

52– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Anything that distracts you from the remembrance of 
Allah is classified as gambling.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 157, no. 2]    

53 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ?[�s 	� 5«/ � l$"[   �����\ 	�� 1:>  . 

53– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Anything that distracts you from the remembrance of 
Allah is from Iblis [Satan].’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 170]    

54 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�?[�m�� uP�(�
N  $�-����  	�� "½�ZC�
N "n3C�c�
 7-�� �q�"a� �D0?�@N  b�C3f�� �?=�jN �;����a� �D�?%�>N �;�(Z C�� �D�1��B kX\ . 

54– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Verily filling the stomach, weakness of will, 
the intoxication of being fully satiated and the delusion of power, all hinder and 
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delay one from the performance [of good deeds] and cause one to forget 
Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 129, no. 1]    

�:\tS�� �I�� �X�:��� ���<Y 

The Effects of Disregarding the Remembrance [of Allah]  

55 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �uP��̂ 	��  ����� �'�^/ ���̂_Cj    ���C��B 5-�/N �����^  . 

55– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever forgets Allah, Glory be to Him, Allah makes 
him forget himself and blinds his heart.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8875]    

-F�$
c� �:\tS�� 

Silent Remembrance  

56Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(.u���£�  ?[�m�� �}4 . 

56– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best remembrance is the silent type.’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 1771]    

57����� � ����� N/ �?BC�� �e*7R�� :)����� �VB 2 �b�-��
 � ��\ �q���a� �v�%=�
Q  �$]N7��  :»�qP���̂ 9 �q0��E �?�"[�s��N« : �q�s �K�1M �L���
 Q
����� �}@ ��C����  ���̂ 9  ?[�m��  6 �� . 

57– Imam al-Baqir or Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The angel only writes down what 
he hears, but when Allah, Mighty and Exalted, has said, “And remember your 
Lord within your heart…”, no one knows the reward of that remembrance in the 
heart of the servant except Allah, most High.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 5, p. 322, no. 7] 

REPENTANCE   �ِXَ�) ا�
 

�;��10%�� 

Repentance  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(:��C�B � .v�i�6 ";�10%�� . 
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1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Repentance erases whatever precedes 
it.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 12, p. 129, no. 13706]    

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� �v�̂�s Q �	��-�[  v^km�� 	�� �vh7%�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who repents for his sin is like one who has no 
sin.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 10174]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�K1^lm�� "$P��w�6N �K1�"&�� �?3:Z�6 ";��10%�� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Repentance purifies the hearts and washes away the 
sins.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1355]    

 v�h7%�� ";� ¬�� 

The Status Of One Who Repents  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �\ 0v�8/ »Iu�J ����  G;Ch6 G;(�,�� N/ +vh6 +	�,�� 	�� . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is nothing more beloved to Allah than a 
penitent believer – man or woman.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 7, p. 21, no. 15]    

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�X1��710%�� �!h�Z�£��}�4N 2»I�Z�4 ��*` ��� l$"[ . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Every son of Adam is a sinner, but the best of the 
sinners are the penitent ones.’[al-Durr al-Manthur, v. 1, p. 626]    

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( L�&���� 	�� �'��C� �;�1�%� �̄ �?�>/ ������ �* E�1�� �Xx-�Y�� 	��N 2�� ]�1�� �V�7S�� 	��N 2�����1�� . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah rejoices for the repentance of His servant 
more than the barren rejoices for having a child, and more than the lost one who 
finds his way, and more than the thirsty one who finds water.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 10165]    

�X1C�h7%�� 

The Penitent Ones  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(/�;���EO>  vh7%�� ";���� 0� :���� ";_�R0(��   }�£� 5�� �d�?�#�N 23��#� ��N�"�N 2 $��C�� ���?�6N 2�����-�� 9  . 
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7- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are four signs to the penitent person: 
honesty in his work for the sake of Allah, avoiding misdeeds, adhering to what is 
right, and eagerness for what is good.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 20]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( � �!Ch7%�� �U|�N 9 �: �L"« ���?�-�MO> 2 ���0(�� �'��µ y1�&�jN L : �1�"BN L : ̂1��� �v�R�̂ L : �1^"s �E�i�J/ �1�j�?�@
0��� �;���?�=��N g3?�� �L�:�%�C�&��/N 2�;�� . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, describing the penitent ones, ‘They planted the trees of 
their sins before their eyes and hearts, and watered them with the water of 
remorse; thus they produced safety for them and left them with contentment and 
dignity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 72, no. 38]    

9 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �6](�� 9 � : �	
m��� 	�� (�����]�N ... �;�����N/ �1����@N 2�;��10%�� PI�  ��S�(� ���1�:0f��  E^ �E%�j/ �1��Z�B
�R �  $:��� �D��#� PI�  1�� . 

9- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in his intimate supplication, ‘Place us among 
those … who extinguish the fire of desires by shedding the water of repentance, 
and wash the plates of ignorance with the purity of the water of life.’[Ibid. v. 94, p. 
127, no. 19]    

�;��10%�� "V1C�B 

The Acceptance of Repentance  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �D�?��w�a�  ��?_�
 L�� �E��w�%�jQ� �u�Z��"� 	��N 2�V1C�&��  ��?_�
 L�� �;��10%�� �u�Z��"� 	��. 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who is blessed with repentance will not be 
deprived of its acceptance, and a man who is blessed with seeking forgiveness 
will not be deprived of forgiveness.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 69, p. 410, no. 124]    

W ";��10%�� "$�C&�6 Ì�� 

When Is Repentance Accepted?  

11"V1jE �Pz�   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�K6 	�� �X/ �$�C�B �$ C�B �	 
��
  �����  ���%��1�6  . 

11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A man who repents before he sees [the angel of 
death], Allah will accept his repentance.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 440, no. 2 al-Kafi]    

12 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'my ���7(�� �)w���� �s\ �;��1�6  $yi�� �)^[N 2�;��1�6  L����� 	"=�
 L�� � ���&���8 �\ �'����� t1�y/N � . 
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12- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘When the soul reaches this – and pointed at the 
back of his throat – there will not remain a chance to repent for the 
knowledgeable man, but there will remain a chance for the ignorant one.’[Ibid. 
no. 3]    

13 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  e�?�@\ �;���� 	� �$��j �BN � �����  ��81�%� 0?�B/N ��� �	��` ��BN �X1���?�> � �'�� : 2 ��O�C�� �;�
Ä�E ��(� �	�` ��0̂�
+V1C&�� �}@  ��O�C�� �;�
Ä�E ��(� "X���N . 

13- Imam al-Rida (AS), when he was asked about the reason for Allah’s 
drowning the Pharaoh after he believed in Him and attested to His oneness, 
replied, ‘Because he believed after he saw the wrath [of Allah], and belief at such 
a time is not accepted.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 6, p. 23, no. 25]    

�;��1�6 ����0(�� 

Remorse Is Repentance  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �;��1�6 ����0(�� . 

14- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Remorse is repentance.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
10301]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �E��w�%�j� �;��Z�£� 5�� ����0(�� . 

15- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Remorse for a sin counts as seeking 
forgiveness.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 12, p. 118, no. 13674]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �v^km�� �?���=�
  v�&�� ����̂ . 

16- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Remorse of the heart offsets the sin.’[Ibid.]    

���?�%�Q� �	��8 

Appropriate Confession [of One’s Sins]  

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����-��� �?���%��
 +b�Z�� 	�� �}�4 �� C^�m� .?�&�
 +d� . 

17- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A sinner who confesses to his sin is better than an 
obedient man who brags about his deed.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6334]    
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18 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����N�  ��� 0?�B/ 	�� ��\  v�̂km�� 	�� 1i�(�
 � 2 . 

18- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘By Allah! None will be safe from his sin except the 
one who admits it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 6, p. 36, no. 56]    

19 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����N Q   �*�E/ � �����   !�%���R�4 ��\  �7(�� 	�� ���6  :L�:�� y�?��w���>  K1^lm��N 2L�y��
���>  L��3(�� ���� �N7?�&�
 �X/ . 

19- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘By Allah! Allah wants but two traits to be present in 
people: to acknowledge His favors so that He may increase them, and to confess 
their sins so that He may forgive them.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 426, no. 2]    

�;��10%�� �L�h��* 

The Pillars Of Repentance  

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L�h��* �;���E/ 5�� ";��10%�� :�X����� �E��w�%�j�N 2 v��&�� �����̂�*1��
 Q �X/ ������N 2 ̄  E�1��� �$-��N 2 . 

20- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Repentance stands on four pillars: remorse with the 
heart, asking for forgiveness with the tongue, work with the limbs, and resolve 
not to repeat [the offense].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 81, no. 74]    

21 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( b��0(�� 	�� �¤��J ����Oj �BN � : 	��� "m(�� <����N �V��/ L�� u7̂\ 	�� Ç �$�:> 2�my u�1�
 �\  ±7i�#� �VB W G;�1�6 :
� �V&> 2������ ������/ 7L"M 2�)=���> :À��8 Ts �$"[ �\ �T7*�,�6 57%8 2Q��k&8  . 

21- Wahab b. `Abdu Rabbih narrated on the authority of a shaykh from [the tribe 
of] Nakha`a, who said, ‘I said to Abu Ja`afar (AS), ‘I have been a governor since 
the time of al-Hajjaj until this very day - is repentance possible for me?’ He 
remained silent. When I repeated the question, he said, ‘No, until you 
compensate everyone for his lost rights.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 331, no. 3]    

�;��10%�� ���1^/ 

Types Of Repentance  

22Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��1�6 +v^�s �$"=� �����8/�;�� ̂����� ";�� ̂�����N 3?3��� .?3���2 <; . 

22- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Make a repentance for every sin; public 
[repentance] for public [sins] and private [repentance] for private [sins].’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 77, p. 127, no. 33]    
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�� ";��10%���̄ 1R0( 

Sincere Repentance  

23Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�;�10%��  	� �$��j �BN � �  ̄ 1R0(�� :����� �?��w�%���%> 2�q(�� "��?���
 �!8  v^�m�� 5�� ���0(�� 1�y   �q�%�����( � 
<����/ �����\ �*1��6 Q 0L"M 2 ?�>#� �(�� . 

23- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Sincere repentance is remorse for the sin as 
soon as it slips out from you; then you ask Allah for forgiveness, then you never 
return to it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 10302]    

24 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �;�17%��  	� �$��j �BN ��  ̄ 1�R0(�� :�q�s 	�� �$�S�>/N  ?�y�Y�[ �	��C�� �X1=�
 �X/ . 

24- Imam al-Hadi (AS) when he was asked about sincere repentance, said, ‘ [It 
is] when the inner self becomes identical to the outer behavior, and even better 
than it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 6, p. 22, no. 20]    

�;��10%�� �}4O�6 

Postponing Repentance  

25 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;�10%�� y�1�_�� �$3i��> <;�7��j �)�>�EB �X\ . 

25- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you commit a misdeed, hasten to erase it with 
repentance.’[Ibid. v. 77, p. 208, no. 1]    

26 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ?�Z�£�  L�Y�/ 5��  $�]��  �1i�y 	�� 2�;�10%�� ��P���̂ ��31���� . 

26- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who procrastinates in repenting for himself 
faces the greatest danger from the [sudden] attack of death.’[Mustadrak al-
Wasail, v. 12, p. 130, no. 13707]    

27 �*�1�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�?���8 �U
1��7%�� "V1"�N2 �E�?�%�@� �;�10%�� �}�4O6 . 

27- Imam al-Jawad (AS) said, ‘Postponing repentance is an illusion, and long 
procrastination is perplexity.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 456]    

�;��10%�� 	�� "X�1y�� 
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What Is Easier Than Repentance  

28 ���a� �)�������� ������� :(	�� kX\  ������ ���� 	�� �	�
�*   $�-��
 L�� 	�� �q�m[N 2HIS�&�� �	��8/ �X\N �	
0��� ������ 	0-�� <7-�y l$�B/N �̄ �NE/  �7(��
�K^/N �;��17%�� �¿��4/ �X\N �;���Z�£� �$�-�� 	0-�� <7-�y �̄ �N�E/ �;��Z�£� . 

28– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘The man who has no debt to people is more 
comfortable than the one indebted, even if he repayed his debt; and similarly the 
man who has not committed any sins is more comfortable than he who has 
committed sins, even if he has sincerely repented and returned [to the right 
path].’[Ibid. no. 392]    

29 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�10%��  v��� 	�� "X�1�y/  v^km�� ���?�6 . 

29- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Abandoning sin is easier than asking for 
forgiveness.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 364, no. 96]    

����� ?%�j   v�h7%�� 5����  

Allah Conceals The Sin of The Penitent One  

30 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �K6 �K6 	��  �] ���?��"�N2 ������  � ";�Y���#� �)��P��̂"�N 2������ �L�%�=�6 �X/  �E�� ��& �N 2������ �?�%���6 �X/ ���8 E�1
������ �v�%=�6 �)^[ . 

30- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah turns mercifully to the one who repents, and his 
limbs are ordered to keep his secret, and all the places on earth to conceal for 
him [his sin], and the record-keeping angels to forget whatever they wrote about 
him.’[Ibid. v. 6, p. 28, no. 32]    

G�(���8 ���3�0��� "$
�C�6 

Changing Sins Into Good Deeds  

31 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 58N/  7�� �$]N  ���7��� ������N ���`N (7�C^ 5�� 3¶0(�� �*NN�* �\ : �v�̂�s/ �s\ �	�,a� �T�C�� �X\ 2�*NN�* 

�E/ ^/N Ç�"� QN 2�;�(��#� ���%������/N �;�Y���#� ���%����^/N 2 ���� ���?���@ �' ?�[�s ��(� u7(�� ë_�%�j�N  v^km�� �q�s 	�� �K6N �b]�E 7L"M C^�s�!-�8�7?�� �L�8 . 

31- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘Allah, the Exalted, revealed to Prophet David 
[Prophet David (AS) is known in the Arabic tradition as Dawud (ed.)] – peace be 
upon him and on our Prophet, ‘O David! When My believing servant commits a 
sin and then returns [to Me] and repents for that sin and is ashamed in My 
presence every time he remembers it, I will forgive him and cause the recording 
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angels to forget it and change it to count as a good deed, and I will not care 
about it further, for I am the most Merciful.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 6, p. 28, no. 30]    

����� 5���� u�� O0%��   

Speculating On Allah’s Judgment  

32Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�X1�1&
 �	
mk�� 2¸0�"� 	� �!��O�%�-�� �$�
�N : 9 �X�">N 2�;7(��� 9 �X�"> E7(�� . 

32- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Woe to those who foretell [about Allah’s actions] 
from among my community – those who proclaim that x will go to Paradise, but y 
will go to the Fire.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7902]    

33Pz� "V1jE �  ) ���� {z� �uk��|����` �N ��� :(�1
 �VB <��]E kX\ :�����N  ������?��w�
 Q 2  GX�"��  !����� �V&>  �$]N 7��  : �?��@/Q �X/ 0u��� 5���O�6 Tm��� �s �	��
WGX�"�� !���1&� °�c�� �$-�� �)�Z�C�8/N 2GX�"��� ��?���@ �B u3̂o> :����� �?��w�
 Q  GX�"��  . 

33- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A man said one day, ‘I swear by Allah that He will 
not forgive so and so.’ Allah, the Exalted, said, ‘Who is he to foretell about what I 
will do – that I will not forgive this man? I indeed have forgiven him and annulled 
the work of the foretelling man because of his saying, ‘Allah will not forgive 
him.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 11, p. 267, no. 13] 

RESENTMENT   *K�ِا� 
 

   

�PA��� -�
� 

Resentment  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( K1����� ��O���� ���&�#� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Resentment is the basest of defects.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 966]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( v�S�w�� �Ec�� ��&�#� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Resentment is the instigator of anger.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 530]    
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3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( :�D����#� ";�-��J ��&�#� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Resentment is the distinguishing characteristic of the 
jealous.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 422]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ?��kY�� ��\ "O���Z�6 Q �E^ ��&�#� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Resentment is a fire that is only extinguished by triumph 
[over one’s opponent].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2203]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���&�#�  	�%���� �v�C�j . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Resentment is the cause of problems.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 5522]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 3L�«� �U��S�%�� 2  ��7(�� �Kkm��� �*1&�#� . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The resentful person has a tormented soul and his anxiety 
is manifold.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1962]    

7 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ : ( G*1&�_�� �D0*1�� Q . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The resentful person knows no friendship.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 10436]    

8 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���&�#� 	�� �}�4 �K%���� . 

8- Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘Reproof [expressed] is better than resentment 
[harboured within].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 369, no. 4]    

9 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�*1&�#� <;8�E  �7(�� l$B/ . 

9- Imam al-`Askari (AS) said, ‘Among people, the person with the least comfort is 
the resentful one.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 488]    

�I�6w�(� �PA�B �3��
� �+�:�1 

The Believer’s Resentment is Short-lived  

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��&�#� ��(� �vys ��B �so> 2 ��P��i�� 9 ���*� ���&_�
 �	�,a� . 
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10- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believer’s resentment lasts as long as he is 
seated [in an assembly], but as soon as he rises it vanishes.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 
310] 

RESPONSIBILITY   �)��ِوp��َا�  
 

   

�+5����w�
(� 

Responsibility  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �1"&06��  C�� 9 ����� �1�����/ 2 Lh:�C��N  �& C��  	� 57%8 �X1"�N,��� L"=7̂o> �'�*� �N �'�*  �'1�R��6 QN  . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Be careful of your duty to Allah with respect to His people 
as well as His places, for verily you will be answerable even for the places [you 
frequented] and the animals. Obey Allah and do not disobey Him.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 167]    

q=��w��6 ]��7��\! 

Everyone is Commissioned with Responsibility  

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �VN,��� L"=l�"[N +��E �L"=l�"[ Q/ 2 ���%0����E 	� �VN,��� 1�yN +��E  �(�� 5�� Tm�� �}���> 2 ���%0����E 	�
L�:(�� �;��N,��� u�yN �'�����NN :����� �)��� 5�� �;�����E "D/?�a�N 2 L�:(�� �VN,��� 1�yN ���%���  $y/ 5�� +��E "$�]0?��N . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Indeed each of you is a shepherd responsible for 
his own herd. The commander of the people is their shepherd and responsible 
for his herd, just as a man looks after his household and is responsible for them, 
and a woman tends to her husband and children and is responsible for 
them.’[Sahihe Muslim, no. 1829]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�������N ���(��-�
 �)�=���� 7-� �VN,��� +Ã ?�� l$"[ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Every single person is answerable for all that he 
possesses and all who depend on him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7254]    

�,�w�$���� �:�_������ �p;5��� �+5����w��6 
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The Answerability of the Hearing, the Sight and the Heart  

4	� K%[ � ��&��� '?Sä Q :  e�*7R�� �$]E �VB)�������� ������� :(�* -7��?> 2 �*1���� 	� ?S�
N �!0(�w�%�
 +E�1�] L�:��N ^�} ] Ç �X\ �±�?��a� �)��4
W0	�:�� u7(�� �-�%j� ��1"�"�� "$���"�> ... �e*7R�� ���� �V&>)�������� ������� :(����6   �)^/  !����� �)��-�j �/  "V1&
 �$]N7��  :» �*�,"���N �?�R�C��N �b�-0��� kX\

<QN,���� �(� �X[ �q��N"� l$"[«W ! 

4– It has been narrated in Man La Yahzuruhu al-Faqih that a man once came to 
Imam al-Sadiq (AS) saying, 'I have a neighbour whose slave girls sing and play 
the lute, and sometimes when I go to the outhouse I take my time there so I may 
listen to them…? So Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said to him, 'By Allah! Have you not 
heard the verse of Allah, Mighty and Exalted, [in the Qur'an], "Verily the hearing 
and the sight and the heart, each of those shall be answerable for it"?![ al-Faqih, 
v. 1, p. 80, no. 177] 

RESURRECTION   ُد��ا�َ� 
 

   

�,�%
(� 

Resurrection  

1 "X-&� �)�������� ������� (� ��"Y���
 �1�yN �� (��Q � : �)("[ X\N 2�q�s �b�Z�%��6 	��N ��10(�� �qP���̂ 	�� �b�>E�> ��1�a� �	�� Àq�J 9 �q�6 X\ 20u�(�� 

�q�s �b�Z�%��6 	��N �'C�%^Q� �qP���̂ 	�� �b�>E�> �F��C�� �	�� Àq�J 9 . 

1– Luqman (AS) said to his son, exhorting him, ‘O my son, if you are in doubt 
about death, then try to avert yourself from falling asleep and you will not be able 
to, and if you are in doubt about the Resurrection, then try to avert yourself from 
waking up and you will not be able to do that either.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 7, p. 42, 
no. 13]    

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���*^ ���6> - � ����%C��N 2�L ̂@ �v�&�%8� - � �n C�%w�-> 2 $�-���� �E-S�� �*��a� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘(The Day of) Resurrection will be a field of activity 
wherein a successful man will be delighted at what he has bagged for himself, 
and a regretful man will grieve at what he has missed out on.’[A`alam al-Din, p. 
341]    
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3 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)����� ���������� (� ���Y���1�� 	�� � : �q�s 2�;����&�� ��1�
  K1�"&��� �b�]N/N �b�Y>/N �L�Y�/ �my PI�E�N 	�� kX/ ���*` �	��
 �L�����
����� �b�-i�
 2�*1:f�� ��1�
 �q�sN ��7(�� ���� ��1-i�� ��1�
  �	
?�4��N �!�0N�� ���>  . 

3– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in one of his exhortations, ‘Know O son of 
Adam that beyond this [life] is something greater, more horrendous and more 
painful for the hearts – the Day of Resurrection. That is the day when people will 
be gathered and that will be an eventful day wherein Allah will gather people from 
the first to the last.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 73, no. 29]    

�+���H��� �3�:�'e�� 

The Drawing Near of the Hour  

4�����  V1jE 	� �7
?���� �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����C|o � �EJ/N �  !�6:�[ ";��7���N ^/ �)c���� :��7C0���� �VB 0L"M 5Zj�1��N �; : Tm����N
 0u��%�[ �!�� �;�7��� �� ]O�� u7̂\ '���� � uP���̂ . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The time between when I was sent down [as a 
messenger] and the Hour is as these two’, indicating to the space between his 
index finger and his middle finger. He then continued, ‘By the One who has my 
soul in His Grasp, verily I find the Hour to be upon me already.’[al-Ja`afariyyat, p. 
212]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�1�%�-�� ";������� ���?�:��N 2: :]�N 	�� ";��7��� ���?��j/:�-3j . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘You and the Hour will occur in the same epoch.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 190]    

����� �,-:
$�V  �+���H��� �]��%�   

Allah’ s Exclusive Knowledge of the Hour  

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �L�
?�� �	� 5���� �VB’ �$�h�¥�i�� )�������� ������� :( ������� �u�-@"� <;�g��%^� "$�h�¥�] �¦���%^�> W �;��7��� ����B Ì��
�VB �e>/ 7-��> 2:(�� :����� �̄ NE 
  <;�%w�� ��\ L"=�6O�6 Q 2 �E��N ���N-0��� u�> 	�� ����N 2 $h7��� �	�� : � �L���/ "VN,��a� � 2 . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘Jesus son of Mary (AS) asked Gabriel (AS), 
‘When will the Hour come’ upon which Gabriel started to tremble so severely that 
he fainted from it. When he came to his senses, he said, ‘O Spirit of Allah, the 
questioned one does not know that any more than the questioner does. To Him 
belongs all that is in the heavens and the earth, and it [the Hour] will take you all 
by surprise.’[Qasas al-Anbiy`a’ , p. 271, no. 346]    
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�ª�:�c� ����? 

The Day of Rising [from the Graves]  

7� ����� � �	
����� �	
)�������� ������� :(G��j "���M ���*`  	�� ���j .��J/ : :�> ��1&�
 ¸��� ";��7���N 2��1�a� �q���� :�> �	 
��
 ¸��� ";��7���
�����  T���
 �!�� :�> �U�&�
 ¸��� ";��7���N 2�' ¥�B 	��   ���6N ���EC�6  . 

7– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Man’ s worst hours are three in number the 
hour wherein he will see the angel of death with his own eyes, the hour when he 
will rise up from his grave, and the hour when he will stand before Allah, Blessed 
and most High.’ [al-Khisal, p. 119, no. 108]    

�:�b!
(� �+
$�" 

The Description of the [Day of] Congregation  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ������� ��� � 5��� �?�f_�
N 2������� �Å� � 5��� "$�]0?�� ��1-�
 . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Man will die in the state that he has lived, and will 
be raised in the same state that he died.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 133]    

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( :�> ��1-�
 Ìk�� �� ���M Ð "F��C�
 �)3��a� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily you will meet your Lord barefooted, naked 
and uncircumcised.’[al-Targhib wa al-Tarh?b, v. 4, p. 384, no. 11]    

10 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �XfZ�� �;����&�� �*�E�N 	�� l$"[ . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Everyone on the Day of Judgment will be 
thirsty.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 38938]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( PIC�#�N  V�,.���N  �?���� ��1�
  ?f�#� ��1�
 �$���] 2�U
?�0%��N ����1�� Ts 	�� �U
?R0%��N �;����w�� ��s
 �b�Ó��
> 5R_�6N 2 �^�� "V-�/ �����\ �v��&�6 ��1�
 2 V=0(��N: ̂1Z�� 9 � "$���1�#� �b�S�6N 2: ̂1��� �e��8/  �1�.(�� �	�� �KNm�6 ��1�
 2 �M�� �b�-�] ��� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Listen O negligent and fickle one to someone who 
exhorts and expounds. The Day of Resurrection has been made a day of 
exposition, questioning, bestowal and exemplary punishment. It is the day when 
men’ s deeds will be upturned, and all sins will be computed, when people’ s 
pupils will melt with grief and expectant women will deliver what they carry in 
their wombs.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 653, no. 1353]    
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12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �b�-i�
 ��1�
 �q�sN   �L�:�-��/ ��B 2<���B <�1S�4 2 V-��� PI���]N  K��#�  Å& (�� �	
?�4��N �!�0N�� ���> 
�� ��������&�� ���]�N 	�� <Q8 L�:�(��8O�> 2��E�� �L : � )���]�EN 2�e�?����<���0%�� ��P����(��N 2<��g1 ! 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘And that is the day when Allah will gather all people 
from the first to the last, standing in subjugation in order to discuss the account 
[of their deeds] and the recompense for their actions. They will be bridled with 
their own sweat while the earth trembles under them. Those amongst them in the 
best state will be those who manage to find a stable place for their feet to stand 
and an open space for them to breathe!’ [Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 102]    

�+�6���A�� F�* 
C�A5'�(� 

The Godwary People on the Day of Resurrection  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (��6 ���1B 9 � :»<���>�N  	-�80?�� 5��\ �!&0%"a� �?�f_�̂ ��1�
 «� : �q��N"� 2<^C[�E ��\ �X1^1=�
 Q ��>�1�� kX\
06� �V] E����� �1�&  ����� �L�:0C�8O>   �!&0%"a� �L�y7-��> 2L�:��-�/ �u�g�EN L�:0R�%4��N  . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA), with regards to Allah’ s verse “The Day We shall 
gather the Godwary toward the All-beneficent, as incoming guests”[ Qur’ an 
1985], said, ‘Verily these incoming guests will only enter mounted. They are the 
men who were wary of their duty to Allah, so Allah loved them, distinguished 
them and is well-pleased with their deeds, and has therefore named them the 
Godwary.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 95, no. 69]    

�+�6���A�� F�* 
C�6�:^�(� 

The Guilty Ones on the Day of Resurrection  

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+E^ 	�� �X^��� ����N �;����&�� ��1�
 HI] 2 !�̂���N  !�:]�1 � �!-���"a� �u�&�� 	�� . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who meets his fellow Muslims two-facedly and 
hypocritically [lit. having two-tongues] will be raised on the Day of Resurrection 
with two tongues of Fire.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 319, no. 1]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L��N -�"� ���4/  V� 	�� �$�[/ 	�� �;����&�� ��1�
  E7(�� �	�� <D�Nm�] �$�[/ 2������� �'0*�?�
 . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever wrongfully consumes his fellow brother’ 
s property and does not return it to him will be made to devour a burning log of 
fire on the Day of Resurrection.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 322, no. 8]    
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16 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���> �L_�� Q �LY�� ��:]�NN �;����&�� ��1�
 HI] ��7(�� �� � �$"[O���� �X`?"&�� /�?�B 	�� . 

16– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever recites the Qur’ an in order to deceive 
people thereby will be raised on the Day of Resurrection with a bony face without 
any flesh therein.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 329, no. 1]    

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 57%�8 ��7(�� �L�y,k��1�%�
 3Ekm��  E�1�R�> �X1���i�
 �	
?3C�=�%"a� kX\����� �¹�?��
    K��#� �	��  . 

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily the proud ones will be transformed into tiny 
particles that people will trample underfoot until Allah finishes the account.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 311, no. 11]    

18 �e*7R�� ����� �)������������� �� :(G*(�� t*^ �;����&�� ��1
 �X[ �s\ :"V&��> 2�L_�� L :�y1]�N 5��� ����� ��1�B ��1&��> W uh���NO�� �*N�0R�� �	
/ :
�L0(�:�] �\ L : � �?��,�
 0L"M 2L : (
�* 9 L�y1�0(��N L�yN��̂�N L�:�� �1C�R�̂N �!(��,"a� ��N�s` �	
m��� PIQ,y . 

18– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When the Day of Resurrection comes, a caller will 
announce [on Allah’ s behalf], ‘Where are those who obstructed My friends’ and a 
group of people with no flesh on their faces will stand, and it will be said of them, 
‘These are the people who troubled the believers, who declared enmity towards 
them, who opposed them and treated them harshly because of their religion.’ 
Then they will be ordered into Hell.’[Thawab al-A`amal, p. 351, no. 2]    

�=�;�R� �3�'�\ 

The Book of Deeds  

19�� � �?BC�� ���)�������� ������� (���6 ���1�B 9 � :»��&�(�� 9 �'�?h� �'(������/ GX��̂\ k$"[�N «� :"V1&�
 : Q 2�X[ "F��8 ������ �'.?�JN �'�}�4
�$�-�� - � �;����&�� ��1�
 ����%�[ 5Z��
 57%�8 ���B�?�> �b�Z�%��
 . 

19– Imam al-Baqir (AS), with regards to Allah’ s verse “We have attached every 
person’ s omen to his neck”, said, ‘The good and the evil he has done is with him 
wherever he is, and he cannot separate them until he is given his book about his 
deeds on the Day of Resurrection.’[Tafsir al-Qummi, v. 2, p. 17]    

20 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ���6 ����1B 9 � :»��1���� �qP����( � 5��[ �q��%�[ �/�?�B�� «� : �v�%"[ �N �$�-�� � �b�-�] ��C���� �?k[�m�

�1�B �q�m��> 2�;��7��� �q��6 �������> ��0̂O[p������� :»:�� � (�%���
�N 
yR�8/ ��\ <D�}C�[ Q�N <D�}w�| �E�*w�
 Q  K%�=�� �m«W ! 

20– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), with regards to Allah’s verse ‘Read your book! Today 
your soul suffices as your own reckoner’ , said, ‘The servant will be reminded of 
everything that he had done and that was recorded against him, as if he had 
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done it that very hour, and because of that they will say, “Woe to us! What a book 
this is! It omits nothing, big or small, without enumerating it!”[ Qur’ an 1849]- 
[Tafsir al-`Aayyashi, v. 2, p. 328, no. 35]    

21  e*7R�� ���� 	� uJ7���� }��6 �)�������� ������� :(���� �$�B 0L"M 2���%�[ �X�^�� 5��\ �b�>�* �;����&�� ��1�
 �X[ �s\ : �'/�?B�].TN�7?�� �VB] :�)�"B :
�V&> W ���> � �� ?���> :QN +����B  $�&�̂ QN G;�-���[ QN G;�Y_�� 	�� -�> �'�?"[m�
 ��0̂\�1�B �q�m��> 2�;��7��� �q��6 �������> ��0̂O[p�'�?�[�s ��\ �������> �Iu�J  :» 


yR�8/ ��\ <D�}C�[ Q�N <D�}w�| �E�*w�
 Q  K%�=�� �m:�� � (�%���
�N« . 

21– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When the Day of Resurrection comes, man will be 
handed his book and told, ‘Read it.’ [The reporter of the tradition then asked him], 
‘And will he know what is in it’ to which he replied, ‘Verily he will remember it. 
There will not remain a single moment, a single word, a single footstep or 
anything that he did which he will not remember, as if he had done it that very 
hour. And this is why they will say, “Woe to us! What a book this is! It omits 
nothing, big or small, without enumerating it.” [Tafsir al-`Aayyashi, no. 34]    

=�;b��� ��;���� �3�!"# 

The People of the Right Hand and of the Left Hand  

22 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  "V1&��> 2���(���N ���(��� -�> ���C�j8N � (�-�� � ����%�[ �'Z�/ �	��,"a� �v�j_�
 X/ �*�E/ �s\ ���6N ���EC�6  :
 �m�[N �m�[ �)��-��N �m�[N �m�[ �)����> 2T�C�� !1&��>"V :"V1&��> 2�q�s �)����> ��B 3K�E 
 L���̂ :��7(�� "V1&��> 2G�(���8 :�%����/N �q�� :�6?���@ ��B :

����� �X_C�j  W �D���8�N �;��3��j ��C���� �m:�� �X[ �/ !  
����� "V1�B �1�yN  k$]N0���  :»�8 �v�j_�
 ���1���> �� (�-�� � ����%�[ �u�6N"� 	�� 7��O�><�EN?��� �����y/ �\ �v���&�(�
�N <�}��
 <��« . 

22– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily when Allah, Blessed and most High, will 
wish to deal with the believer’s account, He will give him his book in his right 
hand and will then take him to account for all that is between him and Himself, 
and will say, ‘My servant, you have committed such and such and have done 
such and such!’ and he will reply, ‘Yes, my Lord, I have done that.’ And Allah will 
say, ‘I have forgiven you for them and have transformed them into good deeds’ , 
so people will ask, ‘Glory be to Allah, did this man not have a single evil deed!’ 
and this is the purport of Allah’ s verse “Then as for him who is given his record 
in his right hand, he shall soon receive an easy reckoning, and he will return to 
his folks joyfully” [Qur’ an 847-9].[ al-Zuhd li al-Husayn b. Sa`aid, p. 92, no. 246]  
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23 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\   ���6N ���EC�6  ... ����%�[ �'Z�/N 2��%k=��N 2 �7(��  �NÄ�E 5��� ���C�j8 <�7?�J G�C�� � �*�E/ �s\ 2����-�f �
����� "V1�B �1�yN  k$]N0���  :» �E1�C"M 1�����
 ���1���> �' ?��:�� HI�E�N ����%�[ �u�6N"� �	�� 7�/�N * �?����j 5���R�
�N * ������y/ u�> �X�[ ���7̂\

<�EN?���« .  

23– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily when Allah, Blessed and most High, wishes 
to requite his servant with evil [as a result of his deeds], He will take him to 
account for them in front of everyone, and will reduce him to tears [on account of 
the proofs against him], and will give him his book in his left hand, and this is the 
purport of Allah’ s verse “But as for him who is given his record from behind his 
back, he will pray for annihilation, and he will enter the Blaze. Indeed he used to 
be joyful among his folk” [Qur’ an 8410-13] [al-Zuhd li al-Husayn b. Sa`aid, p. 92, 
no. 246] 

Retreat in the Mosque (i`atikaf)   ُف�Wِ�Zا  
 

�0���'�2� 

Retreat in the Mosque  

1V7-��� ¬[ � : �X[ ] .u C0(��)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| [ (  ���� �	�� �U�=�%�� �?�>j �s\N 2 �XS���E 	�� �?�4�N�� �?f���� �U�=�%�� <-�&�� �X[ �s\
�	
?f��  $ C&"a�.  

1– Anas narrated ‘The Prophet (SAWA), if he was in town, would retreat in the 
mosque the last ten nights of the month of Ramadhan, and if he was travelling, 
would retreat in the mosque twenty nights the following year.’ [Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 18091]    

2 �	� K%[ 	� ��&��� '?Sä Q �X�?:��  	� X1-��� : Àu����  	��  	���#� ��(�� <���] �)("[ ’���� �V&> �$�]�E �'6O> :�����  V1j�E �	��
   ���� <^�"> kX\ 2 
�V&> 2 ��� C_�
 X/ ��
?�
N �V� 0u���� :������N   �q(�� �u�SBO> �V� T�(�� �  .�VB :�-���=�>�VB 2 �� : �� C��>)�������� ������� (���� �)�"&> 2 ������̂ : �	��


�����  V1j�E  ���� �V&> W �q�>=�%�� �)�P��̂/ 2  : r/ �)��-�j u7(�=�N 2 ��^/ L��)�������� ������� ( 	�� "�3��_�
)T7��] (�����  V1j�E  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (
�VB ��0̂/ :������� ���C�� -0̂O�=�>  L���"a� ���4/ �;�]8 9 5��j 	  ������� <-hB 2 �'�E:�̂ <-h| 2 G;�(�j ��Q` �;����6 k$]N0���  . 

2– Maymun b. Mihran narrated ‘I was once sitting in the presence of al-Hasan b. 
Ali (AS) when a man came to him, saying, ‘O son of the Prophet of Allah, verily x 
is claiming money from me that I owe him and wants to arrest me.’ So he replied, 
‘By Allah, I do not have money to pay your debt on your behalf.’ So he asked, 
‘Then talk to him.’ So he (AS) put on his sandals, whereupon I asked him, ‘O son 
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of the Prophet of Allah, have you forgotten the fact that you are in a state of 
retreat’ So he replied, ‘No, I have not forgotten, but I have heard my father 
(SAWA) narrating on the authority of my grandfather, the Prophet of Allah (AS) 
that he had said, ‘He who strives to fulfil a fellow Muslim brother’ s need is as if 
he has worshipped Allah, Mighty and Exalted, for nine thousand years, fasting 
during the day and standing in prayer at night.’ [al-Faqih, v. 2, p. 189, no. 2108]    

3�� � �e*7R�� ���)�������� ������� :(����� "V1j�E �X[  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �?�4�N�� �?f���� �X[ �s\ ]�XS���E 	�� ���
[ 2 �� i��a� 9 �U�=�%��
���J�?�> t1��N �E���a� �?0-�JN 2 +?��J 	�� �;0C"B ���� )�� ?�gN . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) used to retreat in the mosque 
the last ten nights [of Ramadhan], when a tent of fur would be pitched for him, 
and he would roll up the skirting and lay out his bedding.’ [al-Tahdhib, v. 4, p. 
287, no. 869]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)������������� �� :(G;��-�] �D��R � +V��� ���\ ���> 5���| ��B G;��-�] �� i��� 9 ��\ ��=�%�� �Q . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Retreat can only be in a congregational mosque 
wherein the congregational prayer is led by a just imam.’ [al-Kafi, v. 4, p. 176, no. 
1] 

THE REWARD   اب�qَا� 
 

 K�1�c�� 

The Reward  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�q��-�� 	�� "$�S>/ �q��-�� �K�1�M . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The reward for your work is better than your work 
itself.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4688]    

2� �u�� ����� ) �������� ������� :(�^.��� �;k&�f�� u��(�
 �D�?�4�� �K��1M . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The reward of the Hereafter causes one to forget the toil 
of this world.’[Ibid. no. 4692]    

3�  �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(����� kX\  �c�� �b�g�N ���̂_C�j  �\ L�:�� <;�J��8N 2���%�-�& ̂ 	�� �'�*C��� <D�*
�s ���%���R��� 5�� �K&����N ���%��� 5�� �K�1
���%0(�] . 
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3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah, the Exalted, decreed reward for obeying Him and 
chastisement for disobeying Him, in order to protect His servants against His 
wrath and to herd them to His Paradise.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 368]    

4�  �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(���> �;k&�f�a�  E���B 5��  $-���� �K�1�M . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The reward for any work is proportionate to the toil of 
performing it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4690]    

�;��1c�a� �L�Y�/ 

The Greatest Reward  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(";��1c�� �;��1c�a� �L�Y�/ kX\ ��R�̂�� . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greatest reward is the reward [dealt] by fairness.’[Ibid. 
no. 3387]    

6�  �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(  K�1kc�� �L�Y�/ �*:�� �K�1�M . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The reward for jihad is the greatest reward.’[Ibid. no. 
4695]    

7�  �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(-�:���1�M "X��1�
 Q X����J :"V�����N 2�1����� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There are two things the reward for which is beyond 
measure: pardon and justice.’[Ibid. no. 5769]    

+$�-�� 5��� �K�1�M ���w���� 	�� 

A Man Who Hears About The Reward For A Particular Action  

8 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������� 	�� �K�1�M ��w���� 	 ��-�%��� �$-���� �q�s �$�-��> 2$-�� 5��P   -�[ "F
��#�  	"=�
 L�� �X\N �����6N"�  K�1kc�� �q�s
���w���� . 

8- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘If a man hears about Allah’s reward for a particular 
action, and subsequently performs it in order to attain that reward, he will receive 
it – even if the actual report was contrary to what he had heard.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
87, no. 2] 
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RICHES   b�� ا�ِ
 

   

�C��M7u���� g�M�� 

Riches and Rebellion  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�VB �XZ�0f�� kX\ :G��M t�8\ 	�� .u (�w�� u7(�� �1�i(�
 	� : 7�\N 2���&�8 	�� �����(-���> �� (��� 9 ���(3
��"� X/ 7�\
���&�8  }w� ���CP�=���> �����\ ���C3C�8"� X/ 7�\N 2���&�8  }@ 9 ���&��(���> �����Cj ������ �$3:�j"� X/ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Satan says, ‘The rich man is not safe from 
me in either one of three situations: either I embellish his riches in his eyes such 
that he deprives it to whoever has a right to it, or I facilitate its way so that he 
squanders it in the wrong place; or I make it so beloved to him that he earns it 
unlawfully.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16677]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �v��&�� 1�yN �X�^�� u�> �  v�i�/ �;�| 9 � : ���_�S�> �;�C�R�� ��%��|/ X\N 2�w�� �'w�/ <Q� �*>/ X\
������� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS), in his description of the most wonderful thing in man, which is 
the heart, said, ‘If it comes across riches, freedom from need makes it rebellious. 
If calamity befalls it, it is humbled by anguish.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 108]    

3� � �e*7R�� ����)�������� ������� :(�����  V1jE �\ �?�j1�� �$�]E HI]  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�����  V1jE �\ �����i�>  K1kc�� .u�&�̂  )  ������� {z� �uk��|
����` �N(�&�> 2 ?�j1"a�  v(�] �\ �����i�>  K1kc�� "X E�* �?P���� �$�]�E HIi> 2����� "V1jE ���� �V&> 2��
�m���> �)_�6 	�� �����M �?�j1"a� �¦�C  )  �N ������� {z� �uk��|

����` :(W »Iu�J �' ?&�> 	�� �q0��-�
 X/ �)��4/ !�VB :�VB 2Q :W»Iu�J ��(�@ 	�� ���C�R�
 X/ �)����> !�VB :�VB 2Q :W �q����M �¤3j�1�
 X/ �)����> !�VB :
Q�VB 2 :�V&> W �)��(�| � 5�� �q���-�8 -> :����� �V1jE 
   �UR ̂ ���� �)����] �BN 2+	���8 k$"[ Ç ��3C�&�
N 2+��C�B k$"[ Ç �	3
���
 (
?�B Ç kX\ 2

Ç� !����� "V1jE �V&>  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( ?P���-�� :�VB W "$�C&�6/ :���� �V&> 2Q"$�]0?��  :W �L��N !�VB :�q���4�* � ����4��
 X/ ��4/ ! 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘A rich man, clad in a clean robe, once came to 
the Prophet (SAWA) and sat near the Prophet (SAWA). Then a poor man clad in 
dirty clothes came and sat next to the rich man, at which the rich man grabbed 
his clothes from under his thighs. So the Prophet (SAWA) asked him, ‘Do you 
fear that some of his poverty will rub off onto you?!’ so he replied, ‘No.’ Then he 
asked, ‘Then perhaps you fear that some of your riches will fall upon him?!’ to 
which he replied, ‘No.’ So he asked, ‘Then do you fear that he will make your 
clothes dirty?!’ to which he again replied no. So the Prophet (SAWA) asked him, 
‘Then what made you do what you just did?’ to which he replied [remorsefully], ‘O 
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Prophet of Allah, verily I have an associate [i.e. Satan] who embellishes every 
ugly act to me, and who makes every good act appear ugly to me. Indeed I will 
give him [the poor man] half my wealth!’ So the Prophet (SAWA) asked the poor 
man, ‘Do you accept it?’ and he replied, ‘No’, so the rich man exclaimed, ‘But 
why not?!’ so he replied, ‘I fear that the same thing that has affected him will 
affect me!’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 262, no. 11]    

��A5'���� g�M�� 

Riches and Godwariness  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u :(����� t�1&�6 5�� "X1���� �L� ̂  �w�� ���6  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘What a good aid riches can be to 
Godwariness.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 13, p. 15, no. 14598]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �1"��j�  �;0(���N �D�?��w�a� �D�?�4�� 9N 2�;���>���N �^7��� u�> �w��  . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Ask Allah for riches and vitality in this world’s life, 
and ask him for forgiveness and Paradise for the life hereafter.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 
71, no. 4]    

g�M�� �K�$�V 

The Real Meaning of Being Rich  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;��(�&�� 	�� @/ �¬�[ Q . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no treasure more precious than 
contentment.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 371]    

7 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :(  $&���[ �@ Q . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no wealth like the intellect.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 54]    

8 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �w�� 1�y �q�s kXo> p  �(�� 	�� ��O����  ? :�/ . 

8– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Show your despair of people [and their 
possessions], for verily that is true wealth.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 183, no. 6]    
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9 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �q���=�
 µ g3?��N �q�3(�-�6 ";k��B �w�� .��1�("&�� "D0��JN  ��7(�� �'�?�J �?&���� .  

9– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘[Truly] Being rich is to wish for little and to be content 
with whatever suffices you, and [true] poverty is the voracity of the soul [for more] 
and severe despondence.’[al-Durra al-Bahira, p. 41]    

g�M�� �]
}�# 

The Greatest of Riches  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ���
 9 µ �	"=�����>  �(�� 5�(@/ �X1=�
 X/ �*�E/ 	��  �' }�@ ���
 9 µ ��(�� ���MN/  . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who wishes to be the richest of people should 
be more trusting of what is in Allah’s Hands than what is in others’ hands.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 139, no. 8]    

11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���13���  d1�f� 1�N  �(��  	� �1�(w�%j�� . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Be free from need of people, even for a 
toothpick.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7156]    

12 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��(�� 5�(�@ �w�� �}�4 . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of riches is richness of the soul [i.e. its 
being needless of everyone but Allah].’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 394, no. 1]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� w�%j�  	��   �����\ ��(�� �?�&�%>�  . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who is needless of all but Allah is himself needed by 
people.’[Kashf al-Ghamma, v. 3, p. 137]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  �(�� T��
/ 9 7-�� ��O���� �?�C[�� 5�(�w�� . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greatest of riches is to despair of [obtaining] what 
other people possess.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 342]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�(@/ kX\ ��-"#�  ?&���� �?�C[/N 2"$&���� 5�(�w�� 5 . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the most affluent of riches is intellect, and the 
worst poverty is stupidity.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 38]    
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16 �?BC�� ����� �)/ ( �e*7R�� ����� N’ :���B���E µ �b (�B 	�������     �(�� 5�(@/ 	�� 1�:>  . 

16– Imam al-Baqir and Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who is content with 
whatever sustenance Allah has provided him is the richest of people.’[al-Kafi, v. 
2, p. 139, no. 9]    

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�E 	���?�C[�� 5�(�w�� 1�yN <M�M �V^ <M�M �e � : ��?�6N 2 �(�� T��
/ 9 7-�� ��O����N 2�u�Z�"� µ ";��(�&��
  V1S"��� . 

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever has been granted three things, receives 
three other things in addition, and this is the greatest wealth: contentment with 
what one has been given, despair of other people’s possessions, and 
abandonment of all that is superfluous.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 318]    

g�M�� �z�'$�6 

The Key to Affluence  

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 5�(�w�� �̄ %��� �!&���� . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The key to affluence is conviction.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
78, p. 9, no. 65]    

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( <����� �X1=
 57%8 <7�(�@ "X1=
 Q . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One cannot be rich unless one has self-restraint.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 8, no. 64]    

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(GD�}f��  }�w� 0���N 2+$y/  }�w� ���̂O�%j�N 2+V�  }�w� w�%j� ��.-�y "D�?�4��N ���C|/ 	�� . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who wakes up in the morning concerned about his 
Hereafter is enriched without the need for riches, finds solace without the need 
for family, and is honoured without the need for a clan.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 580, no. 
1198]    

21 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :((@�� �L�y t1&0%�� �$y/ kX\�D�}P��
 L�:�%�̂N,�-�> �^��� 	�� "$���&�� �L�y(@/ 2{I�. 

21– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Verily the Godwary people are the richest, and 
they have been enriched by their possession of very little so that their provisions 
[on their journey to the Hereafter] are very light.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 287]    
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j����/�R� �I�6 �:`R� ��
� �v���&�? I�6 

The Rich People who’s Reward Will Be Doubled  

22 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� L :�> �b�B�NN HI�(@�� �'��(� �$�]E �?�[�s 7-�� � : �)"=j"� !s\ 0��w�� kXo> <�7E� ���-�8�?�� <Q1�|�N �X[ �
����� �U��g/ 2�� ̂�14o �  ����� kX� p  !����g �?]�� ����   "V1&
  :» <_��| �$�-��N �	��` 	�� ��\ 5����� ^��(�� L"=��3?�&�6 ¸��� L"[�*QN/ QN L"="��1�/ �N

� 9 �L�yN �1"��-�� - � �U��3S�� {I���] L�:�� �q��N"> �X1(��` ��>�?�w�« .;
�� . 

22– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when a man mentioned the rich people in his presence, 
defaming them, replied, ‘Be quiet! For verily if the rich man maintains relations 
with his kin and does good to his fellow brothers [with the aid of his riches], Allah 
doubles his reward for him, for Allah has said, “It is not your wealth, nor your 
children, that will bring you close to Us in nearness, except those who have faith 
and act righteously. It is they for whom there will be a twofold reward for what 
they did, and they will be secure in lofty abodes.”[ Tafsir al-Qummi, v. 2, p. 203]    

j��:
A�$�� �a�` I�� j����/�R� �+5����w��6 

The Rich People’s Responsibility for the Poor People’s Hunger  

23 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  _Cj �����N 2���@ ��� �b3%�� µ ��\ �}&�> ��] -> 2PI�?�&"��� ���1B/ PI�(@��  V�1�/ 9 ���?�> ���̂   ��6 
 �q�s 	� L�:"�hj . 

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Glory be to Him, allotted the food provisions 
of the poor within the wealth of the rich, so no poor man goes hungry except as a 
result of what a rich man has denied him, and Allah, most High, will question him 
about that.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 328]    

24 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\   L :���1�/ 9 PI�(@�� 5��� ���?�>  2PI�(@��  b(�- C�> �N���:�]N �N�?��N �1��] X\N 2L�yHI�?�&"> u��=�
 �  E���&�
����� 5���� ���8N  ������ L�:���m��
N �;����&�� ��1�
 L�:�C�j_�
 X/  . 

24– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah allotted to the rich their wealth in proportion 
to what would also suffice the poor from among them, so if they go hungry or are 
naked or exhausted, it is only because of the rich people’s deprivation of them. 
And Allah has a right to take them to account for it on the Day of Resurrection 
and to punish them for it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16840]    

25 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�±%_"a� �b�(�� À��@  E� N 	�� �L�Y�/ �E� N Q . 
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25– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no burden greater than the burden that a rich 
person carries for depriving the needy.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10738] 

RIGHTEOUSNESS   �ّ�ِا� 
 

   

D:���� 	
��� 78
�� 

Righteousness 

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(.? C�� ��\  ?-���� 9 ��
��
 Q . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Nothing increases lifespan except 
righteousness.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 166, no. 3] 

   

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �u�w�C�� <�&�� 3?0f�� ���?�j/ kX\N 2.? C�� <��1M  }£� ���?�j/ kX\ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The good deed to be rewarded the fastest is 
righteousness, and the evil deed to be punished the fastest is aggression.’[al-
Khisal, p. 100, no. 81] 

   

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(3? C��  K�1�/ 	�� ���M : ts�� 5��� �¥0R��N 2 ��=�� �v���N 2 ���0(�� {I��j . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Three things represent righteousness: liberality 
from one’s self, kind words, and endurance of harm.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 8] 

   

4 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3? C��  �1("[ 	�� �b�E/ :�R"a� "X-�%�[N 2 b�]�1�� "X-�%�[N 2�;B�0R�� "X-�%�[N 2�;]#� "X-�%�[ �;C . 

4- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Four things are among the treasures of 
righteousness: concealing one’s need, concealing one’s charity, concealing one’s 
pain, and the concealment of catastrophe [befalling oneself].’[Ibid. no. 295] 
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D����� �+6
�� 

The Sign of a Righteous Person 

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�D�?f��> 3EC�� ";���� 7�/ :����� 9 .v�_�
  ����� 9 �¦�w�C�
N 2  ����� 9 �v�8R�
N 2  ����� 9 �e E��
N 2   �v�S�w�
N 2
����� 9  ����� 9 5g�?�
N 2  ���� "$-��
N 2 �
N 2���� �b�f���
N 2�����\ �v"�Z  ����� 9 �	P��_�
N 2<C�B�?�� <� ��_�%���� <R������ <�?�y� <>1���� <�h4    . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are ten signs of a righteous person: he 
loves for the sake of Allah, hates for the sake of Allah, befriends for the sake of 
Allah, abandons for the sake of Allah. He becomes angry for the sake of Allah, 
becomes pleased for the sake of Allah, works for the sake of Allah, beseeches 
Allah, submits to Allah – fearing Him, awed [by others], pure, sincere, bashful, 
and watchful – and acts kindly for the sake of Allah.’[Ibid. no. 21] 

   

D:���� ���;�V 

Complete Righteousness 

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;�� ̂����� �$-�� 3?3��� 9 �$-��6 X/ 3? C�� ��-�6 . 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Complete righteousness means that you do in 
secret what is usually done in public.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5265] 

 

THE RIGHTS   ق�K�ُا� 
 

   

����� �~�A�B  ��%�V  

The Rights of Allah, Most High  

1Pz� "V1jE �   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �e1&�8 �X\  k$�] ����� �L�� ̂ �X\N 2 �*C���� : � ��1&�
 �X/ 	�� �L�Y��/ '�Ä(�M    2 �*C���� :��R�_�
 �X/ 	�� �?�c�[/ 
�!C�h6 �1_ C�|/N �1����/ �	=�N . 
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1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Truly the rights of Allah, exalted be His praise, are 
too great to be fulfilled by His servants, and verily the bounties of Allah are too 
great to be estimated by the servants; but [the least they can do is to] repent to 
Him morning and night.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 365, no. 2661]    

2 �u�� ����� � )�������� ������� ... : (��0(=���(�� <�.S���6  K�1kc�� �;����S�� ������ L�yI���] �$��]N 2 �'1��Z�
 �X/ �*C���� 5�� ��k&8 �$���] ���̂_C�j  . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah, glory be to Him, has made it His right upon people 
to obey Him, and has made its requital for them an increase in their reward [for 
acts of obedience] out of His Grace.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 216]    

�G�H/�� Dk�B �dPA�V 

Giving Priority to the Rights of People  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �$��]  2 ���B1&"# <;��3��&�� �'�*C�� �e1&�8 ���̂_Cj ����� �*C��  e1&�Á ��B 	�->     e1&�Á  ���&�� �\ <
7*�,�� �q�s �X[ 
�����  . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah, glory be to Him, has made the rights of the people 
the prelude to His rights; therefore, he who fulfils the rights of Allah’s servants 
ends up fulfilling Allah’s rights.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4780]    

�~�A��� �]
}�# 

The Greatest of Rights  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��?�%�>� � �L�Y�/N ]�����   [   e1&"#� �q�6 	�� ���̂_Cj :1�� 5�� �;0���0?�� .�8N 2 �;0���0?�� 5�� Ç�1�� .�8Ç� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greatest of those rights that He, glory be to Him, has 
made obligatory are the right of the ruler upon the subjects, and the right of the 
subjects upon the ruler.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 216] 

THE RULER (THE SULTAN)   1نا���Q#  
 

   

�:�[�N� �C�u�-��� 
+
u
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Associating with A Tyrannical Ruler  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�'�?�/ �XN���-_�6 Q L"=7̂o> ���%�̂1����N L"[7
\N 2  	
3��� �Ky�s ��7̂o> �XZ�.��� �;�Z�����N L"[7
\ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Beware of associating with the [unjust] ruler for 
verily it causes faith to depart. And beware of assisting him for indeed you do not 
approve of his rule.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 10, p. 368, no. 7]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)�N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  :(����� �	�� �*�*�� ��\ <�?"B �XZ�.��� �	�� �*�*��
 �N 2 �	�%�%>"� �XZ�.��� �� ��� 	��  <�����  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever adheres to the ruler will be tempted 
away from the right course, and the closer one gets to the ruler the further away 
one is from Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 371, no. 13]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �	�� L[�����/ :��J�1�8N �XZ�.���  K�1�/ 	�� L"=���?B/ kXo> p:���J�1�8N �XZ�.��� �K�1�/N L"[7
\   
�?�M` 	��N 2k$]N0�������� 5�� �XZ�.���   ����� �v�ys/ k$]N0���   �X�}�8 �������]N ���E�1�� ��(��  . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Beware of [going near] the ruler's gates and the 
retinue guarding them, for verily the nearest of you to the gates and retinue of the 
ruler is the farthest away from Allah, Mighty and Exalted. And whoever chooses 
the ruler over Allah, Mighty and Exalted, Allah will strip away his piety and will 
render him bewildered.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 372, no. 19]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�v�8|�����g1�- � �L���/ 1�yN 2 �����B1�µ "n�Cw�
 2���j��  v�[�?�[ �XZ�.���  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The one who associates with the ruler is like one who 
rides a lion – he is envied for his [high] position, and yet only he best knows his 
[unstable] situation.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 263]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �XZ�0f�� �����4 �	��O�%�� �XZ�.��� ����� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Keep away from the sultan in order to be safe from the 
deception of Satan.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 215, no. 1]    

�:�[�N� �C�u�-���� �a�&�c� 

Subservience to a Tyrannical Ruler  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  E(�� 9 ���(
 ?�B �X[ G;�]8 9 +?h] GXZ����� 0U�4 	�� . 
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6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever yields to a tyrannical ruler in any matter 
will be his companion in the Fire.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 360, no. 30]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( E(�� �\ ���(
 ?�B �X[ 2 ���> <��-�� ���� �b�S��S�6N �Uk����6N �?h] ^Z��j �̄ ���� 	�� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever praises a tyrannical ruler, succumbs to 
him or humbles himself in front of him in a bid to secure his pleasure, will 
accompany him to the Fire.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 347, no. 1]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�S�4 +	��,�� -.
/����� �����ï/ 2��
���
 9 -�� <C���� �� (
�* 5�� ��"�����
 	�� N/ GXZ�j  v�8R�� �b   ������ ���%�&��N 
����� �����̂ 2 »Iu�J ��(�� �'���
 9 �E|N �'�^�* 	�� �Iu�J 5��� �v���@ 1�y Xo> 2 �����\ �����[�NN  ��(�� �;�[�?�C��  . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Any believer who is subservient to the ruler or any 
of his entourage, going against his faith in his bid to secure the worldly things that 
the ruler has in his grasp, Allah will reduce him to obscurity, render him odious to 
him [the ruler] and will relegate him to the ruler. And whatever he manages to 
acquire and possess of the worldly things, Allah will strip them of their 
benediction.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 371, no. 15]    

�=�,�%�� �C�u�-��� �)&
* 

The Virtue of a Just Ruler  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u :(����� l$�� �b�g�1�%"a� "V�*��� "XZ�.���   �E�� 9 �����EN  . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The just and humble ruler is Allah's Shade and 
His Lance on this earth.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 14589]    

10 �u�� ����� �)� �������������� :(����� ";�����N "XZ�.���  ���gE/ 9  . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The [just] ruler is Allah's lifeguard on His earth.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 332]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �XZ�j 9 kX\  ��� �'1"Z�O�> 2L"[ ?�P� <;�-R��  G;��01���� �}�@ L"=�%)�!��31���%�� (�����N 2 � G'�?=�%��� QN   0	"�����%�� 
����� 0	��"&(���� N/   L"[ }�@ �\ �?��� �� EO�
 57%8 <���/ L"=���\ ��"�"&(�
 Q 0L"M 2  ��j�� �XZ�j L"=(��  . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Verily the ruler in the way of Allah safeguards your 
affairs, so offer him such obedience as is neither blameworthy nor reluctant. By 
Allah, you must do so else Allah will take away the rule of Islam from you, never 
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to return it to you thereafter until it settles with others.’[Bihar al-Anwar, Sermon 
169] 

GREETING OF PEACE (SALAM)   مL)ا�� 
 

   

��;����(� �+5��!�V 

The Greeting Between Muslims  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :((�%0��m�� �X�/N2(�%k��-�� �;0��_�6 ���0��� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The salutation of peace is the greeting towards 
members of our own creed, and an extension of safety towards people of other 
creeds living in Muslim lands.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 25242]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�$���� 	��  �(�� �$�~/ kX\ ���� �  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The most miserly of all people is he who withholds 
his greeting.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 89, no. 136]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�q�%��� �}�4 ?"c=�
 ������  ¼>/ . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Spread peace around and the good within your 
own house will increase.’[al-Khisal, p. 181, no. 246]    

4 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\    ��0��� HIf>\N 2  ��kZ�� ����\ .v�_�
  . 

4– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Verily Allah loves the feeding of food [to others] and 
the spreading of peace.’[al-Mahasin, v. 2, p. 143, no. 1371]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ��=�� �$C�B ���0��� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The greeting of peace comes before 
speech.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 231, no. 596]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �h�` 	�)������� �L :����� :("V1jE �VB �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �'1�C� i�6 �>  ����� �$C�B  ���=� � /���� 	��
 . �VBN)�������� ������� :( 57%8 <���8/ �q����� �\ ����6 Q�L�����
 . 
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6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated from his forefathers (AS) that the Prophet 
(SAWA) said, 'Do not answer the one who begins to talk before having greeted 
you with peace', and he (SAWA) also said, 'Do not allow anybody to partake of 
your food until they have greeted with peace.’[al-Khisal, p. 19, no. 67]    

���5����  j��P�' 2� 

Initiating the Salutation  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� �  �(�� 5��N/ kX\   ���� � /���� 	�� ����1j?�N  . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily the nearest people to Allah and His 
Messenger are those who initiate the greeting of peace.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 
12, no. 50]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ¥�=�� �	�� »IT ?��  ���� � �Ã�*C�� . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The initiator of the greeting is not prone to 
arrogance.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 25265]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3*�7?��� �D���8�NN T��%C�-��� �X1.%�jN �;����6 2 <;(���8 �X1�C�j ������ . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The greeting is rewarded the worth of seventy good 
deeds, sixty-nine of which are rewarded to the initiator and one to the 
reciprocator [of the greeting].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 11, no. 46]    

�©����� �=�O�, �P/�� �]���5'�� 

Greeting Upon Entering One's House  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u :( ";=h�a� ���� ̂,�6N 2 ";�[?�C�� ��"� ¬�
 ��0̂o> p �L���������> ���%��� L"[���8/ �$�4�* �s\ . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When anyone of you enters his own house, he 
should greet with peace, for verily it brings down benediction, and angels come 
to keep him company.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 7, no. 25]    

���5��� D,�� �3�`�� 
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The Obligation of Returning a Greeting  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;�S
?�> .*0?��N 2 ��.1�Z�6 ������ . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Greeting with peace is a voluntary act whereas 
returning it is an obligation.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 25294]    

���5��� �3�,# 

The Etiquette of Greeting  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���
N 2 }C=�� 5��� �}wR�� �L�����
 �v�[�?�� �L�����
N 2  }c=�� 5�� "$���&�� �L�����
N 2 !�(MQ� 5�� ���8�1�� �L��
����&�� 5�� �Lh&�� �L�����
N 2  Lh&�� 5�� .Ea� �L�����
N 2 uJa� 5�� . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The young should greet the old, a single 
individual should greet two together, the fewer number of people should greet the 
larger number, the person on horseback should greet the one on foot, the person 
walking should greet the one standing, and the person standing should greet the 
one sitting.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 25321]    

13 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��-�a� 57%�8 0	�:���*/ Q ��-�4 ... :T���� 	�� <;0(�j �X1=�%�� �X�C3R�� 5�� �L���0%��N . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There are five things that I will never leave until 
death: … and greeting the young, in order that it may remain a practice after 
me.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 10, no. 38]    

14 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��h�1�� 5�� QN 2 �XMN�� �D���C�� QN 2  �1�i�a� 5�� QN 2 tER0(�� 5�� QN 2 �*1�:���� 5�� �1�-�����6 Q 
 �q�sN pu���R"a� 5�� QN 2 ��(�R_"a� ���m&�
 Tm��  ?��f�� 5�� QN 2 �F0(��"a� 5�� QN 2 �*?0(��N  �^�?Z0f��  v�8| 5�� QN 2  ?-�£�  K�7?�J

 0*0?��N ��.1�Z�6  L����"a� �	�� �L���0%�� kX� 2 ������ 0*�?�
 X/ �b�Z�%��
Q �u���R"a� kX� 5�� +���] +$�]�E 5�� QN 2 �3?��  $�[` 5�� QN 2 �;�S
?�> ������
���&��� �  	���"a�  ��j��� 5�� QN 2  �7-�#� 9 Tm��� 5�� QN 2Gnh@ . 

14– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Do not extend the greeting of peace to the Jews, 
nor to the Christians, nor the Magians, nor the idolaters, nor to those who drink 
alcohol, nor to chess and dice players, nor to an effeminate person, nor to a poet 
who slanders chaste women of fornication, and nor to someone performing his 
prayer - and that is because the person praying cannot return the greeting, for 
verily the initiation of the greeting on the part of the greeter is voluntary whereas 
returning the greeting is obligatory. Nor [greet] the usurer, nor someone who is 
sitting in the lavatory, nor someone taking a bath, and nor an outrightly corrupt 
person who openly commits immoral acts.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 9, no. 35]    
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15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE �X[  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ((�,a� �}�/ �X[N 2 ������ �X�*�*?�
N PI�3(�� 5���� �L�����
 �!) �������
�������� ("V1&
N 2 0	�:(�� �;0�7f�� 5�� �L�����
 X/ �'�?=�
 �X[N 2 PI�3(�� 5�� �L�����
 : �	�� �)C���� 7Í �?�c[/ 0u���� �$�4����> :�61�| ��C i��
 X/ ��01���6/
  ?]�� . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, 'The Prophet (SAWA) used to greet women 
and they used to return his greeting. The Commander of the Faithful (AS) also 
used to greet women, but he used to dislike greeting young [unmarried] girls and 
used to say, 'I fear lest their voices may be pleasing to me, whence I would end 
up with more [consequence] than the reward I anticipated [from the greeting].’[al-
Kafi, v. 5, p. 535, no. 3] 

SATAN   ن�Q�)@ا� 
 

   

����� 
)�%
* �;�  �����'�2�  �4�� ¼�   

The Lesson to Be Learned From How Allah Dealt With Satan  

1 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� :(�����  $��> 	�� �X[ µ �N�? C�%�>   ��� :��� �'��:�]N �$
1kZ�� �����-�� �n�C8/ s\ p �����o � )�$�-�� (����� ���C�� �B �X[N   
GD���8�N G;��j  ?�C�[ 	� �D�?�4�� ��j 	�� �/ �^.��� ��j 	��/ tE��
Q 2 G;�(�j ��Q` �;0%�j . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'So take a lesson from how Allah dealt with Iblis [Satan], 
when He thwarted his great works and his extensive efforts [because of the 
vanity of a single moment] even though he had been worshipping Allah for six 
thousand years, each hour of which was so long that it is not known whether they 
were years by the reckoning of this world or the next.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 
192]    

������  �9
��%�'12�  �C�u�5b�� �I�6  

Seeking Refuge in Allah from Satan  

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���®/   �' ? ]����N �XZ�0f��  ?�8���� 5�� ���(����%j/N )�' ?�8���� (�����6���N ����hC�8 	��  �R�%�Q�N 2 . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'I praise Allah and seek His aid against the acts that led to 
Satan's banishment and his eviction, and [I seek] His protection from his snares 
and his deceitful ways.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 151]    
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�C��n¹�� �C�u�5b�� �9���P�� 

Satan's Enmity Towards Man  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<7� i�̂ �X�s�� 9 �F���̂N 2 <7����4  EN�.R�� 9 �m���̂ <�7N��� �N�E�m8�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Be on your guard against the enemy who covertly 
penetrates into your hearts and secretly whispers into your ears.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 2633]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�R&�
 -> 2  EN?�w��  E�* 9 ����hC�8 �����\ �v�R�̂ �&�^HI���N/ ��\ :�> �� . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Iblis [Satan] lays out his traps in the Abode of 
Delusion, intending to ensnare none but our friends [i.e. lovers of the ahl al-
bayt].’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 301]    

5 �L�=�� ����� �)������ ��������� (� <D��yi�� PI�����  v�]N/ 	� �$��j �a � :�q�� L�y���/N �q���\ L:���?B/ ... 2 �q���� ��HI���/ ��3?�_�
 	��N
�����\ 1�yN. 

5– Imam al-Kazim (AS) was once asked who one's archenemy is that one must 
fight, to which he replied, 'It is he who is closest to you and yet harbours the most 
enmity towards you … and he who provokes all your enemies against you, and 
he is Iblis [Satan].’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 399]    

�C�u�5b�� �I�'�* I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Caution Against Satan's Temptations  

6 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :(���M �	�%���� :  L�yE3���N  E(
3��� .v�8N 2 �XZ�0f�� .¤�> 1�yN  ?-�£� �K?�JN 2 �XZ�0f�� �U��j 1�yN PI�3(�� .v�8
 �XZ�0f�� �L:�j 1�yN . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'There are three types of temptation: the love of women, 
which Satan uses as his sword; drinking wine, which Satan uses as his snare; 
and love of the dinar and the dirham [symbols of wealth], which Satan uses as 
his arrow.’[al-Khisal, p. 113, no. 91]    

�C�u�5b�� �9�P���� 
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Satan Worshippers  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�� �XZ�0f��  �C6/ 3��s 9  : L�y EN���| 9 �Æ0?�>N ��C�> 2<[�?J/ ���� L�y�m��06�N 2<[��� L�y ?�O�� �XZ�0f�� �N"m��06��
�£� �L�:�� �	0
��N 2 �$��0��� �L : � �v�[�?�> 2 L :�%�(P��O � ���Z�̂N 2 L : (���O � �?�Y�(�> 2 Ly E1�i�8 9 �±�E�*N 0K�*�N 2 9 "XZ�0f�� ���[ ?�J �B 	�� �$��> 2 �$�Z

�� ̂��� 5���  $��C�� ���Z�̂N 2 �� ̂Z��j . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, condemning those who follow Satan, 'They have taken 
Satan as the controller of their affairs, and he has in turn adopted them as his 
partners. He has laid eggs and hatched them in their bosoms, and creeps and 
crawls onto their laps, until he sees through their eyes and speaks with their 
tongues. Thus does he lead them to commit errors and glamorizes their own 
foolish deeds to them, like the act of one whom Satan has made partner in his 
domain, speaking lies through his tongue.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 7]    

�C�u�5b�� �i�?��
� 

Satan's Allurements  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� *
� 	� $�-=� � : ��P��^ 	� �����
 Q �����\ kX\ 2 "$��-"[ 
 ���%���R��� 5�� L�:���-_���� ��3��E 	� �����
 -7̂\N 2
 L�:��3E�1���> . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'O Kumayl! Verily Iblis [Satan] does not threaten them in 
his own name, rather he threatens them in Allah's name in order to cause them 
to disobey Him, and thus does he entangle them in difficulties.’[Basharat al-
Mustafa, p. 27]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �� �$k[�1�� "XZ�0f��]��C���� T/ ] :�>31������ �;��10%�� ���3(�-�
N 2 :�C�[?���� �;��R��a� ���� �	3
���
 . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Satan takes charge of him [the servant] and glamorizes 
the sin to him in order that he commit it, and makes him indulge false hopes of 
forgiveness in order that he delay it.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 64]    

10 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (* 9 �� ��h� : �L�:�� �E01�| ��7̂ / Q1��N 2 +d� ��R�� � �q�%��� 	�� L�:�����%��
 �XZ�0f�� kX/ Q1��>
©Vg �q�&
 ?�� 	�� k$�g � 3��#�  Vc�� 9 �$��C�� . 

10– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in one of his supplications, 'Were it not for the 
fact that Satan misleads them from Your obedience, no disobeyer would have 
ever disobeyed You, and were it not for the fact that he portrays falsehood to 
them in the likeness of truth, no strayer would have ever strayed from Your 
path.’[al-Sahifat al-Sajjadiyya, supplication 37, line 144]    
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11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'�*1�(�i�� �����\ "V1&
 :����� ��(�� �XQ����
 -�:7̂o> p �uw�C��N �����#� �L�:�(��� �1"&�/  ��?3f��  . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Iblis [Satan] addresses his troops saying, 'Sow 
jealousy and dissention between them, for verily these are tantamount to 
polytheism in the sight of Allah.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 327, no. 2]    

�C�u�5b�� �I�6 �]�_%�? �6 

That Which Renders One Immune From Satan  

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(.���  ?�c[/ �XZ�0f�� �D�E1�j 	�� �L����6 HI� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Increase in your supplication and you will be secure 
from Satan's force.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 9, no. 64]    

13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�*R�� ��1�£� �����\ 	�� ��0?�_�6  e . 

13– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Guard yourself against Iblis [Satan] with true 
dread.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 164, no. 1]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����\ �VB :¸�SC�B 9  �(�� �?hjN �;����8 0	 :�> Ç ���� �;��-�4 : � �L�R�%��  	������   �$�=06�N G;�B�*| G;7�^ 	� 
 ���C��R�6 �!8 �;C�R"a� 5�� ����i�
 L�� 	��N 2 ��P��(� �'g?�
 µ  	��,a� ����4� �u�g�E 	��N 2 �' E:�̂N ������� 9 ���_�C��6 �?"c�[ 	��N 2 �' E1��"�  b�-�] 9 ������

����� �L���B µ �u�g�E 	��N 2  0L�%:�
 L��N ����  ���B� ?��  . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Iblis [Satan] said, 'There are five types of people 
against whom I have no stratagem, whilst I have the rest of people firmly in my 
grasp: he who clings fast to Allah with a true intention and relies solely on Him in 
all his affairs, he who is in constant and abundant glorification of Allah day and 
night, he who pleases for his brother in faith whatever he pleases for himself, he 
who does not feel anxious about an affliction when it befalls him, and he who is 
satisfied with whatever Allah has allotted to him and does not worry about his 
sustenance.’[al-Khisal, p. 285, no. 37]    


C�u�5b�� �lt����? �6 

That Which Brings One Under Satan's Authority  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 5j1� -�(���)���������� ����� (�����\ �$�CB/ s\ <���] ...5j1� �VB : ���C�̂s/ �s\ Tm��  v^km� � °�? C4O�>
 ������ ��s�1_�%j� ���*` �	�� .�VB :���C^�s �� (��� 9 �?�w�|N 2 �����-�� �?�c=�%j�N 2 ������̂ ��%�C�i�/ �s\ . 
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15– The Prophet (SAWA) narrated, ‘Moses (AS) was once sitting down when 
Iblis [Satan] approached him … Moses asked him, 'So inform me about the sin 
which if the son of Adam were to commit would give you mastery over him.’ He 
replied, 'When he feels proud of himself [for a particular action], and continues to 
perform that action, deeming his sin insignificant.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 314, no. 8]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�XZ�0f�� �D�?�S_��N �X�Ü� �D�(�� t1�«�  $y/ ";����i�� . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Sitting in the company of people who are driven by their 
base desires is the key to obliviousness of one's faith and is the very seat of 
Satan's presence.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 86]    

18 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( v�S�w��N PI�3(�� �	�� 0��J/ ��(�] �����I�Q ���� . 

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Satan's strongest forces are [mobilized through] 
women and anger.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 363] 

SATISFACTION WITH ALLAH'S DIVINE DECREE   ِء��Kَ��Xِ &�ُء��ا� 
 

   

�hD:�� 

Satisfaction  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�	
?�&�� �L� ̂g3?��  . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'What an excellent companion satisfaction is.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 4]    

2 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �	��  E��%4Q�  	��8 5�� �$�=06�  	��  ���� y�E%4� ¸��  V#�  }�@ 9 ��7̂ / 0	�-�%�
 L�� 2 �  ����  . 

2– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, 'He who trusts whatever Allah has chosen for him 
to be good, will never wish to be in any situation other than what Allah has 
chosen for him to be in.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 106, no. 6]    

3 �	�#� ����� �)������������� �� :(����� ������ �L�[#�N ���%�� ¬�� �?�&�_�
N ���-��B "n����
 1yN (�,� �	�,a� "X1=
 �U�[  W ! 

3– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, 'How can a believer call himself a believer if he is 
dissatisfied with his lot in life and despises his current circumstances when Allah 
is the authority above him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 43, p. 351, no. 25]    
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����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  !&���� �;]�E�* 5��/N 2  !&���� �;]�E�* §*/  ��E�1�� �;]�E�* 5��/N 2  ��E�1�� �;]�E�* §*/ ��y.��� �;]�E�* 5��/
*/g3?�� �;]�E�* § . 

4– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, 'The highest degree of asceticism is 
equivalent to the lowest degree of piety. And the highest degree of piety is 
equivalent to the lowest degree of certainty. And the highest degrees of certainty 
are equivalent to the lowest degrees of ultimate satisfaction (with Allah).’[al-Kafi, 
v. 2, p. 128, no. 4]    

5 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :( !&���� ��]�E�* 5��/ 	�� PIS�&�� �'N?=�µ g3?�� . 

5– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, 'Satisfaction with adversities is one of the 
highest stages of certainty.’[al-Tamhis,p. 60, no. 131]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("V1jE 	"=�
 L�� �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (5S�� �B �Iu�f�� "V1&
 :�'�}�@ �X[ 1�� ! 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The Prophet (SAWA) never used to utter the words 
'if only...' with regards to something that had happened in the past.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 71, p. 157, no. 75]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �;��� ��/�E  ����� �b�(�| µ g3?��   �> �' ?�[ -�>N ��C���� 0v�8/ - . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The basis of obedience to Allah is to be satisfied 
with everything that Allah has designed whether he himself likes it or not.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, p. 139, no. 28]    

�hD:�� �����? �6 

Things that Incite Satisfaction [With Allah's Decree]  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� � �;�&�c�� �	��8 g3?�� "$|/   . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The origin of satisfaction is trust in Allah.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 3805]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)������ ��������� :(�����  �(�� �L���/ �X\  ����� PIS�&� L�yg�E/    . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Verily those who have the greatest knowledge of 
Allah are the most satisfied with His decree.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 158, no. 
75]    
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The Benefits of Satisfaction  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 0v�8/ �s\  �'��Z|� �u�g�E X\N 2 �'C�%]� �?�C�| Xo> 2�'��%�� ��C��  . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When Allah loves a servant He tests him with 
tribulations, and if he endures these He selects him [for His proximity], and if he 
bears them with satisfaction, He distinguishes him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 82, p. 142, 
no. 26]    

11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  L���& � ���E��   �(�� 5�(@/ �	�"=�6  . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Satisfy yourself with Allah's share [for you] and 
you will be the richest of people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 69, p. 368, no. 4]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �X��"#� u��(�
 g3?�� . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Satisfaction expels sorrow.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
410]    

13 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(����� �L���B µ �X[ 	�� <f���  �(�� O�(y/ �X\   <��g�E ����  . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Verily the one who enjoys the best standards of 
living is he who is satisfied with what Allah has apportioned for him.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 3397]    

14 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �1����
 X/ g3?�� ��\ �� C��B 9 �� i:�
 Q 	�-�� �	��7S�� ^/   ���� �Ki�%����>  . 

14– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, 'I guarantee you that the one who entertains 
nothing save satisfaction with Allah in his heart, has only to ask Allah and He will 
answer him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, v. 71, p. 159, no. 75]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( .L�«�N 2  !&����N g3?�� 9 ";�8�7?��N �̄ N0?�� �n�.���N 3q0f�� 9 "X��"#�N . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Tranquility and comfort lie in satisfaction and 
certainty, whereas worry and sorrow lie in doubt and dissatisfaction.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, p. 159, no. 75]    

�hD:�� ���P�� �9�:�;
< 
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The Outcomes of Dissatisfaction  

16 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �L���B µ ��?�
 ¢ 	��  ����� �L�:06�� 2 �$]N7��   ��hS�B 9 ��6  . 

16– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'He who is dissatisfied with what Allah has 
apportioned him accuses Allah with regards to His decree.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, 
p. 202, no. 33]    

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �n�C8/N {IS�&�� ������ 56/ HIS�&�� �n���j 	��N �E1�]O�� 1�yN {IS�&�� ������ 56/ HIS�&�� �u�g�E 	��  �'�?]/  . 

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The one who is satisfied with Allah's decree will 
experience His decree and be rewarded [on account of his satisfaction], whereas 
the one who is displeased with the decree, not only will he continue to 
experience the same decree, but Allah will do away with his reward too.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 71, p. 139, no. 26] 

SCORN   ��K� ا�َ
 

   

�G�H/�� �KA!�V I�� �FE5/�� 

Prohibition of Scorning People  

1 "X-&� �)�������� ������� ( � �� (�Q � :8�N ��0�EN �q0�E kXo> p �� ���M �X&���~ <���8/ kX?�&�_�6 Q 0��� 
�� . 

1- Luqman (AS), said to his son, ‘My son! Do not ever scorn anybody because of 
his ragged clothes, for verily your Lord and his Lord is the same One.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 72, p. 47, no. 57]    

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (���
 Q�����  ���4 	� G�8O� L"[��8/ kX/�E  ����� lÇN L�:.
/ TE��
 Q ��0̂o>    . 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not hold any of Allah’s creatures in disdain, for 
you do not know which of them is the friend of Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 
147, no. 21]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����  V���
 ¢ <(�=���� <(�,� ?�&�8 	��  �'7
\ ���6�?�&�_�� 	� �b ]?�
 57%8 <%�B� <�?�B8 ����  . 

3- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who scorns a poor believer is scorned and 
detested by Allah until he desists from scorning him.’[al-Tamhis, p. 50, no. 89]    
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Caution against Scorning a Believer  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�:�J 2 �'���
 ���s �;k��B N/ �' ?�&��� �'�?�&�8 N/ 2 <;(�,� N/ <(�,� �V�m�%�j�  	������� �'�?   7L"M 2 �;����&�� ��1�
 ��6 
���_�S���
 . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who degrades a believing man or woman, or 
scorns him or her for their poverty or lack of means, Allah, most High, will defame 
him on the Day of Resurrection, and then will publicly disgrace him.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 72, p. 44, no. 52]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �(�� L�y�}w�| kXo> 2 �!-��a� 	�� <���8/ kX?�&�_�6 Q   �}C�[  . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not ever scorn any of the Muslims, for verily the 
lowest of them is great in the sight of Allah.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 31]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �L��a� �'4/ �?�&�_�
 �X/ 3?0f�� 	� ��*`  	�� �v���8 . 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘It is evil enough for the son of Adam to scorn his 
fellow Muslim brother.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 122]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� kX\   "V1&�
 ��6N ��EC�6  :�D�?�R�̂ �\ �Iu�J ���?j/ ^/N 2 ¸���E_"a ���|�E/ �&> <7���N Ç �Xy/ 	��uh���N/  . 

7- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and most High, says, ‘He who 
insults a friend of Mine has indeed set himself up to fight Me, and I am the fastest 
to come to the aid of My friends.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 351, no. 5] 

SCRUTINY (of Man's Actions)   ��َ>َا�ا�ُ�  
 

   

����� �+��
e�:�6  �z����
N��� �+
��[�
(���  

Man's Actions are Scrutinized by Allah, the Angels and his Own 
Limbs  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������*C�� �1�-�����  ^1����N 2L"=P�"�^/ 	�� <���|�E L"=���� kX�/  2 L"=��-�/ �X1"Y��_�
 +e���| �Âk��8N 2 L"=�8 E�1�] 	� <
+±6 E Ns �K� L�:(�� L"=.(�=�
 QN 2+±�* +$��� ";�-�"� L�:(�� L"[�?�%��6 Q 2 L=�j�^/ �*����N . 
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1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Know O servants of Allah that your own selves monitor 
you, and your limbs are a watchful eye over you. The truthful guardian angels 
record your deeds as well as the number of your breaths. Neither can the dark 
gloomy night conceal you from view, nor can you hide behind a bolted 
door.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 157]    


��� 78
���4�$5/�� �+��
e�:�6 	 

Enjoinment of Self-Scrutiny  

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( :�> X[] L�y�?�\ �U�_�| T/)�������� ������� :...[ ( X/ ����&�� 5�� <�1�w�� 	"=�
 L�� �  $�B��� 5��
���j ���� �X1=
 :7�� ��0��E :�> u ](�
 �;��j����� �b�(�| -�> �?k=���%�
 �;��jN 2 ������̂ �v�j_�
 �;��jN 2 �$]N   :�> 1"���
 �;��jN 2 �����\ �$]N7�� 

�	�� ��P��^ ���_ � « �b
 �1�6N  K1�"&�� ��-i�%j�N ������ �q�%�� �X1�� �;����� �'my �Xo> p V��#� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The scriptures of Prophet Abraham (AS) contain 
the following: ‘…the rational man, as long as he is of sound reason, must put 
aside several hours during the day – an hour for conversing with his Lord, an 
hour for [self-scrutiny and] accounting for himself, an hour to ponder over Allah's 
favors bestowed upon him, and an hour to spend on his own lawful pleasures, for 
this one hour will be an aid to him in fulfilling his other hours, as well as a time to 
recuperate and relax.’[al-Khisal, p. 525, no. 13 and Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 334]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<C�R�̂ ��^�* 	�� �q�6�?�4x�� �$��]�N 2<C�B�E �qP��^ 5�� �qP��^ 	�� �$��]�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Appoint your own self as a scrutinizer over yourself, and 
use this world to reserve your share in the Hereafter.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2429] 
   

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���̂��� <Y�>8 ���C��B <C�B�?�� 2 ��P���̂ 5��� <(�-��:�� "$�]?�� �X1=
 X/ u�w�C(�
 . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Man must control and survey his own self, scrutinize his 
heart, and guard his tongue.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10947]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �L�8�E   </�?�� )��C�� ( 2 ��0��E �v�B�E 2 i�(�> G*y �D���i�_ � �m�4/N 2 ^���> G*J�E �\ �u���*N 2 5��1�> <-�=�8 �b�-�j
���C^�s ��4N . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Allah has mercy on the servant who scrutinizes his sins 
carefully and fears his Lord.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5205]    
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6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(X/  $�B��� 5��  2  K�*��N  e�4��N  T/�?��N  	
3��� 9 :�
 N��� ��P��^ 5�� �u�R_�
 N/ �' E��| 9 �q�s �b�-i���>
:�%����\ 9 �$�-��
N +K%[ 9 . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The rational man must calculate his soul's misdeeds 
against religion, reason, ethical virtues and good moral conduct. He must gather 
this information within himself or write it down in a book and work at eradicating 
them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 6, no. 58]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �����N -�> �X[   �È?� �	� 5���� ��� ���6 N ���EC�6 )�������� ������� (�� �VB X/ ... : -"c��8 �	"[ 2 5��� 

 Ç <C�B�?�� �)("[ . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Among the advices that Allah, Blessed and most 
High, gave to Jesus son of Mary (AS) was, 'O Jesus, wherever you may be, 
scrutinize yourself on My behalf.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 14, pp. 289 and 293, no. 14]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 9 �XR&�(�� ��k&���%�
 L�� 	��N 2 �X1%��� 1�:> ����1�
 	�� �7?�J �'���@ 9 �X[ 	��N 2 �X1Cw�� 1�:> �'�1�
 �V���%��  	��
 ���� �}�4 ��1�a> ���R&�̂ ���* 	��N 2 ���R&�̂ ��* ��P��^ . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The man for whom each day passes exactly the 
same as another [where there is no change in his character or his deeds] is 
indeed a loser. And the man for whom the next day is always worse than the 
previous day is indeed cursed. And the man who never sees to improve himself 
day after day is indeed at a loss, and whoever passes his days in such loss, 
death is surely better for him than life.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 277, no. 113]    

�+��1�!�(��� �+�
e�:�(� 

Self-Scrutiny and Self-Accountability  

9 ����� � �L�=��)�������� ������� :(����� �*���%j� <(���8 �$�-�� Xo�> 2 +�1�
 �$"[ 9 �����^ �v�j_�
 L�� 	�� 7(�� �����  ����� �?��w�%j� <�3��j �$�-�� X\N 2    ��(�� 
 �����\ �K6N . 

9– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'The one who does not take account of himself 
every single day is not one of us. And when he performs a good deed, he should 
ask Allah to enable him to do more, and when he commits an evil deed, he must 
seek Allah’s forgiveness and repent for it.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 453, no. 2] 

SECRECY   �ُا��� 
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�\D:D��� �C�;' 

Keeping a Secret  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'����� "D�?���£� �)�̂[ �'0?�j �L�%�[ 	�� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Whoever keeps his own secrets has control in his own 
hands.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 162]    

2 �u�� ����� �)������������ ��� :( E�?j��  !�R_�% � �T/0?��N 2  T/0?�� �;��]o � ����#�N 2  ���# � �?��kY�� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Victory comes about through determination, and 
determination comes about through carefully weighing up one's ideas, and ideas 
are formed through guarding secrets.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 48]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'�}�j/ ��?�| ���%��f>/ Xo> ���}�j/ ��.?�j . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Your secret is your prisoner which, if let loose, will make 
you its prisoner.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 563]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'3?�j �eN�(�|  $�B��� �E��| . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The bosom of the wise man is the strongbox guarding his 
secret.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 6]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(k�"[:��7��g �?"c�[  E�?j�� "X�7��4 �?"c�[ - . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The more the keepers of secrets increase, the more the 
divulgers of secrets increase.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7197]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�a� k$"[ �q�&
���R�� �V"m��"��;�(� ̂ O�-lZ�� k$"[ ���� �V"mC�6 QN �D0*�1 . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Shower all your love on your friend but do not shower all 
your trust on him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2463]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(%�=�� ��� ��8/ �  E1�"Q� ���é/"X- . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The most successful of matters is the one that is kept 
confidential.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3384]    
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8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( G;�&�M �$"[ ��(�� ��\ ��0?�j ���*1�6 Q . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Do not entrust your secret, except to someone who has 
your absolute trust.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 235, no. 3]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��.?�j �L����
 Q XO� ��O�� Q . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'It does not matter if your secret is unknown.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, p. 269, no. 1]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �' }�@ 3?P��� �1�&�
 L�� �'3?�j ����8 	�� �U���g 	�� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The one who is unable to keep his own secret will be 
unable to keep anyone else's.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8941]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��1&�j 3?3��� {If>\ . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Divulging a secret is a breakdown [of trust].’[Tuhaf 
al-`Uqoul, no. 315]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(	�� 0	�
 ?i�
 �> �q���* 	�� ��.?�j�q ]�*N/  }�@  . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Your secret is of your own blood, so never let it 
flow from other than your own veins.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 71, no. 15]    

13 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(> �X1=�
 57%8 <(�,� �	�,a� "X1=�
 Q+VR�4 "��M ��� : 2 ��3����N 	�� �;0(�jN 2 ��3� C�̂ 	�� �;0(�jN 2 ��3��E 	�� �;0(�j
����� �VB 2 �'3?�j "X-%�[ ��3��E 	�� ";0(.��>  �$]N7��  :» <���8�/ �� C���@ 5��� �? :�Y�
 �>  v���w�� �L��� *+V1jE 	�� 5S�6�E�  	�� ��\«. 

13– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'A believer is not a believer unless he possesses 
three qualities within him: one quality characteristic of his Lord, one quality from 
His Prophet, and one quality from His vicegerent. The quality that is 
characteristic of his Lord is guarding a secret, for verily Allah has said, "Knower 
of the Unseen, He does not disclose His Unseen to anyone, except to an apostle 
He approves of"[ Qur'an 72:26].[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 68, no. 2]    

14 �*�1�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�$CB PIu0f�� �E:�\���� �D������� �L�=_�%��
 X/  . 

14– Imam al-Jawad (AS) said, 'Exposing something before it has become 
consolidated will ruin it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 71, no. 13]    

J�H:�1 ]�E���P?W FM��/�? 2 I�6 
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Those That Must Not Be Entrusted With a Secret  

15� ����� � �u�)�������� ������� :(���̂-%�[ ����Z�
 Q <��J  $�y�� �\ 0?P��6 Q . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Do not confide anything in an ignorant person for he will 
not be able to guard it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10265]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������( :�	���*1�6 Q 	�� ��0?�j �;�̂�/ Q ����  . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Do not ever entrust your secret to someone who has no 
integrity.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10166]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �7?�j �	���*1�%��
 Q ���M :7-(k��N 2 "D/?�a� ���®��N 2 ��. 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Three types of people should not be entrusted with a 
secret: a woman, a slanderer and an idiot.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4662]    

18 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<���g �Ù�ym�
 �;���E/ ... :���*1�6 �?�jN���� �;�>R�8 Q 	�� ��(�� �� . 

18– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'There are four things that go to waste: …and a 
secret you entrust to an injudicious person.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 69, no. 4] 

SEEKING FORGIVENESS   ُر�+�ِ<Zا 
 

   

���$M�'12� 

Seeking Forgiveness  

1 "X-&� �)�������� ������� (� �� (�Q ���%0�|N 9 � :�Lh^ �)^/N 2�?��w�%��
N  ?�_0��� �)B�N 9 ��1&
 2�q(�� ����[/ �q
3��� "X1=
 Q 20u�(�� 
 ! 

1– Luqman (AS) in his advice to his son, said, ‘O my son, do not let the rooster 
be smarter than you – it rises at dawn seeking forgiveness whilst you 
sleep!’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 12, p. 146, no. 13744]    

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�E�w�%jQ� PI���� �}�4. 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best supplication is seeking forgiveness.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 504, no. 1]    
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3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�E�w�%jQ� �D�*C���� �}�4 . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best act of worship is seeking 
forgiveness.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 5, p. 38, no. 44]    

4Pz� "V1jE �) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �Xo> p E�w�%jQ� 	�� �N�?�c[/  L"=�� �?��w�
 X/ ��
?�
 1�yN ��\ �E�w�%jQ� �L"=�-�����
 ¢ k$]N0���  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Increase your seeking of forgiveness, for verily 
Allah, Mighty and Exalted, has only taught you to seek forgiveness because He 
wants to forgive you.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 5]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�E�w�%jQ� �����N "n�(&�
 	�-�� �)C i�� ! 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I am surprised at the one who despairs whilst he has [the 
ability to seek] forgiveness!’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 87]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( K1^lm�� ��h�NE L"=�_�S��6Q  E�w�%jQ� �N�?kZ���6 . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Perfume yourselves with seeking forgiveness so that you 
are not exposed to the stench of sins.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 278, no. 7]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�?��w�a�  ��?_�
 ¢ �E�w�%jQ� �u�Z�"� 	�� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who is given the opportunity to seek forgiveness is not 
deprived forgiveness.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 135]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �?��w�%j� �Xo> 2 $���� 5��\ GD�N�"@ 	�� �$3]"� <C^�s �v�̂s/ �s\ ��C���� �X\  ������ �v�%=�
 ¢  . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily when a servant commits a sin, it is kept on 
hold from morning until night, so if he seeks forgiveness for it, it is not recorded 
against him.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 437, no. 1]    

�~rD:�� �9�,�?�r� ���$M�'12� 

Seeking Forgiveness and Increase in Sustenance  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :( <�]�?��� +���g �$"[ 	�� �N 2<�]�?�> ÀL�y �$"[ 	�� ���� {z� �$���] �E�w�%j�Q� �?�c[/ 	��. 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever seeks forgiveness in abundance, Allah 
will give him relief from every distress and an outlet from every source of 
anxiety.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 5, p. 357, no. 45]    
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10 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :(  e�3?�� 9 ��
 ��
 �E�w�%jQ� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Seeking forgiveness increases sustenance.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 93, p. 277, no. 4]    

11E � Pz� "V1j)�������� ������� :( �e��?�6 �?��w�%j�� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Seek forgiveness and you will be provided 
sustenance.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 12, p. 122, no. 13686]    

�� 5:
A�(� ���$M�'1� 

The Seeking of Forgiveness by Those Brought Near to Allah  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �?��w�%jO�� u7̂\N 2u C��B 5��� "Xw���� ��7̂\  <D7?�� �!�C�j +�1�
 �$"[ 9  . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily if my heart feels an excitable emotion, I 
seek forgiveness from Allah for it seventy times a day.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 5, 
p. 320, no. 5987]    

���:"�� �p�6 ���$M�'12� �I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Caution against Seeking Forgiveness Alongside Persistent Sinning  

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �K1^"s  E�?|�� b�� �E�w�%jQ��D�*0��i . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Seeking forgiveness alongside persistent sinning is 
renewing one’s sins.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 223]    

14 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��3�?� �Ã�:�%�"a�[ ��"�����
N +v^�s 	�� �?��w�%�"a� . 

14– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘The one who seeks forgiveness for a sin and then 
repeats it is as one who mocks his Lord.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 504, no. 3]    

15 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��P��(� /��:�%j� ��&�> �� C��&� ����(�
 ¢N �� ̂���� �?��w�%j�  	�� . 

15– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘He who seeks forgiveness with his tongue but does 
not feel remorse in his heart has fooled himself.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 356, 
no. 11] 
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SELF-ADMIRATION   -ُ.�ُا� 
 

   

�@^�%�� 

Self-Admiration  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(Q vi���� �	�� �¼�8N/ �D��8�N  . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no loneliness more miserable than self-
admiration.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 113]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�R�&0(�� �? :Y�
 �vi���� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-admiration shows up your faults.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 954]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��-�8 �vi���� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-admiration is foolishness.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 62]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �}�4 ��Ä1��6 �;��3��j����� ��(  �q�C i��6 G;�(���8 	��  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘An evil deed [of yours] that upsets you is better in the 
sight of Allah than a good deed which you feel proud about.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 46]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(/ ��7
\ �q����� "n�47��� �?"c=���> �qP���̂ 	�� 5g?�6 X . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of self-satisfaction lest it increases the cause for 
[Allah’s] wrath against you.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2642]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(Sw�C��  vi���� "D�?�-�M {I . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The consequence of self-admiration is hatred [of other 
people towards you].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4606]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  KC��� ";�>`N 2 K�10R�� .��g �Ki��� . 
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7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-admiration is the opposite of proper conduct, and is 
the bane of the hearts.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 74]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �$&���� ��P���
 �vi���� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-admiration corrupts reason.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
726]    

9� � �u�� ����)�������� ������� :( �*
�*�Q� �b�(-�
 �Ki��� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-admiration prevents progress.’[Nahj al-Balagha, no. 
167]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� N/ �?BC�� ����� �)�������� �- :����� :(����� kX\  "V1&�
 ���6N ���EC�6  : 2��0C�8{�Q ¸��� 	�� HIu0f�� �"� O��
 	�� T*C�� 	�� kX\
�"��-�� ���C i��
 Q u�=�� ��(�� �q�s �� ?|O> . 

10– Imam al-Baqir and Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and most 
High, says, ‘Verily from among My servants is he who asks Me to enable him to 
perform an act of obedience to Me in order that he may procure My love, but I 
however, withhold that from him in order that he does not come to feel proud of 
that action of his.’[al-Zuhd li al-Husayn b. Sa`aid, p. 68, no. 179]    

11�� ����� � �e*7R)�������� ������� :(�q���y �vi���� �����4�* 	�� . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who is overtaken by self-admiration 
perishes.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 313, no. 2]    

�4$5/�� �I�6 �K
c� �=�A�'1� 	
��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Undervaluing the Good that One Does  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�  $�B��� �;���| 9 � :��P���̂ 	��  }�£� �}c�[ l$�&�%��
N 2�' }�@ 	��  }�£� �$���B �?�c=�%��
 . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, describing the intelligent person, ‘He regards the 
little good that others do as being much and regards the abundance of good that 
he himself does as being little.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 1, p. 132, no. 184]    

13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �;���Z�� �}c�[ �qP���̂ 	�� �$��&�%j��   �� 5���� ·I�E�\ p 1������ <g.?���6N  ��0( . 
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13– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Undervalue the abundant acts of obedience that 
you perform for Allah, in contempt of your lower self and in order to expose 
yourself to Allah’s pardon.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 285]    

14�� ����� � �e*7R)�������� ������� :(����� ";(��� � �����\ �VB  �'�*1(�i�� � �������  : �}�@ ��0̂o> p�$�-�� �  V�"� L�� G���M 9 ���*`  	��  	�� �)(�=-�%j� �s\
��(�� +V1C&�� : �vi���� �����4�*N 2���C^�s �uP��̂N 2�����-�� �?�c=�%j� �s\ . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Iblis [Satan] – may Allah’s curse be on him – says 
to his troops, ‘If I can gain mastery over three things in man, I will no longer care 
how much good he does for it will not be accepted from him: if he overrates his 
good deeds, forgets his sins, and is overcome by self-admiration.’[al-Khisal, p. 
112, no. 86]    

�@^�%�� �+�̂ 
��%�6 

Treatment of Self-Admiration  

15 7u�� ���� �)�������� ������� :(W �vi����N ��*`  	��Q � !"$�-_�
 �q�s �!�� �1�y�N 2�D�E�m�B �;���] �'�?�4`N 2�D�E�m�� �;��Z�̂ ��"�0N/NW�D�E�m����  ! 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘What is the matter with man that he is so given to self-
admiration when his origin was but a putrid droplet, and his end is as a filthy 
corpse, and between these states he is but a vessel for excrement?!’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 9666]    

16 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ��0(�� �;> ?��- �  vi���� �$�C�j 0��j . 

16– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Block the path of self-admiration through self-
knowledge.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 285]    

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)����� ���������� :(W�s-�� �vi���> <�&�8 ���?3R�� 5���� .?�-�a� �X[ X\ ! 

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If crossing the Sirat [Bridge extended over Hell] is 
a reality, then wherefore the need for self-admiration?!’ [Amali al-Saduq, p. 16, 
no. 5] 

SELF-RESTRAINT   �ُ)+�ِا� 
 

   

�0�$�%�� 	
��� 78
�� 
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Enjoinment of Self-Restraint  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  �U�_�"a� �$h7��� 0T�m�C�� �¦�wC�
N 2 �U����%"a� 0u ��#� .v�_�
  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, loves the 
reserved and shy person, and despises the bawdy and importunate 
beggar.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 39, no. 43]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  $�C�j 9 ���:0f�� ���yi"a� �  ���� �*=�� 2 0U��> �E���B 	0-�� <�?]/ �L�Y�O � �;�=h��a� �	�� <=���� �X1=�
 X/ �U�� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fighter who is martyred in the way of Allah has no 
greater reward than the one who is able to sate himself but remains chaste. The 
chaste person may well become one of the angels.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 474] 
   

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( +}�4 �$"[ ��/�E ";k����� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-restraint is the root of all good.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
1168]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �D01�%"��� "$�S>/ ";k����� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-restraint is the best part of spiritual chivalry 
(futuwwa).’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 529]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 
^0���  	�� :�y3��(�
N ���0(�� "X1R�
 ������� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-restraint protects the soul from all sides and keeps it 
away from base things.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1989]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�������  V-��� "D[�� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The zakat of beauty is chastity.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
5449]    

7�� � �e*7R�� ���)�������� ������� :(L"[Ä� ̂ 0U���6  �7(�� PI� ̂ 	�� �1���� . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Restrain yourselves from other people’ s women 
and your own women will remain chaste.’[al-Khisal, p. 55, no. 75]    

�� �Iu���� �+U$�� 	��� 78
���ª:
$�� 
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Enjoinment of Restraining the Stomach and the Private Parts  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�X>�1]�� �E7(�� �̧ 0�"� �� � �����6 � �?�c[/ :�±?����N �	Z�C�� . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Most of my community who will enter the Fire will 
be as a result of two cavities the stomach and the private parts.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
79, no. 5]    

9 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5��| � 5j1� kX\  k��� 5��� 2<�?f�� N/ 2 �!(�j �u ̂-�M ������̂ �?�]` � �Lk��j N �����   ����N �� ]?�> �;
�� (Z�� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Moses (AS) engaged himself for eight or 
ten years in restraining his private parts and his stomach.’[Sunan Ibn Maaja, no. 
2444]    

10 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �� C�� �   � +±?�>N +	Z�� �;k��� 	�� �$�S>/ �Iu�f . 

10– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Allah can be worshipped with no act better than 
restraint of the stomach and the private parts.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 79, no. 5]  

  

�0�$�%�� �)"#  

The Root of Self-Restraint  

11�u�� ����� � )�������� ������� :(�X��8�� ";k��B :�6�?�-�MN 2";��(�&�� ������� "$|/ . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The root of self-restraint is contentment, and its fruit is 
fewer sorrows.’[Masalib al-Sa’ ul, p. 50]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(g3?��������� 5��\ T7*�,�
 ����=� �  . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Satisfaction with one’ s lot leads to self-restraint.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 1512]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���%0-�y  E��B 5���  $�]0?�� �E��B ...�6�}�@  E��B 5��� ���%k���N �� . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The worth of a man is proportionate to his ambition … 
and his chastity is in proportion with his sense of self-worth.’ [Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 47]    
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14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 0U�� �$�&�� 	�� . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who uses his intellect restrains himself.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 7646]    

�+U$�%�� �9�:�;
< 

The Fruit of Self-Restraint  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(������� 7�/ : 2 l��#�N 2 ";�̂=�%jQ�N 2 g3?�� ��(�� �v0��f�%��> �?l[�m0%��N 2 ��1f"£�N 2 ��l&��0%��N 2 ";�8�7?��N
���� � ª5g E ��>��� �  $�B���� �v0��f�%�
 � �m:> 2 {I�0���N 2 �*1"��N 2 �?l=��0%��N 2  ���-��& �N  . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘As for self-restraint, from it branches out 
satisfaction, resignation, good fortune, comfort, a sense of evaluation, 
humbleness, a sense of remembrance, contemplation, magnanimity and 
generosity. These are the many ramifications for the intelligent man who 
practices self-restraint and is satisfied with Allah and with his share.’[Tuhaf al-
`Uqoul, no. 17]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�1:0f�� �U3��S�6 ";k����� . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-restraint weakens carnal desire.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 2148]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("D�?�-�M";��(�&�� �;k�����  . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of self-restraint is contentment.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4637]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(";�̂�3R�� �;k����� "D�?�-�M . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of self-restraint is preservation [of 
oneself].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4593]    

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��(�� �L"Y��N 2 �'�E� N 0U�4 0U�� 	��   �'�E��B  . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who practices self-restraint, his burden decreases 
and his worth in Allah’ s eyes increases.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4597]    

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( "V-��� 1[��6 ������ � . 
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20– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Actions are purified through practice of self-
restraint.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4238] 

SELF-SACRIFICE   ر�q�Nا 
 

)&*���?��   

The Virtue of Self-Sacrifice 

1 �u�� ����� � )�������� ������� :( � E=�a� 5���/ �Ec
P��) .L=#� E?@ :986���1a�N L=#� X1�� 2 :19 / 91( 

1 - Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-sacrifice is the highest of virtues.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 986] 

  

2�� �  �u�� ���)�������� ������� :( E�?�H�� ";�-�J �Ec
P��. 

2 - Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-sacrifice is a characteristic of the righteous.’[Ibid. no. 
606] 

  

3 �u�� ����� � )�������� ������� :(�X�P��  v�6�?�� 5��/N 2�X�8P�� �	��8/ �Ec
P��. 

3 - Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-sacrifice is the best kindness and the highest rank of 
belief.’[Ibid. no. 1705] 

  

4 �u�� ����� � )�������� ������� :(GD�*��j l$�]/N 2GD�*C�� "$�S>/ �Ec
P��. 

4 - Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Self-sacrifice is the best form of worship and the greatest 
eminence.’[Ibid. no. 1148] 

  

5 �u�� ����� � )�������� ������� :(�Ec
P�� PI�0��� "$�S>/. 

5 - Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best form of generosity is self-sacrifice.’[Ibid. no. 
2888] 
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6 �u�� ����� � )�������� ������� :(�?hj �$��� Ec
�� �!(�,a�  $���N 2��R^��  �7(�� . 

6 - Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Treat ordinary people with fairness and treat the 
believers with self-sacrifice.’[Ibid. no. 6342] 

  

7 �u�� ����� � )�������� ������� :(�Ec
P��  � E=�a� ";�
@. 

7 - Imam Ali (AS) also said, ‘The peak of virtues is self-sacrifice.’[Ibid. no. 6361] 

  

8 �u�� ����� � )�������� ������� :(�E�?8H�� .e�?�%��
  Ec
P� �. 

8 - Imam Ali (AS) also said, ‘Through self-sacrifice do free people become 
enslaved.’[Ibid. no. 4187] 

  

� )&*I?:<w( 

The Eminence of Altruistic People  

9D?
?y r/ 	� �  : 3¶7(�� �\ �$�]E HI])����` �N ������� {z� �uk��|(����� "V1jE �F��C�> 2��1"�� ����\ =�f�> 2  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( ��1��� �\
�	��"&> � ]�N�/ : {Ia� ��\ ^��(� � .1jE �V&>����� "V  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( +v�� r/ �	� .u�� �V&> W �;������  $�]7?�� �m:�� 	��)�������� ������� :( ^/

����� �V1jE 
 ��   . �;-�> 56/N)�������� �:����� (« �V&> :�����  V1jE �;(�� 
 ����(� �  �)�&> W  :� ��1"B ��\ ^��(� � 2(�����g �?�M,�̂ 7(�=� 2;7�CR�
 �V&>)�������� ������� :(�̄ C�R�a� u���/N �;���C3R�� u�31�̂ 2G�7-� �;(�� 
.  

 �u�� ���C�|/ 7-��>)�������� ������� (�����  V1jE 5�� ���@  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �V�^/ 57%8 �̄ �?�C�
 �L��> 2?�C£� �'?�C4O>�����   : XN?�M,�
N.... 

9 - Abu Hurayra narrated, ‘A man came to the Prophet (SAWA) and complained 
to him of hunger, so the Prophet (SAWA) sent a messenger to the homes of his 
wives, but they said that they had nothing but water. The Prophet (SAWA) asked, 
‘Who can host this man tonight?’ So Ali b. Abi Talib (AS) said, ‘I will host him, O 
Messenger of Allah.’ He came to Fatima (AS) and asked her, ‘What do you have, 
O daughter of the Prophet?’ She said, ‘We only have food for tonight, but we will 
give it to our guest.’ He (AS) said, ‘O Daughter of Muhammad. Take the children 
to bed and put off the lamp.’ The next morning, Ali (AS) came to the Prophet 
(SAWA) and told him the story. No sooner had he left than Allah, the Exalted, 
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revealed the verse: “…but prefer [others] to themselves…”.[ Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 
5, p. 285, no. 53] 

  

10;fh� 	� � :����� "V1jE �b C�J �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�^.��� �e�E> 57%8 G;���1�%�� +�7
/ �;M��M . 5�� �?�M�,�
 �X[ ��0(=�N 2�b C�f�� HIJ 1��N
��P����̂. 

10 - Aisha narrated, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) had never spent three consecutive 
days having eaten to his fill until he left this world, although he could have, had 
he wanted to; but he used to place others before himself.[ Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 
1, no. 172] 

  

11 r/ 	� � $��Z�� : �u�� t?�%J�)�������� ������� (�VBN 2��� �e0�R�%> ���C�i�O> 2�1�M :����� �V1jE �)��-�j  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ("V1&
 : �?M` 	��
����� �'?�M` ��P��^ 5��  �;7(��� �;��&�� ��1
 . 

11 - Abu al-Tufayl narrated, ‘ Ali (AS) bought a gown, which he liked, so he gave 
it away in charity. He said, ‘I heard the Prophet (SAWA) saying, ‘When a man 
places others before himself, Allah, the Exalted, will place him [before others] in 
Paradise.[ Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 5, p. 285, no. 52] 

  

12�� ����� �  �e*7R)�������� ������� (���6 ����1�B 9 � :� �ª}�j�/ �N ª-��%�
 �N ª(��=���� ��Ñ C�8 5���� ����kZ�� �X1�-���Z�
 �N : �;�-��> ��(�� �X[) �:�����
�������� (�V&�> 2�!=��� HI] L :
�
/ �!�� y1��g�NN y1i�S^/ 7-���> 2<D���R�� �'1����i�> 2�}��J�!=��a�  :����� �L"=�-�8�E   !����� �L"=�B���E 7-�� ^1-���/   2

 �u���� ��&�>)�������� ������� (:�c"�"M �'Z��O�> .�L�%���� �V&�> 2�L�%�
 HI] X/ �F C�� -�> :����� �L"=�-�8�E   ! ����� �L"=�B���E 7-�� ^1-���/   �u���� ��&�> 2)�������� ������� (
�u ̂�c�� �:�c"�"M �'Z��O�> .�}jH�� �V&�> 2�}j/ HI] X/ �F C�� -�> :����� �L"=�-�8?�
   ! ����� �L"=�B���E 7-�� ^1-���/   �u���� ��&�> 2)�������� ������� ( �F"�lc�� �'Z�O�>
y1B�s �N 2�u�BC�� .����� �V��^�O�>  1�B �\ �;�
�� �'�my L :�> ���� :�ªE1"=�f0� L"=�����j �X�[ �N. 

12 - Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Fatima (AS) had some barley which she made 
into a sweet paste. When they had finished cooking it and placed it on the table, 
a poor man came and said, ‘May Allah have mercy upon you.’ So Ali (AS) stood 
up and gave him a third of it. Soon afterwards, an orphan came and said, ‘May 
Allah have mercy upon you.’ Ali (AS) stood up and gave him a third. Soon 
afterwards, a prisoner of war came and said, ‘May Allah have mercy upon you.’ 
So Ali (AS) gave him the last third, and they did not even taste it. So Allah, the 
Exalted, sent down the Qur’anic verses honouring them, and they apply to every 
believer who does the same for the sake of Allah, the Exalted.[ Ibid. p. 470, no. 
20] 
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SERVICE   �2َ* ِا� 
 

   

+�6P�c� 

Service  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �'Z��/ ��\ �!-��"a� 	�� �1�B ������4 +L���� -.
/  �;7(��� 9 ��7��4 L�y�*���� �$�c��  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘No sooner does a Muslim serve a group of 
Muslims than Allah will give him servants equal in number [to the group] in 
Paradise.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 307, no. 1]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (:���c�µ ��\ :"��S�> ���E���
 Q �;]�E�*  	�,a� ���4�  	�,a� ";������4 . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The service of a believer to his fellow believing 
brother is [worthy of] a station of which the reward and grandeur can only be 
perceived by returning the same service.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 12, p. 429, no. 
14524]    

3���� VB � $�´ 	� � �e*7R�� )�������� ������� ( � : � +¦���C� L�:�S���� �����4 �X1(��,a�]�$�´ �VB [: �)�B : <����4 �X1^1=�
 �U�[N
 � �VB W +¦���C� L:�S���� :<S���� L�:�S���� �����
 . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believers are servants of each other’. (JamÐl 
narrates), ‘I asked, ‘How are they servants of each other?’ The ImÁm replied, ‘By 
being of benefit to each other.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 167, no. 9]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�;���?�[ QN �> �q�������%�j� �Xo> 2 ��4/ �����4\ . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Serve your brother, but if he makes you toil then do 
not serve him.’[al-Ikhtisas, no. 243] 

SHAKING HANDS   ��َ4َ�� ا�ُ�
 

   

+�!
*�_�(� 
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Shaking Hands  

1 "V1jE � �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�L�%��&�%�� �s\ �N  L���0%� � �1�B��%�>  E�w�%jQ � �1"B0?���%�> L�%B0?���6 �s\N 2 �">R0%� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When you meet each other, receive each other 
with the greeting of peace (salam) and a handshake, and when you part 
company, do so by seeking each other’s forgiveness.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 181, no. 11] 
   

2 "V1jE �  �����)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;�-��0��� �v�ym�
 ��">R0%�� kXo> p�1�_�>R�6 . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Shake hands with each other for verily the 
handshake takes away resentment.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 158, no. 149]    

3 "V1jE �  �����)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�$�w� � �v�ym�
 ��7̂o> p�1�_�>R�6 . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Shake hands with each other for verily it takes 
away rancour.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 165, no. 2]    

4�� � �?BC�� ���)�������� ������� :( -�> .�_�%���� �K1^lm�� kX\N �Q/ 2�����
 Tm�� �	�� <�?]/ �L�Y�/ ��">R0%�� ������
 Tm��> ���C�8| "$�]?�� ���>| �s\
�v^�s 5&C�
 Q 57%8 L�:�(�� . 

4– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘When a man shakes his companion’s hand, the one 
who holds on the longest has the greater reward than the one who lets go. 
Indeed sins fall off from between them [as a result of it] until finally no sin 
remains.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 181, no. 13]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("a� �X[�����  V1jE b�� �N���@ �s\ �X1-��  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �\ �1�]�?�4 7L"M  ?�i0f��  }c�[ GX=�µ �N.?��N
 �1�_�>R�%�> +¦�� �\ L�:�S��� �?�Y�̂ PIS���� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘The [early] Muslims were such that when they 
went on conquests with the Prophet (SAWA) and traversed through dense 
forests, as they would come back out into the open, they would look at each 
other and shake each other’s hands.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 181, no. 12]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ������ "V1jE ���>|  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( ��(�� �'���
 �� ¬�
 Tm�� 1�y �X1=�
 57%8 �'���
 �����(�> ln�B <��]�E . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘When the Prophet (SAWA) used to shake 
someone’s hand, he would never be the first to let go, until the other person let 
go of his hand.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 182, no. 15]    
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Prohibition of Shaking a Woman’s Hand  

7"V1jE � �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(HI�3(�� ���>|"� �)��� u7̂\ . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily I do not shake hands with women.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 475]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(:k��[ ���-w�
 QN 2 K1kc�� PI�EN 	�� ��\ :�_�>R�
 �> :�]0N���%�
 X/ ���� l$�_�
 ¸�� "D/?a� 7�/ . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘As for any woman whom one can marry [i.e. not 
one’s immediate relative], one must not shake her hand except from under a 
cloth, nor clasp her palm.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 525, no. 1] 

THE SHI`AA*  ��َ�@ِا� 
 

   

�+�%��b�� �)&
* 

The Virtue of the Shi`aa  

1� ����� � �u�)�������� ������� :(�����  V1jE �\ ��1�=�J  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�V&> 2 �T0
\  �(�� �����8 : �X1"��4��
 G;���E/ �V0N/ �X\ 2 .u�� 

�%0
3E"s �U��4 ^Ä7C�8/N 2 ^ E1�:"� �U��4 (�%0
3E"sN 2 �!�"#�N �	��#�N �)^/N ^/ �;0(���(��h-�JN ( ̂�/ 	�� (���J/N 2 ( . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I complained to the Prophet (SAWA) about people’s 
jealousy towards me, so he replied, ‘O Ali, the first four people to enter Paradise 
will be myself, you, Hasan and Husayn. The rest of our progeny will be behind 
us, those who love us will be behind them, and our Shi`aa will be on either side 
of us.’[al-Irshad, v. 1, p. 43]    

2 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 3¶(�� �±N�� �;�-���j .�"� )����j)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( 7u��� 	� +v�� r/  	�)�������� ������� ()��&> 2 : �)��-�j
����� �V1jE  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ("V1&
 :�XN�h��� �L�y ���%����JN 7��� �X\ . 

2– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Umm Salama, the wife of the Prophet (SAWA), was 
once asked about [the status of] Ali b. Abi Talib (AS), to which she replied, ‘I 
have heard the Prophet (SAWA) say, ‘Verily Ali and his Shi`aa are the victorious 
ones.’[Ibid. p. 41]    
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 �+�%�b��� �i�$�" 

Qualities of the Shi`aa  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �Ç=�C�� G�1�(�� � :�6/�VB W ¸����J 	�� ��1�̂ 
 T E� :������N Q  �VB 2  : �X1"Z�C�� �¿-"£� 2�'�3f�� "$��lm�� ¸����J
 E:0(�� ���j"�  $�k��� �XCy�E 2 L :�y1]�N 9 ";0�^Cy0?�� ���?��6 �	
m�� 2 . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) asked Nawf al-Bakali, ‘Do you know who my Shi`aa are, Nawf?’ 
to which he replied, ‘By Allah, no.’ Imam replied, ‘My Shi`aa have parched lips 
and empty stomachs. They are those whose faces disclose asceticism, for they 
are ascetics by night, lions by day.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 28, no. 95]    

4 ����� � �	�#�)�������� ������� (���� �VB +$�]�E  K�1�] 9 � :� L"=�%����J 	�� u7̂\ :����� ��C� 
   �&> <���Z�� ^ ? ]�N��N ^ ?���N/ 9 (�� �)("[ X\ 2 
 Q 2 :��y/ 	�� �)��� <;��
 ?�J <;C�6?�� ���1���� �q �1^"s 9 �* ��6 �> �q�s ����~ �)("[ X\N 2 �)B���|�$"&�6 :$"B 	=�N 2 L"=�%����J 	�� ^/ : 	�� ^/

+}�4 �\N +}�4 9 �)^/N 2L"=h���/ T�*���N L"=�3C�_��N L"=����1�� . 

4– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said in answer to a man who said to him, ‘Verily I am one 
of your Shi`aa’, ‘O `Aabdallah, if you are truly obedient to us in our commands 
and prohibitions, then you are telling the truth. But if not, then do not add to your 
sins by falsely claiming such a dignified position that you are not worthy of. Do 
not say, ‘I am one of your Shi`aa’, but say rather, ‘I am one of your adherents and 
one of your lovers and an enemy to your enemies.’ You are [doing] good and 
aiming towards good.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 106]    

5 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5&06�  	�� ��\ (�%����J �  ">�?��
 �1^[ �N 2�����/N �����  ?[�s �D�?c�[N �;�̂��� PI�*/N  b.f��0%��N  b�g�10%�� ��\ �X1   . 

5– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Our Shi`aa are none other than those who are 
consciously wary of their duty to Allah and obey Him. They are known solely for 
their humbleness, their humility, their returning promptly whatever is entrusted in 
their care and their Abundant remembrance of Allah.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, p. 295]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�-��N 2 �'�*: ] 0��%J�N 2 ���]?�>N ���(Z�� 0U�� 	�� Àu�� ";����J -7̂\ �so> 2����&�� ��4N 2 �����1�M ]�EN 2 ���&����� �$
+?��] ";����J �q��N"> �q��N"� �)
/E . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily the Shi`aa of Ali were those who restrained 
their stomachs and their sexual desires, who struggled and fought intensely, who 
worked hard for their Creator, who hoped for His reward and feared His 
punishment. If you have seen such people, then they are the very Shi`aa of 
Ja`afar.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 233, no. 9]    
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7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��(�� (�%����J �1�(�_�%���G���M  : �U�[ L�y E�?j/ ��(��N 2 :���� L�:�%�Y�>_�� �U�[ ���1��R�� �)�B�1�� ��(��
:�> L: ̂�14P� L�:�6j�1�� �U�[ L :����1�/ �\N 2 ^3N���� 	�� :�� L�:"Y��8 . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Test our Shi`aa with regard to three things: the 
prayer times to see how well they observe them, their secrets to see how well 
they guard them from our enemies, and their wealth to see how they help out 
their fellow brothers with it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 83, p. 22, no. 40]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(\ 	����� �;���E�� �K_|/ (�%����J -7̂ : �q�m[ L�:l�"[ ��h�£�N �Q/ 2  v��&�� u�> �X(���N 2  �/0?�� u�> �X(���
����� kX/ ��\  L�y�ER�/ 5-�/N L"[�ER�/ ���%�> k$]N0���  . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily our Shi`aa are those who possess four eyes: 
two in their head, as well as two in their heart. Actually, all people are such, 
except that Allah has opened their [the Shi`aa’s] eyes, and blinded others’ [as a 
result of their rejection of His guidance].’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 215, no. 260]    

]�� I�6 �+�%�b��� I�6 �����
�  

Those Who Are Not Considered To Be Shi`aa  

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ^ EM`N (��-�/ 9 (����4N �� ̂��� � �VB 	�� (�%����J 	�� ����� . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘One who claims to follow us with his tongue, but 
does the opposite to our actions and deeds is not from among our Shi`aa.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 68, p. 164, no. 13]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����N 2 L�:���\ u7̂ / �X1�-����
 ��1�B  ����� �L�:�(���� 2+��o � L�:�� ^/ �   �j -k�"[ 2"V1B/ 2 �'1"=�%�y �?%�j ��?�% : �m[
�X1�1&�> 2 �m[N : ����/ 	�� ���\ ^/ -7̂\ 2 �m[N �m[ ���
 -7̂\ . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There is a group of people who claim that I am 
their Imam, but by Allah, I am no Imam of theirs – may Allah curse them – every 
time I conceal a secret, they disclose it. Every time I explain a matter, they retort, 
saying, ‘Actually that means such and such.’ I am only the Imam of those who 
obey me.’[Ibid. v. 2, p. 80, no. 76]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����HI�J/ �;���E/ �?�=^/ 	�� (�%����J 	��  : �;���0f���N 2  E(���N �;0(��� ����4N 2  ¥�&�� u�> �;��HI�"a�N 2 �±�?��a� . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who rejects four things is not from among 
our Shi`aa. They are: the Prophet’s Ascension to the heavens, the questioning in 
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the grave, the creation of Heaven and Hell, and intercession.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
69, p. 9, no. 11]    

12X�i�  	� ��7-� 	� � :����� ��C�� r/ �(�� �)([  ) �������� ������� (����O��> 2�Lk����> �$�]�E �$4��> :���4 	�� �U�[�VB W�q ̂�14\ 	�� �)�� : �	�8O>
 t?�/N 5�[�N HI(c�� .��� �VB :W L :h�?�&"> 5�� L :h� (@/ "D�*��� �U�[  

�V&> :�VB 2 �;�����B :�VB W L :h�?�&"��� L :h�(@/ "D���yf�� �U�[N :�VB 2 �;����B :�V&> 2 L :
��
/ ���s 9 L :h�?�&"��� L :h�(@/ ";���| �U�=>: �?"[m�%�� q7̂\ 
 ^��(�� 	�-��> u�y � k$�B B�4/ .�VB :�V&> :W �;����J L�:0̂ / PIQ,y �L����6 �U�=> ! 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) once asked a man about his tribe and brothers whom he 
had left back home, which the latter replied by praising them, attesting to their 
integrity and extolling them. Then Imam (AS) asked, ‘Do the rich among them 
visit the poor when they are ill?’ He replied, ‘Not much.’ ‘Do the rich frequent the 
poor at all?’ asked Imam. The man replied, ‘Not much.’ ‘Then, do the rich 
maintain relations with the leaders from amongst the poor?’ The man replied, 
‘Verily you are listing virtues that people amongst us rarely possess.’ Imam said, 
‘Then how can these people claim to be Shi`aa?!’ [al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 173, no. 10]    

13 �L�=�� ����� �)���������� ����� :(���C�B ���?�
 L�� 7L"M ��4 	�� (�%���J 	�� ���� . 

13– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘One who goes into retreat [in order to achieve 
spiritual upliftment] and who does not attain piety in his heart as a result is not 
from among our Shi`aa.’[Basa’ir al-Darajat, p. 247, no. 10]    

�+�%�Db�� �0�/"# 

Types of Shi`aa  

14 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(G�(|/ ";M�M (�%����J : -k�"[  ?�®��  v�ykm�[ �U(�|N 2.L�(�
  ±].��[ �U(�|N 2 (� ��(�� �X1"�"[O�
 �U(�|
1�] �*�*�� �E(�� �$�4*"�<D�* . 

14– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Our Shi`aa are of three types: one type dupe 
people in our name, one type are like glass which discloses everything that is 
inside it [that they, like glass, cannot keep hidden that which is placed in their 
trust, like secrets (ed.)], and one type are like red gold, which the more it is 
brandished in the fire, the purer it becomes.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 186, no. 
24]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���M ";���3f�� :�	3
���%��N 2 7(�� 1�:> �*�N �v�_��  	��N 2 ��(�� �( � �$�[O�%���N 2(� �	0
���6 	�-�� �	
�� �	 N (� 
 �?�&�%>� �( � �$�[O�%j� . 
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15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The Shi`aa are of three types: one type who loves 
us and shows affection towards us, and he is one of us. The other type is he who 
adorns himself through us, and we will serve as an adornment for whoever 
adorns himself through us. And the third type seeks to cheat people and enrich 
himself in our name, and whoever does this will be impoverished.’[al-Khisal, p. 
103, no. 61]    

E�nD����M�� �I�� �+�%�Db�� �F 

Prohibition of Extremism for the Shi`aa  

16  ?BC��  ���� 	�� G��4  	� N?-�� 	� �)�������� ������� :( �L"=��\ b ]?�
 2 5Zj�1�� �;�B�?�-.(�� �1�̂1"[ � G�7-�  V` �;����J � �;���3f�� �?f��� 

 Ç7%�� �L"= � ��_��
N 2 Çw�����j ���� "V&
  ER^�� 	�� �$�]E ���� �V&> 2 :�VB W u��w�� �� 2 �����> �)����] : (P�"�^/ 9 ��"�1"&�̂ Q � (�> �X1"�1&�
 ��1B

 L�:(�� (���N 7(�� �q��N"� ����> 2 .�VB :�VB 2 u��7%�� �-�> :�?�]1�
 �}�£� ���w���C�
 2 �}�£� ��
 ?�
 �*6?"a�������  . 

16– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘O community of Shi`aa – the Shi`aa of the 
household of Muhammad – be like the middle saddle-cushion, on which the 
extremist who has slid forward falls back, and with which the follower who is yet 
to come catches up.’ Upon hearing this, a man called Sa`ad from among the 
ansar asked him, ‘May I be your ransom, who is an extremist?’ He replied, ‘They 
are a group of people who say such things about us that we do not say about 
ourselves. Neither are these people from among us, nor do we associate 
ourselves with them.’ Then the man asked, ‘Who is the follower that is yet to 
come?’ He replied, ‘The one who is searching for good and wants it, and who will 
eventually attain it and be rewarded for it.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 75, no. 6]    

�G�5/�� �+�E�̀ ���6 o �+%�Db��� FM��/�? �6 

Duties Incumbent on the Shi`aa in their Interactions with People  

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� 5���� �C�� � : 5����� ��C� 
 ...����� �;�®�EN ������ �L�:h ?BO�>  "BN � �;���3f�� u (��
 � $ :L"=�� �VB :
����� �L�8�E  �XN�?�=(�
 � L�:(�� 0U"=�
N �X1"> ?��
 � L�:�� �? :Y�
 XO� 2 (���\N ��P��^ �\  �(�� �D0*�1�� 0?�i�%j� <��C��  . 

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘O `Aabd al-A`ala, … give my greetings of peace 
and the mercy of Allah to my Shi`aa, and tell them: ‘Allah has mercy on the 
servant who incites love in the people towards himself and towards us [when 
attracting them towards Islam], by displaying to them that which they already like, 
and keeping from them that which they would reject.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 77, 
no. 62]    
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18 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 2 L"=�%�(P��/ �1"Y��8��N 2 <(��8  �(��� �1"�1"B 2 <(��J (���� �1�̂1"=�6 QN 2<(
�� (� �1�̂1"[ 2 �;���3f�� �?�J���
 V1�&��  ��C�BN  V1�S"���  	� y1l�"[N . 

18– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘O Shi`aa community, be an adornment for us 
[amongst people] and not a disgrace to us. Say good words to people, guard 
your tongues and restrain yourselves from mindless chatter and offensive 
speech.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 327, no. 17]    

�+�6���A�� F�* �+�%�Db�� ���A�6 

The Station of the Shi`aa on the Day of Resurrection  

19Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( "V1&
N 2 (�%�
Q�N 9 �!�R���"a� u�%���  $y/ �;����JN u�%����f��  Å?���� �V1�8 �? �(�� �;����&�� ��1�
 �b�g1�6�����   
k$]N0��� :�^.��� 9 L�%
�sN"� �&> p¸���?�[ L"=���� kX�?�f^H� 0u��\ T�*C� 
 �1.-"��y . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘On the Day of Resurrection, pulpits will be set up 
around the Throne for my Shi`aa and the Shi`aa of my household, who are 
sincere in their adherence to our guardianship. Then Allah, Mighty and Exalted, 
will say, ‘Hurry to Me My servants that I may spread My Magnanimity over you, 
for you have been hurt in the world.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 60, 
no. 232]    

20 ������ �V1jE �VO�j �B ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�����  V1B 	� +�7C� �	��  k$]N0���  :» �X1"& ���� �X1"& �7���N *�X1��0?�&"a� �q��N"/ «V&> � : �VB
"$�h�¥�] Ç :���� �	�� �X1��0?�&"a� �;0(��� 5��\ �X1& ���� �L�y 2 ���%����JN �u���� ���s�   L�:�� ���%���?�=�  . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) was asked by Ibn `Aabbas about the verse of Allah in 
the Qur’an, “And the Foremost Ones are the foremost ones: they are the ones 
brought near to Allah” [Qur’an 56:10,11], to which he replied, ‘This refers to Ali 
and his Shi`aa – they will be the foremost to enter Paradise, the ones brought 
near to Allah through His Magnanimity over them.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 72, no. 104]    

 

* The word shi`aa lexically means ‘follower’, and originally referred to those who 
followed Imam `Ali b. Abi Talib and who recognised him as the Prophet (SAWA)’s 
divinely appointed rightful successor. Today it generally refers to the body of 
Muslims who recognise the twelve Imams from Imam `Ali (AS) to the rest of the 
Imams (AS) from his and Fatima, the Prophet’s daughter’s lineage (ed.) 
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SHOWING OFF   ء����ا� 
 

   

j��?D:�� -�
� 

The Censure of Showing Off  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) �N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  :( 	�� 5�8/ L�:���[ 2L :�%�(P��/  !�� 	�� �XO0S�� �*1��]  �(�� �X1���C��
 2  	
3��� �^��� �X1�C���%i�
 �	
m�� �$
N
����� "V1&
 2 Kh�m�� �K1�"B L�:��1�"BN  $������  ��6  :W�XN.?�%w�
 r/ ! 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Woe betide those who trade their religion for the 
life of this world – in front of people they are soft-spoken and their words are 
sweeter than honey, but they are wolves in sheep's clothing [lit. their hearts are 
wolves' hearts (ed.)], and Allah says regarding them, 'Are they trying to pull the 
wool over My eyes?' [A`alam al-Din, no. 295]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� "V1&
 ���6(���Á �����| �so> 2 ��� <i :�%C�� ��C����  $-��� ����R���� �q���a� �X\  �$]N7��  : +!3i�j 9 y1"���]�
7
\ ����� ��7̂\: � �*�E/ �T . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily the angel [charged with man's deeds] rises 
up with man's good deeds, delighted on account of them, but as he is lifting up 
his good deeds, Allah tells him, 'Go and place them in the Sijjin [Sijjin: proper 
name given in the Qur'an to a written record of the evildoers' deeds (ed.)], as he 
did not perform these deeds for Me.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 295, no. 7]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;����&�� ��1�
 t*(�
 �uh�?"a� �X\ :�? ]> 
 ! 
 �E�*@ ! uh�?�� 
 ! �v�ys� 2 ���?]/ �$�Z��N 2 �q"��-�� k$�g
���� "$�-��6 �)("[ 	0-�� ���?]/ �m���> . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The show-off will be called on the Day of 
Resurrection: O shameless liar! O treacherous one! O show-off! Your deeds are 
lost, and the reward for your deeds is lost. Go and get your reward from those 
you intended to please by your actions.’[Munyat al-Murid, p. 318]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� "V1&
  ���̂_Cj  :�� �$�-�� 	�-�> PI[�?.f�� 5�(@/ u7̂\ 1yN 2 »IT ?�� ��(�� ^O> T }�@ ���> ���?J/ 7L"M <��-
 °N�* ��� ���?J/ T�mk��� . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Allah, glory be to Him, says, 'I am the most self-
sufficient of partners, for whoever performs a deed for Me as well as for someone 
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else alongside Me, [know that] I am free from need of his action and I leave it for 
the one that he associated with Me.’[`Auddat al-Da`ai, p. 203]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\  �I
E 	�� GD0E�s "V&c�� ���> <�-�� "$�C&�
 Q  . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily Allah does not accept a deed that is 
performed with even an atom's weight of showing off in it.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 
1, p. 187]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�$��]�E ����O��j �!�8 � :����� �V1jE 
   )����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� W "Di0(�� �L��> 2 : ��C���� �$�-��
 Q X/
����� �;��Z�  ��(�� � ��
?�
  . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) was once asked, 'Where does salvation lie?' to which he 
replied, 'In that the servant must not perform acts of obedience to Allah whilst 
intending them for other people [to see].’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, p. 186]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<��-�] <�?�y�N <����� <(��� �X�^� � ���CB/ � ! 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'How ugly the man who is sick inwardly and beautiful 
outwardly.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9661]    

8 Pz� "V1jE �)�������� ������� :( 5�� <Y�>_�� 2 É�?
 ?�j �q� �	�Z�"� -�> ���C&�6N 2 u�%�� ̂���� �X1����� �;����Q 9 �	��_�6 X/ 	�� �q� "s1�/ u7̂\ 7L�:����
��kZ�� �)^/ �  b�-�Û uP���̂ 	��  �(�� PIhE 	�� <����C�6N ���*C�� �\ <�.?�&�6 2 u���-�� PI1�� � �q��\ �u�S>"�N T?y� �	��8  �(��� �T���"�> 2 u7(�� ������ �b

�q�6g?�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'O Allah I seek refuge in You from looking good in the 
gleaming mirror of people's eyes whilst my inward self that I conceal [from others] 
be ugly in front of You, and from guarding myself [against sins] only for show in 
front of people whilst You know all there is to know about me, such that I may 
display my good side to people, leaving the bad deeds for You, in seeking 
nearness to mere servants of Yours and getting further and further away from 
Your good pleasure.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 276]    

9 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���̂����� 0U�4 �� (��� 	�� ���]E/ �'�?�y� �X[ 	�� . 

9– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'He whose outward appearance is superior to his 
inward self will have a very light scale of good deeds.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 398, 
no. 8]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  }�w�� �$�-�� 	�� ��7̂o> pHI
?��N �7
\  �����[�N �����    ���� �$�-�� 	�� �\  . 
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10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Beware of showing off, for whoever performs good 
deeds for anyone other than Allah, Allah relegates him to the one he acted 
for.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 293, no. 1]    

�f:Db���� ��?D:�� 

Showing Off and Polytheism  

11����� V1jE 	� � ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�?w|�� ��?3f�� �L"=���� ��4/ � ���14/ �X\ .�1�B :����� �V1jE 
 �?�w|�� ��?3f�� �N  �VB W  :
 {I
?�� . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The worst thing I fear for you is minor 
polytheism.’ When asked what he meant by this, he replied, 'Showing 
off.’[`Auddat al-Da`ai, p. 214]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��?�J PI
?�� �}P��
 kX/ �1�-����� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Know that even the slightest showing off is tantamount 
to polytheism.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 151]    

13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE �$��j  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�����  V1�B  }��6 	�   :» <��-�� �$�-������> ��3��E HI&�� 1�]�?�
 �X[ �	�-�>
�D�*C�� � �� ?�f�
 �Q�N <_���|<���8�/ ��3��E  «V&> : �� ?f�� 1�:>  �(�� �D�I�?�� 5k��| 	�� ...����� �?��/ 7-�� <�-�� �$�-�� 	��N   �� ?f�� 1�:>  �(�� �D�I�?�� ���  . 

13– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'The Prophet (SAWA) was once asked about the 
interpretation of Allah's words in the Qur'an: "So whoever expects to encounter 
his Lord, let him act righteously, and not associate anyone with the worship of 
Allah"[ Qur'an 18:110]. He replied, 'He who performs prayer in order to show 
people is a polytheist … and he who performs any act commanded by Allah to 
show people is a polytheist.’[Tafsir al-Qummi, v. 2, p. 47]    

j��?D:�� �)�# �+���e�� ��1 

The Evil Outcome of Those Who Used to Show Off  

14����� "V1jE VB �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(
?��  $y/ 	�� �X1.i���
 :��y/N �E(�� �X\�$�&> 2 PI :����� �V1jE 
  W �E(�� .����6 �U�[N 2  !�VB : 	��
� �X1��km���
 ¸��  E(�� 3?�8 . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily the Hellfire and its inmates rage on 
account of those who used to show off.’ When asked how the Hellfire rages, he 
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replied, 'It rages on account of the intense heat with which they are being 
punished.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 1, p. 107, no. 109]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("V1&�> 5���| �B �;����&�� ��1�
 G�C��� {Ii�
 : �q :]�N HIw�%�� �)�k��| 3KE 
���� "V&��> : � �V&���� �)�k��| $�
 �D�| �	��8/)GX�> ( E(�� �\ �� � �1�C�ys�� 2 . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'On the Day of Resurrection, a servant who used to 
pray regularly will be brought forth, and he will beg, 'O Lord, I prayed in seeking 
Your pleasure', and he will be told, 'No, you prayed so that people would say how 
beautiful your prayer was. Take him to the Fire.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 301, no. 
44]    

F[�:�(� �i�6��� 

The Distinguishing Characteristics of a Show Off  

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(uh�?�-��� G���� "��M :  b�-�] 9 ���-_�
 X/ .v�_�
N 2 �'��8�N �X[ �s\ "$��=�
N 2 ��(�� t/�E �s\ "n�f(�

�' E1��"� . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Three characteristics distinguish a show off: he is 
energetic and active whilst in the presence of people, he is lazy when he is by 
himself, and he loves to be praised for everything.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 295, no. 8]    

���,��5/�� 

Exceptions  

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�-�� ";�� ̂����N 2 �;�� ̂����� 	�� "$�S>/ .?3��� HI���%BQ� �*�E/ 	 . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Performing actions in secret is better than 
performing them publicly, except for the one who wishes to set an 
example.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5273]    

18 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( ����O�j �a �� �q�s �'.?�����> �X�^\ �'�?���>  }�£� 	�� HIuf�� "$�-��
  $�]0?�� 	� "DE�E� : ��\ G�8/ 	�� � 2 ��O�� Q
 �q�m� �q�s �b�(�| 	�"=�
 L��� �s\ 2 �}�£�  �(�� 9 ���� �?�:Y�
 X/ .v�_�
 1��yN . 

18– Imam al-Baqir (AS) was once asked by his companion Zurara, about a man 
who performs a good deed which people happen to see, and which he feels good 
about as a result. Im?m replied, 'It does not matter as long as he did not 
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[originally] perform the action for that purpose. Everyone naturally wants people 
to see them as good.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 297, no. 18]    

19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( )�C�%"[N )���_�� <�^M � 0?�B/ �so> 2<�?:�] )�C�%"[N �)���_�� � 0?�B/ �so> 2<�7?�j ���� )�C�%"[ <�7?�j <;�(���8 �$�-�� 	��
 ·I
E . 

19– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The deed of one who performs it in secret is 
recorded down as a secret action. If he admits to having performed it [when 
asked], the previous record is erased and it is recorded instead as a public 
action. If he subsequently avers it himself, however, the previous record is 
erased and it is recorded instead as showing off.’[`Auddat al-Da`ai, p. 221] 

SILENCE   r�)� ا�
 

   

�©;5_�� 

Silence  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� ��"Y���
 1yN ÀE�s r� � :�	�,� ��\ 0	�:�C��R�
 Q �b��E/ :�D�*C���� "V0N/ 1�yN �)-0R�� .... 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said to Abu Dharr, exhorting him, ‘There are four things 
that none can accomplish apart from the believer: silence, and this is the first 
stage of worship…’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, no. 377]    

2 � �u�� �����)�������� ������� :( $&���� "D�?�-�MN  $C.(�� ";�
` �)-0R�� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Silence is the sign of nobility and the fruit of the 
intellect.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1343]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  	��,a� �;��| 9 � :����%B�N �V1wf�� 2���%-�| �}c[ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, describing the believer, ‘Great is his silence and occupied 
is his time.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 333]    

�©;5_�� �i�:�;
< 
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The Fruits of Silence  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�q (
�*  ?�/ 5�� �q� �X1��N 2�XZ�0f��� �D�*�?Z�� ��7̂o> �)-0R��  V1"Z� �q���� . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘You must maintain silence for long periods of time 
for verily it drives Satan away and helps you in matters of your faith.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 71, p. 279, no. 19]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ";���0��� ������̂ §*O�> �)-0R��  ������ . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Adhere to silence for the very least of its benefits is 
health.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2314]    

6 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� :( ?=���� ";�gN�E �)-0R�� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Silence is the garden of thought.’[Ibid. no. 546]    

7 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �)��7R�� �;�C��«� 	�� �?�c[/ �B . 

7– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘Indeed the silent one has great earnestness.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 113, no. 7]    

8 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<_��R�> �)("[ X\N GD�}c[ �	���1�� 9 �)-0R�� "X1���� �L� ̂ . 

8– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘How excellent an aid silence is in numerous 
situations, even if one be an expressive person.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 401, no. 
62]    

9 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+}�4 �$"[ 5�� �$���* �7̂\ �;0C�_�a� �vP�=�
 �)-0R�� kX\ 2�;�-=�#�  K�1�/ 	�� �K� �)-0R�� kX\ . 

9– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Verily silence is one of the doors to wisdom; verily 
silence secures love; verily it leads one to all good.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 113, no. 1]    

�z�P;
(� �©;5_�� 

Blameworthy Silence  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( V1�&�� 9 �}�4 Q ��7̂/ -[ 2 L="#�  	�� �)-0R�� 9 �}�4 Q $:�� �  . 
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10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no good in keeping silent about a matter of 
wisdom, just as there is no good in speaking about something one is ignorant 
of.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 182]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �;��� 9 �� u&0%"a :���61�| "$��
 L�� �q�_�g X\N 2��0-�w�
 L�� �)�-�| X\ . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said about the distinguishing characteristics of the pious one, 
‘Verily when he is silent, his own silence does not distress him, and when he 
laughs he does not do so loudly.’[Ibid. sermon 193] 

SINCERITY   صLMNا 
 

   

��O�� 

Sincerity  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 	
3��� ";�
@ �d��4�� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sincerity is the peak of religion.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
727]    

2 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� : (�!�0?�&"a� "D�*C�� �d��4�� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sincerity is the worship of those brought near [to 
Allah].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 667]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �D�*C���� ����� �d��4�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sincerity is the criterion for worship.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 859]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�X��� 5���/ �d��4�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sincerity is the summit of faith.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
860]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (9�d��£� "X1=�
  d��4��  . 
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5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Salvation is found in sincerity.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, 
p. 118]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���� �¿���4/ 	�-�� Ö1"�  �[N 2 ���[�?�6N �'�m�4/N 2 ���S�w��N ��0C�8N 2 ���-����N �����-�� ����1�BN �������>N 2 ���%�-�|N ����� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Blessed is he whose knowledge and practice, love and 
hate, acceptance and refusal, speech and silence, and words and actions are 
sincerely for the sake of Allah.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 100]    

���O�� �+� �%�" 

The Difficulty of Sincerity  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�*:���  V1"� 	�� �!������� 5�� .��J/ �*�����  	� �;7�3(�� �¿�����6N 2 $�-���� 	�� .��J/  $�-���� ";�����R�6 . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Perfecting an action is more difficult than [performing] the 
action itself, and purifying an intention from corruption is tougher for the striving 
ones than engaging in lengthy jihad.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 288, no. 1]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�� 5�� {I&����  $�-���� 	�� .��J/ �¿"����
 57%8  $�-�� . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Persevering with an action until its end is harder 
than [performing] the action itself.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 16, no. 4]    

���O�� �p�6 �);�%�� �I�6 �)��
A�� �+�?�$�\ 

The Sufficiency of Few Actions Coupled with Sincerity  

9����� 5]^ -�> �   5j1� ��6N ��EC6 )�������� ������� : ( �'�}c�[ �$���&> T}�@ ��� ��
E"� �N 2 ��"����B �}c�=> u:�]�N ��� ��
E"� � 2 5j1� 
 . 

9– It is narrated in al-Kafi that Allah – Blessed and most High – addressed 
Prophet Moses (AS) in intimate conversation saying, ‘O Moses, whatever is done 
for My sake, a little of it is a lot and whatever is done for the sake of others, a lot 
of it is little.’[al-Kafi, v. 8, p. 46, no. 8]    

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  : (  $�-���� 	�� "$���&�� �q���=�
 �q�C��B �¿���4/ . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Purify your heart and few actions will suffice 
you.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 175, no. 15]    
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���m�(� 

The Sincere One  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  : (+?�Z�4 5�� �X1R����"a�N 2�!R����"a� ��\ 5=���y L�:l�"[ �X1������N 2 �!������ ��\ 5=���y L�:l�"[ {I-������ . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The men of knowledge will all be ruined except 
those who acted [upon their knowledge], and those who act will all be ruined 
except for the sincere ones from among them, and the sincere ones are 
significant indeed.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 118]    

12 Ø| 	�  $7S��"a� 	� � : �e*7R�� ����� "VB)�������� ������� : (���� kX\  �*C��  �L�:> 2 �'3? � 	�� +¿��~ L�:�����> 2 �'3?�j 	�� +¿��~ �'1���� 
 �����\ �N.?�j/ � 3?�j 	�� y¾�� ��6 ��
��
 �!�� �1��B�N �s\�N 2 <@0?"> �;����&�� ��1�
 L�:"��_�| .?�-�6 �	
m��� . �)�&> : �V&> W�q�s �L��N 2 TQ1�� 
 : L�:k��]/

��kZ�6 �X/L�:�(���N ���(��� � 5�� ";�Y���#� �b . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said to Mufadhaal b. Salih, ‘Verily Allah has servants 
who sincerely engage in transaction with Him in secrecy, so Allah gives them 
from His pure reward and goodness, for they are the ones who will come on the 
Day of Resurrection with their book of deeds empty, and when they stand in front 
of Allah, their books will be filled with the secrets that they had with Him’. 
[Mufadhal narrates], I asked, ‘O my master, why will their books be empty?’ The 
Imam replied, ‘Allah holds them in such high regard that He does not even want 
the guardian angels to be aware of what is between Him and them.’[`Uddat al-
Da`ai, p. 194]    

13 �$�h¥�] 	�� �)�������� ������� ( .¶7(�� ����Oj 7-�� �)���� {z� �uk��|����` �N ��� ( �  d��4��  }���6 	� : 57%8 <���J ��7(�� "VO��
 Q Tm��� �¿����"a�
����� u�> �'Z��/ IuJ �'��(�� �u�&�� �s\ N 2�u�g�E ��]�N �s\ N 2�� i�
  ���� 0?�B/ ��&�> �e1���a�  VO��
 L�� 	�� kXo> 2   �u�g�?> ���]�N �s\ N 2 �;0
�*1C���� �$]N7��  

�����  	� 1�:>  �����N 2 +��E   ���� 5Z�/ �s\ N 2+��E ��(� ��6N ��EC6   �$]N7�� ��3��?� �;�&�c�� 3��8 5�� 1�:> �$]N7��  . 

13– The archangel Gabriel (AS), when he was asked by the Prophet (SAWA) 
about the meaning of sincerity, replied, ‘The sincere one is he who does ask the 
people anything until he himself finds it, and when he finds it he is pleased. 
Whenever he has a remainder of a thing, he gives it to others, because if a 
person does not ask anything from creation, he has established that his servitude 
is solely for Allah, Mighty and Exalted, and if he finds and he is pleased then he 
is pleased with Allah and Allah – Blessed and most High – is pleased with him, 
and if he gives for the sake of Allah then he has reached the station of reliance 
on his Lord, Mighty and Exalted.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 3, p. 15, no. 50]    

�=�;�R� �=��
e o ���O�� ����, 
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The Role of Sincerity in the Acceptance of Actions  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (���� �$�-��> <��-�� �)���-�� �s\  p <R��4 <R��4 �X[ � ��\ �V-���� �'�*C�� 	�� "$�C�&�
 Q ��0̂ �  . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If you perform an action, do it sincerely for the 
sake of Allah because He only accepts from His servants those actions that have 
been performed sincerely.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 103, no. 1]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �VB   ��6N ��EC�6  :<R��4 Ç �X[ � ��\ 2�����C�B/ 	�� �����-�� 9 u � ���?�J/ 	�� 2 Gq
?�J �}�4 ^/ . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah – most High –has said, ‘I am the best 
partner, so whoever associates a partner with Me in his actions I will never 
accept them, except those actions that have been performed [sincerely for 
Me].’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 1, p. 203, no. 1]    

�����c� �I?HP�� 

The Pure Religion  

16Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�K(�%�]�  d��4�� ��-�6  � E_�a�  . 

16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Complete sincerity is abstaining from the 
prohibited things.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 44399]    

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� �������( : �VB 	�� :»����� ��\ ���\ Q   « �'�� i�_�
 �X/ ���|��4\ N 2 �;7(��� �$�4�* <R������»����� ��\ ���\ Q   «����� ��7?�8 7-��   .  

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said. ‘Whoever sincerely says “There is no god but 
Allah” will enter Paradise and his sincerity should be such that his testimony of 
“There is no god but Allah” becomes a barrier for him against whatever Allah has 
forbidden.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 8, p. 359, no. 24]    

���O�� �+
A�A�B 

The Reality of Sincerity  

18Pz� "V1jE �  )  ������� {z� �uk��|����` �N : ( +$�-�� 	�� �IuJ 5�� ���-�_�
 �X/ 0v�_�
 Q 57%8  d��4�� �;&�&8 ��C�� �̈ ��� �N 2 <;&�&�8 À��8 �$"=�� kX\
����   . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily for every essential truth is a reality and a 
servant has not reached the reality of sincerity until he dislikes to be praised [by 
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others] for any act that he does for the sake of Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 
304, no. 51]    

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��\ ����
 QN 2 ��0��E ��\ "$�]7?�� �1]?�
 Q �X/ ";�R��£� "D�*C�������C�̂�s  . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Pure worship is that a man does not hope for anything 
except his Lord and does not fear anything except [the outcome of] his 
sin.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2128]    

20 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (��£� "$�-���� �¿ :����� ��\ ���8/ ������ �����-�_�
 �X/ ��
?�6 Q Tm���  �$]N7�� . 

20– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The pure action [done out of sincerity], is that 
which the servant does not wish to be praised for by anyone except Allah – 
Mighty and Exalted.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 16, no. 4]    

���O�� �����? �6 

What Brings About Sincerity  

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �!&����  d�4�� �v�C�j . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The [root] cause of sincerity is conviction.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 5538]    

22�u�� ����� �) �������� ������� : (  $�-���� �d��4\  L����� "D?�-�M . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fruit of knowledge is sincerity of action.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4642]    

23 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( "V-��� q�� �¿"����6 �V���  $���B . 

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Reduce your expectations and your actions will become 
sincere.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6793]    

24 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �7(�� T��
/ 9 7-�� ��O����  d��4�� "$�|/ . 

24– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The root of sincerity is despairing of obtaining what is in 
the hands of men.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3088]    

���O�� ���<Y 
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The Effects of Sincerity  

25 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (���� ��C�� �¿���4/ �   �� C��B 	�� �;�-=�#� �b� �(�
 ���?�] ��\ <8C| �!���E/ �$]N7�� �� ̂��� 5�� . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘No sooner does a servant spend his mornings in 
a state of sincere devotion for forty days than the springs of wisdom will flow from 
his heart onto his tongue.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 69, no. 321]    

26Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �VB   �$]N7��  : HIw�%���N u:�]�1�� ¸��Z��  d��4�� 0v�8 ��(�� �L����O> G�C��  v��B 5�� �b��k�/ Q
���%�j�jN ����1&�6 �)���1�6 ��\ Ég�?�� . 

26–The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah said, ‘No sooner do I look into a servant’s 
heart and find that he has sincere love for My sole obedience and he seeks My 
pleasure than I take charge of his plans and affairs.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 85, p. 
136, no. 16]    

27 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (/ 	���;0� ̂0���  	� �'7��(�6 �;0�3(�� �¿���4 . 

27– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who purifies his intention distances himself 
from base qualities.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8447]    

28 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�IuJ l$"[ ���� �b�f����� �	�,a� kX\ �IuJ l$"[ ����:�
N  .���� <R����� �X[ �s\  ����� ��4/    2 �IuJ k$"[ ��(�� 
 PI-0��� �}��N :��C�jN  �E�� 0��1�y 57%8 . 

28– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily everything is humbled and awed before the 
believer’, and then he said, ‘If he is sincere for Allah, Allah will make everything 
fear him including the wild and poisonous animals of the land and the birds of the 
sky.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 238, no. 21] 

SINNING -8)Oا� 
 

   

�@nUS�� �I�6 �:?�S!5'�� 

Sinning  

1 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :(�*1��6 Q X/ {I�3f��N 2�E��w%jQ� {I�N0���N 2 {I�7��� �K1^lm�� . 
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1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Sins are a disease the medicine of which is to seek 
forgiveness, and the cure lies in never committing them again.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 1890]    

2����� � �u�� )�������� ������� :(�qP���̂ �;�=���: � �q��0̂/ �N 2�q3��? � ��0?�@ �N 2�q C^�s 5�� ��/0?�] � 2"X�^�� :7
/ 
! W 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'O man, what has emboldened you to commit sins, and 
what has deceived you about your Lord, and what has rendered you so 
complacent about the destruction of your soul!?’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 223]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(W E7(�� �;>��� �K1^lm�� �X1�-�%_�
 Q �U�[ ts�� �;�>��� ���kZ�� �X1�-�%_�
 +��1B� �)C i�� ! 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'How I wonder at people who keep away from certain 
types of food for fear of harm to themselves, and yet do not keep away from sins 
for fear of the Fire!?'[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 204]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��0��1�%�
 L�� 1��  �� ���-�� (�� <�?=�J 5R��
 ��\ �v i�
 �X=�� ���%���R�� 5 . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Even if Allah had not fixed punishments and threats for 
acts of disobedience to Him, we would still be obliged not to disobey Him, simply 
by way of gratitude to Him for His bounties.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 290]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��(���#�  K��%[�  	�� �N/ ���7���� �K(�%]� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Refraining from committing evil deeds is better than 
performing good deeds.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1522]    

6 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(W�K1^lm�� �U�=> �^��� �V1S"> �1"[�?�6 HI��&���� �X\ ! �?���� �	��  K1^lm�� ��?�6N 2  $S���� �	�� �^��� ��?�6N . 

6– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'The people of intellect have abandoned the 
excesses of this world, but what about sins? Forsaking worldly excesses is 
[merely] a virtue whereas abandoning sins is an obligation.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
78, p. 301, no. 1]    

7 L:(� �)�������� �L:����� :(QN u (C�
 	�� �Xo> 2�1�R��6 �> �1"��-��6 L�� X\N 2�N�� :�%]�N �N.� ] u (C�
 	�� �X\N 2 <�}��
 �X[ X\N �'Ä( � �b���6?�
 ����:�
 
�'Ä( � �b���6?�
 Q X/ �q�J1
 ����:�
N . 

7– The Im?ms (AS) have said, 'Strive earnestly and work hard, and even if you 
do not manage to perform good deeds, at least do not sin, for verily the building 
of one who continuously builds without destroying [at the same time] will rise tall, 
even if it be plain and unadorned, whilst the building of one who builds but also 
destroys will almost never rise up.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 286, no. 8]    
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�(��@nUS���  �9�:���^ 

Sinning Openly  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "D�?�yi��  �L�&3(�� "$3i���6 u�|�a� ���̂_Cj  . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Openly and candidly disobeying Allah – glory be to Him – 
hastens His wrath.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9811]    

9 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �E1�w�� �;�7���� �?�%�%�"a�N 2�VN"m��� �;�7���� �b
�m"a� . 

9– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'The one who commits an evil deed openly is 
disgraced [by Allah], and the one who hides his evil deed [feeling ashamed of it] 
is forgiven by Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 356, no. 67]    

�3�n7S�� �]
}�# 

The Worst of Sins  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���C�8| ��� 0U���%j� �  K1^lm�� .��J/ . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The worst and gravest of sins is that which its 
perpetrator takes lightly.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 364, no. 96]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��(��  K1^lm�� �L�Y�/  ��"���� ������ 0?�|/ �v^s  . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The worst of sins in the sight of Allah is the sin which its 
perpetrator commits persistently.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3131]    

12 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����N �L_k��� ������ �)�C�̂ � y.��J/N �D�
��J :l�"[ �K1^lm�� . 

12– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘All sins are severe [in requital], but the severest of 
them are those that result in the growth of [polluted] flesh and blood.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, 
p. 270, no. 7]    

�:
$M�V 2 TU�� �3�n7S�� 
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Unforgivable Sins  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :("£� HI1�j ��\ �;��1�6 +v^�s �$"=��+v^�s 9 �$�4�* +v^�s 	� �±�?�4 -k�"[ ���C�8| �Xo> 2 �"� . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The repentance of every sin is acceptable, 
except for ill-nature, for indeed the ill-natured person is such that every time he 
manages to get out of one sin, he plunges into another.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 
48, no. 3]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  Lh���� 	�� �X\    L�=#�  ?[�m�� 9  ... �±�?��
 X/ � ������> �¿��4/N �����^ ���:]/ X\N � <��C�� �b��(�
 Q ��7̂/
 G;�R�� � ��0��E <�BQ �^��� �	��:(�� �v�%�
 L��  VR�£� �'my 	�� :���� � �� ?f�
 X/   0?���
 N/ 2+����̂ ����� ���Y��@ �u��f�
 N/ 2���6�*C� 	�� ������ ���?�%>� -�> 

 N/ 2  !�:]�1�� ��(�� 5�&��
 N/ 2 �� (
�* 9 G;��� �  E:�o�  �(�� �\ <;]8 �� i(�%��
 N/ 2 �'�}@ �������> +?�O� !�̂��� � L :�> �u�f-�
 . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One of the firm decisions of Allah in the Wise Reminder 
(the Qur'an) … is that it will be of no avail to man to strive with his soul and to act 
sincerely, if upon leaving this world to meet his Lord he is still guilty of any of the 
following sins for which he has not repented: that he associated anything else 
with Allah in his obligatory worship, or appeased his own anger by killing 
someone, or exposed acts committed by others, or sought fulfilment of his needs 
from people by introducing an innovation in his religion, or was two-faced in his 
encounters with people, or mingled among them deceitfully.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Sermon 153]    

15 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("V1B �?��w�6 Q ¸��  K1^lm�� �	�� $�]0?��  :�m� ��\ "m�4��Ä"� Q u (�%���
 ! 

15– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Among the sins that are unforgivable is when a 
man says, ‘I wish I would only be punished on account of this one sin [deeming 
the sin so small that he thinks he can bear the punishment].’[al-Khisal, p. 24, no. 
83]    

16 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �q�6�1��*  $y/  e1&�� t1�j �D�E1�w��  K1^lm�� l$"[. 

16– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'All sins are forgivable except insolence towards 
fellow Muslims.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 303]    

�i��
�
c� F�* �+���_%
(� �I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Warning Against Committing Acts of Disobedience in Secret  

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �u|�� �1&06�   �L�[#� 1�y ���yf�� �Xo> 2 ���1���£� 9  . 
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17– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Be on your guard against committing acts of 
disobedience to Allah in secret, for verily the Witness is the Judge Himself.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 78,p. 70, no. 25]    

18 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �O�C��
 ¢ Ü�£� 9 �v^m�� �v�=�6E�  	��   ���  . 

18– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Allah could not care less about the one who goes 
out of his way to commit a sin in private [thinking he can hide from Allah].’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 46, p. 247, no. 35]    

�¬���M_�'1��� �@nUS���  �0�$m�'12� 

Taking One's Sins Lightly and Deeming Them Insignificant  

19Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 0?�� �K�"s ��7̂O[ ���C^�s t?�
 �?�>=��N 2 ������ �b�&�6 X/ ����
 GD�?��| �)× ��0̂ �O�[ ���C^�s t?���� �	�,a� �X\
����^/ 5�� . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The believer sees his sin as a big boulder which 
he fears may fall on him, while the disbeliever sees his sin as a fly that has 
brushed past him.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 527, no. 1126]    

20 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���?k&�_"a� L"=(�� �u�g�E �����\ �X\ .  

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily Iblis [Satan] is well-pleased with you when 
you commit petty sins.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 363, no. 93]    

21 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�� �\ �N�?"Y^�  	=�N  v^km��  ?�w�| �\ �N�?"Y(�6 QL�6/�?�%]�  	 . 

21– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Do not look at the pettiness of the sin, rather look 
at Who it is you have dared to defy.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 168, no. 6]    

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��(��  K1^lm�� �L�Y�/  ���̂_Cj �� C�8| ��(�� �?�w�| �v^�s  . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The worst of sins in the sight of Allah is the sin which its 
perpetrator deems insignificant.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3141]    

23 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  v^m�� �q�%�̂:�%j[ �;�C�R�� Q:���� �)^/ ¸�� �;�#� ��g EN . 

23– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'There is no greater tribulation than your 
indifference towards your sins and your satisfaction with your current state of 
affairs.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 286]    
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24 �L�=�� ����� �) ��������������� :(<�}c[ �X1=
 57%8 �b�-�%i�
  K1^lm�� �$��B �Xo> 2 K1^lm�� �$��B �1l��&�%��6Q . 

24– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'Do not deem your petty sins as insignificant, for 
verily petty sins accumulate and become grave sins.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 157,no. 
8]    

25 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �U���
 L�� 	��N 2  ?hC=�� �\ �e�?"�  K1^m�� �	�� �?hw0R��    }c=�� 9 �������
 L��  $���&�� 9  . 

25– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'Petty sins lead the way for grave sins, and he who 
does not fear Allah with regard to small things will not fear Him when it comes to 
grave things.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 353, no. 55]    

�3�n7S�� �:�[��
\ 

The Grave Sins  

26Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�?hC=�� :���� � ���?J��    	
����1�� �e1"&��N 2  ��1�-�w�� �!-����N 2  ���0(�� "$%�BN 2 . 

26– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The grave sins are: associating anything with 
Allah, insolence to one's parents, murdering an innocent soul, and taking an 
immoral or licentious oath.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7798]    

27 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  ?hC=��  ?�C[/ 	� �$���j 7-�� � :�����  ?=�� 	�� �	���  �����  ̄ N�E 	�� ��
��N 2   ����� �;�®�E 	�� "�1�("&��N 2    .  

27– Imam Ali (AS), when asked about the gravest of the grave sins, said, 
'Feeling secure from Allah's plan, giving up all hope of Allah's munificence, and 
despairing of Allah's mercy.’[Bihar al-Anwar, no. 4325]    

28 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�bC�j �?hC=�� : 2 �U80��� �	�� �E�?����N 2 �;�(�R_"a� ��mBN 2 <��3-���%��  	��,a� "$%�B 2 �D�?i�«� ���� �K.?��0%��N
����� �v�]N/ � l$"[N 2 �;�(3��C�� ���� �3?�� "$[/N 2 <-�"�  L�%���  V� "$[/N   �E(�� �����  . 

28– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'There are seven grave sins: intentionally killing a 
believer, falsely accusing a chaste woman of fornication, fleeing from the midst of 
a battle, returning to a state of renegation after belief [This includes apostasy as 
well as a mere return to one’s previous state of heedlessness and complacency 
after having believed (ed.)], unjustly usurping the property of the orphan, 
devouring usury after knowledge of its prohibition, and everything else that Allah 
has threatened to requite with obligatory punishment in the Fire.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
277, no. 3]    
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Persistent Sinning  

29�Pz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( E�?|�� b� �}w| QN 2  E�w�%jQ� b�� �}C[ Q . 

29– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'No petty sin remains when persisted upon, and 
no grave sin remains when repented for’ [i.e. the petty sin can be cancelled with 
persistence and furtherance in it, hence becoming a grave sin, and the grave sin 
can be annulled with repentance].[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 355, no. 62]    

30 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :»... �N.?�R�
 L��N...«� :X/ �E�?|�� �;�1%�� �����^ ��3��_�
 QN 2 �?��w�%��
QN ��C���� �v ̂m�
 
�E�?|�� �q�m> . 

30– Imam al-Baqir (AS) with reference to Allah’s verse in the Qur’an: “those who 
do not knowingly persist in what they have committed”, said, ‘Persistence in 
sinning is when a person commits a sin, and does not seek forgiveness for it, and 
moreover, it does not even occur to him to repent for it – that is persistent 
sinning.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 6, p. 32, no. 40]    

�@nUS���  �ª�E�' �2� 

Taking Pleasure in Sinning  

31�� ����� � �u)�������� ������� :(����� u�|�µ �skm���6 	��  ����� ���M�EN/   ÝQ"s  . 

31– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Whoever takes pleasure in committing acts of 
disobedience to Allah, Allah will bring disgrace down upon him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 8823]    

32����� � �	
����� �	
� )�������� ������� :( �� �1[�E 	�� �L�Y�/ ��� �±:�%�Q� �Xo> 2  v^m�� �±:�%�Q�N ��7
\ . 

32– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, 'Beware of enjoying the sin, for verily that 
enjoyment is worse than the actual perpetration of it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 
159, no. 10]    

�3�n7S�� ���<Y 
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The Effects of Sins  

33Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ���[�EJ ��� �u�g�E X\N 2 �L�M/ ����%@� �X\N 2 �u���%�� �'�?0��� X\ 2 ������>  }@ 5�� ��,�J �v^km�� . 

33– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The sin is also a [source of] misfortune for 
people other than the perpetrator, for if someone was to expose that sin, he too 
is afflicted, and if he was to talk about him behind his back, he is also committing 
a sin, and if he is content thereof and does not bother with others' actions, then it 
is as if he also partook in the sin.’[al-Firdaws, v. 2, p. 249, no. 3169]    

34 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( K1^lm�� �D�?c�=� ��\ �K1�"&�� �)���B �N 2  K1�"&�� �D�1��&�� ��\ ��1�.��� �)k��] � . 

34– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Tears only dry up and fail to flow as a result of hard-
heartedness, and the hearts only harden as a result of an abundance of sins.’[Ilal 
al-Shara’i`a , p. 81, no. 1]    

35 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�6 ¸�� �K1^lm��PI-��� �F��@ �� C_ :�D�*:f�� "X-%�[N 2  EN.��� "D�*:�JN 2 PIS�&�� 9  ��="#� �E1�] . 

35– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, 'The sins that prevent rain from falling are: 
the judges' unjust rulings, the giving of false testimony and the concealing of 
one’s testimony.’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 5, p. 597, no. 24]    

36 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 7	=�N 2 G;�(�j 	�� <�?�Z�� k$�B/ G;�(�j 	�� � �7̂\  ����� �X\ 2 {If
 "F�8 �����S�
    u�|�a� ��1�B �$�-�� �s\ �$]N7�� 
0��B �X[ � L�:(�� ���?�| ?�Z�a� �	�� L�:�� �E . 

36– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'When the rainfall is less from year to year, it is only 
because Allah sends it down as and when He wishes, such that when a people 
commit acts of disobedience to Him, Allah - Mighty and Exalted - withholds the 
rain that He had ordained for them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 329, no. 12]    

37 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �� C��B 5�� �v��w�6 57%8 ���*�� �*�� X\N 2 �)�_�ð� �K6 Xo> 2 {I�*�1�j �;�%�=�̂ �� C��B 9 �±�?�4 "$�]?�� �v�̂s/ �s\
��
 �><���/ y����� ���� . 

37– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'When a man commits a sin, a black spot appears 
on his heart. If he repents, it is effaced, but if he continues committing it, the spot 
increases and grows until it engulfs the whole heart, and he can never again 
prosper.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 327, no. 10]    

38 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �L��^/ �   �v�0��� �q�m� .��_�%��
 <C^�s �v ̂m�
 57%8 �'7
\ :�C�����> <;�-� ̂ G�C� 5��  . 
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38– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Allah never bestows bounties on His servant only 
to take them away again until and unless he commits a sin, whereby he becomes 
deserving of Allah's deprivation.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 339, no. 21]    

39 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� �D�| ���?_���> �v^m�� �v ̂m�
 �$�]0?�� �X\ 9  !�=3��� �	�� �� C�8| 9 ���?j/ HI3u����� �$�-���� �X\N 2  $��
  L_k��� . 

39– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Indeed the servant commits a sin, and as a result 
he is deprived of the Night Prayer. And verily the evil deed pierces into and 
affects the one who committed it faster than a sharp knife can pierce into 
meat.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 272, no. 16]    

40 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  V]� � ��1-�
 	0-�� �?�c[/  K1^lm�� ��1-�
 	�� . 

40– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'There are more people who die as a result of their 
sins than who die because they have reached their appointed time.’[Amali al-
Tusi, p. 701, no. 1498]    

41 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� C�8 �s\N 2 ";�N0��� �)�̂y "XZ�.��� �E] �s\N 2 �?�Z�a� �� C�8 "DQ�1�� �K�m�[ �s\uJ�1�a� �)�6� "D[��� �) . 

41– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'When the governors [of a place] are dishonest, 
rainfall is withheld [from that place], and when the sultan is unjust the whole 
country is abased, and when the alms-tax is not paid, livestock die as a 
result.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 310, no. 2]    

�E�'� �A�� �)5̂ �%�V TU�� �3�n7S�� 

Sins, the Punishment of which is Hastened [in the Life of this World]  

42Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�,�6 QN :�%��1&�� "$0i���6  K1^lm�� �	�� �;M�M�D�?�4�� �\ �?04 : 2  �(�� 5�� �uw�C��N 2  	
�����1�� �e1&��
�X�8�� �?�"[N . 

42– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There are three sins whose punishment is 
hastened in the life of this world and is not delayed until the Hereafter: insolence 
to one's parents, intimidation of others and ingratitude for a favour.’[Amali al-
Mufid, p. 237, no. 1]    

43 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �!(�,a�  }�/  K%�[ 9)�������� ������� :(0	�:����N t?�
 57%8 7	�:�C�8| ��1-�
 Q +VR�4 "��M : 2�uw�C��
0?�� ";���Z�BN";��s=�� �!-����N 2 L�8 . 
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43– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said that the following was written in the Book of Imam 
Ali (AS), the Commander of the Faithful, 'The perpetrator of any of the following 
three misdeeds will not die before seeing their evil consequences in this world. 
They are: intimidation of others, cutting off one's blood relations and taking false 
oaths.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 98, no. 8]    

�3�n7S�� ����, 

The Remedy for Sinning  

44Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(N 2 »I�N* �I�* �$"=���E�w�%jQ�  K1^lm�� {I�N* . 

44– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There is a remedy for every ailment, and the 
remedy for sins is seeking forgiveness.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 5, p. 316, no. 
5972]    

45 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :((M�  	�,-�������� �'0*�E �K6 Xo> 2 �?%�j ��(�� �q�%�Þ� <C^s �v�̂s/ �so> 2 <�?%j �X1�C�jN �X  ����� <;�C�jN �����\  . 

45– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The believer is given seventy-two veils of which 
one is torn off every time he sins. When he repents however, Allah returns the 
veil to its original state and grants him seven more in addition.’[Nawaadir al-
Rawandi, no. 6]    

�3�n7S�� �i�:t$
��6 

Things that Expiate Sins  

1��nP�� o �+ �A�%�� �  

46Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(� 9 {I��C�� "V���
 Q����� 5�&��
 57%�8 �'���NN �����N �'�����] 9 �;(�,a�N  	�,a   G;��Z4 	�� ������ �N  .  

1. Punishment in this World  46– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'As long as a 
believing man or woman is in a state of physical, financial or domestic affliction 
when he dies, he meets Allah with a clean slate.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 67, p. 236, 
no. 54]    

47 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 9 7�\N 2 +V� 9 7�\ 2 ����1^s � �¿0_�-�6 G;7����C� 5��%C�
 57%8 ��1-��> ��(�� (��:�̂ <�?�/ �� E&�
 ��C�� �;��3f�� �	�� �
G��N����� 5�&��
 57%8 2 ��P��^ 9 7�\N 2    ���61�� ��(�� ������ ��� �*0��f���> �� �1^s 	�� {Iuf�� ������ 5&C���� �7̂\N 2 �v^s ���� �N �$]N7��  . 
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47– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'No servant from amongst our followers (shi`aa) who 
commits an act that we have forbidden dies without first being afflicted with a 
severe calamity which expiates his sins, be it with regard to his wealth, his 
children or his own soul, such that he meets Allah with a clean slate. Moreover, if 
any of his sins remain even after that, then they are expiated by the pain and 
difficulty at the time of death.’[al-Khisal, p. 235, no. 10]    

48 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �*�E/ �s\  �u�>�1
 57%8 ����1^"s ������ �q���/ <�I1j G�C��� �*�E/ �s\N 2 �^��� 9 ���%��1&�� �$0i�� <�}4 G�C���  � 
 �;��&�� ��1
 . 

48– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'When Allah wishes good for His servant, He 
hastens his punishment to the life of this world, and when he wishes bad for a 
servant, He suspends the punishment of his sins to face him on the Day of 
Resurrection.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 81, p. 177, no. 18]    

2�X�:6R� �  

49Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�K1^lm�� 1�_-�
 �L&.��� .  

2. Illnesses  49– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Illness wipes away sins.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 67, p. 244, no. 83]  

  

50 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(G;�(�j "DE���[ G;��� 57-�8 . 

50– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The fever of a single night is expiation for a 
whole year's sins.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 81, p. 186, no. 39]    

51 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5���%�� �s\  ���%k���  E���&�  K1^lm�� �	�� ��(� �n�&j/ <��C��  . 

51– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'When Allah afflicts a servant with illness, sins shed 
away from him in proportion to the severity of his ailment.’[Da`aim al-Islam, v. 1, 
p. 218]    

52��� � �u�� ��)�������� ������� (� 0u C0R�� �v�R�
  ��?�a� 9 � :��
�����1� �DE��[ . 

52– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The illness that afflicts a child is expiation for his 
parents' sins.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 81, p. 186, no. 40]    

3�C�QBR� �  
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53Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �?k��[ ��\ ��.- :�
 .L�«� 57%8 GX���8 QN +v�|�N QN +v�R�̂ 	�� �	�,a� �K|/ �   ���6�7�j 	�� ��(�� ���  .  

3. Sorrows  53– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Every fatigue, hardship or sorrow 
that a believer undergoes, as well as worries that distress him, are a means by 
which Allah deletes his evil deeds.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 38]    

54 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  L���"a�  K1^"m � �v�ym���� 0L�«� �X\ . 

54– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Verily distress takes away the sins of the 
Muslim.’[al-Da`awat, p. 120, no. 285]    

55 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 2 ���%��3��j ��(�� kn�8 �L�@ ����^ �BN 5��/ ��\ <C^s �v�=�6E� N/ G;�7�� � 56/ <;_�C�| ���C|/ Àu��� �;���J 	�� ���8/ �
W�L��&�� ������ T ?i�
 U�=> ! 

55– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'When anyone from among the followers (shi`aa) of 
Ali commit a sin or perpetrates an evil deed in the morning, it is expiated by any 
distress he may undergo by nightfall. So how can the Pen ever write down his 
evil deeds?!'[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 68, p. 146, no. 94]    

4�i�/�
�� �  

56Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(y1_�-�6 <;(���8 �$�-��> <;�7�j �)��-�� �s\ .  

4. Good Deeds  56– "Maintain the prayer at the two ends of the day, and during 
the early hours of the night. Indeed good deeds efface misdeeds. That is an 
admonition for the mindful.”[ Qur'an 11:114]    

5�k���c� �I��B �  

57Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� :��0��� <�1^"s �������B �\ �� ̂?�B 	�� �X[N ���> 0	"[ 	�� �b��E/  (���8 G� : �	��8N 2{I��#�N 2�e�3R��
�?=.f��N 2 �"�"£� .  

5. Good Character  57– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Four qualities, when 
possessed by a person, cause Allah to transform his evil deeds into good deeds, 
even if he is sinful from head to toe. They are: honesty, modesty, good character 
and thankfulness.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 107, no. 7]    

58 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��P���
 -[ �$�-���� ��P������  �"�"£� HI1j �X\N 2 ������� ��-f�� �v
�m�6 -[ �;��Z�£� �v
�m�
  �"�"£� �	��8 �X\
�$������ l$�£� . 
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58– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Verily good character melts away evil deeds as 
the sun melts away ice, and verily bad character corrupts one's actions like 
vinegar corrupts honey.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 395, no. 74]    

6�0�E�
(� �+<��W �  

59����� � �u�� )�������� ������� :( �Y����  K1^lm�� ���E��[ 	�� : KN?=�a�  	� ����(0%��N 2 ��1:��a� ";�M@\ .  

6. Bringing Solace to a Grief-stricken Person  59– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Among 
the things that expiate grave sins are: bringing solace to a grief-stricken person, 
and providing relief to an anguished person.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 24]    

7�+�[�
(� ���$M�'1� �  

60 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� kX\   �1�� ��
3?�� "n�&��6 -[ (�%����J  E1:"� 	� �K1^lm�� �X1Z�&��
 <;=h�� �'�?[�s 7��  9  ?�i0f�� �	�� �e�E
�$]N7�� ��"�1B �q�sN 2 ����1"&�j �X�N/ :»�1(��` �	
�mk��� �XN�?���w�%���
N L :3��E ��-�Á �X1�_3C���
«214�����N    L"[�}�@ �m� �*�E/�  .  

7. The Angels' Seeking Forgiveness [on the sinner's behalf]:  60– Imam al-
Sadiq (AS) said, 'Verily Allah, Exalted be His Remembrance, has angels who 
strip off sins from the backs of our followers (shi`aa) like the wind strips the 
leaves off the trees in autumn, and this is in accordance with His words in the 
Qur'an, "they glorify the praise of their Lord and seek forgiveness on behalf of 
those who believe.” By Allah this verse refers to none other than you [my 
followers].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 59, p. 196, no. 61]    

8�,�^��� �9:�\ �  

61 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�  V1jE �\ �$�]�E HI]����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�V&> :�V1jE
 �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( ��?"c�[ 2
"V1jE �V&> 2 u���-�� �U���gN r1�̂"s �����  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(� �e�E�N ��
3?�� ln�_�6 -[ �K1^lm�� ln�_�
 �7̂o> �*1i.���  ?�c[/  ?�i0f� .  

8. Frequent Prostration  61– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'A man once came to the 
Prophet (SAWA) and said, 'O Prophet of Allah, my sins have increased and my 
[performance of] good deeds has weakened', to which the Prophet (SAWA) 
replied, 'Prostrate yourself to Allah frequently for verily this strips off sins as the 
wind strips off the leaves from the trees.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 404, no. 11]    

9�9:;�%��� -̈ �� �  

62Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(� "D�E���[ �D�?-���� �\ "D�?-���� ��\ �?��w�6 Q �K1^s  K1^lm�� �	��N 2 ";0(��� :���1M ";��0C�&�%"a� ";7i#�N 2 -�:�(��� 
��>�?��� .  
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9. Performance of the Obligatory and the Voluntary Pilgrimage (Hajj and `Aumra) 
62– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The voluntary pilgrimage (`Aumra) expiates all 
sins committed since the preceding voluntary pilgrimage, and the reward for an 
accepted obligatory pilgrimage (Hajj) is Paradise. There are certain sins that can 
only be forgiven on the plains of `Aarafa [part of the obligatory pilgrimage].’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 99, p. 50, no. 46]    

10����Y� �PH;½ 	�� �9�_�� �  

63 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<���y �K1^lm�� ����:�6 :7̂o> ����`N G�7-� 5�� �D�0R�� �	�� �?�c=�����> ����1^"s ��� �?���=�
 � 5�� �E��&�
 ¢ 	�� .  

10. Sending Blessings on Prophet Muhammad (SAWA) and his Household  
63– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'Whoever is not capable of performing actions to 
expiate his sins should abundantly send blessings on Muhammad and his 
household for verily this completely eradicates sins.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 68, no. 4] 
   

11i�(� �  

64Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�!(�,a�  K1^"m�� �DE��[ ��1�a� .  

11. Death  64– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Death acts as a penance for the sins 
committed by believers.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 283, no. 8] 

THE SITTING AND THE ASSEMBLY   a#ِ.�َا� 
 

   

 ���i�a� ���?J/ 

The Most Honoured Seating  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�X\N <>�?�J �IuJ �$"=� �X\ ";�C�&�� ��� �$ C�&�%j� �  ��i�a� ���?�J/ . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is an honour for everything, and the most 
honoured seating is the one that faces the Qibla (the direction of Makkah).’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 469, no. 4]    

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE �X[  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (��?�c�[/�;�C�&�� �'i�6 ����i�
  . 
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2- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) used to sit facing the Qibla 
most of the time.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 1, p. 66, no. 72]    

 ���i�a� u�> ���6��?�� ������
 � 

What Must Be Observed In Sittings  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) �|����` �N ������� {z� �uk� :(�?�4` �b�� �)^/N +$�]E b�� �±(�6 QN 2�q�&�4 PI1��� ��NE�m�_�
 u�=�� �qP��i�� 9 �¼�_���6 Q. 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not be obscene in the way you sit lest people 
avoid you for your bad behavior; and do not speak privately with a man when you 
are with another.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 84, p. 354, no. 2]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( 3¶7(�� ��|N/ 9 �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� : +����] �T��
 �!� �����] E �3��&�� TÄ�E �N  ln�B ���� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, describing the Prophet (SAWA), ‘He was never seen 
stretching his leg out towards someone sitting with him.’[Ibid. p. 16, no. 236]    

5 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0?�� �v8| �'?�O
 "F�8 ����&����> �����8�E 9 ���4/ 5�� L"[��8/ �$4�* �s\ �D�E1�� � ���?��/  $�87?�� �v8| �Xo> 2 $�8
�����  $4�7��� 	�� ���%��� . 

5- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘When one of you enters his brother’s place, he must 
sit wherever his host asks him to, because the owner of a house knows its 
private spots better than a visitor to it.’[Qurb al-Isnad, p. 69, no. 222]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE �X[  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ("$�4��
 �!8  ��Ï� §*/ 9 �����B <Q¬�� �$4�* �s\ . 

6- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whenever the Prophet (SAWA) entered a place, he 
used to sit in the closest spot from the entrance.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 1, p. 66, 
no. 71]    

 ���i�a� �E��| 

The Main Seating Spot  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+VR�4 "��M ���> �$�]E ��\  ��Ï� E��| 9 ����i�
 Q :�v�i�
 2 ��=�� 	� ��1�&�� ���i�� �s\ ���Z(�
N 2�$��j �s\ 
���-�8/ 1�:> �����i> 0	�:(�� »Iu�J ���> �	"=�
 ¢ 	�-> 2����y/ �̄ ��| ��> Tm���  T/7?�� �}f�
N. 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘None but a man possessing three virtues is worthy of 
sitting in the main seat in an assembly: he who answers when asked, speaks 
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when others are not able to, and provides the counsel which is best for his 
people. He who does not possess any of these and sits there is certainly a 
fool.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 304, no. 1]    

8����� � �u�� )�������� ������� :(��(� ln�_�6 Tm���  bg1a� 	�� �}�4 �����\ �b�>?�6 Tm��� �b�g1�a� kXo> 2 ��i�a� 9 +b�g1��  b�>�E/ �\ 0	�� ?��6 Q. 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not hasten to occupy the highest spot in the assembly, 
for a seat which you are promoted to is better than one you are demoted 
to.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10283]    

:(�� �u :�̂ ¸k�� ����i�a� 

Prohibited Sitting Places  

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( GD�h� 5�� �1����i�6 Q �4,
 Ì� TE��
 Q ��C��� �Xo> 2�?-£� :���� �K�?f�
 "m . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not sit at a table on which wine is served, for a man 
does not know when he is overcome.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 10, p. 98, no. 1]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��B�?"Z�� u�> ��1�"���N ��7
��. 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Never sit in the [middle of the] roads.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 8, 
no. 8]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �	�,
 �X[ 	��  G;C
 E �X=� ��1&�
 �> ?�4��  �1���N  . 

11- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who believes in Allah and the Last Day must not sit in 
a suspicious place.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 378, no. 10]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ��1B 9 � :»�L�%���-�j ��s \ �X�/ K%=�� 9 L=��� �V7��̂ �BN ����� ���
`   ...«� : �m� � -7̂\ ) �s\
 L%�Ó ( �$�]7?�� ) Tm��� (0�#� ���_i�
�X[ 	�� (h[ �'����&�6 QN �'��(� 	�� �L"&> 2�;7-h�� 9 �b�&�
N ��� �K�m=�
N  . 

12- Imam al-Sadiq (AS), with regards to the verse: “Certainly He has sent down 
to you in the Book that when you hear Allah’s signs being disbelieved and 
derided, do not sit with them until they engage in some other discourse”, said, ‘It 
means that [when you hear] someone denying the truth and rejecting it and 
speaking ill about the Imams, you should stand up and leave him and never sit 
with him again no matter who he might be.’[Ibid. v. 2, p. 377, no. 8]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����i�
 �X/  	�,-�� uwC(�
 Q ����� 5R��
 <��i��  �' }�w6 5�� �E��&�
 QN ���> . 
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13- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A believer must not sit in a place where Allah is 
disobeyed if he is unable to make a change.’[Ibid. p. 374, no. 1]    

�;�̂�� � ����i�a� 

Assemblies Are About Trust  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�q�s �v (�%�]> 2�;�̂��4 �q�4/ 3?�j {If�>\N 2�;^��� ���i�a� . 

14- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Assemblies are about trust, and exposing your 
brother’s secret [therein] is betrayal. Therefore avoid that, and avoid the tribal 
assembly.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 89, no. 3]    

 ?[�m��  ���i��  E1S�8 5��� lF�#� 

Encouraging The Attendance Of Gatherings Where Allah is 
Remembered (dhikr)  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �;7(��  �
E 9 �1��6�E\ .�1�B :����� �V1jE 
  �VB W �;7(�� ��
 E �N2 :  ?[�m�� ����i�� . 

15- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Stay long in the gardens of Heaven.’ They asked, 
‘O Messenger of Allah! What are the gardens of Heaven?’ He said, ‘Gatherings 
where Allah is remembered [dhikr sessions].’[Ibid. v. 93, p. 163, no. 42]    

16 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;M�M ����i�a� :�8JN �L��jN �L ̂@����� �?�[m�
 Tm��> "ñw�� 7�O> 2�v   "¢7��� 7�/N 2���> ��6 
  $�C�� 9 ��1��
 Tm��> �v�87f�� 7�/N 2�)�[7��> . 

16- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Assemblies are of three kinds: profitable, safe, 
and blameworthy. The profitable one is that wherein Allah, the Exalted, is 
remembered; the safe one is that which is silent; and the blameworthy one is the 
one that engages in vice.’[Nuzhat al-Nadhir, p. 20, no. 49]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ?�[�m��  ���i�µ �q���� . 

17- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘[You must] attend dhikr sessions.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, 
p. 465, no. 6]    
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18 e*7R�� ���� 	� �)�������� ������� (� +$��S"��� � :�VB W �X1M3��_�6N �X1���i�6 : �����> �)����] L���̂ .�VB : �1��8O> 2:.C�8"� ����i�a� �q�6 kX\
 2"$�S"> 
 ^�?��/����� �L�8�?�>  ^�?��/ ��8/ 	��  .����� �?��@  K�lm��  ̄ (�] "$c�� �� (��� 	�� �±�?��> �'��(� ^�?�["s N/ ^�?�[�s 	�� 2"$��S"> 
   �X[ 1��N ����1^"s �� 

 ?_C�� ������ 	�� �?c[/ . 

18- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) asked Fudhayl, ‘Do you sit together and teach the 
Hadith?’ He said, ‘Yes, may I be your ransom.’ He said, ‘These are the 
assemblies which I love. O Fudhayl! Keep our cause alive. May Allah bestow 
mercy on whoever keeps our cause alive. Whoever remembers us – or we are 
remembered in his presence – and sheds a tear as small as a fly’s wing, Allah 
will forgive his sins, even if they are more than the foam of the sea.’[Qurb al-
Isnad, p. 36, no. 117]    

�����  ?[�s 5��� lF�#�   ���&�� ��(�� ���6  

Encouraging The Remembrance Of Allah Upon Leaving An Assembly  

19Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��i�a� �D�E���[ �X\ :Ç �?��@�N 0u��� �v�6 3KE 2�)^/ ��\ ���\ Q �����-�ÁN 0L:���� �q�̂_C�j . 

19- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The expiation (kaffara) for sitting in assemblies is 
to say, ‘Glory be to You, O Allah, and Praise be to You; there is no God but You. 
O Lord! Forgive me and accept my repentance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 467, 
no. 17]    

20 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �V1jE �X\  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (Q �X[����� �?���w�%��
 57%8 20U�4 �X\N 2+���i�� 	� ��1&�
    �$]N 7��
<D7?�� �	
?f��N ��-�4 . 

20- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) did not leave an assembly, 
no matter how insignificant, without seeking forgiveness from Allah, the Exalted, 
twenty-five times.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 504, no. 4] 

SITTING COMPANY   ��َ�َ�.2ُ 
 

   

W ����i�̂ 	�� 
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With Whom Must We Sit?  

1 "X-&"� �)�������� ������� :(����� �Xo> 2�q���%�C�[�?� L�:�-�8�� N HI-������  ���] 20��� 
  �$]N 7��   �;�-=�#�  E1�(� �K1�"&�� u��_�
 ��E�� u��_�
 -[
PI-7���  $ ��1 � . 

1- Luqman (AS) said, ‘O my son! Sit with the scholars and impose on them such 
that you sit knee to knee with them, for Allah, the Exalted, revives the hearts 
thereby with the light of wisdom like he revives the land with the heavy rain from 
the sky.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 1, p. 204, no. 22]    

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �1"�B]5���� �X17
 E�1�#� :]����� �̄ N�E 
  �VB W�s\ ����i�̂ 	�-> 2 :����� �L"[�?�[�m�
 	��   9 ��
��
N 2���%�
Ä�E 
 L"=�-������"��-�� �D�?�4�� 9 L"=�C�@�?�
N 2��"&�Z(� . 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The Disciples said to Prophet Jesus (AS), ‘O Spirit 
of Allah! With whom must we sit?’ He said, ‘Those who remind you of Allah when 
you look at them, whose speech increases your knowledge, and whose deeds 
draw you to the Hereafter.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 44]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( +L��� �$"[ ��(� ��\ �1����i�6 Q +�-�4 �\ +��-�4 	�� L"[1����
 : �\ PI
3?�� 	��N 2 !&���� �\ 3q0f�� 	��
 2 d��4���;�_�R7(�� �\ 3¼�w�� 	��N 2 b�g�17%�� �\  ?�C�=�� 	��N 2�;�Cy0?�� �\ �;�C�@0?�� 	��N . 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not sit but with every scholar who calls you 
from five states to five states: from doubt to certainty, from hypocrisy to sincerity, 
from desire to fear [of Allah], from arrogance to humility, and from deceit to 
honesty.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 188, no. 18]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;�C�_�| �1�>i�6 2L�y1(���/N L�y1����]N 2�!�[��a� �1.C�8/N �1(�=���-�6 	� �1����N L�y1-�8�E�N PI�(�@�� 
L :���1��/ . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Feign poverty and love the poor; sit with them and 
help them, and shun the companionship of the rich and be kind to them and 
covet not their wealth.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 120]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �q�����̂ ����6N 2�q��*/ �	��_�
N 2�q�-�� �*�*��
 HI-������  ���] . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sit with the scholars and your knowledge will increase, 
your manners will become refined, and your soul will become pure.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4786]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �q"�:�] �q(� �U�%�(�
N 2�q���^ ���?f�6N 2�q"�&�� �$�-=�
 HI-�="#�  ���] . 
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6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sit with the wise and your intellect will be perfected, your 
soul will be ennobled, and your ignorance will depart from you.’[Ibid. no. 4787]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �?�=�J �*�*���6 HI�?�&"���  ���] . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sit with the poor and your gratefulness will increase.’[Ibid. 
no. 4723]    

8�	
� ����� � �	
����� )�������� ������� :( ̄ �0R�� �\ �;�����* �!_��7R�� ����i�� . 

8- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Sitting with the righteous brings about 
righteousness.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 141, no. 35]    

 ������ .��8 

The Right Of One’s Sitting Companion  

9 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �qP����] .�8 7��/: �� ̂�so� ��\ �qP���i�� 	�� ��1&�6 QN 2������� D��i�� 9 �����R�(�6N 2�q�C ̂] ���� �!���6 �XO> .
�q(�� ����&�� ���� ��1i�
 �q���\ ����i�
 	��N 2���6�Q�� 5�(�6N 2�q ̂�s\  }�w�"����_�6N  �}�4 ��\ �����-���6 QN 2���6�?���4 . 

9- Imam Zaynul `Abidin (AS) said, ‘As for the right of your sitting companion - it is 
that you lower your wing to him [in humbleness], be fair to him in exchanging 
words, and do not get up from your seat without his permission, even though the 
one who sits with you has the right to leave your company without your 
permission. Forget his shortcomings and remember his virtues, and do not make 
him listen to anything other than good.’[al-Khisal, p. 569, no. 1]    

���%����i�� uw�C(�
 Q 	�� 

With Whom We Must Not Sit  

10º����� V1jE  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �v��&�� �)�-�6 L�:�%����i�� �;�M��M : I�(�@�� ";����i��N 2 PI�7(�� b�� "F
��#�N 2  V�m�̂�� ������i��. 

10- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Three types of people whose companionship 
slays the heart: sitting with cowards, chatting with women, and sitting with the 
rich.’[Ibid. p. 87, no. 2]    

11º����� V1jE  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 561�a� �;����i��N L"[7
\ !�$�B :����� �V1jE 
  �a�  	�� 2VB W 561 :�'(�@ �'w��/ À��@ l$"[ . 
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11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Beware of sitting with the dead.’ He was asked, 
‘O Messenger of Allah, who are the dead?’ He replied, ‘Every rich person whose 
wealth has made a tyrant of him.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 32]    

12º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �XZ�0f�� �D�?�S�_��N 2�X�Ü� �D��(�� t1�«�  $y/ ";����i�� . 

12- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Sitting with people of base desires causes heedlessness 
of one’s faith, and invites Satan thereat.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 86]    

13º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :( L�:(�� G���8�1[  �7(�� ��(�� �N}R�%> L{�y1���i�6 QN  ��� C�� �$y/ �1C�_�R�6 Q . 

13- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not take the people of innovation (bida`a) as 
companions and do not sit with them lest you be considered one of them in 
people’s eyes.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 375, no. 3]    

14º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :(HI��J Q �T N�* »I�* �q�sN 2B� ̂ L"=�C�&��
N L"= (
�* �Ky�s �q�s u�> 2�^.���PI(�/N ��1�"a� �;����i��N L"[7
\ 
  ?y1��� �X�*��� �XN� i�6 L�y��(��>  �7(�� 	�� ��j�N��N  �7(�� 	��  V=�J�� L"=����N 2��1f"£� L"=�C"����
N 2 v��&�� �D�N��B "� E1�
N 2���� . 

14- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Beware of sitting with kings and worldly people, for 
in this there is the erosion of your religion and it will bring about hypocrisy in you, 
and this is a serious disease from which there is no cure. It will also engender 
hardheartedness and deprive you of true submission [to Allah]. You must stick to 
those people who are most like you and the middle classes of people, for it is 
with them that you find the true jewels.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 8, p. 337, no. 
9595] 

SLANDER    ن�I�ُا� 
 

   

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ���> �VB N/ <;(�,� N/ <(�,� �)�:�� 	������� ����B/ ���> ���� �   57%8 +E^ 	�� Ô$�6 5�� �;��&�� ��1
 ��6 
���> ����B 7-�� �±�?��
 . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever surreptitiously slanders a believing man 
or a woman, or says about him what is not in him, Allah, the Exalted, will place 
him on a hill of fire on the Day of Judgment, until he renounces what he said 
about him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 194, no. 5] 
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2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�)�:�C�[ �;�_�B Q . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no impudence worse than slander.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 10455] 

   

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L�Y�/ PIT?�C�� 5�� "X%:�C�� PI-0��� 	�� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Slandering an innocent person is more immense than the 
skies.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 31, no. 99] 

   

4��� � �	
����� �	
� ��)�������� ������� :( ���> ���� - � �'1���E L :�> - � ��7(�� 5�E 	�� . 

4- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Whoever charges others with what is in them 
provokes them to charge him with what is not in him.’[Ibid. p. 160, no. 21] 

   

5�� � �e*7R�� ���)�������� ������� (� +L�=8 	� <��B^ � : ����j�7?��  VC��� 	�� "$�&�M/ PIT?�C�� 5�� "X%�:�C�� . 

5- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, quoting a wise man, ‘Slandering an innocent person 
is heavier than lofty mountains.’[Ibid. v. 75, p. 194, no. 3] 

 

SOCIAL INTERACTION   ُة�@َ�ا�ِ 
 

   

�G�H/�� �p�6 �9�:b�%�� �3�,# 

The Etiquette of Social Interaction with People  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L�%f�� X\N 2 L"=����� �1�=�� :���� L.%�� X\ <;�Z����� ��7(�� �1Z��4)L�%C�@ (L"=���\ �1.(�8 . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Mingle amongst people in such a way that when you die 
they should weep for you, and when you are alive, they should long for you.’ 
[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 10]    
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2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� "V1&�
 �X[ � :�B 9 �b�-�%i����L :���\ ���E&�%>� "X1=�
 2L�:(�� {I(w�%jQ�N 2  �7(�� 5��\ �E&�%>Q� �q C�  !� 9  �q����[
��3��� PI&��N �q�g?�� �;�y���̂ 9 L�:(�� ��Ä(w�%j� "X1=�
N2�� ?f �  	��8N . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) used to say, ‘Let your heart include both need for people as 
well as needlessness of them – your need for them being in order to speak kindly 
words to them and to share your joy with them, and your needlessness of them 
being in order to maintain your integrity and to preserve your self-respect.’ 
[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 267, no. 1]    

3 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�XO�J �̄ ��| $�� �?�J�7%��N �¼�
�0%��  �7(�� +V�=�� HI :�$">w�6 �F�"MN 2 �	�Z�> �'c�"M . 

3– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The proper way to interact with people is through 
coexistence and close cooperation according to a set measure, two thirds of 
which are to know each other very well and a third of which is to feign ignorance 
of each other’ s faults.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 167, no. 34]    

�)�R� �p�6 �9�:b�%�� �3�,# 

The Etiquette of Social Interaction With One’ s Family  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  	���#� �� (��Q ����%0��|�N 9 �)�������� ������� (� : �q �  ���£� 5�&J/ �q"�y/ 	"=�
 Q . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said in his will to his son al-Hasan (AS), ‘Let your family not 
become the most miserable of people because of you.’ [Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 
31]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�q�s ����C�� 9 	"=�
 L�� X\N :"�k��=�%�
 +V��4 ����M �\ �������N ���� ¬�� 9 �±%_�
 HI?�a� kX\ : 2 G;���-�] GD�?�J���
+?
�&�%� G;���jN+	.R�_�%� GD�}�@N 2  . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily man needs to adopt three characteristics with 
respect to his household and his family, even if these are not naturally present 
within him pleasant social interaction, the capacity to live with ampleness through 
evaluation, and possessiveness through protectiveness.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, 
p. 236, no. 63]    

�G�H/�� �+
u
��m�6 o FM��/�? �6 

What is Required When Interacting With People  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(R�� �	P�8/<-����� 	"=�6 �q�C�8| 	�� �;�C�8 . 
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6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Associate well with one who associates with you 
and you will be considered a Muslim.’ [Amali al-Saduq, p. 168, no. 13]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L"=�%�(P��O� ��7(�� �1Z��4L"=��-�/N L"= �1�"& � L�y1� 
��N 2 L"[�*�]/N . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Interact with people with the use of your tongues and 
your bodies, and part from them with your hearts and your actions.’ [Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 5071]    

8 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� :(�q�̂�8\N ���?f � �;0�����N 2 �q�>R^\N �q����� ��3N������N 2 �q���N �q���* �q�4P� �V"m�"� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘For your brother, offer your blood and your wealth, for 
your enemy your justice and fairness, and for people in general your joy and your 
good favour.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 50, no. 76]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �q����̂  �7(�� ��^�,�� 5�� ?3C�|N 2 �*.*�10%�� �q����̂ � ��/ . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Obligate yourself to adopt affection, and make yourself 
tolerate the encumbrances of people.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 175, no. 6]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �X1-����
 Q � ���> �1�B �X1y�?=�
 µ  �7(�� 5��\ ���?j/ 	�� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who is quick to criticize people in a manner that they 
dislike, they will talk about him saying that which they do not know.’ [Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 75, p. 151, no. 17]    

11 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �� � ��1C�8R�
 X/ .v�_�6 � �$c�� ��7(��  v�8| . 

11– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘Associate with people the way you would like 
them to associate with you.’ [A`alam al-Din, p. 297]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $&���� "F�"M  �7(�� ";����i�� . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Amicableness towards people is a third of 
intellect.’ [Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 366]    

13 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(5��\ �*.*�10%��  $&���� �UR ̂  �7(�� . 

13– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Affection towards people is half of intellect.’ 
[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 403] 
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SORROW   ا�ُ��ن 
 

   

�CQ��� 

Sorrow  

1 5��� �)�������� ������� : (��̂��� �L"&�j ��7-�y �?"c�[ 	�� . 

1- Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘He who has much anxiety, his body starts to 
ail.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 436, no. 3]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��?�«� �UR ̂ .L�«� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Worry is half of old age.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 214]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (������� �v
m�
 .L«�. 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Worry wastes away the body.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1039] 
   

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���X������ ��&�j/ ���?���� kX/ -[ 2 K1�"&�� ��&�j/ "X���8. 

4- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Sorrows are the ailments of the hearts just as 
illnesses are the ailments of the body.’[al-Da`awat, p. 118, no. 276]    


CQ��� �����? �6 

The Causes of Sorrow  

5jE �Pz� "V1  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ��"��j/ ���*N 2 ���̂��8 �V�  �7(�� T��
/ 9 � �\ �?Y�̂ 	�� . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever looks at what other people possess, his 
sorrow endures and his regret is continuous.’[A`alam al-Din, no. 294]    

6 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( <�
1� <^��8 "� E1�6 G;�j �D1�:�J 0K�E . 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Many a desire lasting but an hour brings about 
enduring sorrow.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 533, no. 1162]    
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7 �u�� ����� �)���������������  : ( �������̂ �K�m��N ���̂���8 �V� 2 �'0?�S�
 �X/ �E��&
 Q 	�� 5�� �v�S�@ 	�� . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who is angry with somebody whom he cannot hurt, his 
sorrow endures and he inflicts pain on his own soul.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 99]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�� �Q �X��8N 2�Lhy �v��BN 2�Lh�* �����̂ W���j#� 	� +�1�Yµ ���C�J/ -��� �)
/E � . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘I have not seen a wrong-doer resemble a wronged person 
more than the jealous one: he has an exhausted spirit, a wandering heart, and an 
inherent sorrow.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 256, no. 29]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (3L�«� u��%���  $-��� 9 ?0R�B 	�� . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who is negligent in his work is afflicted with 
anxiety.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 127]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (0L�«� "� E1�
N 2 �$-���� �U��S�
N 2 �$��� �b�Z�&�
 ��0̂o> p �������N ��7
\. 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of apprehension, for it kills hope, weakens 
action, and brings about worry.’[Da`aim al-Islam, v. 1, p. 223]    


CQ��� �,�:u�? ��6 

That Which Exterminates Sorrow  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �X\  0f�� 9 �X�"#�N 0L�«� �$��]N 2 g3?��N  !&��� 9 �̄ ?����N �̄ N0?�� �$��] � ����S�>N ���-�=�Á �  3q
 �n��.���N . 

11- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Truly Allah, out of His wisdom and grace, placed 
bliss and happiness in conviction and contentment, and placed worry and sorrow 
in doubt and discontentment.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 6]    

12 Pz� "V1jE �)�uk��|����` �N ������� {z�  : ( 2 �I]�?�� �̄ �?���
 L�� :>�?�� 	�-> 2 �I�1�%�j� �E�* Q �I�1�%��� �E�*N 2 +̄ �?�> �E�* Q +̄ �?�6 �E�* �'my 2 ��7(�� :.
/
 �I&�f�� �X���_�
 L��N . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O people! This is the house of pain and not the 
house of joy, and the house of writhing [in pain] not the house of repose. So he 
who knows it will neither rejoice for ease and nor will he grieve for 
misfortune.’[A`alam al-Din, no. 294]    
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13 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( "V1�B :»�8 Q����� ��\ �D71"B QN �V1   « .L�«� y^�*/ 2 ·I�* �!����6N G;����6 	�� »I��J ���> . 

13- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is remedy in the statement “There is no 
might or power save in Allah” (La Hawla wa la quwwata illa billah) for ninety-nine 
ailments, the least of them being anxiety.’[Qurb al-Isnad, p. 76, no. 244]    

14 +�7C�  	�� 	� � :�����  V1jE ����� +��=� �)�����%�̂� �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( +v�� r/ �	� .u�� ���C�%�[ +K%�=� u���%�̂[)�������� ������� ( 2
0u��\ �v%�[ ��0̂o> :  2 �q�6�?�4` 	�� �)�� ̂ µ ���EN?�j �	"=����> 2 ���61����� 	"=�
 L�� � ���E�* �'.?���
N 2 ���[ E������ 	"=�
 L�� � ��1�> �'Ä1��
 HI?�a� kXo> ����� 7�/

�6> �N 2 8 ?�> ��� �	"=�6 �> ����̂�* 	�� �)�� ̂ �N 2 :(�� �q�6> � 5�� �q"��j/ 	"=����N ��1�a� ����� -�> �q.-�y �	"=����N 2<^���8 ������ ���O�6 �> :(�� �q
 . ���0���N . 

14- Ibn `Abbas narrated, ‘I have not profited by any speech after the Messenger 
of Allah (SAWA) more than by a letter written by Ali b. Abi Talib (AS). He wrote to 
me, saying, “But now, indeed man grieves for having missed that which he would 
not have attained anyway, and is overjoyed at attaining that which he would not 
have missed anyway. So, let your happiness be for what you attain for your 
Hereafter, and let your regret be for what you miss of it. Do not be happy for what 
you attain for this world, nor regret sorrowfully what you miss from it, and let your 
concern be for what comes after death, and peace be with you.”’[Matalib al-Sa’ul, 
p. 55]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�!&����  �1-"«� �* E� �L�� ̂ . 

15- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘What an excellent repellent of worries conviction 
is.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 211, no. 1]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�X�"#�N 0L�«� �v�ym�
  K��c�� "$���@ . 

16- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Washing clothes takes away worry and sorrow.’[al-
Khisal, p. 612, no. 10]    

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (W�s-�� "X��"#> 2 +E���BN �IS�&� �IuJ l$"[ �X[ �X\! 

17- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If everything is determined by fate and destiny, 
then wherefore the sorrow?!’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 16, no. 5]    

18 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �\ PI�C^�� 	�� �¶�̂ =�J   v�(����  $�[O� �'?��O> 2 0L�w�� . 

18- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘One of the prophets complained of his grief to 
Allah. So he commanded him to eat grapes.’[al-Mahasin, v. 2, p. 362, no. 2262]    
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19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���j/E �$P��w����> 1�y � TE��
 QN 7-�y ���]�N 	�� . 

19- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who finds himself sorrowful for no reason 
should wash his head.’[al-Da`awat, p. 120, no. 284]    

�0�:%�? L@���1 �K
� I�6 �z�:
$���� �CQ��� �+U��� 

The Reason for Sorrow and Joy for an Unknown Cause  

20 +}R� r/ 	� � :����� ��C� r/ 5�� �)��4�*  ) �������� ������� (��N ���� �)�"&> 2 ( �_�|/ 	�� �$�]E u� :�����  V1jE �	�
 �����> �)����]   u7̂\ 2 
����� ��C� 1�/ �V&> 2<CC�j �q�m�� �� ?��/ �X/  }�@ 	�� "X���8/N .L�%�@O��  ) �������� ������� : ( (���� �$4�* �s\ 7̂� p7(�� L"=���\ "$�R�
 �̄ ?����N �X�"#� �q�s kX\

�8�����  E1�̂ 	�� L"[7
\N 7̂ � 2 L"=���� <��4�* �q�s �X[ �EN?�j N/ �X�   �$]N7��  . 

20- Abu Basir narrated, ‘I once went to visit Abu `Abdillah [al-Sadiq] (AS) along 
with one of our companions. I said to him, ‘O son of the Prophet! Could I but 
sacrifice myself for you. I grieve and become sorrowful without knowing the 
cause of that.’ So Abu `Abdillah (AS) replied, ‘Truly that sorrow and joy reaches 
you from us, for when sorrow or joy comes to us it comes to you too, for indeed 
we and you are all from the Light of Allah, Mighty and Exalted.’[`Alal al-Shara’i`a, 
p. 93, no. 2]    

21 �L����� �$�j �0̂/ TN�E �)�������� ������� ( �V&> 2 ��3-�@ �vC�j TE���
 Q <�1-�w�� �� C�R�
  $�]7?��  	� : 2 ��1-�w�� �'4/ kX/ �L��������> �q�s ����|/ �s\
�|/ �s\ �q�m[N����C> 2 �̄ �?���� �v ]1�
 +vC�j  }�w� �X8�?�> ���C  �X�1�4��  e1&�8 5�� �!��%���̂  . 

21- It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar that the scholar [al-Sadiq] (AS) was once 
asked about why a man may wake up in the morning feeling sad without knowing 
the reason for his sorrow. He said, ‘If that happens to him then he should know 
that his brother is in sorrow, and similarly if he wakes up happy without a specific 
reason for that joy. And Allah’s help do we seek with regard to the rights of the 
brothers.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 227, no. 20]    

�z�P;
(� �CQ��� 

Praiseworthy Sorrow  

22Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �� C�� �  �X��"#�  V1"�  $�c�� 5�� �$]N7��  . 

22- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, Mighty and Exalted, is worshipped through 
nothing like continuous sorrow.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 367]    
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23 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� kX\  +	
��8 +v��B k$"[ .v�_�
  . 

23- Imam Zayn al-`Abidin (AS) said, ‘Truly Allah loves every sorrowful heart.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 99, no. 30]    

24 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( Àu��  K%�[ 9 ��/�?�B)�������� ������� : (�q�s ��\ ���� ��"��R�
 QN 2<(
��8 �� CR�
N <(
��8 u��-�
 �	�,a� kX\. 

24- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believer wakes up in the morning sorrowful 
and sleeps at night sorrowful, and nothing suits him but that.’[al-Da`awat, p. 287, 
no. 18]    

25 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�D�*C�� ^ ?��� ��.-�yN 2 ���C���6 (�-��"Y� 3L�%�w"a� (��  �1-�:�a� �����̂. 

25- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The breath of one who is saddened on our account 
and is grieved for the oppression done unto us is glorification, and his grief for 
our cause is worship.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 226, no. 16] 

THE SPIRIT   1وح�ا� 
 

   

�z�-:�� 

The Spirit  

1 �e*7R�� ����� �)������������� �� :(�� �;�Z��_�� �X���C��� �$���[ u�y -7̂\N 2 ��"��[�1�6 QN �X���C�� �± �-�6 Q �̄ �NE�� �X\ . 

1– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Verily the spirits neither merge with the body nor 
are they independent of it. Rather they are like a thin veil surrounding the 
body.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 61, p. 40, no. 11]    

2 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��c[ C��B �� C�"� �B ����B�E �L� ] �̄ N.?�� . 

2– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The spirit is a subtle form that envelopes a dense 
shell [i.e. the body].’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 34, no. 7]    

q9�P5/�̂ �6 ¦,�/�̀  �z���R� 
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Spirits are Pre-Mobilized Groups  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�U���%4� :(�� �?�[(�6 �N 2 �U���%h� :(�� ���E��6 -> 2 �D��0(�i�� �*1(�] �̄ �NE�� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Spirits are pre-mobilized groups [from their 
conception in the pre-material world, and by virtue of their nature (ed.)] in that 
they are mutually attracted to other spirits that they are in harmony with, and they 
mutually repel those that they clash with.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 24660]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ̄ �NE�� ����%h� 9  K1�"&�� �U"���6 "D0*�1�a� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Love is when hearts harbour mutual affection due to the 
harmony between their spirits.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2057]    

5;-�j 	� ��&J 	� V7-��� ¬[ � :�F
�#�  �?�� 9 �V&> 2 ���-k��[N Àu���� �\ �$�]E HI] :�u���� ���� �V&> 2 �q.C�8"� u7̂\ : �)��m�[ .�VB : 
 �L��
�VB W �!(�,a� �}�/ : .¶(�� �VB 2 �q.C�_�
 u C��B tE/ Q u7̂�)�N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  :( :(�� ���E��6 � 2 .�f�%�> PI�1�«� 9 5B��6 )�̂[ �̄ �NE�� �X\

 �U���%4� :(�� �?�[(�6 �N 2 �U���%h� .������ �±�?�4 	0-�� �X[ 2 �X[ � Àu����  ?�/ 	� �X[ 7-��> . 

5– Shaqiq b. Salama narrated that a man once came to Imam Ali (AS) and was 
talking to him. In the course of the conversation, he told Imam Ali (AS) that he 
loved him. Imam replied, 'That is not true.’ The man asked, 'Why, O Commander 
of the Faithful?' He replied, 'Because I do not find my heart loving you, and the 
Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily spirits meet each other in the air and sense each 
other, and those that are in harmony with each other are mutually attracted, and 
those that clash repel each other.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 25560]    

�z�-:�� �=��B# 

The States of the Spirit  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+V�18/ �;0%�j  L� i��� �X\ : 2 �̄ N.?�� �q�m[N 2 ";�Y�&����N 2 ��10(��N 2 "D��#�N 2 ��1�a�N 2 ��?�a�N 2 ";7_3R��
 :�%����@ :��1�̂N 2 :�(��&�
 :�%0_�|N 2 :l=�J :�g�?��N 2 :"�:�] :�61��N 2 :�-��� :�6�_>:"Y��8 :�%�Y�&�
N 2 . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The body experiences six different states: health, 
sickness, death, life, sleep and wakefulness, and so does the spirit. Its life is its 
knowledge and its death ignorance; its sickness is doubt whereas its health is 
certainty; its sleep is its negligence and its wakefulness is its 
consciousness.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 61, p. 40, no. 10]    

���5/�� �P/�� �z�-:�� 
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The Spirit During Sleep  

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( ̄ N.?��  	� +}R� 1�/ ���O�j ��(� �� W�X���C�� 	�� �± E4/  �10(�� ��(��  : �s\ �̄ N.?�� kXo> 2 +}R� �/ 
 Q
�^��� 9 :����JN 2 y�� C�[ 9 PI-��� 9 �D�1"[?��  �-0f��  !�� �;�� ¬�µ :7̂/ �}�@ 2 �����\ �����6 L�� �X���C�� �)�B�E> . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when asked by his companion Abu Basir whether the 
spirit remains with the body during sleep or leaves it, replied, 'No, O Abu Basir, 
verily if the spirit were to leave the body it would never again return to it. It is 
actually like the sun that is fixed in its place in the centre of the sky, yet its rays 
extend out to the earth.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 488, no. 1360]    

8 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( $&���� �̄ N�E ��(�� �±�?��
 Tm��N 2 �X���C�� 9 �;���B� �X�1���#� �̄ N�E �Xo> ��^ �s\ HI?�a� �X\ . 

8– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'When man sleeps, the animal spirit within him 
remains with his body, and that which leaves it is the rational spirit.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 61, p. 43, no. 19] 

SPYING   a)�.َ ا�َ
 

 �7(��  K1���  vl&���6 	�� �u:0(�� 

Prohibition of Following Up People’s Flaws  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(1�0��i�6 QN 2�1�0��_�6 QN 2�F
��#� �K�m�[/ 0	�Y�� kXo> 20	kY��N L"[7
\. 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Beware of suspicion, for verily suspicion is the 
greatest lie; and do not probe one another [for information] nor spy on one 
another.’[Sahihe Muslim, no. 2563]    

2Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( K1�"B 	� �v�&^"� �X/ �?��Ä"� L�� u7̂\ L�:�̂1"Z� 0��J/ QN  �7(�� . 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘I have not been ordered to pry open the hearts of 
people nor to cleave their bellies [for information or flaws].’[Kanz al-`Ummal, nos. 
31597, 15035]    

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�Xo> p �!(�,a� ���?�c�� �1C"�Z�6 Q � �b7C�%�6 ���4/ ���?�c�� �b7C�%�6 	�������  ����� �b7C�%�6 	��N 2���6�?�c��    ���_�S���
 ���6�?�c�� 
���%��� ��1�] 9 1�N . 
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3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not probe for flaws in believers, for a man that 
probes the flaws of his brother will have Allah probe his own flaws; and when 
Allah probes the flaws of a man, He will expose him even if he were inside his 
own home.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 355, no. 5]    

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�D�? ]��� �1�O��6 Q : �u�?�6 �X/ :���� "X1:�
 2�E1i"��� :���� �Xy -=> W �q � �?�i�> 	���L���a� HIT?�C�� . 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not ask the woman who fornicates about her 
partner in the offense; for just like it was easy for her to commit fornication, so it 
will be easy for her to accuse an innocent Muslim.’[al-Tahdhib, v. 10, p. 48, no. 
177]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+�
��| �� 5&C�%> L : ̂
*/ 	� ��7(��  ¼3%���6 Q . 

5- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not probe into the religiosity of people lest you 
remain without a friend.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 253, no. 109]    

6�V&> 2������ �E71���%> 257(w�%�
 G)��� 9 +$�]E ��1�| �b�-�> 2$����� 	�� �;(
�a� .����
 �X[  K�Z£� �	� �?-� �X/ � :����� 0N�� 
  ����� kX/ �)�(�(��/ 2   
 W ���%���R��� 9 �)^/N ���?�%���
 !�V&> :0u��� �$�i���6 Q 2�!(�,a� �}�/ 
 �)^/N����� �)��R�� �	"[/ X\ 2  ����� �)��R�� �&> <D��8�N   G��M 9  :  

�VB :»�1�0��i�6 QN «�VBN 2�)��0��i�6 �BN :»: ��1�/ 	�� ��1��C�� �1�6/N «����� �VBN 2GXs\  }w� 0u��� �)���4* �BN 20u��� ���E01���6 �BN  ��6  :
»"=�61��� �}@ <61��� �1��4���6 Q:��y/ 5��� �1�-����6N �1�� ̂O�%��6 5�7%8 L�«.�?-�� �VB :�VB W �q(� ��1���� X\ 2+}4 	�� ����(� �$:> :

���[?�6N �±?�4N ��(� ���> 2L���̂ . 

6- Thawr al-Kindi narrated that `Umar b. al-Khattab was making his way through 
Madina at night when he heard a man singing in his home. He jumped over the 
fence and said, ‘O Enemy of Allah! Did you think that Allah would conceal you 
while you disobey Him?!’ The man retorted, ‘And what about you, O commander 
of the faithful? Do not hasten to punish me, for if I disobeyed Allah once, you did 
so three times. He has said, ‘Do not spy,’ and you did spy [on me]. He also said, 
‘Enter the homes from their doors,’ but you jumped over my fence and without 
my permission. And Allah, the Exalted, says, ‘Do not enter homes that are not 
yours until you are invited in and until you greet their owners.’ `Umar said, ‘Is 
there any good in you, if I decide to pardon you?’ The man said, ‘Yes.’ Then 
ÝUmar pardoned him and departed.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 8827]    

 KN?"#� u�>  �.��i7%�� ���1�] 
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Permissibility of Spying In War  

7 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE �X[  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( ��� ��0��i�%
 	�� ���6&�M 	�� ����� �F��� 2<�}�/ L�:06> <f�] �F��� �s\
 �'�¥�4 . 

7- Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘When the Prophet (SAWA) would send an army with 
a commander that he did not fully trust, he used to send someone whom he 
trusted to report on the commander’s conduct.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 11, p. 44, 
no. 4]    

 ?�y�Y� � ���> "m�4,�
 � 

What Must Be Given The Benefit Of The Doubt  

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( 	� $��j 7-�� � � G;��O�� }�@ 	�� L�:> ?�
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 X/ ��� l$�_�
/ ug&�� : HI�J/ ";��-�4
 L�="#� �?�y� : � �Nm�4O
 �X/  �7(�� 5�� �v i�
 : E�1�a�N 2��"[(7%��N 2��
Q 1�� <^1�O� �?y� �'�?y� �X[ �so> 2���*:7f��N 2��h�km��N 2"F


�� (�� 	� "VO��
 QN 2���6*:J ����] . 

8- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Five things must be judged with the benefit of the 
doubt: allegiance, marriage, inheritance, animal slaughtering, and testimonies. If 
the person appears to be trustworthy, his testimony must be accepted without 
investigating his inner thoughts.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 18, p. 213, no. 1] 

SQUANDERING    ��Oِ�) ا�
 

   

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ("=�6 QN <_�-�j �	"[<�?3%�&�� �	"=�6 QN <�E3��&�� �	"[N 2 <�E�m�C�� �	 . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Be liberal, but do not squander; and be calculating, but do 
not be parsimonious.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 18, p. 150] 

   

2 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� : (�;B��� "X�1(�� �?
mC0%�� . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Squandering is the epitome of destitution.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 890] 
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3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�������� �	
 ?�B �?
mC7%�� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Squandering is a penniless companion.’[Ibid. no. 1043] 

   

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  ���>�� �?�&�%8�  ?
mC0%�� ?���%�>�  	�� . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who takes pride in squandering will be humiliated 
by bankruptcy.’[Ibid. no. 9057] 

   

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)������������ ��� ( ��6 ���1B 9 � :»<�?
�m�C�6 �E�m�C�6 QN « � :����� �;��  }@ 9 <��J ����̂/ 	��    $�Cj 9 ����̂/ 	��N 2 �E�m�C�� 1�:> 
���R�%�&�� 1�:>  }£� . 

5- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said about the verse: “but do not squander wastefully” – 
‘[It refers to] one who spends for other than the obedience of Allah, who is a 
squanderer; and one who spends in the path of good, who is economical.’[Tafsir 
al-`Ayyashi, v. 2, p. 288, no. 53] 

   

6 +}R� r/ 	� � :����� ��C� �/ �)�Oj  ) �������� ������� (��1B � 9 � :»<�?
mC�6 E�mC�6 QN « �VB 2 : �VB 2 �V� ���� ���� ����&�
N ����� $�]7?�� "V�m�� :
 �VB W +V�8 9 �?
mC�6 "X1=��> :L���̂ . 

6- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, in answer to Abu Basir’s question about the verse: 
“but do not squander wastefully” – ‘When a man spends all his money and 
remains penniless’. Abu Basir then asked, ‘Is spending in such a way for 
something lawful still called squandering?’ He replied, ‘Yes.’[Ibid. no. 54] 

 

STATE    ��َا�َ*و 
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The State [i.e. Governance] of Noble People  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��?�=�� ";k��m��  ������ ";�N�* 2  L ̂w�a�  $�S>/ 	��  ? �[�� ";�N�* . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The governance of senior people [of greater expertise] is 
one of the greatest advantages whereas the governance of wicked people 
humiliates noble people.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5112-5113]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+b��EO�  V�N.���  E�*\ 5�� lV��%��
 : $�g>��  }4O6N 2  Vs�E��  È�&�6N 2  �N?��� �q.�-%��N 2  V1|"Q�  b��S�6 . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fall of states can be discerned by four things: neglect 
of the fundamentals, embracing peripheral matters, bringing contemptible ones to 
the forefront and relegating the virtuous ones.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10965]    

3 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :( u���1�� 5�� �;7��?�� .�8N 2 �;0���0?�� 5�� u���1�� .��8  e1&"#� �q��6 	�� ���̂_Cj ���?�%>� � �L�Y�/N ... ��0*/ �so>
����� �)�����%��N 2  	
3��� ���y(� )��BN 2 L:(�� .��#� 0��� :k&�8 :���\ u���1�� t0*/N ��k&8 Ç�1�� �\ ";7��?�� 2 �	�(.��� :��Qs/ 5�� ��?�]N 2  V����� �L

PI����� �b��Z� )����
N 2 �;�N0��� PI&�� 9 �b�-"�N 2 "X���� q�m� �����R�> . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The greatest of the rights that the Glorified [Allah] has 
made obligatory on man is the right of the ruler over the ruled and the right of the 
ruled over the ruler…so if the ruled fulfil the rights of the ruler and the ruler fulfils 
their rights, then the truth attains the position of honour among them, the ways of 
religion become established, the marks of justice affirmed, the prophetic practice 
gets implemented correctly, current times improve, the continuance of the state is 
desired and the ambitions of the enemies are thwarted.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Sermon 216]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3R�8 �  V�����  $c�µ "V�N.��� �	 . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Nothing fortifies states like justice.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
9574]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3��� :"�1_�
 G;��N�* l$"=�> 2 �q�%�-� ̂ ��?�8 �?=.f��N 2 �q�%��N�* �	R�8 �	
3���  ?3��| y���?_�
 G;�-� ̂ l$[N 2 �v��w�6 Q �	

�v����6 Q �?=.f�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Make religion the fortress of your state, and thankfulness 
a protection for your bounties, because every state whose fortress is religion is 
invincible and every bounty encompassed by thankfulness remains.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 5831]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( E1�"Q� �;�j�?_�� ";�Y�&���� �;�N0��� ���E�/ 	�� . 
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6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One of the signs of a [stable] government is vigilance in 
safeguarding matters.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9360] 

STAYING AWAKE AT NIGHT   �Iَ)ا�� 
 

   

�:�E5��� 

Staying Awake at Night  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(G��M 9 ��\ �?�:�j Q :: ]N�� �\ t�:�6 +�N?�� N/ 2  L�����  v���� 9N 2 �X`?&�� G�3i�:�%��.  

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There is no need to stay awake at night except in 
three instances: when staying awake to recite the Qur'an, to gain knowledge, and 
for a bride to be offered to her husband.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 178, no. 3]    

2� "V1jE � Pz)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( !���]�E ���8P� ��\ �D�?�4�� PIf���� ���� �?�:�j Q :+?�>��� N/ Ô$�R�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There is no need to stay up at night past the last 
`Aisha’ prayer except in the case of two people: the person performing prayers, 
and the traveller.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 179, no. 5]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�!�B%f"a� ";�gN�E �?�:0��� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Staying awake at night is the garden of those who yearn 
[for Allah].’[Ghurar al-Hikam, p. 666]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �;��� 9  $���� �?�:�j  PI����.��� ";�gN�EN PI��N�� �b���E  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Staying awake at night engaged in acts of obedience to 
Allah is the springtime of the friends of Allah and the garden of the good-
fortuned.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5613]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ?[�m� �X1����� �?�:�j �D�*C���� "$�S>/   ���̂_Cj  . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The best of worship is for the eyes to remain awake 
engaged in the remembrance of Allah, Glory be to Him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
3149]    
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6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'So be conscious of your duty to Allah, O servants of 
Allah, with the caution of a wise man whose heart is preoccupied with reflection 
[about the Hereafter], whose body the fear [of Allah] has afflicted with pain, and 
whose engagement in the night prayer has turned his already short sleep into 
wakefulness.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 83]    

���U��� �¬�S� j���BW 	��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Remaining Awake on Specific Nights  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���� �8/ 	���K1�"&�� ��1-�6 ��1�
 ���C��B �)�-�
 L�� 2 �XC��J 	�� �UR3(�� �;����N ������� �; . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'He who remains awake on the eve of `Aid al-fitr 
and on the eve of the 15th of Sha`aban, his heart will not die on the Day when 
hearts shall die.’[Thawab al-A`amal, v. 1, p. 102, no. 2]    

8 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �!(�,a� �}�/ �X[)�������� ������� (+V�� ���M ��(�
 Q : 2  ?Z���� �;����N 2 �XS���E  ?:�J 	�� �	
 ?f��N G��M �;����
�L��&�6 :�>N 2 �XC��J 	�� �UR3(�� �;����N�;�(0��� 9 "X1=�
 �N "V]��N �e��E��  . 

8– Imam al-Rida (AS) narrated, 'The Commander of the Faithful (AS) did not 
used to sleep at all on three nights: the 23rd night of the month of Ramazan, the 
eve of `Aid al-fitr, and the eve of the 15th of Sha`aban. And these are the nights 
when sustenance is allotted, and prescribed times of death and all that is to 
happen in that year is decreed.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 97, p. 88, no. 15] 

STRAYING FROM THE STRAIGHT PATH   ��َLَ)�ا� 
 

   

�+
�
�5&�� �i���̀ �6 

Factors that Cause One to Stray (from the Straight Path)  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;�:C�J GF�[^ �$"=��N 2�;k��� G;k��g �$"=�� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘For every misguidance there is a cause, and behind 
every disloyal act is an obscurity.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 148]    
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2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Know that indeed the paths to religion are one, and its 
courses lead straight ahead. Whoever follows them attains the objective, and 
whoever stops, moving away from them, strays and ends up regretful.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 142]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3� C�̂ �)��� �$y/ �N�?"Y^"� L�:�%�-�j �1�������> L"= ... �1"=��:�%�> L�:(�� �N�?04O�%�6 QN 2�1l��S�%�> L�y1"& C��6 Q . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Look at the household of your Prophet and adhere to 
their direction…Do not overtake them, for then you will stray, nor lag behind them 
lest you fall into ruin.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 97]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(k$�S�
 :��y/  }�@ 	�� �;�
���«�  v"�Z�
 	�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who seeks guidance from the wrong source goes 
astray.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7501]    


C�7��&�(� 

Those Who Lead Others Astray  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��(�  �(�� 0?�J kX\   <D�s14O� <;0(�j ���O�> 2��� k$�gN k$�g �?h] ���\ )<;��1����(<;�[N?%�� <;��� � �8/N 2 . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the most evil of people in the sight of Allah is the 
tyrannical leader who himself has gone astray and through whom others go 
astray. He abolishes established practices and revives abandoned 
innovations.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 164]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������( :����� �\  �h��£� �¦�w�/ �X\  �X��]�E  :����� �����[�N �$�]�E    ���=� ��1wf�� 2 $�C0��� ��R�B 	�� �?h] 1�:> 2��P���̂ �\ 
��8 9 ��� t��%B�  	�-�� ©$�S�� 2����C�B �X[ 	��  T��y 	� ©Vg 2��� �	�%�%>�  	�-�� �;�(%�> 1�:> 2G;����g PI��*N G;��� � 2�' }�@ 
Z�4 "V7-�8 2���6>�N ����N ���6

 �	y�E)�!�y�E (��%���Z�~ . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the most detested of all people in the sight of Allah 
are two: the man whom Allah has relegated to his own carnal self, so he has 
deviated from the straight path and is passionately fond of talking about 
innovations and misguiding others towards the wrong path. He tempts those who 
are charmed by him. He himself has strayed away from the guidance of his 
predecessors, and misleads those who follow him during his life as well as after 
his death. He carries the burden of others’ sins and is entangled in his own 
misdeeds…’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 17]    
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7– Imam Ali (AS) said in his description of the hypocrites, ‘I warn you against the 
hypocrites, for verily they are themselves misguided and they misguide other 
people. They have slipped and they cause others to slip too.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Sermon 194] 
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That Which Destroys the Pillars of Misguidance  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��� �1�(����%j�]�X`?&�� T/ ]3(��N �?�"=�� 1�yN 2PI����  ?�C[/ 	�� ·I��J ���> kXo> pL"=h�NHò� 5�� "V�0S��N .u�w��N 2�e�
 . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Seek its assistance [i.e. the Qur’an’s] in your distress, for 
verily it contains the cure for the deadliest diseases, namely disbelief and 
hypocrisy, revolt and misguidance.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 176] 

   

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �	
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9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Indeed this Islam is the religion of Allah which he has 
chosen for Himself … and has smashed the pillars of misguidance with its one 
pillar.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 198] 

SUBMISSION   A�#�) ا�
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Submission  
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1– It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar that Allah, most High, revealed to Prophet 
David (AS) saying, 'I want [something] and you want [something else], and verily 
only My will is done. Therefore, if you submit to what I want, I will suffice you in 
what you want. If you do not submit to My will, however, I will exhaust you in your 
quest for what you want, until only what I want will be.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 82, p. 
136, no. 22]    

2 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �����4 	�� .��8/  ����� 5�S�B -��  L���0%� �   ����� ���?�� 	�� 2    . 

2– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Out of all that Allah has created, the worthiest 
person of submission to Allah's decree is he who knows Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
71, p. 153, no. 63]    

3 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �?�/ HI] �so> 2 .v�_�̂ 	�-��> Ð��̂ X/ .v�_�(�� 7̂\   .v�_�
 -�> (-k��j . 

3– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Indeed we desire for ourselves and those we love to 
be blessed with well-being, but when Allah's command comes, we submit to what 
He loves.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 46, p. 301, no. 44]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�$��j 7-�� � :W �	��,�� ��7̂ / �	�,a� �L���� Iu�J 3TO ��  :����  L���0%� �    +EN?�j 	�� ������ �*�E�N µ g3?��N 2 
Gn���jN . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked how a believer may ascertain that he is 
indeed a believer, to which he replied, 'Through submission to Allah and 
satisfaction with whatever source of happiness or discontent that comes his 
way.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 205, no. 91]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE 	"=�
 L��  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (5S�� �B �Iuf�� "V1&
 : �'�}�@ �X[ 1� ! 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The Prophet (SAWA) never used to utter the words 
'if only...' with regards to anything that had already passed.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, 
v. 2, p. 185, no. 7]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��C��� �VB �s\ :����� HIJ �  \ �D01"B QN �V1�8Q ���� � ��  ����� �VB 2    : 2 �'1"[ E*/ 2 �'1�(���/ T�C�� �L����%j�� ¸�=h���
���%�]8 �1�SB"� . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'When a servant says, 'Whatever Allah wills, there is 
no power and no strength except in Allah', Allah says, 'O My angels, My servant 
has submitted so assist him, hasten to him and grant his request.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 93, p. 190, no. 25] 
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SUCKLING*   َ&�ع�ا�ِ 
 

   

 �a�h�:�� 

Suckling  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��3�"�  	�C�� 	�� �}�4 �	�C�� 3¶0R�� ���� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There is no better milk for a child than the milk of 
his mother.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 34, no. 69]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������ .v�f�
 �����1�� �Xo> pL"[�*QN/ �b�g?�6 	�� �N�?"Y^"� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Take into account who it is that suckles your children, for 
verily this is what a child grows on.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 44, no. 10]    

3 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �Xo> p �̄ C�&��N ��7
\N 2 �X��#�  	�C�� � �����1�� �b�g?�%j��T����
 �B �	�Ck���. 

3– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Get beautiful wet-nurses to suckle your child and 
keep away from ugly ones, for verily the milk has an effect [on the child].’[al-Kafi, 
no. 12]    

�����h:�'1� F�M��/�? 2 I�6 

Types of Wet-Nurses That Should Not Be Employed  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( T����
 �	�Ck��� �Xo> pHIf-���� QN 2 HI&-�#� �1���g?�%��6 Q . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Do not employ wet-nurses that are stupid or 
bleary-eyed for verily the milk has an effect [on the child].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, 
p. 323, no. 13]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( T����
 �	�Ck��� �Xo> p �;�̂1(i�a�N 2 PI�3(�� 	�� 3u�w�C�� �	�C�� L"[�*QN/ 5�� �1kB�1�6 . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Protect your children from the milk of prostitutes and 
madwomen, for verily the milk has an effect [on the child].’[Bihar al-Anwar, no. 9] 
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6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;7�C�|(��  �g E 	�� �}�4 �;7�^�?R0(��N �;7
*1:���� ��g E . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Getting a Christian or a Jewish wet-nurse to suckle 
a child is better than a Nasibiyya*.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 15, p. 187, no. 1]  

 

* Nasibi (f. Nasibiyya): one who declares enmity towards the ahl al-bayt and their 
followers (ed.) 

 

SUPPLICATION    ا�*��1ء  
 

  

���-P�� 

Supplication 

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(���8/ PI�.��� �b�� �q��:�
 QN 2 �D�*C���� .¤�� {I�.��� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Supplication is the essence of worship and no one 
who supplicates will be destroyed.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 300, no. 37] 
  

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �E��N ���N-0��� �E1^�N  	
7��� �*1-���N  	��,"a� �̄ ��j {I�.��� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Supplication is the weapon of the believer, the 
pillar of religion, and the light of the heavens and the earth.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 468, 
no. 1] 
  

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(PI�.���  	�� ���i�� 	��  �7(�� ���i�/ kX\ .  

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the weakest person is the one who is 
incapable of supplicating.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 89, no. 136] 
  

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X�s/ �so> 2 {I�.��� �D�*C���� "$�S>/  �.��� 9 ��C�����  PI�.��� �b�� �q��:�
 	�� ��7̂\ 2 �;�®0?�� �K� ���� ���%�> PI
 ���8/ . 
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4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best worship is supplication, for when Allah 
gives permission [and divine succour] for His servant to supplicate, He opens for 
him the door of mercy. Surely the one who supplicates will never be 
destroyed.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 237] 
  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  	���#� �� (��Q ���%0��|�N 9 �)�������� ������� (� :�D�?�4���N �^.��� ��1"=���� �	h���4 �'���� � Tmk�� kX/ �L����� �X�s/ ��B 
 	�� �\ �q�� i���
 L���N 2 ��(�� �q�C�i_�
 	�� ���(����N �q�(��� �$��i�
 L�� 2 �È?�[ �L�8�E �1�y�N 2 �q���Z����� ����O��6 X/ ���?��/�N 2 �q�%��]o�� �$k��=�6N 2 �qh�����

 �����\ �q�� �b��f�
 ... - � �� (h���4 ���6��� �����
 9 �$���] 0L"M�� (h���4 �K�1�/ PI�.�� � �)_�%��%j� �)��J Ì�-�> 2 ���%��O��� 	�� ���> �X�s/ . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said in his counsel to his son ?asan (AS), ‘Know that the one in 
whose hands are the treasures the kingdom of this world and the Hereafter has 
allowed you to supplicate, He has guaranteed to answer you, He has 
commanded you to ask Him so He can give you, and He is the All-Merciful, the 
Kind. He has not placed any barrier between Him and you, He has not committed 
you to whoever intercedes for you… then He has placed in your hands the keys 
to His treasures by allowing you to ask from Him, so whenever you wish, open 
the doors of His treasures by supplicating to Him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 204, 
no. 1] 
  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(� �̄ %��� {I�.����;�-�lY�� �̄ CR���N �;�®0?� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Supplication is the key to mercy and a lantern in the 
darkness.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 300, no. 37] 
  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �\  V-��� .v�8/  {I�.���  �E�� u�> �$]N7��  . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most beloved action on this earth with Allah – Mighty 
and Exalted – is supplication.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 467, no. 8] 
  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	��,"a� ���?�6 {I�.��� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Supplication is the shield of the believer.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
468, no. 7] 
  

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �I�* �$"[ 	�� ·I��J ���> kXo> 2 PI�.�� � �q����� . 
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9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘I urge you to supplicate, for verily in supplication is 
a cure for every ailment.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 12, no. 2008] 
  

10����� �C� r/ 	� �
���� �C� 	� ?7��� 	� � ) �������� ������� :(Ç VB :�$"&�6 QN ��*"� ?7��� 
 :����� ��(�� kX\ 2 ��(�� �¹ ?"> ��B �?��� kX\   �$]N7�� 
G;��O��- � ��\ "V(�6 Q <;�� ¬��.  

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Supplicate and do not say, “the matter has already 
been decreed”, for verily there is a station with Allah that can only be attained 
through supplication.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 466, no. 3] 
  

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)������ ��������� :( ��
��#� �X(3��� �	�� "m��^/ {I�.��� . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Supplication is more useful than a sharp iron 
spearhead.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 297, no. 25] 
  

12 g3?��  ���� �)�������� ������� :( PI� C^��  ̄ �P� � L"=����� .�$�&�> :�j �N�VB WPI� C^�� �̄ � : {I�.��� . 

12– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘I urge you to use the weapon of the prophets’, upon 
which he was asked, ‘What is the weapon of the prophets?’, to which he replied, 
‘Supplication.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 468, no. 5] 
  

 ���-P�����́ �(� ���&
A�� -,�:�? 

Supplication Wards Off Inescapable Fate 

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( {I�.��� ��\ HIS�&�� .*�?�
 Q . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Nothing wards off fate except 
supplication.’[Makarim al- Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 7, no. 1978] 
  

14 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �V ¬�
 L�� ��N �V �7(�� HI��C�� �b�>��
 {I�.��� . 

14– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Supplication repels descended calamities 
and those which are yet to descend.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 469, no. 5] 
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15 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� HI�.��� kXo�> 2 PI�.�� � L"=�����   ����� �\ �v��kZ���N 2    �s o> 2 �'ÄS�\ ��\ ��C�
 L���N �u�S"B�N �E3�"B ��B�N HI��C�� .*�?�
 
����� �u���*  ���>�?�| PI��C�� ���?�| �$��jN �$]N7��  . 

15– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘I urge you to supplicate, for verily supplication to 
Allah and seeking from Allah repels calamity which may have been destined and 
decreed with just the execution remaining, so if Allah is supplicated and is asked 
to avert a calamity, it is averted.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 470, no. 8] 
  

j������ �a��n# �p
*P�? ���-P�� 

Supplication Repels Various Types of Calamity 

16Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(PI�.�� � PI��C�� �K�1�/ �1��>*�� . 

16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Repel the doors of calamity with 
supplication.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 288, no. 3] 
  

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(5�>�"a� �	�� PI�.��� 5��\ �±�18O � {I��C�� �� � 0E���%j� Tmk�� 5���%C"a� � 2 PI�.�� � PI��C�� �±�1�/ �1���>*�� �	��O�
 Q Tmk�� 
HI��C�� . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Repel the surges of calamity with supplication. The 
person who is continuously facing calamities is not more in need of supplication 
than that person who is free and secure from calamity.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 
301, no. 37] 
  

18 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �' ?�
 L�� PI�.�� � ���> ��0��&�%�> ���C�R�
 ·I��� ��01���6 	��  <����/ HI��C�� �q�s �$]N7��  . 

18– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who fears the onset of a calamity and 
precedes it with supplication, Allah will never afflict him with that 
calamity.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 10, no. 1992] 
  

j���-P�� F�* ��-P
A5'�� 

Priority with Supplication 

19Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5�8�N/  N ���EC�6  *NN�* �\ ���6)�������� ������� :(�qh�0?�g 9 �q�� �v i�%j/ �qh�0?�j 9 °�?"[s"� . 
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19– It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar that Allah revealed to Prophet David (AS), 
‘Remember me in the good days so that I may answer [and assist] you in the bad 
[and difficult] days.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 303, no. 39] 
  

20 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5��\ ��0?���6  �D0�3f�� u�> �q�> ?��
 PI40?�� u�>  . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Acquaint yourself with Allah in times of ease and 
Allah will acknowledge you in times of difficulty.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 87, no. 
3] 
  

21 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D0�3f�� u�> ��h��* 	�� <�1�_�̂ PI40?�� u�> �'Ä��* �X1=�
 X/  	��,�-�� uw�C(�
 . 

21– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘A believer must supplicate Allah in times of ease 
the same way that he supplicates Allah in times of difficulty.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 488, 
no. 1] 
  

�+�̀ �B t)�\ o j���-P�� 	
��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Supplication for Every Need 

22����� 5�8N/ -�> �   5j1� �\ )���������������  :(�q (�i�� �����N 2 �q�6J �U���� 57%8 2 �����\ �±%_�6 � k$[ ����j 2 5j1� 
 . 

22– It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar that Allah revealed to Prophet Moses (AS), ‘O 
Moses, ask Me for every single thing that you need, even the grass for your 
sheep to graze and the salt for your food.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 303, no. 39] 
  

23Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �1"��j   �?0���%�
 L�� �'�?3����
 L�� �X\ ��7̂o> p $�0(�� �b��J 57%8 L"= ih�18 	�� L"=�� ��� � �$]N7��  . 

23– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Ask Allah for whatever occurs to you from your 
needs even for the laces of your shoes, for verily if He does not facilitate for it, it 
will not be facilitated.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 295, no. 23] 
  

24 �?BC�� ����� �)� �������������� :(����� 5��\ �!(�,a� 0v�8/ �Xo> p L"= ih�1�8 	�� <�}w�| �N�?�&�_�6 Q  L�:"�Oj/ ���6  . 

24– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Do not deem the smallest of your needs as 
insignificant, for verily the most beloved of the believers with Allah is the one who 
asks [Him] the most.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 97, no. 2275] 
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�+� �`�� �z�'$�6 ���-P�� 

Supplication is the Key to Granting [of a Request] 

25Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �*�E/ �s\  � 9 ���� �X�s/ G�C�� �v� i�%��
 X/ PI�.�� . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When Allah wants to answer or respond to His 
servant, He allows him [through divine succour] to supplicate.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 3156] 
  

26 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �K� ���?�B 	��  ���%"> ���̂_Cj ����  . 

26– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who knocks on Allah’s door, it is opened for 
him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8292] 
  

27 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���%�> �  �;�]�� �K� ��(�� �X����> G;�O�� �K� G�8/ 5�� �$]N7��  . 

27– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘Allah has never opened the door of request for 
anyone only to hold back the door of response.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 113, no. 
7] 
  

j���-P�� �+� �^�'1� ���:�� 

The Conditions for the Answering of Supplication 

1�+*:%(� �  

28 �e*7R�� ����� �)���������� ����� (��1B ����O�j ��B N � :W (�� �Ki�%��
 �> 1���̂ !� :���̂1> ?��6 Q 	�� �X1���6 L"=0̂ � . 

1. Inner Knowledge  
28– A group of people asked Imam al-Sadiq (AS), ‘We supplicate but are not 
answered?’ the Im?m said, ‘Because you call upon One whom you do not 
know.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 368, no. 4] 
  

28 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (����1�B 9 � :»u � �1�(���,�����N u�� �1�C� i�%������>«208�  : u3̂1"�O��
 � L�:���Z�"� �X/ 5���� �E��B/ u3̂ / �X1�-����
 . 
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29– Regarding the saying of Allah, “so let them respond to Me, and let them have 
faith in Me” Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘It means that: “they should know that I 
[Allah] am capable of giving them what they ask Me for”.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, 
p. 323, no. 37] 
  

2�� ���&'AV �¾ �);%�� �+*:%( 

30 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�$��j 7-�� �  V1B 	� �����  ���6  :»L"=�� �v i�%�j/ u ̂1���*"/ «� W�Ki�̂ �> 1���̂ ("�� -> : �)�̂4 L"=��1�"B kX�
+VR4 °-�c � :����� �L�%>�?�� L"=0̂ / :"�7N/  ��� �v�]N/ -[ ��k&�8 �N.*�,�6 L��>  ���J L"=�%�> ?��� L"=(� �)�(@/ -> 2L"=� ... b�� L"=�� �Ki�%��
 �I��* .TO>

W���B�?"�N �����1�/ L�6�*���j �BN �my ! 

2. Acting According to What Inner Knowledge Necessitates  
30– Imam Ali (AS) when he was asked regarding Allah’s verse: “Call Me and I 
will hear you[r supplications]” – ‘So why does it happen that we supplicate and 
are not answered?’ - replied, ‘Because your hearts have been treacherous in 
eight areas, the first of them being that you know Allah but you do not fulfil your 
right towards Him as is obligatory upon you, so your inner knowledge of Him has 
not benefited you at all… so then which supplication will be answered for you 
with this [state of affairs] after you have blocked its doors and paths?!’[A`alam al-
Din, no. 269] 
  

3���
(� �@��� � �@ 

31Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �\ �'���
 �b�>?���� ��C��� kX\  W ��"�8 �myN ���� �Ki�%��
 �U�=> 2���?�8 ���-��Z��N  ! 

3. Lawful Earning  
31– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily a servant raises his hands to Allah [in 
supplication] while his food is unlawful! So how can his supplications be 
answered while he is in this state?!’[Irshad al-Qulub, no. 149] 
  

32 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�> �\ �;�-�&l��� �b�>?�
 �$]7?�� kXo> 2 �q�6�1��* �v�i�%��6 �q�C��[ �v��/ ���)<��?�8 ( �D�1��* �� �Ki�%��6 ->
<�1
 �!���E/ . 

32– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Make your earnings lawful and your supplication 
will be answered, for verily when a man raises an unlawful morsel of food to his 
mouth, his supplication is not answered for forty days.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, 
p. 20, no. 2045] 
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33 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\ N 2  �(��  L��Y�� 	�� �±�?�����N ���C��[ �v3��Z����> ���� �Ki�%��
 X/ L"[��8/ �*��E/ �s\   {I��* �����\ �b�>?�
 Q 
���?8 �� (Z�� 9N G�C����&��4 	�� G��8O�� �;�-��Y�� �'��(� N/  . 

33– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If any of you wants his supplication to be 
answered then he should make a lawful earning and stop wronging people, for 
verily the supplication of a servant who has unlawful food in his stomach or has 
wronged anyone from Allah’s creation will not be raised to Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 93, p. 321, no. 31] 
  

4j���-P�� �P/�� ���'�e�� �@�A�� ���&B �  

34Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X/ �1-�����  ��* �v�i%��
 Q G'Q +$�>@ +v�B 	�� ·I . 

4. Presence of the Heart and its Tenderness During Supplication  
34– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Know that Allah does not answer supplication 
from a heedless and distracted heart.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 321, no. 31] 
  

35� "V1jE � Pz)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;®E :0̂o> �;kB3?�� �(� HI�.��� �1- (�%@� . 

35– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Seize the opportunity to supplicate during 
tenderness [of your heart] for verily it is a mercy.’[al-Da`awat, p. 30, no. 60] 
  

36����� � �e*7R�� )�������� ������� :(����� kX\   +�B +v�B  ?:�Y� ·I��* �v� i�%��
 Q  . 

36– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah does not answer the supplication that 
comes from a hard heart.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 473, no. 1] 
  

37 �(� �)�������� ������� :(s\ �¿"���
 57%�8 .e ?�
 Q �v�&�� kXo> 2 �������> L"[��8/ 0e�E �. 

37– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When any of you feels softness and compassion, 
then he should supplicate, for no sooner does the heart soften than it becomes 
pure and sincere.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 477, no. 5] 
  

�+� �`�� �p�n���6 
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Factors that Prevent the Answering of Supplication 

1@nS�� �  

38 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "VO�
 ��C��� kX\   <C^s ��C��� �v ̂m��> 2 �IuZ�� G)BN �\ N/ +v
?B +$]/ �\ yÄSB �� ̂O�J 	� "X1=�> �;]#� 
����� "V1&�>  �q���-�� ���6�N ���EC�6  :u7(�� �X�?�#� �v�]1�%j�N uZ������ ��0?���6 ��0̂o> 2 y0
\ ���� ?8�N ���%�]8  ¦&�6 Q . 

1. Sins  
38– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Verily a servant asks Allah his need and it is 
Allah’s way that He either grants it very soon or after some time. The servant sins 
and Allah – Blessed and most High – says to the angels, ‘Do not grant him, and 
deprive him of it for verily he has exposed himself to My displeasure and has 
made himself deserving of My deprivation.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 329, no. 11] 
  

2�]�7}�� �  

39 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\   �L�
?��  	� 5���� �\ 58N/ �$]N7�� )�������� ������� :( �$�h�?j\ ��� 	�� I���-��� �$"B ... �}�@ u7̂\
u&���4 	� G��8O��N <D�1��* L"=(�� G��8O�� +v� i�%����;�-��Y�� �����C�B  . 

2. Oppression  
39- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah revealed to Prophet Jesus (AS) saying, ‘Tell the 
community of Israelites that… verily I do not answer the supplication of anyone 
from among you against whom one of My creation holds a claim of wrong or 
oppression.’[al-Khisal, p. 337, no. 40] 
  

40 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� kX\  "V1&�
 �$]N7��  : �'��(� G�8�N :�-��"� G;�-��Y�� 9 °��* +�1�Y�� �D�1��* �v� ]"� Q 2 Ç��]�N É0����N
�;�-��Y�a� q��6 "$c� . 

40– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah says, ‘By My Might and Exaltedness, I 
do not answer the supplication of one who has been wronged when he calls Me 
regarding the wrong that has been done unto him, while someone else holds a 
similar claim of wrong against him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 75, p. 312, no. 20] 
  

3+�;��!��� ���'�&
e�/�6 �  

41 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���?�[ kX\   GD�1��* �$"[ 9 ";��]�� �b�&�
 Q �q��m���> 2 ���%�-=�8 �¦"&(�
 Q ���̂_C�j . 
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3. Opposing Wisdom  
41– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the Kindness of Allah, glory be to Him, does not 
contradict His Wisdom, therefore not all supplications are answered.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 3478] 
  

j���-P�� �3�,Y 

The Etiquette of Supplication 

1�+
��;x����� �  

42Pz� "V1jE �  ) ` �N ������� {z� �uk��|���� :(�����  L� � ��"�0N/ »I��* .*�?�
 Q    L�80?��  	®7?��  . 

1. The Basmala  
42– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The supplication that is preceded by “In the 
Name of Allah, the all-Beneficent, the all-Merciful” will not be rejected.’[al-
Da`awat, p. 52, no. 131] 
  

2P�^;5'�� �  

43Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �?�%�/ �1�:�> ���i-�6 ����C�B "X1=�
 Q �I��* k$"[ kX\ . 

2. Praise  
43– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily every supplication that is not preceded by 
praise [of Allah] is incomplete.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 317, no. 21] 
  

3���Y� �P5;�!�6 	��� �9�5_�� �  

44 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(G�0-�_��  V` 5���N G�0-�_�� 5��� 5���R�
 57%�8 <�1i_�� {I�.��� "V���
 Q . 

3. Blessings upon Prophet Muhammad (SAWA) and his Family  
44– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A supplication remains veiled until the supplicant 
sends blessings on Muhammad and the family of Muhammad.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
491, no. 1] 
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45 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �\ �;�]8 ���� )�̂[ 	��  �$]N7��  �L�%��
 0L"M 2���%�]8 �VO��
 0L"M 2 ����`N G�0-�_�� 5��� �D�0R� � /��C�����> 
����� kXo> 2 G�0-�_��  V`N G�0-�_�� 5��� �D�0R� �  Q G�0-�_��  V`N G�0-�_�� 5��� "D�0R�� �)�̂[ s\ �n�j�1�� �����
N  !�>�?kZ�� �$�C&�
 X/ 	�� ���?[/ �$]N7��  

��(�� �v�i_�6 . 

45– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If anyone has a need from Allah, then he should 
begin by sending blessings upon Muhammad and his family, then ask his need. 
Thereafter he should seal it by sending blessings upon Muhammad and the 
family of Muhammad, for verily Allah is too kind than to just accept the two 
blessings [at the beginning and at the end] and leave the middle, because the 
request for blessings on Muhammad and his family is never veiled from 
Him.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 19, no. 2040] 
  

4��!���5_���  �a�$b�'1�2� �  

46 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �\ �;�]8 �q�� )�̂[ �s\  $"&�>  : �	�� <^O�J ����(�� -�:�� �Xo�> 2 Àu����N G�0-�_�� 3��_ � �q"�Oj/ u7̂\ 0L�:����
�XO0f�� . 

4. Seeking Intercession of the Righteous  
46– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘If you have a need from Allah, then say, “O Allah, 
verily I ask you for the sake of Muhammad and Ali, for verily they have a special 
station with You.’[al-Da`awat, p. 51, no. 127] 
  

5@nUS���  ���:ej�� �  

47�e*7R�� ����� �) �������� ������� :(";��O��a� 0L"M 2  v^km� � �E�?B�� 0L"M 2 ";�8��a� �u�y -7̂\ . 

5. Acknowledgement of Sins  
47– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘[In supplication] praise Allah, then acknowledge 
your sins, then ask your request.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 318, no. 23] 
  

6�=�E�' �2�� �a-:&5'�� �  

48����� �����N -�> �   5��� �� � )�������� ������� :( �F��w�� ���� ����� Tm���  �
?�w��  	
��#� HI��* ���*"� 25��� 
 ... 0u��\ <�3?�S�%�� ��\ ������6 QN
�����6 Ì�� �q0̂o�> 2<���8�N <7-�y �q.-�yN�q�%C�]/ �q��m�[ � . 

6. Imploring and Begging  
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48– It is narrated in Bihar al-Anwar that among Allah’s exhortations to Prophet 
Jesus (AS) was, ‘O Jesus, call upon Me with a supplication of a sorrowful one, as 
if he is drowning and has no saviour…and only supplicate Me by imploring Me, 
with the supplication being your prime concern, for verily if you call Me like that, I 
will answer you.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 314, no. 19] 
  

49 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1j�E �X[  ) ���� {z� �uk��|����` �N ��� (�!=��a� �L��Z�%��
 -�[ ��*N �$�:�%�� �s\ ��
���
 �b�>?�
 . 

49– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) used to raise his hands 
and implore and beg [to Allah] just like the poor man begs for food.’[Makarim al-
Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 8, no. 1981] 
  

7���'�%\�� �Ft��_�? C# �  

50 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5���� M/N 2 �Lk��j 0L"M 2 -�y�*1i�j�N -�:��1[�E 0L�6O�> 2 !�%��[�E 5���| 0L"M 2 HI1g�1�� �	��8O�> O0g�1�6 	��   
�����  V1j�E 5���N �$]N7��  ) ����� {z� �uk��|����` �N �� ( �v���
 L�� ��3̂Y�� 9 �}�£� �v���� 	���N 2 ��3̂Y�� 9 �v���� ��&�> 2 ���%�]8 �VO�j 0L"M 2 . 

7. Performing Two Units of Prayer  
50– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever performs the ablution correctly and 
thereafter prays two units of prayer, completes its genuflexions and prostrations, 
sends the salutations [at the end of the prayer], praises Allah and the Prophet 
(SAWA), then asks his need in the right place will not be disappointed, because 
whoever seeks good from the right place is never disappointed.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 93, p. 314, no. 20] 
  

8��� ��u�6 �:����'��? 2 �C# �  

51Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 58N/  ���h� C^/  ¦��� �\  ... : k$"[ �)��Z��O�> <��-�] °1��O�j �!g�E/N G��N-�j  b�C�j �$y/ kX/ 1��
�NW���-3��B �̂/ �q��� �¿"&(�
 �U��[N 2 G;�g1���  ̄ (�] �$c�� u=��� 	�� �q��s �¿�&�̂ � 2���%���O��� L�:(�� G��8 ! 

8. Not to Regard One’s Own Request as Too Much  
51– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Ask Allah and ask Him in abundance, for verily 
there is nothing too great for Him.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 302, no. 39] 
  

52 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��(�� -> 2�X1�C"�Z�6 7Í <���J �N�?�c=�%��6 Q  �XNE3�&�6 7-�� �?�c[/  . 
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52– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Do not regard anything that you seek from Allah as 
too much, for verily what is with Allah is much greater than you could 
comprehend.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 97, no. 2275] 
  

9�@��u�? �;�* �+5;��� ��� 
C��? �C# �  

53 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  	�#� �� (�� �\ ���%0�|N 9 �)������������ ��� (� : 5�(�
N ��"�-�] �q�� 5&C�
 7-�� �q� (��
 -�> �q�%��O��� 	"=�%�N
���� 5&C�6 QN q� 5&C�
 Q "Va�N 2 ��"��N �q(� . 

9. To Have a High Ambition for What You Seek  
53– Imam Ali (AS) in his counsel to his son al-?asan (AS) said, ‘Your request 
[from Allah] must be for such as will aid you of the things whose beauty and 
goodness will remain for you and whose evil consequences will not touch you, 
and wealth will neither remain for you, and nor will you remain for it.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 77, p. 205, no. 1] 
  

54º���� �e*7R�� �����  ���� 5j1a �$�h�?j\ ��  �1i�  V�,�j 9 ����� ����� :)�B :<QR�4 ����Z���6 57%8 "$��>/ Q : ������6N 2 u��] E ����Z�6
�;7(��� 9 �q�� �����i�6N 2 u �C�J 0u��\ 0*�?�6N 2 T?�R�� 0u��\ 

54– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘An old woman from among the Israelites 
asked Moses (AS) a question; she said, ‘I will not do what you wish until you give 
me a few things: you cause my leg to work, give me back my sight, return to me 
my youth and make me be with you in Paradise.’[al-Faqih, v. 1, p. 193, no. 594] 
  

10j���-P�� �]�;%V �  

55Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��P��(�� �1����
 X/ �$C�B �� ̂�14\ 	�� <��]�E �!��E/ ��0��B 	��N 2 PI�.��� �v�]N/ �7̂o> 0L�������> ���8/ ��* �s\
 9N L :�> ���� �v� i�%j� ��P��^ . 

10. To Supplicate for Everyone  
55– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘When someone supplicates, he should pray for 
everyone, for it renders his supplication more conducive to being answered, and 
whoever precedes forty from among his brothers in supplication before 
supplicating for himself, his supplication for them as well as himself will duly be 
answered.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 313, no. 17] 
  

11j���-P��  ���:1�� �  
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56Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�!�Cj "V����6 3?3��� 9 �D1��* �;�� ̂������ 9 <D1��*  . 

11. Supplicating in Secrecy  
56– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A supplication asked in secret equals seventy 
supplications asked openly.’[al-Da`awat, p. 18, no. 7] 
  

12j���-P�� o �a�;'`2� �  

57 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �1�����> G�8�N +?�/ 5�� ln�B Gny�E ";��E/ �b�-�%]� �   G;��]\ 	� �1"B0?���6 ��\  . 

12. Supplication in Congregation  
57– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘No sooner do four people congregate to 
supplicate together for one matter than they depart with an answer.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, 
p. 487, no. 2] 
  

13+� �`j���  DIU}�� �I��B �  

58Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �1���*"�  �;��]�� �X1(�B1�� L�%^/N  . 

13. Being Optimistic about the Answer  
58– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Supplicate to Allah being convinced that he will 
answer you.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 305, no. 1] 
  

59 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( KC�� �q�%�]8 �X/ 0	"Y�> ���1���* �s\ . 

59– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When you supplicate, be optimistic that your 
request has reached the door [of Allah].’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 473, no. 1]  
  

14�+���1�/(� �i�e�R� ����'O� �  

60����� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� L�61���* G)BN �}4   �K1&�
  V1B 9 �;
�� �'my �6N 2 �E_j�� ���> �$]N7�� )�������� ������� :(
»u3��E �L"=�� �?���w�%�j/ ���1�j «VB N : ?�_0��� �\ L�y�?04/ . 

14. Selecting a Suitable Time  
60– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best time to supplicate to Allah, Mighty and 
Exalted, is the time before dawn’, then he recited the verse which is the saying of 
Prophet Jacob241 (AS), “I shall plead with my Lord to forgive you”, then he said, 
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‘He postponed [supplicating for them] till the time before dawn.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
477, no. 6] 
  

61 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(> �v�i_�
 Q G�BN/ ";M�M����� 	� {I�.��� :�   : GD�i�� G;
`  E1:"�N 2  ?�Z�&��  VN���̂ �(�N 2 �;�1%=a�  ?�M/ 9
����   ���gE/ 9  . 

61– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There are three times when supplication is not 
veiled from Allah at all: after completion of an obligatory act, during rainfall, and 
during the manifestation of a miraculous sign from Allah on the earth.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 85, p. 321, no. 8] 
  

15z���� �  

52Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �L�8�E  ����� 	�� �v���� ��C�   0���O�> <;]8 �$]N7��  ���� �v�i�%��
 ¢ N/ ���� �v� i�%j"� 2 PI�.��� 9  . 

15. Insistence  
62– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah has mercy on a servant who seeks a need 
from Him and insists in supplication, whether it is answered or unanswered for 
him.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 475, no. 6] 
  

63 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����N  ����� 5��� �	��,�� ��C� .����
 Q    ���� ySB ��\ ���%]8 9 �$]N7��  . 

63– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘By Allah, no sooner does a believing servant insist 
to Allah, Mighty and Exalted, regarding a need than He fulfils it for him.’[al-Kafi, v. 
2, p. 475, no. 7] 
  

���\:�V F��5P�� 	
��� FM��/�? �6 

What the Supplicant Must Not Do 

17)�!�? 2� �C���? 2 �;�� ���-P�� �  

64 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(=�
 Q 7-�� VO��6 Q 2 PI�.��� �v�8| 
 l$�_�
 QN "X1 . 

1. Supplication for the Impossible and the Impermissible  
64– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O supplicant, do not ask for the impossible and the 
impermissible.’[al-Khisal, p. 635, no. 10] 
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 :�;��]�� t�E/ �N �m�[N �m�[ "m(�� ��1���* ��B ! 

2. To Seek a Hasty Response  
65– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believer continues to remain in goodness, 
comfort, and mercy from Allah as long as he does not seek a hasty response, 
then despair and abandon supplication as a consequence’. The Im?m was 
asked, ‘How does he hasten?’, to which he (AS) replied, ‘He says, ‘I have 
supplicated since such and such a time and I do not yet see an answer.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 93, p. 374, no. 16] 
  

3����� �]t��%�? 2 �C# �   ���!��_�? �6  

66Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �VB  �6 ���6N ���EC :�q�_��R�
 � ��-�����6 QN 2 �q�6?��/ -�> �����/ 2 ���*` �	�
 . 

3. Do Not Instruct Allah about What is Good for You  
66– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, Blessed and most High, has said, ‘O son 
of Adam, obey Me in what I have commanded, and do not instruct Me about what 
is good for you.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 178, no. 24] 
  

L=�w�1 ��  ���'�̀ �B 	&A�V I�6 

The One Whose Request is Granted without Asking 

67D�® r/ 	� � :����� kX\   *NN�* �\ 5�8N/ )�������� ������� :( �7̂\ 2 *NN�* 
 ���O��
 X/ �$C�B ���%��Z�/ ��\ �'�?��` -�> �����Z�
 T�*C� 	�� ��C� �����
°�1����
 X/ �$C�B �� �v� i�%j/N 2 . 

67– AbU Hamza narrated, ‘Verily Allah revealed to Prophet David (AS), ‘O David, 
verily no sooner does a servant from among My servants obey Me in what I have 
commanded him than I give him before he asks Me, and I answer him before he 
supplicates Me.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 376, no. 16] 
  

68Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� "V1&
   :�%��Z�/ ¸��O��� 	� T?[�s �����w�J 	���!�h��� u�Z��"� � �e1> �� . 
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68– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah, Mighty and Exalted, says, ‘The one who is 
too preoccupied with My remembrance to ask Me, I give him more than what the 
ones who ask have been given.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 1874] 
  

69";-�> � {I�?y0��� )�������� �:����� :(����� �\ ����|/ 	��  ����� �n�Cy/ ���6�*C� �¿�4    ���%�_��R�� �$�S>/ �� �$]N7��  . 

69– Fatima al-Zahra’ (AS) said, ‘The one who sends up to Allah his pure and 
sincere worship, Allah, Mighty and Exalted, sends down for him that which will be 
of most benefit to him.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 108] 
  

���V����, �3�^�'��V I�6 

The One Whose Supplication is Answered 

70 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �1����
 X/ g7?�� ��\ �� C�B 9 ���i:�
 L�� 	�-�� �	��0S�� ^/�   ���� �Ki�%����>  . 

70– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘I guarantee that the one who does not harbour 
anything but contentment in his heart will be answered when he supplicates to 
Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 43, p. 351, no. 25] 
  

71 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �\ �'�?�/ 0*�EN �IuJ 9 ��7(�� �±?�
 ¢ 	��  ����� �Ki�%j� �' E1�"�  b�´ 9 �$]N7��    9 ���� �$]N7�� 
 �IuJ �$[ . 

71– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘He who does not place his hope in people 
for anything and refers all his matters instead to Allah, Allah - Mighty and Exalted 
- will grant his every need.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 110. no. 16] 
  

+� �^�'��(� �i
�����P�� 

The Supplications that are Answered 

72Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(� �D�1��*N L"[0
\�U�0��� 	�� .��8/ :0̂o> 2 �����1� . 

72– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Beware of the supplication of the parent, for 
verily it is sharper than a sword.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 84, no. 94] 
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73 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :("�  V��/ {I�*�K1^lm�� �1> E&�
 L�� � �Ki�%��� ¸0� . 

73– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The supplications of the children of my 
community are answered as long as they have not fallen into sins.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 93, p. 357, no. 14] 
  

74 �	�#� ����� �)����� ���������� :(<;�0]�,�� 7�\ N <;��0i���� 7�\ �;�i�� �D1�* ���� )�̂[ �X`?&�� /�?�B 	�� . 

74– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘The one who recites the Qur’an has a 
supplication of his answered, be it immediately or later.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 
313, no. 17] 
  

��+� �^�'��(� �K
� �i����5P� 

Supplications that are Not Answered 

75Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �)�Oj  �� C�C8 5�� +v�C8 HI�* �v�i�%��
 Q X/  . 

75– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘I asked Allah not to answer the supplication of an 
enamoured one against his beloved.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 378, no. 21] 
  

76 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(»I�* L�:�� �Ki�%��
 Q �b�E/ :"V1&
 ���%��� 9 ���] "$]?�� :���� "V1&�> 2 ��B��E� 3KE 
 :  v��kZ�� ���?��` L��/
 W !�� )�̂[ �$]EN"V1&�> 2 :���� ����> �D/?�� �� :W ������ y�?�/ �$��]/ L��/ !"V1&�> �'����>O> �V� ���� �X[ �$]EN :���� "V1&�> 2 ��B��E� 3KE 
 : L��/

W�*R�%BQ� ���?��` ... !"V1&���> G;�(3���  }w� ���̂�*O> �V� ���� �X[ �$]EN :W�D�*:0f� � ���?��` L��/ ! 

76– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘There are four kinds of people whose 
supplications do not get answered: the man who sits in his house saying, ‘O my 
Lord, grant me sustenance’, to whom He says, ‘Did I not command you to seek 
[for your sustenance]?’, then there is the man who has a wife and supplicates 
against her, to whom He replies, ‘Did I not make you responsible for her?’, and a 
man who has wealth and wastes it, who says, ‘O my Lord, grant me sustenance’, 
to whom He replies, ‘Did I not command you to be economical?’…and a man 
who has wealth and loans it to someone without keeping any proof [of loan], to 
whom He replies, ‘Did I not command you to take a witness?!’[al-Da`awat, p. 33. 
no. 75] 
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l�  �3��1# �+� �^�'12� j� 

The Reason for a Delayed Response 

77����� � �u�� )�������� ������� :(  ?]O�� �L�Y�/ �q�s �X1=���� ";�]�� �q(� ���?34"� -7�EN 2 �;0�3(��  E���B 5�� �;0�Z��� kXo> 2 ���%�]\ {IZ�\ �q0(�Z3(�&�
 Q
 ]� ��(�� <�}4 �)�6N"�N �'6�,�6 L�> HIuf�� �)�Oj -7�EN 2  $���� PIZ���� �V��]/N  $h��� +?�/ 0K�?���> 2 �q� �}4 �1�y -�� �q(� �� ?�| N/ 2 <� ]` N/ <�

���%�6N"� 1� �q (
* ���y ���>N ���%�C���� �B . 

77– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A delay in response should not dishearten you, for verily 
the grant [from Allah] is proportional to [the sincerity of] your intention, and 
maybe the response has been delayed in order for it to be a greater reward for 
the one who asked and a greater bestowal for the hopeful one, or maybe you 
asked for something and it was not given to you and instead you are to be 
granted something better sooner or later, or it may have been kept away from 
you for your own good, for many a matter that you ask for would be detrimental 
to your religion [and faith] if it were to be given to you.’[Kashf al-MaIajja, no. 228] 
  

787R�� ����� � �e*)�������� ������� :(����� �VB  ��6  : ��"��wf
 <��J �^���  E�* 9 �����Z�"� X/ u7���N u�®O�� u7̂\ 2 uh:��N ¸�-�Y��N Ç�]N É0���N
�� ���61| �b�ÓO�> °�1����
 Q 57%8 ���%��(�� �?>=�� uZ�"�� u7̂\ N 2 ���61| �b�ÓO> °�1����
 57%8 T?[�s 	� ���� <Sw . 

78– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah said, ‘By My Might, Exaltedness, Greatness 
and Splendour, verily I protect My friend by not giving him something in this world 
that will preoccupy him from My remembrance, and so [that he may continue to 
call Me] so that I can hear his voice, and verily I grant the disbeliever his wish for 
him so that he stops calling Me lest I hear his voice.’[al-Tamhis, p. 33, no. 17] 
  

�+ �^�'12� �P� �3��1# 

The Reasons for a Lack of Response 

79º���� �e*7R�� �����  ����� :���� �!(�,a�  }�/ �\ �$]E HI] V&> ����� :����� ��1���* u7̂\   �;�]�� �E/ L��>  !�V&> :����� �)��|�N �&�    }w� 
+VR4 �b�E/ PI�.��� kX\ N 2 ���6��| : $:> 2 �;�O�a� 9 ��R^��N 2 �;��j1�� ";>?���N 2 �;7�3(�� �ES8\ N 2 �D?
?0��� �d�4\ ��E� �)^/N ��1���*

�VB W �;��E�� �'m� :�VB 2 Q : 0	�:�> ?�>. 

79– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A man came to the Commander of the Faithful 
and said, ‘Verily I have supplicated to Allah, but I have not received an answer!’, 
the Im?m (AS) said, ‘You have described Allah in a manner that He is not worthy 
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of being described, for verily supplication has four stages: sincerity of the heart, 
making the intention, having true knowledge of the means, and being fair 
regarding the request. So did you supplicate knowing these four conditions?’ He 
said, ‘No’, then the Imam (AS) said, ‘Then know them now’.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, 
v. 1, p. 302] 
  

�K<>5'�� �I�6 j���-P�� D����O ���P�� 

Supplication is not Without Effect 

80Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��|:(<�?��| -�y0*�?���> �����\ ��
���
 ��C��� �n��C�
 X/ u �_�%��
 2 �È?[ �u ��8 L=0��E kX\  . 

80– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily your Lord is bashful and kind. He would be 
too ashamed for His servant to open his hands to Him [in supplication] and for 
Him to return them empty.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 3128] 
  

81 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(G��M 5�� ��h��* 	�� �	�,a� : ��
?�
 »I��� ��(�� �b�>���
 X/ 7�\ N 2 ���� �$0i���
 X/ 7�\ N 2 ���� �?�40��
 X/ 7�\
���C��R�
 X/ . 

81– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘There are three types of outcome from a 
believer’s supplication: either it is stored away for him for later, or it is hastened 
for him, or it repels a calamity waiting to afflict him.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 280] 
  

82 �e*7R�� ����� �)���������� ����� :( K�1c��  	��8 	�� t?�
 7-�� �^��� 9 �D�1��* ���� �v�i�%��
 ¢ �7̂ / �	�,a� 57(�-�%�
 . 

82– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The believer would wish that none of his 
supplications were answered in this world when he sees his beautiful and great 
rewards [in the Hereafter].’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 491, no. 9] 
 
 

SUSPICION   �ُ�َI1  ا�
 

 ";-�:.%�� 
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Suspicion  

1º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :( PIa� 9 ����a� "�-�(�
 -[ �� C�B 	�� "X��� ��-�̂� �'4/ �	�,a� �L�:06� �s\. 

1- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘When a believer suspects his fellow brother, his 
faith disappears from his heart like salt disappears in water.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 361, 
no. 1]    

2º �e*7R�� ����� )�������� ������� :( -�:�(��� �;��?�8 �> �� (
�* 9 �'4/ �L:06�  	��. 

2- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who suspects the religion of his brother removes 
the covenant between them.’[Ibid. no. 2]    

 �;-:.%�� �UB�1� 	� �u:7(�� 

Prohibition of Placing Oneself In Suspect Circumstances  
   

3º ����� "V1jE )��` �N ������� {z� �uk��|�� :( �;-�:.%�� �$y/ ����] 	�� �;-�:.%��  �7(�� �N/. 

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The person most deserving of suspicion is he who 
sits with suspect people.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 28, no. 4]    

4º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� :(.%�� �	���1��N ��7
\ ��������] .?�w�
 PI1.��� �	
?�B kXo> 2 {I17��� ��� �X1(�Y�a� ���Ï�N �;-�:. 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Stay away from places of suspicion and suspect 
gatherings, for an evil friend seduces his companion.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 
90, no. 2]    

5º��  �u�� ���)�������� ������� :( 0	�Y�� ��� HIj/ 	�� 0	��1"�
 �> �;-�:.%�� �U�B1�� ������̂ �U�B�N 	��. 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who places himself in a suspect situation must not 
blame those who suspect him.’[Ibid. no. 4]    

6º �u�� ����� )������������ ��� :( L :.6� PI1.��� �$�4���� �$4�* 	�. 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A man who enters suspect places will be suspected.’[Ibid. 
p. 91, no. 8] 
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SUSTENANCE   زق��ا� 
 

   

�~�Hr5:�� 

The All-Sustainer  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�\ �q��-�
 Q�e�0�0?�� ��\ y�E�E*\N  e��E�� ��� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'No one has the power to withhold or bestow sustenance 
except the All-Sustainer.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10838]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(:��k��BN y�?kc�=�> �e��E�� �E0��BN y E1���- � 2 �*�E/ 	�� �u���%C���� :�> �V������> 2 �;��0���N  ��3S�� 5�� :�-0��BN 2 
y }&�>N :3� (�@ 	�� �¥0R��N �?=.f�� �q�m� �? C�%�����N 2 y E1����N . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He apportions sustenance, abundantly and sparingly, and 
He distributes them to those in need as well as to those who prosper, and He is 
Just in His allotment in order that he may test whomever He wishes with 
prosperity or with hardship, and that He may test therewith the gratefulness and 
perseverance expressed by both rich and poor.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 91]    

�~rD:�� �C�;�h 

Sustenance is Guaranteed  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( � +��8� � �)���N 2 �q�� �L3�"B �B � �q�%h�� ����� ��7̂o> �q�� �	�-�g �B - � �q���� �� ?"> 7-� �$�@f�%�6 Q
B�q(� �T N�� � . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Do not preoccupy yourself away from the duties 
incumbent upon you in your bid to secure that which is guaranteed to you, for 
indeed neither will you miss out on that which has been apportioned for you, nor 
will you attain that which has been placed beyond your reach.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
77, p. 187, no. 10]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��1"B +����E T�s �$"=�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Every living thing has been given its own provision.’[Amali 
al-Saduq, p. 264, no. 9]    
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5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���B�?� ���� �$���[N 2 ���Ó� +?h� k$"[ ��* 2 ����̂ �myN ��-�8 �myN 2 �K&�� �myN �K�?"@ �m:> . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'This is a crow and this is an eagle, this one a dove and 
this one an ostrich – He has given each bird an individual name and has 
guaranteed each one its sustenance.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 185]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(L�:�6�1�B�/ �E0��BN 2L�:�B��E�/ �	�-�g 2 ��h��£� ��"���� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'His creatures are His dependants, for whom He has 
guaranteed the means of subsistence, and apportioned provisions.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 91]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �� C���Z�� �X1-S�� ��7̂o> �e�3?�� �1�C"��"� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Go out and seek your livelihood for it is guaranteed to the 
one who goes in search of it.’[al-Irshad, v. 1, p. 303]    

8 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+�N?��� +$�-�� 	� �X1-S�� �e� E �q���wf�
 Q . 

8– Imam al-`Aaskari (AS) said, 'Do not let [preoccupation with] a sustenance that 
is guaranteed avert you from an act that is incumbent.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 
374, no. 22]    

�~rD:�� �9,�?�r� ��:��� 

Greed and Increase in Sustenance  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( Q �e�3?�� �X\G' E[ ";���y�?�[ ��"> ?R�
 QN +¿
?�8 �d?�8 �'.?�i�
 . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Sustenance cannot be pulled by the greed of an 
avaricious person nor repelled by the repugnance of a hostile person.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 77, p. 68, no. 7]    

10 ����� � �u��)�������� ������� :(����� �E0��B 7-�� �¿�&(�
 	�� ��0̂/ ���6����=�� �)�(�y�NN 2 ���%����8 �)�����g X\N ��C�� kX/ �1�-�����   9 ��C�� �T 1�B X\N 2 ���� 
����� �E0��B � 5��� �*���
 	� ��7̂ / D����=�a� �D01"BN �;����#� �D0��J  ����  . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Know that even if a servant was devoid of shrewdness 
and was feeble in his schemes, it would not reduce the amount of sustenance 
that Allah has apportioned for him, and even if a servant were to be skilfully 
shrewd and crafty, it would not do anything to increase the sustenance that Allah 
has apportioned for him.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 207, no. 39]    
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11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(W�s-�� �d?�#> <�1�&�� �e�3?�� �X[ X\ ! 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Since sustenance is duly allotted, what is the use 
of greed?!' [Amali al-Saduq, p. 16, no. 5]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  G;����8 QN +$�-�� � :�> � "V(�
 ���� �^��� �X/ �1�-����
N {I��&���� �? C�%����� 5&-�#� �e��E/ �b0j�N ��6  . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Verily Allah, most High, has abundantly distributed 
sustenance even to the idiots, so that intelligent men may take a lesson from this 
and know that the wealth of this world cannot be obtained by work or 
cunning.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 34, no. 63]    

�~rD:�� �@
�
� o �=�¿�� 	
��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Seeking One's Livelihood Through Decent Means  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(� E �$�-=�%��6 57%8 ���^ ��1�-�6 	�� ��7̂ / u��N�E 9 �F���̂ �!��� �̄ N.?�� �X\N Q/����� �1"&06> 2 :�B   
����� ��(�� � ���E��
 Q ��7̂o> 2 �����8  }�w� ���C"�Z�
 X/  e�3?�� �	�� �Iu�J {IZC�%j� L"[���8/ �$�-_�
 QN 2  v��kZ�� 9 �1"��́ /N  ���%��Z� ��\ . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily the archangel Gabriel blew into my mind 
that no soul shall pass away before the depletion of his sustenance in this world, 
so be wary of your duty to Allah and seek your livelihood through decent means, 
and let not a delay in your provision cause any of you to seek it through unlawful 
means, for verily what is with Allah is only acquired through His obedience.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 74, no. 2]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( v��kZ�� 9 �$�́ O�> �$����6 L�� �)^/ Xo> 2 q(� 5���1�6 7-� kV�1�6N ��6/ � �^��� 	�� �m�4 . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Take from [the wealth of] this world that which comes to 
you, and avoid that which evades you, and if you cannot do this, then at least 
seek your livelihood through decent means.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 393]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)����� ���������� :( �	=�N 2 :���\ 3	��-Z"a� �^��� u�g�?��  ¿
?�#�  v���� �XN�* 2  b3��S"a�  v��[ �e1�> �;�f���a� �q�C���� 	"=����
�-�� 0���Q � �vP��%=�6N �U��0S�� u�y�1�� �;�� ¬�� 	� �q���^ �b�>?�6 �U�����%"a� �U�R("a� �;�� ¬�µ �q�s 	�� �q���^ �V �^/��(��  	�, . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Your quest to secure your means of subsistence 
should be such that it is neither like the earning of a wasteful squanderer, nor like 
the greedy man who loves and depends on this world. Rather, you must raise 
yourself from the level of weakness and incapacity, and bring yourself down 
[from the level of greed] to the level of an equitable and virtuous man, and seek 
your earning the way a believer should.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 33, no. 63]    
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��������� �~rD:�� 

The Seeker of his Sustenance  

16Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��1�a� ��"[ E��
 -[ ���[�E*O�� ��1�a� �	�� .?���
 -[ ���B� E 	�� 0?�> ���*` �	�� kX/ 1�� . 

16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If man was to flee from his sustenance as he 
flees from death, it would find him just as death finds him.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 
2, no. 40377]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���C"�Z�
 Q 	�� �v"�Z�
 �e�3?�� . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Sustenance runs after the one who does not run after 
it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1408]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�XB� E �e�3?�� kX\ : ��6/ ���6O�6 L�� �)^/ Xo> 2 �q�C"�Z�
 �e� EN 2 ���C"�Z�6 �e� E . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'There are two types of sustenance: the sustenance that 
you seek out, and the sustenance that seeks you out, which even if you do not 
pursue it, it pursues you.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31]    

19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  �s\ ��C���� kX/ �q�sN 2 �X1�CP��%_�
 Q "F�8 	�� �!(�,a� �e��E/ �$���] �$]N7��  ���B� E ��]�N �� ?��
 L�� 
 �'Ä��* �?"c�[ . 

19– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, has placed the 
believers' livelihoods whence they do not anticipate it to come, and that is 
because when the servant does not know the location of his livelihood, his 
supplication for it increases.[ Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 5, p. 354, no. 34]    

�P�M�� �~r�:�  ���;�'�2� 

Worrying About the Morrow's Sustenance  

20Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(O�
 G��@ k$"[ �Xo> G��@  e� ?�� 0L�%:�6 Q���B� ? � u�6 . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Do not worry about tomorrow's sustenance for 
every morrow brings its own sustenance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 81, p. 195, no. 52]    

21 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�Z�4 ������ �v�%"[ ���B� ?�� 0L�%y�  	���;��� . 
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21– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'He who worries about his sustenance is recorded 
as having sinned.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 300, no. 593]    

�~rD:�� ��u��'1� 

Impatience With Regards to One's Sustenance  

22Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� "V1&
  ��6N ���̂_Cj  :�^��� 	�� <�� ������ ���%>O�> �v�S@/ X/ u�B�E "½�ZC�%��
 Tm�� T��C�� �E�m_���� ! 

22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Allah, Glorified and most High, says, "Let my 
servant be warned that if he is impatient with regard to My sustenance, then I will 
get angry and open to him a door of this world [and its temptations]”.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 81, p. 195, no. 52]    

23 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �L��^/ 	��  ����� ���-_����> <;�-� ̂ ������ ��6     	��N 2 ��6  O�ZC�%j�)������ (�����  ?��w�%�����> �e�3?��   . 

23– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever Allah bestows His bounties upon must 
praise Allah, and whoever is impatient with regards to his sustenance must seek 
Allah's forgiveness.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 46, no. 171]    

24 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  E�w�%jQ� 	�� �?�c=����> ��.-�@N ��.-�y�?"c�[ 	��N 2  }C=0%�� 	�� �?�c=����> �e�3?�� O�ZC�%j� 	�� . 

24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'He who is impatient with regards to his 
sustenance must increase his proclamation of Allah's greatness [takbir or 
proclaiming allahu akbar: Allah is the greatest (ed.)], and he who worries and 
frets much [about his livelihood] must increase his seeking of forgiveness.’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 9325]    

�¬�P?Q�?� �~rD:�� �@��^�? �6 

Factors that Elicit the Descent of Sustenance and Increase it  

25Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  �(0��� 9  !�=3��� 	�� 2 ���kZ�� �L��Z�
 	�� �\ ���?j/ �e�3?�� . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Sustenance comes to those who feed others 
faster than a knife can cut though flesh.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 362, no. 71]    

26 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (���� �$�B �a � :� W  e�3?�� 9 0u���� �b0j�1�
 X/ .v�8"� : �D�E:kZ�� 5�� ���* e�3?�� 9 �q���� �b0j�1�
 . 
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26– The Prophet (SAWA) was once asked how one could bring about an 
increase in one's sustenance, to which he replied, 'Always remain in the state of 
purity (Tahara) and your sustenance will be plentiful.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
44154]    

27 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �1"B��?�6 �;�B��0R�� 	�� �N�?�c[/ . 

27– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Increase your charity and you will be provided 
more.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 176, no. 10]    

28 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� :(����� 9  Æ�� "Dj�1��    e�3?�� 9 ��
 ��6 �$]N7��  . 

28– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Helping out one's brother in faith from one's own wealth, 
for the sake of Allah, increases sustenance.[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 395, no. 
22]    

29 �u�� ����� �)���������� ����� :( e�3?��> ��
 ��
 �;�̂��� "V-��%j� . 

29– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Acting with integrity increases one's sustenance.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 172, no. 8]    

30 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�B�0R�� �e�3?�� �1"� ¬�%j� . 

30– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Attract sustenance by giving in charity.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 137]    

31 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���B� E 9 ��
 � 2 ���%7� ̂ �)�(���8 	�� . 

31– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who is sincere in his intention receives an increase 
in sustenance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 21, no. 18]    

32 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�e�3?�� "$� :�
 ��7̂o>  v��w��  ?�:�Y� �q ̂�14� PI���� �q���� . 

32– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'You must pray fervently for your brothers [in faith] 
in secret, and sustenance will pour down on you.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 60, 
no. 14]    

33 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  e�3?�� 9 ��
 ��6 "D[0��� . 

33– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Paying the alms-tax (zakat) leads to an increase in 
one's sustenance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 96, p. 14, no. 27]    
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34 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���B� E 9 ��
 � ���%��� �$y/ �'0? � �	0��8 	�� . 

34– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Whoever is especially kind to his family is 
increased in sustenance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 69, p. 408, no. 117]    

35 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  e�3?�� 9 ��
 ��
 0? C�� �X\ . 

35– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Verily kindness leads to an increase in 
sustenance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 81, no. 84]    

36 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :(  e�3?�� 9 ��
 ��
  �"�"£� �	��8 . 

36– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Being good-natured increases in one's 
sustenance.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 396, no. 77]    

�~rD:�� �k�!;�? �6 

Things That Cut Off Sustenance  

37Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����� {z� �uk��|����` �N �� :(����� ��0?�8 À��8 	�� ��J  L��a� ���4/ 	� ���C�8 	��   �K1%�
 X/ ��\  e�3?�� �;[�?�� ������  . 

37– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever deprives a fellow Muslim brother of his 
right, Allah forbids him the benediction of sustenance until he repents.’[Amali al-
Saduq, p. 350, no. 1]    

38 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �e�3?�� ��(� tN����> �v^km�� �v ̂m���� ��C���� �X\ . 

38– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Verily when the servant commits a sin, his 
sustenance eludes him.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 270, no. 8]    

39 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �e�3?�� ���_-�
 �)_���� "D�?c�[ . 

39– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Obtaining wealth through illegal means cuts off 
one's sustenance.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 372]    

�=�
�� �@
�
� 	��� 78
�� 

Seeking Livelihood Through Lawful (Halal) Means  

40Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( V��#�  v���� 9 �I��]/ ";����6 �I��]/ "D�?f�� "D�*C���� . 
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40– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Worship consists of ten parts of which nine are to 
do with earning a lawful livelihood.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 9, no. 37]    

41 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  $�Cj 9 ���yi"a[ ������� 5�� .*=��   . 

41– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'He who works hard to provide his family with a 
lawful livelihood is as one who fights in the way of Allah (jihad).’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
p. 13, no. 59]    

42 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\   V��#�  v���� 9 C���6 �'��C�� t?�
 X/ .v�_�
 ��6  . 

42– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily Allah, most High, loves to see his servant 
weary from striving to earn his livelihood [lawfully].’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9200]    

43 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(G;-����N +L���� �$"[ 5�� �;S
?�>  V��#� �v��� . 

43– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Seeking a lawful livelihood is incumbent upon 
every Muslim man and woman.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 389,no. 1079]    

44 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �U��£�  e?�C�[ ���?3R�� 5�� 0?�� 2 �'���
 3��[ 	�� �$�[/ 	�� . 

44– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'He whose daily bread is earned through his own 
toil and labour will pass across the Sirat [Sirat: the Bridge extended over Hell, 
described as being as thin as a hair and as sharp as a sword, leading to 
Paradise (ed.)] as fast as a flash of lightning.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 390, no. 1085] 
   

45 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ?�Y�̂ 2 �'���
 3��[ 	�� �$�[/ 	��   <���/ �����m���
 Q 7L"M �;�®0?�� �����\  . 

45– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'He whose daily bread is earned through his own 
toil and labour, Allah will look upon him with mercy and will never expose him to 
chastisement.’[Jami`a al-Akhbar, no. 1087]    

46 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( "V1���
 	�� �b0��g 	�� �X1���� �X1���� . 

46– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Cursed! Cursed is the one who brings 
deprivation to his dependents.[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 13, no. 62]    

47�?-�  	�  $7S�a� 	� � :����� ��C� �/ �)��-�j u7̂o> 2 �D�?�4�� 5�� �^���  ¦�C � �1�(����%j�  ) �������� ������� ("V1&
 : 5�� �'my  ¦�C � �1�(����%j��
  �(�� 5�� Ý��[ �1^1"=�6 QN 2 �'my . 
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47– Mufazzal b. `Aumar said, 'Make use of some of the [commodities of this] 
world to help you in the next world, for I have heard Abu `Aabdallah (AS) [i.e. 
Imam al-Sadiq] say, 'Make use of some of this [abode] for that one, but do not be 
a burden on other people.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 381, no. 1]    

F$��? �6 �~rD:�� �K�O 

The Best Livelihood is That Which Suffices You  

48Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(/ 	��N G�7-� �V`N <��7-� �e��E� 7L�:���� �¦�w�/ 	�� �e��E�N 2����=��N ������� 2 G�7-� �V`N <��7-� 0v�8
�����1��N �Va� G�7-� �V`N <��7-� . 

48– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'O Allah provide moderation and sufficiency to 
Muhammad and the family of Muhammad, and to those who love Muhammad 
and his family, and provide abundance of wealth and progeny to those who 
harbour hatred for Muhammad and his family.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 140, no. 3]    

49 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(u���=�
 �  e�3?�� �}�4 . 

49– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The best livelihood is that which suffices.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 168, no. 4]    

50 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(5«/N �?"c�[ 7-�� �}�4 5��[N k$�B � . 

50– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'That which is little yet sufficient is better than that 
which is abundant and distracting [as a result].’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 395, no. 1] 

SWINDLING   1d� ا�ِ
 

   

D°�M�� -�
� 

The Censure of Swindling  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �����̂ �L���"a� �'4/ 0¼�@ 	��   �;[�?�� ��(�� ��P��^ �\ �����[�NN 2���%�f���� ������ ����>/N 2���B� E . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who swindles a fellow Muslim brother, Allah 
snatches away the benediction in his sustenance, thwarts his efforts at earning a 
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livelihood, and relegates him to his own base self.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 365, 
no. 30]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �)&�� 9 �V���
 L�� ���(3��C�
 L�� <C��� ��� 	��  ���(����6 ";=h��a�  V���6 L��N 2 . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who sells a flawed commodity, not stating it, 
remains despised by Allah, and the angels continuously curse him.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 9501]    

3v�y?%��N v�@?%�� � :����� �V1jE kX\  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (���� �|/ )��(�> :�> �'���
 �$�4*O�> 2+���� �D�?�C�| 5�� 0?���V&> 2<�����  : 
 �my �
�VB W  ��kZ�� �v�8| :����� �V1jE
 {I-��� ��%��|/   . �VB :W��(�� �'�?�
 57%8  ��kZ�� �e1�> ���%����] ��>/ !7(�� ������> (0f�@ 	�� . 

3– It is narrated in Kanz al-`Aummal: ‘Verily the Prophet (SAWA) once passed by 
a pile of wheat, so he placed his hand in and his fingers hit upon some moisture, 
at which he asked the vendor, ‘What is this O vendor of wheat?’ to which he 
replied, ‘The rain fell on it O Prophet of Allah.’ The Prophet then asked him, 
‘Then why did you not place it at the top of the pile that people might see it?! He 
who swindles us is not of us.’[al-Targhib wa al-Tarhib, v. 2, p. 571, no. 2]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ����7-��  ¦�� �\ �'��:�� 	�� � :0�"Q� ";�̂��4 �;�̂��£� �L�Y�/ kX\�;0-h�� .¼�@ 3¼�w�� �b�Y>/N 2�; . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said in his instruction to one of his labourers, ‘Verily the worst 
act of treachery is the treachery against a Muslim community, and the worst act 
of swindling is swindling one’s leaders [Imams].’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 26]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� �� ̂��� 1�:�> L : (
�* 9 ��(�� 0¼�@ 	��    ����1jEN  . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who swindles people in matters of religion is an 
antagonist of Allah and His Prophet.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8891]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( (0f�@ 	�� 7(�� ���� . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who swindles us is not of us.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 
160, no. 1]    

7 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� (1yN  L�=�#�  	�  �f� 0?�� 7-�� ��  V��Y�� u�> 0T ? �0��� �b� C�
  : 0¼�w�� kX\N 2�¼�@ �$�Y�� u�> �b��C�� �X\ 2��f�y 

l$�_�
 Q . 

7– Imam al-Kazim (AS) once passed by Hisham b. al-Hakam selling fine cloth in 
the shade, so he said to him, ‘O Hisham, verily the sale of goods in the shade is 
considered fraud, and verily fraud is not allowed.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 160, no. 6] 
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THANKSGIVING   �W1@ا�  
 

   

���� �:�-b�� 	
��� 78
��    

Enjoinment of Thanksgiving to Allah  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�N 2 �w�� ";�(
 � �?=.f��t1��C�� ";�(
 � �¥0R� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Thankfulness is the adornment of wealth, whereas 
patience is the adornment of tribulation.’[al-Irshad, v. 1, p. 300]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� L"=���� �v i�
 � "V0N/   �?=�J 2 ���̂_Cj ����g�?�� {Iw�%��N ��
�*
/  . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The first duty incumbent upon you towards Allah, Glory 
be to Him, is thanksgiving for His favours and seeking out His pleasure.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 3329]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� �������:(�?�c[/N �U�/ $�� 2 �q� �� �Q �?=�J �q�j�^/ 	�� +����̂ �$"[ 9  . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Every single breath you take necessitates an 
essential thanks from you, or rather a thousand thanks or more.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 71, p. 52, no. 77]    

�:�\�Hb�� 

The Thankful One  

4 e*7R�� ���� �\ �C�^ -�> � ;�
?f�� ¯CR� �)�������� ������� (� :����� ��(� �X[ 1��    ?=.f�� 	�� �$�S>/ �!R���"a� "D�*C�� � ��0C���6 �D�*C�� 
 	"=�
 L�� 7-��> 2 �  ���£�  b�-�] 	�� L :�> ���Y��� �����O�� +V8 �$"[ 5���V&> 2:���E/ 0¿�4N ���*C����  !�� 	�� :0R�4 :(�� "$�S>/ :» �	�� �$���BN

�E1"=0f�� �T�*C��« . 

4– It is narrated in Misbah al-Shari`aa (The Lantern of the Path): ‘If there was to 
be an act of worship for Allah’s sincere servants to carry out better in the sight of 
Allah than thanksgiving to Him in every situation, He would have definitely 
singled out these worshippers for a mention from amongst the rest of creation for 
their carrying out this special act of worship. And for the very fact that there is no 
better act of worship than it [i.e. thanksgiving], He has distinguished it from all 
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other acts of worship and has distinguished those who practice it, saying, “And 
very few of My servants are truly thankful.”[ Misbah al-Shari`aa, p. 55]    

5����� � .T*«� )�������� ������� :(ç&��N �L�� ̂ �?=.f��N 2 ��%�� �L��3(�� kX� p �?=.f�� �)�C�]N/ ¸�� �;�-�3(� � ��(��  ?=.f�� ����j/ �?�[f�� . 

5– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘The thankful person prospers more as a result of his 
thanks than as a result of the bounty which incited the thanks, because bounties 
are sources of delight whereas [the ability] to thank is not only the consequence 
[of the bounty] but a source of delight in itself.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 483]    

6 .T?=���� ����� �)����� ���������� :(�� E��� ��\ �;�-�3(�� �?"=f�
 QN 2�?�[f�� ��\ �;�-�3(�� �� ?��
 Q . 

6– Imsm al-Aaskari (AS) said, ‘None but the thankful one knows the true worth of 
a bounty, and none but the one with inner knowledge [or gnostic] is truly thankful 
for a bounty.’[A`alam al-Din, p. 313]    

�9�,�?DQ�� F�* �:�-b�� ����, 

The Role of Thankfulness in the Increase (of Bounties)  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ���%�> �   �D�*
3��� �K� ��(� �X�����> +?=�J �K� G�C�� 5��  . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah does not open the door of thanks for His 
servant and keep the door of increase shut.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 94, no. 2]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �L��^/ �   ��a� �v�]1�%j� ��\ 2 �� C��& � y�?�=�f�> <;�-� ̂ G�C�� 5�� �� ̂��� 5��� y�?=�J �? :Y�
 X/ �$C�B :�> ��
 . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When Allah bestows a bounty upon a servant, no sooner 
does the latter feel thankful for it in his heart than he becomes deserving of 
increase therein before the expression of thanks has even reached his 
tongue.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 580, no. 1197]    

�:�-b�� 	
��� �:�-b�� �3�`�� 

The Necessity of Thanksgiving for the Ability to Thank  

9 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �D](a� 9 � :7
\ T ?=�JN 2  ?=.f��  $�R_�%� Ç �U�=>W+?=�J �\ �?�&�%��
 �� !�)�"B -k�"=�> : �q�
�V1B/ X/ �q�m� 0u���� �v�]�N 2 ��-�#� : ��-�#� �q� . 
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9– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in his supplication, ‘So how can I ever achieve 
thanksgiving?! For my thanking You requires thanksgiving in itself. Whenever I 
say, ‘To You belongs Praise [Thanks]’, it becomes thereby incumbent upon me to 
say, ‘To You belongs Praise [Thanks].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 94, p. 146, no. 21]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5�8N/   5j1� �\ ��6 )�������� ������� :(�V&> 2 T ?=�J 0��8 °�?"=J� 2 5j1� 
 : �U�[ 3KE 

 W 0u���� ��� �)-��^/ �)^/N ��\ ��� ���?"=J/ +?=�J 	�� ����N 2 �� ?=�J 0��8 ���?"=J/ !�V&> : �q�s kX/ �)-���� �!8 T?=�J 0��8 ��6?�=�J 5j1� 


u7(�� . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah, most High, revealed to Prophet Moses (AS) 
saying, ‘O Moses, thank Me with the thanks that is due to Me.’ Moses asked, ‘O 
Lord, but how can I thank You with the thanks that is due to You, when every 
single expression of thanks that I may convey has been bestowed upon Me by 
You?’ He replied, ‘O Moses, you thank Me with the thanks that is due to Me 
when you acknowledge that it is indeed from Me.’[Qasas al-Anbiya’ li al-Rawandi, 
p. 161, no. 178]    

�:�-b�� �+A�AB 

True Thanksgiving  

11 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :(�����  � E_�� 	� ���E�1�� G;�-� ̂ �$"[ �?=�J   . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘[True] thanksgiving for every bounty lies in restraining 
oneself from the things that Allah has prohibited.’[Mishkat al-Anwar, p. 35]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������( :������ �D�E�"&��� <�?=�J ��(�� �1����� �$��]�> ��3N���� 5�� ��E���B �s\ . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When you vanquish your enemy, let your pardon of him 
serve as thanksgiving for the power [given to you] over him.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 11]    

13�� � �?BC�� ���)�������� ������� :(����� �	�� �qP��(�� �?�c=�%j��   ?=.f�� �\ <Rl����6  e�3?�� �$��B  . 

13– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Regard even a little sustenance from Allah as too 
much for yourself by way of sincere thanksgiving.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 285]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( $�]?�� "V1B  ?=.f�� ��-�6N 2  � E_�a� �K(�%]� �;�-�3(�� �?=�J :���� ��-�#�    �!�-����� 3K�E  . 

14– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Thanksgiving for a bounty is accomplished 
through avoidance of prohibited things, and an expression of complete thanks is 
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when a man says, ‘All praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the worlds.’[al-Kafi, v. 
2, p. 95, no. 10]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �L��^/ 	��   C��&� :�>�?���> G;�-� (� ������  y�?=�J t7*/ �&> 2 �� . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He whom Allah favours with the bestowal of a 
bounty and who then acknowledges it with his heart has conveyed [true] thanks 
for it.’[al-Kafi, p. 96, no. 15]    

16 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE �X[  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�VB �'.?���
 �?�/ ������ �*�E�N �s\ :���� ��-�#�    �s\N 2 �;�-�3(�� �'�my 5�� 
�VB ��� .L�%w�
 �?�/ ������ �*�E�N :���� ��-�#�    +V8 �$"[ 5��  . 

16– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘When the Prophet (SAWA) was faced with a 
situation that pleased him, he used to say, ‘Praise be to Allah for this bounty’, 
and when he was faced with a situation that made him sorrowful, he used to say, 
‘Praise be to Allah in every situation.’[al-Kafi, p. 97, no. 19]    

17 e*7R�� ���� �\ �C�^ -�> � ;�
?f�� ¯CR� �)�������� ������� (� :����� �	�� �;�-�3(�� ";�
Ä�E  ?=.f�� 5�̂*/   � �v��&�� ��k����%�
 G;����  }�@ 	�� 
����� �XN�*  �̂N �' ?�/ 	�� �Iuf � ��������6 N ���%�-� ( � �����R��6 Q X/N 2'Z�/ µ g3?��N  ���%�-� ̂  v�C�� � �� �: . 

17– It is narrated in Misbah al-Shari`aa (The Lantern of the Path): ‘The lowest 
level of thankfulness is to see the bounty as coming from Allah irrespective of its 
cause, and without attaching the heart to any other cause save Allah, Mighty and 
Exalted. It consists of being satisfied with what is given, and not disobeying Him 
by means of His bounty, nor opposing Him in any of His commands and 
prohibitions as a result of that bounty.’[Misbah al-Shari`aa, p. 53]    

�G�H/�� �:
��# 

The Most Thankful of People  

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(L�:���f]/  L��3(��� L�y�?��[/N 2 L�:���(B/  �(�� �?�=J/ . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most thankful of people is he who is most content 
whilst the most ungrateful of people is he who is most covetous.’[al-Irshad, v. 1, 
p. 304]    

19 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� L"[�?�=J/    �(�� L"[�?�=J/  . 

19– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘The most thankful among you to Allah is he 
who is most thankful towards people.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 99, no. 30]    
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�Ij�!�(� �:��� 	�� 78�� 

Enjoinment of Thanking One Who Does Good To You  

20 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�-�3(�� �?"=f�6 Q X/ ��,l��� . 

20– Imam al-Hasan (AS) said, ‘It is blameworthy that you do not thank for a 
favour done unto you.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 223]    

21 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���� �¿����6N 2 �;�(���#� �;��&�a� ���CP�=�6N 2 ���>N?��� �?"[m�6N �'�?"=f�6 XO> �q���� ��N?��a� T�s .��8 7�/
����� �!�N �q�(�� -�> HI����  2 k$]N0��� ���%��>[ <�1�
 ���6O�>=�� 5�� ���E���B X\ 7L"M 2 <;�� ̂���N <�7?�j ���6?�=�J �B �)([ �q�s �)����> �so>  . 

21– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘The right of he who does a kindly act 
towards you is that you thank him and mention his kindness; that you reward him 
with beautiful words and supplicate for him sincerely in that which is between you 
and Allah. If you do that, you have thanked him both secretly and openly. Then if 
you are able to repay him one day, repay him.’[al-Khisal, p. 568, no. 1]    

]
� I�6�k���c� �:��b�? ]
� �~��m
(� �:��b�?  

One Who Has Not Thanked the Creature Has Not Thanked The Creator  

22 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1&
  �;����&�� ��1�
 �'��� C�� 	�� G�C��� ��6N ��EC6  :"V1&�> W ^�"> ��?�=�J/ :�6?�=�J $�� 2 3KE 
 �q
"V1&�> : �'�?"=f�6 L�� s\ °�?"=f�6 L�� . 

22– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘Allah will ask one of His servants on the Day 
of Resurrection, ‘Did you thank x?’, and the servant will reply, ‘No, but I thanked 
You instead, O Lord.’ Allah will reply, ‘You have not thanked Me as long as you 
have not thanked him.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 99, no. 30]    

23 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �	����  ���C�8| �b�(-���> 2 �'�?"�=���> ��N?��a� �����\ �b�(R�
 "$�]?�� 1�yN 2 ��N?��a�  $�C�j u����B  �b�(R�
 X/ 	�� 
 �' }�@ �\ �q�s . 

23– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Allah curses the one who cuts of the means to 
kindly acts, who is such that when someone does him a good turn, he is 
ungrateful and as a result, he deters that person from ever doing the same 
towards anyone else.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 241]    

24 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ?"=f�
 L�� �!B1���a� �	�� �L��("a�  ?"=f�
 L�� 	��   k$]N0���  . 
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24– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Whoever does not thank the one who does him a 
favor from among Allah’s creatures has not thanked Allah either.’[`Uyoun Akhbar 
al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 24, no. 2] 

THE NAME   A<Nا 
 

   

�+�/��
�� j��±R� �����'O� 

Choosing Good Names  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�6 L"=7̂o> p L"[HIÓ/ �1�(P�_�%j��;����&�� ��1�
 � �X�1��� : �	�� �X�"> 
 �L"BN 2 �� E1^ �\ GX�"> �	�� �X�"> 
 �L"B
�q�� �E1�̂ Q GX�"> . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Keep good names for yourselves, for verily you 
will be called by them on the Day of Resurrection: Come O x son of x towards 
your light, or: O x son of x, there is no light for you.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 19, no. 10]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(PI�C^�� HIÓ/ L"[�*QN/ �1.-�j . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Name your children after the prophets.’[Makarim 
al-Akhlaq, v. 1, p. 474, no. 1626]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� W �b��̂ q�s u�>/ 2 �;7-h�� PIÓO � �;��-�0%��  	� �$��j 7-�� � :�����N T\  W .v"#� ��\ �	
3���  $�yN 2  !����� �VB   :
»����� �X1.C�_�6 �L�%�("[ �X\   C06> ����� �L"=�C C_�
 °1��  L"=��1�̂"s �L"=�� �?��w�
N «. 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked with regards to naming [one's children] 
after the Imams (AS) and whether there was any benefit in doing so, to which he 
replied, 'Of course, by Allah, and is religion anything but love?! Allah has said, 
"Say, 'If you love Allah, then follow me; Allah will love you and forgive you your 
sins, and Allah is all-forgiving, all-merciful.”[ Tafsir al-`Aayyashi, v. 1, p. 168, no. 
28]    

4 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� �������( : �'�����N �Lj� �L"[���8/ �	3��_�����> 2+	���8 +Lj � ����3-���
 X/ �'�����N "$�]0?�� .?�C�
 � "V0N/ . 

4– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'The very first act of kindness of a man towards his 
son is to give him a good name, so keep good names for your children.’[al-Kafi, 
v. 6, p. 18, no. 3]    
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�+�!���
A�� j��±R� �=�P��'1� 

Changing Ugly Names  

5 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "V1jE �X[  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( �X����C��N  V]3?�� 9 �;�_�C�&�� HIÓ�� �?3��w�
 . 

5– Imam al-Baqir (AS) narrated, 'The Prophet (SAWA) used to change ugly 
names of people and places [to good names].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 104, p. 127, no. 
4] 

THINKING �ُ1W+َ) ا�
 

   

�:7�
$5'�� 

Thinking  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(N 3? C�� 5��\ 1����
 �?l=�%�����  $�-���� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Thinking instigates goodness and action upon it.’[al-Kafi, 
v. 2, p. 55, no. 5]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�?�R�/ �?k=���6 	�� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who thinks perceives.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L�:��
 	"=�
 ¢ � �L :�>N 2���-��� �	�&6/ �Lk����6 -�> �?=���� �?�c[/ 	�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever increases his thinking in whatever he learns, his 
knowledge will become proficient, and he will come to understand whatever he 
did not understand before.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8917]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ?l=�0%�[ �L��� Q . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no knowledge like thinking.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 113]    

5�� ����� � �u)�������� ������� :(�;���>| �D`?�� �?=���� . 
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5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Thinking is a transparent mirror.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 
5]    

6 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :( }R�C��  v��B "D��8 �?l=�%�� . 

6– Imam Hasan (AS) said, ‘Thinking is the life of the heart of the 
cognizant.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 115, no. 11]    

7 �	�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� t�1&�%� L"=�|N"�  ��.�"�N +}�4 �$"[ 1�/ �?l=��0%�� kXo> p  ?l=��0%�� �;���*\N  . 

7– Imam Hasan (AS) said, ‘I advise you with Godwariness and continuous 
thinking, for thinking is the father and mother of all good.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 
1, p. 52]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���7�0��� "D�E���[N ��(���#� "D`?�� "D�?=���� . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘A thought is the mirror of merits and the penance 
for vices.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 327, no. 22]    

�:7�
$5'��
\ 
9�,���� 2 

There Is No Worship like Thinking  

9� ÀE�s r/ �D�*C�� 	� )����j �BN � ÀE�s r/ .�"� � :G;���8^ 9 �?k=�%�
 �b�́ / �'�E:�̂ �X[ �(�� 	�  . 

9– The mother of Abu Dharr when asked about the worship of Abu Dharr, said, 
‘He spent his whole day thinking in a place far away from people.’[Tanbih al-
Khawatir, v. 1, p. 250]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�*\ �D�*C���� "$�S>/����� 9  ?l=�0%�� "X  ���6�E�"B 9N  . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The best of worship is perpetually thinking about 
Allah and His power.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 55, no. 3]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�j �D�*C�� 	�� �}�4 G;��j �?l=���6 G;�(» KC�H�� �1"�N"� �?k[�m�%�
 -0̂\« . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Thinking for an hour is better than worshipping for 
a year, for “Only those who possess intellect take admonition”[ Quran 
39:9].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 71, p. 327, no. 22]    
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t$�_�?�6�:��$�� F 

That Which Purifies Thought  

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'�?=�> ��| ��"�[/ k$�B 	�� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever eats less, their thought will be more 
purified.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8462]    

13 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :(W�b�C3f�� �È��%��
 	�� "D�?=�> 1"�R�6 �U�[ ! 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘How can one’s thought be purified if they are constantly 
full.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 6975]    

��/�� -F�E/
(� �:7�
$5'�� 

Prohibited Thinking  

14 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :(���1�y �;�-=�#�  }�@ 9 �?=���� . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Thinking outside [the bounds] of wisdom is 
fantasy.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1278]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(:���\ ��%���* u|��a� 9 �'�?=�> �?"c�[ 	�� . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever thinks much about sins, will be prompted to 
commit them.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8561]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���s 9 �?k=���6 	��  ������/  . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever thinks about the Grandeur of Allah will 
fail.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9207] 

TIME ا��(�2ن 
 

   

�C�65Q�� �+
*�:%�6 
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Perception of Time  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( PI?�a� �v���8 ...�� ̂��� � ���-��� 2�� ̂>?�� 	�� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The worth of a man with regards to his perception of 
things is his knowledge of [the workings of] time.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 80, no. 
66]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���M��8/ 	�� �v0i���%�
 L�� 	�� 2 �X�7���  �(�� ���?�/ . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The man who best understands time is he who is not 
taken aback by its proceedings.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3252]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� ��1k��� ������ �L�i:�6 Q 2�� ̂��� � �L����� . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'He who knows [the workings of] his time is never 
overwhelmed by its obscurities.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 356]    


C�6�Q�� �I�6# I�6 

To Trust Time  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� ?�| �X�0�� � ���M�N 	�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who places his trust in time has gone mad.’[`Uyoun 
Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 54, no. 204]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���̂y/ ���-�Y�/ 	��N 2���̂4 �X����� �	��/ 	�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Whoever trusts time is betrayed by it, and whoever holds 
it in high esteem is abased by it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8028]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	�� l$"[ �����N 2 ���-��j/ �����\ �O�i�� 	��N 2 ���-�@E/ ������ �Lk@�?�6 	��N 2 ���̂y/ ������ �LkY���6 	��N 2���̂4 �X�0��� �	��/ 	��
 "X�0��� �?0��w�6 "XZ�.��� �?0��w�6 �s\N 2 �K|/ 5��E . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Whoever trusts time is betrayed by it, whoever attaches 
great importance to it is abased by it, whoever is angry with time, it spites him 
even more, and whoever takes refuge with time is forsaken by it. Not everyone 
who throws hits the target. When the sultan changes so does the time.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 77, p. 213, no. 1]    
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7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���C�6� 	�-�� �v�%��%��
 QN 2 ���C�8| "X1���
 "X�0��� . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Time betrays the one who believes he possesses time, 
and it does not seek to please the one who blames it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
2093]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����w�J �X�0��� �$�@f�6 	�� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Whoever preoccupies himself with time is occupied by it 
in turn.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7890]    


C�65Q�� �P�n�� I�6 

To Resist Time  

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���%�C�%��� )��� �X���� 5��� �v�%�� 	�� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'He who blames time will find no end to his 
frustration.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 53, no. 204]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L����
 L�� �����\ �L����%j�  	��N 2���-�@E/ �X�0��� ���̂� 	�� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Whoever resists time is spited by it even more, and 
whoever surrenders to it is not safe either.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9054]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�v�S�@ ������ �L�&(�
 	�N 2�v�Z�� �X�0��� �?��[ 	�� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Whoever contends with time is thwarted, and whoever is 
resentful towards it ends up getting angry himself.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 85]    

�C�65Q�� �@-��%�V 

The Trouble With Time  

12�)�0R��  	� �X7
0?�� 	� g3?�� EC4/ X1�� �: g3?�� u ̂���f^/)�������� ������� ( v��kZ"a���C�� :  
 <^��� �L�:l�"[ ��(�� �v����
  
 ^�1�j �v��� ( ̂����� �N  

��� �v����̂ (��> �v�����N (�̂  
 ^i�y ( � "X�0��� ���Z�̂ 1�N  
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 +vh�s �L_�� ���?%�
 �vh�m�� kX\N  
 ^��� S��� (�S��� "$"[O�
N  

 +v��� ��1��  ������� (�� C��  
^6/ �s\  v
 ?�w��� �$
�NN. 

12– Al-Rayyan b. al-Salt narrated that Imam al-Rida (AS) recited some verses he 
had composed for `Aabd al-Muttalib: 
All of people place the blame on time 
When the trouble with time is only ourselves; 
We reprove time while the fault lies within us 
If time could speak, it would surely mock us. 
The wolf shuns the meat of a fellow wolf 
Whereas we devour each other in broad daylight. 
Attired to deceive with our polished teeth, 
Yet woe betide the stranger when he approaches us.[ `Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha 
(AS), v. 2, p. 177, no. 5] 

THE PROPHETIC TRADITION (HADITH)    

t�*�َا� 
 

   

�8?P
�� 

The Tradition  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (";7(��� ����> �;���� � ��� �L���c�
 N/ �;7(�j � � ��&�
 c
��8 ¸0�"� �\ t7*/ 	�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever transmits to my people one tradition by 
which a practice is established or a heresy is blocked, will enter Paradise.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 152, no. 43]    

2 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�K1�"&�� u��_�
 (�c
��8 kX\ . 

2– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Truly our tradition enlivens the hearts.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, p. 144, no. 5]    
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3 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (+e�*| 	� �'"m�4O6 ���8�N �F
��_�� :��> �N �^.��� 	� �q�� �}�4 . 

3- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Indeed one true tradition that you receive from a 
truthful person is better for you than the whole world and all that it 
contains.’[Amali al-Mufid, p. 42, no. 10]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �7(�� �V �(�� �1"> ?��  7(�� L:�6
�N E  E���B 5�� 7(�� . 

4- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Know the people’s positions with respect to us 
through the amount of their narration of our traditions.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 
150, no. 24]    

��DP�!�(� 

The Traditionist  

5����� V1jE VB � ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �$�B � <M�M � uh����4 �L�8�E� 0L�:���� :����� �V1jE 
  �VB W ��Ä����4 	��N 2 :  �X1w��C�
 �	
m���
¸0�"� :�̂1-�����
 0L"M 2 ¸0(�jN uc
��8 . 

5- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘O Allah! Have mercy on my ambassadors’—thrice. 
He was asked, ‘O Messenger of Allah! Who are your ambassadors?’ He said, 
‘Those who learn my traditions and practices, and then teach them to my 
community.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 152, no. 4]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �;
�N E QN ���� ���&�> Q G� �� �U�/ 	�� "$�S�>/  	
3��� 9 ���&�%"a� �F
��_�� ";
N�7?�� . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The narrator of traditions who understands religion 
is better than a thousand worshippers who have neither understanding of religion 
nor knowledge of traditions.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 150, no. 24]    

��?P�B ��%� �# 
|�$�B I�6 �3��
< 

The Reward of Those Who Memorize Forty Traditions  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�!����E/ ¸7�"� 5�� �����8 	�� ����� ���c��� 2L : (
*  ?��/ 9 : � �X1���%�(�
 <c
��8   <-��� <:�&�> �;����&�� ��1�
  . 

7- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever memorizes forty traditions from which my 
community benefits in their religious affairs, Allah will raise him on the Day of 
Resurrection as a learned jurist and a scholar.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 156, no. 10]    
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Understanding the Tradition  

8 �u�� ����� �)���������� ����� : (��
�E3��� L"=���� ��
�N3?�� Q  . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Your aim must be to understand [the traditions] rather 
than just narrating [them].’[Kanz al-Fawa’id, v. 2, p. 31]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (:��.��� ";0-�y";�
�E3��� PI-������ ";0-�yN 2 ";�
�N3?�� I . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The ambition of the foolish is to report [traditions] 
whereas the ambition of the scholars is to understand the traditions.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 2, p. 160, no. 13]    

107R�� ����� � �e*)�������� ������� : (��
 N�?�6 GF
��8 �U�/ 	�� �}�4 ��
 E���6 �F
��8 . 

10- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘One tradition that you understand is better than a 
thousand traditions that you merely narrate.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 2, no. 3]    

� �I�6 �:?S!5'�� �=�15:�� 	
��� �3S���)����Y �� ���
��� Z� �FU��"( 

Caution against Ascribing Lies to the Prophet (SAWA)  

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (  E7(�� 	�� �'���&�� /71C�%����> <��3-��%�� 7u��� �Km�[ 	�� . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever deliberately ascribes lies to me, let him 
take his seat in the Fire.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 227, no. 398] 

   

12 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �$"B/ L�� � 0u��� "$�]7?�� �V1&�
 �X/  ?hC�=��  ¥�[/ 	�� �X\ . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘One of the gravest of the grave sins is to 
attribute to me something that I have not said.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 29255]    

��� S�\ �]
�%�? 2 �6 �@?S��V I�� �FE5/�� 
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Prohibition of Falsifying That Tradition Whose Falsehood is not 
Known  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �1�1&> �1> ?���6 ¢ �F
��8 u7(� L"=w���� �so> 2 �;����&�� ��1�
 ���-�|��� ^O> u7(� ���w��� <c
��8 0*�E 	�� :�����   
�L����/ . 

13- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever rejects a tradition that is transmitted to 
him on my authority will have me to contend with on the Day of Resurrection. So 
when you hear a tradition from me that you do not know, say: “Allah knows 
better.”’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 212, no. 114]    

�CY:�A�� �+
A
*���6 � �8?P
�� �+5!�" 

The Soundness of the Tradition and Its Agreement with the Qur’an  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�����  K%�[ 5�� uc
��8 �1g ?��  ���%�"B ^/N u7(�� 1�:> ���&�>�N �Xo> 2  . 

14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Compare my tradition with the Book of Allah. If it 
corresponds with it, then it is from me and I have indeed said it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 907]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���?�4�� 1�:> �X`?"&�� �F
��#� 	�� ���>�1�
 L�� � . 

15- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The traditions that do not correspond with the 
Qur’an are false.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 69, no. 4]    

�9�:u�$�� �+
A
*���6 � �8?P
�� �+5!�" 

The Soundness of a Tradition and Its Agreement with Man’s Nature  

16 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�| G�7-�  V` �F
��8 	�� L"=���� �*E�N ������ ���1   �N 2 �'1��C�B> �'1-�%�>�?��N L"=��1�"B ���� �)�̂�> L :���� 
����� �\ �'N7*�?�> �'1-�6�?�=�̂/N L"=��1�"B ��(�� ��0�O�-�J�   G�7-�  V` 	��  L����� �\N  V1j7?�� �\N ^ . 

16- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Whenever a tradition from the household of 
Muhammad - peace be upon them all – is transmitted to you, towards which your 
hearts lean and it seems familiar to you, accept it. And whatever your hearts 
resent and you reject, then refer it back to Allah and the Prophet and the scholar 
from the household of Muhammad (SAWA).’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 189, no. 21] 
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The Soundness of a Tradition and Its Agreement with the Truth  

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( +��>�1�� GF
��8 	�� u7(� L"[I] � L��> 0��#� ���>�1�
 Q GF
��8 	�� u7(� L"[�6/ �N 2 ���%��"B ^O> 3�_��
0��#� ��\ �V1B/ 	��N 2����"B/ . 

17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whenever a tradition is transmitted to you from 
me that agrees with the truth, then I have truly said it, and whatever tradition is 
transmitted to you from me which does not agree with the truth, then I have not 
said it, for I speak nothing but the truth.’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 390, no. 30]    

g%
(��  �8?P
�� �)A�n �r���̀ 

The Permissibility of Transmitting the Meaning of the Tradition  

18Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�)��7��B �F
��#� 9 ��O� Q  �'(��� �)�C�|/ �s\ 2 ���?04/ N/ ���>  . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘It does not matter if you change the order of the 
words of a tradition, as long as you render its meaning [exactly].’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 29179]    

19 +L����  	� ��7-� 	� � :�������C� r� �)�B  ) �������� ������� : ( �¿"&�̂/N ��
�O> �q(� �F
��#� �b�-�j/ . �VB : ��O� �> ���� ̂��� ��
?�6 �)([ X\ . 

19– Muhammad b. Muslim narrated, ‘I asked Abu `Abdillah [al-Sadiq] (AS): “I 
hear a tradition from you and then I add to it or subtract from it.” He said, ‘If you 
[do this] intending its meanings, then it does not matter.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 
164, no. 21]    

� F�* ���V���:�6 FM��/�? �6�8?P!5'� 

What Must Be Observed when Transmitting Traditions  

20Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (	�� ¸0�"� �1M3��_�6 Q L�:"�1&�� ��"��-�_�6 µ ��\ uc
*8/ . 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not narrate to my people from my traditions 
except those which are perceptible to their intellects.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
29284]    
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21º���� �u�� �����   ����� :����� �Kkm=�
 �X/ �X17C�_�6/  W ��"�1jEN  ! �XN?�=�(�
 7-�� �1=P���/N 2 �X1> ?���
 µ ��7(�� �1M3��8. 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do you like it for Allah and His Messenger to be called 
liars?! Then transmit to the people only that which they understand and withhold 
that which they [i.e. their intellects] reject.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 77, no. 60]    

 �8?,�BR� ��%  �)-;!�V �+ �%" 

The Difficulty of Bearing Some of the Traditions  

22º���� �e*7R�� �����   ����� :����� �	_�%��� ��C� N/ 2 �$�j�?�� �¶�̂ N/ 2 �K0?�&�� �q���� �Q\ ��"��-�%�_�
 Q 2 �v���R�%���� �v���| (�c
��8 kX\   �X�Ü� ���C��B 
 �;�(�R�8 �;�(
��� N/ 2.  

N?-�� �VB :  �F
�#� TN�E +v���f� �)�&> : �VB W ";�(�R�#� ";�(
��a� �IuJ .T/N 2  	�#� �/ 
 : �V&> :���� ����� ��C� �/ �)�Oj  :(� �����
 Ç �V&> : �b�-�%�i-"�� �v��&��. 

22- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Truly our traditions are hard and difficult, 
unbearable except by a near-stationed angel, a sent prophet, or a servant whose 
heart has been tested by Allah for faith, or a strongly guarded city.’ `Amr 
narrated, ‘I then asked Shu`ayb, who had transmitted this tradition to me: ‘O Abu 
al-?asan! What is the strongly guarded city?’ He replied, ‘I asked Abu `Abdillah 
(AS) about it, and he said to me, ‘It is an all-comprehending heart.’[Ma`ani al-
Akhbar, p. 189, no. 1]    

�+H/-���� 3�'��� �+H���;�� 

The All-Inclusiveness of the Book and the Prophetic Practice  

23r/ 	� ��;�j"�  :����� ��C� r/ ��(�� �)([  ) �������� ������� ( �V&> 2  	�(.��� 	�� �IuJ 	�� ����O��> 2 �;0
}w"a� 	� �$�]E �'��(��N : �IuJ 	�� �
����� 	�� ";0(.��� ���> �)�]�?�4 �BN ��\ ��*` ����N �����\ �±%_�
  � 0��%�8� � �q�s Q1�N 2����1jE 	��N .T}�w"a� �V&> 20��%�8� µ (��� : 1�/ �V&> W0��%�8� - �N

����� ��C�  ) �������� ������� : ( ��"�1B :»u�%�-�� ̂ �L"=����� �)�-�-�6/N �L"=�(
�* �L"=�� �)���-�[�/ ��1���� « 

23- Abu Usama narrated, ‘I was with Abu `Abdillah [al-Sadiq] (AS), and there was 
with him a man from al-Mughiriyyah. The man asked him about some practices. 
He said, ‘There is nothing which the offspring of Adam needs except that it has 
been expounded in the practices set by Allah and His Messenger. Otherwise He 
would not have the argument over us that He holds.’ The man from al-
Mughiriyyah then asked, ‘And what is His argument?’ Abu `Abdillah (AS) said, ‘[It 
is] His verse: “Today I have perfected your religion for you, and I have completed 
My blessing upon you” [Qur’an 5:3].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 169, no. 3]    
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The Ambiguous Traditions  

24 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 2 :�-�=�_�� �\ :�: �f�%�� �N7*�?�> 2 �X`?"&��  L�=�_�-[ <-�=�_��N 2 �X`?"&�� �� �f�%�-[ <: �f�%�� ^ EC�4/ 9 kX\
0%�6 QN �1���S�%> :�-�=�_�� �XN�* :: �f�%�� �1� C . 

24- Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Some of our traditions are ambiguous like the 
ambiguous verses of the Qur’an, and some are clear like the clear verses of the 
Qur’an. Then refer its ambiguous ones to its clear ones, and do not follow its 
ambiguous ones [blindly] without referring to its clear ones lest you go 
astray.’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 1, p. 290, no. 39] 

TRAVEL   �+َ)ا�� 
 

   

:
$5��� 

Travel  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�?�>j�1�-�(w�6N �1._�R�6 �N . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Travel and you will be healthy and wealthy.’[Kanz 
al-`Ummal, no. 17470]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��  � ?�����> �'�?���j L"[���8/ 5�S�B �s\N 2  K�m���� �	�� �;��Z�B �?��0�������y/ �\ �K
 . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Travel is a type of chastisement, so when one's 
travel comes to an end one must hurry back home to one's family.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 76, p. 222, no. 7]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(0?��  	�� �$�j E�7��� �$C�B  E��  	�N 2  �
?kZ�� �$C�B  ��> . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Concern yourself with your companion [on the journey] 
over the way itself, and with your neighbour [upon your return] before your 
house.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31]    


$5��� �3�,Y�: 
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Etiquette of Travelling  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( L�y���8/ �N�?3��,�����> +?���j 9 �;M�M �X[ �s\ . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'If three people are travelling together, they must 
place one of them in charge.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 17550]    

5 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  ?��0��� 9 L�:���*4  �1�&�� ��3��j . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'During a journey, the chief of the people should be 
their servant.’[Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 1, p. 536, no. 1866]    

6jE � Pz� "V1)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( <DEi�8 1�N L�:> ?Z����N L�y��:�����> ����y/ 5�� �����B 7L"M +?���j �\ L"[���8/ �±�?�4 �s\ ! 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When you go away on a journey, upon your return 
to your family you should bring them back a gift or a novelty, even if it be a mere 
stone!’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 283, no. 2]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�q���� �$S���� ���� t?�6 -[ ������ �$S���� �q� t?�
 Q 	�� +?���j 9 0	�C�_R�6 Q . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Do not accompany on a journey someone who does not 
consider you worthier than himself, nor someone who you do not consider 
worthier than yourself.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 267, no. 8]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���� �s\ �±�?4�N �;�B�0R�� ���?���j ���%�%>���� ?���j �;���j T ?�%f�6 �q0̂o> p�q� . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Commence your journey with the giving of charity, 
and leave when the time seems right, for verily you buy the safety of your journey 
[with charity].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 100, p. 103, no. 5]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� (�Q "X-&� �VB : 2 L :�y1]�N 9 �L.��C0%��  ?�c[/N 2 L�y ?�/N �� ?�/ 9 L�:�6�Ef�%j�  ?�c[O�> +�1�B b�� ��?�>j �s\
 L�:(��O�> ��1�̂��%j� �s\N 2 L�:C ]O�> ��1���* �s\N 2 L�:�(��� ���*�� 5�� �?�[ 	"[NG���c� L�:C��@�N 2 : PI��jN 2 �D�0R�� �D�?c�[N 2 �)-0R��  V1"�

G*�� N/ +V� N/ G;0��* 	�� �q��� µ  ��0(�� . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated that Luqman said to his son, 'When you travel in 
the company of people, consult with them frequently about each of your affairs, 
make them smile often, and be generous in sharing your provisions with them. 
When they call you, answer them, and when they ask for your help, assist them. 
Try to outdo them in three things: long periods of silence, an abundance of 
prayer, and open-handedness with them with whatever you possess of riding 
animal, wealth or food.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 271, no. 28]    
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10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "n����
 �  }�@ 9 �̄ ���a�N 2 �*���� "Vm�C�>  ?��0��� "D0N�?�� 7�/   ��?�6N 2���C�_R�6 	�� 5�� ����£� ";���BN 2 
 L�:�%B�E> �)^/ �s\ L :���� �;�
�N3?�� . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The ideal courteousness during a journey entails 
sharing one's provisions freely, joking light-heartedly in matters that do not 
displease Allah, hardly ever disputing with your travelling companions, and never 
telling tales about them once you have parted company from them.’[Amali al-
Mufid, p. 44, no. 3]    

��/�� -F�E/
(� �:
$5��� 

The Prohibited Journey  

11 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� :( ���6��|N �� (
�* 5�� ���> ����
 +?���j 9 "$�]0?��  ±�?��
 Q . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'A man must never go on a journey in which he has 
cause to fear for his faith or his prayer.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 283, no. 2]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� <���] ·I� N/ ���kc�� ��\ �� i�
 �> 2  ?��0��� 9 �v (i�
  $�]0?��  	� +L��� �	� ��7-� ����O�j 7-�� � : 1�y
 ���(
�* �� �1�6 ¸��  �E�� �'�my �\ �*1���
 X/ tE/ QN 2 �DEN�?0S�� �;�� ¬�- � . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was asked by Muhammad b. Muslim about the situation 
of a man who becomes ritually impure (mujnib) during his journey, and has 
nothing but snow or ice at his disposal [and therefore cannot perform the 
obligatory bath to purify himself]. ImÁm (AS) replied, 'This is a situation of 
primary necessity, and I do not think that he should ever return to such a place 
where his religion is at stake.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 222, no. 9]    

�¬-Q�/5'�� 

Travelling for Recreation  

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�* 7-�� ������ ��C� ���4/  V ¬�� 9 1�yN GF
�?�8 �	� N�?-� ������ �$�4  ���� �V&> G�7-�  	�  : � 2 �����> �)����]
� W V ¬�a� �my �\ �q��01�8 :�;�y�.(�� �v���� . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once at his brother `Aabdullah b. Muhammad's 
house when `Aamr b. Hurayth entered and asked him, 'What has brought you to 
this place?' to which he replied, 'Seeking recreation.’[al-Mahasin, v. 2, p. 461, no. 
2595]    
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14 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���m�> ����a� "X-��w�� ¦�� �uP��̂N (�� G;�y��̂ �\ (]�?�4 ��&�� �Iu�f � (����%^� �-> "X1=
 � 	Ó/ 	�� <DJ (�� �1�_
(>�?�R^� 57%8 . 

14– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, 'We had gone out for a picnic when one of the 
servants forgot to bring the salt. Even though they had slaughtered the plumpest 
sheep there was for us, it was of no use to us until we left.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 326, 
no. 7] 

TREES   �.َ)@ا� 
 

   

�:�̂ 5b�� �G:
� 

Planting Trees  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ?w�
 57%8 ��1&�
 Q X/ ��Z�%j� �Xo> 2 �;���P��> L"[���8/ ���
 9N ";�0��� �)��B X\:�j ?w�����> :�j . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'When the Last Hour comes, if any of you happens 
to be holding a seedling in his hand, then if he is able to, let him not stand until 
he has planted it.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9056]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �) �uk��|����` �N ������� {z� :(�;�B���| �� � ���� )�̂[ ��\ �;�-� :�� N/ �X�^\ N/ �}�� ��(�� "$"[O���> j?�@ �� ?w�
 N/ �E�� ���E��
 +L����� 	�� � . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Every single Muslim that cultivates or plants 
anything of which humans, animals or birds may eat from is counted as charity 
towards them on his behalf.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9051]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �v�%�[ ��\ j?�@ �� ?w�
 +$�]�E 	�� �  ?�w�� �q�s  ?�-�M 	�� �±�?��
 � �E���B  ?]�� �	�� ����  � . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Every single person that cultivates something, 
Allah rewards him as much as the fruit produced by that plant.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 9075]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�8 5�� �?�C�|N <D�?i�J �v�R�̂ 	�� 	�� �KR�
 �Iu�J �$"[ 9 ���� �X[ 2 �?�-c�6 57%8 :����  ���&��N :�Y�
����� ��(�� �;B���| y ?�-�M   . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Whoever plants a tree and patiently maintains it 
and tends to it until its fruition, every single fruit consumed from that tree is 
regarded by Allah as charity [on his behalf].’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 9081]    
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�:�̂ 5b�� �pu
e xI�� �FxE5/�� 

Cutting down Trees  

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� "F��C���> �E-�c�� �1���Z&�6 Q  <7C�| �K�m���� �L"=����  . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Do not cut down fruit trees for Allah will pour down 
punishment unto you.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 264, no. 9]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  $�0(�� �bZ�B �'N?=�� . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked about cutting down trees, to which he 
replied, 'There is no objection to it.’ `Aammar b. Musa narrates that he asked him 
further, 'What about the lotus tree?' to which he again replied, 'There is no 
objection to it. What is objectionable is cutting down lotus trees that grow in the 
desert, for there are so few of them there. Here, however, it is not a problem.’[al-
Kafi, no. 8] 

TRIAL AND TEMPTATION   �ُ�َ ا�ِ+
 

   

�+�/'�$�� 

Trial and Temptation  

1G*���4  	� ?0-��� 	� 9=�� � :  	���#� �/ �)��-�j)�������� ������� ("V1&
 :» ¢�*�X1�(�%���
 Q L�yN 7(��` �1"�1"&�
 �X/ �1"[�?�%�
 �X/ ��(�� �vP��8/  « 7L"M
Ç �VB :�)�B W ";�(%���� � :�V&> 2 	
3��� 9 ";�(%���� ^��(�� Tm�� ����> �)����] :�VB 7L"M 2�vykm�� �	�%��
 -[ �X1�(�%��
 :�vykm�� �¿����
 -[ �X1�R����
 . 

1– Mu`aammar b. Khallad said, ‘I heard Imam al-Rida (AS) say: “Alif, lam, mim. 
Do people imagine that they will be left off (on their own) saying: “We believe!” 
and they will not be tried”, and he then asked me, ‘What is trial?’ I said, ‘May my 
soul be sacrificed for you, what I know is that it is to be tested in religion.’ He 
said, ‘They [the believers] will be tried the way gold is tried’, he then said, ‘They 
will be purified the way gold is purified.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 370, no. 4]    

�I�'�$�� �a��n# 
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Kinds of Trial  

2�Pz� "V1jE   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��(�6> ���M :�	���#� ��10R��N 2�	���#� ��]�1��N 2�	���#� �?�0f�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There are three tempting trials: beautiful hair, a 
beautiful face, and a beautiful voice.’[Kanz al-‘Ummal, no. 44129]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �D�1��8 �^��� �X\N 2L�6?�C�R�> PI�7?0S�� �;�(%��� L�%����%�� �L"=7̂\ 2PI�7?0S�� �;�(%�> 	�� L"=���� ���14/ PI�7?0��� �;�(%���� ^O��
�D�?�S�4 . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘I fear for you the trials that are in good times more 
than in bad times. You have been struck with tests of bad times and you have 
endured them with patience, while verily the world remains sweet and luxuriant 
[to you].’[al-Targhib wa al-Tarhib, v. 4, p. 184, no. 74]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���M �	�%���� :  L�yE3���N  E(
3��� .v�8N 2�XZ�0f�� .¤�> 1�yN  ?-�£� �K?�JN 2�XZ�0f�� �U��j 1�yN PI�3(�� .v�8
 �;�� ?J�� 0v�8/ 	��N 2���f���� �b���%(�
 ¢ HI�3(�� 0v�8/ 	�-�> 2�XZ�0f�� �L:�j 1�yN�^��� ��C�� 1�:> �L�yE3���N �E(
3��� 0v�8/ 	��N 2";7(��� ������ )���?�8 . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Trials are of three kinds: love of women, and this is the 
sword of the devil; drinking of wine, and this is the snare of the devil; and the love 
of dinars and dirhams, which is the arrow of the devil. So those who love women 
will not benefit from life, and those who love drinking will be barred from Heaven, 
and those who love the dinar and dirham are slaves of the world.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 73, p. 140, no. 12]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �v�[�E 1�yN ����� uf-�
 <�?�8 57-���
 +$�]?� � : �;k��m��N 2Ç�1�� �;�(%�> u��c�� b�� �q��c�� �uf�� kXo> 2�b ]E�
 	�,-�� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) who was riding, said to a person by the name of Harb who was 
walking with him, ‘Go back, for the walking of someone like you with me is a trial 
for a governor and a [source of] humiliation for the believer.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 322]    

�I�'�$�� �]�E/�� F��̂ /�V I�6 

Those who are Cleared from Trials  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) �|����` �N ������� {z� �uk� :(HI-��� G;�(%�> l$[ L�:(�� u��i(�6 t�"«� ����R�� �q��N"� 2�!R����-��� Ö1"� . 
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6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Blessed are the sincere. They are the lanterns of 
guidance, and all dark trials are cleared away from them.’[al-Targhib wa al-
Tarhib, v. 1, p. 54, no. 5]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �'�8/ 	�� ��\ 2<�?�>[ uP�-�
N (��,� :�> "$�]?�� �� CR�
 �	�%�> "X1"=�%�j   L����� ��6  . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There will come a time with trials where a person 
will rise in the morning a believer and turn a disbeliever in the evening, save 
those whom Allah, most High, revive with knowledge.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
30883]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  �0%�
 	�� ��7̂/ �1�-����  �
   L��lY�� 	�� <�E1^N 2 	�%���� 	�� <]?��� ���� �$��i . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Know that those who are wary of their duty to Allah will 
find through Him a way out of the troubles of trials, and a light from 
darkness.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 183]    

5/�����,�� 

Miscellaneous  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( uP�-�
N 2<�?�>[ uP�-�
N <(��,� :�> "$�]?�� �� CR�
 2 L��Y"a�  $����  b�Z�&�[ �	�%�> T���� 	�� u�%0�"� 0	���fw����
 	�� +��?��� L�:�(
�* ���1B/ �b�C�
 2<�?�>[ �� CR�
N <(��,�+$���B �^��� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Know that my community after me will become 
swathed with trials like parts of a dark night. At that time a person will be a 
believer in the morning and a disbeliever in the evening; he will sleep a believer 
and wake up a disbeliever. Groups will sell their religion for a small offer of the 
world.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 30893]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(« <�*1B�N �X[ �;�(%���� �E^ 0v�J 	�� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who ignites the fire of a troubling test will become its 
firewood.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10109]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��N���6 G;�(%�> 	�� �}�4 ��1f�@ ��1��� +V�N . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A brutal oppressing governor is better than a continuous 
trial.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9163]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �v��_��> ��?�gQN 2�v�[?���> �?:�� Q p �X1Ck���  	��[ �;�(%��� 9 �	"[)�v���%_���> .( 
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12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘You should be in a trial like a baby camel, neither can it 
be mounted [and overcome as a result], nor can it be milked [and taken 
advantage of].’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 1] 

TRUSTWORTHINESS   �8َ�2,ا 
 

   

�+�n�6R� �+�?���� �3�`�� 

The Trust 

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (";^��£�  e�4�� ���C�B/ 2 ";^��� �X��� "$S>/ . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best form of faith is trustworthiness, and the worst 
vice is betrayal.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2905-2906] 

   

2 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����  $�i�
 ¢ ���M  <;R�4�E 7	:�> G�8� �$]N 7��  :3?�C�� 5��\ �;^��� {I�*/ 3?�C�� ��:���� {I>1��N 2  ?]���N 
 	
�? ]> N/ ^[  	
0?��  	
�����1�� .? �N 2  ?]���N . 

2- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘There are three things regarding which Allah, the 
Exalted, did not allow any flexibility: returning a trust to its owner, be he good or 
wicked; keeping one’s pact with both the good and the wicked; and kindness to 
one’s parents whether they be good or wicked.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 162, no. 15] 

   

�E�[�,# �3�`�� �~��W 

Universality of Trustworthiness 

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( :��0?�j ���s/ �X\N �'0?�j ���m�6 QN 2 �q�̂4 �X\N �q(�-�%�h�  	�� �	���6 Q . 

3- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Trustworthiness is prosperity.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 
1, p. 12] 
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4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� �1&06�  � PI�*O� L"=����N 2  �!(�,a�  }�/ �$�6B �X/ 1��> 2 L"=(�-�%�h�  	�� �\ �;^��)�������� ������� ( 5�� �(�-�%�h�
 �����\ :�%�
7*� G;^�/ . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not betray a man who trusts you, even if he betrays 
you. And do not disclose his secrets even if he discloses yours.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 77, p. 208, no. 1] 

   

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (Àu��  	�  !�#�  $�6B �\ 1�N �;^��� �N.*/. 

5- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Fear Allah and return the trust to he who has 
entrusted it to you, for verily even if the killer of the Commander of the Faithful 
(AS) left a trust with me, I would return it to him.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 204, no. 5] 

   

��
� 
+�n�6# 2 I�;�� 
C��W 2 

An Untrustworthy Man Is A Man Without Faith 

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) �N ������� {z� �uk��|����`  : (���� �;^�/ Q 	�-�� �X�\ Q . 

6- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Return the trust, even to the killer of al-?usayn b. 
Ali.’[Ibid. no. 4] 

   

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (� �s\ :�=��:�%���
 57%8 �;^��� �?�&�_�
 	�� 7(�� ����:���*1�%�j . 

7- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘An untrustworthy man is a man without faith.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 198, no. 26] 

   

�+�n�6R� ���<Y 

The Effects of Trustworthiness 

8 "X-&"� �)�������� ������� : (���^�* �q� �L����6 �;^��� 3*/ 2 0��� 
<7�(�@ �	"=�6 <(��/ �	"[N 2 �q�6?�4`N  . 
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8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who belittles [the importance of returning] the 
trust such that he would spoil it when entrusted to him is not one of us.’[Ibid. v. 
75, p. 172, no. 13] 

   

9Pz� "V1jE �  )  �uk��|����` �N ������� {z� : (�?&���� �v���i�6 ";^��£�N 2 HI(�w�� �v���i�6 ";^��� . 

9- Luqman (AS) said, ‘O my son! Return the trust in order to save your life in this 
world and in the hereafter; and be trustworthy in order to be prosperous.’[Ma`ani 
al-Akhbar, p. 253, no. 1] 

   

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�e�3R�� �?"c�[ ";^��� �)�
 1�B �s\ . 

10- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Trustworthiness begets prosperity and betrayal 
begets poverty.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 114, no. 6] 

   

117R�� ����� � �e*)�������� ������� : (ª�@ ";^��� . 

11- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When trustworthiness is fortified, truthfulness 
increases.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4053] 

   

]�E�n�;�'[� �I�� �F�E�n I�6 

People Who Must Not Be Trusted 

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ������� {z� �uk��|����` �N  : (����� 5��� ���� ����> +!�/ �}@ �	-�%�h�  	��  ���(�-�6O
 �X/ �':�̂ �B ��7̂� 2 �X-�g  . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A man who trusts an untrustworthy person 
forfeits Allah’s warranty, because He had prohibited him from trusting such a 
man [in the first place].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 179, no. 3] 

   

13 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�	h£� �)(�-�%�h�  	=�N 2 �!��� �q�(���
 L�� . 
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13- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘You were not betrayed by a trustworthy man, rather 
you trusted a traitor.’[al-Tahdhib, v. 7, p. 232, no. 1013] 

   

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (<�7��S�� N/ <(h4 �)�(�-�%�h� Ç�"� � . 

14- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘It makes no difference to me to trust a traitor or a 
careless man.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 301, no. 4] 

 

THE TRUTH   =ّ�َا� 
 

   

-k
�� 

The Truth  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (+}:�� t1B/ .�#� . 

1- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The truth is the strongest support.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
716]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (0��#� kX\N �Q/<����� Ý��� �)�6/ 57%8 (�
�1"«� �L : � ���E�> 2 :�%0� �/ �1"Z�"�N :"�y/ :�C�[�E 2 �$"�"s 
Z��  . 

2- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Know that the truth is [like] tame mounts, whose owners 
have mounted them and have been handed their reins. They take them gently 
until they came to ample shade.’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 3, p. 294]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�	�y�1�� ���� ��� 0�#� ���̂� 	��N 2kV�m�
 À�8  }�w� 0�����  v"�Z�
 	�� . 

3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘He who seeks might unrightfully will be humiliated, and he 
who opposes the truth will be afflicted with weakness.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 95]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ��"�1B �q�sN 2�$��C�� .�#� �v��@ ��\ 3�#� PI��o� ��1&�
 +$�� 	�� ���� :»C�� 5�� 3��#� ���m�&�̂ �$��  $��
 ���w������>... « . 

4- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘No sooner does falsehood stand against the truth 
than the truth defeats the falsehood, for that is the purport of His verse: “Rather 
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We hurl the truth against falsehood, and it crushes its head…”[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
5, p. 305, no. 24]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�q�� ��� �s\ 3�_�� kV�m�6 �X/ .����� . 

5- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Honour is that you humble yourself to the truth when 
you face it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 228, no. 105]    

Dk
�� �)
A�< 

The Weight of the Truth  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (»Iu ��N �U���4 �$��C�� �X\N 2 »IT ?�� �$�&�M 0�#� kX\ . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Truly the truth is heavy but wholesome, whereas 
falsehood is light but plagued.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 376]    

7 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (  !�#� �	�� 0u�� r/ ���?�S�8 7-��)�������� ������� ( �VB 0L"M �' E���| �\ �0-�g "D>�1�� : - � �q�|N"� 2 0��� �T/
 �'�/ �X/ �?�[�s µN � "D>�1�� ���6�?�S�8 �!�8 r/ °|�N/)���������� ����� ( � ��� �'|N/ :<�7?�� �X[ �X\N 3�#� 5�� �? C|� 2 0u�(�� �T/ . 

7- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘At the time of his death, my father, Ali b. al-Husayn 
(AS) hugged me close to his chest and said, ‘O my son! I advise you as my 
father advised me at the time of his death, and he proceeded to mention that his 
father had advised him, saying: ‘O my son! Endure the truth even if it be 
bitter.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 70, p. 184, no. 52]    

�4$5/�� 	
��� �
�� Dk
�� �=�
e �3�`�� 

The Necessity of Telling the Truth Even to One’s Own Detriment  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�������N ���� -�> 0�#� �VB 	��  �7(�� 5&�6/ . 

8- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most God wary of people is he who speaks 
the truth, be it for or against him.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 27, no. 4]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�����  V1jE ��1��j 	�� GU��j �;-hB 9  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (:��> �;���_�|... $"B  �qP��^ 5�� 1�N 0�#� . 

9- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It is written on the hilt of one of the Prophet (SAWA)’s 
swords: ‘Speak the truth even if it be against yourself.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 
157, no. 2]    
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10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ��(�  �7(�� �$S�>/ �X\   	�� � ���M�?�[N ���R�&�̂ �X\N � ����\ 0v�8/ 3�#� "$-���� �X[ 	��  �����\ 0?�] �X\N  $��C��
 �'�*��N <D�h> . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best of people in the sight of Allah is he who likes to 
act according to what is right - even if it brings him loss and misery - more than 
what is wrong, even if it brings him profit and increase of wealth.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 125]    

11 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �q�6i�̂ ���> kXo> 2 �q"[��y ���> �X[ �X\N 0�#�  $"B ... ���> �Xo> �q�6i�̂ ���> �X[ �X\N �$��C��  ��*N
 �q�[��y . 

11- Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Speak the truth even if it entails your own ruin, for 
verily your deliverance is therein… and abandon falsehood even if it entails your 
deliverance, for truly therein is your ruin.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 408]    

�@�&�M���� �hD:�� F�* Dk
�� �=�
e 

Speaking the Truth When Pleased or Angered  

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( ���-���� �s\ 3�#� Lk��=%�
 �X/  �7(�� ";��:�� <��]E 0	���(�-�
 Q �Q/ . ��(� À�8 ";�-���[ �*:��� �$�S>/ �X\ �Q/
 +?h] GXZ��j . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Lo! Fear of people must never prevent any man 
from telling the truth when he knows it; truly the best jihad is a true word spoken 
before an unjust ruler.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 43588]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  !�"#� �� (��Q �'
|N 	�� �)�������� ������� ( � :����� t1�&�%� �q�|N"� 2 0��� 
   3�#� �;�-���[ N 2  ?&����N �w�� 9 
 v�S�w��N g3?�� 9 . 

13- Imam Ali (AS) said in one of his wills to his son, al-Husayn (AS), ‘O my son! I 
advise you to fear Allah in both affluence and poverty, and to tell the truth both 
when pleased as well as when angered.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 88]    

Dk
�� �=��
e 

Accepting the Truth  

14Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (S�w�� �X[ X\N � �}C�[ N/ �}w�| � ��� ��6/ 	0-�� 0��#�  $�C�B� 	�� ��� HI] 	�� 5�� �$��C�� �*�*�E�N 2 <
<C�C�8 �X[ �X\N +}C�[ N/ +}w�| . 
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14- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Accept the truth from anyone who comes to you 
with it – be he lowly or noble, even if he himself is detestable to you. And reject 
falsehood from anyone who comes to you with it – be he lowly or noble, even if 
he is beloved to you.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 43152]    

Dk
�� �+
*�:%�6 �C�Q�6 

The Criterion of Knowing the Truth  

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���?��
Q 0�#� �X\  ?��� 2 V]3?�� ����y/ �� ?��6 0�#� �� . 

15- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the truth is not known through men; know the truth 
[first] and you will know its people.’[Majma`a al-Bayan, v. 1, p. 211]    

���
��� �:�̀  ���W �P�B>�� -k
�� .�:^�? 2 

The Truth Can Side Equally With or Against Someone  

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( T?�i�
 QN 2 ������� t?�] ��\ G�8� T?�i�
 Q 2 �U�|(0%�� 9 :"&���g/N 2 �U�|�10%�� 9 PI�J�� �b�j�N/ .�#�
 ������ �T?�i�
 QN ���� �T?�i�
 �X/ G��8� �X[ 1��N 2 ���� t?�] ��\ ���������� <R��4 �q�s �X=��   ���̂_C�j  . 

16- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The truth is the widest thing in description, but the 
narrowest in practicing justice. No sooner does it side with someone than it will 
side against him [at another time], and no sooner does it side against someone 
than it will side for him later. And if anyone is to side with it, never going against 
it, then that would be purely for Allah, glory be to Him.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 
216] 

   

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ("=7(���(�-�6 Q ������ 3�#� �;��B\ 	� G�8� 3�#� ";
� E L . 

17- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not let consideration for a person’s right hinder you 
from upholding the truth when it is against him.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10338] 

 TRUTHFULNESS   ق*�� ا�
 

   

�~PD_�� 
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Truthfulness  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;0(���  K�1�/ 	�� �K� ��7̂o> p e�3R�� L"=���� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Truthfulness is incumbent upon you, for verily it is 
one of the doors of Paradise.’[Tarikh Baghdad, p. 11, no. 82]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3u«��  bg�1��  	��  ��Z(�a� "V�N�� �Km�=�� 2 3u«��  bg�1��  ��Z(�a� ";�&��Z�� �e�3R�� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Truthfulness is the congruity of logic with divine 
convention, whereas lying removes logic from divine convention.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, nos. 1552-1553]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3��#� "X��� �e�3R�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Truthfulness is the tongue of the Real.’[Ibid. no. 275]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :((�
 �e�3R�� ���%(��/ X\N �q
�*?�
 �Km�=�� 2 ���%��4 X\N �q� i . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Truthfulness saves you even though you fear it whereas 
lying ruins you even though you feel safe from it.’[Ibid. nos. 1118-1119]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �e�3R�� �Iu�J �$"[ �*��> �Km�=�� 2 �IuJ �$"[ �̄ ��| . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Truthfulness is the goodness of everything whereas lying 
corrupts everything.’[Ibid. nos. 1115-1116]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;�̂��4 �Km�=�� 2 �;^�/ �e�3R�� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Truthfulness is a trust whereas lying is deception.’[Ibid. 
no. 15]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���6HIN�?��  E��B 5�� ��"B��|N 2 ���%0-�y  E��B 5��  $�]0?�� �E��B . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The worth of a man is measured by the extent of his 
ambition, and his truthfulness is measured by his integrity.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Saying 47]    

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�q����(�
 "F�8  Km�=�� 5�� 2��.?�S�
 "F�8 �e�3R�� ?�M,�6 X/ "X��� . 
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8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Faith is to prefer to tell the truth, even if it be to your 
detriment, over lying even though it be to your benefit.’[Ibid. Saying 458]    

9 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�F
��#� �$C�B �e�3R�� �1�-k����6 . 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Learn to tell the truth before you learn to speak.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 104, no. 4]    

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���� �e�3R�� . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Truthfulness is an honour.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, 
p. 269, no. 109]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)������������� �� :( ��"��-�� [�� ���̂��� �e���| 	�� . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He whose tongue tells the truth is pure of 
action.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 104, no. 3]    

�~,��_�� 

The Truthful One  

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(GDi(�� ��J 5�� �e�*R��G;�̂:��N GD�1:�� ���?�J 5�� �K�s=��N 2 G;���?�[N  . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The truthful one is at the height of salvation and dignity, 
whereas the liar is on the brink of ignominy and degradation.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Sermon 86]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 2 �¼�81�%j� ���[�?�6 1�� 57%8  �1R��N �D�R� � �� :�� -7�E �$�]?�� kXo> p L :����R � QN L :�6�R � �N.?�%w�6 Q
 �;�̂��� PI�*/N �F
��#�  e��| �(�� L�yN�? C�%4�  	=�N . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not be deceived by their [lengthy] prayer or 
their [Abundant] fasting, for verily it may be that a man becomes so attached to 
his prayer and his fasting that were he to stop doing them, he would be greatly 
disturbed. Rather test these people through the truth in their speech and their 
prompt return of goods entrusted in their care.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 104, no. 4]    

14 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��"���>  }�£� 	�� �}�4N 2��"�hB  e��R�� �	�� �	��8/ . 
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14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Better than the truth itself is the one who tells it, and 
better than the good deed itself is the one who performs it.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 223, 
no. 385]    

�=��eR� �~�P"# 

The Most Truthful of Sayings  

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  V�1B��  e��|/ 	� �$��j 7-�� � : ��\ ���\ Q X/ "D�*:�JPz� . 

15– Imam Ali (AS), when he was asked about the most truthful saying, replied, 
‘The testimony that there is no god but Allah.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p378, no. 1]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( V#� "X��� ��� ���Z�̂�  V&�a� �e��|/ . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most truthful of sayings is that which the tongue of 
the present utters.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 3302] 

TYRANNY  �1�.َ) ا�
 

�D�? �C��� ";���|N  ?.C�i0%�� .��s 

Condemnation Of Tyranny 

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ������� {z� �uk��|����` �N  :(�X/ Ö/ 	�� G��(�� +E7C] l$"[ �V1&
 :����� ��\ ��\ Q   . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A recalcitrant tyrant is anyone who refuses to say: 
‘There is no god but Allah.’[al-Tawhid, p. 22, no. 9] 
  

2 .Pz� "V1jE  ) ��` �N ������� {z� �uk��|�� :( ����� 5�� L : ̂�1�:�� ��7(�� �L�y"OZ�
 2 3Ekm�� �DE1�| 9 �;��&�� ��1�
 XN?3C=�%"a�N �XNE7C����?�f�_�
. 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The tyrants and the arrogant people will be raised 
on the Day of Judgment in the form of tiny particles, which the rest of the people 
will trample underfoot – as a sign of their low esteem before Allah.’[Tanbih al-
Khawatir, v. 1, p. 199] 
  

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(+?7C�i�%�� "$-�� 1[���
 Q . 
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3- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The work of a tyrant can never be pure.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 10587] 
  
  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;���̂R"a� °1Z����6 QN 2�D�E�*C��  $y/ ��(� ��� "�k��_�%�
 µ u7(� �1Yk��_�%�6 QN 2"D�? �C��� ��� �Lk��=�6 µ °1-���=�6 �> . 

4- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not address me the way tyrants are addressed, nor 
should you be reluctant in my presence as it is done in the presence of the 
oppressors, nor should you associate with me with hypocrisy.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Sermon 216] 
  

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��� �7(�� ������/ �XNE7C ����� 	��  �;��&�� ��1�
 �$]N 7��  . 

5- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The tyrants will be the farthest away from Allah on 
the Day of Judgment.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 11, p. 304, no. 7] 
  

�D�? �C��� �;�C�B� {I1j 

The Evil End Of The Tyrants  

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�?P�"[ �?7C�i�6 	�� . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever acts tyrannically will be broken.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 7697] 
  

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �'�?�&�8 �?7C�i�6 	��  �����g�NN  . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Allah will humiliate and depose whoever acts 
tyrannically.’[Ibid. no. 8471] 
  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �*C� 5�� �?.C�i0%��N ���7
\ ����� ���-�R�&�
 +?7C�i�%�� k$[ kXo> p    . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of behaving tyrannically with the servants of 
Allah, for [eventually] Allah annihilates every tyrant.’[Ibid. no. 2695] 
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THE UNSEEN  -ُ�� ا�َ
 

   

����� �]��%�'�  �@��M�� �]
�%�? -F��5/��   

The Prophet Knows the Unseen through Allah’s Instruction  

1 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  V1jE ";�B^ )k��g  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�X1&>("a� �V&> 2��1�C�6 �D�N��@ 9 : �L����
 QN  v��w��  	�� ("M3��_�

���%�B^ �X=�� ! "$�h�¥�] �'6O>)�������� ������� (�VBN 2�1�B µ �'�?�C4O�> :9 �q�%�B^ kX\ +?_�� �D�?�i�f� :��� � �������%�� 2�m[  v���J  .����� "V1jE t*(�>   

)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�VB 2<;����] �D�R�� :�V&> 2��(�� �b�-�%]> :y1�6/ 57%8 :���\ �N�E�*C�> 2�m[  v��f � ¸�B^ �X\ 2��(�� :.
/ . 

1– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘The Prophet (SAWA)’s she-camel got lost in 
the battle of Tabuk, so the hypocrites started to say [mockingly], ‘He talks to us 
about the Unseen but does not even know where his own she-camel is!’ So the 
archangel Gabriel (AS) came to him and informed him of what they were saying, 
and told him that his she-camel was in a particular valley, with its reins attached 
to a large tree. So the Prophet (SAWA) made the call for congregational prayer, 
and when the people had gathered, he told them , ‘O people, verily my she-
camel is in such and such a valley’, so they ran to bring it for him.’[Qasas al-
Anbiya’, p. 308, no. 408]    

�@��M�� �]���� ���6�� 

The Imam and the Knowledge of the Unseen  

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �� �_|/ �¦�� ���� �VB 7-�� �)[N<7� C��[ �X :( �q�_�S�> 2 v��w�� �L��� �!(�,a��}�/ 
 �)��Z�"� ��&��)�������� ������� (
� :����� �'�*0��� �N 2�;����� �L���  v��w�� �L��� -0̂\N 2+L��� T�s 	�� �Ll����6 1�y -7̂\N 2+v��@  L���� 1�y ���� 2+v��[ 4/ 
  ����1&� ���̂_Cj  :»�� kX \���   

 �8�E�� 9 � �L�����
N �F��w�� "V3��(�
N �;��7��� �L��� �'��(��«. 

2- When one of Imam Ali (AS)’s companions (from the tribe of Kalb) said to him, 
‘Indeed you have been given knowledge of the Unseen, O Commander of the 
Faithful’, Imam Ali (AS) laughed, saying, ‘O brother of Kalb, this is not knowledge 
of the Unseen, but instruction from the Possessor of Knowledge. Verily the 
knowledge of the Unseen is the knowledge of the Hour, and what Allah, Glory be 
to Him, has listed in his verse: “Indeed the knowledge of the Hour is with Allah. 
He sends down the rain, and He knows what is in the wombs.”[ Nahj al-Balagha, 
Sermon 128]    
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3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�$��j �a � :�  v��w�� ����� �L����
 $y :���/ HIuf�� �L����
 X/ �*�E/ �s\ 	=�N 2Q����� ���-  �q�s  . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when asked, ‘Does the Imam know the Unseen?’ replied, 
‘No, but whenever he wishes to know something, Allah makes him know it.’[al-
Kafi, v. 1, p. 257, no. 4]    

4 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� (����O�j 7-�� ��� E>  $y/ 	�� �$�]�E  :� W�v��w�� �X1�-����6/ : +?��] 1�/ �VB)�������� ������� :( �L����� (�� "n��C�

�L����̂ �> 7(� �¦�C&�
N 2�L����(�> .�VBN :����� .?�j   �$�h�¥�] �\ �'0?�j/ k$]N0��� )�������� �������( G�7-� �\ "$�h�¥�] �'0?�j/N 2)k��|����` �N ������� {z� �u( �'0?�j/N 2

����� HIJ 	�� �\ ��7-�   . 

4– Imam al-Kazim (AS), when a man from Persia asked him, ‘Do you know the 
Unseen’, replied, ‘Abu Ja`afar (AS) [i.e. Imam al-Baqir] said, ‘Knowledge is 
expounded for us so we know it, and it can be taken away from us so we do not 
know.’ And he said, ‘Allah, Mighty and Exalted, entrusted his secret to Gabriel 
(AS), and Gabriel entrusted it to Muhammad (SAWA), and Muhammad (SAWA) 
entrusted it to those whom Allah willed.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 256, no. 1] 

USURPATION   -ُ�� ا�َ
 

   

�@_�M�� 

Usurpation  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  V���
 L�� ���&�8  }�w� <CR�@ +	�,� �V� �b�Z�%B�  	��   3? C�� 	�� :"��-��
 ¸�� ����-�P� <%�B� 2��(�� <g ?��� 
:�% Cc�
 Q 2 }�£�N�� C�8| �\ �'�m�4/ Tm�� �Va� 0*�?�
N �K1�%�
 57%8 ���6(���8 9  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who usurps the property of a believer without 
having right to it, Allah continues to abandon him, despising all the good and 
righteous deeds that he performs, not recording them among his good deeds 
until and unless he repents and returns the property that he seized to its rightful 
owner.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 17, p. 89, no. 20823]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( <��]�E �v�R�@ 	������� �u�&�� -�"� <gE/  "XCS�@ ������ 1�yN ��6  . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who usurps someone’s land wrongfully will 
meet Allah [on the Day of Resurrection] wrathful towards him.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 30366]    
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3 Pz� "V1jE �)���� {z� �uk��|����` �N ��� :(����� ��0?�8 -�� �q�sN p ���&�8  }�w� ����4/ �V� �m�4O�
 X/ +L���� +Ã ?��Q l$�_�
 Q   5���  L��"a� �V� k$]N0��� 
 L��"a� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘It is not permissible for a Muslim to seize the 
property of his fellow brother without right to it, and that is because Allah, Mighty 
and Exalted, has forbidden the property of a Muslim to another Muslim.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 30343]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( : ��?�4 5�� �	y�E  E���� u�> �v��R�w�� �?�i�#� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One usurped stone in a house is a guarantee for its 
ruin.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 240]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� :�> ��N :�&�8  }�w � gE/ �m�4/ 	0-�� �$��j 7-�� � :�8| �\ ";��?.%�� �Lk����6N 2�'Ä( � �b�>?�
  e?���� ���� p : C
 ���8 +L��� . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked about one who has taken land without 
right to it and built upon it, to which he replied, ‘The building is to be destroyed 
and the land returned to its rightful owner. The entire lineage of a wrongdoer 
holds no right.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 17, p. 211, no. 1]    

6 .T�:a� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �� ̂s\  }�w� �' }�@  V� 9 ��0?�R�%�
 X/ G�8P� l$�_�
 Q . 

6– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘It is not permissible for anyone to use the property of 
another without his permission.’[Wasael al-Shi`aah , v. 17, p 311, no. 1, p 309, 
no. 4] 

USURY   �X��ا� 
 

   

� D:�� I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Warning Against Usury  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\  �� �$�[` �	���� �$]N7�� ��
���yJN ���C�6[N �����[1��N �3? . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, curses the 
usurer, his agent, his scribe and his two witnesses.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 346, no. 
1]    
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2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�)��6/�)�&> 2 L : ̂1Z��  ±E4 	�� t?�6 ��7��#� :�> ��1�C�[ L�:�̂1Z�� +�1�B 5�� u � �T ?j"� �;���  : 	��
�VB W "$�h¥�] 
 PIQ,y :�3?�� ";���[/ PIQ,y . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'During my Night-Journey up to the heavens, I was 
taken to a people whose bellies were as large as houses and contained serpents 
that could be seen from outside their bellies. I asked, 'Who are these people, O 
Gabriel?' He replied, 'They are the usurers.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 31857]    

3 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�C4/�3?�� �v��[ 2  v�j=�a� "F . 

3– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'The most despicable of profits is the profit earned 
from usury.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 147, no. 12]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���Z0C���%�
 57%8 �^��� �	�� �±�?��
 Q �3?�� "$�[`"XZ�f��  . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The usurer only leaves this world after Satan has 
thrown him to the ground in defeat.’[Tafsir al-`Ayyashi, v. 1, p. 152, no. 503]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ��(�� �L�Y�/ �E �L�yE�*   �$]N7�� ����� �)�� 9 +�?_�� ���m � :��[ <;�^�� �!�C�j 	��   ��?#�  . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'A dirham earned by usury is worse in the sight of 
Allah than seventy counts of incest in the Holy Sanctuary of Allah.’[Nur al-
Thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 295, no. 1177]    

� D:�� �d:!�V �+�;��B 

The Wisdom Behind the Prohibition of Usury  

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �3?��  È?_�6 �;k��� 	�  L�=�#� �	� ��f�y ����O�j 7-�� � : �N ���Ei3%�� ��(�� ���?�%�� <Q�8 �3?�� �X[ 1�� ��7̂\
�_> �����\ �X1]%_�
����� ��0?    �?�&�� 9 L�:�(��� �q�s �$�R0%���> PI�?3f��N  b��C�� �\N ���Ei3%�� �\  ��?#�  	� ��(�� 0?���%� �3?��  . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS), when asked by Hisham b. al-Hakam about the reason 
behind the prohibition of usury, replied, 'Were usury to be permissible, people 
would abandon their trading and other necessities, so Allah prohibited usury in 
order that man may flee from the unlawful [means of earning] to trade, and resort 
to buying and selling, and this in turn facilitates borrowing from each other.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 119,no. 24]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �3?��  È?× �;k��� 	� �$��j 0-�� � :��N?���a� ��(�� �b�̂-�%�
 ���� . 
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7– When Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was asked the reason behind the prohibition of 
usury, he replied, 'So that people may not withhold common courtesy from each 
other.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 201, no. 32]    

� D:�� F�* ���u�V�2� �@�̀ �? �6 

That Which Leads One to Become Involved in Usury  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :((�� �?�J��������N 2 �?�i%�a� 0L"M ��&���� 2  �  �0R�� 5���  $-0(��  v� ��* 	� 5�4/ �;0�"Q� �'�my 9 �3?���  . 

8- Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Engage yourself firstly in communal relations with people, 
then the law, and subsequently trading, for by Allah, usury creeps into this 
community more discreetly than an ant creeps onto a rock.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
103, p. 117, no. 16]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�3?�� 9 �L�Z�6E� ���&�> G�&�>  }�w� �?�i06�  	�� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Whoever trades without knowledge of legal rulings gets 
involved in usury.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 447]    

¦3���!�6 À��!�'��6 � D:�� �)�\Y 

The Usurer Who Justifies Himself Must be Fought  

10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�
N �3?�� "$"[O�
 �X[ <�]�E �X/ ��w��� 7-�� �� HIC���� ���3-�� :����� u (�(�=�/ 	��   �$]N7�� )��(�� (���&�(�� 0	�� ?gO�� . 

10– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once informed of a man who was extorting usury 
and calling it liba’ instead of riba (usury) to justify his actions, with regards to 
whom Imam said, 'If Allah gave me the power to, I would have him beheaded.’[al-
Kafi, v. 5, p. 147, no. 11] 

VENERATION   Aُ�F� ا�َ
 

   

j��:�6�2� �]�}%�V 
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Veneration of Rulers  

1Pz� V1jE � ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�S��S�6N �Uk����6N <�?h] <^Z��j �̄ ���� 	�� E7(�� 5��\ ���(
?�B �X[ ���> <��-�� ���� �b . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not stand up [for others] like the foreigners 
stand up for each other.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 16, p. 240]    

2 Pz� V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :("c-�
 X/ 0v�8/ 	�� E7(�� 9 �'����&�� �/01�C%�����> "V]3?�� ���� �$ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever likes people to stand up for him should 
take a seat for himself in the Fire.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 16, p. 240]    

3�®E ÀE�s r/ 	� E�1^�� EÁ � z�  :�j �)
/�E 3u C0(�� 5��\ �X� C&�
 <Q� �N �X-�)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�����  V1j�E  ����B 5��� "X-��j 0v�=^� s\   
)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( .u C7(�� �'�?�]��> 2 :"�3C�&�
)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (���� �VB 7L"M 2 �q�s 	�� :-��j 
 :�[1��- � �L ]��� �b�(R�6 � r �b�(R�6 Q 2 "X

����� ���C�� 	�� ��C�� ^/ 2  ��C���� ����&�
 -�[ ����B/N 2 ��C���� "$"[O�
 7-�� "$"[`  . 

3– Abu Dharr [may Allah have mercy on him] narrated, ‘I saw Salman and Bilal 
approaching the Prophet (SAWA) when Salman threw himself at the Prophet 
(SAWA)’ s feet, kissing them. So the Prophet (SAWA) stopped him from doing 
that, and said to him, ‘O Salman, do not do unto me as the foreigners do with 
their kings – I am a servant from among the servants of Allah, eating what a 
servant eats and sitting how a servant sits.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 76, p. 63, no. 3]    

4;@�C�� ��Þ � : �VB]�!(�,"a� �}�/) [�������� ������� (���
 �!�� �N.��%J��N ���� �1�0]�?�%�>  EC^�� �!By�*  �7f�� 5��\ �' }��� ��(� �����&�� ��BN�V&> 2 ��
 : �
�1�&�> W �'1-�%��(�| Tm��� �my :�V&> 2 ^HI�?��"� �� � �L�Y���̂ 7(�� ����4 :������N   L"[Ä�?��"� �m: � �b���%(�
 �  ! 2 L"[�^�* 9 L"=P�"�^/ 5��� �X1l&�f�%�� L"=0̂\N

���� yHI�E�N �;k&�f�a� �?��4/ �N 2 L"=�6�?�4` 9 �� � �X1�&f�6N E7(�� �	�� "X��� :���� �;��0��� ����E/N 2 �K& ! 

4– Imam Ali (AS) was proceeding towards Syria, when the peasants of al-Anbar 
upon seeing him, dismounted from their mounts and started running towards him. 
He enquired, ‘What is this you are doing’ to which they replied, ‘This is the way 
we respect our leaders.’ So he said, ‘By Allah, this does not benefit your leaders 
in any way, whilst you are belabouring yourself in this world and earning misery 
for yourselves in the Hereafter. How wasteful is the labour in whose wake lies 
chastisement, and how profitable the composure which brings safety from the 
Fire!’ [Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 37]    

�]�}%5'�� �I�6 FM��/�? �6 
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The Extent of Veneration Recommended  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(\�����  V��]  L�Y��6 	�� kX   V�*���  ����N 2 �X`?"&��  $��8N 2 �;�C�0f�� Ts �;���?�[ k$]N0��  . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily venerating Allah’ s Exaltedness involves 
honouring the old, the bearer of the Qur’ an and the just Imam.’ [Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 25507]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  $�]0?��� -�Y��6  ���&��  	�� �$��j 7-�� � : 	
3��� 9 +$�]�?�� ��\ �'N?=�� . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) when asked about standing in veneration of someone, 
replied, ‘It is an abominable act, except when standing for a man of religion.’ [al-
Mahasin, v. 1, p. 364, no. 786]    

7 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���-����N ����3?�B 	�=�N 2 �'�*�?Z�6 QN ����:�i�� �$�y��  ?3w�|N 2 ���%���(�� ���*N ���-����� �L�����  L�Y�� . 

7– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Venerate the scholar for his knowledge and 
abandon argumentation with him. Depreciate the ignorant man for his ignorance 
but do not drive him away. Rather draw him near and teach him.’ [Tuhaf al-
`Uqoul, no. 394] 

THE VERDICT *   ى� ا�َ+
 

   

���?#�:�  �G�H/�� 	�'*# I�6 

Those Who Give Verdicts of Their Own Opinion to People  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( E(�� 5��� L"[Ä�?]/ t1%���� 5��� L"[Ä�?]/ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most audacious from among you at giving 
verdicts will be the most hasty from among you to enter the Hellfire.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 2, p. 123, no. 48]    

2 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����  V1jE 	�� +EMx� L :��%��̂ 7("=��N 2�!�=��«� 	�� 7("=�� ^�1�yN (
/�? � ��(�� u�%��̂ 7([ 1��  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (
 +? �[ 	� <�? �[ :"M�E�1�%�̂ 2^��(�� +L���  V1|"�N .... 

2– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘If we were to give verdicts to people according to 
our opinions and whims, we would be among those who perish. And, we would 
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be giving them verdicts based on mere reports handed down from the Prophet 
(SAWA) when we have the very principles of knowledge, which we have 
inherited from our forefathers…’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 172, no. 3]    

3 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	������� 0*g ��&�> �L����
 Q - � �X�* 	��N 2�L����
 Q - � �X�* ��&�> ��
/�? � ��7(�� 5�%>/   -��> ��0?�8�N k$�8/ "F��8 
�L����
Q . 

3– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever gives a verdict to people from their 
opinion submits to that which they have no knowledge of, and whoever submits 
to that which he does not have knowledge of is opposing Allah as he permits and 
prohibits what he does not have knowledge of.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 299, no. 
25]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� 	�� �K�?y"�<�?� ]  �(�� �q�%�C�B�E �$��i�6QN 2���j�� �	�� �q���?�y �%"� . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Flee from a verdict the way you would flee from a 
lion, and do not let your neck be a bridge for others.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 260] 
   

�%��� j��'*�� �r���̀�]�� 

The Permissibility for a Scholar to Issue a Verdict  

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �7C���  	� �L�c"B �\ �v�%�[ -�> � :�L�����  ?�[�sN 2�$�y��  L����N 2�̧ ��%�"a� �)>O�> 2 	
�?R���� �L�:�� ����]��N . 

5– Imam Ali (AS), in what he wrote to Qutham b. ‘Abbas said, ‘Sit for them in the 
afternoon, and give verdicts to the questioner, teach the ignorant, and remind the 
knowledgeable.’[Mustadrak al-Wasa`il, v. 17, p. 315, no. 21453]    

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( �v��w�6  	� �X�� �� :�q"�c�� ¸����J 9 t?�
 X/ .v�8"� u7̂o> p ��(�� �)>/N �;(
��a�  ���i�� 9 ����]�� . 

6– Imam al-Baqir (AS), speaking to Aban b. Taghlib said, ‘Sit in the mosque of 
Madina and give verdicts to the people, for I love to see the likes of you among 
my followers.’[Mustadrak al-Wasa`il, v. 17, p. 315, no. 21452]  

 

* The word ‘fatwa’ in Arabic specifically denotes a legal verdict or juristic edict 
(ed.) 
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VISITING   ا�ِ���َرة 
 

   

����� F�* �����Q5'�� 	
��� 78
��   

Enjoinment of Visiting Each Other for the Pleasure of Allah  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�����  E�7N�� 	�� �v�%"[ �����\ ��(�� <;�]8 Q ���� ¬�� �\ �	�,a� �'4/ �E�� 	��  [N 2 ����� 5�� <&�&�8 �X   �� ?=�
 X/ 
�'�?h�� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'He who goes to visit his brother in faith at his 
home, without any motive on his part, is recorded as having visited Allah, and 
Allah honours His guest by His own right.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 192, no. 11]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 9 �N�EN��  ����� 9 �1����]N   ����� 9 �1"Z�/N 2   ����� u�> �1���(��N   ����� HI���/ �1"� 
�� 2   ����� HI��N/ �1"��|�NN    . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Visit each other for the sake of Allah, sit in each other's 
company for the sake of Allah, give for the sake of Allah and deny for the sake of 
Allah, keep away from the enemies of Allah and maintain relations with the 
friends of Allah.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, nos. 5392-5393]    

3����� � �?BC�� )�������� ������� :(����� �L�8�E 2 ^ ?�O�� �D��8 �q�s �Xo> L"=�61�� 9 �N�E�N���6  ^�?�/ �8/ ��C��  . 

3– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'Pay visits to each other in your homes for verily that 
is a reinforcement of our teachings, and Allah has mercy on a servant who 
reinforces our teachings.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 2, p. 144, no. 6]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 9 �'4/ �E�� 	��  ����N    ���� HIg/ ��\ �Iuf � .?�-�
 Q +E1�̂ 	�� Àu��C"B �!�� �?�Z��
 �;����&�� ��1�
 HI] 2  . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'He who visits his brother for the sake of Allah and 
for His pleasure will be raised on the Day of Resurrection walking straddled by 
two cloths of light, and illuminating thereby anything that he passes.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 74, p. 347, no. 8]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( Xo> 2 +¦�� 5��� L"=�S�� �U�Z���6 ("c
�*8/N 2 (�c
�*8� �?[�sN 2 L"= �1�"&�� ·I��8\ L"=�6�E
 � 9 �Xo> �N�E�N���6
N"m���> 2 L�%=���yN L�%����g y1�-�%[�?�6 X\N 2 L�61�i�̂N L�6��J�E � L�6m�4/ �L����� L"=�6i�( � ^/N � � . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'Visit each other for verily your visits revive your own 
hearts and act as a reminder of our traditions, and our traditions in turn awaken 
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affection in you towards each other. If you adopt our traditions you shall be rightly 
guided and shall attain salvation, and if you abandon them you will stray and 
perish, so do adopt them and I will guarantee your salvation.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 186, 
no. 2]    

6 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( »IuJ ���������� 9 �X�14�� �D�E
 � 	�� �'�*1(�]N ������o�� 5=^/   +¦�C�� L :�S��  . 

6– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, 'Nothing is more hurtful to Iblis [Satan] and his army 
than brothers in faith visiting each other for the sake of Allah.’[al-Kafi, p. 188, no. 
7]    

�;
<�C��O�� j��A�� �i�: 

The Benefits of Meeting Fellow Brothers  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�D0*�1�a� �) C(�6 "D�E
3��� . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Visiting [each other] makes love grow [between 
you].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 74, p. 355, no. 36]    

8 �*�1�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<����B �E���̂ �X[ X\N 2  $&���� ���&��6N �D�?�f�̂ �X�14�� "DB��� . 

8– Imam al-Jawad (AS) said, 'Meeting fellow brothers, even very briefly, causes 
the mind to broaden and develop.’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 353, no. 26]    

�9���?DQ�� �3�,# 

The Etiquette of Visiting  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<7C�8 �*�*��6 <7C�@ �E�� . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Visit people at regularly-spaced intervals for that 
will increase love [between you].’[Bihar al-Anwar, p. 355, no. 36]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (  !�#� �� (�Q ���%0��|�N 	�� �)�������� ������� (� :�;����a� �� E1�6 �DE
3��� "D�?c�[ . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) in his will to his son Imam al-Husayn (AS), said, 'Visiting too 
often brings about boredom.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 237, no. 1]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �q���&��N ���%��&�� Ì��  VC�6 �> 2�q��4/ �D0*�1�- � �)&�M�N �s\ . 
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11– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'When you are assured of your brother's love for you, 
then do not worry about when you will meet each other.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
4087] 

VITALITY   �ُ�َ4ِ��ا� 
 

   

�+���*�%�� �+�;��e 

Vitality  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L��3(�� y/ ";���>��� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Vitality is the most beneficial of bounties.’ [Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 973]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;���>��� �	�� "$�́ / ��C�� Q . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no garment more beautiful than vitality.’ [al-
Tawhid, v. 74, no. 27]    

3 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� :(�D��#� "Dkm�� ���]1�6 �;���>�� � . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Joie-de-vivre [i.e. the pleasure of living] is to be found 
through vitality.’ [Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4207]    

4 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�s\ 2 �;0����4 �;�-� ̂ ";���>�����?�["s ����&"> �s\N 2 )��P��̂ ��� ]�N  . 

4– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Vitality is a subtle bounty – when present it is 
forgotten, and when lost it is remembered.’ [al-Faqih, v. 4, p. 406, no. 5878]    


+���*�%�� �����? �6 

That Which Engenders Vitality  

5 �Pz� "V1jE  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ���%�> <D0?�� 0u���� 5���| 	��   �;���>��� �	�� <�� �������  . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who sends peace and blessings on me once, 
Allah opens for me a door of vitality.’ [Jami`a al-Akhbar, p. 152, no. 344]    
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6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( PI:��.��� �;����i�� ��?�6 9 ���8�NN 2 ������  ?[�m � ��\ �)-0R�� 9 :(�� �;����6 2 �I��]/ "D�?f�� ";���>��� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Vitality has ten parts, nine of which lie in silence except 
for the remembrance of Allah, and one part of which lies in abandoning the 
company of fools.’ [Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 89]    

7 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(	��  �0%�����> �;���>��� "V1� �'0?�j �����    . 

7– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who would like extensive vitality should rely on 
Allah.’ [Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 232, no. 2]    

����� �I�6 �+���*�%�� �@
�
� 	��� 78
��   

Enjoinment of Seeking Vitality From Allah  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (��
 <��]�E �b�-�j 7-�� ������ "VO  � �¥0R��  :����� �)�O�j  �D>�"a� ����Oj�> 2 HI��C��  . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA), when he heard a man ask Allah for patience, said, ‘You 
have asked Allah to be tried, so now ask Him for vitality.’ [Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 
4935, 3272]    

9 "V1jE � Pz�)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �$��j �  �;���>��� �VO��
 X/ 	�� �����\ 0v�8/ <���J  . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah is not asked anything more beloved to Him 
than to be asked for vitality.’ [Kanz al-`Ummal, nos. 3130-3153]    

10jE � Pz� "V1)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �1"��j  �D>�"a� �	�� <�}�4  !&���� ����� ���8/ ��,�
 L�� ��0̂o> p�D>�"a�  . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Ask Allah for vitality, for verily after conviction no 
one is given anything better than vitality.’ [Sunan Ibn Maaja, no. 3849]    

11��1���� � : 0¶0(�� kX/ �TN�E)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�VB 2 +¦
?�� 5��� �$4�* :�VB W�q�̂OJ � : 2 �;�� E&�� ��/?&>  K?w�a� �D�| ( � �)�k��|
�)�&> :���m��6 X/ ��
?6 �v^�s ����(� Ç �X[ X\ 0L:����t?6 -�[ ��?R�> p�^.��� 9 �q�s �$3i���> �D�?�4�� 9 ���  ! V&>)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(

W  E7(�� �K�m�� (�BN <;�(���8 �D�?�4�� 9N <;�(���8 �^7��� 9 (�6` (0��E 2�)�"B Q/ 2 �)�"B -��� � !�e>/ 57%�8 ���� ����> . 

11– A man once heard the Prophet (SAWA) reciting the chapter [of the Qur’ an] 
entitled al-Qari`aah (The Catastrophe) in his evening prayer, as a result of which 
he supplicated to be punished for his sins in this world and fell ill as a result. The 
Prophet (SAWA) said to him, ‘You spoke badly indeed when you should have 
said, ‘Our Lord, grant us good in this world and good in the Hereafter and protect 
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us from the punishment of the Fire!’ and he supplicated for him until he got up 
again.’ [al-Da`aawat, p. 114, no. 261]    

12� � �	
����� �	
� ����)�������� ������� ("V1&�
N �;�C��=� � ��1Z�
 +$�]�E �U�%�[ 5��� �K�?�g 7-�� � :� �¥0R�� �q"�Oj/ u7̂\ 0L�:���� : HI��C�� �)�O�j !
 $"B : �;���>��� 5���� �?=.f��N 2 �;���>��� �q"�Oj/ u7̂\ 0L�:���� . 

12– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) bumped into the shoulder of a man 
circumambulating the ka`aba saying, ‘O Allah verily I ask You for patience’ , upon 
which the Imam said, ‘You have asked to be tried! Say instead O Allah verily I 
ask You for vitality, and for the ability to thank You for my vitality.’ [al-Da`aawat, 
p. 114, no. 262]    

�+���*�%�� �@
�
� o º����, 

Supplications To Ask for Vitality  

13 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�J �q"�Oj/N 2 �;���>��� �?=�J �q"�Oj/N 2 �;���>��� �$�-�] �q"�Oj/N 2 �;���>��� �q"�Oj/ u7̂\ 0L�:���� �;���>���  ?=�J �?=
 . 

13– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘O Allah verily I ask You for vitality, and I ask You 
for gracious vitality, and I ask You for the ability to thank You for vitality, and I ask 
You for thankfulness for having granted me the ability to thank You for vitality.’ 
[al-Da`aawat, p. 84, no. 211]    

�I�[�/5&�� 

Allah’ s Protégés  

14 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� kX\   �>� 9 L�:�%�-�
N 2 G;���>� 9 L�:"B��?�
N 2 G;���>� 9 L :��_��> 2 PI��C��  	�� L : � .	�S�
 �	h(�g k$]N0��  2 G;��
G;���>� 9 �;0(��� �L�:�(�=��
N 2 G;���>� 9 L�:"c��C�
N . 

14– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, has certain 
protégés whom He tenaciously guards against tribulation, such that He gives 
them life through vitality, sustains them with vitality, causes them to die in vitality, 
resurrects them again in vitality, and makes them dwell in Paradise in vitality.’ [al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 462, no. 1] 

THE VOICE  ت�)� ا�
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 �i��5"R� �p*�� I�� FE�/�� 

Prohibition of Raising One’s Voice  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �X\  �b�>0?�� ��10R�� �¦�wC�
N 2�¦���£� ��10R�� .v�_�
  . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah loves the low voice and despises the 
raised voice.’[Munyat al-Murid, p. 213]    

2Pz� "V1jE �) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (� ÀE�s r� ���%3�|N 9 � :�X`?&�� ��(��N 2 V%�&�� ��(��N 2 �h(��� �(�� �q�61�| �¦��4� 2ÀE�s�/ 
 . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said in his advice to Abu Dharr, ‘O Abu Dharr, lower 
your voice at funerals, during a battle, and when the Qur’an is being 
recited.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 82]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("DHIN?"a� 0	 :�> ���M :��R�&�� �uf��N 2��10R�� .¦�@N 2��?kZ�� .¦�@ . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Three actions are considered to be gallant: lowering 
one’s gaze, lowering one’s voice and walking with deliberation.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 4660]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	.
���0%��  	��8N �X��� �D�E�/ 	�� 2��R�&�� �uf��N 2 ?�R�C�� .¦�@N 2��10R�� �¦��4 . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Lowering one’s voice, lowering one’s gaze, and walking 
with deliberation are among the marks of one’s faith and the integrity of one’s 
devoutness.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5073] 

WAR   ب�ا�َ� 
 

   

�3:
�� 

War 

1º �u�� ����� )�������� ������� : (?�8 0K�EL���j 	�� �*�1��/ +K. 
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1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Many a war is more profitable than peace.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 5320]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( KN?"#� �Ec�� �U�"£� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Diversity is the instigator of wars.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
705]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( KN?"#� �Ec�� �±ik��� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Obstinacy is the instigator of wars.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
406]    

4º �!�#� ����� )�������� ������� : (����N 2 �b
E�s y.?�J �K?�#� kX\ Q/ :��1�"[ �L��O
 L��N 2 :�60��� :�� 0���%�j�N 2 :�%�C�y"� :�� �m�4/ 	�-> 2 �b�Y�> :�-
 �������̂ �q���:�
 �X/N 2 ����1�B �b���(�
 �Q/ �	�-�B ���m> 2 :�> �����j  ER�C�%�j�N 2 :�%�|�?"> �X�N/ �$C�B :���]� 	��N 2 :�C�8| ���m> 2 :��1��8 �$C�B. 

4– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘Know that the evil of war is swift, and its taste is 
bitter. Therefore, he who prepares for it, and sees to its requirements, and does 
not suffer its wounds before its onset, he is its master; but he who plunges into it 
before its proper time and before gaining insight into his own effort therein, he is 
fit not to benefit his people and to ruin himself.’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi 
al-Hadid, v. 3, p. 186]    

D��P�%�� �+�'
����6 

Surprising the Enemy  

5 �u�� ����� �)������������� �� : ( �L"=�� �)�"BN 2 <^���\N <�7?�jN 2 <�E:�̂N <����  �1�&�� PIQ,y  V%�B �\ L"=�61���* �B u7̂\N Q/ : �X/ �$C�B L�yN��@�
�����1> 2 L"[N��w�
  �1���s ��\ L�y E�*  ?�&�� 9 ln�B ��1�B �T �"@ �  . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Indeed I have called you to fight those people day and 
night both secretly and openly, and I have told you: ‘Attack them before they 
attack you’, for by Allah no sooner are any people attacked in the midst of their 
abodes than they are disgraced.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 27]    

�3:
�� 
)�
e ���'�?���� ��Q��? �6 
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That Which Must be Observed Before the War  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( QN +E���� �)���  $y/ 	��  �E�� 5�� �-> 2 L�y1�����6 57%8 L :���� �N}w�6 QN 2 L�y10̂O�6N 2 ��7(�� �1�k�O�6
+?���N L�:��] E �1��%�&�6N L�y�*Q�N/N L:�h� (� °16O�6 �X/ 	�� 0u��\ .v�8/ �!-���� L: � °16O�6 ��\  . 

6- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Befriend people, give them time, and do not raid 
them unless you first call them [to Islam]. For you to call all the people of the 
earth, those who live in houses and those who live in tents, to Islam is dearer to 
me than for you to bring me their womenfolk and children [as captives], and to kill 
their men.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 11300]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( � � �!���| 9 :�����1>   �\ 1�f���6N 2u � T��%�:�%> �;��h� r ���_���6 �X/ �b�-��/ ^/N ��\ <�1�
 �K?�#� �)���>�* � 
:����g 5��� :���%�B/ �X/ 	�� 0u��\ .v�8/ �q�sN 2uh�1�g . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said at Siffin, ‘By Allah I did not postpone the war even for one 
day unless if I hoped a group of people would join me to be guided by me and 
repose in my light, and I love that more than killing them for their [choosing to 
remain in] error.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 55]    

�°�
N� �+�65P
A�6 

The Troops at the Forefront of the Army  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( 	� �*
�� ���%0��|N 9 �  �  ?�S0(�� : �)�]�?�4 �)^/ �so> 2 L�:��h��� �;��3��&"a� �X1���N2 L�:�̂1���  �1�&�� �;��3��&�� kX/ �L�����
1�6 	�� ��O���6 �> ��3N���� 	�� ���1�̂�*N ���*� � 	�� Q 57%8 p +v^] �$"[ 9N  ?�-�£�N  ?�i0f��N  K�3f��  ¦��� 9N G;�8^ �$"[ 9  bh�kZ�� ���]

�!-�[ L"=�� �X1=
N 2 L"[.N���� L"[�}�w�
 . 

8- Imam Ali (AS), in his advice to Ziyad b. al-Nazr, said, ‘Know that the forefront 
of the people are their eyes, and that the eyes of the forefront troops are their 
vanguards; so when you leave your land and approach your enemy do not 
hesitate to send the vanguards to every side and to some mountain passes, 
woods, hiding places and every side, lest your enemy attack and lie in ambush 
for you.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 191]    

q+5?�:
���� ¦i��;��%�V 

Military Instructions  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (�	�y.?�� QN "$�j.?�� "$�%&�
 Q . 
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9- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Messengers and negotiators must not be 
killed.’[Qurb al-Isnad, p. 131, no. 456]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( ���?��/ 9 �N�1�%���N 2  �«�  	� ��1�.��� ç�̂/ ��0̂o> p ��?�g�� 5�� �1.S��N 2�?�j#� �N?34/N2�� E�7��� �1�3�&�>
"@N 2 �;0(�j¾� �E�1��/ ��0̂o> p ̄ �3?��  $�f���� �*�?��/ ��0̂o> p ���1�|�� �1%���/N 2  K1�"&�� �	�=�j/N  ÅO�i�� "n���E/ ��0̂o> p�ER���� �1.S . 

10- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Put the armoured man forward and keep the 
unarmoured one behind. Grit your teeth because this will make the swords skip 
off the skull, and dodge on the sides of the spears for it changes the direction of 
their blades. Close the eyes because it strengthens the spirit and gives peace to 
the heart. Kill the voices because this will keep off spiritlessness.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 124]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ��-�Á L"=0̂o> 2L"[NÄ���C�
 57%8 L�y1��6&�6 Q   t?�4"� �;0i�8 L"[NÄ���C�
 57%8 L�y7
\ L"="[�?�6N 2G;0i�8 5�� 
����� �X�so� ";����«� �)�̂[ �so> 2 L :���� L"=��   QN 2 �? ����� �1��%�&�6 �> ªtsO� HI�3(�� �1i�:�6 QN 2 +�
?�] 5���N� :�i�6 QN 2�E 1���� �1C�R�6 . 

11- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not fight them unless they initiate the fighting, 
because, by the grace of Allah, you are in the right, and to leave them until they 
begin the fighting will be another proof for your side’s right against them. If, by 
the will of Allah, the enemy is defeated, then do not kill the one who runs away 
nor strike a helpless person nor finish off the wounded nor inflict harm on 
women.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 14]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� "V1jE 5:�̂  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (�![ ?f"a� �*� � 9 .L7��� 5&���
 �X/ . 

12- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) prohibited poisoning the land of 
the polytheists.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 28, no. 2] 

   

13 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( � TE��6 Q �q7̂o> p �����%�&�6 QN �����j�EO> �$�-�_�� �q��� �	"=�
 L��N  u�f�a�  	� ���i��> �}j�� ���m�4/ �X\
���>  ���� �L�=�8 . 

13- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘If you take a captive who then cannot walk 
further, nor have you a carriage for him, then set him free and do not kill him, for 
you do not know what would be the Imam’s ruling about him.’[`AIlal al-Sharai`a, 
p. 565, no. 2]    

�3:
�� �I�6 ���:�$�� �I�� �FE5/�� 
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Prohibition of Running Away from the Battle  

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( K?�8 9 �� �_�|� �  � �!���|  : K&���� 9 �E� ��0̂o> p 3?���� 	�� �1��_�%�j�N 2 0?�=�� �N�* N�34 ��1�
 �E^N 2 
 <��f�� ��1�a� �\ �1�f���N 2 ����̂ L"=P�"�^/ 	�� �1C���N 2  K��#� <_�i�j . 

15- Imam Ali (AS) said to his companions in the battle of Siffin, ‘Repeat the 
attack and be ashamed of running away, for it is a disgrace that remains 
throughout the generations as a burden on their necks and is a fire on the Day of 
Reckoning. Therefore, sacrifice your souls for other souls and cheerfully walk to 
death.’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 2, p. 232]    

16 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 	��  V%�&�� 9 G;�M��M 	�� 0?�> 	��N 2 0?�> ��&�> �U80��� 	��  V%�&�� 9  !���]E 	�� 0?�> 	�� 0?���
 L��> �U80��� . 

16- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who runs away from the battle when faced with 
two men from the enemy is a deserter indeed, but if he runs away from facing 
combat with three men, then he is not a deserter.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 34, no. 1]    

17 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����� ��7?�8  	�� �E�?����  �;7-h��N  $�j.?�� ������%�jQ�N 2  	
3���>  	�y�1�� 	�� ���> -�� p �U�80���  �;��*��� ^ . 

17- Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Allah has prohibited running away from the midst of 
a battle because of what it does in weakening one’s religion and degrading the 
messengers and the just Imams (AS).’[`Uyoun Akhbar al-Ridha (AS), v. 2, p. 92, 
no. 1]    

 �3:�� o �+!�1R� �v
�'Á ���Pm'1� 

Employing Different Weapons in War  

18º�@ �	� �¿�8  G�� : ����� ��C� �/ �)�Oj)�������� ������� (	�� G;(
��� 	��   K?�#�  $y/  	h���� :  E7(�� �e�?�_�6N 2 {Ia� �L:���� �$�j�?�
 �X/ �1i�
 $�y
���a� 	�� tEj"Q�N �}C=�� �¤�0f��N "X��C3R��N {I�3(�� �L :�>N 2 �1��%�&�
 57%8  ��^i-��� 5�?�6 N/ 2 �V&> W �E7i.%��N �!- : QN 2 L�� �q�s "$�����


 �D�E���[ QN �!-���-�� L :���� �;�
�* QN 2 PIQ,« L�:(� �q���-�
. 

18- Hafs b. Ghiyath narrated: ‘I asked Abu `Abdillah [al-Sadiq] (AS) about one of 
the cities of the enemies in war, and whether it was permissible to inundate it 
with water, burn it with fire, or shoot it with mangonels until they are killed, while 
there are among them the women, children, old men, and the Muslim captives 
and merchants?’ He replied, ‘That can be done to them, and they are not to be 
left from being attacked only because of the presence of these [among them], 
and the Muslims are neither liable for blood-money nor expiation.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 
28, no. 6]    
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 �+H?:!��� �9H�A�� 

The Naval Force  

19º ����� "V1jE )�� {z� �uk��|����` �N ����� :(3?�C�� PI���:�J 	�� ����� ��(� "$�S�>/  ?_C�� HI���:�J kX\. 

19- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Truly the martyrs of the sea are more meritorious 
with Allah than the martyrs of the land.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 11108]    

j���D/�� �3:�B 

The Fighting of Women  

20 �e*7R�� ����� N/ �?BC�� ����� �)�������� �-:����� :(����� �V1jE �X\ ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| (58�?��� �	
 N���
 57%8  K�?�#� 9 PI�3(�� ±�?�4 . 

20- Imam al-Baqir (AS) or Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) 
took the women to war in order for them to treat the wounded, but he did not 
distribute the spoils of war among them but gave them some free gifts 
instead.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 45, no. 8] 

 

WASTING   اف�<Nا 
 

   

�0�:1�� 

Wasting  

1 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :( �' ?�/ ���E��%j�N ��P��^  ̄ ��| 	� �'�����/ � 2 �� ?�"a� ��
�N ! 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Woe betide the wasteful person, how far he is from self-
improvement and from redressing his situation.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 10092]    

2 �u�� ����� �)���������� ����� :(�D�?c�� ��R�&��N 2 �D�1c�� ���?0��� . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Wasting leads to stagnation [of wealth] whereas 
thriftiness causes it to thrive.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 72, p. 192, no. 9]    
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3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( Va� {IZ�\ ���?j\N �?
mC�6 ���&�8  }�@ 9 . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'The giving of wealth to an undeserving cause is 
squandering and wasting.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 126]    

4 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� (� PI���� 9 � :N 2 ���?0��� �	�� ����(��N 2 ���> �;�[�?�C�� u�%�=���� �?�>�NN 2 �U��0%�� 	�� uB� E �	3R�8
��(�� ����^"� -�> 3? C��� �;�
���«� �$�C�j u � �v�|/N . 

4– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said in one of his supplications, '…hold me back 
from wastefulness, fortify my provision against ruin, increase my possessions 
through blessing them, and set me upon the path of guidance through piety in 
what I spend of it.’[al-Sahifat al-Sajjadiyya, Supplication 20]    

�0�:��(� �i�6��� 

Distinguishing Characteristics of a Wasteful Person  

5Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;���EO> �� ?�"a� ";��� 7�/ : 2 ��N?��a�  �(�Z|� 9 ���y��
N 2 �'��(�� ����� � "$"[O�
N 2  $��C�� �?�����
 ��(�� �Iu�f � �b���%(�
 Q 	�� �?�=(�
N . 

5– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There are four characteristics distinguishing a 
wasteful person: pride in his wrongdoing, eating that which does not belong to 
him, refraining from acts of courtesy, and refusal to acknowledge anyone who is 
of no use to him.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 22]    

6+E7-��  	� e_j\ 	� � :C� r� �)�B�������  ) �������� ������� :(�VB WG;�R�-�B/ "D�?f��  	��,-�� "X1=
 :�)�B 2 L���̂ :�VB W �	
?f���N : ����N 2 L���̂
�q�%���m � �K1�M �q ̂1�| �K1�M �$��i�6 X/ ���?0��� -7̂\ 2 ���?0��� �	�� �q�s . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) was once asked by Isq b. `Aammar, 'Can a believer own 
ten shirts?’ To which he replied, 'Yes.’ 'What about twenty?' to which he replied, 
'Yes. And no, that would not be wasting, for indeed wasting is when you wear 
your formal finery as casual wear at home.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 317, no. 1]    

7 .T?=���� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���?�j 1�:> ������ �*�� Xo> 2 <�E��&�� PI�0��� kX\ . 

7– Imam al-`Aaskari (AS) said, 'Generosity has a set limit, and if taken to 
extremes becomes squandering.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 69, p. 407, no. 115]    

�0�:1�� 	�n,# 
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Insignificant Yet Wasteful Acts  

8Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�)��:�%J� � k$"[ �$"[O�6 X/ ���?0��� �	�� kX\ . 

8– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Eating anything and everything that one desires is 
wasting.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7366]    

9 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( t10(�� {I&�\N �X10R��  K1�M "V�m�%��N 2 PI^��  $S�> ";�B�?�y ���?j�� 5�̂*/. 

9– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'The lowest degree of wastefulness is to spill out the 
remains of a container [instead of finishing it], to wear one's formal finery as 
casual wear at home, and to throw away fruit pits.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 303, 
no. 7]    

�0�:1�� �I�6 -P�%�? 2 �6 

That Which is Not Counted As Waste  

10Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( Q  }�£� 9 ���?�j QN 2 ���?0��� 9 �}�4 . 

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'There is nothing of good to be found in waste, 
and nothing of waste to be found in good.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 165, no. 2]    

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� >����|/ -� ���?j\ �X���C�� ...�X���C�� 0?�g/N �Va� �U��6/ -�> ���?j�� -7̂\ . 

11– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'There is no waste in anything that improves the 
body…rather waste is found in all that squanders away wealth and harms the 
body.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 303, no. 6]    

12 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� ���?0��� �	�� �q�s $�y G;�R�-�B/ �D�?�f�� 	�� �$��j �BN � : ���?0��� 0	=�N 2 �� ���c�� 5&�/ �q�s 	=�N 2 Q
  E�m�&�� �X=a� 9 �q ̂1�| �K1�M ���C��6 X/ . 

12– Imam al-Kazim (AS), when asked about whether owning ten shirts was 
considered a waste, replied, 'No, and in fact that is more conducive to longer 
wear of your clothes. Waste is when you wear your formal finery to unclean 
places [as casual wear].’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 79, p. 317, no. 1] 

WEEPING   ء�W�ُا� 
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����� �;��f�4 	�� {I=�C��   

Weeping Due To Fear Of Allah 

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �?�Y�̂ GDE1�R�� Ö1"�  ����� �;��f�4 	�� +v^�s 5�� u=C�6 :���\     v�̂km�� �q�s 5�� �b���Z�
 L�� 2�$]N 7�� 
���@�'�? . 

1- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Blessed is a face upon which Allah gazes while it 
is weeping for a sin out of fear of Allah, the Exalted, even if no one else knew 
about that sin.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 93, p. 331, no. 15] 

   

2 Pz� "V1jE �){z� �uk��|����` �N �������  (�  ��*�1�� ;CZ�4 9 � :����� �;�f�4 	�� �'(��� �)�>�E�s 	��N   G��8"�  $�C�] "$c�� ����1��* 	�� GD?Z�B �$=� ��� �X[ 
 ?�]�� 	�� �� ̂���� 9 "X1=
 . 

2- The Prophet (SAWA) said during the Farewell Sermon, ‘And he whose eyes 
shed tears for the fear of Allah, he will have for every drop of his tears a reward 
equivalent to the size of Mount UÎud which will be added to the balance of his 
[good deeds].’[Ibid. p. 334, no. 25] 

   

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �$�� 9 �;�C�j�����  Å?��   ��l�� ��\ k$�� Q ��1
 �$]N 7��  ...����� �?[�s �$�]EN   �)�g�> ��4 �$]N 7�� 
����� �;�f�4 	�� �'(���   .  

3- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Seven people will be in the shade of the Throne of 
Allah, the Exalted, when no shade will avail but His: … and a man who 
remembered Allah, the Exalted, alone, and his eyes flooded with tears out of fear 
of Allah.[ Ibid. v. 84, p. 2, no. 71] 

   

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(	��  b��0��� 	��  K�lm�� "$c�� ����(��� 	�� �±�?�4 	�� ��f�4����� �;  ����� ���(��`   ���   ?�C[��  ������� ��1�
. 

4- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever sheds a tear as small as the size of a fly 
out of fear of Allah, Allah will grant him safety on the Day of the Great 
Terror.’[Ibid. v. 93, p. 336, no. 30] 
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5�� � �u�� ���)�������� ������� :(����� �;�-�8�E 	��  K1�&�� ";���f�4N �X1����� {I=��  HI�.��� �1- (�%@> y1-�6��]�N �so> 2�'�?[�s ��6  . 

5- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The tears in the eyes and the fear in the hearts are part of 
the mercy of Allah, exalted be His remembrance. When you find them, seize the 
opportunity for making supplications.[ Makarim al-Akhlaq, v. 2, p. 96, no. 10] 

   

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �;��f�4 	�� {I=�C��  �;®0?�� �̄ %���  . 

6- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Weeping out of fear of Allah is the key to [His] 
mercy.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2051] 

   

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �;�f�4 	�� {I=�C��   v^km�� �D�*�N��� 	�� �L�R���
N 2�v�&�� �}(�
  . 

7- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Weeping out of fear of Allah illuminates the heart and 
shields against returning to the sin.’[Ibid. no. 2016] 

   

8 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �\ 0v�8/ GD?Z�B 	�� �  !�6�?�Z�B 	�� �$]N 7��P  :�����  $�Cj 9 +��* "D?Z�B   �*�1�j 9 G;����* "D?Z�BN 2
� ��
?�
 Q 2 $���������� ��\ ��C�   �$]N 7��  . 

8- Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘No drops are more beloved to Allah, the 
Exalted, than two: a drop of blood [shed] for the sake of Allah, and a teardrop 
shed by a servant in the darkness of the night solely for Allah’s sake.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 69, p. 378, no. 31] 

   

9 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;��&�� ��1
 �;�[� +!�� l$"[ G��M �}@ :�����  $�Cj 9 ���? :�j �!�  ����� �;��f�4 	�� �)�g> �!�N 2   �!��N 2
�����  � E_�� 	� �)7S�@   .  

9- Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Every eye will cry on the Day of Judgment except for 
three: an eye that stayed up [in worship] for the sake of Allah, an eye that filled 
with tears out of fear of Allah, and an eye that looked away from things prohibited 
by Allah.’[Ibid. v. 7, p. 195, no. 62] 
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10 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�Xo> 2��C�%�> {I=�C�� �q�C i�
 L�� �X\  +¤�� +¤�C�>  K�lm��  �/E "$c�� �q(�� �±?�4 . 

10- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If weeping does not come naturally to you, force 
yourself [to weep], for even if a tear as small as a fly’s head is shed by you, then 
congratulations to you.’[‘Uddat al-DÁ’i, p. 161] 

   

11 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�$���[ ����N ��\ �IuJ 	�� � �@� �s\N 2+E^ 	�� <�E_ � "½���Z�6 :(�� �D?Z�&�� �Xo> 2��1�.��� ��\ �X��N N/ �)�B�E�N�?
����� ����0?�8 �)�g> �so> 2�;k��s QN �?�%�B ���:]�N ���y�?�
 L�� :hµ �!����   �1-�8�?�� G;0�"� 9 5=� <�[� �X/ 1��N 2 E7(�� 5��  . 

11- Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Every single thing has a measure or a weight, 
except for tears; for one drop of them can extinguish seas of Fire. If an eye is 
filled with tears, the face will never be burdened with neediness or humiliation; 
and if it floods with tears then Allah will make it unlawful for the Fire to touch it. 
Indeed, if a teary man cries for a community, they all receive mercy.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 93, p. 331, no. 14] 

   

 !���� �*1-�] 

Dryness Of The Eye 

12Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( !���� �*1-�] PI&0f�� ������ 	�� . 

12- The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Dryness of the eye is one of the signs of 
wretchedness.’ [Ibid. v. 70, p. 52, no. 11] 

   

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( K1^lm�� �D?�c�=�� ��\ �K1�&�� �)���B �N 2 K1�&�� �D1��&� ��\ ��1�.��� �)k��] � . 

13- Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Tears only dry up as a result of the hardness of the 
hearts; and the hearts only harden as a result of an abundance of sins.’[Ibid. v. 
73, p. 354, no. 60] 

 

WISDOM   ��َW�ِا� 
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�+�;���� 

Wisdom  

1 5��� �)�������� ������� : (+v��B �$"[ �E1�̂ �;�-=�#� �X\ . 

1– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘Verily wisdom is the light of every heart.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 14, p. 317, no. 17]    

2 "X-&"� �)�������� ������� ( � ��(�Q ���%0�|N 	�� � :3?"#� 5�� ���C���� ��3?�f�6N 2  	
3��� 5�� lV���6 �;�-=�#� kXo> p ���?�f�6 �;�-=�#�  Lk���6 2 7u�(�� 
 2 
 }C�=�� 5�� �}w0R�� ��3��&�6N 2 3��w�� 5�� �!=��a� �b�>?�6N . 

2– Luqman (AS) said [advising his son], ‘My son, learn wisdom and you will 
become noble, for verily wisdom directs towards religion, it honours the slave 
with freedom, it raises the poor above the rich and it precedes the young over the 
old.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 13, p. 432, no. 24]    

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (G;(�j �D�*C�� 	�� �}�4 �	�,a� :���-���
 �;�-=�#� ";�-���[ . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A word of wisdom that the believer hears is better 
than the worship of one year.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 172, no. 8]    

4 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �X/ �L�=�#� �*[ �X1=�
 <7�C�̂  . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The wise man is almost a prophet.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 44123]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( PI��C.(�� ";�y���̂N 2 PI��&���� ";�gN�E ";�-=�#� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Wisdom is the garden of the intelligent ones and the 
amusement of the noble.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1715]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�X����� 5�� �?�-�c�6N 2  v��&�� 9 �)�C�(�6 �D?�i�J ";�-=�#� . 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Wisdom is a tree that grows in the heart and produces 
fruit on the tongue.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1992]    

7����� � �u�� )�������� ������� : (�;C��«�N  EB�1�� "X1����� ���%�Y�_�� �;�-=�#� �� ?�� 	�� . 
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7– Imam Ali (AS) has said, ‘The one who is known for [his] wisdom is regarded 
by the eyes with dignity and awe.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 97]    

�(� �+U��h �+�;�����I�6w 

Wisdom is the Lost Property of the Believer  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (:��y/N � 0��8/ �1^1=6 �� ?f"a� ��(� 1��N y1C"���> 2 	�,a� ";���g ";�-=�#� . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Wisdom is the lost property of the believer, so seek it 
even from the polytheist for you will be more deserving and worthier of it [than 
him].’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 625, no. 1290]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( e�3(��  $y/ 	�� 1��N �;�-�=�#� �m��> 2 	���,"a� ";k�g ";�-�=�_��� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Wisdom is the lost property of the believer, so take 
wisdom even from the people of hypocrisy.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 80]    

����%�* �]���!��� FM��/�? 2 �6 

What the Wise Man Must Not Do  

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (���RB 	�� +L�=�Á ����+È?�[ �}�@ ���%�]Á  . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who seeks fulfilment of his need from an 
unwise person is [himself] not a wise person.[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2092]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( i�
 Q 	��  E���
 L�� 	�� �L�=�#� ���� ���6�E���� 	�� <�7��� �� . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘A person who does not deal amicably with someone for 
whom amicableness is the only option is not a wise man.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 
218]    

�+�;���� �K�$�V 

The Interpretation of Wisdom  

12�u�� ����� �) �������� ������� : ( ��� ̂��� �)�&�� y�?�4`N 2 ����mk��� ���?�6 �;�-=�#� "V7N/ . 
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12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The opening of wisdom is abandoning the [illicit] 
pleasures, and the peak of it is to detest the transient things.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 3054]    

13 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( 2 �q�6�E��"B 9 ���� � 5����%�6 QN 2 �q��̂N�* 	��� kV�mH�%���6 QN 2 �q�B1�> 	�� �� �(�6 Q �X/ �;�-=�#� 	��
���?�%�6 QN 2 �L����6 Q -�> �L��=�%�6 QN 2 �q����> �q"�1�B QN 2 �q�C��B �q�̂��� �U����
 QN  E��*�� ��(�� ���C"��Z�6N  VC�B�� ��(�� �?���  . 

13– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘From among [the matters of] wisdom is to avoid dispute 
with one who is above you, to not disesteem anyone other than yourself, to not 
undertake a task which is outside of your capability, to not have your tongue 
contradict your heart and neither your word [contradict] your action, to not speak 
of that which you do not know, and to not abandon a matter as it approaches 
only to pursue it as it retreats.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9450]    

14 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�����  V1B 	� +}R� 1�/ ����Oj �BN �   : »<�}c�[ <�}�4 �ÉN"� ��&�> �;�-�=�#� ���,�
 	��N« � :����� ";��� u�y   
 ���� ";�> ?���N . 

14– Imam al-Baqir (AS) when he was asked by Abu Basir regarding the words of 
Allah’s verse, “and he who is given wisdom…” said, ‘It [wisdom] is obedience to 
Allah and true knowledge of the Imm.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 1, p. 251, no. 22]    

15 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� ( � <S
/ � :9 ���&��0%��N ";�> ?��a� �;�-=�#� �X\�L�=�8 1�:> L"=(�� ���&�> 	�-> 2  	
3���  . 

15– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily wisdom is inner knowledge and deep 
understanding of religion, for the one who understands among you is truly the 
wise man.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 1, p. 251, no. 25]    

16��� � �L�=�� ��)�������� ������� : ( �X-&"��� �$�B : �VB W�q�%-�=�8 	�� �b�-�i�
 � :��(���
 Q � �U���=�6/ QN 2 ���%���"[ 7-�� "VO�j/ Q . 

16– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Luqman was asked, what is the crux of your 
wisdom?’ He said, ‘I do not ask about that which I know already and I do not 
burden myself with that which does not concern me.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 13, p. 
417, no. 10]    

�+�;���� �G#�� 

The Fountainhead of Wisdom  

17Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� ";�>��� �;�-=�#� ��/E   . 
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17– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The fountainhead of wisdom is the fear of 
Allah.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5873]    

18 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : (����� �?�[�s �F
��#� ���?�J/ �X\  ���%��� �;�-=�#� ��/EN 2  . 

18– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the noblest speech is the remembrance of 
Allah and the fountainhead of wisdom is His obedience.’[Amali al-Saduq, p. 394, 
no. 1]    

19 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( �;�-=�#� ��/E ���>3?�� �X\ . 

19– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily moderation is the fountainhead of 
wisdom.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5444]    

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������: ( 3��_"a� ";���N 3�#� ��N�"� �;�-=�#� ��/E . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The fountainhead of wisdom is to be bound to the truth 
and to obey the one on [the path of] the truth.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5258]    


+�;���� �����? �6 

What Brings About Wisdom  

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (";�-=�#� �q� �$�-�=�6 �D�1�:7f��  v���@� . 

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Conquer your vain desire and your wisdom will be 
perfected.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2272]    

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( G;�-�R��� ��\ �;�-=�8 Q . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘There is no wisdom except through inerrancy.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 10916]    

23 �e*7R�� ����� �)������������ ��� : (����� �)�C�M/ �^.��� 9 ���y�� 	��   ���̂��� � ���Z�̂/N 2 �� C��B 9 �;�-=�#�  . 

23– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever abstains from worldly pleasures, Allah 
will establish wisdom in his heart and make it flow from his tongue.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, 
p. 128, no. 1]    


+�;���� �p�/;�? �6 
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What Prevents Wisdom  

24Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| : ( 	�Z�C�� PI��%��� �(� �;�-=�#� .��-�
 �v��&�� 2  	�Z�C�� 31"��4 �(� �;�-=�#� "$7-_�%�
 �v��&�� . 

24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The heart bears wisdom when the stomach is 
empty, and the heart throws out wisdom when the stomach is full.’[Tanbih al-
Khawatir, v. 2, p. 119]    

25 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (";�-=�#�N "D�1:0f�� �b�-�%�i�6Q . 

25– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Vain desire and wisdom do not come together.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 10573]    

26 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (����&�� �q���-�
 L�� ���C�S�@ �q���-�
 ¢ 	��N 2  L�=#�  v��&� �;&�_�-�� �v�S�w�� . 

26– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Anger is a destroyer of the wise man’s heart, 
whoever cannot control his anger cannot control his intellect.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
78, p. 255, no. 129]    

27 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�B 9 �?�-���6 ";�-=�#� �q�m=> 2 �0R�� 9 �)�C�(�
 QN  $:0��� 9 �)�C�(�
 ��E0��� �X\ 9 �?�-���6 QN 2 b�g�1%"a�  v�
����� kX� p E7C��  ?3C=�%"a�  v��B   $&���� �;�` �b�g�10%�� �$��]  . 

27– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Verily a seed grows in soft ground and does not 
grow on stone, in the same way that wisdom thrives in the heart of the humble 
and does not thrive in the heart of the proud and haughty , because Allah has 
made humbleness the instrument of the intellect.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 312, 
no. 1]    

28 .T*«� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �C�Z�� 9 �b��i�(�6 Q ";��-=�#� �D���j���  . 

28– Imam al-Hadi (AS) said, ‘Wisdom does not avail an immoral character.’[Bihar 
al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 370, no. 4]    

�+�;���� ���<Y 

The Effects of Wisdom  

29 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�D�¥���� ���?�� ";�-=�#� ���� �)�%C�M 	�� . 

29– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Whoever has wisdom established [in his heart] for him, 
becomes one who adheres to admonition.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 8706]    
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30 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� : ( �$&���� ���&���6 �;�-=�#� 9  ?�Y0(�� "D?c�[ . 

30– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Much contemplation on [matters of] wisdom 
causes the intellect to flourish.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 247, no. 73]    

�+�;���� 	
��� �+
}
*�!�(� 

Protection of Wisdom  

31 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (�-=�#� �1�0��g HI-�="#� �X\:���y/  }�@ �(�� y1��g�N 7-�� �; . 

31– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the wise men lost wisdom when they deposited it 
with those who were unworthy of it.’[Qasas al-Anbiya’, p. 160, no. 176]    

32 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� : (7:"�� �1_�(�-�6 QL�y1-���Y�%> :���y/ y1��(�-�6 QN 2y1-���Y�%> �;�-=�#� �V . 

32– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Do not grant the ignorant ones wisdom for they 
will not do justice to it, and do not deprive it to those who are worthy of it for you 
will do injustice to them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 303, no. 1] 

THE WORLD   ��81*ا� 
 

   

��n-P�� �9��
�� 

The Life of this World  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�K�1c��N HI���� :�> �X� <D?�4` "D?�4�� )��3-�jN 2 �IuJ �$[ 	�� §*/ :7̂ � �^�* �^.��� �)��3-�j -7̂\.  

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The world has been named dunya265 because it is lower 
than every thing, and the Hereafter has been named Akhira266 because it 
contains recompense and reward.’[`Allal al-Sharai`a, v. 2, no. 1]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��3�"� 3v�8 5�� "$]?�� ����
QN 2 �^��� {I(�/ ��7(��. 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘People are the sons of the world, and no man can be 
blamed for loving his mother.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying no. 303]    
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�9�:�O�� �+����Q�6 ��n-P�� 

The World is the Plantation for the Hereafter  

3Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�D�?�4�� ";��E��� �^��� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The world is the plantation for the 
Hereafter.’[`Awali al-La’ali, v. 1, p. 267, no. 66]    

4 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :("D�?�4�� ���?_�6 �^��� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The Hereafter is secured through the world.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Sermon 156]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  �L������� 2 :��y/ :�> 5��%��N 2 y���� -�� �^��� �$���] �B ���̂_Cj  (&���4 �^��� (���N 2 <��-�� �	��8/ L�:.
/ 
 ^?��"� :�> u�0��� QN 2 . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah – glory be to Him – has made this world for 
what is after it and has put its inhabitants to trial so that He may know who from 
among them has the best deeds, and we have not been created for this world, 
nor have we been commanded to strive for it.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 55]    

6 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �D�?�4�� 5��� �^��� "X1���� �L� ̂ . 

6– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The world is the best aid for the Hereafter.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 73, p. 127, no. 126]    

��n-P�� �K�$�V 

Explanation of the World  

7Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� ��]�N �� �u�w�%�� � ��\ 2 :�> � �X1���N �;^1��� �^���  �$]N7��  . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The world is cursed along with what is in it, except 
that through which the pleasure of Allah is sought.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 6088]    

8 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X�I�^�* �^��� :�;^1��� �^*N +¹�� �^* . 
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8– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘The world is of two types: that which causes 
one to attain [success in the Hereafter] and that which is cursed.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
317, no. 8]    

�9���:5&�� ��P
A�  ��n-P�� �I�6 �SOR� 

Taking Only What is Necessary from the World  

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (+$]?� � � �;]#� ���\ =J :�� }w�� �X�4 ���> �)^/ -7̂o> �q�61"B �e1> �^��� 	�� ���C�R�6 �IuJ k$[ �X/ L����� . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said to a man who complained regarding his needs, ‘Know that 
everything that you attain in this world that supersedes your required provision, 
you are considered to be its treasurer for someone else.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 
90, no. 61]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�?c[/ :(� �1�C"�Z�6 QN 2����=�� �e1> :�> �1"�O��6 Q ¹�C�� 	��  . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said [regarding the world], ‘Do not ask in it for what is more 
than a sufficient means of living and do not seek from it more than what you 
need.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 45]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�^��� �*7N���%��N 2 �qP����̂ ����\N 2 �q C���| ���1�B �^��� 	�� �qlY8 �	"=���> 2 �!&7%"a�  E��� )����N �!&�>("a� �E�* 
 ���*��a . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The world is the abode of the hypocrites and it is not the 
abode of the pious ones, so take from the world enough to keep your body 
strong, to keep yourself alive and to gain provision for your Resurrection.’[Matalib 
al-Sa’ul, no. 54]    

12 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��[/ :��\ ��E ?"Zg� �s\ 2�;%�a� �;�¬µ ��\ u��^ 	�� �^��� ";�¬� �:(�� �) . 

12– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The status of this world according to me is just as 
a dead body, where I will only eat from it if I am compelled to do so.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 78, p. 193, no. 7]    

�E
\�:�V I�;�� ��n-P�� 

The World With Regards to One Who Has Abandoned it  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 5�8N/  �^��� �\ ���6�N ���EC�6  : �q�����4 	�� ¶���6/N 2 u (�����4 	�� u����4�� . 
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13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah revealed to the world, ‘Tire and wear 
out the one who serves you, and serve the one who rejects you.’[Amali al-Saduq, 
p. 230, no. 9]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( :�C���� 	�-�� "D?4��N :�[�?�6 	�-�� �^��� . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The world is for the one who abandons it and the 
Hereafter is for the one who seeks it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 81, no. 43]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������ ���%C���� X\N 2 �U�B�N �)��B�N X\ p�q���Y�[ �^��� "$�c�� . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The example of this world is like your shadow for if you 
stand still, it stands still and if you chase it, it distances itself.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 9818]    

L]��� �C�, I�6 ��n-P�� -�
� 

Criticizing the World without Knowledge  

16Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�^��� �1.C���6 Q��C��� �VB �s\ ��7̂\ 2 3?f�� 	�� 1i(�
 �N �}£� "̈ "�C�
 :����> 2  	�,a� ";0��Z�� �)�-� (�>  : �	����
�����  �^.��� �)��B �^���  :����� �	����  ��3��?�� ^R�/  ! 

16– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Do not insult the world for it is the best mount for 
the believer, because by means of it he attains good and through it he is saved 
from evil. If a servant [of Allah] says: “May Allah curse the world”, the world 
replies: “May Allah curse the most disobedient one towards his Lord from among 
us!”.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 178, no. 10]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(W:.�"m�6 7L"M �^��� .?�%w�6/ 2 :�����O � ��N����a� y EN?�w � .?�%w"a� �^��� .��m�� :.
/ ! uy �/ :���� ��3?i�%"a� �)^/
W�q���� ";��3?�i%"a� !�@ Ì� �/ �q�6�1:�%j� Ì�W�q60? ... ! �*0N���6 	�-�� ª�@ �E�*N 2 :(� �L :�> 	�-�� G;�>� �E�*N 2 :�B���| 	�-�� +e��| �E�* �^��� kX\

:(�� . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O you who insult the world, who have been deceived by 
its deceit and cheated by its falsities, do you covet the world and then insult it? 
Should you accuse it or should it accuse you? When did it bewilder it or deceive 
you?!… Verily the world is an abode of truth for he who is truthful to it, an abode 
of wellbeing for he who understands it, and an abode of riches for he who 
collects provision from it [for the next world].’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying.131]    

�+�6�6S
(� ��n-P�� ���[�_�O 
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Characteristics of the Condemned Aspect of the World  

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X�?�"£� �e1�j �^��� . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The world is the marketplace of the losers.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 396]    

19 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  V1&��� ���?R�� �^��� . 

19– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The world is the ground of ruin for the intellects.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 921]    

20 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  EN?�w�� l$�N 3?f�� "X����� �^��� . 

20– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The world is the origin of evil and the place of 
deceit.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1473]    

21 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(3?0f�� ";�E��� �^��� .  

21– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The world is a plantation of evil.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
401]    

22 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( lV�m�6 �^��� . 

22– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The world lowers and abases [mankind].’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 3]    

�n-P�� -@�B�+
��u�O t)�\ �G#�� � 

Love of the World is the Fountainhead of Every Mistake  

23Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�^��� .v�8  ?hC=�� �?�C[/ . 

23– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The gravest of the grave sins is love of the 
world.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 6074]    

24Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(+v^�s �$"[ "V7N/N G;��R��� �$[ "$|/ �^��� .v�8 . 

24– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Love of the world is the origin of every act of 
disobedience and the beginning of every sin.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 2, p. 122]    
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25Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�q�_���R�
 � �v���� �^��� 3v�8 	�� ������ . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Searching for what will improve you is not 
considered love of the world.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5439]    

26 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�^��� .v�8 G;��Z4 �$[ ��/E . 

26– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The fountainhead of every mistake is love of the 
world.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 315, no. 1]    

��n-P�� D@�B �i�:�;
< 

The Effects of Love of the World  

27 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  K&���� �L��/ �v ]1
N 2 �;-=#�  �-�j 	� �v�&�� .L�R�
�N 2�$&��� ��P���
 �^��� .v�8 . 

27– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Love of the world corrupts the intellect, it deafens the 
heart from hearing wisdom and it brings about a painful chastisement.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 4878]    

28 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �b�-kZ�� v ]1�
 �^��� .v�8 . 

28– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Love of the world engenders greed.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, 
no. 4872]    

29 �e*7R�� ����� �)������ ��������� :(+VR4 ���c� ���C�B ��k����6 �^��� ���C�B ��k����6 	�� : "V(�
 Q �I]EN 2 ���E��
 Q +$��/N 2 ��
 Q ÀL�y . 

29– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The one who attaches his heart to the world has 
attached his heart to three things, endless worry, false expectation and an 
unattainable hope.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 320, no. 17]    

30 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( :�B�?�> �(� ���6�?��# 0��J/ �X[ �^��� ��"[C�%J� �?"c�[ 	�� . 

30– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Whoever increasingly becomes ensnared by the 
world, his distress will be greater when separating from it.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 320, 
no. 16]    

 yF���� ��6�� �:
}�n �+�E`� I�6 ��n-P��)�������� ���
���( 
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The World from the Viewpoint of Imam Ali (AS)  

31 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����N   +�Nmi�� ���
 9 +?
¬�4  e��?�� 	�� u (��� 9 "X�1y/ �'my L"[�^���� . 

31– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘By Allah, this world of yours is worse in my eyes than 
the sweat of a pig in the palm of a leper.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 236]    

32 �u�� ����� �)��� ������������ :(+¬�� �;�Z���� 	�� T�(�� ���y�/ �'�my L"[�^�* . 

32– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘This world of yours is more forsaken to me than the 
sneezing of a goat.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 3]    

33 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�N 	�� T�(�� "X�1y/ L"[�^���� G;�B�E)9 ( 2 :�-�S&�6 GD�*�?�] u�> ...���
 +L��^N 7u������ � . 

33– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily your world to me is more worthless than a leaf 
being gnawed at in the mouth of a locust. What has Ali got to do with perishable 
things?!’[Sharhe Nahj al-Balagha li Ibn Abi al-Hadid, v. 11, p. 246]    

34 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �)C�(�%]�N 2 �q��hC�8 	�� .)��>/N 2 �q C����� 	�� �)�����^� ��B 2 �q � E@ 5�� �q"�C�_> 2 �^* 
 u3(�� �q��\
�q�S�8��� 9 �Kykm�� .... 

34– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Get away from me, O World! Your rein is on your own 
shoulders as I have released myself from your ditches, removed myself from 
your snares and avoided walking into your slippery places.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Letter 45]    

35 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�8"����1�:0f� � �)k��8 �D�?�S�4 �D�1��8 :7̂o> 2 �^��� �L"[�E�m . 

35– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of the world, for verily it appears sweet and 
green, surrounded by carnal and base desires.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 111]    

36 �u�� ����� �)����� ���������� :(K��8 :���8 9 kXo> 2 �^��� �N�E�m8\]� [K&� :���?�8 9N 2]� [»I(�> y�?�4`N 2 »I(�� :"�7N/N 2 . 

36– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of the world, for verily with regards to its lawful 
things there is accountability and with regards to its unlawful things there is 
punishment, its beginning is hardship and its end is annihilation.’[Bihar al-Anwar, 
v. 78, p. 23, no. 88]    

37 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�(�%�>N 2 :3����_ � �)�(7
���6 �B ¸�� 2 �DE�7��w�� �;��0��£� �^��� �'�m�y �NE�m8��y EN?�w � �) ...  �N?���[ �)�_�C|O>
�D�?��^ :���\ "X1�����N 2 �D01"��i�a� . 
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37– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of this deceptive and deceitful world that has 
been beautified by its ornaments and has seduced through its delusions… such 
that it has become like an unveiled bride upon whom everyone’s eyes are 
gazing.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 108, no. 109]    

38 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��N���̂ �;� C��� 2 ��1(�� �;���Z��� 2 ��N���4 �DE�7?�@ �DE�7��@ :7̂o> 2 �^��� �NE�m8\ . 

38– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of the world, for verily it is deceptive, delusive 
and deceitful, it is a giver that deprives, and one who clothes yet leaves you 
naked.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 230]    

39 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�N/ "D7N���� :7̂o> 2 �^��� �NE�m8������� PI�   L"á0?�w�> �'Ä���/ 7�/N 2 L�:%0-�w�> �'Ä��N/ 7�/ 2 ��h���/ "D7N����N 2  . 

39– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of the world, for verily it is the enemy of the 
friends of Allah and the enemy of His enemies too. As for the friends of Allah, it 
fills them with grief and as for Allah’s enemies, it deludes them.’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, 
v. 3, p. 202]    

��n-P�� ���:�� I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Warning against the Deception of the World  

40 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�6 2 �;��7��4 �DE�7?�@ �E�* �^��� �X\N Q/ G;�j �$[ 9 �e3?���6N 2 <�y/ G;��� �$[ 9 "$�%&�6N 2 <����� +�1
 �$[ 9 ���=(
 <�-�J . 

40– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the world is a house of deception and deceit, it 
takes a spouse everyday, kills a family every night and splits up a group every 
hour.’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 3, p. 174]    

41 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( :(�� L"=�C�_R�
 � �;k��&�� :�> L"=�C i��
 � "D�?c�[ L"=0̂0?�w�
 �> . 

41– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Do not allow the abundance of what amazes you in it to 
deceive you because it will be only a little that you take from it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
73, p. 118, no. 109]    

42 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( t1&0%�� ��\ y�*�N�/ 	�� �IuJ 9 �}�4 Q 2:���� 	�� GX> �;�^> 2 :�> � �EN?�@ �DE�7?�@ . 

42– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘It is deceitful, and all that is in it is deceptive. It is 
perishable and all that is on it will perish. There is no good in any of its provisions 
except in piety and Godwariness.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 111]    
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)���N� ��n-P�� -:�M�V �;5nW 

Verily the World Deceives the Ignorant  

43 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ������[ "$hC8 ������ �u���4N �q�����8 �$ :�] 	�� �^* 
 T7?"@ . 

43– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O World, deceive those who are ignorant of your tricks 
and who are unaware of the snares of your sly deceptions.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
6413]    

44 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 5&-�#� �EN?"@ ";�� ]��� . 

44– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The transient world is the booty of the foolish.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 1110]    

45 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������( : ��-�8 �^.��� �̄ �?���� . 

45– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Being happy with the world is foolishness.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 404]    

��n-P���  �+�/�n>�;7u�� �I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Warning against Being Satisfied with the World  

46 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (���6 ���1B 9  :»-�:�� ���(�[ ���%_�6 �X[N«� :�K1%=�� ��> +vys 	�� <81�� "¬=�� �q�s �X[ ... : �)C i��
W:���\ .	�-Z�
 �U�[ +V8 ���� <Q8 :��y/ ��.?�R�6N �^��� t�?�
 	�-�� ! 

46– Imam Ali (AS) with regards to Allah’s verse: “Under it there was a treasure 
belonging to them”, said, ‘that (the treasure) was a golden tablet upon which was 
written… : I wonder at those who see the world and the fluctuating states that 
people experience, how can they be satisfied with it?’[Ma`ani al-Akhbar, p. 200, 
no. 1]    

47 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( � "D�?c�[ L"=7̂0?�w�6 �> ���?%"a� �b�i��6N 2 �	[��� "$
��6 +$��B 	�� :7̂o> 2 :�> �	
��y���� �?�Y�̂ �^��� �\ �N�?"Y^"�
:(�� L"=�C�_R�
 � �;k�&�� :�> L"=�C i��
 . 

47– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Look at the world through the eyes of those who have 
renounced it, for verily its inhabitants are quick to depart it and its opulence 
inflicts distress. So do not allow the abundance of what amazes you therein to 
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deceive you, for it is but a little that you will take with you thereof.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 78, p. 20, no. 79]    

48 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ����1��  ��J��� �?�Y�̂ :���\ �?"Y(�6 QN 2  eE�"a� ��y���� �?�Y�̂ �^��� �\ �?"Y^"� . 

48– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘View the world through the eyes of one who has 
renounced it and separated from it, and do not view it through the eyes of one 
who loves it passionately and tenderly.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2386]    

49 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(W�s-�� :���\ ";�(�^O-lZ�> <;��^> �^��� �)^[ X\ ! 

49– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If this world is transient, then why be satisfied with 
it?’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 88, no. 54]    

��n-P�� ����?W �:
u�O 

The Danger of Preferring the World [over the Hereafter]  

50 "X-&� �)�������� ������� (���
 1yN �� (�Q �� ��"Y : <��´ â?�����6 ���^��� �q�6�?�4` �b C�6 QN 2 <��´ -�:�_��?�6 �q�6�?�4x � ���^�* �b � . 

50– Luqman (AS) said in counsel to his son, ‘Sell your world for your Hereafter 
and you will attain both of them, but do not sell your Hereafter for your world for 
you will lose them both.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 13, p. 422, no. 17]    

51 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �;C�B��� �L�41�%j� �D?4�� 5�� y�?�M`N �^��� ���C�� 	�� . 

51– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who worships the world and prefers it over the 
Hereafter seeks an unhealthy outcome.’[al-Khisal, p. 632, no. 10]    

52 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� ���%�> ��\ L�y�^�*  ̄ �R�%jQ L : (
*  ?�/ 	�� <��J ��(�� ���?%�
 Q  ��(�� .?�g/ 1y � L :����  . 

52– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘No sooner do people abandon an aspect of their religion 
in order to advance their worldly affairs than Allah will inflict them with something 
that is more detrimental than that.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 106]    

�I�6w�(� �I^�1 ��n-P�� 

The World is the Prison of the Believer  

53Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(W�'Ä��N ���(i�j u�yN �U�[ 2 +	�,�-�� 1�R�6 Q �^��� ! 
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53– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The world is not trouble-free for the believer, how 
can it be when it is his prison and his trial?’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 6090]    

54 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�'�NO�� �E(��N ���(i�j �¥&��N  ?�>=�� ";0(�] �^���N 2 �'�NO�� ";7(��N ���(R�8 �¥�&��N  	�,a� �	i�j �^��� . 

54– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The world is the prison of the believer, the grave is 
his fortress and Paradise is his final abode. The world is the Paradise of the 
disbeliever, the grave is his prison and the Fire is his final abode.’[al-Khisal, p. 
108, no. 74]    

���;��� �:��\# ��n-P�� �)%�̀  �:
u�O 

The Danger of Making Worldly Affairs One’s Greatest Concern  

55 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��.-�@N �'Ä&�J �V� ��3-�y �¥[/ �^��� �)�̂[ 	�� . 

55– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who regards the worldly affairs as his greatest 
concern, his grief and distress are lengthened.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 81, no. 
43]    

56 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �$���] ��3-�y �?�C[/ �^���N 5��/N ���C|/ 	��   ��\ �^��� 	�� �$�(�
 ¢N �'�?�/ �)0%�JN ����(��� �!� �?&���� ��6 
����� �L���B �  4��N 5��/N ���C|/ 	��N 2 �� ����� �$���] ��3-�y �?�C[/ "D?   �'�?�/ ���� �b�-�]N �� C�B 9 �w�� ��6  . 

56– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The person who wakes up in the morning and 
retires at night having worldly affairs as his greatest concern, Allah places 
poverty between his eyes, scatters his affairs, and he will not take from this world 
except what Allah has apportioned for him. As for the one who wakes up in the 
morning and retires at night having the Hereafter as his greatest concern, Allah 
places needlessness in his heart and brings together his affairs for him.’[al-Kafi, 
v. 2, p. 319, no. 15]    

����� 	
��� ��n-P�� �C����   

The Lowliness of the World in Allah’s Eyes  

57Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� "V1&
   : ?�>=�� ��/E �)�C0R���� �	�,a� T�C�� Q1�+?�y1�] 	�� G;�R���  . 

57– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Allah says, ‘Were it not for My believing servant, 
I would have tied a headband of jewels around the head of the disbeliever.’[al-
Tamhid, p. 47, no. 73]    
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58 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �(� "V����6 )�̂[ �^��� �X/ 1�   	�� <;��?�J :(�� �?]���N �?�>=�� 5�&�j � G;�g1��� �̄ (�] �$]N7�� 
�I� . 

58– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘If the world was worth the same as the wing of a 
mosquito in Allah’s eyes, the disbeliever and the insolent person would never get 
to drink a sip of water from it.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 531, no. 1162]    

59 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5�� �^��� �X�1�y 	��  :�[?�%� ��\ �'��(� � "V(�
 QN 2 :�> ��\ 5R��
 Q ��7̂ /  . 

59– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The lowliness of the world in Allah’s eyes can be seen 
by the fact that He is not disobeyed except in it, and what is with Him cannot be 
attained except by abandoning the world.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 385]    

60 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� kX\����� 5�� �^��� �X�1�y 	  �$�h�?j\ �� 
w�� 	�� Àu�w�� �\ �T��y"� 7
?[�  	� ëä ��/�E kX/ ��6  . 

60– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said, ‘Verily the lowliness of this world in Allah’s eyes 
can be seen by the fact that the head of Prophet John, son of Prophet Zacharias 
was gifted to a whore from the whores of the Israelites.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 44, p. 
365]    

�9�:�O�� �I�� �+�;��6US�� ��n-P�� �0��'O�� 

The Difference between the World and the Hereafter  

61Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ���6�?4x� 0?�g/ �'�^�* 0v�8/ 	�� . 

61– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘He who loves his world has harmed his 
Hereafter.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 81, no. 43]    

62 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�X��C�jN 2 �X6 N��%�� �X�7N���� �D�?�4��N �^��� kX\ y�*�N �D�?�4�� �¦w�/ ykQ1�6N �^��� 0v�8/ 	�-�> 2 �X����%��� 
 �X60?�g ����� -�yN 2  ?�4�� �	�� ������ G�8�N 	�� �K�?�B -k�"[ 2 -�:�(��� +Å�N  K ?w�a�N  e ?f�a� �;�� ¬�µ -�yN 2 . 

62– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the world and the Hereafter are two opposing 
enemies and two different paths, so whoever loves and befriends the world has 
despised the Hereafter and has made it his enemy. They [the world and the 
Hereafter] are like the east and the west and whoever walks between them, 
however much he gets closer to one, he distances himself from the other. After 
all, they are like two wives of the same husband.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 103]    

63 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�� "D�E�?�� �^��� "D�N��8N 2 �D�?�4�� "DN��8 �^��� "DE�?�� �D�?�4 . 
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63– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The bitterness of the world is the sweetness of the 
Hereafter, and the sweetness of the world is the bitterness of the Hereafter.’[Nahj 
al-Balagha, Saying 251]    

64 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �!�  b-�� �v����  ���0(��  ����4 	�� �D?�4��N �^��� . 

64– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Seeking to bring together this world and the next is from 
the deception of the soul.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5995]    

65 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(<Dkm�� �^��� �	�� ��8/ km�%�� �<;7R"@ �;��&�� ��1
 ���� �)^[ ��\  . 

65– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘No one tastes a worldly pleasure except that he will face 
a torment on the Day of Resurrection.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9618]    

66 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�4�� �?&�> �^��� "D�N?�M�D�? . 

66– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The wealth of this world is the poverty of the 
Hereafter.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4705]    

67 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����N  � �v�y�s ���]�E -:.
O> 2 �X����a�  u�%k��=�[ ��\ "D�?�4��N �^.��� �  ?�4� . 

67– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘By Allah, this world and the next are naught 
but two scales of a balance, so whichever scale is weightier, it will overpower the 
other.’[al-Khisal, p. 64, no. 95]    

68 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�4` *NN�* �	� "X-���j �;7(�� "$�4��
 À¶^ �?)�������� ������� (�^��� 9 �u�Z�"� -�� q�sN 2 . 

68– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The last prophet to enter paradise will be Solomon 
[Prophet Solomon (AS) is known as Sulayman in the Arabic tradition (ed.)] son of 
David (AS) due to what he was given in this world.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 14, p. 74, 
no. 16]    

�9�:�O���� ��n-P�� �a��;�'`�� 

Combining the World and the Hereafter  

69 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�XM?�8 "�?�#� :�8N 2"X1(�C��N "Va� �^��� "�?�_>����� L�:���-i�
 �BN 2 ��#R�� ���BC�� �D?4�� "�?   
 +��1B� �$]N7�� . 
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69– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Wealth and children are the cultivation of the world and 
righteous deeds are the cultivation of the Hereafter, and sometimes Allah 
combines the two for people.’[Nahj al-Sa`ada, v. 3, p. 127] 

   

70 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( <��C�6 ���^�* �)����] X\ 2 �	
?�j£� 	�� �D?4�� 9 �)("[N ���^�*N �q�(
* �)=��y/ ���^��� <��C�6 �q�(
�* �)����] X\
	�� �D?4�� 9 �)("[N ���^�*N �q�(
�* �����?8/ �q (
��� �	
�h���  . 

70– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘If you make your religion secondary to your worldly 
affairs, you have destroyed both your religion and your worldly affairs, and thus 
you will be among the losers in the Hereafter. But if you make your worldly affairs 
secondary to your religion, you have safeguarded your religion and your worldly 
affairs and you will be among the victorious ones in the Hereafter.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 3750-3751]    

71 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( 	�� <�Y8 L"=P�"�^O�� �1���]\ 2 ���> ���?�j Q �N �D7N?"a� �L��c�
 Q �N  V�#� 	�� u:�%f�6 � :hZ�o � �^���
�T N�E ��7̂o> 2  	
3���  E1�"� 5�� �q�m� �1(����%j�N : �'�^���� ���(
�* ���?�6 N/ 2 �� (
��� �'�^�* ���?�6 	�� 7(�� ���� . 

71– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Allocate for yourselves a portion of the world by 
taking from it that which is lawful of what you desire, and that which does not 
breach the honourable virtues and that wherein there is no extravagance. And in 
this way, use it to assist [and improve] the matters of religion, for it has been 
narrated that, ‘The one who abandons their worldly affairs for their religion is not 
from us, and neither is the one who abandons their religion for their worldly 
affairs.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 321, no. 18]    

��n-P�� �)
��6 

The Parable of the World  

72 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������ ���%C���� X\N 2 �U�B�N �)��B�N X\ p �q���Y�[ �^��� "$�c�� . 

72– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The parable of this world is like your shadow - if you 
stop, it stands still, and if you chase it, it distances itself from you.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 9818] 

   

73 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( :���\ T 1:�
N 2  V1&���� N�N�s "V]3?�� y�E�m_�
 2 "$�6&�� .L.��� :�>1�] 9N �	3��� :.��� p �;7��#� "$�c�� �^��� "$�c��
 L :
�
O� "X�C3R�� . 
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73– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘The parable of this world is like that of a snake, it 
is soft to touch but it contains a deadly poison. Men of intellect are cautious 
whereas children extend their arms towards it.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 78, p. 311, no. 
1]    

74� �L�=�� ����� )�������� ������� :( �����%&�
 57%8 <f�Z�� �*�*�� "XfZ���� ��(�� �K ?�J -k�"[ p ?_C�� PI� "$�c�� �^��� "$�c�� . 

74– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘The parable of this world is that of sea water, 
however much the thirsty man drinks from it, his thirst intensifies until it kills 
him.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 396]    

75 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  ���-�� �^��� �)��kc�-�6)�������� ������� (:�� �V&> 2 HIB�E�� GD/?�� �DE1�| 9 :)��&> W�)]0N���6 L�[ : 2 <�}c[
�VB :k��� ©$"=�>)��B W�q�& : ����a� �VB 2 �)��%�B Ý�"[ $�� 2 Q)�������� ������� :(W �!ga� �X�N? C�%��
 Q �U�[ 2 �!BC�� �q ]�N�� ��
�1�> ! 

75– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘The world was embodied to Jesus (AS) in the 
form of a blue-eyed woman, and he said to her, ‘How many have you married?’ 
she said, ‘Lots’, so he asked, ‘So all of them divorced you?’, she replied, ‘No, 
rather I killed all of them’, then Jesus (AS) said, ‘Woe upon your current spouses, 
for how do they not take a lesson from your previous ones?!’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
78, p. 311, no. 1]    

 ��n-P�� ���[�_�O 

The Characteristics of the World  

76 �$�h¥�] �X/ �T N�E �)�������� ������� ( +̄ 1(�� �VB)�������� ������� :(VB W�^��� ����]�N �U�[ 2 <�?-�� PI�C^�� �V�1�/ 
 : �)��4�* �X�� :�� +E���[
	�� ?�4�� �	�� �)]�?�4N â���8/  . 

76– It is narrated in Tanbih al-Khawatir that the archangel Gabriel (AS) said to 
Prophet Noah (AS), ‘O prophet who has lived for the longest number of years, 
how did you find this world?’ he replied, ‘Like a house which has two doors, I 
entered through one and then left through the other.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 
131]    

77 5��� �)�������� ������� :(yN?�-��6 QN yN�?�C�> 2 �D?��Z(�B �^��� -7̂\ . 

77– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘Verily this world is a bridge, so cross over it but do 
not build on it.’[al-Khisal, p. 65, no. 95]    

78Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�b ]?�
 �L � �?"Y(���> 3L���� 9 �����C|\ L"[��8/ "$��i�
� "$c�� �Q\ �D�?�4�� 9 �^��� �. 
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78– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘This world when compared to the Hereafter is 
just as if one of you dips his finger in the sea and sees what he comes out 
with.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 119, no. 110]    

79Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( <;�� y1���]> �;�j �^��� . 

79– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The world is an hour [long] so make it one of 
obedience.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 77, p. 164, no. 2]    

80 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( :�� ��C�6 L�� �q�� �)���&�� X\ 2 �;�^> �;���&�%(�� �^��� . 

80– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The world is a transitory and mobile thing, even if it 
waits for you, do not wait for it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1802]    

81 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( L"[3?�&�-�� L"[3?�-�� 	�� �Nm��> 2 +E�?�B �E�* "D?�4��N +�i�� �E�* �^��� -7̂\ 2 ��(�� :7
/ . 

81– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘O people, verily the world is a passage while the 
Hereafter is a permanent abode, so take [as much as you can] from the passage 
for the permanent abode.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 203]    

82 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�-�� �E�* �^����X��]E :�> ��(��N 2 À?�&�� �E�* Q À? : �����^ ��%�� �$�]�EN 2 :�&��NO> �����^ :�> ��� �$]E
 :�&�%�O�> . 

82– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘This world is a transitory place and not a permanent 
one. The people therein are of two types, the man who has sold his self [to his 
passions] and thus ruined it, and the man who has purchased his self [by control 
against his passions] and thus freed it.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Saying 133]    

83���� �?BC�� ����� �  ����� :���%����̂ +V ¬�-[ �^���  V �^/ �� �)��_�6E� 7L"M 2 »IuJ ��(�� �q��� ����N �)Y�&��%j> �q��(�� 9 ���6��]�N +V-[ N/ 2 ��(
 u7̂\)-7̂\ ( V��Y�� PI�u���[ �����  L�����N 3v"���  $y/ ��(�� :7̂ � <��c�� �my �q� �)��?�g. 

83– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘[Consider] your sojourn in this world just as a 
house that you stayed in and [soon] departed from, or an object of perfection that 
you witnessed in a dream then you awoke and not a thing from it remained with 
you. I have given you this parable because this world, according to the people of 
intellect and knowledge of Allah, is just as the shadow in the shade.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, 
p. 133, no. 16]    

84º���� �?BC�� �����   ����� :�$�Y�� "$c�� PI-������ ��(�� �^��� �X\. 
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84– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The world in the eyes of the learned ones is like a 
shadow.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 73, p. 126, no. 123]    

85º���� �L�=�� �����   ����� : �� (��Q �VB �X-&"� �X\ ... : 2 ����� t�1&�6 :�> �q�%(���j �	"=�%�> 2 �}c[ �L��� :�> �e ?�@ �B 2 ���-� �?Á �^��� �X\
��� :�-3��BN 2 "$l[1%�� :���?�JN "X��� y�1f�8N�¥0R�� :�̂�=�jN 2 �L����� :"���*N 2 "$&. 

85– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said, ‘Luqman said to his son:…the world is a deep 
ocean in which many worlds have already drowned, so make Godwariness your 
boat, faith its content, trust in Allah its sail, reason its custodian, knowledge its 
guide and patience its inhabitants.’[al-Kafi, v. 1, p. 16, no. 12]    

q+
*�$!�6 j�������  ¦��, ��n-P�� 

The World is a Place Surrounded by Trials  

86 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�>N?���  E���w��N 2 �;�>1�_�� PI�C�� �E�* ���E6 2 �;����%��� �V�18/ 2 :"��7��̂ �L����
 QN 2 :"��18/ ��N��6 Q 2 
��N���� :(�� "X���N 2 ��1�m�� :�> �¼����� 2 �;�>3?�R�%�� . 

86– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘[The world] is a house surrounded by trials, well-known 
for treachery, whose conditions do not last, whose inhabitants do not remain 
safe, its states are variable, its ways are changing, life in it is shameful and 
security in it is non-existent.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 226] 

WORSHIP  َدُة���ا�ِ 
 

   

�9�,���%�� 

Worship  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) {z� �uk��|����` �N �������  :( 5��� ÇC�
 Q 1�:�> 2:�� �¹0?��6N 2�'�����i � y�?�J�N 2�� C��&� :0C�8/N 2:�&�̂��> �D�*C���� ���f�� 	��  �7(�� "$�S>/
�^.��� �	�� ���C|/ � :+?��
 5��� �/ +?��� 5��� . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best of people is he who longs for worship 
and embraces it, loves it with his heart, throws himself into it with his whole body, 
and devotes himself exclusively to it, such that he is not concerned in what 
worldly state he wakes up in the morning: in difficulty or in ease.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
83, no. 3]    
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2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(<�w�J �D�*C��� � 5��[ . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Worship suffices as an occupation.’[Tuhaf al-
`Uqoul, p. 35]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�E "V1&�
L"=.� :<B� E �q
���
 "O���/ N ª�@ �q�C��B "O���/ É�*C���� �¹0?���6 2���*` �	��
 . �O���O> u7(�� ����C�6 Q 2��*` �	��

<�w�J �q
���
 �O���/N <�?&�> �q�C��B . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Your Lord addresses you, saying, ‘O son of 
Adam! Devote yourself exclusively to My worship and I will fill your heart with 
wealth and your hands with ready sustenance. O son of Adam! Do not distance 
yourself from Me or I will fill your heart with poverty and your hands with work [to 
preoccupy you].’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 43614]    

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 0v�8/ �s\   �D�*C���� �	��8 ���-�«/ <��C��  . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘When Allah loves a servant He inspires him to carry out 
the best forms of worship.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4066]    

5��� � �u�� ��)�������� ������� :(HI�J/ ";��-�4 ";0
*1C���� : �;��f�4 	�� {I=�C��N 2 �C.R�� ��(�� ��.?�S0%��N 2 $�k��� ����BN 2�X`?&�� "DI�?�B�N 2 	Z�C�� {I��4
�����   .  

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Adoration [of Allah] consists of five things: keeping the 
stomach empty, reading the Qur’an, performing the night prayer, imploring Allah 
at dawn, and crying much from fear of Allah.’[Mustadrak al-Wasail, v. 11, p. 244, 
no. 12875]    

�9�,���%�� F�* ��A���� ��7A
$5'�� ����, 

The Role of Understanding and Conviction in Worship  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(+!&�� � ��\ �D�*C�� Q . 

6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘There is no use to worship without 
conviction.’[Kanz al-Fawa’id, v. 1, p. 55]    

7 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :("������ ���C�  ���?�
 ��0̂o�> 2�'�?�6 	"=�6 L�� Xo�> 2�'�?�6 �q0̂ O�[  . 

7– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Worship Allah as if you see Him, for although you 
may not see Him, indeed He sees you.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 5250]    
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8 �u�� ����� �)�������� �������:(��l&���6 :�> ���� GD�*C�� 9 �}�4 Q  . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Worship without understanding is no good.’[Tuhaf al-
`Uqoul, no. 204]    

9 �	
����� �	
� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��l&���%�� ��\ �D�*C�� Q . 

9– Imam Zayn al-Abidin (AS) said, ‘There is no point to worship unless 
performed with understanding.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 280]    

�9�,���%�� �a��n# 

Types of Worship  

10 5��� �)�������� ������� (� +$�]?�� � :�VB W �b�(R�6 � :�VB 2��0C���6/ :�VB W �q���� �*1��
 	�-> :�VB 2u4/ :�C�/ ��14/ �q(�� �� . 

10– Prophet Jesus (AS) asked a man, ‘What are you doing?’ The man replied, ‘I 
am worshipping.’ So he asked, ‘Then who is it that supports you [financially]?’ He 
replied, ‘My brother’, to which Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘Your brother is a better 
worshipper than you.’[Tanbih al-Khawatir, v. 1, p. 65]    

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(  V��#�  v���� 9 �I��]/ ";����6 2�I��]/ "D�?f�� "D�*C���� . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Worship consists of ten parts, nine of which are 
to do with earning a lawful living.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 103, p. 18, no. 81]    

12 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�D�*C�� -�:�� <7C�8 ��
�����N �\ �����1�� �?�Y�̂ . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘A son’s looking at his parents with love is a form 
of worship [of Allah].’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 46]    

13 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( 2�D�*C�� G;�®E�N G;�>/�? �  	
�����1�� 5��\ �?�Y0(���N 2�D�*C�� �nP�&"a�  ���� 5��\ �?�Y0(��N 2�D�*C��  L����� 5��\ �?�Y0(��
 �?�Y0(���N����� 9 �'.*�1�6 +Æ/ �\   �D�*C�� k$]N0���  . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Looking at [the face of] a scholar is worship, 
looking at [the face of] a just Imam is worship, looking at one’s parents with 
kindness and mercy is worship, and looking at the face of a brother whom you 
love for the sake of Allah is worship.’[Amali al-Tusi, p. 454, no. 1015]    

14 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� 3	kY�� �	��8  ����� �D�*C�� 	��    ��6  . 
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14– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Entertaining the best opinion about Allah is a 
form of worship of Allah, most High.’[al-Durra al-Bahira, p. 18]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�!R���"a� "D�*C��  �E��N ���N-7��� ��1=���� 9 �?l=��0%�� . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Pondering about the dominion of the heavens and the 
earth is the worship of the sincere ones.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1792]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ��0��� HIf>\N  ���=�� �!�� �D�*C���� �	�� �X\ . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily part of worship is to talk to people in a gentle 
manner and to spread the greeting of peace among them.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 
3421]    

17 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(GD�*C�� "$�S>/ �)��C�� �$y/ (.C�8 N 2<D�*C�� GD�*C�� �$[ �e1�> �X\ . 

17– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily above every act of worship is an even better 
act of worship, and love for us, the household of the Prophet, is the best act of 
worship.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 247, no. 462]    

�,�H��%�� �a��n# 

Types of Worshippers  

18 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :()�X\ (�;M��M �*7C���� :����� �N��C�� ��1�B  ����� �N��C�� �1�B�N 2���C���� "D�*C�� �q��%> <>1�4 k$]N0���    �v���� ���6N ��EC�6 
����� �N��C�� �1�BN 2PI�?�]"Q� "D�*C�� �q��%>  K�1kc��  �S>/ �u�yN 2 E�?8�� "D�*C�� �q��%�> ���� <7C�8 k$]N0��� �D�*C���� "$ . 

18– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Whoever gives a speaker his full attention has 
indeed expressed a form of worship or adulation to him. If the speaker leads one 
to Allah through his words, then it is as if one worships Allah [by giving him 
attention], but if he leads one to Satan through his words, it is as if one worships 
Satan.’[al-Kafi, v. 6, p. 434, no. 24]    

19 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �'���C�� ��&> G;���R��� 9 <��]�E ���/ 	�� . 

19– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Worshippers are of three types: people who 
worship Allah, Mighty and Exalted, out of fear, and that is the worship of a slave; 
people who worship Allah, Blessed and most High, seeking to be rewarded 
thereof, and that is the worship of an employee; and people who worship Allah, 
Mighty and Exalted, out of love for Him, and that is the worship of free men and 
is the best type of worship.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 84, no. 5]    
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20 *�1�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( T7*�,�
 ����7(�� �X[ Xo> 2�'���C�� ��&> +���^ �\ 5w|/ 	�������  	��  ����� ���C�� ��&> k$]N0���    ����7(�� �X[ X\N 2
 �XZ�0f�� ���C�� ��&> �XZ�0f��  	� T7*�,�
 . 

20– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘He who obeys someone in committing an act of 
disobedience [to Allah] has indeed worshipped him.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 398, no. 8]    

�9�,���%�� �)&*# 

The Best Form of Worship  

21Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��&���� �D�*C���� "$�S>/ . 

21– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The best form of worship is to gain an 
understanding [of religion].’[al-Khisal, p. 30, no. 104]    

22 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( y�4/ <�?]/ �D�*C���� �L�Y�/ . 

22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The worship deserving of the greatest reward is 
that which is most discreetly performed.’[Qurb al-Isnad, p. 135, no. 475]    

23 � Pz� "V1jE)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( ��?�#�  $[/ �b�� "D�*C����  �$�BN 2  $�0?�� 5���� PI( C�[: PIa� 5����. 

23– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Worship performed while having consumed 
unlawful food is like a building built on sand.’ [or on water according to other 
narrations].[ `Auddat al-Da`ai, p. 141]    

24 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(������� �D�*C���� "$�S>/ . 

24– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best form of worship is self-restraint.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 
468, no. 8]    

25 �u�� ����� �)������������ ��� :(�D�*��� ";�C���@ �D�*C���� "$�S>/ . 

25– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best form of worship is breaking a habit or an 
addiction.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2873]    

26 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :("D�*y0��� �D�*C���� "$�S>/ . 

26– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The best form of worship is abstinence.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 2872]    
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27 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� � �L����� �D�*C���� "$�S>/  ���� �b�g�10%��N  . 

27– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The best form of worship is coming to know Allah 
and humbling oneself before Him.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 364]    

28 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 9  ?l=��0%�� "X�*\ �D�*C���� "$�S>/   ���6�E�"B 9N  . 

28– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The best form of worship is to be in a state of 
perpetual reflection about Allah and His power.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 55, no. 3]    

29 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����N  ����� �� C�� �     	��,"a� 3��8 PI�*/ 	�� �$�S>/ �Iuf �  . 

29– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘By Allah, there is no better way to worship Allah 
than to fulfil the right of a fellow believer.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 28]    

30 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �¦h�?���� ��B/ 	��  �7(�� ���C�/ . 

30– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The best worshipper among people is he who 
performs the acts obligatory upon him.’[al-Khisal, p. 16, no. 56]    

31 g3?�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�����  ?�/ 9  ?l=��0%�� "D�?c�[ "D�*C���� -0̂\�N 2�D�0R���N  ��3R�� �D�?c�[ "D�*C���� �)�����   .  

31– Imam al-Rida (AS) said, ‘Worship is not about fasting or praying much, 
rather worship is to reflect much on the command of Allah.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 
442]    

32 �*�1�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �d�4�� �D�*C���� "$�S>/ . 

32– Imam al-Jawad (AS) said, ‘The best form of worship is sincerity.’[Tanbih al-
Khawatir, v. 2, p. 109]    

�9�,���%�� F�* ���b5/�� 

Eagerness and Vitality in Worship  

33 5��� �)�������� ������� :(L"=�� "V1B/ À�_ � :| �q��m[ 2 b�]�1�� �D0��J 	�� �'�� i�
 � �b�� �'lm�%��
 �>  ��kZ��  v3��� �\ �¦
?�a� �?"Y(�
 -�[ ��0̂\ �v�8
  Va� 3v�8 	�� �� i�
 � �b�� :�6�N��8 �� i�
 QN �D�*C��� � lm�%��
 Q �^7��� . 

33– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘With truth I tell you that verily just as the sick man 
can only look at good food but cannot enjoy it due to the intense pain he suffers, 
similarly the man engrossed in worldly affairs cannot enjoy worship nor taste its 
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sweetness because of the love that he harbours for worldly possessions.’[Tuhaf 
al-`Uqoul, no. 507]    

34Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�*C���� ";�>`"D�?%���� �D . 

34– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The bane of worship is lassitude.’[Tuhaf al-
`Uqoul, no. 6]    

35 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�D�*C���� �L"=P�"�^/ �\ �1y3?�=�6 Q . 

35– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Do not make worship loathsome to yourselves [by 
forcing it upon yourselves].’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 86, no. 2] 

WRETCHEDNESS   َوة�K)@ا� 
 

   

DF�A5b�� ���[�_�O 

Characteristics of a Wretched Person  

1 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�' EN�?"@N �'�1�:�� �����ó�  	�� .u�&0f�� . 

1– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The wretched one is he who lets himself be deceived by 
his whims and his delusion.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 86]    

2 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;�� ?i0%��N  $&���� �	�� �u�6N"� � �b��̂ �� ?�8 	�� 0u�&0f�� kX\ . 

2– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Verily the wretched person is he who is deprived of 
drawing any benefit from his intellect and the experiences that he has been 
granted.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 78]    

3 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(L"=��"�^/ �1�� C8�N �u�|��a� ��1kB�1�6���̂(�� :�> �����/ 	�� 0u�&0f�� kXo> p :(�  . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Be on your guard against sins and restrain yourself from 
them, for verily the wretched one is he who gives himself free rein to 
them.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 4499]    

�A�� -F�A5b����D6�� �Iu�  o £F 
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The Wretched One Was Wretched As a Foetus in His Mother’s Womb  

4Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(��3�"�  	Z�� 9 �u�&�J 	�� .u�&0f��N 2 ��3�"�  	Z�� 9 �����j 	�� ����0��� . 

4– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The prosperous one is he who prospered from 
when he was in his mother’s womb, and the wretched one is he who was 
wretched from when he was in his mother’s womb.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 491]    

5 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\  0��� �����4 k$]N0��� ����� ���-���� 	�-�> 2 ���&���4 ��"���
 X/ �$C�B �D�N&0f��N �D�*�   X\N 2 <����/ ���S�wC�
 L�� <�����j 
�}�R�
 -�� ���S�w�/N �����-�� 0v�8/ <#| �$�-�� X\N 2<���/ ��0C�_�
 L�� <7��&�J ���-���� �X[ X\N 2���S�wC�
 L��N �����-�� �¦�w�/ <�7?�J �$�-�� �����\  . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Mighty and Exalted, created prosperity 
and wretchedness before He even created His creation. So whoever Allah knows 
will be prosperous, He will never despise, and even when he commits an evil 
deed, He will despise the deed but not the person. And if He knows that 
someone will be wretched, He will never love him, and even when he performs a 
good deed, He will love the deed but despise the person because of what he is to 
become.’[al-Tawhid, p. 357, no. 5]    

6 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� �X\   PI&0f�� �\ �D*�0��� 	�� ��"�"&(�
 QN 2�D�*�0��� �\ PI&0f�� �	�� ��C���� "$"&(�
 ��6N ��EC6  . 

6– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and most High, may transfer a 
servant from wretchedness to prosperity, but He never transfers anyone from 
prosperity to wretchedness.’[al-Tawhid, p. 358, no. 6]    

7+}�-�� r/  	� ��7-� 	� � :+?���]  	� 5j1�  	�#� �/ �)�O�j )����� V1j�E  V1B �� 	��  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(»0f��  	Z�� 9 �u�&�J 	�� .u�&
��3�"�  	Z�� 9 �����j 	�� ����0���N 2 ��3�"� «�V&> 2 :����� �L���� 	�� .u�&0f��  ����� �L���� 	�� ����0���N 2 PI��&J�� �V-�/ "$�-����j ��7̂ / ��3�"�  	Z�� 9 1�yN    1�yN 
��.��� �V-�/ "$�-����j ��7̂ / ��3�"�  	Z�� 9PI�� . 

7– Imam al-Kazim (AS) was once asked by Ibn Abi ‘Umayr about the Prophet 
(SAWA)’s saying, ‘The prosperous one is he who prospered from when he was in 
his mother’s womb, and the wretched one is he who was wretched from when he 
was in his mother’s womb’, to which he replied, ‘The wretched one is he who, 
from when he was in his mother’s womb, Allah knew would commit acts 
characteristic of wretched people, and the prosperous one is he who, from when 
he was in his mother’s womb, Allah knew would perform acts characteristic of 
prosperous people.’[al-Tawhid, p. 356, no. 3]    

���A5b�� �@�̀ �? �6 
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That Which Brings About Wretchedness  

8 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�^.��� .v�8 PI&0f�� �v�C�j . 

8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The cause of wretchedness is love of this world.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 4499]    

9 �!�#� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �;�>�?��  �1�
 PI�* 9 � :�q�%���R��- � ��&f�6 QN 2 ���1&�%� °����j/N 2 ���E/ u7̂O�[ ��f4/ �����]� 7L�:���� . 

9– Imam al-Husayn (AS) said in his supplication of `Arafa, ‘O Allah, make me 
fear you as if I see you, let me prosper through being conscious of my duty to 
You, and keep me from becoming wretched as a consequence of Your 
disobedience.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 98, p. 218, no. 3]    

�G�H/�� 	
A�# 

The Most Wretched of All People  

10 5��� �)�������� ������� :(�����-�� � �V1:i�� ���-��� �  �(�� ��(� ��N?��� 1�y 	��  �(�� 5�&J/ . 

10– Prophet Jesus (AS) said, ‘The most wretched of people is he who is reputed 
amongst people for his knowledge but not known for his action thereof.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 2, p. 52, no. 19]    

11Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �D�?�4�� �K�m��N �^.��� �?&�> ������ �b�-�%]�  	�� PI�&J�� 5�&J/ . 

11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The most wretched of all wretched people is he 
who faces both poverty in this world as well as punishment in the 
Hereafter.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 16683]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  �(�� 5�&J/ 	� �$��j �BN � : �' }�@ �^�� � ���(
�* ��� 	�� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) when asked who the most wretched of all people was, replied, 
‘He who sells his Hereafter for someone else’s profit in this world.’[Amali al-
Saduq, p. 322, no. 4]    

j��A5b�� �i�6��� 
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The Symptoms of Wretchedness  

13Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(0f�� ����� 	��PI& : �E�?|��N 2  e�3?��  v���� 9  d?�#� "D0��JN 2  v��&�� "D�1��BN 2  !���� �*1�-�]
  v^km�� 5�� . 

13– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Among the symptoms of wretchedness are: a 
look of apathy in the eyes, hardness of the heart, intense greed in seeking out 
one’s livelihood, and persistence in committing sins.’[al-Khisal, p. 243, no. 96]    

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �
�0R�� .¼�@ PI&0f�� �;���� 	�� . 

14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One of the symptoms of wretchedness is swindling 
one’s own friend.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9297]    

15 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( E�4�� �\ "DHIj�� PI&0f�� ����� 	�� . 

15– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Among the symptoms of wretchedness is maltreatment 
of good people.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9307] 

WRONGDOING*   اAُ#1F�  
 

   

�]�7}�� �I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Caution against Wrongdoing  

1Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(L"=��1�"B �K ?��
 ��7̂o> p�L�lY��N L"[7
\ . 

1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Beware of wrongdoing for verily it corrupts your 
hearts.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7639]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :("V1&�> "$�]?�� {Iu i���> 2���6(���8 ��60?�j �BN �;����&�� ��1�
 ��C���� �u�6O���� �7̂\ : 	�� "m�4,���> 2�m�y ��-���� 3KE 

"V���
 -> 2����O�j Tm�� ��(���8 9 "$��i���> ���6(���8 ���7�j b�� )�����i�> ���6�3��j �\ �?�Y�̂ ��"�O��
 	�� HI] �so> 2�;(���8 ���� 5&C�
 � 57%8 �q�m[ 

�E(�� �$�4��
 57%8 ��(�� Ð1�%��
 "V���
 �> 2 $�]0?�� . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily the servant will come on the Day of 
Resurrection having performed many good deeds which please him, when a man 
will come, complaining [to Allah], ‘O Lord, this man has wronged me’, whereupon 
some of his good deeds will be taken and transferred to the good deeds of the 
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plaintiff. The situation will continue thus until finally he will be left with no good 
deeds, and then the plaintiff’s evil deeds will start being transferred to his own 
evil deeds, and he will continue to pay for them thus until he will enter the 
Fire.’[Nihayat al-Bidaya wa al-Nihaya, v. 2, p. 55]    

3 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �;����&�� ��1�
 ��-"�"� ��7̂o> p�L�lY�� �1"&06� . 

3– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Fear wrongdoing, for verily it is a source of 
darkness on the Day of Resurrection.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 332, no. 11]    

4 � �u�� �����)�������� ������� :(  $h�s0?�� ���/ �L�lY�� . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Wrongdoing is the most painful of all vices.’[Ghurar al-
Hikam, no. 804]    

5 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �q��:�
N �L��3(�� �v"���
N 2�����&�� lV ��
 �L�lY�� �L��"Q� . 

5– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Wrongdoing causes feet to slip, snatches away bounties 
and destroys nations.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 1734]    

6 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�  L�lY�� 	�� "/0?�C�%�
 ���� G;�CZ�4 9 � :�����N  �8 5��� �)� �/ XHH�  2<��k��R��  V�@�� 9 0?�]"� N/ 2<��0:���� �X���0��� �q��
����� 5�&�/ X/ 	�� 0u��\ .v�8/   5� C�� �\ �� ?��
 +���(�� <���8/ �L���/ �U�[N 2 �Z"#� 	�� �Iu�f�� <C�|@N 2�*C����  ¦��C�� <-��� �;����&�� ��1�
 ����1jEN 

kc�� 9 "V1"Z�
N 2:"�1"�"BW :"�1"��8 t? ! 

6– Imam Ali (AS) said, seeking immunity from wrongdoing, ‘By Allah, I would 
rather spend a sleepless night on the thorns of the Sa`adan tree [a type of prickly 
tree], or be driven as a prisoner in shackles, than meet Allah and His Messenger 
on the Day of Resurrection having wronged any servant or having usurped any 
kind of worldly wealth. How can I wrong anyone for the sake of this soul that is 
rapidly hastening towards destruction and is to remain under the earth for a long 
time?’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 224]    

7 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� S
/ � :�����N  ����� �u�R�/ X/ 5�� 2:�[�>/ �)_�6 µ �;��C0��� �L��B�� �)��Z�"� 1�   �v���] :�C"�j/ G;��-�̂ 9   
���%����> � GD�}���J . 

7– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘By Allah, if I was given all the seven domains with all that 
exists under its celestial spheres in order that I may disobey Allah to the extent of 
snatching a single grain of barley from an ant, I would not do it.’[Nahj al-Balagha, 
Sermon 224]    

8 �u�� ����� �)������ ��������� :(����7
/ )�y�?�[ �L���� 	�-�> p�L�lY��N ��7
\ . 
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8– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Beware of wrongdoing, for the living days of one who 
wrongs others become odious.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2638]    

9 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( }�w�6 �\ 5�*/ »Iu�J ���������� �;�-� ̂   ����� �Xo> p+L�"� 5�� G;��B\ 	�� ���%�-�& ̂  $� i��6N    �	
���:�ZS"a� �D�1��* �b�-�j 
)�!��1�Y�a�(�*|?�a � �!-��Y�� 1�yN 2 . 

9– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Nothing induces the reversal of Allah’s bounty or the 
hastening of His retribution than continuous injustice [to others]; for verily Allah 
hears the call of the oppressed and lies in wait for the oppressors.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Letter 53]    

10 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �'�?-�� �L�R"B �L���� 	�� . 

10– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The life of one who wrongs others is shattered.’[Ghurar 
al-Hikam, no. 7940]    

11 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( ���C�[?�� �� � 1�C=�
  L�lY�� �v�[�E . 

11– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who takes wrongdoing as a mount is thrown off 
by it.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5391]    

12 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �'�E1�] ���=��y/ �E] 	�� . 

12– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The one who tyrannises others is ruined by his own 
tyranny.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 7835]    

13 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(���� "V1jE 5Þ�  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| ( :�-h�1�BN :��� � ";��-0(�� "$�-_�6� �$�[,�
 X/ . 

13– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) narrated, ‘The Prophet (SAWA) forbade anyone from 
eating anything that an ant carries in its mouth or holds in its grip.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 
305, no. 11]    

�]�7}�� �a��n# 

Types of Wrongdoing  

14 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�;M�M �L�lY�� kX\N Q/ : �?��w�
 Q Tm�� �L�lY�� 7�O> 2�v��Z�
 Q �E1�w�� �L�"�N 2���?%�
 Q �L�"�N 2�?��w�
 Q �L�"Y�>
���� � ��?3f�>   ... m�� �L�lY�� 7�/N<S��� L :�S��� �*C���� �L�"Y> ���?%�
 Q Tm�� �L�lY�� 7�/N 2��(�«�  ¦�� ��(� �����^ ��C���� �L�"Y�> �?��w�
 T . 
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14– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Know that wrongdoing is of three types: the wrongdoing 
that is unforgivable, the wrongdoing that cannot be left unaccounted, and the 
wrongdoing that is forgivable and unquestioned. The wrong that is unforgivable is 
association of anything with Allah …the wrong that is forgivable is when the 
servant is unjust to himself and wrongs himself with regard to his faults, and the 
wrong that cannot be left unaccounted is the wrong that people do unto each 
other.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Sermon 176]    

�]�7}�� �°�!*# 

The Most Atrocious Type of Wrong  

15Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� �v�S�@ 0��%J�  �� 	�� 5��� ����� �}�@ <�?�|^ �� i�
 Q 	�� �L��   . 

15– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘The wrath of Allah is indeed severe on one who 
wrongs somebody that has no one to help him apart from Allah.’[Kanz al-
`Ummal, no. 7605]    

16 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�L�"� L�lY�� �¼�_>/ �U��0S��  . 

16– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘Wronging the weak is the most atrocious type of 
injustice.’[Nahj al-Balagha, Letter 31]    

17 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (�$��j 7-�� � :� W �� C�8R�� <;��1&�� "$�i�/ +v^s .T/ : 	�� �L���� 	������� ��\ ���� �?�|^ Q   �;�-�3(�� �E�N]N 2
 }&���� 5��  uw�C� � �VZ�%j�N 2 }R&0%� � . 

17– Imam Ali (AS) was once asked, ‘Which sin hastens punishment down on its 
perpetrator the fastest?’ to which he replied, ‘He who wrongs somebody that has 
no helper save Allah, he who repays bounties with negligence and laxity, and he 
who displays arrogant and intimidating behaviour towards the poor.’[Bihar al-
Anwar, v. 75, p. 320, no. 43]    

18 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(�=�� �L�"�  L�lY��  ¼�_>/ 	��  ��? . 

18– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘One of the most atrocious types of injustice is to wrong 
kind people.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 9272]    

19 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(B 7L"M 2�' E��| �\ �0-�g "D>�1�� �����-:���  !�"#� �	� 0u�� �?�S�8 7-���V : u ̂|N/ µ �q��|N"� 2 0u�(�� 

 r/ ���)�������� ������� (�VB 2 ��� �'|N/ �'�/ kX/ �?�[�s µN "D>�1�� ��6�?�S�8 �!8 :����� ��\ <�?�|^ �q���� �� i�
 Q 	�� �L�"�N ��7
\ 2 0u�(�� 
   .  
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19– Imam al-Baqir (AS) narrated that when his father, Imam Ali Zayn al-`Aabidin 
(AS) was approaching death, he hugged him close to his chest and said, ‘O my 
son, I am advising you of the same thing that my father advised me in his will 
when he was approaching death, and the same thing that he said his father 
advised him - O my son! Beware of wronging one who has no helper against you 
but Allah.’[al-Kafi, v. 2, p. 231, no. 5]    

�]���U}�� �=�E6W 

Granting Respite to the Wrongdoer ** 

20Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  �V1&
 57%8 �L��kY�� "$ :-�
  :u (���â/ �B !����� �X\ 2<;�� ��E <D�m4/ �'"m�4O�
 7L"M   ����y ��(�� �����^ ���-�8 
�V&> 2 �!�-���Y�� :»�	
m���  ��1�&�� �? ���* �b�Z"&�>���� ���-�#��N �1�-����    �!�-����� 3K�E «. 

20– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Verily Allah gives such respite to the wrongdoer, 
until he says [rejoicingly], ‘He [Allah] has indeed forgotten about me!’ Then Allah 
seizes him with a terrible seizing. Verily Allah has praised Himself with regard to 
the way in which He destroys wrongdoers, saying in the Qur’an: “Thus the 
wrongdoing ones were rooted out, and all praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of all 
the worlds”[ Qur’an 6:45].[ Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 322, no. 51]    

21 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(����� 5���/    !�%�-���=�� �!� � �X1��?��� �$]N 7��  ...����� �'�m�4/ 7L"M 2<;�(�j �!���E/   �X[N 2�N"Q�N �D�?�4�� �V=�̂ 
����� �VB X/ �!�  �����-:��� �XNEyN 5j1a �$]N7��  :»�1��* �)�C� ]"/ �B-"=�6 «����� ���>0?�� X/ �!�N  <;�(�j �!���E/ �;��]�� ��6  . 

21– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘Allah gave Pharaoh a long respite of forty years, 
between His two addresses to him, then Allah seized him with the punishment of 
this life and the Hereafter. So forty years passed between the time that Allah said 
to Prophet Moses (AS) and Prophet Aaron (AS): “Your supplication has already 
been granted” and between the time He actually showed them the answer to 
their supplication [i.e. through Pharaoh’s annihilation].’[Nur al-Thaqalayn, v. 5, p. 
500, no. 21]    

�]����}�� �+�6�P�n 

The Wrongdoer’s Regret  

22Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�;�����̂ �L�lY�� . 

22– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Wrongdoing results in regret.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
75, p. 322, no. 52]    
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23 .u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  �1"�Y�a� 5��  E1���  �1�
 	�� .��J/  L���Y�� 5��  V����� ��1�
 . 

23– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The day that justice is brought to the wrongdoer is much 
more severe than the day oppression is done unto the oppressed.’[Nahj al-
Balagha, Saying 241]    

24 �?BC�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(  �1�Y�a� �^�* 	�� �L��kY�� "m�4O�
 7Í �?�c[/  L��kY��  	
�* 	�� ��1�Y�a� "m�4O�
 � . 

24– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, ‘The wronged one profits much more from his 
oppressor’s Hereafter [i.e. his account of deeds] than the oppressor profits from 
the world [i.e. the wealth or honour] of the one he is wronging.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
75, p. 311, no. 15]    

�]���U}�� �+�n��W I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Caution Against Aiding the Wrongdoer  

25Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(G*(�� t*^ �;����&�� ��1�
 �X[ �s\ : N/ 2 <���[ L�:�� �n���E N/ 2<D�N�* L�:�� �eQ 	�� W L�:�̂�1�/N ";�-��kY�� �	
/
 L�:���� L�yN�?�f8�>2 +L���B �D0��� L�:�� 0��� . 

25– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘On the Day of Resurrection, a caller will call out, 
‘Where are the wrongdoers and their helpers? Whoever prepared the inkwell for 
them, or tied their purse for them, or supplied them with a pen – gather them all 
together with them.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 373, no. 17]    

26 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(L�:�%�M��M {I[�?�J ��� u�g�0?��N ���� �!�"a�N  L�lY� � "$����� . 

26– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘The perpetrator of the wrong act, his accomplice 
and the one who approves of it - all three are equally to blame for the wrong.’[al-
Kafi, v. 2, p. 333, no. 16]    

27 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( -�� 2L�:�%��-�] ���:f�
N 2L�:(�� "$�6&�
N 2HIu���� �L�:�� u Ci�
N 2L�:�� �v�%=�
 	�� �N���]�N �;0���"� u (�� kX/ Q1��
k&�8 ^1�C���j( . 

27– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, ‘If it was not for the fact that the Bani Umayya 
found people to scribe for them, to shade them, to fight for them, and to attend 
their gatherings, they would never have been able to snatch away our rights [by 
themselves].’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 106, no. 4]    
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28 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� (��6 ����1B 9 � :» �1�-���� �	
�mk�� � \ �1�(�[�?�6 QN... «� : X/ �\ �'HI&�� .v�_���> �XZ�.��� u�6O�
 "$�]0?�� �1�y
�����Z����> ��P���[ �\ �'���
 �$�4��
 . 

28– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) with respect to Allah’s verse in the Qur’an: “And do not 
incline toward the wrongdoers, lest the Fire should touch you, and you will not 
have any friend besides Allah, then you will not be helped”, said, ‘This refers to 
the man who attends to an unjust ruler, wishing his rule to continue in order that 
he may put his hand in his purse and give him thereof.’[al-Kafi, v. 5, p. 108, no. 
12]    

����}
(� �+�n��W 	��� 78
�� 

Enjoinment of Aiding the Wronged  

29Pz� "V1jE �  ) ` �N ������� {z� �uk��|���� :(<C�8R�� �;0(��� 9 �u���� �X[  L��kY�� �	��  �1�Y�-��� �m�4/ 	�� . 

29– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Whoever takes the side of the oppressed over 
the oppressor will be with me as my companion in Paradise.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 
75, p. 359, no. 75]    

30 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� �����-:���  !�(���_�� � :<^1��  �1�Y�-���N <-R�4  L��kY�� ^1"[N 2 ?]¾�� ��-��N 23��# � Q1"B . 

30– Imam Ali (AS) said to Imam Hasan and Imam Husayn (AS), ‘Speak the truth, 
and do good deeds to secure a good reward, and be adversaries to the 
oppressor and aiders of the oppressed.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 100, p. 90, no. 75]    

31 �L�=�� ����� �)�������� ������� (� +!Z&�
  	� 3u���� � :���� �X\   	�� L : � �b�>����� �;�-��kY�� PI��N/ b�� HI��N/ ��6 .u�� 
 L�:(�� �)^/N 2��h��N/  . 

31– Imam al-Kazim (AS) said to Ali b. Yaqtin, ‘Verily Allah, most High, has 
friends just like the friends of the oppressors, with the aid of whom He defends 
His friends, and you are one of them, O Ali.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 75, p. 349, no. 56] 
   

����}
(� �9���, I�6 �:?S!5'�� 

Being Wary of the Plea [to Allah] of One Who Has Been Wronged  

32Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� "VO��
 -7̂o> p �1�Y�a� �D�1��* �1"&06��  ����� kX\N 2��k&�8 ��6    ��6 ��k&�8 À��8 �s �b�(-�
 L�� . 
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32– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Be on your guard against the plea [to Allah] of 
one who has been wronged, for verily he asks Allah his right, and verily Allah 
never denies a right to one whom it is due.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7597]    

33 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�Ki�8 ���̂N�* ����� ��7̂o> p <�?�>[ �X[ X\N  �1�Y�a� �D�1��* �1"&06�� . 

33– The Prophet (SAWA) said, ‘Be on your guard against the plea of one who 
has been wronged, even if he be a disbeliever, for verily there is no veil 
preventing his plea from being answered.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 7602]    

34 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( �1�Y�a� "D�1��*  �:3��� "m��^/ . 

34– Imam Ali (AS) said, ‘The most piercing arrow is the plea of the 
oppressed.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 2979]    

 

*The Arabic Zulm comes from the root a-la-ma meaning to do wrong, to act 
wrongfully, injuriously, unjustly or tyrannically in its intransitive usage, and to 
wrong (others or oneself), to treat someone wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously or 
tyrannically when transitive. The title has been translated quite generally as 
‘wrongdoing’, though each tradition has been translated to best denote the 
meaning of Zulm in that particular context (ed.) 
** Allah grants the wrongdoer respite or a time delay before punishing him in 
order to see if he will mend his ways, and so that the wrongdoer may fully 
become deserving of His punishment through his lack of conscience and 
continued wrongdoing in spite of having been given respite after guidance, and 
moreover in order to bring upon him a surprise attack just when he has justified 
his wrongdoing to himself (ed.) 

 

YOUTH   ا�ّ@��ب 
 

   

3��Hb�� 

Youth  

1"V1jE �Pz�   ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�X1�("�� 	�� �;�C��J �KC0f�� . 
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1– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Youth is a branch of folly.’[al-Ikhtisas, p. 343]    

2 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�JN 2 L"=��1�:"= � ��0C�f�6 	�� L"= �C�J �}�4L"= �C�f � ��0C�f�6 	�� L"=��1�:"[ .? . 

2– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The best of your youth are those who act like the 
old from among you, and the worst of your old ones are those who act like your 
youth.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 43058]    

3�u�� ����� �) �������� ������� :(-�y���&�> 	�� ��\ -�:��S�> �� ?��
 Q �X���J :";���>����N 2�KC0f�� . 

3– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'There are two things whose worth is only known to one 
who has lost them: youth and health.’[Ghurar al-Hikam, no. 5764]    

R� �+��� :�V���PB 

Educating Youngsters  

4 �u�� ����� �)�������� ������� :(��%�� C�B �Iu�J 	�� :�> �u�&�"� � 2 �;���£�  �E�[ �����#� �v��B -7̂\ . 

4– Imam Ali (AS) said, 'Verily the heart of a youngster is like an empty plot of 
land - it accepts whatever is planted therein.’[Tuhaf al-`Uqoul, no. 70]    

5 ��£� ��C�  	� �$��Ó\ 	�� � :�������C�� �/ )�Ó ) �������� ������� (bÓ/ ^/N V18�� ?��] r� V1&
 :�V&�> W �D?R�C�� �)��6/ :�VB 2 L���̂ :
 ���> L�:��1�4�*N  ?��� �my �\  �(�� �;���E��� �)
/�E �U�[�VB W :�����N  �V&> 2 �$��&�� q�s �X\N �1"����> ��&��N 2 �$��&�� L�:7̂\  : p ����8� � �q����

 +}�4 �$"[ �\ ���?j/ L�:7̂o> . 

5– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) asked al-Ahwal, 'Did you go to Basra?' He replied, 'Yes.’ 
Imam (AS) asked, 'How did you find people's hastening to this matter87 and 
embracing it?' He replied, 'By Allah, such people were few in number, and even 
that which they did do was little.’ Imam replied, 'You should put it forth to the 
youngsters, for verily they hasten towards anything good.’[Qurb al-Isnad, p. 128, 
no. 450]    

�3��5b�� F�* �]7��%5'�� 

Learning During One's Youth  

6Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(�N 5��  K%�=�� �;�� ¬�µ �X[ �}C[ 1�yN �Lk����6 	��N 2  ?�i�#� 9  Lj0?�� �;�� ¬�- � �X[ �� �C�J 9 �Lk����6 	�� ��]
PIa� . 
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6– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Learning something during one's youth is like 
engraving in stone, and learning something when one is old is like writing on the 
surface of water.’[Bihar al-Anwar, v. 1, p. 222, no. 6]    

7 �?BC�� ����� �)���������������  :( ��k&���%�
 Q �;���3f��  KC�J 	�� ÀKf � �)��6"� 1��) 	
3��� 9 (���%�0*HH� . 

7– Imam al-Baqir (AS) said, 'If I was brought a young shi`aa man undevoted to 
learning [religious matters], I would discipline him.’[al-Mahasin, v. 1, p. 357, no. 
760]    

8 �e*7R�� ����� �)�������� ������� :( !��8 9 
*@ ��\ L"=(�� 0K7f�� tE/ X/ .v�8"� �)��� : Xo> 2 ��0?�> �$����
 L�� Xo> 2 <-�����%�� N/ <-��� 7�\
_�� �F���� Tm��N �E(�� �	�=�j �L�M/ X\N 2 �L�M/ �b0��g �X\N 2 �b0��g ��0?�>3��# � <��7- . 

8– Imam al-Sadiq (AS) said, 'I only like to see the young man from among you 
occupied in either of two states: learning or teaching, for if he does not [engage 
in either of these two], he is wasting his time; and by wasting his time, he will lose 
out; and by losing out, he will be committing a sin; and by committing a sin, he 
will dwell in the Fire, by the One who sent Muhammad with the truth.’[Amali al-
Tusi, p. 303, no. 604]    

�P� �%�� D3�Hb�� �)&
* 

The Virtue of a Worshipping Young Man  

9Pz� "V1jE �  ) ����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  "V1&
 2 �;=h��a� �� ���� 3Kf�� u�yC�
 ��6  :T�C�� �\ �N�?"Y^"� !u�]/ 	�� ���6�1:�J ���?�6 . 

9– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily Allah, most High, boasts about the 
worshipping young man to His angels, saying, 'Look at My servant! He has 
abandoned his desires for My sake.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 43057]  

  

10 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\   �vh%�� 0Kf�� .v�_�
 ��6  .  

10– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily Allah, most High, loves the penitent young 
man.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 10185]    

11 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :( �!���j?"a�  $S���[ ��.(�j ��? C�[ � ���� ��0C���6 Tm��  ¤�f�� 5�� �'C�| 9 ��0C���6 Tm�� �� ���� 3K7f�� "$S�>
  ?hj 5�� �(�� . 
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11– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'The superiority of a young worshipper who 
worships Allah in his youth over an old man who worships after he has grown 
old, is as the superiority of the prophets over the rest of people.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, 
no. 43059]    

12 Pz� "V1jE �)����` �N ������� {z� �uk��| :(����� kX\  ����� �;��� 9 ����C�J ���
 Tm�� 0Kf�� .v�_�
    ��6  . 

12– The Prophet (SAWA) said, 'Verily Allah loves the young man who spends his 
entire youth in the obedience of Allah.’[Kanz al-`Ummal, no. 43060] 
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